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LETTER TO THE SECRETARY. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., Mareh 10, 1873. 

Str: I have the honor to present for your approval and for publica- 

tion the sixth annual report of the United States Geological Survey of 

the Territories, containing a preliminary account of explorations made 
during the summer of 1872, about the sources of Snake and Missouri 

Rivers. 

The liberal appropriation granted fn the survey by the Yorty- 

second Congress enabled the Chief Geologist to organize two large and 

well-equipped parties for field-work. These parties were each provided 

with a geologist, topographer, astronomer, meteorologist, with their as- 

sistants. A number of young men acted as collectors of objects in 

natural history. 

One party, under my immediate direction, took Fort Ellis as its ini- 

tial point. We spent several days at this point and at Bozeman pur- 

chasing our animals and securing supplies and other outfit. After our 

preparations were made, we passed over the divide to the Yellowstone 

Valley, traversing nearly the same route as last year. The Yellowstone 

River, from the lower cation to its source in the Yellowstone Lake, was 

carefully surveyed. Some of the branches, as the Hast Fork, were more 

fully examined than at any time previously. From the lake the party 

passed over the divide into the Geyser Basin of Madison River, and ex- 

plored that river and its branches to the Three Forks. We then 

ascended the Gallatin River and examined it to its sources. The inter- 

esting canon of the Gallatin, which is about seventy miles in length, 

had never been explored previously, and was unknown even to the in- 

habitants of the lower part of the valley. From the Gallatin Canon we 

passed over the divide into the Yellowstone Valley, near the second 

cafion, and made a more detailed survey of the Snowy or Yellowstone 

Range, then passed down the valley through the first or lower cation, 

and then along the divide between the branches of the Hast Gallatin 

and Shields Rivers to Flat Head Pass; thence across the rugged hills 

to a point about ten miles below the Three Forks, on the Missouri River. 

We then returned to Bozeman along the base of the mountains on the 

east side of the East Gallatin Fork, and the field-work of this party* 

was closed. The materials for an accurate map of the district examined 

were secured, and most important discoveries in geology and large col- 

lections in all departments were made. 

The second party was placed under ~~ general direction of Mr. James 
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Stevenson, whose experience in this wild life for sixteen years, as my 

principal assistant, gave him great advantages over any one else I could 

seeure for that trust. This party started from Ogden, Utah, surveyed a 

route to Fort Hall, and there laid in supplies and made the necessary 

preparations for a pack-train up the unknown region of the Upper Snake 

Valley. The party was also provided with a chief geologist, topogra- 

pher, meteorologist, botanist, and other necessary assistants. From 

Fort Hali this party proceeded up the west side of Snake River. Two 

weeks were spent in making a careful survey of the previously unknown 

Teton Basin. The range of the Three Tetons was carefully mapped. 

Eleven of the party attempted to ascend the highest peak, the Grand 

Teton. Only two of these succeeded, Messrs. Stevenson and Langford. 
So far as we can ascertain they are the only white men that ever reached 

its summit. 

In the summer of 1860 the party under the command of Colonel W. 

FF. Raynolds, to which I was attached as geologist, camped for several 

days at the base of this range. We had with us as guide Mr. James 

Bridger, who was more familiar with the western country and the 

events in its history for the past fifty years than any living man. - 

He regarded the ascent of this peak as impossible, and many of the old 

mountaineers and trappers state that it has been attempted nen times 

without success. 

Immense masses of snow and lakes of ice were found on its sides, and 

abundant signs of modern glacial action. At certain seasons of the year, 

usually in August and September, the air is filled to a great height 

with grasshoppers flying in every direction. They sometimes rise to 

the height of many thousands of feet. As they passed over this Teton 

Range they became chilled and dropped on the snow and ice in vast 

numbers and gradually melted the snow, so that the myriads of little 

holes which they formed gave to the surface a peculiar roughness. It was 

due to this fact that Messrs. Stevenson and Langford were able to 

cling to the almost vertical icy sides of the peak, and complete the 

ascent. They found the elevation to be 13,858 feet above the sea, thus 

entitling it to rank among the monarch peaks of our continent. 

Yet on the summit of this peak there were indications that human 

beings had made the ascent at some period in the past. On the top of 

the Grand Teton, and for 300 feet below, are great quantities of granite 

blocks or slabs of different sizes. These blocks had been placed on 

end, forming a breastwork about three feet high, inclosing a cireular - 

space six or seven feet in diameter, and while on the surrounding rocks 
there is not a particle of dust or sand, yet the bottoin of this inclosure 

*is covered with a bed of minute particles of granite, not larger than the 

grains of common sand, which must have been worn off by the ele- 

ments from the vertical blocks until it is nearly a foot in depth. There 

was every appearance that these granite slabs had been placed in their 

present position by Indians, as a protection from the wind, many cen- 

turies ago. 
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The scenery of the Teton Range is truly alpine in its character, ap- 

proaching that type more nearly than any other known in the West. 

Leaving the Teton Basin, the party proceeded up Henry’s Fork of 

Snake River, and at its source, surveyed one of the most interesting and 

important geographical points in the West. At the head of Henry’s 

Fork are four remarkable passes, representing the four points of the 

compass, with Henry’s Lake located in the center. The Targee, or East 

Pass, is 7,063 feet elevation, and forms one of the gateways to the Mad- 

ison Vailey and to the sources of the Madison and: Yellowstone. Hen- 

ry’s, or South Pass, is about 6,250 feet elevation, and opens into the 

great valley of the Snake River from the Atlantic slope. Red Rock, or 
West Pass, is 7,271 feet elevation, and connects the great valley of the 

Jefferson Fork, while the Raynolds or North Pass, 6,911 feet elevation, 

leads into the valley of the Lower Madison. These remarkable passes, 

thus linking the Atlantic with the Pacific slope, are so smooth, that a 

carriage could be driven over them at a high rate of speed. In a prac- 

tical point of view these passes, as well a& the Snake River Valley, must 

soon become of great importance to the West.» 

The Snake River and Henry’s Fork Valleys form by far the most feas- 

ible routes for railroads, connecting Montana and the entire Northwest 

with the interior basin and the Pacific slope. Compared with the pres- 

ent stage-routes to Montana, a road by this valley would be from one hun- 

dred to one hundred and fifty miles shorter, and would open up for settle- 

ment avast areaof arableand pastoral land. The immense forests of pine 

timber would be made available, and Iam convinced that in afew years, 

on account of the scarcity of good timber in the interior basin, this will 

become one of the most important lumber regions in the West. If the 

railroad which contemplates connecting Corinne, Utah, with Helena, 

Montana, passes up Henry’s Tork, it will render available two thousand 

five hundred square miles of pine timber. All the wonders of our great 

National Park can be seen in one day’s travel on horseback from this 

route. 

About ten miles northwest of Henry’s Lake a new lake was discov- 

ered, which from its peculiar character merits some notice here. It is 

called ‘* Cliff Lake” on the map, from the fact that it seems to be con-. 

fined to a deep fissure in the basaltic rocks. It is triangular in shape, 

its length about one and a half miles, and half a mile in its greatest 

width. Several streams of considerable size flow into it, but no outlet 
could be discovered. High, nearly vertical walls inclose it on every 

side. : j 

From Henry’s Lake the party crossed the water-shed by way of the 

Targee Pass into the Madison Valley, and passed up that stream to the 

Fire Hole Basin, where both of the parties met on the same day, Au- 

gust 14, though starting about two months previously from points sev- 

eral hundred miles apart. The Snake River division remained in this 
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basin several days, until supplies could be obtained from Virginia City 

for the return trip to Fort Hall. 

The party then continued its way up the valley of the Madison to its 

source, and spent some days exploring the different branches of Snake 

River and the Madison. There is perhaps no more unknown or more in- 

teresting geographical region in America than this great water divide of 

our continent. The maps which are now in process of construction in the 

office, and which will be issued to the public in the course of the present 
year, will almost entirely change the geography of this wonderful region. 

Within a radius of ten miles, may be found the sources of three of the 

largest rivers in America. The general elevation is from 7,000 to 8,000 

feet above the sea, while the mountains whose eternal snows form the 

sources of these great rivers, rise to a height of 10,000 to 12,000 feet. 
Flowing northward are the numerous branches of the Missouri, 

Yellowstone, and Wind Rivers, which all eventually unite into one 

mighty stream, the Missouri! ‘To the south are the branches of Green 

River, which unites with the Oolorado and finally empties into the Gulf 

of California, while south’ and west flow the branches of Snake River, 

which, uniting with the Columbia, pour their vast volume of water into 

the Pacific. 

The exploration of this remarkable water divide proves that the Mad- 

ison Fork has its source in a small lake not hitherto noted on any map, 

and that the so-called Madison Lake belongs entirely on the Pacific 

slope. This latter lake-was found to be about twelve miles long and 

eight miles wide. . From this body of water flows a stream nearly one 

hundred feet wide, which, after a distance of about five miles, empties 

into a second lake which is four miles long and one and a half miles wide. 

The former of these lakes was named Lake Shoshone, and the latter 
Lake Lewis, in honor of the great pioneer explorer of the Northwest. 

At the upper end of Lake Shoshone a new geyser basin was discovered, 

with from seventy-five to one hundred springs, many of them geysers of 

considerable power. The ornamentation about these springs was regarded 

as more interesting and elaborate than those in Fire Hole Basin. The 

divide between the Yellowstone Lake and Lake Lewis was found to be 

about 50 feet above the former, and 200 feet above the latter. This low 

ridge in the great water divide of the continent has doubtless given rise 

to the story. of the Two-Ocean River, and such a stream has found its 
way to most of our printed maps. 

From the summit of Red Mountain the scope of vision embraced a 

radius of one hundred and fifty miles, within which four hundred and 

seventy mountain-peaks worthy of a name could be distinctly observed. 

The area that could be swept by the eye from this point could not have 

been less than fifty thousand square miles, embracing every variety of 

grand and beautiful scenery, of mountain and valley, prebably without 

a parallel on the continent. Ten large lakes and several smaller ones 

were embraced in the view, and the entire Yellowstone Park was spread 
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out under the eye. To those who are familiar with the remarkable 

purity of the atmosphere in these high latitudes, these statements need 
not appear incredible. To the east the Wind River and Big Horn 
Ranges, with the snow-clad summits of Fremont’s, Union, and Cloud 
Peaks, bounded the view. On the north the Yellowstone Range, with 

Emigrant Peak and many of the loftiest mountains in Montana, were 
clearly seen. To the west the numerous ranges comprised in what are 

called the Salmon River Mountains of Idaho form the horizon of vision 

in that direction, while the mountains near Fort Hall and the Wahsateh 

Range completed the mighty amphitheater. This remarkable view em- 

braced a large portion of Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, and Utah Terri- 

tories. 

About forty small streams, which unite and form the upper-portion of 

Snake River, were carefully examined. The party then proceeded down 

the valley of Snake River, through its remarkable canons, examined Jack- 

son’s Lake and the numerous streams that empty into the main river on 

either side. About the middle of October the party arrived at Fort 
Hall, where it was secon after disbanded. 

It will be seen from this report, and the more elaborate final reports 

which will follow in due time, that the scientific as well as the practical 

results of these explorations are of great importance to the material in- 

terests of the West. They have already enlisted the interest and sym- 

pathy of all classes of intelligent people of our country from Maine to 

Florida, as the numerous letters and applications for the reports afford 

ample testimony. 

The two principal field parties were organized as follows: 

The first division—Adolf Burck, chief topographer; Henry Gannett, 

astronomer; A. KE. Brown, assistant topographer; HE. B. Wakefield, 

pietearetoniat Dr. A. C. Peale, mineralogist; W. H. Holmes, este 

Walter B. Platt, naturalist; W. B. Logan, secretary; A. E. Bingham, 

Joseph Savage, and T. O. C. Sloane, general assistants. 

Second, or Snake River division—James Stevenson, director; Profes- 
sor Frank H. Bradley, chief geologist; W. R. Taggart, assistant geolo- 

gist; Gustavus R. Bechler, chief topographer; Rudolph Hering and 

Thomas W. Jaycox, assistant topographers; William Nicholson, meteor- 

ologist; John M. Coulter, botanist; Dr. Josiah Curtis, surgeon and 
microscopist; C. Hart Merriam, ornithologist ; Campbell Carrington, 

naturalist; William H. Jackson, photographer; Charles R. Campbell, 

assistant; Robert Adams, P. J. Beveridge, J. S. Negley, W. A. West, 

5S. F. Hamp, T. Bb. Brown, and 8. C. Jones, general assistants; Hon. N. 

P. Langford, C, S. Spencer, and Dr. Reagles accompanied the Snake 

River division from Fort Hall as guests. Mr. William Blackmore of 

London, England, accompanied my party from Fort Ellis to the Geyser 

Basin for several weeks as guest, for the purpose of examining the Na- 

tional Park. 

Although most of the members of both parties labored with great zeal 
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to advance the objects of the survey, yet the burden of executive duty 

was so great in managing the affairs of so large an organization that a 
large part of my time and force has been abstracted from the purely . 

scientific labors, and for this reason my personal report will be much 

less elaborate and important than heretofore. I trust, however, that the 

report as a whole will not be surpassed in interest and value by any otf 
the preceding ones. 

My first assistant; Mr. James Stevenson, performed his duties with 
his usual zeal and fidelity. In his management of the Snake River 

party, he exhibited executive abilities of the highest order. Professor 

Bradley made some important discoveries in geology. The discovery of 

an upper member of the Potsdam group will prove an important addi- 

tion to our knowledge of western geology. Among the fossils brought 

back by Professor Bradley, Mr. Meek has identified the equivalent of 

the Spergen Hill beds of Indiana, (Saint Louis limestone of the western 

carboniferous series.) The report of Dr. A. C. Peale will show his great 
industry and care. I regard it as one of much importance. W. H. 

Holmes, as artist, rendered most important services in all departments of 

the survey... His sections and sketches have proved useful aot only for 

the geological reports, but have been of great value to the topographers 

in preparing their maps. Mr. William H. Jackson, the photographer, 

was more successful than in any preceding year. In testimony of the 

importance of his labors, I quote from a notice of his photographs from 

the January number of the American Journal of Sciences, by Professor 

J. D. Dana: 

Next to a personal visit to this land of geysers, hot springs, fountains of boiling 

mud, waterfalls, lakes, and majestic mountains, is a morning spent over these photo- 

graphs. They would docredit to the best photographic laboratory, and, considering the 

difficulties inherent in along and arduous journey, they are really admirable. The 

Yellowstone series well illustrates the advantage of photography over any hand-draw- 

ings in bringing out details of structure, especially where the artist is guided by the 

geologist in selecting the best points of view. Among the novelties which are a posi- 

tive addition to our knowledge of orography we mention particularly the views of the 

Three Tetons. Among the geyser views there are two of “ Old Faithful” in full action 

which are exceedingly effective ; others of basins and cones in which the varied tracery 

cf the surface may be studied with much of the satisfaction to be had from actual ex- 

amination; others, of long cascade slopes which have been gracefully terraced by the 

mineral depositions of the waters, and whose basins, brimfual to their delicate edges 

with the petrifying waters, reflect mirror-like the surrounding objeets; others showing 

large areas of the geyser region with the geysers in action. Such views give an oppor- 

tunity for the geologist to compare beds of chemical deposition with our ordinary 

limestones. 

Mr. C. Hart Merriam’s report will show his zeal in his special depart- 

ment. Mr. John M. Coulter acted as botanist, and his report exhits an 

unusual number of species of plants for a single season’s labor. Mr. 

Walter B, Platt made interesting collections about the sources of the Yel- 

lowstone and Missouri Rivers. The plants were added to those of Mr. 

Coulter, and the birds and mammals to those of Mr. Merriam. The new 
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species of plants have been described by the eminent botanist, Profes- 

sor Thomas C. Porter, of Easton, Pennsylvania. Of flowering plants 

there were one new genus and six new species, besides several varieties. 

They number about nine hundred species. Of grasses there were about 

sixty species; mosses, fifty-three; lichens, with probably one new species 

and two new to this continent, sixty-seven; other cryptogamia, with 

two new species of fungi, seventy. There will probably be one thousand 

two hundred species in all. The report of Dr. Curtis, on the miero- 

scopic forms of that region, and especially about the hot springs, must 

prove of interest to microscopists. 

It is believed that the results of the survey as a whole will be found 

to be worthy of the liberal appropriation made by Congress for the 

purpose. . 

The results of the labors of the topographical corps will be visible in 

the series of maps, which will be published as soon as ‘possible. Some 

of the smaller ones, prepared by Mr. Bechler, accompany this report. 

Mr. Bechler labored with the utmost zeal and fidelity, and his maps of 

the Snake River Valley and its tributaries cannot but prove a most im- 

portant addition to the geography of one of the least known portions 

of our continent. The observations for latitude and longitude were 

taken by Mr. Rudolph Hering, who also superintended the meteorolog- 

ical observations. He was assisted in the field by Mr. Jaycox. Mr. 

William Nicholson remained at Fort Hall and made a most valuable 

series of meteorological observations. Mr. Adolph Burck, assisted by 

Messrs. Gannett and Brown, secured the materials for a map of the 

Yellowstone, Madison, and Gallatin Rivers, with their branches, com- 
prising an area of about nine thousand square miles. The sudden 

death of Mr. Burck before the completion of his map, threw additional 

labor upon Mr. Gannett. Mr. Gannett has performed his duties both in 

the field and in the office with the highest credit to himself and to the 

survey. | 

Besides the two main parties, several smaller parties have been oper- 

ating under the auspices of the survey in different portions of the West. 

It is a part of the policy of the survey to invite distinguished special- 

ists to examine some of the more obscure and difficult problems in the 

geology of the West. There has been for a long time some differences of 

opinion in regard to- the exact age of some portions of the Cretaceous 

and Tertiary groups of the West. I desired to gather all the evidence 

that could be secured for the solution of the question the present sea- 

son. Professor Joseph Leidy and Professor E. D. Cope spent a large 

part of the summer in studying the ancient lake-basins in the interior 

of the continent, which have now become celebrated all over the world 

for the richness and variety of their vertebrate fossils. These eminent 

gentlemen were most successful and obtained a vast quantity of valu- 

able material, which will be embodied in a series of memoirs illustrated 

with plates, which will form volume! of the quarto series of final reports. 
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Part I, volume I, by Professor Leidy, containing thirty-six plates, is now 
passing through the press. Part LI, by Professor Cope, with fifty to sixty 

plates, will be ready for publication during the year. 

Professor Leo Lesquereux, our great authority in fossil botany, made 

a careful study of the coal regions of the West, with one assistant, and 

procured a mass of valuable information and many new species of fos- 

sil plants. He has been engaged for some time past on an exhaustive 

memoir on the ancient flora of the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations 

west of the Mississippi in the service of the survey. This will form 

Part I, volume II. Part I, by Dr. J. 8S. Newberry, containing about 

sixty plates, is nearly ready for publication. 

Volume III, by the eminent paleontologist, Mr. F. B. Meek, will contain 

the invertebrate fossils of the survey, with about eighty plates. About 

forty of the plates have been engraved. Mr. Meek, assisted by Mr. H. 

M. Bannister, spent about two months during the past summer aloug — 

the line of the Union Pacific Railroad and procured much evidence from 

the fossil invertebrata. All these gentlemen have prepared essays of 

great value for the present annual report. 

Volume IV will contain the profiles, sections, and other illustrations 

with descriptive text by the chief geologist. Part I will contain about 

one hundred illustrations, printed by the Albertype process from pho- 

tographic negatives taken by Mr. Jackson. The views will embrace some 

of the most remarkable scenery of the West. Part If will contain the 

profiles and sections, with suitable descriptive text. 
Volume V will embrace memoirs on the recent zoology and botany of 

the survey. The first memoir of this volume, ‘“‘ Synopsis of Acridide 

of North America,” by Professor Cyrus Thomas, is now passing through 

the press. Special memoirs by the most eminent authorities are in 

preparation on the new species of mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles, in- 

sects, indeed all the new forms of life, animal or vegetable, collected by 

the survey. 

It will be seen that the survey contemplates two classes of publica- 

tions: the annual reports and miscellaneous memoirs in octavo, contain- 

ing an account of the preliminary work, catalogues and such matter as 

may be regarded of popular interest, and are, therefore, printed in large 

editions and distributed to the people generally, and a series of quarto 

volumes which will contain the new and more technical results of the 

survey. The quarto volumes may be regarded as containing positive ad- 

ditions to knowledge, and are intended more especially for distribution 

to libraries and men of science. 
The collections of the survey, which are very great in all departments, 

are deposited in the Smithsonian Institution, in accordance with a law of 
Congress. The first and most complete series will be selected for the 

National Museum, and the duplicates divided into sets and distributed 

to the museums and institutions of learning in our country. 

I have again the pleasure of acknowledging important favors from the 
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military authorities. Hon. W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, issued 
the same order on the military posts of the West as last year. His per- 

sonal interest in the success of the survey has been of great material 

value. There is not space to mention the names of all the officers who 

exhibited a kindly interest in our success. From General Ord, com- 

mander of Department of the Platte, at Omaha, our party received the - 
most prompt and generous aid in every way in his power. He has 

always manifested the greatest interest in the exploration and develop- 

ment of the West by all parties, civil or military. 

By Colonel C. A. Reynolds, of Fort D. A. Russell, Captain Putnam, 

Lieutenants King and Nelson of Fort Hall, and Major Forsyth and - 

Lieutenant McAdams, of Fort Ellis, special favors were granted, for 
which I beg them to accept my cordial thanks. By the citizens of the 
western Territories everywhere we were always received with great 

good will and aided in-our work. To his excellency Governor Potts, 
J. L. Corbett, A. B. Knight, and Raymond Brothers, of Virginia City ; 

to Willson and Rich and Nelson Story, of Bozeman, Warren, Hussey 

& Co., Salt Lake City, and Nat Stein, of Coriane, and many others, we 

are under many obligations for favors of great importance. 

To the officers of the Union Pacific Railroad, Hon. Horace F. Clark, 

president, and General T. E. Sickles, general superintendent, the survey 

is under the most important material obligations for free transportation 

for nearly all the members of the party. From the Central Pacific, 
Kansas Pacific, Denver Pacific, Chicago, Burlington and Quincey, and 

the Denver and Rio Grande roads we received a liberal number of passes. 

I wish to extend my cordial thanks to the officers and employés of all 

the railroads of the West for uniform courtesy and marked sympathy in 

all our operations. 

I would again express my sincere thanks to the press in all parts of 

our country for their uniform interest and encouragement in our work. 

Since the commencement of our surveys in the West, there has not been 
an unkind expression from the press, secular or scientific, in this country 

or in Europe. | 

To the editors of the Illustrated Christian Weekly I am indebted 

for some most valuable electrotypes which have been used -in this 

report. Thanks are also due to Professors Henry and Baird, of the 

Smithsonian Institution, for many favors of great value. 

The success which has attended the operations of the survey for the 

past six years; the publication of six annual reports which have been 

received with great favor not only by the people of our own country, 

but in all parts of the world, would appear to entitle it to the continued 

confidence of Congress. Its organization is becoming more efficient and 

more perfect every year, and it is believed that it occupies a position 

under the General Government not filled by any other body devoted to 

kindred pursuits. From the great interest which the people of our 

country have continually manifested in its success, it would appear ‘to 

Supply an existing want, and it is capable of expansion to meet the 
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necessities of the Government so far as its duties are concerned. I there- 
fore venture to ask that additional power be given it to increase its effi- 

ciency, that it may continue to command the respect not only of men of 

science, but of the intelligent world. generally. 

To render the organization more perfect, so far as the topographical 

portion is concerned, Mr. J. T. Gardner, so long favorably known as 

the chief topographer of the geological survey of the fortieth parallel, 

under the direction of Mr. Clarence King, has become associated with 

me as chief of the topographical staff. Mr. Gardner brings with him 

‘to this duty the ripe experience of ten years of topographical work, ex- 

tending over an area from the Pacific coast to the east base of the Rocky 

Mountains. Mr. Gardner thus expresses his conception of a true topo- _ 
graphical map for geological purposes: 

For making maps suited to geological purposes it is necessary to carry over the 

country a systematic trigonometric and topographical survey, checked by astronomi- 

cal observations. The maps must represent the features of the country accurately, and 

in bold relief; or, in other words, they must be a picture of the earth’s surface as one 

would see it looking down from above. 

The work of the survey as contemplated by the present organization 

demands the very highest order of talent. To command this, it is neces- 

sary that the young men who may embark in this enterprise should feel 

a confidence in the permanency of the work, instead of regarding it as 

a stepping-stone to more lucrative positions. Each professional assist- 

ant is worth to the Government from 50 to 100 per cent. more, every 

succeeding year. To make thorough astronomical, topographical, mete- 

orological, geological, and botanical researches, and to develop the min- 

ing and agricultural resources properly, trained experts in all the differ- 

ent departments are absolutely essential. Such men to identify them- 

selves permanently with the survey must be paid in proportion to their 

abilities. 

In conclusion, I would again extend my cordial thanks to the honora- 

ble Secretary of the Interior, and to Hon. B. R. Cowen, Assistant Secre- 
tary, for their prompt action and sympathy in every movement that 

tended to promote the best interests of the survey. The broad disere- 

tion and freedom of action which has at all times been given to the Chief 

Geologist under the Department of the Interior have contributed very | 

greatly to its success. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist 

Hon. C. DELANO, 

Secretary of the Interior. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY. 

J had intended in this report to present a careful résumé of the geol- 
ogy of the Northwest, so far as my explorations have extended ; but the 
unusual pressure of executive duties, in connection with so large a party, 
has prevented me. I shall, therefore; in this chapter pass hastily in - 
review some of the more important points that occur along our route, 
from Cheyenne to the Yellowstone region. 

I will first notice briefly the lignitic formations as they appear along 
our route. Inasmuch as there has been some diversity of opinion among 
geologists in regard to the precise position in the geological seale of the 
great coal or lignitic group of the West, I desired to secure all the evi- 
dence possible bearing on that point. For this purpose Professor Leo 
Lesquereux, our great authority on fossil botany, was directed to spend 
a few months in exploring the coal-beds of the West. He passed along 
the Kansas Pacific Railway to Denver, Colorado, examining the Creta- 
ceous coal-beds on the route. From Denver he proceeded along the 
base of the mountains to Santa Fé, and returning, made a careful study 
of the coal-groups as shown in the vicinity of Denver. He then visited 
the principal points of interest along the Union Pacific Railroad to Salt 
Lake City. The reader is referred to his valuable reports in this vol-: 
ume for the results of his examinations. 

Besides the lignitic group, there is a series of extensive lake-basins 
in the interior of our continent which have already yielded an astonish- 
ing number of remarkable vertebrate remains. Inasmuch as greater 
weight is attached by some geologists to the testimony of the higher 
order of organic remains, Professor Joseph Leidy and Professor E. D. 
Cope, both of whom are justly regarded as the most eminent compara- 
tive anatomists of our country, made a careful exploration of the lignitic 
and more modern lake groups, under the auspices of the survey. Their 
reports, appended to this volume, will throw great light on the age of 
these formations. 

Mr. F. B. Meek, paleontologist of the survey, assisted by Mr. H. M. 
Bannister, made a careful study of the lignitic group from the inverte- 
brate side, and their reports contain most valuable results. The time 
has been so short for the preparation of this report that I have not been 
able to examine the results of the studies of these eminent gentlemen, 
and therefore cannot present their conclusions in regard to the age of 
these deposits with certainty. I am of the impression, however, that 
Professor Lesquereux concludes, from his study of the fossil plants, that 
the lignitic strata are mostly Eocene. Mr. Meek believes them to be 
upper Cretaceous, passing up through a series of transition beds to 
Eocene; while Professor Cope regards them as of Cretaceous age. 
All these gentlemen must be regarded as individually responsible for 
the opinions expressed in their reports. 
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I will just here state briefly the history of the growth of the evidence 
in regard to the age of the lignitic group as expfessed in my previous 
reports. As far back as 1854 and 1855, the writer was exploring the 
Tertiary formations along the Missouri River, and made large collec- 
tions of shells and plants, most of which were new to science. These 
explorations were continued each year up to the autumn of 1860, in 
various parts of the Northwest, and annually large additions were made 
to the collections both of vegetable and animal remains. The shells 
were all of extinct species, of brackish or fresh-water origin, and, while 
they did not appear to be positively characteristic of any age, were 
regarded by Mr. Meek as more nearly resembling Tertiary types than 
any other. The fossil plants were mostly of extinct species; and in his 
most valuable chapters contributed to the “ Report of the Exploration 
of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers,” during the years 1859-60, Dr. 
Newberry expressly states that they are of Tertiary age, and most prob- 
ably Miocene. Now, these lignitic strata occupy a vast area in the 
Upper Missouri Valley, extending far southward, with very little inter- 
ruption, to New Mexico, and westward into the interior of the continent. 
t have many times, in my previous reports, expressed the opinion that 
the lignitic formations of the West were all portions of one great group, 
interrupted here and there by mount&in-chains, or concealed by more 
modern deposits. Having, therefore, fixed the age of these beds on the 
Upper Missouri, and subsequently tracing them across the country, 
southward below Santa Fé, and westward nearly to Salt Lake Valley, 
I ventured to express the opinion, from the identity of the fossil fiora, 
that all the lignitic strata of the West might be of Tertiaryage. In the 
summer of 1868, I made an examination of the lower coal-beds at Bear 

’ River City and at Coalville, Utah, and made the statement that the 
evidence seemed to point to the Cretaceous age of these beds. Since 
that time the proof of the Cretaceous age of the lower coal-beds in Utah, 
especially at Bear River and Coalville, appears to be conclusive. But 
if we admit that the coal-beds of Wyoming and Colorado are all of Cre- 
taceous age, I think we may extend them all over the Northwest and 
ignore the evidence from the fossil flora entirely. The facts, as we pos- 
sess them at the present time, seem to point to the conclusion that the 
deposition of the lignitic strata commenced during the latter portion of 
the Cretaceous period, and continued on into Tertiary times without any 
marked physical break, so that many of the Cretaceous types, espe- 
cially of the vertebrata, may have lingered on through the transition- 
period, even into the Tertiary epoch. I propose to discuss this very 
important problem in detail at some future time. Each year’s explora- 
tion adds immensely to our knowledge of the vast Cretaceous and Terti- 
ary groups of the West, and the time cannot be far distant when the 
facts accumulated will enable us to reconstruct the physical history of - 
those remarkable periods. 

Although the survey began its labors near Ogden in the Great Salt 
Lake Basin, yet we shall delay only to note a few features which seem 
important. The geology of this great basin, from the Sierras to the 
Wahsatch Range, will doubtless be ably discussed in the forthcoming 
volumes of Mr. Clarence King, in charge of the geological exploration 
of the fortieth parallel. The results of this survey will prove of the 
highest importance to Rocky-Mountain geology. The survey under my 
charge ig annually accumulating materials looking toward a more com- 
plete discussion of the principal geological features of this interior 
region, should the much-looked-for period of leisure ever arrive to digest 
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them. A portion of the observations made on several expeditions have 
been given in the reports of the survey for the years 1879 and 1871. 
By examining a good map of Utah, it will be seen that the Wahsatch 

Range forms the eastern boundary of the great interior basin. In many 
respects this is the most remarkable range of mountains in the interior 
of our continent. Mr. King, in Chapter VII, Mining Industry, has 
briefly but most graphically described “its general structure. He 
remarks that the materials of this range are identical with the numer- 
ous great chains of the interior basin, though developed on a scale of 
grandeur observed nowhere else. The basis rocks are a series of alter- 
nating layers of quartzose, mica and hornblendic schists. Above these 
rests a heavy bed of quartzite, with very regular and marked stratifica- 
tion. Above the quartzite comes a bed of very hard ashen-gray lime- 
stones, probably of Silurian age ; thena groupof shales, clays, quartzites, 
&c.; and then a great thickness of limestones, the upper portion of which 
has been shown by the organic remains to be of Carboniferous age. In 
the Weber Canon and on the east side of the range from Ogden, thereis a 
large groupof quartzites, passing up into siliceous limestones and capped 
with a bed of red sandstone, which, so far as my own observations are con- 
cerned, is of doubtful age, but may be Triassic. Above these comes a 
thick group of biuish-gray limestones, with characteristic Jurassic fossils. 
These ranges, which seem to me torun in nearly parallel lines, about north 
and south, appear to possessa common structure and point to a common 
origin, and cannot be treated in a comprehensive manner except by a 
geologist familiar with the entire basin and its surroundings. These 
ranges rise up in long, sharp ridges, apparently from the plains, while 
the lowlands are covered with a group of modern deposits, which jut up 
against the base of the mountain-chains on either side. Since the 
crumpling, or folding, of the earth’s crust, which gave origin to this 
wouderful series of nountain-chains, the erosion has been immense. It 
is most probable that at a comparatively modern period the vast area 
between the Wahsatch Mountains on the east and the Sierra Nevada 
on the west was oue great lake, the mountains rising up as islands in 
this vast inland sea. The lakes, large and small, which we find scat- 
tered over the basin at the present time, are only remnants of this for- 
mer sea. The modern deposits which cover the lowlands are mostly 
calcareous and arenaceous beds, and sometimes reach a thickness of 
800 to 1,200 feet, and often filled with fresh-water or land shells, indi- 
cating a very modern origin, probably not older than the Pliocene 
period. At any rate, the strata are all horizontal or nearly so, showing 
that no disturbance of any great importance has occurred since their 
deposition. These ranges of mountains extend, with greater or Jess 
intervals in their continuity, far northward into Idaho and Montana. 
Certain changes in the details of structure are apparent as we pass 
northward to Snake River Basin, but there is a remarkable similarity in 
the rock-inaterials as far as the great water-divide of the continent, 
when rather marked changes occur in the mountain-ranges of Montana, 
where the quartzites give place to great thicknesses of limestones. 
Indeed, in Montana the quartzites, which are so well shown in Utah, have 
no existence, though far to the westward in the Salmon River Mountains 
they continue in full force. We have not the materials as yet for a 
critical study of these remarkable folds or wrinkles in the earth’s crust 
that are scattered throughout this interior basin, more or less. parallel 
to each other. Sometimes the granitic nucleus is revealed, with the 
unchanged beds obscurely exposed around the sides or base of the range. 
Usually the very hard limestones have served as a sort of protection, 
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and are generally seen in full foree. In the Wahsatch Range some of 
the peaks rise to the regions of perpetual snow, and on either side deep 
and most picturesque caflons are carved out of the solid mass into the 
valleys below. Little and Big Cottonwood and American Fork Cantons 
are only examples of hundreds of these wonderful caions, having, 
on either side, nearly vertical walls 1,000 to 2,000 feet in height. 
The Oquirrh Mountains at the south end of Salt Lake form a fine illus- 
tration of an oblong quaqnaversal, an interrupted fold or puff, with the 
strata inclining at various angles from all sides. From Lyon Hill the 
geologist can see the Carboniferous limestones inclining southward from 
the south end of the range, and as he follows along the base northward 
the quartzites, shales, or limestones which compose the sedimentary 
group incline westward, while at the north end near the lake, the 
strata bend around, and apparently dip under the waters.of the lake, 
while on the east side, these beds incline to the eastward, and appar- 
ently pass under the valley. We can see, therefore, that these valleys 
are really synclinals, which have been excavated more or less by erosion. 
The islands in Salt Lake are only the crests of these folds, while the 
waters occupy the synclinal valleys; and this remnant illustrates on a 
small scale the scenic beauty of the great inland sea when it extended 
over the entire basin. Ophir Cafion is one of the deep gorges carved out 
of the west side of the Oquirrh Range, at right angles to the axis of eleva- 
tion, revealing the strata on either side in a wonderfully clear manner. 
Regularly-stratified quartzites rest upon a series of granitoid strata, 
which are exposed only here and there in these deep gorges. The 
quartzites pass up into micaceous clays or shales, then gradually up into 
limestones, in which are located some of the richest silver-mines in Utah. 
It is quite probable that the lower beds of quartzites and limestones are 
of Silurian age, perhaps as old as the Potsdam group, while we know 
that at least the greater portion of the second limestone-bed is of Car- 
boniferous age. On Lyon Hill, the silver-mines are. located in lime- 
stones that are full of characteristic Carboniferous fossils. Another 
interesting feature which tends to complicate the structure of these 
ranges is the great number of dikes of every size. In some instances 
the igneous matter has poured out over a considerable area. Again, it 
has never reached the surface, as is shown only in the deep water- 
carved gorges. In Brigham Caiion, on the east side of the Oquirrh 
Range, are several well-marked dikes; also on Lyon Hill and Ophir 
Cation. At the north end of this range the effect of erosion is well 
shown by the outcropping edges of the beds of.limestone that are 
exposed on the bottom and extend even into the lake. Black-rock 
appears to be a mass of Carboniferous limestone, a remnant of a bed 
that once extended over the area occupied by the mountains, but now 
probably dipping beneath the valley and the lake-basin. Church Island 
is composed almost entirely of quartzites. Antelope Island has a table- 
shaped top, which would indicate that the terraces reached as high as 
its present summit. 

As a fine illustration of erosion in connection with these remarkable 
anticlinal folds and synclinal valleys, we might take the Wahsatch 
Range from Salt Lake City northward. To the southeast and east of 
Salt Lake City we can see, with great clearness, the deep water-worn 
caions cleaving the mountains from summit to base, while on either side’ 
are the sharp angular peaks rising up among the regions of perpetual 
snow. Twin Peaks are among the loftiest of the range, and may be seen 
at a great distance on either side. The caiion of the Little Cottonwood 
is one of the most picturesque in this very picturesque region. At the 
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head of it is located the celebrated Emma Mine. The wails on either 
side rise to the height of 200 to 300 feet. We have at the base the 
beautiful gray massive syenite, which is employed in the construction of 
the Mormon Temple, and resembles our best Quincey granite. Upon 
this rests a series of feldspathic gneissic strata, and upon these were 
deposited the lower quartzites sine nsameore mably. The dip of the gneiss is 
south or southeast, while the quartzites incline north or east ot north. 
The order of superposition is most clearly shown by these wonderful 

‘gorges. But as examples of erosion they excite wonder. 
The evidence of drift or glacial action is everywhere seen on a 

erand scale. The sides of the caiions are worn and furrowed by the 
masses of snow and ice that have slidden down for centuries. The 
waters gathering and freezing in the fissures on the sides and margins 
of the caflons pry off, as it were, immense masses of rock, which fall 
down into the valley below. Masses, 50 to 160 feet in diameter, block 
up the pathway. Near the entrance of the canon from the valley the 
amount of drift-material which has been swept down from above is pro- 
digious, showing the results of forces not now in operation. As we pass 
along the west side of the range, we shall find a vast thickness of the 
sedimentar y rocks, ranging through the Silurian, Carboniferous, Triassic, 
Jurassic, and Tertiary, inclining ‘from the mountains toward the plains, 
showing the original anticlinal structure of the entire range. 

In City Creek Caton, just in the rear of Salt Lake City, we find near 
the head, all the older rocks, up to the Jurassie inclusive, standing nearly 
vertical, or inclining at a high angle, with the conglomerates of the 
Wahsatch group, jutting against the Jurassic beds, also inclining at a 
moderate angle. I have never yet observed any rocks on the west side 
of the Wahsatch Range filling up the interval between the Jurassic 
limestone and the Wakhsatch conglomerates. We know, however, that 
south of Utah Lake, the interval is filled up more or less by the coal- 
group, which seems to be, from the evidence of the fossils, the same as 
that so well shown at Coalville on the east side of the Wahsatch. We 
see by this fact that the conglomerates, although not conspicuous at 
the present time, on the east side of the valley, did, however, extend over 
the range into the valley, and may, for aught we know at the present 
time, extend far across the valley, for they are shown with a great thick- 
ness on the west side from City Creek Caiion for several miles to the 
northward. 
From among the Tertiary clays and conglomerates north of the city 

near the Hot Springs and above, the dark steel-gray limestones of the 
Carboniferous period crop out in numerous places. About ten miles 
north of Salt Lake City all this immense mass of sedimentary beds, at 
least 10,000 feet in thickness, has been swept away, leaving the gneissic 
nucleus bare with the modern drift which underlies the terrace jutting 
against the sides. From Farmington to Weber Cafon, a distance of 
about twenty-five miles, the beds of the little streams which flow in 
great numbers and carve out deep canons in the sides of the mountains, 
furnish no trace of any unchanged rocks. 

Standing upon some high point and casting the eye northward along 
the range, the very granitoid nucleus would appear to have been worn 
away, and the east side of the anticlinal to appear with the upturned 
edges of the strata cropping out toward the valley near Ogden. This 
monoclinal condition of the range continues northward beyond Corinne, 
aud in the intervals are some very fine exhibitions of the strata. Here 
aud there the granitic rocks appear from beneath the quartzites, bat not 
Coenmeusly. “Ie we take the position that this wonderfully picturesque 
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range of mountains, which we call the Wahsatch Range, was originally 
a complete anticlinal fold, then it forms a fine illustration of the erosive 
effects of water in comparatively modern geological times, which for so 
great a distance has swept away the entire half of the range. We may. 
also suppose that beneath the great thickness of superficial deposits which 
compose the terraces, the edges of the strata whichform the west side of 
the fold now exist, dipping beneath.the valley, but rising again on the side 
of some other fold in the basin as Antelope Island, &e. Ifour suppositions 
are true, the -next question that at once arises in the mind would be as to - 
the cause of this tremendous erosion. We have neither space nor time, 
even if we had all the facts, to discuss this most interesting problem in 
the present report, but we promise our readers to recur to it again at 
some fature time. We may, however, suppose that the Wabsatch Range 
formed the eastern shore of the great inland sea which, at a compara- 
tively modern geological period, covered the entire basin. How great a 
depth it ever attained it is difficult now to determine, but af some period 
its waters must have reached high upon the sides of the loftiest ranges, 
so that they appeared scattered here and there as islands projecting 
above the surrounding waters. It is probable that during the gradual 
decrease of the waters of this lake the greater portion of the erosion of 
the canons was performed. Up the valleys of all the little streams that 
lead into Salt Lake are the terraces and peculiar lake-deposits, showing 
that the lake-waters extended tar up beyond the wall-like shores. It is 
altogether probable, from the proofs which are found everywhere in 
these valleys, that there were continued oscillations in the depth of the 
lake-waters, a rise and fall, and long periods when the waters would 
remain at a fixed level. If we take the position that the present results 
of erosion have all been brought about by the slow destruction of the 
rock-materials by water, and that this force is produced by the agita- 
tion of the waters beating upon the shores, then we may suppose that 
the winds from the west and southwest prevailed and gave to the waters 
the force that slowly produced the erosive results that we now see on 
the east and northeast sides of the valley. Other causes may have 
united in producing these results, which we hope to present at some 
other time. 

From Salt Lake Valley the Snake River division of the survey pro- 
ceeded northward, by way of the parallel valley, to the valley of Snake 
River near Tort Hall. In my report for 1871, | recorded most of our 
observations on this route, and now refer the reader to the more com- 
plete account of Professor Bradley in this report. 

AS we proceed northward toward the divide between the waters of 
the basin and Snake River, the quartzites seem to diminish and the cal- 
careous beds to increase, and the conditions seem to have been more 
favorable for the preservation of organic rémains. The Carboniferous 
limestones seem to be well developed, and charged in some places with 
characteristic fossils. On the divide between Ross Fork and Lincoln 
Valley, near Fort Hall, Professor Bradley obtained .a stray mass of 
limestone. in which was crowded together a mass of minute fossils, nearly 
forty species, many of them identical with species found at Spergen Hill, 
Indiana. (See Catalogue of Fossils, by Mr. Meek.) This is certainly a 
mest important discovery, extending the existence of this formation 
very much farther west than it had ever been known before. Previous 
to this time not a single species of this group had been found west of 
Towa or Missouri. It indicates that quite probably, if the great mass of 
Paleozoic rocks of the West could be examined in detail, they might be 
separated into numerous subdivisions, as we find them where they have 
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been studied so minutely east of the Mississippi. The evidence, how- 
ever, so far as I have been able to procure it as yet, is against any well- 
defined lines of demarkation ; that the fossils which have been employed 
by paleontologists at the Hast to characterize certain beds pass from | 
one to the other in these western groups, so that no well-defined line 
can be drawn in most cases. 

As far back as 1857, while the writer was connected with the explor- 
ing expedition of Lieutenant Warren, United States Topographical 
Engineers, he obtained, from a series of reddish calcareous sandstones, a 
group of fossils, which Mr. Meek at once identified as belonging to tie 
horizon of the Potsdam sandstone of New York. The key having been 
once secured to the age, it was not difficult to extend the area of this group 
farther west and north and south on a geological map, and one was pre- 
pared by me and published in connection with my report for 1869, which 
indicated the existence of this division all along the margins of the east- 
ern Rocky Mountain ranges. But it was not known until the present 
season that still higher members of this group existed in the far West. 
While the Snake River division was passing up the Malade Valley, 
Protessor Bradley discovered masses of limestone filled with fragments 
of trilobites that indicated the existence of the Quebec group. The 
proot once made known from some favored locality, it was not difficult to 
extend the geographical area over the greater part, or perhaps all the 
area, of the Northwest. At any rate, the party under my direction found 
this group well developed over the greater portion of Montana. Along 
the Gallatin River, near the Three Forks, and below, the Silurian beds 
reach an aggregate thickness of 1,600 to 2,000 feet, and most probably 
include the entire Potsdam group. Future explorations in localities 
where the conditions are favorable, may reveal the existence of other 
subdivisions of the Silurian, Devonian, or Carboniferous. The discovery 
of the well-known Silurian coral, Halysites catenipora, in the summer of 
1871, near the sources of Ogden Creek, points to the existence of the 
Niagara group. 

In the spring of 1859, a large expedition was organized under the 
War Department for the purpose of exploring the sources of the Mis- 
sowri and Yellowstone Rivers, and placed under the direction of Captain 
William F. Raynolds, Topographical Engineers. To this expedition 
the writer was attached as geologist. The party started across the 
country from Fort Pierre, on the Missouri River, in the spring of 1859, 
passed along the north side of the Black Hills to the valley of the Yel- 
lowstone, and then up that valley to the mouth of the Big Horn River, 
and then up the valley of the Big Horn to the Big Horn Mountains 
southward to Deer Creek, a tributary of the North Platte about one 
hundred miles above Fort Laramie, where they spent the winter. In 
the spring, the party passed up the North Platte, by way of the Red 
Buttes, to the valley of Wind River, ascended that stream to its source, — 
and crossed the Wind River Mountains over Union Pass into the valley 
of Snake River, crossed that stream near Jackson’s Hole, passed up the 
valley northward across the sources of the little streams running into 
Henry’s Fork on the east side, and entered the valley of the Madison 
through Low or Raynolds’s Pass. Captain Raynolds’s report, accompa- 
nied by an excellent map, was published by Congress in 1868, and the 
report of the geologist, accompanied by a geological map in colors, was 
published in 1869. As these reports are now out of print, I take the 
liberty of making such extracts as will be of interest in this connection. 
The portion recording my observations of the geology about the Wind 
River Mountains, Snake River Valley, Tétons, &c., is comprised in the 
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following extracts from Chapter X, commencing at the bottom of page 
85. Ihave quoted the chapter without corrections, that it may be com- 
pared with the more careful observations which were made by the party 
the past season. Only one prominent error occurs, and that is the state- 
ment that the central portion of the Téton Range is composed of erupted 
rocks, whereas Professor Bradley has shown that they are formed mostly 
of gneissic strata, penetrated here and there by dikes. 

‘June 1.—On the west slope of the Wind River Mountains we met with 
a thick deposit of drift material, which, as we descended to Gros Ventres 
Fork, soon expanded into a great thickness of recent strata, evidently 
quite recent Tertiary. The banks of the Gros Ventres Fork present high 
bluffs, some 300 to 600 feet high, but I should think that this formation 
had been deposited after the surface of the country had attained, for the 
most part, its present configuration. The strata consist of loose fine 
arenaceous Clays, the layers containing more or less arenaceous matter, 
which does not effervesce, and layers of harder rock, a fine-grained and 
coarse sandstone, and sometimes an aggregation of grains of quartz 
with ferruginous matter and particles of mica. The materials are all 
evidently derived from the vicinity. Some of the masses of rock present 
a compact fine siliceous structure and effervesce feebly. 

“ June 4.—To-day the Tertiary strata begin to assume a good deal of 
importance. We have the brick-like materials which result from the 
burning out of the lignite beds. There were also masses of indurated 
clay, covered with vegetable remains and impure lignite beds; indeed, 
all the indications which the lignite Tertiary beds present on the east 
side of the mountains. The beds are also much disturbed, inclining at 
various angles. The following section of the lignite beds was taken 
here, which will serve to show their resemblance to those on the eastern 
side of the mountains : 

9. A yellow fine-grained sandstone and a dark gray limestone, with a 
parting of clay. The limestone is quite brittle, breaking into 
thin laminz, and contains impressions of dicotyledonous leaves and 
a distinct species of Unio. 15 feet; inclination, 28°. 

. Light yellow sandy marl. 15 feet. 
. Impure lignite. 4 feet. 
. A series of marly clays which, when saturated with water, forms a 

thick paste, variegated in color. Near the summit, just below the 
lignite, is a thin seam, four to six inches, of hard-shell limestone, 
with the shells in the most comminuted condition. I recognized 
Unios, Viviparas, &e., sufficient to show. that the deposit is fresh 
water. 150 feet. 
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layers, with some calcareous matter and a few seams of incoherent 
sandstone, sometimes assuming a concretionary character. 200 
feet. 

. Impure lignite and clay. 8 inches. 

. Yellowish-gray clay. 4 feet. 

. Impure lignite. 6 inches. 

. Yellowish clay; with some calcareous matter. 

The general inclination of all these beds was about 20°. 
June 5.—We ascended a high ridge, from which we could see to a 

great distance. Looking to the dividing crest of Wind River Mountains, 
we find the exposed belt of granite to be not more than four or five miles 
in width, and gradually lost in the basaltic or eruptive range, which 
also renders itself conspicuous. The Tertiary beds seem to reach fully 
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. Alternate dark gray and brown-yellow gray, fine sandy and clay 
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up to the crest on the west side, and often passing what appears to be 
the junction of the Big Horn Range, even to-the entire divide of the 
mountains. We also see, high up on the flanks of the mountains, a full 
series of the more recent Tertiary beds, with pinkish bands, precisely 
similar to those in the Wind River Valley. These pass up. into yellow 
sandy marls and sandstones. I have estimated the entire thickness of 
the Tertiary beds on the west side of the mountains at 1,200 to 1,500 
feet. In the lignite beds and vicinity are great quantities of selenite 
and silicified wood. All over the highest hills near the crest of the 
mountains, 10,000 feet above the sea, are the recent Tertiary beds. A 
large portion of the superficial Tertiary strata incline from Wahsatch 
and Green River Mountains, showing that these deposits were probably 
disturbed at the same time by the uplift of these ranges. In the dis- 
tance are the Three Tétons, rugged peaks of erupted rocks, towering 
high above the rest. These peaks are sharply pointed, piercing the 
clouds like needles, and it is said that the trappers have never been able 
to get near them. So far as we have yet seen, at least fifty miles of the 
dividing crest of the mountains are covered with Tertiary rocks. 

“ June 7.—We passed up a ravine to-day, which runs north and south, 
and is close to the divide which overlooks Snake River. The lignite 
strata incline nearly northeast at an angle of 40°, and as we ascend, 
many of the lower members of the lignite strata are exposed. We also, 
See quite large areas covered with eruptive rocks, and also a sort of 
basaltic conglomerate composed of large angular masses of rock cemented 
with the melted material. Mr. Bridger informed me that these same 
formations continue all along the Wahsatch Mountains to Bear Spring 
and Henry’s Fork, and down Snake River nearly to Blackfoot Creek. It 
also covers the valley of the Yellowstone to points below the lake. 
There is simply a band of granite along the divide in the form of a 
na:Trow belt. 

‘* Descending the Gros Ventres to its junction with the Snake River, we 
find the same Tertiary beds prevailing to a great extent, and sometimes 
assuming a variety of lithological characters, at one locality a thickness 
of 200 feet of worn pebbles and sand, the whole inclining from 20° to 
30°. Gradually the Cretaceous rocks appear along the valley of the 
stream. A section of these rocks would be as follows: 

3. A series of sandstone, arenaceous limestone, and laminated marls. 
150 feet; inclination, 20°. 

2. A series of thin indurated beds of clay, sandy marl, limestone and 
sandstone, with six or eight seams of impure lignite, which has 
ignited in several places, giving to the earth in contact a brick-red 
color. 80 feet. 

1. Gray ash-colored sandy laminated marls, with layers of fine sand- 
stone. Sandy matter predominates. 100 feet. 

‘In the upper beds were quite abundant fossils, consisting of a huge 
Inoceramus, two species of Ostrea, a large Pinna four inches long, a 
Cardium, and many small shells. The whole deposit indicates shoal 
water in a shore-deposit, and there are also fragments of wood. As we 
descend, the Jurassic is exposed with Ostrea and Belemnites densus, and 
there is an enormous development of the red arenaceous beds, making a 
thickness of 1,000 to 1,200 teet or more. Near the middle of the red bed 
is a layer of gypsum 4 feet in thickness. There are other seams or 
layers of gypsum, each with partings of the red marl. The dip is quite 
variable, at one place 29°, at another 15°, and again 7°. 

“The Cretaceous beds differ from those on the east side of the Wind 
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River Mountains, both lithologically and paleontologically, but the 
Jurassic and red deposits are, so far as could be observed, precisely 
alike in their character and contents. 1 believe, however, that all 
these formations at one time extended -coutinuously over the entire 
divide of the Rocky Mountains. 

““As we descend into Jacksoun’s ‘Hole, we find the Carboniferous lime- 
stones with their usual lithological characters, a very hard brittle y ellow 
rock, with much cherty material, inclining 12° to 15°. There is one 
thick cherty layer, 15 feet thick, dark bluish color, inclining 12°. We 
find these limestones along the mountains on both sides of Jackson’s 
Hole, but the central portions of the mountain-ridges are composed of 
eruptive rock. 

‘* Near Snake River, on the right bank, is a rather low range of hills, 
which presented the appearance at a distance of being composed of 
stratified rocks. On examination the rocks appear to be a bluish, very 
hard cherty limestone, apparently Carboniferous, 160 to 200 feet thick, 
passing up into a compact siliceous gray rock with a reddish tinge. In the 
limestone are numerous fossils, mollusca, and corals, but too much broken ~ 
and obscure to determine. On the left side of Snake River I saw lime- 
stones charged with fossils, especially corals. These limestones are 
scattered promiscuously along the flanks of the lower hills and ridges, 
and while in many places they are in part or entirely removed by the 
erosive action of water, the evidence is clear that they were deposited 
here with a thickness fully equal, and were possessed of a similar char- 
acter, to those on the eastern slope of the mountains. The valley of 
Snake River is broad, fertile, and beautiful, and very few traces of the 
Tertiary beds are seen, and I am now inclined to think that we can see, | 
toa very great extent, the configuration of the main portion of the 
Snake River Basin as it was prior to the Tertiary period; for the Tertiary 
beds, being of a loose friable material, were easily eroded away, leaving 
along the banks large areas covered with it. 

‘* June 18.—Crossing over Snake River, we ascend the pass 1,900 feet 
above the bed of Snake Fork. The mountain-ridge over which we 
passed could not be less than 1,000 or 1,100 feet higher, so that these 
mountains are between 9,000 and 10,000 feet above the sea. The high- 
est Téton, was measured with the sextant and made to be about 10, 000 
feet. All ‘along the margins of the ridges we see a plenty of the blue, 
cherty Carboniferous limestone : also, the siliceous rocks which lie 
above, and a great many granitic masses, and also gray micaceous 
slates. We have seen much of the Carboniferous rock along our road 
to-day; also red arenaceous beds, with now and then an erupted ridge. 
The central portions of the mountains are composed entirely of the 
eruptive material. 

“June 19.—We traveled nearly due north twenty miles, down Pierre’s 
fork ito Pierre’s Hole, a beautiful valley, surrounded by mountains, 
about fifteen miles wide and thirty long. On our right is the Téton 
Range, composed entirely of eruptive rocks, with a general inclination 
west or a little north of west. It would seem as though this whole val- 
ley had been formed by the drainage accumulating in a fissure of the 
upheaval, for the mountains all seem to incline in the same direction. 
The hills are composed in part of a sort of vesicular trachyte, exceed- 
ingly porous, some of the cavities being an inch in diameter. The 
broad; level prairie is composed, to a large extent, of well-worn rocks, 
basalts, obsidians, granites, &ec. 

“* June 20.—We continued our course directly north, and soon began to 
ascend low ridges, breaking the level of the prairie. These ridges extend 
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down from the mountains on each side, and seem to give shape to the 
valleys of the multitude of little streams. We have here and there an 
exposure of the rocks, which are undoubtedly eruptive, and present the 
appearance of stratified deposits. They are arranged in more or less thin 
layers, some of which sound under the hammer like clink-stone, and are 
quite compact. Sometimes the breakage-joints, or cleavage, are vertical 
in a single layer, but from their external appearance I would suppose 
the bluffs of vertical rocks were a dark-gray marly limestone, charged 
with fossils. There is also a good deal of uniformity in its composition, 
the only difference being that some of it is more compact than others. 
The eruptive material in this valley assumes a variety of form; some of 
it has a black, opaque crystalline appearance, like obsidian; then a sort 
of sandstone, easily decomposing, or, as it were, exfoliating; then a sort 
of lava, or slag; then a vesicular trachyte. There are also veins of 
quartz, sometimes ribbon-like, one-fourth of aninch wide. The greater part 
ot these rocks, however, wouid seem to have been melted or heated under 
comparatively little pressure. These rocks predominate, and, indeed, 
comprise almost the only rocks on the western slope, and theref fore it 
may be called a basalt country. Many of these rocks seem to yield very 
readily to the decomposing agencies of the atmosphere, and furnish en- 
tirely the soil of the valley, which is quite black and fertile, sustaining 
a luxuriant growth of vegetation. The streams that issue from the 
mountains are very numerous, the water pure as crystal, and the val- 
leys clothed with rank herbage; but the timber, which fringes the littie 
streams here and there, is very scarce. There are also many beautiful 
springs and lakes. 

* June 20.—We passed up the valley of the Lake Fork and crossed the 
dividing crest of the mountains to the Madison Fork of the Missouri. 
High hills of eruptive rock surround us on every side, with now and then 
small patches of limestone along their sides, inclining at various angles. 
There are, also, mica schists, talcose slates, and quartzose limestones often 
underlying the Jayers of eruptive material, and conforming to them in 
inclination, which is from 36° to 60°. Many of the ridges are 2,000 feet 
or more above us, and are covered with snow. The Low or Raynold’s 
Pass is Jike alawnu—smooth and covered with grass, with a large super- 
ficial deposit composed of the rocks in the vicinity. It is plain that the 
eroding agency of water has had its effect in smoothing this pass, though 
it hasnotformed it. It is undoubtedly due, toa great extent, to a break 
in the continuity of the elevatory force. The mountains here do not 
seem to follow any fixed lines of fracture, or in fixed directions, but to be 
a series of protrusions, forming, in many instances, a continuous line 
for a great distauce; but the irregularity of the outline of the crest is 
due, to a great extent, to the irregularity of the force along the line of 
continuity, though a small portion may be due to atmospheric agencies. 
The facts above stated are true from the fact that the different strata of 
sedimentary rocks, which must. prior to the upheaval of these ridges, 
have covered the suriace, lie in regular order of sequence outward from 
the ridges. We have every variety of volcanic rocks and metamorphic 
conditions. Washed ont of the Madison cafion and scattered over the 
terraces along that stream are every variety of granitoid rocks, mica 
slates, hornblende, &c. ‘There is every variety of these rocks, depending 
upon the greater or less predominance of some constituent, and dissem- 
inated through the rock are seams of white quartz. None of the red 
feldspathic rocks which so prevail in the Black Hills are seen in this 
region. Along the rivers isa series of terraces which are covered with 
bowlders, slightly worn, exhibiting the rock-character of the mountains 
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from which these streams take their rise. As we descend the Madison 
we find that the valley seems to pass along a sort of anticlinal axis, and 
on each side lofty, nearly vertical walls of trachyte, arranged in thick 
layers. The lower portion appears to yield quite readily to atmospherie 
agencies, owing to the ferruginous matter contained, which renders it a 
loosely ageregated mass of crystals of feldspar. As we ascend upward 
the rocks become more compact, and the upper layers are a cellular tra- 
chyte. In some places the upper compact beds assume a columnar 
structure, breaking into the form of vertical columns; these break in 
pieces and cover the sides of the hills with masses of rock. Lower 
down on the Madison we find layers of the red feldspar, which present 
the appearance of stratified beds like the Azoic. rocks, with an inclina- 
tion in the same direction with the overlying basaltie rocks. There are 
numerous seams of white quartz, also trap, running across the country 
in every direction, many of which indicate the presence of gold-bearing 
rock, The summits, or crests, of the bigh mountains are ragged, not 
from erosions since upheaval, but owing to the manner of the upheaval. 
Hach peak assumes, to a certain extent, the form of an independent uplift, 
with layers of rock inclining around from every side; and yet it is by a 
series of these peaks connected together, more or less, that a mountain 
range isformed. Wherever these peaks or groups of peaks are separated 
a short distance, a low point is made in the range, which gives passage to 
streams. Very many of these low passes haveno streams issuing from them 
at thistime. The Madison forms a canon by cutting through one of these 
lofty ridges at the upper portion of the Burnt Hole, and a second one at 
the lower. end of the same valley. Still below the feldspar beds and 
near the junction of the Three Forks of the Missouri we have beds of 
exceedingly slaty character, inclining at angles of 31° and passing down 
into the gre initoid rocks below. 

“In the valleys of these streams is a series of marls and marly sands 
and conglomerates, precisely like the upper beds of the White River 
Tertiary. These marls ave mostly of a flesh-color, sometimes assuming 
the texture of a quartzose sandstone. Its greatest thickness in this 
region is about 200 feet, and not conforming to the Carboniferous rocks 
beneath, but inclining in the same direction about 8°. 

‘¢ The ’ Carboniferous rocks are largely developed in this region, and 
incline at very large angles from the mountains. The lower part of 
these limestones have been so affected by heat that the stratification has 
been very nearly obliterated, and presents a very rough appearance. 
Above this is a bed which is undoubtedly Carboniferous limestone 
changed, but which now very much resembles basalt, but contains more 
arenaceous matter, and appears to have had the stratification but partially 
changed. From the Three Forks these limestones extend westward or 
southwestward about twenty to twenty-five miles, and then continued 
northward toward the gate of the mountains along the Missouri. They 
also extend to the northwest to a range of mountains, in which is the 
Blackfoot Pass of Lewis and Clarke. 

“ July 3.—Visited the plateau, mentioned by Lewis and Clarke, be- 
tween the mouths of the Gallatin and Madison. It is a long flat ridge 
of limestone, representing the portion of the inclined rocks which form 
the left side of the canon below. 

‘The rocks on that side incline 24°, continuing far on the distant hills. 
The base of this small ridge is a bluish cherty limestone, sometimes yel- 
lowish, very compact or hard, breakiag into fragments just like the 
Carboniferous linestones before seen. Dip, 33°. This bed corresponds 
with a portion of the right side of the cafion next to the water. There are 
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traces of abundant fossils, as broken crinoidal remains and other mollus- 
ea. It weathers so as toexpose uponits sides small flinty masses of chert. 
This bed passes up into a light-gray limestone with drusy cavities, and 
breaking into irregular fragments in the direction of stratification, a 
form of fracture common to “the Carboniferous rocks. The dip of this 
bed is 31°. Obscure traces of fossils are seen. These layers continue 
on up, divided by thin partings; others are solid, from 6 to 20 feet in 
thickness. Then comes a bed without distinct lines of stratification, 
often assuming the form of a sort of conglomerate, with masses of lime- 
stone on all sides, cemented together with sulphate of lime; dip, 20°. 
There is then a return to the former condition of a yellow limestone. 
Tt is full of dog-tooth spar and seams of crystalline matter. I should 
estimate the limestone to be about 500 feet in thickness. 
“On the right side of the Gallatin, and dipping eastward from the 

eaton at an angle of 8°, isa bed of yellow-gray sandstone and marl. 
It does not quite conform to the Carboniferous limestone, though dipping 
in the same direction. The Gallatin Fork, from its mouth to the point 
where it issues from the mountains, is about fifty miles, flowing through 
a beautiful valley well fringed with cottonwood trees, mostly bitter cot- 
tonweod. The upper portion of this valley has been most beautifully 
smoothed by the erosive action of water, leaving a space between the 
base of the mountain-ridges and the uptur ned ed; ges of the sedimentary 
rocks of twenty or thirty | miles which is smooth like a lawn. The Car- 
boniferous rocks present a series of monoclinals of the most interest- 
ing character. Underneath them is a series of rocks, which seem to 
represent the Potsdam sandstone. It is the most variable series which 
T have yet seen. In order of descent we have a reddish, rust-colored 
rock, mostly fine-grained, compact, quartzose, siliceous, almost the 
appearance of a metamorphic rock. It is sometimes made up of an 
aggregation of grains of quartz. Beneath is a series of thin strata of 
dark steel-gray micaceous sandstone, sometimes becoming a fine aggre- 
gation of water-worn pebbles and dark-brown clay-slate, gradually 
passing down into what appears to be a true eruptive rock, with verti- 
cal seams of white quartz running through it. I am inclined to think 
that the eruptive rocks have been thrust in between the partings of 
rock, so that we have a bed of eruptive reck, and then a layer of the 
sandstone, and so on alternating. 
“Trom the Gallatin we passed up one of the little forks emptying 

- into that river, over Carboniferous rocks, on to the source of Smith’s or 
Kame’s River, which empties into the Missouri below the gate of the 
mountains. Reaching the vicinity of the mountains, we find that the 
basaltic or eruptive rocks prevail to a very large extent over all others. 
On a little branch flowing into Smith’s River near its source, we find a 
dark steel-brown bed, 50 feet in thickness, a fine conglomerate at base, 
but gradually growing coarse until toward the summit it is composed of 
jarge angular blocks of mixed gray basalt, aggregated with a reddish 
material. The beds dip northeast 45°. The imbedded masses are more 
or less water-worn. This bed seems to continue a long distance, and is 
sometimes vertical; sometimes the pebbies are as much worn as those of 
the little streams; and it seems to me that they have been changed since 
deposition, for they now partake much of the color and character of the 
Iatrix, except that they are much harder. The basaltic rocks along 
our route are developed to an enormous extent, and present every variety 
of texture, that which yields readily to atmospheric agencies predom- 
inating. 

© July y 6.—Passing along the Smith’s River, I saw this series of curious, 
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somber, apparently basaltic rocks, which, except for their structure and 
color, I would regard as Cretaceous or Tertiary. The whole series is 
arranged in beds of marl, with more or less compact layers of harder rock, 
which project out the.same as in those formations. In these upper beds 
I found fragments of wood, and in the uppermost beds were fragments of 
leaves, which [ cannot but regard as of Tertiary age, and that the whole 
series of beds have been greatly affected by heat so that the lowest beds 
have been entirely changed. Passing up the mountain we found our- 
selves in a synclinal basin, with the strata dipping at alow augle, those 
at the southeast at an angle varying from 30° to 60°, apparently com- 
prising the different formations from Tertiary to Carboniferous. The 
rocks do not show so many signs of heat as heretofore. Our course has 
been directly north, and mostly through Carboniferous rocks, dipping 
about southeast at an angle of 20°. There are, in the cation that we passed 
through, at least 1,000 feet of limestone exposed, and as we leave the - 
canon northward we find 200 to 300 feet of red marly limestones, much 
like the red deposits we have before met with, only harder. These rocks 
are peculiar, differing from any before seen "They pass from a red loose 
slate down into a compact clay-slate, eradually varying from a deep red 
to black thin slates, becoming more and more compact as we descend, 
until they appear to be a melted rock, and the joints are so close that 
they separate the whole mass into small fragments. The rock does not 
effervesce at all with sulphuric acid, but is of a very compact texture. 
In regard to the age of these beds I can form no exact idea, no fossils 
having been detected, though frequent sun-cracks are seen upon the 
surtace of the slates.” 

The following paragraph, describing one of the four passes near 
Henry’s Lake, is taken from the report of Colonel W. F. Raynolds of 
his explorations in 1860, page 98: 

“The pass is only four miles from, and 200 feet above, the lake, and 
so level that it is difficult to locate the exact point at w hich the waters 
divide. It is about amilein width, with the sides sloping gently to the 
center. The barometer stood at 2 23 .65 inches, indicating a height of 
6,350 feet above the sea-level, or 1,500 feet lower than the summit of the 
South Pass. The approaches upon either side are remarkable, being of 
about a uniform ascent of 50 feet to the mile, and thus affording un- 
equaled facilities for either wagon-road or railroad purposes. I named 
it Low Pass, and deem it to be one of the most remarkable and 
important features of the topography of the Rocky Mountains.” 

This beautiful pass has been so carefully deseribed by Colonel Rey- 
nolds that I gladly record its name on an official map as Reynolds’s Pass; 
the name Low Pass, given it by Colonel Reynolds, not being sufficiently 
distinctive for a geographical name. 

CHAPTER IL. | 
GALLATIN VALLEY—YELLOWSTONE VALLEY. 

In my annual report for 1871 I gave a brief description of the Gallatin 
Valley ; but inasmuch as one division of the survey took Fort Ellis as 
its initial point again in 1872, I shall render the present account more 
clear by presenting a résumé of the geology of the valley. 

Jn beauty and fertility the valley of the Gallatin surpasses all others 
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in Montana which have come within the limit of our explorations. The 
town of Bozeman is located near the upper or south end, and Fort Ellis 
lies about three miles to the southeast, under the shadow of the mount- 
ain-ranges that form the water-shed between the Missouri and the 
Yellowstone. On the east side of the valley is the Gallatin Range of 
mountains, which gives origin to numerous branches of the Gallatin 
River on the west side, and many branches of Shield’s River on the east 
side. On the north side of the valley is a series of broken ranges, which 
give origin to numbers of branches of the Hast and West Gallatin Rivers. 
A ridge or low divide extends down between the Gallatin and Madison 
Valleys, and entirely disappears before reaching the junction of the 
Three Forks. This valley is about forty miles in length from north to 
south, and jive to fifteen miles in width. This valley may be regarded 
as typical of the general character of the surface of Montana, as well as 
parts of the adjacent Territory which wereexamined by the survey. Two 
general divisions might be made of the entire surface, mountain and val- 
ley. The valleys and the portions which are open to settlement are, at 
the present time, occupied to a greater or less extent by thriving farmers, 
with here and there prosperous villages. They are for the most part old 
lake-basins, geologically of comparatively modern date. Along nearly 
all the more important rivers, from their sources to their entrance upon 
the plains, there is a chain of these valleys, varying in length from a mile 
to fifty or sixty miles, and connected by a cleft or gorge in the mountains, 
through which the river has worn its way. In all these valleys there is 
a greater or less thickness of deposits, very similar in character, of a 
light-gray or cream color, and composed mostly of clay, lime, and silica 
in various proportions. Very few fossils have been found in these de- 
posits about the sources of the great rivers, but it is most probable that 
the deposits are of the same age in Western Idaho, Oregon, and Califor- 
nia which have yielded large quantities of vertebrate remains. In the 
summer of i871 I discovered in these lake beds species of Anchitheriwm 
in the head of the Jefferson Fork, and with it were associated fresh-water 
and land shells. But these beds yield the most beautiful forms of silici- 
fied wood that are found in any part of the continent. It is sometimes 
called opalized wood, andit was doubtless formed in connection with hot 
springs. It is most probable that during the Pliocene period hot springs 
prevailed to a greater or less extent all over the western portion of our 
continent, and their action may serve to account for many problems 
which now seem obscure. This deposit varies from a few feet in thick- 
ness to 1,000 or 1,500 feet, and is usually nearly horizontal, resting 
unconformably upon the olderrocks. Not infrequently these beds incline 
5°, indicating slight changes in the general level of the surface since 
their deposition. 
Then we have a vast thickness of what may be called coal-strata in 

the West, the age of which seems obscure. They contain the great and 
valuable deposits of coal in the West, and are thus of the utmost im- 
portancg in an economical point of view. This group varies in thickness 
from 1,000 to 5,000 feet, and in some parts of the country may reach the 
thickness of 10,000 feet. The evidence at the present time points to the 
conclusion that the lower portions of this group are Cretaceous, passing 
up by gradual transition into the Tertiary, and that the greater portion 
may be regarded as of the age of the later period. Then follow in de- 
scending order the Cretaceous, Jurassic, Carboniferous, and a vast thick- 
ness of Subcarboniferous strata, most probably of Silurian age. . The 
Silurian beds usually repose unconformably on metamorphic strata, com- 
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posed of gneissic or granitoid rocks of every possible texture. These 
constitute the nucleus of nearly all the principal mountain-ranges. 
From the above brief outline it will be seen that two divisions of the 

geological scale, Triassic aud Devonian, are not represented in Montana, 
so far as we have the evidence up to the present time. We may state, 
however, in this connection, that we do not deny the existence of these 
formations in this portion of the West, only that the rocks have yielded 
us no such information as yet. When we reflect that, in countries where 
the geological formations have been studied for nearly a century by the 
ablest minds under the most favorable circumstances, they are yielding 
up new and Startling facts every year, we cannot hope in a preliminary 
survey of so vast an area to exhaust the discoveries. 

In the great area which comprises what we term the Rocky Mountain 
region, the groups of strata mentioned above appear and disappear 
in a strange manner at times, thus rendering their study more difficult 
and laborious than one might suppose at first sight. 

Sometimes the Carboniferous limestones, with their characteristic 
fossils, appear to rest on the gneissic beds below; then again there will 
be 1,560 to 2,000 feet of Silurian strata intervening. At one locality a 
certain group of metamorphic beds will occur, and at another, a series 
quite distinct in texture. In one locality the red beds will be well de- 
veloped, reminding one of the possible existence of the Triassic; in 
another locality, not far distant, no trace of these can be found. The 
same may be said of all the groups of strata. One peculiarity of the 
coal-strata consists in their dark somber color, which I have observed 
nowhere else except in this region. 

In order that all the details of the local geology may be more clearly 
set forth, I have continued the same plan in this report which was 
adopted in the previous ones, of describing the geological features of 
the country as observed along the routes traveled. 

The party under my direction left Fort Ellis for the Yellowstone 
Valley July 20. Much scientific work had been done previous to that time, 
but during the present season the deep snows on the mountain-ranges 
would have prevented successful exploration in Montana before the 10th 
of July. The previous winter had been one of the severest ever known 
in the Territory, and the snow remained until late in the summer. Dur- 
ing the melting of these winter-snows the streams are so high that 
traveling becomes very difficult. The season of exploration is compara- 
tively short. 

Our entire outfit having been completed at Bozeman and Fort Ellis, 
we passed up the grassy valley of Spring Creek, by way of Bozeman 
Pass, to the summit of the divide. Just opposite Fort Ellis, on the east 
side of the creek, is a ridge of gray and grayish-white marly sands and 
sandstones, with nearly horizontal strata jutting up against the older 
rocks. This ridge presents a fine example of the lake-deposits which 
are so common in the valleys all over the West. It has evidently es- 
caped the erosion which has swept away the greater portiongpf these 
deposits, and this ridge may now be regarded as a remnant—a monnu- 
ment left to indicate the approximate thickness of the original beds. 
The greatest thickness of these beds in this valley was probably about 
1,500 feet. The summit of this ridge is 800 feet above the valley, and 
its greatest thickness could not have been less than 1,000 feet. The 
evidence is clear that all these valleys were once filled with water, so 
that only the summits of the loftier portions were exposed; that prob- 
ably, during what geologists term the Quarternary period, these waters 
gradually subsided, sweeping downward, to the lowlands near the main 
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Missouri and the Mississippi, the greater portion of these deposits to 
form the great Yellow Marl or Loess group. That the origin of these 
deposits dates back to the Pliocene period at least, we believe from the 
evidence given by the organic remains; and there is other evidence that 
points to the conclusion that these lakes continued up nearly or quite 
to our present period. The surface is usually covered to a greater or 
less extent with the usual drift-deposit of the country, and not unfre- 
quently the groups of rounded bowlders are so arranged as to indicate 
that no important changes have taken place since the waters subsided. 
In the Yellowstone Valley, about two miles above Boteler’s ranch, the 
river has exposed a section of the Pliocene beds, (Fig. 1,) which reveals 
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MODERN LAKE DEPOSITS CAPPED WITH BASALT. TWO MILES ABOVE BOTELER’S RANCH, 

VALLEY OF THE YELLOWSTONE. 

about 200 feet of light-gray marly sands and sandstone, passing up into 
about 100 feet of pebbly drift, the whole capped with a bed of basalt 
that must have overflowed since the lakes existed in full force. A 
little distance back of the river, extending to the base of the mountains, 
there is evidence in the superficial deposits that this lake continued a 
long time after the overflow of the igneous matter. 

I shall pass rapidly over the geology of the region about the source of 
the Gallatin, referring the reader to the excellent report of Dr. Peale, 
who made a minute examination of Spring Canton, Mystic Lake, and the 

- district about Mount Blackmore. ' 
In general terms, the Gallatin Range is composed of gneissic and quartz- 

itic beds as a base, with a great thickness, 1,700 to 1,800 feet, of Lower 
Silurian strata resting unconformably upon them. Above these, and 
apparently conforming, is a thickness of 1,000 to 2,000 feet of well- 
marked Carboniferous rocks, mostly limestones, more or less pure; 
then running eastward from the Gallatin Valley and inclining at various 
angles in the same general direction are the Jurassic, Cretaceous and 
Coal groups, with an aggregate thickness of 10,000 to 15,000 feet. This 
entire group of strata, which compose the Gallatin Range and its: foot 
hilis, extends nearly to Shields’s River, a distance of twenty miles in a 
Straight line. The Carboniferous limestones, which are very hard and 
yield less readily to atmospheric influences. form, with their upturned 
edges, the very summit of the Gallatin Range,including Bridger’s Peak, 
Union Peak, &c. On the westside of the Gallatin Range the foot-hills are 
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very abrupt, rising at once to a nee of 800 to 1,200 feet, while the 
peaks and the sharp ridges are 2,000 to 2,500 feet above the valley below. 
On the east side the hills, composed ot the more modern groups, descend 
gradually to the immediate valley of Shields’s River. 
We thus see that this range constitutes the east portion of an anti- 

clinal, and, so far as we know, a huge monoclinal. We may hereafter 
discover fragments of the west portion. So far as the line of uplift is 
concerned, the Gallatin continued southeastward, crossing the Yellow- 
stone River, forming what we have located on the map as the Lower 
Cafion. The mountains about the sources of the branches of the East 
Gallatin, and those between the Kast and West Gallatin Rivers, are 
largely composed of the limestones thrown up in great confusion appa- 
rently; but really all having an inclination in the same general direction. 

In my report of last year, I stated that there seemed to be a true anti- 
clinal extending over to the Yellowstone, and that Trail Creek might flow 
in the valley between the two portions, but the more careful explorations 
of the past season have shown that all the uplifts belong to one side of the 
anticlinal, however chaotic the strata may appear. This great monoclinal 
is very remarkable. It commences down below the Three Forks, with a 
trend east by south, indicating greater irregularity inform. Sometimes 
the beds are ‘inverted, and the whole series exposed down to the granitie, 
then again all are concealed except the coal strata. From Bridger Cafion 
to Spring Cafion, a distance of four miles, there is a complete break in the 
range, forming several passes, which are easily traversed with wagon- 
roads, in which no rocks older than the Coal group are seen. Then in 
Spring Canon the older rocks are again brought to the surface in full 
force. 

_ The investigations of the present season have shown that what appeared 
to be fragments of the western portion of an anticlinal are only frag- 
ments of the one great mass which have been broken off in the uplift 
and now lie scattered around in the valleys, on the foot-hills and mount- 
ain-sides, in apparent confusion. As I have before remarked, the main 
range of sedimentary beds continues eass by south, forming the high 
divide between the waters of the Gallatin on one side and those of 
Shields’s River and the Yellowstone on the other, but crosses the Yellow- 
stone, forming the Lower Caiion, and inclining from the east side of 
the great range of mountains in which the Bowlder, Rosebud, and 
Clark’s Fork, with their numerous branches, take theirrise. In the in- 
termediate space, sometimes low down in the valley of Trail Creek, and 
sometimes on the mountain-sides, are beds of coal, the strata above and 
below being vertical or horizontal, as the case may be. This region has 
been very carefully prospected for coal. The artificial excavations that . 
were made threw great hght on the position of those fragments, which 
seem to have been broken off and fallen down in the general uplift. At 
the present time it is only by most carefully following the channels of 
the streams as they cut down into the sides of the mountains, or by 
studying the artificial excavations, that we can gain any of the details 
of structure. With the exception of the main ridges of upheaval, the 
strata are mostly concealed by modern superficial deposits, which are 
covered with a thick growth of grass. Occasionally, also, these frag- 
ments crop out from beneath the mountains of trachyte, and volcanic 
breccia, which are so remarkable in this region. As previously stated, 
the limestone seems to have yielded less readily to atmospheric agencies, 
and consequently projects high up above the surrounding hills, and 
forms the leading topographical feature. In tracing it across the coun- 
try, we may call it a limestone ridge, as it loses the name of Gallatin 

Se 
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Range east of the source of the Gallatin River, although the ridge con- 
tinues on eastward, or south by east, to an unknown distance. 

The Carboniferous limestones are always well defined, not* only by 
their texture, but from the fact that they always contain fossils charac- 
teristic of that age in greater or less quantities. In some localities 
strata of considerable thickness are made up of an aggregate of fossils 
in a fine state of preservation. The almost universal distribution of 
these fossils would point to a uniform moderate depth for the waters of 
the Old Carboniferous ocean. 

The Lower Cation is about three miles in length, and the Yellowstone 
has cut its way through the ridge at right angles, so that as complete a 
section of the strata is shown on either side as one could desire. It was 
this limestone ridge that checked the waters above which formed the 
lake-basin, extending from the Lower Cation to the Second Canton, 
a distance of about thirty miles, and it was undoubtedly the slow wearing- 
out of the channel or cation through the ridge that gradually drained the 
lake-basins above. After leaving the Gallatin Range, the older group of 
beds, which we have called Lower Silurian, ceases to be as conspicuous. 
The limestones of this group have a much older look, are more compact 
and contain a greater per cent. of silica, are full of cavities lined with 
crystals of quartz,and weather into much more rugged forms. The 
lower portious, instead of being composed of clays, shales, sandstone, 
&c., are quartzites or quartzose sandstones, entirely destitute of any 
traces of organic forms. They seem gradually to change their character 
and thin out very much in their eastern extension, so that not more than 
100 or 200 feet in thickness rest upon the gneissic rocks in the Yellow- 
stone Range east of the Lower Caiion. Inthe West Gallatin Cation the 
same change in the Silurian group is observed. 
Above the cafion the Yellowstone Valley expands out to an average 

width of ten miles, and was undoubtedly one of the old lake- Lasins 
peculiar to the West. Ifrom any of the peaks of the Yellowstone Range 
on the east side, one may obtain a complete view of the eastern valley, 
and the landscape thus presented to the eye is one of great beauty. 
The sides of the valley slope like a dish, so that the immediate base 
may be 800 to 1,200 feet above the bed of the river. These slopes are 
grassed over, and to the eye at a distance they appear as smooth as a | 
lawn, gradually descending to the river-bottom. They are, however, 
oftentimes very much cut up by the little mountain-streams that wear 
deep channels through them. These channels afford excellent sections 
of these modern deposits. 

On the east side of the Yellowstone River, commencing near the Lower 
Caiion, is one of the most symmetrical and beautiful ranges of mount- 
ains in Montana. In order that I might obtain a more definite knowl- 
edge of the structure of this range, I ascended one of the highest 
peaks that overlook the broad plains along the Yellowstone to the 
northeast. Last year I had supposed, from an examination of Emigrant 
Peak and its vicinity, that these mountains were mostly of igneous ori- 
gin, but found, on a more careful examination of the northern por- 
tion, that the rocks are principally granitic and of the kind characteristic 
of the mountain-ranges generally. Our camp was located on the river- 
bottom about three miles above the Lower Cafion, and the peak which 
we ascended is situated alittle south of east of the cahon. Tor a dis- 
tance of four miles we ascended the grassy slope, covered here and there 
very thickly with ropnded bowlders, which greatly impeded traveling © 
scattered here and there are isolated hills of limestone, remnants left 
aiter the erosion of the valley. The sides of these mountains are every- 
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where almost vertical, and difficult of ascent, so that we were obliged to 
follow up the rocky bed of astream for along distance. Hugh masses of 
gneissic granite blocked our way at every step. In some of the cafons a 
few bowlders of igneous origin were observed. The study of the different 
kinds of rocks along che course of any of these mountain-streams usually 
gives one a pretty clear idea of the structure of the mountain in which they 
have their origin. The first ridge, which is about 3,000 feet above the riv- 
er-bottom, is composed mostly of the metamorphic quartzites. The second 
ridge, which is about 560 feet higher, is composed largely of mica- 
schists and granitoid gneiss. The limit of the vegetation is about 9,000 
feet, where the small scraggy spruces lie prostrate, and are not more than 
four feet in length. Above these no more tree-vegetation is seen. From 
the summit of this peak, a broad area is compassed in the field of vision. 
Far east and southeast, along the head-waters of the Stillwater, Big 
Rosebud, and Rock Creek, the gneissic rocks extend, with their sharp 
ridgelike peaks standing up like pinnacles among the perpetual snows. 
For fifty miles in every direction there is a chaos of mountain-peaks, 
varying in form according to the rock-materials of which they are com- 
posed. For grand rugged scenery I know of no portion of the West 
that surpasses this range. The little streams have cut innumerable 
gorges deep down through tke very heart of the mountains, 2,500 to 
3,000 feet in depth, and the exceedingly close texture of the granites 
and quartzites, of which the rocks are mostly composed, has prevented 
the atmospheric forces from wearing off the angularities, so that they 
appear as sharp and angular asif but recently brought tothesurface. The 
examples of ribbed or banded gneiss are quite remarkable for their pertec- 
tion and regularity. The junction of the unchanged beds with the 
metamorphic is remarkably well shown in the gorges on the north side 
of the range. The general inclination of the limestone is about 30° to 
50° northwest. From this high point the ridge of limestone, with 1,200 
to 1,500 feet of outcropping strata, may be most clearly seen for a dis- 
tance of twenty or thirty miles east and west, forming a remarkable 
natural section. Extending far to the eastward and opening out into 
the plains, are the gradually descending ridges of the Jurassic, Creta- 
ceous, and Tertiary beds, presenting an irregular rugged surface depend- 
ing upon the nature of the rock-materials of which they are composed. 
The Yellowstone River really emerges into the plains below the junction 
of Shields’s River, and thence to the junction of the Yellowstone with the 
Missouri the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations prevail. On either side 
of the Yellowstone, at a distance, may be seen isolated small ranges of 
mountains until we pass below the mouth of Tongue River. 

I¢ is most interesting as well as instructive to explore with care 
among the deep gorges which the watery agents have worn down through 
these lofty mountain-ranges. The amount of débris or broken rocks 
which one encounters excites surprise. Water and frost are ever at 
work, and have been busy for ages in breaking down the sides of the 
gorge and extending it farther back in therange. We discever here the 
sources of the myriads of perpetual streams, which we find in the low- 
lands, and which we see meandering through the plains like the veins in 
the human body. Each one of these little streams, toward its source, 
branches out into numbers of small tributaries like the capillary vessels, 
and each one of these little capillary streams has eaten out its deep 
gorge or cailon, which adds to the rnggedness of the mountain-scenery. 
There is in this Yellowstone Range an unlimited field for the artist; 
photographic views of the most startling kind could be obtained with- 
out number. I am convinced that this range of mountains, and the 
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valley at its base, will at no distant period be visited by multitudes of 
tourists, and afford many a subject for correspondence for the secular 
ress. 
: Glancing at the map, it will be seen that numerous little streams flow 
down from the base of the mountains and empty their waters into the 
Yellowstone. Each one of these streams in the mountains spreads out 
into’a great number of branches five to twenty miles in length. It is 
to these little streams that we are indebted for the inner history of these 
grand mountains. We may say in general terms that the nucleus of 
the Yellowstone Range is composed of granitic rocks, and that the 
greater portion is made up of these, while far to the south and 
southeast the summits are covered to a greater or less extent with vol- 
canic rocks. The greater portion of Emigrant Peak is made up of vol- 
canie material. There is no doubt that at some prior period the volcanic 
rocks and breccia or conglomerate extended over a much larger area 
and with a greater thickness than at the present time. Many of the 
high, bald, rounded granite ou na is) bear all over them the marks of 
terrific erosion. 

In the report for 1871,1 described somewhat briefly the interest- 
ing lake-basin which now forms the valley of the Yellowstone be- 
tween the First and Second Cafions. At the risk of some repeti- 
tion, I may be permitted to take this as the type of these lake-basins, 
and deseribe it somewhat in detail, although each one has some features 
not common to the rest. It seems to me, however, that they must all 
have one common origin, whatever that may be. Many of the basins 
have been formed by erosion, but not altogether so. Although the lake- 
basin which we are now describing is largely due to the action of the 
erosive forces, yet I am of the opinion that its outline was marked out in 
the process of upheaval. On the east side is the remarkable range of 
mountains which I have called the Yellowstone, constituting the nucleus 
or central portion of a distinct anticlinal; while on the opposite or west 
side there is a chaotic mass of volcanic peaks and ridges, which have no 
necessary connection with the Yellowstone Range. At the lower end 
of the valley, however, are a number of isolated hills of limestone, with, 
strata inclining in the same direction with the main ridge, which forms 
the canon below, and these can easily be traced across the valley as 
remnants of what were once high ridges extending directly across. 
Other remnants may be observed farther up the valley, which seem to 
convey a pretty clear conception of the immensity of the erosive action 
in the past. Jn noticing this lake-basin as typical of a series or system 
of lakes in the West, I do not refer to those great lake-basins of the 
earlier Tertiary period, in which were entombed such vast numbers: of 
animal remains in Wyoming, Nebraska, &c. Those which I am now 
describing belong to a type of more modern date, which probably com- 
menced in the Pliocene period, and extended up very nearly to our pres- 
ent era. 
We shall not go back beyond the time of the existence of this 

lake-basin and endeavor to indicate the condition of the surface or 
the climate at that time, but simply remark that we believe that all 
these valleys were the reservoirs for the accumulated waters from the 
drainage of the mountains in the vicinity. When they were full, so as 
to overflow the barriers which were raised in the uplifting of the mount- 
ain-ranges, the waters, following the law of gravitation, gradually wore 
a channel through these barriers, as, for example, at the Lower Caiion, 
where they have carved out a channel 800 to 1,000 feet deep, directly 
through the massive limestone, at right angles to "the direction of uplift. 

38Gs 
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The process of wearing out this channel for three miles in length 
through such a thickness of hard limestone must have required ages, 
sufficient for the waters of the lake to have deposited 1,000 to 1,500 feet 
of sediment, and, as the channel was cut down and the basin drained, 
a portion. of the sediment would be swept down the river. We have 
now the evidence that the waters of the lake must have reached high 
up on the sides of the mountains, entering far up the open side-valleys, 
in some cases nearly up to the divide or water-shed. The line of demar- 
cation between the modern deposits as they jut up against the mount- 
ain-sides, and the natural débris of the mountains themselves, is quite 
distinct, and is even shown by the vegetation. When we reflect that 
the productiveness, as well as the possible settlement of these mountain- 
regions, is due to the former existence of these lakes, we shall at once 
understand their importance, and their history will become invested 
with a greater interest. It is only in these valleys that farming-lands 
can be found. The sediments which were accumulated in the bottoms 
of the lakes were derived from the destruction of a great variety of 
rocks, so that the mixture is most remarkable for its fertility. The 
metamorphic and igneous rocks, and the limestones of the Silurian and 
Carboniferous epochs have all contributed to them. As the lakes were 
drained slowly away, the bottoms were worn out and smoothed as we 
see them now. Here and there we find that these superficial deposits 
have been stripped off, so as to expose remnants. of the old formations 
which constituted the original skeleton. Patches of limestone are 
observed here and there, enough to indicate something in regard to the 
former history of this surface, or skeleton, as it might be called. 
Although this valley was originally largely due to erosion no doubt, 

yet it was not altogether so. It was not a chasm or a fissure in which 
the waters gained a foothold for their operations, as was the case with 
many of the valleys. The main feature of the mountain-range, as we 
see it now on the east side of the Yellowstone River, never crossed to 
the west,side, but formed the east shore of the lake. That the valley 
was greatly enlarged by the wearing away of the sides of the mount- 
ains by the waters of the lake, there is little room to doubt. On the 
west side of the valley the mountains rise up 9,000 and 10,000 feet above 
the sea-level, but are mostly volcanic and most probably conceal a vast 
thickness of sedimentary beds. The igneous rocks seem to have issued 
from numerous fissures, and to have spread over the surface to an enor- 
mous thickness. But the rocks which prevail over all the rest are those 
which have been formed out of fragments, dust, ashes, &c., which must 
have been thrown out of the numberless volcanic craters into the sur- 
rounding waters, and been afterward deposited as sedimentary beds. 
The massive basalts or trachytes may be considered the exception, 
while we find 2,000 to 4,000 feet in thickness, of volcanic breccia or 
conglomerate, reaching to the very summits of the highest mountains, 
and presenting a well-marked horizontal stratification. Materials of 
almost every variety of color, with a peculiar somber hue, are found. 
Immense masses have fallen down into the valley from the mountain- 
sides, composed of fragments of trachyte of every possible texture and 
color. Sometimes these fragments are very coarse, several feet in diam- 
eter, and again they are small, like pudding-stones. Sometimes they 
are angular as if they had not been subject to erosion in water, and 
again they are much rounded. The cement is also more or less tine 
volcanic material, partly, perhaps, the dust and ashes thrown out of the 
voleanic fissures, and partly the eroded materials from the rounded 
fragments. In the stratified beds there is also a great variety of mate- 
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rials. The conglomerates prevail, but there will be found interstratified 
seams or local beds of several feet in thickness, of a fine white-yellow 
or brick-red volcanic dust and ashes, so that when these beds are 
eroded the surface around presents the appearance of the ground 
about an old furnace. I know of no district where there is a better 
opportunity to study the great varieties of volcanic action in past 
geological times than in the range of mountains which separates the 
Gallatin Valley from the Yellowstone. On the west side of the valley, 
from the Lower Canon to the Second Cafion, a distance of at least thirty 
miles, the indications of ancient volcanic action are most remarkable 
and varied in their character. The erosive forces have cut deep canons 
into the sides of these mountains, 2,500 to 3,000 feet through the con- 
glomerates, and have worn the portions remaining into the most won- 
derful architectural forms. Domes, pyramids, pinnacles, palaces, 
indeed almost any form which one could conceive, can be seen here. 
One gorge was called the Palace Cafion on account of the symmetrical 
palace-like forms which could be seen everywhere. ‘The sides of these 
gorges are vertical walls, inaccessible, except in a few localities, to man 
or beast. One ean stand in the bed of a little stream and look up the 
vertical walls on either side 2,500 or 3,000 feet. Such gorges as these, 
extending from five to twenty miles oftentimes, are very numerous. 
Literally hundreds of them may be found in these ranges extending up 
to the very crest or water-divide, carved out of the solid mass of con- 
glomerate or trachyte. There is certainly no limit to the remarkable 
scenery which the artist could select in this prolific field. 

Cropping out bere and there in the bottom of these deep gorges may be 
seen the older sedimentary strata, as the Carboniferous limestones, and 
even those of later date, as the Jurassic, Cretaceous, or Tertiary. The 
general dip of the unchanged strata is about northeast, and in the valley 
of Trail Creek the sandstones and clays of the Brown-Coal period may 
be seen passing beneath the huge mountains of voicanic conglomerate. 
Farther south and west the limestones appear, and the metamorphic 
rocks are not seen to any extent until we enter the West Gallatin 
Cafion. We are thus enabled to gain a pretty clear idea of the original 
shape of this valley, that it was really marked out in the process of 
upheaval. I will remark here that I shall attempt to show hereafter 
that the streams, in coming out of their channels, did not follow any 
preformed chasms or fissures, but quite the reverse. Most of the cafions 
were formed by the streams cutting their way directly through the 
ridges, at right angles to the axis of upheaval. 

As I have previously remarked, the granitic rocks are mostly confined 
to the main ridge of mountains on the east side of the valley, but in the 
valleys of the smaller streams that flow into the Yellowstone from the 
west side just below the Second Cafion, as Rock Creek and Cafion Creek, 
the metamorphic recks are largely exposed. The Second Cafon is com- 
posed of metamorphic rocks entirely. Scattered over the surface of the 
valley below are many huge bowlders of granite, which could not have 
been transported to their present position by any forces now in operation. 
It is quite evident that all the forces, whatever they may have been, 
operated from above down the valley. Upon the foot-hills, and in one 
instance on the top of the basaltic floor, several hundred feet above the 
present bed of the river, are huge rounded bowlders, 25 to 50 feet in 
diameter, which must have been transported either from the canons of 
those little streams above mentioned or from the Second Caiion, a dis- 
tance of ten to fifteen miles. I know of no power except the combined 
action of water and ice that could have brought about these results. A 
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very large portion of the foot-hills and terraces, as well as the immediate 
bottom of the river, is literally paved with rounded bowlders, so much 
so as to render almost worthless, except for grazing, much land which 
would otherwise be excellent for farming. Along the bottoms also are 
old river-beds 50 to 100 feet above the present bed. These old channels 
are covered thickly with the rounded bowlders, and walls of them are 
piled up on either side. These are results of very modern date. They 
must represent the latest period of the draining of the lake-basins. We 
believe that the temperature was much lower than at present; that the 
surrounding mountains that form the drainage into these lakes were 
covered with vast masses of snow and ice which, at certain seasons of 
the year, became detached and floated down in the form of huge icebergs. 
All these forces may have been in action from the sourees of the Yellow- 
stone and Missouri down to the plains below, and thus the huge icebergs, 
loaded with immense quantities of bowlders, floated over the valleys, 
dropping their contents here and there, as we find them at the present 
time. Most of the bowlders in this valley could have been moved along 
by the action of swift torrents of water alone, but not even the strongest 
mountain-torrent of which we have any knowledge now could have 
moved great numbers of the huge granitic rocks which we find high up 
on the foot-hills or terraces, at least ten or fifteen miles from their original 
position. No forces now in operation, even if we were to suppose that the 
melting of the spring-snows would raise the river so as to overflow all 
the lowlands, could have transported these bowlders. <As it is, they 
cover an area several miles in width, quite above the reach of the river- 
waters at their highest stage. 

Another point I may allude to here again in this connection, and that 
is the more modern outflow of basalt which is seen in several localities 
in the valley. It is probable that the basalt spread all over the valley 
at one time in the form of a cap, and that it has been swept away in the 
process of erosion. On the west side, about two miles below Boteler’s 
ranch, there is an extensive remnant of this basalt cap, which has been 
so smoothed by the passage of ice over it that the surface is glazed. 
There are also numerous small grooves or scratches. The surface is 
covered, thickly with rounded granite bowlders, but one of them was 
worthy of special note from its size, which measured 12 feet in height 
and 20 feet in diameter. It is perfectly massive, composed of a coarse 
aggregate of quartz, feldspar, with small bits of mica. The basait has 
a tendency to break into imperfect pentagonal colamns. Underneath 
it are 100 to 200 feet of what I have called Pliocene deposits, but 
they are composed very largely of rounded pebbles and bowlders, with 
light-gray marly clay. On the east side of the Yellowstone, about two 
miles above the raneh, the river has cut a vertical section through the 
marly clays and sandstones 100 feet or more, with 50 to 80 feet of loose 
drift bowlders and pebbles, the whole capped with 20 to 30 feet of basalt. 
This outflow of igneous matter was among the latest events. Nearly all 
‘the lake-basins have this basaltic cap to a greater or less extent, and the 
evidence indicates that the outflow was synchronous. In the Snake 
tiver Basin this cap covers an area of fifty to eighty miles in width and 
several hundred miles in length, and quite large streams sink beneath 
it and flow into Snake River. The geological relations of this cap or bed 
of basalt are about the same wherever it occurs, pointing to a common 
cause as well as time. , 

_ I believe that it occurred before the waters subsided, so that we may 
trace a portion of its history at least. The lake-deposits are certainly of | 
very moderate date, at least as late, and perhaps later, than Pliocene. 
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Upon this rests a huge bed of drift, which was deposited still later, and 
then comes the outflow of basalt before the waters subsided, as is shown 
by the texture of the rocks, as well as the superficial deposits over it ; 
then the waters were drained slowly away, Sweeping with them most of 
the basalt, with the exception of here and there a remnant, and also most 
of the deposits beneath, thus giving shape to the valley. All these events 
must have taken place subsequent to the completion of the general out- 
line of the country by the upheaval of the mountains. It is probable, 
also, that during this period, and probably throughout the greater por- 
tion of the Tertiary period, hot springs were very abundant everywhere, 
and it is doubtless due to these that the organic remains found in these 
deposits have been preserved in such a high state of perfection and 
beauty. The silicified or opalized wood, we believe, indicates the 
presence of these springs. There are a few warm or moderately hot 
springs in this valley at the present time. 

As an illustration of the voleanie action in this valley, the reader is 
referred to Fig. 2, which was sketched by Mr. Holmes, about two miles 

Bie 2 

TRACHYTE DIKE AND COLUMNS OF BRECCIA, YELLOWSTONE VALLEY. 

above Boteler’s ranch on the west side of the Yellowstone Valley. The 
long, wall-like mass that extends down from the side of the hillisa 
dike of trachyte, while on either side are the tufas and breccias, which 
have been weathered into columns of varied forms. This may also repre- 
sent one of the numerous fissures or oblong craters from which much of 
the volcanic material was ejected. Fig. 3 shows quite clearly the 
stratified character of the tufas and breccias. This illustration was 
taken about a mile above Fig. 2, on the same side of the Yellowstone. 
The entire mass is most curiously variegated in color, from an ashen- 
cream color to deep purple. This series of gray volcanic ashes alter- 
nates with more or less coarse strata of breccias, the fragments cemented 
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with the tufas. In Fig. 3 we see a curious instance of a sort of uncon- 
formability, showing, probably, the periods of deposition. The under- 
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VOLCANIC TUFFS AND BRECCIA, YELLOWSTONE VALLEY. 

lying portion had been worn into a conical shape by the waters of the 
lake prior to the deposition of the slanting mass. In the back-ground 
there is a lofty range of volcanic breccia or conglomerates, rising 3,000 
feet above the valley. ; 
We will now take our leave of this beautiful valley and proceed up 

the river through the Second Cation. We may hastily notice the char- — 
acter of the rocks on either side. The divide between the Yellowstone 
and tbe Gallatin is quite sharp and narrow, the numerous little streams 
cutting deep channels down from the crest to the river. The divide. 
itself is formed entirely of the volcanic conglomerate, weathered into 
the most singular architectural forms. West of the canon, at the head 
of Canon and Rock Creeks, this conglomerate is at least 1,000 feet 
thick, horizontally stratified, and worn into hundreds of pinnacles or 
Gothic columns. (See Fig. 4.) These conglomerates extend down the 
ridges between the little streams for several miles, while the gorges are 
cleft deep down to the metamorphic rocks. Thecaiion itself, on either side, 
is composed entirely of gneissic strata. Silicified wood is found in these 
conglomerates in great quantities, and sometimes huge logs and stumps 
are exposed in a vertical position in the walls. Near the head of Cation 
Creek, I saw the stump of a tree which must have been at least thirteen 
or fourteen feet in diameter originally. It was firmly inclosed in the 
breccia. The question arises in the mind, Whence originated this vast 
deposit of breccia or conglomerate, and what were the physical condi- 
tions under which the materials were deposited ? As to their origin, we 
must conclude that they were thrown out by volcanoes into the sur- 
rounding waters much as similar materials are ejected from modern 
volcanoes at the present time. We find, however, that these breccias 
are of immense thickness, sometimes 4,000 to 5,000 feet, as at the 
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sources of the East Fork and in the mountains at the head of the Upper 
Yellowstone above the lake. Some of the highest mountains in the 
Northwest are capped with these volcanic breccias arranged in horizon- 
tal strata, and showing most clearly that the agent was water. In 
almost all cases these stratified breccias are perfectly horizontal from 
base to summit, thereby indicating the probability that there has been 
‘no important movement of the earth’s crust since their deposition. We 
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VOLCANIC BRECCIA AT THE HEAD OF CANON AND ROCK CREEKS. 

must conclude, then, that at a comparatively modern date the waters so 
covered these mountain-ranges of the Northwest that not even the sum- 
mits of the loftiest peaks were above the surface. It is barely possible 
that we might make an exception in the case of the Grand Tétons. We 
may suppose that the materials were supplied from the numberless vol- 
canic fissures in unlimited quantities in a comparatively brief space of 
time; but the period which would be required for the waters to arrange 
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this matter in the remarkably uniform and compact series of strata which 
we find at the present time must have been great. The results have 
been carried on upon such a stupendous scale that the mind finds with 
difficulty the courage to grapple with them or attempt to explain them. 
And then, subsequent to the deposition of these enormous beds of con- 
glomerates, has been the wearing-out of canons and valleys 2,000 to 
4,000 feet in depth, the sculpturing of some of the most marvelously 
grand and unique scenery on the continent. In passing up the valley 
of the Upper Yellowstone, which is about three miles wide and has been 
carved out of this hard breecia, one could easily imagine himself in 
some enchanted land, where, on every side, were castles and palaces 
without number. 
We may, therefore, conclude that all the surface-phenomena we find 

here at the present time are only the insignificant remnants of the past; 
that the lakes, streams, hot springs, We., are only the dim departing 
evidences of a series of events which once were performed here on a scale 
that almost baffles human conception. The Second Cafion is formed by 
the passage of the Yellowstone River between lofty walls of gneiss. 
On the east side is Dome Mountain, a vast rounded mass of granite 
rising 2,500 feet above the river flowing at its base. On the west side 
are two or three rounded, naked, granite peaks, 1,500 to 2,000 feet 
above the river, but less conspicuous. The summits and sides of these 
granitic mountains show most distinetly the effects of glacial action. 
The surfaces in many places are smooth as glass, and glazed as it were, and 
lying about loose are great numbers of rounded bowlders. The forces 
that stripped off the thick covering of volcanic conglomerates left their 
traces on the harder rocks below. ‘To the westward the gneissic rocks 
soon pass out of sight beneath the volcanic conglomerates. I shall 
attempt to show in a subsequent chapter ofthis report that the gneissic 
rocks of this canon are only a portion of the nucleus of the great range 
which extends across the country toward the northwest to an unknown 
distance. The mountains on either side may be said, in the main 
to be composed of granitoid rocks as nuclei, with almost numberless 
outflows of igneous matter. Although this statement would indicate 
that the geological features were remarkably simple, yet the rounded 
forms which these igneous rocks assume, and the chaotic condition of 
the surrounding rocks produced by these volcanic movements, renders 
the unraveling of the structure quite difficult in its details. In the 
present report I cannot do more than present a general view of the 
geology of the Yellowstone Valley, referring the reader to the report 
of 1871 for more detailed information. 

The next point of importance is the Cinnabar Mountain and the so- 
called Devil’s Slide. We were enabled the past season to make a more 
careful examination of this interesting locality, and the sketch taken on 
the spot by Mr. Holmes is very expressive and accurate. (Fig. 5.) Cin- 
nabar Mountain comprises a group of nearly verticai beds, rising ¢ at one 
point 2,000 feet above the Yellowstone. The ridge, or mountain, as it 
may be called, is about one mile in length, and in this distance are ex- 
posed probably 10,000 feet of strata from the metamorphic quartzites 
to the coal strata inclusive. The hard rocky strata stand up on the 
sides of the mountain like high walls, while the intervening softer beds 
have been washed away; the direction of inclination southwest trends 
about northwest and southeast. The following section is given somewhat 
in detail. It commences with the well-marked Cretaceous shaly clays, . 
which are probably Middle or Lower Cretaceous. 
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geodes of cale-spar. 
500 feet. 

2. A bed of broken sandstone, 
fine-grained, frequently ris- 
ing above the surface. 4 
feet. 

Dark slaty shale. 30 feet. 
A somber brown quartzose 

sandstone profecting up on 
the side of the mountain 
like a wall. 50 to 80 feet. 

Dark-brown shale, with three 
layers of sandstone, 4 to 10 
feetthick. Toward thesum- 
mit of the bill or mountain, 
which is 700 to 1,200 feet 
above the base, the sand- 
stones project up with very 
tugged, irregular edges. 
The rock is very compact, 
chalky, fracturing easily. 
300 feet. : 

6. A rusty-brown mud-quartzite. 
Inclination, 75°. 100 feet. 

7. Interval of softer brown mud- 
Shale. 500 feet. 

8. Brown sandstone, rising up 
ina high wall 100 feet. Be- 
low it are some thin beds 
of sandstone, one of which, 
2 feet thick, is made up of 
small pebbles, cemented 
withsand. 30feet; dip, 86°. 

9. Interval of brown, arenaceous, 
shaly, laminated sandstone. 

10. High wall of brown sandstone, 
with huge, concretious, ir- 
regular bedding, with fine 
illustrations of wave-mark- 
ings. 20 feet. 

11. Low interval of soft material, 
black shale or slate. 300 
feet. 

12. High wall of rusty-brown 
quartzite, so hard and brit- 
tle and broken by jointage 
as to appear metamorphic. 
20 feet; dip, 70°. 

13. Three or four thin beds of 
quartzite, ragged edges 
standing up 5 to 30 teet 
above the surface, with 
softer clays intervening. 
100 feet. 

14, Grassy interval,probably slaty 
clay. 75 feet. 

3. 
~ 

5. 
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Dark-brown shaly clay, with thin layers of brown sandstone. 
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15. High wall of quartzite, rising at one point 150 feet, with intervals 
of red banded shale. 100 feet. 

16. Three beds of quartzite, with slaty intervals. 200 feet. 
17. Bluish-green shale, full of Jurassic fossils. 150 feet. 
18. Dike of trachyte 50 feet wide. Inclines 70°. Shown in Fig. ate. 
19. Black slate, metamorphosed when it is in contact with the dike-ma- 

terial. 200 feet. 
20. A huge wall of brown arenaceous limestone. 80 feet. 
v1. Yellow and red banded arenaceous clay, giving name to the mount- 

ain by its bright-red color. 75 feet. 
22. Several beds of arenaceous limestone, with partings of clay, very 

thin; some of it with a reddish tinge; carboniferous fossils. 
500 feet. 

23. Massive limestone, extending down to the metamorphic quartzites, 
on which it rests unconformably.. 1,500 to 2,000 feet. 

The fossils from bed 17 are enumerated in the catalogue by Mr. Meek. 
The lower portion of the limestone of bed No. 23 is.full of geode cavi- 

ties, lined with crystals of cale-spar. The rock is very hard, compact, 
brittle, easily fracturing into small angular fragments, the whole mass 
resisting the atmosphere quite .successfully. The greater portion of 
this limestone is, most probably, of Carboniferous age; but I have no 
doubt that the Jowest part is Lower Silurian, though it differs much in 
texture and general appearance from the Silurian strata in the Gallatin 
Valley. The exact line of separation between the Silurian and Carbon- 
iferous is diffienlt to determine. The partial metamorphosis of the 
lower limestones has rendered this more obscure. The dike, as shown 
in the Fig. at c, is the most remarkable feature in this section. It may 
be regarded as the line of separation between the Carboniferous and 
Jurassic strata. The dark Carboniferous shales have been changed into’ 
Slates on either side of the dike, and portions of the slate are attached 
to the mass which now rises above the side of the mountain. At the 
lower part of the mountain the igneous matter seems to have been thrust 
up between the strata and to have filled the cavities like a mold, but 
toward the top it has apparently cut across the layers slightly, producing 
some singular faults. 

Continuing eastward beyond the Cretaceous clays as noted in the sec- 
tion, we find a vast series of arenaceous clays, sandstones, quartzites, 
arenaceous limestones, with beds of lignitic clay, and good coal 6 or 8 
feet thick. I estimated the thickness of this Coal group at 2,000 to 
3,000 feet, and this estimate may be too low. There is much confusion 
in the position of the beds, some of them inclining 45° to 50° for a_lit- 
tle distance, and then suddenly becoming almost horizontal, inclining 
5° to 10°. Yet there seemed to be no want of conformity. There is a 
kind of irregular synclinal here, by which the Coal group has been 
crushed together in such a way as to produce chaos, so far as position 
is concerned. 
From the Cinnabar Mountain the beds seem to incline almost south- 

west, while from the high mountains between the Gallatin and Yel- 
lowstone the internal forces seem to have operated in an opposite 
direction. Thus, within the space of six or eight miles, extending 
from the summit of Electric Peak to the Yellowstone River, we have 
the full series of sedimentary rocks from the Silurian to the limits of 
the Coal strata inclusive, forming a synclinal. The Cretaceous beds, 
which are noted as the black shales in the section, may be seen high up 
on the sides of the mountain, dipping about northeast at an angle of 
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25°, while the limestones form the entire upper portion of a peak which 
rises to a height of over 10,000 feet above tide-water. It is probable 
that a portion of this Coal group is of Cretaceous age, but I also believe 
that the beds pass up into the Tertiary period, as we find them in other 
portions of the West. Ammonites and baculites and other Cretaceous 
shells were found below the coal in a fine state of preservation, but no 
plants or other fossils were found above. On the east side of the Yel- 
lowstone the more modern beds, probably Tertiary, are largely shown, 
inclining in such a way as to indicate that the Yellowstone had made 
its way, for a few miles here, through an anticlinal fissure. Opposite 
the Hot Springs on Gardiner’s River, there is a vertical wall of Creta- 
ceous and Tertiary strata, exposing 1,500 feet or more in thickness. Coal- 
beds occur here also. All the way to Tower Falls, or the foot of the 
Grand Canon, fragments of the sedimentary group occur of greater or less 
extent. They crop out from under mountains of volcanic conglomerate 
and basalt. The evidence becomes stronger every year of exploration 
that the erosive forces have acted on a more stupendous scale than I 
have ever conceived or expressed in any of my former reports; that the 
entire series of sedimentary strata, from the lowest Silurian to the high- 
ést Tertiary known in the West, has extended in an unbroken mass all 
over the Northwest ; and we find here and there by the exposure of the 
entire series, as at Cinnabar Mountain, and in many other localities, the 
most satisfactory proof of the statement which I have so often made. 
This single statement implies that from 10,000 to 15,000 feet in thickness 
of unchanged rocks have been removed from this mountain-region, except 
what might be called remnants left behind, occupying restricted areas. 
Of course, the older the group the larger the area over which it has es- 
caped erosion. The hard and compact limestones of the Carboniferous 
and Silurian ages are found to a greater orless extent all over the North- 
west. They yield much less readily than the more modern beds, and 
are consequently found on the summits of some of the highest mountains, 
10,000 and 12,000 feet above the sea. Indeed, these isolated patches of 
all the formations which occur here and there render it necessary to ex- 
plore the country, with much detail, in order to prepare a geological map 
in colors with any degree of accuracy. These isolated fragments are 
liable to be met with in the most unexpected places—on the tops of 
mountains, or cropping out of the sides of caiions or ravines. Around 
the sources of Gardiner’s River and Tower Creek, the mountains and 
hills appear to be entirely of volcanic origin at a distance, and many 
of them are; but underneath the vast volcanic mass, is a series of the 
grayish-brown beds of the Coal group, so that many of the lower hills 
from which the volcanic material has been denuded are covered with an 
indurated calcareous clay, filled with deciduous leaves in an excellent 
state of preservation. Farther down these streams, toward their junc- 
tion with the Yellowstone, outcroppings of the true Cretaceous, Jurassic, 
and Carboniferous occur here and there. To what extent these trachytes 
and volcanic conglomerates covered the surface at one time, it is hardly 
possible to determine, but there is evidence that they must have ex- 
tended in an unbroken mass over a very large area. 

The question continually arises in the mind, At what time in geologi- 
cal history did this period of intense volcanic activity occur? Evidences 
of greater or less igneous action are found in rocks of all ages, from the 
lowest metamorphic up to the present time, but there seems to have 
been, as it were, a culmination of the voleanic forces some time during the 
later Tertiary period. It may be that the accumulated forces, which had 
been since the Cretaceous era gathering in the interior of the earth, 
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and had gradually elevated the western portion of the continent to its 
present position, obtained vent at this time, and exhausted themselves, 
leaving behind them stupendous monuments of their power. I am now 
inclined to believe that when our western country is more thoroughly 
explored by competent geologists, it will be found that the area covered 
with volcanic rocks is far greater than we have hitherto suspected. 
Like the more modern Tertiary beds, the basalts and conglomerates of 
voleanic origin have been subjected to terrific erosion, and only a por- 
tion of their wonderful magnitude is left behind. 

So far as my own explorations have extended, the main portionof the 
volcanic material of the West has been thrown out at a comparatively 
modern date. Among the Cretaceous and coal-bearing groups are irreg- 
ular interstratified beds of basalt, but the great mass of trachyte, basalt, 
and voleanic conglomerates seems to have been erupted since the surface 
attained pretty nearly its present configuration. The conglomerates, 
although in some instances reaching a thickness of 3,000 feet at least, 
do not seem t) have been disturbed to any great extent since their de- 
position. The position of the trachytes, which have overflowed the 
mountain ranges, indicates that they could not have been very ancient, 
perhaps not older than later Miocene or early Pliocene, while the true 
basalts are extremely modern, approaching closely to our present era. 
In the report of last year I deseribed the modern basaltic outflows on 
both sides ef the Yellowstone, above and below the junction of the 
East Fork. On the sides of the granitic mountains, at different eleva 
tions, the black igneous outflows can be seen, looking like hot spring-de- 
posits, were it not for their dark color. The liquid material seems to have 
oozed out from fissures in the metamorphic rocks in numerous places. 
These basalts fracture readily into small fragments, and the débris re- 
semble a pile of dull anthracite coal. These very modern basalts seem 
also to have oozed up through the fissures in the Cretaceous and Ter- 
tiary beds, as shewn on the east side of the Yellowstone opposite the 
mouth of Gardiner’s River. Here the outcropping edges of several hun- 
dred feet of strata are shown for some miles, spotted with the patches of 
the black débris, from the breaking in pieces of the basalt that had 
flowed out at different points. We may, therefore, conclude that this © 
period of intense volcanic activity probably commenced somewhere dur- 
ing the later Miocene or early Pliocene epoch, reached its greatest 
power, and then slowly declined, the hot springs and geysers of the 
present time being the faint departing remnants of these once terrific 
forces. 4 

CHAPTER IIL. 

FROM EAST FORK TO THE MINING DISTRICT ON CLARK’S 
FORK AND RETURN—YELLOWSTONE VALLEY AND HOT 
SPRINGS—GEYSER BASINS AND MADISON RIVER. 

On the 1st day of August I started from the forks of the East Fork 
for the Clark’s Fork mines, in company with Mr. William Blackmore, 
and Mr. Holmes, artist of the survey. The camp was stationed down 
below the bridge in a sheltered valley, where the animals would be 
secure from danger and get a good supply of food. This trip was to 
take us over new ground that had been omitted in our explorations of 
last year. Our course was up the valley of the middle branch, past Soda 
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Butte, which was described last year. (Fig.6.) I will, however, call to 
mind here the remark in the preceding chapter in regard to the outcrop- 
ping of limestones of Carboniferous age in most unexpected places. 
On the east side of the East Fork the granite rocks seem to have pre- 
yailed. On the summits were some trachytes or conglomerates, but be- 
fore reaching the forks of the East Fork, the high mountains are com: 
posed mostly of the conglomerate, while at the very base, the limestones 
erop out 50 to 100 feet thick. Soda Butte is located about the midd!- 
of the valley, oT 
and is an ex- 
tinct geyser. 
(Fig. 7.) The 
materials of the 
mound are 
mostly caleare- 
ous, and show 
clearly that 
these lime- 
stones run un- 
der the valley, 
and that the 
waters of the 
geysers arose to 
the surface 
through them, 
dissolving more 
or less lime in 
the passage up- 
ward. 

As we ascend 
this valley, we 
soon find our- 
selves hemmed 
in on either side 
by walls of vol- 
canic breccia 
2,000 to 3,000 
feet in height. 
The upper por- 
tions have been 
weathered into 
the most re- 
markable and 
attractive pyra- 
midal and cas- 
tellated forms. [fae 
Indeed, all EAS sea sae 
these volcanic conglomerates have a tendency to waste away into very 
artistic architectural forms. On the east side of the valley there is an 
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_the snows from the mountain-sides. One of them is about one-fourth of 
a mile long, and is full of trout varying in length from 10 to 15 inches. 
We might here ask the question how these little lakes, so far above the 
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main streams, became so stocked with trout. One thing ‘is certain, 
there is no communication for the fish with the main stream. 

Fig. 7 is intended to represent an ideal section of Soda Butte, show- 

Fig. 7. ing the pipe or orifice 
and the manner of 
the deposition of the 
layers, or the growth 
of the mound. 
The limestone that 

fy, | Cropped out for a lit- 
ih tle distance below the 

wie ey y i Yt id 

: mies 
i an it forks disappeared 

Salle again for about ten 
“ai, | miles up the middle 
“x 4! branch, when it re- 
me appeared on both 

sides of the valley, 
+ and continued up to 

| the Clark’s Fork di- 
~ vide. The snows are 

quite deep on the 
sices of the mountains in the gorges even at this time, and it is probable 
that they remain all the year. The width of the valley will average about 
one-fourth of a mile, and is thickly wooded with several kinds of conif- 
erous trees, with here and there groups of the aspen-poplar. About five 
miles above the forks, fragments of limestone began to appear on the 
surface, and soon the regular strata commence to rise above the bed of the 
stream, and about ten miles above, the limestones were exposed in ver- 
tical walls on either side of the cation from beneath the conglomerates 500 
to 1,200 feet. The upper surface is quite irregular, indicating a great 
amount of denudation prior to the deposition of the conglomerate. The 
limestones are yellow, brown, and in many localities brick-red. The mass 
is alternately depressed or elevated; that is, sometimes a very high ver- 
tical wall is exposed with the strata inclining at various angles, again it is 
depressed nearly to the bed of the stream. There is one locality near 
the source of the Middle Fork, where the limestones rise up 1,000 to 1,200 
feet. So far as texture aided to determine, these limestones seem to 
be of Carboniferous age. Numerous fossils were found, which were all 
of that age, and I saw no locality where the Silurian limestones 
appeared to crop out. One curious fact could be observed here, which 
shows the vastness of the eroding forces. The rocky walls on either side of 
this canon are alike, and reveal the fact that the entire valley has been 
carved cut of the massive rocks which must have been far more extensive 
than we see them at present. From the source of this branch to the en- 
trance into the main valley, a distance of fifteen miles, a mass of rock-ma- 
terials has been worn out one-fourth of amilein width, almost fifteen miles 
in length, and of a thickness at least equal to the summits of the highest 
peaks, some of which are 3,000 feet above the valley below. We cannot 
now estimate how much of the surface may have been wasted away, 
but the evidence is clear that no inconsiderable portion has been 
removed. When the limestones are exposed underneath the conglom- » 
erates on one side of the cafion, the corresponding strata are seen on 
the opposite side. The conglomerates are very nearly or quite hori- 
zontal, the lower portion adapting itself to the irregular surface of the 
limestone like any other sedimentary deposits. This valley or cation is 
only an illustration of many others. I have no doubt that the Carbon- 
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iferous limestones underlie the greater portion of the country east of 
the Grand Cafion and the lake, extending over to the sources of Clark’s 
Fork, Stinkingwater, and other streams. This enormous thickness of 
conglomerate once extended all over it in one unbroken mass, but since 
the subsidence of the waters the volcanic mass has been cleft down 
into the underlying beds of limestone in every direction, forming some 
as remarkable scenery as there exists on our continent. Mr. Holmes, 
the artist of the expedition, has sketched many natural sections show- 
ing most clearly the relations of the conglomerates with the limestones 
below, and presenting in detail the singularly unique forms which are 
produced abundantly by the meteoric forces. Mingled with the conglom- 
erates are vast irregular masses of trachyte, the result of repeated over- 
flows from the craters and fissures. In many cases the nucleus of the 
cones or peaks are massive trachyte. There are also alternate beds of 
trachyte and conglomerate. 
About the sources of the Middle Fork and Clark’s Fork are some very 

interesting silver-mines. They are all located in the limestones, from 
6,000 to 7,000 feet above sea-level. These limestones rest upon granites 
near Clark’s Pass, and one poor mine has been found in those rocks. 
The “ croppings” are of a rusty yellow color, a sort of rusty limestone 
or quartzite, which can be traced for miles. The mines have not yet 
been developed to any extent, but the ore, which is galena, looks well. 
J think the ore is located in regular fissure-veins, extending downward 
about at right angles with the strata, (which are nearly horizontal,) and 
probably reach down into the metamorphic rocks beneath. There is 
the greatest abundance of water and wood in this region to work these 
ores should they prove of any value; but the mines are at present so 
difficult of access, so far from market, and the seasons are so short, 
that their value is nominal at this time. Still, the rapidity with which 
this western country develops under the stimulus of rich mines and 
railroads is so great that these far-away ores may become valuable 

- sooner than we could anticipate. A regular mining-district has heen 
formed here and numerous lodes staked out. (See map of Hast Fork.) 

Passing the divide, we ascended the mountains which give origin to 
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one of the main branches of Clark’s Fork. This divide or pass was 
found to be 8,500 feet. The view from the mountain-summit was grand 
in the extreme. Hxtending far to the south is a chaotic mass of voleanic 
peaks, varying from 9,500 to 11,000 feet. Pilot and Finger Peaks are 
located near together, on the divide between the Kast Fork of Yellow- 
stone and Clark’s Fork. (Fig. 8.) One of them derives its name from its 
shape, like a closed hand with the index-finger extending upward, while 
the other is visible for so great a distance from every side that it forms an 
excellent landmark for the wandering miner, and thus its appropriate 
name of Pilot Peak. The metamorphic rocks underlie the limestones 
everywhere, and in the valley of Clark’s Fork they are exposed over quite 
large areas. At least one hundred small tributaries pour into the river 
and its main branches from the lofty snowy mountains. Hach one 
seems to rise in a Small lake, and as we pass our eyes along the rounded 
low granite mountains on either side of Clark’s Fork, they rest upon 
numbers of these reservoirs, glistening like gems in the sunlight. On 
the east side of Clark’s Fork is a remarkably rugged granite range, 
covered with perpetual snows. On the west side, low down in the val- 
ley, the massive walls of limestone-strata may be seen most distinctly. 
The beds of limestone do not seem to incline at very great angles, but 
to have been elevated to different heights. Sometimes a group of strata 
will be found in the bed of the valley, and then again lifted up in a 
nearly horizontal position on the mountain-sides 1,000 or 1,500 feet 
above the bed of the river. Although the scenery is so rugged and 
grand, yet an air of desolation reigns over the whole. Perpetual snow 
is Seen everywhere, and the somber nakedness of the volcanie peaks 
adds to the gloom; but toward evening the setting sun envelops them- 
with such a delicate golden haze that one seems wafted into the land 
of enchantment. The delicious colors are blended with a delicacy and 
a richness that no artist has yet fixed on canvas. Toward the north 
and stretching off to the Yellowstone are a great number of sugar-loaf 
peaks, giving origin to Stillwater, Rock Creek. and Bowlder Creek, with 
their numerous branches on one side, and Slough Creek, with many 
other creeks that flow into the Yellowstone or Hast Fork, on the oppo- 
site side. Slough Creek rises in a little lake about 7,300 feet above the 
sea. This little lake is about three-fourths of a mile long and halfa 
mile wide, and so full of trout that they cannot find sufficient food for 
their subsistence. At any rate, Mr. Blackmore caught over one hundred 
trout in a few hours, which averaged from 12 to 105 inches in length. » 
Every one of them was poor and thin. Rock Creek also rises in the 
same ravine, but the waters are turned in an opposite direction from 
those flowing into the lake at the source of Slough Creek. Rock Creek 
flows down the mountain-side with a northeasterly course, carving its 
channel deep through the limestones into the metamorphie-rocks, and 
forming some of the most interesting scenery in this region. Nothing 
could exceed the beauty of the waterfalls on Rock Creek, where the © 
water dashes over the rocks 1,500 feet in a distance of two miles. The 
photographer could here find subjects for his art without number. 
The tops of the mountains on the immediate divide are mostly limestone, 
and on every side the conical or pyramidal peaks have been cut down 
so as to expose the metamorphic rocks to a greater or less extent. In 
the valleys where the massive feldspathic granites are revealed, they 
have been so worn by glacial action that a smooth surface like enamel 
has been formed. : 
We followed down the somewhat difficult valley or catton of Slough 

Creek on our return. The distance was about eighteen miles. A num- 
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ber of quite important branches, which also have cut deep cations for 
ten or twelve miles back to the divide, flow into Slough Creek on either 
side. The sides of the valley are everywhere from 2,500 to 3,000 feet in 
‘height, and are much more irregular than in the canon of Middle Fork. 
In the granites are seams of feldspar and quartz two feet in width. So 
abundant in some localities are these seams that they become a notice- 
able feature. 

The valley for the first twelve miles from its source is from one-fourth 
to half a mile in width. The upper portion of the valley is volcanie, 
but seems to have cut down to the granites, so that in the bottom we 
travel for the most part over huge granite-bowlders. 
About twelve miles down the stream we came to an open bottom three- 

fourths of a mite wide, covered thickly with sage. This continued about 
three miles, then the valley closed up again within granite walls, and the 
waters of the stream formed a beautiful cascade. Again the valley 
expanded out and limestones were revealed on either side in regular 
strata, from 100 to 300 feet in thickness. Again the valley closed up in 
a granite cation, and soon opened out into the valley of Hast Fork. It 
is plain that the valley of Slough Creek is purely one of erosion. 
Through the voleanic rocks and the limestones the waters have carved a 
clean smooth channel, but immense masses of granite have been left in 
the lower portion of the valley. The surface of the metamorphic or 
granitoid rocks seems to have been very irregular, and when the lime- 
stones have been stripped off by denudation, the valley would be 
obstructed by masses 50 to 150 feet high, over which the waters seem 
to have rolled for ages without making much impression. At any rate, 
the evidence is clear that the voleanic rocks and the limestones yield 
far more readily to meteoric agencies than the granites. 
We may Say, in conclusion, in regard to the rocks of this district, 

that we find a series of limestones probably of Silurian, and containing 
some of Carboniferous age, resting upon an irregular surface of meta- 
morphic gneiss, and upon the irregular surface of these limestones reposes 
a greater or less thickness of volcanic trachyte and conglomerate. We 
may judge of the different elevations at which we find the granite where 
the peaks capped with limestone are 1,000 to 1,500 feet higher than the 
valleys with the rocks holding the same relations. We thus see that 
while depression of some portions of the surface may come in as an 
element, yet elevation has really been the most prominent direction of 
the force. 
We left this most interesting region with regret. 1 do not believe 

that there is, at the present time, a more novel or interesting portion 
of our continent for exploration than that about the sources of. the 
various branches of the Yellowstone, from the Lower Canon to the 
mouth of the Big Horn River. The numerous large streams like the 
Bowlder, Rosebud, Rock Creek, Clark’s Fork, Pryor’s Fork, &c., cut 
deep and most picturesque gorges down the sides of the mountains until 
they flow out into the plains. We have probably expressed the geology 
of this region in general terms in the present report, but the amount of 
interesting detail which must yet be wrought out before the formations 
can be colored properly on a map must be very great. 
We returned to our camp below the mouth of East Fork, and the 

following day pursued our way up the main valley of the Yellowstone. 
For a detailed deseription of this valley, its falls, cafons, hot springs, 
&c., the reader is referred to the Report of the United States Geo- 
logical Survey for 1871. The exploration of the present season de- 
veloped but little that was new in thisregion. More careful instrumental 

468s 
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observations were made by different members of the party, and some 
additional facts were obtained by Dr. Peale. These will all appear in 
subsegtent portions of this report. We will, therefore, pass by the won- 
derful basaltic columns, which are so finely shown in Fig.9. Tower Falls, 

Fig. 9. Grand Caiion, Upper 
== and Lower Falls of the 

=| Yellowstone, as well as 
the numerous groups 
of hot springs, which 

| are abundant, can only 
-|be alluded to in gen- 
feral terms. Some new 
groups of springs were 

| added to the list, but 
|none that threw any 
jadditional light on 
their history. There 
are, no doubt, many 

| Small groups of springs 
|yet undiscovered. 
|Glowing accounts 
were given to us of a 
very interesting group 
at the very source of 
the West Branch of 
Gardiner’s River. 
When the National 
Park has been ren- 
dered more easily ac- 
cessible for travelers, 
many curious discov- 
eries will, no doubt, 
be made which will in- 
crease the public in- 
terest in this wonder- 
fulregion. The origin 
of the remarkable 
lake-basin, in which 
the greater part of the 
wonders is located, is 
most interesting in a 
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BASALTIC COLUMNS, YELLOWSTONE, NEAR MOUTH TOWER CREEK. that it is notaltogether 

one of erosion, but in part of elevation. It seems probable, however, that 
the intense volcanic action, of which we see everywhere such unmistak- 
able indications, occurred at a very modern geological period, not further 
back than the Pliocene period, and perhaps even not later than what 
we usually denominate the Quaternary or Drift. At any rate, it is 
probable that the waters surrounded and perhaps covered the highest 
mountain-peaks, inasmuch as we not only find drift-bowlders upon 
most of the loftiest ranges, but the voleanic conglomerates, tuffs, &c., 
are arranged in a stratified and, for the most part, horizontal position: 
as high as the most elevated peaks in the Yellowstone Basin. On the 
west side of the lake some of the highest peaks, as. Pomeroy, Langford, 
Stevenson, Doane, and others, are seemingly huge:volcanic cones, com- 
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posed of compact trachyte, but surrounded with stratified breccia or 
conglomerate, jutting up against the sides and reaching nearly or quite 
to the summits. Indeed, some of the highest peaks are apparently made 
up of the conglomerate. We may conclude, not only that the carving 
out of the channel of the Grand Canon was a very modern event, but 
that the deposition of the entire material which forms the cafion is, in a 
geological sense, quite a modern occurrence. The drainage of the country 
commenced long before the excavation of the present water-courses, but 
it is difficult to answer the question how this great drainage was brought 
about, unless we aecount for it by a general elevation of the entire 
country, gradually sending this immense body of water, which must have 
prevailed all over the Northwest at least, perhaps all over the Rocky 
Mountain region, westward into the Pacific and eastward into the 
Atlantic. As the waters slowly subsided they were separated into 
lakes of greater or less size, and then came the excavation of the Grand 
Cation, which slowly drained the great lake-basin above the falls, so 
that now we have only the comparatively small remnant, the Yellowstone 
Lake. (Fig.10.) Other small fragments are scattered about in the vicin- 
ity, which now form reservoirs for the local drainage. Undoubtedly the 
same series of remarkable physical events occurred in Oregon and in 
California and in Idaho and-Washington Territories, and, perhaps, far 
southward into Mexico, judging from the published reports. The Hot 
Springs, which are now slowly dying out, are, of course, the last of this 
series of events. The evidence seems clear that all over the West dur- 
ing this great period of volcanic activity the hot springs and perhaps 
even geysers were very numerous. We everywhere find the remains or 
deposits in all the States and Territories west of the Mississippi, and 
now and then a warm or hot spring remains to indicate the story of their 
former power. ’ 

Fig. 11, 

WALL OF BASALT, YELLOWSTONE RIVER, AT MUD SPRINGS 

Fig. 11 is intended to illustrate the probable avenues through which the 
meteoric waters pass down through the rocks to the heated portions. At 
Mud Springs, about six miles below the Yellowstone Lake, there is a 
vertical wall of basalt, about 50 feet high. This wall is oniy a remnant 
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of a vast mass which extended all along the river, but which has now 
been dissolved into clay of varied colors by the hot springs. Tle joints 
are very regular. - 

In ny report of 1871, page 100, I described the Hot Spring mounds 
that extended into the lake from the shore, and stated that a person 

might stand upon the siliceous 
mound, extend the fishing-rod 
out into the waters of the lake 
and catch trout weighing from 
one to two pounds and cook 
them in the boiling springs 
without removing the fish from 
the hook. My friend, Mr. Wil- 
liam Blackmore, repeatedly per- 

- formed this experiment on the 
southwest shore of the Yellow- 
stone Lake. Fig. 12 will illus- 
trate the proximity of one of 
these boiling springs to the cold 
waters of the lake. 
Upon the high divides on either 

side of the Yellowstone are nu- 
merous little lakes, at an eleva- 
tion of 10,000 to 11,000 feet 
above the sea. Oftentimes they 
are without any outlet, simply 
reservoirs for the drainage of 
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HOT SPRING, SOUTHWEST OF YELLOWSTONE LAKE. 

the high plateau. Fig. 13 represents one of these elevated bodies 
of water which will always be invested with a charming interest 
on account of their romantic picturesqueness. Fig. 13 shows our camp 
at night after the party had made a long, tedious march from the Yel- 
lowstone Lake on the way to the source of the East Fork. Fig. 14 
represents the party on horseback as it left the camp the following 
morning. The cuts were engraved from photographs taken by Mr. 
Jackson. The photographs show the whole party reflected in a remark- 
able manner in the clear waters of the lake. F 
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The hot springs and geysers of the Yellowstone and Madison were 
so fully described last year, and are, with considerable detail, noticed in 
the present report by Dr. Peale and Professor Bradley, that I have given 
them but little attention. I will refer, however, for a moment, to a few 
illustrations,,and among them the fine one which I am permitted to use 
in this report by the courtesy of the editors of the Illustrated Christian 

°€I “31 
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Weekly. The cuts were engraved from photographs taken by Mr. Jack- 
son, of the survey, during the summer of 1871. The ‘‘Hot Spring Cone” 
we called the “Fish-Pot,” from the fact that it extended out into the 
lake several feet, so that one could stand on the siliceous mound and 
hook the trout from the coldwaters of the lake, and, without moving, 
boil them in the steaming-hot water of the spring. There seemed to 
be no connection between the orifice of the Hot Spring and the cold 
water around. In the upper right-hand corner is the Castle Geyser, 
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and the most beautiful spring in the Upper Geyser Basin of the Madi- 
son. The Grotto and Giant Geysers are first-class spouters, throw- 
ing a column of water up from 100 to 200 feet and continuing the oper- 
ation from one to two hours. The “ Boiling Spring,” at Sulphur Moun- 
tain, is located in the valley of the Yellowstone, about ten miles below 
the lake, at a locality known as the ‘Seven Hills.” It is indicated on 
the chart in the report of 1871, page 88, and described on page 89. This 
spring is known as the Sulphur Spring, and the open portion is about 
15 feet in diameter. The ernamentation about this spring is beautiful 
in the extreme. At the lower right-hand corner is a small sketch of the 
Caleareous Springs on Gardner’s River, with the curious terraces and 
bathing-pools which were described in detail last season. 

So far as we could ascertain in our explorations, all the rocks about 
the sources of the Yellowstone and the Madison are of volcanie origin. 
It is true that in the valleys, the very modern lake-deposits reach a 
thickness of several hundred feet, but they are seldom taken into 
account as distinct geological formations. Still, they are found every- 
where in the valleys. The foot-hills that border the Yellowstone Valley 
between the falls and the lake are entirely made up of them, and must 
have an aggregate thickness of 600 to 800 feet at least. Between the 
Yellowstone Valley and the head-waters of Madison and Snake Rivers, 
these modern deposits are seen everywhere, filling up the inequalities 
of the surface of the underlying volcanic rocks, and giving a rounded 
smoothness to the present surface. They form the soil upon which the 
existing vegetation grows. These deposits are all plainly local in the.r 
origin; that is, they are derived from the rocks in the immediate vicin- 
ity, or within the limits of the drainage in which the specific beds are 
found. For example, the modern lake-deposits of the Yellowstone 
Basin were all derived, so far as I could observe, from the rocks within 
the limits of the drainage of the Yellowstone River above the falls. 
The local origin of the modern drift-deposits seems everywhere appar- 
ent. The same deposits are found to a less extent in the Geyser Basins 
of the Madison. On the west side of the Madison, above and below the 
junction of East Fork, the bluff bank is 400 to 500 feet high, composed 
of trachyte. In the basin are a number of long, low ridges or hills, 
composed of porphyritic obsidian and trachyte, which, I think, are only 
the remnants of the gfeat continuous mass out of which the entire valley 
has been carved. The Twin Buttes are also partially-disconnected por- 
tions nearer the high trachyte ranges that border the basin. Much of 
the rock is made up of rounded masses with a radiate structure, as if 
the igneous rocks were partially crystalline; other masses are com- 
posed of concentric coats, with cavities filled with feldspar, which, 
decomposing readily, give to the extensive surface a rough appearance. 
From the junction of East Fork down six miles, the Madison flows very 
majestically and most beautifully. The banks are low, and fringed with 
vegetation of the most vivid green, while visible through the water, the 
patches of vegetation give a most pleasing variety to the current. The 
warmth of the water seems to have given a kind of tropical luxuriance to 
the vegetation, stimulating to anunnatural growth. There comes a series 
of rapids of great beauty, with walls on the west side 600 to 800 feet, 
rising nearly vertically, and composed of layers of trachyte. Much of 
it is made up of rounded masses from the size of a pea to several inches 
in diameter, either with a semi-crystalline radiate structure, or filled 
inside with feldspar. The east side of the Madison recedes i in step-like 
hills or ridges, until a certain elevation is reached, when, as far as the 
eye can reach, nothing can be seen but a dense forest of pines. We 
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camped the night of August 21 in a very romantic place, at the june- 
tion of Gibbon’s Fork with the Madison. Gibbon’s Fork is a beantiful 
stream that flows into the Madison on the east side, about 100 feet wide, 
quite unknown on any of our maps. We have named this stream in 
honor of General John Gibbon, United States Army, who has been in 
military command of Montana for some years, aud has, on many o¢ca- 
sions, rendered the survey most important services. 
About half a mile up Gibbon’s Fork on the west side are some very 

interesting hot springs. They are located near the immediate base of 
the hills that inclose the valley, elevated about 100 feet above the bed 
of the stream, and cover several acres with their peculiar deposit. The 
varied colors of the jelly-like substance were fine, and other vegetable 
forms are abundant. Several quite large streams flow away from the 
springs in winding channels, with beautifully-scalloped edges. One 
large spring forms a reservoir about 200 feet long, and on an average 
50 teet wide. At one end of this reservoir are two orifices, one quite 
large in mass, two feet or more, boiling constantly. There 1s also a 
Small side-orifice. From the sides of the hill several small hot springs 
flow into the reservoir along most elegantly-ornamented channels. If 
it were not for the greater and more important group of springs above, 
this small group would attract much attention at some future period. 
The old deposit has now become dry, but it was formed into quite large 
terraces, somewhat like those made by the calcareous springs, with 
larger reservoirs or pools, instead of the move delicate ones in the 
Geyser Basin. In the reservoirs and along the channels of the living 
springs are most beautiful masses or locks of vivid green confervoid 
vegetation, floating in the water like locks of wool. There are several 
other fine springs, but mostly of low temperature, with the inner surface 
of the basins covered over with a thick, deep, rusty-yellow, leathery sub- 
stance, which gives them the look of atan-vat. ‘The rocks on either side 
of the Madison are trachyte, but apparently arranged in vertical layers, 
so that the river seems to have worn its channel through them. The 
rocks appear as if they had originally been formed in horizontal! layers, 
but had been tilted up subsequently into a nearly vertical position ; but 
it is probable that this slaty fracture is due to some process of cooling. 
In the cation where the walls rise on either side to a vertical height of 
800 to 1,409 feet, there is no evidence of any tilting of the rocks of mod- 
ern date. The valley through the cation is about 300 yards wide, cov- 
ered thickly with small pines. About five miles down the cafion on the 
right side, there are rather imperfect basaltic columns. In one instance 
a most picturesque arch is formed. On the summit of the cafon there 
is a bed of somber-brown rock that looks like basalt. The lower por- 
tions, which we have usually called trachyte, probably cooled under 
considerable pressure and is older, while the basalt is the result ofa 
second outflow under far less pressure, is less compact and. yields 
readily to meteoric agencies. 

After passing through the cafion, which is about eight miles in length, 
we came out into a vast basin with a remarkable system of terraces on 
both sides of the Madison. The river is beautiful in its quiet flow. 
The water is shallow, clear, and at the bottom the bright vegetation 
may be seen like little green islands. As we come out of the cafion we 
have the bold basaltic peaks about the sources of Gardiner’s River, 
extending down between the Yellowstone and the Madison; on the 
south is the long, low wooded divide between the waters of the Madison 
and Snake Rivers, very seldom rising above 7,000 or 8,000 feet; on the 
west side of the basin is the grand range, which extends on both sides of 
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the Madison, through which the river has carved the Middle Cation. The 
modern deposits in this basin are quite extensive, reaching an agere- 
gate thickness of 400 to 800 feet, but they are composed mostly of vol- 
canic sand and gravel or coarse drift: material, much worn, with only a 
small proportion of the light-gray marls | which we find so abundant in 
the valley of the Three Forks. Vast quantities of rounded bowlders 
are scattered over the surface, all of which, so far as I could ascertain, 
are of volcanic origin. This basin is mostly covered with a thick growth 
of pines, with here and there open meadow-like spaces or barks. 
From this basin we made a short side-trip to Henry’s Lake, which 

forms the source of one of the main branches of Snate River. After 
traveling several miles across the bottoms through dense pine-woods, 
we came out near a good-sized stream, which flows into the Madison 
from the west. Crossing this we have a broad open meadow for several 
miles until we reach the Tahgee Pass, which leads over to the valley of 
Henry’s Fork. The scenery was very attractive in every direction. 
This branch, which has never yet been laid down on any of our maps,, 
is about 100 feet wide, and on an average one foot deep, and winds 
most sinuously through the low, boggy bottom. We followed the old 
Tabgee trail to the Bast or Tahgee Pass, named years ago after the head- 
chief of the Banfhacks. This is a low level pass over which a coach and 
four might travel on a gallop. It is underlaid mostly with limestones, 
but as we approach Henry’s Lake, the quartzite and gneissic rocks 
appear beneath the limestones. The lower portion of these unchanged 
rocks are pebbly arenaceous limestones and sandstones. The pebbles 
are much worn, and are either quartz or micaceous gneiss, Showing that 
the sediments were derived directly from the metamorphic rocks. 

In this pass there is a group of huge hemlocks that will at once arrest 
the traveler’s attention. They seem to belong to another age. There 
are ten of them, and several others have perished. They are four to — 
six feet in diameter, and rise to a height of 100 to 150 feet. This group 
of trees is the more conspicuous from the fact that they are larger than 
any others in this region, and have a very ancient appearance. 

There is one peculiarity of the tree-vegetation all over this portion of 
the West, that it has a fresh, young look. The pines are seldom more 
than two feet in diameter, sending up a straight stem 100 to 150 feet 
high, and a large aged pine, or tree of any kind, is a landmark as well 
as acuriosity. Weascended the mountains on the north side of Henry’s 
Lake, and from this point obtained a fine view of the country in every 
direction. The view down Henry’s Fork was remarkably fine. The air 
was clear and pure, and the valley to the junction with Snake River was 
spread out like a picture, while the magnificent range of the Tétons, full 
fifty miles distant, seemed not half that distance. The metamorphic rocks 
are best shown on the west side of this range. Henry’s Lake was at 
our feet, shallow and full of little islands, only a remnant of its former 
self. To the west there is a beautiful grassy valley, with a small stream 
that flows into Henry’s Lake. This valley leads up to the divide from 
which the west fork of the Madison takes its rise. South of this val- 
ley there is a belt of metamorphic rocks extending off far to the west, 
rising 800 to 1,200 feet above the lake. On the south side, and extend- 
ing to the southwest toward Red Rock Lake, is another valley, which 
forms a beautiful pass. The low belt of mountains between these two 
passes is grassed over or thinly-wooded with pines. While the range 
on the south side of the lake, which extends off in a southwest direction 
from Henry’s Fork Valley, is very heavily timbered. This is a fine 
range, and is at this time covered with large patches of snow. The 
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first peak to the east is about 10,000 feet, the second peak 10,500, and 
the third peak in the range 10,000 feet. - This will afford some idea of 
the general elevation of these mountains. On the east side the mount- 
ains gradually bend down to the valley, but are covered with a dense 
erowth of pines. Far southward extends the valley of Henry’s Fork— 
a marvel of beauty and freshness. The upper portion, for an extent of 
twenty to twenty-five miles in length and five to ten miles in breadth, is 
like a meadow, covered with a luxuriant growth of grass; while flowing 
from the lake and winding through the middle of the vailey, receiving 
on either side numerous branches, is Henry’s Fork. Still farther south- 
ward is a dense black mass of pines, and just on the dim horizon, more 
than one hundred miles distant, is the range of mountains that forms 
one side of the rim of the Snake River Basin near Fort Hall. North of 
this is the wonderful Téton Basin, which is also like a meadow. To 
the southeast the shark-teeth summits of the Grand Tétons are most 
conspicuous and clearly defined, rising so high above all other mountain- 
peaks that they stand isolated, monarchs of all. To the northeast of 
the Tétons there is a broad extent of table-land, with a general eleva- 
tion of 8,000 to 8,500 feet, covered with a dense growth of pines. This 
plateau is probably covered with volcanic rocks. On the east or north- 
east is the Tahgee Pass, and Bannack Trail, which cuts through a range 
of mountains, the highest peaks of which are 9,000 feet, down the east- 
ward slope, to the pine table-lands about the sources of the Madison and 
Yellowstone. Nearly all the rocks on the southeast side of the Tahgee 
Pass are voicanic. Yeton the sides of the pass area few outcroppings of 
limestone. We know that the limestones are underneath the trachytes. 
The area occupied by the different kinds of rocks can only be shown by 
colors on the geological map, which will be prepared in due time.. On 
the north side of Henry’s Lake is the range of mountains which forms 
the divide between the Snake and Madison Rivers, and through which 
the Madison cuts its way in forming its Middle Caton. Henry’s Lake 
is a fine illustration of a remnant, dating back probably to Pliocene 
times, when all these valleys were filled with water, perhaps connecting 
the drainage of the Missouri with that of the Columbia, and as the 
waters subsided, formed the vast chain of lake-basins along all the im- 
portant streams on both the Atlantic and Pacific slopes, of which our 
present lakes are only insignificant remnants. 

I have no doubt that the lowest strata of unchanged rocks about 
Henry’s Lake are Silurian, probably of the Potsdam group, but 1 looked 
in vain for any traces of organic remains. The Carboniferous limestones 
higher up were filled with characteristic fossils. I regard this as one 
of the most interesting geographical points in the West. Within a cir. © 
cle of about fifteen miles in diameter there are four most important 
passes in the Rocky Mountain divide, which may represent the four 
points of the compass. The East or Tahgee Pass connects the Yellow- 
stone National Park, the sources of the Madison, and the Yellowstone, 
with the Pacific coast. It has an elevation of 7,063 feet. The second 
may be called the North or Raynolds Pass, and leads from the Snake 
Valley, by way of Henry’s Lake, over a smooth, grassy lawn, into the 
Lower Madison Valley. The third is the Red Rock or West Pass, which 
opens into the valley of the Jefferson by way of Red Rock Lake, and is 
as smooth and as easily traveled as the Madison Pass. The South or 
Henry’s Pass completes the circle, and is lower than either of the other 
three. The ease with which railroads or wagon-roads can be constructed 
across these great divides is almost ineredible to one that has not made 
them a subject of study, and the great area of valuable territory which 
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may be opened to settlement through them may entitle them to the ap- 
pellation of the Great Gateways of the West. 

On the night of August 24 we camped at the upper end of the Mid- 
dle Cation of the Madison, and here remained a day or two in the midst 
of most instractive illustrations of mountain-scenery. The relations of 
the limestones to the metamorphic rocks below are most clearly shown. 
The strata have been lifted up in mass at various elevations, and the out- 
cropping edges have been smoothly worn off, so that the line of separa- 
tion is unmistakable. There is always a want of conformity. The lime- 
stones sometimes cap mountain-peaks that are full 10,000 feet high. 
Terrific chasms have been cut deep down through the limestones into 
the metamorphic rocks in every. direction from 1,500 to 2,500 feet deep. 
whe geology is as easily read as in the pages of an open book. The 
admirable sketches of Mr. Holmes cannot fail to make the relations of 
the strata clear to the general reader as well as the professional .geolo- 
gist. 

The valley of the Madison above the Middle Cation is a marvel of 
picturesque beauty. The descent must be slight, for the river, with the 
branches which come in on either side, meanders through the grassy 
meadow with the most remarkably sinuous course I have ever seen. 
The skillful landscape-gardener could gather some useful hints in his 
art from this region. The channel appears as though it had been cut 
out by the hand of art, and the little islands in the channel are of every 
conceivable form and of great beauty. Although only a portion of this 
basin comes within the limits of the park, yet this lower portion, with 
such a marvellously beautiful landscape, will ever remain one of the won- 
ders of this region in a purely esthetic point of view. As a study for 
the artist I have nowhere seen any view of the kind that could compare 
with it, and I now call attention to it as one of the attractive points for 
visitors at some period in the future. In the lower half of the basin 
there is but little pine-timber, and high up, on both the east and west 
branches, which enter the Madison near together at this point, the sur- 
face is covered with a luxuriant growth of grass. I estimated that the 
grass-land in the lower portion of this basin exceeded one hundred and 
fifty square miles. The slopes from the base of the mountains on either 
side down to the river are most admirable ilustrations of lawns on a 
grand scale. The bottom ascends to the foot of the mountains with a 
very gentle slope, and the latter rise abruptly with almost inaccessible 
sides. The Hast Fork rises near Mount Gallatin and receives a portion 
of its waters, and winds its sinuous course through the basin for a dis- 
tance of twenty to twenty-five miles. This fork seems to drain the_ 
entire range west of the sources of the Gallatin, about twenty or thirty 
miles in length, and a stream about 150 feet wide and 1 foot in depth, 
on an average, is the result. Thefour branches, which we find entering 
the Madison below the Lower Geyser Basin, are very handsome streams 
and about the same size. For several miles, before reaching the imme- 
diate entrance to the Middle Canon, the valley slowly closes up, and on 
either side some very interesting facts may be read. On the east side 
of the Madison the limestones are remarkably well exposed, but incline 
at all angles. I found it difficult to obtain any local dip that would 
apply over large areas. There is, however, a system in the aggregate, 
and I think the general inclination is south and southwest. The lower 
beds of limestones are very cherty, brittle, and entirely destitute of fos- 
sils. Mv entire party searched diligently for a day or two and no trace 
of life could be found, but in the upper limestones great quantities of 
moliusca, corals, &c., characteristic of the Carboniferous period, were 
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obtained. Thick beds of limestone were entirely composed of an aggre- 
gate of these fossils. Most of them were in an excellent state of pres- 
ervation. The lower beds doubtless belong to the Potsdam epoch. It 
is barely possible that some other divisions of the Silurian occur 
between the Potsdam group and the Carboniferous, but as yet we have 
no evidence, and until it is discovered we will take it for granted that 
the Carboniferous limestones and the Silurian beds are in apposition, 
and that they all rest on the metamorphic rocks. The limestones seem 
to dip beneath the basin on the south side of the range, and as we 
ascend the. high and almost vertical sides of the mountain, we pass ridge 
after ridge of limestone, each inclining at a greater angle, until, on the 
summit, they are vertical and stand up in lofty massive walls. Thus 
exposed for ages to the elements, they have been weathered into the 
greatest variety of columns and other picturesque forms. Between 
these ridges are beautiful grassy valleys, 2,000 and 3,000 feet above the 
river, to which the mountain sheep seem to delight to descend from the 
rocky pinnacles to graze. 

Near the head of the Gallatin there is a very prominent cone-shaped 
mountain, to which Captain Raynolds gave the name of Mount Gallatin 
twelve years ago. It is visible from a great distance on either side, 
probably for a radius of fifty miles. On each side of this peak, and in 
close proximity, are two smaller peaks of nearly the same height. Mount 
Gallatin is about 10,000 feet high, while the smaller’ peaks are about 
9,000 and 9,500 feet. These peaks are composed mostly of limestones, 
and the intermediate space to the cation of the Madison, a distance of 
thirty miles, is occupied to a great extent with these rocks. I have no 
doubt that in the divide between the Gallatin and the East Fork some of 
the more modern beds occur. Dr. Peale found the Jurassic beds at one 
locality on the East Fork rising up from beneath the limestones. It is 
probable that here there has been an inversion of the strata, as we find to 
occur, in a marked manner, only a few miles below. Basaltic rocks are 
found to a greater or less extent everywhere among the limestones, some- 
times at the base of the mountains, and again at the summits or high up 
on the sides. The igneous material seems to have issued forth from fis- 
sures whenever a favorable opportunity presented itself. The gorges 
are quite remarkable... In some places the waters seem to have gouged 
out, as if were, a semicircular mass, with a vertical descent of 1,200 to 
1,500 feet, and on the sides the massive strata of limestone are worn 
into columns or pinnacles, so unsteady in their position that the loose 
rocks may be pushed over into the gorge below. The bottom of the 
cation is full of débris, and doubtless ice had much to do in wearing 
these very curious and immense gorges into the mountain-side. What 
may be called the secondary series.of hills or ridges are 2,000 to 2,500 
feet above the Madison, while the higher peaks rise 3,000 to 3,500 feet, 
and here and there a peak sends its sharp summit 4,000 feet or more. - 
The proofs of erosion are everywhere on the most gigantic scale. The 
canon has been worn out in the same manner as those on the Yellow- 
stone, but in the mean time the narrow channel doubtless became gorged 
from time to time. The basin which we have attempted to describe, 
which is about thirty miles in length and ten to fifteen in breadth, was 
once a fresh-water lake, but the water slowly wrought its way through 
this high range of mountains. Near the immediate entrance of the 
calon, on the east side of the river, there is a short, high, terrace-like 
ridge, about one-fourth of a mile long, 250 feet high above the bed cf the 
river, paved on the surface with rounded bowlders, and, I have no doubt, 
made up of a local drift. The upper end is quite abrupt, steep, and at 
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this point in the side of the mountain there is a small caiion, from which 
a considerable amount of water must flow at certain seasons of the 
year, and the matcTials from this caflon may have assisted in building 
up the ridge. I have no doubt, however, that the upper portion of the 
cation has “been at some period filled up ‘with loose bowlders and drift 
transported from above, and when the gorge broke away, most of it 
was carried down the river, but that this portion was in some way pro- 
tected. The entire valley between the mountains is literally paved with 
rounded bowlders, and there is no doubt that this same coarse material 
extends beneath to a great depth. In the caiion itself there is a still 
more prominent ridge, and the loose rocks on every side are much larger 
and more abundant. A fine stream comes into the river from the mount- 
ains on the east side. This little stream has cut a narrow gorge for 
fifteen miles, with walls on either side 2,500 to 3,000 feet high. There 
is an abrupt bend in the river just above this ridge of bowlder-drift, 
which may account in part for its accumulation at this particular spot. 
The central portions of this range are mostly micaceous gneiss, some 
parts very compact, fine-grained, steel-black in color. The variations 
in texture and color are very great, as is usual among the metamorphie 

‘rocks. From the summit of the high ridge on the east side of the river, 
at a height of about 9,500 feet, we were able to take in a large scope of 
country, and study out the character of these rugged mountain-peaks. 
In this range, which is a limited one, there are a dozen peaks which will 
reach 9,800 to 10,250 feet, while two “of them are about 10,500 feet. The 
rocks are all metamorphic or gneissic, and remarkably hard and com- 
pact, so effectually resisting the meteoric forces that the rocks to the 
summits of the highest peaks are as sharp and angular as if only frac- 
tured within the present season. These unworn angles give a peculiar 
sharp ruggedness to the view, as the eve passes across the summits of 
the many peaks or descends into the innumerable gorges on every side. 
To the east, toward the valley of the Gallatin, the strata of limestone 
mnay be most clearly seen where they have been cut down in the gorges, 
yet holding a great variety of positions. Sometimes they dip down 
suddenly in the valley and pass out of sight, then again they are ele- 
vated bodily to the summit of a high peak, restin gon ‘the meta morphie 
rocks. On the west side of the Madison there are three or four peaks 
which are at least 10,000 feet high. Among these mountain-gorges we 
see the sources of the myriad small branches which, in the aggregate, 
form the large river. Nestled among the craggy cliffs are here and 
there little ponds of clear water, derived from the melting of the snows, 
seldom ever seen except by the birds and the game that visit them to 
quench their thirst. The tendency of all these gorges is to work their way 
inward toward the divide. Great masses of snow and ice accumulate 
in them during the winter, and the water, flowing down among the frae- 
tured masses, freezes, and expands with a force that year by year tears 
down a portion, that falls into the depths below and is swept down by 
the torrent. The aggregate of the forces which have continued in 
operation through a series of ages, which no man can determine now, 
and which we agree to denominate meteoric or atmospheric, are the 
combined action of water, air, and ice. These forces have undoubtedly 
been far more effective in ages past than at present. In one of the 
gorges which lead down to the river in the cation, we discovered a 

-complete inversion of the strata, and this condition of things was 
found afterward to prevail to a large extent in these mountain-ranges. 
I would reter the reader te Dr. Peale’s report, and also to the descrip- 
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tion of the Gallatin range in a subsequent chapter, where other exam- 
ples of inversion of strata will be noticed. 

About ten miles northwest of Lake Henry, below the Middle Canton, a 
small stream, which has its origin in the Raynold’s Pass, flows into Cliff 
or Wade’s Lake. The little stream has cut a singular gorge through the 
trachyte-rocks, with vertical walls 400 to 600 feet high, runs southwest 
about two miles, turns abruptly south around a point of trachyte 600 feet 
high, and continues nearly west. This lake, which has not been noticed 
on any of the existing maps, is said to have no outlet. It seems to be 
formed in a huge fissure in the volcanic rocks, and is surrounded by 
lofty nearly vertical walls. 

This lake was carefully explored by Mr. Bechler, and the beautifal 
map of it, accompanying this report, was prepared by him. He says 
that it has three small streams flowing into it, but has no visible outlet, 
but the surplus water probably passes under the basaltic cap. The sides 
of the lake are so steep and high that it is not possible to travel near 
the shore, but Mr. Bechler ascended the high cliffs overhanging the lake 
and obtained a beautiful view of the surrounding scenery. The high 
basaltic cliffs that inclose it suggested the name of Cliff Lake. Near 
the middle of the lake, there is @ small, conical island, about 150 feet in 
diameter, but rising 100 feet or more, covered with tall, straight pines. 
There were several smaller lakes in the vicinity, all of them apparently 
formed in these basaltic fissures, and without any visible outlet. 

The valley below the Middle Cation gradually expands until it 
becomes six to ten miles in width. At the upper end of the valley the 
terraces do not show as well as below, but in no other portion of the 
West have I seen so uniform and so beautiful a series of terraces as in 
this basin. I point this out bere to the reader, who may ever chance to 
visit the country, as one of the wonders of this remarkable region. At 
the upper end of the basin the terraces are quite well defined and show 
a most extensive deposit of loose material at the bottom of the lake. 
The surface of the entire valley is covered with bowlders of greater or 
less size, many of them huge massive granite. On both sides of the 
river are caps of Dasalt covering and protecting from erosion the under- 
lying lake deposits. From these basalt-capped hills or terraces I infer 
that the modern lake-deposits must have originally been from 500 to 800 
feet thick, perhaps much more. The river has cut its way through this | 
deposit, forming in some instances a narrow gorge with the basaltic 
cap on either side like a high terrace, while the foot of the mountains 
on both sides is distant from half a mile to one mile. We can thus 
understand pretty clearly what must have been the thickness of these 
lake-deposits immediately after the outflow of the igneous matter. As 
we pass down the river all this basaltic floor has remained, and the 
entire surface of the valley, from side to side, smoothed like a lawn. 
Whether there was one period or several of outflow ot basalt I cannot state 
positively. Inthe vertical sides of the river-channel the basalt may beseen 
at different elevations, but no continuous layers, and, therefore, it may have 
fallen down from the summit; yet I suspect there were several periods 
of outflow. In many localities the basalt is exposed in the form of a 
high vertical wall with a partial columnar appearance. It also varies, 
in color as well as in texture, from a very dark-brown to a purplish-drab. 
All the lake-deposits, as well as the igneous rocks, lie in horizontal po- 
Sition, and, so tar as can be observed, have not been affected by any 
subsequent movements. We inay, therefore, infer that the forces which 
raised the surrounding mountains to their present position, and tilted 
the strata, operated prior to the existence of these fresh-water lakes. 
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There may have been periods of elevation and subsidence since the ex- 
istence of the lakes; if so, the disturbance has never been great. In 
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some Cases, where the river 
either in ancient or modern 
times, has washed the foot 
of the mountains, the old 
trachytes have been re- 
moved, exposing the gran- 
ites at the base. 

This basin is about fifty 
miles in length, with an 
average of five miles in 
width. The lower thirty 
miles present the most 
remarkable system of ter- 
races that I have ever seen. 
There are usually three of 
the terraces on cither side 
of the Madison, and locally 
they may be increased to 
six or eight. The great 
feature in regard to them 
is their persistency and 
uniformity, each terrace 
being at the same eleva- 
tion as the corresponding 
one on both sides. This is 
quite unusual. Generally, 
the terraces will be well 
displayed on one side of a 
stream and scarcely seen 
on the opposite side ; and, 
if they are shown on both 
sides, there is not neces- 
sarily the same elevation 
to corresponding terraces. 
The lake must have been 
drained through the Lower 
Canton very slowly. The 
general elevation of these. 
terraces may be estimated, 
above the bed of the river, 
about as follows: First 
terrace, 10 feet; second 
terrace, 30 feet; third ter- 
race, 100 feet. Messrs. 
Gannett and Brown made 
‘quite an extensive series 
of observations with the 
barometer, and the results 
will be given in a subse- 
quent portion of this re- 
port. These terraces are 
well shown in Fig. 16. 
An interesting feature 

may be observed in this 
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basin in the character of the bowlder-deposits. At the upper end of the 
basin the entire surface is paved with rounded masses of granite and 
basalt, some of great size; but as we descend they become smaller in size 
and less abundant, so that the lower portion of the basin reveals a con- 
siderable thickness of the light-gray marls and sands, which give evi- 
dence of having been deposited in comparatively quiet waters. So thick 
are the bowlders over the upper half of the basin that it can never be 
used except for grazing-purposes, while the lower half is already oceu- 
pied with fine farms. The rush of the waters through the Middle Canon 
must always have been very great, but their force almost entirely sub- 
sided before reaching the Lower Canon. 
Between the Madison Valley and that of Passamari Creek there is a 

long somewhat irregular range of mountains, the geology of which I can 
present in this report only in general terms.. Although the structure is 
comparatively simple, it would require long and faithful labor to work 
out all the details. The general elevation is not great, 7,000 to 8,000 

. feet, and only two or three peaks rise up so as to be prominent, Pyroxene 
Peak and Old Baldy. As usnal, the nucleus is composed of the various 
kinds of metamorphic strata, with effusions of igneous rocks, while the 
unchanged sedimentary strata, mostly the Paleozoic, are observed at 
all elevations resting on the granites. The evidences of erosion are 
more striking in this range than in the mountains between the Madison 
and the Gallatin, probably because their general elevation is at least 
1,500 to 2,000 feet lower, and they were much longer exposed to the 
wasting influences of the aqueous forces. Deep canons are worn into 
the mountains on either side, and the numbers of old dry ravines or 
gorges are almost countless. Prior to the effusion of the igneous rocks 
the greater part of the erosion took place, though comparatively little had 
been done to produce the present configuration. The skeleton or frame- 
work was formed of the metamorphic rocks with the remnants of the 
Silurian and Carboniferous strata that were left after the vast work of 
erosion, which occurred prior to the outflow of the igneous rocks. In 
subsequent erosions the latter have protected the sedimentary beds over 
a great area, So that they are exposed in little patches every where, some- 
times on the summits of the mountains or at all elevations in the ravines 
or canons. Sometimes the igneous rocks have been worn away from 
the surface for a considerable area, leaving a greater or less thickness 
of the limestones. In some localities they present a great vertical 
thickness and then again thin out or disappear entirely. There is an 
interesting but obscure feature which is shown in the mountains on 
both sides of the Madison. There is, in restricted localities, an enorm- 
ous development of a very hard gray quartzitic sandstone, apparently 
partially metamorphosed. It evidently forms the underlying rocks of 
the sedimentary strata, resting on the strictly metamorphic gneiss. The 
various members of the survey have examined it most carefully, but 
have never been able to find any trace of organic life, yet it undoubtedly 
belongs to the oldest Silurian. It makes its appearance quite abruptly, 
with a thickness of 1,000 toe 2,000 feet, and as abruptly disappears or 
thins out. It is well shown in the Middle Cafion of the Madison and in 
the lower part of the cation of the Gallatin, and is thinly represented in 
several other localities. We may say of all these different groups of | 
Strata that they appear at times in grand proportions, and are soon lost 
or are only thinly shown. Along the east side of the Gallatin River, 
above the Three Forks, at least 1,600 feet of shales, clays, sandstones, 
&¢., which belong undoubtedly to the Potsdam group of the Lower 
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Silurian, are clearly shown, and yet, at a distance of thirty miles to the 
northward, this entire group seems to be wanting. 

In the report of the survey of last season I described the country 
about Virginia City in brief terms, and but little more can be added 
from the examinations of the present season. Alder Gulch is well known 
to the mining world as one of the richest placers in the West. It is 
estimated that about thirty millions of gold have been taken out of it. 
The bowlder-drift is a marked feature in the gulch. Upon the sides of 
the hills patches of black basalt may be seen in considerable numbers, 
indicating the very latest period of eruption. The older trachytes also 
occur on both sides of the gulch, which have been erupted at different 
periods and have overflowed the gneissicrocks. None of theigneous rocks 
observed by me, however, were old in a geological sense; none that date 
back further than the Pliocene epoch. A more careful scrutiny of the 
rocks might have resulted in detecting igneous rocks of different geolog- 
ical ages, but very few seem to date back beyond the Pliocene. It is 
not uncommon to find the basalts interstratified with Cretaceous and 
Tertiary beds, but I do not think it follows that the eruption took place 
during these periods. In the high bluff opposite the Mammoth Hot 
Springs, on Gardiner’s River, thick beds of basalt are exposed in the 
upper portion of the bluif of irregular extent. On the summit is a very 
thick bed lying across the upturned edges of the strata, and the line of 
contact is quite red, showing the influence of the melted lava on the 
sedimentary strata immediately beneath. Iam disposed to believe these 
short intercalated beds of basalt may have been of very modern origin. 

At the head of Alder Gulch there is a high wall of limestone of which 
Old Baldy is the highest point. The aggregate dip seems to be about 
southeast 30° to 45°. The exposure is a fine one, with 1,200 to 1,500 
feet of vertical strata. The lower portions of the sedimentary beds are 
quartzose, sometimes pebbly, very hard, compact, gradually passing up 
into limestones, which are also very hard and splintery, destitute of fos- 
sils. But in the upper portion of voth sides of Old Baldy the char- 
acteristic Carboniferous fossils are very abundant. Thick beds of lime- 
stones are a simple aggregate of well-preserved fossils, and among these 
Some very interesting crinoids. For a list of the fossils from this loecal- 
ity the reader is referred to the catalogue of Mr. Meek. The high ridge 
or mountain-range of limestones, of which Old Baldy forms a part, trends 
off to the southwest, across the head of the Passamari, Black-Tail Deer, 
and Red Rock Creeks, to an unknown distance. These huge ridges, 
which extend in such Jong lines across the Northwest, are undoubtedly 
portions of grand anticlinals. It will prove a great source of pleasure 
at some future time to trace these great axes of elevation across the 
country and aggregate them into a symmetrical group.’ Until this is 
done it will hardly be possible for us to comprehend the correct topo- 
graphy or geology of this region. 
We will return to the Madison Valley. That the period of the 

eruption of the igneous rocks began before the mountain-ranges had 
reached their present height and form is shown by the position 
of some of the ridges of trachyte that extend down the sides of the 
mountains into the valley on the west side of the Madison. The ridges 
of trachyte have been so eroded that the bluif-sides present a stratified 
appearance and the inclination is 5° to 10°, the beds passing from near 
the summit of the divide down beneath the superficial or lake deposits of 
the basin. As we descend the Madison the range of mountains on the 
west side is more purely metamorphic, few of the igneous rocks being 
observed, and no sedimentary at all. This continues nearly to the Jett- 
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erson Vork, where the South Bowlder Range is cut off by a narrow 
synclinal which forms the valley of the Jefferson. The limestones incline 
away from the north end of the South Bowlder Range, but the greater 
portion, including all the lofty peaks, is composed of granitic rocks. 

The divide which separates the basin which we have just described 
from the lower basin about the Three Forks is composed almost entirely 
of metamorphic strata. Here and there we observe an outflow of igne- 
ous matter, but very seldom. In the ravines and depressions, as it were 
fillmg up the inequalities of the surface of the metamorphic rocks, are 
the lake-deposits, which show so clearly that at a modern period the 
Madison Basin was connected by water with the entire valley of the 
Three Forks, even far below their junction. As the waters subsided so 
as to expose this granite-divide, they gravitated toward that portion of 
the basin where they now flow throngh the granite-canon. What caused 
the waters to wear out the present channel is not obvious at this time. 
The.ridge or divide may have been lower at that point or there may 
have been a slight fissure which determined its choice. 

In following up the channels of some of the little streams that flow 
out of the mountains on the east side of the Madison, Dr. Peale and Mr. 
Holmes found that the strata were inverted. In the canon of Jackass 
Creek all the beds, from the lowest Silurian to the Tertiary inclusive, 
were inverted so that the youngest Tertiary beds were at the bottom in 
order of superposition. For amore complete account of the geology of 
this region, as well as the Cherry Creek mines, the reader is referred .to 
the report of Dr. Peale. 

CHAPTER IV. 
MADISON VALLEY—THREE FORKS—GALLATIN VALLEY 

AND CANON TO SOURCE OF RIVER—FROM THREE FORKS 
TO HELENA. 

Just below the mouth of Elk Creek, the Madison Valley expands 
into an open basin with high, rather rounded hills of the lake-deposits 
on the east side about ten miles distant from the rim, while on the 
west side are bluff-lands, cut by the river, exposing: the strata clearly 
and showing their horizontal position. In none of the upper basins are 
the lake-deposits as well exposed, and the character of the sediments. 
shows that they were deposited in comparatively quiet waters. The 
long point or tongue which extends down to the junction of the Forks, 
between the Madison and the Gallatin, is composed of these deposits, 
and in the ravines, which in some places cut deep into the ridge, large 
masses of very beautiful silicified wood are found. I have no doubt 
that bones might be found by diligent search; for in the Jefferson 
Valley, in the same kind of deposits, I discovered the teeth and jaws of 
an Anchitherium, and a species of Helix. Of course these basins were 
all connected at one time far up the valley of the Jefferson as well as 
the Gallatin, but during the gradual period of subsidence became dis- 
connected and ended in quite distinct lake-basins. The South Bowlder 
Range formed a shore-line on the west side. The waters must have 
reached so high up on the sides that little more than the summits of 
the peaks were above the surface and therefore most of the ranges were 
then represented only by small islands. The Madison and the Gallatin 
Kanges on the east were also shore-lines, but became more conspieuous 
as the waters diminished ; and while thin patches of the peculiar lake- 
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depesits are found high up on the mountain-sides, showing that ata 
very modern date the valleys of most of the streams must have been 
connected through the low passes, yet the principal sediments are in 
the lower basins. Indeed, I could imagine that the entire Northwest 
(and how much more of the country I cannot now positively deter- 
mine) presented much the appearance of the basin of Great Salt Lake, 
with the numerous mountain-ranges rising above the waters. Now, if 
we can imagine the entire area of the great basin between the Wah- 
satch Mountains and the Sierra Nevada covered with water to a height 
which it must have reached at a comparatively modern geological 
period, the vast number of mountain-ranges of greater or less size 
which now exist within these limits would represent so many rocky 
islands in this vast inland sea. Here and there in the valleys of the 
Madison, as well as the Gallatin, the older rocks are exposed beneath 
the lake-deposits, even where the latter prevail. We can trace out with 
more detail the skeleton of the surface prior to the laying down of. the 
lake-deposits. In the lower valleys it is quite rare to find rocks more 
modern than the Carbonilexous, but the limestones and granites crop 
out oftentimes in the most unexpected places. The stripping away of 
the lake-deposits from the metamorphic rocks in the range through 
which the Lower Cation is formed has exposed a moderately rich min- 
ing district. There are a number of mines which are wrought with 
success at this time, and on the whole the mining prospects of all this 
region are becoming better every year. The excellent reports of Mr. 
Re W. Raymond, Commissioner of Mining Statistics, are so full in 
regard to the mines of Montana that I shall at present touch this sub- 
ject very briefly. 

It is my intention to study all the mining districts of Montana at 
some future period with special reference “to. their geological rela- 
tions, carefully mapping the lodes, and endeavoring to study out if 
possible their natural history. I believe, that Montana is rich in 
valuable mines, and that, when railroad communication has been estab- 
lished between it and the world at large, an impulse will be given to the 
mining interests of the Territory that will satisfy the most sanguine. 
It behooves the enterprising citizens not to let the subject of railroad- 
communication rest from this time until it becomes an accomplished fact. 
The world will then begin to appreciate the resources of the Territory, 
which, so faras I haveexamined it, surpasses any of the others in the West. 
The Cherry Creek Mines occur in what has been called the Madison 
range. Thereader is referred to the report of Dr. Peale for such informa- 
tion as he has been able to secure in a brief visit to them. This. mining- 
belt passes across the Madison by way of the Lower Caiion, and extends 
to the South Bowlder Mountains. Hundreds of lodes have been opened, 
many of them worthless; but many others would doubtless prove valu- 
-able if transportation and labor were not so costly and difficult to obtain in 
the country. The lodes are all found in the metamorphic strata, the age - 
of which it would be difficult to decide. We only know that they form 
a vast thickness of stratified rocks with varied texture and composition. 
They seem here to have been subjected to considerable erosion after the 
limestones were washed away. ‘These metamorphic strata underlie the 
entire country and appear everywhere where the unchanged beds have 
been worn away or when not concealed by the outflow of igneous 
matter. The work of reducing these metamorphic strata to a system, 
-and connecting them over extended areas, has not yet been attempted, 
and it seems to me an almost hopeless as well as fruitless task. It wil 
ve enough for the present generation, perhaps, if we are enabled to work 
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out pretty clearly the story of the sedimentary formations of the West. 
Along the valley of the Madison below the mouth of Cherry Creek, 
there: is a remarkable exhibition of the gneissic beds. For several 

iles the strata are exposed so that the succession is perfectly clear for 
@hassads of feet in thickness. All the varieties of composition and the 
flexures in the bedding peculiar to mining-rocks are seen in perfection. 
Veins of feldspar and quartz extend across the bedding a foot or more 
in thickness, evidently segregated in fissures like the mineral matter in 
alode. Masses of a very compact black hornblendic gneiss, 4 to 6 feet 
thick, and 8 to 10 feet long, lie between the strata as if they were old 
intrusions of trap. I 
have never seen a bet- 
ter opportunity for a 
detailed study of the 
gneissic rocks, for they 
are Shown here in high 
vertical walls for six 
miles, inclining in the 
same direction 30° to 
50°. The beautiful ex- 
amples of banded gneiss, 
as Shown in Tig. 17, are 
not uncommon, and ex- 
cite much attention. I ¥ 
-have used the term * 
gneiss in its broadest 
sense, to signify granitic Poa ee are 
rock composed ot quartz, feldspar, and mica, arranged in well-de- 
fined strata, usually thin, but sometimes reaching a thickness of several 
feet. All the different forms which the metamorphic rocks assume are 
noted in the catalegue of Dr. Peale, appended to his report of this and last 
year. In my report of last year I described quite minutely the basin 
of the Three Forks. I then stated that the immediate valleys of the 
streams near the junction had been carved out of the lake-deposits, and 
on either side of the Madison Valley, on the east side of the Jefferson, 
and the west side of the Gallatin, the bluffs exposed fine sections of 
these modern beds. From the courses of these great streams the source 
of the waters during the lake-period might be read from the character 
of the sediments. We find that they must have rushed with great 
force along the valleys from the sources, after the impetus was gained 
through the Upper Caiion, then through the Middle Canton, and begin- 
ning to lose a portion of this force and moving along more quietly just 
before entering the Lower Cafion, and when reaching the basin of the 
Three Forks, the water must have been as quiet as in ordinary iresh- 
water lakes of the present day. ‘The indications of swift currents are 
not seen about the immediate sources of these streams, so that the sedi- 
ments of the geyser-basins are comparatively fine, indicating moder- 
ately quiet waters. All the other rivers tell pretty much the same 
story. These sediments, made up as they are of the different kinds of 
rocks in the vicinity, are much mixed in their character. They are a 
mixture of clay, s sand, and marl, in varied proportion. Sometimes thin 
indurated layers of clay will include several feet, then sand will pre- - 
dominate or sandstones in thin beds, or sort of indurated yellow or 
cream-colored marl, and then, perhaps, a bed of loose gravel or pud-- 
ding-stone. There is a remarkable uniformity in the color and char- 
acter of these sediments all over the West, from our north line to 

Fig. 17 
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Mexico. I have estimated the aggregate thickness of these deposits . 
in this lower basin at the present time at about 1,200 feet.. Occupying 
the area that they do, we can thus see that they pessess an importance 
which demands the notice of the geologist. Between the junction of 
the Madison with the Jefferson and the mouth of the Gallatin, a dis- 
tance of about half a mile, there is on the south side a remnant of a 
limestone-ridge eut off by the Gallatin from the main mass below, 50 to 
100 feet high, and trending about northeast and southwest. This is a 
somewhat peculiar remnant, but it aids much in reconstructing the 
tormer surface of the country prior to the great erosion. ‘The Missouri 
River, immediately below the entrance of the Gallatin, passes through 
a sort of rift in the upturned ridge, the strata on either side inclining 
in the same direction. How, in the changing of the channel of the 
river, this remnant was left, is not clear at this time. There are a num- 
ber of other remnants of the limestone scattered through the basin, 
which shows that if was originally scooped out of the series of ridges 
which probably sent their sharp summits up a thousand feet or more 
above the general level. ‘All the limestones immediately about the 
junction of the Three Forks are of Carboniferous age, as the fossils 

testify. But above 
and below, the Silu- . 
rian strata are re- 
markably well ex- 
posed. Below the 
Three Forks the. 
structure, though 
simple in general 
terms as. above, is 
very much compli- 
cated by the chaotic 
condition in which 
the strata have been 
left after upheaval. 
There are a number 
of local synelinals as 
well as anticlinals, 

Se | but to work them ont 
teace _} in as great detail as 

I desired would re- 
quire more time than 

DIKE ON THE MISSOURI. we had at car dis- 

armies, Conianya ict crmenegae of Sheet ay en wa ee 
Pliocene beds Shrdeemtiat distr Rechiy fe, Sane of aca. ane River, below the junc- 

tion of the Three 
Forks, flows along a sort of rift in the ridges of limestone, though on 
the west side these ridges are worn across, so that the waters followed 
the intervening valley but a short distance. 

On the east side the waters run close up by high limestone-walls for 
about one-fourth of a mile, and then the valley expands a few hun- 
dred yards in width for about three miles and then closes again for 
a short distance, a mile or so, and then again expands to a width 
of three to five miles. These valleys are evidently worn out of the 
group of uplifted ridges, as is shown by the remnants here and there in 
the valley and in the bed of the river. On the east side, immediately 
below the entrance of the Gallatin, the river has worn a well-defined 
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terrace in the limestone for a half a mile below, forming a sort of contin- 
nation of the isolated low ridge in the bottom just above the Gallatin. In 
the second expansion of the valley 
there is a broad bottom about two 
miles wide. On the east side of 
the valiey are quite thick depos- 
its of the Lake period cut up into 
ridges, which are weathered into 
architectural forms like what we 
have usually termed in the West, 
“bad lands.” The lower portion 
of these deposits is a kind of cal- 
eareous shale, passing by degrees 

- jato an indurated sandstone capped 
by a large thickness of congiom- 
erate. This is made up to a great 
extent of rounded masses of lime- 
stone loosely held together by a. 
sand cement or with a whitish 
marly paste. In many localities 
in these deposits there are dikes 
of basalt which seem to have been 
formed during the existence of the 
lake, and that the basalt had been 
exposed by the wearing out of the 
ravines which have been cut into 
these modern deposits at a very 
modern date. (Hig. 18.) For miles 
along the high ‘mountains that 
border the river, hundreds of deep 
canons or gullies, from three to six 
miles long, are carved deep into 
the sides. The modern beds are 
nearly or quite: horizontal, with no 
‘evidence of disturbance since their 
deposition, and they lap on to the 
much-tilted strata of the older 
rocks. There are here, as near as 
I can estimate, about 2,000 feet of 
more or less metamorphosed slates, 
clays, and quartzites of all textures 
and colors, but mostly thinly lam- 
inated. Much of it is very slaty. 
Here and there a dike is seen which 
shows an effusion of melted matter 
at some period subsequent to the 
upheaval. No fossils could be 
found, but I have no doubt that SAU NREZ ADA’ 8 
they belong to the Potsdam group, NN: ws \ x 
so well shown on the Gallatin, and, eee s 
indeed, the same beds are much 
more changed. As we ascend the 
mountain the compact gray lime- 
stones, which are also of the Silu- 
rian age, are well developed and, 
above these limestones, full of well- 
defined carbonifcious fossils. (Vig. 19.) 
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Silurian beds extend I do not know, but they were visible at least fifty 
miles below the junction of the Three Forks. It will at some future 
day be an interesting and profitable task to study the geology of this 
region in detail. The few facts that I am able to present at this time 
may serve to call attention to it. There is here the largest development 
of the Silurian strata I have ever seen in the West. ‘They are, however, 
only shown over restricted areas. There seems to have been very little 
system in the upheaval of the rocks. Here and there they are brought 
to the surface. The lake-basin is about five miles long, and on an average 
two miles wide, and the aggregate thickness of the modern deposits 
about 800 feet. 

On the west side of the Missouri, immediately below the Three Forks, 
there is a most interesting synclinal, which will be shown in the illustra- 
tion. The river, as it enters the canon at the Three Forks, may have 
started in a rift, but it seems to have immediately disregarded it and 
cut across the ridges, so that the channel: now cuts diagonally across 
all the ridges of the Carboniferous series and a large portion of the 
Jurassic within a distance of ten miles. The ruggedness of this region 
is very great, the little branches that flow from the hills on either side 
gashing deep canons, exposing the strata in high walls on either side. 
By following one of these little streams from the main river up to the 
divide, we get a fair section of the strata. About five miles below the 
Three Forks, on the west side, the Jurassic ridges come in close to the 
river-side. In the ridges of limestone above this point is an abund- 
ance of characteristic Carboniferous fossils, so that we regard the age 
of these rocks settled. Above them comes a remarkable series of 
quartzites and sandstones, with intercalations of sandy clay. ‘The lime- 
stones seem to pass gradually up into quartzites, so that the upper beds 
are compact, brittle, gray quartzites. The want of continuity of the 
strata between the Jurassic series and the Carboniferous group below is 
shown in the absence, in most cases of some hundred feet, of strata 
Which are well shown here. The first ridge of quarzite is about 300 
feet thick, with a dip of 45°. ‘In the lower part is an intrusive bed of 
igneous rock. The second ridge is a rusty-brown sandstone, with layers 
composed of fossils, mostly fragments, as Ostrea, and some beautiful but: 
undescribed forms. The inclination of the strata is 35° to 40°. There 
is in this ridge a remarkable intrusive bed of igneous rock, very irregu- 
lar in thickness and horizontal extent, sometimes 50 to 100 feet thick, 
pinching out and then re-appearing in full force. The calcareous sand- 
stones above and below are full of fossils, and do not seem to have been 
affected by contact. There is a kind of cleavage in the-igneous rocks 
that gives to the entire mass the appearance of stratified rocks, but 
precisely opposite in inclination to the sedimentary beds which inclose 
them. Then comes a series of beds weathering a dill, purplish color, 
composed of sandstones, quartzites, with loose clays and shales, passing 
up into brown sandstones, then a bed of dark-brown quarzites. Then 
comes a series of layers of reddish-yellow sandstones of various tex- 
tures, with intercalations of arenaceous clay. Still farther above are a 
series of red and purplish clays with greenish-blue bands passing up 
into gray marls and arenaceous limestone. The aggregate thickness of 
the mass of Jurassic strata was estimated to be about 1,500 feet. The 
direction of the dip is about northwest. Then comes a series of brown 
and -rusty-yellow arenaceous clays and sandstones 500 to 800 feet in 
thickness, with an abundance of well-defined Cretaceous fossils. In 
the middle of the synclinal is a limited thickness of the Coal strata, 
with layers of impure coal. At the junction of the two sides of the 

= 
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synelinal the beds are much crushed, so that they are rendered 
very obscure. On the opposite side we pass over the upturned 
edges of the same series, commenc- Z 

ing with the Coal strata, but with 
areyersed dip. The complete series 
has been tilted beyond a vertical, so 
that some of the high ridges of lime- 
stone incline 45°. (Figs. 20 and 21.) 

Near the upper portion of the 
Jurassic group there is a bed of gray 
limestone six feet thick, made up of 
an aggregate of small Gasteropod- 
ous shells. This bed is well exposed 
in both divisions of the synelinal. 
Patches of the lake-deposits are 
thinly scattered over the surface, 
filling up the irregularities, occasion- 
ally showing a moderate thickness 
either of marls or conglomerates. As 
we pass up the Gallatin Valley from 
its mouth we observe that the river 
fiows along a high-bluff wall on the 
east side. There are several local 
synclinals as well as anticlinals, but 
none of the Carboniferous beds seem 
to have been affected. In the low 
hills east of the river, about five miles 
above the mouth, is a sort of local 
depression, in which are remnants 
of the Jurassic group. As I have 
so often repeated in this report and 
in my previcus reports, the evidence 
is continually shown that the forma- 
tious all originally extended over the 
country in a horizontal position at 
one period; that they have since 
been removed to a great extent by 
erosion, but here and there we find 
indications of their former existence. 
The section will show a mest exten- 
Sive series of Carboniferous lime- 
Stones rising gradually as we ascend 
the Gallatin. I described these beds 
somewhat in detail in my report for 
1871. The series df Carboniferous 
limestones is remarkably well 
shown for a distance of about five 
niles above the mouth of the Gal- 
latin. Just opposite the grist-mill 
the very compact, brittle beds, which 
are supposed to be of Silurian age, 
come in, forming massive bluff-ex- 
posures. Just beneath these mass- 
ive beds of limestone is a series of 
loose, brown shales and clays.with SS |W eae 
thin layers of impure limestone. In the shales are layers of lime 
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stone an inch or two in thickness, composed of trilobites mostly in 

Fig. 21. 

beds of the Middle Cretaceous. 

CONNECTION BETWEEN MISSOURI AND GALLATIN. 

A, Carboniferous limestone ; B, Soft conglomerate, modern lake-deposits; C, J soe e Carboniferous. 

Then we have a brown somewhat wern ~ 

a fragmentary condition, but with 
now and then a specimen’ so pre- 
served as to characterize it. There 
were great numbers and variety of 
these old Silurian fossils, and they 
undoubtedly belong to the Potsdam 
group. The sections represented by 
Figs. 20, 21, and 22 are continuous and 
occupy a distance of about thirty miles. 
The accompanying illustration will 
show the consecutive series of strata 
with their inclination. (Fig. 22.) The 
thickness of the entire series of 
Lower Silurian strata here is esti- 
mated at.1,600 feet. The massive lime- 
stones which I have referred to the 
Potsdam group are about 400 feet 
thick, then gradually pass down into 
50 feet of thinly-iaminated, cherty’ 
limestone or calcareous mud-layers, 
with abundant organic remains. Then 
come layers of greenish sand and 
clays with shells and trilobites quite 
distinct from those above. Some of 
the layers of sandstone have small 
rounded pebbles, though not prop- 
erly a conglomerate. Then comes a 
purplish sandstone, and below these 
variegated shaly clays, yellow, green, 
&e., then hard, dull purplish-brown 
quartzose sandstone, inclining 45°, 
apparently metamorphosed in part, 
80 feet. Then comes a grassy inter- 
val, and then a ridge of very compact 
brownish-gray quartzite, with irreg- 
ular layers of sandstone, inclining 
45°, Then alternate layers of brown 
ealeareous sandstone and yellowish- 
brown shaly clays. Then drab-brown 
quartzites and black slates alternate, 
150 feet. Then comes the steel-brown 
quartzite, which has the appearance at 
a little distance in the fracture of coy- 
pact basalt, 100 feet. Then a series of 
black slates 150 feet thick. Then 
comes a dark micaceous sandstone, 
alternating with calcareous slates or 
shales, 300 to 500 feet in thickness, 
This last group of beds continues 
along the river in high bluffs for 
about five miles and presents a great 
variety of structure. In some in- 
stances the shales weather to a soft, 
yellow, chalky material, and remind °— 
one at a distance of the yellow-chalk p; 
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sandstone, which has much the look of basalt or a compact, fine 
quartzite. Then come one =—WW——— ican 5 
or tworather thick beds of | X\ my 
cherty limestone in the 4 s 

beds of shale, and in 
some instances immense 
rounded, flat concretions TuGa) ER he 
of cherty limestone several IS 
feet in diameter, but not RN 
more than 6 or 12 inches). |}——————| s° 
thick. So far as I could as- ADR eee tee 
certain, these brown mi- a 
eaceous sandstones and 
shales ‘continue down to — |Pebelvtimestore | 
the metamorphic rocks. In 
the interval between the . |——__ 
Fiat-Head Pass and the Shaly limestone, fos-| 

Missourl River there are \, 
several local anticlinals ean etsuatea toes 
and synclinals, in which ail | 

q x 
Carboniferous lime-|° 

Massive limestone. 

the series of rocks are ex- Ree Ne 
posed in their order from 
the Lower Silurian to the 
Cretaceous, inclusive. Here 
and there are patches of 
igneous rocks which appear 
to have produced in some 
instances these short anti- 
clinals. Far up in the val- 
leys of all the little streams 
that flow into the Gallatin 
River may be seen the mod- 
ern deposits, which show } 
the extent of the old-lake : 
waters, and as they slowly 
subsided the present drain- - 
age was marked out. Itis 
by the stripping off of these 
odern beds that the posi- iternations 

tion of the underlying strata 
is rendered apparent. In of 
minutely describing the ge- 
ological features from point Micaceous }. 
fo point much repetition iO 
is necessary. There is a Sandstones | 
certain variety in the out- 
lines of the surface in differ- end 
rent localities, even if the 
geological formations are ‘ Sag 
the same or similar, and 
the shades of difference 
strike the eye, but cannot 
always be expressed clearly 
in words. In the valleys Gallatin River, 
of all the little streams that 
flow into the Gallatin from HL aE see if 
the Gallatin Range, there is a greater or less thickness of the lake- 
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deposits, with here and there a large amount of modern drift. The 
surface is covered with water-worn bowlders, the remains of the last 
acts in the drama. I have so often called attention to these very 
modern drift-deposits, that it is only necessary to state that they 
cover the entire surface of the country, except the summits of the high- 
est peaks. The origin of the forces that transported these bowlders 
and scattered them over the surface in this irregular manner will be 
discussed in another place. The details of the structure of the Gallatin 
Range are numerous, and could be best presented by an account of the 
different routes traveled in exploring it, but I will only describe the two 
Sides in generalterms. The range itself is probably a monoclinal, that is, 
it is an elevated ridge with the strata all inclining in the same direction, 
and the position of the opposite portion is not yet known with certainty. 
The older beds on the west side have a marked-reversed dip, but the 
central beds of limestone are nearly vertical, while the Jurassic, Cre- 
taceous, and Coal strata,inclining at various angles from 5° to 50°, 
gradually descend in step-like ridges from the summit of the range to 
Shields’s River, castward a distance of about fifteen or twenty miles. The 
aggregate inclination seems to be about northeast. Bridger Creek, near 
the Union Pass, flows southward along the east base of the main ridge 
for about ten miles, and bends around, wearing a very deep cafon 
through the south end of the range through the limestones, and enters 
the East Gallatin about five miley below Bozeman. The Jurassic beds 
are crushed together in the uplift to such an extent that they are quite 
obseure, and do not appear to much advantage, but in Union and Flat- 
Head Passes they are much better exposed, but the Cretaceous and Coal 
groups are enormously developed, reaching an aggregate thickness of 
more than 10,000 feet. By the Coal group I always mean the series of 
beds which are probably Cretaceous in part, passing up into Lower Ter- 
tiary and containing the coal-beds of the West. The axis’ of the Gal- 
latin Range is somewhat gig-zag in its trend. The great mass of the 
mountain inclines eastward or northeastward, but bends abruptly west 
in two or three places, forming interesting passes, as Union and Flat- 
Head Passes. The outcropping edges of the limestone-strata have 
been rounded off by atmospheric agencies, yet for a wide belt along the 
very summit each layer is clearly shown, like irregular bands from one 
end of the range to the other, a distance of about twenty-five miles. 
The highest peak, which is nearly 9,000 feet, shows the upturned 
edges of the limestone-layers most clearly. As I have before remarked, 
the central mass and the highest portions are those which seem to have 
resisted erosion best. These beds are usually nevrly vertical in posi- 
tion, seldom inclining past a vertical, while the Silurian group has a 
reversed inclination trom 5° to 15°. On the west side of Union Pass 
the underlying graniteid rocks are exposed, dipping in the opposite di- - 
réction, as 1f in the uplift there had been forces acting not only vertically 
but tangentially. The Silurian group is expdsed on the foot-hills, vary- 
ing from 800 to 1,200 feet in height from Bridger’s Pass across to a 
point about five miles north of Flat-Head Pass, a distance of nearly 
twenty miles. The consecutiveness of the beds is much obscured by 
the great thickness of detritus and grass, but the rocks crop out all 
over the hills, so that they can be studied with confidence. Then we 
know that they are only an extension southward of the same group of 
beds which is so admirably well shown along the Gallatin, and which has 
been described in a previous portion of this chapter. From the Mis- 
souri River southeast to the Yellowstone River, there is a series of 

“rather low, broken ranges of mountain-ridges, of which the Gallatin 
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Range is the central and the largest one. On the east side, between 
the Gallatin Range and the intermediate valley of Shields’s River, there 
is a belt of country ten to fifteen miles in width, made up of Cretaceous 
and Tertiary beds, with an unusual somber-brown color, as if they had 
been afiected more or less by heat. Here and there are indications of 
the effusion of basalt, usually in the form of a dike, without generally 
afiecting to any great extent the position of the sedimentary strata, but 
sometimes throwing them into various positions. The highest bills are. 
from S90 to 1,200 feet above the surrounding country, but descend west- 
ward in step-like ridges. The belt is exceedingly rugged from the nature 
of the upheaval, the beds having been lifted up at various elevations; but 
in addition they are cut down in every direction by the little streams 
that flow into Shields’s River on one side and into the Gallatin on the 
other. A large portion of this belt is covered with thick pines, with 
patches of aspen, and the remainder thickly grassed over, forming most 
excellent pasturage for stock of all kinds. In the valley of Shields’s 
River are hundreds of excellent farms, which would long since have 
been taken us by farmers had it not been for fear of hostile Indians. 

The Flat-Head Pass is the great thoroughfare for the Flat-Head and 
Bannack Indians on their way to the buffalo-districts on the Muscle- 
sheil, Missouri, and Lower Yellowstone. The hostile Sioux have made 
several raids through this pass into the Gallatin Valley, murdering the 
settiers and running off their stock. The illustrative- section which was 
taken at Flat-Head Pass shows the situation of the range with great 
clearness. Passing along the west base of the range from Flat-Head 
Pass to Fort Hilis, we find the slope from the Gallatin River to the im- 
mediate foot of the mountains dotted with cultivated farms. Where the 
superiicial deposits are cut through by the numerous small streams, a 
great thickness of the modern lake: -deposits and drift is exposed. In 
some instances the modern beds are hardened into a caleareous sand- 
stone that is used for building purposes. These deposits jut up against 
the sides of the mountain in such a manner that the old shore-line is 
distinctly marked. From Flat-Head Pass to Union Pass, a distance of 
about fifteen miles, the abrupt foot-hills are composed entirely of the 
Silurian group, lifted up in such a manner as to incline past a vertical. 
The character, as well as the order of superposition of the beds, must 
be the same as of those noted along thie Gallatin a few miles below, but the 
hills are so covered with detritus and grassed over that I found it im- 
possible to obtain a consecutive section. Nearly all the more compact 
strata crop out at different points, so that the principal beds were de- 
tected. In Union Pass the streams have worn a passage through the 
range, so that the strata are well exposed, and we find here underneath 
the Silurian group a granitic base, as shown in the section. In the mas- 

. Sive limestones of Union Pass, which are probably of the Potsdam epoch, 
there is a singular illustration of jointage, well shown in Fig. 23, which 
would at once arrest the attention of the geologist. At first, one 
would be much puzzled to determine the true stratification from the 
false. It forms a por tion of Liberty Peak, which rises about 8,000 feet, 
and is probably due to partial metamorphic action. The eranitic 
rocks continue to increase in thickness up to Bridger Cation, a distance 
of fifteen miles. Here there seems to have been a less powerful force 
exerted, so that only the limestones are exposed, and the Cretaceous 
and Coal strata are found on the summits of the range. Bridger and 
Bozeman Passes are low depressions in the range. AS we pass across 
the numerous branches of the Gallatin, as they emerge from the mount- 
ains, we see the Carboniferous and Silurian limestones inclining from 
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the sides of the lower hills and passing under the valley. Here and 
there a high ridge is observed jutting up against the base of the mount- 
ains, a remnant of the lake-deposit which has escaped erosion. The 
central portion of the range, in which the different branches of the Hast 

Gallatin have their 
origin, is composed 

| mainly of basalt, ba- 
saltic tufis, and brec- 

i cla. These have been 
!-worn into the most 

7) fanciful architectural 
, forms. Mr. Jackson, 

YY. the photographer of 
‘the survey, pene- 

5 trated this region for 
the first time last 
Summer, and ob- 

| tained “from it some 
Y most marvelously 

beautiful views of the 
scenery. I doubt 
whether there is a 
portion of the West 

DECEPTIVE WEATHERING, LIBERTY PEAK where all th e ele- 

A, True dip of beds. ments of landscape 

beauty are more happily combined. Palace Cation and Palace Butte are 
formed of stratified tutfs and breccia, and these palace-like forms are 
carved out of the solid beds by the slow process of erosion by water. In 
the cafions, the limestone-strata frequently crop out from beneath 1,580 to 
2,000 feet in thickness of this volcanic material. The reader is referred 
to the report uf Dr. Pealeefor the details of the geology of this most 
interesting region. From the Hast Gallatin to the West Gallatin Canon 
there are perhaps fifteen or twenty little branches, each of which rises 
near the crest of the range and carves out a gorge from five to fifteen 
miles in length. Each of these calons would afford a grand study for 
the geologist as well as the photographer. But we could examine oniy 
a few of them. From the entrance of West Gallatin Cafion the view 
down the valley cannot be surpassed for beauty in this land of ptctur- 
esque scenery. The gently-rolling, grass-covered hills; the little streams 
meandering through them, fringed on either side with a thick growth of 
cottonwoods; the numerous farms, golden with their fields of wheat; 

Fig. 23. 

and over all, in the distance, that peculiar, soft, golden haze, which char- - 
acterizes the autumn-days in this mountain-region, lends to the whele 
vision a charm that is long remembered. Asthesetting sun of autumn 
shines upon the valley and surrounding mountains, all objects seem to 
be invested with an unusual beauty, which reminds one of the lines 
of the poet: 

And sweet, calm days, with golden haze, 
Melt down the amber sky. 

The little side streams that come in from the mountains, and the 
various main branches as they traverse the broad, grassy, rolling val- 
ley, with their fringes or belts of green cottonwood foliage, added much 
to the charming beauty of the scene. Then, hemming it in on every 
side, are fine ranges of mountains, which now seem depressed into low 
passes or are isolated, then rise or swell into lofty peaks, which seem as 
it were to have been thrust up from the level plains around. Late im 
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the day the atmosphere appears unusually clear and transparent, and 
every peak and eaiion stands out in a relief so bold that one seems able 
to look into the very recesses of these grand ranges. So close do they 
appear to the beholder, and so distinctly ‘are the details brought out, 
that they seem to lose a portion of that dignity which arises from their 
grand loftiness. The mountains on the south side of the valley from 
Spring Cation to the cation of the West Gallatin are not very rugged, 
and are covered more or less with timber and a vast amount of super- 
ae aterial, concealing the rocks, except in the valleys of the streams. 
The valleys er gorges of the streams that issue from the mountains 
Becose the strata of Carboniferous and Silurian limestones, and, though 
the beds are thrown into remarkable confusion, yet the general inclina- 
tien is evidently northeast. The great mass of the bo widers that are 
brought down the caiions into the upton: below is of igneous origin. 

In the morning the east ranges are usually covered with a smoky 
haze which makes them appear ea and indistinct, while the ranges 
opposite the sun are brought out with a singular relief; In no country 
are the varied phases of scenery better shown than in this. For the 
artist this country must open up a new world. 
We will now ascend the Gallatin Cation to the source of the river. 

This cafion had never been explored by any scienttfic party previously, 
and even the settlers in the open valley below knew nothing about it. 
A few hardy miners had ascended it in search of precious minerals. 
The Gallatin River seems as it were to be crowded in between the two 
great rivers, the Yellowstone and the Madison, and it has therefore 
cut a continuous gorge through the rocks for more than seventy miles, 
with walls on either side rising from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. As a geolog- 
ical section it has hardly a parallel in the West. On this account, as 
well as from the novelty of the region, I wish to deseribe the canon in 
detail. 

Just on the west side of the Gallatin, about half a mile below the 
cation, is a ridge of Pliocene sands and sandstones, inclining at a slight 
angle from a thin series of arenaceous limestones. Then comes a ridge 
or two of the older limestones, probably Silurian, inclining 10°. Then 
underneath, and farther up the canon, the reddish feldspathic quartz- 
ites and other rocks apparently conforming at this locality. The river 
at the mouth of the canton is 100 to 150 feet wide, and rolls swiftly over 
its rocky bed, with an average depth of 12 to 18 inches. There are 
well-marked terraces along the river, though not peculiar, like those on 
the Madison. At the lower portion of the cation the gneissic rocks are 
well exposed, the hills on either side rising to a height of 600 to 1,000 
feet, with the strata nearly vertical or inclining northwest. At first 
view the limestones seem to conform with the sranitic strata, but the 
former dip northeast, the latter northwest, 50° to 80°. The peculiar 
banded appearance of the gneiss is shown in a marked manner. 

About three miles up the cafon, near the entrance of Spanish Creek, 
the Gallatin flows between uplifted ridges of limestone. The river 
flows nearly north, while the inclination of the limestone-beds is about 
northeast, and the channel is cut partly across the ridges and partly 
in the intervals between. So that on the east side the limestones pre- 
sent a remarkable wall of the outcropping edges of the strata, 1,000 to 
1,500 feet in height. In looking directly at the wall the strata seem 
nearly horizontal, but a side view shows the dip to be 15° to 25°. On 
the west side of the Gallatin the strata incline like a steep roof and the 
ridges of arenaceous limestone rise to a height of 1,800 to 2,500 feet, 
and are undoubtedly of Silurian age. Underneath the arenaceous 
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limestone on the west side of the river is a considerable thickness of 
the rusty-brown sandstones, pudding-stones, clays, &c¢., that charae- 
terize the Silurian near the Three Forks; but these beds are thinning 
out very rapidly in their southward extension. Spanish Creek flows 
into the Gallatin from the divide on the west side, and nearly separates 
theunchanged strata above from the gneissicrock below. <A few patches 
of limestones occur here and there. In the limestones on the east side 
of the Gallatin, great quantities of fossils occur, Productus semireticulatus, 
P. longispinus, Strophomena analoga, Hemipronetes crenistria, and many 
others (see catalogue of Mr. Meek) of Carboniferous age. On the west 
side of theriver the limestone-ridges soon disappear and the massive gran- 
itoid rocks appear, rising toan enormous height, covered with great quan- 
tities of hugefragments. On theeast side, the Carboniferous and Silurian 
beds extend up for about five miles, when they slowly disappear over the 
summits of the granitic mountains. At first the Carboniferous lime- 
stones extend down to the water’s edge, but in ascending the river the 
strata rise rapidly until the entire mass is exposed, resting upon the 
granitic group. Although there is no positive non-conformity between 
the Carboniferous and Silurian, yet there appears to be a well-defined 
physical line of separation. The Silurian limestones are more massive, 
brittle, cherty, and have an ancient look, while the Carboniferous beds 
are more pure limestone, and with thin, well-defined layers. These 
upper limestones also have a more modern appearance. The sides of 
the mountains on both sides of the Gallatin, from crest to crest, are 
wonderfully rugged and picturesque. The limestones are frequently 
weathered mto the most peculiar columns, while the granites are worn 
into grand, casteilated forms. The crest of the ranges on the entire 
divide on the east side is composed of voleanic rock, while on the west 
side the central mass is granitic, rising in high, sharp peaks, 10,000 to 
10,500 feet above the sea. The pines cover the sides of the mountains 
quite thickly in many places, sending their roots among the rocks 
where the descent is almost vertical. About ten miles above the 
entrance of the canon the granitic rocks rise to the surface on the east | 
side of the Gallatin, and extend ten miles up the river in full force on 
beth sides, rising quickly to a height of 2,000 to 2,500 feet above the 
bed of the river. At first, detached beds of limestone may be seen upon 
the high granite-walls, as they disappear upon the summits of the 
mountains. The little streams, as they flow down from the divides on 
either side, have cut fearful gorges through the granites. The narrow 
velley on both sides of the river is covered with immense rounded 
granite-bowlders, rendering the traveling very difficult. For a dis- 
tance of ten miles we were obliged to travel with our pack-train very 
slowly and with great risk. In no part of the West have we found a 
mere difficult trail, and this may account for the fact that se few per- 
sons have ascended the stream. As we crossed one of the little streams 
that flow into the Gallatin from the west side, we observed that the 
water was very muddy. Mr. Sloane, a prospecter, who accompanied 
us for protection while he was searching for mines, suspecting that 
somewhere near the head of the stream a fellow-miner had found a good 
thing and was working it out, quietly followed the stream up to its 
source. He found near the head that afew days before lightning had 
struck the ground, plowing it up in long lines sometimes 100 yards 
or more and six feet in depth. The pines grew very thickly, but over 
an area 150 feet wide and about 600 yards long the trees were torn 
down and broken in pieces. Trees two and a half feet in diameter were 
broken off and were thrown several hundred yards down the stream. 
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As the water flowed over the broken ground it became muddy, and at 
its entrance into the Gallatin looked like the water of @ mining-gulch. 
A few days previously there was a terrific thunder-storm, accompanied 
by strong wind. 

About” twenty miles up the canon the granitic rocks cease, and a re- 
markable ridge ‘of limestones extends across the river with a trend about 

- southeast and northwest. On the east side of the river the sharp ridges 
rise up to a height of 1,500 to 2,000 feet, with an inclination of 50° south- 
west. The sides as well as the summits of these ridges are pt 
rugged and jagged. A little stream comes into the Gallatin from th 
Sphynx, a high peak on the divide between the Gallatin and the Madi. 
son. This stream has worn its rather wide grassy valley out of the soft 
materials of the Jurassic beds, leaving the harder Carboniferous and 
Silurian lying against the sides of the mountain-range like a huge wall, 
extending from Cinnabar Mountain -northwest across the Gallatin and 
Madison Rivers. The Gallatin River cuts this ridge nearly at right 
angles. In the bed of a little stream on the west side several of the 
outcropping edges of the limestone-strata are seen which have ae 
worn down to the level of the valley. This group of sedimentary strat: 
forms the southwest portion of the anticlinal of which the group of line: 
stones described a short distance above the entrance of the canon is the 
northeast portion. Wesee, therefore, that all these rivers, the Madison, 
Gallatin, and Yellowstone, have cut their channels directly through the 
range. Just above this range the valley expands toa mile in width, 
and the hills on either side are much broken and are so covered with the 
sedimentary beds that the granitic rocks are seldom seen. In the bot- 
tom is a group of springs flowing from beneath the limestones that are 
fall of rank, algous vegetation. The temperature of the water is re- 
spectively 54°, 56°, 55°, 54°, 439, 44°. These springs may once have 
been very hot, like those about the sources of the Madison. Warm 
springs are not uncommon at various points far down the valley of the 
Yellowstone as low as the mouth of Big Horn. River. The Silurian and 
Carboniferous strata are the same as those noticed on the opposite side 
of the range. Conforming to the Carboniferous limestones, so far as ean 
be detected by the eye, is a group of sandstones, arenaceous limestones, 
clays, &c., which are undoubtedly of Jurassic age. High up on the range 
on the east side of the Gallatin are patches of the Cretaceous and Coal 
groups, as seen on the Yellowstone near Cinnabar Mountain. Above the 
granitic portion of the canon there is a marked depression on both sides of 
the Gallatin, and small streams flow into the river over the softer Jurassic 
beds. These beds incline at so great an angle for a distance of only about 
half a mile, when they abruptly become horizontal. In the elevation of 
the mountain-range in which the granitic nucleus bursts through the sedi- 
mentary mass, tipping off on either side the strata, the whole country 
was elevated to a greater or less extent. The central or granitic mass 
was raised up in the form of peaks from 9,500 to 10,500 feet above tide- 
water, and the sedimentary beds were broken off and lie on the sides of 
the granitic nucleus in a nearly vertical position; while, ashort distance 
above them, the crust was not so much affected by the force, the same 
beds, though they may have been elevated to a greater or less height in 
mass, still retain their horizontal position nearly. So we find a group 
of brown sandstones, conglomerates or pudding-stones, and quartzites 
passing down into clays, sandstones, and arenaceous limestones. Some 
of the limestone-strata are made up of an aggregate of shells which ap- 
pear to be of the Jurassic age. We pass up the open valley of the 
Gallatin a distance of about four miles, with high walls of Jurassic 
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strata on either side, forming an aggregate of about 1,200 feet in thick- 
ness. Af theupperend of the little basin or open valley, the Carboniferous 
limestones rise up from beneath the Jurassic and soon form high vertical 
wails on both sides of the river. From this point to the source of the 
river, Carboniferous limestones prevail to a greater or less extent. For 
about fifteen miles the river has carved out a caiion with the nearly 
horizontal strata of limestones rising with vertical walls on either side 
$00 ta 1,200 feet. The inclination of the strata appears slight, not more 
than 1°to3°. The limestones are mostly in rather thin layers, but some 
fthem form massive beds. The entire group presents the usual variety 

of texture common to limestones of this age. The fossils are quite 
abundant, and all, so far as could be determined, of well-known Carbon- 
iferous types. This part of the cafon is most picturesque; the high 
limestone-walls on either side are weathered into towers and Gothic 
pinnacles and in some instances wonderfully grotesque forms. It would 
hardly be possible to find as complete a section of the strata anywhere 
in the Northwest as is shown in this cafion. 

For the entire distance of seventy miles the river has carved its chan- 
nel out of the solid mass, most of the way hemmed in with narrow ver- 
tical walls, but here and there expanding out a little with a narrow open 
basin, but soon closing up again. We can here obtain something like a 
correct estimate of the thickness of these groups of strata. I estimate 
the Jurassic group at 1,200 feet and the Carboniferous at 2,500 to 3,000, 
the Silurian group 800 to 1,000 feet. From time to time we see some 
ivregularities in the strata, but these seem to arise from local influences. 
But at a point in the Gallatin Valley, about opposite Cmnabar Mount- 
ain, the entire mass of sedimentary beds is-again suddenly tilted at 
an angle 50° to 70° about west or southwest. ‘The entire series of beds 
seems to be exposed here from the Silurian to the Coal group inclusive. 
The Jurassic group of beds inclines about 50°, but a little farther up on 
the west side of the Gallatin, and extending up toward the divide, are 
the Cretaceous and Tertiary (coal) groups, nearly in a horizontal posi- 
tion, capped with basaltic rocks. In this valley, from crest to crest of 
the divide, the strata have been thrown into the most chaotic positions. 
No system could be wrought out of the confusion. Sometimes the lower 
limestones capped the highest hills and the youngest beds, as Cretaceous 
and Tertiary would be found nearly horizontal in the lowest valleys 
ou the divide between the Gallatin and Yellowstone. At one point we 
discovered a group of springs that deserves a notice here. These springs 
gush out of the side of the mountain from the limestones about 100 feet 
above the river, and in the aggregate form quite a stream of water. 
Great quantities of Caleareous tufa surround the springs, and the vege- 
tation is remarkably luxuriant. Helices are scattered thickly for some 
distance in every direction, sometimes giving the surface a snow-white 
appearance in the distance.. These land-shells occur in greater or less 
abundance among the limestones. The river is now fed almost entirely 
by springs which issue from beneath the limestone-strata which prevail 
everywhere. The Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary occur only in iso- 
lated patches. As we continue on up the valley we find it sufficiently 
open for good roads, sometimes extending out one-fourth to one-half a 
mile in width. Grass is good, and in many places quite wide ravines 
extend down from the divide on either side that have excellent grass. 
For this reason this valley, or cafion, as it might be called, has been in 
times past a great resort for Indians.. Traces of the camps are seen 
everywhere. The high walls that hem it in on either side furnished a 
protection, not only from their enemies, but from high winds and severe 

i see i a Oe Ce 
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cold. A tribe could remain here an entire season well protected, while 
the young men could go out on either side among the mountains in 
search of game. At one point great quantities of dry pines have been 
washed down from the mountain-side as if by a sort of local flood. The 
fires frequently run over the mountiins, killing the green pines, so that 
soon after they fall down covering the ground. Here they had accumu- 
lated in immense piles, and the Indians had at some period employed 
them in building fortifications for themselves and their animals, as pro- 
tection from their enemies. 

The well-known Bannock trail passes by this valley. Near the forks 
of the Gallatin some igneous rocks rise up from beneath the limestones 
200 to 600 feet hign. They are exposed for a mile or more, and appear to 
be the same as those composing the dike in the Devil’s Slide on the Yel- 
lowstone. The limestones have been pushed up, as it were, so that they 
incline from either side, passing down beneath the general level from 
the igneous exposure. Several quite large streams come in on either 
side to form the Gallatin, each cutting a deep gorge through the rocks 
from the crest to the river-bed. The main branch rises at the foot of 
Mount Gallatin. A dome-shaped peak, which overlooks the valleys 
of the Yellowstone and Galiatit, is one of the finest mountains in the 
range, and commands a most extended view in every direction. The 
forces seem to have operated with great irregularity, breaking the lime- 
stone-erust in every direction and producing chaos. Sometimes a great 
thickness of the beds is found in the lower valleys in a nearly ‘horizontal 
position ; again they cap the highest mountains, either inclining at a 
greater or less angle from the sides or lifted up bodily to the summit. 
We have thus attempted to describe in some detail the geological strue- 
ture of this remarkable valley. No man had ever looked upon it before 
with the eye of the geologist, and very few persons had ever visited it 
for any purpose. The topography was entirely new. In a subsequent 
report, when we have to present a general view of the geology of the 
Northwest, we hope to make the subject still clearer by means of the 
beautiful illustrative-section taken by the artist of the expedition, Mr. 
Holmes. 
We will now return to the Three Forks and record the few hasty 

notes taken on our return homeward by way of Helena. It is not pos- 
sible to do justice to the geology of this most interesting region now, 
but at some future time we hope to return to this work again. 

Ihave already described briefly the geological features of the country 
about the Three Forks. The inter estin g * synelinal shown in the cut 
extended toward the northwest. The stage-road to Helena passes 
along the northwest end, so that we could see the relations of the sedi- 
mentary beds to the underlying granites. We thus ascertained, what 
we had previously suspected, that the entire series of beds had been 
lifted up in such a way that they now all inclined more or less:past a 
vertical, varying from 20° to 45°. On the west side of this ridge the 
granitic rocks rise up from beneath the Silurian beds over a broad area. 
Many of them are much rounded from having formed the bottom of the 
old Pliocene lake. The irregularities of the surface are now filled up 
with these lake-deposits. Passing beyond the ridge northward toward 
Helena, we come to the broad valley of Crow Creek, about twelve miles 
wide, a stream which flows into the Missouri from the west. The area 
which forms the drainage of this creek is underlaid with granitic roeks, 
and rich placer-mines are wrought in the gulches of the small branches. 
Radersburgh was founded on the discovery y of the placer-mines, and is 
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still sustained more or less by them. The limestone-ridges, which can 
be seen on either side of this broad valley, are only remnants of what 
must once have extended over a large area of country. In the ridge 
west of the town of Radersburgh the lower strata are inverted, inclining 
past a vertical 45°, while the Carboniferous limestones stand nearly 
vertical, though the quartzites and red sandstones of the Jurassic are 
either vertical or incline past 5°. These red Jurassic beds I think are 
the same as those shown along the banks of the Missouri, at the Great 
Falls. The thickness of these beds is greatly increased as we proceed 
northward, and at this point must be 1,000 to 1,500 feet thick. The 
sedimentary beds extend to Indian Creek, and then suddenly disappear, 
and then along the flanks of the mountains on the west side of the road 
only a great thickness of drift-material is seen. The little streams, 
which have worn deep gulches into the mountain-sides, ‘have also worn . 
channels through the drift, exposing its thickness and character very 
clearly. 

The placer-mines are very extensive. Some valuable silver-mines — 
have been discovered in the mountains. The Missouri Valley here 
is about twenty to twenty-five miles in width, with high ranges of 
mountains on both sides. From Radérsburgh the road passes over the 
vertical edges of the dull, purplish Jurassic beds for twelve miles, to 
Indian Creek. The drift is made up of rounded bowlders mostly, and 
must be 300 to 500 feet thick. . Extending eastward toward the Mis- 
souri, in the belt of sedimentary beds between Radersburgh and Indian 
Creek, may be seen a rather level, rounded, cretaceous hill, so grassed 
over that few out-croppings could be observed. I had very little 
opportunity of examining the rocks about Helena, but believe that they 
are mostly granitic, capped here and there with strata of the Silurian 
age. It isalsoprobable that there are remnants of Carboniferous beds 
in some places in the vicinity. 

In passing along the stage-road a little west of south from Helena to 
the valley of the Jefferson Fork, a few patches of the older Silurian 
beds are seen, while among the low hills the lake-deposits show that the 
entire country was a vast fresh-water lake at a comparatively modern 
period. The high hills on either side of the road are weathered into 
curiously rounded forms and covered with grass. Prickly Pear Cafion 
is a remarkable district for placer-mines. Water seems to be abundant. 
The rocks are mostly rusty-brown gneisses, weathering into forms much 
like those in the Laramie Range near Sherman, Union Pacific Railroad. 
These granitic rocks extend to the source of Prickly Pear Creek, 
and the high hills on either side are covered thickly with pines. Jef- 
terson City is located among the reddish-granitie hills. From the head 
of Prickly Pear Creek we crossed the divide to the valley of North 
Bowlder, and in the valley on either side the massive granites rise in 
low, singularly-shaped columns, piles, &e., giving to the region the ap- 
pearance of old ruins. Wherever gold-mines are found, whether in the 
lodes or guiches, we may be assured that the gneissie rocks are exposed. 
We have up to this time been able to do little more than make a recon- 

naissance of one of the most interesting and instructive portions of the 
West, ina geological point of view. The reports of the surveys for 1871 
and 1872 can certainly claim to be valuable contributions toward the 
geology of Montana and Idaho, and at some future period, when the coun- 
try has become more easily accessible, the work may be resumed and 
carried on to completion. . 
We have thus far attempted to describe briefly the main geological — 

features of the district explored by the party during the past season. — 
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Nowhere in Montana have I found the anticlinal folds or the synclinal 
valleys so distinctly defined as in the interior basin of Utah. Still, 
there are frequent local synclinals and anticlinals, as we find them 
developed below the Three Forks. The prominent features, however, are 
the widely-extended areas of elevation, though a single anticlinal may 
embrace several apparently distinct ranges of mountains. Theoperations 
of the survey during the past season more strongly convince meof the 
position that I have so often taken in my reports, of the originally wide- 
extended and continuous character of the entire group of sedimentary 
strata; that where that continuity is broken it is the result of upheaval 
attended with erosion. It is possible that the later Tertiary group may 
not have been continuous, but existed inbasins. But from the Silurian 
to the Upper Lignite group, inclusive, a thickness of 10,000 to 15,000 
feet extended, in an unbroken, horizontal mass, over nearly or quite the 
entire area of Montana, and probably much more widely; and that 
what we find remaining at the present time are only remnants of this 
vast mass. Occasionally the entire series of formations is exposed, as 
in the Hast Gallatin Range, where for twenty miles, on a line from east 
to west, the entire series of sedimentary strata may be seen from the 
Silurian to the top of the Lignite groupin consecutive order. (See Kig. 24.) 
The groups of limestones and other rocks, as we see them inclining from 
the Yellowstone Range, in the Yellowstone Valley, show that they once ex- 
tended uninterruptedly over the entire area, where now mountain-peaks 
rise amid perpetual snows, 11,000 feet above the sea. The Silurian group 
increases in importance as we proceed northward from the Three Forks, 
and southward from that point it diminishes in thickness and changes 
very much its mineral texture. Toward the south we find little of 
the thin shaly and mud layers with the variegated sandstone, but in 
their stead, a quartzite passing up into a very hard, brittle limestone. 
Still, we believe that this group in some form and with greater or less 
thickness underlies the greater part of the Rocky Mountain region. 
About the Black Hills of Dakota and the Big Horn Range, the Potsdam 
group presents a different mineral structure from the rocks of the same 
age about the sources of the Missouri. 

The Carboniferous group, like most sea-deposited rocks, is very widely 
distributed. It is probable that it will eventually appear that this 
group of beds, as it is known, west of the Mississippi will be found to 
cover a wider extent of territory and to maintain a more uniformly 
similar mineral texture ‘than any other formation in the scale. By 
reference to the list of fossils prepared for this report by Mr. Meek, it 
will be seen that, even in the most widely-separated localities, there 
is a similarity or identity in the organie remains, Old Baldy, at the 
head of Alder Gulch, forms a portion of a limestone-ridge in Which the 
series of beds is shown with a vertical thickness of 1,000 to 2,000 
feet and extends off to the southwest, giving origin to the Stinking 
Water, ‘Black Tail Deer Creek, Red Rock Creek, and many others. 
These beds have a general dip to the southeast. We believe also that 
the Jurassic and Cretaceous group had avery wide extension, though 
perhaps not as great as that of the older formations. They have been 
more extensively worn away so that at the present time they occur in 
fragments among the upheaved mountain-ridges and covering restricted 
areas. So faras the position of the sedimentary rocks is concerned, 
they may occur at any elevation. The beds may pass under the lowest 
valleys or be found capping the gneissic rocks upon the summit of the 
highest mountains. This is certainly not due to any inequality of the 
surface of the gneissic rock prior to the deposition of the succeeding 
beds, but unquestionably to upheaval. 
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There is one feature in the geological structure of the mountains 
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Terraces. 

GNEISSIC, 

Micaceous sandstones. 

Gray limestone, with 
trilobites. 

Brown limestone. - 

SILURIAN. 

Blue limestone. 

Whitish limestone, 
with spirifer, pro- 
ductus, and corals. 

CARRONIFEROUS. 

Gray limestones. 

} 
| Jurassic. 

Wey |Limestone and 
S| quartzite. 

7 

‘Bed of Conglomerate. 

CRETACEOUS. 

Sandstones, with os- 
trea, irigonia, Imo- 
ceramus, etc. 

TERTIARY. 

Soft Sandstones. 

SECTION THROUGH FLATHEAD PASS. 

of Montana, observed 
by the survey of the 
past seasons for the first 
time and not noticed in 
such a marked degree 
in any other portion of 
the West, and that is 
the inversion of the sed- 
imentary beds, so that 
the oldest incline at a 
greater or less angle on 
those of more modern 
ages. Thisphenomenon 
occurs at a number of 
places, but the most 
marked are in the mid- 
dle cation of the Madi- 
son, at the head of 
Jackass Creek, and in 
the East Gallatin range. 
Several illustrations 
are given in this report. 
which will render this 
matter clear. The fol- 
lowing illustration rep- 
resents a section from 
east to west through 
the Kast Gallatin range. 
(Fig. 24.) The Silurian 
strata incline past a 
vertical 30° to 50°. The 
central portions of the 
range are Carbonifer- 
ous limestones and are 
nearly or quite vertical, 
while eastward the Ju- 
rassic, Cretaceous, and 
lignitie strata incline 
at various angles and 
pass down in step-like 
ridges to the valley of 
Shields’s River, as they 
were gradually elevated 
by the uplift of the 
range. We will not 
enter into a discussion 
here of the origin of 
the forces that brought 
about these results, but 
it would appear that 
there were two in ope- 
ration, one which raised 
the mass vertically, and 
a side or tangential 

past a vertical, In some ~ 
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instances all the beds are inverted from the Silurian to the lignite 
‘inclusive. 

Another interesting point I have reserved for Higtaeton at a more 
favorable time is the formation of cafions and valleys of the rivers, 
which enter into the scenery of the country as a most conspicuous fea- 
ture. The fact that the streams seem to bave cut their way directly 
through mountain-ranges, instead of following synclinal depressions, 
indieates that they began the process of erosion at the time of the com- 
mencement of the elevation of the surface. This is shown all along 
the valley of the Yellowstone, and more conspicuously in the valleys 
ot the Madison and Gallatin, which have carved immense cafons or 
gorges directly through two of the loftiest ranges of mountains in Mon- 
tana. We believe that the course of these streams was marked out at 
or near the close of the Cretaceous period, and as the ranges of moun- 
tains were in process of elevation to their present height the erosion of 
the channels continued. The details of the observations which con- 
tribute to form this opinion would occupy a chapter or two. 

The superficial or drift depesits which some times attain a great thick- 
ness are regarded as of local origin. As Ihave so often stated in my 
previous reports, | have never been able to find any evidence in th 
Rocky Mountain region of what is usually termed a northern drift. 
There are many other points of great interest which, if time and oppor- 
tunity occur in the years that are to come, we hope to treat as exhaust- 
ively as our observations will permit, and we regret that we have not 
been able to make more than a passing allusion to them in this report. 

The brief report of Hon. N. P. Langford, superintendent of the Yel- 
lowstone National Park, who accompanied the Snake River division, 
will be read with great interest for its practical character. The thanks 
of the survey are extended to him, not only for the interesting and val- 
uable report, but also for the ereat services he rendered the party while 
on the route. The remarkable feat of Messrs. Stevenson and Langford 
in ascending the Grand Téton, which will soon become familiar to the 
reading public through the pages of Scribner’s Monthly, will always 
invest this region with an interest second only to the wonders of the 
National Park. 

I had expected a valuable nenant from Mr. William Blackmore, who 
accompanied the survey for several weeks asa guest. The survey is 
under many obligations for most valuable services from this very liberal 
and intelligent gentleman, and it is proud to regard him as one of its 
fonr honorary members. It is probably due to Mr. Blackmore’s absence 
in Europe that we are deprived of his valuable views in regard to the 
laying out of the park. 
T would also call attention to the report of Mr. Hering, which we hope 

will be useful to railroad-men as wel! as to the general “public. 
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REPORT OF N. P. LANGFORD ON THE RESOURCES OF 
SNAKE RIVER VALLEY. 

DEAR Str: In compliance with your request, I herewith submit for 
your use a connected report of the observations I was enabled to make 
while accompanying that portion of the geological survey under the 
superintendence of ‘Mr. James Stevenson, from Fort Hall, Idaho, to the 
Geyser-Basin, Fire-Hole River, and thence down the. Yellowstone and 
on to the Three Forks of the Miss ouri. The only knowledge that could 
be obtained of the country through which we were to pass was derived 
from old trappers, and such accounts as, upon the faith of his informants, 
My. Irving had incorporated in his interesting volumes of Astoria and 
Bonneville’s Adventures, neither of them very flattering pictures. 

One grand object of the survey, next to a topographical description 
of the country, was to ascertain its adaptability for wagon-road and 
railroad improvements and its industrial resources. If it could be made 
accessible by these means, it would present a new, practicable, and 
much shorter route for travel from the Union and Central Pacifie Rail- 
roads to the settled portions of Montana Territory and to the great 
wonders of the Upper Yellowstone; and it was especially with a view 
to determine this question that I noted the general appearance and 
character of the country. 

To any one who has ever read in the writings of Mr. Irving the 
various descriptions of the Upper Valley of Snake River, the idea of 
penetrating it by a railroad would seem ludicrous in the extreme; but 
in these days, when railroads go everywhere that civilization goes, we 
may venture the confident assertion that the day is not far distant 
when the obstructions of this bese unpromising region will be wholly 
subdued by them. 

On that part of our route lying between Fort Hall and the North 
Fork of Snake River, the country is in a great measure barren, being, 
for most of the distance, a sandy plain. There are a few rocky eminen- 
ces between Snake River Bridge and the North Fork of the river; none, 
however, which would require a grade of over 50 feet to the mile or 
any great deviation from an air-line. Any road along this part of the 
route would follow the general course of the river, crossing its mean- 
ders, which are neither numerous nor large. Much of the Upper Valley 
of Snake River presents on either shore a level table of trap-rock, 
which could be utilized as a road-bed with great advantage. The most 
ditfiicult part of the entire route, as I conceive, would bé between 
Market Lake and the mouth of the North Fork. Our party deflected on 
this route from a direct course of travel so as to visit the Three Tétons, 
the famous mountain land-marks of Snake River Valley. This j journey 
took us some twenty-two miles out of our course. Soon after crossing 
the North Fork, we began to meet with evidences of a more promising 
country. Bunch-grass was found in the richest profusion, and after a 
few days’ travel we entered the Téton Basin, which lay spread out 
before us like the land which Lot saw when he parted from Abraham. 
This basin is more than eight hundred square miles in extent, is cov- 
ered with perennial grasses, well watered by large streams fringed with 
an abundant orowth of cottonwood, furnishing sufticient timber for all 
the practical purposes of life, while the adjacent mountains are covered 
with tall pines, furnishing the finest timber in the world. The soil, 
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receiving its nutrition from the detritus washed down from the mountains 
and from the deposits of frequent overflows, is rich, deep, and strong, 
yielding readily to culture. Ample facilities for irrigation are afforded 
by the river and small streams that feed it. There is not a finer stock 
raising region on the continent. Favored in its location with a dry, 
pure atmosphere, rain occurring only for afew days in the spring, snow 
seldom falling in the valley of sufficient depth to bury the herbage, and 
the weather, with the exception of an occasional day in winter, never 
‘so cold as to render a shelter necessary for cattle, it seemed to us to 
unite more of the needful elements for successful stock-raising than 
any other equal portion of the mountain-region. My opinion in this 
respect has been fully realized by the experience of cattle and sheep 
raisers in like regions of Montana, who upon these extensive valley 
ranges, Which afford constant and abundant food both winter and sum- 
mer, producing beef and mutton equal in fatness and superior in flavor 
to the best stall-fed meats of Illinois, have found the country peculiarly 
favorable to the increase of their flocks and herds. Heifers give birth 
to young oftener at the age of fifteen to eighteen months than at any 
later period. Frequently those of more mature age produce twins, and 
with many flocks of ewes a single lamb at a birth is an exception to 
the common experience. Disease of any kind is unknown among cattle 
and sheep, and it is only when the snows are very deep and the weather 
very cold that they suffer from exposure. With ordinary care and pro- 
vision this exigency could be easily anticipated. In addition to the 
Téton Basin, there is enough of the Territory which we passed through 
that is thus favored to feed millions of cattle and sheep for all time to come. 

Nature has furnished this far-away region with a valley and river sys- 
tem peculiarly adapted to its isolated geographical position, and with- 
out which, even in its present form, it would be comparately: valueless. 
Cast your eye upon the map at the junction of the three streams which 
form the Missouri, the Jefferson, Madison, and Gallatin. Each of these 
rivers, divided from the others by lofty mountain-ranges, flows through 
a broad and fertile valley of great extent and beauty. These valleys are 
from sixty to eighty miles in length, with an average width of ten miles. 
The Gallatin is the largest and most picturesque, and, perhaps, the best 
adapted of the three to all the purposes of culture. The river, which 
from its source to its mouth is a continuous torrent, divides the valley 
centrally, and furnishes, by its deposits, a black soil of a mile in width 
on either side, which is covered for the most part with a dense, heavy 
growth of cottonwood, sufficient for all the purposes of fencing and fuel 
for mally years to come. Outside of this continuous grove of cotton- 
wood, the vailey spreads away on either side of the river a distance of 
Six or eight miles, to the low grass-covered foot-hills, which in their turn 
extend to the base of parailel ranges of lofty mountains. Every foot 
of the land thus inclosed, embracing a territory nearly as large as Ver- 
mont, affords in its natural condition the richest pasturage in the world. 
By the simple cultivation of the plow and harrow, it can, in a single sea- 
son, be converted into a wheat-field which will yield an average crop of 
forty busheis to the acre. Crops of vegetables raised in this soil will 
average, in size, one-third more and some—cabbages, turnips, and 
especially beets—one-half more than the best ruot-crops of the Western 
States. I have never seen such abundant and perfect crops of wheat, 
oats, barley, potatoes, and all vegetables, as are commonly raised in 
these valleys. Indian corn, unless of the small flint variety, is an un- 
certain crop, on account of the early frosts, and but very lttle has yet 
been raised for harvesting. 
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The climate of these valleys is very dry, no rain of any consequence 
falling during the summer months, but this want is supplied by a 
cheap and simple process of irrigation, under which, from the tact that 
water can be supplied in abundance whenever it is needed, crops thrive 
much better, are much larger, and more perfect than when they are de- 
pending upon the uncertain, capricious, and often untimely visits of rain. 
Ditches for irrigating purposes are either connected with the river or 
some of the mountain-streams that feed it, and are extended through 
contiguous ranches by farmers, who make of them a joint-stock pro-’ 
perty. The two enemies which have been most dreaded by the farmer 
thus far are the grasshopper aud early frost. The first of these has now 
disappeared; the latter is overcome by early sowing and planting; and 
the wheat-crop is now regarded as more certain in these valleys than in 
any of the States. Itis also, asa general thing, from twice to three 
times moreabundant. But few experiments have yet been made in fruit- 

’ raising, but the prospect for the successful culture of the hardy varie- 
ties of apples and pears is very good. 
What I have here said of the valley of the Gallatin is true of all the 

valleys embraced within the limits of the summer’s explorations. 
At the agricultural fair held ‘in Helena in September last, the exhi- 

bition of farm-products from these valleys would have been creditable 
toa much older community, and the stock, mostly of our own native ~ 
variety, would have put to shame many similar exhibitions in the best 
of our stock-raising States. There is not one-tenth part of the arable 
lands of these valleys yet occupied, though the development of their 
productive qualities during the past two years has turned the attention 
of many of the inhabitants engaged in otber pursuits to that of agricul- 
ture. 

There is another resource to which I have barely alluded, which, for 
years to come, must render this region a desirable locality for a Jarge 
class of producers. I mean its facilities for stock-raising. It is covered 
with the richest pasturage in the world. The bunch and buffalo grasses 
of the plains and mountain-regions, unlike the tame grasses of the 
States, are perennial. At the earliest approach of spring, and before 
the snow has left the hills, they begin to appear fresh and green. The 
spring rains, which, though of brief duration, are in many localities pro- 
fuse, give them strength and expansion and they retain their verdure 
through the heat of midsummer. The dryness of the season prevents 
their decay, and the heat of the sun gradually cures them in the blade, 
so that they retain all the nourishment in the dried stalk and leaf of 
the best-preserved hay. They continue in this condition throughout 
the winter, and, at all times, except when storms are excessive or ShOWS 
are very deep—not common occurrences in the valleys—tbe cattle feed 
upon them and grow fat through all the cold months. Farmers and 
owners of large herds of cattle, who put up hay as a precautionary 
measure, seldom have occasion to use it at all, and never unless an exi- 
gency like that I have just mentioned occurs. In the spring the green 
blade shoots out from the root of the previous year, imparting renewed 
life to the entire herbage of the valleys and adjacent foot-hills. With 
the exception of the mountain-ranges, which are either bare rocks or 
covered with pines, the surface is one entire pasture. No country in 
the world affords superior facilities, uniting convenience with economy, 
to stock-raisers. The meats perfected on these grasses are extremely 
fat and succulent and of rich flavor. The products of the dairy are 
proportionably larger, and the ranchman who owns a dozen good cows in 
the vicinity of any of the larger towns has in his possession the — 

* 
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elements of a comfortable present subsistence and of a certain fortune 
in the future. Milk, butter, and cheese command a ready sale, at high 
prices. Already numerous flocks and herds are to be seen in these val- 
leys, and those who, but five or six years ago, engaged in the business 
of stock-raising, with a dozen cows, are now the owners of herds num- 
bering hundreds. 

There are large bodies of land in the Téton Basin, and in the valleys 
along the streams flowing into Snake River, which may be profitably 
cultivated with wheat and vegetables. Water for irrigation in abund- 
ance, flowing from the surrounding mountains, may be cheaply and 
easily utilized. A railroad along the north fork of the Snake would 
pass within ten miles of this basin, and the route for this distance could 
be readily improved by a wagon-road. The foot-hills and mountains 
surrounding the valley are covered with dense forests of pine. Lum- 
bering must ultimately become a very extensive and profitable branch 
of business over nearly all parts of the route from Market Lake to the 
Yellowstone. Thestreams are very numerous, and all furnish abundant 
water-power for both saw and grist mills. There is no better market 
for this product in the west than western and northern Utah. This 
business alone will, in time, warrant the construction of a railroad over 
this route, to say nothing of its various sources of revenue derivable 
from a connection with the settled portions of Montana Territory. 

We carried out the intention, with which we started, of visiting and 
properly locating the three Tétons, and of ascending to the summit of 
the highest of them. Assured by our guide, and others who had long 
been familiar with the country, that it would be impossible to clamber 
up this mountain, that though repeatedly attempted it was a feat which 
had never been achieved, we did not undertake the task without great 
mnisgivings as to the result. The most northerly, or Grand Téton, which 
has received the name of, and will hereafter be knownas, Mount Hay- 
den, presents to the eye an outline very similar to that of the Matter- 
horn in the Alps. Its very appearance, unlike that of most of-our 
mountains, seems to forbid all attempts to scale it, and for most of the 
distance the ascent can only be accomplished by climbing with both feet 
and hands. The face of the mountain presents an angie never less than 
45° and frequently 60°, much more abrupt than the steepest stairways. 
Glaciers of greater or lesser dimensions are met with every few hun- 
dred feet, and in several instances they proved almost insurmountable. 
The irregular stratifications of the rocks were often such as to leave us 
with no support other than our hands at points and turnings where a 
failure in our hold would have precipitated us hundreds of feet down the 
face of the mountain. At one or two points when nearing the summit 
we would have been obliged to abandon the task but for the aid we re- 
ceived by casting a rope over prominent projections and pulling our- 
selves over them, to places where we could obtain secure footholds. In 
one of these efforts Mr. Stevenson came near losing his hold and fall- 
ing down a precipice nearly a thousand feet. Another of our company, 
while ascending along the edge of a glacier, losing his hold, slid down 
a smooth ridge of ice, a distance of 40 feet, with fearful rapidity. His 
own presence of mind, in hastily throwing himself astride the edge of 
the glacier and descending it in that position, caused him to fall into a 
snow-bed at the bottom, and on the extreme edge of the precipice. This 
saved him from falling at least 800 feet. Of nine of the company who 
commenced the ascent Mr. Stevenson and myself were alone successful. 
We found on one of the buttresses, a little lower than the extreme top 

of the mountain, evidence that at some former period it had been visited 
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by human beings. There was a circular inclosure about seven feet in 
diameter, formed by vertical slabs of rough granite, and about three 
feet in height, the interior of which was half filled with the detritus 
that long exposure to the elements had worn from these walls. It could 
not have been constructed less than half a century ago, when Indians 
only inhabited this region. 

The summit of the Téton is very small, not more than 30 by 40 feet 
in diameter, with a precipitous descent on all sides. Its height, by tri- 
angular measurement, 1s 13,833 feet. The view from it embraces the 
valley of the Snake River and territory contiguous, over a diameter of 
at least one hundred and sixty miles. For grandeur, vastness, and va- 
riety it is nowhere excelled in the region of the Rocky Mountains. 
Should the railroad to the Upper Yellowstone pass through this valley, 
the Téton Range would form one of the attractive features of a visit to 
that wonderful country. 

On our descent of the mountain, while yet at a height of 10,300 feet, 
we crossed a lake, 600 yards long by 200 wide, of perpetual ice, which 
in thickness was about three feet, not unlike in character the descrip- 
tions given of the most elevated glaciers of the Alps. Passing over the 
immense snow-fields which covered the plateau adjoining, we descended 
into the grass-covered valley which bordered the Téton River, and pur- 
sued the most direct course to the north or Henry’s Fork of Snake 
River. Along the’margin 6f this stream we traveled over a solid na- 
tural road-bed to its source in Sawtelle’s or Henry’s Lake. This part of 
the country is peculiarly favorable for railroad improvements. -The 
grades would be very light, not exceeding 20 feet to the mile, and for 
much of the distance very little, if any, excavation would be necessary 
to prepare the ground for the track. There are some obstructions from 
fallen timber along the entire route, which can be removed without dif- 
ficulty. Doubtless in a country so full of irregularities of one kind and 
another, the foot-hills and mountains would present occasional interrup- 
tions to a direct course, but 1t surprises one, in passing over the country, 
to see how few these interruptions are and how readily they may be 
overcome. isi 

In our explorations from the Téton Basin to the north, we carefully 
observed the four passes on the north, east, west, and south of Saw- 
telle’s Lake, each one of which will doubtless be particularly described 
by Mr. Stevenson. These passes are equally favorable for all kinds of 
road improvements. Our company passed through the east or Tyghee 
Pass, entering the valley of the Madison. Noperson unacquainted with 
‘the topography of the country would believe while crossing this pass 
that he was crossing the summit of the Recky Range. The same ma 

to) + Cc \ 

be said of the other three passes in the immediate vicinity, each point- 
ing to a separate point of the compass. From the point of entrance 
into the valley of the Madison, down that river to its junction with the 
Jefferson and Gallatin at the Three Forks, there are no serious 
obstructions to a railroad. Two of the cations would require, perhaps, 
to be shelved for a roadway, in all, for a distance of about twenty-five 
miles. No more direct route for a railroad from Utah to the settled 
portions of Montana can be found than that from the junction of the 
Union and Central Pacific Railroads to Fort Hall; thence up Snake . 
River to the head of the North Fork; thence by either the Sawtelle or 
the Targee Pass, down the Madison to the Three Forks, passing 
within twelve miles of Virginia City, the capital of Montana; thence, — 
through the valleys of the Missouri and Prickly Pear, to Helena; and 
there are no engineering difficulties which cannot be easily overcome. 
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An enterprise of such comprehensive utility as this road should not 
sufier a moment’s delay in the work necessary to its speedy completion 
for want of capital; for where can an investment be found which will 
be safer or more certain of a profitable return ? 
A single calculation based upon one source of its revenues will demon- 

strate how speedy, certain, and abundant must be the return made by 
this enterprise after its completion. The present population of Mon- 
tana, at a very moderate estimate, is twenty- -five thousand, who are all 
anxiously looking forward to the time when they will be connected with 
the States by rail. Suppose (and this calculation, at the prices which 
now prevail in Montana, and which the inhabitants of that Territory can 
afford to pay for all the necessaries of lite not obtainable from the soil, 
is much too low) that each one of this number pays an average sum of 
$200 more per annum for groceries, dry-goods, wearing apparel, &c., 
than at Omaha or San Francisco for like articles. As the merchants of 
Montana do not make greater profits on their sales than do the mer- 
chants of those cities, this $200 per capita, aggregating $5,000,000 
per annum, is paid for the transportation of goods, the larger portion 
of it being now received by the Upper Missouri River transportation 
companies, but which will nearly all go into the treasury of this road 
when completed, to be shared by it with the Union Pacific and Central 
Pacific Railroads. With the tide of emigration flowing into this Terri- 
tory in anticipation of the completion of this road, it is but reasonable 
to suppose that this population will be doubled when that event occurs. 
Of course the revenue will be correspondingly increased from this one 
source, but by no means the most profitable source of income to the 
road. 

To this is to be added what the road may reasonably anticipate from 
the great-wheat fields of Montana, from its inexhaustible timber, from 
its silver-mines, from its stock-growers, and from the great stream of 
transient travel for business, pleasure, and observation. A few years 
only can elapse before the marvels of the Upper Yellowstone, its gey- 
sers, boiling mud-springs, and sulphur mountains, the Great Falls of the 
Missouri, the singular scenery of the Bad Lands below Tort Benton, 
the picturesque beauties of the Prickly Pear Cafion, and the stupendous 
architecture of the Rocky Mountains will attract thousands of visitors 
annually to that distant country to view the wonders of nature and the 
grandeur of our mountain-scenery. This enterprise cannot without 
sacrifice be delayed a day longer than competent force, abundant means, 
and ample material require to convert the project into an established 
fact. 

There were very many incidents connected with our journey which 
would prove of great interest to the general reader. Many of these 
have met the public eye through the correspondence of the gentlemen 
who accompanied us, and others doubtless will be used to embellish the 
various articles which may hereafter appear in our magazines, descrip- 
tive of the marvelous region which we explored. Letus hope that the 
time is not far distant when the geysers, cataracts, lakes, hot springs, 
and magnificent mountain scenery of’ our national park will become as 
familiar to the world of art as Niagara and Yosemite, both of which 
they so greatly surpass. 

. P. LANGFORD 
Superintendent of the Ye Tas National Park. 

Dr. F. V. HAypDEN, 
United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. 
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MEANS OF ACCESS TO THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK BY RAIL- 

ROADS. . 

Str: As the park will soon become an object of general interest, and 
be the resort of thousands of visitors, the question of proper and con- 
venient access is of great importance at present. A journey by wagon 
from the Central Pacific or Northern Pacific Railroads would prove long 
and tedious; we must, therefore, look for a railroad to carry tourists 
within a much shorter distance from the park, allowing, if any, but one 
or two days’ journey by wagon. A project for such a road has already 
been conceived, but encountered pecuniary difficulties sufficient to im- 
pede its immediate construction. As this line would become the main 
route connecting the Central Pacific or Union Pacific Railroad with the 

- Northern Pacific Railroad, and also furnish the best means of reaching 
the land of wonders, a few detailed remarks in regard to distances and 
elevations will show its entire practicability. 

Branching off from the Central Pacific Railroad at Corinne, Utah, 
the line would ran up Malade Valley with a very gradual and regular 
ascent toward the north, cross the divide from Salt Lake waters into 
Pacific waters, with a grade of not more than 100 feet per mile, follow 
down Marsh Valley to the Port Neuf River, and wind with a grade of 
less than 30 feet per mile into the open and flat country west of Fort 
Hall. The distance from Corinne to this point would not exceed one 
hundred and twenty-five miles. It would then take a northeasterly 
course for about sixty miles and cross Snake River at a point about 
five miles east of the mouth of Henry’s Fork. This country being gen- 
erally level, the question of grade could not be of interest. From that 
point the route would be unquestionably taken toward the north-north- 
east, following up the valley of Henry’s Fork to the lake near its souree, 
where it would be two hundred and thirty-five miles from Corinne. 
Thence crossing the very low divide in Raynold’s Pass at about 50 feet 
per mile into the Madison Valley, it would follow it down to the settle- 
ments of Montana and connect with the Northern Pacific Railroad. 
From points along this line either wagon or rail roads can be built 

with no unusual expense to all the principal parts of the park, and I 
will now endeavor to give as detailed a statement of the most practica- 
ble lines as a general reconnaissance of the ground will permit. This 
railroad would give access to the park from the south and west. The 
country east of the park appears to be unfitted for approach by roads, 
as the Big Horn and Wind River Mountains form a continuous, steep, 
and rough barrier. 

The principal objects of interest within the limits of the park to be 
reached by roads are the Geyser-basins, the Yellowstone Lake, with 
Mount Sheridan to the south, and the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone, 
including the Falls. Mammoth Hot Springs can be passed on a line of 
a northern approach from Fort Ellis, which has been examined by Mr. 
Gannett. As these points are all situated on the Atlantic slope, and 
the proposed railroad from Corinne to Montana is in the valley of 
Henry’s Fork, which drains into the Pacific, and where we intend to 
branch off, it will first be necessary to examine the passes over the main 
Rocky Mountain water-shed. There is in the southern part of the park 
a very flat, open pass, if at all deserving that name, situated between 
Lewis and Yellowstone Lake, which can be crossed with a grade of only 
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90 feet per mile. Farther west another low divide is found between 
Shoshone Lake and the Fire-Hole River, which can be passed with a 
grade of not over 105 feet per mile. Following the water-shed in a 
northwesterly direction it gently varies in elevation and can be crossed 
by wagon-roads at many points. Fora railroad the Tyghee Pass is the 
next and last available one. Another obstacle in the way of approach 
from the south of the park might be seen in the Téton Range, but on 
closer examination a pass is discovered near the southwest corner of the 
park where that grand chain diminishes so considerably in height and 
ruggedness that comparatively easy grades for a railroad can be obtained. 
Finding no serious obstruction, therefore, we proceed to consider the 
special localities best adapted for lines of approach. 
Commencing in the south we first propose a route which is equally 

well suited for a wagon or rail road, as the grade is easy and water and 
timber are abundant. 

Leaving the above-described proposed railroad from Corinne to Mon- 
tana a few minutes north of the forty-fourth parallel, in the valley of 
Henry’s Fork, it would run eastwardly, following up the valley of Falls 
River. For thirteen miles the average grade would be 41 feet per mile, 
for the next twenty miles it would be 61 feet per mile, which would 
bring the road to the western slope of the Téton Range through a slightly 
undulating country. At the mouth of Falls River Pass the most diffi- 
cult portion of the whole line would commence and extend for six miles 
up to the divide near the Beulah Lakes. It would require an average 
grade of 96 feet per mile, reaching an elevation of about 7,525 feet. The 
valley ascends gradually and presents no serious difficulty in obtaining 
a uniform grade for the entire distance. In entering Falls River Pass 
we, at the same time, enter a gateway of the park, as the boundary-line 
crosses at the entrance. Gradually ascending, the road leads through 
a fine valley a few miles wide, bordered on both sides with rocky blufts, 
inclosing a beautiful river which, taking its source from five enormous 
springs breaking out of the steep rocky walls and thence flowing 
through the Lower Beulah Lake, descends the valley in a number of 
rapids and falls which have suggested its name. The largest fall, 145 
feet in height, is surrounded by a grotesque group of columns of rock © 
much like Tower Falls near the Yellowstone River. After reaching the 
lakes, the road would continue eastwardly for about six miles, rising 
with a very slight grade and following the northern slope of the valley 
over a divide hardly perceptible, and not to be located without careful 
examination. Here it reaches the valley of the Union or Lake Fork of 
Snake River, entering upon a plateau or mesa from which the river 
can be seen several hundred feet below, flowing through a steep and 
gloomy cafion. On either side of the cation the ground is gently rolling 
and is well fitted for a road, especially upon the eastern bank. Follow- 
ing nearly parallel with the river a distance of eleven miles, we would 
be brought to Lewis Lake, at the foot of Mount Sheridan, which could 
be easily visited from this point. It is the loftiest peak of a prominent 
group, entirely surrounded by comparatively flat country and affording 
the most extensive panoramic view of any mountain in the park. A 
more minute description of this peak can be found elsewhere in the 
report. From Lewis Lake it would be advisable to separate into two 
branches, one taking a northwesterly course to the Geysers and another 
a northeasterly to the Yellowstone Lake, River, aud Cation. The first- 
mentioned could take the following route: About ten miles on a level 
to Shoshone Geyser Basin; thence four miles, witha grade of 70 feet. 

—- 
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per mile, to the main Rocky Mountain divide, at an elevation of 8,717 
‘eet, from whence a descent of 105 feet per mile for five miles would | 
bring the line into the valley of the Fire-Hole River; following this 
river for an additional five miles, with a grade of 37 feet per -mile, | 
the railroad would be amidst the grand geysers of the Upper Basin, 
Proceeding eight miles further, with a descent of 17 feet per mile, it 
would arrive at the Lower Basin, which would form the terminus to this 
branch of the line. The other, diverging northeasterly from Lewis 
Lake, would cross the main Rocky Mountain water-shed within five 
miles, at a grade of 43 feet per mile, and descend to the Hot Springs at 
Yellowstone Lake within three miles, at a grade of 94 feet per mile. No 
difficulty in grade would now be met with either along the shores of the 
lake or down the valley of the Yellowstone River to the falls and Grand 
Cafion. | 

The following is a review of distances and elevations on this route, 
commencing at the point where it would leave the main railroad in 
Henry’s Fork Valley. 

eee vou Distance from | Elevation 
dieciveed Corinne in miles.| in feet. 

ienty/s Mork Valley: 2222 N52 2222222 8) 0 145 5, 130 
VAIS MUI Ores See ES. Naa Sieve eek ae eae 13 158 5, 670 
MMorance PO Pass cece sae eee o- = se wl 33 78 6, 950 
lexemUeNny IDA KER SENS Gaboceeancbon sano code 3 184 7, 52é 
Winiony Monks he ieee Coal cuales 45 a MLK) 7, 800 
MONS eG ere aye eel es NE Tas Lo 56 toe 7, 828 
Hot Springs, Yellowstone Lake -......- 64 209 7, 788 
Nellowstone pH als ieee Sate eee eee 94 239 7, 700 
Shoshone Geyser Basin .......-.-.---- 66 21t 7, 880 
ETN ANG i i aR a A 70 - 215 8,717 
UWippen GeysersBasin eee eee eee 80 225 7,390 
ower) Geyser Basine [se eee eee 88 233 7, 260 

Having thus followed the entire line of the route through Falls River 
Pass to the principal points of interest, we now will examine a second 
route running through the Tyghee Pass, which presents equal facilities 
for a railroad. : 

Leaving the proposed Corinne and Montana Railroad at Henry’s Lake, 
a distance of six miles with a slight upward grade would bring it to 
the Tyghee Pass, and the divide could be reached within four miles, at 
a grade of 130 feet per mile. The Madison or Fire-Hole River Valley 
now lies open before us, and, gradually descending, the line would fol- 
low the northern slope of the mountains down to the level of the river. 
With a gradual ascent of 10 feet per mile it would follow up the valley, 
entering the park at the entrance to the canon to Gibbon’s Fork, a dis- 
tance of twenty-three miles from Tyghee Pass. From this point the 
Lower Geyser Basin is reached within eight miles, at a grade of 70 feet 
per mile, where the line would connect with the first route described as 
approaching the park through the Falls River Pass. 

The following statement of distances and elevations along the second 
route, starting at Herry’s Lake, will review the line: 
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Distance from | Distance from: : 
Henry’s Lake. Corinne. oe 

- JEG S LU@IR@ c cocsou cones eauboeoodeeE 0 235 6, 443 

Iwan’ FESS coc Sseacieces sdoce0 oan aces 10 . 245 7, 063 
Cahonmsenors 555.5. csc 22s sse5\2- =: 33 268 6, 808 
MawermGeyser Basin. 2526 223 cs 2. 22 40 275 7, 260 
WinnmesGeyser Basin: -.---..-----...--: 48 283 7, 390 
IDIVIG -c dete bbs kde eeoebs adbeepiccuane as 08 293 8, 717 
Shoshone Geyser Basin.........--.---- 62 297 7, 881 
(Lewis: DGKG)s a SSeS ae nee ener 72 307 7, 885 
Hot Springs, Yellowstone Lake .....-- SOR 315 7,788 
Mellowstone Malls... ...--2. 20202 cee- 110 345 7,700 

A distance of six miles may be saved by running from divide directly 
to the outlet of Yellowstone Lake. By a comparison of the two tables 
of distances an opinion may be formed as to the best route. Both are 
within a short distance of rivers which never run dry, and both run 
over thickly-timbered lands. In all the high regions of that country 
there is but little soil and, therefore, excavations are mostly rendered 
very expensive by being in rock. However, this is a disadvantage per- 
taining equally to both routes and, therefore, favoring the shorter dis- 
tance. Ali the trappers throughout the whole region state, concerning 
the climate during the winter, that, although there is heavy snow, it is 
rarely accompanied by winds, so that dritts are rare exceptions. This 
will also apply equally to both routes and the maintenance of railroads 
generally. 

Hoping sincerely that the above will furnish an incentive toward 
opening this grand and wonderful park to the multitudes, both at home 
and abroad, that are ever anxiously seeking instruction and pieasure, I 
remain, yours respecitully, 

R. HERING. 
Professor F. V. HAYDEN, 

United States Geologist. 
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REPORT OF A. C. PEALE; M. D. 

y WASHINGTON, D. C. 
DEAR Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith my report for the 

season of 1872. JI have divided it into six chapters. The first I have 
devoted to the description of a short trip into Colorado and Utah, made 
before the organization of the party was completed. The second chapter 
contains an account of our progress from Fort Ellis, Montana Territory, 
to Gardiner’s River, in the Yellowstone National Park, including an 
account of the Hot Springs at the latter place. The third chapter con- 
tains a description of the springs in the Yellowstone Valley, from Gar- 
diner’s River to Yellowstone Lake. The fourth chapter is devoted to 
the geyser-basins of Fire-Hole River. 

The time we were in the geyser-basins was somewhat limited, and the 
observations must therefore be to some extent necessarily incomplete. 
To work up this most interesting section thoroughly will require the 
time of at least one entire season, so that data may be obtained as to 
the influence the different portions of the year may have upon the 
geysers. Then, also, more could be definitely learned in regard to their 
regularity or irregularity. As far asthe time permitted, I have endeav- 
ored to make the observations as complete as possible. 

At this point I wish to express my thanks to Dr. F. M. Endlich, of 
the Smithsonian, for assistance rendered in analysis. That I am able 
to present so many analyses, especially of specimens from the geysers, 
is due largely to his assistance. I wish also to refer to Mr. W. B. Platt, 
of the expedition, who also assisted in analysis. 
My fifth and sixth chapters I have devoted to the consideration of the 

Madison and Gailatin Valleys. Appended to the repert are catalogues 
of the rocks and minerals collected during the summer. I have incor- 
porated in them the specimens collected by both branches of the expe- 
dition. I have also done the same in the catalogue of thermal springs, 
which is appended to the report. In the latter catalogue I have, for the 
sake of comparison, included observations of some of the springs taken 
in previous years (principally by Long and by Frémont) wherever there 
was no doubt as to the localities being the same. 

The collections of geyserite this year are particularly large, and pre- 
sent ali the varieties in form and texture to be found in the region. 

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to all the members of the 
expedition for their uniferm kindness and co-operation. I would refer 
particularly to Mr. T. O’C. Sloane, who for a while acted as my assistant, 
and who, by his zeal and activity, contributed largely to the collections. 
_ To the editors of the “ New York Illustrated Christian Weekly” I am 
indebted for some of the best wood-cuts illustrating my report. 

Trusting this report may prove satisfactory, I have the honor to be 
your obedient servant, 

A. C. PEALE. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

United States Geologist. 
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COLORADO AND UTAH. 

While the expedition was being organized at Ogden, Utah Territory, 
Mr. W. H. Jackson was ordered to make a photographic tour through a 
portion of Colorado. Fortunately, I was able to accompany him, “and 
while assisting him took a few notes in regard to the lithology and. geol- 
ogy of the places we visited. Colorado City and Golden City were our 
principal points, and it is of them I will speak more particularly. We 
were limited as to time, and the area over which we passed was so small 
that I shall have to restrict all I have to say to each immediate locality ; 
still I hope it may not be without some little interest. We left Omaha on 
the 20th of May, and the following evening reached Denver, in Colorado 
Territory. In passing, let me say a word or two about Denver. Thirteen 
years ago a log-ecabin represented this city, that now contains a popula- 
tion of over 14,000: people, and which is in every way a thriving and 
prosperous place, bidding fair to become the metropolis of the far West. 
Four years ago there was not even a mile of railroad in the Territory, 
and to-day Denver is the center of five distinct lines of railroad, and 
still more are being built. The city is beautifully situated on the banks 
of Cherry Creek, about twelve miles from the mountains. The plain 
upon which it is built is so covered with the superficial drift of the 
mountains that the underlying rocks are entirely concealed. There is lit- 
tle doubt, however, as to what they are, for, as we proceed toward the 
mountains, we come upon the upturned edges of Tertiary sandstones, 
containing beds of coal, the tipping up of which is explained by the 
grand range immediately in front of us, from which Gray’s Peak and 
Long’s Peak raise their snowy heads, seeming almost to pierce the 

5 

heavens. ‘Leaving Denver we took the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. 
to Colorado Springs, some seventy-six miles farther south. This rail- 
road is a narrow-gauge road, and the first of any length that has been 
built. It threatens to work an important revolution in the railroad- 
system of the West. The road gradually ascends upon leaving Denver 
until we reach the summit of the Colorado divide. This is a spur or 
high ridge, projecting from the mountains at right angles to their trend. 
It forms the dividing line between the waters of the Platte River and 
those of the Arkansas. It is very thickly timbered, and lumbering is 
carried on quite extensively. The ascent from Denver to the summit of 
the divide is very gradual, and it is a little difficult to believe that one 
has ascended 2,000 feet. The elevation of the divide at the summit is 
§,000 feet above the sea. Smoky-quartz crystals are found here quite 
abundantly, and are called topaz by the people. I was shown several 
good specimens said to have been picked up near the railroad. The 
rocks as seen from the cars seem to be mostly red and gray Tertiary 
sandstones. From the divide the railroad has a gentle descent, and 
after a ride of twenty-four miles, passing some beautiful scenery, we 
reach Coloredo Springs. This is a new colony, just established on the 
line of the railroad. It is about eight miles from the mountains. Its 
site is covered with local drift from the hills. To the east the country 
spreads out into the plains. We spent several days at Colorado Springs, 
making excursions to the various points of interest. Our first day was 
spent in the “Garden of the Gods,” about four miles northwest from — 
Colorado Springs and two miles north of Colorado City. This interest- 
ing and peculiar place is a valley in the foot-hills of the range, and j is 
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inclosed by an almost vertical wall of massive sandstone of Cretaceous 
age. The rocks which we find inside have been subjected to an in- 
mense deal of erosion, and the many ridges and tower-like forms left 
standing throughout the garden are the remnants of the parallel strata 
which dip to the northeast at a very great angle. In some places they 
seem to dip a few degrees in the opposite direction. As we go toward 
the mountains, the dip decreases. Theserocks are fine-grained sandstones, 
of a deep brick-red color, with here and there layers and spots of a lighter 
red, and sometimes white. The ridges are exposed for some distance to 
the north, while to the south, after bending toward the east, they ap- 
pear to be covered by the débris from the mountains. The entrance to 
the “‘ garden” is through the “ Beautiful Gate,” an opening through one 
of the highest ridges of red sandstone. We estimated the height of this 
ridge to be 306 feet. The northern end is considerably higher, and view- 
ing it so as to see the end alone the resemblance to the tower of a grand 
cathedral induced us to call it “Cathedral Rock.” Another collection of 
rocks inside the “ garden” had the name of ‘‘ Montezuma’s Cathedral.” 
On the western surface of the ridge mentioned above, the water has worn 
quite a large cave. The sandstone is very soft in most places and can 
be readily crushed in the fingers. The softness is due probably to the 
effect of the weather. As we go toward the west the hardness increases. 
Outsideof the red layers, and a few hundred feet farther to the east, there 
is a layer of white sandstone parallel to the red and tipped up at the 
same angle, about 70°. Outside of this, and in contact with it, is a bed 
of gypsum which is of considerable thickness. From it I obtained spe- 
cimens of selenite and satin-spar. The specimens of amorphous gyp- 
sum I obtained are exceedingly beautiful, the white variety being of 
course the most abundant. I got also some very pretty pink varieties. 

The following day we spent in visiting Glen Eyrie and the Soda 
Springs on the “Fontaine qui Bouille.’ Glen Eyrie is also sometimes 
called the “Little Garden of the Gods,” from its resemblance to the 
*“ Garden of the Gods,” which we first visited, and which is farther to the 
south. The entrance is through a natural gateway, cut through @ mass- 
ive ridge of gray sandstone by Camp Creek, which flows through the 
glen. The sandstones are covered with moss, giving them a most 
picturesque appearance, and General Palmer, who has made his home 
here, has given them the name of “ Painted Rocks.” The ridge forms a 
high wall, dipping northeast at an angle of 60°. The age of this sand- 
stone is Cretaceous. Just inside of it there is a layer of limestone, 
which is probably Jurassic, and next to this is a layer of gypsum, the 
continuation of the bed I mentioned above. Then follow soft, red sand- 
stones, corresponding to those in the “Garden of the Gods,” although 
they are lighter in color, at a distance seeming to be of a flesh-color. 
They are eroded into curious, fantastic forms. Onein particular deserves 
mention. It is a mass of red rock, 50 feet in diameter, and rising to the 
height of 200 feet. It is a monolith, the top of which is larger than at 
the base, and looking at it one almost expects to see it toppling over. 
It is called “‘ Needle Rock.” The area included in the “ Little Garden of 
the Gods” is much less than in the other garden. The red sandstones, 
as we approach the hills, become harder, seeming to be almost crystal- 
line, and have a deeper color. The angle of the dip has decreased, and 
at this point is only 20°. Where Camp Creek has cut its way through 
these hard layers there is a fine exposure of the strata. Here is Glen 
Kyrie proper, and a wild, weird-looking place it is. The dark-red 
rocks and the bright-green foliage, through which we catch an occa- 
sional glimpse of the stream, form parts of a picture well worthy the 
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visit of one who loves the beautiful. We did not have time to penetrate 
farther up the canon, but below these sandstones I believe there are 
Carboniferous limestones. The thickness of these rocks, however, is not 
very great. I cannot give the exact thickness, as I had no means of ~ 
measuring them. 

Leaving Glen Eyrie we passed a second time through the “Garden of 
the Gods”, and after aride of some six miles reached the Springs on the 
Fontaine qui Bouille, a branch of the Arkansas River. There are five 
principal springs. The first one is the ‘“ Manitou” or “ Doctor Spring.” It 
is on the left bank of the river, and is quite small, measuring hardly a 
foot in diameter. The water contains a large percentage of carbonie 
acid, and there is a slight bubbling, caused by the escape of the gas. 
The water is more agreeable to the taste than that of any of the other 
springs. There is quite an abundant deposit of carbonates about the 
spring reaching to the edge of the river. The overflow of water is very 
small. The water contains about two drachms of solid matter to the 
gallon. Its temperature was 57° F. It is feebly alkaline. An analysis, 
made by Mr. Frazer in 1869, revealed the following contents: 

Carbonate of soda. 
Carbonate of potassa. 
Carbonate of lime. 
Chloride of sodium. 
Alumina. 
Trace of iron. 

The next spring is the “‘Comanche.” This is a chalybeate spring, 
situated in a small thicket, on low, marshy ground, on the right bank of 
the river, near the water’s edge. There is no deposit about, save a 
slight one of oxide of iron, aud the escape of gas is very insignificant. 
The iron-is quite perceptible on tasting the water. Its temperature was 
48°.5 F. 

The next spring, in size the second, is the ‘‘Shoshone.” It is also on 
the right bank of the river, and is close to the wagon-road. - There is a 
continuous escape of carbonic-acid gas from it, but the taste of. the 
water does not compare with that of the Maniton. It is surrounded by 
considerable deposit, consisting mostly of carbonates of soda and 
potassa, with also a trace of sulphur. (Frazer, 1869.) Its temperature 
is 55°.5 F. Below the Shoshone Spring, on the edge of the river, is the 
“¢ Nashataga,” an unimportant spring, having a temperature of 52° F. 

The largest spring is the ‘‘ Bathing Spring.” It is almost opposite 
the Manitou, and has a very abundant deposit, in which the opening 
of the spring is about five feet in diameter. The escape of gas is more 
violent than in any of the other springs. Its temperature is 60° F. 
Water is conveyed from it in iron pipes to a bath-house, which has been 
recently erected. An analysis of the deposit from these springs, made 
by Dr. Drown in 1871, is as follows: 

Per cent. 

C@hioridejotisodtmmcac eh o..5 S8 ce Ue ee ck Ae 36. 69 
@hiloride of powassimimin ss se coe ese wien cela aeinie elses ee eee ee ee eee 10. 01 
Bicarbonahevonmsod awe ess ee ee RE ee ee 24, 01 
Sulphate ofisodapes teste tess. oes SO ye ae eee oa ee 4.78 
Bicarbonate ofdimess se 2cisb. <i vad. sowie as wise Be a ee ere 15. 62 
bicarnonabeyo hm ao mesa pease a a ae ores eae einai eee ene ee Beeeceo esos 8. €9 

) AG) 2 ae Sena A Lt EN oe UE A Oe noe AE os Le ee Se es oe 100. 00 

The names of some of the other unimportant springs are a “Tron 3 
Ute,” “Navajo,” the “Arapahoe,” and the “‘ Pawnee.” 
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Frémont visited these springs in 1843 and took the temperature of 
two of them. I will give his temperatures and those I took in tabular 
form, so that they ean more easily be compared. His upper spring 
corresponds, I believe from his description, to the Bathing Spring, and 
the lower spring to the Shoshone. 

Temperatures of Frémont, July, 1843. 

Tine: Temperature of | Temperature of | Temperature of 
upper spring. lower spring. air. 

UT Di, Wee ees Ree ee 69° F. 60°.5 F. 7i3O0H. 
MEISE. so otsina sie etic = 61 58 66 
ST a ee 54.3 o7 57.5 

Temperatures, May, 1872. 

Name of spring. Time. Temp. of air. | Temp. of spring. 

Bathing Spring....--....-- | Afternoon. 70°, 5. 60° F. 
SHGSTONC LS <Hee ase eeeeEeee Afternoon. 70 59. 5 
Conranche= 2. =<... <2. - <== » Afternoon. 70 48.5 
IManighOne.S 252. osese- S22 Afternoon. 70 57 
Nashalagae. (c2o.n2as6- += Afternoon. 70 52 

A comparison of the above tables would seem to show that inthe last 
twenty-nine years the water of the springs has become cooler. Some of the 
difference in temperature may, perhaps, be due to the difference in ther- 
mometers used. <A large hotel has been built near the springs for the 
accommodation of invalids and tourists, and there is no doubt that before 
long this will be one of the favorite sanitariums of the West. The site 
of a village has also been laid out, to which the name of Manitou has 
been given. Leaving the springs we followed the road up the cation to 
the Ute Pass. The road through this pass leads to the silver mines of 
the South Park. It has been cut through solid granites. The cafon 
is a most romantic one, and the stream rushes down the deep, narrow 
gorge in a series of cascades and falls. The largest fall, Ute Fall, is 

* 60 feet in height. The granite through which the stream has cut its 
way isa red porphyritic granite, presenting a beautiful appearance, 
due to the large red crystals of feldspar, (Orthoclase.) The mica is 
somewhat smaller in quantity and of a black color. The rock would 
doubtless be capable of a very high polish. As a building-stone I do 
not think it will have much value, asit readily breaks down on exposure 
to the weather. It noticed at various places on the walls of the cafon 
Stains and discolorations, due to the infiltration of mineral waters. 

The junction of the sedimentary recks with the granitesis well shown 
in the pass. In some places the former are lifted high upon the hills, 
dipping northeast, at angles varying from 10° to 30°. The rock. imme- 
diately upon the granites is a hard fine-grained sandstone containing 
irregular seams of pebbles. Its color varies from a yellowish gray to 
red. The dip was north 40° east; angle, 20°. 

_ Our next trip was made to Chiann Cafion, through which Chiann | 
Creek flows to join the Fontaine qui Bouille. In company with Messrs. 
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Nettleton, Fuller, and Potter, and Dr. Gatchell, of Colorado Springs, 
we started early in the morning, and after a ride of four miles over the 

_ mesas, reached the mouth of the cafon, where we left our wagons and 
mules and proceeded the rest of the way on foot, carrying the pheto- 
graphic apparatus and materiais on our backs. The cation is very nar- 
row and the granite walls rise precipitously on either side to the height 
of 600 feet above the bed of the stream. We were obliged to cross 
and recross the stream many times in order to get along, as the banks 
in some places were too steep to allow our passing along them. After 
a walk of about a mile and a half we came to a fall, or rather a series | 
of falls, which prevented any farther progress up stream. There were 
three distinct fails, one above the other, the entire height being 300 
feet. The water in falling strikes numerous ledges, which churn it into 
amass of foam. It has worn in the solid granite a rounded basin sur- 
rounding which are walls reaching the height of 800 feet. The best 
view of the fallsis to be had about a quarter of a mile below on the 
side of the cation. Ata point 500 feet above the bed of the creek we 
have a magnificent view of the entire falls, while back of them rise 
the hills which stand at the foot of Pike’s Peak, and in the fore-ground, 
far below us, we catch a glimpse of the creek as it reflects the sunlight 
through the foliage of the pines. 

The following is alist of the minerals I obtained while at Colorado 
Springs: Snowy gypsum, pink gypsum, selenite, satin-spar, (fibrous 
gypsum,) yellow calcite, (crystallized,) amazon stone, (orthoclase,) ame- 
thyst, smoky quartz, white quartz, opal, and agate. 
We left Colorado Springs on the 27th of May, and on the 29th arrived 

at Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory. On the 3d of June we started on a 
second trip, our destination this time being Golden City. Golden City is 
about twenty miles, almost due west, from Denver, at the base of the 
foot-hills of the main range of the Rocky Mountains. It is situated in 
avalley, between the hills and two mesas, or table-like mountains. They 
stand between the town and the plain, and between them is the 
Golden Gate, through which Clear Creek flows out to the plains. Both 
the mesas are surmounted by layers of basalt. The north mesa, called 
Table Mountain,is about a mile in width and a littlemore than two miles 
in length. On the western side, overlooking the town, is a prominent 
mass of bare rock, which is called the Castle. 'The south mesa has 
the same width as the one on the north, but is longer, extending 
for four miles. The upper portion of the basalt capping these mesas 
is more compact than the lower layers and is somewhat columnar. 
Beneath the basalt are Tertiary formations—sandstones and clays. 
The surface of the mesas is somewhat irregular. and covered with 
grass. They form the grazing-grounds for large herds of cattle. The 
Tertiary beds continue some distance west of the esas, and contain 
coal. The principal bed varies in thickness from a few inches to 
eight feet. It is almost vertical. There are’ four openings into it, three 
of which are owned by the Mineral Land Company and leased to 
the Hazleton Company. Only one of them, however, is worked at 
present; one of the others has been burned out—since which work has 
not been resumed—while the third is filled with water. A fourth open- 
ing is owned by Judge Johnson. Only enough coal is mined to supply 
the lo¢al demand. The ridge above the coal is a white sandstone con- 
taining impressions of deciduous leaves, while beneath the coal is a bed 
of clay. The strike of these beds is almost due north and south. Be-, 
low the coal-beds are red and gray sandstones with a layer of limestone. 
These sandstones rest immediately on the metamorphic rocks atan angle 

——Ss 
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of about 45°. The effect of erosion here has been to so level these beds 
that it is difficult to trace the succession of the various layers. 
We made several excursions while at Golden City, one of which was 

up Clear Creek Cation, through which the Colorado Central Railroad, 
a narrow-gauge road, runs. ‘When finished it will penetrate to the min- 
ing- districts of Geor getown and Central City. When we visited it 
the road-bed was graded some ten miles above Golden City. The creek 
has cut its way through the hills in a tortuous course, leaving high 
walls of gneiss and eranite standing on either side. In the oneisses I 
obtained garnets and magnetite. There has been some gold-mining 
earried on in Clear Creek Canon, but I judge it was with but little profit. 
At any rate, at the present time ‘the diggings are abandoned. 
From the office of the Colorado Central Railroad I obtained speci- 

mens of ores from Central City. consisting mainly of gold quartz, 
pyrites, and argentiferous galena. 
Having completed our work we left Golden City and started for Ogden, 

Utah Territory, where we joined the main party in camp on the 8th of 
June. The Wasatch Range, at the foot of which the town of Ogden is 
built, has a trend north and south. Its geological structure is beauti- 
fully shown i in the many caions which cut deeply into it almost atright 
angles to the trend. It is in these cafions that the profitable mines of 
Utah are situated. The canons near Ogden are Ogden: Caton and 
Weber Cafion. Through the latter the Union Pacifie Railroad finds its 
way into the Great Salt Lake Basin. Between these two there are a 
number of smaller canons which cut the mountains only partially. Two 
of these, immediately back of our camp, are Taylor’s Canton and the 
Waterfall Canon. In the former there is a limekilnin operation. Here 
also some miners claim to have discovered tin. An examination of 
specimens proves, however, the absence of any metal and showed the 
specimen to consist almost entirely of hornblende. The Waterfall Canon 
is named from the occurrence in it of a fall some 300 feet in height.. 
The water falls over a ledge of white quartzite. Above it rises Mount 
Bechler, whose height is 9,716 feet. The base of the mountains near 
Ogden is for the most part a red syenite, whose specific gravity is about 
2.6. This syenite passes into granite and gneiss. It contains, in places, 
veins of hornblende, and the gneisses have veins of quartz with specu- 
lar iron. Several of these veins have had openings made into them by 
prospectors. The largest is just south of the Waterfall Canton. Itis. 
four feet in width and penetrates the rock to a depth of thirty feet hori- 
zontally. The walls on either side are gneisses, stained with the green 
carbonate of copper, (malachite.) The gangue is quartz and serpentine. 
Associated with the specular iron or micaceous hematite are iron pyrites 
and stainings of copper. The iron is in veins varying from the fraction 
of an inch to two inches in thickness. On the north side of Ogden Canon 
Ifound another opening, much smaller, in chloritic schists, which, at: 
this point, lie just above the syenite. The gangue here was. white 
quartz, containing veins of micaceous hematite. The schists contained 
numerous veins of quartz. Above the metamorphic rocks there are heavy 
beds of quartzite, the lower bed of which is conglomerate, the siliceous 
matrix containing pebbles of bright-red jasper. The quartzites have a 
specific gravity of 2.6 and are mostly of white color, although: im some 
places they are pink and again dark brown, becoming highly ferruginous.. 
Above the quartzites are heavy beds of dark- blue magnesian limestones of 

» Silurian age, above which are Carboniferous limestones. I was shown a 
specimen of graphite from near North Ogden, a village six miles above 
Ogden, At the upper end of Ogden Cafion galena is found associated 
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with carbonate of copper in limestones. This corresponds to the loca- 
tion of the most productive silver mines in Utah. They are almost 
situated in limestones at the heads of the canons, and the ores are ores 
of lead containing silver. The minerals [ obtained at Ogden are the 
following: micaceous hematite, iron pyrites, galenite, magnetite, 
graphite, azurite, malachite, garnets, quartz, chlorite, talc, serpentine, 
jasper, hornblende, serpentine, and calcite. 

On the 19th of June Mr. Jackson started on a photographie trip to 
Little Cottonwood Caiion, on which trip 1 accompanied. From Ogden 
to Sait Lake City we took the Utah Central Railroad, which skirts the 
edge of the mountains. The granitic rocks extend for some distance 
below Weber Cation, but as we near Salt Lake City the limestones form 
the base of the mountains, near which areanumberof limekilns. The 
limestone for the kilns seemed to be taken from the upper layers, prob- 
ably because the lower ones are siliceous, as at Ogden. 

The canons which cut through the Wahsatch Range near Salt Lake 
City are as follows, in their order from north to seuth: Red Butte, EKmi- 
gration, Parley’s, Mill Creek, Big Cottonwood, and Little Cottonwood. 
At the head of the latter are some of the best silver mines to be found 
in Utah, and among them is the famous Emma mine. Leaving Salt 
Lake City we take the State road, and after a ride of ten miles ina 
southeasterly direction, passing between thriving farms dotted with 
comfortable-looking houses, we turn to the left and strike across the 
country to the mountains. Directly before us is the highest point in 
the Wahsatch Range, the Twin Peaks, over 12,000 feet above sea-level. 
As we ride along we see distinctly marked on the sides of the mount- 
ains in front of us the water-lines of the former shore of the Great 
Salt Lake. These old shore-lines are distinctly marked on the mount- 
ains, on all sides of the lake, and on the islands in the lake. We pass 
over numerous terraces and at length reach the mouth of the canon. 
Here there are no less than seven distinct terraces, some of them, how- 
ever, due to the action of the Cottonwood Creek. Near the mouth of the 
canon there are smelting-works, to which ore is brought from the mines 

at the head of the creek. Inside the 
canon we find ourselves between high 
granite-walls, rising precipitously on 
either side of the creek. The first 
thing to attract our attention is the 
conspicuous bedding of these gran- 
ites. The dip is east at an angle of 
50° to 70°. The granite is of a light- 
gray color, composed of white feld- 
spar, (orthoclase,) quartz, and black 
mica. The bottom of the cation is 
strewn with bowlders of granite, 
which lie scattered over it in inextri- 
cable confusion. In many of them 

Hiya (Fig. 25) 1 noticed veins of feldspar - 
iA ayy jijj4 Of avout two inches in width crossing 

each other at rignt angles. Another 
BLOCK OF GRANITE WITH FELDSPATHIC SEAMS. noticeable feature in these ore nites 

is the occurrence of rounded pebble-like masses, of a dark color, inclosed 
in the gray matrix. Professor Silliman, (Silliman’s Jourzal, vol. ili, page 
196,) referring to these, says ‘‘ These granites are probably metamorphic, .— 
of coglomerates, an opinion first suggested te me by Professor W. P. | 
Blake.” As he also further states, there is a pebble-like roundness in 
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the particles of quartz in this granite which points to a mechanical 
origin. The rock is quite uniform in its structure. A mile or two in 
the canon we came toasmall village called Graniteville. It is near 
here that the granite, of which the Mormon temple is being built, is 
quarried. Instead of working into the rock on the sides of the cafion, 
the quarrying is confined to the huge blocks of granite which are scat- 
tered over the bottom on both sides of tlie creek. Some of these blocks 
are immense, measuring 30 feet square. They aresplitinto the required 
size. Our road for about five miles leads us between the granite walls 
that tower far above us, surmounted by dome-like masses, whose summits 
are covered with snow, giving origin to the numerous falls and cascades 
which abound on the sides of the cation. The Little Cottonwood Creek 
flowing past us falls about 500 feet to the mile. It rushes along furiously 
over its rocky bed, seeming to be at war with the immense bowlders that 
dispute its right of way. As we proceed we leave the granites behind 
us, and above us project the sharp, jagged edges of quartzite beds. 
These quartzites have a reddish color, and are followed by slates upon 
which rest thick beds of white limestone. The lower beds are crystalline 
and probably Silurian, although I was unable to find any fossils in them. 
The upper layers are dolomitic, and are Carboniferous in age. It is in 
these limestones that the ores occur. The principal mine is the Emma. 
Unfortunately, owing to a disturbance at the time of our visit, 1 was 
unable to see the Emma mine, but visited the Flagstaff and. the Silver 
Star. I quote the following analysis and remarks upon the ore of the 
Emma mine from an article by Professor Silliman: * 

I am able to present an analysis of an average sample of 82 tons (—183,080 pounds), 
of first-class ore from the Emma mine, made by James P. Merry, of Swansea, April, 
1871, which is as follows: 

Per cent. 
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100. U0 

The quantity of silver obtained from this lot was 156 troy ounces to the gross ton of 
2,240 pounds. 

This analysis sheds important light on the chemical history of this remarkable 
metallic deposit, and will aid us in the study of.the paragenesis of the derived species. 
It is pretty certain that all the heavy metals have existed originally as sulphides, and 
we may, therefore, state the analysis thus, allowing 8.52 per cent. sulphur to convert 
the heavy metals to this state: 

SLB ss see ck dd SIE ee eit pe alee ey A sid a a a OEE SOE 40, 90 
VALS STU G GS PES Ue ee pi Re ee na al ee eae me speuee es 52. 60 

Al, .35, Mg, Dae Ca, ee Mn? Mn, PLN) Ee ERR Me iinet ciety taney Semele 1,52 

. 
95. 02 

Water, carbonic acid, and loss......--- SL tk CART Le Uae BB OES PEL UN Ad Mia ae ge 4,98 
———— 

*American Journal of Science and Arts, vol. ili, page 193. 
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This calculation assumes that the sulphides are as follows, viz: Per cent. . 
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52. 60 

This statement excludes the presence of any other gangue than silica, and, consider- 
ing that the ores exist in limestone, the almost total] absence of lime in the composition 
of the average mass is certainly remarkable. ‘The amount of silica found is noticeable, 
since quartz is not seen as such in this great ore-chamber, nor, so far as I could find, in 
other parts of the mine. The silica can have existed in chemical combination only in 
the most inconsiderable quantity, since the bases with which it could have combined 
are present to the extent of less than 14 per cent.; nor do we find in the mine any 
noticeable quantity of kaolin or lithomarge resulting from the decomposition of sil- 
icates, nor are there any feldspathic minerals. Itis most probable that the silica existed 
in a state of minute subdivision, diffused in the sulphides as I have seen it in some of 
the unchanged silver-ores of Lion Hill, in the Oquirrb Range. 

The absence of chlorine and of phosphoric acid in the analysis corresponds well with 
the absence of the species cerargyrite and pyromorphite, of which no trace could be 
found by the most careful search amorg the contents of the mine. 

From the Flagstaff and Silver Star I obtained specimens of wulfenite, 
aurichalcite, galenite, lithomarge, massicot, cervantite, and cerussite. 
The wulfenite I found in minute, brilliant, yellow, tabular crystals, in 
cavities in ochraceous ores, and also associated with cerussite. Other 
minerals found at this locality are azurite, malachite, calamine, angle- 
site, sphalerite, pyrite, argentite, antimonial, galenite, anglesite, kaolin, 
and limonite. : 
A specimen of galena from the Vallejo tunnel of the Silver Star mine 

yielded, on examination, a small percentage of silver. 
Among the rocks I obtained while at Ogden were specimens of aplite, 

protogine, hornblendic gneiss, protogenic gneiss, chlorite, schist, aud 
micaceous schist. 

Before closing this chapter I wish to express my thanks to Messrs. 
Nettleton and Somers, of Colorado Springs, and the officers of the Colo- 
rado Central Railroad in Golden City, for favors and information 
afforded us while in Colorado. 

CHAPTER IL 

FORT ELLIS TO GARDINER’S RIVER. 

On the 22d of June the expedition was divided into two parties at 
Ogden, and I found myself a member of the party which was to make 
Fort Ellis, Montana, the base of operations. Accordingly, after a long 
and tedious stage-ride, we pitched our tents near Fort Ellis on the 29th of 
June. Fort Ellis is situated at the head of the Gallatin Valley, on one of 
the many small streams that contribute to form the East Gallatin River. 
The Gallatin Valley is one of the most fertile in Montana Territory, and 
is surrounded by ranges of mountains which contain choicest bits of 
scenery as well as contribute to the wealth of the Territory. The prin- 
cipal towns of the Gallatin Valley are Bozeman, Hamilton, and Gal- 
latin City. The former contains a population of about five hundred 
inhabitants. Between Bozeman and Gallatin City there are numerous 
well-cultivated and productive farms, — 
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ranges, exposing their structure in 
the most beautiful manner. The 
first of the canons to which I will 
refer is Spring or Rock Canon. This 
canon forms a most interesting sub- 
ject of study, and will answer ad- 
mirably as a type of the others. It 
is a V-shaped chasm, cut through 
the end of an anticlinal range by 
thestream. The trend of this range 
is northwest and southeast. The 
first thing that attracts our atten- 
tion after we are fairly inside the 
cailon is the occurrence, on the left- 
hand side of the creek, of an arch 
that crosses the road, and, describ- 
ing a semicircle on the hill, again 
crosses the road at the upper end 
of the canon. (Fig. 26.) The first 
prominent bed we meet is a layer 
of coarse, gray calcareous sand- 
Stone, containing fragments of fos- 
sils. Proceeding up the caion we 
find the center of the arch is oceu- 
pied by masses of Carboniferous 
limestone, which tower far above 
the creek, giving a most pictur- 
esque appearance to the canon. 
Still farther along we come to the 
ether extremity of the arch and : 
find the same layer that we saw at 
the opposite end. Following this 
layer at the western end of the 
canon, that nearest Fort Ellis, we 
find the dip at the bed of the creek 
to be south 45° west; angle, 30°-409, 
Farther along we find it to be south 
80° west, the angle remaining about 
the same. Still higher up on the 
ridge it is north 50° west; angle, 
15°-25°; and when we reach the 
highest point on the ridge it dips 
due north at an angle of about 25°. 
Taking this same layer again at the 
level of the creek, this time at the 
eastern end of the caion, we find 
the dip to be in the same direction, 
although the angle is greater. As 
we go toward the south it ap- 
proaches more and more to the ver- 
tical, until the dip becomes north- 
east and the range therefore be- 
comes a true anticlinal. The read- 
ing just above the creek on the 
northern side gives a dip of south 45° west; an 
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the ridge toward the north, it is south 
30°-35° west; angle, 80°-85°. Still 
higher up it issquth 20° west; angle, 85°; 
and then becomes, within a very short 
distance, south 10° west; angle, 889-909. 
As we progress it passes the vertical 
and dips northeast at a ligh angle, 
which gradually decreases, the dip be- 
coming more and more northerly until 
the arch is completed. At the western 
end of the canon beneath the limestone, 

3 Which immediately succeeds the fossilif- 
=| erous sandstone, there is a fine exposure 

4 of quartzite-beds, the top layers of which 
are somewhat calcareous. Then comes 
a layer of conglomerate made up of 
green and brown flint pebbles, varying 
from the size of a walnut to eight inches 
in diameter. Associated with these peb- 
bles are geodes of quartz, some of which 
contain calcite. 

The best section of all the beds ex- 
posed in Spring Cafion is obtained in - 
the center of the canon at the point 

Poeesvrepeeeee srt, marked in Fig. 26 by the dotted line S. 
————————————— — We commence at the top of the hill, 
SSS === which rises 1,160 feet above the level of 
—SSSS——— 1g the creek. The first bed we notice is a 

_————— = highly metamorphic-looking quartzite, 

CRETACEOUS. 

oe er eis which crops out along the summit of 
fevers 744 the hill. Its general color is a dull red, 

pons iere Tele e sleie tele teteis eS passing in places into a dull purple and 
==5, again becoming light gray, with bright 

—— | red and yellow streaks. Some of them 
have analmost flinty fracture. We esti- 
mated the thickness of the beds at 50 
feet. Next below these beds are quartz- 
ites and light gray sandstones followed 
by conglomerates, in the lower layers of 
which the pebbles are very fine. The 
conglomerates are followed by brown 
limestones and sandstones, the weath- 
ering of which gives a red tinge to the 

== soil. These beds are succeeded by fine, 
2 dark-gray caleareous sandstones, which 
break into lamine of from two to four 
inches thickness. Next to these are the 
coarse-grained fossiliferous sandstones 
that I have referred to above, (layer 
No. 7 in the section,) containing frag- 
ments of Ostrea and Camptonectes.. They 
might almost be called siliceous lime- 
stones from the amount of lime they 
contain, but they are made up of coarse 
erains of sand and more properly de- 
serve the name of sandstones. Inter- 

TRIASSIC. 

CARBONIVEROUS. 

SEN Sere ener 

SECFION OF THE BEDS IN SPRING CANON. 
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laminated with them are light-brown shale-like sandstones, which are 
quite soft and break into numerous lamine. The layers of this sand- 
stone vary in thickness from a few inches to eight feet. Just below 
these beds are very coarse-grained limestones. The thickness from 
the bottom of these limestones to the top of the light-gray sandstones 
mentioned above is 260 feet. The coarse limestones are followed by fine- 
grained compact limestones, the weathered surfaces of which are white. 
These pass by gradations into bluish argillaceous shales, containing a large 
percentage of lime, (layer No. 11 in the section.) These shales weather 
of a white color and contain the following fossils: Trigonia Americanus, 
Pinna, Camptonectes, and Modiola, proving their Jurassic age. They are 
very fine-grained and separate into lamine of half an inch to two inches 
thickness. They are very brittle also, and break readily, the plane of 
cleavage being at right angles to the plane of deposit. The angle of 
dip of these beds is 20°. The distance from the bottom of these layers 
to the top of the compact limstone is 100 feet. All the above beds to 
the conglomerates are probably Jurassic, while those above are Creta- 
ceous. Next below the limestones are five feet of yellowish-brown 
sandstone, followed by a bed of quartzite containing veins of quartz 
and calcite in geodes, from which I obtained large crystals of calcite’ 
of the variety known as dog-tooth spar. The lower portion of this bed, 
which is about ten feet thick, is very irregular in composition, seeming 
to have been deposited in rough waters. It is succeeded by four feet 
of very compact quartzite, which in turn is followed by a pebbly con- 
glomerate of two feet. Next comes eight feet of quartzite succeeded 
by alternaté beds of quartzite and limestone, the thickness of the whole 
being 110 feet. Next come 30 feet of red sandstones, which are prob- 
ably Jurassic, although not even a trace of any fossils can be found 
in them to prove it. The upper layers of these red beds contain. 
lime, the percentage of which decreases as we descend. ‘The angle 
of the dip is about 25°. The succession of-these beds is shown in 
the section given below. Below the red beds are immense beds of 
carboniferous limestone, reaching to the bed of the creck, a distance of 
455 feet. The upper layers of this limestone are arenaceous. The 
force that caused the tipping up of the strata in Spring Cafion was 
some distance to the south and was dying away at this end of the range, 
so that the older beds were not elevated sufficiently to be exposed to 
the action of the stream and are therefore not shown. The carbonifer- 
ous beds are crushed together in a confused mass, and it is difficult to get 
at the true dip. The creek cutting through them has left huge masses 
standing out on the sides, resembling castles, towers, We. 

The following section, corresponding with Fig. 27, will perhaps show 
the succession of the beds more clearly. The thicknesses are estimated. 

The section is in descending order. 
Thickness 

in feet. 
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Thickness 
in feet. 
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Outside of the quartzite bed, with which I have headed the above sec- 
tion, there is a succession of beds of hard quartzites and conglomerates 
followed by soft sandstones of steel-gray colors. Just below these sand- 
stones, which are Cretaceous, there is a layer of hard, green shale con- 
taining fossils. Outside of them there occurs a bed of limestone. All 
these beds curve around the Spring. Caton layers, to which they seem 
to be conformable. Above the Cretaceous beds there is an immense 
thickness of brown and dark-gray Tertiary sandstones, (Hocéne,) contain- 
ing beds of coal. They also follow the curve of the Cretaceous beds and 
are seemingly conformable to them. They extend for four or five miles. 
About five miles north of Spring Canon there is a range, the Bridger 

Range, the trend of which is north and south. I shall here refer only 
to the southern end and western side of this range, reserving any 
further consideration of it to a subsequent chapter. Near the south- 
ern end of the range there is quite a high peak known as Bridger’s 
Peak, which is 9 000 feet above the sea. The crest of the range is made 
up of Carboniferous limestone, dipping southeast, containing Hemi- 
pronites crenestria, Productus longispinus. Then follows a snecession 
of beds as we found them in Spring Cafion. Following these, and still 
dipping southeast, are the Cretaceous beds that we noticed outside of 
Spring Cafion. In a layer of hard, green shales I found Gryphea, Avi- 
cula, Pinna, Inoceramus, Turritella, Crassatella, &c., proving their un- 
doubted Cretaceous age. Next we find the Tertiary sandstones, which 
are unconformable to the Bridger layers. There is therefore between 
Spring Canon and the Bridger Range a synclinal valley the floor of which 
is Cretaceous filled in with the Tertiary sandstones, dipping northwest, 
north, and northeast at an average angle of 40°. Many of these sand- 
stones are calcareous and contain veins of calcite. The thickness of these 
beds must exceed 1,000 feet, and from the specimens of fossil-piants 
found in them they are for the most ie Eocene. Some of the upper 
layers may be of Miocene age. 

Opposite Fort Ellis, between our camp and Bridger Peak, there are 
bluffs composed of Pliocene sandstones, marls, and conglomerates. The 
strata are for the most part horizontal, although inclining sometimes at 
a very small angle, which is never more than 5°. The height of these 
bluffs above the level of the creek is 175 feet. They are the remnants 
ot Phocene formations that once spread over the entire valley of the — 
Gallatin, and formed the bottom of a vast lake that spread over what 

a. 
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are now the valleys of the Jefferson, Madison, and Gallatin Rivers, reach- 
“ing to the junction of the three streams. The hills between the Gal- 
latin and Madison, and between the Madison and Jefferson, are Plio- 
cene, remnants of the same beds, and when we ascend the mountains on 
the southern border of this old lake-basin the whole plan lies spread 
out before us. Each of the rivers has cut deeply into these Pliocene 
rocks, and their valleys are the results of the erosion that has taken 
place since the draining of the ancient lake. The question of priority 
of elevation of the Bridger Range, and that into which Spring Cafion 
is cut, is one of some interest. That there has been more than one 
foree at work to give the surface its present configuration is evident. 
The question is, whether or not they acted synchronously. The torces 
that elevated the layers of Spring Canon ard those of Bridger were, 
I take it, entirely distinct from each other and separated by long periods 
of time. The Bridger Range was the first to be elevated, and its eleva- 
tion occurred probably about the end of the Cretaceous period, and be- 
fore the beginning of the Hocene, while the range running south from 
Spring Canon was elevated some time after the Eocene and prior to the 
deposition of the Pliocene strata. .This is proved by the fact that the 
Cretaceous rocks on one side of the valley are conformable to the 
Bridger Range and on the other side to the Spring Caion layers. 
while the Eocene rocks are conformable only to the latter, and the Plio- 
cene rocks have been aifected by neither range. I believe also that the 
elevation of the Fig. 7a. 
Bridger Range was 
the more gradual of 
the two. The eleva- |- 
tion of the Spring 
Canon layers was due 
to voleanie action, \ 
the center of which | 
lies to the south. | 
There have been sev- ! 
eral periods of erup- SECTION 7ROM SPRING CANON TO BRIDGER PEAK. 
tion, for in the valley A, Bridger Peak; B, Spring Caion; C, Tertiary ; D, Cretaceous; 3, 
of the Yellowstone Jurassic ; F, Carboniferous; G, Drift; H, Tertiary hills. 

River we find Pliocene sandstones and marl capped by basaltic plateaus, 
while at Fort Ellis there is nothing of the kind, and we will see in a sub- 
sequent chapter that, some distance farther south, we find Eocene beds 
lifted high upon the mountains. The section shown in Fig. 27a will 
give the relations of the beds between Spring Cation and Bridger Peak. 

i have referred above to the occurrence of coal near Fort Ellis. The 
only rocks in which I noticed it were those of Hocene age. At only 
one point has there ever been any mining attempted. This one point 
is east of Spring Cafion, about four miles southeast of Fort Hilis. Coal 
was discovered here in 1867 by two blacksmiths, of Bozeman. Colonel 
J. D. Chestnut, hearing of the discovery, offered to furnish provisions 
to get men to work into the bed, if they would give him a-share. This 
they did, and afterward left him sole owner of the claim, which in- 
eludes one hundred and sixty acres. Fig. 28 is a section of the coal 
bed, C showing the opening into it. Theshaft penetrates the bed in 
a horizontal direction, and has reached a depth of 250 feet from the 
entrance. The width of the shaft is 14 feet at the widest part. The 
bed of coal is considerably wider, and dips north 50° east; angie, 80°. 
On each side of the coal there are beds of bluish argiliaceous sand- 

8GS 
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stones, which are followed by coarse, gray sandstanes. When the bed was 
first opened there were several seams of clay in it, but as the shaft pene- 
trated .deeper they gradually thinned out, and at present there is only 

one in the center of the coal, 
having a thickness of about 
twelve inches. The coal is a 
lignite, and is well adapted 

| for blacksmiths’ purposes. 
It is used, I believe, by black- 
smiths of Bozeman, who like 

1 it very much. Some of the 
Mt coal was taken to Helena, 
i! and is said to have yielded 
i five cubic feet of gas to the 
pound. As the shaft goes 

! deeper the quality of the coal . 
Seems to improve. Up to 

‘ the present time there has 
been but little demand for 
coal. One reason of this, 

aa, Sandstone; vv, Coal; d, Seam of clay; C, Opening perhaps, is the abundance of 
am ycene timber in the mountains 

near Bozeman, and another reason, perhaps, is that hitherto there 
have been few facilities for transportation, the road through Spring 
Cafion having only lately been completed. There is but little doubt, 
however, that ultimately this coal will be extensively used. When the 
Northern Pacific Railroad is built through this region the utility of the 
coal-beds near Fort Ellis will become more and more apparent. 

I have made the following analysis of the coal. No. 1 is a poor speci- 
men, No. 2 medium, and No. 3 the best. The coal is black, (brown in 
powder,) has a high luster, irregular fracture, specific gravity. The 
coke is moderately good, and has a high luster: 
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Analysis No. 1. 
Per cent. 
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Analysis No. 2 
Per cent. 
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Analysis No. 3. 
Per cent. 
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For purposes of comparison I insert here analyses of coal from Utah: 

Analysis of coal from Evanston, Utah, (mine of the Kocky Mountain Coal and Iron Com- 
pany.) 

Per cent. 

Wishenemecey ee oe eos pe eee eu LS ee a sl dena Sea LS Ae oe ae Se 7.00 
WOlLPHLE TIGRIS S ERS 4 oie ice ie ees res Oi eer a CU ete See eg Ni aRied fn Seana ante, ED ke 59742500 
OPTICS 2a FP Gee HO OS ie Oe eT to eT co cae sy AMT Reg Ss BRENT Bea vad ee ap eS eS pe 45. 00 
432. | DEI GNS 0) See SSeededbe e ees sede Sebaseeess . ee 6. 00 

100. 00 

Average of three analyses of coal from Evanston, Utah, by Persifor Fraser, jr., and F. 
Platt, esq., (United States Geological Survey of Wyoming, 1870, page 184.) 

Per cent. 

Wiehe iees. a ssp ae as Case Ms tie Here Ee aoe yak Con LOT ay Nee LE ate NE Pee RO 5. 83 
Mio oMerRUDStAN GES a- cc15 oso Selmer dea ere ceo pees wee EIR SS ede a Rn 37. 40 
LSE. ceo 3 Ho SSAA SES SS ee cr Ele A EE oh Se AE De ER Ab ere ae 7. 46 
[bro3eG! opie DG lie Ae ee ea Rae ere Bi Te RC eed el ee Uta ny ed ata ides 2 Se eR eg 49. 50 

100. 19 

The following is an analysis of coal from the mine of Buel & Bate- 
man, at Coalville, Utah Territory. This was formerly called Sprigg’s 
mine: 

Analysis. 

Per cent. 

GHGS ee ee OE Se ae ee ee eee nS Mere ere RO Weil SAILS Usenet 6. 50 
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Analysis of specimen, from the same mine, by Persifor Fraser, jr., (United States Geological 
Survey of Wyoming, page 183.) 

Per cent. 

Mh tH aviolati evSUUSLANCES ons soe cere ome comics ee certo Se eens cepa 50. 80 
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100. 00 

About a mile or two south of Spring Cajon I visited a second cation 
which another branch of the Gallatin has cut in the range. The gen- 
eral direction of the stream in this cafion is north 75° east. The expos- 
ure of the Upper Cretaceous beds is perhaps better here than in Spring 
Cafion. The first exposure is a bed of white crystalline limestone, dip- 
ping south 50° west: angle, 50°. This limestone is followed by red and 
yellow sandstones, which are themselves succeeded by a bed of brown 
limestone, weathering bright yellow. These occupy between one and 
two hundred feet. Then follow the soft, gray sandstones that I noticed 
near Spring Cafion and Bridger Peak. They continue for about half a 
mile, when we come to Jurassic rocks, the first bed of which we recog- 
nize as one of the Spring Cafion layers. It dips south 40° west; angle, 
85°. It is followed by the same beds we saw in Spring Cafon. They 
are in fact only a continuation of the same. The Carboniferous lime- 
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stones form the center of the ridge, the outer layers on either side dip- 
ping in opposite directions, on the eastern side dipping northeast and 
those on the western side southwest. The general strike is south 30° 
east. The exposures in the canton were very fine, but I found nothing 
differing from what I have described in Spring Canon. 
On the 13th of July I started on a trip to Mystic Lake, about twelve 

miles nearly south from Fort Ellis. After a pleasant ride over the 
grassy plain that slopes gently from the mountain’s edge we began to 
ascend and soon found ourselves entangled in a mass of dead and 
fallen timber. After considerable trouble we reached the summit of the 
hill to find that we had to descend again on the opposite side. The hills 
are so covered with vegetation and debris that the character of its rocks 
cannot be made out certainly. High up on the sides, however, there 
are Small exposures of limestones and sandstones, and it is probable that 
the valley is underlaid by Cretaceous formations. What their exact 
relation is to the ridge running south from Spring Cafion it is rather 
difficult to determine, though it is probable that the trail runs through 
a synclinal valley on one side of which lies the Spring Canon Ridge. 

The trail leads us now through pine-forests and anon across beautiful 
little valleys, each a garden of wild flowers. At last, after crossing 
several ridges, we reach the lake. Mystic Lake is the head of Boseman 
Creek, one of the branches of -the East Gallatin River. Near it, on a 
level fully one hundred feet higher, are two exquisitely beautiful lakes, 
whose beauty is half hid by the trees fringing their banks. One of them 
we named Emerald Lake, from the deep-green tint of its waters. 

The valley in which these lakes are situated is synclinal, one side being 
the continuation of the Spring Canon Ridge and the other a spur.run- 
ning south from Mount Ellis. Opposite the lake, to the southeast, there 
is a voleanie range, at the base of which we find the Spring Canton 
layers, having a general dip to the southwest. The other side of the 
synelinal cuts obliquely across the lower end of Mystic Lake, the strata 
dipping north 40° east; angle, 50°-60°. At present the lake is .about 
three-fourths of a mile in length and about one-fourth of a mile wide. It 
once extended farther up the valley and lay in a saucer-like depression. 
From the gradual elevation of the valley or some other cause, as the 
draining of the lake by the erosion caused by its outlet, at present it 
occupies the lower end of the valley, lying on the edges of the EES 
ous, Jurassic, and Carboniferous strata. 

The course of the stream of which Mystic Lake is an expansion is 
about south 20° west, making an angle of about 60° with the strike of 
the strata. On the western shore of the lake there are exposures of 
Jurassic sandstones and limestones precisely like those of Spring Cafion, 
and in which occur Ostrea and Camptonectes. Below the Jurassic come 
immense beds of quartzites and limestones, the upper layers of which are 
undoubtedly Carboniterous, containing Productus longispinus, Spirifer 
lineata, Hemipronites crenestria, Productus scabriculus, Zaphrentis, &e. 
The thickness of these beds is over 2,000 feet, and the lower strata should 
probably be referred to alower eeological horizon than the Carboniferous. 
As we go south the strata turn more and more toward the west. As 
we go toward the north we find Mount Ellis, the extreme northern end 
of the spur or ridge. The elevation of Mount Hillis is 8,419 feet above 
the sea. It is composed mainly of Carboniferous limestones, while to 
the west and at the base are gneissic rocks. The elevation of this ridge 
was probably contemporaneous with that of the Bridger Range, as its 
formation seems to be similar. As we follow the ridge southward it 
curves until the trend is aimost east and west. It probably once formed 
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a portion of the southern shore of the ancient lake, as the Bridger Range 
did part of the eastern shore, while Mount Ellis and Bridger Peak may 
have been promontories projecting into it. The action of voleanie 
forces within a very short distance, however, has complicated matters 
to such an extent that any opinion must be conjectural, and future 
careful study will be required to prove or disprove. The elevation of 
the lake above sea-level is 6,468 feet, which is 1,533 feet higher than the 
elevation of our camp at Fort Ellis. The synclinal valley, which I 
referred to above, has no later rocks than the Cretaceous. Why there 
should be no Tertiary beds here is perhaps a little difficult to understand. 
That there have never been any is evident, or there would be some 
remnant or trace of them left. Erosion could scarcely have removed 
all without some trace being left. Moreover, this is not a valley caused 
by erosion. Perhaps the elevation of this point, which may have been 
greater in the past, precluded the possibility of the Tertiary beds reach- 
ing this point. 
Bozeman Creek, leaving Mystic Lake, flows at first a little west of 

south, and turning flows more toward the west, until finally it flows in 
a northwesterly direction. At first it cuts its way in a deep gorge 
almost at right angles to the strata, over which it rushes in a series of 
eascades half hidden by the overhanging vines and brush. Within a 
quarter of a mile it falls about five hundred feet. Just below the lake 
it is joined by a stream coming in from the left. It heads at the base 
of the volcanic range, which lies to the east of Mystic Lake. Following 
the course of this creek there is a bed of volcanic breccia which has 
flowed from the head of the valley. It is composed of sharp angular 
fragments of basalt, varying in size from three inches toa foot. The 
prevailing colors are black and a brick red. The cementing material of 
this breccia seems to contain fragments of sandstone like those seen in 
the Eocene beds. The belt covered by this bed of breccia is not over a 
quarter of a mile in width. 

The minerals [ obtained while at Fort Ellis are as follows, viz: rhomb- 
spar, dog-tooth spar, quartz, agate, red and yellow jasper, and coal. 
We left Fort Ellis on the 20th of July and started for the valley of 

the Yellowstone. For about three miles our course was in an easterly 
direction, when we turned toward the southeast and followed one of the 
branches of Mill Creek, the stream that flows Eeiceale a Spring Cation. 
Our road led us over Tertiary sandstones. Camp No.2 was in a mono- 
clinal valley, near the head of Mill Creek. The hills on the east side 
of the valley were Tertiary, while those on the west, dipping in the same 
direction, were Cretaceous. The former were about 400 feet high and 
composed of sandstones, the texture of which varied, some of the layers 
being quite soft, while others were very hard, seeming to have been met- 
amorphosed. Many of them contained impressions of deciduous leaves, 
which Professor Lesquereux has determined to be Eocene. Among 
them he found Platanus aceroides, Fagus antipofi, Salisburia polymorpha, 
Juglans denticulata, and Gymnogramma Haydenii. He says, “The most 
interesting discovery is that of Salisburia polymorpha, described from 
Eyan’s specimens of Vancouvers Island, a long time ago.” This would 
indicate a correspondence in the Tertiary flora of the Pacific coast, and 
that on the east side of the Rocky Mountain divide as at present consti- 
tuted, and thus points to the modern elevation of therange. Mr. Meek 
finds also a correspondence in the Cretaceous shells of the two localities 
referred to, and says also that they do not correspond to the forms found 
farther east, which would lead us to suppose that at the period of their 
deposition the divide of the Rocky Mountain must have been more te the 
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eastward of the present divide. One of the layers containing the best fos- 
sils showed a plane of cleavage that was oblique to the plane of deposit, 
rendering it extremely difficult to get perfect specimens. The color ot 
these sandstones was mostly a gray, passing in places into a greenish tint. 
Intercalated with them were some beds of basalt, which was probably 
the cause of the metamorphism observed. In climbing over these hills 
I found numerous indications of coal-beds, one of which was just above 
our camp. There was no outcrop visible, but a prairie-dog in burrowing | 
had penetrated the bed, and revealed its presence by the coal he had dug 
out. On the 21st I visited the hills west of camp. The first ridge was 416 
feet above the level of the creek, and composed of gray and green sand- 
stones contain ing Inoceramus and other Cretaceous fossils. The dip of 
these strata is 50° northeast; angle of inclination, 65°. The layers be- 
tween this ridge and the Eocene on the opposite side of the valley, having 
been soft sandstones, have been washed away to form the bed of the 
stream. From this first ridge I ascended to the next, still higher, but 
parallel to the first.. The first strata were light-gray sandstones, very 
much metamorphosed. These beds, which I take to be of Cretaceous 
age, continued for about half a mile, and were followed by 50 feet of 
coarse, reddish sandstones, the lower layers of which were conglomerate. 
Next came a layer of very hard sandstone containing fragments of 
fossils. This was about 10 feet in thickness, and is followed by 30 feet 
of white quartzite. The summit of this ridge is 818 feet above the 
valley and 402 feet above the top of the first ridge. I followed it until 
the timber obstructed my passage, and I returned to the valley. These 
beds are a continuation of those exposed at Spring Cafion, and are 
underlaid by the Jurassic and Carboniferous. Our course on the 21st 
was up the valley to its head, when we crossed the divide to Trail Creek, 
a tributary of the Yellowstone River, which we followed and camped in 
the valley of the Yellowstone. This divide is 5,821 feet above the sea. 
The strata here have been so leveled and covered with débris and vege- 
tation that it becomes very difficuit to trace the various beds. It is 
probable, however, that they curve toward the east and cross the valley,. 
for a few miles after leaving the divide there is on the left-hand side of 
the road an exposure of Carboniferous limestones dipping a little east 
of north. On the right hand, a few miles to the south and west, there 
are numerous volcanic peaks, their sharp, jagged edges standing out 

‘boldly against the sky. As we neared the valley of the Yellowstone, 
we came to a bed of volcanic breccia, resembling that at Mystic Lake 
and originating evidently in the same center of eruption. Trail Creek 
has cut through this breccia, leaving a high butte standing on the left 
bank of the creek a few miles from its mouth. The top of this butte 
seems to be composed of compact rock. A few miles from the divide 
on Trail Oreek there are coal-beds, none of which, however, have ever 
been mined... 
Camp No. 3 was in the Yellowstone Valley, on Hight-Mile Creek, a 

few miles from its junction with the river. The valley of the Yellow- 
stone is filled with Pliocene deposits of about 150 feet thickness, on top 
of which there are horizontal beds of basalt, which once probably ex- 
tended over the whole valley, forming an immense plateau through 
which the river has cut its bed, removing immense quantities of ma- 
terial. The basalt is covered with local drift from the mountains. The 
foot-hills on the western side of the valley are composed of volcanic 
breccia. There has evidently been more than one period of eruption, 
for farther up the valley there are several layers of basalt, between 
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which there are Pliocene sandstones. The columnar form is beautifully 
shown in many places throughout the valley. 
From Camp No. 3 I ascended the foot-hills which lie to the west, 

bordering the Yellowstone Valley. These hills rise about 3,000 feet above 
the level of the river. Proceeding three miles from the river we reached 
the base of the hills and found the lower ones composed almost entirely 
of breccia, while farther back we find laminated trachytes, which are in- 
clined at an angle of about 40°, as though the lava had been poured 
forth in successive layers and, after cooling, had been tipped up by sub- 
sequent voleanic action. It is probable that under this volcanic mass 
we would find all the sedimentary rocks, from the Cretaceous to the 
Carboniferous or even lower. A few miles from the river, where the 
small streams have cut deeply into the hills, we find rocks containing 
Cretaceous fossils. Farther up, however, the volcanic rocks conceal all 
the underlying formations. 

Our next camp, No. 4, was some eight or ten miles farther up the 
valley, on a basaltic plateau near Bottler’s ranch. ‘The general eleva- 
tion of this plateau above the river is between 100 and 200 feet. Near 
Bottler’s there are several good exhibitions of basaltic columns, and on 
the opposite side of the river the underlying marls and wnite sand- 
stones. A few miles west of Bottler’s we find ourselves in the midst of 
volcanic rocks of all kinds and colors, basalts predominating. The pre- 
vailing color of these rocks is a brick-red and dull purple. Scattered 
over the hills, as well as throughout the entire valley of the Yellow- 
stone, we find chips of black obsidian, chalcedony, agate, and jasper. 
I got some very 
good specimens of Sr ee 
red jasper associ- 
ated with blue chal- 
cedony, and also 
specimens of oliv- 
ine from the basalt. 
We left Bottler’s 

on the 24th, and 
started up the val- 
ley, camping in the 
afternoon (Camp 
No. 5) on Cafion 
Creek, eleven mniles 
above Bottler’s. 
Cafion Creek joins 
the Yellowstone 
just after the latter 
has emerged from 
the second cation. 
(Fig.29.) Therocks 
of the second cafion 
are all gneissic, and 
as I described them 
in the report for 
1871, I will pass 
them here. Be- 
tween Bottler’s and 
the second cation 
the trail leads us along the western side of the Yellowstone, being part 
of the way at a considerable height above the river on blufts of voleanic 

SECOND CANON OF YELLOWSTONE RIVER. 
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breccia. The prevailing color of this breccia is a gray, but the included 
masses have an almost infinite variety of color, green, purple, and red 
masses being abundant. 

On the 24th of July, in company with Messrs. Wakefield and Savage 
of the expedition, i started up Cation Creek from camp No. 5 with the 
intention of crossing the hills west of the second canon and striking 
the Yellowstone River near Cinnabar Mountain, where the party ex- 
pected to camp. The valley of Canon Creek is quite wide and well 
watered, there being several small lakes bordering it. We followed the 
course of the stream but a short distance, when we struck up on the 
hills. The voleanic rocks here seem to be in contact with the gneisses. 
Scattered among the volcanic rocks I found silicified wood in abundance. 
After a long and arduous climb over the lower hills we reached a long 
ridge of voleanic breccia, which seemed to be aspur of the main ridge, 
and to the summit of which it led. It projected from it at a right angle. 
So following it up we at last gained the top, and found ourselves on the 
edge of a precipice, which formed a portion of the opposite side of the 
ridge. Looking over the precipice we saw we were on the top of a 
blank vertical wall of over 2,000 feet in height. The elevation of the 
mountain we were on was 9,478 feet above sea-level and 4,377 feet above 
the camp (No. 5) we had just left. The view from the summit, how- 
ever, repaid us well for our toilsome climb. To the south and west the 
entire country seemed to have been subjected to the most intense vol- 
canic action, followed by an immense amount of erosion. Somber- 
colored ridges, with sharp, piercing peaks and conical crater-like points, 
with deep gorges between, testify to the former disturbances. Allabout 
us were deep banks of snow. In order to descend we were obliged to 
follow the ridge toward the north until we came to a spur projecting at 
right angles from it. This spur sloped gradually to the valley of Cin- 
nabar Creek, a small stream tributary to the Yellowstone River. We 
descended on this spur to Cinnabar Creek, and then followed it around 
Cinnabar Mountain, reaching camp at night-fall. Cinnabar Mountain 
shows a patch of the sedimentary rocks that everywhere else near here 
-Seemed either to have been covered by the outflow of lava or to have 
been washed away. It is probable that both causes have operated. 
The northern portion of the mountain is made up of granitic rocks, a 
continuation of those seen in the second canon. Upon these rocks rest 
.quartzites, followed by limestones, the upper layers of which are un- 
doubtedly Carboniferous. The limestones are followed by quartzites 
again. One ridge of this quartzite forms the northern wall of the 
Devil’s Slide, while the southern wall is formed of a dike of dark-green 
“porphyritic rock. This dike probably separates the Carboniferous from 
the Jurassic. Between these two almost vertical walls the softer ma- 
terial has been washed out. Adhering to thedike are pieces of a blue-clay 
slate, and following it we find Jurassic beds‘of slates and limestones con- 
taining Myascites subcompressa, Pholadomya, and Camptonectes. Next come 
Cretaceous beds, in which there are indications of coal, and containing 

. Scaphites, Ventricosa, Baculites, Ostrea, Inoceramus, and Trigonia. All the 
beds I have mentioned:above have a,dip to the southwest and an incli-. 
tion of from 50° to 80°. About a half mile above the Devil’s Slide we 
‘find that the beds seem very much crushed together, and within a very 
short distance dip southwest, and are horizontal and dipping northeast. 
A visit to one of the high peaks in the neighborhood gave us a clew to 
this curious contortion of the strata. 
‘On the morning of the 26th of July Messrs. Gannett, Brown, and 

myself started to make the ascent of the peak, which lay to the south- 
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west of camp. Our way was up a long ridge, which seemed to us to 
immediately beneath us lead to the summit of the peak. The rocks 

were Cretaceous sandstones. On reaching the 
timber-line (9,442 feet above sea-level) we 
found we would have to finish the ascent on 
feot, as the slope became too steep for the 
horses. So dismounting we picketed them, 
and started for the summit. The sandstones 
over which we passed reach within 500 feet of 
the top, dipping to the northwest. The sum- 
mit of the peak seemed to be made up of an 
immense pile of broken-up volcanic rock, (a : 
rusty-gray trachyte.) When we were within 
about 500 feet of the top a storm came up, and 
we were enveloped in clouds. The ascent here 
was very difficult, as the fragments of rock 
were very sharp, and most of them loose, slid- 
ing from beneath us as we climbed over them. 
Mr. Gannett succeeded in attaining the highest 
point and depositing his instruments, when he 
discovered that he was in the midst of an elec- 
trical cloud, and his feelings not being of the 
most agreeable sort heretreated. As he neared 
us we observed that his hair was standing on 
end, as though he were on an electrical stool, 
and we could hear a series of snapping sounds, 
as though he were receiving the charges of a 
number of electrical frictional machines. Mr. 
Brown next tried to go up, but received a shock 
which deterred him. The cloud now began to 
settle about us, and we descended some 500 
feet, and waited until the storm passed over. 
About 4 o’clock in the afternoon we succeeded 
in reaching the top, and Mr. Gannett found the 
altitude of the peak to be 10,992 feet above the 
sea. Wenamed it Electric Peak. The eastern 
side is hollowed, and from the base two small 
creeks flow to join the Yellowstone. Between 
the peak and the Hot Springs, on Gardiner’s 
River, there must have been acenter of volcanic 
action, for the sedimentary beds opposite the 
springs dip in the opposite direction to that of 
the beds on the western side of Electric Peak, 
and the space between is filled with volcanic 
material, from which a cone-like mountain 
rises. This will also explain the crushing to- 
gether of the strata above the Devil’s Slide. 
Descending the peak after completing our ob- 
Servations we reached our horses about 6 
o’clock in the evening, and soon were on the 
way toward camp, with, however, but little 
hope of reaching it that night, as the main party 
had started up the river in the morning after 
we lefgcamp. After dark we camped on the 
banks of Cache Creek, some miles from the 
valley of the Yellowstone. The next day about noon 
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camp at the Hot Springs, on Gardiner’s River. Opposite the springs 
there is a high wall, which presents the edge of Cretaceous and Lower 
Tertiary strata tor a vertical distance of nearly 2,000 feet. The river 
has cut its way through a sort of a monociinal valley, resting on 
either Carboniferous or Jurassic beds, while on the east side of the 
river we have the Cretaceous beds I spoke of above. The lower layers 
are very calcareous, and contain thin beds of limestone, from which I 
obtained good specimens of calcite and Iceland or double-refracting 
spar. Near the forks of the river, about half a mile above the springs, 
we have exposures of lower beds, in which there are seams of earthy 
lignite, associated with which I observed selenite, coating some of the 
argillaceous sandstones.. There is an exposure of this earthy lignite 
some four miles farther down the river, a continuation probably of 
the same beds. Near the top of the wall there are Tertiary beds inter- 
calated with basalt. The topmost layer of the latter stretches away to 
the east in a broad plateau, and on the edge the columnar form is 
well shown. It probably once extended on both sides of the river, and 
came from a point west of the springs. All the beds mentioned above 
dip to the northeast at an angle which averages about 15°. The 
limestones which dip under Gardiner’s River extend under the Hot 
Springs, and are probably the source of the lime observed in the waters 
and deposits. The section shown in Fig. 30 will perhaps show more 
clearly the relations of the various beds near the Hot Springs. The 
springs were so fully described in the report of last year (1571) that I will 
not take the room to describe them again, inasmuchas it would be a mere 
repetition. We spent two days in camp there this year, during which 
time I made a more complete record of the springs and their tempera- 
tures and noted the changes that have taken place since our last visit. 
Since then there have been a number of cabins and bath-houses erected, 
and notwithstanding the difficulties of reaching the springs there were 
about thirty persons there enjoying the benefits to. be derived from 
drinking and bathing in the waters. 

The top of the gorge in which the springs are situated is 1,285 feet 
above the level of the river. I will commence with the springs at the 
level of the river. These are seven in number, and remain about the 
same as they were last year, with the exception that some of them have 
been artificially enlarged. The temperatures here are lower than we 
find higher up, and the springs are filled with bright-green Confer- 
voidea. The following table gives all the points of interest in regard 
to these springs: 

Springs at the level of the river. 

Time of observation, 8.30-8.40 a. m., July 29, 1872.—There was no perceptible gas given off. 

- ; : Temperature Temperature | Elevation above 
Ne. | Size of spring. Dh. of air. of spring. sea-level. 

Inches. Inches. ; Feet. 
1 12x12 3 70° F. 104° F. 5, 750 
2 30x30 12 70 104 5, 750 
See 5: eee See peee eerie are 70 111 5, 750 
4 PL bc 07) ince y | ih 3 Slay eee 70 114 5, 750 
5 1 oa ae (a ioe mana £ 70 112 5, 750 
are icialla 213) vaeaorei ee 70 94 5, 750 
z Seema tars (Ase 70: 132 5, 750 
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As we go from the river up the hill toward the main springs we meet 
with a large pool of hot water of about 100 feet diameter. 
feet above the level of the river, and on its edge there are several 
springs. 

It is 230 

Of two I took the temperatures, and found them both to be 
140° F., the temperature of the air being 65° F. and the time of observa- 
tion 8 a.m. A short distance farther up we came to the main mass of 
springs, arranged on a series of terraces at different levels. 
terrace is 528 “teet above the level of the river. 

The first 
The principal springs 

are on the first ten terraces, and as we go up the valley we find that, 
although there were once many springs here of a most active character, 
at the present time they have nearly all died out. 
have the hottest springs. 

The first four or five 
The boiling-point at these springs varies from 

199°.5 to 2009.9. I give the temperatures, &c., below in tabular form. 
The observations were all made on the 28th of July. 

Position of spring. 

Time of observation. 

S | 

2 

Z | 

1 | First terrace... | 8 40 a. 
Qisa=- Gores s325220% g. 40 a. 
Sul ed Ores oe cee ol. 8.40 a. 
4 GC Se a eee 8.40 a. 
5 | Seeond terrace. 9.00 a. 
Ghee OMe ns nce - 9.10 a. 
7 eee Bi ee aes ee 9.20 a. 
8 “Fourth terrace... 9.25 a. 
9 | Fifth terrace....| 9.30 a. 

10 | Sixth terrace --.| 12.30 p. 
d . 30 p. 

29 |Eighth terrace... 9. 45 
21 (Ninth terrace.-..| 10.10 
22 | Ji Sap ees 10.12 
rates 0) 2 ek eS 10. 14 
ns CON naa ain elas’ 10. 14 
25 =i Geese Je seen 10.15 
268 CAO ee 5 EE 10.15 
7 | “Tenth terrace. .-| 10. 30 

28 Oven ene. 10. 30 
29 |Eleventh terrace.| 10.35 
BGS Ere a 10. 40 
Be siido 8 ioll: 10.40 a 
32 | Twellih terrace.} 12.20 p 
Pals de 2. ->:..-.| 12.20.p 
82 | esl iy ie 12.20 p 
ai | OU i re 12, 25 p 
350 abe eee aeebame 12. 25 p 

AWE AO). i eh455 22 12, 26 p. 
4S een (Oe ee een 12. 26 p. 
S512 ie 12, 28 p. 
40 liphictooliterince, 11.00 a. 
As OOW ooo oes 2 2 - 11.00 a. 
iG, | pei t eae ep ae 11.00 a. 
SOO a 65's ~ 11. 00 a. 
£2 boo eee 11.00 a. 
CAB Boe DV eee eee 11.00 a. 
AG a AAG sk | oe. 11.00 a. 
LT oC ee 11.00 a. 

. 30 

PUPP PPPPP PPP EPP PPP ETP P SVT 

ee ee eee 

Temperature of air in 

Fahreaheit. 

Temperature of spring 

in Fahrenheit. 

Elevation above sea in 

feet 
Size. Gas given off. 

By 
QA 

Byaiits Sebingeeede 6in. | Sulphuretted hydrogen 
IMISSureoMsOutes| asses cele Oye areas Lalu ad 
Fissure of 14ft..|......|------ COs on. uerisee ee 
Fissure of 6 ft®..|.....- BseOL soe suite tee sane 
20:int << 20hine es, sD ins | ee Coys ee Sa: 
15 in. > < 35 in. evs 12in BSE OS QOS ae see 

150 ft. x 70 ft _..| 10 ft.| Carbonic acid ..-...... 
100 ft. x 50 ft ...| 10 ft. | Sulphuretted hydrogen 
Oftexcisite os Siitaless ss C1 ier aE 
20 int sc 2anss 322 Gms |Paseee C10) See Oo ah eae 
UD ihe SAE ie A) aad eee COWERE eyes ey 
Att: STL tees e rho | eeeSes CO ee eC oiree 
QT S<CSitiess- ce aeebn | seer Coy See eee 
ihr Seal Gober Dts |e: Oye es eee sees 
Qihte SOUL, cee ate (Hib Weeds Operas eign ats 
Otte aubtte See Bite |e as LOW. 2s a Nera 
Bh SCBMAG Se none Gitte lesecee ayaa a 
Ghint. SiG eee 2 Woisleaodee 10) dba SeMeosaeres 
Gin ezine eee Gris Kesese CO ea oe 
LOGIeeol oot Ait osose CO eee bees sen 
ee as ee Se LAC ae ele eee Owasso sess: 
a ak pobapes ce arm ees | pe eee I aiteaieee Oye eee eee 
ee ae ait all baie nl Pea Cojyaseeta set yes 
RE es Bae Dae ine tars el Vege a CO ey oe 
BETO DECORA eae Gl (Rei GOW Seen eeiciss else 
SOR Ce a EIe aes RT Meio Coens i 
Ce ee Oe CDSE I AEHESo} DEE CO ete rete arae 
Se a HSAs a eee ReGen Coane (0) ce cneeanenanects 

ai i eB Ove eNOS inal aie 
{ issure Of SF fii ease eke CO eee oe eae 

Bye ese lsh COV eee see eee 
| Sane peeese GO ee ee eee 

CGeyser-Lilkee: |p cza| 500 57 fe WTO ORL.) 

ae dese ap eae 
Bo Meee eee COE ta eee 

CVOVOTON OT OTOL OTT 

CUOTOUCT OT OT OT OL 

150 
148 
148 | 6, 

152 
148 
152 
152 
150 

122 
157 

162 

162 
162 

154 
148 

142 
142 
108 

144 

5 

6, 758 

ARAMAAAAN aPod ot 2-3 OTC Ur cir @MOMOMWM@m 
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z SD A A= a eI 

FS ze a s 

~ ~~ 

im 

Position of spring. g Size. Gas given off. = 8 ge 2g 

x © 24 | 56/6 | 5) Be at “4 
° o [>] ~~ 

2 ms a a ad | 3 
2 SM Lah 5 & & o 5 2 
q o A a A co 

a AQ ep eT |) ih eat a Hel a na an ele eee MOV Lihy Skee Bes 
49 |....do ...-.....-.| 12.05 p.m. Sherer teoe) te ea esa) Ia Ter Op AS eee ee 
DOM peed Omes eee) desO¢ p.m | cexgerttne RRS Rennes doweeees eee tes 
SYP S 32 colt) SSaRe ee eu ele iran cre 3 a ete ea Kee ae CLOWN 4 Be Re 
oN Mita feel 0.1) do to pam! ||. Oaeas I aa do a eee 
HSMP oROOM EE cones ane Appeal )yee5 or en id ara Mime tenia A dhl lk hcl (es as dot te Cae 

. 54 | Fourtee’hterrace| 11.11 a.m.) 12in. X12in....| 8in.| Carbonic aéid......... 
DOH MeR OOM see mek ec 3 WA a.m) 3 in <4 ine eee WD rhe ooo oe Cia ED Sa ea oN 
HON os sak. yee 11, 12) a.m.) 6 in: x Gime = =. Ye 45ims| soo GO) es sieht See Ne 
SY So Set Cee Sewe erase HIP Qvan ms lotta 2) tbe eee Asin eee Choe aaa Sia 
SSalbeee dors. Jose) 11.13 a.m:| 1 ft.x< 13 ft.....- Qans |aceeiee dose eae 
SOM BEGG! see asec bee 17.13 a.m.) 8ift. X3 ft -...-- Bithy ||sesoce Oe eee se 
GON FeeH dO foe Nok 11.15 a.m.} 4 ft. X'3 ft-.....- 2 ft. | Sulphuretted hydrogen 
61 er cue Opie 11.40 a.m. d 
GP) Sas UNS SE Seep os 11. 40 a.m. as 
Sree do ete i. 40 aim. | + Fissure 60 feet 
GE’ 52 Bee 11.45 a.m one: 
(3) GU BsO See secaeese 11.50 a.m. 
GOBESRGO fo 88 coda 11.50 a.m. |? Fissure 54 feet |.- 
Gilg Bee Orr hed sos 11.50 am.|§ long. 

The elevation of the ridge just above the fourteenth terrace is 7,035 feet. 
The greatest change 

= in the springs was no- 
, ticed on the ninth and 

Fig. 31. 

most entirely covered 
with water, through 
which the various 
springs could be noted 

=.) by the points of ebul- 
. lition. It was impos- 
Sible to walk any- 
where but around the 

, edge. Now, however, 
; the most of the water 

= has disappeared, and 
- only the springs re- 

| Imain, andonecan walk 
almost anywhere on 
the terrace. On the 
twelfth terrace there 

are a great many new 
2 springs, all of which 
= have a high tempera- 
eture. Carbonic-acid 
= gas can be detected in 

275) the springs of the four- 
© teenth terrace by the 

=i taste. These springs 
jare hid in the grass, _ 

2 ful searching that they — 
are found. 
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Dr. Endlich has made the following analysis of the deposits from these 
springs: 

Per cent 

Loss at 110° C.--. een, Gl AAS Al pie As Ae 9 39. 10 
Pernmeninton= 0 30. so percent hin epi ht i) Gab) panes 
TUBING ac 2e55 eeeesoeaeeseas Bey tastier relate ae ieee eye role minisimien retails EATERS, 2 perl) a 57.70 

Fave Murda ct ee enone edees eaciod obec od Sone EUS Ses hese ner Gaouanenomoeacio |! ch 

ATE SRETS 2 as ede ee ES a EOC re SE Ser en ras cons pe os eG a eget eed Ne ap ca 

Magnesia... -.--.--- ah he ated GN Sp LUCE a BTS ell es ual) Ae) ol SNA Trace. 

Sidi; 2a , DH ASE RS EN OE NE eee aE wa A IE ay Sate ye neh Trace. 

100. 05 

Figures 31 and 32, drawn by Mr. Holmes, will perhaps give the reader 
a good idea of some of the peculiar formations noticed at these springs. 
Fig. 31 shows the pools or basins which were so fully described by Dr. 
Hayden in the report for 1871, and which form one of the most beautiful 
features of the springs. The 
water in all of them is either 
warm or hot according to their = 
position, the lower ones having 
the coolest water. The water 
has also that exquisitely beau- : 
tiful blue tint which is beyond 
description, and which forms 
such handsome contrasts to ; 
the white, marble-like basins = 
inwhichitis. The water pours 
from one basin to another and 
forms stalactitic processes, § : EA 

which hang from their sides & = Cea: ee Z 
as seen in the picture. Atthe 
bottom of the upper basin in 
the illustration the processes : — 
have united with those formed CFNAMENTAL RIM OF EXTINCT SPRING, GARDINER’S RIVER. 

from below by the dropping of the water, while in the lower basin they 
have not yet come together, but still form true stalactitic processes. Over 
the outside surfaces of the basins we find also bead-like processes, caused . 
also by the dropping of the water. The great amount of lime in these © 
deposits gives them a beautiful white appearance. 

CHAPTER III. 

GARDINER’S RIVER TO MUD-VOLCANOES, YELLOWSTONE 
VALLEY. 

We left the Hot Springs on the 29th of July and made our next camp 
on Black-Tail Deer Creek near the Yellowstone, a few miles above Gar- 
diner’s River. Our camp was on a portion of the plateau that extends 
eastward from the top of the bluff-wall opposite the springs. .The rock 
lnmediately beneath us was a violet-colored trachyte containing crys- 
tals of sanidine. Between our camp and the Yellowstone River there 
were some exposures of Carboniferous limestone, evidently the direct 

*By spectroscopic examination. 
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prolongation of the layers noticed in the last chapter as occurring 
at Cinnabar Mountain. Just below these outcroppings the river 
passes through the third cation, the rocks of which are gneissic, upon 
which the limestones rest. On the west side of the river there are 
fine exposures of black micaceous gneiss, inclining southeast. On 
the opposite side there are three streams which cut their way to the 
river through the solid granite. About a mile east of camp I visited a 
butte of limestone which rose above the surrounding voleanie rock like 
a huge monument. The dip was southwest at an angle of about 50°. 
From these layers I obtained hemipronites, spirifer, and rhynchonella. 

The following day we moved our camp to the Yellowstone and 
pitched our tents in a beautiful grassy valley on Elk Creek, about one 
mile from the Yellowstone River. About two miles above us the Hast 
Fork of the Yellowstone joined the main river. Our camp (No. 9) was 
334 feet lower than the previous one, (No. 8.) The descent from the 
plateau. was rather abrupt, and gave us a chance to see the structure of 
the Eocene beds, which were here composed of coarse, yellowish-brown 
sandstones, intercalated with basalt and trachyte. The sandstones in 
some places are conglomerate, and all are considerably metamorphosed. 
Some of the layers “contained impressions of deciduous leaves, among 
which Professor Lesquereux has found Platanus nobilis, Fagus antipofi, 
and a new species described in his report. The volcanic rocks, mostly 
basaltic, contained a large percentage of iron, and, on weathering, pre- 
sented a rusty appearance. In some I found ereen jasper and chal- 
cedony. The valley of Elk Creek below our camp presented a curious 
appearance. The river and. the small streams hive cut their way 
deeply through the Tertiary beds, leaving table-like buttes standing 
between each | one, being capped with a volcanic layer, the top of which 
is perfectly level. They are merely the remnants of layers that once ~ 
extended over the entire valley. Beneath the volcanic layers the soft 
gray and brown sandstones have yielded readily to the action of the 
water, and the cafons are deep, with perpendicular walls. 

The Tertiary beds seem to rest immediately on the gneissic ‘rocks 
at this point, and before their deposition there was undoubtedly 
a great deal of erosion. The thickness of the Tertiary beds, ineclud- 
ing the volcanic layers, is about 400 feet. Throughout the valley in 

_ which we were camped there was an immense number of granite-bowl- 
ders of all sizes, which were evidently washed down the valley of the 
Kast Fork, for we find them strewn along that river for some distance 
above its junction with the Yellowstone. On the east side of the 
Yellowstone, near Hell Roaring Creek, there are some high granite 
mountains, and the entire surrounding country is very rugged and will 
some day form a most interesting field of study. Our time was too 
limited to attempt to penetrate it at all. Near the junction of the two 
forks of the Yellowstone there has been a bridge thrown across the 
main stream. Just at this point we find an exposure of granite. This — 
passes into micaceous gneiss, which is overlaid by sandstones, on top of 
which there is a bed of conglomerate, made up mostly of volcanic frag- 
ments. Crossing the river we soon find ourselves surrounded with vol- 
canic rocks. A short distance from the river there is an isolated table- 
like butte, rising 600 feet above the level of the river. It is capped 
with basalt of considerable thickness, beneath which are soft Tertiary 
sandstones. The floor of the butte is quite level, and is strewn with 
granite-bowlders. It is evidently only another remnant of the basaltie 
layer I have referred to above, which once extended over an immense 
area. As we proceed up the Yellowstone, it becomes thicker. Follow- 
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ing the river we found that a short distance above the bridge it emerges 
from a deep canon. At the lower end of this cation there are a number 
of hot springs on the edge of the river. We could distinguish at least 
four. They were surrounded by a considerable deposit of sulphur and 
iron. They give off sulphuretted hydrogen abundantly. We were some 
500 feet above them, and yet the surrounding air was strongly impreg- 
nated with it. It was impossible to reach the springs to take their 
temperatures. The caiion is about a mile in length, extending from the 
mouth of Tower Creek, opposite Tower Falls. it is one of the finest 
canons I have ever seen. The walls are perpendicular and the river 
fiowing below is a perfect torrent, of an emerald-green tint, capped 
with white foam. The fall of the river for 24 miles is 229 feet. On the 
western side of the cafon the rocks have been weathered into towers, 

_ with sharp pinnacles, giving it a most picturesque appearance. 
The height of the eastern wall is 346 feet above the level of the river 

opposite Tower Falls. At the lower end the height probably reaches 
500 feet. This wall, from top to bottom, is composed as follows: 

1. Soft, gray sandstone. ) 
2. Columnar basalt. | 
3. Conglomerate. sy, 
4, Columnar basalt. rene Hes 
5. Trachyte. 
6. Limestone (?). \ 

The layers of basalt mentioned above, Nos. 2 and 4, extend the length 
of the cation and present the most regular hexagonal columns that L 
have ever seen anywhere in the West. It was impossible to obtain the 
exact measurements, but I should estimate those in layer No. 2 to be 

-15 feet in height, while those of No. 4 were probably between 20 and 
30 feet. The conglomerate No. 3 was probably about 100 feet in thick- 
ness, and composed of large fragments of all kinds of rocks, the vol- 
canie predominating. It was so infiltrated with sulphur that the whole 
bed had a bright-yellow color, especially noticeable at the upper end of 
the cation. The sandstones on the top were very soft, and had weath- 
ered so as to give a rounded top to the wall. The general color of the 
trachyte was a violet, and it rested, I am inclined to think, on lime- 
stones, although on this point I am not quite certain. Above the canon 
the Yellowstone River flows through quite a wide valley, which on one 
side is comparatively open and on the other side bounded by high hills, 
which slope to within a short distance of the river’s edge. Just above 
this valley is the lower end of the Grand Cafion. Both sides of the 
river above Tower Creek have once been the seat of hot-springs, whose 
most active period has been long passed. There are at present only a 
few springs remaining on the western bank, while on the east there are 
extensive deposits containing sulphur, selenite, and alum. We spent 
four days in camp No. 9, while Dr. Hayden and a small party made a 
side trip to Clarke’s Fork of the Yellowstone. During this time, in 
addition to some trips to Tower Falls and the vicinity, I also made two 
trips up the Hast Fork of the Yellowstone to a locality where one of the 
members of the expedition discovered some very fine crystals of ame- 
thyst. This locality is some ten miles from the main Yellowstone. 
The specimens are found on a hill on the left side of the river. It is 
about 1,000 feet in height and the summit entirely destitute of timber, 
the rock covering it being basaltic. Over the basaltic floor, quartz, 
agate, jasper, and silicified wood are found in quantity. There seems 
once to have been a forest standing here which the lava has inclosed 
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and silicified. Imbedded in the rock we find numerous cylindrical . 
masses of chalcedony a foot and more in diameter. In some of these 
masses we can still trace the form of the woody fibers, while others 
have bits of silicified wood that has not been changed to chalcedony. 
In the center of many of these cylinders we find crystals of amethyst. 
They are large and have a fine color. If we had been able to penetrate » 
to a greater depth there is no doubt but that we would have found still 
handsomer specimens. In other specimens the wood seems to have © 
formed a nucleus around which the quartz has crystallized, chaleedony 
forming the center and milky quartz the exterior. In one place on this 
hill I found a great variety of jaspers, with also agates and semi-opal. 

The following is a complete list of the minerals found at this locality : 
Amethyst,(amethystine quartz,) limpid quartz, milky quartz,(ferruginous 
quartz,) chalcedony, carnelian, chrysoprase, prase, banded agate, flint, 
red, yellow, gray, blue, and black jaspers, semi-opal, and calcite. 

The calcite is found in the center of agate-geodes. The jaspers are 
very fine, containing three and four colors in some of the pieces. .The 
crystals of quartz and amethyst are all large and fine. 

Throughout the entire valley of the Yellowstone quartz, chalcedony. 
agate, and obsidian-chips are common, while almost all the trachytes 
contain crystals of sanidine. Among the specimens brought from 
Clarke’s Fork were argentiferous galena; and the blue and green ear- 
bonates of copper from the Clarke’s Fork mines. 
We left Elk Creek on the 4th of August, and made our next camp at 

the foot of Mount Washburne, on the eastern side, in a small, densely- 
timbered valley bordering the Grand Caiion. Close to our camp there 
was a Small gulley containing some springs, of which I recorded the 
temperatures. A small stream ran through the gulley, and throughout 
the entire bed there were springs whose presence was revealed by the - 
bubbling of carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen through the water. 
On either side of the stream there are abundant: deposits, of a white 
color, containing lime, silica, and sulphur, giving evidence that at some 
past time this place was the seat of a large group of active springs, of 
which those now existing are a mere trace. It may not be many years 
before they will be entirely extinct. The specific description of these 
springsis as follows: No. 1 is eight feet by five, and gave off sulphuretted 
hydrogen abundantly. The temperature was only 52° F. No. 2 is 
three by four feet, and has a temperature of 53° F. Nos. 4 and 5 were 
merely small holes in the deposit on the bank of the stream. The tem- 
perature of the former was 94° F. and that of the latter 115° F. The 
remaining springs were as follows: No. 6, 188° F.; No. 7, 188° F.; and 
No. 8, 190° F. The boiling-point here would be 198°.3 F. The tem- 
perature of the air during these observations was 76° F., the time being 
about 7.50 a.m. The elevation above sea-level was 8,117 feet. From 
this group of springs we caught a glimpse of a white spot through the 
trees, which indicated that there were more springs to the north of 
these. Toward this place we turned our heads, and while riding along 
through the woods we came toa pool of water which would measure 
probably thirty yards by fifty. The surface of the water was almost all 
in agitation from the number of points of evolution of carburetted 
hydrogen. The temperature of the water was only 54° I’., while the 
air still remained at 76° F. This pool was on about the same level as 
the springs mentioned above. A short ride from this pool brought us to 
the spot we were seeking, and- we found ourselves in the midst of an 
active groupof mud springs or salses. The springs are distributed over 
the side of a hill which steams from top to bottom. It was a most hor- 

oh 
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rible-looking place, and brought to our minds pictures of the infernal 
regions. The-black and red colors of the mud and iron deposits gave 
the hill the appearance of having been burned, while here and there were 
masses of bright-yellow sulphur. The air was filled with the fumes of 
sulphuretted hydrogen. The noise made by the throbbing and pulsating 
masses of mud was continuous. This, with the splashing and splutter- 
ing of some of the springs, the plop-plop of the thicker mud, combined 
with the unearthly appearance of the scene, made us feel that we were 
on dangerous ground, and in walking about the springs we did so care- 
fully, fearing that we might break through the crust. The mud in-these 
springs is biack in some, lavender-colored in others, and again yellow, 
while in consistency it is of all grades, from that of a thick mush to a 
mere inky-black water. In the thick-mud spring the steam seems to 
escape with an effort after several vain attempts. The mud rises in a 
hemispherical mass, falls and again rises, and after several repetitions 
the steam bursts from it, sometimes throwing the mud to a distance of 
20 feet. 

i divide the springs at this locality into two groups, the second group 
being some distance higher up the hill. The following is the description 
of the springs in the first group: The first one contained a rather thin 
lavender-colored mud. It is a cavernous-iike opening on the side of the 
hill, and is the topmost spring of about five springs that are situated in 
a line, one above the other, at different levels. There seems at one time 
to have been a fissure here which determined their position. It was 
the only spring of the five that could be approached, but the tempera- 
ture even of this could not be taken on account of the steam coming 
from it. It was probably at the boiling point. The mud was in active 
motion, and the steam came from it with acontinuvusroar. The spring 
also gave off sulphuretted hydrogen gas. 
No. 2 was a large pool of muddy water, through which a number of 

steam jets forced their way, giving the spring the appearance of a sieve 
full of water, through the bottom of which the stream was forced. 
The temperature of the water was 194° I., and the air 78° F., the 
time cf observation being about 9 o’clock in the morning. This 
spring was 30 feet above No. 1. Near it there was a spring of very 
thick, blue mud, the temperature of which I was unable to take, it not 
being safe to approach near it, as the mud on the banks was very soft. 

A short distance to the right of No. 2, and a little above it, is No. 3, 
a iarge, yellow, muddy pool 30 feet by 50 feet in diameter, in which 
there was a great deal of bubbling, the water near the edge of the 
spring being especially agitated. The temperature was 140° F., the 
air remaining at 78° F. “On the banks of’ this pocl there was an 
abundant deposit of sulphur and alum. No. 4 is the most active 
spring of the group. It is about 20 feet higher up the hill than No. 3, 
and is about 30 feet in diameter, somewhat irregular in shape. The 
mud has formed a rim about it which is 2 feet above the spring on one 
side and 3 feet on the other. It contains a very thin blue-black mud, 
which is in violent ebullition, rising at times to the height of 3 and 
4 feet. A dense column of LEDs mingled with sulphuretted hydrogen 
gas, is continually escaping from it. I was able to take the temperature 
only at the edge, where I found it to be 190° F.; air, 78° F. © In 
the center it was probably at the boiling.point, which at this eleva- 
tion is 198°.2 F. About 20 feet below No. 4, and a little to the right, 
is No. 5. It is 15 feet long and 5 feet wide at the widest place, 
being somewhat triangular in shape. One edge of the bank over- 

9GS 
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hangs the water and coated with a deposit of sulphur, which is deposited 
by the sulphuretted hydrogen gas. The water here is cleaner than in 
any of the’surrounding springs. The center of the spring is in violent 
ebullition from the escape, of steam. The temperature of the water at 
the edge of the spring was 184° F., the air being 78°. The second 
group has a general elevation of about 150 feet above the first, and 
is also Situated on the slope of a hill. The first spring in this group 
we called the ‘““Mush-Pot.” It is about 20 feet in diameter, and bas three 
openings, each about 10 feetin depth. The mud at the bottom of these 
holes is very thick and of a bluish-black color. The mass heaves and 
throbs as the steam escapes through it. It was impossible to take the 
temperature of the mud, as the steam scattered it in all directions, ren- 
dering it impossible even to look into it with safety. 

No. 2 was named the “ Paint-Pot,” the mud in it resembling lead- 
colored paint. The entire surface was in violent agitation. The 
diameter of this spring is narrower at the top than at the surfate of the 
mud, which was eight feet below the surface of the ground. The mud 
iS scattered in all directions, as in the last- mentioned spring, rendering 
it impossible ‘to obtain its temperature. At intervals of about three 
minutes it seems to take a rest, remaining quite for a few seconds. 

No. 3 is a fissure of nearly 100 feet in length, in the course of which 
there are a number of black-mud springs, their average temperature 
being 185° F., while the air was 79° F. This fissure is about 100 feet 
above spring No. 1. 

No. 4 is a similar fissure of about the same length. It is about 100 
feet above the preceding one, and contains mud-springs of the same 
character, the average temperature being 190° I’. The boiling-point at 
this elevation is 197°.6 I’. All around this fissure there is an abundant 
deposit of sulphur and alum, the sulphur-crystals being exceedingly 
baer and delicate. 
No. 5 is a blue-mud spring of about three feet in diameter, having a 

temperature of 190° IF. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 form a small group 
distinguished by the abundance. of sulphur surrounding them. The 
mud in them was very thick and varied in color from Dlue to black. 
The ground about them was too treacherous to allow of a near approach, 
but their temperature would probably average about 185°-190°. Be- 
sides the springs I have described above there were numerous smaller 
ones and a great many steam vents. I have only mentioned the most 
important springs. Both the groups are situated in banks of clay, and 
the deposits consist mainly of clay, alum, and sulphur. All the springs 
are acid in reaction from the presence of sulphuric acid. The suiphur 
results from the, decomposition of the sulphuretted hydrogen which is 
so abundant in this locality. The oxidation of the sulphur and its 
union with the alumina and iron gives us the alum which we find here. 

Our next camp (No. 11) was on “Cascade Creek, a few miles from the 
Lower Fails of the Yellowstone and the Grand Caiion. Cascade Creek, 
near our camp, flows through a valley covered with sedimentary rocks, 
into which it has cut a short distance. It is made up partly of sand 
and particles of voleanic material. It is probably Pliocene in its origin, 
and was deposited at the bottom of a lake which was very likely a pro- 
longation of the ancient Yellowstone Lake, and existed here at a _~ 
comparatively recent period. The strata are soft and contain particles 
of obsidian in abundanee, and are also in part contributed to by voleanic 
ashes, for here we find ourselves in the midst of a voleanic country. This _ 
sedimentary deposit extends over the entire valley of the Yellowstone at 
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this point. The carving out of the Grand Caton (Fig. 33) gives us an 
excellent opportunity to study the various rocks that underlie the valley. 

At the head of the Grand Canon is the lower fall of the Yellowstone, 
which was measured this year by triangulation and found to be 397 feet 
in height. At the ales ee 
foot of the fall the emer 
depth of the canon 
is 675 feet. This 
depth increases as 
we go down the 
river, and about 
half a mile below 
it is 1,000 feet, 
measured with 
an aneroid barom- 
eter. The fall of 
the river from the 
foot of the fall to 
the mouth of. 
Tower Creek, a 
distance of twenty- 
two miles, aver- 
ages 40 feet to the 
mile. On the west- 
ern side of the 
eafion, some dis- 
tance above the 
top of the lower 
fall, there is an ex- 
posure of a very 
fine soft sandstone 
having a light-yel- 
yellow color. This must have been deposited in very quiet waters and 
is probably of Post-pliocene age. On the eastern side we find the rocks 
to be as follows: The top of the cation above the falls is made up of 
obsidian, which is porphyritic, containing crystals of sanidine. The 
rock is very irregular in composition and color, the latter varying from 
black to brown. It passes into a perlite-like rock of a light-bluish color, 
in some places is white. This has in places perlite-lke trachyte- 
porphyry, containing small feldspathic balls with a radiated fibrous 
Structure, (spherulites,) mixed with small bits of obsidian, the whole 
mass having a general color that resembles blue lead. A little farther 
down we find in this same rock jasper-geodes containing varieties of 
opal in the interior. They vary in size, some being only an inch in 
diameter, while others are half a foot. They are of a brown color on the 
exterior and botryoidal in shape, and are porphyritic, containing crystals 
of sanidine. Breaking them open we find that the mass often presents 
a beautiful appearance, some of the specimens having a rich-brown 
color, mingled with bright red and green, while the cavities are lined 
with pink, white, or blue semi-opal in some cases and in others by 
hyalite. The variety in the shades of color is almost infinite. Just 
above the fall there is a slide of rock reaching from the top of the cation 
to the river’s edge, and here we found many good specimens that had 
broken ont of the more massive rock and fallen down. 
At the brink of the fall the rock over which the water pours, and 

which extends some 50 or 75 feet above it, is a compact trachyte por- 

GRAND CANON OF THE YELLOWSTONE. 
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phyry of a light-violet color containing crystals of sanidine. As we pro- 
ceed down the river we find that this rock is replaced by an argillo- 
trachyte-porphyry, the white color of which contrasts strongly with 
the other colors seen on the sides of the cafion. The unequal hardness 
of the different rocks has allowed it to weather into curious and fan- 
tastic shapes, spires, towers, and minarets standing out on either side, 
adding tothe picturesqueness of the scenery. There have once been 
many hot springs throughout this region, and it is to them that the 
greater portion of the coloring seen in the canon is due, the iron deposits 
viving the reds and the sulphur the yellows. There still are a number 
of springs along the river’s edge, although from the top of the canon 
they cannot be distinguished. ‘The center of attraction, however, is the 
lower fall, (Fig. 34). The river suddenly narrows to a width of only 
100 feet and rushes over a ledge of trachyte, falling 397 feet to the bot- 
tom of the cafon. The water at the edge of the fall is very deep and 
of a deep-green color. Huge bowlders thrown in are carried by the force 
of the current far out from the edge of the fall. When we approach 
the brink and look over into the abyss we begin to realize the littleness 
of man when in the presence of nature’s grand masterpieces. Down, 
down goes the whirling mass, battling and writhing as the water dashes 
against the rocks with a noise like the discharge of artillery. Here and 
there a resisting rock is met with and the water rebounds, broken into 
myriads of drops, which throw back to us the sunlight resolved into its 

primitive colors. The 
bottom of the canon 
reached, the immense 

smass of water seems 
to dissolve itself into 
spray, and then recov- 

ejering, it flows down 
=\the gorge an emerald. - 
=sloreen stream, dashed 

| with patches of white, 
beating with furious 
waves therocky walls 
that imprison it. 
Taken in connection 
with the varied tints 
of the canon itself, 
red, yellow, orange, 
white, the dark-green 

Fig. 35. 

ished moss on the 
sides of the fall, we 
have a picture of al- 
{most unequaled mag- 

E eS _nificence and gran- 
cf ee GeU Ts.) Lb) tisprnaestemnes 

UPPER FALL OF YELLOWSTONE RIVER, 140 FEET. ot which one never 

tires and in the description of which language fails. As we stand 
above the lower fall and look toward the south we have a fine view 
of the upper fall, (Fig. 35,) which is distant about half a mile. This fall 
differs altogether from the lower one and does not so soon impress one 
with its height, which is 140 feet. The water pouring over the edge 
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strikes a number of ledges of rock, which churn it into a mass of foam. 
A portion of the water is projected out like a broad fan, and strik- 
ing the water below makes a sort of ricochet, while the main mass 
ot water reaches the base of the fall about 20 feet from the verti- 
eal line let fall from the top. The water has cut out of the solid rock a 
rounded basin, from which the course of the river is almost at right 
angles to the course above the fall. For some distance above the fall 

Fig. 36. 

CRYSTAL FALLS ON CASCADE CREEK, 129 FEET. 

there is a series of rapids over which the current is very swift. The 
caiion between the two falls is about half a mile long and the fall of 
the river between these two points is 68 feet. The walls of this caiion 
vary in height from 100 to 200 feet. 
Cascade Creek flows into the Yellowstone River on the west side between 

the falls. A short distance above its mouth we find a beautiful fall, 
(Pig. 36,) or rather cascade, for it is made up of three distinct falls, the 

Bie 
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ageregate height of which is 129 feet. The stream, after passing through 
a deep, gloomy gorge, makes a leap of about 21 feet and then falls again 
in three streams a distance of over 50 feet into a beautiful, rounded 
basin, in which the water is perfectly clear and quiet. From this basin 
the final leap is taken and the water flows on to the Yellowstone River. 

Leaving Cascade Creek our next camp (No. 13) was at Mud Volea- 
noes near the Yellowstone River, about eight miles below the lake. We 
spent three days here, waiting for a supply-train to join us from Fort 
Hilis. During this time I visited a number of the various hot-spring 
localities in this portion of the valley. The underlying rocks here are 
Pliocene and Post-pliocene, in horizontal strata, and presenting the same 
characters that were observed near the Grand Caiion, and probably 
resting, as those do, upon volcanic rocks. In some places I noticed iron 
as forming a prominent part of these sedimentary deposits, which, with 
the obsidian, makes very handsome specimens. The river flows quietly 
through the valley, the fall per mile, from Yellowstone Lake to the top 
of the upper fall, being only 8 feet, and almost all of this is in the rapids 
just above the upper fall. The first springs I visited were on a branch 
of Alum Creek about five miles northwest of camp. We named the small 
stream Violet Creek, from the profusion of violets growing upon its 
banks. 

The first spring we wet with was on the right bank of the creek, ina 
siliceous cone-like mound that rises six feet above the bed of the stream. 
Its temperature was 126° Ff, the air being at 70° F. 'The bed of the creek 
was filled with confervoidea, leading usto suspect that there were springs 
still farther up. After a further ride of about a quarter of a mile we 
came to quite alarge group of hot springs lining both sides of the creek. 
The first spring I will describe is on the right bank of the creek, in the 
center of a white mound 20 feet in diameter and rising 10 feet above the 
bed of the creek. This mound is formed of the deposits from the water, 
which consist mainly of various carbonates and silica. The orifice of 
the spring is circular and about three inches in diameter and looks as 
though it had been artificially punched in the deposit, so mathematically 
exact is it. The water gives off carbonic-acid gas, leaving a deposit of 
iron. Its temperature was 190° F., the air being 70° F. Spring No. 2 
is on the opposite side of the creek and has a basin measuring 4 feet by 
2 feet; the temperature of the water was 160° F., the .air remaining at 
70° KF. No. 3 has a circular basin two feet in diameter, which is lined 
with an abundant deposit of iron. Carbonic-acid gas bubbles through 
the water. Its temperature was 158° F.. No. 4 is 6 feet deep and 1 
foot by 3 feet in diameter, and has a temperature of 188° F. The 
next three springs had temperatures as follows: No. 5, 192° F.; No. 6, 
194° F.; and No. 7, 188° F.; the air still remaining at 70° F. All these 
springs have circular orifices of about six inches diameter, and the water _ 
proceeding from them flows over a series of small terraces, resembling 
those of the Gardiner’s River springs on a miniature scale. These basins 
are lined with a gelatinous form of silica, which has a leathery appear- 
ance and is coated with an iron deposit. The springs are about 10 feet 
above the level of the creek and all give off carbonic-acid gas. No. 8 
is very irregularin shape and almost hid in the grass, about 40 feet from 
the creek. There is a slight bubbling in it and its temperature was 
178° F. No.9 isasmall spring, 2 feet in diameter and 1 foot deep, 
lined with confervoidea and having a temperature of 140° F. No. 10 
is a very pretty spring, about four feet above the creek, and has a beau- 
tiful scalloped edge, moss-lined on one side. Its temperature was 175° 
F. The boiling-point at this locality is 1989.3 F. None of the springs 
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reached this temperature, 194° F. being the nearest approach. The 
rocks exposed near these springs are sedimentary and contain a great 
deal of obsidian. 

About three-fourths of a mile farther up-stream we came to the head of 
the creek and found that it originated in a. most important group of 
springs. They are situated in a semicircular basin, bounded by a low 
hill wooded on the summit. The sides of this hill are perfectly bare and 
covered with glaring-white deposit, through which steam-jets force their 
way. Looking down into the basin from the top of the hill is like look- 
ing into a voleanic crater. The /fwmaroles, solfataras and mud-springs 
seattered through it give it a most peculiar appearance. The general 
eolor throughout the basin is a glaring white, relieved here and there 

_by patches of brick-red iron deposits and the yellow of sulphur-masses 
that are scattered throughout the basin. The crust extending over the 
basin is lined with beautiful crystals of sulphur. On the left of this 
basin there is a ravine, covered with deposits of the same character but 
containing no springs. There are afew /fumaroles remaining, the evi- 
dence that once the ravine was the site of active springs. A few yards 
on the opposite side of the basin there is a second ravine similar to the 
first, and in which also the springs are all dead, nothing remaining but 
the rust-colored deposits. I will give the different springs in this basin 
below in tabular form. 

Springs at the head of Violet Creek. 

August 10, 1872; tame of observation, 12.30 a.m.; general elevation above sea-level, 8,059 feet ; boil- 
ing-point, 198°.1 EF. 

wo, Character of spring. Size. Gas evolved. cere Pemperauure 

os, fps ue ead 

1 | SiliGequs eae ee eee SScl0sfeetss sss: Siskel. SHoodundeass 185° F. _ 720 F. 
Nee OO sees eet apisoe- 3 feet diameter...... poHaGkd) A oeodoAsouddd 172 72 
Eco. Ose ee Mae Se aE 2 feotdiameter.22-0-|1-.-do oc o22schce. 194 72 
AAs LO seta aleni|ian tii tach Aas bot Sellocec@O b dobseeudceed - 194 72 
5) sil nie Seas as ne: 20 feet diameter. -..- Steam and sulphu- | Not taken. 72 

| retted hydrogen. 
| Bec eG Wee eetese eee ---| 30 feet diameter. ---.- Apescon tka eR Atay Ae 165 72 
7 Mnd-spring ...@-...-. QS Arfeete sey ets see aldo eames aes 170 72 
SeaSulphurey- =) 322 sef72 8 feet diameter -...-. cane Woseanouseade 140 2 
9 | Blue-mud spring .-.-.. O <a 12eibsdacsoasos SECO piece aes Jae 162 72 

10 | White-mud spring..-.| 1 X 3 feet...-...--.. LEAS) Basa acee eras 168 72 
11 | Blue-mud spring ---.. suteetilong 72. 52---- Bate Ome mre is tee ye 1&8 72 
12 | Yellow-mud spring.. | 4 feet diameter.-...- Was e LOM se eryse eee 180 72 
13 | Blue-mud spring ..... 2inches diameter.-..|....do ....-......-- 190 72 

Besides the springs enumerated in the table there were many smaller 
ones and a tew large pools through which the gases bubbled at various 
points. The ground near the majority of them was too treacherous to 
allow of our approach. ‘There are also a great many steam-vents lined 
with sulphur-crystals. The hardened deposit about some of the mud- 
springs is an indurated clay, that has been deposited by the springs. 
The first four springs given in the table have clear water, and the first 
one was in violent ebullition, the water at times rising four feet 
above the ordinary surface. In No. 10 I found butterflies that had 
fallen into the water and been killed by the heat. The odor of sul- 
phuretted hydrogen was not so strong at this locality as at the foot of 
Mount Washburne. 

On the way back to camp we came across another group of springs, 
about a mile southeast of the group given above, and have an elevation 
about 200 feet lower. They are situated in a ravine bordering a small 
aia of Violet Creek. The following table will show them all ata 
glance: . 
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Springs on branch of Violet Creek. 

August 10, 1872; time, 2 p.m; elevation above sea, 7,873 feet; boiling-point, 1980.5 EB. - 

Temperature | Temperature 
No Size. Gas evolved. ete of spring. 

TED AI ela SQ OR SOS O BOM EeCE er mEE Carbonic acid and steam...... 68° FB. 160° FB. 
OU PO Mee bd AaMe LET Nee seers rere eee cine e OE Serre SEs Bea anata at BY 68 184 
Salt S\teeb diametercenc: scsac-% ie eee ei ele oe GO! te Henke De Nemiea 68 154 
AGO SAD MCC Gimmes ne eee te slag tee cea GO, eee ene eee 68 188 
Hale Weeordlamebersses. skeet ese se sales ate dO lk ceeemen cee eee eee 68 180 
(By Abi aS BY Sieh) wie Sn a ae CO see ee 68 191 
Tea PR OREG GLEE rite mea Nae LnstnL su Zari) Rao ime yenenacan a Des Me lL He Yen 68 186 
Sl Pakteendrametensnsn eee ae o Leesa es GO) Re ee Seni epeah ae 68 192 
OURS PbS Gees sen cee cae os eens cialeeeicice CB Raa Re A ag me aN 68 194 

The amount of carbonic-acid gas given off from these springs is _ 
small, and, although there is considerable bubbling’ in some of the 
springs, it is caused mostly by the escape of steam. This in some is 
enough to cause the ground to tremble beneath. All the springs de- 
posit iron. The first three springs given in the table are on the edge of 
a pool of water having a diameter of 100 feet by 50 feet, in which the 
thermometer stood at 120° F. There is also one spring in the midst of 
this. pool which was beyond reach. The bottom of the pool is lined 
with gelatinous silica, which is coated with oxide of iron. The edge of 
the pool next the creek slopes to the level of the stream in a series of 
small basins over which the water flows. The creek itself is divided 
into a number of basins formed of the deposits, (mostly carbonates,) 
and the water flows from one basin to the other, they being at different 
levels. These basins are filled with a luxuriant growth of very bright 
green confervoidea. The temperature of the water in the creek a short 
distance below the springs is 140° F. 

The two groups of springs given above have never before been de- 
scribed, not being in our line of march last year. There are doubtless— 
many more groups throughout the same valley that have never been 
studied yet, especially on the eastern side of the Yellowstone River, which 
here is not fordable, on account of quicksands. 

The next group of springs to which J will refer is that at Crater Hills, 
near the Yellowstone River, about four miles below ourcamp. ‘This place 
takes its name from the occurrence here of two high buttes or hills, one 
of which is 150 feet from top to base, and a second 140 feet. They are 
made up in part of a trachytic tuff and hot-spring deposits, the prevail- 
ing color of which is white, and a red, due to the weathering of the de- 
posits, which contain iron. All of the springs are acidulous and contain 
sulphur as a prominent constituent. ‘The principal spring is the boiling- 
sulphur spring near the base of the hills. The description of this spring 
Was given in the report of last year, ana I will not delay to redescribe 
it. Lagain took its tempe rature, which I found to be 178° F-., the air 
being 58° F., at about 10 o’clock in the morning. The temperature given 
in la st year’s report is 1839.5 F., which was probably taken nearer the 
center of the spring than I was ‘able to take it this year, the water being 
in violent agitation. 

The next spring of importance is a large blue-mud spring near the large 
sulphur spring, the temperature of which (164° F.) this year varies only 1° 
from that taken last year, when it was 163° F. All the springs at this 
locality are noticeable, not only for the sulphur they contain, but also for 
their alum, which I take to be aniron alum. Thesmall stream to which 
the springs give origin is a branch of Alum Creek, and in both the main 
ereek and the branch the water is strongly astringent. A partial analy- 
Sis of a piece of deposit from the edge of the boiling-sulphur spring, made 
by Mr. W. B. Platt, of the expedition, gives the following result: 
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Per cent. 

Water eet Saino alotaticlehavelatel in| sielei\(e\n) = miaie)~ Hoo adandocuS boo0oOd sHedosoltoda 23. 48 

Sulphur. ----- .----. --- 22+ -- 2-22 eee ee eee ne ee eee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee eee ee 3. 23 
GHG Beoncopcpeco cee wee ene wenn e eee eee GOED ObG GebOonUenOeG coagcobsasdcoa) Sone 
Sulphuric acid .--.----------- o poaeacloobesu ssncdece55 Gh GoOUeo OBEHeO ueEbooosad) isaodo 
ONSITE cde ceGaco soeus bode coe UpdUEoOboUTSdoouE boEoTo oo6ce Bidieielaie win he cake Trace. 

WOW OXEGE= 252 2-2 > o> - 1 ~ oo = weir ae ene wa cece cere ae nee G dboccooEOooOSSoseS es060 
Soda... ---- +--+ ---- eee cee e wee eee eens 2 eee eee eee onee6 Gaeoup Es eeooodos |S d400 
Magnesia. .---. ------ ---+ 22-220 oe eee ee ne cee eee ene eee eee teen cee eee Trace. 
Organic matter .---.----------------------+---- NlbSSo Oooo HUSabS Hobe be0Gs6HoOo0 | Soose 

26.71 

Specific gravity .---- anew cane cece ne ee ne nee ens ene ce ne eee eee nn . 1.800 

The object of this analysis was to determine the percentage of sulphur. 
Silica is present in large amount. 

The group of mud and sulphur springs just south of the two springs 
referred to above was mentioned in last year’s report, but as the obser- 
vations of this year are more complete, and include a large number of 
springs, I will present this group below. 

Springs at Crater Hills.  * 

General elevation above sea-level, 7,828 feet; boiling-point, 198°.2 F, 

| Temper- | Temper- 
Size of spring. atureof| atureof Remarks. 

So} spring. | air. 
B | | 

1 5 (| 174°R. 59° FE. |) 
2) 176 59 
3 \|4 collection of springs 182 59 ? : i ! 
4 covering an area of 600 186 59 The water in this collection of springs has a 
5|/\ square ‘feet, and vary-; 144 59 , milky hue, and the noise made by them re- 
611 ing in size from one} 160 59 \ ( sembles that made by a number of pots boil- 
7 | to three inches in diam- 168 59 ing simultaneously. 

| | GEBe | 150 59 
9 |) {| 160 59 

10} °3' feet diameter: ..:.-----2 =~. 80 59 White-sulphur spring. 
11 | 8 feet diameter-.-...-..----- 148 59 Clear spring. 

Z 176 59 Thick ereenish- mud spring. 
180 39 Yellow-mud spring in active ebullition, 
90 59 A turbid pool bubbling at the edges. 

162 59 ) 
5 C 

ne 2 | A collection of greenish-sulphur springs, each 
178 59 a few inches in diameter. 

108 59 
180 59 This Sere was called Foam Spring last year. 

ele | AAS 2 Lees Ts ees Seed Rare ee 170 59 Bluish muddy water. 
2 | UGS Bas) ee nee ee 188 59 peo the sesprings have lavender-colored mud, 
23 | 2 feet diameter...........-.. 180 59 and No. 2 is in active agitation. 
24 }) (| 150 59 j 
25 184 59 
26 130 59 
20 | 170 59 
28 | 168 59 
29 184 59 
30 | 106 59 
31 | 154 59 
32 | | 188 59 
33 | 160 59 

2 

Z| | ey 3 This collection of springs varies in size from a 
36 | These springs occupy a;| 474 59 few inches to four feet. The water in the 
: 2 37 |7 space of “about 1,200 | 128 59 majority is of a milky hue. In others it is 
3g |; square feet. 720 59 yellow or lavender colored, and in some it is 
39 | | 106 59 transparent. 

40 | 176 59 
41 | | 146 59 
2 | 186 59 
43 | 168 59 
44 | | 174 59 
a 1| - 178 59 

46 | Bi) 59 
47 | 90 59 
48 J 158 59 
49 | | 170 59 

} 
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Having completed observations on these springs, I devoted the re- 
mainder of my time to those near camp, which presented a great deal of 
interest. J was enabled to make more accurate observations than were 
made last year, and was greatly assisted by Mr. A. EK. Brown, who de- 
termined the heights of the mud-geyser for me. The mud-geyser is the 
principal spring in the group at Mud Volcanoes, and was situated a few 
yards above our camp. It has a basin of about 60 feet diameter, sur- 
rounded by a rim that slopes inward, at an angle of 30°, to a funnel- 
shaped orifice in the center. This basin, which is the basin proper of 
the geyser, is made up principally of clay and silica, and is situated in 
another basin which measures 200 feet by 150 feet. The wall of this 
latter basin rises about 8 feet, on an average, above the level of the 
other basin, and between the two rims there is a deposit of clay which 
has been left by the water and has become hard, resembling a very 
fine clay slate. On one side of the outer basin there isa small ravine- 
like opening cut into the bank, through which water evidently flows 
sometimes, probably during the spring when there is more water in the 
basin. In several places on the banks I noticed small holes lined with 
sulphur from which the steam escapes. Besides the geyser there are 
two small springs at one end of the large basin. These springs are en- 
tirely independent of the geyser, and are constantly in action, bub- 
bling quietly. ‘They do not seem to be affected in the least by the 
eruptions of the geyser. The following is the description of an eruption: 
The water gradually rises until the inner basin is filled, when there 
is noticed a bubbling in the center. Suddenly, without any fur- 
ther warning, it becomes violently agitated and an immense mass of 
muddy water, mingled with clouds of steam, is thrown into the air. 
This action lasts a few minutes and is followed by a lull, the action not 
ceasing entirely. Then it recommences with renewed violence, and the 
water fills the entire outer basin, the water striking the banks in a succes- 
sion of waves. The water is thrown up in a succession of impulses that 
follow each other rapidly, and sometimes the water is thrown obliquely 
and seems as though it would overwhelm one standing on the bank. 
The mass of water and mud is immense. After the maximum height 
is obtained the jets become smaller and smaller, and the eruption ends 
as suddenly as it began. It is a very impressive sight, and the stop- 
ping is like a calm after astorm. The water of the geyser is very muddy, 
and bluish in color, having an acid reaction, due to the presence of sul- 
phurie acid.. 

I will transcribe my field-notes below and then give the result in tabu- 
lar form, so that the whole may be placed before the eye at once. 

August 11. 

4,02 p. m.—The temperature of water in the basin is 140° F. and the 
air 50° F. 

4.37 p. m.—The water is rising rapidly and there is considerable bub- 
bling in the center of the basin, the temperature remaining the same. 

4.42 p. m. to 4.52 p. m.—The water is still rising and flows in currents, 
giving it a variable temperature of 140° F. to 180° F. 

5.02 p. m.—The temperature is still 180° F. at the edge, although in 
the center it must be considerably higher. It is still in ebullition. 

5.04 p. m.—The eruption commences. 
5.10 p. m.—There is a lull in the action. 
5.14 p. m.—The maximum (40 feet) is attained. 
5.17 p. m.—The eruption ends and the water at the edge of the baste 

has a temperature of 172° F. 

¥ 
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5.52 p. m.—Temperature of water is 148° F. and the air 48° F. The 
eatak is four feet lower than it was during the eruption, and the sides 
of the basin are shown sloping inward. “Several steam-vents, not seen 
before, are now made apparent. The surface of the water is quite placid, 
save in the center, wherea slight bubbling takes place. The water seems 
to be rising slowly. 

6.57 p. m.—The water has risen one foot since the last observation 
and is still rising. 

7.37 p. m.—The water is now six inches above the level last observed. 
9.35 p. mn.—The eruption commences. 
9.48 p. m.—The eruption ends. The maximum height was estimated 

at 20 feet, it being too dark to take any angles. 

August 12. 

6.19 a. m.—The geyser has evidently had an eruption during the night. 
The basin is full and the center in ebullition. 

6.31 a. m.—The eruption commences. 
6. 355 a. m.—There is a lull. 
6.42 a. m.—The eruption ends. The maximum height was 25 feet, and 

I noticed that the ground shook beneath me while the eruption was go- 
ing on. 

10.19 a. m.—The temperature of the water at the edge of the basin 
is 148° F. and the air is 60° F. The center is bubbling, and a black, 
oily substance floats on the surface. 

10.29 a. m.—The temperature of the water is from 140° F. to 180° F., 
and it is rapidly filling the basin. 

10.49 a. m.—The eruption commences. 
10.55 a. m.—There is a lull. 
10.58 a. m.—The maximum (18 feet) is attained. 
11.02 a. m.—The eruption ends. 
11.08 a. m.—The temperature at the edge of the basin is 170° F.; air, 

60° F. The water has fallen a foot already. 
11.15 a. m.—Water, 150° F.; air, 60° F. The water has fallen eighteen 

inches. 
11.20 a. m.—The water has fallen five inches since the last measure- 

ment. 
11.24 a. m. to 11.29 a. m.—The water still has a temperature .of 150° 

F., and has fallen 2 feet 10 inches. 
11.39 a. m.—The water has fallen 3 feet 2 inches since the Cameo 

ceased, (lowest point.) 
11.49 a. m. —The water is rising slowly. 
2.39 p. m.—The water is within one foet of the top of the basin and 

bubbling in the center. Its temperature near the edge is 146° F., the 
air still being 60° F. 

3.14 p. m.—Temperature outside the rim of the basin is 125° F. 
3.15 p. m.—The eruption commences. 
3.21 p. m.—There is._a lull. 
3.25 p. m.—The maximum (22 feet) is toached: 
3.27 p. m.—The eruption ends. Temperature of water at edge of 

basin 170° F. 
7.59 p. m.—The eruption commences. 
7.44 p. m.—There is a lull. 
7.48 p. m.—The maximum (19 feet) is reached. 
7.51 p. 11.—The eruption ends. 
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Mr. Sloane took observations of two eruptions on August 9, as follows: 
12.40 p. m.—Eruption commences. 
12.47 p. m.—Luil. 
12.49 p. m.—Maximum estimated at 25 feet. 
12.52.30. p. m.—Hruption ends. 
4.58 p. m.—Hruption commences. 
5.04 p. m.—Lull. 
5.07 p. m.—Maximum estimated at 30 feet. 
5.11 p. m.—Eruption ended. 
The following table gives the result of these observations : 

2 =| as i= 5 

g A Es BE | a) ~~ ort Yo aod 

BP eg Se |2a7|a0 iS 
Date. Bi ioe ee OSE Lae =| 

3 | =. eee asi = 
x es ire S98 |oBe] # 
S 8 == Ga ne(Ca e 
A A A | A a 

Mm. 8. hom. 8. Mm. m. Feet. 
PANT OTIS HOP ae brasserie lala icons sissies lem (cise ehaieteless 1st. - PV al laseheaseoosc 6 3 25 
PAUIIO TIS OP rat sthies oi raha oteieiseione aiaie ne orale ep tetee Pye 13 00 4 5.30 - 6 3 30 
PACU TIS tll ere ectate ee eather et nie atte iat aaa te Sd) cei 3.00) | seen oe See 6 4 40 
ANDER TSS BIS es a a os i ees ie aan ae SAO ea 4th... 13 00 418 00 [asa S Sse eee 20 
ANTISIUEI UG AES as ETE Ss Nets ciate aoa er fs Bos O: eeeees Cee ou Men oe A 25 
ANTE OR HT SSB oe Re Ta A erase Maree men ae tye Sener 6th... 13 00 4 700 6 3 18 
BANUTOTULS GML Ot a mene ate ce ers eros erate chai Tae at ek 7th. - 12 00 4 13 00 6 4 22 
PAMITIOUIS Dube Wetec re Oe eee Cyan 8th... 12 00 4 12 00 5) 4 19 

hm. 8. 

Average lencth of eruptiome assem ice ne a aay ee een ee ee eC a ee 0 12 26.75 
Averagednterval bebween eruptions: --ao2ks see nee ao es ele eee 4000 6 
Average interval between commencement and lull..---..---------..-.- 5 34.28 
Average interval between lull and maximum....-...........-....---. 3 30 

The remainder of the springs at Mud Volcanoes I will give in a table, 
as I did those of Crater Hills. 

Last year, when at this locality, we noticed that the trees near the 
Giant’s Caldron had their brances coated with mud, and the question 
was raised as to how the mud got there, we concluded that the geyser 
Sometimes ejected its contents. This year, however, investigation 
seemed to prove that the mud is carried up mechanically, mixed with 
the steam that is constantly rising from the caldron, and that the spring 
never has any eruptions. We were led to this opinion first by noticing 
that it was only the under side of the branches that held the mud. Mr. 
Holmes then placed some dead branches in such a position that the 
steam came upon them and in a few hours they had a coating of mud. . 
Again, some of the trees on which the branches are coated are living, 
which would hardly be the case had they received the mud from an erup- 
tion. Another reason also is tound in the fact that the surface of the 
spring is constantly agitated, which is rarely or never the case with a 
true geyser. Still in the pastit may have been a geyser and had regular 
eruptions. : 
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Springs at Mud Volcanoes. 

General elevation above sea-level, 7,775 feet ; boiling-point 1989.5 F. 

perce ee a 
Sy ee og 
Ba] RH: quem 

Size of spring. 8s,| 8S og Remarks. 
Se iS me 

s mls JES 
zi | a 1a a 

| oF [oF 
1 | 3 feet diameter..-..._-- | 190 BO iis Seed oe Very thick mud spring. 
9 | 10 teet diameter. -.-.-..-.-- | 168 90 | 25 35 These springs are in the same basin with the 
5 1 10 feet diameter: --.-.---| 168 SONS ee ; mud-geyser but entirely distinct from it. 
4 | 6 feet diameter... ------ | 126 48 | 4.55p.m...| At head of ravine 25) yards above the mud- 

geyser. 
PRES SG a feeb. Sc: Secs - 2s. 2- 156 48 | 5.00p.m..-.} Thirty-five hundred feet from No. 4,in same 
j | ravine at the head. There are here some 

extinct basins and vents for stream. 
6 |=’ feet diameter: --=----- | 134 58 | 11.20a.m.-..} A large green-sulphur pool with many cen- 

ters of ebullition, giving off sulphur, hy- 
; drogen, 

7 3 feet diameter. -...-....- | 136} 58 | 11.23a,m...| Lavende:-colored spring containing alum. . 
8 2 OS Beet SeceSqoepes | 88 58 | 11.25a.m...| Yellow-sulphur spring about fourteen feet 

| from No.7. . ets: 

9 | 60 x 20 feet...........- 140) 58d 30 arama Cp ero a a ee a Ginntis 
10 2 feet diameter..__...-. | 124 58 | 11.30a.m. ¢| aldron. No. 9 ison the edge of No. 8, an 
ii 3 3¢ 1 feet 140 58) | 1. 30am \| has clear water with confervoidea lning 

ON Aa es eg sae a e Sy eer Al the stream. 
12 | Grotto, 3feethigh,8feet | 182 58 | 11.45a.m...| The grotto is an opening into a sandstone 

wide, 20 feet dcep. } rock at the head of a small ravine. The 
top of the cntranceresembles a gothic arch 
coated with mossandiron. Steam escapes 

; | | in pulsations. 
PU alopee ben aa—-= = =r 94 58 | 11.46a.m-_-.| A greenish alum pool. 
14 2 feet diameter...-...-.. . 180 58 | 11.48a.m-.-.| A pool a few feet above No. 13. 
15 | 20 fect diameter. -...-.-. 163 58 | 11.50a.m-.-..| Light-gray mud spring 10 feet deep. There 

| are others too deep to get temperature. 
16 | Pool, 500 < 60 feet.--...| 92 58 | 11.50a..m. (| 
72) Small holes, 1inch di- : 148 58 | 11.51a.m. ‘ Sulphur springs. 

12 $ ameter. lite 58 | 11.52a.m- (| 
In) |lse ne Socesesde a sedce eee sess 182 58 | 11.55a.m-..-| Mud spring. 

CHAPTER IV. 

GEYSER-BASINS OF FIRE-HOLE RIVER. 

We left Mud Volcanoes on the 13th of August and started for the 
lower geyser-basin of Fire-Hole River. Our course at first led us 
up an open valley that cnce formed part of the ancient bed of Yellow- 
stone Lake. At the head of the valley we struck our cld trail of last 
year, which we followed until we reached the east fork of the Fire-Hole 
River. The divide between the Yellowstone River and the Fire-Hole 
river at this point is 8,164 feet above sea-level. The summit seems to 
be made up mostly of obsidian, which is all porphyritic. The timber is 
so thick that itis difficult to trace the connection, but, as we descend, we 
come across trachytes that seem to underlie the obsidian. It is very 
corapact and porphyritic, containing crystals of sanidine. The general 
color is a light blue, approaching violet. It is through these trachytes 
that the headwaters of the Madison cut their channels. Near the sum- 
mit, on the Madison side of the divide, there is an old hot-spring basin in 
which the springs are now 2” extinct, although there are a great many 
steam-vents from which stean. still escapes; these vents are lined with sul- 
phur. Besides sulphur the deposits consist mainly of silica and iron. 
The descent from the divide is very steep and rocky, and through thick 
timber, a great deal of which is dead and fallen. The valley of the east 
fork of the Madison on Pire-Hole at the point we reached it is very 

, é 
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marshy and full of springs, which cause the water in the stream to 
have a temperature of some degrees more warmth than the air. We fol- 
lowed the river to within some four miles of the lower geyser-basin, 
and camped ata level some 867 feet lower than the divide and 452 feet 
lower than our camp (No. .12) at Mud Volcanoes, having traveled nine- 
teen miles. Some of the party who had preceded us a day came into 
camp in the evening and reported that they. had met the advance- 
party of the Snake River division of the expedition, under Mr. Steven- 
son, so the following morning we moved down into the lower basin, and 
in the evening found that the main body of the Snake River division 
were encamped within a mile of us, having got in about the same time 
we did. The next day they moved their camp and joined us. 

On the way from camp we passed a number of unimportant springs, 
which I will incorporate in the catalogue appended tomy report. Ishall 
devote but little space to the springs of the lower geyser-basin, as they 
were referred to at length in the report last year. During the three days 
and a half that I was in the lower geyser-basin this year, I was oceupied 
most of the time in packing specimens to be sent to Virginia City, so 
that I was able to visit but one group of springs. As this, however, is a 
typical group, I will insert the description. They are situated just south 
of camp in an open space bounded on two sides by timber, while the front 
looks out into the main open basin. They occupy a space of a little over 
3,000 square yards. The springs are as follows 

Gourd Spring.—This spring was named from its shape. It is in the 
center of a large, circular mound of siliceous material, and is 15 feet long 
by 10 feet wide and 12 feetin depth. The bed-of the small stream, car- 
rying away the overflow from the spring is coated with iron, and a short 
distance below we find the gelatinous material that we see in so.many 
of the springs that have a low temperature. The temperature of the 
water in the spring was 171° By air, 62° F., at 9 a. m. 

Thud Spring.—This spring is 375 feet southwest from the Gourd, and 
measures 18 feet by 16 feet. The depth varies from 8 to 13 feet. This 
of course refers only to the basin of the spring, as at the bottom there 
are orifices the depth of which cannot be ascertained by the line. There 
seem to be three centers of ebullition, two of which are very active. At 
intervals of a few minutes there seems to be an accumulation of steam, 
the escape of which shakes the ground, making a thud-like noise, whence 
its name. On looking into this spring the water seems to have an inky- 
green color, and had a temperature of 192° I’.; air, 62° F., at 9.30 a. m. 

Oak Leaf Spring.—This spring is 345 feet north of the spring next 
described. The deposit about it has a gray color, and the margin of 
the spring has the appearance of being fringed with oak-leaves. The 
spring is about 6 feet in diameter and 15 feet “deep. The water appears 
of a greenish color and has a temperature of 194° I’; air, 649 F., at 10.35 
a.m. About 7 feet from this spring there is a small cone of 2 feet 
diameter, rising five inches above the surrounding level. The tempe- 
rature of the water in this cone was 190° F. 

Fungoid Spring.—This spring is 140 feet west of the Thud Spring, and 
345 feet south of the spring described above. The basin of this spring 
measures 13 feet by 17 feet and averages 6 inches in depth. The de- 
posit is pure-white siliceous sinter, giving it the SIU Pele of a marble 
basin. In the center of this basin there is another 5 feet in diameter and 
7 feet deep. Here the water has a greenish tinge, which forms a pretty 
contrast with the white rim outside. The spring has a margin of the 
sihceous material that resembles a row of fungoid growths on short pe- 
destals. There aré two small streams proceeding from the spring, which 
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are lined with orange-colored deposit. Surrounding the spring, there is 
a large amount of siliceous sinter, forming a mound, as is the case with 

the other springs of the group. The temperature of the water in the 
spring is 162° I; air, 64° I*., at 11.05 a. m. Near the spring there are 
two small holes, i in which the water is at 190° F, and 180° F. ; 

Kidney Spring.—this spring is very irregular in shape, and consists of 
two arms that are almost at right angles to each other. The length one 
way is 19 feet and the other 15 feet, the average width being about 6 feet. 
The depth is about 1 foot. The spring is fringed with large scallops, 
each one of which is made up of smaller scallops. There are three fissure- 
like centers of ebullition in which the thermometer records 154° F., 190° 
F., 184° F.; air at 64° F.at11.10a.m. The spring is 189 feet northwest 
of the Oak Leaf. 

liff Spring.—This spring is 240 feet southeast of the spring last 
described and 122 feet east of the Oak Leaf. It measures 4 feet by 
S$ feet and is 5 feet in depth. The deepest portion is at one end of the 
spring, where there is a cavernous opening, overhung by a scalloped 
edge. The water here is of a ight-green color. At the other end there 
is a rugged fissure, to which the edge of the spring slopes from the sur- 
face, having the form in miniature of cliffs. These, above the water, 
have a brown color and below a deep purple. The temperature of the 
water is from 192° F. to 195° T°; air, 64° F’., at 11.45a.m. The overflow 
of water finds its way from the spring over an orange-colored bed. 

Jug Spring is 123 feet southeast of the Cliff and 150 feet east of the 
Oak Leaf. It measures 4 feet by 5 feet and is 3 feet deep. Its tempera- 
ture was 188° F'; air, 64° F., at 12.09 p. m. 

Stirrup Spring is 8 "feet by 9 feet and 5 feet deep. There are two 
holes in the bottom of this spring from which the steam escapes, 
and a fissure also, which makes the spring resemble the head of an old 
woman with a cap on, the scalloped edge of the spring representing 
the ruffles of the eap and the fissure the mouth, while the other 
steam-vents represent the eyes. The temperature of the water was 188° 
P.; air, 64° F., at 12.35 p.m. There are two small holes near this spring 
in ‘which the thermometer records 182° F. 

Lone Spring.—This spring is some distance northeast of the other 
springs of the group, and is on the side of a hill some 40 feet higher. 
Itis 45 feet in depth and measures 9 feet by 16 feet. Its Cece ature 
at 8.30 a. m. was 186° F., the air being 62° F. 

The general elevation “of the group just described is 7,162 feet above 
sea-level, the boiling-point being about 199°.3 F. All the springs are 
somewhat globular in shape, widening below the surface, having over- 
hanging edges, and narrowing below to fissures or tube-like orifices. 
They all belong ‘to the class of springs that are constantly agitated, 
and, although this agitation is greater at some times than at others, i 
doubt if any of the springs in the group ever project a column of water 
into the air. 

The area of the lower geyser-basin is about thirty square miles, and 
although it contains a far larger number of springs than the upper basin, 
there are not so many true geysers, and the water is not thrown as high 
into the air as in the upper basin. The geysers of the lower basin that 
have been seen to spout 30 feet or upwards are the “Great Fountain,” 
“The Fountain,” the “ Steady Geyser,” “The Jet,” and two small gey- 
Sers not named, ‘which are a few yards below the Fountain. Having had 
no time while in the lower basin to visit these geysers, I will here insert 
the following excellent description, kindly furnished me by Mr. Holmes, 
artist to the : survey : 
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During our somewhat protracted stay in the lower basin, I found time to observe 
pretty carefully all the geysers of any considerable importance. Among the sixor 
eight which throw columns of water to the height, say, of 30 feet, there is only one that 
possesses the dignity and grandeur of the great geysers of the upper basin. Although, 
in some respects, it is much inferior to its more popular rivals, in others it is cer- 
tainly superior. In approaching the crater of this geyser the observer is not at first 
impressed with its importance, as the onter rim of the basin or rather table—in the 
center of which the fissure is situated—is raised but two or three feet above the gene- 
rallevel. This elevated part I should estimate to be upwards of 120 feet in diameter, 
and, with the exception of the crater, it is built up nearly to a level with the border. 
The surface, formed entirely of siliceous deposit, is diversified by an infinite number of 
forms and colors. The depressed parts in some places areso level and white and hard 
that a name could be engraved as easily and as well as upon the bark of a beech-tree. 
In others there are most exquisitely modeled basins and pockets, with ornamented rims 
and iilled with perfectly transparent water, through which thousands of white pebbles 
of geyserite could be seen lying in the white, velvety bottoms. Rising above the gen- 
eral level are innumerable little masses and nodes of caulifleower-like and beaded silica, 
standing out of the shallow water like so many islands. Those near the crater swell 
into very large rounded masses. The whole surface is so solid that I walked, by step- 
ping from one elevation to another, up tothe very brink of the fissure, where I looked 
down with ‘no little apprehension into the seething caldron, where, 12 or 15 feet below, 
was a mass of dark-green water in a state of constant agitation, threatening an erup- 
tion. The crater is about 10 feet in diameter, lined with anirregular coating of beaded 
silica. The water soon began to rise, plunging from side to side in great surges, send- 
ing up masses of steam and emitting angry, rumbling sounds. This demonstration 
caused a precipitate retreat, on my part, to the border of the basin, thinking that I 
could appreciate the beauties of a scalding shower-bath better from that point of view. 
An irregular mass of water was thrown into the air in the utmost confusion, spread- 

ing out at every angle and whirling in every direction, some jets rising vertically to the 
height of 60 or 80 feet, then separating into large glistening drops and falling back into 
the whirling mass of water and steam ; others shooting at an angle of 45° and falling 
upon the islands and pools 30 or 40 feet from the base. The eruptive force, for a mo- 
ment, dies away and the water sinks back into the tube. Then, with another tremen- 
dous effort, a second body of water is driven into the air, but with a motion so much 
more simple than before that the whole mass assumes a more reguiar form and is like 
a great fountain with a thousand jets, describing curves almost equal on all sides and 
forming a symmetrical whole more varied and more grand than any similar work 
by man. The intermittent action continues for nearly an hour, but is s& constantly 
changing that at no two moments during that time are the forms or movements 
the same. The eruptions are: repeated at irregular intervals of a few hours and 
are not known to vary essentially from the manner of action here described; yet 
Ihave good reason to believe that at certain times there is a much greater exhi- 
bition of power. It must be borne in mind that all the elevations, such as the 
tubes, rims, and mounds about the crater of a geyser, are built by the evaporation of 
the water, and the portion of surface covered by the beaded silica indicates precisely 
the area over which the erupted water falls. Innocase did I observe the water fall out- 
side.of a circle of 60 feet in diameter, and the additional force necessary to scatter it over 
twice that amount of surface must produce a display truly magnificent. That this 
display actually occurs is attested by one of our mountaineers and almost demon- 
strated by the extent of the beaded surface. During the earlier part of the eruption 
a considerable quantity of water flowstover the rim and down the sides, where it has 
formed aseries of basins somewhat similar in form and color to those at the springs on 
Gardiner’s River. Falling from one to another of these it passes off down the slope 
and joins a large stream of hot water which issues from a steady spring not far away. 
A few hundred yards farther up the ravine, and on the opposite side of the creek, I 

discovered a small spring that deserves in a quiet way to be one of the great attrac- 
tions of this attractive region. It is isolated from the neighboring springs and nestled 
in against an abrupt bank, so obscured by tall pines that the visitor is liable to pass it 
by unnoticed. In approaching from the creek I passed up a gradually ascending slope 
down which the water flows, covering in its meanderings more thanan acre of ground 
and leaving, wherever it touches, brilliant streams of color. About a hundred yards 
from the creek I came upon the spring, the waters of which stand nearly on a level 
with the surrounding surface. Approaching the border Ilooked down into the blue, 
mysterious depth and watched the large bubbles of steam slowly rising to the surface 
and passing off into the air. The larger of these bubbles would lift up a considerable 
quantity of water sometimes to the height of 3 or 4 feet, producing a kind of Spas- 
modie boiling and dashing a succession of waves against the rim. The spring is sur- 
rounded by an irregular rim which stands a few inches above the general level of the — 
water. The basin is 20 feet long and 10 feet wide, one end being narrower and par- 
tially separated from the main basin by an irregular row of beaded islands and pro 
jections. 
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Although the spring and basin are very chaste and delicate in form as well as color, 
there are other springs more beautiful in those respects. But when I ascended the 
bank and looked down upon the spring and its surroundings, I concluded, without the 
least hesitation, that I had never seen anything so uniquely beautiful. On the upper 
side of the spring, next to the bank, the water in overflowing ran into large shallow 
pools, painting whatever it touched with the colors of the rainbow. Beds of rich, creamy 
-white and rich yellows were interlaid with patches of siennas and purples, and di- 
vided up and surrounded by the most fantastic patterns of delicate grays and rich 
browns. On the side next the creek the running water has made a net-work of streams. 
In those where the water is still hot, the colors are bright, varying from a creamy 
white to the brightest yellows, but, as the water becomes cooler, farther down, the 
colors grow darker and richer, the siennas greatly predominating, while the basins 
of the larger pools are stained with still darker colors, frequently of a purple tint and 
reflecting the picturesque groups of pines on their dark surfaces. Scattered irregularly 
over the whole surface are numberless little areas of dry deposit, from which the 
brighter tints have faded but which still retain such a great variety of purple and 
blue grays that the harmony of the whole field of color is complete. 

Mr. Holmes, in his description of the Great Fountain, refers to the 
pebbles of geyserite in the pocket-like depressions surrounding it. 
These pebbles vary in size from that of a pea to two or three inches in 
diameter. They are made up of concentric layers. The following an- 
alysis which I have made will give their composition : 

Analysis. 
: Per cent. 
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Farther up the ravine, at the mouth of which this geyser is situated, 
is a group of springs around which the deposit, instead of being white, 
as in the case of other springs, is black. These springs were referred to 
in the report of 1871, page 184. I have made an analysis of this de- 
posit and find it to consist as follows: 

Analysis. 
Per cent. 
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The color of the specimen I believe to be due to the large amount of 
organic matter included in the above analysis under the loss by igni- 
tion. 

There was one quite large group of springs in the lower basin, during 
the summer, which escaped our notice during the season of 1871. Fora 

* By spectroscopic examination. 

1068 
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full description of it I refer to Professor Bradley’s report. A specimen 
from this group was handed to me for analysis. Composition, irregular ; 
color, rusty brown; fracture, conchoidal; luster, vitreous; hardness, 
5.5-6. 

Analysis. 
Per cent. 
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The Fountain Geyser is the second inimportance in the lower basin, and 
is centrally situated. It is on aslight eminence, and from it the deposit 
slopes gradually toward the river, studded with innumerable springs. 
This geyser was fully described in the report for 1871, so I will pass it 
by here. Back of the Fountain are the Mud Puffs, which were also 
fully described last year. I wish to insert here an analysis, by Dr. End- 
lich, of a pink mud from this locality. A portion of the silica is doubt- 
less combined with some of the alumina as a silicate. 

Analysis. 
Per cent. 
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Between the Fountain Geyser and the Mud Puffs, we find pieces of 
wood coated with geyserite, which assumed a beaded form, sometimes 
branching like certain forms of coral. Most of the specimens are trans- 
lucent and have a vitreous luster. The color is generally a light pink. 
An analysis made by me of this form of geyserite gives the following 
result : 

Analysis. 
Per cent. 
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Wood may be found in various stages of silicification, and if the prob- 
lem can ever be solved as to the process of silicification, Tthink a sojourn — | 
in the geyser-basins of Fire-Hole River will be of the highest importance : 

* By spectroscopic examination, 
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in assisting us to conclusions upon the subject. My space here is too 
limited to do more than refer to it. 

The area of the lower geyser-basin is about thirty square miles, and 
the valley seems to be underlaid by a sedimentary, probably Post-plio- 
cene, formation of which part is composed of broken bits of geyserite. 
The highest temperature that was recorded is 198° F., but there is no 
doubt that many of the springs are at the boiling-point, (1999.5 F.,) it 
being impossible to determine it on account of the spouting of the water. 
The general elevation of the lower basin above sea-level is 7,275 feet. 
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At the lower end of the basin the Fire-Hole River is joined by Bary 

Fall Creek, at the head of which there is a beautiful fall called the Fairy 

Fall. This fall is 250 feet high, and the water falls into a beautiful 
basin at the foot of a cliff. From the mouth of this creek to the mouth 
of Iron Spring Creek, at the lower end of the upper geyser-basin, the 

distance is five and a half miles in a beeline. Between the two there 
is a large group of springs that can be included in neither, and to which 
we gave the name of the Half-Way Springs; their general elevation 1s 

7,296 feet. These springs were described at length in the report for 

1871. The illustration (Fig.36a) by Mr. Elliot shows one of the princi- 
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pal springs in the group. The peculiar lamination of the deposit at the _ 
edges is well shown. The elevation at the lower end of the upper basin 
is 7,321 feet, and at Old Faithful, at. the upper end, 7,397 feet. 

On the morning of August 17 all the specimens were sent to Virginia 
City by pack-train, and in the afternoon, in company with Messrs. 
Brown, Sloane, and Bingham, I proceeded to the upper basin to make 
observations on its principal geysers. These are named as follows: Old 
Faithful, Bee-Hive, Giantess, Castle, Grand, Turban, Saw-Mill, Giant, 
Grotto, the Riverside, the Fan, and the Soda Geyser. All of these, save 
the Giant and the Fan, were seen in action this year. Our stay being 
but three days in length necessarily renders the observations somewhat 
incomplete. There is but little doubt that a longer stay would develop 
many hew geysers. We spent one day at Old Faithful, as it spouts more 
frequently than any of the others, and is also at the head of the valley, 
making a good starting-point. I will refer to them all separately below. 

Old Faithful—The mouth of this geyser slopes inward, measuring 
outside 8 feet by 4 feet and inside 6 feet by 2 feet. It is in a mound of 
geyserite that rises 11 feet 11 inches above the surrounding level, and 
measures at the base 145 feet by 215 feet and at the top 54 feet by 20 
feet. The mound is arranged in a series of small basins, rising one 
above the other, in which the water, beautifully clear, stands after the 
eruptions. The edges of these basins, as well as the throat of the gey- 
ser-tube, are ornamented with bead-like silica. We tried to sound the 
depth of the geyser-tube, and after letting out the entire length of rope, 
360 feet, and withdrawing it, we found the end completely tangled, 
which was the case in every attempt. It was impossible to get the 
temperature of the water, for immediately after the eruption the water 
sank out of sight, and at other times there was so much steam esgaping 
that we could not even look into the tube. There are four conical 
mounds about Old Faithful that were probably geysers at some time in 
the past. The eruptions of the geyser commence with a few abortive 
attempts, followed by a rapid succession of jets, which soon reach the 
maximum, and then gradually subside and are followed by a slight 
escape of steam. We measured a base-line of 100 feet, and Mr. Brown 
was able to get the heights of five eruptions, although there were alto- 
gether seventeen witnessed during our stay, as follows: 
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The Bee Hive is on the opposite side of the river from Old Faithful, 
and about 300 yards distant in a northwesterly direction. It is on the 
bank of the river and recognizable at once by its cone, which is 3 feet 
in height and almost circular, measuring 3 feet by 4 feet at the top and 
20 feet in circumference at the base. It is coated with beautifally 
beaded formations which, in some places, have a pearly aspect. The 
orifice at the top of the cone measures 3 feet by 2 feet, and the line 
dropped into the tube reaches a depth of 21 feet. The eruptions are 
very fine, and peculiar to this geyser. The water and steam escape 
from the orifice with great forcein a steady stream. The average of the 
height of the column, which is fan-shaped, is very high, and, what is the 
curious, no water falls from it, but it seems to be entirely resolved into 
spray, which evaporates as soon as formed. Three eruptions were wit- 
nessed, but all from a distance, and we were able to get the height of 
but one, which was over 100 feet. 

The following table gives the eruptions we saw: 
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The duration and interval are both seen to vary, although a greater 
number of observations are necessary to deduce any conclusions, as there 
may be as it were a sort of regular irregularity. 

Giantess—This geyser is on the same side of the river as the Bee- 
Hive and only 200 yards from it. It has a large basin, measuring 234 
feet by 324 feet, in which the water is 63 feet “deep and appears of a 
green color. When I took its temperature, two days after the eruption, 
the water was level with the rim and perfectly quiet, the mercury 
recording 192° F.; air, 56° F., at 11.50 a.m. ‘The only time we observed 
it in action was on the evening of August 18. The eruption commenced 
at 6.56.50 p. m., and lasted 17 minutes, starting again at 7.43.30 p. m. 
This lasted about the same length of time; at 8.48.30 p. m. it was fol- 
lowed by a third. The maximum height of the water was 39 feet; aver- 
age, 30 feet; the steam reaching a height of 69 feet. The angles for 
height were taken from the end of a base-line 200 feet in length. There 
was an immense mass of water thrown up which surged and splashed in 
all directions, with seventy-three pulsations per minute. After the erup- 
tion the water sank 20 feet in the basin. 
Around the Bee-Hive and Giantess there is a group of springs 

in which I took ten temperatures, ranging from 118° F. to 196° F., the 
average being 175°.6 F. Among them are a number of cones, which are 
probably geysers spouting at long intervals, although none of them were 
seen in action. On one of these I saw the bodies of about a dozen mice, 
that had the appearance of having been scalded to death. 

Castle Geyser is farther down the river, 430 yards from the Giantess, 
on the opposite side. It has one of the most noticeable craters that is 
found in the basin. The cone is on a platform measuring 75 by 100 
feet and 3 feet in height. Above this platform it rises 11 feet 11 
inches. It i is 120 feet in circumference at the base and 20 feet diameter 
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on top. The orifice of the geyser-tube is circular and 3 feet in diameter, 
and its throat is lined with large globular masses, of an orange-color, and 
beautifully beaded, as is seen so universally throughout both geyser- 
basins. An eruption is as follows: It commences with a succession of 
jets of water, in number about twenty per minute, which rise to various 
heights. These last about fifteen minutes and are succeeded by steam, 
mingled with spray, which escapes with a sort of pulsating movement. 
This soon changes to a steady escape. It seems as though the water 
were exhausted and the steam was being forced out as rapidly as pos- 
sible. This again changes, and the steam escapes in cloud-like masses 
with a roaring sound, like the escape of steam from some vast escape- 
pipe, which in reality itis. This gradually dies away and the eruption 
is ended, having lasted about an hour and twenty minutes. We wit- 
nessed one full eruption and parts of two others, as follows: 

First eruption, August 18.—Maximum height, 34 feet ; mean height, 21 
feet. F 

Second eruption, August 19.—10.3.0 a. m., commencement; 10.6.40 
a. m., maximum of water-period, height 93 feet; 10.18 a. m., maxi- 
mum of steam, height 115 feet; 11.25 a. m., end of eruption. 
Mean height of water, 57 feet; of steam, 81 feet.. 
Third eruption, August 20.—7.24 a. m., eruption began; 7.40.20 a. m., 

eruption ended. 
We did not see the beginning of the first eruption, and did not, there- 

fore, wait until it was over. The angles for height were taken from the 
end of a base-line of 100 feet, measured from the center of the orifice, 
and the heights are above the end of the base-line. The third was wit- 
nessed from a distance, and the height was not ascertained. At the 
base of the Castle there is a spring, measuring 12 feet by 7 feet, 
which bubbles intermittently. The water was at the boihng-point, 
(1999;) air, 64° F., at 11.35 a.m. Twelve feet from this there is a second 
spring of the same character, measuring 6 feet by 3 feet and having a 
temperature of 192° I. The bed of the stream flowing from these 
springs is coated with bright-red oxide of iron. The water in these 
springs rose and fell repeatediy during the eruption of the Castle. 
While steam mingled with spray escaped from the Castle the water 

was out of sight in 
these springs, and 

| when steam alone es- 
caped they were ac- 
tive, spurting to the 
height of 3 feet. The 
principal spring near 
the Castle is a large 
blue spring, almost 

Ss eircular in shape, 
measuring 19 by 21 

_ feet. It has a most 
= regular and beautiful 

scalloped edge, and 
SK =looks as though it 

RIM ABOUT A GEYSER-TUBE, UPPER FIRE-HOLE. were lined with white 

marble. This white basin slopes to a large funnel-shaped orifice, which is 
on the side next the Castle. Thisis 40 feet deep. The surface of the water 
is placid and appears of a most intense blue, especially over the orifice. — 
The temperature of the water was 180° F.; air, 58° F., at 9.08 a.m. Fig. — 
37 is an illustration of one of the springs near the Castle, showing theap- 

Wis ie aa 
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pearance of the crater when the water has receded into the tube. A few 
hundred yards south of the Castle, separated trom it by a small belt of 
timber, there is a group of quiet springs, ranging in temperature from 100° 
F. to 196° F., the average being 171°.3 F. A number of them are mud- 
springs, and it is the only place in the upper basin where I noticed any 
sulphar. The analysis of a specimen of blue clay from one of these 
springs, by Dr. Endlich, gives the following result : 

Per cent. 
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Grand Geyser is 460 yards from the Castle, across the river. It is 
situated at the base of a small hill, and, unlike the majority of the gey- 
sers, has no raised cone, but only a basin sunk below the general level. 
One would scarcely take it to be an important geyser, unless he wit- 
nessed one of its eruptions. The basin is 52 feet in diameter and 1 foot 
in depth. In the center is the mouth of the geyser-tube, measuring 4 
feet by 2 feet. The depth was not ascertained. All the eruptions we 
saw took place early in the morning, and we were unable to get the 
height of but one, and in order to do this we camped immediately in 
front of it and kept guard by turns through the night. It did not 
spout, however, until daylight, but we succeeded in ascertaining the 
exact height of the column. The eruptions are as follows: 

First eruption, August 18.—5.20 a. m., eruption began; 5.35 a. m., 
eruption ended. 

Second eruption, August 19,—3.35 a. m., eruption began; 4.12 a. m., 
eruption ended. 

Third eruption, August 20.—6.33 a. m., eruption began; 6.36 a. m., 
eruption suspended; maximum height, 122 feet; mean, 79 feet. 6.42 
a. Ii., eruption began again; 6.46 a. m., eruption suspended; maximum 
height, 175 feet; mean, 149 feet. 6.56 a. m., action recommenced. 7.5 
a. m., eruption ended; maximum height, 84 feet; mean, 53 feet. 

As is shown above the eruption consists of three distinct periods of 
action, after each one of which the water sank completely out of sight, 
and water overflowed from the Turban, which is in close proximity, into 
the tube of the Grand. The water during the eruption is carried up 
in a succession of jets, the main mass of water being large. Through 
this a column will shoot at intervals to the greatest height. The shape 
of the entire column is, therefore, pyramidal, broad at the base and 
tapering to a point. Immense clouds of steam accompany the water, 
and the latter in falling back shakes the ground. The third eruption 
was not as high as some that were not measured. The height must 
sometimes exceed 200 feet. The interval between the first and second 
eruptions was 22 hours, and between the second and third 26 hours and 
21 minutes. During the third eruption there were at first 73 pulsations 
per minute, which afterward were reduced to 71. 

Turban Geyser.—Although this is one of the minor geysers of the upper 
basin, it has, perhaps, one of the most uniquely beautiful craters. It 
spouts very frequently, but as all our time was occupied with the more 
important ones, we ascertained the height of but one eruption and 
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obtained no data as to the interval. The crater is only a few feet from 
the Grand Geyser, above which it rises about 3 feet. It is 23 feet long 
and 11 feet wide and 6 feet in depth. The sides and bottom of this large 
basin are covered with globular masses that look like large squashes 
ur pumpkins. (Fig. 38.) This resemblance is increased by their yellow 

color. We thought 
of naming it the 
Pumpkin Geyser, 

| but, as the name Tur- 
7|}ban is perhaps more 

euphonious and some 
of the masses are tur- 
ban-shaped, we called 

‘| it the Turban Geyser. 
The orifice through 

/ which the water rises 
s situated at one end 

: of the basin and is 

Fig. 38. 

3 feet. After the 
eruptions the water sinks into the tube very rapidly, leaving the 
entire basin empty. Preceding the eruption the basin fills, and the 
mass of water is so great that it cannot be projected to any great 
height. It is violently agitated and the escaping steam splashes it 
about in all directions. 

The following is the eruption we witnessed : 
August 20.—7.5,.30 a.m. eruption began; 7.5.45 a. m. eruption ended. 

Maximum height, 25 feet; mean height, 19 feet. 
Saw-Mill Geyser.—This also is one of the smaller geysers as well as 

one of the prettiest in the basin. The mass of water thrown up is not 
very great in quantity and is so broken into spray that it presents a 
most delicate fountain-like stream. I saw but one eruption closely, and 
before I had time to ascertain the height of the column, the Grand 
Geyser, which is quite near, began to spout, and I was obliged to leave 
the Saw-Mill. During its eruption there are noticed four distinet 
periods of action per minute, each one made up of fifteen impulses. 
The main body of water is carried up about 5 feet and then at intervals 

_a Stream is suddenly shot through this mass to the height of about 15 
or 20 feet. I stood between the geyser and the sun, and on one side of 
the column there was the half-arch of a rainbow. 

Giant Geyser.—This geyser was not seen in action by any member of 
the expedition this year, although last yer it was one of the most active 
in the group. It is 500 yards northwest from the Grand Geyser, on the 
opposite side of the river, near the water’s edge. It has a rough cone- 
like crater, 10 feet in height, measuring 24 by 25 feet at the base. The 
top is about 8 feet in diameter, the orifive from which the water is pro- 
jected being about 5 feet in diameter. This cone is situated on a plat- 
form of geyserite, which rises 4 feet above the surrounding level and 
has a cireumference of 342 yards. The sounding-line reached a depth 
of 25 feet in this cone. On the same platform there is a second cone, 
or rather a mound, 232 feet in diameter and 6 feet high, which has two 
orifices from which water spouts to the height of 12 to 15 feet at irregu- 
lar intervals. The first orifice measures 6 feet by 24 feet, and at the 
bottom there are two holes from which the water is projected simulta- 
neously. The greatest depth which the line reaches here is 17% feet. 

% 
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Orifice No. 2 is 3 feet above the first. Itis 1 foot in diameter and 12 
feet deep. Besides these principal openings there is a large number of 
smaller orifices and springs scattered over the platform, some of which 
are quiet and some of which spout. Some of the temperatures are as 
follows: 194° F., 188° F., 182° F., 198° F., 196° F., 194° F., 186° F., 
196° F., 194° F.; air, 68° I’.; time, 4.25 p.m. The water in the Giant 
seemed to be considerably agitated, but never reached a greater height 
than about 3 feet above the top of the cone. The platform is made up 
of successive layers of geyserite, and on the side next the river the 
water has so cut into it that the layers are well exposed. They are 
very irregular in composition, but as a rule the lower we go the harder 
we find them. In one of the layers I obtained pieces that bore a 
remarkable resemblance to true opal, the color and specific gravity being 
that of semi-opal rather than geyserite. The colors are white, red, and 
green. Two of these specimens were submitted to Dr. I’. Endlich, of the 
Smithsonian Institution, who has sent me the following communication 
in regard to them. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Dear Sir: I have examined the specimens from the Giant Geyser that you have 
kindly submitted to me, and give you herewith the results. From their position at 
the crater of the geyser, it may be deduced that they are older than the geyserite at 
the surface. The minerals form plates of about 4 to 1 inch in thickness, lying horizon- 
tal when in position, and are also distributed in irregular nodules, bordered on all 
sides by geyserite. For particulars in regard to locality I refer to your report.; The 
varieties obtained are two, as follows: 

No. 1.—Structure, amorphous; hardness, 6-6.5; specific gravity, 2.4903; color, 
milky white; fracture, sub-conchoidal; luster, dull. : 

Analysis. 
Per cent. 

SSS SA pO OWS epee anaes abel eeiate eee eine sere, ap sicthayn nee tnsin cine go feiaiay Seernee 1.50 
STAT) cc mei Se eS eh he RE NH Go) RA Eo aS ea 95. 84 
1? CAG LEST ee Se Se per ei SE ee a at ir a ema td 2. 68 
STG on cid GRA SRS NO ES I PoC a Aan i es RD Ae eg BRT ER ee A Trace. 
SESE SURE EWY a tee ay ty eee yn ap ia ase ld id a Barer Bie ens pay alt dey aye! aan Trace. 
LILYPIE 2. ede ee ee SA eR ee eoadlac abee Bees ace poo ae oaee Gu eUaabor eELrSnoe Trace. 
ALTA! Shen CESSES SE a EE ea me a ne re ie Trace. 

FETE ik ae es Ut a PP aa el me ne Fog RA RN aU 100. 02 

No. 2.—Structure, amorphous; hardness, 6-6.5; specific gravity, 2.0816 ; color, light- 
greenish brown; fracture, conchoidal; luster, vitreous. Water, 6.3 per cent. 

, Comparing with quartz, opal, and geyserite, we find the position of this mineral as 
ollows: 

le Sib Percentage of | Percentage of 
Hardness. | Specific gravity. eee Cae, 

“ND ae Ce Buel) 2,5-2.8 99 ONS 
Specimen No. 1--.-...-- 6. 0-6.5 2.4 95 1.5 
Specimen No. 2-.....-. 6. 0-6. 5 AOS a UN ze eta ates Sales 6.3 
yess 2213s. 5-5-6. 5 1. 9-2.3 93 7. 00 
RONSeEIbOle+ Iss 4.020 5.0 1,8-2.0 87 10. 00 

We therefore have a mineral resembling in some points semi-opal; in this case, 
however, having but little water, a comparatively high specific gravity, and an entirely 
new process of formation for any mineral, occupying, as it does, an intermediate posi- 
tion between quartz and opal. As the characteristic feature of opal is the presence of 

* By spectroscopic examination. 
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water, it must, in a chemical system, be referred to that species; but, taking into con- 
sideration the specific gravity, the small percentage of water, and the circumstances. 
under which the mineral is formed, I wish to distinguish it as a well-defined sub-spe- 
cies of opal, and propose to name it ‘ Pealite,” as you were the first to find and col- 
lect the mineral. 

Very respectfully, 
FREDERIC M. ENDLICH. 

Dr. A. C. PEALE. 

The following are analyses by Dr. Endlich of specimens from the same 
locality. The first is from the top of one of the cones, and is a typical 
specimen of geyserite. It is one of the latest formed and is covered with 
beautiful bead-like processes, having a pearly luster. The second 
specimen is also from the Giant Geyser, but is from one of the lower 
layers and is much older. It is opaloid and in layers some of which 
are white and others red. The latter have a flesh-color, like raw-beef. 

Analysis of specimen No. 1. 

Per cent. 

HOSSION TOMTMIONY eke 2e oe epaic sim cles eaiclaie Se swine oes bes ciseles sees see eee eee 13. 42 
CSS LK crepes Seine ele ees ac aera oy Si ne ea mR ea ae I CE ee wc 79.56 
J Up e) ist A eR eet es Ate Pea ea a Lm NE i A a “ai a rege ae esd 1.54 
PANN ATT aay ate ee eee eR ESE e ati Sl OS eye aR 2 ee Lp eer . 046 
MIAO NCSI? epic erafebo nha Sis teik ts aia/s aiaiolee nies a miinitale wise ata cee eaa el Seer 1.78 
GROW aT ya U NE io SS SOE ey UES Bee aE PUD NSA: Ca Ae ARR ADIN Ce Trace. 
COs Orie Tere i ne ies NO OR Se CL a EAR I MURR CL a a 9 Trace 
RS OGL en esi ne ie ee omeabne See eG OT eR a pl ua ieee ater ea anny diag Trace. 

10) 5623] ed re aN A PR os Oe a EUR ROLL et A Be AREY Sy ty ees oa oo | O57 

Analysis of specimen No. 2. 

Per cent. 

Moss: by ienition2.s22 s2sscloscescesue%. ssests eee ae ee SE a 6.25 
Suna eey oie ss isis afin sete Ss 2 less Capel lie i AND a 92. 64 
Br) 00 = RRR, Ol rah ea ae SAE Wat a eR Pe SM Dire CRRA Va eh Ah Vy UY ae AD a 1. 03 
METrIC: ORME: S825 2355.25 Bs ee ess os eee ENS 2B as ey ae 0.60 © 
PANTING OSs Sela SS eS SA a Bs 22 Re ec A lip ei ee Trace. 
IMIR OM OSTA My s SoU 5 SS AOC aie a Rah 5 sis Sie a SN Trace. 
OM aes BAS Se oss eh BSR ee Sere ug 2 i a tS et er a Trace. 
PUTO ING VEU crete alent ak ee mts ee et NE ais Le Trace 

PO tM ie Soa tee ce ee se ah So aS PTO le 100. 52 

Fig. 39 is an illustration of one of the minor geysers of the Upper 
Basin. 

The Grotto Geyser is 400 feet northwest from the Giant, and separated . 
from it by a line of trees. There are two cones which spout alter- 
nately during the eruption. The larger one, which we will call No. 1, is 
very irregular and is 8 feet in height. . The tube from which the water 
is projected measures 6 feet by 2 feet and is 19 feet deep. The other 
cone, No. 2, is 19 feet in diameter at the base and 14 0n top. Itis 4 
feet high, anil the orifice on top is quadrangular in shape, measuring 
5 feet by 3 feet. When not in action the water is from 10 to 15 feet 
below the top. The basin is 16 feet deep. The entire length, including 
both cones, is 53 feet and width 26 feet, the centers of the two being 
30 feet apart. The plan shown in Fig. 40 gives the relation of the two. 
Between them there are two small geyser-tubes which spout whenever 
the main cones are in action. The eruptions consist of a series of jets 
averaging about 20 per minute. 

* Spectroscopic examination. 
* 

. x ~~ 

a 
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Fitst eruption, August 16.—2.45 p. m., eruption began; 3.23 p. m., 
eruption ended. 

Cone No. 1. Maximum height, 32 feet; mean height, 13 feet. 
Cone No. 2. Maximum height, 24 feet; mean height, 8 feet. 
Second eruption, August 19.—1.27 p. m., eruption began; 2.40.30. p. m., 

maximum of No. 1, 31 feet; 2.42.30 p. m., maximum of No. 2, 41 feet; 
4.0.0, p. m., eruption ended. 

Wea SA Tee 

ea = So i ae 
Wy Le | i li hey kets i} if Nip's J Ay Nt IK ui Hh 

HAA ia { bait | 

4 

f 
WL ONIMOHS ‘NISVA NAddA SLNVIO AML UVAN VASATD ONOWO 

°6E “SI 

MULOVUVHD IV LINANVNNO 

TH. 10 

*SONINAIS TH TO SMAACMOU 

[eee \it 

Mean height of No. 1, 16 feet; of No. 2, 13 feet. ; 
After the eruption the water sank rapidly to about 20 feet in No. 2 

and 15 feet in No. 1. ‘ 
The following table will present the results of the observations on the 

various geysers as made by myself. Other points of interest will be 

found in the various reports: 
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Q ~ HO 

g | & [EE 
rg i : (3) 
AO Atrerica Average in- = oe, 

Name. Ee jongth of | , terval be- A se 
©2 1 eruptions, | Ween erup- 5 205 
32 P ; tions. i: | bore 
° 4 ocd 

a ™ tha 
A =| | 

t Mm. 8. h. mM. 8. Feet.| Feet. 
Glin 5. 335-2 0es S4oseobasuos pee specdeosDaoae 17 4 53.07 1 245 130 7, 397 
IBEOAEUN®) 5Becsc2oddo7ade ease aceoRaReEEnbE pepUEauose . 3 8 10 PRUE CW Noesmcsee 7, 402 
GianGesseer ee reer vere ein sisi ceeebiceile s syeeteee 1 MDB iay © Nec aeice eh ee 39 7, 408 
Castle eeerep a uanemeerer Slee Sou alee be N ole 3 S/O) sau Giese eae 93 7, 287 
Gora Cee eee aE Sd eaten ea om eee 3 28 00 24 10 30 173 7, 387 
TRE OPE OV 5 ice hl Me Rr a ee a Ber aT LE 1 POACOUN Ral e e aes 25 7, 387 
CB ROUP OAs Scone aoe a ea ee ee ena SR NN 2 125)30 oe eee 41 1, 324 

As we go from the Grotto Geyser down the river on the oppsite side, 
we pass through the timber at the foot of a hill. Emerging from the 

trees the first spring 
we meet with is situ- 
ated at the top of the 
hill some distance 
above the level of the 
river. This spring is 
bordered by ecauli- 
flower-like forms of 
geyserite, which have 

is aie ii ae Be 
. 

SS 
=A 

Ca @ greenish tinge. ‘he 
NWcigrael water flows from the (~~ / Hira 

y LESS i TF VES; spring in several small 
zy SS vi a DZ LZ ad ys ; * SSS SSS LL” streams, the bed of 

each one being a bright 
orange color. The 
water flowing down the 

hill becomes cool long before it reaches the river. An analysis of a 
specimen from the edge of this spring is as follows: 

PLAN OF GROTTO GEYSER. 

aa, Orifices of cones; bb, Outlets for water. 

Color, greenish-gray ; fracture, conchoidal ; luster, dull; hardness outside 3, inside 6. 

Analysis. 

Per cent. 

GOss pat OOO Se eee gee oR ROBO STO Nee Pai Rr oy LEE aOR oy ace eee 2.00 
Loss on ignition....-....-- Bi siicin betwee Decgativisice ¢ aac all seit ogee ete ee 10. 20 
SUT Geena loys jatuy= Line mie aioe Uepomenin tein les hoe cneneeiave eles Sete Sok eee See pe 86. 10 
PANN Beare eee an Mencce oc setibecue os edm ec Soni ace Sao eee 1. 96 
JOON 5 ky Se ON ep gearep eer eae ar  R e  SUU see y e B Oae E  S lc 717 
ADELA pee a ete ees ere a emia alee te imind “oh Sima yevaicaue ielas a RS He Ne Sane 28 
IMR OMESIA rere aelor a ace adie Maieiele d.c)o ce knw Avec eels a cmete dba eae oes Trace 
Sag Rhee sa6 Ban's aa SEAR eS ee es a BUG WI its Se Ona a ea gis). Ae Trace. 
IROTARS Ree ise wees eels ota we NRE Oh, Sk 5 ai ee As Trace 
IBA MONRAE sok G85 4 en ae A PL REE oy ey DO Trace 

101. 257 

Thinking that the hot springs would have considerable influence on 
the temperature of the water in the river, I took the following tempera- 
tures in the Fire-Hole and Madison Rivers: 
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| et fy 
° ro) 

| g |e 
ed a) Bs 

Position. | Time. RA | ES 
Os Orr 
=" BA 

Bd 
is ad 

; Of. | OF. 
PHC ON GR Maint a= <2fs wn scsie tia[cte Soe bec oeesleld sieleisiceicts Satecledeasiser sine as 125 00}mie eee 56 | 53 
Below Old Faithful, opposite Bee-Hive ...-....----....-..----+-2.---2 2-5-5 12.05 p.m..-| 58] 56 
ON ASELCEG HAM (Gc CSOD Sa cia olainine opie seein) aioe olay ei=iai tenis eer okelt eisine eine elaeeoteyate 12.30 p.m... 56 | 60 
ZOE GET, BAS REE Se eS Aaa oS a a 1.50 p.m... 58 | 60 
[RaLaTT GARNI N SSeS BBO e 6 et ee ne SS ears Se eas ae are eaenee es ea ea 1,55 p.m. - 58 | 60 
East Fork of Fire-Hole River above its junction with the main river, but 
PEG GUSTS) b de SAB ORS ECBO EE Be SE Odo CORE UAE SBEEG CB UU AAPA UEN Saarn mere arms 7.30 a.m.. 44) 56 

Madison River, just below the junction of east fork of Fire-Hole River 
NaH OPhIre-olesRiveres sass state a Mee eee tee ceo gees cea eae | 7.40 a.m.. 45 | 55 

Madison River about twenty miles, below the junctioz of east fork of Fire- 6.00 p.m.. 66 | 60.4 
Hole River. 6.00 a.m. . 28) 56 

Madison River just after its junction with the Jefferson River, near Gallatin 
Say von nan ye Perri COMy ss...) selsila gs cen se ee = Sos de eee sess assassin fie. 30) am. 45 | 52 

Gallatin River justabove the junction with the Missouri River,near Gallatin 
CH, RUGGTTE ANS Re ooo score Mon ose SEs os Coban Ob Se DDE REBeSocoSEEnebeors 7.30 a.m... 45 | 50.5 

These observations were all made in August, with the exception of 
the last two, which were made September 10, 1872. 

The following analyses are of specimens collected by the Snake River 
division of the expedition: 

No. 1.—Geyserite ball from geysers of Shoshone Lake. Composition, irregular; luster, 
dull; structure, amorphous; hardness, 5.5; color, grayish white. 

Analysis. 

: Per cent. 

TSS: GIF TUN Oe ate ee SEO ES NS ED aes ea aE A oa By 7/5) 
OSSLOMET MOTE LO Ws ay tolalo ie 2 o0o,/2 2. sietsiaisleinlo| sae ies ee oe ae see cee Sei ees oea 6. 25 
SHUTS ies SRE I ie aan en SS Ae EO RUA Shi Na ea Ut alt Ge fa BAL 85, 75 
PRULTETRT AA CH ATOM 8 sie ac case sce emis Sateaise Ep i Rae Ee pa E UA Ae Nal ME GE Ne 2,20 
LET ba 6 SAGA ERC CD ISIS SONS CAO OCT CE ICT Stae ame a nr ero ER ee SEU an mea en 85 
ME GIGIE aos cece segoborn esee coEee 9 onoces conc che EGS dodo e nou coeacs Hoguiasor Trace. 
SOG BH: oc db OBOE Sb BOCES OEE SEEN EERIE SEI R Eats ety oa oie arm UL SA Trace. 
LA CEE ee Ae SER BO OBO CC eT OHI Har oET EEE Ss eae eae a sr au ane MLA Ree Trace. 
DHT 2S eRe SSC B SABE Se eCI AE a See med Rell ae EEC LCi ea gOS CREME a HOE eRe r ad Ly eV eyS) 

No. 2.—Bluish-gray geyserite from geysers of Shoshone Lake. Amorphous; lamin- 
ated; luster, dull; hardness, 5. 

Analysis. 
Per cent. 

Loss at 110° C....- ba PUA TEA hare om SW Ee NY Saal LS AER ENT Fe Be a ie i ET, SLOP NI 5. 00 
Loss on ignition... -. eae ae Sf aaa oe tele teres nat atte Pao Rita actos’ a’ /jveia 8. 00 
EEA ee ale SOE RG es eee I ee EN eT aH en se EN An a ON 7 /( 5) Cl) 
Aa) ba eA aie Mt aS A ayant ds Nema gl, Ae SAIL WME acs 1a ia nat 9, 46 
Lecipes SESS Se haa Seng ene Be ia ft ela at apy IN AE Sh ta Mea VAR Rn NA EEC 8 Si Ee Trace. 
Laie 2 Saas EAE i a ewe Re. are eae ee een ENE SE SAE Ua am gee LS 1.80 
Maenesia...-...-- paar Eh ice Myra pny ube amepermipy yk aver et RM SS) 2a Ne Trace. 
SUE pe AC Ok PERE OE On ARES Seema rr, ee papel soil sho tia a Walle cee ganas Trace. 

j 101. 06 

* By spectroscopic examination. 
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CHAPTER V. 

MADISON VALLEY GEYSER-BASINS TO GALLATIN CITY, 
CHERRY CREEK MINES. 

Late in the afternoon of August 20 we left the upper geyser-basin 
and proceeded to the lower, where we found Captain Stevenson’s party 
still encamped, Dr. Hayden having moved down the river. As it was 
too late to follow we waited until morning, when we started at daylight, 
and joined the party just as they were about leaving camp on Gibbon’s 
Fork, a branch of the Madison, which joins it five miles below the 
junction of the east fork. The rocks between these two points are all 
volcanic, trachyte-porphyries, resembling those we saw at the Grand 
Caton of the Yellowstone. In one place i noticed the same round 
geodic masses that I saw there, only here they were much larger, 
measuring as much as 6 inches in diameter. 

Some of the trachytes are laminated, and seem to have been twisted 
after having been deposited. On the left bank of the river there is a 
high bluff-wall extending from below the east fork of the Fire Hole to 
Gibbon’s Fork of the Madison. About three miles above Gibbon’s Fork, 
in a gloomy gorge, is a very fine fall of about 40 feet in height. On 
reaching Gibbon’s Fork I followed it up a few miles, to visit some hot 
springs which Dr. Hayden reported to me. These springs are on the 
right side of the river, in a valley about a mile in length and half a mile 
in width. The springs are situated at the foot of a ridge rising about 
1,000 feet above them. This ridge is cut by numerous ravines, the 
divides between being rounded, thus giving to the top of the ridge the 
appearance of a range of conival peaks. On the opposite side of the 
Madison there are vertical walls of trachyte 1,500 feet in height. The 
springs are seven in number. The largest one is in reality a small lake, 
in which the water has a temperature of 140° F. It is supplied 
by two small streams, which have their origin each in two small 
springs a few feet above. One of these is a pulsating spring, the water 
rising about a toot above the basin. The temperatures are 135° F, 
to 150° F. <A short distance to the east of this lake there are 
two other springs, having respectively the temperatures of 100° 
F. and 122° F. The temperature of the air during these observa- 
tions was 61° F. About the center of the valley there is an old 
spring-basin composed of three terraces, rising about 18 inches one 
above the other, in much the same manner as the terraces of the 
Gardiner’s River springs. Here the springs are extinct and the 
terraces are overgrown with grass. There is considerable lime, and a 
coating of iron lines all the channels of the streams, carrying away 
the overflow of these springs. They have all doubtless passed their 
most active period. 

Messrs. Jackson and Coulter, with some other members of the survey 
who followed Gibbon’s Fork some ten miles above its mouth, have given 
me the following notes in regard to a fall which they discovered: 
About eight or nine miles above the mouth of Gibbon’s Fork the valley gradually 

Halrows into a deep cafon, the walls of rock rising with a steep slope on both sides 
from near the water’s edge, leaving scarcely room enough for a rough trail. After fol- 
lowing this cation for about a mile, the slopes becoming steeper and the trail narrower, 
the river seems to issue from a perpendicular wall standing directly across the head 
of the cafion. On reaching this precipice, however, we found that the river makes a 
sharp bend to the right, forming nearly a right angle with its former course, and just 
at the bend makes a beautiful fall of nearly 100 feet in height. This fall is very simi- 
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lar to the upper fall of the Yellowstone. The stream does not leap sheer over the 
precipice in one unbroken fall, but after a few feet of perpendicular descent strikes 
upon a sloping ledge ofrock and is shot out at an angle of about 45°. Th scene isthe 
more impressive from the fact that it bursts upon the view so unexpectedly. and with- 
out'the least warning, the noise of the fall being shut off both by the intervening wall 
of rock and the rapids, into which the river is broken below. Above the fall the river 
runs with a smooth, slow current, no rapids breaking up its course until it reaches the 
very brink of the precipice, over which it plunges into the narrow gorge below. 

Leaving Gibbon’s Fork we find ourselves almost immediately in the 
upper cation of the Madison, which averages about halfa mile in width 
and is eight miles in length. The hills on either side rise from 1,200 to 
1,500 feet above the river, those on the left side being almost vertical. 
The valley is partially timbered, and the hills also, wherever the trees 
can find a foot-hold. Near the lower end of the cajion there is a fine 
exposure of columns high up on the right-hand side. The rock ismostly 
a rough, purplish trachyte, with sanidine crystals. Emerging from the 
canon we find ourselves in a wide valley, - through which the east fork 
of the Madison flows to join the main river. Both cut their channels in 
serpentine manner through the modern beds, which are made up of 
Pliocene sands, containing a considerable amount of obsidian, which 
gives them a dark color. The valley is partially timbered, and must be 
nearly fifty miles in width. On the 22d we encamped near the junction 
of the east fork, just above the middle cation, where we spent two days 
waiting for Dr. Hayden to join us from a side-trip' through Taghee 
Pass to Henry’s Lake. I made a trip up the valley of the east fork 
and ascended one of the hills bordering it on the north. The view from 
this point was one of the fairest that Lhave ever gazedupon. Itseemed 
to unite all the elements of beauty—hill, grassy plains, and winding 
streams. Both forks of the Madison wind through the valley in a series 
of graceful curves. The rocks were not well exposed on this hill, butas 
far as I could judge the dip seems to be northeast at an angle of about 
75° to 80°. Proceeding toward the river I came across limestones, the 
upper layers of which I[ take to be Carboniferous, although I could find 
no fossils to prove it. The lower layers are probably Silurian, and rest 
on chlorite-schists, which pass into mica-schists and gneisses. The angle 
of the dip of these limestones is still very great. At the head of the 
valley of the east fork there is a range of mountains that appear to be 
volcanic, and is probably part of the same range that I noticed from 
near the hot springs on Gardiner’s River, which I referred to in a pre- 
vious chapter. On one of the branches of the east fork I found on 
top of the modern beds layers of trachyte, which seem to have had 
their origin in these mountains. 
On the 25th we moved camp down the river and camped in the midst 

of the middle cafion. In one of the gullies at the upper end of the 
cation I found grains of glauconite in a quartzite-rock. The western 
side of the caflon seems to be composed entirely of metamorphic rocks, 
while the eastern side has outcrops of Silurian and Carboniferous lime- 
stones, which at the upper end incline northeast at a high angle. 
On the 26th I visited a small side cafion on the eastern side of the 

river, through which a small creek flows to join the Madison, 
- a Short distance above camp. It was so narrow and rocky that we were 
obliged to leave our horses at the mouth. The first rocks we encoun- 
tered were quartz-schists, followed by chlorite-schists, the strike seem- 
ingly at right angles to the course of the stream, the dip being south- 
west. The next rocks were very compact limestones, dipping under- 
neath the chlorite-schists. The lines of junction could not be seen, but 
they seemed to be conformable. The angle of inclination was about 60°. 
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These beds I took to be Silurian, although I could find no fossils. They 
were followed by Carboniferous limestones, dipping unconformably be- 
neath them at an angle of 50°. This unconformability was caused, 
most likely, by the force of upheaval. There appears to be a complete 
inversion of the strata, which a few miles farther up the river we saw 
almost vertical, but dipping northeast. On the opposite side of the 
river I found quartz-schists, but they were so covered by detritus and 
the timber that very little could be determined in regard to them. I 
will refer again to the inversion of the strata further on. 

The middie cafon is seventeen miles long, and its direction from the 
upper end to the creek, where I found the inverted strata, is northwest. 
Here, however, it takes an abrupt turn toward the west, almost at right 
angles to its former direction, and is cut through chloritic and gneissic 
rocks. ‘ 

On the 27th we camped just outside the canon, and from this point, 
in company with Messrs. Gannett, Holmes, and Savage, I made a trip 
through Raynold’s Pass to Henry’s Lake, and thence across the divide, 
again to the valley of hed Rock Lake. The metamorphic strata still 
continued dipping southwest. At Taghee Pass, east of Henry’s Lake, 
I believe they are capped with Carboniferous limestone. Raynold’s 
Pass is low, only 6,911 feet in height. The ascent is very yradual, and 
it is difficult to. determine exactly where the stream running into 
the Madison ends and that running into Henry’s Lake begins. 
To the southwest of Henry’s Lake I noticed in the distance a 
volcanic range. This section of country, however, will probably be 
fally treated of by Professor Bradley, and I therefore pass it. The 
divide between Henry’s Lake and Red Rock Lake is 7,271 feet high, the 
distance between the lakes being about eight miles. On the Red Rock 
side ot the divide I found in the valley of a small stream an excellent 
xposure of reddish quartz schists, the thickness of which I estimated 

at about 2,000 feet. 1am of the opinion that they rest immediately on 
the granites. They dip southwest at an angle of 20°. Viewed from a 
short distance the out-crop has the appearance of a huge staircase. 
Between Red Rock Lake and the Madison Valley the formations are 
mostly modern, mingled with igneous rocks, the exact relations of 
which I bad not time to determine carefully. 

After leaving the middle cafion, the Madison River makes another turn 
of nearly 90° toward the north, and when we reach the point a short dis- 
tance below, near Indian Creek, we find the limestones which we saw in 
the middle canon again making their appearance. I made several trips 
into the Madison Range, ome above Indian Creek, one at Bear Creek, 
-and a third up Jackass Creek, at the lower end of the valley. Above 
Indian Creek I found the ridges and peaks made up of mica-schists, 
which were so covered with detritus that little could be determined in 
regard tothem. We had a great deal of bad weather about this time, 
which also interfered much with my work. Among the specimens 1 
obtained are aplite, micaceous gneiss, and quartz. Bear Creek is a 
small stream, joining the Madison on the right side, about forty-eight 
miles below the caiion. The rocks at the mouth are hard blue and yel- 
low limestones, containing fragments of corals and crinoids. These I 
take to be either Upper Silurian or Devonian. The layers are very 
much contorted, but the dip is about west, or, perhaps, a little north of 
west; angle, 20° to 30°. These beds are followed by dark-blue Carbo- 
niferous limestones, containing Strophomena, Spirifer, Productus, and 
Orthis. 

11@s 
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INVERTED BEDS OF JACKASS CREEK. 
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The entire exposure of. 
limestones is about 800 feet 

; in thickness. The upper, 
or rather lower, layers— 
for they are inverted as I 
found them in the middle 
canon—-are magnesian, and 

4. contain in places bladed 
crystals of tremolite. The 
limestones are followed by 
430 feet of massive quart- 
zites, which are at first 
white and then dark from 
the presenee of iron. Be- 
neath the quartzites, and 
dipping in the same diree- 
tion at an angle of 20°, are 
alternate layers of sandy 
and calcareous shales, with 
interlaminated bands of 
coal-like slates, which 
break readily at right an- 
gles to the plane of deposi- 
tion. They are “followed 
by greenish-gray calcare- 
ous sandstones, breaking 
into lamina from $ inch to 
2 or 3 inches in thickness. 
These contain Trigonia, Mo- 
diola, and other fossils, 
proving their undoubted 
Jurassicage. All of these 
rocks are conformable to 
each other. 

Jackass Creek joins the 
Madison at the lower end 
of the valley, just above. 
the lower canon. This 
creek, like the others, cuts 
deeply into the range, 
affording an excellent 
chance to get at its strue- 
ture. The range, however, 
is so long and so rugged, 
capped with so many sharp 
peaks, that to determine 
its geology with precision 
will require the work of sev- 
eral seasons, and I will be 
able, therefore, to give only 
a general idea of it. Still 
I think future research 
will modify but little my 
idea and only fill in the de- 
tails that are wanting. 
There is no doubt but that — 
it presents one of the most 
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interesting fields of study to be found in the West. Jackass Creek 
emerges from the mountains through a canon, the mouth of which is 
very narrow and bordered by gneisses. which are very micaceous and 
of a black color. As we proceed up the stream they become lighter. 
The exposure on the right bank’is very fine, the bedding being con- 
spicuous, dipping northwest at an angle of 20° to 30°. About a mile 
inside the canon we meet first with the limestones, which seem to dip 
underneath the gneissic rocks. On the left-hand side of the cafon, 
as we go up Stream, there are two hills, on one of which the out-crop 
is gneissic and on the other limestone. Between is a deep gully, in 
which the line of junction is so obscured that even with the most 
eareful investigation it could not be determined. Just above the 
limestones we find shales and quartzites, which probably represent the - 
Potsdam group. Between there is a very compact porphyritic rock, 
which I take to bean old intrusion of igneous material. The limestones 
are very compact and brittle, and in layers of about 6 inches in thick- 
ness, dipping northwest at an angle of 30°, seemingly conformable with 
the gneisses. They are probably Silurian, and we found in them the 
fragment of a tribolite and lingulepis. Still farther up the cafion we 
find Carboniferous limestones, containing well-defined Carboniferous fos- 
sils, dipping northwest, conformably, with theSilurian beds. Theselayers 
above weather a blue color, those below yellow, and between them red. 
Then follows a porphyritic layer, resembling the one seen above the 
Silurian rocks. It is followed by what I take to be Jurassic beds. 
Although I found no fossils here, the rocks are precisely of the same 
character as those I found in Bear Creek, which contained Trigonia, 
&e. Then followed more modern beds, made up of soft, gray cal- 
careous sandstones and elay-slates. The lowest layer observed was 
igneous material. The accompanying illustration, Fig. 41, corresponds 
with the following section : 

1. Igneous rock. 
2. Clay-slates. 
3. Soft, gray sandstone. Containing fragments of leaves. 
4, Green and black shales. 
5. Gray shales. 
6. Green and black shales. 
7. Quartzite. 
8. Shales. 
9. Quartzite. 

10. Limestone. 
11. Conglomerate. 
12. Porphyritic, igneous rock. 
13. Dark-blue limestone. 
14, Reddish limestone. 
15. Yellowish limestone. ¢ Spirifer, Productus, and Zaphreretis. 
16. Bluish limestone. 
17. Silurian limestones.— Trilobite and Lingylepis. 
18. Shaly sandstones. ; 
19. Porphyritic, igneous rock. 
20. Quartzite. 
21. Gneiss. 
Toward the north the strike of these rocks seems to bend more and 

more toward the east, and probably exteud across to the Gallatin, where 
I shall refer to them again further on. 
_ The valley of the Madison from the middle cafion to the lower caiion 
is fifty miles long and averages six miles in width.. It once formed 
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the bed of a lake, which was probably one arm of the lake to which I 
ual have referred before as covering the country 

about the Three Forks of the Missouri. and 
extending aiso into the valleys of the Gallatin 
and Jefferson Rivers. Since the subsidence or 
the waters the gradual elevation of the country 
at the head of the river has caused it to carve 
out of these deposits a beautiful set of terraces, 
the most perfect I have ever seen. At the 
head of the valley there are four of them, all 
well defined. Some are capped with basalt 
and trachyte, which is columnar above and 
laminated below. Opposite Virginia City there 
are two, the first of which, on the west side of 
the river, is 53 feet in height and on the east- 
ern side is wanting. The top of the sec- 
ond terrace is 243.5 feet above the level of 
the river on the western side and 149 feet 

the remnants of what onee filled up the entire 
valley, and are composed above of very soft 
sandstones, containing fine grains of miea. 
These sandstones pass down into conglomer- 
ates. The beds are all calcareous and nearly 
horizontal in position. On the western side 
of the Madison Valley we find granites out- 
cropping, upon which are limestones probably 
from the Silurian upward. The Carboniferous 
beds, at any rate, are present in considerable 
thickness. The underlying rocks in the valley, 
upon which the lake-deposits rest, I take to be 
granites. The accompanying illustration (Fig. 
42) will show what I conceive to be the struc- 
ture of the country. It represents a section 
across the country in a westerly direction from 
the east side of the Gallatin River to the west 
side of the Madison. The dotted lines repre- 
sent the relation of the inverted beds, extend- 
ing along the entire Madison Range to the 
beds resting on the granites on the west side 
of the Madison. The force which inverted the 
beds of the Madison range was probably ob- 
lique in its direction. The amount of erosion 
since the upheaval must have been enormous. 
I shall refer to this section again when speak- 
ing of the Gallatin Caton. 
When I visited Jackass Creek with Mr. 

"Holmes and one of our packers, we left the 
main party on the west side of the river, on 
which side they intended to proceed down 
stream some distance before crossing, while 
we were to go down on the east side skirting — 
the lower cafion as closely as possible, and 
after visiting the Cherry Creek mines to join 

Weare them as soon as we could overtake them. 

We left Jackass Creek on the morning of the 8th and proceeded to the river, 

Fig. 42. 

SECTION FROM GALLATIN RIVER TO MADISON RIVER, M. T. 

oon cowner es? 

M, Madison River; N, Gallatin River; A, Granite; B, Silurian: C, Carboniferous; D, Jurassic; E, Cretaceous; F, Volcanic; G, Terraces Tertiary. 

on the eastern side. These terraces are but . 
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which we followed until we reached the point where it enters the middle 
eanon. Wethen struck up on to the hills, which we found to be composed 
of granitoid rocks, mostly gneisses. We were unable to get very near 
the. canon, on account of the ruggedness of the country. We spent the 
day descending into deep ravines and crossing high ridges. The country 
is very rough and we had no trail to follow. Several times we thought 
we might be obliged to turn back. The highest point we reached had an 
elevation of 8, 000 feet. This was on the divide between the Gallatin and 
the Madison, and we had a good view of the valleys of the Gallatin, 
Madisen, and Jefferson, which lay spread out before us, the relations to 
each other of the different patches of lake-deposits between the rivers be- 
ing beautifully shown. In the gneisses over which we were passing, 
which dip northwest, there are numerous veins of white quartz. In one 
place I noticed immense masses of it containing a green mica, fuchsite 
which was so abundant that it gave a green color to the entire mass. 
We camped late in the evening at the head of Pole Creek, which we mis- 
took for Cherry Creek. In the morning we proceeded down stream, 
hoping to reach the mines. We found that the gneissic rocks continued 

_ for some distance and were succeeded by beds of massive quartzite 
resting conformably on them. ‘These quartzites are succeeded by sand- 
stones, shales, and shaly limestones, above which, we find a bed of 
jasper and flint containing a beautiful variety of specimens. Above this 
is a bed of limestone. All of these beds are probably Lower Silurian. 
Reaching the mouth of Pole Creek we found that it was a branch of Cher- 
ry Creek, and we were four miles below the mines. We then turned 
our horses’ heads up stream and reached the mines about noon. We 
spent two hours examining them, during which time I obtained the follow- 
ing information: The mines are situated in gneissic rocks of distinct 
bedding, dipping northeast. All the openings have been made on the 
side of the hill, which faces toward the south. The first discovery 
was made at the Havana lode, near the Madison River, some four 
miles northwest of the present camp, in May, 1872. Next, the Devil’s 
Gate lode was discovered, 3,000 feet southeast of the Havana. In 
June the discovery was made at the present camp. ‘There has really 
very little been done, as yet, beyond the staking of claims and the be- 
ginning of shafts into them. I will give the names of the various 
lodes that I visited, with various points of interest concerning them : 

Eberhardt lode.-—This lode was discovered on the 5th of June, 1872. 
It is three feet in width and strikes north 75° west, dipping nerth 15° 
east; angle, 40°. The walls are gneissic. The gangue is quartz and 
jasper containing native silver. The assays of the ore are said to aver- 
age $600 per ton. There are two claims on the lode, one called the 
Eberhardt Discovery and the other the Eberhardt Extension. A shaft 
has been sunk in each to the depth of 15 feet. Not more than four or 
five tons of ore have been taken from these shafts. Several sales in 
this lode have been made since its discovery, averaging about $150 
per 100 feet. 

The Heintzleman lode was also discovered on the 5th of June, 1872. 
It is above and parallel with the Eberhardt. The strike is north 80° 
west; dip, north 10° east; angle, 40°; width, 3 feet. The walls are 
gneissic; the gangue is the same as in the Eberhardt, containing 
native silver and pyrites. There are two claims, and two tunnels are 
being driven into it. One has reached a depth of 25 feet and the other 
30 feet. The ore is said to average $900 to the ton, none of the assays 
ever having been less than $300; the greatest (a picked specimen) gave 
a result of $5,670 to the ton. One hundred and fifty feet of this lode 
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were sold for $3,500, with the agreement that a shaft was to be sunk to 
the depth of 100 feet. 

Clarke lode.—This lode was discovered June 11, 1872. The strike is 
northwest; dip, northeast; angle, 50°; width, 24 feet. 

Alabama lode-—This lode is below the others. Strike, north 70° west; 
dip, northeast; angle, 60°. It is only a few inches in width, and at 
present there is only a small opening into it. 

Pennsylwania lode was discovered June 11, 1872. This is also quite 
narrow, not exceeding a foot in width. The strike is north 30° west; 
dip, northeast ; angle, 65°, Assays are said to yield $54 in gold and 
$22.75 in silver. 

G. W. Rea lodeis 34 inches in width: The ore has never been assayed. 
Valentine lode is supposed to be an extention of the Eberhardt. 

, Very little work has been done on it yet. 
Z. Daniel’s lode—This lode was discovered June 7, 1872. It has a 

shaft 10 feet in depth. The crevice is 2 feet in width. The strike is 
northwest; dip, northeast; angle, 50°. 
Home lode. —This lode was discovered June 9, 1872, and is one of the 

richest in the district, the ore being said to have assayed $3,200 per 
ton. The strike is north 30° west; dip, northeast; angle, 480, The 
width is 3 feet. There have been two shafts sunk on it, one reaching 
10 feet in depth, the other 15 feet. The strike seems to turn to the 
southwest, and the angle decreases to 45°. A three-fourths interest in 
this lode (1,125 feet) has been sold at $900. 

Parasol lode is above the Heintzleman, and parallel with it. It dips 
northeast at an angle of 60°. Itis 4 feet in width, and has a shaft 10 
feet in depth. 
Emma lode is above the Parasol, and parallel with it. It is 2 feet in 

width. 
New Haven lode is on top of the ridge above the Emma, and is 18 

inches in width. Other lodes in this district are the Claggett, Yankee 
Doodle, Merrimac, Davis, Silver Crown, and Monarch. 

The Harper lode is opposite the Cherry Creek district, on the opposite 
side of Cherry Creek, and is in limestones instead of gneisses. It is 25 
feet wide, and the strike is nearly east and west; dip, south. It was 
discovered July 12, 1872. The ore is said toassay $37 in gold and $7 
in silver per ton. 
When I visited them there were fifty men working at the Cherry 

Creek mines, their wages being $4 per day, or $75 per month with 
board. ‘This is the first important discovery of silver in the Territory, 
and there are no mills for the reduction of the ore at present. Whether 
the ore is in ore-beds or bedded veins cannot be determined without 
further investigation. Some of the lodes have been traced from the 
Madison River a distance of more than four miles. The country,;rock 
is all gneissic, and the lodes are parallel with each other. It will be 
noticed that they are all narrow, but it is claimed that they widen as 
we descend. The metallic silver is very apparent in the ore, having the 
form of arborescent crystals. 

On the opposite side of the Madison we find the Silver Shower district, 
containing silver mines, which were discovered about the 28th of J une, 
1872. It is probable that they are merely extensions of the ledges we 
have described on the east side of the Madison, as the ore is said to be 
much the same and occurring in the same manner in gneissic rocks. 
‘The principal lodes in the Silver Shower district are the Silver Shower, 
the Pilgrim, the Stonewall Jackson, the Chloride, and the Cross-Key. The 
assays are said to vary from $650 to $900 per ton. Native silver is not 
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seen so abundantly as in the specimens from Cherry Creek. Specimens 
from the Stonewall Jackson lode contain galena, which is not seen 
at Cherry Creek. ; 

Leaving Cherry Creek we crossed the hills to Elk Creek, which runs 
almost parallel to Cherry Creek. On the way we passed, on top of the 
ridge, several openings, none of which were developed to any great 
extent. Reaching Elk Creek we followed it to the Madison, where we 
learned at a ranch that the party had passed down the river the day 
previous. We camped for the night afew miles below the mouth of 
Elk Creek, and the next morning started down the Madison. The bluffs 
on either side of the river are made up of Pliocene marls and sandstones, 
the remnants of the lake-deposits. In some of the ravines, cut in these 
bluffs by the little streams, we find beautiful specimens of silicified 
wood. Wereached Gallatin City at the Three Forks of the Missouri 
about noon, and learned that the party had camped there the night, 
before and had left early in the morning on their way up the Gallatin 
River. We followed and joined them at night-fall. Above Gallatin 
City, on the north side of the river, there are several fine exposures of 
Carboniferous and Silurian rocks, the consideration of which I reserve 
for the next chapter. About four miles above Gallatin City, on the ~ 
right-hand side of the stage-road leading to Bozeman, | noticed buwlders 
of brown, flinty rock, resembling those I saw on Pole Creek, but was 
unable to determine whence they came. The following day, September 
11, we reached Fort Ellis, and camped on our old camp-grounds, from 
which we had been absent almost two months. 

CHAPTER VI. 

GALLATIN VALLEY, BOZEMAN CREEK, MIDDLE CREEK, 
MOUNT BLACKMORE, AND WEST GALLATIN RIVER. 

On the 14th of September, in company with Messrs. Gannett and 
Holmes, I left Fort Ellis to ascend Mount Blackmore and investigate 
the geology of the country south of the Gallatin Valley. The range in 
which the peak is situated gives origin to the branches of the East Gal- 
latin, and once formed a portion of the southern shore-line of the lake 
which extended over the country about the Three Forks. Although 
the peak stands up prominently, and is in plain sight from Fert Ellis 
and Bozeman, it was difficult to determine exactly which stream would 
lead us to its base. We selected Bozeman Creek as the one to follow, 
hoping that if it did not lead us to the right point. we would be able to 
cross the ridges and thus accomplish our purpose. We camped in the 
evening, just inside the mountains, in the canon of Bozeman Creek, and 
the next day pushed on up stream. The timber along the creek was so 
thick that we ascended the hills, hoping to find traveling less difficult. 
We were obiiged, however, to return to the bottom of the canon. From 
the mouth of the cafion for about five miles the granites are the only 
rocks exposed. Succeeding them are the limestones to which I referred 
in the second chapter when speaking of Mystic Lake. The hills come 
down so abruptly to the edge of the creek and the cafion is so densely 
timbered that, in order to make any progress at all, we were often obliged 
to wade in the bed of the stream. On reaching Mystie Lake we found 
that it would be impossible to take our animals across the ridges which 
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separated us from Mount Blackmore, and that our best plan would veto 
try the next creek to the westward. So, joined by Mr. Jackson and his 
party, who had been at Mystic Lake several days photographing its fine 
scenery, we returned to the plain of the Gallatin Valley, and the next 
morning, skirting the edge of the mountains until we reached Middle 
Creek, we entered its canon. We found the lower part of the cafon 
quite open and had very easy traveling for about two miles, when it 
began to narrow, and the granite rocks towered high above us on both 
sides of the stream, which here rushes furiously over its rocky bed. Im- 
mense slides of rock extend from the cliffs above to the water’s edge, 
and, with thé dense pine-forest through which we were obliged to cut our 
way with the ax, rendered our progress slow and difficult. The rocks 
are mostly gneissic, dipping northeast at an angle of about 70°. After 
five miles of this rough traveling we came out into a small open valley 
or park, bounded on either side by rather low rounded hills covered 
with sage-brush; here we camped. Shortly after getting out of the 
canon we find limestones crossing the creek, the strike being almost at 
right angles to itscourse. On the left bank of the creek there is a bluff 
showing a fine exposure of the layers, which I take to be Silurian, 

. although no fossils could be found. They dip south of east 45° to 50°. 
They are, probably, a prolongation of the layers below Mystie Lake. 
Between the two points there must be a rather abrupt turn in the strike. 
When at Mystic Lake, however, I noticed that the layers began to turn 
more and more toward the west as we followed them below the lake. A 
little farther up the valley of Middle Creek we found true Carboniferous 
beds containing Orthis, Spirifer, Strophomena, Atrypa, and other Car- 
boniferous fossils. Still farther up the valley we find that the dip is 
reversed, and we have crossed a synclinal which is at right angles to 
the course of the stream. The occurrence of volcanic outbursts at the 
head of the stream has thrown the sedimentary beds into some confu- 
sion, so it is diffieult to reduce them to any system. On the 17th we 
camped in one of the most picturesque valleys or parks that I have ever 
seen. It is about a quarter of a mile in length and almost oval in shape, 
bordered by a line of grand old pines. Through the center of the park 
Middle Creek flows. Back of the trees on the east side of the park, ris- 
ing to the height of over 3,000 feet above the bed of the creek, is an 
almost bluff wall of voleanic rock, the prevailing color of which is black, 
relieved here and there by streaks of red and green, as though it had 
been painted. This wall is surmounted by dome and spire like points 
of rock, in whose crevices lay deep snow-banks. At some points on the 
wall we could distinguish groups of stunted pines. On the opposite 
side of the park is a similar wall, which has been more affected by the 
processes of weathering and presents many curious architectural forms. 
It does not require a very vivid imagination to trace on its front the 
forms of castles and fortress-walls. At the head of the park the wall 
makes a stight turn to the east, and here there are three monument-like , 
piles of rock, dome-shaped masses surmounting perperdicular walls, on 
which we could see numerous waterfalls, looking like silver threads 
against the black background. To the most prominent of the three we 
gave the name of Palace Butte and the other two we called the Twin 
Buttes. The park in which we were camped we calied Palace Park. 
From this point we concluded to strike out for the ascent of Mount 
Blackmore, which, although not in sight, we knew to be to the westward 
of us and not far off. The following morning we started, and, reaching 
the summit of the first ridge, saw the peak immediately before us and 
separated from us by a deep ravine which we were obliged to cross. On 

* 
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- this first ridge we passed over the upturned edges of limestones, dip- 
ping about northeast, and on the opposite side of the ravine, on the side 
of the ridge which culminates in Mount Blackmore, there is also an ex- 
posure of limestone, dipping in the same direction. The upper layers 
have an inclination of about 30°, while the lower ones incline only 10°. 
These limestones are capped with voleanic material, which seems at first 
to have tipped them up and afterward crushed them. Mount Black- 
more itself is a voleanic peak, and the nearness of the sedimentary 
rocks to the center of voleanic action, which lies to the south or south- 
east, has afiected them to a great extent and thrown them into great 
‘contusion. Taking our horses to the timber-line (9,550 feet) we finished 
the ascent on foot with comparative ease. The rock of which the peak 
is composed is basaltic in its character, of black and red colors. On the 
summit it is very compact and massive, while below we find it laminated 
and somewhat porphyritic. On the way up I found excellent specimens 
of Hyalite in globular concretions, as clear as glass, coating the rocks 
and making them look as though coated with ice. I also found Chalce- 
dony and a yeliow variety of opal resembling somewhat fire-opal. It 
varies in color from a honey-yellow with a greenish tinge to a brownish 
red. It is opaque; luster vitreous; hardness, 5; specific gravity, 2.172. 
Considering its physical properties it might be distinguished as a 
variety of opal between fire-opal and the ordinary semi-opal. I propose 
for it the name of Blackmorite, from its locality, Mount Blackmore. An 
analysis of it is as follows: 

Analysis. 

Per cent. 

MEQSSab ell Oli C pee teers ey oe ss fer Maca Wyn Ales Gp EN lad aie pec MeN AEG aM NS tty 7. 40 
Loss on ignition....-...--- Sid cim pega ayaa rep aeeaeva ls ele tre ianeit nate ake URAL Leet ie 2. 40 
SHUR a eh kes oe Cree aH Semmens BAILED Te IO Es tia = ol AC TS pe GA yA RAVSE Oa ERCAN A ent NS 85. 20 
ROT CROCS: SESE Bl SN eae er LR aren cGMP MPL INDO A CN 2. 68 
LATE 5 SH oS i6 Be BE BSE EIS ETE EUSP yen ese ba itent IE DR arate Boa 2 LRN Ss NUTR URE 1. 48 
ENOIESI NEE on ote Wee sitet seen: pun cue serH caccue She cue sen boe Bae anoe obeibeS 0, 37 
SOE! 2 Bis ae eines Seiya ye Sha ena RAR nS A LO A ae RE HS A SR I I RN Trace, 

99, 53 

The view from the summit of Mount Blackmore is grand in the ex- 
treme. When we turn to the south we overlook an intensely rugged 
country, studded with numerous sharp volcanic peaks. Quite near 
the peak there is one point which looks as though it were once the center 
of volcanic action, the sloping sides bearing a striking resemblance to 
the sides of an old crater. To the north the field of vision is immense. 
The valley of the Gallatin, from its sources at our feet to the Three 
Forks, lies spread out before us, and beyond we could distinguish in the 
dim distance even the Missouri. Here we could trace the layers of 
limestone from Mystic Lake to Middle Creek, thence across the 
Cottonwood, the next stream to the west, and thence across to the West 
Gallatin. All these streams have cut their way directly across the 
Strata at right angles to the strike. To the west we could see the Madi- 
son Range, and on the east the snowy range of the Yellowstone. The 
elevation of the peak above sea-level is 10,134 feet. The following 
morning we followed Middle Creek to its sources, and found that the 
valley abounded in most magnificent scenery, foliage, rocks, and numer- 
ous water-falls and cascades combining to form the most beautiful pic- 

* By spectroscopic examination. 
& 
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‘tures, and Mr. Jackson concluded to remain several days in the valley. 
We continued on our way, hoping to be able to cross the range and 
descend to the West Gallatin, where we expected to join the main party 
the next day. We reached an elevation of 9,000 feet, and found our- 
selves surrounded by a semicircular wall, which rose 600 feet in perpen- 
dicular height above us. At the base lay immense banks of snow. To. 
cross was impossible, so we retraced our steps, and on reaching the first 
open space above the canon where we bad encamped three days before, 
we crossed the ridge to Cottonwood Creek, which we followed to the 
plain. We then proceeded along the edge of the mountains until we 
reached the mouth of the West Gallatin Canon, and, striking the trail. 
of the main party, we pushed up stream as rapidly as possible. The 
rocks at the mouth of the canon are gneisses, which dip northwest at 
an angle of about 75°. They are followed by immense beds of lime- 
stone, which at first, I think, dip. in a southerly direction, but soon 
change to the northeast. The angle varies from 20° to 30°. They are 
the direct prolongation of the layers which we observed on Middle and 
Cottonwood Creeks, and which we also noticed on Pole and Cherry 
Creeks when we were on our way down the Madison. The limestones 
are again sueceeded by gneisses, probably the continuation of those 
through which the Madison cuts the Lower Cation. Then follow lime- 
he len Coates southwest. These I believe to be the continuation of 
the layerssin the Madison Range, which I referred to as .making a turn 
toward the east near Jackass Creek. Tothe east of the Gallatin River it 
is difficult to trace them, for we find ourselves immediately in a volcanic 
region. That there is some connection between this ridge and the lay- 
ers outcropping on Cinnabar Mountain is highly probable. Just above 
this last ridge of limestone we found the main party encamped. On 
the opposite side of the river there was a high bluff wall made up of 
Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks. Our camp on the western side was 
upon Jurassic rocks. These seem to continue to the westward in a gen- 
tle slope from the Gallatin to the Madison Range. The weather became 
so snowy and unfavorable for work that I was not able to follow the 
beds to the westward, as I desired, but the section shown in Fig. 42 
which I referred to in the preceding chapter, will show what I believe 
to be the relation of the beds exposed on the Gallatin, opposite our 
camp, to those of the Madison Range. To definitely settle their rela- 
tion, however, the western side of the Madison Range will have to be 
worked out in more detail than it has been up to the present time. The 
canon of the West Gallatin -is so fully treated of in other portions of 
the report that I have thou-htit best merely to refer toit. Leaving the 
Gallatin River we crossed the divide to the Yellowstone River. On the 
very summit I obtained specimens of silicified wood embedded in basaltic 
rock, which is here mingled with Tertiary sandstones, which have here 
been very much metamorphosed. The elevation of the divide at the point 
we crossed it is 9,317 feet. We struck the Yellowstone just below the 
second cation, and followed it down to Bottler’s ranch. While at this 
point I crossed the Yellowstone River and went up Emigrant Gulch, one’ 
of the regions in which gold-mining has been carried on to a somewhat 
limited extent. The gulch cuts into the mountain-range for some dis- 
tance in a general southeasterly direction. The rocks near the mouth of 
the gulch are chlorite schists, which dip in a northerly direction, or 
perhaps a little west of north, at an angle of 40° to 45°. These chlo- 
ritic rocks extend for about two miles and a half, and are followed by 
gneisses, which dip underneath them. These gneisses are probably a 
continuation of those exposed in the second cafion of the Yellowstone. 

* 
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They extend for a short distance, when we find igneous rocks resting 
upon their upturned edges. These igneous rocks rise to a great height 
on either side of the gulch, and in fact form the crest of the entire 
range, as I noticed when on the summit of Emigrant Peak last year. 
The stream descends very rapidly as it flows down the gulch, and there 
are numerous cascades and waterfalls in its course. At the mouth of 
the gulch there was formerly quite a large settlement, but at present 
nothing remains save the stone chimneys of Yellowstone City. As we 
ascend the creek the gulch narrows very rapidly. There are two mining- 
camps, one at the head of the stream, the other at the mouth of the 
gulch. The mines are all placer-diggings, and at present there are only 
twenty or thirty men working here. The highest yield is $15 per day, 
the average being about $5 per day to each man. There are four claims 
worked at the lower camp and three at the upper, and since the dis- 
covery, in 1864, it is estimated that the gulch has yielded over $100,000. 

The chloritic rocks, which are exposed in Emigrant Gulch, extend 
along the range as far north as the Lower Canon of the Yellowstone: 
Near the latter, in one of the smaller gulehes, I obtained specimens of 
Ttacolumite in lamina about an inch in thickness and having a greenish 
eolor. None of the specimens were flexible. Our next camp, after 
leaving Bottler’s, was just above the Lower Caiion of the Yellowstone. . 
Here the limestones extend across the river, which cuts through them 
almost at right angles to the strike. The dip cf the beds is east of north. 
They are probably the continuation of one branch of the anticlinal, 
which we have referred to before in Spring Cafion. On the north side 
of the eafion we find Jurassic layers resting immediately on thick beds 
of quartzite, which lie between them and the Carboniferous limestones. 
The inclination of the beds is about 25°. The Jurassic beds consist of 
alternate layers of calcareous clay shales, which weather blue, and hard, 
yellow limestone. They contain great quantities of fossil, among which 
are Trigonia, Ammonites, Ostrea, and Pinna. These are succeeded by 
Cretaceous sandstones, which are in turn followed by Tertiary strata, 
which are from 1,500 to 2,000 feet in thickness. Aiter passing through 
the Lower Canon, we turned to the left and proceeded up Divide Creek, 
a small stream flowing into the Yellowstone from the western side. Its 
valley, for the most part, is a monoclinal valley, between Cretaceous and 
Tertiary strata. The Tertiary beds are composed of sandstones, which 
are generally quite soft and of a graycolor. The lower layers are often 
quite hard, and of a somber brown color, seeming to have been some- 
what changed. At several points I noticed the occurrence of dikes, to 
which this change may be attributed. The general dip is in a northerly 
or northeasterly direction, and the angle about 35° to 40°. 
Reaching the head of the stream, we crossed the divide, and found 

ourselves at the head of the creek which flows through Spring Cafon. 
Here we turned toward the right and crossed to Bridger Creek, which 
we followed up around the eastern side of the Bridger Range to Flat- 
Head Pass, through which we went to the Gallatin Valley. The rocks . 

' on the eastern side of the range at Flat-Head Pass are Cretaceous 
sandstones, dipping a little north of east, angle, 30° to 50°, succeeded by 
Jurassic layers, which are for the most part covered with grass, conceal- 
ing them. The center of the range is made up of Carboniferous lime- 
Stones, which are almost vertical. As we pass toward the westward, 
however, they begin to dip in a westerly direction. They are followed by 
Silurian beds, which also dip in the same direction. The Silurian layers 
are composed of slaty limestones, pebbly conglomerate limestones, 
aud compact brittle limestones, containing fragments of trilobites. 
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They are followed by very hard, compact, micaceous sandstones. During 
the upheaval of this range, the line of force seems at first to have been 
vertical, and tipped up the layers as we see them on the eastern side. 
Then the force seems to have acted in a line oblique to its former direc- 
tion, and, breaking through the Silurian and partialy through the Car- 
boniferous layers, carried their lower edges to the westward; so that, . 
while the Cretaceous, Jurassic, and a portion of the Carboniferous 
layers dip in an easterly direction, the remainder of the Carboniferous 
and all of the Silurian beds dip toward the west. This remarkable 
occurrence is fully treated of in Dr. Hayden’s report, in which there is 
also a section showing the various beds. 
From Flat-Head Pass we crossed the country in a northwesterly di- 

rection to the Missouri River, striking it at Horse-Shoe Bend, below the 
Three Forks. Between these two points there are a number of local 
synclinals and anticlinals. From Horse-Shoe Bend, we proceeded up 
the Missouri River to the junction of the Gallatin. About four miles 
above Gallatin City there is a magnificent exposure of strata on the 
east side of the river. The following section is im ascending order from 
the lowest exposure to the Jurassic beds. 

Feet. 

1. Micaceous sandstones, interlaminated with blue, shaly lime- 
stones, weathering brownish, in bands, varying from a few 
inches to a foot or more in thickness. The upper layers of 
the sandstone are of a steel-gray color, breaking into cubical 
blocks, that give it the appearance, from a distance, of basalt. 
The general color of the sandstones is an olive-green. They 
contain fine grains of mica and small pebbles of quartz, 
mixed with a few opaque crystals of white feldspar. The 
rock is very hard, and has been little affected by the weather. 
It extends in high bluffs for considerable distance along the 
river. Some of the limestones contain flat, rounded concre- 
tions of about 6 inches in diameter and 3 inches in thickness. 
The sandstones vary in thickness from 2 to 4 feet. The gene- 
ral dipis northwest, inclination being 25° to 30°. The thick- 
mess, of these beds 1s about: ...¢ -.sazie-): Sem 222 ae oe ee 1, 600 

. Pink sandstones, above which are heavy beds of quartzite. 
The general dip is about 30° northwest. Thickness, esti- 
MEV AC OC AG oi 2 0 ie ake ste Riad noe le pain e) na Nee a ca 100 

3. Green and blackish shales, breaking into lamina of a few inches 
thickness. Low down we find layers that are of a deep-pur- 
plish, red color. Short distance above these latter, we finda 
very hard caleareous sandstone, containing grains of a mine- . 
ral resembling glauconite. In them we find also the remains 
of trilobites. A short distance above this layer we find sand- 
stones of about 3 inches thickness, interlaminated with green 
argillaceous shales, containing trilobites, Lingulepis, Cono- 
ceryphe, &c. ‘The estimated thickness of these beds is...... 300 - 

4. Layers of very hard limestone, breaking into lamina of an 
inch or more in thickness and containing immense quantities 
of trilobites.) Thickness... .. :\o2cc 06h U ee eee 40, 

. Black, shaly limestones, containing a small Lingula, Acrovleta, 
and Obolella, followed by rather thin layers of very compact, 
blue limestone... Thickness |. .....’. 2.'2 5) Dh eeMeee eo Ae 50 

6. Pebbly beds of limestone, containing trilobites, and Lingulepis. 
PPDICKNESS <2 «, «oie ja mee cieiet =H w/e le siete an slomieieee as ee ene 

bo 

OU 
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Feet. 

7. Reddish and greenish calcareous shales, with interlaminated 
limestones, containing trilobites. Thickness ......... iets bee 50 

8. Limestones, weathering to a brownish color, shaly in many 
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10. Thick beds of limestone in which were found Spirifer, Pro- 
ductus, Chonetes, Zaphrentis. The lower layers weather yellow. 
The layer in which the fossils occur is of a blue color, and 
very compact. Thickness, estimated at............. eens OOO 

11. White quartzite. 
12. Jurassic beds, 
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For a complete list of the fossils found at this locality I refer to Pro- 
fessor Meek’s report. . 

Layers 10 and 11 probably represent the entire extent of the Carbon- 
iferous beds. No. 1 should probably be referred to the Huronian series, 
while No. 2, I believe, represents the Potsdam group, or at least a por- 
tion of it. From No.3 to No.9 includes the remainder of the Silurian 
beds. The section given above was made with all the care possible in 
the limited time afforded. More extended observation will no doubt 
result in the discovery of new organic forms and the more accurate de- 
termination of the age of the various beds. We followed up the Kast 
Gallatin River, reaching Bozeman on the 15th of October, when the 
expedition disbanded for the season. 

Hig. 43 shows the relations of the various springs on Bear River, 
which were described in the report of 1871. These-springs were de- 
scribed by Frémont in 1843, and called the Beer Springs, from the 
agreeable taste of the water. 
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No. 2.—CATALOGUE OF MINERALS. 

Agate. (See Quartz.) 
Amethyst. (See Quartz.) 
Azurite, (blue carbonate of copper.) In Ogden Cation, Utah Territory ; 

near the head of Clarke’s Fork of the Yellowstone River, Montana 
Territory ; Little Cottonwood Canton, Utah Territory; near Virginia 
City, Montana Territory. 

Amphibole. Tremolite in Bear Creek Caton, in Madison Range, Montana 
Territory. Asbestus, near Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory. Horn- 
blende in syenites, near Ogden, Utah Territory ; on the east side of 
the Madison River, in Middle Caton, Montana Territory; in rocks 
of the Téton Range, Idaho Territory ; on the east side of Henry’s 
Lake, Idaho Territory ; in slates, near Virginia City, Montana Ter- 
ritory ; in gneissic rocks, in second cation of Yellowstone, above 
Boteler’s; in basaltic rocks, near Boteler’s, in Yellowstone Valley ; 
im acicular crystals, in rocks on the summit of Mount Washburne, 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Asbestus. (See Amphibole.) 
Aurichalcite. Little Cottonwood Caton, Utah Territory. 
Biotite, (black mica.) Granites of Littie Cottonwood Caion ; in basalts 

of Emigrant Gulch, Montana Territory. 
Calamine, (silicate of zinc.) Head of Little Cottonwood Cafion, Utah 

Territory. 
Calcite, (carbonate of lime.) Rhomb-spar in blue limestones, near Ogden, 

Utah Territory ; in sandstones, near Fort Ellis, Montana Territory ; 
at Cinnabar Mountain and other points of the Yellowstone Valley, 
associated with agate and quartz in geodes; in geodes of agate 
from the East Fork of Yellowstone River; east side of Madison 
River, in the Middle Cation, Montana Territory ; biuff, opposite the 
Hot Springs, on Gardiner’s River; canon of Jackass Creek, in 
Madison Range, Montana Territory. Crystals, yellow, from Colorado 
Springs, Colorado Territory ; Spring Caiion, near Fort Ellis, Mon- 
tana Territory ; Bridger’s Peak, near Fort Ellis, Montana Territory ; 
east side of Madison River, in Middle Cation, Montana Territory ; 
Sawtelle’s Peak. Idaho Territory. Stalactites, from canon on east 
side of Middie Caton of Madison River, Montana Territory; from 
cave at Gardiner’s River, Hot Springs, Yellowstone National Park. 

Cerrussite, (carbonate of lead.) From head of Little Cottonwood Canon, 
Utah Territory. 

Cervantite, (oxide of autimony.) From head of Little Cottonwood Canon, 
Utah Territory. 

Chalcedony. (See Quartz.) 
Chalcopyrite (copper pyrites.) Near Virginia City, Montana Territory ; 

Clarke’s Fork of Yellowstone River, Montana Territory. 
Chlorite. (See Ripidolite.) 
Chrysoprase. (See Quartz.) 
Coal, (Tertiary.) Near Spring Caiion, Fort Ellis, Montana Territory; six 

miles above Spring Canon, in hills head of Trail Creek, Montana 
Territory ; (Cretaceous,) near Cinnabar Mountain, Montana Terri- 
tory; poor quality opposite Gardiner’s River Springs; on Hunter’s 
River, near Mount Hancock, Yellowstone National. Park. 

Copper, (native.) Near Virginia City, Montana Territory. 
Ceprite, (red oxide of copper.) Near Virginia City, Montana Territory. 
pidote. In erystals from the Téton Range, Idaho Territory. 
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Feldspar, (Orthoclase.) In syenites at Ogden, Utah Territory ; in granites 
at Colorado Springs, Colorado Territory, in red masses ; in granites 
throughout Idaho and Montana Territories. Sanidine, in trachytes, 
throughout the Yellowstone National Park and Montana and Idaho 
Territories. Amazon stone, near Colorado mee Colorado Territory. 

Flint. (See Quartz.) 
Garnets. In gneissic rocks near Glolden City, Eclorada Territory ; in 

gneiss near Ogden, Utah Territory; in second cafonof the Yel- 
lowstone, above Boteler’s, Montana Territory ; in Emigrant Gulch, 
Montana Territory ; in micaceous gneiss, on Black-Tail Deer Creek, 
‘near Gardiner’s River; Hot Springs, near lower cation of Madison 
River, in gneiss; in gneiss on Cherry Creek, Montana Territory; 
near Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory; in rocks of the Téton Range, 
Idaho Territory. 

Galenite, (sulphide of lead,) (argentiferous.) Little Cottonwood Caiion, 
Utah Territory; Central City, Colorado Territory; Emigrant 
Gulch, Montana Territory; Clarke’s Fork of the Yellowstone 
River; Yeliowstone National Park; Hot Springs distriet, Silver 
Shower district, and other mining districts in Montana Territory. 

Geyserite. (See Opal.) 
Glauconite. Hast side of Madison River, in Middle Caton, Montana 

Territory ; near Gallatin City, Montana Territory ; Téton Mount- - 
ains, Idaho Territory. 

Gold. Central City, Colorado Territory; Emigrant Gulch, Yellow- 
stone Valley, Montana Territory; near Virginia City, Montana 
Territory; Hot Springs district, Madison County, Montana Terri- 
tory; Upper waters of Snake River, Idaho Territory ; near Taylor’s 
Bridge, Idaho Territory. 

Graphite. Twelve miles north of Ogden, Utah Territory. 
Gypsum, (sulphate of lime.) Colorado Springs, Colorado Territory. 

Selenite, Colorado Springs, Colorado Territory; opposite Hot 
Springs, at Gardiner’s River, Yellowstone National Park; in old 
hot-spring deposits, opposite Tower Creek, on Yellowstone River ; 
Yellowstone National Park; in Grand Caton of Snake River, 
Idaho Territory. Satin-spar, Colorado Springs, Colorado Territory. 

Halite, (common salt.) In springs on Turbid Lake, near Yellowstone 
Lake, Yellowstone National Park; Great Salt Lake, Utah, in ‘fine 
erystalscoating wood ; in springs in Idaho Territory ; springs above 
Ogden, Utah Territory. 

Hematite, (oxide of iron,)(micaceous.) Near Ogden, Utah Territory; near 
Brigham City, Utah Territory ; near Madison Caton, Montana Ter- 
ritory. Jyron-stone, Emigrant Gulch, Montana Territory. 

Hornblende. (See Amphibole.) 
Jasper. (See Quartz.) 
Limonite, (sesquioxide of iron.) Little Cottonwood Caiion, Utah Terri- 

tory; near Fort Ellis, Montana Territory. 
Lithomarge. Little Cottonwood Cation, Utah Territory. 
Magnetite, (magnetic-iron ore.) In gneissic rock, near Golden City, Colo- 

rado Territory ; in gneisses near Ogden, Utah Territory. 
Malachite, (green carbonate of copper.) Upper end of Ogden Caton, 

near Ogden City, Utah Territory; near Virginia City, Montana 
Territory ; ; Clarke’s Fork of Yellowstone River, Montana Territory. 

Massicot (lead- ocher.) Little Cottonwood Caiion, Utah Territory 
Muscovite, (common mica.) Near second cafion of Yellowstone; near 

Black-Tail Deer Creek, Montana Territory ; Téton Mountains, Tdaho 
Territory ; (var., Fuchsite,) from east side of Madison Cation, Mon- 
tana Territory. 
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Nephelite. In trachytes in Grand Canon of Snake River, Idaho Territory. 
Obsidian, (voleanic glass.) On Trail Creek, near Yellowstone Valley ; 

in chips throughout the Yellowstone Valley, from the lower cation 
to Yellowstone Lake. Spherulitic, from Grand Canon of Yellowstone 
River. Porphyritic, from Grand Canon of the Yellowstone; divide 
between Yellowstone and Madison Rivers; Yellowstone National 
Park; east side of Snake River, Idaho Territory ; in basin of Henry’s 
Lake, Idaho Territory ; head of Falls River, Idaho Territory; Lewis’s 
Lake, Wyoming Territory ; valley of Madison River, Montana Terri- 
tory; West Gallatin Caton, Montana Territory; near Missouri River, 
below Horseshoe Bend, Montana Territory. 

Olivine. In basalts in Yellowstone Valley, opposite Boteler’s Ranch, 
Montana Territory; in basalts on Snake River and Henry’s Fork, 
Idaho Territory. 

Opal. East Fork of Yellowstone River, Grand Caiion of Yellowstone ; 
summit of Mount Blackmore, Montana Territory ; Colorado Springs, 
Colorado Territory. Hydrophane, Grand Cation of Yellowstone. 
Wood-opal, Kast Fork of Yellowstone River, near Gallatin City, 
Montana Territory ; Jefferson County, MontanaTerritory. Dendritie, 
Hot Spripgs district, Montana Territory. Hyalite, Grand Caion of 
Yellowstone River. Excellent specimens; clear, in colorless globu- 
lar concretions, from summit of Mount Blackmore, Montana Terri- 
tory; near Jackson’s Lake, Wyoming Territory. Geyseriie, (siliceous 
sinter,) geyser-basins of Fire-Hole River, presenting white, gray, 
greenish, pink, and red varieties, massive, porous, filamentous, com- 
pact, cauliflower-like, beaded, or pearly. The specimens vary from 
translucent to opaque, some being very friable while others are firm, 
even on drying; Hot Springs, on southwest arm of Yellowstone 
Lake; geyser-basin of Shoshone Lake, Yellowstone National Park. 

Plasma. (See Quartz.) 
Prase. (See Quartz.) 
Pummice. Emigrant Gulch, Montana Territory. 
Pyrite, (iron pyrites.) With galena, Central City, Colorado Territory ; 

with serpentine and hematite, near Ogden, Utah Territory; in 
quartzite, in Emigrant Gulch, Montana Territory; Clarke’s Fork of 
Yellowstone River, Montana Territory. Pentagonal dedecahedral 
erystals, from Téton Mountains, Idaho Territory; Little Cotton- 
wood Cation, Utah Territory. 

Quartz. In granites throughout Rocky Mountains. Rock-erystal, Og- 
den, Utah Territory ; in geodes, with chalcedony and calcite; from 
East Fork of Yellowstone River ; from Sawtelle’s Peak, near Henry’s 
Lake, Idaho Territory ; in granites of Téton Mountains, Idaho Ter- 
ritory; divide between Ross Fork and lort Hall, Idaho Territory. 
Amethystine (amesthyst,) from the Colorado divide south of Denver, 
Colorado Territory; fine crystals in large geodes of chalcedony 
from East Fork of Yellowstone River, about ten miles above the 
junction of the Yellowstone. The specimens are found on the sum- 
mit of a bold hill on the south side of the river. blue, near sec- 
ond cation of the Yellowstone. Smoky (cairngorm stone,) Colorado 
divide, Colorado Territory. Milky, near second canton of Yellow- 
stone; Hast Fork of Yellowstone River. Chalcedony, Spring Canon, 
near Fort Ellis, Montana Territory ; in chips throughout the Yel- 
lowstone Valley ; in geodes with calcite and quartz, above second 
caiion in Yellowstone Valley ; associated with jasper from Elk Creek, 
near Yellowstone River, Montana Territory ; forming the outside of 
geodes from East Fork of Yellowstone River; also associated with 
calcite at same locality, from Grand Caiion of Yellowstone River ; 
in rounded pebbles on shores of Yellowstone Lake; from summit of 
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Mount Blackmore, Montana Territory; beautiful blue specimens 
with jasper, in Hot Spring district, Montana ‘Territory ; from Jack- 
son’s Lake, Wyoming Territory. Carnelian, from Grand Caton 
of Yellowstone. Chrysoprase, Hast Fork of Yellowstone River. 
Prase, East Fork of Yellowstone Lake, Montana Territory ; Wil- 
low Canon, Utah Territory ; near lower cafon of Madison River, 
Montana Territory. Agate, banded, near Fort Ellis, Montana Ter- 
ritory; in Yellowstone Valley, above second canon; East Fork of 
Yellowstone River, near Elk Creek, Yellowstone Valley, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado Territory. Mochastone (moss-agate,) near Boteler’s 
ranch, Yellowstone Valley, Montana Territory. Flint, (bluish 
variety,) in valley of Yellowstone ; West Gallatin River; (brown va- 
riety,) Pole Creek near Madison River, Montana Territory ; (black. 
variety,) East Fork of Yellowstone River. Jasper, (red variety,) in 
conglomerates, near Ogden, Utah Territory ; near Fort Ellis, Mon- 
tana Territory ; Yellowstone Valley, Montana Territory; back of 
Boteler’s ranch, Montana Territory; East Fork of Yellowstone 
River; near Elk Creek, Montana Territory ; east side of Middle 
Cation of Madison River ; (yellow variety,) Bridger Peak, near Fort 
Ellis, Montana Territory ; Hast Fork of Yellowstone River; (gray - 
variety,) Hast Fork of Yellowstone; (green variety,) Hast Fork of 
Yellowstone River; near Horseshoe Bend of Missouri River, below 
Gallatin City, Montana Territory ; on Henry’s Fork of Snake River; 
(black variety,) East Fork of Yellowstone River.  Silicified wood, 
abundant throughout the valleys of Yellowstone, Madison, and Gal- 
latin Rivers, and on the Yellowstone National Park. Jtacolumite, 
(common inflexible variety,) near Mount Cowan, Yellowstone Valley. 

Ripidolite. In metamorphic rocks, near Ogden, Utah Territory ; east 
side of Middle Canon of Madison River, Montana Territory ; near 
Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory ; Téton Mountains, Idaho Territory. 

Sanidine. (See Fe eldspar. ) 
Satin-spar. (See Gypsum.) 
Selenite. (See Gypsum.) 
Serpentine. Near Ogden, Utah Territory ; in Snowy Rane of Yellow- 

stone; divide between Madison and Gallatin Rivers; Alder Gulch, 
near Virginia City, Montana Territory ; Canon Creek, a branch of 
Téton River, Idaho Territory. 

Silicified wood. (See Quartz.) 
Silver, (Native.) Cherry Creek mines, Madison County, Montana Terri- 

tory ; in galena, from Little Cottonwood Cafion; Clarke’s Fork mines. 
Sphalerite, (zinc blend.) Little Cottonwood Canton, Utah Territory. 
Strontianite, (carbonate of strontia.) Sawtelle’s Peak, near Henry’s 

Lake, Idaho Territory. 
Sulphur. Zn crystals, at Gardiner River Hot Springs; on bluffs op- 

posite Tower Falls; in Mud Springs, near Mount Washburne, in 
small erystals; Crater Hills, Yellowstone Valley; geyser-basin of 
Fire-Hole River ; Shoshone Lake geyser-basin ; on divide between 
Yellowstone and Fire-Hole Rivers. 

Tale. Near Ogden, Utah Territory ; in Snowy Range of Yellowstone, 
Montana Territory ; near Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory; Téton 
Mountains, Idaho Territory. 

Tremolite. (Bee Amphibole.) 
Tufa, (Caleareous.) At Hot Springs, Gardiner’s River; Warm Springs, 

‘near Fort Hall, Idaho Verritory ; Grand Cailon of Snake Biyes | 
Idaho Territory. 

Wulfenite. Little Cottonwood Cation, Utah Territory. : j 
F} 
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No. 3.—CATALOGUE OF ROCKS. 

Catalogue of rocks collected by the Yellowstone division of the expedition, A. C. Peale. 

No. Name. Locality. 

Pen PREC MOLD My RIGLG CLADLLE. «hoo seta eros aay) slofeeeafa esi iseiaiaiake = Ute Pass, Colorado. 
Sel |) A/T eS EG 9 ofS b 01s 0 Seas ey ee ee eee POH a Near Colorado City, Colorado. 
Fis CRa Ham a TM ee OPS CTT cee = ia 2 Se he Stee rang tat ceaych Fake e ratte rated ate coyelnts Do. 
fino ht-red sandstones ceacace sels eerereteeians neo! 
bone ar k-Ted SANUSbON Ov cacs/ao e/a teint eine ye Nas eee te Do. 
20-26 | Serpentine, with quartz and chlorite .-..........-..-....-- Ogden, Utah. 

PMC HLOLUGE-SCHISHE Hage erie aise a ateavereitateforay oreo aye/efaseieie aie Spee aan Do. 
ORIN NEDO Iq maOZIbOMe tae eae siete etal loth oie De siere rats eraciomrseraye Do. 
D9 e@uaniaite. TerrU SIM COUS™ aenyscco aa toon Sala alates e/eleie/eee eee Do. 
Un oLiceousicon'elomerater saree ease ees nase eee Do. 

Pole Fa PET OLOCMMIGLONEISS esse psa etare yale / ala) Welctoeierciey oval aloieeieyatey nae Do. 
SESS | SR GUNTICGY SEE ee Giese ee AB a a ear Do. 
36-42 | Quartz, with hematite Do. 

ASM MCU AU Zeya cira se No Ay SE on, SA Streit a Base ie geraieree ts Si Do. 
AAP ASPEL-CON ClOMELALE: 2.5 occa Ao jaasins Sa sans dea a actiace Hee Do. 
Aso [MERITS ATIL DI UC =| ben a 2 ajnisini= Sie = Smparat jor slateeiernioeinin sles /seiciovteele Do. 
“AG |) MV CW EMA) oo oaoosnoncbeue se doon secu neonebacsesqonos Do. 
AG MEUE OMIT ES LONE a2 cies acy ae teygate tet eterokepaysinte dake ere storeisieteretelae Do. 
ER IBAV IY CASCHIS by-ysertetaete ae nis S1= fa) sia ieie isin wisteyetcle ein (a= ove ibieletairine tiara alala Do. 
AGS WCHTUIC ONEISS ree sense wen yeeeisial= eis terclataeln ei cveleista iain arene a Do. 

BUTE | AAMT OUTS sh a ele eee OE pet em ee Do. 
B92) }) CCTEN EATS Ss aici NaI ae el RSE eh rh cece an a 8 Do. 
53 | Mica-schist Do. 
Sia PSY EDILIC OMI CISS ate ale se wa telaraVae ate case alsistana eter stele elaiareelsiayate= Do. 

OM PERO LOGIN Ores Sate orn esa) aseleiniefain'clale aicis.s Sconeucne moesca leas - Do. 
DM PETOLOGING hwbheMyTIGES™ ogee Ayo sere ee eect Do. 

BORDON NV CHL COT C1 SS ae See -I5f, rase)a[etclelojeralelse veel ar=(ersielareiaialaiel<teie stole Near North Ogden, Utah. 
CORIBR OTD Wyisyee eres Ne mee Melee eines ainseys mest e cers sie syelalauietne Bingham Canon, Utah. 
CI. | eet Dep eaccc epee Ba Sen ee O EE RUE Cee eRe caer ie met en: Do. 
62 | Quartzite, with pyrites..........-- daguaseqsonosadbesedsnee Do. 
GSH EVO AGO ssp eee ea ee cnt ate seer rey aye arse Sree) Shorey op Do. 

64-66 | Granite, (white) .--.--- POO A RE Sa eE EEE Re ORME Ee EEE it Little Cottonwood Canon, Utah. 
Gi COMING GA SINS bhecitets ates ore tay ors ais aretatatotalatat opa/aserejtedaiatsialtaparsvanctavcias Do. 
GOR TOM EG) Wears Gb Oye ene tea Serta Se cy weet one Fa theese tesa Na Do. 

giamCrystalline limestones sacs ssasgoss sine asinine anions Do. 
2a |p Miaomesinm=-lmestone es ascece ests resets sieisinls vas xin steels _ Do. 

(Shae) CNOTI D1 CHSAMASLON Ohare yi ial apart evararatcte Aalnijettclara tet aes Near Helena, Montana. 
75-72 | Purple quartzitic sandstone --... 0.) 22.24 -22222-s22ees2 Spring Cafion, near Ft. Ellis, Mont. 

19 | White quartzitic sandstone .-.....-:-..-..----.------2---55 Do. 
30-83 | Argillaceous sandstone, (metamorphosed) ..--..--..--..--- Do. 

Sse andssoue-conplomerabeye ss setae esse ae ose aise see Do. 
Co- SOM ME LOW ONIN ES LOM Cua a riettayay ace ci refs helc yi epee veel Do. 
89-915) Calcareous sandstone shale... 242-2222 225--- 5 eceen- soe eee Do. 

S7AGray Cal carcous sandstone) scaee ese neces oeeaeia es onoeecie a: Do. 
sa Coarse LeGGish) sandstouese sso see see ae ee ee ee Do. 

94-95 | Gray fossiliferous sandstone, (calcareous) ----------------- Do. 
SoumCoarse, Drown lines ton Gases ene ease eee eases Do. 
SA MConipach Limestone aay st vais vale aes eee of Aus Ge ele Do. 
SSRMWI Ce QuartziLenel es see uee sau AN eam Wace aesael a Do. 
99 | Calcareous sandstone..-.--.---..----- fee Nd Me A RUE ES Do. 

OOM VENIbEN QUAL EZ tenes. 4. see sas says tees epee oi sence aaa Do. 
EO MM Grayishvqlartzites f2 3252). sac as sae esas ise aay sess ncee secs Do. 
LOZ HEN tT Gy CONPTOMELALE sia cfeye to's = ctajaie si olsl ween rsicrel saunter es sieseciesiee Do. 
HO SMIMVIDLEC OMAR OZ be see See heca a ae tis cynic, o etayere stele Sale orsialelme cote Do. 
OLA Vieliow: limestone 2 oA a en sos ecidets ee Selecrsie Sonics aoa e ae Do. 
HOT Mhiterquartzitemeso- -e aan e sees Eee nae ee aes eee Do. 

106-07 | Yellowish calcareous sandstone...-.-..-.----------------- Do. 
HOSE piveddish sandstonesss) oe). eee Ue ye Se ea aa Do. 
OTM tLe Sanrdston ese ss oe 20424 a yaaa yao ta Serle etoile aa Do. 
WICH MEI sandstone, Caleareousecicsciisceciseie eo else oe eons Do. 
BUC ONsloMmerate: see 2 sabe mse oe eae ey aNd Ne Do. 
HoMELunple spotted sandstones ees. -e eaciset soa s cece eies Do. 

113-14 | Brick-red sandstone, (compact)..-.....-..--.-----2--62---- Do. 
toon Phurplesandssoued (COMPACL bese nee seer es sneer eee Do. 

LLL | GaN QUEDA Aree to ae eg ee Pe nn Ln Ee ae ce a Do. 
HIS Pp eurple Sandstonel swiss. Ae ee eee eee ee Do. 
BEGH PLCHAC EOS Himes GUC aes n says Ose saith elec ee ee Do. 
Pa Me an borniterous lirestone 2 aves saeco aa fae suites ecco eclosion Do. . i 
MG LAVAsAT Shoe: (DOCCHO) see lc ee ee oe eee eee ee Ee Above Spring Cation. 
122 | Soft, gray sandstone, (calcareous)-..-....-..---------0--+-- Near Fort Ellis, Montana. 
MMOs Uy SANA SLOT Cee Me sf. Ucayali a cio soca sesso Ms Do. 

LAN BLOW ISANAStONE |(HOCENE) oo eee eee eee Do. 
TED, | BMGT oe i ON ait DMT SP te PO meri er eye a Do. 

© 127-29 | Sandstone conglomerate, (Pliocene).........-....--------- Do. A 
AS VOLE ATI CNLEC CCL eta hh me Cem ay Ib ee NCC I ol al Mystic Lake, near Fort Ellis, Mont. 
138-39 | Limestone, (Carboniferous) ............--------2-2---+- ae Do. be 

140 | White calcareous sandstone........-.--22-- eee ee eee eee Near Fort Eliis, Montana. 
141 | Red limestone ..........- Lae Rey aera ad DROe Mae Ya a bl Do. 
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Catalogue of rocks collected, §c.—Continued. 

No. Name. Locality. 

142-46 | Gray sandstone, (Cretaceous) ...-..-.------.--------+----- Bridger Peak, near Fort Ellis. 
147-43 | Hard, greenish sandstone, (Cretaceous) ---. -----------.--- Do. 

149 | Hard, gray sandstone Head of Middle Creek, Montana. 
150 | Soft, gray sandstone. ..... Do. 
TBM || BESANT Loo ao saagbsdsdeoodaeemessepeueScbenas acobasosceoune- Valley of Yellowstone River. 
152 | Volcanic breccia........------------ --- 22s eee ee eee eee Near Boteler’s, Montana. 

153-54 | Trachyte...---- 2.2. -----2 eee es ee een eee enn e eee ne: Do. 
155 | Rhyolite ..... .-.--- 2... 2-2 - eee ee eee eee eee eee ps US Do. 

156-57 | Basalt, with olivine -.-.....--...--------------------------- Do. 
ASM MIRAE Se ATES ye ice dy a TU Oe a EE Ta a 0. : 
1152) |) IDR) Be Gobo gas Sas ecuae Heemod ones ascodseasqucGeodgquuae Cinnabar Mountain, Montana. 
THY). | IB TE) SBS es atbo case eeecooodeouosedoporocesaseconsaccaqase Do. 
IGil. |) “UMesvebh ie) Gos sbeseeoaaseeseSdocodedens sdaocbsqsase gangeaous Electric Peak, Yellowstone Valley. 

162-63 | Soft sandstone, (Cretaceous) Do. 
164 | Clay slate, (Cretaceous) --....---.------------+-+--+-------- Do. 
i163) |) INGO sao odscasabecesecdesouasabesUsoncsasosaosccessauapees Valley of Yellowstone River, near 

§ Boteler’s. 
166 | Sandstone, (Tertiary) ----..-cc0ess.22-- 00. 2ceeneceeeee-- =: Bluff opposite Gardiner’s River. — 
167 | Quartzite, (Cretaceous) ..-..-..--------------------------- Do. 
168 | Sandstone, (Cretaceous) ..-. .---.--------------- +22 eee eee: Do. 
169 | Purple sanidine trachyte..........-.----------------2+---- Do. , 
T17f0) |) WOKE ear enMVerig eRe ope ao oseasenearaaecessoasosse sen odo Mouth of Black-Tail Deer Creek, 

Montana. 
171 | Limestone, (Carboniferous) ......---.--------------------- Near mouth of Black-Tail Deer 

Creek, Montana. 
172 | Brown sandstone metamorphosed, (Tertiary)...-.--.------ Near Elk Creek, Montana. 

OMAN MirachiyGe-WLECCIa eens cto)ta(eieielaiclalel alae eel steleialayel ies Beas ais Do. 
7S. |) Wrens) Sasebsee Aso abod cddpasous dotusdadogadqaeadousouar Do. 

MGT || CaS sae sipbosassasosonuusbosudoodddbE cobedesdoasoussede Do. 
il7fs} || MARE deh URaK OSes adanbaoopecoeod sau suesoaeceqscou sense East Fork of Yellowstone River. 
479) Woleamicisandstome 422... ec coe cote eee wee ee nen Near Tower Creek, Yellowstone 

Valley, Montana. 
INE) || Coty eRboe sia), See bao asdonnooooaacoced cee sou oobosoRmauess Near junction of East Fork of Yel- 

lowstone, Montana. 
QI MME CACEOMS PMEISS Pee ala icle see eset ate ia termtelelesepeieiolmietalel=iaiej-)-lal=)= Do. 
Te i Qenei4s Ue sors ea eeaaded puonpe seoguod soos odceDsucsesoeoss Do. 
183 | T'rachytic sandstone..........-..----- Near Grand Cation of Yellowstone. 
184 | Obsidian porphyry, (black) Do. 
185 | Obsidian porphyry, (brown) Do. 
186 | Obsidian porphyry, (perlite-like) . -..--...-..------------- Do. 
187 | Porphyritic SSCA TiS eo ol eae JANN al OP cease Mb AY Do. 
188 | Spherulitic obsidian .....-...--.------ jotta aie eie ale nae Do. 
189) || Vesicular trachyte-porphyrys..- <<). <2 cc..s cise ncine ene one ain Do. 
190 | White trachyte-porphyry .....------.--..+-.--t----------- Do. 

LOTEO DH MA VOU ase ee el ee ere eateries neeisle ele eiatelcletaehalnlerciareeiolaet toes Do. 
TGS} GEIS OG OB ee S Gab aoe e eter a4 Here re Serer ne aires craeiis Gey ae Do. 
194 | Perlite-like trachyte-porphyry .--...---------------------: Do. 
1O5aeGreenvand) browne ASPs meses eeeaeiceaeicisisicicsicicmineeieseciee 
196 | Cavernous trachyte-porphyry 

197-98 | Common trachyte-porphyry..--.------..----sss02s..eecce= 
HOON Vahibeubrachiytesemci sect cette tet ticieteiesisisiatetsierainieisicineiets 
OOOmmMVesicularcrachytolsssaccmeceoescee cece cece eeeericeeee 
LOM Me onphyribic tra chybe sacs) iaeetlelaiceiels clekelalainieiell ss/elelnieletemiciste 
POT BObDsidianiponrphynyseee eco emetic cones eee cee clemene cate 
ROSH MVESLCWlar trachytols. cee ese iemcteielersiescielsieieeieneeie cece 

Ojo PAToilo-trachyte porpMYyLY) +> qs) seiscies ieiole ele <iateloeiniciciee iyo 
DIAG PEOt-Sprin@deposib seep ema anis-imeticmeteisiiae enine eeielmeteeeee Violet Creek, valley of the Yellow- 

stone. 
215) Erachyte-conplomerate oc. o. 2 acc emcees ses clei secs o =i) Crater Hills, Yellowstone Valley. 

216-18 | Trachytic Ur EE ee ye 12 ORS UN AMUN en ee eg Do. 
TOM Vesicular trachyito sees o coe ccememce seu cam amen Smee Near Mud Volcanoes, Yellowstone 

alle 
O20 PBrowm obsidian sandstone! - =. ssc -<iemicee cece eee ee eee Dei 
Oo PBlackwobsidiamsapdstoner: 2. ce eiiseejcie cei eee Do. 
992 | Purplish volcanic conglomerate ........--2...---4---5-.4-- Do. 
223) | Redivoleanic’conslomerate .-..---- 2-222 oe se ccaiisesioee Do. 
224 | White ‘trachyte 2. 2.5.2.2 2..-...- Helainewincioecenee eee Bees Do. 
2257 | Mur achiytenporpliymyircte citeieicin irate inieioicye tere elaietelreinc eich Do. 
Q2Gh | GeySeLive SAMOS vOmoiee mia eleincicisin! (s/s siotelaeicinfeise een eee eer Fire-Hole Basins, Yellowstone Na- 

tional Park. 
227 | Trachyte porphyry Upper Caiion of Madison River. 
UPTEH {IN gal aso) be eae ees xr ie a eA Ng Do. 
229 | Cavernous trachyte, (porphyritic)...........---..--.-....- Do. 
930 | Vesicular trachyte-porphyry.----.--+-.--22.2+-..52. 022111 Do. 
SIG MSI ceousilimestone wee eee ee see Ne I cee East side of Madison River, near 

Middle Caiion. 
SOMO UARtZLOG wo). aN See eee ye oe os crciceisinw ie eee Do. | 
233 | Gray calcareous sandstone, (Jurassic) -.-....------.---.--- Do. 4 i 
234 | White arenaceous limestone, .--.........----2.--+.---2.--- Do. 
235 | Blue limestone, (Carboniferous) ...-.- .....--------------- Do. 
236 | Jaspery limestone-conglomerate -........-...------------- Do. 
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Catalogue of rocks collected, §c.— Continued. 

No. Name. Locality. 

237 | Pebbly limestone, (Silurian) .....-.----..---------+++++--- East side of Madison River, near 
Middle Canon. 

2333) |) WINER CSO) SGT ER See peo oe S6e0 dee DoS OSCE OSenes SeoSoESeE EE Do. 
S3y) || (MIIGHTEGIITE ne pessaconposnb cones enRescHonUscs spn HoSsaoees Do. 
Dal) Gary GER co os ae co ps enoseo5Un0 -eeEe esses seoouuESsES Do. 
DAMMNDIG 2 SCHISb a saso essai ota a cieieins miele aise ac aisisieeicien Do. 
242 | Limestone, (Quebec) .-.....-.. spddscosedsessgo sande vonoDs East side Middle Cafion of Madison. 
De CHE ABUZILO eres, ote s msiclaine nlewiewicleleniee ie cielce semen Do. 
244 | Glanconitic quartzite ...............-...---- Do. 
245 | Red calcareous sandstone Do. 

246 HO hlOLite-SChISt).sec-5 co cis[oa-osecieciseswocesonscceeseecessace Do. 
Paap eh al COSC-SCHISb 22-2 iss aia sieein cose erciae lee cise ree cee eee Near Red Rock Lake, Montana. 
PAUMEQUAntZ-SCDISh s2a2s2 550 ss cease ceases cmeceeoeee Seale einen Do. 
7d) || \QOING) Gini 7a eae eC eee eS Bae Se Seo ee SSeS Ran Areata es Wedge Peak, east side Madison 

River. 
Bole ene sehistmactseis eye sie Nee «eis (ce ncaa seis inte mbieleisie si mieieieisie Do. 
Pom BCHOISS en Peery) eae ca\eiate miaisieleic Sneicize ane wisteinieicsiae da Do. 
Saom PNETCAEGCONSPONEISS ca= =e - so cscia see alee aiseiseeerciqwieie qascajeeiece Do. 
TM RL AC INV LOM ee aaister maison sala) se aine jae nals siettic cic eis) sissieceeniane Valley of Madison River. 
Paisiatyirachy toss /s22c5- sss a5 sect ceet Lae oie aeeaseee aeeee 0. 
Zoom PLULpUSh bach yte. seas. sees as se ciie nena meee cee eee Do. 

2a1=oe || GASES. t= bea ss cos eso Rp pace eB pene nS oes hon Re ORAscoBeEeer Madison Range. 
PMB MTCC ALL ZULO saree N aslo alts sonic cui pore eisialeiole ens etereromiein 0. 
260 | Magnesian limestone, (Carboniferous) ...-,.---.---------- Bear Creek, Madison Range. 
26) | Blue limestone, (Carboniferous) ..-..--......-.cs0c0.--e= 5: 0. 
oem alcareous Sandstone). os-22 22 =< -4)-'-asecieconeacceeciere sens Do. 
COS OATHE EFELOUS/ CMOISS #<1oisisi<)s(a\sfe'seo clei an aie ee ian oamccaics Wig side Lower Caiion of Madison 

iver. 
2235, || QURG TAC 2 ce ber aone ace bat 6 Soe eee ee SEO Serer armel Do. 
266 | Fine-grained gneiss. - Do. 
267% | Grayieneiss: = 2.42 42-- 2. Do. 
Bose Dolabyem Gissee ies eae Ass ota okie bees oboe abalente eee Do. 
COIRIMMeACCONSHPMEISS = a4 s= ess isis clelaicies ciccin es else senseceeisaanc Do. 
ZAMS ANASLON Owe Bins SSR eC IS A 2)2)2palniany o's ace lo w/6iciag o's: e wlaieisiaigyisiar Jackass Creek, Montana. 
fila | PHIRI Hype Sys Ieee asda So wae cleo ueeen saat Hower Pole Creek, Montana. 
mb ASAE DIAC a) eye OS con osc trakerar secieeteayeyelslsie me tials Mount Blackmore, Montana. 
ie Dasalgn (EQ) jer ae cera eee eee eines o Dec sac weeeoctaeanebeder Do. 
Zia | Gabbro -.-2.----- ee Pe ceecisin an oeiesecige siceecienaee West Gallatin Cafion, Montana. 
PAOMIPDIOLICGstoo 2k meee cc oe cleenee snes Sa Geldou ee SDAAOREe eS Tar Do. ; 
20) | Browmsandstone; (Cestaceous):. -/-=552<-\-- 2 cemecis cece Do. 
278 | Gray sandstone, (Cretaceous) .---.- Yel slesneratat rate er nee Cera Do. R 
279 | Blue limestone, (Carboniferous) --.............---.-------- Do. 
280 | Crystalline limestone, (Carboniferous) ..............----- eo: 
281 | Oolitic limestone, (Carboniferous) ........ yee sich Siavuetefse ier Do. 
282 | Brown fossiliferous limestone, (Jurassic) .........---.----- Do. 
Zea VOLCANIC CONSIOMELALCS <2 -- <1. 2 = Woe ccniee cence scicisoe sees Divide between West Gallatin and 

Yellowstone River. 
284 | Metamorphosed sandstone, (Tertiary) ...... -.-..--....--- Do. 
OTITIS SU AIOML, forsee ere alors clo so cle 'na cin =!v/eieeie aie sens Bears Valley of Yellowstone, above Bote- 

er’s. 
Pee SinmO ULOLILE-SCHISt = aisis i= aia sais sinje cain sicrain oe cielo iesele.s'=\=inisimciesimai= Emigrant Gulch, Montana. 

PSB MMCRNOISS 5 2)5 -s1 aso sisiaiSam aio ais eon = ooainrsciemisiseele~ig sence andere: Do. 
OOM MP OLELICO se aie cece sei ee nina o'srelercie=/sisinistee Seni baleen ener Do. 
MEE LOD Gree ro rie = Siasahsin ois ortia sis oie o's Swie w sldemioieeienee smaneaeeute Do. 

ROP ale asalt- Guth, eases iztsek & «(= saiciseidierea[av"s a ciajate'cin/sreiais o.sieje ele eeysic Do. 
POMPE OUpN Yt C DASA foe. on-set sestese) scene aessiseesee Do. 
DUG HALLZILO SACU DY EICGS:. 4-2 $< 2, S-2 cio aeaininje nonin nesoeieeciesieras Do. 
ABA | IGUAL TIE EES Ree ee sre eae oy ete Near Boteler’s, Yellowstone Valley. 
AUT | (ARS een ene ee. See ee BBSRC OEE Ore EUS HELpAAnocer Mt. Cowan, Yellowstone Valley. 
PasmPrtacolnnvite 7; (COMMON): <2 s<c-2c.ncssecceeceneceecde selec Do. 
OPM ISS peepee nih Aad sess co sei aia nterwicie Simiainie Siecle eis Do. 
COTM MO RIOEIDICISCLISIis <2 sa oe (oie c'2 s/.c'soclere's dn ei= = cleo Seicisiosinciase Do. 
WO Brown sandstone; (Lertiary)) .- 2... -<- --d--20-nen neem Divide Creek, Montana. 
301 | Blue siaty Jimestone, (Carboniferous) .........--4.-.....-- Flathead Pass, Montana. 
PO-aUSLALyPMMmeSstOne)(SiOGIAN)) . 222-2 cecie see co=cei-cicincicecoeet Do. 
DcteLopplylimestone;(SUurian) .2 2.2 ccs. lcin ese a ccielecteeeei- Do. 
304 | Coarse fossiliferous limestone, (Silurian) ...........-.--.-. Do. 

Ws Osa MAICACCONS SANAStONG? = 2/-). =. oie cc oie oe eisle ae cincwecieleeiouins Do. : : 
MMO TUG LYLE EOC Lari st asthe 8202 sap eman daere plaraie wretsaarvouionn ee: Near Horseshoe Bend, Missouri 

River, Montana. 
IUD | URE CONN 2 oe Case eee | ie eee ee ee a Do. 

aL brown-clayislato, (Silurian). .. =.= 26 20152 -le< cere ace ae sane Do. 
ALE | a GRiviG hee Sas eke oe ae ar ep a er ree Do. 

312-13 | Blue argillaceous slate : 0. y . 
314-15 | Trap, (from dike in Jurassic).......---.----22--eeeeeeeeee- Missouri River, below Gallatin 

City, Montana. 
316 | Trap, (from dike in Carboniferous) ..-........-...--------- DOA egal ; 
GLI | Bebbly limestone, (Silurian) .....2-2.2.2-2--2s02252sb52505 Near Gallatin River, above Gallatin 

City, Montana. 
318 | Glanconitic limestone, (Silurian)...........-..--------+--- Do 
319 | Hard-brown sandstone, (Silurian) .............-.----+-- aia Do. 
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Catalogue of rocks collected, §:c.—Continued. 

Name. 

Blue slaty limestone, (Silurian) .......-..-...-----.------- 

Green chloritic slates, (Silurian).-....-....--.-----------. 
Purple calcareous sandstone........-..---.--------------- 
Glauconitic sandstone, (calcareous)...-----------.-.------- 
Purplish sandstone 
Pinlkwquarbzites se eee eens ae a Seif Meee eee 
Steel-orayiquartzites ese ssa asi cise sence eee cones 
IRECuSANUStONG Clee secs oie SU UNS ae eigenen) 
Micaceous sandstone, (fine-grained)......-.-.....--------- 
Micaceous sandstone, (pebbly)....-....--..--------------- 
Blue argillaceous slate, (calcareous). .......--------------- 
Brownish argillaceous slate, (caluareous).-....---..------- 
Trap-rock, (dike in Jurassic)......-....-.----------------- 

Locality. 

Near Gallatin River, above Gallatin 
City, Montana. 

0. 

Rocks collected by the Snake River division of the expedition, Professor F. H. Bradley and 
W. kh. Taggart. 

IONE Oona pers pen boe GUE sen Ooee senceaeepooeCnossbasos 
Oolitic limestone, (Tertiary) 
Fossiliferous limestone, (Quebec group)..--..------------- 
Gray limestone, (Tertiary) 
Grayatrachytereeeee acc sclsteicicisce nal elra 
Cellular trachyte - - - 
Basalt 
Mose-colored trachytie tutaj = 1) se) fete eae stenetoae ee 
Basalt 
Mrachytienbwbat sere raat salelattal vaya elt ve rate eeatanetoie fare era 
Trachyte-porphyry 
NOLPSMbIN Ose meee seetete eee biseeneteets cia ersia ciate setae etree terete 
Conglomerate-limestone, (Quebec group)..-..--..-.---.--. 
Limestone, (Niagara group) 
@laueonitic sandstone jesse sss ses Aguas banaue a Mele 
DPrap-Tock...2- 2 tees te ioset casas vasasa je dea eee ees 
Slaty trachyte 
Granular trachyte 
Mrachiy tic buta sss ee seater salaries rata etal oe rs 
Basalt 
Micaceous quartzite, (Potsdam) 
Sanidine trachyter 228 as-- acisisie silent yaaas nese scise 
Hot-spring deposit, (calcareous) ...-.--- - Darsubamern stan aen ae 

Volcanic sandstone 

Volcanic sandstone, compact, metamorphosed.........---- 

Volcanic sandstone, conglomerate.....-..-.--------------- 
Brown porphyriti¢c obsidian 22 os55 = 255. ssa sae eee 

Volcanic sandstone 
Sanidine trachyte 

Trachyte 
Tufaceous geyserite 
Tufaceous sandstone..-...----.-.-- Neoaad checes. See 
Compact eeyseritere.. ssn: :esisececcea sees saeco se 
Trachyte 
Mrachyte-porphyLy.-\..=-- 2-22-55 ssscseseance eee eee Eee 
Compact sandstene, (Tertiary) .......-.----:-----..------- 
Rhyolitic 

White volcanic sandstone <2 sc6 = <2sse5ss5scsessqe0 55554548 
Porphyritic obsidian, (black) =: -2.:2-s2s552::-.+-g--2-2- 
Spherulitic obsidian 
Rhyolitic 
Gray trachyte 

Brown trachyte nesses asa ae Se) eee 
Trachyte 

Red trachyte 
Cellular trachyte 

Locality. 

Near Brigham City, Utah. 
Bear River Bridge, Utah. 
Malads City, Utah. 

0 
Near Fort Hall, Idaho. 
Sand Hill Mountain, Idaho. 
RA Idaho. 

0. 
Pierre’s River, Idaho. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Téton Cafion, Idaho. 
Téton Creek, Idaho. 
Téton Mountains, Idaho. 

0. 
Bechler’s River, Idaho. 

Do. 
Crater near Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 
Sawtelle’s Peak, Idaho. 
Tyghee Pass, Idaho. 
Upper Madison Canon, Montana. 
Gibbon’s Fork of Madison River, 
Montana. 

Lower geyser-basin, Yellowstone 
National Park. . 

Shoshone Lake, Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park. 

Do. 
Near Shoshone Lake, Yellowstone 
etlonel Park. 

0. 
Two miles south of Shoshone Lake, 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Lewis’s Lake, Wyoming. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Mt. Sheridan. 
Do. 

Hunter’s River, Wyoming. 
East side cation of Union River, 
Wyoming. 

Do. 
West side cation of Union River, 
Wyoming. 

Do. } 
Ridge west of Coulter’s Creek,- 
Wyoming. 

Do. 
Do. 
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Rocks collected by the Snake River division of the expedition, gc.—Continued. 

Name. Locality. 

Pees ANGSLONOH (CLMASSIC!)) eemecisaesecmse eee eee eel Third cahon of Snake River, Wyo- 
ming. 

Pink sandstone, (Carboniferous?) ......--------------.---- Opposite mouth of Union River, 
Wyoming. 

Sandstones(Carboniterousis))-.sscscas5 ace ose ee eee ae Do. 
Limestone, (Carboniferous ?).-.......--------------------- Do. 
nhersandstomeser eae ine eee sac satel sccnie co acinecereieiseecee Do. 
Prachyue sss ee sasnscte see ec acer sean = sa erecinnee seein Do. 
TURECINTIG Baemos ne SURR Oso Renee Ie See bose San seeearooEeesce Do. 
@ellularitrachy tower cose a eee eae caet teenies Do. 
IATA N INO THRO INA ssp sco cGnoo noceecasenoesaoouBeasogsse Head of Fall River, Wyoming. 
Sandstone, (metamorphosed). --..-.--.------.------------- Westside outlet of Jackson’s Take! 

Wyoming. 
Cavernoussirachytormsssse = se aee sees e ere sere y=ee eee Do. 
Grayitrachyte cen sa. eae ie Do. 
Amygdaloidal trachyte. ..--.-. Do. 
Wolcanic tata y= ie an soe e tec sedistoee aise aiicinwieiterc chee Do. 
SAN SLO ORs onset Ie clot a etae esis eel me reaiceste Mouth of Buffalo Fork of Snake 

River, Wyoming. 
Mmimestone, (laminated) mass 5-) ss saa tos es ioe sre Head of: Buffalo Fork of Snake 

River, Wyoming. 
Green sandstone, (Pliocene)......-.--..-----.------------- Riuge east of Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 
GRANTS none eeegoneconsogoon scopes sepraosHpeosonsesHpecede East side Téton Mountains, Wyo- 

ming. ° 
Micaceous gneiss Do. 
Granitoid gneiss . Do. 
Ouartzees a2 == Do. 
(GngtiNit se ocessoc CoC ORO RE REnNe er SacoE neo ebasee SeaccSsops Do. 
Chert, (Carboniferous) North Gros Ventre Butte, Wyo- 

ming. 
Siliceous limestone, (Pliocene) ..--.-.-.---.--.----.----.-- Do. 
Calcareousisandstone! ssi e2 2 === scire aiclo ese eee cise oes Do. 
Quartzitic sandstone, (Potsdam 2) ......------------------- Do. 
SEIN; TEGINAKD = cocaceonm sap ancobee de cpseceusaoeDeosuDdeoOn Do. 
White sandstone, (Tertiary)....-.----.-----------.--.---- Gros Ventre River, Wyoming. 
Hmestone-s CELIASSI C2) no sss oes eiciscisslscia se sislee 2 a staaia'= Do. 
frredinandstones ((hrlassicit)ees-6 sate sone ee telcpsincieiele Do. 
Exmestone; (Carboniferous) ©---:-----)----2-2- ses 225-22 Do. 
TE Oe emen deemoa paaenoocose” boonEe Jsochsevostecéoscaos South Gro& Ventre Butte, Wyo 

ming. 
Slabyttrachy been esses ctise sislntie = s[olslnrs iseete eis es sininelsielereiale Do. 
White quartzitic sandstone, (Carboniferous) .--------..--. West side Téton Pass, Wyomin 
FRCOISANOS LOTION (EIIASSION) Soccieatc nace cee eaten serra Do. 
mba trachy lewis sence sales calcio erelcinte se sores cisiie eae Do. 
Compaciibasal beeeraieeeciies see ae cneiise semen ieeceeele Do. 
BipUMINOUs UL -SLOUCe saan - = a1si/e)alai-jee cis clcioe nelneioisi= teste Snake River Cation, Wyoming 
Gypsiferous bituminous mud-stone, (fossiliferous)......--. Do. 
Conglomerate. sandstone Do. 
ine- pr ained SANASLONCs = sseeis os a1 rin sia oclneiel= =lee sala nate Do. 
Cheri (Carboniferous) sees = oe cis 2) aoe oa aise owe hence Do. 
HHOUSPLin & ASpOsl bpm \=.ve os aime os mein oo eines sinls aie inle sels e Do. 
Slab ystrachy lems qcra ees oes a ok cyanea ohelsainem oa meee © Snake River, below mouth of Salt 

River, Wyoming. 
WeESICTHARIDTACHY LO pn cmcne manna ae nee ee eee esata orale Snake River, head of upper ba- 

salt-caton, Wyoming. 
IROL Py TC ULACHY LO = ste clacioa aces seseice = ise (= oer Do. 
Magnesian limestone... .--. 0-2-2 s-c0c. 22s 22-2 eee =-- Swan Valley, Idaho. 
QiaaLbzibicisanaStOUOs o-oo sneer cscs ciccie ee sec science user Do. 
Conmpaciilimestone! so2<-soe~ se =e 2e ea secene ce Dserocacacne Do. 
BLOWIN QUATLZILIC SANAGSLONC: 25.2522 50- seenc 2 cec nese snes: Do. ( 
Semi-metamorphosed sandstone........-----.------------- Do. 
SAI SEONG Wee eat oe So csicce seme ee tam ee eS eLee: Do. 
PIN AS HICeOUSIMESLONG -2- 2 - =o) see a omen sma eepasn Do. 
Prinoidalbimestone: ee slen jonas Aeterna Do. 
Compact blueilimestone)- 2.5222 5- 2c 2ocste cee eee tees ene Do. 
Mragmrentalilimestone ss oe - cae weevccecaes Scale ce seeesy Do. 
PROUD a te fee sa a naeleiloin clei o's)s ioe ele iota lee ebeise A siemens ae Do. 
Ene plontwachybe- merece cn se cccoec he nerecnesa ce dewneneeee South side of upper basalt-canon 

aho. 
VGSICULAIAULACKY bOm ae ccs cose eeiceiaa ee cae ceeeetecm: Do. 

Near Fort Hall, idaho. 
Lincoln Valley, near Fort Hall, 

Idaho. 

Limestone, (Pliocene) 
Limestone, (Jurassic) 

Glanconitic sandstone, (Quebec) ....-...---- SAC RAINE Near Fort Hall, Idaho. He 
Clerin Car vOuileraus)i i ssc. scsccee ne seco se su weeecworelece Lincoln Valley, Idaho. 

i Compact limestone, (Pliocene)..........----002ss-eceee--- Do. 
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REPORT OF FRANK H. BRADLEY, GEOLOGIST. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 5, 1873. 

Str: I hand you herewith my report upon the region examined by me 
during the past season, while accompanying the Snake River division 
of your party. 

After working for about a month at Ogden, while our outfitting was 
being completed, we followed well-marked roads to Fort Hall, Idaho, 
and thence to Market Lake Station. Here we turned off into the almost 
unbroken wilderness, and spent some time in examining the Téton Mount- 
ains, from which region we passed up the valley of Henry’s Fork to its 
head, and crossed by Tyghee Pass to the Upper Madison, which we also 
followed to its source, in Madison Lake, after stopping by the way to 
examine the geysers and hot springs of the Fire-Hole Basins. Thence 
we crossed the divide to Shoshone Lake, examined all the head-waters 
of the main Snake River, and descended that stream, via Jackson’s Lake 
and the Grand Cation, to its emergence into the Great Basin, reaching 
the latter at a point only a few miles from Fort Hall. 
From Ogden to Fort Hail, we were able to examine but a narrow strip 

of country ; but, beyond the latter point, frequent side trips enabled us to 
understand the general features of quite wide areas, though, at several 
points, we were so much hurried as to neglect certain small spaces, 
which are now seen to have been essential to absolute certainty regard- 
ing the connections of different parts of our work. Upon the whole, 
however, though much yet remains to be done by subsequent explorers 
in that region, I am satisfied that they will find but few errors in our 
results. 
lam indebted to Mr. Bechler, our chief topographer, for many distances 

and bearings, as well as for the very accurate map which he has now 
nearly completed, and upon which I expect to color the outcrops of the 
various formations. Iam also indebted to Mr. Hering, astronomer and 
meteorologist, for the determination of most of the levels indicated in 
this report. Mr. Gannett, of your own party, has also aided me in this 
matter. As Mr. Nicholson remained at Fort Hall during our absence, 
taking hourly observattons, while previous barometric comparisons of 
Fort Hall and Ogden had been made by Messrs. Gannett and Hering, 
I place much reliance on the determinations of elevations throughout 
the region examined. 

The skillful pencil of Mr. Holmes has supplied the sketches which 
accompany this report, the materials being mostly obtained from the 
photographs of Mr. Jackson, who accompanied us as far as to the Iire- 
Hole, and from Mr. Bechlev’s field-notes. 

Mr. Taggart acted as my assistant during most of the trip; and his 
work was satisfactory. 

I have to thank our surgeon, Dr. Curtis, for information on certain 
microscopical points, as, well as for much personal kindness. 

Yours, very respecttully, \ 
FRANK H. BRADLEY, 

Chief Assistant Geologist. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

In charge of the United States Geological Survey of the Territories. 
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CHAPTERTI. 

WAHSATCH MOUNTAINS—OGDEN TO FORT HALL. 

The first installment of the party reached Ogden, Utah, which had 
been determined on as our rendezvous, upon the evening of Friday, 
May 24; and the work of the season was commenced on the following 
day, by the ascent of a peak of the Wahsatch Range, which stands di- 
rectly back of the town, and has been called Ogden Peak. This is the 
culminating point of that block of mountains which is separated from 
the northerly and southerly continuations of the range by the cations of 
Weber and Ogden Rivers. No mercurial barometer was taken to the 

- summit; but its height was twice measured with aneroid barometers, 
and once, roughly, with a pocket-level. The elevation was thus approx- 
imately deterinined at 5,298 feet above the railroad at Ogden Station, 
or 9,638 feet above the sea-level. 
The mountain was originally pretty well covered with a tolerably 

thick growth of small-sized pine and spruce, with some cedar along the 
limestone outcrops, except on the steepest slopes, which, where not en- 
tirely bare of soil, had, and still have, véry dense, low growths of a form 
of “Jersey tea,” (Ceanothus velutinus,) and of small “ mountain mahog- 
any,” (Cercocarpus ledifolius,) mostly so depressed by the winter’s snows 
as to have taken a permanent downward slope, which greatly increases 
the difficuity of the steep ascent, but often renders the descent alto- © 
gether too easy. The timber has mostly been cut, except on the highest 
parts of the mountain; and, along the small canons and lower slopes, 
the places of the pine and 8pruce have been taken by a small growth of 
serub-oak (Quercus alba) and maples, (Acer glabrum and A. grandiden- 
tatum.) This oak also abounds along most of the small streams which 
flow from all the cafions, and extends in small groves far out upon the 
terraces. I think that we may reasonably expect these and other 
“hard woods” to increase and take the place of the pines which have so 
nearly disappeared, and which have here but very few descendants. 

Upon our first ascent of the mountain, we reached the lower edge of 
the snow, upon a spur, at about 2,000 feet below the summit, and, on 
our return, descended to nearly the same level, in a ravine, by “sitting 
glissades,” over the soft surface. 

At the time of our arrival, the streams issuing from the caflons were 
pretty full, though variable, by reason of the daily meltings and nightly 
freezes; but, before our departure for the northward, the snow drifts 
were so greatly reduced that their flow had nearly ceased ; and the irri- 
gation of the lower ground immediately about the town, until then 
depending on these streams, was supplied entirely from Ogden River, 
by a ditch starting at the mouth of Ogden Cafion. This failure during 
the summer will render the cultivation of the higher terraces impossible, 
or at least extremely precarious, until ditches are run up the Ogden or 
the Weber River far enough to take water at quite a high level. 

Except along the immediate banks of the streams, these terraces are 
mostly overgrown with sage-brush, though the scrub-oaks before men- 
tioned also spread out over considerable areas, and there are some 
patches of almost barren sand and gravel. Along most of the mountain, 
there are only three prominent terraces, marking old lake-levels, the 
highest reaching the level of about 876 feet above the railroad, or 966 
feet above the present lake-level; but they are much more numerous 
near the mouths of the streams, where the stream-currents have dis- 
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tributed their sediment, when the lake-waters were at these higher 
levels. Thirteen of these terraces were observed on a line between the 
center of the town and the mouth of Ogden Canon, the highest of which 

~ was less than 400 feet above the railroad. Above this point, the foot of 
the mountain has been swept so bare of rubbish as to show no terrace 
until we reach the highest, which was slightly outlined on the upper 
slopes. 
eee of the material of these terraces is entirely uncompacted, and 

the edges expose beds of drifting sand and loose gravel ; but, at two or 
three levels, there are layers, a few feet in thickness, in which a eal- 
careous cement has more or less consolidated the gravel into still rather 
loose and porous conglomerates. : 

The débris thus deposited along the base of the mountain has so cov- 
ered the solid strata as to make it 
difficult to determine their exact 
positions at this low level; but the 
upper slopes show so much bare 
rock as to make the general struc- 
ture very evident. The beds form, 
as was stated in last year’s report, 
a huge anticlinal, whose axis makes 
asmall angle with the general trend 
of the range; but it proves to be 
much more complicated than was 
then supposed. While its eastern 
slope is nearly regular, its western 
is quite irregular, including at least 
two subordinate folds, large por- 
tions of which have been eroded, 
so that one must study closely, to 
be able to supply the missing links. 

The accompanying sketch (Fig. 
44) shows, in a general way, the ac- 
tual and theoretical section through 
the range, at Ogden Peak. 

In the more northern portion of 
this block of mountain, both of the 
folds of the western slope make 
considerable outcrops; but their 
axes are so much inclined to the 
horizon that the bottoms of the 
folds rise rapidly as we go south- 
ward, until they pass above the 
present surface, leaving the west- 
ern slope here entirely composed of 
metamorphic rocks, in which no 
continuation of these particular 
folds can be traced. The southern 
portion of the eastern slope was not 
examined; so that I cannot say 
just at what point of the eastern ‘ 
base the unmetamorphosed rocks disappear from it; but they certainly 
show no outcrop in the section displayed along Weber Cafion. At two 
or three points, the metamorphic rocks show some slight easterly dips; 
but. most of their dips are strong westerly, and the overlying beds are 
plainly unconformable. The metamorphics are mostly hornblendic 
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gneisses, with some granites and occasionally chloritic and talco-mica 
schists, all more or less penetrated by quartz-veins. One of these veins, 
near the summit, contains considerable quantities of translucent semi- 
crystalline masses of hematite. These veins have been opened at various 
places by prospectors; but nothing of any value has yet been reported. 
Several of these openings were examined; but a few small scattered 
crystals of pyrite were the only metallic indications seen. The so-called 
“tin-mine” was not visited. Samples of its “ore” appeared to be merely 
massive hornblende, whose high specific gravity, due to the presence of 
iron, probably originated the idea of its metallic character. <A ‘‘ graphite 
mine,” about twelve miles north of Ogden, near the Hot Springs, was ex- 

4 

amined, in company with its owners, and found to be a small opening in an — 
irregular quartz-vein which contains a few small flakes of graphite, but 
gives no indication of the presence of any valuable bodies of that min- 
eral. On the whole, it appears probable that no valuable mines will be 
found in the metamorphic rocks of this neighborhood. 

Immediately upon the metamorpbics we find about 1,500 feet of heavy- 
bedded quartzite, partly white, but mostly quite ferruginous. Its lowest 
layers consist of a coarse conglomerate of large, red, gray, and white 
quartz, and jasper pebbles. The upper portions are mostly finer grained, 
with occasional streaks of very small pebbles. The lines of false bedding 
are rather irregular, but mostly face the west or southwest, indicating 
open sea in that direction at the time of their deposition. The only 
fossils found in these beds are indistinct fucoidal markings, resembling 
in general appearance the Arthrophycus Harlani of the Medina sand- 
stone, but plainly not identical with it. From the character of the 
overlying strata, | am inclined to refer this bed to the age of the Potsdam 
sandstone. It forms the grand arch figured in the report for 1871. 
Just to the south of this arch, the horizontal edges of its outcrop, in the 
continuation of the axis of the arch, form a high cliff, over which the 
waters of one of the small mountain-streams falls, first in a steep cas- 
cade 52 feet, and then in one leap 263—in all, 315 feet—to the bottom 
of a narrow ravine. The tumbling rocks under the spray of the fall 
were covered with numerous snails, (Helix. sp.) 

These quartzites are overlaid by something over 1,000 feet of gray 
calcareous shales, without fossils so far as seen, and these by nearly 
2,090 feet of compact blue and gray dolomitic limestone, partly oolitic in 
structure, partly silicious and even cherty, partly filled with irregular 
streaks and patches of ferruginous clay. In this immediate neighbor- 
hood, this bed of limestone is exposed only where the strata have been 
much disturbed, and it has consequently been mostly thoroughly shiy- 
ered in every direction, though afterward recemented by the thin sheets 
of calcite which fill all the crevices. No fossils were found in it here- 
about, but a single specimen of Halysites catenulata, the characteristic 
coral of the Niagara group, was obtained by the survey, in 1871, from 
the upper pact of what was supposed to be this bed, in Box-EHlder 
Cafion, some twenty-five miles north of Ogden. From the character 
of the rock, however, I judge that at least the larger part of the 
bed, together with the underlying calcareous shale, belongs to the 
Quebec Group of the Lower Silurian age, which is so largely developed 
along the Malade Valley farther north. It is not impossible that here, 
as in the neighborhood of the Téton Mountains, nearly two hundred 
miles farther north, the deposition of limestone might have been con- 
tinuous from the Quebec epoch onward to the Niagara epoch or even 
later. y 

This limestone is followed by a second heavy bed of quartzite, mostly 
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ferruginous, from 2,000 to 2,500 feet in thickness. No fossils were seen 
in it, and I know of nothing which : 
would give any grounds for judging 
as to its age. 

This is followed by probably 3,000 
feet of quite compact, mostly thin- 
bedded gray and drab lmestone, 
largely silicious, the lower part even 
cherty and somewhat geodiferous. 
These beds contain a few fossils, 
Zaphrentis, &c., which are plainly 
of Carboniferous age. 

These higher beds make no ap- ; 
pearance upon the western slope of 
this mountain-block, except in the 
immediate neighborhood of Ogden 
Cation. The crest of the mountain 
consists of the lower quartzites, as 
shown in the section previously 
given. Theupper of the two subor- 
dinate folds on the western slope has 
its eastern side much steeper than 
its western, and at some points al- 
most pinched out. The lower and 
more westerly one has both sides 
quite steep, and the two edges of 
the thin plate of limestone which 
forms its central portion are folded 
so closely together as to appear, at 
first sight, when seen from below, 
near the limekiln, like a single out- 
crop; higher on the spur, where 
they perhaps spread a little more 
than they do below, the eastern edge 
has a dip of only from 50° to 539, 
and the western one of 75°. 

The following is a section of the 
strata as they are exposed in Ogden 
Canon. (Fig. 45.) The two subor- 
dinate folds of the western slope of 
the anticlinal, having more westerly 
trends than the mountain-range it- 
self, pass under the valley before 
reaching Ogden Canon, and, accord- 
ingly, are not seen in this section. 

In ascending tlie stream the first: 
grand fold of the upper limestone is 
so much concealed by the débris as ° Path ates) 
to be unnoticed until we pass the pitted Bisel aye 7 
second bridge and come to the / Saale 
“wedge” figured in the report of p Ute iy A 
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upper bar of the “7, ” dips 16° and the lower one 11° to the east- 
ward, while the connecting stroke has a dip of 49° in the opposite di- 
rection. The angles are very sharp, and the rocks, correspondingly, 
‘so much broken that they have yielded readily to water-action on 
the south side of the cafion, known as Walker’s Cafion, which gives 
passage to a large stream supplied by the melting snows of the great 
hollows on the northeast side of Ogden Peak. “Small cold Springs, 
depositing calcareous tufa, were noticed along the rocky sides of this 
canon. At Dr. Cannon’s, half way down Ogden Cafion, a strong sulphur 
spring flows from the second quartzite on the north side of the river. 
The foot-bridge, which generally makes this accessible, had recently been 
washed away, and this stream was not fordable at the time of our visit, : 
so that we could not measure its temperature. The water was said to 
be warm but drinkable. The escape of gas was strong enough to be 
noticeable as we passed along the road on the opposite side of the stream. 
Near the mouth of the canon tlere are two small clusters of hot springs, 
both of which are saline and ferruginous. The upper cluster, just below 
the lower bridge, and within the mouth of the canon, flow from the gran- 
ites, make but little deposit, and have a temperature of 136°. The lower 
ones, just outside the mouth of the cafion, have formed a considerable 
mound of calcareous tufa, and, for that reason, are supposed to come up 
through the lower limestones, one of the folds of which should be in place 
beneath the terrace about at this point. The thermometer used here 
was too short, and simply indicated a temperature of 125° or higher. 

The lower part of the cation through all its length, but especially near 
its mouth, is more or less lined’ with heavy beds of coarse gravel, 
thoroughly consolidated by a ferruginous cement. In some places, this 
forms the bed as well as the banks of the stream ; but, at others, it is 
cut through, and the original well-worn rock- bottom of the old channel 
is exposed beneath the oravel by the side of the road. It is evident 
that, when this cafion was originally excavated, the Great Salt Lake 
was not far, if at all, above its present level; so that the rushing torrent 
which wore out this old rounded bottom met no check until it had 
passed entirely beyond the mouth of the cation. There followed a time 
when the lake filled nearly or quite to its highest terrace; and, mean- 
while, the Ogden River continued to bring down the sand and pebbles 
which it had before been accustomed to sweep out upon the lower ter-. 
race, but now, checked by the rising lake, deposited them in the lower 
parts of its old channel, until they accumulated to a very high level, 
not yet accurately located. Again, the lake retired, and the stream 
again cut down its channel, sometimes reaching its old level and some- 
times not. It is evident that there were some pretty good sized cas- 
cades, at least, if not large falls, in the old river where it passed over 
the more solid limestones and quartzites, and wore away the softer 
underlying shales and schists. The conglomerated gravel has worn 
more evenly, though it is far from homogeneous. 

The lower bed of limestone was formerly burned in small kilns, about 
a mile above the mouth of the cation; but the local supply of wood is 
now nearly exhausted, and the kilns are deserted. The same bed is 
used ina kiln at the mouth of Taylor’s Canon, just back of Ogden, 
where it is burned with coal from Evanston, which is delivered at the 
Ogden station for $5 per ton. Hauling to the kiln, on the return trips 
of teams which haul down the lime, costs $2.66 per ton. Three tons 
burn 100 bushels of lime, which sells readily at 50 cents per bushel, 
delivered in Ogden. The kiln burns about 60 bushels per day. ; 

In order to examine briefly the southern continuation of this range, 4 
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and to get some idea as to the uniformity of character of its formations, 
I accompanied Messrs. Jackson (our photographer) and Peale (mineral- 
ogist) to Salt Lake City and Little Cottonwood Caiion, the latter being 
about. fifty miles south of Ogden. At that time, June 20, immense 
snow-drifts still remained in all the upper parts of the cafion, and made 
it impossible to obtain more than a very general idea of the section. 
The outer (western) part of the cation is walled solely by the almost 
white granite, which is extensively quarried, near its mouth, for the 
Mormon temple, as well as for other uses about Salt Lake City. This 
is entirely different from anything seen near Ogden. From the strike 
of the bedding, it is evident that the line of outcrop would pass con- 
siderably to the eastward of the crest of the mountain, in making only 
a few miles of northing. The dip is westward, as is the case with most 
of the metamorphic rocks near Ogden. Several of the large faces of 
granite exposed in the quarry showed angular and rounded patches of 
darker material, which were evidently sections of what had been more 
or less rounded pebbles in the conglomerated mass, before its metamor- 
phism. Unconformably upon this granite lies a heavy mass of ferrigu- 
nous quartzites, whose northern continuation forms the Twin Peaks, 
said to be the highest points of the range. Upon this, apparently con- 
formably, lies a series of limestones, the lower part rather thin bedded, 
the upper part in heavier layers. The lowest beds could not conven- 
iently be visited. A short distance south of the Flagstaff mine, a small 
mass of rock was found to be full of small fossils, including some char- 
acteristic forms of the Sub carboniferous. A few others were found 
scattered about in such condition as to satisfy me that the whole clus- 
ter of mines surrounding the Emma and the Flagstaff is in Carbonif- 
erous and Sub carboniferous rocks, so far as yet developed. While the 
age of the lower part of the series was not determined, yet it was evi- 
dent that there is nothing in the character of these beds which should 
cause us to anticipate any considerable decrease in the metallic deposits 
before reaching the underlying quartzites. At that level, however, 
they are likely to be greatly diminished, if not entirely wanting.* 

Even on the comparatively moderate slopes of the head of the valley, 
climbing is very wearisome ; and the lower part of the cafion ishemmed 
in by immense nearly vertical walls of granite, standing up out of steep- 
est slopes of débris. From these bare walls and steep slopes descend, in 
winter, the avalanches which have buried so many teamsters and others, 
and which will continue to thus destroy life and property until the 
mining companies shall unite in constructing either a covered or an ele- 
vated road for the transmission of ore and supplies as well as of pas- 
sengers. The inexhaustible supply of granite, already broken by na- 
ture to manageable size, would seém to make the construction of a 
covered way extremely feasible. 
The limestones which form the base of the high-terrace shoulder of 

the mountain, at the Warm Springs, just north of Salt Lake City, show 
at one point a dip of 259 §. 38° EK. They apparently belong to a sub- 
ordinate fold of the western slope of the main anticlinal, similar to those 
already described. 

On June 24 we started from Ogden on our northward journey, and 
camped at the Hot Springs, abuut ten miles from that city. After 
crossing Ogden River, about two miles below the mouth of its cation, 

* As this report is passing through the press, I find that, in the Engineering and 
Mining Journal of March 11, 1873, Mr. Henry Engelman states that a second quartzite 
is in place in the Cottonwood section. The lower limestones must therefore be re- 
ferred to the Silurian age, as at Ogden. 
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we saw the village of North Ogden, some four or five miles to the right 
of our route, at the foot of the mountain, in an angle of the lower terrace, 
at the mouth of the pass which afforded communication with Ogden 
Hole before the construction of the road through the previously impass- 
able canon. The mountain between this pass and the cation has a base 
of metamorphics, a precipitous face of the lower quartzite, an upper 
moderate slope of the calcareous shales and lower limestone, and a crest 
of the upper quartzite. In the portion trending back toward the pass. 
the shales and limestones descend somewhat, and have been weathered 
out into an immense amphitheater, reported as being very grand by Dr. 
Peale, who examined it. 

The hot springs are located immediately at the foot of a high 
shoulder of the mountain, consisting of the upper terrace, preserved 
from wear and upheld by a mass of quartzites, shales, and limestones, 
which form the continuation of the uppermost of the subordinate folds 
on the west flank of Ogden Peak. Though the connecting portion is 
gone, so far as can be seen, yet some portions of these beds are doubt- 
less in place beneath the plain which stretches past North Ogden to 
near the mouth of Ogden Canon. The terrace at the hot springs ex- 
poses both sides of the fold very plainly ; and here we find, as on Ogden 
Peak, that the eastern side of the fold is much the steepest, and has 
been pinched out, so as to show but a thin outcrop. The portion of the 
terrace next to the mountain consists of metamorphic rocks, as does 
also far the larger part of the mountain-face. The rocks are mainly 
hornblendic gneiss and syenite, with quartz-veins. The crest of the 
mountain here consists of the second quartzite, and reaches an eleva- 
tion so nearly identical with that of Ogden Peak that Iam in doubt 
which is the higher. 

The hot springs flow from the quartzites of the west side of the fold 
at the end of the terrace, practically on the same line of crack as those 
just outside the mouth of Ogden Caiion. 

Just beyond the springs, several of the high spurs of the mountain 
‘ form very prominent pinnacles, being capped with masses of the first 
quartzite, from above which the overlying calcareous shales, by reason 
of their softness and the easterly dip, have been readily eroded. This 
structure, as well as the general bedding before described, can be plainly 
seen by those who may pass on the cars between Ogden and Corinne. 
A fine fall leaps over this quartzite in Willow Creek Caton, opposite 
Willard City. 
As we pass northward, the mountain bears farther to the east, the 

axis of upheaval passes out under the plain, and the quartzites and 
limestones decline from high dips to nearly level positions, the second 
quartzite passing from the very erést to the very bottom of the mount- 
ain just north of Box Elder Cafion, back of Brigham City, and about 
twelve miles from the hot springs. The high monoclinal dips seen by 
Dr. Hayden along this cafon in 1871 probably represent the continua- 
tion of the axis of either the ““wedge” or the “Z” of the upper lime- 
stones in Ogden Caiion, but show greater disturbance than was there 
experienced. For about six miles north of Brigham City, the upper 
quartzite forms the base of the mountain, but then disappears, and the 
upper limestone alone outcrops, though a thin local bed of quartzite 
appears about the middle of its section for a short distance. At Mr. 
Barnard’s place, about five miles above Brigham City, I was shown a 
fragment of galena in calcite, with some green carbonate of copper, ~ 
from an opening in the limestone about a thousand feet up the mou . 
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ain. Thelode was said to be about four feet thick. The ore is reported 
to be rich in silver, and arrangements have since been made for working it. 

Some of the limestone along here is quite compact and furnishes 
good building-stone, which dresses well, and has been extensively used 
in this neighborhood for houses and barns, the supply being mostly 
obtained from the piles of large masses swept down along the channels 
of the small but rapid mountain-streams. While passing down this 
road, upon my return in November, I saw a dozen or more medium- 
sized two-story stone dwellings in process of building or just com- 
pleted, in aS many miles, evincing a much higher degree of general 
prosperity and thriit than one would have expected from a view of the 
small adobe cottages previously occupied. The soil is evidently fertile, 
wherever irrigated. Stacks of wheat and corn and huge piles of pump- 
kins were constant features along this road at the close of the season. 

About twelve miles north of Brigham City we came to another small 
cluster of hot springs, of temperatures varying from 121° to 1289. 
These are strangly chalybeate and saline. By the side of them is an- 
other cluster of springs only feebly saline, free from iron, and of much 

- lower temperature, mostly about 68°. Upon my return in November 
these reached 72°, but had a much smaller supply of water. The hot 
springs were also weaker, and reached 132°. Trémont reports them at 
134° in 1843. The water of these springs supplies a long narrow pond, 
hemmed in by portions of the lower terrace upon which the road runs 
at this point. Cool springs are said to break out along this pond; but 
we did not succeed in finding them, and so made our camp on the bank 
of Bear River, about two miles farther on. This stream is here slug- 
gish, having nearly reached the level of the lake, though yet some miles 
distant from it. 

Passing up the road about seven miles farther, we approached Hamp- 
ton’s Bridge, where the stream is much more rapid. The channel of the 
river here makes a sharp turn to the eastward, passing through the 
frontrange of the Wahsatch Mountains on our right, while the northern 
continuation of the valley in front of the range is occupied by a tributary 
now known only by the name of Malade River, though sometimes 
referred to in old publications as Roseaux or Red Creek. 

The immediate channel of Bear River, where it breaks through the 
mountain, at the point known as ‘The Gates,” is narrow, with high 
precipitous walls of light-drab, compact limestone, partly siliceous, 
from which I could obtain no fossils; but, from its position, it must be 
Carboniferous. The strata show a westerly dip of about 25°, and evi- 
dently belong to the west side of the anticlinal upheaval, whose southern 
continuation has been mentioned as crossing Box Elder and Ogden 
Cantons. The cliffs of this narrow channel reach nearly to the level of 
the top of the second principal terrace. On the north side of ‘*The 
Gates,” a short distance back from the edge of this channel, there is 
another considerable break in the upper terrace, showing a second 
channel to have existed when the stream was at this level; and, as seen 
from this north side, the appearance of the surface on the south side 
indicated the probable existence of still a third old channel, along the 
line now occupied by the Utah Northern Railroad, (narrow gauge,) 
which there crosses the range into Cache Valley. At the level of the 
upper terrace, the old valley of Bear River spreads out to a width of 
about five miles. The upper terrace itself consists almost entirely of a 
grayish-white limestone, partly fine grained and compact, partly coarse 
and porous, and mostly pebbly. All of it is more or less oolitic. The 
compact layers are entirely destitute of fossils; but the more pebbly 
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portions contain very numerous individuals of a few species of fresh- 
water shells, which are sufficient to mark the bed as of late Tertiary 
(Pliocene?) age. (Dr. Curtis, of our party, afterward obtained from the 
shore at the southern end of Salt Lake specimens of oolitic sand, which 
show that this kind of calcareous deposit is still forming abundantly in 
this basin.) The beds exposed are about 200 feet thick. They show, at 
this point, a dip of about 25° south, 68° west. As ne corresponding 
disturbance of the surface of the terraces is apparent, it is evident that 
the upheaval antedates the Terrace epoch. The lower terraces show 
extensive deposits of coarse gravel, which is well exposed in the cuts of 
the Utah Northern Railroad, and supplies that road with an abundance 
of superior ballast. 

After crossing Bear River, the Tertiary limestones are found covering 
the entire foot of the mountain, for two or three miles, though the mount- 
ain itself is still plainly composed of the older limestone, which appears 
on its summit. Then the Tertiary disappears altogether, and the upper 
quartzite rises so as to form the face of the ridge, for four or five miles. 
Then the Tertiary comes in again, in a heavy body of compact flinty 
limestones and siliceous shales, running to: the very tops of the hills, 
which are here much depressed. The strata are mainly nearly level, 
only the portion nearest the valley having a westerly dip, which at some 
points reaches 40°. About nineteen miles above Hampton’s Bridge, the 
mountain rises again, and the Tertiaries disappear again, exposing the 
face of the lower limestone, which has now risen so as to form the en- 
tire mass of the mountain. At the junction of the two series of strata, 
itisevident that the Tertiaries lie unconformably upon the older lime- 
stones, many layers of which are here crowded with fragments of tril- 
obites and other fossils, which are plainly of the age of the Quebee 
group. Among the specimens from this locality which have already 
been worked up, there are at least fifteen trilobites of the genera Cono- 
coryphe, Bathyurus, Dicellocephalus, Agnostus, &c., five brachiopods, two 
gasteropods, and one pteropod. As we approach Malade City the mount- 
ain becomes higher and more precipitous, a point about three miles 
south of that place being found to be about 2,500 feet above the river. 
Of this total, about 2,000 feet are exposed in the face of the mountain, - 
the terraces being mostly washed away. All the strata exposed belong 
to the Quebec Group, and consist mainly of limestones, though including 
perhaps 200 feet in all of sandstones, partly shaly, but mostly thick- 
bedded and quartzitic, as well as an indeterminate amount of interlam- 
inated greenish calcareous shales. The uppermost limestones are com- 
pact and full of nodules and layers of chert ; the lower ones vary greatly, 
from pure compact to coarsely fragmentary, to fine-grained silicious, 
and to oolitic and coarsely concretionary forms. The colors vary from 
drab to blue, gray, buff, flesh-color, and pale red, sometimes uniform, 
sometimes mottled and streaked. Some of the beds, of both the lime- 
stones and the sandstones, would make good building-stone ; but these 
are rather too high in the section to be conveniently quarried on the 
face of the mountain; though they could probably be easily reached by 
ascending some of the numerous cafions which break through the range 
in thisneighborhood. ‘The fossils occur at various levels, from bottom to 
to of the section, though some portions of considerable thickness are 
entirely barren. They can be most easlly obtained from the tumbled 
masses of the different beds which lie numerously along the foot of — 
the mountain. As Malade City is only one day’s ride, by stage, from 
Corinne, the locality can easily be visited by collectors who may be pass- _ 
ing oyer the Central Pacific Railroad. The section should be more care- — 
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fully examined, so as to determine the positions of any special horizons 
which may be marked by special groups of fossils. Time did not per- 
mit me to make so thorough examinations of the different beds as 
such determinations would require. 

The finding of distinctively Quebec Group fossils, in such abundance 
and through so great a thickness of strata, was a matter of considera- 
ble interest, since this was, I believe, the first identification of this hori- 
zon on the western side of the Rocky Mountain divide; and, indeed, 
but few specimens from that or any other part of the Silurian, had ever 
been obtained from any part of the country west of Minnesota, Mis- 
souri, and Texas. As no fossils were found in the lower limestones 
at Ogden, the age of those beds was in doubt until the identity of 
stratigraphical position and of lithological character showed that they 
must be of the same age. ‘The first examination of these Malade rocks 
was made at a point where the section terminated below in a very 
quartzitic sandstone, which occupied the relative position of the Pots- 
dam, and was accordingly referred with doubt to that group in a letter- 
extract which was published in the August number of the American 
Journal of Science. Later examinations have shown that this was 
really a part of the true Quebec, whose base is not here exposed. 

The valley of the Malade is broad and flat; the stream itself is slug- 
gish and mostly deep, with steep banks and muddy bed. At a few 
points there is rock or gravel bottom, but crossings are few. ‘The bor- 
dering flats are rich, and considerable portions are well cultivated, pro- 
ducing heavy crops of wheat and some corn. They are well watered 
by numerous large springs, which burst up at various points, doubtless 
being supplied by subterranean streams flowing through and escaping 
from the limestones of the mountain. These are mostly pure and cold 
springs; but at one point near the stage-road, about a mile south of 
Malade City, there is a low mound of calcareous tufa, surrounding a 
small spring which is rather warm, but still drinkable. Only a small 
amount of land has yet been irrigated about here. The ridge which 
forms the western boundary of the valley is lower and more rounded in 
outline than that upon the east. It was not visited, but the apparent 
structure and color of its bare slopes render it probable that it also con- 
sists of Quebec Group rocks. 

The old route across the divide, to the Snake River Valley, passed on 
to the head of’*the Malade, and thence to the left and down Bannock 
Creek. The stage-route now turns a little to the right at Malade City, 
and crosses to Marsh Creek. Following it, we camped at Keeney’s Sta- 
tion, four miles above Malade City, and stopped over one day, June 28, 
to examine the neighborhood. The side valley, which the road follows, 
makes a broad break through the eastern mountain, up which the ter- 
races extend, and connects with anarrower valley lying between this and 
the next range. Messrs. Taggart and Coulter accompanied Mr. Jackson 
to the summit of the mountain north of the gap, found it to be the regular 
continuation of that to the southward, and brought in a few character- 
istic fossils. Mr. Adams accompanied me to the southward, where we 
found the back-slopes of the mountain covered with Tertiary beds, con- 
sisting mostly of thin-bedded, light-drab, clinking limestones, partly 
pure, partly earthy, with some silicious shales. Some of these beds 
would probably make good hydraulic cement. A few minute ostracoids 
and small, indistinct fresh-water gasteropods were the only fossils found. 
From the summit of the mountain, it became evident that these Ter- 
tiary beds extend up this back valley to that of Bear River, and that 
this crest formed two long, narrow islands in the old Tertiary lake. 
The beds have a slight easterly dip. 
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The next range east was also examined in a hasty reconnaissance up 
New Cafion, which opens into the valley about four miles east of Kee- 
ney’s Station. The lower portion of the caton is walled with heavy 
beds of ferruginous quartzite, belonging with the lower beds at Ogden, 
and, like them, referred with little doubt to the Potsdam. Some small 
excavations have been made by mining prospectors in some of the more 
thinly-bedded portions, but without any success. Their rubbish gave 
no indication of anything which should have encouraged such excava- 
tions. Above the quartzite lie heavy-bedded, dark-blue and ferruginous, 
impure limestones, which belong to the Quebec group; but no fossils 
were found. The dips are all easterly and reach 50°. The upper part 
of the cation is heavily timbered with pine and spruce; and residents 
of Malade City have combined to make a good wagon-road up it, for 
the purpose of more readily obtaining a supply of timber for building 
purposes and for fuel. The sharp dips of the cation are much flattened, 
a little farther south, so that in the course of a few miles the quartzite 
and the lower portion of the limestone disappear beneath the upper 
edge of the abutting Tertiaries of the valley. A cafion on the east side 
ot the mountain north of Keeney’s Station has yielded a considerable 
amount of maple-timber, a foot or more through at the butt, and 30 to 
40 feet long. 

The small stream-valley which the stage-road follows runs over to the 
east side of the main valley between the ridges, and leaves the Terti- 
aries exposed in white banks upon the slopes of the western ridge. Mr. 
Stevenson reported having examined these for fossils without success. 
About eight miles from Malade City, we reached the divide between 

the waters of the Great Basin and those of the Columbia. The upper 
lake-terrace, which has been a marked feature of the country thus far 
upon our journey, with small exceptions, here becomes a little irregular 
and much washed, but apparently reaches to the very summit, as if this 
might have been a point of dribbling outflow for the waters of the great 
lake when at its highest level. This is also true of the point in the 
upper course of Bear River, where the Port Neuf most nearly ap- 
proaches that stream in the same broad valley, with only remnants of 
the old terraces forming the divide between them. The level of the 
divide between the head of Marsh Creek and the Bear River drainage, 
at Red Rock Pass, as ascertained by the party of 1871, indicates that 
this was probably another point of outflow; and the divide between the 
head of the Malade and Bannock Creek may very probably have been a 
fourth, since Captain Mullan reports that as “‘ prairie-surface of clear 
gravel formation.” (See Wagon-road Report, 1863, p. 76.) ‘Time for- 
bade our working out the details of these points by the way, and I can, 
therefore, only offer these suggestions as to points worthy of more de- 
liberate examination. Without any very accurate determinations of 
levels, I am yet inclined to believe that the terrace-levels rise somewhat 
as we pass to this northern rim of the basin, implying a moderate up- 
heaval of the whole country in that region, which may have taken 
place while the lake was yet full, and so have been the first means of 
separating the Great Basin from the Columbia drainage. I agree, how- 
ever, with those who hold that the decline of the lake from these old 
terrace-levels has been due mainly to a climatal change, which decreased 

_ precipitation, but either left the evaporation constant or increased it. 
These variations in the lake-level are still going on, as is shown in the — 
recorded rise of the surface for about twelve years, until, two years ago, 
it began to decline again. I have questioned, in my own mind, — 
whether this latter decline does not really represent the result of dimin 
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ished rain-fall theoretically consequent upon the largely-increased con- 
sumption of timber in the building and since the completion of the 
Pacific Railroad. On the other hand, upon the same theory, we may 
refer the previous rise to the results of cultivation of land and planting 
of trees, and may expect that, as these increase, the lake will again 
begin to rise and to spread over larger areas. 

As we pass down from the Malade divide into Marsh Valley, the 
Quebec Group limestone and underlying (Potsdam ?) quartzite outcrop 
on our right, until the valley spreads, and they disappear beneath 
the level of the lower terrace. These terraces are very strongly marked 
through the whole length of this valley; and an upper one is readily 
identified, though not so prominent, at the level of about 1,000 feet 
above the stream. “hey are on too large a scale, and the valley is too 
wide, to have resulted from merely the drainage of the small area of 
mountains about the head of the stream; and I am strongly of the 
opinion that this must have been at one time the channel for a large out- 
flow from the Great Basin. 

Rain caused us a day’s delay at Watson’s ranch, (formerly Carpen- 
ter’s,) but on the next day (July 1) we moved onward, though showers 
still continued. At Watson’s, a road turns off to the upper canon of 
the Port Neuf,* through which it passes to the head-waters of that 
stream, where it meets the Soda Springs road, and then crosses the - 
divide to Fort Hall. Wehad proposed to follow this, but found that 
the river was still high and the fords bad, so that we decided to con- 
tinue on the stage-road. The distances by the two routes are almost 
identical. 

The face of the high terrace at Watson’s consists of Quebec Group 
limestone, partly quite cherty, with abundant characteristic fossils, 
though mostly in fragmentary condition. This is overlaid by heavy 
beds of white quartzite, followed by Carboniferous limestones. The dips 
are all easterly, varying from 20° to 40°. 
A short distance above the junction of Marsh Creek with the Port 

Neuf, we met with the first appearance of the basalt-rock which fills the 
Great Snake River Basin. It makes its first appearance as a narrow 
stream, which forms the floor of the upper canon of the Port Neuf 
through its whole length, having had its source in one of the old craters 
still standing near Soda Springs, though their fires have long been 
extinct. A short distance up the stream from the point where the 
stage-road strikes it, we found the lowest of a long series of calcareous 
spring-deposits, which form a prominent feature of the caion for several 
miles, damming the stream at numerous points, so as to make small but 
pretty waterfalls. This lower dam is about 20 feet high, but with a per- 
pendicular fall of only about 12 feet. In the cation, the river is some- 
times one side of the basalt and sometimes on the other. Where it 
strikes the wider level of the continuation of Marsh Valley, it has basalt 
on both sides at first, but soon passes to the right, where it has dug out 

- a channel in the upturned edges of the bordering limestones, leaving the 
basalt as a perpendicular barrier on the left, which rapidly increases in 
height as the stream descends. The surface of the basalt has, of course, 
some slope, corresponding with that of the valley at the time of the 
volcanic outflow; but it is here much more moderate than that of the 
present stream, which rushes along rapidly, with occasional leaps of a 
few feet. The foot and face of the hill on the east side of the valley con- 
sist of mostly thin-bedded limestones of the Quebec Group, dipping 

* So named after an old French-Canadian trapper. 
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about 20° N. 51° E., and containing a few fossiis. These beds are 
overlaid by the quartzites before mentioned, which here form a lofty 
mountain-crest running northward for many miles. As they show here 
great thickness and only moderate disturbance, I consider this a very 
favorable locality at which to examine them for fossil remains; but 
none were found, and the precise age of the formation is uncertain. At 
the angle of the cation, a large knob of the limestones, perhaps 500 feet 
in height, gives a fine view of the whole caiion. From this point, the 
basalt appears as a high flat-topped ridge, occupying the center of the 
valley, on the west side of which the narrow valley of Goose Creek has 
been hollowed out of the edges of the lower quartzites. A small stream 
‘also comes in from the right, and has changed its channel once or twice, 
so that a considerable knob of limestone and some-small ones of basalt 
stand out in the valley; but the streams finally cross to the left side of 
the valley, leaving the basalt entirely on the right. ‘The road crosses 
this for some distance, passing among walls and piles of the columnar 
rock, and then descends to the lower level near Black Rock Station, 
where the basalt abruptly terminates. 

At the angle of the cafion, we had turned sharply to the west, so that, 
instead of following the strike of the strata, as heretofore, we were now 
traveling directly across the edges of the outcrops. Soon after we turn, 
we meet the outcrop of the lower quartzites, upturned at various high 
angles and strongly metamorphosed. The continuation of this cross- 
section is confused: one anticlinal is plain and others probably exist; 
but quartzites, limestones, calcareous schists, all highly metamor phosed, 
are exposed with various dips; and time and mosquitoes forbade the 
working out of the details. These, however, though of local interest, 
have no general importance, since they are not in the direct line of our 
northern connection. 
Though we encountered mosquitoes and gnats in very troublesome 

quantities at several other points on our trip, yet they nowhere equalled 
the mass which met us between Black Rock Station and the lower angle 
of the cation. Hundreds of thousands, at least, perished at our hands, 
as we hastened through ; and such passages are of daily occurrence at 
this season, but with no perceptible decrease in their numbers. My im- 
pression is that this, being a somewhat sheltered point, is a sort of gen- 
eral rendezvous for those of them who are tired of facing the strong — 
winds which so frequently sweep over the unobstructed levels of the 
broad Snake River plain, into which the cafion now opens, upon turning 
northward again, atter making five or six miles of westing. 

Here, again, we encounter basalt; but it seems to belong to a lower 
layer than that we left at Black Rock. All over the great plain, indeed, 
we find two or more layers of basalt, separated by ereater or less thick. 
nesses of sand and gravel, partly loose, partly consolidated by ferrugi- 
nous, silicious, or calcareous cement. If two layers should be found 
superimposed, at any point in the upper part of the cation, I should 
believe that they had resulted from two distinct eruptions from the 
volcanic source before mentioned. As it is, it is not impossible that 
these layers in the outer plain have been ejected from some central 
source, have overflowed the plain, and so have run up into the mouths 
of the valleys opening upon it. It seems hardly possible that, after 
flowing seventy or eighty miles, the lava should still have retained 
sufficient fluidity to spread out in a solid layer over the plain. What- 
ever the source, the material had evidently become quite viscid ; for,at 
some points, where it ran over small inequalities of the surface beneath, 
it now stands in low mounds, which would not have been the case if & 
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it had been very fluid. That these mounds were not all formed by an 
undermining and sinking of the surrounding mass, to which some of 
them have very properly been referred, is proved by the tapering shape 
of the closely-fitting blocks which form the arch. But there is still 
room for study on all these points. 

As the cafion opens toward the plain, white and drab friable sand- 
stones, probably of Pliocene age, make their appearance on the flanks 
of the bordering hills. As nothing of the kind was apparent within the 
canon, it would seem either that the whole width of the canon has been 
thoroughly scoured out since the deposition of the Pliocene beds, or 
else that the stream carried so much and so rapidly-flowing water dur- 
ing the Pliocene epoch as to prevent the deposition of such beds. 
These sandstones dip about 30° N. 11° W., showing that the dis- 
turbaneces, of which we have such abundant evidence, continued to a 
very late period. The terraces themselves show no evidence of any 
local disturbances; their levels were not determined, however,) with 
sufficient accuracy to enable us to judge whether or not any general 
upheaval, such as has already been suggested, might have affected this 
region. a 

Leaving the Snake River plain at Ross’s Fork, we followed up the 
valley of that stream some six or eight miles, and then crossed a divid- 
ing ridge to Lincoln Valley and Fort Hall, which post we reached about 
noon on July 5. Thus far we had followed well-traveled roads, and had 
transported our baggage and provisions in wagons; but now we were 
soon to leave roads entirely, and accordingly turned in our wagons and 
fitted out a train of pack-mules. During the week thus occupied, we were 
enabled to examine a considerable territory in the neighborhood of the 
post. 

At Ross’s Fork we had struck the line of the old emigrant-road across 
the mountains to Oregon. This road crossed from Green River to the 
head of Bear River, down that stream to Soda Springs, thence across 
the head of Port Neuf, and through a low gap to the head of Ross’s Fork. 
Near the mouth of Ross’s Fork it crossed Snake River, and thence ran 
in almost a direct line past the westernmost of the Three Buttes to the 
foot of the Salmon River Mountains. 

Lincoln Valley, as a whole, is broad and flat, with mostly gentle 
slopes rising to the crests of the bounding ridges. On the wet 
bottoms, large quantities of a coarse grass are cut for the stables at the 
post. The slopes are covered with various grasses, sedges, and other 
forage-plants, which make fine grazing for nearly the whole year. In 
this excessively dry atmosphere, these plants, which are ripe and have 
stopped growing by midsummer, lose their moisture so rapidly as to 
escape the decay common in the damp air of the Eastern States, and so 
become natural hay while still standing, and mostly retain their nutri- 
tious qualities until the melting of the snow and the setting in of the 
spring-rains, which start the new growth while occasioning the decay 
of the old. Here in the foot-hills, the snows sometimes lie deep enough 
to prevent the stock from reaching the standing grass, and so a supply 
of hay is essential to their wintering. Only a few miles westward, how- 
ever, the snows are generally so light and melt so rapidly that, in an 
ordinary winter, no hay is needed; and stock range through the whole 
winter, never even coming to the ranches of their own accord. This 
neighborhood was formerly one of the favorite winter-rendezvous of the 
trappers and fur-traders; and the plains and foot-hills then supported 
vast herds of buffalo, as well as many antelope, deer, elk, and bears. 
The region is now so much frequented that none of these animals are 
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often seen, except ahen the deep snows drive them out of the mount- 
ains, and the buffalo is here entirely exterminated. 
Hollows on the northern slopes, where the snow lies late in the spring, 

and so furnishes the requisite moisture, are mostly filled with little 
copses of scrubby cottonwood. The higher and more rocky parts of the 
hills bear large numbers of stunted cedars, (Juniperus occidentalis.) One 
of these was seen, a half mile east of the fort, which measured 41 inches 
in diameter, while only 12 feet high, a form probably resulting from the 
great cryness of the atmosphere. Large pines are brought from the 
cafions in the north slopes of Mount Putnam, (formerly known as Sub- 
lett’s Peak.) 

The spur which divides Ross’s Fork from Lincoln Valley seems to be 
the final termination of the limestone ridge which formed the eastern 
boundary of Marsh Valley and of the upper part of the Jower cafion of 
the Port Neuf, and is mainly a monoclinal ridge with strong easterly 
dips. Its culminating point is a lofty peak, now called Mount Putnam, 
standing about twelve miles south of Fort Hall. Its western base was 
not examined ; but it is evident that the lower quartzite forms a large 
portion of its lower face, followed above by from 200 to 300 feet of drab, 
thin-bedded limestone, in which no fossils were seen; then, from 100 
to 150 feet of compact, coarse, pebbly sandstone, nearly pure white ; 
then several hundred feet of dark drab, pebbly limestone, evidently of 
(Quebec Group age, though only fragmentary fossils could be found, with 
the exception of a single Ophileta. A covered space follows, appar- 
ently underlaid by the continuation of the last-named limestone, and 
then comes an outcrop of about 50 feet of compact, fine-grained, white 
sandstone, overlaid by from 200 to 300 feet of a light-drab vesicular 
limestone, much resembling in texture the Niagara limestone of Indiana 
and Illinois, and probably representing either the Upper Silurian or the 
Devonian. Neither of these beds showed fossils. Immediately above 
come heavy beds of Carboniferous limestones, 300 feet or more in thick- 
ness. Their lowest layers include some pretty pure limestones, some of 
which are partly oolitic and contain great numbers of minute fossils, 
the mass looking much like the layers of the Saint Louis limestone at 
the famous locality of Spergen Hill, Indiana, except that the color is a 
dark-bluish drab. From masses collected here, over forty species of 
brachiopods, conchifers, gasteropods, pentremites, corals, and bryo- 

-zoans have been separated, of which Mr. Meek has already identified 
fourteen with well-known Spergen Hill forms. Mr. Meek informs me 
that these are the first distinctively Spergen Hill forms yet brought 
from the Rocky Mountains. It will be remembered that a few allied 
forms from Little Cottonwood Cafion, Utah, have already been men- 
tioned in this report. These beds are fellowed by several hundred feet 
of very cherty limestone, rarely containing any fossils, except a large 
Zaphrentis (Z. Stansburyi,) which is very abundant in some layers. The ~ 
upper part of the series consists of mostly pure limestones, from which 
a few specimens of Spirifer, Productus, &c., were obtained. The rocks 
of this series form the upper part of the western face as well as the 
summit and eastern slope of Mount Putnam. 

Passing northward along the line of this ridge we find it much eroded 
and, in two places, cut entirely through by small tributaries of Ross’s 
Fork. In these gaps, the lower quartzites outcrop clear through the 
ridge, while the intermediate knobs are capped with the Quebee group 
limestone. The strike of the beds runs a little to the east of the line of — 
the ridge, so that the Carboniferous limestones pass out from the main — 
spur and form the high knob which stands at the south end of the main i 
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part of Lincoln Valley. On the eastern slope of this knob appear the 
overlying beds, consisting of a few hundred feet of thin-bedded ferrugi- 
nous sandstone, with few fossils, apparently Carboniferous, with a hun- 
dred feet or more of bright-red sandstones, possibly Triassic, followed 
by brown and drab thin-bedded limestones, crowded with Pseudomonotis, 
Lingula, Aviculopecten (?,) &c., which are evidently of Jurassic age. The 
dip of these latter beds is here 10°, N. 44° E.; and no unconformability 
is evident from the very base of the lower quartzite to the top of 
the exposed beds. At other points in the neighborhood, however, cer- 
tain distortions and displacements led me to suspect a partial uncon- 
formability between the Carboniferous and the Jurassic. 

Passing farther out on the main spur, nearly to the road running from 
Fort Hall to Ross’s Fork the, older beds mostly disappear, only a thin out- 
crop of the shelly Jurassic limestones being located by loose blocks in 
the soil on the west slopes, while the crest and eastern slopes of the 
spur consist of white and light-gray Pliocene sandstones and limestones, 
interlaminated with trachytic porphyries and coarse volcanic sandstones, 
all dipping about north 54° east, at angles varying from 15° to 30°. 
These dips, which gave renewed evidence of late disturbance, even later 
than the commencement of volcanic eruptions in this region, continue 
with little change to the very extremity of the spur, where the opposite 
side of the anticlinal fold is also apparent in the basalts, which dip 72°, 
S. 34° W. The examination was not carried far enough to ascertain cer- 
tainly whether these tilted basalts are, or are not, continuous with 
either of the beds which floor the great plain. 

On the east side of Lincoln Valley there is either a small fault or a 
very sharp double fold. About five miles south of the fort, on the east 
side of the road to Soda Springs, the Jurassic shaly limestones lie at the 
foot of the ridge, with a dip of about 35°, N. 19° E., while its higher 
portions include sandstones and interlaminated limestones, probably of 
Carboniferous age, dipping 65°, N. 45° H. <A more eastern portion 
of this same ridge shows the other side of a synclinal in these same 
Carboniferous sandstones, dipping 46°, 8S. 55° W. In the axis of the 
synclinal the Triassic red sandstone shows a thickness of 100 feet or 
more, at a point about one and a half miles east of Fort Hall, and visible 
from that post. The most easterly portion of this ridge, approaching 
the valley of Blackfoot Fork, exhibits another anticlinal and another 
synclinal, the eastern edge of the latter culminating in the highest point 
of the outer end of the spur, which received from our topographers the 
name of Higham’s Peak, in honor of the proprietor of the nearest ranch. 
From this high point it becomes evident that the valley of Blackfoot 
Fork occupies, for a considerable distance, the axis of a broad anticlinal. 
and considerable thicknesses, of Carboniferous limestones are exposed on 
both sides. The immediate mouth of this valley is rather wide and flat, 
though the channel of the stream itself is comparatively deep and nar- 
row, but, from a point above five miles up, the stream is for many miles. 
deeply caiioned in basalt which floors the valley as a corresponding 
Stream does that of Port Neuf; and it is probable that, here as there, 
the valley has given exit to the overflow of some volcano near its head, 
which is very near to the head of Port Neuf and the Soda Springs. The 
extremity of the dividing ridge beyond Higham’s Peak consists of the 
Carboniferous sandstones, nearly or quite to the level of the plain. Ifany 
volcanic rocks have ever rested upon it, they have been so thoroughly 
eroded as to leave no trace; but the ridge next east of Blackfoot Fork 
terminates in a mass of porphyries. 
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CHAPTER t, 

MARKET LAKE—CRATER BUTTES—TETON MOUNTAINS— 
HENRY’S FORK—HENRY’S LAKE—MADISON RIVER—GEY- 
SER BASIN—REUNION. 

Having completed our outfit, through the kind assistance of Captain 
- Putnam and his aids, who did all in their power to forward our plans, - 
though at the same time showing such courteous hospitality that we 
were loth to leave them, we started again, on the 12th of July, and 
camped at Higham’s ranch, on Blackfoot Fork, after a drive of only 
seven miles. This stream was named after the well-known Indian tribe, 
whose warriors once infested this region to the great discomfort and 
danger and frequently loss of the trappers and traders passing through 
or wintering near here. At present members of the tribe are rarely, if 
ever, seen on this side of the mountains, and the generally peaceable 
tribes of Shoshones, Bannocks, and Boisés, whose reservation reaches to 
the southern bank of the stream, were the only ones seen by our party 
on the entire trip. 

Hither westerly winds or the waves of the old lake, which is supposed 
to have covered this broad plain, have accumulated in this neighbor- 
hood considerable bodies of fine sand. As we approach the mouth of 
Lincoln Valley we encountered broad stretches of this sand, partly 
covered with a scattered vegetation, partly bare and drifting. On one 
of these drifting patches lies the bleached trunk of a large cottonwood, 
though no such trees are now to be found for miles around. Has the 
gradual drying up of the country only recently permitted the sands to 
drift and accumulate here? And did its accumulation kill off a formerly 
extensive growth of trees at this point? Here also appears the first of 
a long range of sand-knobs, which are seen at short intervals for some 
wiles, until they finally are lost.in the irregular sand-plain along the 
lower course of Sand Creek. 

The road we are now following, between Ross’s Fork and Taylor’s 
bridge, is much used by drovers and freighters, when they are going 
south with empty wagons. Being less traveled than the stage-road, 
which follows directly up the river, the grazing is generally better, while 
the distance is about the same, and the grades over the ridge west of Fort 
Hall are not very steep, being only about 88 feet to the mile. 
A fine young greyhound had accompanied us from the post, but the 

march of thirteen miles, from Blackfoot Creek to Sand Creek crossing, 
under a scorching sun and without water, was too much for her endur- 
ance, and she died of thirst, about a mile from our camp on the latter 
stream. This creek is said to have been entirely dry on June 24, 1871, 
when crossed by Dr. Hayden’s party, and we accordingly attributed 
its fullness at the time of our arrival solely to the unusually large sup- 
ply of water furnished by the immense snow-fall of the previous winter; 
but, upon our return in October, we found its channel still carrying 
from 12 to 15 feet of water, and were obliged to look to some other 
source for the change. Our guide, Richard Leigh, generally known as 
‘Beaver Dick,” who has long lived in this region, informed us that for 
many years this channel had carried no water except during rains, — 
when it gathered small amounts from its immediate banks, but that, — 
two or three years since, Willow Creek, which had previously emptied — 
its waters into Snake River by two mouths, one about a half-mile and 
the other about two miles above Taylor’s Bridge, broke over its bank 
in time of flood and poured part of its surplus into Sand Creek. Sin 
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then, the latter stream has, during the spring, carried more or. less 
water, which, however, has all sunk into the sands of the lower part of 
the channel before reaching Blackfoot, to which it should naturally be 
tributary, if we may judge by the shape of the country as seen from 
Higham’s Peak. Indeed, from that point, certain water-courses were 
seen which lead me to suspect that, after once sinking, it again escapes 
from the sand and renews its individuality, at least for a short space. 
At present, it is evident that the connecting channel has been so deeply 
cut that Sand Creek carries far more water than does the original chan- 
nel of Willow Creek below the separation; and, if this continues to be 
the case, it is not improbable that it may succeed in clearing away the 
sand-obstructions from its lower channei and in establishing complete 
surface-connection with Blackfoot. The tracing of these old channels— 
and of others which doubtless exist in this broad flat plain—and the de- 
termination of the relative dates of their occupation will be of much 
local interest to geologists who may, in the future, make their homes 
hereabout. On the upper course of Sand Creek, later in the season, we 
found many shells in the soil of the banks, giving further proof of the 
lateral movements of the old channels, while yet the general course of 
the drainage was unchanged. 

Crossing Snake River at Taylor’s or Eagle Rock Bridge, we encamped 
on its west bank, about seven miles above. The stream was very full, 
carrying an immense body of water, whose surface was constantly broken 
by the eddying whirls characteristic of irregular bottoms. After a long, 
hot day, the temperature of the stream, at 6.20 p. m., was 62°, the air 
being at 78°. At 4.20, on the next morning, with the air at 47°, (the 
minimum thermometer marking 44°,) the river was still at 62°. Onlya 
very large and much-disturbed flow of water could thus escape all effects 
of so great an atmospheric change of temperature. 

At medium and low stages of water, the river is confined, at the 
bridge, to a single narrow and deep channel, worn in the basalt; but, in 
times of flood, it here occupies two bridged channels, and elsewhere 
spreads considerably upon its banks. On either side there are old 
channels, more or less plainly marked, which were occupied by the 
stream at times before it had worn its present channel so deep into the 
rock. In passing northward, we found many of these, mostly dry, 
though some of them are occupied, during the rainy season, by the 
drainage of the neighboring plain end retain some pools through most 
of the year. The road here follows the bottoms, without anywhere 
rising to the level of the surrounding plain. 

On the morning of July 16, we left the stage-road at Market Lake 
Station, and turned eastward toward the Tétons, whose highest peak had 
been visible at intervals, just above the horizon, ever since we crossed. 
the river. The basalt-terrace, which here stands from 50 to 60 feet above 
the stream, is much broken near its borders, the edge being more or less 
undermined and sunken. At short distances within the borders are 
many depressed areas, occupying a few acres each, whose walls appear 
to have once inclosed small ponds; but these have long since been 
drained through the underlying sand and gravel, when the river cut its 
channel to this lower level. Here, again, we see many of the unbroken 
knolls of basalt, evidently consequent upon the shape of the underlying 
surface at the time of the overflow. : 
_ Since leaving Sand Creek, we had had constantly in view two rounded 
buttes of moderate elevation, which were now immediately in front of us. 
AS we approached, we found that they stood in the lower angle between 
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retains no wind-marks. At the angle of 58° the sand will rest for an 
instant, but apparently holds no permanent position when the angle of 
slope is greater than 53°. The upper and lower edges of the dunes 
are marked by dense thickets of sage-brush. Above the dunes the 
base of the mountain shows solid foundations of trachytes, covered with 
considerable groves of cedar, from 12 to 15 feet high. Then follow cov- 
ered slopes, thickly beset with Jersey tea (Ceanothus velutinus) and sumac, 
(Rhus glaber,) and spotted with blossoms of Geranium Richardsonit, and 
various Composite and Umbellifere, and, finally, irregular masses of 
coarsely-porous trachyte cap the crests at the height of about 1,200 feet 
above the valley. The range is a double one, the southern portion being 
the longer and larger, which runs about northeast and southwest for 
perhaps ten miles, with a moderate’ southern slope, much broken into 
long spurs, and a steep northern one, descending almost unbroken into 
a valley perhaps 200 feet above the plain, and about a mile wide, which 
opens westward, and has thence been filled with the barren drifting 
sands. These have been blown into drifts reaching to the very crest of 
the more northern ridge, which attains the same elevation as the other, 
with generally steep southern slopes, but apparently somewhat spurred 
on the northern, where it descends to the plain. The range, as a whole, 
has no apparent connection with any other, the rocks have no definite 
bedding, and I am inclined to believe that the two main ridges, facing 
each other with steep slopes, may be fragments of the bounding walls 
of a huge crater, whose fires were extinguished long before the eruption 
at the Crater Buttes commenced, and even before the eruption of at 
least the later of the basalt-layers which floor the plain. 
Looking southwestward from these crests, we see the rough, almost 

impassable, basalt-plain, thickly overgrown with sage-brush, stretching 
away toward Market Lake. To the west and northwest spread the bar- 
ren sands of the dunes, which are several miles in width where crossed 
by the stage-road, near Sand-Holes Station. These also extend north- 
ward, and their eastern edge forms a ridge from 100 to 150 feet high, 
joining the Sand-Hill Mountains to the main divide of the Rocky Mount- 
ains near Camas Creek, and forming the western border of the valley 
of Henry’s Fork. These absorbent sands, and the cracked and cavern- 
ous basalt with sand and gravel foundations together, may well account 
for the fact that, from near the head of Henry’s Fork to the Malade 
River, which enters below the Great Shoshone Falls, a distance of fully 
three hundred miles by the river, no stream joins the Snake by a sur- 
face channel, though several good-sized ones reach the plain from the 
Salmon River Mountains. Along the bank of the Snake, however, at 
several points, there are large cold springs escaping from the basalt; 
and, in the lower part of the region named, several large streams are 
said to leap boldly from the walls of the canon, thus escaping from the — 
subterranean channels to which they have been confined for many miles. — 

The low plain bordering Henry’s Iork on the west is from two to 
eight or ten miles in width, partly well grassed, though with many dense — 
patches of sage-brush. About half way between the Sand-Hill Mountains ~ 
and the river, there is a low hill, in the shape of a horseshoe, opening 
to the south, which apparently was once a crater; but it has now been 
so much worn away and covered with soil that no rock is wisible. 

Nearly opposite the Sand-Hill Mountains we crossed Henry’s Fork, at 
Eagle-Nest Ford. The river is here, perhaps, three hundred yards wide, 
with from one to three feet of water, with pebbly bottom, a bluff bank 
on the west side and a low one on the east, which is overflowed durin 
the spring freshets, so as te double the width of the stream. At thé 
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then, the latter stream has, during the spring, carried more or less 
water, which, however, has all sunk into the sands of the lower part of 
the channel before reaching Blackfoot, to which it should naturally be 
tributary, if we may judge by the shape of the country as seen from 
Higham’s Peak. Indeed, from that point, certain water-courses were 
seen which lead me to suspect that, after once sinking, it again escapes 
from the sand and renews its individuality, at least for a short space. 
At present, it is evident that the connecting channel has been so deeply 
cut that Sand Creek carries far more water than does the original chan- 
nel of Willow Creek below the separation; and, if this continues to be 
the case, it is not improbable that it may succeed in clearing away the 
sand-obstructions from its lower channel and in establishing complete 
suriace-connection with Blackfoot. The tracing of these old channels— 
and of others which doubtless exist in this broad flat plain—and the de- 
termination of the relative dates of their cccupation will be of much 
local interest to geologists who may, in the future, make their homes 
hereabout. On the upper course of Sand Creek, later in the season, we 
found many shells in the soil of the banks, giving further proof of the 
lateral movements of the old channels, while yet the general course of 
the drainage was unchanged. 

Crossing Snake River at Taylor’s or Eagle Rock Bridge, we encamped 
on its west bank, about seven miles above. The stream was very full, 
carrying an immense body of water, whose surface was constantly broken 
by the eddying whirls characteristic of irregular bottoms. After a long, 
hot day, the temperature of the stream, at 6.20 p. m., was 62°, the air 
being at 78°. At 4.20, on the next morning, with the air at 47°, (the 
minimum thermometer marking 44°,) the river was still at 62°. Onlya 
very large and much-disturbed flow of water could thus escape all effects 
of so great an atmospheric change of temperature. 

At medium and low stages of water, the river is confined, at the 
bridge, to a single narrow and deep channel, worn in the basalt; but, in 
times of flood, it here occupies two bridged channels, and elsewhere 
spreads considerably upon its banks. On either side there are old 
channels, more or less plainly marked, which were occupied by the 
stream at times before it had worn its present channel so deep into the 
rock. In passing northward, we found many of these, mostly dry, 
though some of them are occupied, during the rainy season, by the 
drainage of the neighboring plain end retain some pools through most 
of the year. The road here follows the bottoms, without anywhere 

rising to the level of the surrounding plain. 
On the morning of July 16, we left the stage-road at Market Lake 

Station, and turned eastward toward the Tétons, whose highest peak had 
been visible at intervals, just above the horizon, ever since we crossed 
theriver. The basalt-terrace, which here stands from 50 to 60 feet above 
the stream, is much broken near its borders, the edge being more or less 
undermined and sunken. At short distances within the borders are 
mInany depressed areas, occupying a few acres each, whose walls appear 
to have once inclosed small ponds; but these have long since been 
drained through the underlying sand and gravel, when the river cut its 
channel to this lower level. Here, again, we see many of the unbroken 
knolls of basalt, evidently consequent upon the shape of the underlying 
surface at the time of the overflow. 

Since leaving Sand Creek, we had had constantly in view two rounded 
buttes of moderate elevation, which were now immediately in front of us. 
AS we approached, we found that they stood in the lower angle between 
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retains no wind-marks. At the angle of 38° the sand will rest for an 
instant, but apparently holds no permanent position when the angle of © 
slope is greater than 33°. The upper and lower edges of the dunes 
are marked by dense thickets of sage-brush. Above the dunes the 
base of the mountain shows solid foundations of trachytes, covered with 
considerable groves of cedar, from 12 to 15 feet high. Then follow cov- 
ered slopes, thickly beset with Jersey tea (Ceanothus velutinus) and sumac, 
(Rhus glaber,) and spotted with blossoms of Geraniwm Richardsonii, and 
various Composite and Umbelliferz, and, finally, irregular masses of 
coarsely-porous trachyte cap the crests at the height of | about 1,200 feet 
above the valley. The range is a double one, the southern portion being 
the longer and larger, which runs about northeast and southwest for 
perhaps ten miles, with a moderate southern slope, much broken into 
long spurs, and a steep northern one, descending almost unbroken into 
a valley perhaps 200 feet above the plain, and about a mile wide, which 
opens westward, and has thence been filled with the barren drifting 
sands. These have been blown into drifts reaching to the very erest of 
the more northern ridge, which attains the same elevation as the other, 
with generally steep southern slopes, but apparently somewhat spurred 
on the northern, where it descends to the plain. The range, as a whole, — 
has no apparent connection with any other, the rocks have no definite 
bedding, and I am inclined to believe that the two main ridges, facing 
each other with steep slopes, may be fragments of the bounding walls 
of a huge crater, whose fires were extinguished long before the eruption 
at the Crater Buttes commenced, and even before the eruption of at 
least the later of the basalt-layers which floor the plain. 

Looking southwestward from these crests, we see the rough, almost 
impassable, basalt-plain, thickly overgrown with sage-brush, stretching 
away toward Market Lake. ‘To the west and northwest spread the bar- 
ren sands of the dunes, which are several miles in widti where crossed 
by the stage-road, near Sand-Holes Station. These also extend north- 
ward, and their eastern edge forms a ridge from 100 to 150 feet high, 
joining the Sand-Hill Mountains to the main divide of the Rocky Mount- 
ains near Camas Creek, and forming the western border of the valley 
of Henry’s Fork. These absorbent sands, and the cracked and cavern- 
ous basalt with sand and gravel foundations together, may well account 
for the fact that, from near the head of Henry’s Fork to the Malade ~ 
River, which enters below the Great Shoshone Falls, a distance of fully 
three hundred miles by the river, no stream joins the Snake by a sur- 
face channel, though several good-sized ones reach the plain from the 
Salmon River Mountains. Along the bank of the Snake, however, at - 
several points, there are large cold springs escaping from the basalt ; 
and, in the lower part of the region named, several large streams are 
said to leap boldly from the walls of the cation, thus escaping from the 
subterranean channels to which they have been confined for many miles. © 

The low plain bordering Henry’s Fork on the west is from two to 
eight or ten miles in width, partly well grassed, though with many dense 
patches of sage-brush. About half way between the Sand-Hill Mountains — 
and the river, there is a low hill, in the shape of a horseshoe, opening — 
to the south, which apparently was once a crater; but it has now been 
so much worn away and covered with soil that no ‘rock i is visible. 

Nearly opposite the Sand-Hill Mountains we crossed Henry’s Fork, ati 
Eagle-Nest Ford. The river is here, perhaps, three hundred yards wide, - 
with from one to three feet of water, with pebbly bottom, a bluff ba 
on the west side and a low one on the east, which is overflowed durin. 
the spring freshets, so as te double the width of the stream. At tha 
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date, July 17, the pools left by the freshets had not quite disappeared. 
From a short distance above the ford, the river flows over a basalt-bot- 
tom for some miles, occasionally cutting rather deeply and leaping over 
small falls, but generally having low banks. 

. Thus far, we had been accompanied by a large wagon from Fort Hall, 
which carried some of our heaviest supplies, so that our pack-animals 
might become accustomed to light loads before receiving heavy ones. 
Having now reached the limit of convenient wagoning, though it would 
have been possible to take vehicles even to the very base of the Téton 
range, we sent the wagon back, and spent one day in re-arranging packs 
and in examining the proposed route up Téton River, or Pierre’s River, 
as it is more properly called, since this latter name was long since com- 
monly applied to it among traders and trappers, as well as upon maps 
of the region. The trappers of the present day, having little or no 
knowledge of the names used by their predecessors, have, of course, 
applied their own terms to the landmarks with which they are familiar ; 
but the adoption of these by geographers would be contrary to all rules. 
Upon examining Pierre’s River about six miles south of our camp, at 

a point not far above its junction with Henry’s Fork, Mr. Stevenson re- 
ported it as occupying a deep though narrow channel, walled on either 
side by perpendicular cliffs of basalt, 60 feet in height, which frequently 
come to the water’s edge, so as to make travel along the bottoms im- 
possible. Our guide, Beaver Dick, stated that these cliffs increased 
rapidly to several hundred feet in height, rendering the stream unap- 
proachable by stock for over thirty miles. As we were not in condition, 
being so heavily loaded, to make so long a march without water, we 
turned northward for a few miles, to pass up the valley of the next 
tributary, which Beaver Dick called the middle fork of the Snake. 
Since neither by position nor by size is this stream entitled to be con- 
sidered a fork of the main Snake, we have applied to it another name, 
Falls River, for reasons which will appear later in this report. Camping 
just above where we struck the stream, we found it about 3 feet deep 
and from 50 to 60 feet wide. On the opposite bank, a bluff of basalt, 
about 50 feet high, showed a distinct prismatic structure through the 
upper 10 feet, while the central portion was amorphous and the lower 
5 feet, again prismatic, the whole looking as if the upper and lower 
portions had been affected by rapid cooling and consequent contraction 
oi the surfaces of the sheet of lava, while the central portion, cooling 
much more slowly, did not reach the same state of tension. Just above 
camp, on the south side of the stream, there is a considerable bluff of 
light-pink porous porphyry, with an indistinct bedding, apparently up- 
turned nearly to verticality, with a nearly north and south strike. The 
upheaval evidently occurred before the flow of the basalt. 

As we leave the valley of Henry’s Fork, July 20, the country rises, 
and becomes more broken and rolling. The abundant growth of grasses, 
sedges, and other fiowering herbs shows plainly that only slight irriga- 
tion would be necessary to make this valuable farming-land ; and some 
crops would succeed without that. Most of it would be fine land for 
stock-raising, the only exceptions being those portions along deeply- 
canoned streams, where water is difficult of access. We bore a little to 
the southward to-day, toward the upper waters of Pierre’s , River. 
About eight miles from camp, two rocky knolls, rising about 50 feet 
above their connecting saddle, and perhaps 350 or 400 feet above the 
nearest creek, mark two points of the rim of an old, broken-down crater, 
which faces nearly due east. Thelava isalaminated mixture of quartz, 
ebsidian, and feldspar; but no mass seemed to be in situ, so that direc- 
tion of structure could not be determined. 
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from both its character and its position, I refer it, with but little doubt, 
to the age of the Niagara limestone of the Upper Silurian. It may, 
however, have been deposited continuously from the era of the Upper 
Silurian to the commencement of the Carboniferous age. The bed — 
forms tall, castellated cliffs along the cafions wherever it is exposed, 
adding much to the beauty of the s scenery. This is followed, in descend- 
ing order, by about 400 feet of a blue, very impure, thin-bedded and 
partly shaly limestone, much of which is a mass of pebbles, and from 
the lower portion of which Mr. Taggart and I, after long-continued 
search, were able to obtain a few fragments of trilobites, of the genera 
Conocoryphe and Dicellocephatus (?) These would not be sufficient of 
themselves to determine the precise age of the strata, but, taken 1n con- 
nection with the lithological character of the beds and the identification 
of precisely similar layers only a short distance to the southward, they 
justify the conclusion that this limestone is of Quebec Group age. The 
thin lamination of the strata causes their easy weathering; so that they 
generally present slopes of débris rather than bluffs of solid rock. In 
many places, however, these debris are more or less thoroughly reconsoli- 
dated by a cement of the lime first dissolved and then redeposited by 
percolating rain-water. The rock is somewhat cavernous, and gives 
passage to numerous streams flowing from the melted snows, which 
escape in large springs at several points in the canon. The water at 
these points is still very cold, reaching only 38° and 40°, while the air 
was at 72°. One of these springs was intermittent; butits periods were 
not ascertained. At another outcrop of these limestones, they are 
immediately underlaid by about 300 feet of partly compact and partly 
shaly glauconitic sandstones, which are evidently equivalent to the so- 
called Knox sandstones of Safford, which form, in Tennessee, the lower 
part of the Quebec group. No fossils were seen in these beds. They 
are apparently unequally distributed, since no corresponding beds 
appear along the canon of West Téton Creek. Beneath them, and often 
present when they are absent, we generally find from 50 to 75 feet of a 
very compact ferruginous quartzite, which must represent the Potsdam, 
though this also is Sometimes wanting. 
Where these lower limestones are first encountered, near the mouth 

of the cation, they are nearly horizontal; but, as we pass in toward the 
center of the mountain, we find them rising considerably, until they 
reach angles of 15°, 20°, and even 30°, dipping westerly and south- 
westerly, and resting unconformably upon the edges of granites which 
dip in various directions. At the forks of West Téton Creek, where the 
granites are first seen, their bedding dips 35° N. 78° H. Up the left- 
hand fork they rise rapidly, causing beautiful cascades a hundred feet 
or more in height, and finally occupying the whole upper basin of that 
stream and reaching the very crest of the ridge. They also occupy the 
valley of the right- hand fork for a considerable distance, forming smooth, 
bare cliffs on “the left as we ascend, and finally are exposed in broad 
surfaces on its floor. The right- hand wall of the cafion is abrupt for 
1,200 feet or more, reaching well up into the Carboniferous limestones, 
the upper parts of which form crests here reaching more than 3,000 feet 
above the canon and about 10,000 feet above the sea. 

The granites, gneisses, and schists, which form the central nucleus of — 
the mountain, vary greatly in character and position. They are partly 
micaceous, partly hornblendic, and partly talcose and chloritic. No 
regular succession was ascertained. The granites are mostly white or 
tinged with pink, and occur in thick, solid beds. The other rocks ae 
much breken up and tilted in various ways, and are crossed in ever 
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date, July 17, the pools left by the freshets had not quite disappeared. 
From a short distance above the ford, the river flows over a basalt-bot- 
tom for some miles, occasionally cutting rather deeply and leaping over 
small falls, but generally having low banks. 

Thus far, we had been accompanied by a large wagon from Fort Hall, 
which carried some of our heaviest supplies, so that our pack-animals 
might become accustomed to light loads before receiving heavy ones. 
Having now reached the limit of convenient wagoning, though it would 
have been possible to take vehicles even to the very base of the Téton 
range, we sent the wagon back, and spent one day in re-arranging packs 
and in examining the proposed route up Téton River, or Pierre’s River, 
as if is more properly called, since this latter name was long since com- 
monly applied to it among traders and trappers, as well as upon maps 
of the region. The trappers of the present day, having little or no 
knowledge of the names used by their predecessors, have, of course, 
applied their own terms to the landmarks with which they are familiar ; 
but the adoption of these by geographers would be contrary to all rules. 

' Upon examining Pierre’s River about six miles south of our camp, at 
a point not far above its junction with Henry’s Fork, Mr. Stevenson re- 
ported it as occupying a deep though narrow channel, walled on either 
side by perpendicular cliffs of basalt, 60 feet in height, which frequently 
come to the water’s edge, so as to make travel along the bottoms im- 
possible. Our guide, Beaver Dick, stated that these cliffs increased 
rapidly to several hundred feet in height, rendering the stream unap- 
proachable by stock for over thirty miles. As we were not in condition, 
being so heavily loaded, to make so long a march without water, we 
turned northward for a few miles, to pass up the valley of the next 
tributary, which Beaver Dick called the middle fork of the Snake. 
Since neither by position nor by size is this stream entitled to be con- 
sidered a fork of the main Snake, we have applied to it another name, 
Falls River, for reasons which will appear later in this report. Camping 
just above where we struck the stream, we found it about 3 feet deep 
and from 50 to 60 feet wide. On the opposite bank, a bluff of basalt, 
about 30 feet high, showed a distinct prismatic structure through the 
upper 10 feet, while the central portion was amorphous and the lower 
5 feet, again prismatic, the whole looking as if the upper and lower 
portions had been affected by rapid cooling and consequent contraction 
of the surfaces of the sheet of lava, while the central portion, cooling 
much more slowly, did not reach the same state of tension. Just above 
camp, on the south side of the stream, there is a considerable bluff of 
light-pink porous porphyry, with an indistinct bedding, apparently up- 
turned nearly to verticality, with a nearly north and south strike. The 
upheaval evidently occurred before the flow of the basalt. 

As we leave the valley of Henry’s Fork, July 20, the country rises, 
and becomes more broken and rolling. The abundant growth of grasses, 
sedges, and other flowering herbs shows plainly that only slight irriga- 
tion would be necessary to make this valuable farming-land ; and some 
crops would succeed without that. Most of it would be fine land for 
stock-raising, the only exceptions being those portions along deeply- 
cailoned streams, where water is difficult of access. We bore a little to 
the southward to-day, toward the upper waters of Pierre’s River. 

_ About eight miles from camp, two rocky knolls, rising about 50 feet 
above their connecting saddle, and perhaps 350 or 400 feet above the 
nearest creek, mark two points of the rim of an old, broken-down crater, 
which faces nearly due east. The lava isa laminated mixture of quartz, 
obsidian, and feldspar; but no mass seemed to be in situ, so that diree- 
tion of structure could not be determined. : 
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from both its character and its position, I refer it, with but little doubt, | 
to the age of the Niagara limestone of. the Upper Silurian. It may, / 
however, have been deposited continuously from the era of the Upper [ 
Silurian to the commencement of the Carboniferous age. The bed | 
forms tall, castellated cliffs along the cations wherever it is exposed, / 
adding much to the beauty of thescenery. This is followed, in descend- 
ing order, by about 400 feet of a blue, very impure, thin-bedded and 
partly shaly limestone, much of which is a mass of pebbles, and froin 
the lower portion of which Mr. Taggart and I, after long-continued | 
search, were able to obtain a few fragments of trilobites, of the genera _ 
Conocor yphe and Dicellocephalus (2) These would: not be sufficient of 
themselves to determine the precise age of the strata, but, taken 1n con- 
nection with the lithological character of the beds and the identification 
of precisely similar layers only a short distance to the southward, they 
justify the conclusion that this limestone is of Quebec Group age. The 
thin lamination of the strata causes their easy weathering; so that they 
generally present slopes of débris rather than bluffs of solid rock. In 
many places, however, these debris are more or less thoroughly reconsoli- 
dated by a cement of the lime first dissolved and then redeposited by 
percolating rain-water. The rock is somewhat cavernous, and gives 
passage to numerous streams flowing from the melted snows, which 
escape in large springs at several points in the cation. The water at 
these points is still very cold, reaching only 38° and 40°, while the air 
was at 72°. One of these springs was intermittent; butits periods were 
not ascertained. At another outcrop of these limestones, they are 
immediately underlaid by about 300 feet of partly compact and partly 
shaly glauconitic sandstones, which are evidently equivalent to the so- 
called Knox sandstones of Safford, which form, in Tennessee, the lower 
part of the Quebec group. No fossils were seen in these beds. They 
are apparently unequally distributed, since no corresponding beds 
appear along the cation of West Téton Creek. Beneath them, and often 
present when they are absent, we generally find from 50 to 75 feet of a 
very compact ferruginous quartzite, which must represent the Potsdam, 
though this also is sometimes wanting. 
Where these lower limestones are first encountered, near the mouth 

of the cation, they are nearly horizontal; but, as we pass in toward the 
center of the mountain, we find them rising considerably, until they 
reach angles of 15°, 20°, and even 30°, dipping westerly and south- 
westerly, and resting unconformably upon the edges of granites which 
dip in various directions. At the forks of West Téton Creek, where the 
granites are first seen, their bedding dips 35° N. 78° EH. Up the left- 
hand fork they rise rapidly, causing beautiful cascades a hundred feet 
or more in height, and finally occupying the whole upper basin of that 
stream and reaching the very crest of the ridge. They also occupy the 
valley of the right-hand fork for a considerable distance, forming smooth, 
bare cliffs on the left as we ascend, and finaily are exposed in broad 
surfaces on its floor. The right-hand wall of the cafion is abrupt for 
1,200 feet or more, reaching well up into the Carboniferous limestones, 
the upper parts of which form crests here reaching more than 3,000 feet 
above the canon and about 10,000 feet above the sea. 

The granites, gneisses, and schists, which form the central nucleus of © 
the mountain, vary greatly in character and position. They are on 
micaceous, partly hornblendic, and partly taleose and chloritic. No 
regular succession was ascertained. The granites are mostly white or 
tinged with pink, and occur in thick, solid beds. The other rocks ar 
much broken up and tilted in various ways, and are crossed in ever 
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direction by innumerable large and small veins, mostly of quartz, but a 
few granitic. None of these are metalliferous, so far as I could ascer- 
tain. At two or three points there are beds of trap-rock from 50 to 70 
feet thick, which appeared at first sight to be dikes; but, upon further 
examination, it became evident that they lay conformably between 
regularly-bedded members of the granitic series, and it seemed as if 
they might have been deposited as broad sheets of laya, like those 
which we have seen flooring the Snake River plain, but deposited ages 
ago in the bed of the ocean, where were then accumulating the sedi- 
mentary sandstones which were metamorphosed into these granites 
before the Silurian age began. But, again, the trap shows no columnar 
structure, but is indistinctly laminated parallel to its walling planes; 
and this would seem to indicate that it might, when quite viscid, have 
been forced with difficulty between the solid granites after their up- ~ 
heaval, and so have received its laminated structure, while between 
walls of such slow-conducting power it did not take on the columnar 
structure. Or it is possible that, having been deposited horizontally 
among the sediments, as aforesaid, it may have lost a columnar structure, 
originally possessed, during the metamorphism of the surrounding beds. 
The trap weathers much more rapidly than the granite; so that its out- 
crops are plainly marked and readily traced from a distance by a sharp 
notch on the crests as well as by its débris on the slopes of the mount- 
ain. One of these beds, which crosses the saddle just south,of the 
Grand Téton, was thus traced across the Great Cafion, and up the side 
of its perpendicular western wall, where at least 2,000 feet high; and its 
termination was then capped by the Potsdam quartzite, showing that it 
is at least older than that rock. Both this trap and its inclosing granites 
contain much epidote, partly compact, partly crystalline, and. some 
pyrite. Near to this bed of trap are two very noticeable beds of 
granite, one being of the deepest flesh-red, the other almost pure white; 
both contain very little mica. The white bed has its constituent minerals 
much segregated; so that we find in some places large masses of pure 
feldspar, (orthoclase,) cleaving with broad surfaces, and again fine speci- 
mens of graphic granite, (pegmatite.) From a neighboring bed come 
large masses of mica (muscovite) tolerably well crystallized. A few 
small garnets were seen, but we found no large or particularly good 
crystals either of this or of any other mineral. 

While the beds are generally so much disturbed as to prevent the ac- 
curate determination of any regular or prevailing dip, yet the general 
strike is approximately east and west; and this has determined, to some 
extent, the structure of the range. The spurs running east and west 
from each crest-peak are each dotted with three or four subordinate 
peaks, which would be thought large, if they were not belittled by their 
larger neighbors. ‘Thesharp dips cause the north and south sides to be 
extremely sharp—even sharper than the natural weathering of the 
granites, if level, would have made them. The highest of them all are 
visible from great distances in every direction, both on account of their 
great elevation and by reason of the sharp depressions on either side of 
them. From whatever point they may be seen, there is little danger of 
mistaking their identity, their abrupt, pointed outlines being markedly 
different from those of any other peaks of the region. From their prom- 
inence, affording good landmarks for travelers, they have sometimes 
been called the Pilot Knobs, (see Irving’s Astoria, chap. xxix;) but 
the name commonly applied, from the earliest times, is that of Tétons, or 
Paps. As only three of the peaks are usually seen at a distance, they 
have been called the Three Tétons. There are really ten or more dis- 
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right, we found ourselves on the divide between the head of the Great 
Canon and that of a smaller one, which opened directly out toward Jack- 
son’s Hole. In the head of this latter, perhaps 200 feet below us, lay 
a small ice-covered lake, with no surface-outflow, but probably draining 
through the slopes of débris which hemmed it in on either side. The 
accompanying outline-sketch of our route beyond this point has been 
made up by Mr. Holmes from Mr. Jackson’s photographs, which were 
taken from the top of the western wall of the Great Canon. (Fig. 47.) 

In the broad head of the Great Cation, which we now crossed, there 
are. three or four small and apparently shallow ponds, partly covered 
with ice, though partly clear. The outflow of one, buried in rubbish for 
some distance, finally appears on the edge of a cliffand makes a pretty 
little fall, perhaps 30 feet high, at the head of which, with a favorable 
wind, one can easily get a spray-bath at short notice. At the head of 
this pond, a slight depresion of the crest of the spur indicates probably 
the best point for crossing, though the slopes areof fine sliding rubbish, 
which'makes climbing tedious. Those who: preferred climbing over 
solid rock crossed a little farther out on the spur. Another short half- 
mile of snow brought us at length to the foot of the central peak. In 
neither of these two snow-basins was there any apparent consolidation 
of the snow into glacier-like bodies of ice, though small icy patches 
were seen, and the compacted snow was eceasionally cracked as if by in- 
cipient erevasses. Apparently, the melting of the ‘snow is very nearly 
complete every season, so that no glacier-like masses can be formed. 
We afterward saw abundant evidence that this valley, like others in the 
range, was once the scene of intense glacial action. 

It is possible to climb directly up the steep slope of bare rock in 
front of the lowest. part of the saddle south of the main peak. Those 
who prefer gentler slopes of débris and snow should pass abont two 
hundred yards farther north, where such a slope reaches to a higher 
point of the saddle. 

Several of the party had already turned back, and Mr. Bechler’s 
injury, previously mentioned, made it imprudent for him to attempt 
these steeper slopes. Accordingly, he turned off and examined the 
canon for a mile or so lower down. Five of us reached the saddle— 
Messrs. Stevenson, Langford, Hamp and Spencer, and myself. Here I 
stopped, at 12 o’clock, at the elevation of about 11,400 feet, to wait for 
a mercurial barometer, which Mr. West had undertaken to deliver to me 
at that point, so that I might take it to the summit. I afterward 

_ learned that he had already turned back from the high spur, without 
really attempting either to reach the saddle himself or to send forward 
the barometer by any other person. Meanwhile, I examined the rocks . 
upon and east of the saddle. Climbing is here much hindered by steep 
slopes of snow, some of which consist wholly of hail-stones from a third 
to a half inch m diameter. A fierce west wind, blowing forty to fifty 
miles per hour, was sweeping across the saddle with such “force that the 
loudest shouts were inaudible fifty yards to windward. I experienced 
no inconvenience from the rarity of the air at this elevation. My high- 
est point was about 12,000 feet, about a half mile east of the main sad- 
dle, from which point Thada limited view out to the basin of Jackson's 
Hole. The mountain descended in bare rock-slopes over 4,000 feet, 
until, with gentler slopes, there appeared a belt of pines and spruces. In 
the upper edge of this belt, a small lake, partly iced over, occupied a 
noteh in the base of the mountain immediately beneath me. The timber 
stretched in a heavy body down along a small stream flowing past the 
base of the mountain out to its junction with Snake River. In plain F 
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direction by innumerable large and small veins, mostly of quartz, but a 
few granitic. None of these are metalliferous, so far as I could ascer- 
tain. At two or three points there are beds of trap-rock from 50 to 70 
feet thick, which appeared at first sight to be dikes; but, upon further 
examination, it became evident that they lay conformably between 
regularly-bedded members of the granitic series, and it seemed as if 
they might have been deposited as broad sheets of lava, like those 
which we have seen flooring the Snake River plain, but deposited ages 
ago in the bed of the ocean, where were then accumulating the sedi- 
mentary sandstones which were metamorphosed into these granites 
before the Silurian age began. But, again, the trap shows no columnar 
structure, but is indistinctly laminated parallel to its walling planes; 
and this would seem to indicate that it might, when quite viscid, have 
been forced with difficulty between the solid granites after their up- 
heaval, and so have received its laminated structure, while between 
walls of such slow-conducting power it did not take on the columnar 
structure. Or it is possible that, having. been deposited horizontally 
among the sediments, as aforesaid, it may have lost a columnar structure, 
originally possessed, during the metamorphism of the surrounding beds. 
The trap weathers much more rapidly than the granite; so that its out- 
crops are plainly marked and readily traced from a distance by a sharp 
notch on the crests as well as by its débris on the slopes of the mount- 
ain. One of these beds, which crosses the saddle just south of the 
Grand Téton, was thus traced across the Great Caiion, and up the side 
of its perpendicular western wall, where at least 2,000 feet high; and its 
termination was then capped by the Potsdam quartzite, showing that it 
is atleast older than that rock. Both this trap and its inclosing granites 
contain much epidote, partly compact, partly crystalline, and. some 
pyrite. Near to this bed of trap are two very noticeable beds of 
granite, one being of the deepest flesh-red, the other almost pure white; 
both contain very little mica. The white bed has its constituent minerals 
much segregated; so that we find in some places large masses of pure 
feldspar, (orthoclase,) cleaving with broad surfaces, and again fine speci- 
mens of graphic granite, (pegmatite.) From a neighboring bed come 
large masses of mica (muscovite) tolerably well crystallized. A few 

* small garnets were seen, but we found no large or particularly good 
erystals either of this or of any other mineral. 

While the beds are generally so much disturbed as to prevent the ac- 
curate determination of any regular or prevailing dip, yet the general 
strike is approximately east.and west; and this has determined, to some 
extent, the structure of the range. The spurs running east and west 
from each crest-peak are each dotted with three or four subordinate 
peaks, which would be thought large, if they were not belittled by their 
larger neighbors. The sharp dips cause the north and south sides to be 
extremely sharp—even sharper than the natural weathering of the 
granites, if level, would have made them. The highest of them all are 
visible from great distances in every direction, both on account of their 
great elevation and by reason of the sharp depressions on either side of 
them. From whatever point they may be seen, there is little danger of 
mistaking their identity, their abrupt, pointed outlines being markedly 
different from those of any other peaks of the region. From their prom- 
inence, affording good landmarks for travelers, they have sometimes. 
been called the Pilot Knobs, (see Irving’s Astoria, chap. xxix;) but 
the name commonly applied, from the earliest times, is that of Tétons, or 
Paps. As only three of the peaks are usually seen at a distance, they 
have been called the Three Tétons. There are really ten or more dis- 
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right, we found ourselves on the divide between the head of the Great 
Caiion and that of a smaller one, which opened directly out toward Jack- — 
son’s Hole. In the head of this latter, perhaps 200 feet below us, lay 
a small ice-covered lake, with no surface-outflow, but probably draining 
through the slopes of débris which hemmed it in on either side. The 
accompanying outline-sketch of our route beyond, this point has been 
made up by Mr. Holmes from Mr. Jackson’s photographs, whieh were 
taken from the top of the western wall of the Great Cation. (Fig. 47.) 

In the broad head of the Great Caiion, which we now crossed, there 
are three or four small and apparently shallow ponds, partly covered 
with ice, though partly clear. ‘The outflow of one, buried in rubbish for 
some distance, finally appears on the edge of a cliffand makes a pretty 
little fall, perhaps 30 feet high, at the head of which, with a favorable 
wind, one can easily get a spray-bath at short notice. At the head of 
this pond, a slight depresion of the crest of the spur indicates probably 
the best point for crossing, though the slopes areof fine sliding rubbish, 
which'-makes climbing tedious. Those who preferred climbing over 
solid rock crossed a little farther out on the spur. Another short half- 
mile of snow brought us at length to the foot of the central peak. In 
neither of these two snow-basins was there any apparent consolidation _ 
of the suow into glacier-like bodies of ice, though small icy patches 
were seen, and the compacted snow was occasionally cracked as if by in- 
cipient crevasses. Apparently, the melting of the snow is very nearly 
complete every season, so that no glacier-like masses can be formed. 
We afterward saw abundant evidence that this valley, like others in the 
range, was once the scene of intense glacial action. 

It is possible to climb directly up the steep slope of bare rock in 
front of the lowest part of the saddle south of the main peak. Those 
who prefer gentler slopes of débris and snow should pass abont two 
hundred yards farther north, where such a slope reaches to a higher 
point of the saddle. . 

Several of the party had already turned back, and Mr. Bechler’s 
injury, previously mentioned, made it imprudent for him to attempt 
these steeper slopes. Accordingly, he turned off and examined the 
canon for a mile or so lower down. Five of us reached the saddle— 
Messrs. Stevenson, Langford, Hamp and Spencer, and myself. Here I 
stopped, at 12 o’clock, at the elevation of about 11,400 feet, to wait for 
a mercurial barometer, which Mr. West had undertaken to deliver to me 
at that point, so that I might take it to the summit. I afterward 
learned that he had already turned back from the high spur, without 
really attempting either to reach the saddle himself or to send forward 
the barometer by any other person. Meanwhile, I examined the rocks 
upon and east of the saddle. Climbing is here much hindered by steep 
slopes of snow, some of which consist wholly of hail-stones from a third 
to a half inch in diameter. A fierce west wind, blowing forty to fifty 
miles per hour, was sweeping across the saddle with such force that the 
loudest shouts were inaudible fifty yards to windward. I experienced 
no inconvenience from the rarity of the air at this elevation. My high- 
est point was about 12,000 feet, about a half mile east of the main sad- 
dle, from which point [had a limited view out to the basin of Jackson’s 4s 
Hole. The mountain descended in bare rock- slopes over 4,000 feet, 
until, with gentler slopes, there appeared a belt of pines and spruces. In 
the upper edge of this belt, a small lake, partly iced over, occupied a 
notch in the base of the mountain immediately beneath me. The timber 
stretched in a heavy body down along a small stream flowing past the 
base of the mountain out to its junction with Snake River. In plain- 
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valley of that stream running far into the eastern mountains, with 
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large stream, flowing directly from the broad depression north of the 
Tétons. No sedimentary rocks were seen in this region. Only scatter- 
ing groves of aspens, pines, and spruces had been seen thus far; but, 
after crossing, we at once passed into dense bodies of pines and spruces, 
large areas of which had long since been burned over and were mostly 
grown up again with dense young pines, from one to six years old, and 
smaller numbers of quaking aspens. The country is much eut up by 
precipitous cations, from 50 to 200 feet deep, with flat bottoms and 
broad shallow streams, the smaller ones being dammed by the beavers 
at short intervals. A few purple-nacred unios occur in these streams. 
Approaching the Spring Fork of Henry’s River, two buttes are prom- 

inent, consisting of porphyries and loose-textured voleanic sandstone. 
Their tops are much cut by ravines, with flat, grassy hollows at their 
heads, which at first remind one of craters; but closer examination 
shows that these are not distinct volcanic cones, but are merely frag- 
ments of the terrace-like mountain tothe northeastward, which have been 
cut off from it and left behind in the general erosion of the valleys. On 
the slopes of one of these buttes we found a profusion of large, blue 
huckleberries, growing on rather small bushes a foot or so high; but 
these were not again seen on the whole trip. A smaller trailing species, 
however, forming a perfect carpet in the open groves of pine and 
spruce, and bearing a very small, deep-crimson berry, with a pleasant 
acid flavor, now began to appear, and was afterward found abundantly, 
through all the pine-country, until we reached Jackson’s Lake, late in 
September. 

Spring Fork, where we crossed it, is about 100 feet wide, and was then 
carrying about 150 feet of water. Its banks are very steep, consisting 
mainly of the drab and pink porphyries so common in this region, which 
are here well laminated and nearly or quite horizontal. If Raynolds’s 
distances and ours are both correct, our camp must have been about two 
miles below the immense spring, described by him as leaping over a 30- 
foot fall into the stream, and furnishing to it fully two-thirds of its 
water as well as its name. This sudden increase would explain the evi- 
dent inconsistency between the size of the stréam and the apparent ex- 
tent of its upper basin. We did not at the time understand our relation 
to Raynolds’s route, or we should have tried to reach this spring. Start- 
ing from this camp the next morning, August 5, the steep bank proved 
too exciting for one of the usually most obstreperous of our mules, and, 
in attempting to kick herself free from her pack, she lost her footing and 
rolled down hill, turning five complete somersaults before reaching the 
bottom, where she quietly went to grazing, with only one or two slight 
scratches. For want of any other name, at the time, we called this, 
among ourselves, the Mormon Mule’s Creek. 

Shortly after leaving this stream, we found the soil becoming notice- 
ably thinner, and masses of basalt began to appear upon the surface. 
The loosely-jointed character of the basalt seems to have given to the 
soil, as fast as it formed, a ready passage downward with the water of 
rains and melting snows; so that, in many places, broad surfaces of the 
rock appear, with barely enough soil upon them to support a few small 
herbs and grasses. The basalt is doubtless underlaid here, as it is else- 
where, by sands and gravels, which not only readily absorb all waters 
percolating through the crevices of the basalt, but also furnishes covered 
passage-ways for the large streams which supply large springs, of which 
there are many examples in this region besides the one just mentioned. 
Timber is here more scattered and has suffered less from fire than im 
the tracts we had recently crossed. The basalt is much bulged up into 
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low domes, like those before encountered and described. Many of these 
are broken away at the top, and the basins are often occupied by ponds ; 
these being the exact equivalent of the pond-holes already described as 
having been seen near Market Lake, only these are at a less advanced 
stage. By the dribbling outlet of one of these ponds, whose water was, 
during the middle of the day at least, too warm to be agreeable for drink- 
ing, we found a small flow of quite cold chalybeate water, of medium 
strength. By one of these ponds, on the slopes toward Henry’s Fork, 
we camped on the evening of the 5th. 

Next morning, a few of us turned southwestward, to try to find the re- 
ported falls of Henry’s Fork. About two miles\from camp we struck the 
bank of the river, at a point where it was just entering a basalt-canon. 
Following down stream for several miles, we found the walls gradually 
increasing to 50 feet or more in height, but finally turned back without 
reaching the falls, after having gone nearly twice the reported distance. 
The falls are said to be below the end of this caton and about 80 feet 
in height, the upper 40 feet consisting of rapids and the lower 40 being 
a clear leap. For about ten miles above the canon the country is open, 
with gently-sloping, broad grassy bottoms and scattered groves. At sev- 
eral points, large cold springs break out from beneath the basalt, evi- 
dently being the outflow of streams which have been swallowed bodily, 
higher up, by this cavernous bed. ‘These are full of delicious trout. 
For the next ten miles, dense timber runs to the river, which is again 
walled by low outcrops of basalt. At first, fallen timber was very 
troublesome and delayed the train badly. Since the second day out 
from our Téton camp, we had been obliged to make our own road, but 
now, on the banks of Fishing Creek, we found a trail which had, at 
some recent time, been used by wagons, following our general course, 
though it led us up Fishing Creek instead of the valley of Henry’s Fork, 
which here makes a large bend to the westward. Before long, the trail 
became less marked and finally disappeared; but we kept on to the head 
of the stream, which proved to be one of the large springs so common 
here, and then bore a little westward to regain the main stream, though 
guided mainly by the summit of a peak which was said to stand on the 
south side of Henry’s Lake. Here we encountered excessively dense 
growths of young pine, through which we forced our way with very great: 
difficulty, the packs continually requiring replacement. At length we 
reached Henry’s Fork and a trail almost simultaneously, and soon re- 
joiced in a good road and acamp. We were now done with bad timber 
for some time. 

The season was now so far advanced that we began to find that min- 
gling of spring and fall flowers which is characteristic of regions where 
the summers are short. In the same field we often found violets, straw- 
berry blossoms and fruit, monk’s-hood, geraniums, everlastings, and 
fringed gentians, (G. crinita.) This last was first seen on August 4. 
Strawberries were found in considerable numbers as late as September 9. 

August 8.—Mr. Bechler examined the stream below our camp, and 
found that it ran for several miles through a deep basalt cafion. At 
and above camp, its bottoms are broad and flat, including some beaver- 
dams, and the valley continues of that general character to the lake, 
which is only a few miles distant. The groves are somewhat open, yet 
nearly all the comparatively bare spots are well set with seedling pines, 
which plainly need only protection from fire to soon make good all pre- 
vious losses. Passing these, we soon enter the open grassy basin which 
surrounds Henry’s Lake. 

This is a broad, shallow sheet of water, said to average not more than 
156s . 
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8 feet in depth, which is practically the head of Henry’s Fork, though 
several small streams flow into it from various directions. Though the 
shore is very winding, and numerous points project into the lake, yet, 
as a whole, it is a pretty regular body of water, about three miles long 
by from one and a half to two miles wide. Several small islands are 
scattered over its surface. From its borders, which are mostly marshy, 
the plain rises very gradually to the gravelly terrace of an old lake- 
shore, from 80 to 90 feet above the present water-level. When at that 
level, the lake would have been some eight or ten milesin diameter. No 
higher terraces were apparent. The upper level is covered with sage- 
brush, but the lower flat supports luxuriant growths of grasses, sedges, 
and other rich forage-plants. Near Sawtelle’s ranch, at the head of the 
lake, large amounts of hay were curing in the hot sun; while amowing- 
machine was still in active operation on the meadows. Messrs. Sawtelle 
and Wurtz here conduct a large trade in fresh fish, caught in the lake and 
its outlet, which they pack in ice and haul fifty miles to Virginia City, 
They at first attempted raising stock on these rich meadows; but the 
immense numbers of horse-flies and gnats which breed in the swampy 
borders of the lake soon compelled them to abandon that business. 
They report that game is still abundant in the neighborhood—ante- 
lope, deer, elk, moose, bear, and mountain-sheep, as well as smaller 
animals. 

In approaching this basin, the trail passed with the river to the west 
side of the valley, leaving the main mountain two or three miles to the 
right. This consists of coarse volcanic sandstone, mostly composed of 
obsidian. Two or three deep canons here reach the valley, showing 
that water once worked powerfully in them, but these are now dry, 
except where springs burst out of the sandstone at their very mouths, 
and apparently have carried no water for many years past, except dur- 
ing the times of most rapid melting of the snow in the spring. In 
examinations made later by Mr. Bechler, when crossing westward from 
the Fire-Hole Basin, the upper course of these catons proved to be of 
the same character; here and there large springs burst out, but soon 
disappear again in the porous sandstones, which, in that direction, form 
the surface of the entire mountain. Passing a little to the northward, 
older rocks appear on the higher slopes of the mountain and soon form 
its entire face, the voleanic rocks disappearing beneath the valley. 

On the opposite side, these appear again in the high mountain lying 
directly south of Henry’s Lake, known to us as Sawtelle’s Peak, whose 
lower spurs run down nearly to the lake-shore. Therugged precipitous 
sides of the peak, without well-marked stratification, led to the suspicion 
that it might be of volcanic origin, and it was accordingly visited by Mr. 
Taggart and myself. It was found to constitute the eastern and north- 
eastern wall of a greaf crater, some 1,200 or 1,500 feet deep, whose east 
and west diameter is about a mile and a half, with a transverse diameter 
of about a half mile. The sides are much washed down and the bottom 
filled up; but, from the position of the portions of what was apparently 
the original wall which are still standing, it is probable that the origi- 
nal crater had very nearly the dimensions above given. ‘The walls con- 
sist of ragged, cellular, largely amygdaloidal porhpyry, containing erys- 
tals of quartz, calcite, &c., partly weathering with a very rough surface, 
partly decomposing into a coarse brittle sand, and making very treach- 
erous footing. Lower down, the slopes consist of very dense, nearly — 
black, basalt. The western and northwestern walls were not visited; 
but their style of weathering indicates much softer material than was ~ 
found on the part visited. Considerable portions of the crater, as well © 
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as the outer slopes of the mountain, were well covered with tall pines 
and spruces; while the higher portions had only scattered and stunted 
trees and the erests were entirely bare. though enough dead stems of 
small pines or cedars were found even there to make a small signal-fire. 
The small plants of the summit are mostly of Alpine forms. ‘Trails of 
mouutain-sheep were abundant, but the only vertebrate seen was a large 
gopher, (?) very distinct from any:species of which I have been able to 
find a description, or figure, or mounted skin; unfortunately, he escaped 
my bullet. The elevation of the peak, as indicated by two readings of 
my aneroid barometer, is about 10,600 feet. 

‘No lines of outflow were traced down to the plain; but, from the size 
and position of the crater, and the character of the lava of its lower 
portion, it is evident that this was a prolific source of the basalt which 
so many times filled the great plain stretching off to the south and west. 
The isolated cluster of mountains, about half way between this peak and 
the Sand-Hill Mountains, has apparently the same structure, and may 
haye been another source of outflow. The lowest gap in the crater- wall 
of Sawtelle’s Peak faces northward; and the principal outflow of lava 
was probably from that point, escaping thence down the valley of 
Henry’s Fork, though other portions may very probably have escaped 
through subterranean passages and cracks in other directions, as is 
frequently the case in those volcanoes whose modern eruptions have 
given opportunities for the observation of their phenomena. The por- 
tions of the lava next to the mountain and out to the center of the 
valley are all pretty solid basalt, while the farther side of the valley- 
deposits, and those which form the slopes of the eastern mountain, con- 
sist of the older porphyries and volcanic sandstones. 

The peaks of the westward continuation of the range of which Saw- 
telle’s Peak forms the eastern termination show such structure, as seen 
from a distance, as to indicate that they also areof volcanic origin, and 
may have been other sources of the basaltic outflow. It is not known 
to any of the present inhabitants of the region that any of these vol- 
eanoes have been active in modern times; but Irving, in his Astoria, 
states that Mr. Robert Stuart, a partner of Mr. Astor in the Pacific Fur 
Company, when crossing the mountain-range west of Pierre’s Hole, in 
the fall of 1812, ‘“ observed to the northwest, between Henry’s Fort and 
the source of the Missouri, several very high peaks covered with snow, 
from two of which smoke ascended in considerable volumes, apparently 
from craters in astateof eruption.” The location indicated would apply 
well to peaks of the range now under consideration. It is hardly to be 
supposed that so experienced a mountaineer should have been deceived 
by timber-fires, or that such fires should occur near the summits a peaks 
covered with snow. 

The ranges on the north and south sides of Henry’s Lake are nearly 
parallel, while the cross-range west of it is nearly at right angles with 
them, thus giving a quadrangular form to the plain, which here termi- 
nates the broad valley of Henry’s Fork. From three points it has easy 
passages to the neighboring valleys and the region beyond. From our 
calinp on the east ‘side of “the valley, Tyghee Pass, named for an old 
Shoshone chief who was wont to use it, gives a smooth road, with very 
gentle grades, into the valley of the Upper Madison. From the north 
end of the lake, a broad, grassy plain, with scarcely a perceptible rise to 
the divide, about four miles distant, shows a clear road to Virginia City 
and the Lower Madison. This is called Raynolds’s Pass, from having 
been used by that officer in his expedition of 1859~60, and described in 
his report. Tyghee Pass is also mentioned and mapped in that report 
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as having been examined by Dr. Hayden. From the southwest angle 
of the valley, Red Rock Pass affords a broad, flat, grassy opening to 
Red Rock Lake, one of the ultimate sources of Beaver-Head Fork of 
the Jefferson. This was not visited by us, though seen from a distance. 
It was afterward examined by Messrs. Peale and Holmes, of Dr. Hay- 
den’s branch of the expedition. The levels, as decided by the observa- 
tions of both parties, are as follows: Henry’s Lake, 6,492 feet; Tyghee 
Pass, 7,063 feet ; Raynolds’s Pass, 6,911 feet ; Red Rock Pass, 7,271 feet. 
The most favorable route for a railroad from Montana to Corinne, which 
is now talked of, is apparently via Raynolds’s Pass and the valley of 
Henry’s Fork. Down this valley the grades would be very easy, averag- 
ing only about 25 feet per mile from the pass to Taylor’s Bridge, on 
Snake River, and the cost of grading very slight, while the large valleys 
which open on the east, containing large areas of valuable grazing and 
farming land, would be opened to settlement, and would very soon fur- 
nish considerable local business. : 

The short range on the west side of Henry’s Lake shows at base, near 
Sawtelle’s ranch, a considerable body of dark hornblendic, slaty schist; 
but the mass of the ridge consists of much-folded metamorphic lime- 
stone, which, in its lower portions, shows a considerable thickness of 
light drab, almost white, rock, which would make very fine building- 
material. Its higher portions, however, contain very numerous 
thick and thin bands of white, often transparent, quartz, corresponding, 
in general appearance and relations, with the bands of chert which 
accompany certain portions of the Carboniferous limestones in this re- 
gion. From this character, in the absence of any opportunity to deter- 
mine its age by tracing the bed to its unmetamorphosed portion, I have 
referred it, with very little doubt, to the Carboniferous. Upon the crest 
of the ridge, we found the outcrop of a dike of trap, about 60 feet wide, 
standing conformably between the layers of the limestone, and therefore 
supposed to have been deposited in that relative position before the beds 
were upheaved into their present nearly vertical position. The subse- 
quent metamorpbism of the whole series has obliterated any marks of 
alteration of the adjoining beds of limestone, which we might other- 
wise have looked for. From the crest of the ridge it was evident that 
the back spurs were of the same general structure and composition at 
the main ridge, at least for two or three miles. 

On the east side of Raynolds’s Pass, metamorphic rocks form the base 
and lower slopes of the mountain, while quartzites and limestones ap- 
pear near its summit. This structure continues nearly to Tyghee Pass, 
where the upper rocks come down to the level of the plain, for two or 
three miles, and then rise again, exposing the granites, gneisses, horn- 
blende *schists, &c., until we reach the outcrop of volcanic sandstone 
before described. Just west of our camp, at the mouth of Tyghee Pass, 
the lowest of the quartzites is exposed on the bank of a small creek. 
The bedding is nearly vertical, with a strike trending about N. 53° H. 
Uncontformably upon the edges of this bed lie about 200 feet of 
a light-drab, impure limestone, of Quebec Group age, from which we 
obtained with difficulty three fragments of characteristic trilobites. 
The dip is about 45° N. 54° EH. As we have elsewhere found 
quartzites of supposable Potsdam age lying conformably beneath the 
Quebec Group, we are led to question whether this quartzite may not 
possibly be of still earlier age; but, in the absence of fossils, there are 
no means of deciding the question. But this may very well be Pots- 
dam, as I presume it really is, without making it necessary that it 
should everywhere else lie, as here, unconformably beneath the Quebec. 

ti 
ith 
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At the quartzite-outcrop, about a fourth of a mile west of our camp 
on Pass Creek, another small creek comes out of the hills by an entirely 
distinct cation. But, on going up the pass about a half mile, the two 
cabons unite into one valley, with barely enough divide to separate the 
streams ; yet these continue distinct and come from very different direc- 
tions. At this point, a stream-terrace of about 30 feet elevation is very 
prominent; but it is not continued out to the main valley. What could 
have been the conditions under which these two canons were thus formed ? 
Porphyry appears in place high on the mountain-side at several points, 
and in the stream-bottoms in this junction-valley, but only in the more 
eastern cafion, so far as I observed; so that I inferred that the outflow 
of the porphyry had stopped up the original eastern cafion, and filled 
up all the upper vailey; that, in subsequent erosion, the new cation had 
first been worn through the limestones and quartzites to the westward, 
a terrace-like deposit of sand being meanwhile formed at the head of it 
by the partially-checked stream; and that afterward, when the new 
channel had been cut low enough to reach the old-stream gravel, and 
the porphyry had been eroded from the main valley outside, the per- 
colation of water through the gravel of the old channel undermined the 
overlying porphyry and opened the cation anew for the more eastern 
stream. 

The porphyry is now so much worn away from the pass that the out- 
crops of the cider rocks can be traced. Above the Quebec group, as 
in the cations of the Téton range, we see the limestones continuous to 
the highest summits. At one point, the castellated ruins of the Niag- 
ara (?) limestone, with their intermediate pine-clad hollows, make a 
prominent show upon the hill-sides. The Carboniferous limestones, from 
which a few characteristic fossils were brought by Mr. West, are mainly 
thin-bedded; but one heavy bed caps some of the highest points. The 
pass has very little timber and affords a good road. Yet, the largest 
trees seen during the whole season stood near the summit of the pass. 
No notes of their size were taken at the time, but I remember them as 
about four feet through. They all seemed to be dying. 
On the Madison side of the range, the porphyry, which appears at 

intervals all through the pass, is replaced by basalt. The broad bottoms 
are covered with basaltic sand, bearing a thin growth of pines. The 
streams have in many places bluff banks from 30 to 40 feet high, of vol- 
canic sand, partially cemented into a loose sandstone. As we pass up 
the valley the timber becomes more open, and, where not burned over, 
resembles the artificial grouping cf parks, with avenues opening in every 
direction. There is, however, no turf, the voleanic sand being only 
sparsely covered with a growth of coarse plants, often including much 
sage-brush. Through a broad bottom, occupied by numerous beaver- 
dais, a large stream, carrying perhaps 80 feet of water, comes in from 
the south, which was afterward traced by Mr. Bechler to its source in 
the mountains, where it growsrapidly from the large springs characteristic 
of the porous yoleanic sandstone. The Madison itself was carrying 
possibly 200 feet of water, sometimes thinly spread out in a broad chan- 
nel, sometimes narrow and deep, with dangerous holes. Trout were 
shy and appeared to be few. Antelope and black-tailed deer were seen 
in considerable numbers in this park-like region, which continued up to 
the mouth of the upper cation of the Madison. 

The cafion is narrow, with lofty cliffs on either hand, running up to 
$00, 1,000, and 1,200 feet at different points. Passing up the north 
bank, our trail lay for much of the distance along the edge of the river, 
On the steep debris-slopes of the mountain. The cliffs consist mainly of 
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columnar porphyry, which disintegrates rapidly, forming pretty solid 
but very porous slopes, and so yield numerous springs and form many 
small bogs along the river’s edge. Ripe red raspberries were abundant 
along these slopes, but were not seen elsewhere, I believe, on the whole 
trip. The springy character of these débris is apparently the only serious 
obstacle to the building of a railroad through the cation, which has been 
suggested by parties who desire to facilitate access to the geyser-basins; 
but the disintegrated rock reconsolidates so well that I should antici- 
pate no trouble from the springs. A noticeable feature of the river 
along here is its apparent freedom from freshets ; the vegetation runs 
down to the water’s edge, and no accumulations of drift-wood were 
observed. Does the heat which escapes so freely in these upper basins 
remove the snows so constantly and steadily throughout the winter 
that no accumulations are left ty cause freshets by rapid melting in 
spring? 

The cliffs along the cafion at various points are both beautiful and 
grand; but we resisted the temptation to give names to all the different 
points, which is said to have overcome others who have passed this 
way; theugh Mr. Raymond has not yet seen fit to publish the names 
for which he would claim priority. (See Christian Union, New York, 
May, 1872, p. 437.) 
We had supposed ourselves the only travelers in this region, when 

suddenly we encountered a party of officers and soldiers from Fort Ellis 
and other northern posts, under the leadership of General Gibbon, who 
had been visiting the wonders of the Yellowstone and geyser regions. 
After a brief exchange of courtesies and information, both parties were 
again on the march, and we soon emerged from the cafon and camped 
at the forks of the river. While the main stream came from the south- 
ward, yet the real continuation of the valley we had been following was 
occupied by the stream coming from the eastward with perhaps 40 feet 
of water. As this stream had been partially explored by General Gib- 
bon, who gave us some useful information concerning it, we have called 
it Gibbon’s Fork of the Madison. Its valley continues eastward for 
some eight or ten miles, when the depression terminates, the stream 
entering it from the north, where its sources evidently lie high up on the 
divide toward Gardiner’s River. Following directions given by General 
Gibbon, we found, about half a mile above our camp, the first indication 
of our approach to the geyser region, in a cluster of ltot springs, which 
have formed a terrace a little back from the north bank of the stream, 
and from 60 to 80 feet above its level. The water flows from a dozen or 
more different openings, of which the principal one is a pit from 2 to 3 
feet in diameter and 15 feet or more in ‘depth, from which water is 
ejected with constant ebullition to a height of from 1 foot to 3 feet above 
the level of the surrounding pool. The pool itself is of an irregular 
form, something like the outline of a goat-skin bottle, with the spring 
in the mouth of it, about 200 feet long by from 50 to 90 feet wide in its 
main part, while the narrowest part of the neck is from 10 to 15 feet 
wide. The temperature, at the point of nearest safe approach to the 
center of ebullition, was 146°; 100 feet distant, the water escaping from 
the pool gave 126°; while the farthest point of the pool gave 120°. 
The exit flow was rapid, along a channel averaging about 3 feet 
wide by 9 inches deep. This had built up its banks a few inches above 
the surrounding level, and at two or three points the deposit had even 
bridged the stream. The second pool in size was quadrangular in form 
and measured about 50 feet on a side. The center of ebullition could 
not be approached; and the water along the edges of the pool gave 
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only 113°. The smaller flows varied from 110° up to 134°, and in one 
case up to 150°. Several old openings along the outer edge of the 
terrace were long since deserted; and the flow is now only from higher 
levels farther back. The deposit thus appears to stop up the channels 
and so to force the water back, until it finds or makes new openings in 
the disintegrating jointed masses of the porphyry which form the 
underlying stratum and the hill behind the terrace. At only one point 
is there a ‘strong flow from below: this is on the immediate bank of the 
stream, and the temperature, being only 92°, indicates a mingling of 
eold and hot springs. 

The other fork of the Madison has from this point been called the 
Fire-Hoie River; but it is hardly a distinct stream, and should more 
properly be called the Fire-Hole Fork of -the Madison. For about five 
miles above its mouth it passes through a succession of small cafions with 
precipitous walls, which render the stream inaccessible in most places. 
Atone point there is a fine fall of about 50 feet. There are also two 
long successions of rapids, with many points of artistic beauty. After 
emerging from the canon, and getting far enough out in the bottoms to 
clear the timber and look back, we found that we had risen so rapidly 
as to be now on the level of the top of the cliffs on the south side of 
the great cation through which we had passed on the previous day, 
while those on the north side are seen to rise rapidly from the borders 
of the cafion into a lofty mountain-mass, whose northern slopes must 
give rise to some of the head-waters of Gallatin River. 
We now come to the stream which Dr. Hayden descended in coming 

from the Yellowstone in 1871, and which was named to him, by his 
guides, as the east fork of the Madison. That name has been applied 
to at least three different streams. If such a point-of-compass title is 
ever proper, this should most properly belong to that part of the stream 
which comes out of the Gallatin Mountains and joins the Madison nearly 
opposite Tyghee Pass. We now propose to call the stream which joins 
the Madison-at the lower end of the geyser-basins Hayden’s Fork, after 
its first known explorer. Here we first met with the hot springs of 
the lower geyser-basin. One of the first, directly on the bank of the 
river, had a temperature of 197°. In the mucilaginous deposit upon its 
sides, Dr. Curtis found skeletons of diatoms, but no living ones; but, 
for further statements of these microscopical observations, I must refer 
to his detailed report. About a quarter mile farther up the stream, 
above the first bend, a strong spring, boiling intermittently, but rarely 
over a foot in height, with a pool about 25 feet long by from 6 to 12 
feet in width, gave a temperature of 200°, the highest found in the 
whole region, and a fraction above the boiling-point theoretically due 
to that elevation. And now we were in the midst of hot springs and 
geysers, and shortly camped on a wooded knoll which overlooks a con- 
siderable part of the Lower Basin. We had expected to meet Dr. Hay- 
dlen’s party in this neighborhood, and soon learned that they had reached 
the Basin, coming from Bozeman, via the Yellowstone valley, a few hours 
before us, and had pitched camp about a mile farther east. Next morn- 
ing, therefore, we moved over and joined them. The collections of both 
parties were now packed up; specimeps were gathered from the 
geysers; and Mr. Stevenson started with them, on August 17, for Vir- 
ginia City, both to ship the specimens and to procure provisions for our 
return trip. Dr. Hayden’s party also started down the Madison, on the 
20th, and we were again nearly alone, though a few visitors from Mon- 
tana were also in “the Basin and camped near us part of the time. 
Among them was probably the first lady who ever saw the geysers— 
Mrs. Stone, of Bozeman. * 
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YELLOWSTONE FALLS—GEYSER BASINS—MADISON LAKK— 
SHOSHONE LAKE—MOUNT SHERIDAN—HEAD OF SNAKE 
RIVER—JACKSON’S LAKE—RETURN TO FORT HALL. 

During Mr. Stevenson’s absence, seven of us made a short trip to the 
Yellowstone Falls and Lake, starting on the morning of the 21st. As 
far as to the forks of Hayden’s Fork, we had no difficulty in following 
the trail; but here, among the swampy ground, it spread out so as to 
be very blind, and we finally decided to make one for ourselves, 
following a northeasterly course. The slopes of the dividing ridge 
are heavily timbered; and, at some points, we found difficulty in 
forcing our way, though much twisting about was generally the extent 
of our trouble. The pack-mule, however, was contiaually running 
against trees and loosening the rope; so that either “ tightening up” or 
‘‘re-packing” was necessary at least twenty-five times, in making not 
over five miles. Upon reaching the crest, we found that this was the 
highest point of the ridge for several miles, being about 8,893 feet above 
the sea; but this we did not regret, when we came to view the surround- 
ing scenery; for we not only enjoyed the sight of a broad expanse of 
beautiful country, but were able to select a route which saved us some 
mniles of travel, From the summit, we descended directly to the head 
of a stream-valley which shortly opened out into broad, grassy areas, 
along which we traveled rapidly toward the main valley. Near the 
head-waters of this little stream, we passed several mud-pots and warm 
springs, some of the latter showing considerable deposits of sulphur. 
Emerging from the foot-hills, we found that this stream joined the Yel- 
lowstone south of the Crater Hills; we therefore crossed the rolling 
prairie to the northward, and camped near the mouth of a large creek 
which joins the river just north ef the Crater Hills, having traveled, as 
we judged, about twenty-seven miles. Next morning we struck the 
trail near the mouth of the creek, and reached the falls in about eight 
miles. 

Here, there is little to add to the descriptions already published. We 
examined and admired the canon and falls from all the customary points ; 
but those of us who descended to the red knob which stands out in the 
middle of the canon, in front of the lower fall and slightly above its 
level, agreed that this was by far the best point from which to view it. 
Mr. Jackson’s best photographs of the fall were taken from this point. 
Descents to the bottom of the cafion below the fall have heretofore been 
made on the east side, the slopes on the west side having been held im- 
practicable. But, with considerable difficulty, I made a way down, 
often reaching ahead with my hammer to cut holes for the next steps, 
and stood at the foot of the fall. The water is mostly broken into drops 
before reaching the bottom, and the air is filled with spray, driven vio- 
lently down the cafion by the strong wind created by the rush of the 
fall. The slopes which are thus kept wet are well covered with grasses 
and flowers, of which several species were gathered. This is evidently 
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a favorite grazing-ground of deer and elk, whose tracks abounded, even 
on the steepest slopes. I was here the victim of a curious delusion. 
Looking up toward the fall, I saw what appeared to be patches of small 
flowers, of a rich, blue color, closely resembling the patches of brilliant 
blue “ forget-me-nots,” which ornament the higher crests above us. In 
pursuit of them, [ pressed on until the spray became a drenching rain, 
when suddenly I saw at my feet patches of the same blue; but they 
were only sky reflections from the wet rocks! The walls of the canton are 
largely composed of soft volcanic ashes, hardly cemented, which disinte- 
erate rapidly; and the slopes are largely covered with sliding masses of 
the sand thusformed. Where thisis reached bythespray of the fall, it is 
partly further disintegrated into a bluish-gray mud, and subsequently 
partially cemented into a fine-grained argillaceous sandstone, stratified 
parallel to the slopes. These slopes descend directly into the river, so 
that, even at the bottom, the utmost care must be used in walking. 
Along the edge of the river, several small hot springs occur, which steam 
moderately, but rarely to such an extent as to be visible from the top of 
the canon. I was able to reach but one of these, which had a tempera- 
ture of 150°. On the opposite bank, a miniature geyser was in opera- 
tion; from the top of a steep cone, about a foot high, a half-inch stream 
was constantly spirting about a foot from the orifice. In ascending, I 
followed the track of an elk, part of the way, and found much less diffi- 
culty than in the descent. On the east slope, regular game-trails are 
numerous; and I think that most of the animals which graze on the 
western spray-slope approach and leave it by fording or swimming the 
Tiver. 

The upper fall, though less than one-third the height of the lower, 
appears far grander, by reason of the momentum of the mass of water, 
gained while rushing down the rapids which extend about a half mile 
up stream. 

About 11 a. m. on the 23d, we started southward, passing the Crater 
Hills and the Mud Geysers, and camped on the shore of the lake, near 
its outlet, about 5 p. m., the distance being eighteen miles. The trails were 
distinct and tolerably level. The soil here is very loose and washes 
easily; so that, in many places, the trails made in 1870 and 1871 are 
already badly gullied. This should be considered, in laying out roads 
and trails through-the park. 
On most of the early maps of this region, a large lake is represented 

at the head of the Yellowstone, under the name of Eustis’s Lake, a name 
supposed to have been given in honor of General Eustis, of the Engineer 
Bureau. Later, it appears as Sublette’s Lake; and now, for several 
years, it has been called by the general name of Yellowstone Lake. If 
any law of “ priority” isto hold in geography, it would appear that the 
name of Eustis should be again and permanently applied to it, unless 
the original Indian name be ascertained and substituted for all later ones. 
Aside from this general principle of priority, there is no doubt that the 
present name is the best; and it has become so generally known that it 
is likely to hold. The first map which, so far as known, represents the 
lake with anything like its true form is a manuscript one by Jedediah 
S. Smith, who hunted through the mountains from California to the 
British Possessions, during the years from 1821 to 1830. The original 
was purchased in Oregon for the War Department, but is supposed to 
have never reached Washington. A copy, taken in 1853, exists in the 
hands of Mr. George Gibbs, of New Haven, Connecticut. 
When we arrived at the lake, in the afternoon, the usual daily wind 

was blowing, and considerable waves were dashing upon the beach; but 
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both wind and waves subsided during the night, and both air and water 
were perfectly calm at sunrise next morning. While getting breakfast, 
we heard every few moments a curious sound, between. a whistle and a 
hoarse whine, whose locality and character we could not at first determine, 
though we were inclined to refer it to water-fowl on the otherside of the 
lake. As the sun got higher, the sound increased in force, and it now 
became evident that gusts of wind were passing through the air above 
us, though the pines did not as yet indicate the least motion in the lower 
atmosphere. We started before the almost daily westerly wind, of which 
these gusts were evidently the forerunners, had began to ruffle the 
lake. 

Grasshoppers were so scarce that we did not succeed in catching a 
single one of the wormy trout for which the lake is famous. 

Reaching the mud-geysers about 10 o’clock, we found the principal 
spring just ready to erupt, and so were detained only a few minutes. 
Having thus briefly inspected the wonders of the Yellowstone, we 

turned back along the regular trail toward the geyser-basins, and got 
to camp that night by a rather hard march of about thirty-seven miles. 
Considering the characters of ground and timber along this trail, we 
were satisfied that we lost nothing by leaving it on our outward trip. 

During this time, Mr. Bechler had gone, with his assistants, to examine 
the divide to the west of the Fire-Hole, and to locate a stream supposed to 

-existin that direction and which had been mapped as the south fork of the 
Madison. But no such stream exists, unless it be the short one before 
described as forming in the north face of the mountain, just east of 
Tyghee Pass. The divide is high and largely covered with dense tim- 
ber, mostly young, the old growth having been burned off. Only vol- 
eanic rocks were found, being mostly obsidian sandstones, which are 
very porous. Accordingly, he found but little water. Springs and pools 
occasionally appeared in the cafions, but soon sank again. From what 
Isaw elsewhere in this neighborhood, I judge that he would probably 
have found more open timber and more water along the spurs than he 
did along the cations. Hollows among and upon the spurs become par- 
tially puddled, and so frequently hold water; while the flow of springs, 
constantly wearing their channels, however slightly, is quickly absorbed 
by porous soils. At two points the party found small clusters of hot 
springs, some of which spouted a little, but no considerable geysers. 
The cafions, running westward, finally lead out to the basin of Henry’s 
Lake, whence the party returned by our old trail through Tyghee Pass. 

Concerning the geysers, springs, and pools of the main geyser-basins 
on Fire-Hole Fork, so much has already been written that I propose to 
merely note a few of the more prominent points which especially at- 
tracted my attention, and which have to do rather with generalities than 
with details, except in case of localities not visited by those who have pub- 
lished descriptions. In this latter case I think it best to be pretty full, 
in order that we may reach as far toward a complete description of this 
interesting region as is possible for those who only make brief visits to 
it. It is to be hoped that means will be found, ere long, to locate two or 
three persons here for an entire season, so that, by protracted detailed 
observations, we may obtain something like an approximate idea of the — 
laws which govern the wonderful phenomena here displayed on so grand 
a seale. 

At one point in the lower basin, near the Architectural Geyser, we 
found masses of voleanic sandstone, perforated by numerous irregular 
holes from a quarter inch to an inch in diameter, which had evidently 
been dissolved out by the hot waters, in their escape to the surface. 
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Here, I think, we have an example, on a small scale, of the process by 
which the large cavernous pools. of which so many examples occur all 
about us, have been excavated. It would appear that, in many cases 
at least, the hot alkaline (?) water, as it reaches the surface, is not thor- 
oughly saturated with silica, and accordingly dissolves away the walls 
of its orifices, so as to undermine the surrounding area, the surface of 
which falls in, until, in many cases, large caverns are excavated. This 
action appears to be limited in two ways: first, the pool may reach such 
dimensions that the quantity of water constantly supplied bears so 
small a ratio to the whole contents that the whole pool becomes par- 
tially cooled as weil as somewhat concentrated by evaporation, and so 
the excavation is checked, if not stopped; and, secondly, the supply- 
pipe may become almost entirely stopped up, so that: barely enough 
water is supplied to make good the loss by evaporation, in which case 
the solution of silica would become supersaturated, and the silica itself 
be deposited on the walls and bottom of the pool until it be ultimately 
closed again, unless the stoppage of the tube be removed, and 
the succession of conditions thus begun again. If, however, the 
stoppage of the tube be complete, the silica will soon all be de- 
posited by reason of the evaporation of the water, and the pool will 
become a dry cavern, except in positions where it may be kept full by 
the drainage of surface-waters. The large deep: pools, however, are 
generally very hot, showing a constant supply from beneath, and many 
of them are in constant ebullition, though rarely true geysers; indeed, 
I believe that the Giantess, in the Upper Basin, is the sole exception to 
the rule, so far as yet observed; and this is probably in its last. stages 
and near extinction, if we may judge by the length and irregularity of 
its intervals. 

The smaller vents vary greatly in temperature, depending apparently 
upon the greater or less freedom of their connection with the heat- 
centers below. In some cases they are few and solitary, with little or 
no deposit about them, as if they had been but recently opened. Again, 
they are in large clusters, of which the more elevated vents are generally, 
though not always, the hottest. It would appear that the comparatively 
compact deposit of nearly pure silica, formed by the flowing water, is 
much less readily dissolved and disintegrated, by the hot flow beneath, 
than is the silica of the more porous and partly argillaceous volcanic 
rock which forms the slopes of the hills; so that, when a vent is once 
stopped, it is very rarely re-opened, unless by earthquake-cracking, and 
the checked water is forced backward and escapes at higher and 
higher points on the hill-sides. In the geysers, the tube, being exposed 
to the air at frequent intervals, while it is yet dripping with the rapidly 
evaporating water of previous eruptions, receives constantly new layers 
of silica, which are but slightly, if at all, re-dissolved by the next erup- 
tion ; and so its size is constantly decreased, until the tube becomes en- 
tirely closed and a new vent is opened elsewhere. 

In the clusters of small vents, there is generally more or less sympa- 
thetic action, showing that they open into some common chamber be- 
low, but that the connecting passages are more or less contracted, so 
that the flow of steam and water is far from being controlled by the ordi- 
nary laws of hydrostatics. Frequently a large vent, whether a geyser 
or simply a boiling pool,is surrounded by a number of small ones, which 
are active while it is quiet and quiet while it is active. I stood, one 
morning, upon the mound of Fountain Geyser, in the Lower Basin, 
whose pool was filled to overflowing, and was watching a vehement 
steam-jet, a hundred yards away, on the lower slopes of the terrace. 
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Suddenly this ceased, and, at the same instant, Fountain commenced 
playing, throwing a body of water, some 10 feet in diameter, though 
mostly broken into drops, to constantly varying heights of frem 5 to over 
40 feet. This continued for about thirty minutes, and then ceased rather 
abruptly ; as suddenly, the steam-jet commenced again. About twenty 
minutes later it ceased again, and a small pool, a few yards from 
Fountain, which had been empty before the latter’s eruption, but par- 
tially filled by its overflow, immediately began to boil and to spit water 
from 5 to 10 feet high, and continued intermittently for a half hour or 
more. During its periods of moderate boiling, the steam-jet opened 
again, but ceased when the boiling became more violent. Other vents 
in the neighborhood seemed to have some slight sympathy with these. 
Similar facts were noted elsewhere. Thus, in the Upper Basin, Grand 
Geyser has only a small pool, and erupts only at long intervals. Close 
by its side, Turban Geyser is almost constantly disturbed, and has fre- 
quent small jettings of from 5 to 20 feet; but, when Grand, without giv- 
ing any warning, sprang suddenly into its magnificent eruption, nearly 
200 feet in height, Turban seemed startled into more violent action, 
reaching 70 or 80 feet, and rising and falling synchronously with Grand. 
Giant stands, with another good-sized mound, upon a broad platform on 
the river-bank. As | first saw it, water was spirting, intermittently, to 
heights varying from 6 inches to 20 feet, from some fifteen or twenty small 
vents on various parts of this platform. When the two large vents began 
to show activity, though boiling to only small elevations, theselittle ones 
became quiet. When Fan Geyser was in full eruption, its partner, 30. 
yards off, was steaming gently. Fan stopped for a moment, and its 
partner fairly roared with a rush of steam, which stopped as soon as Fan 
opened again. Yet they are not in full sympathy; for, on another oc- 
casion, Fan was steaming or boiling very gently, while its partner was 
boiling furiously, and throwing water 5 or 10 feet high, but with quiet 
intervals, during which Fan showed no access of force. (Under such 
circumstances, one is inclined to question whether Fan’s partner may 
not possibly serve as the vent for two distinct geyser-tubes.) The three 
pools which surround Giantess lost much water by her eruption, but were 
not drained as low as the bottom of her pit when that was empty. 

In many cases, however, vents almost side by side show not the least 
sympathy. About 200 feet east of the Steady Geyser, in the Lower 
Basin, which constantly spouts from 5 to 20 feet, Young Hopeful spirts 
from 2 to 10 feet high for from sixty-five to eighty seconds, with quiet 
intervals of about the same length. About 60 feet from it, another small 
vent spirts from 6 inches to 2 feet, for from thirty to forty seconds, with 
intervals of from forty-five to sixty seconds. Here is evidently no 
sympathy. 

The deposits made by the springs and geysers vary greatly. Where 
the flow is gentle, the deposition generally takes place in thin lamine, 
of thickness varying from that of a sheet of paper to a quarter inch. 
Though, as previously stated, this is so compact as to be dissolved with 
difficulty from below, yet its thin lamine are readily separated and 
broken by frost, and form a very peculiar fine gravel, immediately ree- 
ognized after having been once seen, which has served to indicate the 
former location of hot springs over broad areas which give no other 
evidence of such vents ever having existed. In the small pools 
which surround many of the geysers, we frequently find great numbers 
of apparently water-worn pebbles; but, upon breaking them, we find 
their structure concentric, and it becomes evident that they have grown 
by constant surface-accretions, while the frequent agitation of the pools, 
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by water falling from the geyser jets, has prevented their being cemented 
to the bottom, “and has at the same time aided in keeping them smooth. 
Where these are few, so as to have plenty of room for rolling, they are 
commonly quite regular, and often nearly spherical; but, where they 
are numerous and crowded, they wear each other quite irregularly, so that 
polyhedral forms abound. Often, while the lower portions are thus poly- 
hedral, the exposed upper surfaces are quite regularly spheroidal. The 
original centers of concretion seem to have been very minute fragments, 
broken from the surfaces of the geyser-cones, probably by the rush of 
the eruption. In some cases, the upper surfaces of these concretions are 
pearly, in others they are beaded; occasionally the whole surface is beaded, 
or is covered with prickly points. These surfaces are also frequently 
deposited upon fragments of the laminated material which may have | 
by any means found their way into these crystallizing baths. These 
pearly and beaded and prickly surfaces are also individual characteris- 
tics of the deposits of different geysers, and vary greatly in detail. The 
immediate orifice of a geyser is almost universally beaded, and this 
character extends to greater or less distances from it, according to the 
distribution of the falling water, surfaces frequently thus washed or 
sprinkled being almost universally of this character. Such surfaces, on 
the contrary, as are frequently bathed in steam, without much spray, 
are nearly always pearly, as if the steam itself carried enough silica to 
form the extremely thin layers which are essential to pearly luster. 
This is commonly the character of the upper surfaces of those coral-like 
growths which form along the borders of many of the quiet hot pools, 
while their lower surfaces are covered with prickly points. In nearly 
every pool, except where ebullition is so strong as to break up such ten- 
der tissues, we see gelatinous vegetable forms allied to mycelium, or 
the ‘‘mother” of vinegar, sometimes in broad, thick sheets, sometimes 
in thick branching forms, resembling sponges, sometimes in long waving 
fibers. The former kinds are generally either green or rusty brown; 
the fibrous forms are generally pure white. These are very common in 
the rapidly-flowing outlets of the hot pools, and are continually repro- 
duced as these channels fill up with newly-deposited silica; so that, in 
breaking through the crust, we often find lamine filled with molds of 
those fibers, and sometimes "to such an extent as to closely resemble 
silicified wood. 
From our camp on the east side of the lower basin we saw on several 

occasions tall columns of steam rising from near the foot of the ridge 
on the extreme western side of the basin, but at first referred them to 
the cluster among which we had camped on the evening of our arrival. 
But upon examination we found a considerable stream coming from west of 
the Twin Buttes, which had not been seen by previous explorers, and 
whose valley included a cluster of large geyser-mounds, from which these 
columns of steam must have escaped. Though this group was visited 
on three different occasions, none of us were so fortunate as to witness 
any eruption from these vents. On entering the valley from below, we 
see before us a range of four large mounds running diagonally across 
it. The two central ones are the highest, and appear so much as if they 
were guarding the upper valley that this was called Sentinel Branch. 
Approaching this row from the east, the first spring observed is upon a 
low mound, near the foot of the spur which separates this valley from 
the main one. It is a deep oval pool, whose two diameters are about 
12 and 15 feet, with a beantifully-scalloped edge, not raised above the 
general surface of the mound. The temperature is 198°, and this is 
probably a geyser. Several small vents also appear on this ‘mound, bat 
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no other is important. A little to the left, as we advance across the 
valley, upon a very flat mound, we find a cluster of four large and sey- 
eral small vents. The beady deposit about them is very pretty. One | 
of the larger vents apparently spouts moderately, though not frequently. 
The temperatures vary from 191° to 193°. A few rods farther on, we 
come to a truncated conical mound, rising about 22 feet above the creek, 
on whose bank it stands. Upon the summit is a shallow, nearly circu. 
lar, pool, about nine feet across, bordered with an exquisite frilled edging, 
from four to six inches high from the surface of the mound. From this, 

three or four small streams flow over the edge and down the side of the 
mound through deeply-imbedded channels. This appears to bea strong 
spouter, and is probably the source of the tall column of steam before 
mentioned. The creek cuts into the base of the mound on the north 
and west sides, and will probably before many years cut into the central 
tube and cause the eruptions to. take a horizontal direction, as well as, 
or instead of, a vertical one. The temperature is 198°. A few rods. 
farther, on the west side of the creek, stands another mound of the same 
form, but from two to three feet lower, and its pool is a little less regu- 
lar. It has also a small conical vent just outside the pool. This has 
probably been a strong spouter, but I think that it does not now erupt; 
temperature, 197°. The ornamentation about these two pools appeared 
to me, as weil as to others, to be the most beautiful of any in the whole 
basin. Still going westward, we find, in the extreme edge of the valley, 
on the top of a low mound, a cluster of four vents, from one to two and 
a half feet across, quite irregular in shape, and all boiling too violently 
to allow one to take the temperatures. All were surrounded by bead-like 
incrustations. I judge that they all spout moderately. Along this 
western side of the valley, the base of the hill is thoroughly saturated 
by the flow of very numerous cold and slightly warm springs. About 
a quarter-mile above the mounds, we found the creek flowing rapidly in 
a narrow deep channel with muddy banks, and not easily crossed. Its 
temperature of 52°, and the entire absence of the siliceous fragments 
elsewhere so abundant, satisfied us that no hot springs exist in the upper 
part of its valley. Returning to our former crossing, between the high 
mounds, we turned south along the east side of the valley. Here is a 
low mound on the foot of the spur, which had shown only the smallest 
whiffs of steam, and had been supposed to be nearly extinct; but, upon 
approaching the vent, we found a deep basin, apparently hollowed out 
of dark basalt, but really lined with a smooth-surfaced dark reddish-, 
‘brown siliceous deposit, made by the spring itself. This is very different 
in color from any other known in the whole Fire-Hole Valley, and was. 
called the Iron Pot. It was boiling moderately at about six feet below 
the surface, when first seen, but afterward filled nearly to the surface. 
Its temperature could not be obtained. The form of the pool is ovate, 
about 7 feet by 5 at the lowest level seen, and expanding above to about 
10 feet by 7. Though it may often fill its pool, it probably does not 
spout much. A hundred yards farther south, along the foot of the 
spur, there is:an irregularly-oblong, steaming pool, about 100 feet by 30, 
and from 15 to 20 feet deep, with two or three deeper pits. . At the east . 
end it boils constantly and sends off dense clouds of steam. Along the 
edge at this end, the ordinary pearly-beaded deposits are abundant, while 
a few inches within the rim, and sometimes attached to it, were numer- 
ous coral or mushroom-like forms with broad tops expanding irom a 
slender base. The portions of these forms which are toward the steam, 
and so are constantly moist, are covered with small points, re- 
minding one of the polyp-cells of the Madrepores, while the oppo- 

e 
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site sides, which must be alternately wetted by the steam and 
spray and dried by the wind, have the beautiful pearly luster, 
partly due to the thin lamination of its structure and partly to the 
opaline composition of the material. The west end of the pool is shal- 
low, and the water flows from it to the foot of the slope over broad and 
shallow terraced steps, resembling the deposits of the calcareous springs 
of Gardiner’s River, though on a much smaller scale. The main pool 
nowhere showed a higher temperature than 1879, but a little vent two 
feet from its rim gave 19.°. Several small pools and vents were noticed 
in the adjoining timber, but none that deserve special mention. 
Though this whole valley is more or less miry, yet its luxuriant 

growth of grasses and other forage-plants attracts the game, whose trails 
abound in every direction; and this is probably the best location for a 
ranch that can be found in the Lower Basin. The camping-ground on 
the east side of the valley is low and damp, so as to be unhealthy for a 
prolonged stay. If a hotel were to be located in the region, the best 
place would probably be on the foot-hills on the east side of the river, 
between the Lower and Upper Basins, since cold springs and abundant 
forage within easy reach would there be combined with dry locations for 
building, while the wonders and beauties of either basin would be but a 
short distance off. 
Most of the cold ponds found at intervals throughout the valley are 

plainly extinct hot springs; but, among the timbered hills about a half 
mile southwest of the White Dome Geyser, there is a large one which 
is not of this character. Ithas no outlet. Just south of it is another 
hollow, once occupied by a still larger pond, of which only a small pool 
now remains, while the old bottom is covered with a very luxuriant 
growth of grasses and sedges. 

' Between the two basins, Rabbit Branch enters the river from the 
east, with a strong flow of hot water. The whole of its short valley is 
filled with warm and hot springs. The principal one, at the head of the | 
northern fork, a large steaming pool, reaches 148°, and is not surpassed 
by any of its neighbors. About the forks of the stream, a considerable 
cluster of steam-vents, pools, and mud-pots give various temperatures 
up to 186° and 192°; yet, as a whole, the group shows bat little activity. 
Steam-vents and small pools run far up the side of the mountain. At 
the head of the southern fork, separated from the last group by from 200 
to 300 yards of timber, is a cluster of mostly small springs, which shows 
rather greater activity. The principal vent is situated under the pre- 
cipitous bank, and is apparently working backward by undermining the 
overhanging rock. Large masses have already slipped off and fallen into 
the narrow pool, so as to greatly interfere with the free motion of the 
water; and, accordingly, though steaming and boiling furiously, it 
spatters only a short distance. It was impossible to reach the boiling 
center; the nearest accessible part of the pool gave a temperature of 
192°, Crossing the spur to the southward, we found, instead of a broad, 
flat valley, like the one we had just left, a narrow, steep ravine, partly 
with precipitous sides, at only one point of which did we see slight indi- 
cations of warm springs. There was, however, an abundant flow of cold 
springs, fully equal in volume to that of the hot springs of Rabbit 
Branch. As no difference was noticed in the rocks of the two hollows, 
we could refer their difference in form of erosion only to the solvent 
power of the hot waters. 

As we approach the Upper Basin, we find considerable stretches of 
swampy flats, now nearly destitute of any signs of hot-spring action, 
but probably occupied by such springs in former times. In the Upper 
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‘ Basin, we find fewer of the mire-holes which render travel difficult and 
even dangerous in some parts of the Lower Basin. The surface is made 
up largely of the thinly-laminated sinter, broken up by frost and sun, 
and partly of the clay left behind in the disintegration of the volcanic 
rocks and the removal of the silica by the hot waters. 

The larger geysers, so far as yet known, are clustered within a rather 
limited area, so that one can generally watch three or four at once. The 
different ones have very different periods of eruption; and, in many, 
the successive intervals of any one vary considerably. The violence of 
eruptions also varies greatly; but no law of connection between relative 
violence and length of interval has yet been determined. Many of the 
geysers erupt without any noise, other than the mere rush of water and 
steam; but the eruptions of several of the larger ones are constantly 
accompanied by violent regular pulsations, audible to a considerable 
distance, and shaking the earth for many rods, as if a fifty-thousand- 
horse-power steam-pump were in full action down below. In one erup- 
tion of Giantess, five or six pulsations were heard before the water be- 
gan to rise. Their rate was at first seventy-three per minute, but 
slightly decreased toward the close of the eruption. One eruption of 
Grand started with seventy-two pulsations per minute, which decreased 
to seventy, in the course of twenty minutes, and became fainter and 
fainter. Another, of the same geyser, started at seventy-three per min- 
ute, slowing gradually. In most instances, these pulsations cease when 
the flow of water ceases; but they were once observed to continue for 
some minutes after the opening of the final rush of steam. This escape 
of steam often comes with greater velocity and noise than that of the 
water, and is really a part of the eruption, though generally not so con- 
sidered. 

The erosion effected by the erupted water is generally very slight, 
being confined, even in case of the most abundant flow, to the channels 
by which the water escapes and to the space immediately about the 
vent, where, however, the sinter is generally very compact, and is in- 
creased by deposition from evaporation rather than eroded by the fall- 
ing jet. In the case of Fan Geyser, the main jet, instead of being ver- 
tical or nearly so, escapes at an angle of about 60° with the horizon, 
and the falling water has hollowed out the disintegrating sinter quite 
deeply for a space of about 115 feet from the vent. 

Jn some of the shallower hot pools, we find beautiful rosettes of sin- 
ter, of variable thickness, slightly attached to the bottom. In their 
earliest stages, these are extremely thin, and from the lower side small 
spiny processes fall to the bottom, much like the rooting-processes of 
the bryozoans, or the roots which depend from the branches of the 
mangrove and the banyan. Judging by their general appearance and 
conditions, these probably originate as fragments of very thin pellicles 
formed by evaporation upon the very surface of the pool, and, broken up 
by the wind, each fragment tends to sink; but some of them escape that 
fate, and more material accumulates by evaporation upon their wet edges, 
so that they become basin-shaped and float securely. I cannot account 
for the basal spires, about which a solid pedestal finally accumulates, ex- 
cept by supposing that they have central nuclei of the small fibers of 
H yeelium, which are floating in all these pools in greater or less abun- 
ance. 
With the exception of these low-grade vegetables, and the larves of _ 

Helicopsyche, found by Mr. Taggart in water of temperature of 180°, we 
ge no evidence of the existence of living forms in these very “hot 
pools. 

- 
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A small stream, carrying, perhaps, 15 feet of water, enters the river 
from the west, just below the mouth of Iron Spring Creek. It rises far 
up on the western divide. About a half mile up from the river, we enter 
a sharp, narrow caiion, along which small hot springs still occur, and 
arrive, in about a half mile farther, at a fine fall and cascade, some 80 
or 90feet high. The chief interest of the spot isin the inclined bedding 
of the voleanic sandstone, which dips strongly to the southwest. So far 
as I could judge, this was not consequent upon disturbance and up- 
heayal of the beds, but upon the slope of the surface upon which 
the materials were originally deposited. Upon the west side of Sen- 
tinel Branch, I found westerly dips, and upon the divide, toward 
the Yellowstone, northeasterly dips. Though the question cannot pos- 
itively be decided without many more detailed observations, yet I am 
strongly inclined to believe that we have at these points remnants of the 
outward slopes of a huge crater, whose central area was large enough 
to include most if not allof the heat-ventsof the two geyser-basins. 
Possibly there was a central cross-division between the two basins; but 
I noticed no decisive dips thereabout. On the foot-hills of the east- 
ern ridge, perhaps a hundred and fifty. yards southeast of Giantess, 
westerly dips occur, which, according to the above supposition, must 
represent the internal slope of the crater. ‘ 

Mr. Stevenson returned from Virginia City with supplies on the last 
day of August, and we started upon our return-trip the next day. Stop- 
ping one day in the upper basin, to make our final observations upon the 
geysers, whose like we expected to see no more for years, we again 
moved southward on September 3. 
Above Old Faithful, which is recognized as the last large geyser of 

the upper basin, there are only a few hot springs, mostly small, inelud- 
ing one small geyser. The valley soon narrows to a deep, impassable 
caZon, with perpendicular walls of trachyte, with nearly vertical dips 
and east and west strike. The trail is here forced to the top of the 
bank, following the east side of the cation, and, in the next half mile, 
passes close by a set of beautiful cascades at the head of long rapids. 
The principal fall is 30 feet high and 40 feet wide, with a side jet about 
5 feet wide, like a mill-tail. The water was about 1 foot deep on the 
crest of the fall. Fifty yards below, all this water is forced through a 
passage only about 5 feet wide, and rushes with great violence into a 
deep, still pool below. From a rocky point directly in front of the fall, 
there are fine views up and down the ravine; and it is well worthy of 
a visit from all who would see the beauties as well as the wonders of the 
geyser-basins. The main fall much resembles the Middle Fall at Trenton, 
New York. From this point, the parties of 1871 turned across the divide 
toward Yellowstone Lake. The rapids above the fall are moderate, and 
the banks spread out into a flat bottom, much of which is swampy. To 
avoid this swampy ground, the trail, which here crosses the river, turns 
up over the bounding range of hills on the west. In the hollows, we now 
find many small ponds covered with lily-pods; but only a few of the 
yellow blossoms appeared. A few of these ponds have small outlets, and 
small but apparently constant supplies of water, but most of them are 
entirely inclosed by hills. The surface is here densely timbered, but 
mostly with young growth. 

These hills soon approach the river again, which has here a very 
narrow valley. This, however, suddenly widens again into: a third 
geyser basin. The first intimation of hot springs, if we follow up the 
river-bank, is a strong column of steam appearing among the timber 
on the east side of the valley, just as we enter the basin. Mr. Taggart 

16Gs 
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visited this vent and reported a boiling pool, temperature 190°, over- 
hung by rocky banks, which showed no signs of spouting. As we 
‘emerge from the timber on the west side, we find the lower angle of the 
basin occupied by an area of hot springs, perhaps 500 feet long by 250 
feet wide, with the usual floor of disintegrating Silicious sinter, and 
containing numerous vents, mostly active. Near the center of this area 
stands the chimney of a single geyser. This is a dome-shaped mound, 
averaging 15 feet in diameter and from 11 to 14 feet high, completely 
cover ed with most elegant varieties of the pearly beads before described. 
It is striped vertically with bands of white, dark-green, brownish black, 
and various shades of vellow and orange, the “white being ordinary 
geyserite, while the other colors are apparently of purely vegetable 
origin. On the northside of the dome,- where the main flow from the 
eruptions is now generally scattered, the geyserite has also a beautiful, 
delicate pink tinge. The summit of the northwest side, as seen from 
the northeast, is ornamented with a fine profile of a mild-featured 
human face done in the bead-work. The top of the mound is perforated 
with numerous small three, four, and five-angled apertures, and a single 
larger one between 2 and 3 inches in diameter. In eruption, this larger 
opening throws a stream from 20 to 50, and even to 70, feet in height, 
mostly in drops with much steam. Though the amount of water ejected 
is smail, yet the force is very great; and, in this respect, the eruptions 
much reminded us of those of the Castle Geyser. Its highest jets are 
generally about the middle of the period of eruption. Eruptions take 
place at somewhat irregular intervals, but generally are about two hours 
apart. During such as were carefully observed, there was first a period 
ot violent activity, continuing from three to four minutes and ceasing 
suddenly; then, a quiet interval of from eleven to twenty-four minutes; 
then, a second active period of from twenty-three to twenty-six minutes, 
closing gradually with a rush of steam and occasional water-jets. The 
small vents spit furiously all through the eruption, their jets reaching 
3 feet or more in height when the main jet was at its culmination. 
About 10 yards off, on the platform, a small vent is in sympathy, but is 
so nearly stopped up as to be generally overlooked. I think it probable 
that this was wider in the younger days of the geyser, and has become 
stopped up equally with the latter. It is evident that eruption at this 
point must soon cease, unless the great force developed beneath shall 
be able to break away the upper part of the dome. It is more probable, 
however, from facts observed in the other basins, that a new vent will 
be opened and a new mound built. I could not obtain the temperature 
of the water of the geyser, since the water, except just before and 
during the eruption, retired below the surface-openings; and we had no 
self-registering thermometers with which to measure its heat from a 
safe distance. The surrounding springs, which are nearly. all boiling, 
gave temperatures varying from 185° to 192°. The general elevation 
of the basin is about 7,770 feet, at which the theoretical boiling-point is 
about 198°. The single geyser of the basin was called the Solitary. 

This small basin spreads perhaps a half mile from the stream, and 
includes, near its northwest corner, another cluster of hot springs, some 
of which reach 186°, surrounded by variously -colored deposits, including 
some sulphur. The trail of our main train entered the basin at this 
point. The central part of the basin shows the vents and deposits of 
numerous scattered springs, most of which are nearly or quite extinct, | 
only a few of them still boiling. 
A small stream, which comes in from the west near our’ ean shag 

fine cascade, 130 feet high, about a quarter mile from the river 
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sipply apparently comes from the flow of the numerous small ponds 
anong the hills before mentioned. 

Showers for two days had softened the soil so much that portions of 
ground immediately about the springs, which are perfectly safe in dry 
weather, were now too soft for passage, often letting one down a foot or 
so, and that, too, in places where at that depth one was likely to find 
sealding-hot mud. Fortunately, no serious accidents occurred. 

After a short interval of timber, another small meadow-like basin 
opens to view, occupied by a few small warm springs of no importance. 
Again the mountains close in; so that the stream flows for nearly a 
mile through a narrow rocky caion, with sharp ridges rising from 1,000 
to 1,200 feet high on either side, down whose almost precipitous slopes 
beautiful cascades rushed to the river. The banks are mostly composed 
of obsidian sandstone in tumbling masses; so that I had great difficulty 
in leading my horse through it, while the train was obliged to climb 
over the bounding ridge on the east. The strata are mostly upturned 
at various angles through the canon, but become more nearly horizontal 
at its upper end, where we approach the level of the last flat basin 
about the head of the river. Mr. Bechler reports a large amphitheater, 
resembling a crater, passed by the train as it reached the top of the 
ridge on the east side of the caion. 

The basin surrounding the head of the river is occupied by quite a 
large meadow, tolerably dry in the middle, where the stream winds 
along, but very swampy all around its borders, where numerous cold 
springs escape from the rocky hills. The sites of a few old hot springs, 
long since extinet, are marked by patches of the much-disintegrated 
white geyserite, now mostly buried under the tall grasses and sedges 
which cover the meadow. A small lake, covering perhaps sixty acres, 
occupies the southern end of the valley, where it bends to the eastward; 
and, as the ultimate lake-source of the Madison River, is the only proper 
possessor of the name Madison Lake, which has heretotore been applied 
by the hunters to a large sheet of water upon the other side of the 
divide, under the mistaken idea that it was the head of this river. The 
lake once occupied the entire extent of the basin, having then covered 
a curving area about two miles long by about a half mile wide, but has 
been mostly drained by the erosion of the last canon. The terrace- 
borders of the old lake are faintly indicated at some points, but not so 
plainly that their elevation could be definitely determined. The present 
border of the timber, from 20 to 50 feet above the stream, in the lower 
part of the basin, marks the lowest level at which the lake stood for 
any considerable time. Though the basin receives only three small 
brooks, supplied by the banks of snow which constantly rest upon 
portions of the divide, yet the main stream, where it leaves the basin, 
carries a good body of water, mostly supplied by the large springs 
already mentioned. Some of these are large pools, from 10 to 20 feet 
across, with a strong flow of water boiling up from beneath, sometimes 
through quicksand, sometimes through numerous large openings in the 
‘stiff clay bottom. 

A storm of mingled snow, sleet, and rain detained us here for one day, 
September 5; but next morning it cleared, the snow rapidly melted, 
and we went on. Our hunter, Frank Mounts, had reported a valley 
about two miles south of us, through which a stream flowed westward. 
Accordingly, while the train moved about three miles nearly due east, 
to a new camp on Shoshone Lake, Mv. Bechler and I crossed the south- 
ern divide to the head of the newly-zeported river. We found it tobea 
large stream, formed, within a short distance, from the abundant flow of 
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numerous large springs bursting from low down in the sides of a high 
plateau of very porous ‘volcanic sandstones, which we afterward fotnd to 
extend for several miles to the southward. This was evidently the head 
of one branch of the stream crossed and camped on by us on the even- 
ing of August 3, as we were ascending the valley of Henry’s Fork. In 
the absence of any prior designation, I have called this Bechler’s River. 
Its upper course is among deep ravines, with sharp slopes, but well 
timbered, for some six or eight miles. It then passes through a rather 
narrow canon, with bare, precipitous walls, whose extent was not de- 
termined, and emerges into a broad, grassy basin, which reaches nearly 
to our lower crossing-place. 

The snow lying among the timber gave us an opportunity of observing 
the game-trails ; and we were surprised at seeing so few. A few miles 
farther e east, game is very abundant. 

In crossing the divide eastward from Madison Lake, the western 
slopes are quite steep, and porphyritic obsidian sandstone appears in 
heavy rounded masses, but slightly disintegrated. On the eastern face 
the slopes are much more easy, and the rock is much Spvueic co into 
a very loose, spongy soil, which, where the timber has been burned 
from the upper spurs, makes very slumpy traveling, at least in wet 
weather. 

Descending the valley of a small but rapid stream, the principal 
affluent of this part of the lake, the trail crosses a considerable area of 
hot springs and geysers, to a good camping-ground on the edge of the 
marsh, which here prevents easy access to the immediate shore of 
Shoshone Lake.* 

If we had not been fresh from the wonders of the Great Geyser- 
Basins of the Fire-Hole Fork, we should have considered the phenomena 
now about us as extremely grand and beautiful. In beauty, indeed, 
these springs are probably ‘unsurpassed ; but the geyser-eruptions ex- 
hibit much less force than those we had just left. Still, L consider it 
desirable to make the recorded descriptions of all these phenomena 
pretty full, and will therefore give a general description of the vents of 
the Shoshone Lake Geyser-Basin. The area occupied by active springs 

*This lake was seen by Dr. Hayden in 1871, while he was returning, with a small 
party, from the Fire-Hole Basins to Yellowstone Lake, but at a point some miles east 
of this camp. His guides informed him thatthe name Madison Lake had been applied 
to it by the hunters, and that it was considered the head of a fork of the Madison River. 
On the strength of this information, in the absence of an opportunity of exploring it suf 
ficiently to verify or disprove the statements, the maps of last year’s report give the 
name as Madison Lake and show a stream which was supposed to connect it with the 
Madison River. Its connection proving not to be with the Madison and Missouri, but 
with the Snake and the Columbia, it became at once a question whether the old name 
should any longer be used for this body of water or should be transferred to the true 
lake-source of the Madison. This latter course was unanimously decided on. The 
latest published map of this region, for many localities the best, and supposably the 
best for this particular neighborhood, since the author claims to have traveled here, is 
one recently compiled by W. W. DeLacey, of Helena, and published by G. W. & C. B. 
Colton, of New York, (edition of 1872.) This shows a so-called Madison Lake, a so- 
called DeLacey’s Lake, located some miles west of the head of the Madison and about 
fifteen miles long, and still a third, called Lake Bessie, all three of which we were ulti- — 
maiely obliged to identify with the body of water now before us. It has, ee 
been considered whether we should adopt either of the two latter names. The last, 
Lake Bessie, was at once rejected, as having been originally proposed for the lake long Fe 
known to the hunters of the region as Heart Lake, for changing whose name there 
was and is no valid reason. The numerous and outrageous errors of the map show ~ 
that neither as discoverer nor as mapper of this lake has Mr. DeLacey any elaim to a 
perpetuation of his name; and, since ne lake occupies a position entirely different 
trom that assigned to DeLacey’ s Lake, we have decided to drop that title, and to eal 
this, in our maps and reports, Shoshone e, as being the head of one of the prine - 
pal forks of the Shoshone or Snake River. 4 
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extends up the stream on both sides about a half mile. In the upper 
edge of the narrow belt of timber which separates the spring-area from 
the lake-shore, is 2 small mud-pot, whose borders were ornamented 
with exquisite cock’scomb-like deposits of a bluish-gray geyserite, con- 
taining sufficient clay to give their pointed tips far more toughness 
than their form would lead one to expect. These forms have not been 
seen at any other point. 
About fifty yards west from this point stands the most important 

geyser of the basin. It has now three vents, standing closely in a row, 
each of which has built up a small mound, beautifully beaded without 
and noted within. The eastern vent has an irregularly-oblong open- 
ing, about 2 feet long and from 8 to 12 inches wide; its mound is 
about a foot high, and stands upon a base of about 3 feet by 4. The 
central mound is about 5 feet in diameter at the base, and about 3 feet 
high, with a deep central, triangular opening, measuring about 30 inches 
on a side. The western one is about 1 foot high, on a base of about 
20 by 30 inches, with two small openings about 2 or 3 inches in diame- 
ter. These stand in the mouth of an old geyser, once probably of great 
power, though now nearly inactive, of which there remains a deep pool 
about 8 feet wide by 12 feet long, in which the surface of the water 
during our stay at this camp was about 3 feet below the top; but it 
evidently overflows at times, and it is possible that it still spouts 
occasionally. It showed no sympathy with the present vents during 
their eruptions. The section of the layers constituting the old mound 
is well shown in the walls of this pit. During eruptions, the west vent 
spouts a little water, 2 or 3 feet high, for from 1 to 2 minutes, and then 
yields a moderate flow of steam. Meanwhile, the center vent is throw- 
ing a very powerful jet from 70 to 90 feet into the air, which, after about 
5 minutes, gradually gives place to steam, the mingled steam and water 
giving the highest jets. The east vent, spouting from 10 to 50 feet, 
throws a solid body of water for about 10 minutes, when the whole 
supply of water seems to be exhausted, and the rush of steam from all 
the vents becomes more violent and continues some 40 to 50 minutes 
longer, gradually declining, however, though with many spasmodic 
renewals. A small flat opening in the space between the central and 
western vents gives exit to a little water while the geyser is preparing 
for eruption, but takes no part in the eruption itself. We called this 
Union Geyser, because of its combination of the various forms of gey- 
seric action. Its temperature, immediately before eruption, was 198°. 
Its periods of eruption are irregular, and no law of irregularity was 
ascertained. An eruption was heard by the men on guard on the night 
after our arrival, but the time was not noted. The first recorded one 
began at 10.28 a. mn., and continued, steam and all, 47 minutes. Its 
highest jet reached the elevation of 92 feet. The next began at 1.55 
p. m1. on the same day, reached 70 feet in height, and lasted 56 minutes. 
Still another was heard at 10.25 p. m., but no further time observations 
were recorded. 
About this spot, there are several quiet and boiling springs; but 

none of the latter spout more than from 1 to 3 feet. Passing up this 
side of the stream, however, for about a hundred yards, we find, just 
above the point of the hill upon our right, the first of a group of lar ger 
vents, of which several seemed to us to deserve names.’ This, which 
was called the Minute Man, has built up a mound about 4 feet high and 
from 12 to 15 feet across, beautifully ornamented with bead- work and 
with the sharp points which usually accompany the more frequent and 
abundant flows of water. This ornamental work spreads far beyond 
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the mound, covering an area at least 40 feet across. Just behind the 
mound, and at its immediate base, there is a large ornamented opening, 
which partly fills before eruptions, but is emptied by them. Much of 
the ejected water falls in such a way as to flow back to this reservoir, 
so as to keep up the supply necessary to the eruptions. These occur 
pretty regularly for some hours, at intervals of from 2 to 3 minutes, but 
gradually decline in force, until the supply of water becomes exhausted. 
Then the geyser iv silent for several hours, until all the crevices, as well 
as the surface-pools, are again filled with water, when its eruptions 
recommence with much violence, the jets then reaching altitudes of 
from 30 to 40 feet. These again decline, and the series of phenomena 
is repeated. As water gets low, the back pool sometimes receives some 
of the steam-pressure ‘and spouts from 5 to 8 feet. At one point 
on the top of the mound, there are some small sulphur-vents, which 
seem to be entirely disconnected with the water-pipes, but maintain 
communications of their own with the volcanic laboratory beneath. 

About 50 feet farther on, Shield Geyser has an ornamented mound 
about 15 inches high, which incloses a shield-shaped opening, measur- 
ing about 8 feet on each of two sides and 7 feet on the third, at the top, 
but narrowing to 4 feet on each of the two sides and 3 feet on the third, 
a little lower, “at what was water-level when I measured it. This spouts 
moderately at intervals of a few hours, but no special notes of its erup- 
tions were taken. By its side its partner has an irregular opening 
about 8 feet long and varying from 10 inches to 3 feet in width. These 
veuts exhibited no sympathy with Minute Man. Their temperature is 
190°. 

Between Shieid Geyser and the foot of the hill, Rosette Spring has a 
triangular basin with sides of about 15, 20, and 25 feet, in whose shal- 
low waters form many most perfect specimens of the beautiful thin- 
leaved rosettes already described as occurring in the Fire-Hole Basin. 
The muddy bottom of this spring contains much sulphur. 
A little rocky knoll intervenes between this and the Bulging Spring, 

which every few moments gives vent to large bubbles of steam, which 
raise a considerable part of its surface from 1 foot to 3 feet, with a 
bulging sound like that of liquid escaping from the bung of an over- 
turned barrel. 

Forty feet beyond, the Soap-Kettle keeps up a furious boiling of col- 
ored water, more or less covered with foam, looking like dirty soap-suds. 
Its basin is lined with a yellowish-brown deposit. This has probably 
been a strong spouter, but now erupts only at long intervals, if at all. 
Its mound is about 8 feet across, and is still 1 foot high, though disin- 
tegrating. 

Forty yards farther, the Black Sulphur Geyser has three vents, in 
small dark-colored mounds, which almost constantly spit, but do not 
spout much. An abundant black sulphurous deposit is formed along 
the run from these vents. 

The Twins are two small symmetrical vents, from 4 to 6 inches across, 
in a small mound which stands back against the foot of the hill. They 
spout rarely and to but small elevations. 

Several boiling springs occur at short intervals along the bottom. 
About seventy yards farther on, a flat mound includes two large flat 
openings which spout to the height of from 20 to 30 feet at short inter- 
vals; temperature, 192°. Above this point, the springs are of little 
importance, though a few vents and old deposits occur at intervals for 
a mile or two up the valley. One, near those last described, is a nar- 
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row fissure, along which for 6 or 8 feet the water boils constantly. Near 
this is a small geyser-mound strongly colored with iron. 

On the opposite side of the creek is a broad terrace of the siliceous 
spring-deposits, upon which stand several small mounds very prettily 
ornamented, from 1 foot to 2 feet high, whose pools boil considerably, and 
evidently spout occasionally, though no one of them was seen in eruption. 
One of these, near the creek and nearly opposite to Minute Man, is 
shaped like a conch-shell and strongly colored with iron, and was called 
Tron-Conch Geyser. 

Nearer the base of the hills, there are several large hot pools. One of 
them was so well furnished with coralliform masses, standing in the 
shallow water near its edge, as to be called the Coral Pool. This meas- 
ured about 40 feet by 50, with a shallow border, and a deep central pit 
about 10 feet across, from which numerous bubbles of gas were eseap- 
ing. There is a strong flow of water of the temperature of 160°. A 
little to the west of this, a valley runs well up into the hills and contains 
several large boiling pools, but no geysers. One boils with great vio- 
lence, with a very large escape of steam. ‘The pools and old deserted 
basins extend up the slopes of the hills to elevations of from 100 to 1590 
feet above the creek. 

As a whole, these springs and geysers show far greater amounts of 
sulphur, and especiaily of iron, in their deposits than any of those on the 
Madison. The geysers also show much greater irregularities of erup- 
tions. The group seems to me, as a whole, younger than those in the 
Fire-Hole Basins. The little geysers on the west side of the creek are 
plainly young, and are just beginning mounds which promise to attain 
considerable size. 

On the east side of the creek, between it and the lakes, we find a clus. 
ter of ragged hills, separated by crateriform hollows and valleys, which 
are occupied more or less completely by mud-springs and sulphur-vents. 
Upon breaking up the surface-crust about these latter, we find all its 
hollows lined with sulphur, either in distinct crystals or in moss-like 
ageregations of imperiect ones. Upon first observing the shape and 
contents of these hollows, one would naturally suppose them to be old 
voleanie craters, whose connections with the interior fires were becom- 
ing nearly stopped up; but, upon more careful examination, it becomes 
evident that they have been hollowed out of the surrounding sandstone 
by the action of the hot springs themselves, which have disintegrated 
and removed portions of the sandstone and conglomerate of the old 
lake-terrace. Worn bits of rocks, penetrated by numerous small irreg- 
ular holes, are abundant on all the lower parts of the slopes, as well as 
about the existing vents, showing that the process is still going on. 
These springs are evidently much affected by variations in the supply 
of water. Many which were entirely dry gave abundant evidence thet 
they sometimes give forth considerable streams. The effects of these 
variable supplies upon the activity of the different springs and geysers 
are probably very different in different cases. Since a full basin seems 
to be essential to an eruption, a greater supply of water to fill the place 
of that ejected would, in many cases, cause more frequent and powerful 
eruptions. On the other hand, itis probable that too large a supply, 
causing a continuous stream to pass through and escape from the basin 
of a geyser, would cool down its contents below the temperature essen- 
tial to an eruption. 
The springs extend eastward along the shore of the lake for several 

miles near its present level, and some were seen boiling up from its 
bottom, several yards from shore. Many occur also in the marsh about 
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the mouth of the creek, which is constantly extending itself into the 
lake. Some large lagoons are here inclosed by narrow sand-bars, some 
of which are scantily covered with pines. On this marsh, a little back 
from its present border and a foot or so above its level, an old shore- 
line is faintly marked. The only plainly-marked terrace is about 112 
feet above the lake. It consists of thick beds of sand and gravel, which 
form the hills just described. The gravel has formed a loose conglom- 
erate, but the sand has been compacted into a pretty solid quartzite by 
the siliceous deposits of the springs which filled it when it was beneath 
the lake-waters. ‘This consolidation, so diametrically opposed to the 
disintegration just now described, was probably consequent upon the 
pressure of the overlying lake, which caused a very slow percolation of 
the spring-waters through the sand, except at the points of more active 
ebullition. 

The present level of the lake is about 7,792 feet, at which the theo- 
retical boiling-point of water is about 198.19. Springs were observed in 
active ebullition at various temperatures, from 198° to 182°, and one 
even at 160°; in this latter case the ebullition was probably due to an 
escape of gas, though that was not apparent. Quiet springs were of all 
temperatures, up to 186°. Certain sulphur-vents gave 190°. 
For some six or eight miles north, along the divide, the ridges consist 

mainly of obsidian-sandstone, inclosing heavy bands of reddish-brown 
and variegated obsidian, having a nearly east and west strike. Most of 
the subordinate ridges had about the same course. All of this district 
is heavily timbered, with few openings, so that it became necessary to 

» climb trees when we wished to get any idea of the surrounding country, 
even upon the highest crests. 

On September 9th we moved to the outlet. The lake is of a very irreg- 
ular form, something like that of a well-filled purse, contracted in the 
middle to quite a narrow passage. Besides the Geyser Creek, it receives 
only one stream of any size, which enters at the southern end of its more 
eastern pocket, coming from the high plateau on the south, before 
mnmentioned. The northern and eastern shores and the central part of 
the southern ones are mostly precipitous, with deep water near them, 
but along the western and parts of the southern shores one can ride 
most of the way in the edge of the water, thus avoiding the swampy 
ground and fallen timber of the steep hill-sides. The center of the lake 
was apparently deep, though, as we did not put the boat together here, 
we were not able to take any soundings. The water was clear, and the 
shore sand and gravel quite clean, even trom diatomaceous growth, ex- 
cept at the mouths of the stréams. At the entrance of the southeastern 
tributary, a considerable marsh has formed, on the eastern side of which 
small spring-deposits were noticed; but no springs were seen here except 
cold ones. 

Near the outlet, the rocks are mainly mottled black and red spher- 
ulitic obsidian-porphyry. 

At 6.53 p. m., (9th,) just as we were camping, we felt three slight 
earthquake shocks. 

On the 10th we moved about five miles, to a camp at the north end of 
Lewis’s Lake. In leaving Shoshone Lake, the river has at first wide bot- 
toms, but the valley soon becomes quite narrow, with steep banks. 
About one and a halt miles below the lake, the stream widens to between 
600 and 700 feet, and becomes very shallow, with muddy bottom. Then 
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it narrows suddenly, and rushes through a rocky gateway, perhaps 73 
feet across, formed by the projection into the stream of a mass consist- — 
ing of two layers of obsidian-sandstone, with a rapidly disintegrating 
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central layer of pink porphyry. There was evidently a fine fall here at 
one time, and the valley which comes to the river on the north bank, 
just below the gate, was then a second channel of the stream. Below, 
the stream continues deep, with steep banks, gradually widening until 
it reaches Lewis’s Lake.* 

This is a much more regular and symmetrical body of water than 
Shoshone Lake. It is about two and a half miles long and from one to 
one and a half miles wide, tapering southward, and is surrounded by 
mostly gently-sloping shores. These are steepest on the west side, where 
a few bluffs run out into deep water. Qur canvass-boat being put 
together, Mr. Adams took a series of soundings, with the results indicated 
upon the accompany- Fig. 48. 
ing sketch, (Fig. 48,) in 
which the depths are 
given in fathoms. The 
deepest part found is 
seen to be 108 feet, 
somewhat south of the 
center of thelake. The 
deepest sounding yet 
obtained in Yellow- 
stone Lake, 300 feet, 
was made also by Mr. 
Adams in 1871. 
From our camp at 

the north end of the 
lake, the valley of its 
outlet at the south end 
lay directly in a line 
toward the Tétons; 
and, early in the morn- 
ing, before thelake was 
stirred by the wind, 
those snow-patched 
peaks, though forty 
mniles away, were most 
pertectly reflected by 
its mirror-like surface. 
In its setting of the 
deep-green foliage of 
the pine and spruce 
forests which cover the 
surrounding slopes, 
this seems to us one o! 
the most beautiful o. 
the many fine views 
seen upon our trip. 
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*This lake was seen from a distance, in 1871, by Mr. Schénborn, and was located, 
from his notes, by Mr. Hergesheimer, but its connections were not known. It was also 
seen ou two occasions, and once visited, in the same year, by Captain Barlow; but its 
connections were wrongly determined, and the lake itself is represented on his map by 
two bodies of water, some miles apart, and of very different outlines. As it had no 
name, so far as we could ascertain, we decided to call it Lewis’s Lake, in memory of 
that gallant explorer, Captain Merriwether Lewis. The south fork of the Columbia, 
which was to have perpetuated his name, has reverted to its Indian title, Shoshone, 
and is commonly known by that name, or by its translation, Snake River. As this lake 
lies near the head of one of the principal forks of that stream, it may not inappropri- 
ately be called Lewis’s Lake. 
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The accompanying panoramic view, (Mig. 49,) taken from Mr. Bechler’s 
fieid-notes, will give a general idea of the relative positions of the Tétons, 
the lake, and the slopes of the Red Mountain group, of which Mount 
Sheridan is the culminating point. 
On the west shore of the lake, near its northern end, numerous hot 

springs occur, over a considerable area, a few being seen far up on the 
western ridge. Those near the lake were examined by Mr. Taggart, 
who reports as follows: 

The hot springs found on the west bank of Lewis’s Lake occur mostly in two groups, 
separated by a low ridge. In the first group examined, all of the springs issued from 
the sides of a marsh, and were mostly covered either with masses of leafy vegetation 
or with the soft, thick, pulpy masses of fungoid growth so common about the hot 
springs of the Fire-Hole basins. Some of the springs were constantly bubbling with 
an escaping gas, whose character was not ascertained. The temperatures of all the 
sprinesare low. A few of them are as follows: 112°, 122°, 124°, 126°, 128°, 130°, 138°, 
140°, 148°. As an interesting fact, I noted that all the springs whose temperatures 
reached or exceeded 120° had the growth of fungoid pulp or a deposit of gray gey- 
serite, while those cooler than 120° were covered with leafty vegetation. This cluster 
of springs is evidently the last remnant of a much more active group, since, all along 
the shore of the lake at this point, there are large deposits of old geyserite. At some 
points, this extends far out into the lake. 

The second group of springs differs from the one just described, in that its vents are 
larger and the water hotter. The springs are surrounded by solid ground, and, in 
their general features, resemble the hot springs of the Fire-Hole basins, so that they 
need no general description. The following are the temperatures and sizes of a few of 
the principal ones: 1, 152°, 2 feet in diameter; 2, 156°, 10 feet by 6; 3, 176°, elliptical, 
about 40 feet by 20. 

Both Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Taggart brought specimens of the gey- 
serite, including many vegetable fragments, apparently some of the 
coarse sedges common along the lake-shore. 

Cie A PD ey Ro Vy 

MOUNT SHERIDAN—HEADS OF SNAKE RIVER—FALLS 
RIVER PASS—JACKSON LAKE—GLACIER LAKES—GRAND 
CANON OF SNAKE RIVER—FORT HALL. 

Leaving the main train to find its way southward to the stream which 
flows from Heart Lake, a small party of us started, on the morning of 
the 11th, for Mount Sheridan and the country beyond. Atthe north end 
of the lake, there is a considerable marsh and a lagoon, which, when 
full, throws good streams into the lake; butits outlets were now choked 
up with beach-sand. Its water comes from the drainage of the broad, 
flat area, partly in meadow, partly in timber, which stretches across to 
Yellowstone Lake. Our course, holding to the left of the main peak, 
led us over moderate slopes, for some miles, until, passing one or two 
small ponds, with no outlets, we struck the foot of the spur which, run- 
ning out from the second crest of the Red Mountain range, counting 
from the north end, forms the divide between Lewis’s and Yellowstone 
Lakes. Upon that divide lies the small lake, without outlet, called Lake 
Riddle,* visited. by Dr. Hayden’s party on their return from the Fire- 

*“T ake Riddle” is a fugitive name, which has been located at several places, but 
nowhere permanently. It is supposed to have been used originally to designate the — 
mythical lake, among the mountains, whence, according to the hunters, water flowed ~ 
to both oceans. I have agreed to Mr. Hering’s proposal to attach the name to this — 
lake, which is directly upon the divide at a point where the waters of the two oceans — 
start so nearly together, and thus to solve the insolvable “riddle” of the “ two-oce 
water.” 

v 
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Hole basins in 1871. Mr. Hering visited this lake, and found it to be 
7,999 feet above the sea, while Lewis’s Lake is 7,750 feet and Yellowstone 
Lake is 7,788 feet. A high terrace is faintly indicated on the east side 
of Lewis’s Lake, but its level was not determined. This region should 
be more carefully examined, with a view to ascertain whether there is 
not some continuous terrace higher than the divide just described, which 
shall prove that the whole of this broad comparatively flat area was, as 
its general form suggests, covered by a large lake, which was really 
tributary to both oceans. The lowest point of the actual divide was 
determined to be 25 feet above Lake Riddle, or 8,024 feet above the sea. 

In ascending the mountain, we found the easiest slopes very steep, so 
as to make much zigzagging necessary in getting our animals to the 
summit. As we occasionally looked back, we saw beneath us, on our 
left, the large cluster of hot springs which occupies the head of the 
valley of the longest tributary of Heart Lake, and, beyond, caught 
glimpses of Yellowstone Lake. Upou reaching the first crest, both 
lakes lay spread out before us, while, to the westward, Lewis’s Lake and 
Shoshone Lake were also in full view. Between us and Heart Lake lay 
a great hollow of the mountain, looking much like a broken-down crater, 
and very probably it may once have been one. The highest peak was still 
beyond us, and we made but little delay, except to shoot grouse for sup- 
per, in riding to its crest. This range was called Red Mountain by Dr.’ 
Hayden’s party of the previous year; but its highest peak lacked a 
naine, until Captain Barlow visited its summit and dubbed it Mount 
Sheridan.* It is one of the most sightly points in the whole region. 
Surrounded by deep valleys on all sides, and itself standing 10,420 feet 
above the sea, it gives one a range of vision over an immense area. 
Sweeping round the horizon, I counted four hundred and seventy-five dis- 
tinct mountain-summits, at distances varying from thirty to two-hundred 
miles. The Tétons on the west loomed up grandly, while, through the 
broad depression just north of them, the Crater Buttes, the Three Buttes, 
the Salmon River Mountains, and Sawtelle’s Peak, were in full sight. To 
the norti, the Gallatin Mountains, the Belt Mountains, and Crazy Woman 
Mountains appeared close at hand, while along the eastern horizon stood 
the high walls of the Yellowstone Range and of the Big Horn Mountains, 
and far to the southeast stood what we supposed to be Frémont’s Peak 
and other crests of the Wind River range. There appeared to be a 
considerable depression in the Big Horn Mountains nearly due east from 
the head of Yellowstone Lake, as if there might be a practicable pass 
through the range at that point. This should be examined. Through- 
out all this wide area, with its numerous lofty crests, there were no 
“snow-covered” peaks, though many large bodies of snow appeared 
near the summits in every direction. 

The lower slopes of the mountain are heavily timbered; but, as we 
approach the summit, the trees become scattered and stunted, consisting 
mostly of Pinus flexilis and a small spruce, Abies Douglasivi, both char- 
acteristic of high levels. The coarse, yellow lichen (Ever (?) nia vulpina,) — 
often called “* Montana moss,” which is somewhat abundant at lower — 
levels, but is there rarely found well fruited, grows here in immense ~ 
quantities, magnificently fruited, the spore-disks (apothecia) being fre- — 

*Mount Everts had been used for it, but that name was already in use for a peak farthe 
north, and duplication of names is as objectionable in geography as in the other sciences 
It is not improbable that this may have been the peak to which the name Mount M 
ison of the old maps was intended to apply, but the location of that peak was so ma 
niles distant from the position of this, and had so different relations to surroune 
ranges, that we cannot consider the identification at all certain, and therefore mt 
reject the name. : ; 
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quently an inch or more in diameter. At the very crest, vegetation is 
reduced to a few grasses and Alpine plants, and the gray, red, and yel- 
low rock-lichens which so commonly make these high levels brilliant. 

The extreme crest consists of a dark, brecciated porphyry; but, only 
a few feet lower, we find an abundance of the purplish-pink laminated 
porphyry, which forms a large part of the mountain. All the rock is 
auite ferruginous, so that, on weathering, it attains the dark-red tint so 
characteristic of the mountain as seen from a distance. 

In the south slope of the mountain there is another huge crater-like 
hollow, but I doubt its being really an old crater. Its slopes are steep, 
with loose rubbish, on which we could hardly stand, while at the same 
time we could with difficulty drag our horses down it to our chosen 
camping-spot in a grassy opening by the side of the small stream formed 
from the suow-banks, which probably never entirely disappear from the 
head of this hollow. A snow-fed pond lies on a small flat near the head 
of the stream. A large dike of very compact trap crosses this ravine 
just above camp, running about north 44° west. Mr. Hering, with his 
assistants, remained upon the summit until after dark, for star-observa- 
tious, but succeeded in bringing his instruments safely to camp. 

Next morning (12th) Mr. Hering and Mr. Stevenson returned to the 
main party, while the rest of us went on to examine the head-waters of 
.the Snake, whose general position we had seen from the summit of the 
mountain. About a mile below our camp, we came to a curious little 
spring-pool, standing on a marshy bottom. Around its edge there was 
a dam-like border of roots, grass, and moss, by which the water was 
held at perhaps a foot above the surrounding marsh. Apparently the 
spring had burst up through an old turf, which had turned up at the 
edges, and through which the water had never been able to break down 
an open passage, though escaping through its mass and over its edges. 

Onr descent continued to be quite rapid for nearly two miles farther, 
when we reached the meadow-like bottom of a stream coming in from 
the left, which apparently gathers the water from the springs which 
escape from the foot of the mountain, nearly round to the basin of Heart 
Lake. From the junction of the two streams we held our course south- 
easterly, over a spur about 500 feet high, until we struck Heart River 
not far above its junction with Barlow’s River. As the stream leaves 
Heart Lake, it flows for some miles through dense forests of pine and 
spruce, and then through a deep, narrow caiion, apparently of volcanic 
rock, from which it issues just above where we struck it. This river is 
evidently not subject to the great freshets which are common on many 
of the streams hereabout, and it is therefore probable that Heart Lake 
acts as a retaining reservoir for the waters of the melting snows, while 
the melting itself goes on more slowly in this densely-timbered basin 
than on the barer slopes. 

The valley about the junction of the two streams contains a consider- 
able area of beaver-ponds. Continuing southward, up, the valley of Bar- 
low’s River, we rode for two or three miles over a level, sage-covered 
prairie, but little above high-water mark. The stream has a very wide, 
gravelly channel, in contrast with which its present flow seemed very 
small, though really of pretty good size. The lower slopes of Mount 
Hancock on the west, and those of an unnamed peak of nearly equal 
height on the east, soon close in upon the stream, forming a deep and 
narrow caiion. To avoid traveling in the bed of the stream, we followed 
some of the numerous game-trails, which led us to from 300 to 400 feet 
above its level, but finally brought us down again about ten miles from 
Heart River, and just below some small falls and rapids, where the 
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stream descends about 30 feet in about 200. About two miles below — 
this we began to find outcrops of a fine-grained, ferruginous, laminated — 
sandstone, destitute of fossils, but probably of Tertiary age. Some of — 
the layers showed abundant ripple-marks. At the falls, the rock is 
heavy-bedded. The dips are mostly about 22°, varying somewhat on 
either side of due east. Just above the falls, and opposite to our camp, 
four thin layers of coal, varying from 1 inch to 6 inches in thickness, and 
two layers of clay ironstone, (iron carbonate,) varying from 6 inches to 
1 foot in thickness, are all included within 10 feet of shales. About 
three miles above this point, the cation opens out into a broad valley, 
with rather narrow bottoms, but with broad, gentle, grassy slopes, 
topped with gently-rounded hills, partly timbered, partly grassy. The 
huge rocks which lower down had encumbered both bottoms and slopes 
gave place to cobble-stones, pebbles, andsand. From this point Captain 
Barlow turned eastward, in 1871, after following up the canon, as we 
had now done; and here we turned eastward to climb the hills. From 
a higher point, we saw that the rest of the valley is mainly a broad 
basin. There appears to be no pond at the head of the stream, which 
is apparently near the summit of a flat divide, from the other side of 
which the waters run to Buffalo Fork. This is mostly fine grazing- 
ground, and the numerous game-trails give evidence that itis frequented 
by deer and elk; indeed, we found two herds of elk, of about twenty 
each, among the groves on the top of the ridge. The mountains shut 
off the winds on all sides, and the valley lies so well to the sun that 
the snows must melt rapidly here, thus causing the great freshets of 
which the broad, gravelly bottom of the river below had already given 
so abundant evidence. The upper slopes of the ridge on either side are 
mostly bare of timber, and many parts of them are badly washed. 
Those on the east are composed of mostly thin-bedded sandstones, 
probably of Tertiary age, at least 2,000 feet thick, with variable south- 
easterly dips. A few red layers appear, but the majority of them are 
gray. No fossils were found, though careful search was made for them. 

From the summit of this ridge, we again saw Yellowstone and Heart 
Lakes, and had a fine view of the rugged Tertiary (?) crests of the Big 
Horn Mountains to the east, running down to Union Pass. 

The scattered groves of spruces, with occasional pines, which are so 
constantly characteristic of the upper edge of the timber, occur scat- 
tered over these upper slopes, and nearly every cluster contains some 
young trees; but we nowhere encounter the patches of dense young 
growth which at a lower level so constantly start up, in'a short time, — 
whenever a body of old timber has been burned over and has fallen, 
and often even before the dead trees have fallen. The idea has been 
advanced that the burned patches are not thus renewed in these mount- 
ains; and, under some circumstances, this seems to be true; but the rule 
is just the opposite, as those of us who have had occasion to penetrate the 
vigorous growth of this dense young pine, whether alone or with a pack- 
train, will most vividly remember while memory lasts. 

Crossing this ridge, we came to the valley of a stream which we after- 
ward ascertained to be the head of the main stream of Snake River. 
At its upper extremity we found a flat valley-divide, upon which are 
two small ponds, near together, covering from eight to ten acres each, | 
one of which is the ultimate source of Snake River, while the flow from — 
the other joins Buffalo Fork, and so reaches the Snake just below 
Jackson’s Lake. Ascending the high, sharp ridge on the west side of 
this valley, at least 500 feet high, we find its slopes to consist entirely 
of large and small well-rounded pebbles of variousl;-colored quartzite 
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up to the very summit, where this deposit is just pierced by an outcrop 
of the gray trachytic lavas and red basalt, partly vesicular, though 
mostly compact, which form the nucleus of the ridge. We here stood 
upon one of the highest points in that neighborhood, about 8,654 feet 
above the sea; so that we were entirely at a loss as to the source from 
which had flowed the large river which had distributed such immense 
amounts of gravel and sand. We could obtain no local data which 
should enable us to judge whether the stream had flowed northward or 
southward, but the general levels of the country would imply a north- 
erly drainage. The deposit is evidently very ancient, but no consider- 
able consolidation had taken place. 

Looking westward, a heavy mass of mountains, broken by very few 
water-courses, at least on their eastern face, lies between us and the 
basin of Jackson’s Lake, and I believe that this is here properly the 
“main range” of the Rocky Mountains. Itis certainly part of the highest 
mass-connection between the Wind River and Big Horn Mountains, on 
the east, which really form the northern termination of what is the main 
range farther south, and the range west of the Three Forks of the 
Missouri, which there bears the name of Rocky Mountains, and the con- 
tinuation of which really appears to be the main range farther north, so 
far as the best maps indicate. 
Above this mountain-mass the Tétons loom up grandly. A peak of 

that range, some fifteen or twenty miles north of Mount Hayden, is 
second only to that peak in elevation. 

Passing westward the quartzite-gravel continues for several miles, 
though the mass of all the ridges is composed of a coarse volcanic 
breccia. The slopes are here much flatter and more rounded, with heavy 
growths of fine spruce, of which large areas have been burned and 
have fallen, so that we found some large patches absolutely impassable 
with animals, and were obliged to make considerable détours to avoid 
them. The small streams heading here have flat valleys, with some 
good meadows. 
Descending the valley of Coulter’s Creek, we found that the high 

divide between the head of this creek and the head of Snake River con- 
sisted of rapidly-disintegrating volcanic rocks, mostly conglomerates of 
trachytic porphysy, obsidian, &e., like those which form the very pre- 
cipitous banks of the streams. Many bare spots on the slopes indicate 
old Jand-slides, some of them of large size. The main valley is narrow 
and in some parts deeply catoned, so that, with both steep, rocky 
slopes and badly-interlocked fallen timber, we had great difficulty in 
making a passage out to the valley of the main Snake. This stream, we 
found, after a course of about twelve miles from its ultimate sources,, 
ranning through a broad graveled channel, 200 feet or more in width, 
with three considerable terraces on either bank, along which we rode to 
the junction, of Barlow’s River. The gravel is in some places washed 
away by the stream, so as to expose a solid river-bed of volcanic rocks. 
Near the junction, the terraces are at the levels of about 25, 80, and 140 
feet above the present level of the bottoms. These are also developed 
to some extent along Barlow’s River, which enters the Snake at a sharp, 
reversed angle, through a narrow caiioned valley, from the upper slopes 
of which we could see:the broad flats about the mouth of Heart River. 
Though this fork brings at this season the most water to the united 
Stream, and has the longest course, draining the largest area, yet the 
relative forms of the valleys at once decided that this could not properly 
be called the main Snake River. 

On the broad lower terrace, about a mile west of the mouth of Barlow’s 
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River, stands a large conical mound, about 65 or 70 feet high and per- — 
haps 250 feet in diameter at the base. Though circumstances prevented 
me from making the desired examination of it, yet, from the regularity 
of its outline, I feel quite certain that it is a structure of the age of the 
Mound-builders. No other relics of that interesting people were seen 
upon the entire trip, unless the rude rock-wall reported by Mr. Steven- 
son as existing upon the summit of Mount Hayden should prove to be 
such. 

The broad valley soon narrows again to a deep caiion, walled by red 
shaly sandstones, containing no fossils beyond indistinct fucoidal mark- 
ings, which are referred with doubt to the Triassic period. The gray 
beds of the lower part of the series make their appearance in the lower 
end of the canon. The stream is here broad and shallow and easily 
forded, so that the cation can be easily traversed at this season. From 
this point the valley is wide and terraced, the bordering ridges being a 
mile or more apart; and this continues, gradually widening, to the 
basin of Jackson’s Lake. Just at the mouth of the narrow caiion, the 
river bends sharply to the right and then to the left, so that the form 
of the slopes gives the descending traveler reason to expect here a large 
affluent; but none exists. About a mile lower, we came suddenly upon 
a small basin of hot springs, most of which are now nearly extinct, 
though some large mounds on the river-bank give evidence of great 
activity in former times. The active vents seen were all in the bed or 
on the bottoms of the river, so that their flow was more or less mingled 
with river-water; and no temperatures were taken. The deposits are — 
siliceous. Mr. Taggart found, near here, at the foot of the second ter- 
race, several conical depressions, from 30 to 40 feet deep and from 75 to 
100 feet in diameter, which might have been old spring-basins, though 
their origin is by no means certain. At the bottom of one of these lay 
two dead rabbits, upon which there were no signs of violence. No other 
signs of escaping gas were noticed. 

This hot-spring basin occurs at the upper edge of a belt of basalt, 
which forms, a little farther on, lofty vertical walls, from 300 to 500 feet 
high, through which a small stream, coming in from the north, has worn 
a deep, narrow canon. About two miles below this, high walls of nearly 
white limestone appear on either hand, though the fading light of even- 
ing prevented a clear understanding of the relative position of the beds 
at thejunction. It is probable that the basalt, escaping from some vent . 
in the voleanic range of Red Mountain, filled a large north and south val- 
ley, of which the limestone had previously formed the western wall; ‘and 
semi-metamorphism should be found in the limestones near the iine of 
contact. 
About three miles more brought us to the camp of the main party, at 

the mouth of Lake Fork, where the broad valley of the Snake makes a 
sweeping curve into its future southerly course, while Lake Fork itself 
joins it from the north through the narrow cafion which it has worn 
down through a high barrier of volcanic rock. 

In descending from Lake Lewis, the main party found the river-banks 
low and rocky for a short distance, before the stream enters a caion with 
walls from 150 to 200 feet high, in which were encountered sharp rapids 
and a vertical fall of about 30 feet. Then, for a mile or two, the slopes 
are gradual, with narrow, swampy bottoms along the river. About three — 
miles below the lake, high, rocky banks indicate the approach to a deep 
cafion, which really commences at about three and a half miles, with — 
perpendicular walls on both sides, inclosing a narrow channel with a 
rapidly-sloping rocky floor, in some places partially obstructed by huge 
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tumbling masses of rock, but apparently without any accumulation of 
gravel. Considerable rapids occur through nearly the whole canon, and 
one fall of nearly 50 feet was noticed. The canon deepens rapidly to 
from 700 to 800 feet, with widths of less than half the depths at the 
deepest precipitous portions, though in some places widening above, so 
as to have sloping banks of about 50° from the horizon. About tbree 
miles down, it reaches its culmination, and is truly grand. It has none 
of the brilliancy of coloring so characteristic of the Yellowstone Canon, 
but the somber tints of its gray, brown, and dark-red lichen-covered 
rocks, occasionally variegated with smaller patches of green and yellow, 
constitute a peculiar style of beauty and add greatly to the effect of its 
narrow dark depths. The only deficiency is in the supply of water, 
which is small at this season. The rocks.are all voleanic, mostly por- 
phyries and trachytes, with some porphyritic obsidian. Some two miles 
below the end of the main canon, the clifis close in agairt to the river, 
for a few hundred feet, to a width of about 200 feet, with a height of 
400 feet or more, forming a suitable gateway to the cation from below. 
The valley below this is still narrow, but opens enough to give room 
for a few beaver-dams in its swampy bayou-banks before it rushes out 
into the valley of the Snake. 

The high ridges which form the slopes about Lake Lewis bear back 
from the ‘piver and form no part of its lofty cafon-walls. Between the 
river and this upper slope, on the west side, a large stream gathers 
its waters from the abundant springs of the mountains and occupies a 
broad flat valley on the lower level, filled with beaver-dams, whence it . 
rushes, through a narrow, winding cation and over a 30-foot fall, to meet 
the river about a mile aboveits junction with the Snake. On the foot- 
slopes of the mountain, along the west side of the beaver-dam flat, 
there are considerable number Ss of warm springs oozing out, and con- 
siderable accumulations of siliceous deposits are indicated by the soil. 
A small run, formed from a number of these springs, gave a tempera- 
ture of 101°. It is possible that active springs of some size exist in 
this neighborhood, but the contrary is indicated by the extensive bodies 
of dense timber, which also hinder exploration. From the south end of 
the cluster of beaver-dams aforesaid, a stream flows southward, which 
attains*a pretty good size before it joins the Snake, about three miles 
below the camp at the forks. Its source is probably in strong springs 
on the flat divide, which have been dammed up by the beavers so hign 
that the ponded waters can escape in both directions. 

The mountain which bears off westward from the head of the cafion 
forms the steep northern wall, while the extreme slopes of the Téton 
Range form the more gently-sloping southern boundary of a flat valley, 
from five to eight miles wide, which breaks through tothe basin of Hen- 
try’s Fork, and is occupied by the sources and main stream of Falls 
River. The extreme source of this river isin the great water shed of the 
northern mountain, from whose southern face it bursts in four immense 
springs, which leap from its steep recky sides as full-grown streams, 
and rush in beautiful cascades, from 75 to 100 feet high, ‘down a slope 
of about 40°, to form two large branches, which, a mile below, unite ina 
stream carrying about 20 feet of water. After 2 winding course of two 
or three miles, from several points of which it could with very little dif- 
ficulty be turned eastward into the main Snake, it flows with a still 

rapid current into the more northern of two small lakes, known to us 
as Beulah Lakes, which lie upon the lowest part of the divide and are 
each from 600 to 800 feet across. The southern one has now no surface- 
outlet, but marshy grounds extend to the more northern one, over which 

° LT es 
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outflow must pass when the surface of the lake is from four to six feet — 
higher. The divide toward the east is only 8 feet above the lake. From — 
the west end of the more northern lake, about 30 feet of water flow out 
rapidly, soon jumping over a fall of 12 feet. Strong branches soon join 
the stream from the north and one from the south, and double its sup- 
ply of water. Five other falls succeed, of 6, 12, 40, 20, and 30 feet, be- 
fore we reach the Great Falls. These show a total descent of 141 feet, 
consisting of three larger falls above, the third being 47 feet high, with 
three small ones at the bottom. The upper two are somewhat of horse- 
shoe form, while the third and highest has a nearly straight edge. The 
amount of water in the stream is fully 80 feet. The porphyritic trachyte 
of its walls forms perpendicular cliffs, with rounded tops. A stream of 
some size comes in about a half mile above there, on the south side, 
with fine cascades on its upper course, while its sources lie in a basin of 
the mountain whose form indicates that it may inclose a small lake ; the 
left-hand branch of this stream comes from two small lakes on the di- 
vide, as hereinafter described. 
Irom the lakes downward, we find laminated porphyries, succeeded 

by trachytes and red and black porphyritic obsidian. Below the falls, 
a high knob consists of a fine-grained, compact, white trachyte, which 
contains disseminated plates of black mica, (muscovite ?) and which, with 
but a slight change of texture, might readily be mistaken for granite. 
From this knob we have a fine view westward to the lower basin of this 
river andits tributaries. The largest of these, Bechler’s River, comes out 
of the plateau of the great water-shed, about ten miles to the north- 
ward, intoa large basin apparently containing extensive grassy meadows, 
and then passes among rounded timbered hills to join Falls River, 
apparently but afew miles above our lower crossing of that stream. 
Large grassy meadows, some miles farther north, indicate another large 
stream, probably tributary to Bechler’s River; but it was impossible 
to trace its course with any certainty at that distance. Some miles 
down Falls River our guides report another fall, about 40 feet high; so 
that it will be seen that the stream deserves its name. The slopes near 
the river are mainly well-rounded and fairly timbered, though, at afew 

_ points, steep and even precipitous and bare. The stream presents the 
utmost variety of water-scenery within a short distance; from the 
still, deep pools, which accompany a short stretch of beaver-dams, to 
short, sharp rushes over steep rock-slopes, to successions of steps, form- 
ing various styles of rapids, and to vertical falls of various forms and 
sizes—a perfect treasury of artistic bits. 

The elevation of this divide and the moderate character of the slopes, 
averaging about 54 feet to the mile from Henry’s Fork to the summit, in- 
dicate this to be a favorable line for railroad-access from the south to ‘the 
region of Yellowstone Lake, if such should be thought desirable. From 
the main line up Henry’s Fork to Montana, of which this would doubtless 
be a branch, the road would follow up the ridge on the south side of 
Falls River to the divide, thence keep around the foot of the northern 
mountain to Lake Lewis, cross Lake Fork, and, passing along the eastern 
shore of the lake, cross the flat divide, striking Yellowstone Lake about , — 
the middle of its western side, and thence follow down the vailey. Itis — 
probable that a route could be located from Lewis’s Lake, past the north — 
end of Shoshone Lake, to the Fire-Hole basins; but the most easy ac-— 
cess to the Fire-Hole is by way of Henry’s Lake Valley, Tyghee Pass 
and the Upper Madison Canon. Between the Fire-Hole and Yellow 
stone Lake, the ridges are too sharp to be passed by railroads, unless 
very winding routes or by leng tunnels. 
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A short distance southwest of Beulah Lakes, over a divide about 300 
feet high, and at a level about 100 feet lower, Mr. Bechler found two other 
small lakes, at the head of a branch of the stream which enters Falls 
River from ‘the south, just above the Great Falls. The upper one hasan 
area of something over one hundred acres, with rocky banks, and flows 
to the lower, which occupies about 40 acres in the center of a marshy 
basin of perhaps a hundred and forty acres. 

Southeast of these latter lakes, over a divide about 350 feet high, 
we reach the head of a valley running eastward tothe main Snake. Its 
upper portion is a flat basin, about one and a half miles long by a mile 
wide, bounded on the east and north by from 400 to 500 feet of volcanic 
rocks, of which the upper 200 feet present a vertical front, while the 
remainder is mainly covered by a slope of tumbling rubbish down to 
the stream. The other slopes are rounded, as are also most of those 
along the lower course of the stream down to its junction with the Snake. 

All this wide area, from these northern slopes of the Téton Range 
nearly to the Tyghee Pass and to the mountains on the north side of 
the Upper Madison, though actually quite elevated, is relatively much 
depressed below the st ummits of the limestone, quartzite, and granite 
mountains on either side. From the general distribution of the volcanic 
rocks, as well as from facts observed “elsewhere, I am inclined to believe 
that, before the ejection of these immense bodies of lavas, there was 
here a broad valley, through which the drainage of the upper mount- 
ain-region to the eastward found its way out to the great basin of the 
Snake, while the canon by which it now escapes through the high 
mountain-mass south of the Tétons had not been cut down. 

Immediately opposite the camp at the mouth of Lake Fork, there is 
a considerable cluster of dead and dying hot springs. “Several mounds 
indicate the former positions of geysers of considerable size. The temper- 
atures of ten springs were taken by Mr. Taggart, varying from 102° to 
158°. Three were above 150°. The deposits are now rapidly disintegrat- 
ing. Upon one large conical mound this process had developed a col- 
umnar or fibrous condition of the geyserite. Similar spring-deposits 
also occur on the west side of the river, from one to four miles below 
this camp, and some of the mire-holes so common in the Fire-Hole 
basins were also encountered. Upon looking back from below, two 
large columns of steam were seen, about a mile up the Beaver-Dam 
Creek, which seemed to indicate the possibility of geysers still existing 
there. The lower part of that stream was full of purple-nacred wnios, 
apparently like, or closely allied to, those found in the branches of 
Henry’s Fork. 

Along the east side of the river, the face of the high ridge shows the 
following rocks, according to notes taken and specimens brought in by 
Mr. Taggart :—At the base lie about 200 feet of white and light-gray 
quartzites, overlaid by from 500 to 600 feet of light-drab and dark-gray 
limestones, and about. 100 feet of gray sandstones, followed by heavy 
beds of red, shaly sandstones, apparently the same as those seen higher 
up the river. I am not satisfied as to the age of either the limestone or 
the quartzite. The ridge is capped with beds of porphyritic trachytes, 
having a dip of about 50° to the southeast, while the limestones beneath 
dip about 40° in the same direction, showing that their tilting com- 
menced before the deposition of the trachytes. 

The main trail crosses the Snake about a mile below camp, and 
passes over the hills so as to cut off a considerable bend of the river. 
From six to eight miles below the forks, a spur, which runs nearly to 
the west bank of the river, shows a high bluff face of porphyritie 
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trachyte. The-valley is here wide and flat, mostly marshy, with some 
large bayous. There are considerable areas of fine grazing-ground and 
many large patches of willows. One island-like, rocky knob, with part 
of the first terrace, which has been protected by it from erosion, stands 
out in the middle of the valley, about a mile below the cliffs. The river 
is here of moderate depth, with a bottom of small pebbles and muddy 
sand, but good fords are few and mostly difficult of access by reason 
of the marshes bordering the stream, ‘so that the necessary crossing to 
the east bank should be made near where our train crossed, unless 
special reasons take one down the west side. As we approach the 
lake, the stream gets deeper and more sluggish, being somewhat 
checked by the back-water of the lake. Broad marshy flats stretch 
back from the shore of the lake on both sides of the river. On all these 
flats we find an abundance of “ bitter cottonwood,” which had formed, 
higher up, only a very small part of the timber-growth, though its young 
plants had, for the last fifteen or twenty miles, furnished rapidly-increas- 
ing patches of yellow and pale-red along the slopes, thus replacing, in 
some degree, the autumn-tints of the hickories, chestnuts, and maples 
of more eastern regions, while a small mountain-ash was doing its best 
to replace the deeper crimsons of the oaks and of some of the maples. 
The development of these tints did not seem to be at all connected with 
any special increase of cold ; and, indeed, we had been having frequent 
freezes all the summer, without any apparent effect upon the vegeta- 
tion, which seemed to be accustomed, as the grasshoppers are, to being 
frozen up every night and thawed out every morning. 

The Téton Range had been before us for many days as a prominent 
feature of the landscape, but now its peaks stood up as the features of. 
main interest, bounding the valley on the west with a series of roof-like 
ridges and pointed peaks, well besprinkled with patches of snow. 
Farther north and east, we had been having pleasant weather, while 
this portion of the valley had several successive days of cloud and rain, 
as reported from our guide, Beaver Dick, who met us again here, hav- 
ing crossed from the valley of Henry’s Fork. When these storms 
reached the higher portions of the mountains, their deposit took the 
form of snow, so that the drifts were now much larger than when we 
struck the range on the other side, in July. 

On September 21, the minimum thermometer recorded 44°; and a 
clear sky, with cool weather, gave us unusually fine views. The peaks 
stood out sharply, while the gaps and cafions were full of a deep-blue, 
smoky light, which would touch the heart of the least artistic. 
On the northeaster n slopes of the range, several hundred feet of lime- 

stones represent the Lower and Upper Silurian and the Carboniferous, 
as on the other side of the range. Their area here is limited, and has 
not been traced to its abutment against the volcanic roeks, which fill 
the depression to the northward. The range is much flattened and 
rounded off at this extremity; and I am inclined to believe that the 
granitoid nucleus declines so much as to allow of the connection of the 
limestones of the east and west slopes being exposed between it and the 
voleanic rocks. At least, the dips indicate that such a warped connect- 
ion once existed ; and I shall not be very far wrong in coloring the map 
according to that supposition. The underlying quartzite (Potsdam ?) 
was not seen here, but is probably in place, as it appears a few miles — 
farther south. The most northern large caiion of the range exposes, 
beneath the limestones, a heavy body “of dark micaceous gneiss, wi 
both granite and quartz veins. The local dip is northeasterly ; but : 
oe dip of the metamorphic rocks here is southerly. 
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Along the shores of Jackson’s Lake there are no outcrops which 
woull enable one to decide where the different strata lie; but, at its 
southern end, there are high knobs of porphyries and trachytes, which 
indicate, by their position, at least a former connection with the more 
northern beds, which we traced to within five miles of the northern end 
of the lake. 

Jackson’s Lake is a very irregular body of water, much cut up along 
its borders by long, narrow promontories jutting out into it from both 
sides, and eontaining one large island,-which nearly separates the lake 
into two. The main lake is from two and a haif to three miles wide, 
and the total length is about eight miles. In the soundings taken by 
Mr. Adams, the greatest depth found, 258 feet, was about a mile from 
the western shore. The series of soundings was far from complete, by 
reason of a squall coming down from the Tétons and raising dangerous 
waves, so that they had to’ give up the rest of the work. Thelower 
slopes of the more northern Tétons come sharply down to the lake on 
the west, and these steep slopes, together with the tangled undergrowth 
of willow, cottonwood, mountain-ash, and iron-weed, with occasional 
box-elder and maple and some tracts of fallen timber, make passage 
along there difficult for a train; but its other shores are surrounded by 
low hills and by broad meadows, largely occupied by beaver-dam and 
other swamps. These flats are much cut up by bayous, and inelude 
several ponds of considerable size. Others are found among the rounded 
hills of gravel, which remain from the upper terrace of the old river- 
border. Two of these, lying from two to three miles east of the outlet, 
toward the valley of Buffalo Fork, are each about two miles long by a 
half mile wide. They apparently occupy portions of ancient river-chan- 
nels. A stream of about the size of Barlow’s River, with broad gravel- 
bottom and rapid current, comes out of the hills opposite the lower end 
ot the lake and joins the Snake just after it has escaped from the lake. 

The views from the east shore of the lake are wonderfully grand. 
The Tétons rise majestically from its western shore to the height of 
7,000 feet above its surface, with sharp slopes ane walls of bare rock 

_above, and their bases buried in a dark mass of pine and spruce, while. 
at this season (September 24) their snow-covered summits give the be- 
holder a strong sense of sublimity. At times they are wrapped in 
heavy masses of cloud; but even then they are grand. The accompany- 
ing sketch of the face of the range, as seen from near the North Gros 
Ventre Butte, has been copied from Mr. Bechler’s field-notes. (Fig. 50.) 
A few miles below the lake, Buffalo Fork enters from the east through 

a broad valley with grassy and willowy bottoms, bringing a very large 
body of water. These bottoms contain some large groves of Menzies’s 
spruce, (Abies Menziesti,) whose peculiar cones were seldom seen else- 
where by us. Near the mouth of the stream gray and buff, fine-grained, 
Shaly sandstones of indeterminate age dip sharply to the southeast, 
and similar rocks appear in the bed of Snake River, at the ford just 
above the mouth of- Buffalo, but the dips are here much confused. 
Mr. Bechier followed the Buffalo nearly to its head, and reports that, 
for about twelve miles from its mouth, its broad, open valley shows no 
Toek, but has rounded slopes covered with ‘ quaking asp,” (Populus 
tremuloides,) and bottoms full of beaver-dams. About twelve miles up, 
the valley narrows to a cation from 350 to 400 feet deep by from 50 to 
200 feet wide, fer about three miles, with coarse, gray sandstone walls. 
About one and a half miles of a rounded basin, with beaver-dams, 
then intervenes before reaching the second cafion, which has nearly the 
same character as the first and is about twomileslong. A broad basin 
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succeeds, from five to seven miles across, reaching up to the foot of the ] 
high vertical limestone-walls of the main divide (7), whose ragged crest 
shows plainly from the mouth of the valley, and from whose many 
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gorges come the numerous small spring-branches which form the main 

Fig. 50. 

a, Mount Hayden ; b, Mount Leidy ; ¢, Jackson’s Lake; d, d, d, small lakes. 

stream. Besides the main 
fork, seven or eight large 
creeks come in from either 
side, showing that the basin 
as a whole oceupies a large 
area, and its amount of wa- 
ter makes this one of the 
‘most important tributaries 
of the Upper Snake. At 
this season, indeed, it car- 
ried fully two-thirds as 
much water as the Snake — 
itself. About the mouth 
of the valley, the slopes are 
covered with partially-ce- 
mented Post-Tertiary sands 
and gravels, with ocea- 
sional exposures of white 
marly clays, supposed to 
be of the same age, though 
no fossils were seen. -The — 
gray sand-stones of the 
cations are plainly the con- 
tinuation of the Tertiary (?) 
beds of Barlow’s River 
directly to the northward; 
and the limestones of the 
high cliffs at the head of 
the valley are probably of 
Quebec Group age, perhaps: 
capped with Carboniferous. 
A smail bit of fine-grained, 
compact sandstone, found 
loose on the rubbish-slope 
near the top of the moun- 
tain by Mr. Brown, con- 
tains fragments of some 
thirty trilobites of the gen- 
era Conocoryphe and Dicel- 
locephalus (?). . 

Snake Riverescapesfrom — 
Jackson’s Lakeat its south- 
eastern angle and runs off | 
eastward to the valley of 
Buffalo Fork before renew 
ing its southerly course. 
Yet, from the top of the 
butte at the mouth of the 
lake, it is plainly seen tha 
a broad valley exten 
directly southward ff 
the southern extrem: 
the lake; and it at 
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becomes a question why the river has thus deserted its own proper valley 
and has turned off so far to the east to find another outlet. Four old ter- 
races are strongly marked along the river, and the third, above its present 
level, forms broad plains, on both sides of the river, below the mouth of 
Bufialo. Moreover, the old river-gravel, consisting mostly of quartzites, 
runs to the top of the island-like knobs in the center of the valley as 
well as ot some of the hills which border it. Crossing westward over 
these broad plains, which are mostly covered with sage-brush, except 
about the isolated ponds, which seem to give evidence that much of this 
third terrace has been worked over by the river and cut up by bayous, 
we cross a narrow belt of spruces covering the surface of the fourth ter- 
race, and then descend to the old deserted channel of the river, which is 
nearly on a level with the third terrace. Crossing this valley directly 
toward the mountain, we come at once to a series of high, steep, narrow 
ridges, covered with immense masses of granite and heavily timbered. 
Within thelast of these concentric ridges, we come to a small lake, lying 
at the mouth of a deep cation which runs far back into the mountain ; and 
here at last we have the clew to the mystery. This canon, like all the 
other large ones of this range, was occupied by a glacier, whose termi- 
nal moraines now hem in this lake; and, though the old river-valley 
seems to have been not fally blocked up by the fiow of silt which passed 
beyond the moraines, so that its general features are still plainly marked, 
yet it is evident that the deposition which caused its bottom to slope 
from west to east so much as we now find it to, was sufficient to con- 
siderably delay the wearing down of this channel. The cafion next north 
of this was also occupied by a glacier—a moraine-dammed pond will 
probably be found in the mouth of it—and doubtless its débris aided in 
checking the erosion. At that time, the flow of water through all this 
region was much greater than at present, and the duplicating of chan- 
nels in the broad bottom was far from being uncommon. If a channel 
had then joined the eastern streams, though only as a bayou in time of 
flood, there was reason for its being ultimately cut down, so as to drain 
the western channel, which is the true valley of the Snake. The sum- 
mit of the highest and outermost moraine is partly covered with river- 
gravel, as if the stream had at least once reached this height after the 
glacier began to recede. This crest is 122 feet above the bottom of the 
adjoining part of the old river-channel, 222 feet above the present 
level of the inciuded lake, and 366 feet above Jackson’s Lake. These 
and other levels across the valley were taken at my request by Mr. Her- 
ing, who has furnished the data for the accompanying section from the 
lake, across the old channel and the present one of Snake River, to the 
eastern hills. The length of the section is so great that it became necessary 
to distort it by increasing the elevations considerably beyond their pro- 
portional size. (Fig.51.) We have called this lake, which is about two 
miles long by a half mile wide, Leigh’s Lake, after our guide, Richard 
Leigh, (Beaver Dick.) It appears to be mostly shallow, and has a small 
island near its center. Can it be possible that the glacier, which was 
formed by the flow from two. canons whose junction is only a very short 
distance above the lake, split again after it emerged, so as to leave this 
island uneroded? No special depression of the moraines opposite the 
island was noticed; but examinations just at that point were not care- 
fully made. - On the other hand,if we pass to the north end of the lake, 
we find a flat divide, not 5 feet above its level, and less than a hundred 
yards across, which separates it’from a large beaver-pond, whose waters 
escape through two or three other ponds and marshes to the head of 
Jackson’s Lake. A very trifling cut would thus give the lake a second 

/ 
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outlet; and it appears not improbable that the glacier did split, as sug- 
gested, during at least a part of its existence, and flow out at this end as 
well as at the southern one. These waters come so near together that, 
without any Cones examinations, and without recognition of the 

a : rise of 144 feet from Jackson’s Lake 
to Leigh’s Lake, water-communication 
between the two had been inferred 
and reported; and Mr. Adams at- 
tempted to find a passage across in 
his canoe, but, failing in that, was 
obliged to make the long détour by the 
true outlet of Jackson’s Lake. 
About a mile south of Leigh’s Lake, 

another, of about the same size, which 
we have called Jennie’s Lake, after 
Mrs. Leigh, lies in the mouth of the 
Great Caton of the Téton Range. 
Passing up this cafion for a short dis- 
tance, Mr. Taggart found a cluster of 
falis and rapids about 250 feet high,. 
with lofty, precipitous walls on either 
hand, which prevent ready access to 
the upper part of the canton, which 
winds around to the western side of 
the peaks, where its lofty walls were 
seen by us in July. This cafion 
gathers the entire drainage of the 
western side of the three principal 
peaks, so long known as the Three 
Tétons. The water of these mountain- 
streams is So pure as to make it cer- 
tain that not the least glacial erosion 
is now going on_at any point on the 
range. Though many schists occur . 
in the mountains, very few of them 
have contributed to the terminal mor- © 
aines, nearly everything exeept the 
granites having been ground or 
weathered fine during the downward 
passage. The moraines about Jennie’s 
Lake are not very largely developed ; 
possibly, the more abundant flow. of 
water from beneath this glacier, con- 
sequent upon the greater size of its 
basin, washed away the débris from 
here more thoroughly than was done 
elsewhere. At two other canons, far- 
ther south, similar lakes occur. The 
more northern of the two, which we  ~ 
have called Taggart’s Lake, is sur-  ~ 
rounded by five concentric moraines, 
the elevations of which above the eld 
river-channel, which passes just out- 
side of them, were taken by Mr. Tag- — 
gart, as follows: The outer one, 1624 
feet; second, 206 feet; third, 271 feet; — 
fourth, 316 feet; filth, 422 feet. The — 

Fig. 51. 

a, Téton Mountains; b, Leigh’s Lake; c¢, c, c, Moraines; d, old-river channel; e, e!, e?, river terraces; jf, present channel of Snake River. 
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present level of the included lake was found to be 249 feet above datum. 
The last of this series of lakes, which we have called Phelps’s Lake, 
after a hunter of the region, who had seen and reported it, is hemmed 
in by three moraines, according to Mr. Taggart, the outer one 162 feet, 
the second 244 feet, and the third 287 feet above the lake itself, there 
being no special surface-feature near the moraines on their outer side 
to which to refer these levels, as to a recognizable base. In this last 
ease, the cafion forks above, and the two arms extend in opposite direc- 
tions along the line of separation between the granites and the flanking 
limestones. Each ofthe two glaciers, therefore, gathered, from the rocks 
overhanging it, granites on one side and limestones on the other, so 
that, after their junction, the central moraine of the united glacier con- 
sisted of limestone, and we find small fragments of limestone filling the 
low central portion of the terminal moraine, while its high flanks, which - 
received the material of the lateral moraines, are composed of the 
granites, which are less easily disintegrated, and are therefore mostly in 
large bowlders. No remnants were anywhere seen of any lateral moraine 
deposits along the courses of the glaciers. It is possible that sach may 
be found by more careful search, but the slopes are here so steep that . 

’ most of their lower portions are buried in the tumbling rubbish, so that 
we can have little expectations of such a discovery being made. 
A little south from the second large cation south of Mount Hayden, 

the limestones come forward to the front of the mountain, above the 
granites, which shortly afterward disappear from sight altogether. The 
length of the exposure of the granitic nucleus of the range is about 
thirty miles. 

About eight miles below Leigh’s Lake, its outlet, which we have called 
Hast Téton River, enters the Snake. A hundred "yards back from the 
opposite bank stands a high, rocky butte, known as North Gros Ventre 
Butte. Its northern end consists mainly of Carboniferous limestone, 
dipping about 70° N. 56° H., and containing many characteristic 
fossils. Along the west face of the butte, none of the lower rocks are 
visible, being buried under the Post-Tertiary whitish sandstones and 
marls, inclosing fragments of limestone and chert, but no fossils,. of 
which all the southeru part of the butte is composed; but, near the 
northeast corner, the lower part of the series of older limestones presents 
the conglomeratic texture so characteristic of the Quebec Group, on the 
west side of the Téton Range and elsewhere, and it is probable that 
they represent that group, though no fossils could be found. Beneath - 
this we find gray quartzitic sandstones, which are probably of Potsdam 
age. 

This butte stands near the middle of the broad basin which has long 
been known by the barbarous name of Jackson’s Hole. This hasalength 
of about twenty miles, and varies from five to ten miles in width. This 
includes portions of the different terraces, all of which are more or less 
covered with sage-brush. Near the butte, large areas of the sage had 
been burned off, and the grasses had grown up densely, forming fine 
pasturage; and on these we again encountered antelope, which had not 
before been seen by us since we entered the Upper Madison Canon. It 
is said that, during the winter, when the grass is covered, they live upon 
the sage itself. This plant was now full of seeds, and the innumerable 
little chipmunks which burrow in the plains and hills were busy gather- 
ing them, biting off the long spikes and stripping them from end to 
end, passing them back and forth through the mouth, as one would an 
ear ‘of corn. 

The pebbles of the terrace-gravel have thus far been mainly quacteiteet 
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and still continue such on the east side of the basin; but, nearer the 
western range, considerable proportions of granite and gneiss pebbles 
are now mingled with them. A considerable excitement was stirred up, 
a few years since, by reported discoveries of placer-gold in large quan- 
tities on the Upper Snake, and many prospectors visited this region. 
A small hydraulic operation was undertaken near this point; but the 
gold was too fine and in too small quantities to pay, and the whole 
region was entirely abandoned after a few months. The coarse gold, 
found on the lower part of the Snake, appears to have entered the river 
below the cafion, which is still to the southward of us. 

The Gros Ventre Fork emerges from the eastern hills about opposite 
the North Butte, but runs off down the valley, some eight or ten miles, 
before joining the Snake. Passing up its cation for a short distance, the 
following section was taken: 

1g, White, friable, false-bedded sandstones, 10 feet. 
2. Covered space, about 100 feet. 
3. Irregularly-bedded, pale-gray and buff, magnesian limestones, 50 

to 60 feet. 
— 4, Pale-red friable sandstones, darker and shaly below, 300 to 350 
feet. 

5. Compact, fine-grained, gray sandstone, 15 to 20 feet. 
6. Brown, coarse, friable, false-bedded sandstone, 60 to 80 feet. 
7. Coarse, friable, red sandstone, 40 to 50 feet. 
8. Compact, dark-drab, foss siliferous limestones, 300 to 400 feet. 
Near the mouth of the cafon, the Car boniferous limestones of No. 8 

form the walls, capped, as we ascend, by Nos. 7 and 6. As these pass 
below the streain’s level, No. 5, which forms the top of what I suppese 
to be Carboniferous, commences a new cliff, and is covered by the 
Triassic (?) beds of No. 4, which form prominent red bluffs along the 
stream for many miles. The compact to vesicular, variously-colored 
and partly bituminous limestones of No. 3 showed no fossils, and I am 
uncertain whether to refer them to the Triassic or to the Jurassic, but 
favor the latter reference. The covered space of No. 2 showed nothing 
from which one could even infer the character of the buried strata. 
The friable sandstones of No. 1, which cap the hills for some miles, are 
probably late Tertiary. The dips of their false bedding imply an open 
sea to the northward during their deposition, while those of No. 6 face 
eastward and southeastward. The lower beds, which should make their 
appearance along the face of the mountain to the south of the Gros 
Ventre, are so much covered with the partially-cemented Post-Tertiary 
sands and gravels as to be not readily recognized from the plain, and 
time did not permit a closer examination. Judging from the dips of the 
lowest beds seen, | should expect to find here the lowest Silurian, under- 
laid by metamorphic rocks, forming an axis which may connect the 
Tétons with the Wind River Range. 

Just south of the mouth of the Gros Ventre, on the east side of the 
Snake, stands a cluster of buttes, known as the South Gros Ventre 
Buttes. The western one has a high, broad northern face of red, gray, 
black, brown, and variegated por phyritic breccias, including much 
jasper, but partly porous, loose-textured, and even ashy. The beds are 
much distor ted, but have .a general northwesterly dip. The lower end 
of the butte is tapering, long and low, and appears to consist mostly of 
Post-Tertiary sands and gravels. At its southern extremity it rises 
quickly into a sharp butte, composed of horizontal beds of gray lime- 
stone, unfossiliferous, but apparently of Carboniferous age. The same 

_beds form the face of the mountain to the eastward. Three other 
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buttes lie east of the more northern part of this one, and evidently 
originally formed one with it. 

These buttes greatly narrow the plain, which, immediately below 
them, expands into Jackson’s Little Hole, whose flats are mainly upon 
the east side of the river and measure about four miles wide by per- 
haps ten miles long. Here, also, the sage has been burned off and re- 
placed by grass. For several miles, from above the mouth of the Gros 
Ventre, the river has gravelly bottoms from half a mile to three-fourths 
of a mile wide, cut up by the several channels and partly occupied by 
beaver-dams. Of course, fords are numerous. : 

The only practicable pass across the Téton Range, so far as known, is 
about opposite to these South Buttes; and our main party left the river 
at this point. Mr. Taggart reports both slopes of the pass tolerably 
regular and gentle, except for a short distance just at the summit, but 
that the eastern is somewhat the steeper. The Carboniferous limestones, 
which were the only rocks noticed until the summit was passed, are 
nearly horizontal, have only a slight southerly or southeasterly dip; but, 
in descending the western slope, this dip increases to about 45°; and 
overlying, red, shaly sandstones, probably of Triassic age, appear at one 
point on the trail, while limestones, apparently those previously referred 
to the Upper Silurian, form considerable cliffs or spurs, a short distance 
to the northward. There would seem to be considerable displace- 
ment thereabout. The porphyries of Pierre’s Hole appear at the mouth. 
of the pass, at the elevation of about 7,000 feet, and form all the foot-hills 
of the mountains on the southwest side of that basin, until the actual 
bottoms of the Snake are approached, where the basalt appears. The 
track of the party lay so far out in the basin that there was little or no 
opportunity for examining the character of anything more than the 
foot-hills of the western mountains. 

At the lower end of Jackson’s Little Hole, the so-called Grand Cafion 
of the Snake commences. The river turns sharply to the eastward and 
cuts through the laminated sandstones which apparently overlie the 
Carboniferous limestones. Just at the mouth of the cafion, the upper 
terraces close in, and are capped by bastioned walls, 100 feet or more in 
height, of a pale-red sandstone, overlaid, as we see in looking back from 
lower down the cafion, after this turns south again, by heavy beds of 
dark-red, shaly sandstone, appearing like, and occupying nearly the 
relative position of, the Triassic (?) on the Gros Ventre, except. that, 
below them, there come in several hundred feet of thick and thin bedded 
and shaly, gray and green sandstones, with interlaminated calcareous 
Shales. These contain plant-remains, but so thoroughly comminuted 
thatI wasnot able to find a single recognizable fragment. At the angle of 
the canon, these dip strongly to about N. 78° E., and a long section of 
them is exposed on the east side of the stream; butin abovt a half mile 
they become horizontal, and, again, a mile lower, at the mouth of 
Hoback’s River, dip 10° to about S. 63° W. 

Hoback’s, so named for a hunter of the Pacific Fur Company in 1812, 
by Mr. Wilson G. Hunt, as reported in Irving’s Astoria, brings in a 
large volume of water from the eastward and plainly drains a large 
area upon the western slope of the Wind River Mountains. Its valley, 
though narrow near its mouth, was at one time the favorite route for 
the Indians in crossing to the Green River Valley; but, latterly, they 
have preferred the Gros Ventre route for some reason. The red beds 
hold a prominent place near the top of the high cliffs, for a half mile or 
more above the forks, but the valley is too winding to give much of a 
view. Just below here, a strong creek comes in from the west, appar- 
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ently draining a considerable area of-:the mountain. It approaches the 
river, by a succession of cascades over successive layers of the sand- 
stones. As we descend the river, these beds come up in two anticlinals, 
one low and flat and the second mountainous, with dips reaching 709, 
and coming down steeply to the river on both sides. The axis of the 
second anticlinal is occupied by a narrow fold of limestone, through 
which escape several warm springs. A small cluster of these, escaping 
among the gravel in the edge of the river, on the south side, emit an 
abundance of sulphureted hydrogen. Though somewhat mixed with 
the river-water, they gave a temperatnre of 117°. About a hundred 
yards below this, a group of calcareous springs has built up a dam of 
tuff, so as to flood several acres about the vents, which are now inacces- 
sible. The general flow from the pool gave a temperature of 94°. Just 
opposite these springs, in the lower part of the sandstones, as they 
re-appear on the west side of the anticlinal, there are exposures of two 
or three heavy beds of black, calcareous shale and friable clay, with 
some harder bituminous mud-stones, which appear, from short distances, 
precisely like coal outcrops. Fragments of teeth and bones, probably 
belonging to amphibians, occur in these layers. Above them there are 
some thick beds of chert. ‘ 

Here the river turns south again, and runs for about two miles along 
the west side of the anticlinal, with sharp slopes on either banks. Turn- 
dng west again, we cross three anticlinals, in the third of which consid- 
erable displacement has taken place, so that the Carboniferous comes 
boldly up, and, after this, forms the mass of the mountain clear through 
the canon. The lower portion of these beds consists largely of sand- 
stones and shales, though including heavy beds of limestone; higher 
up, the limestones form a heavy mass for several hundred feet, partly 
compact, partly fragmentary, overlaid finally by more shaly beds, 
making a total thickness of 2,000 feet or more. <A few fossils of the 
genera Spirifer, Macrocheilus, and Zaphrentis were seen in the débris. 
The lower layers weather to nearly white, while the upper ones are 
strongly buff. All through this series, the cafion is narrow, with steep, 
often perpendicular, slopes and hardly any bottoms. The river mainly 
occupies a deep channel, with a broad shelf of rock on one or both 
sides, which is barely covered at this season. Crossing would be impos- 
sible without swimming the stock. Many of the steep slopes are covered 
with spruces, and their angular tops, lapping over each other, on the 
opposite side of the cation, give the effect of diamond-slating on.a roof, 
though with the angles reversed. Upon these limestones we begin to 
find again great numbers of the small maples seen farther south. These 
are said by the hunters to be somewhat on the increase in this region. 
About ten miles through these limestones bring us to the mouth of 

the cafion. Through much of its upper course the stream is quite rapid, 
and almost deserves the name, Mad River, applied to this part of it by 
the early trappers; but there is little that would have proved trouble- 
some “to experienced voyageurs, and probably none that would prove 
really dangerous. (See Irving’s Astoria, chapter xxxi.) 

The terraces, though only fragmentary through the caiion, now spread 
out into broad sage-covered flats on either side of the river, and the 
higher slopes become much more rounded. Just at the mouth of the 
canon, John Gray’s River, whicb heads far to the south, on the divide 
toward Bear River, comes from the southeast, through the same mountain- 
mass, and with apparently just such a cafion as the one we have just 
left. Atits mouth, a heavy mass of cemented bedded gravel shows 

¢ 
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down-siream dips of 17°, apparently implying great rapidity of current 
over a rapid into a deep pool at some former period. 

About two miles below, Salt River also enters the Snake, through a 
broad-terraced valley, which looks as if it were really the continuation 
of the lower valley of the Snake. But for misinformation as to dis- 
tances, we should have explored this valley up to the salt-works before 
descending the Snake. It seems to afford an easy passage through a 
valuable region. The cation through which we had just come, though 
having a reputation for very difficult traveling, was passed by us with 
ease, and really presents but very slight obstacles to building a railroad, 
if one were desired from this point to Yellowstone Lake or beyond, or 
merely to give convenient access to the rich basins of Jackson’s Hole 
and Little Hole. Furthermore, a road, reaching this point from either 
the lower or the upper Bear River Valley, would have then the alterna- 
tion of passing down the Snake with easy grades to the east side of the 
valley of Henry’s Fork, with the advantage of crossing the river where 
its channel is narrow aud its banks far above any floods. 

The Snake here turns sharply northward into the continuation of the 
valley of Salt River, with high mountains of Carboniferous limestones 
on the east, showing some ecastellated walls, and lower and more 
rounded ones on the west. Two or three miles below the mouth of Salt 
River, a small stream from the west was thick with mud from the 
Caribou gold-washings. . . 

The valley is here located by an anticlinal fold; and the nearly ver- 
tical limestones of its axis are finely exposed along the foot of the west- 
ern hills. Here, also, is located a cluster of warm springs, making cal- 
careous, sulphurous, and saline deposits. The largest spring, the 
Wash-tub, Las built up a flaring table, 1 foot high, of an oval form, 
measuring about 44 by 74 feet, upon a mound consisting of calcareous 
mud, scarcely solidified, of from 5 to 7 feet above the creek-bottom in 
which it stands. The central table has contracted so as to crack across 
diagonally, and the flow now escapes at its western base, depositing a 
fine mud tinged in the full pools with a faint sulphur-yellow, but pure 
white in the dry ones. These pools cover the mound in descending 
steps of great beauty. The present flow is southward, though it has 
been on all sides in succession. The deposit on the surface of the 
mound is still very soft, and showed at the time of our visit (October 6) 
the tracks of a small bear, who bad recently investigated the wonders 
of the mound, even setting his foot on the central table. One mound, 
no longer active, is 5 feet high, with a circular base of about 5 feet 
diameter and an oval summit of about 1 foot by 6 inches. Many small 
Springs escape along the bank for a hundred yards or more. The 
deposits vary greatly in color. At some points, the odors of sulphurous 
acid and of sulphureted hydrogen were quite noticeable. ‘The older 
deposits have built up a bank 10 feet high, along the base of the terrace ; 
and the beavers have taken possession and have dammed up on it the 
waters of the cold springs which flow from the second terrace at short 
intervals along this plain. On the opposite shore, two considerable 
springs have built up their deposits against, the foot of the mountain, 
one of which appears to be nearly dead. The highest temperature 
observed here was 144°. The Wash-tub gave 142° and others 142°, 
149°, 90°, 88°, &e. 
The deep channel, seen through all the lower part of thé cafion, con- 

tinues for several miles down the valley, and fords are at all points 
much rarer than in the upper valley. The stream is narrower on the 
average, and the amount of water has been much increased. 
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As the valley turns westward, it becomes somewhat narrower; and 
laminated porphyritic trachytes appear on the northeastern side, at first 
capping the spurs like isolated forts, and then forming, as it were, a row 
of casemates just below the crests of the hills. At two points this rock 
descends nearly to the water’s edge; but the valley soon opens out 
again, with broad bottoms on the east for several miles, to opposite the 
mouth of Fall Creek, where basalt appears upon the eastern side as it 
had done on the western some miles higher up. The upper part of this 
valley-flat is covered with sage-brush, but the lower half is full of the 
richest of pasturage, except only such portions as are occupied by. 
beaver-dams and bayous. Along these water-courses, large thickets of 
black-haws were most thickly covered with ripe fruit, but the crop of 
service-berries was almost an entire failure in all this region. At sev- 
eral: points we noticed the abundant rose-bushes covered with hips, 
which were so soft when ripe as to have the translucent appearance of 
berries and to be very pleasant eating. ‘This did not appear to be a 
specific character, but was probably consequent upon the shortness of 
the season, which, after the fruit is well developed, prevents the secre- 
tion of the large amount of woody fiber which elsewhere commonly 
forms so hard a covering to the rose-hips. All through the ecaiion, as 
well as along this lower valley, we noticed innumerable young plants of 
the lupines, which abound in this region, prepared to make vigorous 
growth as soon as the short Summer opens. 

Fall Creek heads some miles to the southward, in John Gray’s Lake, 
near the Caribou mines, and here leaps into the river over a terrace of 
basalt perhaps 50 feet high, forming a very pretty fall, which has given 
the local name to the stream. A short distance below, we forded with 
difficulty, the water coming over our saddles. From this point the 
basalt lines both sides of the river, with very slight exceptions, to the 
Great Snake River Basin, and, according to report, to the Columbia. 
About four miles below Fall River, these basalt-walls close in the river’s 
edge and form the lower caflon. At this point, two distinct beds of 
basalt appear, separated and underlaid by beds of river-sand, partly 
loose and nearly white, partly dark greenish and rusty brown, and con- 
siderably cemented with iron. These sands include great numbers of 
pebbles of basalt partly rounded. At one point, the lower bed of basalt 
slopes eastward at an angle of about 15°, indicating a probable source 
of flow situated in the mountains to the southwestward, though possibly 
due rather to upheaval. At another point, the basalt is curved above 
beds of sand and gravel having a curved surface, which plainly formed 
a bar in the old river-bed. These deposits spread up against the edges 
of limestones and sandstones of the mountains on either side. 

At the base of the mountain on the southwest side of the valley, just 
above the head of this lower cafion, calcareous deposits, from now extinct 
springs, form a heavy mass, reaching about 100 feet up the mountain 
side. A small butte, nearly separated from the mountain behind, 
divides from the main valley the basin of a small stream which goes by 
the name of Swan Valley. The base of these western mountains is com- 
posed of gray quartzites. followed by coarse and fine white sandstones, 
and a very fine-grained white dolomitic limestone, all of uncertain age, 
though older than the overlying limestones, which contain a few Car- 
boniferous fossils. The dips are sharp to the southwest, and the wash 
of the stream brings down fragments of red sandstone, which indicate 
that the higher beds here occupy their regular position. - 

The lower cafion is walled with basalt for from 200 to 400 feet, in — 
many places perpendicularly, though elsewhere the slopes are more mod- 
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erate. On the upper slopes, west of the broad plain which borders the 
top of these cliffs, there are two other beds of basalt and one or por- 
phyritie trachyte, separated by only thin beds of sand and gravel, which 
reach to the top of the southern hills, about 6,700 feet above the sea. 
The cahon bends northward to the base of the northern mountains, and 
there winds for some fifteen or twenty miles before opening gradually 
to the broad plain of the Great Basin of the Snake River. 

As we had descended from the mouth of Salt River, the timber had 
eradually disappeared from the hills, until we now found only the scat- 
tered groves of small cottonwoods which mark the hollows where the 
snow lies late, or mingle with the willows along the banks of the few 
small streams which escape from the hills into the sage-covered plain. 
From near the mouth of the cation, a belt of cedars runs along the course 
of a high-water bayou on the south side of the river and forms a con- 
spicuous feature of the otherwise featureless plain for many miles. 

Some three or four miles below the mouth of this last canon, a small 
hot spring, 4 or 5 feet across, stands on the north bank of the river, 
about 20 feet above the bottom. This was not visited by any of our 
party, but was reported by our guide to be too hot for one to hold his 
hand init for more than a half minute. White spring-deposits were 
seen, from a distance, at several points on the north bank, but there is 
believed to be no flow at these points at the present time. 

Joining the main party here on the evening of October 8, we passed 
over the sage-plain described in the record of our outward trip, crossed 
Willow, Sand, and Blackfoot Creeks, and reached Fort Hall on the 11th. 
The facts observed during that time, and during the tullowing twelve 
days, while we awaited Dr. Hayden’s arrival to pay off and discharge _ 
the party, have been incorporated in the earlier part of this report. 
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 
OF MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, AND NEBRASKA, 

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 1, 1873. 

DEAR SiR: Herewith I present a partial report of the results of my 
explorations of the year 1872 in Minnesota, Dakota, and Nebraska. 

The time employed in preparing another report (which has already 
been submitted) and a temporary separation from the survey have pre- 
vented me from preparing and submitting at this time a full and com- 
plete report in regard to the agricultural resources of the very interest- 
ing region visited by me. Ihave, therefore, thought it best that I should 
prepare at present but a preliminary report, elaborating one or two 
points only which bear upon the agricultural resources of this section, 
and which I might make somewhat complete in time for publication 
the present season. Another important reason for this course, aside 
from the want of time, was that, having entered upon the discussion of 
the climatology of this region, as exhibited by the meteorological records, 
it became evident that important and valuable results might be obtained 
by a more full and complete discussion of all the records of that portion 
of the Westsituated between the Mississippi River and the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains. But to do this required more time than remained previous 
to the publication of your annual report for the year 1872. It also 
required the preparation and printing of certain charts, which could not 
be properly done in time. Therefore, with your consent, I determined 
to devote a portion of the present season to the preparation of a special 
report on the climatology of the West. For this reason much of the 
material I had already prepared does not appear in this report. 

These explanations will suffice to account for the meagerness of the 
report herewith submitted, although the material obtained was equal in 
amount and importance to that of any former year of my connection 
with the survey. 

In my introductory remarks I give an outline of what the full report 
may be expected to contain. At present I have confined myself chiefly 
to a discussion of the physical geography and topography of that por- 
tion of the Northwest visited during the summer of 1872. 

As 1n our former visits to the West, I have met with the kindest 
treatment at every point and on the part of all with whom my duties 
brought me in contact. The railroad and stage companies in Minne- 
sota, Nebraska, Dakota, and Kansas have, in every instance where I 
stated my business and my connection with your survey, granted me 
passes over their lines, thereby greatly lessening my expenses, and 
enabling me with the means at my command to extend my examina- 
tions over a much larger area than I could otherwise have done. 

It is, perhaps, proper that I should mention by name those companies 
from which IJ have received these favors. The railway companies were: 
Northern Pacific, Saint Paul and Pacific, Saint Paul and Sioux City, 
Illinois Central, Union Pacific, Burlington and Missouri River, and Kan- 
sas Pacific. I also received a pass from Mr. Blakesly over all the stage- 
lines he represented in Minnesota, and from Messrs. Haskell & Cheney 
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over their line from Sioux City to Yankton. Iam especially indebted 
to Governor Burbank, General McCook, General Beadle, and others, of 
Southern Dakota; Colonel Stutsman, of Pembina; General H. Thomas, 
Colonel J. C. Bates, Dr. Dubose, Mr. Skinner, and others, for their as- 
sistance and for information furnished by them. 

As a summary of results, I may state that, although in some respects 
the portion of our country visited did not meet entirely my expecta- 
tions, founded on the exaggerated and glowing descriptions of specula- 
tors and others interested, yet it presents a bread-producing area 
equaled by but few and surpassed by none on the continent. Its capac- 
ity as a wheat-growing section is immense; so great, in fact, that the 
figures stagger our belief when first presented. As a beef-producing 
section its resources are great, the grazing excellent throughout the 
entire area. 

The fact of its great capacity in reference to these two articles renders 
its development of great national importance. 

Trusting that my action may meet with your approval and that this 
report may be satisfactory, I remain, yours, very respectfully, 

CYRUS THOMAS. 
Professor F. V. HAYDEN. 



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

The chief object of my explorations during the past season was to 
examine into and report upon the agricultural resources of Dakota Ter- 
ritory; yet it was expected that I would at the same time extend my 
observations to the immediately surrounding portions of the Northwest 
similar in character and which might have any bearing upon the devel- 
opment of the resources of Dakota. 
A slight examination of this section, added to the previous knowledge 

I had obtained in regard to it, sufficed to convince me that, to thoroughly 
understand its agricultural resources, it was important to investigate 
the climatology and physical geography of the great prairie-belt lying 
along the eastern margin of the great trans-Mississippi plains. 

Here, running north and south, is found the dividing line between 
two regions and climates as different from each other as that of Kurope 
from that of Asia; here, in fact, in an agricultural, climatological, and 
physical point of view, is the real dividing line between the eastern and 
western portions of the continent. We have long looked upon the 
great Rocky Mountain Range as the dividing line of the continent, and, 
so far as the flow of water is concerned, this is so; but the more this 
region is examined the more apparent does it become that in other re- 
spects this is far from being the rule. The chief dividing line between 
the two great continental climatic areas stretches north and south along 
the broad undulating plains of Kansas, Nebraska, Dakota, &e., and 
corresponds very nearly with the one hundredth meridian. Here, too, 
is the dividing line between great agricultural, faunal, and floral areas. 

In regard to climatology several important questions arise, two of 
which deserve special attention, and which, if possible, should receive 
at least approximately correct answers. The first relates to the isother- 
mal lines through Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Dakota, especially the 
lines of mean Summer temperature. Thisis the more necessary from 
the fact that Mr. Blodgett, in his work on meteorology, has assumed that 
the mean lines of summer temperature make a rapid bend northward 
after passing west of Lake Michigan; and this statement has been used 
largely in the efforts to induce emigration te that portion of the North- 
west. If it is true that this remarkable flexure does occur here, it must, 
as a matter of course, have an important bearing upon our estimate of 
the agricultural resources of this extensive region. I have, therefore, 
made it a special object to test the correctness of this assumption by 
all available data, which have been considerably increased since the 
date to which Mr. Blodgett’s calculations extend. Without intending 
to forestall my investigations on this point, I may state that, while it is 
true a very remarkable flexure in the isothermal lines does occur here, 
yet the investigations I have made indicate that it is much less than Mr. 
Blodgett represents it to be. 

The second climatological question relates to the rain-fall. It is well 
known that on the east side of the plains, as in Minnesota, Iowa, Mis- 
souri, and Arkansas, the average annual rain-fall is sufficient to supply 
the moisture necessary for the production of the cereals and other agri- 
cultural products. On the other hand, it is almost as well known that 
irrigation is necessary at all points on the plains lying along the east 
base of the Rocky Mountains. Therefore, itis evident that the boundary 
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between these two regions—that of sufiicient and that of insufficient 
rain—must be found somewhere between the east base of the Rocky 
Mountains and the west line of the States last named. It becomes, 
therefore, very important to determine where this line is. It 1s true 
that the transition may be gradual and render it difficult to fix it with 
any great degree of exactitude, yet it must be possible to determine it 
approximately. The importance of this will scarcely be appreciated by 
those who have not come practically in contact with the question ; but 
the individual who has gone beyond this line and opened a farm upon 
the broad prairie, depending upon the rain-fall alone to supply his crops, 
has learned by sad experience that knowledge which ought to be sup- 
plied to the public. But land-speculators and others, who are interested 
in settling up this portion of the West, are often too sanguine in their 
belief in regard, to favorable climatic changes, or are regardless of the 
sufferings and hardships they cause by a too favorable representation 
of the climate of this uncertain section. I dislike to make such state- 
ments, but I deem it a duty to speak plainly on this point. There is no 
necessity for any misrepresentations in regard to this part of the West; 
the facts are sufficiently favorable; and if these, and these only, are pre- 
sented, in the end the result wiil be better for the country and even for 
the particular section. I have, therefore, made this matter the subject 
of special investigation, but in this report will only give a short sum- 
mary of the facts, as I expect hereafter to present the whole subject of 
the climate of the West in a special report. 
Although the topography of the country presents great uniformity 

in character, the general level being interrupted by no elevated peaks 
er extensive mountain-ranges, yet the physical geography is not devoid 
of interesting and important features, as within the bounds of the region 
under consideration are the initial points of three of the most import- 
ant water-basins on the east side of the continent. 

As the surface-soil also presents great uniformity in character, another 
important item to be examined was the nature of the subsoil; but as 
this has been penetrated at comparatively few points in the newly- 
settled or unsettled portions, the data obtained was necessarily meager; 
yet sufficient has been ascertained to show that it varies much more in 
the different sections than the surface-soil. I do not allude so much to 
its chemical ingredients as to its productive qualities. 

Although a knowledge of the present condition of climate, soil, and 
topography is sufficient to determine the agricultural value, yet there 
are some questions relating to the physical conditions which are so 
intimately connected with these practical points that a full and ex- 
haustive report should embrace them. I allude particularly to the last 
geological changes which have resulted in the present condition of the 
surface and climate. I include “climate” because I am thoroughly 
convinced, after studying this subject for several years, that, so far as 
the amount of moisture is concerned, the present condition has resulted, 
in part at least, from the effect of the last geological change that took 
place in the surface. But, unfortunately, my knowledge of geology is 
not sufficient to discuss this question properly, even if I had all the data 
necessary to do so, and the geological surveys which have been made 
of this section have not been directed particularly to the surface-features. 
it is true that Professor Hayden, in his very interesting résumé 
(Chapter X11) of his report of 1870, touches upon this subject, alluding 
to its importance and expressing the desire to return to its investigation 
at some future time. Itis to be hoped that he may be permitted to _ 
carry out this desire at an early day, as there is noone who more highly 
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appreciates the value of the ‘surface-geology of this section, in which 
he spent so many of the early days of his explorations, than he does. 
Professor Winchell, in his first annual report of the Geological and 
Natural History Survey of Minnesota, has devoted a short chapter to 
this subject so far as it relates to that State. Owen, in his Report on 
the Geology of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa, mentions numerous 
important facts bearing upon this subject, but does not discuss it 
specially. But no one, so far as Lam aware, has as yet discussed the 
relation of the last geological change in this section to its present 
climatic condition. This, therefore, still remains an open field for 
inquiry and investigation. 

The valleys of the rivers, the weathering of the bluffs and terraces, 
the dry coulées, as well as the vast amount of local drift near the base 
of the Rocky Mountains, show beyond a doubt that, at some very recent 
period in a geological sense, the amount of water which fell was much 
greater than at present. I allude not to the remote period, when it was 
submerged, but to a period since the waters receded, for it requires no 
geological eye to detect these evidences and to determine that they 
relate to a time long subsequent to the last emergence, hence attribut- 
able to rain and snow. 

It is therefore evident that between that time and the present a great 
change has taken place in the climate in regard to humidity; that it is 
much less now in the western portions of Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas 
than it was in the past. This question then arises: Has the change in 
this direction ceased? If not, then we are forced to the conclusion 
that this section is still growing drier. If it is true—and [ think it will 
scarcely be denied by any who have directed their attention to the sub- 
ject—that such has been the direction of the climatic changes in the 
past, one of two conclusions is inevitable, viz, that there are no grounds 
for expecting a more favorable climate (in regard to humidity) in the 
future, er that the change in the direction indicated has~ceased, and 
consequently a reaction must take place. On this important point I 
have collected some data which I expect to present in my meteorological 
report. 

As the immense belt under consideration is one almost continuous 
prairie, devoid of forests, which must be devoted almost wholly to farm- 
ing and pastoral pursuits, it is apparent that its future development 
depends to a great degree upon the means of transporting its products 
to market and of reaching the forests of the States lying east of it. It 
is therefore very desirable, in this connection, to obtain some idea of the 
extent and character of the forests and the extent and direction of the 
constructed and contemplated railroad-lines. 
Although I have not made the former a special object of inquiry and 

investigation, yet sufficient information in regard thereto has been 
obtained upon which to found a conclusion in regard to the adequacy of 
the supply of lumber for the next generation. ‘To examine the immense 
forests of Minnesota and Wisconsin in person, with sufficient thorough- 
ness to determine their character, would requiré several years; but, 
fortunately, these States have for several years been gathering statistics 
concerning them, which are accessible, and of which I shall avail myself 
in this or a future report so far as I deem it necessary to do so. 
Any report relating to the present extent of the railroads would be of 

but temporary value, as the various lines are being so rapidly extended, 
and new ones being formed in such rapid succession, that what is true 
to-day will fall far short of being true a few years hence. 
A yery important question, and one of national interest, arises in con- 
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nection with this subject. What is, or is likely to be, the effect upon the 
industries and development of this portion of the country of land-grants 
to railroads by Congress? This has assumed such vast proportions that 
it behooves the statesmen of our nation to examine the subject with 
great care, and not beled away by the simple and conceded fact that 
these grants hasten the settlement of the section of country in which 
they are made. 

This is a matter which already agitates the public mind; and in no 
part of the country have we a better opportunity of studying its effects 
than in the Northwest, where the grants have been most numerous and 
extensive. 
When the public mind becomes aroused in relation to a given subject, 

and a tendency to reaction becomes manifest, politicians are apt to seize 
upon the opportunity of riding into position upon the current of opin- 
ion, and, instead of striving to lead it to a correct conclusion, strive to 
carry it to the other extreme, and often thereby cripple national indus- 
tries instead of correcting abuses. It is proper, therefore, that the facts 
in respect to such subjects should be spread before the public at as early 
a day as possible. As I cannot enter upon an examination of this im- 
portant question, I desire to cali attention to it. 

PHYSICAL GHOGRAPHY. 

As the surface features and configuration of any section have an im- 
portant bearing upon its climatology and agricultural resources, I will 
present first a sketch of the physical geography of that portion of the 
Northwest at present under consideration. Although I shall, when I 
discuss the climatology, embrace a larger area, I will at present confine 
my remarks chiefly to Minnesota, Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska. 

Foster, in his excellent work on the physical geography of the Missis- 
sippi Valley, has presented in a very attractive form a description of the 
leading characteristics of the West; therefore it will be unnecessary for 
me, in describing the features of a limited section, to repeat what has 
been so well set forth. I will, for this reason, confine myself to the more 
minute details, and especially to the hypsometrical data. 

Notwithstanding this region, which has been not inaptly termed the 
‘New Northwest,” presents no elevated mountain-ranges or lofty peaks, 
to break the somewhat monotonous contour and form sharp dividing- 
lines between the water-systems, yet its geographical features are not 
devoid of interest in a scientific point of view, nor without important 
influences on the climate. Who can predict with certainty what would 
be the climatic effect of a rugged forest-clad mountain-range running 
east and west from the base of the Rocky Mountains to the Mississippi 
River? Who can tell what would be the result of such a barrier to the 
winds which now sweep across these vast plains? Who can foresee with 
certainty the effect even of a continued forest over this immense area? 

This country may be described in general terms as one immense com- 
paratively level area, consisting of slightly rolling and marshy, timbered 
sections in the northeast and broad, open, undulating prairies in the 
west and southwest. 

The eastern portion, from Lake Superior to the Mississippi, is covered 
chiefly with pine and tamarack forests, and to a large extent more or less 
marshy, especially in the eastern and northeastern part of Minnesota, 
but fading out and changing somewhat in character as we move south- 
ward, the marshes entirely disappearing in this direction. A lengthy 
but narrow forest-strip runs north and south along the west side of the 
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Mississippi River, consisting almost entirely of deciduous trees, such as 
oak, elm, ash, &c. But this strip, as it approaches Iowa in its southern 
extremity, is more or less broken up by prairie-belts, and there confined 
chiefly to the river valleys. 

The remaining portion of the entire area lying west of this timber-line, 
and extending to the base of the Rocky Mountains, consists of broad, 
undulating, treeless plains, channeled by numerous streams, and dotted 
in its eastern portion with numerous small lakes, which decrease in num- 
bers and acquire a saline character as we move westward. This part 
is, in fact, one section of the great plains of the interior, which stretch 
northward from Mexico to Arctic America. 

The great uniformity in appearance and sameness of character of this 
part of the country would apparently forbid any lengthened description 
of its geographical features—and to a great extent this is true—yet there 
are some iacts and peculiarities worthy of our attention and study, 
especially as there are some problems connected with these broad, open 
areas which have not as yet been satisfactorily solved. Why are they 
devoid of forests? is a query often propounded, and, although approach- 
ing solution, has not been answered to the entire satisfaction of our lead- 
ing physicists. If we reject the view of Lesquereux, that the “ prairies 
are due to peat-growth,” and the view of other physicists, that they are 
due ‘‘to the texture of the soil,” and also exclude as unworthy of con- 
sideration the very general opinion that they have been produced by the 
annual burnings—for this applies only to their perpetuation and not to 
their production—and accept the very plausable theory of Newberry, 
Foster, Hayden, and others, that this condition arose from a want of 
sufficient moisture, we have advanced but one step in the process of solu- 
tion, and find ourselves confronted by another question equally difficult 
to answer: What caused this lack of moisture on the plains? And why _ 
are the prairies of Nebraska, Kansas, and Dakota drier than those of 
lowa and Illinois? Doubtless the presence of the large body of water 
in the lakes of the north—Superior and Michigan—over which currents 
of air already charged with moisture sweep down from the northeast, 
the approximation of the Gulf of Mexico, and the Mississippi running 
north and south along the border of the entire area, will go far toward 
furnishing an answer to the latter inquiry. But it is not my intention 
to pursue this investigation at this time; when I enter upon a discus- 
sion of the climatology I may present. some faets which I think bear 
upon the subject. 

The water-drainage of Minnesota and Dakota forms one of the most 
interesting and important features in the physical geography of this sec- 
tion of the West. Although there are no marked or prominent water- 
sheds here, yet the streams which originate in this limited area belong to 
three different water systems or basins: that of Hudson Bay, the lake or 
Saint Lawrence Basin, and the Mississippi or Gulf Basin—one draining 
north, one east, and the other south, showing a higher general elevation 
of the surface here than in either of these directions; that is to say, if 
we move north, east, or south from this area, we descend. Professor 
Wenchell makes the following statement in regard to the topography of 
Minnesota : * 

The intimate relation subsisting between the geology and topography of the State 
is more evident than in some of the other States in the Union. The causes which de- 
termine the location of the great continental water-shed are those which determined 
the existence of the Laurentian and Lake Superior ranges of igneous and metamorphic 
rocks. The area of these rocks in Minnesota, as well as in Wisconsin and Michigan, 

* Geological and Natural History Survey, Minnesota, (1873,) page 45. 
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includes some of the sources of the great river-systems of the Northwest and of the 
continent. rom this area, since pre-Silurian times, streams have run in all directions 
toward the ocean. Within this area, in the State of Minnesota, are the headwaters of 
the Saint Lawrence system of drainage, which enters the Atlantic Ocean toward the 
east; those of the Mississippi, which enter the Gulf of Mexico toward the south, and 
those of the Red River of the North, which, taking an opposite course, find the ocean- 
level toward the north through Hudson’s Bay, in British America. This water-shed 
consists not in the form of a definite and abrupt ridge. 

This fact, which does not find an exact parallel at any other point in 
the comparatively level portion of the interior of the continent, marks 
this area as one of peculiar interest in the study of the physical ge- 
ography of the Mississippi Valley. 

The Mississippi and Red Rivers form the chief lines of drainage, and 
it is worthy of notice that these run in exactly opposite directions. The 
Missouri River, from its great bend in the northwest corner of Dakota, 
runs a little east of south, the Mississippi almost directly south, while 
the intermediate waters find their way directly north through Red River 
to Lake Winnepeg. 

It has been remarked by some writer that geologists and geographers 
often fail to appreciate the value of the facts they obtain in regard to 
the direction of the leading streams and elevated ranges of the coun- 
tries they explore. Although [ donot claim to be a geologist, yet Iam 
strongly inclined to believe that the fixing of the channels of these 
streams belongs to the closing scene of the Drift period. And this 
opinion corresponds with the idea already expressed by Professor 
Hayden : * 

At a modern period it is probable that the waters of the ocean swept high upland, 
reaching nearly to the foot of the mountains. The great water-courses had already 

. been marked out; consequently we find the yellow-marl or loess 50 to 150 feet thick in 
the immediate vailey of the Missouri, but thinning out as we recede from it or the 
valleys of any of its branches. 

The cuts given in Professor Winchell’s report on the survey of Belle 
Plaine, Minnesota, indicate that he holds substantially the same opinion. 
But in his geological report, before referred to, and which was received 
after this report was draughted, he expresses his opinion on this point 
as follows: t 

The course of the surface drainage is, in this case, (where the drift is very thick,) 
dependent very little on the character of the underlying rock. But where the drift is 
lighter, the direction of the subordinate streams is often determined by the bearing of 
the sedimentary rocks. A stream is most hkely to be located in the depression caused 
by the erosion or other destruction of the outcropping edge of a soft or friable rock, 
the more persistent formation adjoining it, above and below, forming the divides 
between it and other streams. Other causes, however, principally those superinduced 
by undulations in the strata over long distances, so as to cause them to leave the direc- 
tion of the principal or tributary valleys, and the variations of level brought about by 
the unequal deposition of the drift during the prevalance of the ice of the glacial 
epoch, have very generally marked the effect of unequal erosion of the strata on the 
direction of surface-drainage. 

The direction of the streams of Dakota and Northern Nebraska un- 
doubtedly falls within the last category, as their channels seldom reach 
the bottom of the drift. We may, therefore, safely assume that the 
direction and lines of water-drainage were already marked out at the 
close of the Quarternary period, and doubtless previous to the last sub- 
mergence of this portion of the Northwest. 
An examination of the direction of the tributaries of the leading © 

* Report 1870, page 175. 
t Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota, page 46. 
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streams mentioned will serve to indicate the direction of the descent of 
the different parts of their basins. Thus, the tributaries of the Missouri 
which flow into it below the bend present a very marked contrast in 
direction ; those on the west side, as Heart, Ree, Big Cheyenne, White, 
and Niobrara Rivers, flow almost directly east; while those on the east 
side, as James, Vermillion, and Big Sioux, flow almost direetiy south ; 
showing clearly that the channel of the Missouri marks the termination 
of the effect of the descent from the mountains, and that east of it the 
descent is from the north. But it must not be inferred from this that 
the descent toward the east absolutely ceases at the Missouri, for this is 
not correct, as (in Dakota) it continues—as will be seen by the tables of 
altitudes—as far east as the valley of Red River; but the channel of the 
Missouri is the boundary of the eastward flow. After giving the tables 
ef altitudes I will again allude to this subject, and mention some other 
causes for this change of direction. 
A somewhat singular feature is presented by the tributaries of Red 

River; asa general rule, those on the west side flow southeast and - 
those on the east side southwest until they strike the immediate valley 
of the river, where they bend abruptly northward. This would indicate 
a southern descent for the bordering plains, while it is evident the broad, 
level valley of the river has a slight northern descent. 

Although, as will hereafter be shown by the tables of elevations, the 
plain from which the waters of the Upper Mississippi are gathered is, 
in a manner, segregated from the broad western slope, yet the same 
direction ef drainage is preserved, the western tributaries flowing 
southeast, while the few eastern ones within Minnesota flow southward. 
This direction is preserved, notwithstanding, as in Southern Minnesota 
the descent of the bordering surface of the country is directly opposite 
to the course of the streams. 

If we move southward to the latitude of lowa and Nebraska, we shall . 
find the drainage almost wholly eastward or southeast, that toward the 
south being less marked than in the northern section. In Nebraska tt 
may be said to be entirely eastward, some of the northern tributaries of 
the Platte only bearing a little southeast. The drainage of Lewa is in 
great part to the southeast, a few minor streams running southwest into 
the Missouri River, indicating a narrow western slope along its western 
boundary. 

It is evident that the vertical topography is of the utmost importance 
in studying the physical geography of any section, and more especially 
is this the case where the outlines are not rugged, but where the long 
rounded swells and apparently level plateaus are calculated to deceive 
the eye. I have, therefore, collected all the data to be obtained on this 
point, particularly what reters to the surface of Minnesota and Dakota; 
and fortunately the recent surveys of lines through this section of the 
Northwest for the purpose of locating railroads have furnished us with 
sufficient material to enable us to form a tolerable correct idea of its 
topography. Therefore, before proceeding further, | insert the follow- 
ing lists of elevations and distances, which have been furnished in most 
cases from the officers of the roads mentioned. One or two have been 
copied from the report of Professor Winchell, heretofore referred to, and 
some of the tables furnished me have been corrected by this report. 
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TABLE I.— A list of elevations and distances along g the line of the Lake 
Superior and Mississippt Railroad, running from Duluth on Lake Supe- 
rior to Saint Paul, Minnesota. 

Distance from | Height above - 
Duluth. the sea. 

Miles. Feet. 
SuMmace ormaalce SAPerlOL W225. 26 sce see lsat ele ee tere all eerste tial 600}. 
ID) OULD Nae ae EEE Se Re eee are we ees Seema N GM AME et CY a 605 
BNO TIT SOT Ee Pee cee a ke VN Lda SUL RRO RA Sep 22 1, 027 
Highest point on the road’.-..-.-...---- aH es ST 33 1, 166 
Mooserbakevdepotys sie se. ssc hs SES eS UA te atte mes 45 1, 052 
Kerilepiner depotiss 24200020 TSE e ee? Pee eee ea 60 1, 112 
Hinekley,.at Grindstone River 2... 2222 .s-22- 2s. sesc-4 78 1, 023 
Lowest between Hinckley and the next summit-........|.----.-------- 1, 005 
SSHUMAOUTO TCP se icp att NE AN ea ac eR A AL aah a ad CE 80 1, 023 
SS UU VAT eee ERE PRES ERD SCENE CN ere Re Ly ee rh 86 985 
imine Citys ahi snakeyRivier sth so see ee seen enn ee 90 944 
Point two and one-half miles south of Snake River.-...|..---.----.--- 978 
vos City, ab, the creeks ain anu A OES ke conan 101 908 
GooseWtake cnet is Pee epee wie SEN pay lat NR Ba de Me Hk me es 886 
INExiahiohest polit Vay See CURIE. eT a Ne ed a Monte Quen Monee eater 915 
North Branch, at, The verecke Gee sGus Co Meee ae Lia ge eas 113 883 
Between North Branch and WivOmin oy eek see eet ecie rllncaroye smal mirs 906 
Mi OMING Vat ame TIVEr Naso u te bee Nie oS ue 125 887 
NiyOminovatablioncdepoties sue scene mene rec eclectic ietay. Manat tl eave pee 897 
Forest Lake CEpot eae AMEE ney aU MN ee See ke. 129 904 
Summit between Forest Lake and Rice Creek -....-.-- 132 953 
PRA COMO TEC Kerem nae ee uot URN RT A Br ee tea Able ated ol 1334 916 
Centreville depot eke cee ys ee eee ate Le MIC. RAN ore 138 927 
Junction at White Bear Lake ........---------+------- 143 920 
Summit between White Bear Lake and Saint Paul.--..- 145 959 
Between Phalen’s Lake and Saint Paul.......---...... 151 870 
Lowest water in Mississippi, at Saint Paul......-.----. 155 676 
Highest water in Mississippi, at Saint Paul.....--.-2-.|-----.2.0-.--- 697 
Standard generally used for Mississippi, at Saint Paul.-|}..---.---.---. 680 

TABLE II.—A list of elevations and distances from the western extremity 
of Lake Superior, at Duluth, to the Missouri River at the mouth of Heart 
iver, along the line of the Northern Pacifie Railroad. 

Distance from| Height above 
Duluth. the sea. 

Miles. Teet. 
Hakesuperior at Duluth yswaycc ee sce eee ee ae (eee eee 600 
(ON GLOUTGAG oe ao crete eae aie oie wale ieinicts etc yet Arie Bios 6 606 
Thomson, (Dalles of Saint Louis River)-.....-.-..-----: 22 1, 036 
PUIG HOMER e tre Se etn sey ene eis ks Boe ada PRS 24 1, 080 
Otter Creek, (bed of the creek)-...---.---2 -2-. -22202-- 27 1, 126 
Normany(maturaljoround)) .¢ 608.1 o eke Seen seer 34 1, 333 
Kettle River; (bed lof the river) .....-,.------: 220-5 woe 42 1, 285 
Kettle River, (natural sround)-----.-.22.. 222220220. 45 1, 359 
Island Lake A OTAGE) wee As AL ee Ee eee eee 46 1, 302 
Tamarack River, @atural/oround)) 22235) See ee 52 1, 309 
Nicobies)(oradeyessaeemeorine ceca een POS aaa atic a 58 1, 265 i 
Sandy River .-..-..-:- Se ee eee pal ees eee gal 65 1, 222 
VEC Tir) ov ey paps ae etal aes 5 ae A a Aa A fata oan 76 pana ls iL 
URW OYEyg RU 2ey gue eesti 2 UY ae Bey a Ste aie ear 8 OT A 81 
Ya\TH ECS) a1 CE ea ay etl A 2) 18 a a Rey ot | 88 
Cedar River; (bed of the river) --/---- /.--- 2-222. ooo 92 
Cedar River, (natural surface) -.-.-..----.-----22.---- 97 
Withinotons i. coc ee ep ee aaa 98 
Brainard, (at Mississippi River, grade). ES emer a 115 
Brainard, (Tiverbed) owe Cease ot te ete aia a weet % 
Lye ate eT le MI OME DHE EL TUL RECTAN STRICT | 121 
Billapere. ossue se shckekels eevee veces eto eee nea 127 
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TABLE II.—A list of elevations and distances, Ge.—Continued. 

Distance from| Height above 
Duluth. the sea. 

Miles. Feet. 
Crow Wing River, (bed of the river) ........-...--..---- 136 1, 197 
Motleysesos- cs: Ree ERNE yeherahin = Fay ee URN Uh es 2 137 1, 220 
Hayeeme branch, (creek bed) -2-. 02. 5.!5- 2262252. + -- 143 1, 224 
MIGHT scses esceselbtosdb cegces cssee5ndSous Gossloodon 151 1, 330 
VWPadieind: caus Sees eee ep el se REE ane abet Vege Ay 161 1,349 
LOSE LEI Gio coos conedtsdanise dete seibeeeee cHosedssonsda 166 1,310 
IPEDS: CASO ES eases ee ae ee gaa aur 175 1, 409 
Otter-Tail River, (bed of the river)..---.---.---.------ 183 1,318 
EGHAM eee enero sale lee Meese eee ee see OE RN E S 185 1, 360 
ECU pabods ade e SOE a ee RS Ce Seer erererisen aeihs 196 1, 387 
Otter-Tail River, (natural ground) -...----..---..----- 201 1, 420 
BelicanvRiver, (bediot the mtiver)!2s.---2- s-sos-2- so =e 206 1, 337 
MG iOlipe eee ene e cee oe tomer tee oes SUK 207 1, 362 
OaDkeANKee soe ecco ease cock eee sce one see ames Ea eee 211 1, 367 
PATI GLE ON ee eerie crane asain ae nie Snore gisele ig ena 214 1, 308 
WM AKeSIO Gs eee eeeer ss cece sees el ceminels cues ae ecieesem oats 219 1,325 
Eta @reeleu (Ded) iy ace tcce ae aes cee See eels cra 224.2 1, 200 
ERae Creek a (DEG) ie cee apse serene cise ae Samra oe ea ans 226. 6 1, 167 
eich OBEULVELsN (DEG) Weasels are ames A SAMs dala aN 227.4 1, 150 
Buffalo River, (bed) -.------- Ps Sete ete ores erererer ane alae ac 230. 1 1, 132 
BET Savy) © yar ete reat tee eae tre aeons Aarne ee 230. 4 1, 145 
Rr Sia ch eee ese os saa eS LT PR EA Ae 235 1, 083 
HEMP EVOT RE ALS EE eens cease ene SMS Toes cee eee 242 978 
By Ti Oe eet ek oe oe eel olay pee cua SEC OL ae arse 243 927 
Moorlerd 1(onthedghiver)-scseces cee cone soe teseene 252 903 
[REdsruivern (LO piOte Dams) <= ss aa seca ea mics a nate a. elas [iole er mroeane re sia erates 902 
eas rulvera (HEGtOferlver) Ms aemacctoa sera re eens eM ety ey 857 
resi @ ley enneyerossin gos vasa s eae weenie ae ae wee cee 258 900 
Summit between the two crossings .-....-...---------- 306 1, 445 
HeconduCheyenneiCLossin gy) mac ans eses aes ei eeeimeis seis 311 1,.250 
WaKERPCkKelsO Mie ws oe sere wre at ne is Se mire ae ere le 329 1, 418 
Summit between Cheyenne and James Rivers..-..----- 342 1,495 _ 
VETS) LEANER Aes aie eal eres ee ne ae ee ae 346 1, 393 
OnmiC@otreantoretherMissouriseo es. eae eens eae ee scene 366 1, 261 
Divides Coteaw of the Missouriss-2 02222222 ele e esos. 387 1,795 
OniC@oteau of the Missouri/iigs2 2 oes Sesh ees. Se 425 1, 873 
Missouri River, (at mouth of Heart River)..-..-.--.--. 440.5 1,700 

TABLE I11.—A: list of elevations and distances along the Saint Paul and Pa- 
cific Railroad, from Saint Paul to Breckenridge, on Red River, assuming 
low water in the Mississippi River at Saint Paul to be 680 feet above the sea. 

Distance from | Height above 
Saint Paul. the sea. 

Miles. Feet. 
Mississippi River, at Saint Paul .........-...-.--.----- 0 680 
PPV CEA Ub OAL PATMUNONY, (----\55 sje mae sete e eee le 9.5 795 
Mirsicapolis Stationy. cao = sacinenyeceeietiees eco eee 10.5 825 
BVA Zee eer tee ala aio tala lereeia wie cteaie is Sn siniojeneeceeaie 24 926 
WOMAN Oe ee ae ere cece seieee cece saee ee eemunibeeinee ee 40 918 
PERSE OTK Oye ers hes = oc oo ain ae erelayerioioues Seca cioe Reise ee 54 1,044 
LAST oe BE Soe eee IRD 5 Abi m heen ey Sale ME RM AERA aie 62 1, 122 
“IVE LTTE Be ae PHS ea 8 pe | 105 1,119 
LECTUS AIT SAI ia ann Ali tens Er UE De ee 134 1, 037 
STEM ee i bee Piss eee meant s Opi ye Ny Hi /2) 151.5 1, 162 
MOTTE, 2 pce eke a A iy ila anal a 159 1,117 
SITU: . pac eebs BEE TRA Mies yeti mana ae 161 1, 146 
EFOEMT ASE DEIOMY | ee eats be emoreau non cts fe 178 1, 058 
CLT ee ek eS er a PN oe 185.5 1, 012 

TEI UTD RAT eee ee hs ee a ee Ee a A a 201 972 
LCC CHEM S Geen meer ne yea Se Ss a ae 217 953 
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TABLE [V.—A list of elevations and distances along the Saint Paul and 
Sioux City Railroad from Saint Paul to Le Mars, assuming low water 
at Saint Paul to be 680 feet above the sea-level. 

Distance from | Height above 
Saint Paul. the sea. 

Miles. Feet. 
Belle sPlaimeree ower os. osc oes hone SSeS aoa ee eN 47 785 
Blakeley Meet oe aad oS SSeS AS HORAN eee ee 52 789 
Pastiendersoniessse 2 so ets cts cs ese eset asses eh Sees 58 795 
JESSY PSY ASTIN ONG SO rare a se RSE age a cae ae ans 63 815 
Oba aise seb hee. bolo tee coos eeeeoees RE eel ee 69 851 
T ECOSYST FE Tes eles en EY EE PO lng 77 857 
Mankato ..-..----- Re Beit alsecihaa ani eee eine heer 86 853 
SoubhuBend gus ees Loh CS ee eee ee ee ae ae G0 870 
Crystal uae gst eo a's wallisecie s asasas aa ests ateieies 100 1, 057 
JOU Te ye MO eae ee, er De nee ae ieee 110 1, 002 
NAIM IAMES Eas eke cece ee sane sone sseees cet soos 121 1, 061 
iBuiberhield io) Meche eis ceoe ae ok ao ols ay 130 1, 167 
Mountainthake eee 22cl-cslocssae cao tstoa ses amass 137 1, 281 
Bingham Lake Breit eatnatae ae am oe DA Sk Ae ey AS 143 1, 401 
WWWaattl males p28 oe tse cr ae els os de oN oe see Se A 2k 148 1, 330 
Wilder eae ae weston LU bo eke be ok ese ed nl 154 1, 427 
Hero mMbake Mihs see ccc bates sade aaa Sasi sicine suns wots 160 1, 398 
TEES Opes ears cite esc swie este cine Balas sose ce Sa aaesemae ee 170 1, 469 
Worthington ..-.-.-- IGBSeS SSSEES cogs nooeSoaREA SobeEO 4E 173 1, 568 
BIC CLOW ose) 2 oa nici alread sited aay eee ase 188 1, 607 
Dileyie Moshe che ses eee BE awa scene cn bly oang oe 196 1, 489 
Wey Mans 428 oe see a mee mee ee seme Salone cide aoe ita See 245 1, 200 

TABLE V.—A list of elevations along a line running from Morris, on the 
Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad, southwest across the Coteau of the 
Prairies and the Coteau of the Missouri to Fort Sully, on the Missouri 
River. Measured by Mr. J. D. Skinner, engineer. Estimated from low 
water at Saint Paul. 

Hei ght above 
the sea. 

Feet. 
owawabenab saint hail. oo. set ce asic cine ics cylin te ee eaten 680 
MOTISYStAbION: sos Sas sce see sete ek sis Sheet oes See ee ee 1, 120 
liokewtraverse, (topion the bluff)... 2.5 222. se sece -e e eee eeee 1, 080 
Make Traverse; (bottom of the bluff) ....--- 2-4. .-5- 4242) eee 960 
Summit between Morris and Lake Traverse .----..----.--------.--- 1, 168 
Summit of the Coteau des Prairies, (on the line)..-.....-.---...---- 1, 968 
Western foot onthevcoteau 2. 5.)2225 2 se22- 2 oss Joocsausy aaseee 1, 498 
Banke of JaAMespoiwyere 22 32002 stk Sao kee ee Senet are ere eae 1, 288 
WWrater-levellofdameswRiver.. i)... ..5- sabes ees ae 1, 260 
Summit of the coteau between James River and Fort Sully.--...---- 1, 942 
Average of the Missouri bottom at Fort Sully-..-...---..----..----. 1, 420 
Water-level of the Missouri River at Fort Sully .-.....----.-.-..-.- 1,398 
Water-level of the Missouri River at Cheyenne Agency-.----.-.----- 1, 415 
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TABLE VI.—A miscellaneous list of elevations in various parts of Minne- 
sota and Dakota, mostly barometrical. 

Height above 
the sea. 

LOCALITIES IN MINNESOTA. 
Feet. 

TE. @ ile, TLOIRS CER SSS Sa ee sees A eee et ae er RRS UL FeO aie chara nee manent pa pen any 1, 330 
ASTM ILAVRGUGRIIR pas Se eas beaibeer open ees ede seceos caomogunesen 1, 680 
igize IPemmgilecsockeecsboeses stan eqecue ceeds Scee cesdeu peceau Geer 1, 456 
Wacigqur Parle... 32-5. SEES EPs Bes See A CIR ka a 946 
Eeeaingneare/ NO w, (Ulm aco 3 sie papserecn carey claic sveisiors aa se bl oePna eee OW cfoeitse See 1, 064 
Blain; latitude, 449715’; longitude, 95° _. 2222. 22 se. Ae SE a 1, 160 
Near Lake Shotek, latitude, 44° 10’; longitude, 95° 42’.........-..-- 1,578 
lintisreashi Or BiG Stone Walke i gec nis aeeayen se see lah aoe eNom ine lae 1, 070 
Bojtom-land around Big Stone Lake .........-...-=--.-.---+------- 966 

LOCALITIES IN DAKOTA. 

Wapiiuder4/OntO/-loneitude, Q/Ors0 atae Sanee ccm ee cine saneataee 1, 102 
amtudey4(oaa" onside 9712 30 as ania a ieee Sepa eee 1,168 
Latitude, 44° 10’; longitude, 99° 40’, (bend of the Missouri) -.-.----.- 1, 463 
Latitude, 46° 30’; longitude, 97° 30’, (Cheyenne River) .----.----.-- 1, 228 
IDawHes ILEIRO ss Sees GSS RSS BEE S6 COS HES HOM EATEN ne esas eg aries tree eek 1, 467 
Manihot intitle Missourl cst 5-3 282 para eS ee eon ee 1, 830 
Burnt Island, near the mouth of Heart River....--.......---.-----.- 1, 690 

Hori Umion, (twoOrestiMates) rs... Joss los Geko s ae fase lece et OeEE ; Bp ae 

Upper plains, near the mouth of the Yellowstone....-.-.---..-----.- 2, 200 
OELMWIGSWOLLMeh a sekeee ee. ster ELMER Lhe ES Se RS asa 1, 896 
Subiaceithe Coteaurdes Prainies(ssa5. 422s 0e0 5 shal ose ess 1, 860-2, 046 

TABLE VIL—A list of elevations and distances along two lines running 
northward ; one up the Mississippi, from Saint Paul to Brainard, the 
other along the Red hiver Valley, from Glyndon, on the Northern Pacific 
Railroad, to Pembina.* 

Distance from | Height above 
Saint Paul. the sea. 

UP THE MISSISSIPPI. 
Miles. Feet. 

Saint Anthony, (water-level))...-- 22---2--c2 ests. e025 O55 791 
ICCC Keck) (water-level). 22 .n meee eho ee cele eae 17 807 
eur iver, (water-level) (2224. eee iid 27.5 831 
PilMr iver, Cwaber-leVvel) sk eee ete ie Chae 43 881 
pani; Cloud, (water=level!)* es :cee tse eet ee 75 953 
SrtlesteapidsaGwiater-level)./. ne eee ep ee ee ee Eire 982 
Ersibe FeLVEx, (WALeY-level)\.. oo 2 ioe pein eee ee ees 95 1, 054 
Wolcayohivers (water-level)..2.- eek ey 120 1,134 
Buialo Creek, (water-level)... 222./2022s22 3255) ole. 134 1, 167 
Brainard, (water-level)..---..----.-- SSO Bes ae Beanies aa 137 1,184 

* In this table low water at Saint Paul is estimated at 676 feet above the sea-level. 
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TABLE VII.—A list of elevations and distances, &c.—Continued. 

Distance from | Height above 
Glyndon. » the sea. 

FROM GLYNDON TO SAINT VINCENT OR PEMBINA. 
Miles. Feet. 

Gibymglon 3 obo eégcodus daaunuoneS ea ssne S580 bo Scd5 cog Soullansbiee oueo sous 923 
BuitalopRiviers (Gnade) ss). 2s ao 4 eee ae ei as 3 919 
Wild Rice River, (ENO Eee bese aabe saoo sooo easdonNces 28 910 
IRONS SA OMS 535 pA See eee eae AEC t eee ease eae 42 894 
EGS OM POU ALT OM ie ayal lesb einic ene eraje esteem ee leisesiciee 58 886 
Red Lake River, (grade)....-- Me eiemetereln saaeytin ayer 64 862 
Three hundred and forty mile- -post - rai a ie em Ui tn 102 851 
MamMvarackukiver, (OLACC)) 226 -eleei sella sence nt olae Hale mtebate 113 830 
South Branch, Two Rivers, (omacde)) 2 yy sere la sien aves 137 815 
Red River bank at Saint Vincent, (opposite Pembina) -- 156 792 

Four of these tables (II, I1f, IV, V,) give us the elevations of trans- 
verse sections almost and in some cases directly along east and west 
lines, crossing the direction of the leading streams at right angles, 
enabling us to judge quite correctly in regard to the topography so far 
as it relates to this direction. From Table VII we learn the descent of 
the Mississippi River from the crossing of the Northern Pacific Railroad 
to Saint Paul, and the descent of Red River from the same line northward 
to the British line; and by bringing together the elevations on the same 
meridian from the different lines mentioned i in these tables and from the 
Union Pacific and Kansas Pacific lines, we can obtain at least an 
approximately correct idea of the topography along north and south 
lines. 

Beginning with the north line along the Northern Pacific road and 
tracing it westward, we find a somewhat unexpected uniformity of 
elevation in the timber ed district which extends from Lake Superior 
westward some fifty or sixty miles beyond (west of) the Mississippi 
River, and as we move farther westward, although, with one material 
exception, we find the variation to be gradual and generally ascending, 
yet we shall notice very marked and striking changes in the character 
of the country traversed. 

Starting from the surface of Lake Superior at Duluth with an altitude 
of 600 feet above the sea-level, we rapidly ascend the rugged encircling 
bluffs, and in a few miles reach a height of 1,280 feet. This we find, by 
examining Table II, is about the average level of a line across the State 
of Minnesota at this latitude, until we reach the valley of Red River, 
when we again descend some 300 feet. From this average the extremes 
along the railroad-line seldom, if ever, vary more than 100 feet. There 
is a slight depression in the immediate valley of the Mississippi, as at 
Brainard and Pillager, but it is certainly much less than we would be 
led to infer from a comparison of the higher margins of this plain or 
plateau with the much lower level of Lake Superior on one side and 
that of Red River Valley on the other. Even this central depression 
will, in a great measure, disappear if we follow a direct line from Duluth 
to Moorhead, instead of following the southward curve of the road as it 
approaches the river, for in moving south it descends proportionally. 
As we approach the divide between the waters of the Mississippi and 
Red Rivers, there is an ascent of about 100 feet above the average, and 
nearly 200 feet above the former river.. As a matter of course, the road 
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is constructed along the lowest levels; therefore our figures in the tables, 
as a rule, represent the lowest points of the surface, and give us but 
little idea of the local and isolated irregularities in the contour; and 
especially is this the case where the line crosses a divide between 
different water-basins. In this case we should probably add 150 or 200 
to the figures given in the table to get a true average of the elevation 
of this divide, which is here called Leaf River Hills, and which extends 
some distance north and south. 

If we move north from the point where we cross the Mississippi, fol- 
lowing upits valley, we observe that the ascent is rather more rapid than 
toward the west, as will be seen by the following list of elevations taken 
from General Humphreys’ report on the Mississippi River: 

Above the 
sea-level. 

Feet. 
Motmiheotmoandyalyake RAVeL cas steyeiaesitses aso Me Sees seme e gee sm Sam ees 1, 253 
HGH Gr Syed, IBN Pee eee EE OG See eee res ea eae reais 1,290 
HAC AME MS TOM RCC KAGAN. foc cat aein saree tayersieiay tele tie fellas seve ec NS ey ists 1, 340 
Monte ofp ee chia keyRivers cei cfe eat aehainrs ce oe os als iy srevorwle tel eee nee ee 1, 856 
Dy MLANE CHbO a AKe! CASS): Sapa e) Soyo ta: Se ie eete see vo Se custo ere eres cise cere ea 1, 402 
PAU COMO Mma Kem aViCLSCe cera ci cesie sey ataye Sale ela rare aay a epee aN 1, 456 
Gees Copia Ome eta n ne aioe or rte era Sines mredate hae tapa seater ae eta reali ashes Mia 1,575 
Wimosmsourcesionithe Mississippi ssostjs2- sis seca riate =o sae eee eee 1, 620 

As a matter of course, before we pass the divide in this direction a still 
higher point will be reached, although there is no marked ridge sepa- 
rating this basin from that. north of it. 

If we pass westward to Red River we find the elevation, where the 
road crosses it, but 900 feet above the level of the sea; and as we move 
northward along its course it gradually descends, until, at Pembina, the 
altitude, according to the railroad-surveys, is but 792 feet above the sea. 

- Itis therefore evident that in passing from the basin of the Upper Mis- 
Sissippi into Red River Valley we have descended to a general level 
about 400 feet lower, and in doing this have passed over a broad rim 
from 100 to 300 feet higher than the upper plateau. 
What the vertical topography is northeast from the sources of the 

Mississippi, J am unable to say; but, as the waters of that section flow 
northward and eastward into another basin, it is evident the descent is. 
in that direction, and the list of heights along Nameukan and Rainy 
Lake Rivers, from Lake Superior to the Lake of the Woods, as given in 
part below from the geological report of Mr. Hind, will show at least the 
amount of this descent to that line or water-level. Asa matter of course, 
there is some kind of a divide between these two basins, but those who. 
have passed over it at different points say that as a general thing it is. 
an imperceptible swell; in some places it is marked by low ridges, which 
separate the numerous marshes of this portion of Minnesota. The prom- 
inent ridge marked in some maps as running eastward from the south- 
ern margin of Red Lake is wholly imaginary. 

The foilowing list of elevations along the Nameukan and Rainy Lake 
Rivers, taken from the geological report of Mr. Hind, gives. us the slope 
of the main channel of this northern international basin, and is. very im- 
portant in this connection, although part of the link between it and the 
Mississippi Basin is wanting: 

1965s 
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Stations. Distance from | Height above the 
Lake Superior. sea. 

Ailes. Feet. 
Mouth of Nameukan River.-.--...---.--------- 233 1,117 
Grand Falls Portage... .. 22 20..-.- vesecce- sens 245 1, 082 
Walco Nome iam eee see ye ea) soit creat Meare 257 1, 044 
leven JURE) Je O68 oko esd Gee eeedeaoHeH ene Gne ears 301 1, 035 
MiaimibouRevapidSwarceers bo cine Leh -laciisicteeyle eisenee 336 996 
BakevottheiWoodse2tsnscec- Sols he ae 453 977 

ALONG WINNIPEG RIVER TO LAKE Yee Ete 

GramdemMécharge: shel), ss eet sae sane 487 950 
De VFle Portage cg Rew I Sc ay Ri a We REE AY I A 510 901 
roche Briilée Portage Pe Se ae ae IS eng, tr Ne 544 843 
Operas ye soe STNG QU ec MCN CMe EN OE 560 810 
IBOMMEt MACON cps ies a eee ere ane ace 585 744 
Big Bonnet Portage....-..--. Ba SEN a opt 8 590 639 
ORANG xcena GOT: Vk Le Se SE BUC Ss RMA AE a Ei 614 628 
BV aUe MMV INTO NS ite ie es ay lento ei a ee 657 628 

I regret that this line cannot be extended eastward direct from Rainy 
Lake to Lake Superior; but I have been unable to find any record, if 
one was ever made. Yet from this list, imperfect as it is, we learn some 
important facts, among which the following may be mentioned as of 
special interest in the present examination : “That the divide between 
Lake Superior and Rainy Lake, which here is directed northeast, main- 
tains an elevation equal to that immediately west of Duluth. It is 
true that, at the point where Mr. Hind struck the channel, the elevation 
was a little less than that immediately back of Duluth, but the rest of 
the table as given in his work, but not quoted here, shows that ata 
short distance northeast of that point the altitude is 1,300 to 1,400 feet 
above the sea. And, as Owen asserts in his Geological Survey of Wis- 
consin, lowa, and Minnesota, the bordering rim of the immediate Lake 
Superior Basin increases in height toward the northeast. 
A second fact we learn from this list is that the slope of the Winni- 

peg Basin along this line is tolerably rapid toward the northwest, reach- 
ing at Lake Winnipeg a level only 28 teet above that of Lake Superior. 
It shows also that Rainy Lake is fully 600 feet lower than the extreme 
source of the Mississippi and the Lake of the Woods 700 feet lower. © 

‘The elevation of Red Lake may have been ascertained, but if it has 
I have been unable to find the record; yet I think we have good reason 
to infer that it is less than that given "for the source of the Mississippi. 
It is drained into Red River at a point where the elevation is only about 
850 feet above the sea; the length of Red Lake River, by which its 
waters are carried off, is probably not more than one bundred miles, 
twenty-five or thirty of which are through the remarkably flat valley 
of Red River, and, so far as I can learn, the rest is without any con- 
siderable falls. I allude thus particularly to the elevation of this lake 
as it will assist us in determining the height of the rim of the Missis- 
sippi Basin on the northwest, and the character of the descent to the 
Red River Basin in that direction. By bringing together these facts we 
are enabled to form a tolerably correct idea of the configuration and ele- 
vation of the northern, northeastern, and northwestern boundary of 
the plateau of the Upper Mississippi Basin. 

The line of the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad to Breckenridge, 
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although presenting a less rapid ascent while passing through the tim- 
ber-strip—some fifty miles in width—reaches an average of 1,100 feet 
above the sea when we arrive at the prairie-belt which forms the divide ; 
but when we arrive at Breckenridge, near the head of Red River, we 
have again descended to 953 feet above the sea and are only 50 feet 
higher than at Moorehead. If, instead of foilowing the railroad-line, 
we move up the valley of the Minnesota River to its source in Big 
Stone Lake, cross over to Lake Traverse, and pass northward down 
Red River, we find a very remarkable channel, which reaches at no 
point an elevation of more than 960 or 970 feet above the sea-lev el, 
or about 280 or 290 above the Mississippi at Saint Paul. This im- 
mense furrow, connecting the drainage of Hudson Bay with that of the 
Gulf of Mexico, reaching at no point an elevation of 1,000 feet above 
the sea, possesses great interest in the study of the physical geography - 
and surface-geology of the Northwest. Here, in all probability, will be 
found the key to the last act in the great geological drama of this sec- 
tion, and here undoubtedly will be found the last traces of the union of 
the arctic and tropic oceans across the bosom of the continent. It was 
hére the waves of these two great seas gave their parting kiss before 
their long separation. But it is not my intention to dwell on this inter- 
esting topic; this is the work of the geologist who delights to dwell in 
the fading scenes of the far distant past. My business is with the present 
features, and the object I ‘have now in view is the dull and prosy one 
of conveying an idea of the topography of the region drained by the 
headwaters of the great father of waters, our own noble Mississippi. 
«It is evident, therefore, from what has been said and from the lists of 

elevations given, that these waters are gathered from a moderately ele- 
vated and segregated plateau, whose border, starting from the vicinity of 
Lake Superior, sweeps around northwest until it approaches the valley 
of Red River, attaining its maximum altitude in the direction of Red 
Lake ; thence bending south it fades away in the rolling prairies as it 
approaches the channel of the Minnesota River. Rising from 300 to 
1,000 feet above the surrounding regions it slopes southward and from 
the east and west sides, especially the latter, inwardly toward the cen- 
tral channel. 

As before remarked, in traveling westward from Lake Superior to the 
Missouri River, although we may, as a general rule, find a very great 
uniformity in altitude, we shall, on the other hand, find very strong con- 
trasts in regard to the character and covering of the surface, and also 
marked climatic differences. Leaving the last until the subject of cli- 
mate is introduced, I will call attention here to the other differences 
whlch are important items in making up our estimate of the agricultural 
resources, 

This basin, as a whole, differs very materially from the regions farther 
west in the fact that the larger portion is covered with | forests, the 
western and more elevated portions alone consisting of prairies. The 
ninety-fifth meridian corresponds very nearly with the division between 
the two portions, although there are west of this line some scattering 
oak-groves, and immediately east of it a few isolated prairies of small 
extent. The entire portion of the State east and northeast of the Mis- 
Sissippi and for a short distance west of it, north of Saint Paul, is 
covered almost entirely with pine and tamarack forests. And within this 
pine-covered area is found another very marked distinction from the 
section west’of Red River. And I call special attention to these differ- 
ences between Minnesota and Dakota, for the reason that, when we come 
to examine the climate, especially the Taib- fall, we shall find a difference 
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searcely to be expected. The northeastern part of the State may be 
characterized as the region of Swamps and bogs. A strip of some fif- 
teen or twenty miles in width around the western end of the lake—which 
is required to reach the summit of the bluff—and which is rapidly as- 
cending and mostly rugged, as a matter of course is well drained; 
but as soon as we pass, beyond this limit we enter upon a succes ion of 
bogs and swamps separated by low ridges a few feet in height, which 
contiaue until we come near to the Mississippi, and are, in fact, repeated 
for a short distance west of it at some points. These ridges, which 
appear to be composed entirely of drift-material similar in character and 
color to the underlying or neighboring rocks, seem to have a general 
north and south or northeast and southwest direction. This parallel- 
ism of even these small swells between the boggy flats is but a repeti- 
tion on a small scale of a remarkable feature of this part of the North- 
west to which I have already alluded in speaking of the course of the 
rivers. Owen calls special attention to it in his report on the geology 
of this region as follows, (chapter iv, p. 333 :) 

As what I conceive to have been great valleys in the rocky strata of large portions 
of Wisconsin and Minnesota have been filled up, and the country, in a great measute, 
leveled by the accumulation of immense deposits of drift, it is not possible to determine, 
with anything like accuracy, the width of the original valleys, nor the exact lines of 
the anticlinal axis separating them; but the distances from one synclinal line to 
another may be ascertained now, with as much precision as the linear surveys of that 
region, together with the draughts of the principal streams in the unsurveyed portions 
of the Territory, by members of the geological corps, will permit. Thus, from the 
valley of Chippewa River, at the mouth of Manidowish to that of the Upper Saint 
Croix, in a direct line and at right angles to the course of the valleys, is about sixty 
miles; and from the valley of the Saint Croix to that in which the Mississippi flovss, 
between the outlet of Sandy Lake and the mouth of Crow Wing River, in the same 
direction across the strike of the valleys, is about sixty-two miles ; and from this por- 
tion of the valley of the Mississippi to the next parallel valley—in which Leech Lake 
is situated—is about fifty miles; and from the valley of Leech Lake to the next great 
parallel valley northwest of it—the one in which Red Lake lies—is about sixty-eight 
miles; showing a remarkable degree of uniformity in the undulations of the crust of 
the earth throughout a very extensive region of conntry. * There are 
three great systems of valleys in the Northwest, besides numerous snbordinate ones, 
the valleys of each system preserving a very uniform degree of parallelism with one 
another and with the smaller valleys between the anticlinal axes. 

He then proceeds to enumerate the various valleys of these systems 
by the names of the rivers occupying them, showing this parallelism to 
prevail to such an extent, not only in regard to the larger valleys and 
streams, but even in respect to the numerous smaller water-courses and 
valleys, as to make it evident that it arises from some law connected 
with the geological forces and structure. He gives it as his opinion 
that the great structural features of the country are due to subterranean 
movements, acting at different periods on an immense extent of the 
crust of the earth and with great uniformity during each epoch, and not 
to local disturbances only or to mere alterations of the surface from 
glacial or diluvial action, however much these agencies may have 
altered the face of the country. 

This may be, and doubtless is, true in regard to the direction of the 
Targer divides and valleys, but it will searcely apply to the small ridges 
which separate the bogs and swamps of Northeastern Minnesota or the 
smaller parallel ridges of Dakotaand Nebraska. Water alone, or water 
and wind were certainly the forces that formed these; perhaps glacial 
action may have played a part in originally outlining them. 

Leaving the northeastern part of the State and moving westward 
aeross the Mississippi toward the opposite boundary of the basin, we 
observe a very marked and important change in regard to the suriace- 

= feo 
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covering. The pines with their dark-green foliage and the gloomy 
tamarack gradually disappear, and for some distance we pass throug h 
groves of deciduous trees, chiefly oak, with some intermixture of elin 
and ash. About the ninety-fiftth meridian we emerge upon the open, 
rolling prairies ; yet for some distance the rounded hillocks are often 
covered with open groves of oak, and the little intervening basins are 
occupied by clear, limpid lakes, presenting a charming landscape. Here 
perhaps will be found some of the most beautiful spots in the State— 
and by “here” I intend that strip running from Red Lake south, inelud- 
ing Becker and Otter Tail counties and following the divide between 
the basins—the green, grassy sward covering the gently -rounded knolls 
and gradual slopes and carpeting the : surface amid the open oak-groves, 
where the trees appear as regularly distanced as though they had been 
planted by the hand of man. At the foot of almost every slope is 
a beautiful, clear lakeiet, filled with finny tribes. We could scarcely 
imagine a scene more charming. 
It is asingular fact that the entire surface of this western prairie- 

divide, which separates the Upper Mississippi Basin from tbe valley of 
ted River and from the upper part of Minnesota River Valley. is dotted 

with innumerable lakes of small size, many of which are without any 
visible outlets. If we examine a good, late map of the State, made on 
a scale of sufficient size, we shall find an immense cirelet of these lakes 
extending from Saint Paulnorthwest and then north and northeast, tothe 
source of the Mississippi, following, as a general rule, the more elevated 
portions of the country and the divides between the streams; it is said 
that not less than ten thousand of these lakes are to be found in the 
State. Why are these found so generally on the divides and the higher 
ground? What connection is there between the two? These are inter- 
esting questions, to which I may hereafter recur either in this or a future 
report, for it is evident that the existence of these lakes in this position 
has an important bearing upon the hygrometrie condition of the atmos- 
phere and the amount of the rain-fall in this portion of the country. 

Continuing our course westward along the same line upon which we 
originally started, we next pass down a gentle slope of some 400 feet 
descent into the broad valley of Red River. This valley, or rather 
plain, for such it really is, extends northward from Lake Traverse to 
Lake Winnipeg, having an average width of thirty or thirty-five miles, 
one uniform level scarcely interrupted by a swell or depression, save the 
channels cut by the tributaries, which enter almost at regular intervals. 
There is perhaps no place on the continent that so fully meets our idea 
of a “flat” or “‘ dead-level” country as this valley. Professor Owen has 
truly remarked that “‘ nothing, however, but personal observation can 
convey to the mind the singular effect produced by this dead-level 
plain. The line of the horizon is so perfectly straight that it might 
serve the purpose of astronomical observation for determining the alti- 
tude of the heavenly bodies. While standing on this great savanna, 
straining my eyes in quest of some object more prominent than a blade 
of grass, it occurred to me that there is probably no spot on the globe 
more suitable than this on which to measure a degree of latitude.” It 
is only personal observation that can convey to the mind the effect of 
this singular feature; even the gentle slopes, which border it, appear in 
the distance as abrupt bluffs when we gaze at them across this level 
surface. 

The Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad, which runs diagonally across it 
for forty miles, during this distance i is withont a curve, a fill, or a cut, 
Save what is necessary to remove the sod. It is one immense meadow 
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of tall, waving grass, interrupted every twelve or fifteen miles by a 
narrow fringe of trees, chiefly oak, that lines the bank of some tributary 
which flows into it from the east or west. The descent of the stream 
northward, counting along a direct line, is about one foot to the mile, 
but if we follow its windings the fall will be less than this amount. 

Passing westward beyond this valley we observe a very distinct 
change in the scenery. Here the treeless plains spread out before usin 
long, “Yolling swells, in that peculiar and somewhat semi-gloomy grandeur 
which belongs alone to the great trans-Mississippi plains, of which this 
is a part. The surface eradually ascends and becomes more undulating, 
broken into long, low, rounded ridges, smooth, grassy knolls and hil: 
locks, furrowed here and there by. the narrow, deep canon-like valley 
of some stream, or by a dry coulée, which marks the pathway of sume 
ancient creek or river. Instead of the forests of the eastern basin, or 
the tall, waving grass of Red River Valley, we now see the low, pale- 
green sward, or, aS we move farther into the interior, the short bunch- 
grass, which formed the favorite food of the immense herds of buffaloes 
and antelopes that once roamed over these plains. Here and there we 
see a lake amid the somewhat barren surroundings, but the white in- 
crustations on the bowlders which line its shores tell us too truly, what 

_ our taste confirms, that its waters are brackish, mostly unfit for the use 
of man or beast; a few fresh-water lakes are found, but these are rare. 
Another feature, which causes us to have doubttiul forebodings of the 
distant future, is the frequency of what are significantly termed “ dry 
lakes.” These are the dry and parched basins where but a compara- 
tively few years past lakes existed, not in the distant geological past, 
but in several instances within the memory of those now living. The 
surface of the country between the valley of Red River, on the east, 
and Missouri River, on the west, may be described, in general terms, as 
consisting of high, rolling prairies, intersected by the valleys of a few 
streams which run south. But this general contour is interrupted by 
two elevated plateaus, which stand high above the general level as 
monuments reared by the vast aquatic forces of the past, as if to give us 
some idea of their stupendous power. The smaller of these elevated 
plains, the Coteau des Prairies, extends from. a point about forty miles 
west of the north end of Lake Traverse, latitude 46° and longitude 
97° 30’, southward, expanding and somewhat dividing toward its south- 
ern extremity. The western arm of this southern extension encroaches 
close upon James River Valley, about latitude 44° 15’, where it ends; 
the other arm reaches southeast, passing down on the east side of the 
head-waters of Big Sioux, and gradually fades out in the southwest 
corner ot Minnesota. The elevation of its surface averages nearly 2,000 
feet above the level of the sea, varying from 1,860 feet to 2,046 feet, 
showing a rise above the plains east of it of about 800 feet and above 
the valley west of it of 700 feet. 

The other plateau is the Coteau of the Missouri. This hugs the val- 
ley and follows the course of the Missouri northward from Fort Sully to 
the great bend of the river near the mouth of the Yellowstone. Here it 
recedes and extends in a northwest direction into British Possessions, 
where it gradually fades out and is lost. It varies in width from thirty to 
fifty miles and in height from 1,800 to 2,200 feet above the sea; but the 
surface is more irregular than that of the other coteau, portions of it 
rising as much as 200 feet above the general average. The general ele- 
vation corresponds very closely with that of the Coteau des Prairies, 
showing very clearly some relation between the origin of the two. On ~ 
each are numerous small lakes, mostly impregnated more or less with 
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saline matter, and at many points on each bowlders are quite plenty. So 
much so is this the case with the Coteau of the Missouri that Mr. 
Skinner remarks, in regard to the section where his line crossed it, that 
“itis very stony.” This elevated plain will furnish us with the explan- 
ation of the great bend of the Missouri in the northwest part of Dakota, 
and its direction southeast from that point. 
Pembina Mountain, which is situated within the belt now under con- 

sideration, and near the international boundary-line, is nothing more 
than an elevated pjateau, similar in character to those already described, 
but much smaller. 

I may remark here that the country northward, even as far as the 
Saskatchewan, along this meridional belt, preserves about the same 
character that we see exhibited in Dakota. I was. at first under the 
impression that when we entered the valley of the Assiniboine we would 
find a section supplied with more moisture and ranker vegetation than 
further south, but from information received from persons who have 
long lived in that region I am satisfied it is but a repetition of the type 
we see along the northern border of Dakota. 

Recurring again to the vertical topography, I would call attention to 
the fact that after we leave the valleys of Red and Minnesota Rivers we 
notice a gradual westward ascent, and in order to obtain a correct idea 
of these slepes I estimate by the lowest water-levels, whenever these 
can be obtained, and where they are wanting I use the lowest land- 
levels, or such as represent the average elevations of extensive plains 
or valleys. Following this rule we find that the ascent along the North- 
ern Pacific Railroad, west from Red River to the Missouri River, averages 
a little over 4 feet to the mile. From Lake Traverse to the Missouri 
River, at Fort Sully, the average ascent is not more than 2 feet to the 
mile, and from the bend of Minnesota River to the Missouri, at the 
mouth of Big Sioux, it is not more than 14 feet to the mile; but in this 
case the land ascent, until we reach Le Mars, is about 2 feet to the mile. 

The plains immediately east of Cheyenne River, and between it and 
James River, and west of the latter to the Coteau of the Missouri, have 
an average elevation of about 1,450 feet above the sea, and from 90 to 
150 feet above the streams which traverse this region. 

Devil’s Lake appears to be situated on a plateau or swell forming the 
divide between the Cheyenne River and the northern tributaries of Red 
River. 

It has an elevation of 1,467 feet above the sea, or about 100 or 150 
feet above the level of Cheyenne River at the point immediately oppo- 
site. But it is a general rule, as I have before stated, that the lakes in 
the prairie-portion of the Northwest are situated on the divides between 
the streams. Lake Eckelson, on the line of the Northern Pacitie, be- 
tween Cheyenne and James Rivers, has an elevation of 1,418 feet above 
the sea—very nearly the same as Devil’s Lake—188 feet above Chey- 
enne River, and 25 feet above James River. 

The leading ridges and land-swells, so far as my observations in the 
southern and northern part of the Territory have extended, appear to 
run nearly north and south, the direction being slightly west of north 
and east of south. But, as will be seen by reference to a map of the 
country, this corresponds with the general direction of the streams; 
and, as the drainage is southward from latitude 48°, we may infer that 
there is a gradual descent southward as well as eastward. No sufficient 
data have yet been obtained for determining accurately the rate of this 
descent to the south, yet we may approximate to it from the following 
items: James River, at the crossing of the Northern Pacitic, (latitude 
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46° 52’,) is 1,393 feet above the sea, and at the point where Mr. Skin- 
ner’s line crossed it—about latitude 45° 28/—it is 1,267 feet above the 
sea. This would give an average descent along this valley of a little 
less than 1 foot to the mile. Missouri River, at Fort Union, has an ele- 
vation of 1,970 feet; at the mouth of Heart River, 1,700 feet, and at 
Fort Sully, 1,398 feet. Using these figures and calculating the distance 
moved directly south, we find the descent to be about 2 feet to the mile, 
or 140 feet to the degree of latitude. These figures would indicate that 
the elevation of the river at Yankton is about 1,050 feet above the sea ; 
but this estimate is probably a little too low, as the rate of descent 
doubtless decreases aS we move eastward and probably as we move 
southward ; 1,150 feet would likely be nearer the correct figure. 
Another point in regard to the level of these leading streams worthy 

of consideration is the difference between them at the same latitude. 
At latitude 46° 50/ the Missouri is 1,700 feet above the sea; the James, 
1,393; and Red River, 900. At latitude 45° 30’ the Missouri is (about) 
1,510, while James River is but 1,260; yet the difference in longitude 
between the two is about the same at this lower point that it was at 
the upper, each having moved eastward, in this distance, about half a 
degree. 

Passing west of the Missouri we have only to look at the map to learn 
the direction of the descent, all the tributaries which flow into it below 
the Little Missouri, as has before been stated, having an almost directly 
eastern course; but sufficient data have not been obtained to give the 
vertical topography of this western section. 

If we enlarge our area, and include all north of Kansas River and 
west of the Mississippi as far as the one hundred and first meridian, and 
compare the elevations of points corresponding in longitude along the 
different lines running west from the Mississippi, we will obtain a pretty 
correct idea of the topography of the Northwest, as estimated from the 
lower or water levels. It is true that this will not enable us to form any 
idea of the higher intermediate points or the surface-contour, but know- 
ing, as we do, that there are no elevated ridges, no prominent peaks or 
rugged portions, the general slopes form the most important topograph- 
ical feature. 

First. Along the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad, which corre- 
sponds very nearly with the forty-seventh parallel of latitude: the Mis- 
sissippi at Brainard, 1,205; Red River at Moorhead, 903; James River 
at the crossing, 1,393; and the Missouri, at the mouth of Heart River, 
1,700 feet above the level of the sea. 

Secondly. Along a line running from Saint Paul, by way of Lake Trav- 
erse to Fort Sully, ‘which, though bending considerably, we may consider 
as corresponding with the forty. fifth parallel of latitude: the Missis- 
sippi at Saint Paul, 680; Lake Traverse, 960 ; James River, at the point 
where Mr. Skinner crossed it, 1,260; Missouri River, at Fort Sully, 
1,398. 

Thirdly. Along aline from Davenport, by way of Omaha and the Union 
Pacific Railroad, cor responding) vey pearly with the forty-first parallel : 
the Mississippi, at Davenport, 528; the Missouri, at Omaha, 966; Lone 
Tree, on the line of the Union Pacific, 1,686; and North Platte Station, 
on the same line, 2,789. 

Fourthly. Ona line running from Saint Louis westward along the Kan- 
sas Pacific Railroad, and corresponding with the thirty-ninth parallel: 
the Mississippi, at Saint Louis, 375 ; State-line, at the mouth of Kansas 
River, 648; Fort Harker, on the Kansas Pacific, 1,484; and Buffalo, on 
the same line, 2,678. 

eee 
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The following data may be added as corresponding with the forty- 
third parallel: the Mississippi, at Dubuque, 580; the Missouri, at Sioux 
City, 1,093. 

By seleeting in succession the corresponding elevation from these dif- 
ferent lines, we will obtain the vertical topography along four different 
meridians, beginning in each case at the north and running south, one 
or two additional numbers being introduced where it is possible to ex- 
tend the line. 

The line of the Mississippi.icRainy Lake, 1,055; the divide between 
the Rainy Lake and Mississippi Basins, (about) 1,700; Leech Lake, 1,330; 
Brainard, 1,205 ; Saint Paul, 680; Dubuque, 05V; Davenport, 5-8; Saint 
Louis, 375. 

Along a line corresponding very nearly with the ninety-sixth meridian.— 
Pembina, 790 ; Moorhead, 903; Lake Traverse, 966; Sioux City, 1,093; 
Omaha, 966; mouth of Kansas River, 648. 

Along or near the ninety-eighth meridian.—Devils Lake, 1,467; James 
River, at the North Pacific crossing, 1,393; same river, at Skinner’s cross- 
ing, 1,260; the Missouri, at Yankton, (about) 1,130; Lone Tree, cn the 
Union Pacific road, 1,636; Fort Harker, on the Kansas Pacific road, 
1,484. * 

Along or near the one hundred and first meridian.—The Missouri, at the 
mouth of Heart River, 1,700; the same river, at Fort Sully, 1,398; North 
Platte station, on the Union Pacific road, 2,789 ; Buffalo station, on the 
Kansas Pacific road, 2,678. 

It is apparent from these figures that the plain or plateau from which 
the Upper Mississippi gathers its waters is elevated considerably above . 
the region north and northwest of it, and that it is separated trom the 
western plains of Dakota and Southwestern Minnesota by the much 
lower valleys of Red and Minnesota Rivers. 

In passing south along the ninety-sixth meridian, which corresponds 
very nearly with the line of Red River, after passing Lake Traverse, 
we do not again descend to the same level until we reach Omaha, on the 
Missouri River, showing that the waters of the Big Sioux are gathered 
from a plain elevated considerably above the level of Lake Traverse. 
it is therefore evident, as heretofore stated, that there is a broad and 
somewhat elevated swell extending southeast from the Coteau des 
Prairies, which, though spreading out into broad and apparently level 
prairies, continues for a considerable distance into Northwestern Iowa. 

Another, and perbaps the most important, fact, learned from the fig- 
ures along these north and south lines is that the plains of Nebraska 
and Kansas, after we have passed a short distance into the interior, are 
more elevated, and more rapidly ascending (westward) than any portion 
of Dakcta east or northeast of the Missouri; in other words, that as 
we move northward—say, for exainple, along the one hundred and first 
meridian—we descend, and this descent continues far into the British 
Possessions ; not that it is by any means uniform, but that as we pass 
from one plain to another, or from one basin to another, we descend, as 
a general rule. 

MINNESOTA. 

As before indicated, this State consists of two districts differing 
widely in regard to the covering and character of the surface, and also 
with respect to their agricaltural resources. ‘The northeastern portion, 
embracing probably one-third of the entire area, being covered almost 
entirely with coniferous forests, is partially interrupted by bogs and 
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marshes. When the land in this part of the State has been denuded 
somewhat of its forest-covering, and shall be urgently demanded for 
agricultural purposes, a large portion of this marshy section may, and 
probably will, be rendered suitable for tillage by an extensive system of 
drainage; but this, to be successful, will require a large expenditure of 
labor and money, and will only be done when it shall have been deprived 
of its valuable covering of timber and after the more inviting agricul- 
tural regions to the west shall have been fully occupied. Notwithstand- 
ing the somewhat forbidding aspect of this section to the eye of the 
farmer who is seeking a home in the West, yet it is not impossible that 
the day may come when this, having been thoroughly drained, will be 
considered the richest agricultural portion of the State; such, ‘at least, 
is the opinion of some, even among those who have no persona! inter est 
in the matter. Its chief value now ris its timber; but this is by no means 
a small item, the lumbering interest being one of the most important of 
the State. The sections drained by the head-waters of the Mississippi 
and Saint Croix, as well as the regions bordering Lake Superior, are 
clothed with immense forests, chiefly of pine. Although the timber of 
these forests is very valuable, it must not be supposed that the whole of 
this area is uniformly covered with timber that is valuable. As a gen- 
eral rule, so far as my observations and information extend, the swamps 
and marshes are generally covered by tamarack, of but little value for 
any other purpose than fuel or fencing, and wholly unfit for lumber. 
The pine, as a general rule, is confined to the intervening low ridges and 
swells in the marshy sections, the more broken areas around the Jake, 
and the lighter, sandy soils of the valleys of the streams. 

On the west side of the Mississippi there is a tolerably broad and 
lengthy belt of timber, extending from Crow Wing River southward to 
within some sixty or seventy-five miles of the southern boundary of the 
State, consisting of deciduous trees, chiefly oak and elm, with an inter- 
mixture of ash and maple. This forest-strip covers one of the richest 
bodies of land in the State, the soil being a dark, rich loam, heavily 
mixed with vegetable mold, and reminding one much of the richest bot- 
toms in the State of Missouri. This belt of timber is called the “ Big 
Woods,” and is about one hundred miles in length and forty miles 
wide. 

The following statement of the lumbering operations for 1869 and 
1870 will give some idea of the extent of this business in Minnesota, to 
which if we add that of Wisconsin, (which is probably equal in amount 
to that of Minnesota,) we will be able to arrive at an approximate esti- 
mate of the lumber interests west of Lake Michigan: 

1869 1870. 
SAMiTCroimeebior 10oes SCaAlede sae nese ves selects 158, 382. 45 4 191, 677, 776 
Mississippi, feet of logs scaled .......-..-..----------------6 92,709, 030 121, 433, 640 

Total of these two districts........-...-..-.--...------ 251, 091, 484 313, 116, 416 

Of the total log-crop of 1870, there were sent to market unmanufactured, | 
FEO TE eee tere See hie Sic UI ELE Le EL VERS nara ie aetna ater ate 137, 177, 431 

Sent to market as manufactured lumber, feet........-....----..---------- 175, 938, 985 

The western and southwestern portion of the State, as heretofore 
stated, consists almost wholly of undulating prairies, until we reach the 
flat and broad valley of Red River. 

In order to convey as correct an idea as possible of the northern and 
western portions of the State, (I omit the southeastern portion, as it is 
so well known that any description of it is wholly unnecessar y,) so far 

‘ 
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as relates to the soil and agricultural resources, I cannot do better than 
insert the notes taken while passing along the leading railroad-lines. 

And, first, I insert the few notes taken along the line from Saint 
Paul to Duluth. 

For several miles out of Saint Paul until after we have passed a short 
distance beyond White Bear Lake, the country is rolling and slightly 
broken, and, where not in cultivation, is covered with oak-groves, 
mostly bushes near the city, but increasing in size after we have 
advaneed some distance into the country. The surface of the coun- 
try here appears to be knotted and pitted, thus affording basins for the 
numerous little lakes found in the northern part of this (Ramsey) coun- 
ty, and in fact over a considerable area in this part of the State. After 
passing White Bear Lake a slight change commences ; the conifers be- 
gin to appear, especially in the low and swampy spots; the surface 
becomes more level, and the aspen (Populus tremuloides) appears in fre- 
quent groves, its white bark forming a strong contrast with the dark 
pines. About North Branch the country is quite level, and is covered 
with a pretty heavy growth of oak, which at a distance resembles the 
post-oak, (Q. obtusiloba.) The soil here also is very good, having a better 
appearance than that previously passed over. Much of the surface be- 
tween Wyoming Station and this point is marshy, but we should bear 
in mind the fact that the past season, when I visited this section, was 
more than usually wet. From North Branch to Rush City the surface 
is level and rather wet, the soil rich, and the timber heavy, consisting 
chiefly of oak, elm, maple, and ash. Occasionally a hickory and butter- 
nut are seen, but these are rare. Conifers, in the swamps, are chiefly 
tamarack or black larch, (Lariv Americana,) balsam-fir, (Abies Bal- 
samed,) &e. 
From Pine City, on Snake River, northward, the pine-forests prevail, 

and the surface of the country is more or less damp and swampy. At 
Kettle River we begin to meet with the low, rounded drift-ridges, the 
soil consisting of a reddish sandy clay, intermixed with small red bowl- 
ders; in many places the sand appears to be the chief ingredient. At 
this point, and also at several points along the Northern Pacific, we met 
with the wild strawberry in fruit, (July 3-10. ) 

As we approached the junction with the Northern Pacific we were 
met by a cold northern mist, that compelled us to draw on our overcoats 
and made fire ver y comfortable. From here to Duluth we descend the 
rugged bluff that surrounds Lake Superior; in going twenty miles we 
make a descent of nearly 600 feet. The dark waters of Saint Louis River 
rush down to our right over the ragged rocks with a deafening roar, 
plunging and dashing themselves into foam as they leap trom ledge to 
ledge or drive through the narrow rugged gorges, presenting a scene of 
wildness and erandeur. Whether it wi'l ever be utilized or not is more 
than I can say, yet it is true that here is an immense water-power. 

It is scarcely within the scope of my duties to speak of the prospects 
of any town or city in a commercial point of view, but as Duluth is 
destined to be the chief port of the western end of Lake Superior, and as 
a matter of course the principal shipping-point of Minnesota, so far as 
lake-transit is concerned, a few remarks in regard to it may not be out 
of place here. 

Although it will labor under some material disadvantages, yet it is 
destined to make a place of considerable importance. Its disadyantages 
are as follows: The climate can by no means be ealled a favorable one, 
although what I saw could scarcely be taken as a fair sample of sum- 
quer weather. The winters, as | understand by those who have visited 
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this point in search of health, are by no means as harsh and severe as 
we might suppose; but the spring is unpleasant, and the weather dur- 
ing this part of the year disagreeable. The second disadvantage is the 
fact that it cannot be said to have any surrounding farming land to give 
it a local trade depending on agriculture. Thirdly, the shipping-season 
is short, closing rather too early to allow time to gather in the crops 
‘from the distant sections, where they are somewhat late. 

Its advantages in part are as follows: Itis the extreme western lake- 
point of the Northwest, which is a very important item ; it is the near- 
est point of water-communication with the ocean for a very large area 
of country, viz, Minnesota, Dakota, and the grain-districts of British 
America northwest of the lakes; it has most excellent water- power close 
at hand, in the Saint Louis River; being the only important lake-port of 
Minnesota, it must necessarily have the ‘influence and sympathy of that 
rapidly-erowing State; and, finally, it is the eastern terminus of the 
great northern Trans-Continental Railway, which must make it an im- 
portant point. These are important advantages, which must, in spite 
of the disadvantages under which it labors, ultimately make a city of 
considerable size, and, so long as this line of road controls the trade of 
Manitoba and other portions of Western British America, give it an 
international character. 

The following notes relate to the country along the Northern Pacifie 
line: 

After leaving the junction,as we move westward, we enter a long 
stretch of marshy lands, covered chiefly by forests of pine and tama- 
rack, and this continues, with but little variation, until we reach Aiken. 
Here we notice a change in the surface and character of the land; the 
soil also shows a variation from that eastward. Tke surface becomes 
slightly undulating, the sub soil more sandy and mixed with gravel ; 
oak also begins to make its appearance; and although there is occasion- 
ally aswamp, yet the country westward from here to Brainard may be 
fairly classed as agricultural. The timber between these points is 
chiefly pine; yet there is a Slight intermixture of oak, elm, and aspen, 
and occasionally an ash. A short distance before reaching Brainard 
we enter upon a sandy level, which continues to the Mississippi, and is 
repeated for some distance on the west side. The soil here, notwith- 
standing its sandy character, is rich and productive, and will doubtless 
produce heavy crops of cereals. The Mississippi cuts its way through 
this level in a deep channel like a large canal, without low bottoms. 
Aftercrossing to the west side we pass for some distance over a sandy 
level covered with an open pine-forest ; in a few miles the soil gradually 
changes to a darker hue, and we occasionally meet with wet and marshy 
spots, in which the ominous tamarack makes its appearance. Occasional 
broad low ridges now begin to be seen, clothed with deciduous trees, 
chiefly oak, elm, ash, and bass-wood ; the soil is good, and, with the ex- 
ception of a few points, will make excellent farming-lands. After leav- 
ing the sandy region the soil is mixed with clay and gravel. A short 
distance east of Wadena the surface becomes slightly undulating and 
somewhat destitute of timber, being partially covered with oak-bushes, 
which fade out as we enter upon the prairie-region; the surface-soil is 
quite rich. 
From Leaf River westward, for some fifteen or twenty miles, we pass 

through a section alternating with low, broad ridges, and wet, narrow 
bottoms or “slashes,” the ridges being composed ‘almost wholly of 
gravel, though the surface. soil is a rich mold, and mostly covered with 
mixed ‘timber, including an occasional large pine ;: but this tree is now 
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rapidly disappearing as we move westward. As we approach Hobart 
Station we enter upon a beautiful undulating prairie, with a dark, rich 
surface-soil, but I noticed here that it is underlaid with a heavy gravel- 
deposit, which even a single furrow of the plow exposes to view. As 
we move on the surface becomes slightly more rolling, not broken, but 
gracefully rounded into hillocks, ridges, and valleys, with here and 
there groves of oaks on the hillocks and along the banks of the streams. 
We are now in that section which I have beretofore spoken of as being 
the prettiest portion of the State, a description of which need not be 
repeated here. This beautiful undulating prairie-belt, with its green 
sward, occasional oak groves, (but these gradually disappear after we 
pass Detroit Lake,) and numerous clear lakelets continue until we begin 
to descend the divide into the valley of Red River. The soil is a rich, 
dark loam ; the subsoil appears to be composed generally of gravel and 
clay, with a marly appearance, mixed with bowlders, the former decreas- 
ing and the latter increasing—in proportion—as we move westward. 
The bowlders are mostly gray or red granite, though some of other 
rocks were seen. 

I may remark, in passing, that I noticed the cuts through this hilly 
portion very carefully, to see if there was any evidence of stratified 
rocks or rocks of any kind in position; but no sign of such rocks were 
seen. Atsome points there are large accumulations of bewlders, but all 
these hills and the entire surface-material for a considerable depth ar 
evidently drift. 

The descent to the valley of Red River is very gradual along the line 
of the road, but from the valley itis very apparent, rising up in the 
form of a sloping biuit. It is unnecessary to repeat the description of 
this valley; the surface-soil is black muck some 4 to 6 feet deep, the 
first 2 feet being filled with a matted mass of grass-roots; the subsoil, 
as will be seen from the folowing record of the boring for an Artesian 
well at Fargo, is blue clay, which is very tenacious. The margins of 
the streams in this valley are lined with a narrow strip of timber, chiefly 
oak, with some elm. 

The following is the record of the boring of the Artesian well at 
Fargo, so far as it had penetrated at the time I last visited that point, 
(September 3, 1872 :) 

Feet. 

Gil sso22h 22: ees Bees SR ate Saas iA ioale si Saicininseet he Baie aiarcie RO NINE ne 3 
Wiliteandeyellowa(or. drab), claves: as-eeseee ce ase eis veeuie ee se ae ne asise wean 50 
LE Spay) Ge ele CLE As eS I RS Se A 42 
SSA URSLOMeM AIC OTA VEL neyo h any erate eure eee ot epee a es orale ey etal cs ue et leet aN 10 
Hard clay (“hard pan”) mixed with gravel and bowlders.......---.---.-.---. 115 
Pehicankapineyshal esas e133) Weeed 2 ea eS EI: ula mee yea tine gy Nh ape By) 
OATS CRSA ALTO Cesare ates rape yoresaiaicin us nisia che eis egie rape Sie Sia tS Niaiere Sys Sere ah Uo ope nee ayia ha 6 
IOUS UU Creep ale tate (olor = op en ee cles Meal Naruse ere ae ees mi Ue ah ae eR Ad 4 

After piercing the sand-rock water rose to within some 10 or 12 feet 
of the surface, with an apparently good supply. The depth of the weil 
at that time was 262 feet, and the boring had stopped with little pros- 
pect then of being continued, as Mr. Barker, superintendent of the work, 
thought it useless to go farther, it being his opinion that the next rock 
will be the igneous or metamorphic. As will be seen from this, one 
drawback in this rich valley is the difficulty of obtaining a supply of 
water. 

The next line passed over in Minnesota was that leading from Saint 
Paulto Breckenridge—a branch of the Saint Paul and Pacific—a distance 
of two hundred and seventeen miles. The following is an abstract of 
the notes taken at the time I passed over this road: 
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From Saint Paul to Lake Minnetonka the land is rolling and somewhat 
broken and sparsely covered with small oaks. There are here, as on 
she east side, a number of small lakes, but I noticed several small basins 
which appear to have contained formerly small Jakes, but which are now 
only empty basins. After we pass this point the country is less hilly, 
though still slightly rolling; the soil is generally rich and quite fertile ; 
the forests are heavy, aud timber large, chiefly oak, elm, and ash, with 
some maple and aspen. Of the oak there are two or three species, among 
which [ noticed what I supposed to be the burr-oak or over-cup (Q. 
macrocarpa) and the scarlet oak, (Q. coccinea;) but I may have been mis- 
taken as to the species. As I have heretofore remarked, this timber- 
section has a very dark, rich soil, very little of it being interrupted by 
swamps or too wet for cultivation. I noticed here both white and red 
clover growing lIuxuriantly. The few swampy flats seen were generally 
clothed with the gloomy tamarack. These characteristics continue 
until we come near to Darwin, where we enter upon a somewhat open 
country, having a prairie-like appearance, though we have not yet 
emerged upon the true prairies. The surface-soil is still dark and rich, 
and the surface slightly undulating, but the subsoil where exposed 
begins to show a heavy intermixture of gravel. At Darwin, or rather 
a short distance beyond it, we enter upon the prairies, though a consid- 
erable body of timber ean still be seen to the north. The surface here 
is somewhat undulating, but less broken than at the corresponding 
point on the Northern Pacific line; there are also here scattered over 
the country numerous small lakes, indicating an approach to the divide 
between basins. Thesubsoil is still gravelly, but this character appears 
to be gradually disappearing aS we move westward. When we reach 
Morris we enter upon a level plain, which continues without interruption 
to Red River; it is, in fact, an expansion of the valley of that river, 
and as far north and south as the eye can reach the same unvarying 
level is seen; and here for forty miles is a line of railroad as straight 
horizontally and vertically as possible to make it, without a cut or fill 
worthy. of mentioning. The soilis much the same as at Glyndon, on 
the Northern Pacific; in fact, there is but little variation in the char- 
acter of this valley its entire length. Iam satisfied that along the Saint 
Paul and Pacific Railroad nine-tenths of the land can be cultivated and 
will yield abundant crops of such cereals as are adapted to the climate. 
And I may be allowed to digress here for a moment to give an idea of 
the future prospects of this road from the grain-trade. 

Take the length in round numbers at two hundred miles and a strip 
twenty miles wide, giving an area of four hundred square miles, or 
2,560,000 acres; deduct one-fifth as unfit for cultivation, and suppose 
one-half of the remainder to be annually planted in wheat, 1,024,000 
acres, at 17 bushels to the acre, (the average yield in Minnesota,) 
amounts to 17,408,000 bushels. Aliowing 400 bushels to the car, it would 
take 45,520 cars, or six trains per day of 24 cars to the train, (500 days 

aS 

in the year,) to move this immense yield of but a twenty-mile strip of © 
country. As a matter of course, it is not probable that this proportion 
of the land will ever be cultivated in small grain, but certainly these 
figures do not overestimate its capability, and give us an idea of the 
bread-producing resources of this portion of the West. It is true the 
ratio assumed will not apply generally, but witha moderate deduction it 
will apply to the western half of Minnesota, the greater portion of Lowa, 
a considerable area in Southeastern Dakota, and Eastern Nebraska. 

I should have stated that at Morris, on this line, there is a flowing 
well of good water. The well was being dug for ordinary purposes, and — 
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had reached a depth of about 30 feet, when suddenly the water broke 
in upon the workmen, who escaped with difficulty. The water rose 
rapidly to the surface and has been flowing freely ever since that time. 

If we follow .a line from Saint Paul to the southwest corner of the 
State we find the country somewhat similar to that toward Brecken- 
ridge. It is broken and timbered until we reach Crystal Lake, rather 
more so than toward the northwest. This strip of timber belongs to the 
Big Woods, and consists of deciduous trees, such as oak, elm, ash, We. 
After passing this point we enter upon a beautiful undulating prairie- 
section, devoid of timber, except the little strips along the banks of the 
streams, which continues to and beyond the southwestern border of the 
State. The soil is of an excellent quality, and the subsoil is generally 
more or less mixed with a kind of finely-comminuted marl, though at 
some points it is composed in great part of clay. There are some small, 
clear lakes, but the surface is seldom marshy, the entire area as a gen- 
eral thing being susceptible of cultivation. 

The following statistics, taken from the “ Statistics of Minnesota for 
1870,” published by authority of the State, will give an idea of the 
amount and character of its agricultural products: 

CROPS OF 18659. 

Product. Acres cultivated. | Bnshels produced. 

We abr iorsiac cine = 5 autres ayy tie hoe ie 1, 006, 007 17, 660, 467 
OAS yeeentee cet nsec ete ob Se a 278, 487 10, 510, 969 
CGT Roe Cos boo ata Eaten meets etd ennees 147, 587 4,519, 120 
Barley weaa tess sr eet oe) Bas SO eee ee 35, 201 938, 466 
PV Cpe eee ic cerca weaperiepe te cis swine mein 4,632 75, 628 
BUC KewiWeaipean cian ses San oe cance elas eet eens 3, 023 51, 025 
Rotatoes sate ance cn AL eee ja ause Seek 21, 156 1, 580, 431 
1 BSB NYS 5 ec BSE EEE a an te ee en eae RS 1,910 29, 002 

Sorghum, gallons .-..-....-.:. 30,447) "Cheese, pounds, syse-s- seis) = 321, 969 
Maple-sugar, pounds......---. 205, 702 | Apple-trees growing..-......---. 316, 552 
Maple-syrup, gallons........-. 14,815 | Apple-trees in bearing ....---.-.- 20,800 
Honey, Pounds) <2 55 +52 1 93,651 | Bushels of apples produced.---.-.. 9, 932 
Eva WillOs DONS! 2 sage eee 532,183 | Quarts of strawberries grown... 143, 024 
Hay, cultivated, tons.......-.- 69,129 | Timothy-seed, bushels.-....-...- 2,279 
Ops, POUNAS:-) =5-55.2--2see4) 2sanoo0) || Hlax, pounds) of fiber2)2 2255525: 15, 106 
Widol poundsicta. 52452 ees 382, 902 | Flaxseed, bushels ...........--.. 7, 801 
IBBiber POUNDS eee 5, J--/-\e9 On 02,400 

Average yicld of field-crops per acre. 

Bushels. Bushels. 
Wheaitpeeerre socio lil a LMS OTR YC e Haha ciatn ie lara tanec ee obese eyerlieaars 16. 32 
WAtSee eres = eposia ssi h) frs's See MOle CAN OLALOER Lit n a iat Na bia cis A ie 74.70 
OEM sep Sak Ue Shot Social ote sche 30802) |) Buckayleatie tease ete ees eels 16. 83 
JA TA GAY id See a eee be ie Se mE PSG SPs tal BYSEN DES iereies eee Poe aye UP ATs Ir a ee 15.17 

It is not probable that any considerable progress will be made in fruit- 
growing, as it is evident that the climate is too rigorous for the profit- 
able growing of any varieties except the most hardy small fruits, as 
strawberries, currants, gooseberries, &c. 

As before stated, the consideration of the climate is reserved for a 
future report, which will be devoted to this subject. 

DAKOTA. 

This Territory has been so recently settled, except a small section in 
the southeast corner, that but little can be said as to its agricultural 
prospects, save what we can infer from an inspection of its surface and 
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soil, added to the slight knowledge we possess of its climate. And here 
the last item becomes important in this estimate, as it is known that the 
line of sufficient rain-fall is found within its borders. 

It possesses, probably, the smallest amount of timber of any State or 
Territory in the Union, the forests bearing a ratio of not more than 3 to 
5 per cent. to the entire area, and even this ratio is obtained by adding 
the amount supposed to be in that part of the Black Hills within its 
boundary. 

With the exception of the west side of Red River Valley and the sur- 
face of the coteaus, the whole of that portion east of the Missouri 
(which is the only part I shall allude to here) consists of elevated, 
undulating prairies, very similar in character to the plains of the central 
and western portions of Nebraska and Kansas. The streams, as a gen- 
eral thing, run through deep and narrow valleys, having but a small 
amount of water in them, and the fall being insufficient to carry the 
water upon the bordering uplands; hence, as a rule, in the northern and 
central portion, if the rain-fall should prove insufficient for agricultural 
purposes, there is but little hope of redeeming any portion by irrigation, 
except the narrow valleys which the streams traverse. 

As a general rule the soil is good, and where there is a sufficiency of 
moisture there is no reason why good crops cannot be raised ; but I have 
very strong doubts on this point, except for the southeast portion and a 
narrow belt along the eastern border. 

The following notes, taken dewn while crossing from Fargo, on Red 
River, to James River, along the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad, 
will convey, I believe, a fair and correct idea of this section of the Ter- 
ritory, the fact being borne in mind that 1872 was a more than usually 
wet Season. 

For about eighteen or twenty miles the surface is very flat, being the 
west half of Red River Valley, and corresponding in appearance with 
that on the east side. The soil is also very similar to that on the east 
side, the only difference noted being that here, after leaving the river 
for a short distance, it becomes more or less impregnated with alkali, 
whiclt is quite apparent where the sod has been turned or a cut-made; 
yet I do not think this is sufficient in quantity to injure any of the ordi- 
nary crops, for I have learned from my observations in Colorado and 
Utah to look upon the presence of a moderate quantity of alkali in the 
soil with much less serious apprehensions than formerly. 

Passing westward beyond the valley we gradually rise to an undnu- 
lating priirie, which becomes more rolling and slightly broken until we 
reach the second crossing of Cheyenne River. Although this section is 
evidently drier and not so rich as the Red River Valley, yet I think ex- 
periment will show that it is tolerably good agricultural land and that 
the amount of moisture is sufficient for ordinary crops. But already 
this troublesome question makes its appearance; already we see the 
grass growing much shorter and beginning to assume that peculiar 
character so well known on the western plains. Still I think this strip 
as far as the second crossing of the Cheyenne may be properly classed 
with the lands suitable for farming purposes. The valley of the Cheyenne 
is quite narrow, affording but a small amount of tillable land and a 
very narrow strip of timber. After passing this valley there is a con 
siderable rise before reaching the general prairie-level beyond. I notice 
here, where the railroad-cuts have exposed the subsoil, that it is chiefly, 
I might say entirely, compact drab clay, of considerable depth. The 
surface of the country on the west side is undulating, dotted here and 
there with lakes, most of which are strongly alkaline or saline, their peb- _ 
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bly shores being frosted over with the alkaline deposit. Lake Hckelson, 
which is some six or eight miles long, and from one-fourth of a mile to 
one mile wide, is the largest in this immediate section; its waters are 
brackish, apparently more saline than alkaline. 

Here we alsc meet with a phenomenon which leaves a very unfavora- 
ble impression upon the mind in regard to the climate in this section. 
T allude to what are called “ dry lakes,” the dry basins where lakes for- 
merly existed, but which have in a few years past dried up from some 
cause not yet fully explained. As I have before stated, the fact should 
be borne in mind that 1872—the time of my visit to this region—was 
‘unusually wet. I mean by this expression simply to state that the 
amount of rain which fell during the spring and summer was more than 
the average amount. 

Not only did I find these dry lakes entirely devoid of water, but the 
surface of the sediment which had been deposited by the water was 
‘dry and powdery and strongly alkaline. Even the lakes which contain 
water appear to be getting lower and lower, if we judge by the waiter- 
lines along the shores. And this calls to mind another fact bearing 
upon the condition of the climate, indicated by the facts stated, and that 
is that all through this section of country I noticed numerous evidences 
of former swampy spots where the grass still-is more luxuriant than 
that surrounding it, but the water has disappeared from the surface. 
For some time I supposed that these were points where water accumu- 
lated and remained longest in the spring of the year; although this ex- 
planation will suffice for the condition of many, yet there are some things 
connected therewith which I can only explain by the supposition that 
they are gradually growing drier. 

After passing Lake Hckelson the surface of the country, although 
gradually ascending, is tolerable level until we reach the large coulée 
where there appear to be two depressions or broad ravines running north 
and south, with an intervening ridge. Perhaps no better illustration of 
the Arabian wady is to be found on the western continent than these 
coulées. This very broad, dry ravine was evidently once the channel of 
a considerable stream, the shiftings and fluctuations of which may yet 
be detected; why is it no more filled with water? Beyond this the sur- 
face is slightly undulating, but somewhat more in the terrace-form te 
and west of James River until we reach the coteau of the Missouri. 
The valley of the James is narrow, not more than from one-half to one 
mile wide, with very little timber of any kind. The surface of the coteau 
is very irregular, being broken into ridges and hillocks, with here and 
there an occasional small lake; and from the best information I could 
obtain it appears to be true, although strange, that there is generally 
no difficulty in obtaining good water on this elevated plateau by digging 
wells to a moderate depth. I know this to be true in regard to some of 
the elevated plains in. the southern part of the Territory. The section 
where the greatest difficulty is experienced in obtaining water appears. 
to be in Red River Valley and those areas underlaid by the heavy clay 
deposits. 

Although the country west of the second crossing of the Cheyenne 
is well adapted to grazing and pastoral pursuits, yet 1 am satisfied that 
the average rain-fall is not sufficient for profitabie agricultural operations. 
There may be seasons when the supply may be sufficient to produce 
moderately good crops of the cereals, but I think these will form the 
exceptions instead of the rule. It is true no sufficient experiments have 
been made to test this question, and it is due to the welfare of the Ter- 
ritory and those who are largely interested in this matter that [ should 

20658 
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state that my opinion is not based upon direct experiments in this im- 
mediate section, and that the soil as a general thing is good; also that 
it is very probable the kottem-lands along the streams will form an ex- 
ception to this rule. Ishould also state that Mr. Roberts, the chief 
engineer of the Northern Pacific Railroad, expresses a somewhat more 
favorable opinion in regard to this section. He may be right and I may 
be wrong; I only give my opinion, which is based on certain evidences 
which will be more fully set forth in my report on the climatology of 
the West. 

I was informed by a gentleman who was for three years connected 
with the Indian agency at Fort Totten, on Devil’s Lake, that the-sur- 
rounding country there consists of undulating prairies, much the same 
as found at the same longitude farther -south along the line of the 
North Pacific, but that the lower lands immediately around the lake he 
thinks will, as a general thing, produce crops without irrigation, and that 
he founds his belief on some experiments which were made there. 

I have been able to learn very little in regard to that portion of Da- 
kota south of the Northern Pacific road until we approach the south- 
eastern extremity. This section has seldom been traversed with a 
view of studying its agricultural resources; yet from the little I could 
learn with reference to it, I am satisfied that there is a gradual im- 
provement southward. The valley of James River, south of 45° 30/, 
gradually expands and gives evidence of a greater degree of moisture. 
Even the southern portion of the Coteau of the Prairies will in all proba- 
bility prove productive and adapted to agriculture, notwithstanding its 
isolated elevation. I know from personal observation that the section 
drained by the Big Sioux is one of the most desirable and beautiful por- 
tions of Dakota, almost every acre here being susceptible of profitable 
cultivation. And in order to give something like a correct idea of this 
portion of the Territory, I will copy my notes taken while crossing from 
Yankton to Sioux Falls. 

After leaving the immediate bottoms of James River, we ascended 
some 60 or 70 feet to the upper or general prairie-level, where the sur- 
face is quite undulating, not broken, but interrupted by long, rounded 
swells, with a dark, rich soil, thickly covered with a heavy growth of 
luxuriant grass, but entirely treeless. Such is the general character 
for twelve miles; I might add that most of this distance there appears 
to be an ascending grade. Here we reach a smail stream called Clay 
‘Creek, which runs through a deep, narrow valley, its pathway marked 
by a few scattering bushes or trees. Beyond this we cross a broad, 
rounded ridge for some eight or ten miles, the soil and covering being 
Similar to those already described ; and I may state here, in regard to 
this ridge, that which applies to all the principal ridges in this part of 
the Territory, its direction is nearly north and south, running a little 
west of north and east of south. Descending from this to Swan Lake, 
‘we enter upon a broad, level prairie, which, beginning in the vicinity of 
Turnersville, continues eastward to Sioux River, a distance of some 
twenty-five miles. Although I call this a level prairie, | do not intend 
thereby to convey the idea that it is a ‘“ dead-level” flat such as Red 
River Valley, for such is not the case, but the undulations are slight, 
and, although sufficient for drainage, are scarcely noticed by the eye. 
The soil and grass are similar throughout the entire route, but running 
water—a stream of any kind—is wholly wanting on this level prairie- 
belt, save that at Turnersville, and the entire region is timberless. 

Iti is apparent from these notes that there is a great sameness through- 
out this pertion of the Territory; and any attempt to give a deserip- 
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tion of one part as contrasted with another would be useless, as there 
are no differences of any importance in an agricultural point of view, 
with the single exception of the contrast between the Missouri bottoms 
and the upland prairies. And here the only difference is that the former 
is flat, the soil deeper and darker, being mixed with a larger proportion 
or vegetable mold, and partially supplied with timber, ‘chiefly cotton- 
wood groves. 

The tollowing description of Union County, (the southeast county of 
the Territory,) taken from ‘ The Outlines of History of the Territory of 
Dakota,” by James 8. Foster, I found to be quite correct, and as it will 
apply pretty generally to the counties along the Missouri in this part of 
the Territory, L insert it here 
The surface of Union County resembles that of any of the Missouri River counties. 

It has, however, more bottom-lands than any other county. The south half is level 
bottom-lands, only a few feet above the high-water mark of the Missouri River; the 
north half is rolling prairie, elevated about 20 to 50 feet above the bottom-lands. The 
bottoms are perfectly level and very smooth, presenting no obstacles to machine farming. 
The uplawds are generally undulating, presenting to the eye a beautiful landscape. The 
soil of the bottoms is a dark, sandy loam, mixed with a large proportion of vegetable 
mold. These bottoms are vast natural meadows, ‘producing an abundant erowth of 
excellent grass, frequently yielding over three tons to the acre. The uplands also 
afford an excellent quality of nutritious grass, but not so luxuriant in growth as 
that of the bottoms. The latter produce excellent crops of corn, wheat, oats, and 
vegetables, but the uplands, although capable of producing all kinds of grain and 
vegetables, are pre-eminent for wheat, thirty bushels to the acre being an ordinary 
yield. Along the Missouri, in the southern portion of the county, are lar ge bodies of 
heavy cotton-wood timbef ; there are also considerable bodies of timber skirting the 
Big Sioux. 

The surface and soil of Clay County resemble those of Union; the sur- 
face of Yankton and Bon Homme Counties is rather more rolling, with less 
bottom-land, otherwise similar to Union. From the mouth of the Sioux 
River to Vermillion River, the bottom or immediate valley of the Mis- 
souri is chiefly on the Dakota side, and varies in width from five to 
twelve miles. At Vermillion the bluffs—which form the escarpment of 
the upper level or plateau—approach very near the river. Beyond this 
the bottom again suddenly expands, and continues until we reach the 
vicinity of Yankton, varying in width from five to ten or twelve miles. 
I was somewhat surprised to find this part of the Territory as well set- 
tled as it is, a large portion of the bottoms and a part of the upper 
prairie lands being already under cultivation. At the time of my first 
visit, judging by the state of the crops, the season really appeared to be 
more advanced here than in Northern Iowa, owing, I suppose, to the 
warm nature of the soil, which here is generally underlaid with a heavy 
deposit of yellow, sandy marl (loéss) which contains a large amount of 
the mineral elements of fertility. There appears to be but little diffi- 
culty in obtaining water on the uplands by means of wells, and the 
comparative elevation does not appear to make very great difference in 
the depth. 

The farmers here have very wisely adopted the plan of planting out 
forest-trees as one of the first things they do after making a settlement, 
and notwithstanding ail the wild theories which have been advanced, 
they have had the good common sense to select the native cotton- wood, 
which, in five years from planting, (not seeding,) will commence afford. 
ing fuel for stoves. I noticed at several points thickets of the wild 
plum (probably Prunus chicasa) loaded with fruit ; also many grape- 
vines (wild) in fruit. 

One serious drawback in this section, which must be seriously felt as 
soon as the cotton-wood groves along the Missouri have been exhausted, 
is the deficiency in fuel and building-material. The latter want will be 
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‘partially supplied when the railroads bape connection with the timber- 
districts of Minnesota are extended into ‘this regiom ; but these will 
searcely supply fuel at a rate that will meet the wants of the farmers. 
it is true that coal can be brought in, but this will be a heavy tax on 
the farmers of small means, who live far back on the prairies, and are 
exhausting all their means and energy to start a farm into active opera- 
tion; yet this will probably be the only method of meeting this neces- 
sity, unless corn is used for fuel, or forest-trees are timely planted and 
in sufficient quantity. What is said here on this point also applies to 
portions of Nebraska, and to some extent to the southwest portion of 
Minnesota. I know there is in the mind of the farmer of the States 
who has labered hard through the hot days of summer in plowing his 
corn, and in the fall in gathering and garnering it, a very strong dis- 
like to the idea of using it for fuel; but the true method of) testing this 
question is to count the cost. Tf, for illustration, sixty bushels of corn 
in the ear—about thirty shelled—will equal, as fuel, one ton of coal, (I 
do not know that this amount is correct; it is but a guess,) will it pay 
to sell this corn at 20 cents per bushel (shelled measure) and buy coal 
at $8 or $9 per ton, besides the hauling to and from a depot? It is 
a simple question of figures and not of fancy, and it would be well if 
some one properly situated to do so would give us some practical infor- 
mation on this subject. 
A kind of soft-chalk rock is found near Yankton, similar to that found 

in Nebraska and Kansas, which is used as a byilding-material. This 
ean be easily cut into blocks of any shape desired, but there is some 
doubt about its durability, yet most of those who have tried it fora 
number of years say it stands the test of experiment. 

In closing this brief account of the agricultural resources of Eastern 
Dakota, I should state that, after carefully weighing all the data I have 
been able to obtain, together with my own observations, I am satisfied 
that all west of James River Valley must be counted as in a district 
not sufficiently supplied with rain. 

Taking all the records of the rain-fall which have been kept in the 
Territory for the five years from 1867 to 1871, inclusive, we find the 
average yearly amount to be only:14.09 inches, less than half that of 
Minnesota, Iowa, or Eastern Nebraska. This entire amount is not 
more than barely sufficient for the production of the cereals, and just 
se much as we take from this general average to increase the amount 
in the more favored sections, just in proportion do we lessen it in the 
others. And that this average is not far from correct is shown by the 
fact that there is no very great variation from it in either of the years 
included: 1867, 13.78 inches; 1868, 14.03 inches; 1869, 14.17 inches; 
1870, 15.12 inches; 1871, 13.35 inches. The records, which are now 
being kept at Yankton, Fargo, and Pembina, will doubtless increase 
this average somewhat, but if an equal number of stations were made 
in the drier sections of the interior and west, 1 am satisfied there 
would be no increase. The meteorological data, therefore, so far as 
obtained, corroborate the opinion I have advanced on this subject. 

NEBRASKA. 

I regret that I am compelled by want of time to cut short my proposed 
account of the agricultural resources of this young State, which is so 
rapidly filing up and rising to importance and influence, and which the 
late census shows as standing at the head of the list, so far as the ratio 
of common-school education ‘to the population is concerned. 
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During my examination of the central and southern sections in the 
summer of 1872, [found thatin some respects I was compeiled to change 
the opinion J had previously formed from hasty passages through the 
State. For example, I am now satisfied that Platte Valley can produce 
erops of the cereals without irrigation farther west than I had formerly 
supposed. Not that the amount of rain which falls on this valley is 
any greater than that which falls on the adjoining plains, but the moist- 
ure is longer retained; and, more than this, I strongly suspect that these 
valley-bottoms are largely underlaid with sand-deposit through which an 
underground river permeates. While I am of this opinion in regard to 
this great valley, on the other hand I am now pretty thoroughly con- 
vineed that the sufficient supply of rain on the upper plains does not 
extend as far west as 1 formerly supposed. For Southern Nebraska, I 
do not think this can safely be placed any farther west than Fort 
Kearney, except along the immediate valley of Republican Fork, and 
north of Platte this line will probably bend considerably east. 

Notwithstanding it is doubtless true, as claimed by the residents, that 
the subsoil is well adapted to sustain droughts by its capability of 
absorbing moisture, yet it is also true that the evaporating power of the 
airis greater than is usually supposed. The records of the signal-station 
at Omaha show that on the 4th of April the difference between the wet 
and dry bulb was as much as 279, which, considering the fact that this 
is on the bank of the Missouri River, the date early in the spring of a 
rather wet season, is very great and indicates a very dry atmosphere. 

There is another thing in connection with this subject, which f think 
is true both of this State and Kansas; that is, that the amount of rain 
does not diminish so gradually as we go west as [ had supposed, the 
supply in the eastern part of these States being almost equal to that of 
the States immediately east of them. For instance, the average of five 
years (1866-1870) in Nebraska was 31.47 inches, while that of lowa was 
40.65 inches; Kansas 40.98 inches, while that of Missouri was but 38.33 
inches. But if we go westward to the middle of these States the pre- 
cipitation will diminish to not more than half this amount. Weshould 
therefore bear in mind that these records which appear so favorable 
apply only to the eastern third of these States. Taking the average of 
all the stations in Nebraska for the years named, we find them to beas 
follows: 1866, 27.07 inches; 1867, 28.41 inches; 1868, 33.28 inches; 
1869, 42.11 inches; 1870, 26.47 inches. This subject will be more fully 
discussed in my report on the climatology of the West. 
The following answers to the inquiries contained in a circular sent 

eut by the Secretary of the Interior, at the request'of Dr. Hayden, is 
so full, and, as a general thing, so fair a statement in regard to the 
agricultural resources of southeastern Nebraska that I think it is proper 
that it should be inserted here. It is true it is from the land-oliice of 
the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company, who are deeply 
interested in sustaining the character of the lands in this section, yet, 
after a visit in person to the section described, I think I may sately state 
that it is correct. A few drawbacks are not mentioned, but I will allude 
to these, as they were not directly embraced in the questions propounded: 

STATE OF NEBRASKA. 

To the Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.: 

Sir: In accordance with the request contained in “ Circular No. 1,” addressed from 
the “ Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C.,” and dated “ March 20, 1872,” I 
have the honor to report on the description of land, climate, productions, and markets 
of a portion of the State of Nebraska. I answer the questions in the circular relating 
to this section of land, and the questions and answers I number consecutively. 
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BOUNDARIES. 

The section of country to which this report applies lies between the Platte River on 
the north and the northern boundary of the State of Kansas on the south, and between 
the western bank of the Missouri River on the east and Fort Kearney on the west. 

DESCRIPTION OF LAND. 

Question 1. The relative proportion of mountain, valley, and plain of your section 
Proportion of timbered land and varieties of timber ? 

Answer. There are no mountains. The whole region forms a portion of the Trans- 
Missouri Prairie, which rises gradually from the Missouri Bluffs in long swells, every 
where available for cultivation. The rolling prairie offers no positive obstruction to 

' the plow, and the broken prairie seldom. There is little or no timber in the section, 
except in the river-bottoms, where narrow strips of forest-treesare found. I here give 
a statement of 

ilevation at the different stations along the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, in 
Nebraska. 

Stations. Elevation in feet. | Stations. Elevation in feet. 
ab bSIMOUb UM see ae eo eee aes Bae 525 Crete i 2622.22 SS eee eee oe 
Omaha Junction 2.2. 22 ee 549.10) | Dorchester: 52 5.)s2-- 2222 eee 1042. 65 
NEO WAS WAG ae Ye ees chek UR ee 58240) hairmonbees 25 ses eee . 1198 
Syeumiislon 12yeyaye lence vb ise re pe Wh ols Oe ae 599.60.) Gratton=oien eee eee a eee 1253, 20 
JNESU OUEST GYD LSS oh AT sg RS AS SS pS a 643 Harvard 24 es See seep 1356 
Greenwood eee ee ee Se ae oe 6825101) inland: 2. Bei Se) Se Aa) 
Waverly (2 aint eeetlttiace Sahel Gi 80. |. Juniatay? 24 sass yee oa eel om amen 
IWIGNGTIRO eats SELLE ey Re ee Se 692.60 | Kenesaw...--------------------- 1605 
Lalita eros lhay 5 Spa Rat a te A a ae FOAL 90}i| Moo wellcejseitoers ae ee ee 1627 
Demonte. ts sere ae oes heres! 788. 80 | Kearney Junction... ....-.-.---- 1704 
nohian di {Aloe Speen ce de 970 

Remarks.—Kearney Junction is above low water, Gulf of Mexico, 2,114 feet, and 
above Lincoln, (the State capital of Nebraska,) 1,000 feet. ‘To each elevation add 410 
feet to get the altitude above low water, Gulf of Mexico. 

Question 2. What portion can be irrigated and rendered tillable, and what portion not 
irrigable is suitable for grazing? What are the methods of irrigation; how many 
times do you irrigate the different crops; what depth of water in inches is used dur- 
ing the season ; what is your method of regulating the supply and price, and what the 
cost per acre of irrigation ? 

Answer. Irrigation i is not required within the defined limits. The land, though de- 
void of forests, is not subject to destrutive droughts. During the agricultural months 
the rain-fall is sufficient for all the needs of the agriculturist, and it isregular. An aver- 
age for five years isasfollows: January, 1.24 inches ; February, 2.35 inches; March, 1.75 
inches; April, 2.98 inches; May, 4.71 inches; June, 5. 43 inches; July, 3.40 inches, August, 
3.20 inches; September, 3.49 inches; October, 2.41 inckes ; November, 1.24 inches, and De- 
cember, 1. 64 inches. Dividing the year intio three portions, these figures give for the win- 
t r-months of J anuary, F ebruary, ‘and December an average total for the five years of 
522 inches; for the spring and fall months of March, October, and November, an aver- 
age total of 5.40 inches; and for the remaining six ag ricultural months, an average total 
for each year of 23.21 inches.* As the rain falls in largest and sufficient quantities 
exactly when it is most needed, the clouds themselves form a perfect system of irriga- 
tion. It isa fact that this section, as the whole State of Nebraska, receives a less 
amount of rain-fall than other places in the same latitude ; but following a natural law, 
as settlement preceeds and trees are grown, (for which latter see answer to question 7,) 
the annual rain-fall will become increasingly larger, and the upper branches of the 
rivers and creeks—which are now dry, or partially dry, except during rains—wil! 
always have a flow of living water.t In order to furnish a correct account of the 
character of the country in ‘this matter, it is necessary to add that the rich, black soil 
of the section rests on a subsoil of porous yellow clay. Moisture does not consolidate 
this subsoil into a mass, but water is received and held as it would be by a sponge. 
Thus the land is, as it were, scientifically underdrained; and the erops are duly fed, 
and able alike to resist drought or excessive rain. i 

Question 3. What varieties of grains, vegetables, fruits, and other crops have been 
tried, which have proved best adapted to your section, and the average yield per acre ? 

Answer. All cereals have been tried, and succeed perfectly ; put wheat stands fore- 

~The proper estimate is, is, from April to August, 19.72 inches. 
tThis very general opinion is very doubtful, yet it is probably true that the distri- ‘ 

bution will be more equable and the amount more effective on vegetation.—T. 
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most, and in weight of crop this section only falls below California. Wheat grows 
well on the high and the low lands; and oats and barley yield abundantly, while maize 
is everywhere successful. Taking a period of five years, an average yield of wheat is 
found to be 17.70 bushels per acre; maize, 32.54 bushels; rye, 20.66 bushels ; oats, 36.65 
bushels; barley, 26.75 bushels; and buckwheat, 26.33 bushels. The wheat grown here 
retains its characteristics without deterioration for a longer period than in most parts 
of the country ; but still it is desirable, now and again, to renew the seed. In view of 
this fact, the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company proposes to import from 
the old countries the best descriptions of seed for those among the purchasers. of its lands 
who may desire new seed. Potatoes, sweet potatoes, turnips, beets, and all root-crops 
yield abundantly, the average production of potatoes for five years being 79.80 bushels 
per acre. The systematic culture of the sugar-beet would give an abundant supply 
of sugar. Sorghum is of free and rich growth ; and an excellent sirup is manufactured 
from its juice, though the processes of manufacture are at present crude. Table-vegeta- 
bles all grow freely ; and the castor-bean finds the soil and climate suitable. For a few 
years past attention has been devoted to fruit-growing, and peach and apple orchards 
have been established in many parts of this section. At one time there were doubts 
whether fruit-culture would ever be sucessful here. These doubts were the offshoots 
of theories that had never been tested by experience; but now, and as the result of 
experience, they have been entirely dissipated. In three years young peach-trees come 
into bearing; and apple-trees in from four to five. One strong proof that fruit takes 
kindly to the Nebraska soil is that, at the exhibition in 1871 of the National Fruit-Grow- 
ers’ Association, the premium for fruit was awarded to the State of Nebraska, of which 
the section of country to which this report applies is one of the best parts. The grape 
is successful under proper conditions. The Missouri bluffs are similar in character to 
the loess of the Rhine banks, and throughout the broken prairie the culture of the 
grape can be profitably undertaken. Small fruits grow luxuriantly; and the wild 
strawberry and the raspberry of the timber-skirtings are of excellent flavor. Tobacco 
is grown to a small extent in the bottoms. The plant thrives, and the leaf comes to 
maturity. Flax has been grownin this section for seed; but both flax and hemp might 
bé cultivated for manufacturing purposes. In anew country like thisthe manufacture 
of linen and agriculture might go hand in hand, provided immigrants who are accus- 
tomed to the twofold operation can be brought into the State, for to this day it re- 
mains a fact that hand-made linens can compete in the market with the productions of 
the power-loom. 

Question 4. What kind of stock is best adapted to your section, cost of raising, value, 
&c.? 

Answer. The raising of cattle has succeeded wherever tried. The native grasses 
which form the pasture of the buffalo and antelope are luxuriant. The blue-joint, 
which erows on the highlands, attains the height of six feet; and a grass locally 
called “tuley,” which grows in the bottoms of the Missouri and the Platte, is equally 
rich. These are both excellent as feeding grasses; but there are many others, and most 
of the year there is pasture upon the prairie, for even after the slight trosts of the fall 
have browned the grasses they make good cattle-food until they are entirely shriveled 
in the dead winter. Hay is also readily cured and stacked. The winters, as a rule, 
are net long. Open weather continues to the end of November, and spring has fairly 
returned by the beginning of March. Cattle, therefore, can be kept in the open air 
for most of the year; and during ordinary years, with the exception a few weeks, all 
the year round. For these few weeks, however, shelter is needed ; and when shelter 
is provided the worst winters experienced are not at all to be dreaded by the breeder. 
So far in the history of this country the stock-owner’s worst enemy has been the care- 
lessness induced by the general moderation of the winters. He comes to depend on 
the mildness of the season ; and when a severe winter occurs, and he has not adequate 
shelter for his stock, loss ensues. The fault here indicated experience will correct. A 
good profit is made by purchasing Texan cattle and grazing them on the prairie for a 
season, before shipping to the eastern market. Cattled thus treated go to market in 
splendid condition. When cattle-breeding becomes one of the regular operations of 
the farmer, it is well to cross the Texan with the Durham. Horse-breeding will be 
one of the industries of the section. Except for the purposes of the farm not many 
horses have been raised; but qualified men are here and there turning their atten- 
tion to the subject. The broken and rolling prairie, intersected by draws, (ravines,) is 
suitable for horse-breeding. As the land is not the best adapted for the plow, it is the 
cheapest of the lands in the section, though, as it is the most suitable for the stock- 
farm, itis the most valuable of all. In the draws water can always be found; and, from 
whatever quarter the wind blows, the animals can find shelter. It would be well, how- 
ever, for the horse-breeder to plant willow in suitable places as wind-screens. Feed, 
in the shape of oats and corn, is readily raised. Sheep are valuable stock for these 
praifie-lands; and will make large returns as well in wool as meat. Good pasture is 
plentiful, and the sheep require no more than the most ordinary shepherding ; but that 
they must have. The dry, open winters conduce to the health of the sheep, which are 
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not found'to be subject to much disease. The hog thrives, and with corn plentiful, 
the ‘‘ hog-crop” yields well. As a general remark, the cost of raising stock here is a 
minimum; and, as there is a command of markets, "fair prices can be obtained. 

Question 5. Time of planting the various crops ; and time of harvesting ? 
Answer. Crops are of rapid growth, and rapid ripening. Spring-wheat is generally 

sown at the latter part of February, and corn is planted in April. But corn may be 
planted much later; and in the land-office at Lincoln of the Burlington and Missouri . 
River Railroad Company, there are now four heads of corn which ‘Weigh 3 pounds 2 
ounces. These are average specimens of a crep planted on the 27th of June, and har- 
vested in perfect condition before frost. The ground for fall-wheat is prepared, and 
the seed sown, by the middle of Sepember. 

Question 6. Character of your winters; amount ef snow and rain-fall ? 
Answer. Rain-fall in the section is given in answer 1. The ordinary average winter 

extends over three months—December, January, and February; and the entire fall of 
snow does not exceed 10 inches. The heaviest snow-falls of which we have experience 
are from 4 to 5 inches. 

Question 7. What has been done in the way of tree-planting, and varieties best 
adapted to your section? 

Answer. The annual prairie-fires have, asa rule, prevented the growth of timber away 
from the ravines of water-courses. In these ravines, however, wood grows luxuriantly; 
and the timber-skirtings of the riversand creeks include cotton-wood, many varieties 
of oak, elm, white ash, hackberry—a tree resembling the ash, but not free in splitting— 
black walnut, coffee-tree, sycamore, and wild plum. The wild grape-vine is also abun- 
dant. But for the fires, by natural processes, the prairies would be timbered, and in 
many bottom-lands, where for two or three years settlement has checked the fires, 
there is ash and cotton-wood brush which, in due course, will become wood.* Planting 
is also proceeding, though not so rapidly as is to be desired. However, last year, 
(1871,) one farmer planted no fewer than 120,000 trees ; and very many farmers show a 
disposition to surround their homesteads with wind-breaks. By an act approved Feb- 
ruary 12, 1869, the State of Nebraska exempts “ from taxation of the property of each 
tax-payer who shall, within the State, plant and suitably cultivate one or more acres of 
forest-trees for timber, the sum of $100 annually for five years, for each acre so planted 
and cultivated,” provided the trees do not exceed 12 feet apart, and are kept in a 
healthy and growing condition. Cotton-wood, which grows rapidly, is the favorite for 
groves; and “the records show that these trees in ten years’ growth have attained 
height varying from 25 to 50 feet, and circumference varying from 2 feet 5 inches to 4 
fect. The Osage orange is preferr ed for fences and wind- breaks, though there are some 
planters who give choice to the honey-locust. Other suitable fence- -plants, as the wil- 
low and w hitethorn, are. ased, though more rarely. Induced thereto by the lack of 
timber, and the pr emium for its cultivation offered by the State, it is certain that the 
farmers of the section will more and more make the growth of wood an object. ‘The 
Danish residents at Omaha have formed a tree- -planting company ; and this company 
intends to plant 2,560 acres of suitable soil, within the limits of this section, in the 
southwestern corner of Adams County. The company proposes fruit (for which, by 
the act already quoted, property to the amount of $50 annually is exempted from tax- 
ation for five years, for each acre planted and cultiv ated) as well as forest tree cul- 
ture. The fruit is to consist chiefly of grape-vines, peaches, and apples; and the forest 
trees principally of evergreens. The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company 
has now a contract out for the planting of twenty- seven miles of cuts on the north side 
of the railroad, from the Missouri River, at Plattsmouth, to Kearney Junction.t Front- 
ing the north, along these cuts, there will be seven rows of trees arranged thus: ex- 
treme north row, honey-locust; second row, cotton-wood and willow ; third row, maple, 
ash, and box-elder; fourth row, Norway spruce and Seotch fir; and the three inner 
rows, European larch. One main object of this planting is to furnish ties for the rail- 
road; .but it is also hoped that the operation will encourage settlers to imitate the 
example. 

Question 8. What are the kinds and cost of fencing used on the prairies? What has Pi 
been done in the way of planting hedges ? oy 

Answer. This question isin great measure answered in the reply to question 7; but 
it may be stated that fencing is not a rapid process. When boards are used the work 
is costly, and therefore there is not much of that kind of fencing. Sod-fences occasionally 
occur, the sod being taken up on breaking. A strong and durable fence can be con- 
structed with this material, with no expense save that incurred in piling the sod in 
due form and order. This Class of fence seems to be suited for partial use on the prai- 

* T found this to be true not only at points in Eastern Nebraska, but also in Sou¢h- 
eastern Dakota, and in Minnesota, but it only applies to the rain- -moistened disticts, 
and sections but slightly grazed, for cattle, &c., are about as destructive to the young 
plants as fires.—T. i 

+ The Northern Pacific Railroad is adopting the same plan.—T. 
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rie; but its value would be greatly increased if the wall were so built that it could be 
planted on the top with Osage orange. The honey-iocust and the osage orange grow 
rapidly, and, if properly attended to, in four or five years they will make a fence that 
will turn cattle. The only cost.of the live feuce is the price of the seed and the labor. 
However, a settler frequently finds it necessary to obtain returns from his land before 
investing even the smallest amountof capital in any way but the most essential perma- 
nent improvements. Under these circumstances, the herd-law of Nebraska has a bene- 
ficial operation. The intent of this law is to fence crops from the cattle, and to fence stock 
within inclosures. The enactment provides, under penalty, that an owner of stock 
shall not allow his animals to trespass and commit damage on a neighbor’s land. The 
result of this law is—as live fences have to grow and board-fences are expensive—that, 
when a locality is settled, the cattle are herded together under charge of men or boys 
who are paid for their labor from a fund jointly and proportionally subscribed by the 
stock-owners. While at pasture the herd is taken to the best feeding-grounds in the 
neighborhood. Every night the milchers are returned to the owners, the other cattle 
being corraled. The law is considered to work well. It prevents the necessity of 
fencing when a farmer could not well afford the cost; but it must also be added that 
it is a check on fencing when the work ought to be undertaken. 

Question 9. Cost of getting stock and produce to market. 
Answer. The local market for wool and beef is at the farmer’s door, for the wholesale 

merchants of Chicago and Saint Louis collect produce by traveling agents. When- 
ever a district becomes sufficiently settled to support a town, one comes into being, in 
a conveniently central position, which depends for its trade on the surrounding country. 
Produce is, therefore, readily marketed, and the wants of the farm and the household 
supplied. As the country, however, becomes more thickly peopled, and its industry 
develops, the farmers and stock-raisers will probably deal more or less,directly with 
the distant consuming markets. The way to Chicago and the eastern ports is opened 
by the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, and westward by the Burlington Com- 
pany and the Union Pacific Company. The Atchison and Nebraska Railroad strikes 
irom the Missouri at Atchison, Kansas, and the Saint Joseph and Denver Railroad 
from the Missouri at Saint Joseph, Missouri. As the mineral resources of the Rocky 
Mountains are developed this section of country—Nebraska is the nearest agricultural 
State to the mountains—will find a profitable market there, while, by the Missouri and 
the Mississippi, the southern markets are open. 

The drawbacks I alluded to are as follows: the difficulty in obtaining 
building materials and fuel, especially after you get west of Lincoln, 
for exactly the same remarks made in respect to Southeastern Dakota 
apply here. Another difficulty, though not a very serious one, is, that 
west of Crete wells must be sunk to a considerable depth—from 80 to 120 
feet—to find water; and streams being scarce, it is difficult to obtain a 
supply of stock-water. A thirddrawback, which applies also with equal if 
not greater force to Dakota and Southwestern Minnesota, is the severity 
of the winter-storms. It is true these are not of very frequent occurrence, 
but when they do come, and few winters pass without one or more, they 
are very severe, and often occasion many hardships and much suffering, 
but experience will teach the settlers how to prepare for and protect 
themselves against these. 
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LIGNITIC FORMATION AND FOSSIL FLORA. 

BY LEO. LESQUEREUX. 

CoLUuMBUS, OHIO, March’25, 1873. 

DEAR Str: According to the directions received from you, I spent 
the months of July and August in exploring, first, the plant-bearing 
Cretaceous strata of the Dakota Group, in the valiey of the Saline River 
and on the Smoky Hill Fork of the Kansas; then the Lignitic formation 
of the Rocky Mountains, from Trinidad to Cheyemne, and along the 
Union Pacific Railroad to Evanston. You requested me to have these 
explorations especially directed in view of positively ascertaining the 
age of the Lignitic formations, either from data obtainable in collecting 
and examining fossil vegetable remains, or from any geological observa- 
tions which I should be able to make. ‘ 

The following report gives the details of these researches. Its divis, 
ions are marked by the nature of your instructions. The first part- 
after recording the facts derived from explorations at different localities, 
discuss the age of the Lignitic in considering geological and paleonto- 
logical evidence. The second part reviews what is as yet known on the 
formation of the lignite, the distribution of the lignitic basins, their pro- 
ductive capacity for combustible mineral, and the present application 
of the material. The third part enumerates the species of tossil-plants 
obtained in the explorations of this year, either by myself or other of 
your assistants, deseribes the new species, and compares their local 
distribution, &e. 

On this last point my researches have been very successful. I ob- 
tained, from the Cretaceous and from the Lignitic, a large number of 
good specimens, which, selected in place and there compared, allowed 
me to fix more positively the characters of many species either not sat- 
isfactorily known or as yet undescribed. This work was rendered es- 
pecially profitable by the assistance of Mr. L. Lesquereux, jr., who 
pursued the researches with scientific interest and unceasing energy, . 
and who frequently discovered at remote or distant places the richest 
deposits of fossil vegetables. 

Allow me, sir, to gratefully acknowledge the valuable assistance re- 
ceived from yourself in railroad passes, letters of introduction, &e., 
still more by information from your former reports, and also to men- 
tion the kind assistance offered everywhere to my explorations by the 
superintendents of mines, the engineers of railroads, the proprietors, 
&e., who generally manifested interest in my researches. At Fort Har- 
ker and Medicine Bow a generous hospitality was offered me by Lieu- 
tenant Edward Randal! and Lieutenant Hall, commanding the stations. 
I am also indebted to Messrs. B. C. Smith and Eugene Ford for passes to 
Saint Louis, also to E. A. Ford for pass to Kansas City, and to Colonel 
Fisher for pass from Denver to Cheyenne. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
L. LESQUEREUX. 

Professor F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist, Washington, D. O 
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Part 1 —DETAILS OF EXPLORATIONS IN THE LIGNITIC FOR- 
MATIONS OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. 

Before arriving at Denver, on the line of the Kansas Pacific Railroad, 
I had the opportunity of examining, at two different places, heaps of 
lignitic coal taken out of abandoned and closed shafts. The lignite 
appeared of very poor quality, had been taken from various depths, and 
little evidence on the age of the strata could be obtained from the mixed 
and mostly disintegrated materials scattered around near the mouth of 
the shafts. West of Denver, at Golden, Marshall’s, &c., [ became more 
intimately acquainted with the general features of the so-called western 
Lignitic formation. Afterward, from Denver, my explorations were pur-. 
sued southward to Colorado Springs; then in the Arkansas Valley, and 
from Canon City, along the base of ‘the Rocky Mountains, to Trinidad 
and the Raton Mountains, in New Mexico. As it is at this last-named 
locality that I was for the first time able to see a well-exposed section 
of the whole formation, to study, therefore, its essential characters and 
the relative position of its more important members, I propose to begin, 
at the Raton Mountains, the descriptive narration of my researches, to 
pursue it hence northward to Denver and Cheyenne, and then along 
the Union Pacific Railroad to Evanston, where the explorations were 
discontinued. In following this plan some preliminary general conelu- - 
sions may be taken from the data ascertained at the beginning, and may 
be used henceforth as points of comparison and reference for facts and 
observations obtained elsewhere, and which may afford confirmation or 
conflicting evidence. 

§ 1. RaATON MOUNTAINS. 

The small town of Trinidad is pleasantly nestled on the south side 
and in the bottoms of the Purgatory River, which here runs eastward, 
to take farther east a more northerly course to the Arkansas River. 
Behind the town a series of round, more and more elevated hills cover the 
base of the highest peak of the Raton : Visher’s Peak, a dark basaltic or 
voleanie mass, which towers above the country at an altitude of about 
2,000 feet. Opposite Trinidad, on the south side of the river, appears 
an extensive range of hills capped by thick, mostly perpendicular rocks 
of sandstone, overlying black soft shale, which descend in steep slopes 
to the plain. On the western side the Raton Creek, running north, 
passes through the hills in a narrow, pleasant, green valley, entermg 
Pur gatory River three miles above Trinidad. 

In passing obliquely from the town to the Raton Valley, in a north- 
west direction, the stage-road gently ascends about 150 feet to a plateau 
which at first is seen formed, even at its surface, of the black shale No. 
4 of the Cretaceous,* which here contains well-preserved, large, charac- 
teristic shells in ferruginous concretions. But soon the plain appears 
cut by undulations, which already, one mile from Trinidad, have their 
tops strewn with large broken flags of sandstone, over which no other 
trace of fossil remains but marine plants or fucoids are seen. A little 
farther from the town the same sandstone is in place, immediately and 
contormably overlying the black shale; and in entering the small val- 
ley of the Raton, the road curves around steep hills, whose base rests 

\ 

*The divisions of the Cretaceous indicated in this report are those of Messrs. Meek 
and Hayden, marked in the general seen of this formation in Dr. Hayden’s report, 
1870, page 87. 
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upon the fucoidal sandstone, and whose sides, exposed by denundation, 
are blackened by outcrops of coal at different altitudes. Here is the 
nearest place to the town where the coal is opened and sometimes 
worked in a very limited extent. These details render the locality 
easily recognizable. 
A few sections of the Lignitic measures of the Raton Mountains have 

been given already from the hills along the creek.* They differ some- 
what in the records of the distance and of the thickness of the lignite- 
beds, but the differences are easily accounted for by the great variety 
remarked, even at short distances, in the disposition of the strata of 
those Lignitic formations. They are, therefore, perfectly reliable, and 
itis merely to complete them that the two following ones are given here. 
They point out the exact relation of the Lignitic formation to the Cre- 
taceous, and mark, besides, what I consider to be the essential character 
of a group of sandstone which separates these formations, and which, 
taken as yet as a kind of debatable ground, has been dubiously re- 
ferred either to the Cretaceous or to the Tertiary. The first of these 
sections is taken along the small branch in whose banks the lignite-beds 
appear in succession down to the Raton Creek, and then following this 
ereek to the Purgatory River, where the Cretaceous measures are ex- 
posed. It reads from top downward: 

LIGNITIC. 
Ft. in. 

feSandstone and shale,*covered with pines. 2/2222 Sse Le ie 60 0 
2. Soft shale, alternating with soft clay, (soapstone)..---..-----..---- Msede 30 0 
FP ROMTELO DOM OMI MIN OMTELOM bias Saehseronysatiemisieeasiais olan aaa 20 
4. Soft-shale and fire-clay - - SIE hy aor ea ee eereat eA SOME A ae a Es 26 0 
See WTOMULCOUSCTO Ps sbi’ 2a salsa Meee MMe ele tea ee arcs aires Wulul cy aia) hm ANN ea a 10 
6. Hard gray shale, with fossil peat AIDASOH A eae Pues Ries Mi malian 30 0 
te Shaly hard sandstone, shah Seta eae SA css Shere PLR a AN Ge ea icant apse i 6 0 
SASOapPstome Sia ey s es ise a ale ee SLUT eS ON ence Ln ea 20 
3). Lignite OULCTOP VW TOOUE cin oe erates bees se ie heraut Narayan ga tegcraate es 2 0 

MOM BIVE-Clayran di Shales. 522 htnars eek SEAS oe eee oiuloe yo wala cla eta acre mm 36 0 
ia outLeexXpPOsed 2h a tne a sae ete arse Soke ee itd ened: Saya BLA MD TOE AT 26 
A Oe Clays Sa ary otf ek oe aie Sha) Siri eh reps ote aS oh Mme a CCl eu al apne bined 6 0 
Pe ODI S NAG eae ee Syn aiairs mye oor ate ore 25 tesy al eggn OU Mes UI ge 7 che I ap ea 30 0 
AUTO MCE KOMEN -et pata eie a celery a re Spyicintnicree Sera ae hazisteretey cals oi elt et eso ere 40 
TIS (BITRE ASS RES tS ESE EEE as MOET SS ey Cue ee a ROR ca eS 8 0 
1G Hermginous and shaly sandstone, coveredc: .. sce. loos see csoc te bee. 50 0 

300 6 

SANDSTONE. 

17. Brown, reddish shaly sandstone, with debris of land-vegetables....--...-. 37 0 
ipaevellow shalysandstone; fallof fucoldses sate ss ae Lae Soya ee 5 6 
EG PREELUS NOUS SANGSLODE, DATNeMe) eye sere seem aaa eee ss SN eet oeeuers saa 11 0 
20. White compact sandstone, in bank and¢barrem {tin Wa nie Gee ay 28 0 
21. Hard white sandstone, in bank, with fucoids...--..---...--.-....-------- 10 0 
22. Soft white sandstone, with facoids SOARED EAU EM ae) EPs eSB Ae SR UR ae 32 0 
SP NCLY HAT ONO LOC ke SANASLOME, IOAETCM sever apse ey) ay ent alle Lea 2 2) Lelie gl 19 6 
24. Ferruginous sandy shale, with fucoids .----...--2..2---. ---- eee wees eee 6 6 
25. White sandstone, barren -----.-......... EVRA EPEC EE wes ENR is 1A AS i (ORO) 
26. Ferruginous sandy shale, with fucoids-- aS Sey RES ENE hei aN RNR A te 8 0 
27. Red shaly sandstone, with great abundance of fucoids..-.-..-.-+--++2s+-- 3 0 
28. Hard white sandstone in bank, some fucoids..-........-..-----+-------+ 12 0 

178 0 

*F. VY. Hayden’s Report of the United States Survey of Colorado and New Mexico, 
(1869, ) pages 55 to 57; Notes on the Geology from Smoky Hills to Rio Grande, by T. S. 
Leconte, M. D., pp. 20 and 21. 

+ At a short distance the sandstone No. 7 takes the place of the shale-bearing plants. 
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_ This last stratum is underlaid by the Cretaceous black shale No. 4. In 
some places No. 27 is the last member of the section, and is, therefore, in 
immediate superposition to the black shale. From No. 17 to 28, and 
perhaps already from the upper member, which is covered, the whole 
measures form a single group of white or yellowish ferruginous sand- 
stone-beds, separated by bands of hard laminated clay, mostly sandy or 
passing to sandstone, the whole measuring 178 feet. ‘The characters of 
this group, as clearly recognized here, are as follows: 

1st. Its general color is whitish gray, so white indeed, sometimes, 
that the lower strata, seen from a distance, appear like banks of lime- 
stone. 
2d. Though generally hard, it weathers by exfoliation under atmos- 

pheric influences, and its banks are thus molded in round undulations ; 
and, as it is locally hardened by ferruginous infiltrations, it is often too 
concretionary or grooved in cavities, so diversified in size and forms 
that sometimes the face of the cliffs shows like the details of a compli- 
eated architecture. 

od. It is entirely barren of remains of animals. 
4th. On the contrary, from its lowest stratum to its upper. part, it 

abounds in well-preserved remains of marine plants or fucoids, which, 
at some localities, are seen even in the sandstone over lignite-beds. 

5th. In its upper part the sandstone or the shales of this group are 
mixed with broken débris of land-vegetation, with which also fucoidal 
remains are found more and more abundant in descending. 

The disposition of the strata and their compounds is about thesame on 
the other side of the Purgatory River, opposite Trinidad, where the 
Section is from top downward: 

Feet 

1. Hard ferruginous shaly sandstone with few remains of fucoids, but abun- 
- dancerof debrisof land-plants 2822222225 Sac Noe oie eee ee ona ae ae 25 
oe Hard whitish sandstone, fullvot fcoids. 222225 28 ee eee 57 
3. Shaly sandstone, with same abundance of fucoids......--.....-.----.----. 50 
4, Soft laminated ferruginous sandy (clay, with fucoids 222222 5s2i eis eee i 
5. Ferruginous shale, with fucoids 12 ./6/%63) 2000 8 ee 4 
6. White block- sandstone, Darren.) So. 2b5s oe 2 soa SaaS aR oa ee 5 
7. White sandstone, with tucoids Fo ANE ASE ES RR RUS Hs RUS Bt eR 22 
8, Ferruginous shaly sandstone, with fucoids ......---..------.--.----------° 33 
9. Black shale of No. A, Cretaceans 20210059) ee 

10. Covered space, s sandstone and shale to bed of river...-.. 0.22. ss22-- see ee- 153 

In both these sections the remains of marine plants are remarked in 
most of the sandstone-strata and their intermediate clay-beds, and as 
abundant at the base as near the upper part. And in this last section 
they are seen mixed with fragments of land-plants, even to the top of the 
sandstone cut like a tower at the point of the highest hill facing Trini- 
dad. 

‘In passing from the black shale of the Cretaceous No. 4 to this group 
of sandstene-beds overlaying it, the difference in the characters is strik- 
ing, not only in considering their compounds, but in the class of fossil re- 
mains which they contain, the traces of deep marine life predominating 
in the black shale, while here they have totally disappeared. The 
absence of the upper Cretaceous formation No. 5 might be taken into 
account for explaining this difference. We will see elsewhere that it is 
not the case, and that the upper Cretaceous sandstone-beds are as 
definitely characterized by their fossil remains as a deep marine forma- 
tion as the second group No. 4. Now, in the sandstone above No. 4, 
marine life still marks its activity only by the abundant remains 
of fucoids, indicating by their growth a comparatively shallow water. — 
They point out, therefore, to a slow upheaval of the bottom of the 
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sea in which they appear to have lived; for their stems penétrate 
the sandstone in every direction. And this indication is still more 
manifest in the great abundance of débris of land-plants which seem as 
ground by the waves, thrown upon the shore and mixed in the sand. 
with fucoidal remains. This slow upheaval, and its result in the forma- 
tion of a new land, are read as in a book in the fossil remains of this 
group of sandstone, and every observer should forcibly admit that these 
memorials of old expose the beginning of a new era, or of what we call 
a new formation. This conclusion, however, can be warranted only if 
by further researches we recognize that this fucoidal sandstone is not 
a mere local formation; thatit covers a wide area, preserves every where 
its relative position to the Cretaceous under it, and to the lignitie beds 
above, and has always the same characters either in its compounds or 
in its fossil remains. 

That this sandstone forms all over and around the Raton Mountains 
the base of what is called the Lignitic formation, and that it there over- 
lies the black shale No. 4, has been remarked by all the geologists who 
have explored the country. Dr. F. V. Hayden describes it briefly but 
very exactly in his section* as ‘a massive, heavy-bedded sandstone, yel- 
lowish gray, (or whitish,) rather concretionary in structure, and weathering 
by exfoliation, over Cretaceous shales with Inoceramus and Ostrea,” this 
last bed remarked elsewhere as Cretaceous No. 4. Nothing is said of 
the characters of its remains. But the specimens of fossil-plants gath- 
ered at the Raton Mountains by Dr. Hayden and his party, some of 
them marked: from the sandstone below the coal, bear fucoidal plants, 
representing the species of Halymenites, which, by the abundance of its 
remains, appears essentially characteristic of the marine flora of that 
period. Dr. Hayden still remarks it toward the southern end of the 
Raton Pass, where the Lignitic formation, 100 to 150 feet thick, containing 
two or three small seams of coal, rests immediately upon an irregular 
bed of alternate thin layers of mud, sandstone, and clay, which he calls 
beds of passage between the Cretaceous and the Tertiary of that region. 
Dr. John Leconte, considering the same strata as Cretaceous, mentions 
them in his reportf as continuing southward of the Raton along the 
base of the Rocky Mountains, “forming like an immense terrace, which 
extends as far south as the valley of the Tonejo, and perhaps even to the 
north bank of the Cimarron.” ‘They are evidently the same sandstone- 
beds as those of the Raton Mountains; for the same geologist remarks 
that they were observed by him northward from Trinidad and far toward 
the Arkansas. Indeed, from this place northward to the base of the 
Spanish Peak, these sandstone-beds, always with the same characters 
and the same thickness as marked for the eight first members of my 
second section, 207 feet, and always immediately over the Cretaceous 
No. 4, form like an immense terrace perpendicularly, cut like a wall 
facing east, high above the plain. They support the lignitic beds which 
still tower above them, either ascending in steep declivities from the 
top of the perpendicular sandstone, or receding at some distance where 
they have been more deeply sapped by erosion. “ This abrupt front,” 
says Dr. Hayden, “‘seems to form a sort of shore-line of a wonderful basin, 
as if a body of water had swept along and washed against the high bluffs, 
as along some large river.”~ The stage-road from Trinidad to Pueblo 
follows the base of the cliffs for thirty-two miles; and, from each station, 
a geologist has convenient opportunity for the exploration of these re- 

*Report 1869, page 57. 
+ Notes on Geology, &c., loc. cit., pp. 22 and 23. 
£{ Dr. F. Y. Hayden’s Report, 1869, p. 53. 
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markable hills, and for the study of the distribution of their geological 
strata and of their characters. South of Trinidad the lignitic measures 
have been followed nearly without interruption to the Maxwell estate,* 
about fifty miles. As it is not as yet ascertained, however, how far they 
go to the west, the area which they cover at and around the Raton 
Mountains cannot be positively marked. It is not exaggeration to 
estimate it at afew hundred, say six to eight hundred square miles. 
Besides this, the same formation is reported farther south, near and 
around Santa Fé; in the Gallisteo Valley; along the mountains to 
Albuquerque, and in the valley of the Rio Grande as far south as Fort 
Craig. Everywhere, with a single exception, which shall be considered 
hereafter, these lignitic measures have exposed, by their relative position, 
by the absence of animal remains in the thick beds of sandstone which 
indicate their base and constitute their foundation, by the homology of 
their marine and land flora, as recognized in the remains of fossil:plants 
which they contain in abundance, all the characters indicated above as 
authorizing, if generally marked, the separation of this group from the 
Cretaceous formation. 

§ 2. THE ARKANSAS VALLEY FROM PUEBLO TO CANON CITY. 

From Pueblo to Cation City, forty-five miles, the stage-road follows a 
broad valley, closed on the south side by the Greenhorn Mountains, on the 
north side by the Rim Range of the Colorado Mountains, over which 
towers Pike’s Peak, whose summit is visible all the time. The whole 
valley is essentially Cretaceous; all the eminences, either near the bor- 
ders or in the middle, are hills of this formation, molded by the erosions 
of the Arkansas River, which has dug numerous beds in this soft ma- 
terial. The borders of its present bed, like those of its old ones, where 
the road sometimes meanders, as in a labyrinth, are picturesquely 
marked by rocks of diversified forms, resembling monuments built 
by the hand of man, towers, columns, ruins, &c., often strewn 
around in confusion. On the south side of the river, however, about 
fifteen miles before reaching Cation City, the aspect of the country is 
modified by the appearance of a group of hills of the Lignitie, filling the 
space from the base of the Greenhorn Mountains to the borders of: the 
river, three to four miles in width. The whole area covered here by 
the Lignitic is, from the report of Mr. Neilson Clark, civil engineer and 
superintendent of the mines, about thirty-three square miles.j The 
lower strata, overlying the sandstone, rise abruptly about 50 feet 
above the Arkansas River, forming a kind of narrow plateau, over which 
the hills of the Upper Lignitic rise up to about 500 feet. The whole 
thickness of the lignite-bearing strata is estimated, in the journal 
quoted above, at about 600 feet. The following section is taken on the 
land of the Central Colorado Improvement Company, where coal-beds 
are already now extensively worked.t It is written from bottom up- 
ward : 

Underlying the bottom sand-rock is a thick bed of clay, interlaid with seams of 
sand-rock, whose thickness cannot be less than 200 feet. 

* Dr. F. V. Hayden’s Report, 1869, p. 57. 
+ Engineering and Mining Journal, November 12, 1872. I owe also to Mr. Clark, who " 

had the kindness to take me to the mines, the details of the following section, and 
other valuable information. 

+ Details on the lignite, its comparative value, thickness, &c., are given in a separate 
chapter. i 
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Then follows some 200 feet of sand-rock, containing three seams of coal, varying 
from 10 to 20 inches, one of which yields pieces of coke. On the edge of the basin, the 
coal-bearing strata are few in number; toward the center they increase in number, 
high bluffs continually appearing until, over the center of the basin, we find the high- 
est geological rocks of the region. 

Mr. Clark still remarks: 

But in regard to the formation of the coal the regularity of the strata is wonderful. 
Tt is true that, toward the north, the seams of coal are thinner, and the sandstone 
much thicker, than to the south; true, also, that at times the parting of the seams, 
mostly of clay, varies somewhat in thickness, but over the whole extent of the 
basin, some thirty-three square miles from outcrop to outcrop, the dip is conformable 
to the center with a few unimportant exceptions, and the thickness of the seams and 
the sand-rocks varies regularly. 

Mr. Clark’s section has been carefully made from data obtained in 
mapping and surveying the whole extentof this lignitic basin. I there- 
fore consider it as a favor to have the privilege of substituting it for my 
own, not only on account of its being more detailed, but because it 
affords opportunity to consider here, as at the Raton Mountains, the 
essential characters of the Lignitic from observations presented under 
different points of view. 

In the above section it is easy to recognize from its composition, its 
color, its mode of disaggregation, the sandstone No. 1, about 200 feet 
thick, as the equivalent of the lower fucoidal sandstone of the Lig- 
nitic of the Raton Mountains. The essential character taken from its 
remains is not mentioned. But I had full opportunity to remark it, not 
only in the lower beds under the coal worked by the Improvement Com- 
pany, but also where the same sandstone is exposed, together with the 
upper Cretaceous strata, in the middle of the valley, half way between 
Pueblo and Cafion City. In my examination of the strata overlying 
the lignite of the same basin, I found not only a number of dicotyledo- 
nous leaves in the shaly sandstone, but in the intermediate beds of hard 
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sand-rock too, many remains of fucoidal plants, especially of the gpe- 
cies which, so easily recognized by its tuberculate surface, appears to 
be the most common one, and the more characteristic too of the Lig- 
nitic. This is a proof that the eocenic character of this formation is 
not limited to its base, and that the lower sandstone, together with the 
beds of lignite, are of the same formation; that, indeed, as it will be 
seen elsewhere, the lower sandstone sometimes includes in its divis- 
ions beds of lignite to its base.* 

Can we here determine the upper part or the end of this formation? 
At the Raton its lower stage is especially formed. I could see there 
nothing in ascending the highest hills or slopes covering the volcanic 
central group which indicated any change in the characters of the strata. 
But near the center of the Lignitic of the Arkansas Valley, the forma- 
tion is covered with high hills, and the 200 feet of lignite-bearing meas- 
ures above those marked in the section are overlaid by beds of coarse 
grit, mostly conglomerate sandstone, which I consider as the closing 
strata of the Hocene-Lignitic period. For this, as for the great sand- 
stone of the base, we have to see if these upper conglomerate strata 
have been observed elsewhere and in circumstances which may prove 
their immediate connection with the Lignitic. Here the 200 feet of 
measures under them are formed by an alternance of beds of soft clay 
or soapstone, with an abundance of silicified wood, beds of lignite, 
(the outerop of one near the top indicating at least two feet,) beds 
of clay, which become hard, uninterrupted, blackened by carbonaceous 
matter; and over them, in immediate superposition, ferruginous con- 
glomerate sandstone separated by bands of soft-grained sand-rock in a 
thickness of about 75 feet. No trace of organic remains are found in 
this top sandstone. I found fucoidal plants mixed with broken remains 
of Cyperacez as high as 300 feet below the top. 

Three miles northeast of Cation City 1 had opportunity of examin- 
ing the formation which underlies No. 1 of Mr. Clark’s section. It is 
a compound of thin beds of yellow, compact, sandy clay, separated by 
thin layers of coarse materials or of sandstone. It contains animal 
remains only, large scales of fishes and shells of Cretaceous characters 
overlying the black shale No. 4, in a thickness of about 40 feet. What 
there remains of this upper group of the Cretaceous is not much, the 
materials being too soft, and having been swept away by erosion. But 
there is enough left to show at once the great difference existing in the 
compounds and nature of the strata of this Cretaceous upper formation, 
and of those of the lignitic sandstone, which here is immediately above. 
The superposition is seen, as remarked above, in the Arkansas Valley, 
on the banks of a creek on the stage-road midway between Pueblo and | 
Cation City. 

All this is not new. The same yellow, arenaceous clays of No. 5 in 
the Arkansas Vailey are already exactly characterized and reported by 
Dr. Hayden,t who marks, too, their succession in ascending as “ passing 
up into a somewhat extensive series of what I call mud-beds, composed 
of thin layers of clay and mud sandstones, with all kinds of mud-mark- — 
ings, sort of transition beds or beds of passage. In the upper portion 
of these layers [found an imperfect specimen of Inoceramus. This 
group of beds is from 50 to 100 feet in thickness. Resting upon them is 
a thick bed of rusty-yellow sandstone, which I regard as the lower bed 
of the Tertiary deposits,” &c. These mud-beds, with all kinds of mud- 

* Dr. Hayden has, from five miles south of Trinidad, specimens of the same plants 
labeled, ‘From the sandstone above the coal.” ; 

t Dr. F. V. Hayden’s Report, 1869, p. 50. 
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markings, appear to belong to the lower part of the fucoidal sandstone, 
the remains of marine plants often resembling mud-marks of various 
kinds. The presence of a specimen of Jnoceramus in the upper part of 
the strata is an apparent contradiction to this conclusion.’ The matter 
is left aside for future discussion. 

§ 3. COLORADO SPRINGS TO DENVER. 

From Pueblo northward no trace of the Lignitic is seen along the 
mountains till near the southern base of a range of hills, the Colorado 
Pinery, which, in its eastern course, at right angles from the primitive 
mountains, forms the divide of the waters between the Arkansas and the 
Platte Rivers. 

The succession of the Cretaceous strata is clearly marked on the 
banks of Monument Creek. In following it up from Colorado Springs 
the formation can be studied to the top of the black shale No. 4, and 
above this to a bed of brownish sandstone, separated from the black. 
shale by thin layers of Tuten clay and soapstone, where the last remains. 
of Cretaceous animals, especially fragments of Baculites, are still. 
abundant. Over this is the sandstone, barren of any kind of remains,. 
overlaid in the banks of the creek by a bed of fire-clay, or very soft 
chocolate-colored shale, which marks the base of the following section at 
low-water level of the creek: 

Feet. 
1. Brown laminated fire-clay, or chocolate-colored soft shale,a compound of re- 

mains of rootlets and leaves and branches of undeterminable conifers..-..- 
2. Coal, soft, disaggregating under atmospheric influence........-.-.--.----.-- 2 
3. Chocolate-colored clay-shale, like No. 1, with a still greater proportion of 
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The soft, chocolate-colored, laminated clay, Nos. 1 and 3 of this 
section, has here the same composition, color, and characters as the clay 
under and above the coal-beds of the Raton Mountains and of the 
Arkansas Valley. Indeed, I have seen it the same, more or less darkly 
colored by bitumen, however, in connection with coal-beds, over the 
whole area of the Lignitic which has been passed in my exploration. 
This clay takes the place of the fire-clay so generally underlying the 
coal-beds of the Carboniferous measures, where, as in the Lignitic, it 
forms, besides the floor, some bands,clay-partings, separating coal-strata, 
and soft shale overlying them. It has also been formed in the same 
way by immersed fresh-water plants, or true water-plants like Characee, 
by the innumerable divisions of the roots of trees living along or within 
the swamps, and by the débris of the trees, which appear to have been 
mostly conifers. The fragments entering into the composition of this 
clay-shale are much more divided and obscured by maceration than the 
remains preserved in sandstone or sandy shale, and, except for a few 
branches of conifers, I have not yet been able to determine any of them 
in a satisfactory manner. 

' 
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The sandstone over the Gehrung coal, No. 4 of the section, is by its 
appearance, its mode of weathering by effoliation, &e., the equivalent of 
the lignitic fucoidal sandstone. On the south side of the river, where 
the coal is opened, it does not contain fossil remains of any kind, and is 
comparatively thin. But on the other side, its thickness increases to 
about 75 feet, and it has some remains of fucoids, and a thin bed of coal, 
(6 inches,) a mere streak in the sandstone. In its upper part, this sand- 
stone, ferruginous and shaly, contains a quantity of dicotyledonous 
leaves, Populus, Platanus, &c., with large fragments of Sabal leaves, all 
species which, by identity with some found at the Raton and in the 
Arkansas Valley, do not leave any doubt about the contemporaneity of 
these Lignitic measures. 
By far the most interesting member of the section at Gehrung’s is the 

conglomerate formation at the top. These rocks are a compound of small 
grains or pebbles, mostly of white quartz, and of silex of various colors, 
varying in size, at least for the largest proportion, from that of a pea to 
that of the head of a pin. Pebbles as large as a walnut are still abun- 
dant ; the largest, like the first, are rare, and especially found within the 
layers of the top. This formation, 150 feet thick at least, is conforma- 
ble to the strata overlying the coal of the base of the section, and here, 
as it will be still seen at other places, it overlies immediately thick banks 
of soft, laminated, bituminous, black clay. The materials forming this 
conglomerate are cemented together by a thin coating of carbonate of 
lime, which easily disaggregates under atmospheric influence, except in 
the upper stratum,where the cement has been hardened by ferruginous in- 
filtration. Its greater resistance has then locally preserved the whole mass 
from destruction. These conglomerate cliffs, which, from the hotel of 
Colorado Springs, arrest the view to the west, appearing like high bluffs 
of white sandstone, are evidently the mere vestiges of an extensive 
formation, originally covering the base of the mountains from the 
Arkansas River, extending far inland to the east. For hundreds of 
miles the ground of Colorado Territory is formed by its debris. They 
have given to the soil that apparent sterility of surface which is so 
remarkably changed into fertility by the culture of the substratum com- 
posed of softer-grained materials and lime. Nearer to and along the 
base of the Colorado Pinery, whose Lignitic hills have escaped destruc- 
tion by the upheaval of the ridge, these conglomerates, still detached 
from the common mass, and molded into the most diversified forms by 
disintegration, have scattered columns, pinnacles, round towers, and 
cupolas over a wide area, the far-famed Monument Park. 

I have not had opportunity to examine the highest ridges of this 
Colorado Pinery, whose southern base is about five miles from Colorado 
Springs, and on the other side descends to five miles south of the South 
Platte. Dr. F. V. Hayden, who has surveyed the formation, considers 
it as Upper Miocene (?) (modern Tertiary deposits) comparing it to a group 
of rocks which covers the country from Fort Bridger to Weber Cation, 
and also to a series of sands and sandstones along the Gallisteo Creek 
below Sante Fé, the Gallisteo group.* We shall have opportunity to 
see this formation again, and to consider its age with more details. 
Here, as at other localities, it is conformable to the Lignitic, which re- 
appears on the northern side of the ridge, along Cherry Creek and other 
branches emptying into the Platte. No beds of lignite are as yet re- 
ported along this slope; but the clay-beds have, as on the other side, an 
abundance of silicified wood. I have seen many fine specimens of it in 

* Dr. F. V. Hayden’s Report, 1869, p. 40. 
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the cabinet of Mr. Byers,* the redacteur of the Denver City News, and - 
since my return have read in the same journal the description of a fossil- 
tree found at Cherry Creek, which, had I read it while at Denver, 
would have induced me to visit the place and ascertain the exactness 
of assertions scarcely eredible. This reported fossil palm-tree, which is 
hollow, measures at its base 22 feet in diameter, and 20 feet from base 
the diameter is still 15 feet. This is nearly equal to the size of the 
largest sequoia or giant tree of California. Such a size cannot be 
supposed, at least not for palm-trees. Whatever it may be of this dis- 
covery, the abundance of fossil-wood indicates at Cherry Creek the 
same level as that of the beds of clay marked in the section of Gehrung’s 
as No.6. I believe that the lignite-beds underlie there these fossil- 
trees at a distance of 100 to 150 feet. Not far from this place, fourteen 
miles east of Denver, on the Kansas Pacific Railroad, a bed of lignite 
8 feet thick was reached at 81 feet from the surface by a shaft, which is 
now closed, and whose section is worth future reference. I owe it to 
Mr. HK. B. Mally, who superintended the work. ‘The section is from tep 
to bottom : 
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The work was abandoned on account of the poor quality of the coal; 
but the section indicates the place of the bed, at the top of the great Lig- 
nitic or fucoidal sandstone under the series.of beds of clay, soapstone, 
&c.,as at Gehrung’s and at the Raton Mountains. 

§4. SOUTH PLATTE TO CHEYENNE. 

From the mouth of Bear Creek into the Platte, a few miles west of 
Denver, the Lignitic: formation, abutting against the Cretaceous and 
diversely thrown up by the upheaval of the primitive mountains, follows 
the base of these mountains in a nearly continuous belt to Cheyenne. 
Though generally covered by detritus, the basin is deeply cut by all the 
reeks descending to the plain—Clear, Ralston, Coal, Erie, Boulder, 
Thompson Creeks, and others—and the strata thus exposed can be 
studied in their relative position, their compounds, &c., at many places. 
This study is most interesting, but the same ground has been already 
surveyed by geologists of repute, Dr. F. V. Hayden, Dr. John Leconte, 
Mr. James T. Hodge, &c., who have given to their explorations more 

* Lowe to this gentleman valuable information on the distribution of the lignite- 
beds around Denvers. 
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time and experience than I-had at my disposal. Ishall therefore refer for 
details to the reports already published,* and restrict my observations 
to facts essentially connected with my line of researches—on the age of 
this Lignitic formation as indicated by vegetable remains. 

Golden is on the banks of Clear Creek, at its outlet from a deep canon, 
and in the middle of a narrow valley, shut up on the west by the slopes 
of the primitive rocks and on the east by a high wall, a trap-dike, which 
here follows the same trend as that of the mountain at a distance of one 
to one and one-half mile. As it is generally the case along the eastern 
base of the Rocky Mountains, the more recent formations have been 
thrown up and forward, and their edges upraised to a certain degree 
nearest to the uplift, and thus succeeding each other by hog-backs facing 
the mountains, they pass toward the plains in diminished degrees of dip, 
and soon take their original horizontal position. 
At Golden, the Lignitic strata, compressed, as they are, between two walls 

of eruptive rocks, have been forced up on the western side in a nearly per- 
pendicular position, while on the other they were thrown up at the same 
time by the basaltic dike, and thus folded or doubled against their faces 
in the same way as the measures of the anthracite basin of Pennsyl- 
vania have been so often compressed in multiple folds between 
the chains of the Alleghany Mountains. In that way the lowest strata 
of the Lignitic, which are nearly perpendicular, overlie the Upper Cre- 
taceous strata, which, following the slope of the mountain’s plunge, in- 
clined in a less degree. The line of superposition of both formations is 
seen along a ditch opened for a canal of irrigation, about 200 feet from 
the tunnels made in a bank of clay which underlies the lower lignite- 
bed, and which is worked for pottery. These upper Cretaceous strata 
are seen in the same position, and exactly of the same nature as at 
Gehrung’s: thin beds of soapstone, or laminated clay, with Cretaceous 
fossils, and above them the same kind of Tuten-clay, a few inches thick, 
under the lower sandstone of the Lignitic, which is there covered. The 
surface of the ridge formed by the upthrow is pierced by the edge of 
the perpendicular strata, especially of the hard sandstone, and there 
the characters of the lowest beds are recognized at many places as the 
same as those of the fucoidal sandstone of the Raton Mountains. At 
the cut made across the measures by Clear Creek, the lower sandstone 
appears proportionally thin, 10 to 20 feet. It is a white, soft-grained 
sandstone, hardened by metamorphism, containing, besides remains of 
decotyledonous leaves, some species of finely preserved fucoids; among 
them one species as yet undescribed and not seen elsewhere. In follow- 
ing the same sandstone to the south it is seen increasing in thickness, 
and near and under the Roe coal, five miles from Golden, it forms a 
high, isolated ridge, at least 200 feet thick, barren of any kind of re- 
mains, except some fucoids. 
By its compound the alternance of its coarse-grained and soft-grained 

strata, these being often mere clay or mud beds, its characters appear 
the same as those of the lower Lignitic sandstone of the Raton Mount- 
ains. It has, too, broken, undeterminable fragments of wood, cyperacee, 
&c. Besides the species of fossil decotyledonous leaves found in the white 
sandstone of Golden, most of them homologous, or even identical with 
some species of the Raton and other localities, it has one of those very 
rare land-plants which have been described and recognized in Kurope 
as pertaining as yet exclusively to the Eocene.t 

* Dr. F. V. Hayden, Silliman’s Journal, March, 1868, pp. 101 ; Geological Report, 1869, 
pp. 29 to 37; Notes on Geology, &c., by Dr. Leconte, pp. 47 to 53; on the Tertiary Coal 
of the West, by James T. Hodge, in Hayden’s Geologicai Report, 1870, pp. 318 to 3829. 

t See description of species for further details. — 
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My researches at and around Golden have been rewarded by the dis- 
covery of the finestand best preserved specimens of fossil-leaves that have 
ever been found in this country, with the exception, perhaps, of those of 
Black Butte. They were obtained, 1st. From the hard white sandstone 
under and interlying the beds of coal, the white sandstone hardened 
by metamorphism as described above; 2d. From beds of white clay 
upheaved against the sides of the basaltic dike, a clay hard as silex from 
metamorphism, having mostly remains of palm-leaves; 3d. From three 
miles south of Golden, from a sandstone still upheaved near the tail of 
the dike, but scarcely changed by heat and easily cut in large pieces. 
These specimens should indicate a different degree of hardening by heat, 
according to distance from the granitic mountains on one side, and from 
the basaltic dike on the other. It is remarkable, however, that the lignite 
obtained from the mines at Golden, like this plant-bearing sandstone, 
searcely bears any trace of the action of heat. - 

In following the narrow valley from Golden to Murphy’s coal-beds, 
the same strata worked at both places have been traced all along in a dis- 
tance of more than five miles. From Murphy’s or Ralston Creek, the 
Lignitic is covered by débris, under which evidently the same formation 
is hidden, with the same kind of strata. For the lignite is worked 
at Leiden’s, about two miles north of Murphy’s, from same nearly 
vertical strata; and five miles farther north, the formation eut by Coal 
Creek exposes still the same Lignitic measures, now tending to their 
natural horizontal position by the disappearance of the basaltic dike. 
Still farther north, in the valley of Boulder Creek, at Marshalls, 
Wilson’s, Brigg’s, Erie, &c., the Lignitic exposes, by the number and 
thickness of its veins of coal and of its beds of sandstone, a fullness of 
development remarkable indeed, and scarcely seen elsewhere. From 
Golden to Marshall’s I have not obtained any specimens of fossil-plants. 
A careful examination of the numerous beds of sandstone exposed there 
would have demanded much more time than I had at my disposal. At 
Marshall’s, besides specimens of interesting dicotyledonous leaves, I 
found few fucoidal remains, the lower sandstone being there below the 
level of the country. The main coal, by the abundance of large trunks 
of half-carbonized, half-petrified wood, shows a character which is re- 
marked, too, at the main coal of the Arkansas River on the land of the 
Colorado Improvement Company. At Erie, the Lignitie is worked as 
at Marshall’s, near the level of thecountry, and therefore no sandstone 
is exposed. In the shaly, sandy clay overlying the coal, [ found only 
remains of dicotyledonous leaves and palms. 

‘The continuity of the Lignitic formation is still traced farther north 
by Dr. Hayden, who, in his report of 1869, indicates a bed of coal opened 
and wrought to some extent, twenty miles south of Cheyenne. The 
section of the locality, as given on page 17, positively marks the position 
of this Lignitic as above a massive sandstone 50 feet thick overlying 
Cretaceous No. 5; and the same section, too, identifies some of the 
strata with those of Marshall’s and of Black Butte by beds or aggrega- 
tions of oyster-shells, Ostrea subtrigonalis? curiously represented by 
homologous or identical species at about the same horizon at these 
named localities. I believe that farther north, to Cheyenne, the same 
formations are still present, only hidden by the mass of detritus brought 
ever them from the mountains. 
Around Cheyenne the predominant formation is a thick bed or a suc- 

cession of beds of conglomerate sandstone of the same composition and 
in the same position as the conglomerate of Gehrung’s or of Monument 
Park in Colorado. It here overlies, as at Gehrung’s, thick beds of black 
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bituminous clay 15 to 20 feet thick, as exposed to the level of the ereek. 
The difference in the compounds of these conglomerate strata is merely 
in the larger size of the pebbles, which at Cheyenne vary from the size | 
of a pea to that of the head, and in the presence of thin beds of fresh- 
water limestone, resembling tufa, which are seen here and there, of very 
limited extent, similar in composition to the calcareous clay-beds at the 
base of the Green River group. I found in these conglomerates two 
pieces of fossil-bones, the only traces of fossil-remains which I was able 
to recognize in this peculiar formation. Though I cannot positively say 
as yet if it closes the Lignitic period, and is therefore a member of this 
formation, its peculiar identity of position and of composition is worth 
remarking. A boring of a few hundred feet at Cheyenne would settle . 
the question and show if, as I believe it, the Lignitic beds may be found 
there at a depth of 200 to 300 feet. Anyhow, all what we have seen as 

‘yet tends to confirm the statement already made by Dr. Hayden in 
1868, (Silliman’s Journal,) “that all the lignite Tertiary beds of the West 
are but fragments of one great basin, interrupted here and there by upheaval 
of mountain chains, or concealed by the deposition of newer formations.” 

§ 5. CHEYENNE TO CARBON STATION. 

Along the Union Pacific Railroad, from Cheyenne up the Laramie 
Plains, the country has been explored by Dr. Hayden, who, in his 
report, (1870,) describes the passage from the primitive rocks, and marks 
further upon the plateau the re-appearance of the Cretaceous, its con- 
tinuity and its limits to the West. A number of specimens sent to me 
in former years for examination, being labeled as from Rock Creek and 
Medicine Bow, I expected to find at these localities, at least some 
isolated basins of the Lignitic. This indication was a mistake; for, 
indeed, the Cretaceous strata are continuous along the railroad to four 
mniles west of Medicine Bow, where they are seen abruptly passing under 
thick strata of the Lignitic barren sandstone. Though I did not find 

any fossil-plants at Rock Creek, my visit there afforded me a good © 
opportunity of studying in the country around, the upper groups of the 
Cretaceous, and therefore of remarking at short distances the essential 
differences in the characters of both the upper Cretaceous sandstone 
and the Lignitic sandstone over it. Besides, the great quantity :of 
remains of invertebrate animals, especially abundant in the upper Cre- 
taceous, all representing deep marine species characteristic of the forma- 
tion—Ammonites, Scaphytes, and Baculites, &c.—the matter itself, a 
kind of sandy calcareous shale, appears at first sight far different from 
that of the fucoidal sandstone. The color of the first is dark-brown or 
yellowish-brown, the texture finer-grained, mixed in some places with 
calcareous infiltrations; the banks, when exposed along the creeks 
or cut by erosion, do not weather in round, concretionary forms. They 
break in large cubic pieces, or separate in shaly layers, forming, by 
disintegration, heaps of broken fossil-shells, of angular fragments 
of rocks and of dust rather than sand. At Medicine Bow, the line of 
connection of both formations is perhaps more difficult to fix than at 
other localities, the fucoidal sandstone here being mostly barren of 
remains of marine plants. But from its base to its top, in a thickness of 
perhaps 200 feet, it is barren, too, of any remains of animals, while here 
and there, branches of fucoids appear, as thrown by the waves, being 

_ generally mixed with fragments of wood and stems of ‘dicotyledonous 
plants. From the cut of the railroad west of Medicine Bow, where this 
sandstone is seen overlying the Cretaceous, and where two, fine mineral 
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springs come out from its base, it is continuous to Carbon in repeated 
and deeper undulations, forming basins, which at this place and around, 
contain the upper Lignitic formation with remarkably thick beds of 
combustible mineral. The coal is mined at Carbon Station by a shaft 
descending through the following strata: 
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In following the railroad to about one mile west of Carbon, the upper 
coal is seen exposed in a cut, under a thick layer of compact, gritty 
sandstone, resembling the millstone-grit or the Mahoning sandstone of 
the Carboniferous formations, not only by its composition, but by the 
quantity of pieces of wood or streaks of coal mixed with it at its base. 
The wood is either petrified (not silicified) or transformed into coal, 
forming irregular thin layers which pass into the sandstone in various 
directions, sometimes ascending nearly vertically one or two feet high, 
and abruptly disappearing. This bank, too, has in some irregular small 
cavities pebbles of sandstone; even fragments of rolled wood trans- 
formed into coal, indicating its formation as that of a beach where the 
waves brought with the sand and imbedded into it materials of various 
kinds. Above this sandstone are beds of fire-clay with silicified wood, 
overlaid by thick layers of sandy shale, with fossil-leaves of dicotyle- 
donous species, the whole topped by another thick stratum of coarse 
conglomerate sandstone. In the rubbish along the railroad I found one 
specimen of fucoid. I should have liked to examine the country with 
more details, especially in order to compare the distribution and ‘the 
composition of this upper conglomerate sandstone with that of the upper 
member of the Lignitic of Colorado, and thus to possibly recognize an 
analogy of formation. But my attention was claimed by the examina- 
tion of fossil-plants found at Carbon in great quantity, and my whole 
time had to be gvein to their study. These plants are obtained from 
two horizons: No. 2 and No.5 of the section, separated by 35 to 40 feet 
of measures. 

§ 6. CARBON TO BLACK BUTTE STATION. 

From Carbon westward the country and its geological characters and 
modifications have been, too, so exactly and minutely described by Dr. 
Hayden in the same report of 1870, pp. 154 to 140, that, besides my 
paleontological researches, I had, in following the railroad to Eivanston, 
little else to do but to record by comparison the exactness of the geo. 
logical facts and descriptions already published. It was the ease at 
Rawling’s Station, the first place where I stopped, after passing Carbon, 
to examine what had been indicated to me by Mr. William Cleburn, civil 
engineer of the railroad, as “peculiar rocks, containing an immense 
quantity of fucoids,” which, from description, I supposed might indicate 

* For the communication of this section and other valuable information, my thanks 
are given to Mr. J. Williams, the able superintendent of the Carbon mines, 
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perhaps the presence of the Lignitic at that locality. These rocks, a kind 
of siliceous, reddish-brown sandstone, hardened by metamorphism, are 
exposed in a thickness of 200 to 300 feet in bluffs on both sides of the 
railroad, half a mile west of the station. They overlie the upturned 
edges of granitic rocks, which come to the surface one mile farther north, 
and, indeed, they contain an immense abundance and variety of fucoids, 
without any traces of animalremains. I have never seen plants of this 
kind filling rocks in such quantity, except in some ferruginous shale of 
the Devonian of Ohio, or in some groups of the Silurian of New York 
and Pennsylvania, the Trenton and the Clinton groups. 

These marine plants belong to types far different from those of the 
fucoids of the Tertiary. This is immediately recognized, especially in . 
their large size, as remarkable as the quantity of theirremains. Some 
branches or trunks measure more than half a foot in diameter, while 
their ramifications, filling the rocks and crossing the layers in every di- 
rection, cover large surfaces by a confused mass of filaments. They look 
like heaps of sea-weed crushed, flattened, and petrified at the same 
time. The large-sized trunks of these plants are generally found near 
the base of the formation, or in close proximity to the granite rocks, 
while at a higher level the shales are mostly covered with small spe- 
cies, perhaps mere branches of the large ones. Some of these, as far 
as they can be recognized, are referable to Chondrites antiquus, Sternb ; 
Buthotrephis succulosus and B. flecuosus, Hall, all species of the Silurian. , 
But, as said above, they are mixed in such a way that the ascertaining 
of their specific characters would demand much time for a careful 
study, which can be made only in place, small broken specimens being 
useless for that purpose. But if even I had been able to determine 
specifically a number of these plants, our acquaintance with the fucoids 
of the old formations is as yet too limited to afford reliable points of 
comparison, and therefore it would not be possible to refer those of 
Rawlings to a peculiar division of the Silurian. That they belong to the 
Silurian epoch is all that can be ascertained, and thus the opinion of 
Dr. Hayden on the age of these fucoidal rocks is corroborated by 
paleontological evidence. 

The same kind of fucoidal remains are seen also, but far less abun- 
dant, in the red rocks overlying the primitive formations in Colorado; 
as, for example, in passing up Glen Kyrie from what is called the Gar- 
den of the Gods. These plants may be remarked in the fragments 
strewn along the borders of the run. The formation is evidently older 
than that of the upturned red rocks which form the inclosure and the 
monuments of the garden. In these I did not find any fossil remains of 
any kind at this locality; but near Cafion City, from the upturned 
ridge of red and white sandstone from under which the soda-springs 
curele out, and which, from their position, are referable to the same 
formation, I obtained a few fruits of the genus Trigonocarpum. With 
some rare fragments of Calamites, recognized too in these rocks, they 
would indicate their age as true Carboniferous or Lower Permian. In 
crossing this ridge along Oil Creek, east of Cation City, the underlying 
strata from which the bitumen there percolates, mixed with the water, 
are mostly beds of black shale, which appear referable to the Devonian, 
at least from the analogy of their compound and color. I do not know 
that any kind of fossil has been remarked in connection with them, and 
this, too, is a point of analogy with our oil-bearing Devonian black 
shales, so extensively developed from Arkansas to Pennsylvania, and rec- 
ognized everywhere by their geological position and the large propor- 
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tion of bitumen which they contain, though mostly barren of fossil re- 
mains. 
From Rawlings, still on the line of the Union Pacific Railroad, the 

Lignitic formation soon comes up, bordering the belt of the Cretaceous 
which passes southward, and at Separation, ten miles west, a bed of 
coal, reported 11 feet thick, has been opened and then abandoned for a 
time on account of the difficulty of mining it, and of its distance from 
the railroad. At Creston, fourteen miles farther west, no coal has been 
found exposed, but a bed of lignite has been passed by a boring at 83 
feet from the surface. The coal is reported 4 feet thick and of good 
quality. Here the strata are nearly horizontal, and it is probably the 
same bed which thirteen miles farther west, at Washakie Station, is 
indicated. by a boring as being 33 feet thick at 120 feet from the surface. 
As Washakie Station is 333 feet lower than Creston, this difference, with 
that of the distance from the surface to the coal, would indicate a dip 
to the west of about 30 feet per mile. The records of this last boring, 
which I owe to the kindness of Mr. John Denover, station-agent, further 
indicate a stratum of red paint 20 inches thick at 180 feet, and then a 
suceession of beds of soapstone alternating with beds of white sand- 
stone to 675 feet, where water was obtained. The beds here called 
‘soapstone did offer to the bore as much resistance as, if not more than, 
white sandstone. Though no positive evidence can be drawn from these 
records, it appears, however, that the thick formation of white sand- 
stone, interlaid by beds of hard clay-shale, represents the sandstone 
formation of the Lower Lignitic. Generally springs, mostly of mineral 
water, flow out at its base, near its line of superposition to the compact 
and impermeable clay-beds and black shale of the Upper Cretaceous.* 

§7. BLACK BUTTE TO. Rock SPRING. 

In following the railroad from Black Butte westward, the Lignitic 
formation, already seen at the surface of the country from below Bitter 
Creek Station, forms an irregularly broken ridge, whose general dip 
toward the east is varied by low undulations. In that way the measures 
slowly ascend to Point of Rocks, where they overlie the black shale of 
the Cretaceous No. 4, there constituting the axis of an anticlinal, which 
is cut, below Point of Rocks, by the meanders of Bitter Creek. The 
counterface of the axis appears westward in corresponding strata after 
passing Saltwell Valley, and hence the dip to the west brings to the 
surface the upper strata of the Lignitic at Rock Spring. The section of 
the measures is perfectly clear and exposed in its whole length. At 
Point of Rocks, and near the highest part of the anticlinal axis, the 
Cretaceous strata are exposed 80 feet in thickness, immediately and 
conformably overlaid by 185 feet of the Lignitic sandstone which from 
its base bears fucoidalremains. Ithas moreover the composition, mode 
of disintegrations, &c., remarked already in the same formations at the 
Raton. Hast of the station, 25 feet above the base of this sandstone, 
there is a bed of coal 8 feet thick. Farther east, at Hallville, a Lignitic 
bed, overlaid by shales where are imbedded a quantity of fossil-shells, 
is worked near the level of the valley at a short distance from the rail- 
road. At Black Buttes a bed of lignite is worked, too, above the Hocene 
sandstone, as indicated by the following section taken from the railroad, 
half a mile east of the station : 

* For further details on the geology of that barren and wild country, see Dr. F. V. 
Hayden’s Report, 1870, pp. 139, 140 
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From base upward: 
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Above this, and on the other side of the hills toward the station, the 
sandstone with the characters indicated for No. 1 of the section, ascends 
to the level of this section, does not contain any coal, and is “overlaid 
still by about 50 feet of measures, mostly shale clay- beds, with fossil- 
shells mixed with plants. There is, too, a stratum of ashes or baked 
clay, where bones of a Saurian, shells, dicotyledonous and Sabal leaves 
are mixed inaconfused mass.* Though the best partsofthe Saurian had 
been taken out already, I got some specimens bearing on the same 
pieces, fragments of bones, shells, and fossil-leaves. About at the same 
level, and a few hundred yards northwest, the top hills are composed 
of baked red shale, where specimens of dicotyledonous leaves and 
small shells are also found mixed together. In the strata marked 
on the section, other kinds of remains, too, have to be mentioned. The 
sandstone No. 1 of the above section has fucoidal remains beautifully 
preserved. One specimen of Halimenetes is seen in an erect position 
unfolding its branches about 10 feet high, with a stem more than 1 inch 
wide, as clearly defined upon the vertical face of the sandstone as if 
painted there by hand. It is upon a large detached block quite near 
the mine on the side of the railroad. The sandstone itself, full of round 
concretions varying from the size of an egg to that of the head, is 
molded and dug by weathering i in still more diversified and remarkable 
forms than the same sandstone at the Raton Mountains.f In the hills 
facing the depot, its walls are dug into a multitude of niches of every 
size and form, which the children of the station use as store-rooms for 
play, and where they expose, as in cabinets or shops, the various and 
curiously molded concretions found around in the sand. And above the 
main coal, too, the shale of the stratum marked No. 7 of the section 
has the best-preserved specimens of fossil-leaves found as yet in the 
Tertiary formations of ours, and this in profusion. Indeed the whole 
country at and around Black Butte offers rich mines of interesting and 
valuable materials for the study of the geologist and paleontologist. 

At Rock Spring, as said above, the upper strata of the same forma- 
tion come to the surface, and there a splendid bed of lignite 8 to 9 feet 
thick has been worked for a long time, from just above thick banks of 
white fucoidal sandstone. In. this sandstone the remains of marine 
plants are as numerous as at Black Buttes, and as well preserved, too. 
This sandstone, from the section given below, is, with its alternate beds 
of hardened clay shale, about 100 feet thick. Most of its strata are 

* A large Dinosaurian discovered by Professor B. F. Meek, and dug out in pieces by 
Professor E. D. Cope. American Journal of Science and Arts, December, 1872, p. 489. 

tFor more details on this sandstone, on the geological direction of the strata, on the 
distribution of coal-beds, &c., from Black Buttes to Rock Springs, see Dr: F. V. Hay- 
den’s Report, 1870, pp. 140-142. 
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exposed in the hills southeast of the station. Some of them have a few 
fossil dicotyledonous leaves. They overlie the bed of coal marked 4 
feet in the section, the Van Dyke bed, which is opened and worked near 
the railroad, two miles east of Rock Springs. 
When I passed Rock Spring a boring for an artesian well was still 

in progress and had already reached 1,180 feet. Mr. Frank F. Phelps, 
to whom I am indebted for many kind offices and valuable information, 
gave me the following records of this boring. Though the nature of the 
strata separating coal-beds is not marked, some interesting deductions 
may be furnished to discussion by the succession of the measures. 

At 7 feet from surface, after passing sandy soil and black shale: 
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Between all these coal-banks the strata passed through were constantly 
soapstone and sandstone; the soapstone looking like blue fire-clay, but 
more difficult to pass with the ‘bore than the sandstone. From 780 to 
1,180 feet, the depth reached when I was there, the strata are merely 
white sandstone, alternating with shale. 

This record seems to show an extraordinary or abiiormal development 
of lignite-strata. We have here sixteen beds of this coal, measuring in 
the whole 48 feet in thickness, in little more 700 feet of measures. This, 
however, is not different from what has been seen elsewhere already, in 
some exposures of the upper Lignitic formations. The section at Mar- 
shall’s, as published in Dr. F. V. Hayden’s Report, (1869,) pp. 29 and 
30, marks eleven beds of lignite, which, taken all together, measure 63 
feet, and this in less than 600 feet, of strata, overlying the lower sand- 
stone and exposed above surface. There is merely at Rock Springs an 
increased thickness of the sandstone-beds, which is normal, and is easily 
understood in considering the mode and development of the Lignitic 
formation. 
From Rock Springs to the base of the hills north of the station, six 

to seven miles distant, the bottom of the valley is nearly flat, bordered 
by low ridges of shaly sandstone, passing to mere hillocks, ang then to 
sand and clay detritus from the northern, hills which overlie here the Lig- 
nitic. They belong to the Green River Group of Hayden, and appear in- 
deed to form a distinct, well-characterized division of the Tertiary. My 
purpose in visiting these hills was first to see a remarkable stratum, 
mere compound of shells glued together by ferruginous and calcareous 
clay, the whole mass mostly silicified. These molluscs, generally 
small, appear fresh-water species, and of more recent types than those 
which I had found in the black shale over the main coal of Rock Springs. 
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But I was especially anxious to ascertain if the conglomerate formation, 
remarked at the other localities, had here left some traces as indication 
of its superposition to the upper Lignitic strata. Nothing like it is seen 
either at the top of the hillocks or in the broad bottoms of the valley in 
crossing it northward in a direct line from Rock Springs. Near this 
station only, the top sandstone is, here and there, strewn with loose 
pieces of silicified and finely opalized wood ; but I have seen no pebbles 
with them. This exploration, however, was too rapid and superficial 
to afford positive evidence. It should be repeated under more favor- 
able circumstances, and pursued in different directions, especially toward 
the upper end of the valley. 

§ 8. GREEN RIVER STATION. 

All that can be said in a general way on the succession and the com- 
pounds of the strata of the Green River group is already published in 
the reports. AsI shail have, however, to remark upon the composition 
of the numerous beds of bituminous shale of this formation in exam- 
ining the value of the combustible mineral of the Lignitic, and also to 
consider the relation of the fossil-plants which have been found in some 
of its strata, it is convenient to have for future reference a detailed sec- 
tion of the measures. The following is taken from near Green River 
Station, where the succession of strata is clearly seen and exposed in a 
comparatively great thickness. This section is from top of Pilot Hull 
downward. 
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This section indicates a thickness of about 40 feet of bituminous 
matter distributed in thin beds, besides the 70 feet thick beds No. 8, com- 
posed of alternate layers of calcareous and bituminous shales. All 
these shales are more or less impregnated by bitumen, and sometimes 
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so much charged with it that it percolates through rocks of sandstone 
underthem. Asatmospheric action vaporizes and dissolves the bitumen, 
the exposed faces of the strata are generally whitish, and do not show on 
the outside the appearance of their composition. But when cut into afew 
feet deep, the shale are found as hard and as black as cannel-coal, breaking 
in even fracture without marks of lamination. This has caused a great 
deal of useless researches, borings, and tunnelings, from unreliable re- 
ports on the presence of true coal at various localities around Green River 
Station. From my own exploration of these formations, I am satisfied 
that they do not have any bed of true lignite. The shales are, however, 
valuable, and may yield by distillation an amount of bitumen large 
enough to be remunerative, when this matter becomes available to some 
purpose in the distant localities where it is found. This bitumen ap- 
pears to be essentially the result of the decomposition of animal matter. 
I have looked in vain in the shales for remains of vegetables. In the 
lowest stratum only, No. 16 of the section, I have found an obscure im- 
pression resembling a leaf of grass or a narrow flattened stem, rather 
referable to some fresh-water plant than to a marine vegetable. From 
the thinness of the strata of the Green River group, their extreme 
diversity, their multiplication, and their compounds, they seem to be 
the result of deposits in shallow lakes where materials were originated 
and mixed. These lakes were inhabited by a prodigious quantity of 
fishes, which, destroyed at repeated periods by drought, have partly fur- 
nished the bitumen to the shales where their skeletons are preserved. 
Whenever [had time to search for them, [have scarcely failed to find traces 
of fish-remains in the numerous beds of bituminous shale which I have 
examined. It is probably to the periodical drain or desiccation of these 
lakes, to repeated variations of level in these fresh-water basins, that is 
due the absence of beds of lignite ; these changes having prevented the 
heaping, preservation, and slow maceration of vegetables, which are ob- 
tainable only under the permanent influence of water. The alternations 
of submersion and drougth, on the contrary, cause a total decomposition 
of vegetableremains resulting in the formation of mud and clay. Even ant- 
mal remains, especially small mollusks, are affected and soon destroyed 
under the same influence. The records attest that in Denmark, some 
shallow lakes have been thus filled in four years with two feet of cal- 
careous clay by the decomposition of Characeae and thin-shelied Cyclas 
and Physas. Fossil dicotyledonous leaves have been found in yellow clay 
shales, near Green River Station, and have been already described. As 
yet, remains of this kind appear very rare in this formation. 

§ 9. EVANSTON. 

A good description, with fine sections of the lignite-beds of this lo- 
eality, has been given by Mr. A. C. Peale, in Dr. F. V. Hayden’s last 
report, (1871,) p. 194. Ihave nothing to add to the observations most 
carefully made and to the details given on this remarkable deposit of - 
combustible mineral, but wish only to make a few remarks on the dis- 
tribution of the strata overlying the lignite-beds, especially in regard 
to the conglomerate formation which tops the hills. The sections of 
Mr. Peale go to the top of the upper coal-bed. From this, in ascending 
order, the following strata are exposed in the bill above the works of the 
Wyoming Coal Company: 

2248 
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In these 547 feet of measures above the coal, the upper part, mostly 
conglomerate strata alternating with sandstone, is 168 feet. Comparing 
this section to that of Colorado Springs, above the Gehrung coal, 
where the same kind of conglomerate tops the Lignitic formation, we 
cannot but finda remarkable analogy, not to say identity, between 
both. At Colorado the conglomerate, as should be expected from 
the greater distance to the point where the materials have originated, 
is composed of smailer pebbles. The thickness of the same measures is, 
too, reduced by erosion. But the relation and alternance of the strata 
is similar. The same can be said of the Upper Lignitic of Canon City 
and of other localities reported by Dr. Hayden. From this, and also from 
the conformability of these conglomerate beds with those of the Lignitic 
which they overlie, lam disposed to consider them asof the same age 
and as marking the close of the Lignitic group. The conformability of 
the strata is especially remarkable at Evanston, and easily recognized 
along the hills facing the river, cut nearly vertically and sloping northeast 
by adipofabout 10°. If,asit has been supposed, this conglomerate forma- 
tion was more recent and had covered Tertiary strata of different 
groups, this alternance of conglomerate with sandstone strata, in per- 
fect concordance to the soft bituminous clay-beds which they overlie, is 
unexplainable. Further evidence, however, will be afforded on this 
important question. The amountof materials brought up for this forma- 
tion is beyond computation. They not only form the essential com- 
pounds of hills over wide areas, but their debris covers the plains for 
hundreds of miles around the nuclei which now stand as mere dwindled 
monuments of a wide-spread, as yet inexplicable agency. The pebbles 
composing the conglomerate of Evanston vary in size from that of a 
pea to that of the head; the most common are as large as the fist. 
They are all rounded, without exception true pebbles, as if they had 
been rolied by water for a long time. As at the other places where they 
have been remarked, they are of the same materials as those which 
now compose the mountain-ridges of the vicinity, and are glued together 
by a kind of calcareous cement, hardened locally by ferruginous infiltra- 
tions. 

Dicotyledonous fossil-plants are found in quantity in a bituminous 
shale overlying the upper coal of Evanston, and, too, in the sand-— 
stones marked on the sections Nos. 2, 3, 4. This sandstone is hard and 
compact enough at some places to afford good building-materials. On 
one of the blocks used fer construction at the mines I saw a well-pre- 
served leaf of a Populus, larger than any as yet found of this genus, in 
a fossil state. It measured more than 6 inches in length without the 
petiole. Inthe shale above the coal, the leaves arecrowded, heaped upon 
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another, and though weil preserved by a thin incrustation of coal upon 
their surface, they are rarely isolated, and their nervation, too, being 
searcely distinct, their determination is difficult and somewhat uncer- 
tain. I did not find at Evanston any fucoidal remains. Thespecimens 
obtained by Dr. Peale, however, have, in a hard, gray sandstone, two 
branches of a fucoid, (Halimenites major,) labeled from that locality. 

§ 10. COALVILLE, UTAH. 

This place is known to me only from descriptions given by Dr. Hayden, 
Mr. Hodge, and other explorers. No fossil remains of land-plants have 
as yet been obtained from strata in connection with the Lignitic beds. 
Judging from the relative disposition of the coal-beds, their thickness 
and their chemical compounds,* I have been disposed to consider 
them as equivalent to those of Evanston. Professor B. F. Meek’s ob- 
servations, however, as published in this report, indicate for the geology 
of Coaiville a series of Lignitic strata with intermediate beds, clay and 
sandstone, bearing remains of evidently Cretaceous animal species, there- 
fore tending to refer the whole series to Cretaceous. Except the fucoid 
species, abundantly found at Coalville by the same observer, we have no 
botanical evidence to bear upon the question of the age of these strata. I 
believe, nevertheless, that this case is of the same nature as that of Black 
Butte, where Cretaceous anima! fossils are found hundreds of feet higher 
in the measures than thick beds of lignite, immediately overlaid by shale- 
bearing remains of plants positively of Tertiary age. Facts of this 
kind have to be judged from a general point of view, in considering the 
evidence of general relation. For, indeed, in a formation like the Lig- 
nitic, which may be called a formation of transition, the evidence 
given by vegetable and animal paleontology, or by land and marine 
remains, can but disagree sometimes. 

THR WESTERN LIGNITIC FORMATION CONSIDERED AS EOCENE. 

Dr. Hayden in his reports has constantly alluded to the Lignitic group, 
especiaily to the barren sandstone underlying it, as to beds of passage 
or of transition between the Cretaceous and the Tertiary, often men- 
tioning them as Hocene. No formation is exclusively limited in its char- 
acters, at least not in those which are supplied by fossil remains. On 
this account, every geological division might be considered as being a 
transition, and this is especially the case for the strata intermediate be- 
tween a marine and a land formation; as, for example, in the Carbon- 
iferous epoch, to which our Lignitic has so many points of similarity. 
Devonian animal fossils ascend to the Subcarboniferous, or even to 
the true Carboniferous measures, which have ,also species of inverte- 
brate animals characteristic of the Permian ; and the plants which have 
entered into the composition of the coal are found already, some of 
them at least, in the Middle Devonian, the Hamilton period; while the 
most common species of ferns, even of Sigillaria of the Carboniferous, 
have left traces of their presence high up in the Permian. The same 
might be remarked on every other artificial group, which geologists. 
have to fix for convenience and better understanding. The discussion, 
therefore, on the age of the formation called Kocene, and now under con- 
sideration, should not admit as evidence isolated facts in contradiction 
to the persistence of general characters observed over wide areas, 
in great thickness of strata, and which give to the whole a kind of 

*Mr. Hodge’s paper in Dr. Hayden’s Report, 1870, p. 321. 
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homogeneity in correlation with the forces which have, at the same 
time, modified the surface of our earth. The Upper Cretaceous, from 
indications of the remains of a deep marine fauna, is positively char- 
acterized as a deep marine formation. Immediately over it, the sand- 
stone shows in its remains the result of the upheaval of a wide sur- 
face, exposed to shallow marine action, as indicated by fucoidal life. 
The upheaval continuing, this area is brought out of marine influence 
to be exposed to that of | the atmosphere. It is anew land, cut in basins 
of various size, where fresh water is by and by substituted to brine, 
where vegetable life of another character appears, where swamps are 
filling with clay by floating plants, where peat-bogs in their growth 
form deposits of combustible matter, &c. To suppose that the marine 
action is totally banished from such a land would demand the absurd 
admission of an absolutely flat surface. Of course estuaries penetrate 
into itat many places; their waters feeding marine species, brackish 
shells; their bayous inhabited by Saurians, and their remains are 
mixed with leaves of the trees growing on the borders and preserved 
together in a fossil state, without impairing the true character of the 
formation by what paleontology considers as types of different ages. 
The surface of the Eocene sandstone, before its separation from marine 
influence, was of course uneven. This sandstone has therefore the gen- 
eral characters of the Eocene, while in some troughs, Cretaceous species, 
still living in deep water, may have left their remains in the sand. 
Even if these remains were numerous, their presence does not change 
the age of the formation. .But on this subject, and in comparing our 
Eocene sandstone to the other groups established by geology, we find, 
in its abrupt and permanent separation from the Cretaceous, its litho- 
logical compounds, its total barrenness from animal remains, at least 
generally, and the homogeneity of its flora, reliable and constant char- 
acters better defined than in any geological division admitted by science. 
This sandstone formation is inexplicable. It can be compared to noth- 
ing but to the millstone-grit of the Carboniferous epoch. How to 
explain why, at once, animal life seems to disappear from the bottom 
of the sea, to be superseded by marine vegetation? May this change | 
have been caused, perhaps, by a rapid increase of temperature of the 
water brought up by the force acting to the upraising of the bottom 
into land, and afterward into chains of mountains? 
Though it may be this change is evident and proves the geological 

discrimination of the Eocene sandstone from the Cretaceous, a separation 
the more remarkable that, from numerous observations, this sandstone 1s 
reported constantly conformable to the Upper Cretaceous beds. As Dr. 
Hayden remarks in his description of the Lignitic group of Nebraska,* 
“When we bear in mind the fact that ‘wherever this formation has been 
seen in contact with the latest Cretaceous beds, the two have been 
found to be conformable, however great the upheavals and distortions 
may be, while at the junction there seems to be a complete mingling of 
sediments, one is strongly impressed with the probability that no im- 
portant member of either system is wanting between them.” 

This intimate connection of two sandstones of different ages appears 
to be of frequent occurrence along the Pacific shores, and to have caused 
some difference of opinion, and some confusion too, in reference to the 
age of these strata. Professor Gab, in a very valuable paleontological 
document, published in vol. 3 of the Proceedings of the California 

* Geological Seed on he Berea aie of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, 1859 
and 1860, p. 30. 
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Academy, page 305, remarks, on the lower sandstone, “ that it has often 
been considered as Hocene, but that itis proved to be of Cretaceous age 
by the large number of Cretaceous species’ which it contains, these 
already resembling Tertiary types.” He adds, however, that these Upper 
Cretaceous strata are ‘ everywhere overlaid by an immense deposit of non- 
Jossiliferous sandstone.” It is this last non-fossiliferous sandstone which 
belongs to the Eocene. It has in California the same characters which 
mark it on the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains. Professor Gab has 
found fucoidal remains in it. It has been seen all over California at the 
base of the Coast Range, and I believe that the lignite-beds from Oregon 
southward, even from Vancouver's Island, will be recognized in the 
Eocene, formed as at other localities, either near the base or within or 
above the sandstone.* The objections against the Tertiary age of the 
Lignitic are partly answered by these remarks. They have, however, to 
be considered in detail. 

To my knowledge only two specimens of Cretaceous fossil have been 
as yet found in the Eocene sandstone of the Rocky Mountains and in > 
strata overlying it, south of Golden. One specimen of badly preserved 
Inoceramus was seen at or near the base of the Eocene sandstone, by 
Dr. F. V. Hayden, and still another badly preserved specimen of the 
same genus was found by Dr. John Leconte in a bed of sandstone, over- 
lying the Lignitic beds of the Raton. It is useless to argue on the 
chances which may have brought these remains at the places where 
they have been fonnd. These cases are exceptional and unimportant. 
Large companies of explorers have passed the same localities without 
discovering any other marine fossil mollusk in these strata, and I have 
myself carefully searched the indicated stations with the same result. 
It is otherwise, however, with the beds of oyster and other shells 
semarked in great abundance from Rock Springs to Black Butte, where, 
too, the bones of a large Dinosaurian were found mixed with fossil-shells 
and dicotyledonous leaves, and which have served as authority to 
many geologists for their opinion on the Cretaceous age of the strata.t 
The opinion of Professor Meek on this subject is especially to be con- 
sidered, as he has not only given much time and care to the determina- 
tion of the fossil-shells, and has himself visited the localities, but is so 
cautions and careful in coming to his conclusions that they merit full 
confidence. Now, in a letter on this subject, the celebrated professor 
remarks: ‘Looking on these invertebrate remains alone and aside of all 
other facts, I could scarcely doubt from their affinities that they are 
Hocene—Lower Eocene. You see there are none of the characteristic 
Cretaceous genera of mollusks among them—no Inoceramus, 20 Ammon- 
ites, no Scaphites, no Baculites, not a trace of any ‘of the long list of 
Cretaceous or older genera, which might be mentioned, while a majority 
of the forms are most nearly allied to the Hocene types, specifically.” 
Against this evidence Professor Meek remarks on the relation of shells 
of the same kind found at Coalville and at Bear River, below evident 
Cretaceous species. 

*Tn a late paper, Professor Dawson, of Montreal, considers the fossil plants of Van- 
couver’s Island as Tertiary. I already came to the same conclusion after the examina- 
tion of the fossil plants of Dr. T. Evans, as published in American Journal of Science 
and Arts, vol. KX VII, May, 1859, page 362. This opinion was controverted afterward 
by Dr. Newberry, who referred the Lignitic formation of Vancouver to the Cretaceous, 
on account of the presence of Cretaceous fossil animal remains in strata above the 
coal. My remarks on Blockbutte, Coalville, &c., are apparently applicable to Van- 
couver also. 

tAmerican Journal of Science and Arts, December, 1872, p. 489. 
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To my opinion, this fact is of great weight in discussing the question 
of the age of these formations. For the presence of deep marine species 
in strata overlying remains of more recent ones indicates a local sub- 
sidence which should be considered as an exceptional case, unimportant 
indeed in comparison to the persistence of general characters. Beds of 
lignite of Hocene age may have been formed at a higher level or before 
this supposed local subsidence. And, of course, as resulting from it and 
from a subsequent upheaval, fucoidal remains mixed with Oretaceous 
shells; and Cretaceous saurian bones, too, with brackish mollusks an& 
dicotyledonous leaves of the Hocene, would be in a position, if not ex- 
actly normal, at least easily explainable. 

Professor -. B. Meek’s letter furnishes another point of evidence on 
the same question, in his remarks on a peculiar species of plant which 
he describes, and of which he sent me numerous specimens. It is that 
fucoidal plant, Halimenites, which has been mentioned already as one of 
the essential characteristic species of the Eocene. He writes that he 
found it at Coalville, at least 1,000 feet below well-marked Cretaceous 
beds; that it ranges also through most of the Cretaceous beds of Bear 
River, and through the whole of the bitter Creek series, nearly up to the 
Black Butte bone-level; that he saw it too at Carbon and in the Creta- 
ceous beds of Fort Steele. The range of this species is indeed from the 
base of the Lignitic to its upper strata, those of Carbon and of Evans- 
ton, and, therefore, we have at Bear Creek and Coalville shallow marine 
plants and lignite-beds under Cretaceous remains. These last character- 
istic documents, or the remains of Cretaceous age, are local, merely in 
isolated patches; the others are recognized over the whole extent and 
the whole thickness of the Lignitic formations. The question is, there- 
fore, reduced to this: Shall we admit as Cretaceous all these land forma- 
tions bearing from top td bottom evident Eocene characters, on account 
of some isolated Cretaceous deposits locally spread over them ; or shall 
we consider the whole as presenting general characters positive enough 
to force its separation into a new group and callit Hocene? In this case 
we should have to consider the abnormal disposition of Cretaceous re- 

- mains as resulting from local disturbances which are observable every- 
where in this central basin, both by repeated undulations, pierced here 
and there by eruptive rocks, bearing irrevocable marks of the diversified 
action of the forces.which have modified its surface. 
As I have not visited the localities, Bear River and Coal Creek, where 

the abnormal distribution of the strata has been remarked, the above 
arguments may be considered objectionable. But how can we dispose 
of an evidence, forced by comparison between our Hocene strata and 
those of the Carboniferous epoch, where, as remarked before, we recognize 
facts similar to those now under discussion? We do not and cannot eall 
the coal measures either Devonian or Permian, on account of some fossils 
mixed in their strata, and identical to species ot these different formations. 
Would it be rational to admit that the Hocene shells and Eocene plants 
under the strata bearing Cretaceous fossil-remains may be so-called 
Eocene colonies, decended into the Cretaceous, that the lignite-beds 
underlying them represent an escaped member of the Hocene, bearing, 
as it does, in its flora, its compounds, &c., Eocene characters ; and that 
these Eocene members have become of Cretaceous age by the only reason 
that some Cretaceous fossils are seen over them? As legitimate would 
it be, I think, to admit our present epoch as Cretaceous from the animals 
of Cretaceous types brought up by deep soundings from the bottom of 
our seas. But this subject has to be considered under another point of . 
view. 
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That the great Lignitic formation of the West belongs to a land for- 
mation cannot be denied, and is denied by none. It is, therefore, to 
the materials preserved from the land that we have especially to lcok, 
as most reliable records for the history of this geological division. 

GENERAL CHARACTERS OF THE FLORA OF THE AMERICAN EOCENE. 

Before entering into this subject, a few words must be said in defense 
of the above assertion, which assumes, for vegetable paleontology, an 
importance too generally contested, at least on this side of the Atlantic. 

The first specimens of fossil-plants from the Cretaceous of the West 
were discovered by Dr. F. V. Hayden in 1855. They represented dicot- 
yledonous leaves, mostly different from the species as yet published 
or known from the Cretaceous of Europe. In order to fix, if possible, 
their relation of age, sketches of a few of these leaves were sent to 
Professor O. Heer, the most reliable authority for the determination of 
the vegetable remains of the recent formations. The celebrated pro- 
fessor referred these Cretaceous plants to the Miocene. This error has 
been unjustly considered and remarked upon as invalidating the evidence 
of botanical paleontology in relation to the distribution of geological 
groups. 

The cause of the error was essentially in the insufficiency of the ma- 
terials furnished for examination. The mere outlines of leaves rarely 
give reliable characters for the determination of fossil-plants. The 
nervation has especially to be considered, and this essential character 
is not marked upon mere sketches of leaves, or can be correctly copied 
only by botanists of experience. A proof that Professor Heer did not get 
suffiment materials to enlighten his examination is, that Professor New- 

_ berry, who had opportunity to see the specimens, recognized at once, 
from the study of their nervation, the character of Credneria, or of a 
Cretaceous type, in a leaf considered by Heer as a Populus. In both 
genera the leaves have the same form, but the difference of nervation is 
recognized at first sight. Could the celebrated professor of Switzerland 
have made the mistake if the specimens had been submitted to him ? 
But even if the materials obtained for comparison had been sufficient, it 
is questionable if a European paleontologist should not have been 
misled in considering the general characters of our Cretaceous flora, 
and therefore forced to admit the same conclusions. For nothing at all 
was then known of our Eocene flora, and the essential types of the 
Miocene of Switzerland, like those of our Cretaceous flora, have a greater 
analogy to those of cur present arborescent vegetation, than to those of 
our Eocene. ‘This, of course, could but lead to the conclusion that both 
are representative of asame formation. This cause of error does not exist 
now. We have got materials abundant enough to afford reliable points 
of comparison. More than two thousand specimens have been examined 
from one Eocene strata, and a comparative large number, too, from the 
Cretaceous. The data exposed by the determination of the species are 
certainly as reliable as those which may be offered by animal paleontol- 
ogy. Afew of these data have to be recorded here, though already 
partly considered in a former report. 

Not a single leaf has as yet been found in our Eocene identical with 
a Cretaceous species. The genera especially represented in the Creta- 
ceous are: Sassafras, Credneria, Platanus, Salix, Liquidamber, Quercus, 
Populites, Liriodendron, Proteoides, Dombeiopsis, Acer, and Juglans. We 
can dispose at once of the genus Proteoides on account of its as yet 
unknown affinity. It has been referred, as its name indicates it, to 

a 
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Australian types, but from analogy I doubt if we may ascertain the 
presence of any of these types even in our oldest floras. Now, we have 
in our Cretaceous, as more easily recognized by their likeness to living 
species, leaves of Sassafras and of Liriodendron, the tulip-tree. If I 
should judge by the profusion of leaves of Sassafras which I have seen 
in the shale of the Dakota group, in the valley of the Saline River, and 
around Fort Harker, in Kansas, [I would assert that more than two-thirds 
of the vegetation of this epoch did consist of species of this genus. 
But then, as now, however, related species appear to have lived in 
groups, perhaps over limited areas; for at other localities Dr. Hayden 
found especially leaves of Liriodendron, Juglans, and of Platanus, genera 
seareely represented at Salina and Fort Harker. The groups may still 
differ elsewhere. The present remarks, however, must be limited to 
what is known, and Sassafras and Liriodendron have to be considered 
yetas the genera the most profusely represented in the flora of the Dakota 
group, even more, perhaps, than they are in that of the present time. The 
American Hocene has not yet shown any remains positively referable to 
these genera. I have described from specimens marked “ six miles above 
Spring Cation” the lower part of two leaves as, perhaps, referable each 
to one species of Sassafras and of Liriedendron ; but such fragments 
cannot be taken into consideration for positive evidence in a compari- 
son like this. They may represent leaves of different affinity. In the 
Miocene of Europe, per contra, the above genera are represented by a 
number of species. One of each, Liriodendron and Sassafras, are de- 
seribed from the Miocene flora of Greenland, and more from that of 
Germany and Italy.—The genus Credneria, or Pterosper mites, appears to 
represent forms of leaves “of a lost type. ’ We have no representatives 
of it at our time, nor have any been seen in the Hocene. It has 
left its remains, however, in the Miocene of Greenland in four dif- 
ferent species. Seeds, too, of undecided affinity are referred to Pterosper- 
mites from the Miocene of Oeningen. The Eocene ispeeies of Platanus, 
at least the three splendid species described by Dr. Newberry—Platanus 
Haydenii, P. Raynoldsii, P. nobilis—have no relation either to Miocene 
or Cretaceous types, which are mostly analogous to Platanus aceroides. 
This last species, however, like its relative, P. G uillelme, areas common in 
the upper American Eocene as the former ones are in the lower.—Of 
the species of Salix I have remarked already that they are more numer- 
ous in the Cretaceous than in the Eocene of ours. They re-appear more 
abundant in the Upper Tertiary groups of Green River.—Liquidambar, 
the sweet-gum, has one of its species in the Cretaceous. It has been 
described from one leaf only, but I have found recently a number of 
specimens of the same near Fort Harker. Our EKocene has nothing like 
it, while remains of one species, Liquidambar europeum, are found over 
the whole Miocene of the old continent, together with a large number 
of forms as yet doubtfully referable to this genus. Our Cretaceous leaf 
is, perhaps, of this kind, on account of the entire divisions of its leaves ; 
but this does not change its affinity to Miocene forms of Europe. Mas- 
salon go, in his Flora-del-Senigalliese, has described and figured a Liquid- 
ambar scarabellianum, with the divisions of the leaves entire, a form much 
like that of our Cretaceous species, only smaller; and Unger, in Flora 
of Sotska, has named Platanus sirvi,.a leaf still more similar to ours. 
These leaves are considered by other authors as referable to the genus — 
Acer. This does not make any difference. They represent a type of 
our Cretaceous and of the Miocene of Europe; as yet not seen in our 
HKocene.—It is the same with Acer (maple) and Quercus, (oak.) Theyarq — 
marked in our Cretaceous, the first by Acer obiusilobum, with characters 
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of leaves seen again in the European Miocene, and at our present time 
on both continents; the second by a species related to some varieties 
of our chestnut-oak, and by two others comparable by the form of their 
entire leaves to our shingle-oak, (Quercus imbricaria, Michx.) Both these 
types are most common in the Miocene of Europe; but, like that of the 
Cretageous maple, they have not as yet been observed in our Lignitic 
Eocene.—The leaves which I have considered as of a Juglans, and which 
Heer refers to Populus, P. Debeyana, are of uncertain affinity. Their 
analogy has not yet been recognized out of the Cretaceous. 

I eould pursue to some length the éxamination of analogies of this 
kind, which may be considered as negative charactérs of the American 
Eocene. Besides establishing the remarkable relation of the American 
Cretaceous flora with the Miocene flora of Kurope and the present flora 
of this continent, they serve to prove the disconnection of our Eocene 
flora from that of our Cretaceous, indicating therefore truly separate 
formations. 

The positive characters of the same Lignitic flora more forcibly still 
elicit the same conclusion. From the beginning, in the examination of 
the sandstone of the Raton, I have recorded the great amount of fucoidal 
remains in this sandstone, as an essential character of its Eocene age. 
The irregularity of distribution of marine vegetable remains in the 
geological groups has been remarked by every paleontologist. The 
oldest formation, the Silurian and the Devonian, have an abundance of 
them. The Carboniferous, except at its base, as also the Trias and the 
Permian, have scarcely any. Inthe Jurassic they begin to re-appear, and 
their number increases upward totheir maximum degree of distribution in 
the Eocene. Thus, while ten species only are known from the Cretaceous, 
thirty-five species have been already described from the Eocene of 
Europe. In our Cretaceous measures a single species has as yet been 
found, and this from the Fort Benton Group, near Fort Harker. It 
seems identical with Fucoides digitatus, Brgt., but it is as yet uncertain 
to what section of marine vegetables this form is referable. I found it 
upon pieces of limestone covered with the species of large mollusks char- 
acteristic of this group. Referred by Bronguiart to the Dictiotites, by 
Geinitz to the Zonarites, by Schimper to the Jeanpaulia of the Marsi- 
leacee, by Schenck to the Ferns, it is as yet impossible to mark its true 
affinity. It appears already in the Dias, as seen from Geinitz’s descrip- 
tion. Any how, it is of a character far different from any of those re- 
marked in our Eocene fucoids. From its association with the mollusks 
of deep seas, it is clearly a deep marine species. 

It is as yet too soon to enumerate, even approximately, the species of 
fucoids of the American Eocene. <A few are described in this report. 
But by far the largest number is unknown, and will remain undescribed 
for a length of time, on account of the size and the inextricable embedding 
of the largest species with the sandstone. They have to be studied in 
place, represented in drawings, and their description can be made only 
from these representations. 

The Eocene of Europe is, in Switzerland and Germany, a formation of 
an immense thickness of soft black shale generally hardened by meta- 
morphism and sometimes transformed into valuable slates. It is the 
Flyseh.* In this soft-grained material the small thread-like forms of 
marine weeds, or the Confervites, are mostly found. Our sandstone is 
too coarse for the preservation of such filaments; its marine flora, how- 

+ *Dale Owen, who studied it in Switzerland, compares it to the Mauvaises Terres, 
Report 6, page 203. 
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ever, has, by its remains, an analogy in that of the sandstone of the 
Eocene of Mount Bolea, where, as with us, the genera represented by 
thick coriaceous species, Cawlerpites, Delesserites, Halimenites, Munsteria, 
and Chondrites, are predominant. Perhaps it will be observed that we 
cannot attach great importance to the distribution of vegetable remains 
whose forms multiply in proportion to their divisions and are generally 
indistinct, and whose law of distribution is so little fixed that species 
from distant formations are considered by some authors as identical; 
as, for example, Pucoides Targiont and Fucoides antiquus, quoted from the 

' Cretaceous as well as from the Silurian and from the Devonian. It 
would be easy to prove that as fast as these deep marine plants become 
better studied, their characters are recognized and their specifications 
fixed, but this is out of the way of these researches. Some species of 
fucoids of our Hocene are perfectly distinct; their characters are as 
clearly marked as they could be for any dicotyledonous fossil-plants. 
These, therefore, may be compared to the Mount Bolca species, and, 
what is more to the point, their remains, from different localities of our 
Lignitic, afford, by identity or difference of characters, reliable indication 
of the relation of the strata. I have named already a large species of 
Halimenites whose stem and branches are covered with half-round tuber- 
cules, and which is recognized at first sight. It is represented in the 
Hocene flora of Europe by Halimenites rectus and Halimenites minor, 
both intimately related to the American species. And remains of this 
fucoid have been observed and specimens collected in our Lignitic forma- 
tions from the base of the great sandstone to its top, even in sandstone- 
strata overlying the Lignitic beds everywhere over the whole area 
covered by this formation. Professor Meek has found fine specimens of 
it at Bear Creek, near Fort Steele and Coalville. I can really say that 
I have not explored any station of the Lignitic without recognizing this 
species, especially abundant at Black Buttes, where, as remarked already, 
splendid specimens of it are embedded in the sandstone underlying the 
inain coal. 

The genus Delesseria, in the order of the Floridea, forms now by its 
numerous and beautiful species a predominent character of the marine 
flora of our temperate zone. Its distribution extends between 309 
and 60° of latitude, north and south of the equator, remarkably coin- 
ciding with that of the Lignitic formation on this continent. The first 
representatives of this genus are positively recognized, in Europe at 
least, with the Eocene formation. Of the eight fossil species known 
till now and described by Schimper in his Vegetable Paleontology, the 
seven first ones, whose relation to this genus is uncontested, belong to 
the Kocene. The only species mentioned from the Cretaceous, Delesseria 
feichii, Schimper, is like that Fucoides digitatus, Brgt., of doubtful 
affinity, being named at first, by Sternberg, Haliserites, and then con- 
sidered by Rossmissier, Brown, &c., as a fern. From our Kocene sand- 
stone eight species of marine plants only are described; of these three 
are true Delesseria—two from the Raton Mountains, the other from 
Golden. 

Coming to the examination of land vegetation, we are met at once by 
the appearance in our Eocene measures of a class of plants, giving 
evidence of the age of these measures, fully as conclusive as that of the 
fucoids. It is that of the palms, of the section of the Sabal. Scarcely 
any trace of these vegetables has been remarked in the Upper Creta- 
ceous of Europe. There they become somewhat conspicuous in the 
Eocene, but their largest development is with the Miocene. With us 
they appear immediately above the great Hocene sandstone, or in con- 
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nection with every bed of lignite formed within this sandstone, and 
show by the profusion of their remains the remarkable place which they 
havein the distribution of the flora of the Hocene epoch. Their fossil 
remains are most abundant in the Lignitic of Fort Union, where the 
largest leaves of Sabal have as yet been observed. At the Raton a 
good half of the specimens represent fragments of leaves, of petioles, 
of fruits of this species. At Golden they are found in the same pro- 
portion, and at Black Butte splendid specimens of palms are mixed 
with dicotyledenous leaves in the shale overlying the main coal; while 
the bed with Saurian bones and shells, about 150 feet higher in the 
measures, has Sabal leaves, too, less abundant, however, than the 
shale of the main coal. At Evanston, in the under sandstone, a quantity 
of fruits referable to palm has been found, and remains of the same 
kind are a marked feature of the scanty flora as yet known from the 
Arkansas and Colorado Lignitic formation. It might be argued that if 
some remains of palms have been found in connection with strata 
recognized as Cretaceous, these piants might as well be admitted as 
characteristic of Cretaceous age in our Lignitic. IL do not know of a 
single case positively ascertained of palm remains ia the Cretaceous. 
But evenif we had any, their abundant distribution in the vegetation of our 
Hocene is sufficient proof that this class of plants had already acquired 
at that epoch a remarkable development. Its origin may be discovered 
later by scarce remains in the Cretaceous; its preponderance in the 
vegetation of the Lignitic attests a more recent formation.* : 

The Tertiary groups of Europe are not as yet clearly limited. Many 
of the Lignitic strata which have furnished remains of fossil-plants to 
European paleontology were at first referred to the Hocene. Unger, 
for example, places in this formation the fossil-plants of Radoboj, in, 
Croatia, of Haering, in Tyrol, of Parshlung, of Sotzka, now referred to 
the Lower Miocene. Thus, too, the Bovey coal of England, which was 
considered contemporaneous to the Eocene of Wight, is now admitted 
as Miocene. The Tertiary deposits have been formed in basins of 
limited areas, and therefore the characters of their flora are not identical, 
even for contemporaneous deposits, on account of the diversity of the 
vegetation at various places and under various circumstances. This 
explains a difficulty of identification of strata which may be met per- 
haps in trying to circumscribe the upper limits of our Kocene. As yet, 
in this formation, homogeneity of the essential characters is recognized 
everywhere in its flora, and when it is compared with that of some 
locality positively ascertained as Eocene in Europe, it indicates, too, 
points of identity remarkable enough. Such is the flora of Mount 
Promina, where a fern found at Golden in splendid specimens is 
described by Professor Ettinghausen as Sphenopteris eocenica. In the 
Same paper a species of Myrica, whose leaves appear to have been 
found in profusion at the same locality, is described and figured, indi- 

* Vegetable paleontology bas not any more recent and more positive records on this 
subject than those furnished by Schimper, (Veget. Pal., vol. ii, 1871.)) This work de- 
scribes twenty-four species of palms (fossil) in the three genera Chamaerops, Sabal, and. 
Flabellaria, twelve of which are from the Miocene, ten from the Eocene, and two, Fla- 
bellaria longirachis, UNG., and F. chameropifotia, G6rr, from strata considered as Creta- 
ceous. Of these two species, Schimper says that the first, from the length of its rachis, 
is evidently a type of a peculiar genus, and that the other, whose rachis is unknown, 
cannot, on that account, be positively referred to any type. The author still describes 
twenty-two species of palms in other genera, all from the, Tertiary, mostly Eocene, 
and twenty-three known from stems only, and these, too, all Tertiary. Admitting all 
the references as exact, this makes sixty-seven species of palms described from the 
Tertiary, and two from the Cretaceous. 
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cating such affinity with leaves Oe very abundant at Black Butte, that: 
it is as yet uncertain if the American form does not represent a mere 
variety of the same, differing only by the larger size of the leaves. We 
have at Golden Quercus angustiloba, Al. Br., described by Heer from 
the Bornstaedt Hocene, and in the flora of the same locality, as in that 
of Golden, a remarkable predominance of species of Ficus and of Cinna- 
momum, primitive types of the Tertiary of Europe. Some of these 
pass, with the Sabal species, into the Miocene; for, of course, the Tertiary 
formations, as land formations, removed from the influence of prolonged 
submersion in deep marine water, have, like the Carboniferous, a per- 
manence of the types of their flora, marked by a number of species 
identical in the groups even of the more remote stations. This answers 
the observations made on the vegetable species already published in Dr. 
Hayden’s reports, and which European authors are disposed to consider 
as Miocene, from the number of leaves of our Hocene flora, not only 
hemologous, but identical, with Miocene species of Hurope. 

This comparison might be pursued farther and with more details. 
These remarks, however, cannot be indefinitely prolonged. Those who 
may desire to compare more precise points of correlation or of differences 
between. the flora either of our Eocene and that of the Tertiary of 
Europe, or of the different strata of the Lignitic at various localities, 
will find sufficient materials for this task in the table of distribution 
which closes the USSGHIGITS part of the fossil flora of this report. 

THE AMERICAN EOCENE IDENTICAL WITH THAT OF EUROPE BY GENERAL 
CHARACTERS. 

I do not believe that the divisions of our geological groups have to be 
controlled by Eurepean classifications. It is advisable, however, 
especially on account of the diversity of: the conclusions indicated by 
botanical and animal paleontology, to mention still a few points of 
analogy remarked in the distribution and composition of the Eocene of 
both continents. 
The Flysh or Eocene of Switzerland is mostly a compound of shales, 

here and there interlaid by sandstone strata of great thickness and 
even passing locally to massive sandstone, where the slate-beds disap- 
pear. This formation extends all along the northern base of the Alpine 
chain in different degree of thickness, in proportion to the amount of 
denudation to which it has been exposed. It enters the valleys, especially 
borders them, in constant and immediate superposition to the Creta- 
ceous. On the northern base of the same chain, it is present, too, in 
basins of limited extent, where the Upper Cretaceous strata have been 
left for its support. The various strata of this Eocene formation are, . 
according to their vicinity to primitive rocks, changed by heat to a cer- 
tain degree. And the top of these measures is overlaid by a conglomeratic 
compound of materials derived from rocks of all the older formations, alt 
rolled pebbles, and in pieces varying in size from that of a walnut to that of 
the fist.* In this formation, too, valuable beds of lignite are found; and 
these, though not as richly developed as in the Eocene of this conti- 
nent, have “sometimes a thickness of 6 feet, and have furnished com- 
bustible materials for a long time. The lignite of Niederhorn, 5,700 feet 
above the sea, has been worked since the former century, and is now 
used at Bern for the production of illuminating gas. The Hocene group 

* Herr Urwelt der Schweitz, p. 241. 
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of the Paris basin has also some rich beds of lignite. Does not this read 
like a true epitome of the descriptions given of ourHocene? 

This brings forward again what I consider the last unanswered ques- 
tion in relation to the distribution of the American Eocene. Its base is 
everywhere ascertained as immediately resting upon the Upper Creta- 
ceous; the lower sandstone is recognized as either a massive homoge- 
neous compound or as interlaid at different places by beds of lignite 
or of shale. The fossil flora, with some difference, has the same charac- 
ters in the strata connected with these lignite-beds, at all the stations. 
The group is therefore satisfactorily limited so far, but where does it 
pass to a higher division of the Tertiary or to the Miocene? I have 
already remarked that I consider the. conglomerate formation seen at 
Evanston and other localities as the upper beds of the Eocene. But I 
have not myself found any positive proof of this assertion, and as these 
conglomerates have ‘been referred to different groups according to the 
strata which they appear to cover, the assertion is contestable. The 
observations, however, of Dr. Hayden, who, after years of careful field 
explorations, has become the true interpreter of the geology of the 
Rocky Mountains, will supply this last evidence. In beginning his 
description of the Green River Group, and in marking its superposi- 
tion to the Hecene sandstone, he says :* 

This interesting valley (Henry’s Fork) is filled with beds which show a perfect con- 
formity. The first bed is a yellow-brown, rather fine-grained sandstone, dipping 75° 
a little west of north. Then comes a series of yellow and light-gray arenaceous or 
marly clays. with beds of yellow-brown and light-gray sandstones projecting somewhat 
above the surface. Alternating with these layers.of sandstone are quite thick beds of 
pudding-stene and conglomerate composed of round pebbles of all the older forma- 
tions. These conglomerate beds are intercalated among the sandstone through 300 or 
400 feet in thickness, and are probably of Upper Eocene age. Above them are at least 
500 feet of sandstone which have a diminished dip 20° to 30°, and then pass up into 
the calcareous layers of the Middle Tertiary of Green River group. 

The relative position of the conglomerate as underlying the Green 
River Group is thus positively ascertained. Comparing this with what 
has been Gescribed and marked in the sections of Evanston, Cheyenne, 
Gehrung’s in Colorado, the lignite basin of the Arkansas Valley near 
Caiion City, the Santa Fé marls, the Gallisteo group, &e., such remark- 
able analogy is seen in the composition and geological distribution of 
these conglomerates that the unity and contemporaneity of the formation 
becomes evident. The upper part of the section of Evanston is a coun- 
terpart of that of the conglomerate-beds described above by Dr. Hay- 
den. It is, indeed, reduced in thickness, as also in the size of the 
materials entered into its compound. But, as remarked already, this 
reduction is everywhere relative to the distance of the older rocks which 
have furnished the materials. And it ought to be so; for the formation 
is a kind of drift, spread over a wide area by water or by glacial agency, 
and of course the coarse and heaviest: materials are found nearer their 
point of origin. It has been, but it cannot be, considered as a recent 
drift. I have seen no trace of recent glacial agency on this side of the 
20cky Mountains, where, indeed, moraines, or heaps of materials trans- 
ported by glaciers, would be, I think, a kind of anomaly. The glaciers 
have, like the peat-bogs, a development relative to atmospheric 
humidity. It is not the rain which increases the density of the snow, 
transforms it into névé and then into ice, but the fogs. Therefore, the 
eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains have snow in their high, deep 

*¥. VY. Hayden’s Geological Report, 1870, p. 69. 
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gorges, but not glaciers. The case must have been far different at the 
Eocene time, where the great atmospheric humidity is manifested by the 
formation of the lignite-beds. 
From these remarks, and as a short résumé, I am, I think, author- 

ized to deduce the following conclusions: That the great Lignitic group 
must be considered as a whole and well-characterized formation, limited — 
at its base by the fucoidal sandstone, at its top by the conglomerate 
beds; that, independent from the Cretaceous under it and from the 
Miocene above it, our Lignitic formations represent the American 
Hocene. 

& 

ParT IL—THE LIGNITE; ITS FORMATION. 

The greatest geologist of our time, Lyell, takes as a preamble of his 
Principles this admirable remark of Playfair: 

Amid all the revolutions of the globe, the economy of nature has been uniform, and 
her laws are the only things that have resisted the general movement. Therivers and 
the rocks, the seas and the continents, have been changed in all their parts; but the 
laws which direct those changes and the rules to which they are subject have remained 
jnvariably the same. 

Certainly, every geologist is disposed to admit the exact truth of the 
above assertion; but how few of those who are called to teach geology 
are disposed to follow the advice implied in it and to begin their in- 
structions in studying the changes and phenomena on which the pres- 
ent surface of our globe is dependent, and of which, too, it is, at. least 
for a given time, the immediate result. 

The want of precise information on actual phenomena, whose under- 
standing is important for the pursuit of geological studies, is perhaps 
nowhere more evident than in considering how little the formation of 
our combustible mineralsis understood. It is indeed generally believed, 
and rightly admitted now, that we have, in the peat-deposits of our 
time, a formation analogous to that of the coal, and that therefore we 
have only to study this present and active production of nature to be 
able to understand the origin of the deposits of combustible mineral of 
former epochs. But how to make this study? Nature’s works are of 
such a complex immensity that, simple as they appear to the mere ~- 
looker-on, a whole human life is often fully employed in the abortive 
trial of unraveling the details of one of its minutest productions. Peat- 
bogs are not a compound or a mere heap of dead matter, brought up 
like the mud and sand of the rivers by some appreciable force. That 
the peat has grown, and is still growing, in basins which it tends to fill 
up to a precise degree, is well known. But this general and vague 
assent of a truth says nothing on the mode of growing, on the materials. 
which supply the compound, ou the elements necessary to its preservation, 
on the influences affording those subsequent transformations by which 
nature secretly elaborates some apparently useless vegetable débris,. 
restores them after a time as lignite, coal, anthracite, even diamond, all 
matters adapted to the wants of our civilization. All these questions, 
to be clearly understood, demand in botany, in chemistry, in physics of 
the earth, not mere notions, but an intimate acquaintance which, even ~ 
for one of these specialties, cannot be obtained by a whole life of study. 
There is, however, another cause of the ignorance of the phenomena 
which accompany the formation of the peat-bogs of our time, and of the 
Jaws which promote it. Peat-bogs have nothing attractive, nothing 
which speaks at first to an imaginative mind, which charms it and — 
tempts it to investigation. They are like cemeteries, mere resting-places. 

~ 
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for death. They have no life but vegetable life, which, in its luxuriance, 
is generally enveloped in a kind of repulsive gloom. At some open pla- 
ces the surface is covered by mere heaps of mosses, where deep-sinking 
footing makes each pace not only uncertain but startling and alarming 
as dangerous. At others the bogs are thickly interspersed by hillocks, 
which, formed on the roots of trees and bushes, hidden under a thick 
carpet of mosses, offer not only an insecure footing, but are separated by 
eulches full of stagnant, black, muddy water, where the prospect of 
a plunge is not pleasant indeed. At other places still the bogs are so 
thickly overgrown by trees and bushes that one has to use the hatchet 
to penetrate them. Through a narrow path, edged in that way by 
two walls of verdure, the perspective is so limited that every kind cf 
research becomes nearly impossible. Or, also, the trees and bushes, 
some standing, some inclined or prostrated in every direction, form over 
the surface a kind of net, whose meshes are hidden by the vegetation of 
the mosses, of the ferns, &e. Those who have tried to cross a cedar- 
swamp will never try again the same mode of shortening their journey. 
It is the most difficuit task to pierce through afewrods of such a swamp, 
either in walking along the prostrated, half-covered trunks, by fear of 
tumbling down into the dark intervals, or in searching a passage upon 
the surface by climbing and passing across the trunks or piercing under 
them through the wet curtains of rank vegetation pending from their 
sides. Moreover, many peat-bogs are not only of dangerous, but of im- 
possible access. In the north of Europe, and in the south of our coun- 
try, as, for example, in the swamps near the shores of the sea from. New 
Jersey to Texas, the bog-vegetation often begins at the surface of the 
water, extends over wide areas, covering abysses of water and mud of 
various depths. At some places the vegetable carpet is strong enough 
to bear trees of large size; even railroads have been built upon such 
kind of floating land; at others the too thin carpet is split and rent by 
a littie weight. When the naturalist is trying to visit such swamps, he 
does it at the peril of his life. Peat-bogs of this kind in Ireland, as in 
Denmark and Sweden, too, are crossed only by narrow paths indicated 
by poles. On dark nights, and in trying to follow them, many a wan- 
derer, missing the way, has never been seenagain. Some of these bogs 
are of such dangerous access that they are never spoken of by the inhab- 
itants of the country but with a kind of dread. In Denmark, according 
to legendary records, a run upon the death-swamp was the penalty 
inflicted on great criminals, who rarely or ever traversed the bog, being 
generally ingulfed-in the attempt. Though we may doubt the truth of 
this legend, it is, however, positive that a great quantity of implements, 
of weapons, of ornaments, even skulls, skeletons of inhabitants of for- 
mer races, are found in bogs now emptied by hydraulic enginery and 
worked to the depth of 75 feet or more, in the north of Europe. The 
museum of Copenhagen has a number of large rooms filled merely by 
remains of this kind. And these are not the only forbidding features 
of the peat-bogs of our time, not al] the visible phenomena which should 
demand investigation and study to enable a naturalist to understand 
ee of the more marked characters of the formation of combustible 
eposits. 
The peat results from the heaping of vegetables growing at the 

surface of the bogs; but as water is necessary for the preservation and 
transformation of the vegetable matter, and as peat does not grow 
always in basins, but often far above the reach of any water-level, 
where and how is the water procured? By the agency of a mere 
kind of moss, the Sphagnum, which acts like a vegetable sponge. 
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These mosses absorb water from their leaves, their branches, their 
stems, still more than from their roots; they live, therefore, from the 
humidity of the atmosphere when they cannot derive it from underlying 
basins of water. They always grow in compact masses, sometimes 
covering wide areas by their only vegetation. They grow, too, upon 
slopes, even steep ones, and thus in countries where the atmosphere 
is charged with a large proportion of humidity, they ascend from the 
base to the top of high mountains. It is the case in Ireland. The 
cone of the Brocken, too, so well known in the German legends of 
the Hartz Mountains, is not only surrounded at its base by deep peat- 
bogs, but the peat covers, at many places, the slopes of the cone to the 
tops of its rocks. Nobody would dare to attempt descending the cone 
on these apparently smooth slopes of the mountain, formed by a mere 
carpet of mosses which, passing from rock to rock, covers sink-holes , 
of great depth between them. In our country, the same phenomenon 
is repeated in those naked places called glades, on the slopes of the 
Alleghany or of the Adirondack Mountains. They are openings like 
small prairies, in the middle of thick pine-forests. The fire has evi- 
dently not touched these places; a small spring has developed the vege- 
tation of the spongy mosses. They have, by and by, invaded a larger 
space, preventing apy other kind of vegetation but that of the bogs, 
even covering the dead trees falling upon them, and there we have de- 
posits of peat upon slopes of the same degree as that of the forests 
around. 

It would take a volume to describe in some detail and explain a few 
of the manifold appearances which the mere surface of a peat formation, 
even of small extent, offers forinvestigation. If one, forexample, will 
take the trouble to traverse a peat-bog, even where its surface is flat 
and looks uniform, and where the dryness affords a somewhat solid 
footing, he cannot but remark this: 

1st. The essential vegetable, the moss, (Sphagnum,) is not only spread- 
ing and covering the plane surface, but its tufts ascend all over the 
debris of wood, even the largest trees which have fallen upon the 
ground, and cover them. And when the swamp is in some places over- 
grown by bushes or conifers, as it is often the case, these mosses ascend 
against the trunks or above the roots, forming tufts, hillocks, around 
and upon them. i 

2d. This kind of moss, even in its more upraised and apparently 
dryest patches, is always full of water. Take a handful of it and 
press it ; water will run out of it, not in mere drops, but in rills. This 
moss has the softness of a sponge, and is a sponge. If you wanta 
proof of it, putthis now well-compressed and apparently dry tuft in your 
pocket, and when at home expose it upon a dry plate to the atmosphere 
for one cloudy night, and in the morning, you may repeat the experi- 
ment, squeeze the moss, and find it as much saturated with water as it 
was when taken from the swamp. 

od. The vegetation, though most generally, if not always, intermixed 
with Sphagnum, is net vontinnous or uniform over extensive areas; here 
we find patches of mosses over which the cranberry and other creeping 
small bushes are in full bloom; there a group of shrubs; farther, a 
thick growth of tamaracks, in the nerth ; inthe south, the bald cypress 
and magnolia, or an impenetrable grove of canes; then apparently bar- 
ren surface covered by shallow water or a thin crust of black mud, in- 
terspersed with tufts of hard sedges, rushes, &c.; thus a continual 
change caused by great diversity of a vegetation which, however, taken 
in its whole, forms an exclusive and limited group. 
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‘This much for mere surface appearances. The diversity becomes, 
however, far greater in penetrating nearer to the shore of the ocean, in 
those dismal swamps of the south where it is caused, not merely by the 
variety of the vegetation, but by modifications of level from the inces: 
sant action of the water, either in seeking an outlet, or by alternately 
invading low land or heaping upon it materials which raise it above 
the sea. Isolated lakes, like the Drummond Lakes, for example, 
are met with, which formerly were covered by forests, now sank 
to the bottom, where, near the borders, the tops of trees, (bald cypress,) 
still standing, appear above the surface of the water, their trunks im- 
mersed 10 to 15 feet deep. A bed of mud is slowly deposited over this 
sunk forest, from particles of matter brought by water, while on the 
borders the floating vegetation of the peat, the Sphagnum,* especially, 
already begins preparing for the future a new bed of materials, which 
may be extended over the whole surface of the lake. Suppose a de- 
pression of this floating mass, and the bottom of the lake is then over- 
laid by two beds of combustible matter, separated by a bed of mud, 
while, on the borders, the peat of an uninterrupted growth has, of 
course, formed a single bed. This represents, if time enough is admit- ' 
ted, a bed of coal, compact or in one at some places, separated mn two 
or more beds at some others. This division of the peat-beds by foreign 
matter, either deposited or brought up by the same agency, is remarked 
every where and often continuous and increasing in the same direction. 
Some of the lakes of Switzerland are separated by peat-bogs of great 
extent, some of them more than fifty square miles in area. In the mid- 
dle of the greatest of these bogs the bed of peat is, on the eastern side,, 
8 to 10 feet thick, without parting g, but toward the west it is horizontally 
divided in the middle by a streak of sand, which, for six miles farther, 
increases by degrees to 3 feet. In coming to the borders of the lake 
the lower bed of peat passes under the sandy bottom. In Holland, 
borings for water record one bed of peat farthest from the shores in 
coming nearer to them, proportionally to distance, two, three beds, or 
more, formed by superposition of sand and mud, causing temporary or 
permanent divisions of the original bed. 

The same modifications are observable in the peat-deposits of this 
time, and their cause plainly exposed to the explorer in the swamps of 
this country nearer to the shores of the ocean. Here estuaries indent- 
ing the land form a true net-work of canals, lagoons, bayous, cut by 
narrow capes, islands of various size, some of them a mere mass of: 
heaped vegetables, floating here and there. The lowlands are mostly 
overgrown with a luxuriant vegetation, affording materials for the growth 
of the peat ; but in some localities these swamps are slowly invaded again 
by the sea, which has cut a channel through the beach somewhere 
near by and brings sand over them. By and by these peat-deposits 
will be buried apparently forever. But if a current or a storm, or 
some other casualty, closes the channel, the lagoon, protected against 
marine influence, becomes an inland lake with a permanent level, 
has its brine slowly changed into fresh water by the ingress of some 
Tiver, and after a while the same kind of vegetation will re-appear 
over the lagoon and begin its productive work anew. ‘There is 
along these low shores a perpetual contest for predominance between 

Species of Sphagnum, when growing in water, extend their filaments over the surface 
in continuous and innumerable ramifications, which soon form a net of floating vege- 
tation, where other plants by and by take root and live. On a solid ground the game 
species grow in compact mass, all their stems erect, closely pressed together. 

2368 
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water and land; between the peat vegetation which tends to force 
back the sea in building its moors, as ramparts against invasion, and 
the marine force, searching an ingress, and in its charges sealing low 
walls to re-occupy or farther extend its domain for a while. This, 
of course, causes innumerable modifications of land-surface. The bor- 
ings and shaftings around New Orleans record an alternance of forests, 
either prostrated or standing, of gravel, of mud-beds, of peat, &., as 
a result of this conflict, which, of course, becomes still more active and 
varied near the mouth of our great rivers. The low bottom-lands of 
the Arkansas and Red Rivers at their entrance into the Mississippi 
show the same kind of alternance in their stratification. The cause is 
merely modified ; inundations, especially, marking their active influence, 
instead of Waves, tides, and currents. 
What has been said, as yet, tends already to explain not only the 

cause of the multiplicity and variety of the deposits remarked in our. 
Lignitic and coal measures, but also the differences observed and re- 
corded by experiments or analyses in the compounds of the combustible 
minerals, not only at separate points of a same bed, but even on pieces 
cut from the same block of moderate size. 
A perfect understanding, however, of the causes of all the differences 

noted above, and other phenomena as yet unexplained in the formation 
of coal and lignite, can be obtained only from the study of the mate- 
rials which enter into the composition of a peat-bed, when seen on a 
bank exposed in a vertical section. Such an examination can rarely be 
made in this country, where the peat is as yet of comparatively little 
value, and where the rare diggings are made by enginery; heavy, 
sharpened cutting-shovels, or boxes, moved by steam, bringing out the 
matter from under water. The face of the banks is in that way con- — 
stantly immersed. In Europe, even now, peat is worked from large 
banks isolated at first from the swamps and drained by canals. The 
matter is cut by hand from the top to the foot of the banks, and on 
these sections the difference in the compound resulting from variety of 
the vegetation of the surface may be comparatively studied both ways, 
either vertically for succession in time, or horizontally for distribution 
of a contemporaneous flora. The examination of such banks of peats 
shows at first that, even where the peat is older and more compact, one 
can recognize and often count from the top to the bottom the layers of 
vegetable matter which have been heaped each year for the constitu- 
tion of the whole mass. Near the top the annual layers are spongy,. 
irregular, thick, varying from one to three inches ; by compression and 
decay they become thinner by degrees, and at the bottom are some- 
times reduced to one-tenth of the thickness of the surface-layers. They 
show, too, irregularities resulting from the embedding of vegetables of 
large size. Generally, however, the general growth is not entirely 
stopped, even by prostrated forests. It is still indicated by thin layers 
marking the remains of the vegetation of the Sphagnum, and when, 
either at once or successively, the trunks of trees become embedded, 
there is for a while a kind of local confusion of the annual layers, till, the 
growth of mosses and small vegetables having filled the intervening 
spaces, the surface has become horizontal again and the layers distinctly 
marked on wider areas. Generally, vegetable remains after a few years 
are mostly rendered unrecognizable by compression and maceration, 
which change their color and modify their characters, and, of course, 
the older the peat-strata are the less their vegetable compounds become 
identifiable. Some kinds, however, escape disintegration for an 
immense space of time. These, like some species of mosses, of sedges, — 

a 
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twigs of coniferous or species of the heath family, may be recognized 
from the surface to the lowest part of the banks of ancient beds of peat. 
I have many times seen strata composed essentially of the heath, (Hrica 
vulgaris,) which enters often in great proportion into the formation of 
the peat in Europe, whose branches, with leaves still attached to them, 
were as identifiable as in their original form, and this under 10 to 12 
feet of peat. In digging for the foundation of a state monument at 
Berlin, a thin bed of peat was exposed under 40 feet of drift-sand. This 
peat was a compound of mosses, which were so well preserved that the 
species could be recognized just as if the mosses had been recently taken 
out of the swamps. Professor Horton, attached to the geological sur- 
vey of Ohio, found two identifiable specimens of mosses in a peat-deposit 
underlying clay-beds covered with drift. 

The growth of the peat in basins full of water and from immersed 
vegetable, results from proceedings somewhat different, but not less 
admirably adapted by nature to the purposedend. All the basins where 
the peat is formed under water have a bottom of clay prepared in 
advance by some kinds of water-plants, Conferve, which, living totally 
under water, out of atmospheric influence, are mere cellular plants, and 
by decomposition produce, like the infusoria and small mollusks which 
they feed, siliceous or clay deposits. To these capillary plants are often 
added the Characee and some species of mosses which, by peculiar and 
as yet unexplained structure, have the property of transforming and 
assimilating in their tissue the carbonic acid of the water into lime. It 
is only after the preparation of the clay bottom, and when the basin has 
been rendered impermeable, that water-plants of another kind begin 
their vegetation. The Sphagnum among them, the floating species of 
Hypnum, the Thypha, Sparganium, Pond-weeds, Water-lilies, all plants 
rooting in more or less deep water, but opening their leaves and flowers 
at or above the surface, and thus by atmospheric influence transforming 
the carbonic acid into fibrous tissue, and becoming woody plants fit for 
future use as combustible mineral. The débris of this vegetation are 
heaped every year and decay under water. These débris, generally more 
mixed, and mostly, too, partly decayed and bruised before submersion, 
form a more compact mass, without recognizable annual layers, and in 
time may be transformed into that coal named cannel. 
Swamps of this kind, however, are not always continuous either in a 

vertical or horizontal direction. It happens in some countries that when 
peat formed by immersion of vegetables has been heaped up to the level 
of the water, the upper aquatic vegetation begins its work and builds, 
high above it, a deposit of peat, where the same phenomena, viz, distinct 
annual layers, &c., are remarked as in the emerged peat formation. On 
another side the subaquatic vegetation, and therefore the immersed 
formation of the peat, is sometimes in full activity over a Swamp-surface, 
while at another place of the same swamp, the ground raised above water 
is covered by a cranberry-swamporanemerged peat-bog. Thisis the case 
on some of the great swampsof North Ohio, and I still recollect with some 
kind of dismay, that twenty years ago, misled by vague informations, I 
waded in three feet of water over the surface of an immersed peat forma- 
tion, so thickly overgrown by bulrushes (Scirpus pungens, Scirpus validus, 
&c.) that once within this kind of thicket I lostsight of the borders, already 
far away, and lost my direction, too. Searching there a way of egress 
for hours, I had full time to investigate that unpleasant side of the 
formation of the peat, till at last I came to the upper part of the same 
swamp, the cranberry-marsh which I was anxious to explore. The dif- 
ference of compounds in some beds of coal which, sometimes, have layers 
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of cannel-coal in the lower part, topped by bituminous coal; or which at 
one end are true cannel-coal in their whole thickness, passing to bitu- 
minous in following them to some other part of the same deposits, is 
explained by these remarks on the formation of our peat-bogs. We find, 
also, a remarkable identity of compound in the bottom clay of the coal 
and Lignitic beds, which, too, indicates by its remains the agency of 
plants of a same nature or of water-plants in its formation. 

In comparing peat to coal, and judging from mere appearance, one 
finds at first a great difference between these combustible materials. But 
in following the intermediate grades which modify them according to 
age, the intervening links are found so intimately joined that it becomes 
impossible to separate them or to mark divisions from permanent char- 
acters. In ancient peat-bogs, the peat, especially near the bottom, 
becomes black, compact, intermixed by layers of crystalline, though 
still soft coaly matter, which only wants hardness to be comparable to 
true coal or even undistinguishable from it.* Passing from peat to 
what is called lignite, or to deposits of woody matter in formations 
older than ours, we find in these accumulations either beds of mosses 
of species still recognizable as analogous to those of our times, or heaps 
of trunks whose wood has still its color, its original structure, as it is 
seen in the present peat-bogs, but which has already become softened 
to. the consistence of clay. Some older deposits have their woody re- 
mains, trunks, and branches, already blackened but still soft, being 
easily cut by shovels. Still farther into the divisions of time or of 
geologists, this wood, as at Golden, for example, is found hardened, car- 
bonized-like, but preserving its original structure so distinctly that the 
concentric layers of branches are as distinct as in the wood of our forests. 
Aud in the same basin, or at the same horizon, as, for example, at the 
Raton, the combustible matter still called lignite has become, by its ap- 
pearance, hardness, and chemical compound, undistinguishable from the 
coal of the Carboniferous measures. 

Chemistry accounts for the differences remarked in the various degrees 
of decomposition of woody materials. It.explains how the transforma- 
tion of woody fibers into coal is the result of a retarded combustion by 
the slow combination of the oxygen of the atmosphere with the hydro- 
gen of the plants, converting the woody fiber into carbon and increasing, 
proportionally to the duration of the process, the amount of fixed carbon. 
Tn this operation of nature the wood passes through all the stages of 
decomposition remarked in mineral combustible, from peat to anthra- 
cite, &c. In the lignite the work is only half done. as seen in consult- 
ing the numerous analyses given of this matter, which always indicate 
a proportion of carbon relative to that of water or of as yet unburned 
woody fibers. In some cases the slow maceration appears hastened to 
its completion by subterranean heat. How else would it be possible to 
explain the transformation of lignite into anthracite in close vicinity to 
basaltic dikes, as at the Raton Mountains and at Placiere Mountains, 
New Mexico, when the same beds, at a distance, retain still the 
appearance and chemical compounds of true lignite ? 

Nothing is more admirable in nature than the apparently simple pro- 
cess of the formations which have here been briefly reviewed. Nature 
disposes of the carbonic acid of the atmosphere and of its humidity for 
the food of the plants which, by a kind of digestion, elaborate it into 
woody fibers. Under peculiar times and circumstances, where these 

* The bottom of a peat-bog of Locle, Switzerland, is formed of layers of this substance 
already hardened and undistinguishable from lignite-coal. 
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woody materials are unavailable, it piles them into vast magazines, care- 
fully prepared a long time in advance, for that purpose. And then, re- 
versing its operation, slowly combining again the water and the carbonic 
acid of the wood, to return them to the atmosphere as new food for liv- 
ing plants, it constantly improves the value of the stored materials for a 
future contingency. Man now recognizes the end of this work, enjoys 
its results, and can but acknowledge in it the disposition of a wonderful 
Providence. ; 

The first result of the decomposition ef woody matter in basins pre- 
pared for the formation of the peat is the generation of an acid, (acid 
ulmic,) soluble in water, and especially marked by its antiseptic property. 
Water saturated with this acid not only retards indefinitely the decom- 
position of the wood immersed into it, but, under some circumstances, 
preserves for a length of time every kind of organie matter, even meat. 
The water does not receive from this compound any unpleasant taste or 
smell, nor any unwholesome influence. It is as palatable for drink as 
spring water, merely unattractive by its somewhat brownish color. Even 
it may be considered by its antiseptic property a preventive against 
fever and other epidemic diseases, or a remedy for every kind of dis- 
eases caused by putrid decomposition of tissue. Statistic tables have 
established this fact in Europe, that the average of human life is longer 
for the inhabitants of the peat-bogs or of the land bordering the forma-- 
tions of this kind. This water, too, does not enter into decomposition 
even when exposed toa high degree of continued heat. it has been 
carried for eighteen months or more in explorations of equatorial coun- 
tries, preserving its purity to the end. From thisit is easily understood 
how trees or fragments of wood, thrown down or strewn upon the bogs, 
become protected against decomposition by a thin carpet of mosses im- 
pregnated with such kind of water. 

The ulmic acid, soluble in water, becomes fixed or solidified into a 
black resinous matter, by evaporation of the water, thus forming a pro- 
portion of the combustible part of the peat, and greatly increasing its 
value. The difference in the heating properties of the compound, when 
dried under atmospheric influence or by compression, is sometimes as 
high as one-fifth. The best peat, therefore, is that which, taken from the 
bogs by hand or by machinery, is kneaded till the whole has been ren- 
dered a homogeneous paste. The operation is performed in various 
ways, according to means and circumstances; by pounding with the 
feet, with wooden mallets, by mills, &c. The peat thus prepared is cut 
or molded in pieces of suitable size, left upon the ground till somewhat 
hardened, then dried by successive exposure of the faces to the atmos- 
phere. Prepared in that way, the peat of the old bogs of our time is 
as good a combustible as hard wood. 

The ulmic acid of the water of the bogs, antagonistic to some kind of 
vegetation, essentially favors the growth of plants of hard woody tissue. 
The flora of the peat-bogs is therefore exclusive and limited. It has 
mostly species with sharp-pointed narrow leaves—conifers, grasses, 
sedges, rushes, canes, mosses, and a few shrubs, dwarf-birch, cran- 
berry, &c. The bldded form of the leaves appears especially appropri- 
ate to the absorption of atmospheric humidity, and by their multiple 
surfaces to the evaporation when superabundance of water demands it. 
The mosses have not as yet been observed in a fossil state, neither in 
the Carboniferous nor in the Lignitic formations. The first remains of 
this class appear in the Upper Tertiary, especially in the amber. But 
there is not a positive proot of their absence in older formations. 
Moreover, the peat-bogs of former epochs have apparently had for their 
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growth other kinds of vegetables, possessing the same properties with 
the same mode of life. We do not know them as yet, for the vegetable 
remains fossilized in sand and clay beds seem to represent species of 
plants bordering the swamps, rather than the species which have con- 
tributed to their composition. 

The evaporating and absorbing power of the plants of the bogs play 
another remarkable part in the economy of nature in moderating the 
extreme of temperature, especially greatly reducing the excess of cold. 
iverybody knows how even a thin fog prevents frost. The flora of our 
Lignitic, like that of the Coal epoch, has a number of species, whose 
affinity is with plants now considered as characteristic of a tropical or 
subtropical climate. It has been generally argued therefrom that at 
the time when our combustible minerals were in progress of formation 
the climate of our country was much warmer than it isnow. From the 
examination of the first specimens of Tertiary fossil-piants found on 
this continent I was inclined to admit a same opinion; but the more I 
have studied the distribution of the plant of former epochs, comparing 
it with that of ours, the more I have been led to believe that the differ- 
ences in the general characters of the vegetation, as indicated by fossil 
remains, result essentially from atmospheric humidity, rather than from 
temperature. In Ireland and in Scotland, near the mouth of the Firth 
and of the Clyde, as high as 57° of latitude, a limit corresponding on 
the American continent with North Labrador, the vegetation under a 
high degree of atmospheric humidity, already presents a tropical aspect. 
Tropical ferns, species of Hymenophyllum and Trichomanes, cover the 
rocks and the mossy trunks of the trees, mixed with European forms of 
ferns, which, by. their Inxuriance and size, recall the characters of the 
vegetation of the Southern Islands.* It has been remarked already 
that the coal and lignite beds proved for the timeof their formation a far 
greater degree of atmospheric humidity than we have now. If amere 
difference in the proportion of humidity can produce at our time a 
change in the character of the vegetation corresponding to that indi- 
cated by temperature in 25° of latitude, or the difference between the 
southern swamps of oars and those of Scotland, we can easily admit, as 
resulting from the same cause, the facies of the vegetation of Greenland 
at the Tertiary epoch. This flora, as we know it already, has a general 
relation and some identical species with that of our Lignitic deposits of 
the West. 

These details, which indirectly throw light on the productive causes, 
the distribution, and the original composition of the lignite-beds, are 
sanctioned by the importance of a formation, justly considered as a 
most-essential series of our American geology. 

THE LIGNITIC CONSIDERED IN ITS APPLICABILITY.— 

AREAL DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS OF THE STRATA. 

§1. Tue NorTHERN LIGNITIC BASIN. 

The formation to which the name of Great Ligniticis fittingly applied 
is for the first time noticed in Lewis’s and Clarke’s expedition to the Rocky 
Mountains, 1804: 

The coal or lignite was first observed twenty miles above the Mandan Village. The 
bluffs on each side of the Missouri are upward of 100 feet high, composed of sand and 
clay, with many horizontal strata of carbonated wood, resembling pit-coal, from 1 to 

* Schimper, Vegetable Paleontology, vol. 1, p. 358. 
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5 feet each in thickness, and occurring at various elevations above the river. At fifty 
miles above the village, similar coal-seams were noted, but here they were observed to 
be on fire, emitting quantity of smoke, and a strong sulphuroussmell. Further on the 
same sulphurous coal continued for eighty miles more; strata of coal, frequently in a 
state of combustion, appearing in all the exposed faces of the bluffs. The quality of 
the coal improved as the party advanced near the mouth of the White River, eighty- 
five miles farther, affording a hot and lasting fire, but emitting very little smoke or 
flame. Thence forty-seven miles to the Yellowstone River, and ‘at a blufe eight miles 
up that stream, were several strata of coal. For fifty miles above the junction of the 
Yellowstone and the Missouri there were greater appearances of coal than had yet been 
seen, the seams being in some places 6 feet thick, and there were also strata of burnt 
earth, which were always on the same level with those of ‘coal. The explorers had 
thus far traced this lignite formation along the banks of the Missouri for a distance of 
three hundred and thirty miles. The horizontal formation of clay, Joam, and sand, 
with fragments of coal in the drift of the river, extended three hundred miles more to 
Muscle-shell River, or six hundred and twenty miles from the Mandan Village. Even 
above this point, washed coal continually appeared on the shores of the river and at 
Elk Rapids, eight hundred miles from Fort Mandan, the high bordering bluffs, were 
still composed of horizontal beds of clay, brown and white sand, soft, yellowish-white 
sandstone, ‘hard, dark-brown freestone, and large, round, or kidney- shaped nodules of 
clay, iron ore. Coal, or carbonated wood, similar to that previously observed, was also 
seen, and was accompanied with burat earth, probably the result of the spontaneous 
combustion of the coal, as was noticed for hundreds of miles below. After reaching 
the grand fork of the Missouri, and ascending two or three days’ journey up Maria’s 
River, northward, it was remarked that precisely the same geological character and 
coal-strata prevailed for more than sixty miles. So far, therefore, the exploring party 
had been traveling through or over a ligneous-deposit of singularly uniform character 
for no less than nine hundred and eighty miles, following the winding of the river. 
Pursuing the south fork toward the great falls of the Missouri, coal was still observed 
in bluffs of dark and yellow clay at a distance of two thousand four hundred and 
fifty-four miles up that mighty river, and it was not until near the base of the Rocky 
Mountains, and after one thousand miles of traveling across it, that this great region 
of coal-beds and lignites was passed. 

On his return Captain Clarke descended the Yellowstone from about north latitude 
45° to its mouth, 48° 20’, and everywhere found the same series of coal, and variously 
colored clays and soft sandstones, as was traversed in ascending the Missouri. 
Below the Big Horn is a large stream falling in from the south, whose Indian name 

implies “‘ The Coal Creek,” from the great quantity of this mineral upon its border. 
The same coal series continued to the confluence of the Missouri, exhibiting uninter- 
ruptedly for seven hundred miles, in addition to the thousand previously traversed, 
the vast persistence of this formation. The enormous area of similar strata is further 
shown by the decoloration of all the tributaries that enter the Missouri from both the 

- south and the north from the forty-second to the forty-ninth degree of north latitude.* 

In 1832 Prince Maximilian, of Neuwied, passed up the Missouri River, 
and in the splendid record of his travels mentions the oecurrence in 
numerous localities of thick beds of lignites. 

Some more detailed information on the distribution of the lignite-beds 
of the Tertiary are given by Mr. E. Harris,t who accompanied Audubon 
up the Missouri to the mouth of the Yellowstone, in 1843. He counted, 
at one place, eight seams of coal between the river and the top of the 
bluff, their thickness varying from 6 inches to 4 feet. 

In Dr. D. D. Owen’s final report of a geological survey of Wisconsin, 
Towa, and Minnesota, an account is given of Dr. John Evan’s exploration _ 
of the Mauvaises Terres. He remarks, (p. 195 :) 

That below Fort Clarke the great lignitic formation first shows itself in the banks of 
the Missouri. It was traced to a point twenty miles below the Yellowstone. One of 
the thickest and most valuable beds of coal observed by Mr. Evans occurs near Fort 
Berthold, where it is from 4 to 6 feet thick. 

In 1850 Mr. Thaddeus A. Culbertson visited the Upper Missouri to 
above Fort Union, noting the occurrence of lignite- -beds at various 
localities. 

Thus, at different times, the lignite-beds of the Upper Missouri and 

R. C. Taylor, Statistics of Coal, p. 175. 
t In Proceedings of the Acad. of Nat Sci., Phil., May, 1845. 
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Yellowstone Rivers were remarked, but always in a general way, with- 
out giving any precise information concerning their age, their distribu- 
tion, thickness, and compounds. 

The same Lignitic formations were also described from the northwest 
of British America, with some more detaiis; but these observations do 
not concern the present researches. 
From the south, too, or from New Mexico, we have records of the 

presence of thick coal-beds “found in great abundance and of good 
quality between the placers in the Raton Mountains, and many other 
places.”* And in the narrative of Lieutenant-Colonel Emory, coal is 
mentioned as occurring between Fort Bent, on the Arkansas River, and 
Sante Fé to the north and south of the Raton Pass. One bed seen to the 
northward, at Captain Sumner’s camp, is described as an immense field, 
the seam which cropped out being 30 feet thick. Another noticed by 
Colonel Emory, was seen on the banks and near the head-waters of the 
Canadian River, about north latitude 36° 50’, on the 7th August, 1847.} 

It is in the reports of Messrs. Meek and Hayden, and in the numer- 
ous papers which these:gentlemen have published from 1857 to 1861, 
that we obtain the first positive data, not only on the geology and 
paleontology of the Lignitic formations of the north, but, also, on the 
distribution and value of their beds of combustible minerals. The pro- 
ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, May, 1857, 
have a very interesting account of the Tertiary and Cretaceous of Ne- 
braska, by Messrs. Meek and Hayden. The section, page 8, marks the 
relative position of eight beds of lignite underlaid by a compact sand- 
stone 30 feet thick, which directly reposes upon No. 5 of the Cretaceous. 

In the same year Dr. F. V. Hayden has a map with sections of the 
country bordering the Missouri River, accompanied by explanations 
and documents of the highest interest. This work embodies the results 
of three years’ explorations by the author in the Northwest. It 
marks the outlines of the great Lignitic Tertiary at the south from 
the Upper Smoky Hill Fork of the Kansas River, to above White 
River, or the South Fork of the Cheyenne; and at the north on both 
sides of the Missouri River from below Fort Clarke to the Muscleshell 
River, the north limit marked by British America, and the southern by 
the head-waters of Cherry Creek and the Black Hills. The author esti- 
mates the area of this north basin at four hundred miles in length and 
one hundred and fifty miles in width, or at about sixty thousand square 
miles—an estimate which he rightly considers as too low.’ From this 
time to 1861 the papers of Messrs. Meek and Hayden, mostly relating to 
paleontology and geology, do not furnish any materials for this part of 
my researches.{ 

* In a letter of Don Manuel Alvarez, May, 1847, quoted by Taylor, loc. cit. 
+R. C. Taylor’s Statistics of Coal, p. 220. 
t In order to show the amount of work performed at that time to prepare the knowl- 

edge which we have now obtained on the geology of the Western Territories, and to 
direct the researches of those who are interested in the subject, I give here a mere 
catalogue of the memoirs published by Messrs. Meek and Hayden, from 1857 to 1861: 
May, 1857.—Proceedings Acad. Nai. Sci., Phil.: On the Tertiary and Cretaceous 

formations of Nebraska, &ec. (F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden.) 
May, 1857.—Loe. cit.: Notes explanatory of a map and section illustrating the geo- 

logical structure of the Upper Missouri, &c. (F. V. Hayden.) 
June, 1857.—Loe. cit.: Notes on the geology of the Mauvaises Terres of White River, 

Nebraska. (F. V. Hayden.) 
March, 1858.—Trans. Albany Inst.: Description of new organic remains from North-' 

eastern Kansas Permian. (Meek and Hayden.) 
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The geological report of Dr. F. V. Hayden on the exploration of the 
Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, under the direction of Captain Ray- 
nolds, (1859—60,) published in 1869, gives besides the details on the 
geology of the country, some interesting data on the distribution of the 
lignite-beds. The more important are as follows: 

In the great Lignitic group of Fort Union, local deposits of lignite as marked in gen- 
eral section of the rocks of Nebraska, p. 29. In section 2, from the Black Hills to the 
Yellowstone River, eight beds of impure lignite varying in thickness from 3 inches to 
3, 4, and 5 feet. Sections 3 and 4 have two beds of impure lignite with only one bed 
of lignite more or less pure, divided by layers ef clay. Section 5, p. 52, on Powder 
River, indicates on a thickness of 356 feet of strata, thirteen beds of lignite mostly thin 
and clayey; one of them, however, No. 11, is 7 feet thick and quite pure. Two other 
sections in the same country mark beds of lignite more or less impure, generally 
parted in thin layers by clay-beds, and therefore of little value. Up the Yellowstone 
Valley Dr. Hayden mentions, near the mouth of the Rosebud Creek, a lignite-bed 5 feet 
thick. “Three hundred yards above, itseparates into two parts, 2 to 23 teet each, with 
6 to 8 feet of arenaceous clay between. Five hundred yards farther, the two beds 
begin again to unite, there being about 6 inches chocolate-clay between them. The 
lignite is quite pure.” From the Big Horn to the union of the Yellowstone with the 
Missouri, the lignite-beds occupy the whole country with the exception of the portion 
already described and a distance immediately on the river of about seven miles called 
Shell Point. The lignite-beds are well developed, and at least twenty to thirty seams 
are shown, varying in purity and thickness from a few inches to 7 feet.* 

In the records of a journey to Pumpkin Buttes and the sources of the 
Cheyenne River, Dr. Hayden remarks that the whole region from the 
Platte to Pumpkin Butte is covered with the true lignite formation, con- 
taining numerous beds of lignite more or less pure. The section of the 
buttes7 is remarkably like that of the Gehrung coal in Colorado, with 
conglomerate beds at its top, underlaid by alternate layers of impure 
lignite, clay, and thin beds of sandstone, the whole measuring 428 feet. 
The section at Gehrung’s is 426 feet. After this are seen, sloping down 
to Powder River, similar rocks with some thick beds of lignite, from 6 
to 8 feet in thickness. Near the junction of Snake River we find in the 
same report the Tertiary beds prevailing to a great extent, and ina 
section of 80 feet six or eight seams of impure lignite which has ignited 
in several places. 

March, 1858.—Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil.: Description of new organic re- 
mains from Nebraska. (Meek and Hayden.) 

June, 1858.—Loc. cit.: Explanations of a second edition of a geological map of Ne- 
braska and Kansas, &c. (F. V. Hayden.) 

November, 1858.—Report on collections obtained by the expedition under command 
of Lieutenant G. K. Warren. (F. V. Hayden.) 

December, 1358.—Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil.: Remarks on Cretaceous beds of 
Kansas and Nebraska, &c. (Meek and Hayden.) 

January, 1859.—Trans. Saint Louis Acad.: On the so-called Triassic rocks of Kansas 
and Nebraska. (Meek and Hayden.) i 

December, 1858.— Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil.: Remarks on the lower Creta- 
ceous beds of Kansas and Nebraska. (Meek and Hayden.) 

January, 1859.—Loe. cit.: Geological explorations in Kansas Territory. (Meek and 
Hayden.) 

- May, 1260.—Loe. cit.: Description of new organic remains from the Tertiary, Cre- 
taceous, and Jurassic rocks of Nebraska. (Meek and Hayden.) 

October, 1860.—Loc. cit.: Catalogue with synonyma, &c., of the fossils collected in 
<= det pam by the exploring expedition under Lieutenant G. K. Warren. (Meck and 

ayden.) 
January, 1860.—Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts.: Ona new genus of Patelliform shells 

from the Cretaceous of Nebraska. (Meek and Hayden.) 
March, 1861.—Loe. cit.: Sketch of the geology of the country of the head-waters of 

the Missonri and Yellowstone Rivers. (I’. V. Hayden.) Followed in December, 1861, 
in Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil., by descriptions of new species of fossils collected in 
the same exploring expedition of Captain W. F. Raynolds. (Meek and Hayden.) 

* Loc. cit., p. 59. 
t Loe. cit., p. 73. 
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The geological notes of Dr. C. M. Hines, in the same report, mention 
beds of lignite in a number of sections in the same country ; the thick- 
ness and quality of the material are not given. He says, however, of the 
beds on Tullock’s Creek, that the lignite in this vicinity approaches 
more nearly to coal, and, the beds inerease in depth; of those of Clear 
Fork of Powder River, that the outcrop of Jignite is of better quality 
than any before seen, and that for some distance above the first camp 
on the Clear Fork to ’the junction with Powder River proper, there is a 
thick outcrop of lignite of the depth of 6 feet and upward, somewhat 
resembling Cumberland coal, but of looser texture and containing less 
bitumen. Hight miles below the camp, this coal was seen to be on fire. 
Considerable smoke issued therefrom, having a strong sulphurous smell. 
“The heat at this point was so intense that we could not stand with com- 
fort within 20 feet from whence the smoke issued. A thick layer of 
sandstone lying immediately above it was completely calcined.” 

Passing from the northern part of the Lignitic to its southern division, 
extending along the base of the Rocky Mountains from the Black Hills 
to New Mexico, we have, especially on the lines of the different rail- 
roads, detailed records on the coal-strata, mostly made with care by 
competent geologists. I have already quoted the most interesting of 
these reports: Notes on the Geology from Smoky Hill River to Rio 
Grande, by Dr. John Leconte, February, 1862, soon followed by the 
preliminary report of Dr. F. V. Hayden, on the United States Geolog- 
ical Survey of Colorado and New Mexico, 1869. As my own explora- 
tions have been directed on about the same ground surveyed by these 
geologists, I shall now make use of my own notes on the distribution of 
the coal, using, however, former reports, either for comparison or for 
references for the sections ef country which I have not visited. 

§ 2. TaE NEw MExico LIGNITIC BASIN. 

In the Raton and south of these mountains, Dr. F. V. Hayden* men- 
tions, near the toll-gate south of Trinidad, a bed of coal 4 feet thick, of 
excellent quality.t Near the Vermejo Creek, six beds of coal are 
marked in a section of the same report, one of the beds from 6 to 10 
feet thick, and another, the lowest, 4 feet. Dr. Hayden remarks that 
the coal of that vicinity is equal to any ever discovered west of the 
Missouri River, except that of the Placiere Mountains of New Mexico. 
Of this last bed, which has been partly transformed into anthracite by 
the immediate contact of a large dike of volcanic rocks, this geologist 
gives a detailed section, marking its thickness at 5 to 6 feet on the 
northwest side of the Placiere Mountains, at a distance from the dike 
and where the lignite has not-as yet been disturbed and changed by 
heat. . At another place in contact to the dike, the lignite (anthracite) 
is a little more than 3 feet thick. Of this same bed Dr. Leconte has a 
section (loc. cit.) indicating 4 feet of anthracite, with a lower bed of the 
same material, of which 14 inches only could be seen, the bottom being 
covered. In his report, too, for the survey of the Union Pacific Rail- ° 
way, the same geologist mentions: First. A bed of lignite 3 feet thick, 
4 miles south of the toll-gate of the Raton Pass. Second. Another bed, 

_ 8 feet thick, five miles southwest of the same place. Third. The lignite- 
beds of the Vermejo Caiion, visited with General Palmer, where, in a 
section of 275 feet, we find marked two beds of partly poor coal, 
respectively 10 and 15 feet thick, and two beds of excellent lignite, each 

o 

* Geological Report, 1869. 
t This coal is also reported by Dr. Leconte; Notes on the Geology, &e., p, 21.- 
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5 feet thick, oapauntid only by 10 inches of slate. Coal-beds of the 
same kind are seen in the same vicinity: in Blackmore Canon, 
where the lignite, not fully exposed, is reported 10 feet thick, and in 
the Bremer Cafion, immediately south of the Vermejo Valley, where a 
number of outerops, mostly obscured by land-slides, were seen, indicating 
at least 4 feet of good coal. Fourth. Lignite-beds in the valley of the 
Rio Puerco, twenty-eight miles south west of Albuquerque, with an 
exposure of 5 feet. Fifth. The lignite-beds from ‘which the fuel for 
Fort Craig is obtained, nine miles east of Don Pedro, whose section 
indicates a thickness of 54 feet of coal with two clay-partings of 3 inches. 
Besides this, Dr. Leconte was informed that a good bed of coal exists 
near the town of Limitar. 

General W. M.S. Palmer’s report of surveys across the continent in 
1867 and 1868 completes the records on the distribution of the lignite- 
beds south and west of the Raton Mountains by the following informa- 
tions: The coal of Tijeras Caiion, at a short distance northeast of the 
town, has been found. 44 feet thick and traced by Mr. Holbrook, division 
engineer, for a distance of 2,000 feet by sinking small shafts along the 
vein. A valuable seam has been discovered near San Felipe, (thickness 
not indicated,) within twelve miles of the Rio Grande. Coal also is 
reported in the Pecos Valley, five miles above Anton-Chico. On the 
Cimarron route of the railroad a large vein of coal, apparently 14 feet 
thick, has been reported by Dr. Steck, and at a number of places, similar 
coal or lignite beds are mentioned in the same report, without indication 
of thickness. On both sides of the Rio Grande, numerous beds of 
lignite (named bituminous coal) are found near Dota Ana and 
Mesilla, and others still are reported west of the Rio Grande, one three 
hundred miles from Albuquerque, by Dr. Newberry, who saw hear 
the Moqui villages a bed 12 feet thick; another by Dr. Parry, who . 
saw a bed 4 feet thick on the Zuni Pass, near Pescado Springs; and 
still, by the same geologist, many beds of lignite about thirty miles 
west of the Rio Grande, in the Sarocino Cation, varying in thickness 
trom 3 to 4 feet. A number of localities where lignite-coal has been 
reported on the different lines proposed for the railroad are still men- 
tioned in General Palmer’s report. But this already gives us sufficient 
proof of the productiveness of the great Lignitic south of the Raton 
Mountains, and in countries still unexplored where the mineral deposits 
are as yet mostly unknown. 

The lignite- beds in the vicinity of Trinidad have as yet been scarcely 
opened. Some coal is hauled to the town from the base of the Raton 
Mountains, on the road of the Raton Pass, where, as already reported in 
section, the lowest beds have a thickness of 4 feet or more. According 
to the information received from persons welf acquainted with the 
country, there is a great deal of coal all around the town; so much, 
indeed, that everybody can take it and haul it for their own use when- 
ever they like and without paying forit. As there is still an abundance 
of wood, pine and juniper, in the country, and a limited population 
without ’ railroads, the demand for coal is very limited indeed. But 
there is for the future a reserve which already demands careful investi- 
gations and a sagacious investment of money, especially by the com- 
panies of railroads in process of construction to the south. This is 
especially the case in regard to the Lignitic deposit overlaying the 
Kocene sandstone from Trinidad to the foot of the Spanish Peak. A 
number of beds of lignite have been already reported from this basin ; 
near Gray’s ranch, a stage-station; near Chicosa, twenty miles north 
of Trinidad, &c., Se. The coal there, being considered as of no value 
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whatever, has not been looked for, and the numerous outcrops remarked 
in the hills have not been tested. The lignite of this part of the country 
appears, however, of remarkably good “quality, even richer in carbon 
than the Raton coal, and compact enough to give good hard coke by 
distillation, an important quality which has not as yet been recognized 
in any of the Tertiary lignite, except in the Placiere anthracite. The 
analysis of the lignite of Chicosa is given hereafter in a comparative 
table. 

In resuming the remarks on the lignite of the country, it is allowed 
to conclude that from positive evidence there is along a nearly direct 
line from Pueblo to Santa Fé, and for a distance of more than three 
hundred miles, such a richness of combustible mineral in the Eocene 
lignite-beds as may be sufficient for the future demands of a large 
population. The supply of coal on that line can be considered from all 
appearances as inexhaustible. 

§ 3. THE COLORADO LIGNITIC BASIN, FROM PUEBLO TO CHEYENNE. 

A separated number of this great basin, or rather an isolated area 
spared by the work of denudation along the base of the Rocky Mount- 
ains, is the small Lignitic basin in the Arkansas Valley. east of Canon 
City. Its exact productiveness is not as yet ascertained. The report 
of Mr. Nelson Clarke, already noticed, says that the coal-yielding rocks 
contain at least nine seams of lignite, varying in thickness from 6 inches 
to 8 feet: “two seams at the south, close to the range, are respectively 
6 and 7 feet thick and but 50 feet apart; at the north, on the river, they 
are but 2 and 4 feet thick and at least 150 feet apart.” The lowest of 
these seams of coal is known as the Cafion City coal, now the land 
property of the Colorado Improvement Company. The coal is 51 inches 
thick, black, compact, uniform in color and compound, separating in 
large cubic blocks by cleavage, and from appearance not liable to disin- 
tegration by atmospheric influence. This coal was already known and 
in demand for blacksmiths even at Denver, though before the build- 
ing of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, the cost of transporta- 
tion was very high. When I passed the place the branch of the rail- 
road from Pueblo to Canon City was not yet finished and the lignite 
was hauled to Pueblo for the use of the railroad at the cost of $5 per 
ton.. Now it is already shipped from the newly opened mines at the 
rate of about one hundred and fifty tons per diem. Borings are in pro- 
cess at different places to ascertain the thickness and continuity of the 
veins. From what is known as yet, this small basin has a productive 
capacity which will afford combustible materials for a length of time. 

The bed of lignite formerly mentioned as the Gehrung’s coal, at the 
base of the Colorado pinery, does not promise well for future demand. 
It is too thin, only 2 feet thick, too friable, and, as worked now, the . 
mine is subject to inundation in high water. It can, however, be found 
improving in thickness and quality to the south, where shafts could be 
sunk at a distance from the river. But abundance of combustible ma- 
terial is now easily and cheaply procured by railroad, and the cost of 
building a shaft and of working the coal would be above the value of 
lignite of inferior quality from a bed less than 4 feet thick. 

The Eocene formation so largely developed along the Rocky Mount- 
ains, from the North Fork of Platte River to Cheyenne, will be tor a long 
time to come the essentis! magazine of combustible, wherefrom an — 
abundance of excellent materials will be supplied to the railroads, and 
the already large population of the country. If some of the opened 
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veins do not yield now as largely as it was at first expected, the reason 
is especially in the want of good management in the mining, provoked 
by unprofitable working. Here, as everywhere, coal mines have been at 
first considered by the proprietors as true gold-mines, whose posses- 
sion was to bring immediately splendid profits by exploitation. Lignite- 
beds have been opened everywhere, even far from a good market, : 
and against great difficulty of transportation, &c. For many, the 
result has been disappointment, neglect of the working of the veins, 
and even their total abandonment. Now railroad branches have been 
built or are in process of construction from Denver, or from the Denver 
and Pacific Railroad to the most important coal-deposits. The supply, 
already fully equal to the demand, is increasing every day; and if noth- 
ing is done by the proprietors to moderate it, they may find a new cause 
of loss in the superabundance of coal mined for an overstocked market.. 
This excitement might be dangerous for the future, if the lignite-beds 
already opened or worked were not thick and over extensive areas. 
But what is known of the productiveness of the Lignitic measures of 
this country indicates, indeed, an immense reserve of combustible ma- 
terials. 

Most of the lignite-beds exposed along the creeks of this section 
have been tested. Dr. Hayden* notices a coal-bed opened and worked 
to some extent near the canon of the South Platte, and two beds now 
covered with loose materials, in all 5 feet of lignite separated by 2 feet 
of clay. The coal is not very good, and has not been used for years. 

Going north, and before reaching Golden City, the first coal-vein seen 
opened is at Wheeler and Johnson’s mines, near Green Mountains, 
one mile east of Mount-Vernon. ‘The coal is 7 feet thick; not of very 
good quality. Then, three miles east, the Rowe coal-bank, 6 feet thick, 
of a better quality than the former. This vein, which is noticed in Dr. 
Hayden’s report, 1569, dips east 679; is very accessible, and not troubled 
with much water. It has furnished, up to 1868, about two hundred and 
fifty tons of coal, but is now idle for want of good communication.} The 
coal-veins of Golden City, three miles north of the Rowe mines, are now 
opened at five different points, the lignite-beds varying in thickness 
from 5 to 11, even to 14 feet. On the shaft near the railroad-line, the 
coal, 7 to 11 feet thick, is nearly vertical. Half a mile from this, another 
shaft 70 feet deep works the same bed, also nearly vertical, 9 to 11 feet 
of solid, very good coal. This vein of coal has been traced and opened 
from Rowe’s coal-bank, five miles southwest of Golden, to a point seven 
miles north of Golden, and tapped in eleven different points without 
discovering as yet any appearance of failure inthe vein. In what is called 
the Golden City coal-mines, the vein is opened at three different places, 9 
to 14 feet thick, and has been worked continuously since 1865. It was 
discovered 1861~62. The mines have furnished as yet about eight 
thousand tons only, and are worked at an average of thirty tons a day. 
The dip varies from 65° to 71° southwest. 

At the Johnson’s coal-mine, half a mile southwest of Golden, the vein. 
is mined 9 feet thick, to a depth of 90 feet. And at Welsh & Com- 
pany’s coal-bank, one-third of a mile south of the former, the vein 
worked is 5 to 7 feet thick; dip, 71° southwest; and five veins of lignite 
are seen there. parallel to one another and of various thicknesses. 

Following northward the same lignite-strata, which, as said above, 

* Report, 1869, pages 37 and 38. 
t These precise and valuable informations on the lignite-beds of Golden and of the 

country around are due to the kindness of Mr. E. Berthoud, civil engineer at Golden. 
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have been tested and recognized continuous, we find them opened on 
the Ralston Creek, at Murphy’s, five miles north of Golden, where the 
vein, nearly vertical, averages in thickness 16 feet of solid eoal without 
parting of any kind. Highteen thousand tons of lignite have been 
taken from this mine since it was opened. 

Half a mile south of Murphy’s, the Mineral Land Company has opened 
the same vein, 9 feet thick, also without parting, but contorted in its 
uplift. The lignite is of the same quality, but the bed has not yet been 
worked to any extent. 

North of Ralston Creek to Marshall, the lignite is not worked now. 
But, as it has been already remarked, in the banks of all the creeks 
which, descending from the mountains, have dug their beds through 
the Eocene formation, beds of lignite varying in thickness from 5 to 
9 feet are exposed; some of them already tested have been worked: 
formerly to some extent. The conclusion, therefore, on the continuity 
of the Lignitic basin from south of Golden, even from the North Platte 
to Boulder Creek, is fully warranted. It is, in a direct line, a distance 
of fifty miles, and even,.as beds of lignite have been reported from 
Thomson Creek and Cacha la Poudre River, the continuity of the Lignitie 
beds may be admitted for fifteen to twenty miles further north. The ex- 
tent of the basin from east to west, or its width, is not as yet ascer- 
tained. In the space limited between the primitive rocks and the 
basaltic dike, where the strata are thrown up nearly perpendicular, the 
amount of coal can be computed only from the depth attainable in the 
working of the mines. The length of this area from the Rowe mine to 
Coal Creek is about fifteen miles. Thence northward, as the strata 
take their normal horizontal position, the lignite- beds appear to be 
continuous from the base of the mountains to “the Platte, or for about 
fifteen miles from west to east. I have no doubt that beds of lignite 
can be found. further east by shaft, as they have been found east of 
Denver, on the Kansas Pacific Railroad. But as the quality of the 
lignite deteriorates in proportion to the distance from the mountains, 
the combustible mineral would be there of little value, especially while 
an immense amount of lignite of good quality is as yet untouched in 
the valley of Boulder Creek. The section at Marshall’s indicates 63 feet 
of coal in a thickness of 500 to 600 feet, seven of the beds varying in 
thickness from 4 to 14 feet, the lowest one now worked, 10 feet. Even 
from Marshall’s estate little coal has been taken out till now, on 
account of the difficulty of transportation. From information kindly 
given by the proprietor, the mining amounts to about twenty-five tons 
per day, while, with the facilities of railroad transportation, the same 
mine could be worked in a way to furnish at least three hundred tons 
per day. Most of the coal of this country is obtained from the Erie 
mine, fourteen miles southeast of Marshall’s, where the bank is 8 to 10 
feet thick. The land is the property of the Kansas Pacific Railroad, 
which has a branch railroad to Boulder City, and, of course, preserves 
the monopoly of transportation. They take out of the mine an average 
of two hundred tons daily. A railroad is now in progress of construc: 
tion from Julesburgh to Golden, traced through the rich Lignitic depos- 
its of the Boulder Valley, and passing three “miles east and north of 
Marshall’s. This railroad, of course, will change much the proportion of 
coal mining from different localities where lignitic coal is obtained, 
bringing to market the material in quantity relative to its quality. 

The tacility of transportation may not be at first an advantage to the 
proprietors on account of the greater competition in the market, the 
demand as yet not being considerable enough to justify explorations of 
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large extent. The consumption from Denver and cities around is esti- 
mated at about four hundred tons per day. The lignite-bank of Erie 
can supply, for an indefinite time, the demand of the Kansas Pacific 
Railroad, while the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad has now a full 
supply from the Cafion City coal-bed, and a large overplus lett for the 
Denver market or any other on its line. 
lt is evident, therefore, that there is for the present more canees of a 

glutted market than of a searcity of combustible material, and that for 
the future the settlements in the valley of the Rocky Mountains, and 
especially along their eastern base, may rely on a permanent and cheap 
supply of coal. I should admit the same conclusion even in considering 
that the settlements along the Kansas Pacific Railroad from Den- 
ver to the limits of Kansas will have to get their fuel from the same 
source. The estimate in tons of the average productiveness of a bed of 
bituminous coal of the old measures, is generally marked at one million 
of tons per foot of thickness in one square mile. Counting a single bed 
of lignite of the Boulder Valley at 9 feet thick, extended over a surface 
of only twenty-five square miles, what should we find? Deducting one- 
fifth for difference in density between bituminous and lignite coal, or 
admitting only eight hundred thousand tons per foot of thickness in a 
square mile; deducting still from this amount one-half for drawbacks 
in mining, the result would be four hundred thousand tons per foot of 
lignite in a square mile, or for 9 feet three million six hundred thou- 
sand tons, and in an area of twenty-five square miles, ninety millions of 
tons obtainable from a comparatively limited extent of the Lignitic basin. 
Though I believe that this estimate is below the reality, calculations of 
this kind ean never be positively reliable, and should be admitted with 
due caution. It is, however, of the greatest importance for the pro- 
prietors, and for the consumers too, to positively know the capacity of 
the lignite-beds, in order to regulate the mining, and to fix rates of 
price advantageous to both parties. 

§ 4. THE LIGNITE-DEPOSITS ALONG THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
FROM CHEYENNE TO EVANSION. 

The distribution and capacity of the lignite-beds of this section have 
been reported already in considering the geological distribution of the 
Eocene formation. The essential supply of coal, either for the railroad 
or for the demand along its line, has been, and is still, obtained from 
Carbon, Rock Springs, and Evanston. The beds of lignite at, Carbon 
are distributed in three separate basins of limited extent. Two of 
these have furnished already abundant materials, being mined since the 
beginning of the construction of the railroad. No data have been 
obtained sufficiently precise to allow an estimate of the productive 
capacity of the Lignitic strata there still obtainable for exploitation. 
The superintendent of the mines remarks that the coal is difficult to 
work, being unreliable and cut by faults and irregularities. Moreover, 
the mine has been ignited by spontaneous combustion of the slack coal, 
and been on fire for a length of time. Now the amount of coal obtained 
from Carbon is about three hundred tons daily. 

At Rock Spring the vein of lignite is still thicker than at Carbon, 
aud the material of very fine quality. Jt has been, and is now, mined 
in the same proportion as at Carbon. The productive capacity of this 
basin is still very great, especially considering the amount of coal which 
could be obtained from lower beds by shafts.. The area covered by the 
upper bed is, however, limited, and as this bed is now mined by three 
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different companies, the supply of its excellent material cannot be relied 
upon for a great length of time. 

At Evanston the enormous thickness of the coal seems to promise, 
for many years, an abundant supply of materials. But here the thick- 
ness of the clay-partings and the dip of the beds cause great diffi- 
cuity of mining. A part of the bank has to remain for roof, another . 
part is lost by slack in the separation of the parting, and this bed, which 
is also of limited extent, has to supply, on one side, the Union Pacific 
Company, by the Wyoming Company, and on the other, the Central Pa- 
cific Railroad to San Francisco, by the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron 
Company. This last company’s mining amounts to five hunded tons. 
per day in the average; that of the other, to three hundred tons. 
Besides this, beds of lignite have been opened by private enterprise at 
divers places, and are worked to a limited extent, especially at Black 
Buttes and Hallville. These and the already reported lignite-beds of 
Point of Rocks, Creston, and Washakie, promise some further supply 
for the future, and I have no doubt that a number of’ valuable deposits 
may be still discovered in the Lignitic basin at a short distance and on 
both sides of the railroad. It is, nevertheless, certain that if the coal 
is not carefully husbanded along the Union Pacific Railroad, there will 
be great difficulty of obtaining a large supply in a short time to come. 
The present production of the mine of the Wyoming Coal Company is 
about ten thousand tons per month, while the consumption of coal by 
the Union Pacific Railroad averages about ninety thousand tons. per 
year. 

§ 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

The loss of materials by mining the lignite-beds of the Rocky 
Mountains is especially caused— 

ist. By the difficulty of sufficient roofing, on account of the scarcity 
and of the high price of the timber used for that purpose. At Rock 
Spring, a post six feet long by four inches in diameter costs ove dollar. 

2d. By the want of good reliable miners, who cannot be induced to go 
and live in such a rough and unsettled country but by a higher remu- 
neration comparatively to the value of the work. 

od. By the great amount of slack, caused either by carelessness in 
mining a substance less hard and compact than true coal, or by disinte- 
gration from the walls and roofs in the mines under atmospheric in- 
fluence. This slack or small coal is always difticult to dispose of, and 
dangerous too, being subject to spontaneous ignition, either in the 
mines or out of them. The superintendent of the Carbon mines, Mr. ° 
Williams, informed me that it was by neglect of the miners, who were 
on a strike, and during his absence, that the slack was ignited in some 
part of the mines, which have continued on fire ever since. 

The uncertainty on account of a future sufficient supply of good lig- 
nite along the line of the Union Pacific Railroad, and the constantly 
increasing demand of this material for the Utah settlements, for towns 
and stations along this railroad from Omaha to San Francisco, even for 
the California markets on the Pacific, should induce researches by bor- 
ings and detailed explorations for the discoveries of new deposits of 
lignite, and especially a more careful economy in mining. The im- — 
provement of the quality of the matter and the disposal of even its 
small parts, the slack, should be attempted by repeated experiments. 

Experiments of this kind have been made long time ago in Europe, — 
aud the small coal, which by atmospheric influence soon becomes lost ~ 
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into dust, has been profitably used by mixing it with a certain proportion 
of moist clay. The same method has been tried in the Lehigh anthracite 
region of Pennsylvania, where the coal is comparatively of far less value 
than the lignite of the Rocky Mountains, and large, expensive machinery 
has been erected for that purpose. As yet these experiments have 
proved a failure, or, at least, have not given remunerative results. The 
mixing of clay, or of any other mineral incombustible cement, cannot 
improve the material, especially not when, as is the case with the lignite, 
the heating power of the matter in its purity, is not always as strong 
as required by enginery. It seems very probable, however, that the 
admixture of bitumen with small coal either pulverized or in pieces of 
moderate size, should, by compression of the paste, furnish an excellent 
combustible material. The bitumen, of course, should be obtained or 
reduced to the consistence of a kind of glue. I wonder that, with the 
immense amount of bitumen stored in the black shale of the Green River 
group, no trial has as yet been made by some company for the applica- 
bility of this material. Thick beds of these black shales are exposed 
all along the railroad from Rock Springs to Bryan and farther. And 
some of them are impregnated with so much bitumen that, as I have 
said already, the matter is percolating from them through the under- 
lying sandstone. Though the shales do not consume, they are often 
used for fuel by the settlers. The coal of Elko Station was for a time 
burned in locomotives in the Utah Valley, and this coal is nothing but 
black shale of the same Green [iver formation. <A few experiments, 
which would cost comparatively little, would settle this important 
question, and I truly believe that the result would be successful and 
would confer immense advantage on the people at large interested in the 
coal-supply of the Rocky Mountains, and still more on the railroad and 
the instigators of such an enterprise. Nature has done nothing in vain; 
this truth cannot be too often acknowledged. This bitumen of the 
black shale is a complement of the as yet unfinished work of the lignite 
matter. It depends on the ingenuity of man to render it what it should 
be, fully appropriate to the wants of that population which is crowd- 
ing in-that, as yet, undeveloped region. 
T do not "think, however, that w ithout this improvement of its mat- 

ter, the lignite, as it is, is inadequate to the present necessity. For the 
Rocky Mountains, however, the present is nothing in proportion to the 
promised future. 

In comparing the value of the lignite for heating power, a great number 
of analyses have been made, and, of course, the results arrived at have 
not always proved reliable. All the lignite, and the coal, too, contain 
more or less water, in a degree relative to the progress of decomposition 
of the woody matter. In proportion as this decomposition advances the 
amount of water diminishes, and the compactness of the coal increases 
with its proportion of pure carbon. It is therefore admitted, as a general 
tule, that the value of a combustible of any kind, or its heating prop- 
erty, is proportionate to its density. The density for the combustible 
minerals is sometimes increased by an amount of earthy matter, easily 
recognizable in the proportion of ashes. In our lignite of the West this 
exceptionable case is not often remarked, and the lignite- beds of the Rocky 
Mountains generally give a material of good quality, weighing in the 
average one-fifth less than the best coal of our old Carboniferous meas- 
ures. Local differences are remarked, of course, but, as I said above, 
mos#y resulting froin the degree of carbonization of the woody substance 
which appears to have been increased by the influence of the primitive 
rocks according to their proximity. It is for vials reason that the quality 

2468 
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of the lignite becomes impaired at a greater distance from the mount- 
ains, in beds of the same age. 

The companies and propr rietors of li gnite-beds rane count inquiries 
of the possibility of reducing or smelting iron ore with their coal. I 
think that this could be done with lignite, producing good hard coke, 
which then could be used as charcoal. But scarcely any of the lignites of 
the West have beer as yet so far deprived of water that their bulk may 
-be left compact by combustion. I know only of the Placiere anthracite, 
(lignite,) and of the Chicosa coal, as having given such result; all the 
other lignite gives dust-coke. In confirmation of this assertion, and to 
end this subject, l append a few analyses made from specimens selected 
by myself as representing the average value of the beds where they 
were obtained. These analyses have the merit of being carefully made* 
all with the same process and by the same chemist, and therefore offer 
perfectly reliable points of comparison. They complete the table of 
analyses ‘given by Mr. James 1. Hodge in his excellent paper on the 
Tertiary coal of the Rocky Mountains. Put in opposition, as they are 
here, they present a reliable account of the essential compounds and of 
the comparative value of’*the more important deposits of our western 
lignitic coal. It is to be regretted that no more care is given to the 
preparation of documents of this kind. Comparative analyses should 
be made by the same chemist, and the result published under a well- 
known authority, to prevent frauds or impositions by the publication of 
misrepresented or often false statements. 

Analyses of coals by Mr. C. Leo Mees. 

iNumberlof samples ---.2-5--5. 2 e))525- 5 4- 1a. le. 2. Bb ery, nue 5. 6. 
PSCC Orava snes eerste ee erect 1.315 | 1.304 | 1.2303 1.26] 1.288) 1.273) 1.315 

MMOUSHURE Msc ysi- yee cine els Secieia ise eee tele 8. 10 6. 10 6. 25 1.15 5.40 | 12.90 0.90 
BAGS Tay aes Get SEE bs 2 ar Sa Mra en ete 5. 55 5. 80 9.55 4. 20 3.50 2.00 20. 20 
Volatile combustible matter.....-..--.--.- 34.70 | 38.80} 31.75 | 37.05 | 36.40] 39.10 23.50 
PUK eal CARDO M ee le clocie cle ak roto we el saeieioe @ 51.65 | 49.30 | 52.45 | 57.60] 54.70] 46.00 do. 40 

160. 00 | 100.00 | 100. C0 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 | 100.00 

Sniicoal yee en eee Ebest 0.91 0.917 | 0.941 | 0.851 | 0.782} 0.576 0. 906 
Sulphur ; memMainin's: Inkcokesces-eseee eee 0. 22 0.343 | 0.439 | 0.617 | 0.384 | - 0.302 0. 522 

forming per cent. of coke..-...--. 0.385 | 0.623 | 0.708 | 0.999 | 0.66 0. 512 0. 688 
Fixed gas, cubic ‘fect, per pound of coal..-.| 3.929 | 3.926] 3.61 4,21 4.327 | 4.088 3. 24 
Character of coke...--- ey ps oe ey ea SP a Puly. | Pulv. | Pulv. (*) Puly. | Pulv. Pulv. 
Color off asker ee ee Loe UT ROS Gray. | Gray. | White.| Gray. | Yelw.| Fawn.| Gray. 

REGISTER OF SAMPLES.—1 a, Carbon, Union Pacific Railroad ; 1¢, Carbon, Union Pacific Railroad. 
2, Rock Springs, Union P: acific Railroad ; 3, Fifteen miles north of "Trinidad, New Mexico; 4, Canyon 
City, Colorado Verritory ; 5,:Colorado Springs, Gehrung ; 6, Raton Mountains, New Mexico. ry 
CoLumMses, Outro, Januar, y 20-25, 1873. 
* Hard metallic, 

* By a young friend of mine, already an experienced chemist, Mr. Leo Mees, of Co- 
lumbus. The analyses were made in the laboratory and under the supervision of Pro- 
fessor Wormly. 
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Analyses of coals from the Rocky Mountains by J. T. Hodge. 

© > > & awa Sy bal - 50 

Localities. Se | 3 | IS = | 24 Description. 
SS 1 be eZ cS | AS 

jam) & < = 2 

Golden City, Colorado Territory, 
average of three analyses. ....-- 1.35 | 13.22 | 3.91 | 35.95 | 46.57 | Gray ash. 

Murphy, Ralston Creek, Colorado 
Territ’y, average of three analyses] 1.345 | 13.81 | 5.31 | 35.88 | 44.44 | Orange-color ash. 

Marshall’s, Boulder County.-..-.-- 1.33 | 12.00 | 5.20 | 33.08 | 49.72 | Gray ash, light bulky. 
Briggs, Boulder County.-...-....-- 1.27 | 14.80 | 3.40 | 34.50 | 47.30 | Orange-color ash. 
Baker s, Boulder County ---| 1.32} 15.00 | 3.85 | 30.50 | 50.65 | Olive-brownash, hard & tough. 
Carbon, Wyoming Territory-....-- 1.33 | 6.80 | 8.00 | 35.48 | 49.72 | Light-gray ash, nearly white. 
Hallville, Wyoming Territory, up- 

(Pei> SVeG A A ee ee 1.32 | 12.12 | 3.76 | 29.75 | 54.37 | Gray ash, smoke whitish. 
Hallville, Wyoming Territory, low- 

SECM eee ea ea ee enc 1.32 | 13.26 | 4.87 | 29.46 | 52.41 | Yellowish-gray ash. 
Van Dyke, Wyoming Territory.--} 1.27] 812] 2.00 | 36.65 | 53.23 | Light-gray ash. 
Reck Spriigs, Wyoming Territory] 1.29 | 7.00} 1.73 | 36.81 | 54.46 | Light-gray ash-. 
Evanston, Utah Territory--...----. 1.00] 858] 6.30 | 35.22] 49.90 
Crisman’s,Coalville, UtahTerritory| 1.32 | 10.66 | 3.11 | 38.23 ! 48.00 
Mount Diablo; California’ -.-....--)/-..--- 3.28 | 4.71 | 47.05 | 44.90 

ENUMERATION AND DESCRIPTION OF FOSSIL PLANTS 
FROM THE WESTERN TERTIARY FORMATIONS. 

South Park, near Castello’s Range. 

A yellowish, laminated, soft shale, breaking easily and splitting in 
thin layers. Remains of plants well preserved and distinct, with 
remains of insects and feathers. Specimens collected and communicated 
by Mr. 8. A. Allen. 

OPHIOGLOSSUM ALLENI, sp. nov. 

Leaf, elliptical, narrowed by a curve to the acute base; shorter and 
broader than in O. vulgatum, L., of our time, with the same areolation: 

The leaf is about 3 cent. long, (point broken,) a little more than 
2 cent. broad, marked in the middle by the remnant of a fruiting 
pedicel. No fossil species of this genus has been as yet published, but 
a small one, O. wocenum, Mass., from the Tertiary of Verona, Italy. 

THUITES CALLITRINA, Ung., chlor., p. 22, Pl. vi, Fig. 2. 

* Though the fragments are small, they are very distinet, and there is 
no appreciable difference from the description and figures of this 
species. The same specimen bears a fragment of Salix like NV. lingu- 
lata, GOpp. 

PLANERA LONGIFOLIA, sp. nov. 

Leaves oblong, lanceolate, obtusely pointed, wedge-shaped at the base 
to a petiole; borders simply dentate; secondary veins thick, simple, 
craspedodrome. 

It differs from Planera Ungeri, Ett.,and its varieties, by longer, pro- 
portionally narrower leaves; by more oblique, straight, always simple, 
secondary veins, which are thicker and more distant; by more obtuse 
and larger teeth; some of the leaves are unequal at base and curved 
on one side. Average length, 4 cent., 14 cent. wide. The distinct 
areolation is that of the speciesas marked in Heer, Il. Fert. Helv., Pl. 
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Ixxx, Fig. 3. The form is that of Myrica Schlechtendali, Heer, ou 
staedt, Fi, Plo, aie i.. 

Eiko Station, Nevada. 

Specimens on the same kind of soft laminated clay shale as the 
former; collected and communicated by Mr. 8. W. Garman. ~ 

SEQUOIA ANGUSTIFOLIA, sp. nov. 

Leaves short, narrow, linear-pointed, erect, or slightly appressed all 
around the branches, decurring at base. 

ft is much like the small forms of Taxodium dubium, as figured by 
Htt., Bil. FL, Pl. xu, Figs. 3, 14,15, with leaves, however, shorter and 
decurrent. 

THUYA GARMANI, sp. nov. 

Branchlets short, alternate along a primary branch, of the same 
thickness ; leaves nearly round, inflated, and marked by a gland at the 
point, narrowing downward; in four rows. 

The specimen is small but very distinct; no remain of cone has been 
found. Its nearest affinity is with Thuya sibirica, Hort., a var. of 
Thuya occidentalis, L., differing by shorter, more obtuse, more indated 
leaves. As itis to 7. sibivrica what this variety is to 7. occidentalis, it 
may be considered as a parent form of our present species. 

ABIES NEVADENSIS, sp. nov. 

Leaves two ranked, horizontally spreading, 1 cent. long, 2 mill. wide, 
linear, abruptly pointed, obtusely narrowed at base to a short petiole, 
broadly nerved. 

This species, represented only by a small branch, is like the large 
forms of Taxodiwm dubium, differing by exactly linear leaves, obtuse at 
both ends, larger size of branches and leaves, Gc. From Tawxites olriki, 
Heer, Arct. FL, Pl. lv, Fig. 7, it differs, too, by linear, shorter, more 
horizontal leaves. Its nearest affinity is with our living Abies Cana- 
densis, Mich., being only slightly more robust and the leaves more 
abruptly rounded and not enlarged at their base. 

SALIX ELONGATA, O. Web. Pal. p. 63, Pi. ii, Fig. 10. 

The base of the leaf is broken; the part left, 11 cent. long, exactly 
correspondsin size and nervation with the upper part of Weber's figure. 

Raton Mountains. 

The Thalassophytes described from this locality are all from the 
Eocene sandstone underlying the lignitic strata. Except the species — 
of this class, none other has been added to those already known from 
specimens obtained formerly by Dr. Hayden and described in Supt., 
pp. 12 to 16. The very hard metamorphic sandstone and shale contain- 
ing plants breaks under the hammer in irregular small ee of " 
little value for the paleontologist. ; 
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SPHERIA LAPIDEA, sp. nov. 
2 

Perithecia round, highly convex, 1 to 2 millim. broad, growingin lineal 
series from under the bark and piercing it before opening ; borders 
irreeularly lacerated; color whitish. ; 

This species is upon a petrified fragment of wood, part of which is 
still corticated, on another part the bark has been destroyed. The 
borders of the "opened perithecia are somewhat inflated. A single one 
is still entire or unopened, comparable by its form and size to the living 
Verrucaria nitida, Ach. 

CHONDRITES SUBSIMPLEX, sp. nov. 

Frond cylindrical, fattened by compression, 5 mill. wide, with rare 
dichotomous, long, flexuous branches, mostly of the same size, some, 
however, reduced in size to one-half from the point of division from the 
main stem. 

This species is found mostly flattened or expanded upon large slabs 
not passing across layers of sandstone. Upon some of these slabs 
the filaments appear simple,resembling Halimenites lwmbricoides, Heer, 
(Urwelt der Schweitz.) The eunhice is irregularly roughened and 
generally marked in the middle by a depression indicating ‘the fistulose 
character of the plant. 

CHONDRITES BULBOSUS, sp. nov. 

Frond plain, irregularly subpinnately divided in opposite or alternate 
branches, close to each other, or distant, short, inflated like uodelenl aye 
tubercles. 

The branches vary in thickness from two to five mill., generally five 
to eight mill. long, often bilobed at the obtuse point; they are, like 
the main stem, inordinately inflated and narrowed. 

HALYMENITES STRIATUS, sp. nov. 

Frond cylindrical or compressed, erect, one foot long or more, dicho- 
tomous; branches short. 

The ramification of this species is variable, the divisions being more 
or less open, sometimes at a right angle from an inflation of the main 
axis. The surface appears generally smooth ; where the coating of stone 
is rubbed out, it appears coarsely ribbed as by a linear series of tuber- 
culeiform sporanges. The branches perforate the sandstone in every 
direction. It is related to Fucoides cylindricus, Sterndb. Common 
at the Raton; found also at Golden by Professor Meek. 

HALYMENITES MAJOR, sp. nov. 

Frond of the same thickness and mode of division as the former; 
surface marked by round contiguous or disjointed tubercles 2 to 5 mill. 
broad and as thick. 

It has the same general appearance as the former. Its branches are 
sometimes longer and smaller. The stems are 2 cent. broad. 

HALYMENITES MINOR, F. 0. 

Branches half as thick as in the former species, 8 mill. broad, marked 
with small tubercles. 
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These branches are of the same size and form as the one figured by 
Heer, in Urwelt der Schweitz, (Pl. xi, F.1.) AS they are, however, 
found in connection with the former species, at least in the same beds 
of sandstone, they may represent mere divisions of it. 

DELESSERIA INCRASSATA, sp. nov. 

Frond sessile, trifid from its base, divisions, thick, obovate, attenuated 
downward to a narrow pedicel; surface plicate-rugose. 

The sandstone has deep prints of these leaves, which appear as 
united in groups from the base, or growing in tufts. One of these leaves 
or divisions seen isolated is oblanceolate, abruptly short-pointed, grad- 
ually tapering to the base, 2 cent. wide at its broadest part, near the 
point, 3 mill. at base, 5 cent. long. If by the form of its leaves this 
plant is a Delesseria, the thickness of its divisions, judged from their 
prints on the stone, is different from that of any living species of this 
genus. The prints, however, may have been made by the er pas eo 
of a group of segments of the same form. 

DELESSERIA LINGULATA, sp. nov. 

Leaf small, coriaceous, entire, obtuse, rounded at base, slightly con- 
tracted in the middle, with a broad inflated medial nerve. 

The leaf or segment is 2 cent. iong, 12 mill. broad, of a subcoriaceous 
or thickish consistence. The sandstone has many fragments of the 
same form and size. : 

ABIETITES DUBIUS, Lsqx., Am. Jour. Science and Arts, (1868,) p. 203. 

Leaves erect or slightly open, imbricated around the branches, exactly 
lanceolate, sharp-pointed, broadest at the base, where they are abruptly 
contracted to the point of attachment. 

I have found, probably at the same place where Dr. Leconte obtained 
his specimens, a quantity of branches of this species, varying from 2 
cent. to 5 mill. in thickness, all indicating the same characters. The 
leaves are 8 mill. long, 14 mill. broad, near the base. Stems and branch- 
lets are marked by the deep and distinct scars of the base of the leaves, 
varying in form according to the size of the branches. No cones or 
seeds have been found as yet. It is common in the lower lignitic 
Kocene. Good specimens of the stems have been obtained in the choco- 
late-clay beds of the lignite, near Fort Steele, by Professor B. F. Meek. 
Its affinity to living species isas yet unascertained. 

ARUNDO GOPPERTI, Al. Br. 

Large fragments of leaves with characters of this species. 

: PHRAGMITES OENINGENSIS, Al. Br. 

In connection with Adietites dubius in the lignitic-bearing strata, and 
also in fragments within the Eocene sandstone. 

we 

SABAL CAMPBELLI, (?) Newb. 

It is described in Supt.,p.13. The fragments are very abundant, but : 
always obscure. It may be a different species. 

; 
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POPULUS MONODON, Lsqx., Supt., pp. 13 and 14. 

The leaf is smaller than those already described from this place and 
from the Mississippi Eocene, 6 cent. long, 4 cent. wide, ovate, lanceolate, 
pointed, rounded at base, or abruptly narrowed to the petiole, entire 
and coriaceous. The neryvation is that marked in description of this_ 
species. 

CINNAMOMUM MISSISSIPIENSE, Lsqx., Supt., p. 14. 

Abundant. Already quoted from this locality. 

RHAMNUS OBOVATUS, Lsqx., Am. Jour. Science and Arts, (1868,) p. 207. 

Represented by some specimens exactly similar even in size to those 
obtained from Purgatory Canon by Dr. Leconte. 

- Gehrung’s coal-bed, near Colorado Springs. 

The remains of fossil plants are here badly preserved, mixed in great 
number in a soft, easily disaggregating sandstone. They are mostly 
broken and undeterminable. The few which could be recognized are 
the following: 

SABAL CAMPBELLII, (?) Newb. 

The same form as that of Raton Mountains. 

PLATANUS HAYDEN, Newb. 

Two large well-preserved leaves. 

DOMBEYOPSIS OBTUSA, sp. nov. 

Leaf round, cordate, very obtuse, with two obtuse scarcely-marked 
lobes on each side, near the point at the extremity of the lateral veins, 
which ascend in curving from the base of the medial one. 

The lower part of this leaf is broken, and therefore its description is 
incomplete. It is from its form and nervation a species of Dombeyopsis 
allied to D. tridens, Ludw., Pal., Pl. xlix, Fig. 3, twice as large, and dif- 
fering by the very obtuse, round point, and scarcely-marked obtuse 
lobes. 

FICUS TILIZFOLIA, Al. Br. 

In large identifiable fragments; no leaf entire. 

Golden City, Colorado. 

Most of the specimens are from a sandstone easily cut in the line of 
stratification, and where entire leaves, even of large size, were obtained. 

SCLEROTIUM RUBELLUM, sp. nov. 
4 

Oval or linear, obtuse, 1 mill. broad, 2 to 4 mill. long, following or 
intermediate to the striz of FlabeHaria zinckeni, Heer, deeply impressed 
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into the epidermis; reddish at its surface when young; center some- 
what mamillate. 

It has no apparent relation to any fossil species as yet published. 
In some specimens the center looks split, as in species of Hysterium. 

DELESSERIA FULVA, sp. nov. 

Frond membranaceous, dichotomous, (apparently long,) linear, with a 
thick medial nerve; divisions linear, distant, obtuse, or enlarged at the 
point. 

The preserved part of the frond is 20 cent. long, its average width 6 
mill, The divisions are irregular in distance and positfon, varying 
in length from 5 cent. near the base of the frond to mere obtuse lobes 
at its upper end. Its color upon the white sandstone is of a deep yel- 
low. It is distantly related to Delesseria Spheerococcoides, Htt., from the 
Eocene of Promina. : 

SPHENOPTERIS EocENICcA, Ett., Foss. Fl. of Promina, p. 9, Pl. ii, 
Figs. 5-8. 

Frond large, at least tripinnately divided; secondary pinne long, 
lanceolate, taper-pointed, oblique, from a half-round narrow rachis; 
pinoules numerous, very oblique, close to each other, contiguous, united 
from below the middle, acutely lobed; veins pinnate, the divisions 
either simple or forking once. This form somewhat differs from the 
one published by Ettinghausen, by the connection of the pinnules from 
below the middle, while they are separated from the base in the 
European species; also, by the sharp-pointed lobes of the pinnules, 
these being described as obtuse by the author. The nervation, too, 
shows a noticeable difference, the secondary veins in our specimens 
being strong, flat, generally simple, and ascending to the point of a lobe, 
or, When forking, one of the branches passing aside to one of the, very 
acute sinuses. These differences may be specific or merely simple 
varieties resulting from the part of the frond represented by the speci- 
mens. The general appearance is the same. Splendid specimens of 
this species were obtained at Golden, especially by the kindness of Rev. 
L. Burns, the superintendent of the mining college of that place. 

PTERIS ANCEPS, sp. nov. 

Frond linear, lanceolate, thick nerved, with apparently entire borders ; 
secondary veins at a right angle from the medial one, thin, though dis- 
tiact, forking near the base, and one of the branches forking a second 
time from the middle. 
A mere fragment, comparable to Lomariopsis cilinica, Ett., Fl. Bil., 

p. 13, Pl. iii, Fig. 13, somewhat different by the nervation. 

PHRAGMITES GNINGENSIS, Al. Br. 

Fine specimen of stems with articulation and scars, were found in the 
white sandstone under the lignite beds. Professor Meek has also well- . 
preserved specimens of rootlets, with their capillary filaments from the 
Same sandstone. . 

t 
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CAREX BERTHOUDI, sp. nov. 

Leaves narrow, flat, narrowly and obscurely striate, except on the 
borders; seeds numerous, flattened, 2 mill. wide, with an oval, slightly 
pointed, and slightly broader perigy nium. 

The nervation of the leaves is marked only by two veins on each 
border, as in Cyperus arcticus Heer, Fl. of Spitzberg. The seeds, 
apparently attached on short pedicels, resemble those of Carex antiqua, 
Heer, of the Baltic flora, as represented PI. ii, Fig. 18, being, however, 
larger, and the perigynia broader than the seeds, ‘and distinct. 

FLABELLARIA ZINCKENI, Heer, FI. Bornstaedt, p. 11, Pl. ii, Fig. 3-4. 

By the size of the segments, and by their nervation, the numerous 
and distinctly veined fragments found in the white metamorphic clay of 
Golden represent exactly the European species. The Bornstaedt lignitic 
formation is considered by Heer as lowest Miocene or upper EKocene. 

.FLABELLARIA LATANIA, Stern., (Foss., Fl., 1, Pl. x1.) 

To this species of Sternberg, I refer a number of specimens, all of 
striated, tubulose, long, linear leaves, like those published under this 
name by Ettinghausen in FI. Prom., p. 12, Pl. iii, Fig. 2-3. The strisze 
are coarse and deep, as figured by this author, but there is no remain 
of petiole. 

SABAL GOLDIANA, sp. nov. 

Distinct from Sabal Campbellii, Newb, by its large triquetrous or 
rather deeply keeled petiole, the keel being nearly acute. The sides at 
the base are 5 cent. wide. The rays appear larger than in S. Campbellii; 
the neryation is not more distinct. No specimen of the lower part of a 
leaf could be obtained. 

PALMACITES, species. 

Part.of a trunk of palm; an impression 15 cent. broad, slightly con- 
cave, marked in the length by deep, nearly regular, and equal striae, 
separated by sharp, acute, narrow ridges, 1 mill. distant. This is not 
referable to any fossil species published. Specific determination, how- 
ever, is not possible. 

POPULUS ATTENUATA, Al. Br. 

Of the same character as the leaf in Fl. Fert. Helv., Pl. lvii, Fig. 
12. 

QUERCUS TRIANGULARIS, G6pp., (Schotznitz, Fl., p. 15, Pl. vi, Fig. 
13-17.) 

Leaves ovate, attenuated to a short petiole, more abruptly narrowed 
to’ an obtuse point, borders undulate above, entire from the middle 
downward, nervate or pinnate. 

The stone where the leaves are preserved is coarse grained, the borders 
near the point are somewhat indistinct. The lowest pair of secondary 
veins ascends in an acute angle from the base of the leaf, the others, nearly 
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opposite and parallel, pass in a more open angle to the borders, where 
they slightly and abruptly curve. The lowest pair, only branches outside. 
But for the indistinct borders near the point, this form is well identi- 
fied with Géppert’s species. 

QUERCUS STRAMINEUS, sp. nov. 

Leaves small, broadly ovate, obtusely pointed, rounded to the base, 
and abruptly recurved to the petiole, entire; nervation pinnate, sec- 
ondary veins thick, parallel, camptodrome. 

The leaf is 4 cent. long, 22 mill. broad, the secondary veins equidis- 
tant, diverging 40° from the medial nerve, curving slightly to near the 
borders, where they divide in two equally thick branches, anastomosing 
up and down with divisions of the other veins. The nervation is the 
same as in Quercus Desloesii, Heer, (Fl. Tert. Helv., p. 56, Pl. Ixxviii, 
Fig. 7,) except, however, that the veins are less distant, not undulate, 
and without intermediate, shorter veinlets; the veins are distinct, 
shining, yellow. 

QUERCUS ANGUSTILOBA, Al. Br. 

We have two fine specimens of thisrare Eocene species. Though not 
quite entire, they are positively identified. One is a large leaf as the 
one described and figured by Ludwig in Paleont., vol. viii, p. 103, Pl. 
xxxvi, Fig. 3. The lobes of the leaves are long, diverging, linear 
lanceolate, obtusely pointed. Heer has published it from the lignitie of 
Bornstaedt. 

FAGUS FERONIA, Ung. Chlor., p. 106, Pl. xxviii, Fig. 3-4. 

Leaves ovate, pointed, irregularly dentate above the middle, rounded 
or attenuated to a slender petiole, nervation simple craspedodrome. 

One of the leaves is somewhat large, the lower part is destroyed. It 
appears rounded to the petiole. The other is a smaller leaf, lanceolate- 
pointed, with the veins on a more acute angle of divergence. Both 
forms are represented in the Bil. flora of Ettinghausen, Pl. xv, the 
first leaf like Fig. 20, the second like Fig. 16. The lower veins of the 
small leaf have strong fibrille downward, like thin secondary veins. 

ULMUS (?) IRREGULARIS, sp. nov. 

Leaf large, coriaceous, oval-oblong, narrowed or wedge-form to the 
petiole, nervation pinnate, secondary veins close and deeply marked. 
“The borders upward and the point are destroyed in all the specimens. 

The secondary veins are close, 16 pairs in part of a leaf 8 cent. long, 
(angle of divergence 40°) straight from the medial nerve, except near 
the base, where they curve shehtly downward in joining it, generally 
simple, some anormally forking from near the base; fibrillose. Though 
the nervation and facies are those of Ulmus, the leaves are doubtfully 
referable to this genus on account of the unknown disposition of the . 
‘veins along the borders. ‘ 

FICUS ASARIFOLIA, Hit., Bil. Fl., p. 30, Pl. xxv, Fig. 2-3. 

The leaf representing this species is larger than those described by 
the author; it is, however, positively referable to it by its form, tte 
crenulate border, and its nervation. 
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FICUS SPECTABILIS, sp. nov. 

Leaves large, coriaceous, entire, broadly ovate-lanceolate, contracted 
to a short point, round truncate to the petiole, pinnately nerved, the 
lowest pair of secondary veins opposite from the base, branching out- 
side, the upper ones mostly simple, parallel, irregular in distance, 
oblique, camptodrome. 

The leaf, an entire one, is 15 cent. long, 8 cent. broad in its widest 
diameter below the middle, equilateral. The first pair of secondary ~~ 
veins is basilar and branched; the others, though parailel, are at irregu- 
lar distances, all curving along the borders and anastomosing with ter- 
tiary veins or fibrille. Allied to Ficus Schimperi, Lsqx., of the Mississippi 
Eocene, it differs by its coriaceous substance, by the basilar velns going 
out from the top of the petiole, by the somewhat abruptly-contracted 
(not tapering) point, &e. With an entire leaf, the collection has a 
number of fragments of this fine species. 

FIicUS AURICULATA, sp. nov. 

Leaves membranaceous, entire, smooth, ovate-lanceolate, taper- 
pointed, rounded to the base into two auricles joined at the borders 
below the top of the petiole, pinnately nerved; the lower pairs of sec- 
ondary veins opposite from the base of the leaf, the upper ones parallel, 
alternate, camptodrome. 

The leaf described is perfect and its nervation distinct. Three pairs 
of veinlets curve downward from the top of the petiole, passing in 
curves to the borders of the auricles. All the secondary veins are more 
or less branching downwards, curving along and following the borders 
in anastomosing with divisions of the superior ones. Fibrilee distinct, 
nearly continuous; the leaf, 10 cent. long, has, besides the basilar vein 
lets, ten pairs of secondary veins. It is somewhat unequilateral. 

PLATANUS RAYNOLDSII, Newb. 

Is represented by splendid specimens, but none as entire as the one 
described by the author, Extinct Fl. of N. Am., p. 69. 

PLATANUS HAYDENII, Newb. 

Most common at Golden. The leaves are siill larger than marked by 
the author, some of them preserved entire. 

BENZOIN ANTIQUUM (?), Heer, Fl. Ter. Helv., IT, p. 81, Pl. xc, Figs. 1-8. 

Leaf oval, obtuse, entire, narrowed to a broad petiole, pinnately 
nerved, lowest pair of secondary veins opposite, joining the medial nerve 
at a distance above the base; the others alternate, all thin and at an 
acute angle of divergence. 

A sin gle leaf, doubtfully referred to this species on account of obsolete 
' details of nervation. The surface of the leaves is punctate as in Benzo 
attenuatum, Heer, (loc. cit., Fig. 10;) but the form of the leaf and the 
secondary veins are like Tig. 6, of B. antiquwim. ° 

CINNAMOMUM ROSSMASSLERI, Heer, FI. Tert. Helv., II, p. 84, Pl., xcii, 
Figs. 15-16. 

The leaves representing this species have the “form and size of those 
loc. cit., Fig. 2, with numerous straight, strong nervilles, perpendicu- 
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lar to the medial vein, and passing from it to the lateral ones, as in 
Fig. 16. 

CINNAMOMUM MISSISSIPIENSE, Lsqx., Supt., p. 14. 

Fine specimens of this species, of frequent occurrence in the Ameri- 
can Eocene, were obtained at Golden. 

CISSUS LZEVIGATUS, sp. 20v. 

Leaves subcoriaceous, polished, roand-oval, abruptly narrowed or 
broadly wedged form to the petiole, three- nerved from the base, nerva- 
tion actinodr ome retiform; borders undulately crenate. 

The collection has many specimens, but none complete, the upper 
part of the leaves being mostly destroyed. The leaves are petioled; 
the two lateral veins diverge at an acute angle and branch outside, the 
branches parallel, running to and entering the bordeys in dividing. 

DOMBEYOPSIS TRIVIALIS, sp. nov. 

The lower part of a leaf, round-cordate at base, entire subcoriaceous, 
three-nerved, lateral veins strong, curved upwards, branching outside. 

This leaf resembles the one in Heer’s Fl. Balt., p. 74, Pl. xvii, Fig. 11, 
named Ficus Dombeyopsis, which, however, has two pairs of lateral 
veins from the base, while ours s has only one. As in Heer’s leaf the 
lower part is destroyed, while the point is erased in ours, it is not pos- 
sible to make an exact comparison. 

& 

DOMBEYOPSIS OCCIDENTALIS, sp. nov. 

Leaves coriaceous, entire, cordate-acuminate, trinerved from the base, 
superior lateral veins at equal distance, alternate or opposite, campto- 
drome. 
A number of specimens of these fine leaves present all the sane form 

and characters ; 12 cent. long,10 cent. broad, below the middle or toward 
the enlarged cordate base, narowed or tapering to the point. The 
lower lateral veins are much branched outside, 8 to 10 branches, curv- 
ing to and along the borders; the upper secondary veins are either 
simple or sparingly divided by under branches, all the divisions curving 
to and along the borders which they reach, becoming like marginal; 
nervilles strong, in a right angle to the thick medial nerve; the borders 
appear somewhat refiexed. The nervation is that of Dombeyopsis grandi- 
Jolia, Ung. 

SAPINDUS CAUDATUS, sp. nov. 

Leaf unequilateral, entire, broadly lanceolate, tapering into a long 
acuminate point, narrowed to the petiole on one side, rounded to it on 
the other. 

The secondary veins are alternate, unequally distant, the lowest ones 
more open, curving to and along the borders and anastomosing with 
shorter intermediate ones. The nervation is of the same type as in 
Sapindus falcifolius, Heer, Fl. Helv., Pl. cxix, Fig. 16. I found two 
leaves of this species; the largest 10 cent. long, 4 cent. wide in the 
middle. 
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CEANOTHUS FIBRILLOSUS, sp. nov. 

Leaves subcoriaceous, ovoid, obtuse, rounded to the base, (petioled ?) 
five-nerved from the top of the petiole; nervilles in right angle to the 
medial vein, continuous. 

Species related to Ceanothus ovoideus, Gopp., (Schossnitz) Fl.,p.36, Pl. 
xxii, Fig. 13, differing, however, by the thick substance of the leaves, 
their larger size, and all the lateral veins going out from the base. 
The lowest lateral veins are much branched, and not acrodrome, ascend- 
ing only to above the middle of the leaf. 

RHAMNUS CLEBURNI, sp. nov. 

Leaves thickish, (not coriaceous,) narrowly oval-laceolate, equally 
tapering from the middle upward to a long sharp point and downward 
to a short petiole ; pinnately nerved, secondary veins close, slightly 
arched in passing to the borders, where they abruptly curve along the 
margin. 
The species is known by a number of finely-preserved specimens, with 

all the same characters. The leaves are variable in size, the largest 9 
cent. long; the secondary veins always close to each other, parallel, 
simple, scarcely 5 mill. distant, abruptly curving quite near the borders, 
which they follow; fobrilles numerous, strong, subcontinuous in right 
angle to the medial nerve. The nervation and form of these leaves, 
like that of the following species, as also of Rhamnus obovatus, Lsqx., is 
much like that of some species of the genus Bridelia of the Huphor- 
biacee. When better known by their fructifications they shall probably 
form a separate group. 

RHAMNUS GOLDIANUS, sp. nov. 

Leaves thickish, subcoriaceous, smooth, entire, broadly oblong 
ovate, abruptly narrowed to a short blunt acumen, rounded at base toa 
short petiole. 

These leaves, of which I obtained numerous fine specimens, vary in 
size from 7 to 15 cent. long, proportionally broad, have about the same 
nervation as the former species, the secondary veins being only slightly . 
more distant, less oblique, (angle of divergence 40 to 45°,) and nearly 
straight to near the borders, where they more gradually curve. The 
lowest pair generally branch more or less downward, in anastomosing 
with their short marginal veins; even the superior veins have sometimes 
one or two divisions. The species still differs from the former by its 
more coriaceous substance, its rounded base, and the obtusely acumi- 
nate point. 

RHAMNUS GOLDIANUS, var. LATIOR, Lsqx. 

The leaves considered as variety may represent a different species. 
They are niuch larger, of a thicker substance, more rounded at the base, 
and passing to the ‘petiole by a short decurrent curve. They much re- 
semble the leaves referred to Ulmus (2) irregularis, being intermediate 
between this and the above species. 

RHAMNUS OBOVATUS, Lsqx. 

Already mentioned from the Raton Mountains, is a truly different 
species from Rhamnus Cleburni, to which it resembles by the nerva- 
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tion. Besides differing by the form of the leaf, the secondary veins are 
thicker and flat, and the nervilles scarcely distinet. 

.RHAMNUS ACUMINATIFOLIUS (2), Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv., I, p. 81, Pl. 
exxvi, Fig, 3. 

A fragment only, with the point and the base of the leaf destroyed. 
The form of the leaf and its nervation agree with the author’s figure and 
description. It differs much from the other species described above. 

RHAMNUS RECTINERVIS, Heer, Rept., (1871,) p. 295. 

It is not frequent at Golden. We have onlya few specimens from the 
white sandstone. 

JUGLANS RHAMNOIDES, Lsqx., Rept. (1871,) p. 294. 

Sparingly represented at Golden. 

JUGLANS RUGOSA, Lsqx., Supt., p. 10. 

Found in more numerous and.better preserved specimens than the 
former. 

JUGLANS (FICUS ?) SMITHSONIANA, Lsqx., Supt., p. 16. 

The leaf referable to this species merely differs from the one pub- 
lished from the Raton, by the less tapering base, which is more abruptly 
attenuated to a broad petiole, a difference scarcely noticeable. 

JUGLANS SCHIMPERI, Lsqx., Supt., p. 8. 

The specimens of Golden have the same characters as described. The 
peculiar form of the leaves identifies them easily. 

CARPOLITHES PALMARUM, Lsqx., Supt., p. 13. 

A number of fruits of the same size and form as those from the Raton 
Mountains. They are not striated, however, and rather coarsely 
wrinkled. They may represent a different species. 

Beside the leaves described from Goiden’s specimens, I found still 
there a stipule of Platanus, a leaflet, square in outline, 23 cent. wide, 
acutely short-lobed at the two upper corners, truncate at base, without 
visible nervation. It is apparently referable to Platanus Haydenit. 
A number of fragments of uncertain affinity, or whose character 

could not be recognized; among them, leaves doubtfully referable to 
Alnus Kefersteinii, Gopp, others to Rhannus Dechenii, Web., and still 
others to Cinnamomum Mississipiense. Lx., have been obtained from the 
saine locality by Prof. B. F. Meek. 

Marshalls Estate, Boulder Valley. 

Specimens of fossil plants are here found, either in clay-beds, where 
the fragments are heaped and mixed together in a mass of unrecogniz- 
able forms, or in a coarse sandstone, where the details of nervation are 
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_ generally obliterated. I could, moreover, dispose of but a short time 
for researches in a locality which had been sufficiently explored by Dr. 
Hayden and other geologists. The few specimens got there represent 
the following species : 

PHRAGMITES OENINGENSIS, Al. Br. 

In numerous specimens. 

FLABELLARIA ZINCKENI, Heer. 

The same form and characters as the specimens oe Golden referred 
to this species. 

QUERCUS CHLOROPHYLLA, Ung. 

A number of specimens of the same species which I considered as 
identical with this @uercus, in my examination of the fossil plants of 
Dr. Leconte, in Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, (1862,) p. 206, and was de- 
scribed and figured under this name in Proc. Am. Phil. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 
415, Pl. xvii, Fig.5 to 7. These leaves are of a coriaceous substance 
and have scarcely any trace of secondary veins marked on the surface ; 
their relation is undefined. The Marshall’s leaves are slightly more 
rounded to the petiole than those of Mississippi. 

CINNAMOMUM AFFINE (? ); Lsqx., Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, (1868,) p. 206. 

The specimens are not distinct enough to ascertain if they represent 
this species or Cinnamomum Mississipiense, Lsqx. 

The main coal of Marshall’s is mixed near the bottom with large fossil- 
carbonized trunks, which, by cleavage, appear as cut by the ax. The 
same are found, too, in the same circumstances at the Canton City coal- 
bed. 

Erie Mines, Boulder Valley. 

The soft, sandy shale overlying the lignite-bed js full of finely pre- 
served vegetable remains. But this shale is left in the mines for roof, 
or when taken out it is soon crumbling into small fragments under 
atmospheric influence. By the kindness of the superintendent, Mr. Hill, 
I got from the mines a few pieces of shale, which, as seen from the fol- 
lowing descriptions, indicate the richness of the flora of that locality. 
Further explorations should be pursued in the mines, or in the opening 
of a new tunnel, with sufficient authority to obtain fresh slabs from the 
root shales. 

Sabal Campbellit (?), Newb. 

A number of fragments of rays of a Sabal, probably referable to this 
species. The shale being soft-grained and the specimens distinct, the 
strie of the rays are distinguishable and may be counted. They are 
very thin and close, like mere woody fibres, 30 in a width of 34 mill. 
The rays between the plicatures are 16 mill. wide, and have, therefore, 
about 150 of these lines. They are all of the same thickness. 
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CAULINITES FECUNDA, sp. nov. 

Branches of racemes, 2 mill. wide, smooth, with inflated borders, 
divided in opposite erect branchlets, half as thick, bearing on each side, 
and on short pedicels, simple round capsules, with a central nucleus. 

The capsules are mostly opposite, rarely alternate, and close to each 
other along the branchlets. One of these, 2 cent. long, bears twelve of 
these capsules on each side. They are 14 mill. wide; the black nucleus, 
slightly smaller, is represented by a vesicle of coaly matter easily sepa- 
rated from its envelope, slightly narrowed, however, toward the top of 
the small pedicel, which is slightly inclined from the main rachis. 
These racemes may represent the female infloresceme of some dicecious 
species. Their relation to species of our time is.as yet unknown. The 
same specimen which bears this species has, too, some nutlets of larger 
size, oval, truncate at base, wrinkled in the length, apparently in 
racemes or agglomerations, resembling those which have been published 
by Ludwig in Pal., vol. viii, Pl. xliii, Fig. 13, under the name of 
Hyppophaé striata. 

CAULINITES SPARGANIOIDES, sp. nov. 

Described with better specimens from Black Butte. 

FIicUg PLANICOSTATA, sp. nov. 

Var. LATIFOLIA. 

Described, like the former, with specimens of Black Butte. 

PALIURUS ZIZYPHOIDES, sp. nov. 

Described from Black Butte’s specimens. The leaf from Erie is only 
smaller. 

JUGLANS SCHIMPERI, Lsqx., Supt., p. 8. 

The leaf is of larger size than that from Green River Station, but has 
the same characters. The same specimen bears on the reverse a fine 
oval flattened nut, with an irregularly wrinkled surface like the nut of 
a Juglans. It is 26 mill. long, 18 mill. broad, slightly pointed on one 
side, and abruptly contracted at the other to an obtuse protuberance. 
The only fruit comparable to this is that of Juglans venosa, G6pp, as 
figured by O. Weber in Pal., vol. viii, Pl vi, Fig. 11. The specimens 
from this locality are as yet too scanty to allow a conelusion of identity » 
between this fruit and the leaves described as Juglans Schimperi. 

CERCIS EOCENICA, sp. nov. 

Leaf nearly round, entire, of a thin texture, smooth surface, deeply 
cordate at base, nervation of Cercis Canadensis. 

The leaf has its point destroyed; it is apparently obtuse or round. 
Except that it is more deeply cordate than the average leaves of our 
Cercis Canadensis, there is no difference whatever between the fossil — 
leaves and those of the living species. 
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Carbon Station, Wyoming Territory. 

The specimens obtained at Carbon are from the same limited area, 
but from two different levels. In order to mark difference of vegetation 
according to horizontal station, these specimens are described separately. 

ist. From below the main coal,* in a soft-grained, very hard shale, 
irregularly breaking by cleavage, but where the vegetable remains are 
distinetly preserved, some of them are of large size. 

EQUISETUM HAYDENTI, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 284. 

The specimens represent some rootlets and tubercles of this species. 
One of the tubercles split lengthwise in the middie exposes a central 
solid axis 1$ mi!l. thick, while the parietes or intervals from the axis to 
the borders, 4 mill. each side, appear formed of a spongy though com- 
pact cellular tissue, becoming more compact and darker-colored near 
the borders. A cross-section of another tubercle shows it to be oval or 
somewhat flattened by compression, 12 mill. in one direction and only 9 
mill. in the other. Another specimen has a linear rooilet or stem 
whose main axis is 4 mill. wide, apparently central, and surrounded by 
cellular tissue of equal thickness. Itis marked by distant nodi with 
round scars of the same form as those of Lquisetum Haydenti, and is 
referable to this species. 

SMILAX GRANDIFOLIA, Ung., Chi. Pl. XL, Fig. 3. 

The leaf which I refer to this species is of the same size as the one 
figured by Unger in the Sillog., Pl. Il, Fig. 8; but it has only 7 basilar 
veins, while Unger’s leaf has 9. The same form as ours is published by 
Heer in FI. Tert. Helv., Pl. XXX, Fig.8 and 8b. A variable species. 

ACORUS BRACHYSTACHYS, Heer. 

Exactly the same form as described in Rept. 1871, p. 288, from Cres- 
ton. It is represented by three specimens which merely differ from the 
Spitzberg ones by shorter and broader spadices, 5 mill. broad, 7 mill. 
long, with only four rows of flowers or ovaries; the stem, too, is nar- 
rower, scarcely 5 mill. broad. ‘ 

CAULINITES SPARGANIOIDES, sp. nov. 

Described with better specimens from Black Butte. 

POPULUS ARCTICA, Heer, Arct. F1., p. 100, &e. 

* This species is represented at Carbon in most of its numerous varie- 
ties, with nearly round and entire leaves, or with undulate or more or 
less crenate borders, &c. They positively prove that the leaves named 
Populus subrotunda, Lsqx., in Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 1868, p. 205, as 
also those described as P. Nebrascensis, Newb., in Notes on extinet 
floras, p. 62, belong to this species. 

POPULUS DECIPIENS, sp. nov. 

Leaves broadly rhomboidal or round, enlarged in the middle, abruptly 
narrowed into a very obtuse point, rounded or broadly wedge form to 

* See section of Carbon in first part of this report. 

29 GS 
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along slender petiole, with very entire borders; three to five neryed 
from the top of the petiole. 
A very fine species, with leaves scarcely variable in size, 3 cent. long 

and at least as broad. The three primary veins ascend from the top of 
the petiole to three-fourths of the leaves, branching outside and anas- 
tomosing with branches of a second or marginal pair of veins which 
ascend only to half the leaf. The texture of these leaves is somewhat 
thick, subcoriaceous. They are generally found on the same specimens 
with Paliurus Columbi, Heer, which they resemble. The slender petiole 
is nearly as long as the leaves. This species is distantly related to some 
small varieties of Populus arctica, Heer. 

POPULUS ATTENUATA, Al. Br. 

The same form as already published, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, (1868,) 
p. 205. It is found at Carbon both above and below the main coal. 

POPULUS MUTABILIS, var. CRENATA, Heer. 

Our specimen represents an entire leaf agreeing in form and nervation 
with Goppert’s, Fig. 2 of Pl. XVI, in Schossnitz Flora. In the Carbon 
leaf, however, the teeth of the borders are lar ge, sharply pointed out- 
ward, or less turned upward. This difference is not specific. 

ALNUS KEFERSTEINI, GOpp. 

_. The same form as described in Rept. 1871, p. 292, from Evanston. 
The borders of the leaf, however, appear merely undulate as in Lud- 
wie’s Pal, Vol. VILL, PL XX XT, Bi 

BETULA STEVENSONI, Lsqx. Rept., (1871,) p. 293. 

Already published like the former from Evanston, where the species 
is abundant. It is not as common at Car bon, but represented Im very, 
good specimens. 

QUERCUS PLATANIA, Heer, Arct. Fl., p. 109. 

Leaf membranaceous, broadly ovate, rounded to the base in broad. 
auricles, with distantly dentate borders; pinnately nerved; secondary 
veins numerous, craspedodrome. 

There ig in the collection a beautiful leaf of this species which some- 
what differs from the -description of the atithor, as it is made in 
the Ist vol. of the Arct. Fl., but exactly agree with the fine leaf of this 
species figured in Vol. II, Pl. XLVI, Fig. 5, of the same work. This one 
is nearly an exact representation of ours, and, too, has the point de- 
stroyed. It is 13 cent. wide above its base, the borders marked by short 
somewhat distant teeth; the lower lateral veins opposite, diverging 30° 
from the medial one, the other pairs at a short distance from each other, 
alternate, parallel, with a thin lateral basilar veinlet going out at right 
angle from the medial nerve, just under the lowest pair of secondary 
veins. These are much branched outside; the upper ones branch once 
or twice near the borders. This leaf has the characters of a Platanus, — 
and I was inclined to consider it as different from Heer’s species on ~ 
account of the difference in the denticulation. But in his description 
of a specimen from Spitzberg, the author remarks, p. 57, that the differ-— 
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ence in the form of the teeth cannot be considered as specific. The 
authority is not refutable, being the result of the examination of a 
number of specimens of different localities. | 

FICUS OBLANCEOLATA, sp. nov. 

Leaves subcoriaceous, obovate or oblanceolate, entire, taper pointed, 
graduaily narrowed to a short petiole, pinnately, closely nerved. 

The form of the leaves is about like that of Ficus lanceolata, in Heer, 
(Fl. Tert. Helv., Vol. II, p. 62,) broader, hewever, toward the point, with 
more numerous secondary veins. There are 14 pairs of these veins in 
leaves 74 cent. long, the lowest pair at an acute angle from the medial 
one and following the borders; the superior ones, at a broader angle of 
50°, straight to near the borders, which they follow in-anastomosing in 
successive bows. The relative position of the secondary veins is more 
regular than in Heer’s species. 

COCCOLOBA LAEVIGATA, sp. nov. 

Leaves round, (obtuse?) subcoriaceous; borders entire, undulate; 
surface, smooth; nervation, brochidodrome. 

Only two fragments, both representing the lower part of the leaves. 
The form of the point is merely indicated; the undulate borders, 
rounded downward, join the petiole by a short, slightly decurrent curve. 
The lowest secondary veins are thinner than the upper ones, the medial 
nerve broad and flat; the details of nervation are like that of Coccoloba 
Floridana, Mich. These leaves are related in form and nervation to 
Ficus penninervia, Ung., as figured by Ett., Fl. Badoboj., Pl. Il, Fig. 2. 

PLATANUS GUILLELMZ, Gopp., in Rept. 1871, p. 290. 

The most common species at Carbon, where its numerous varieties 
may be studied. One of the more marked ones is represented by small 
broadly ovate leaves, truncate at base, scarcely lobed; borders marked 
with large acute teeth; basilar lateral veins from quite near the top of 
the petiole. 

CINNAMOMUM AFFINE, Lsqx. 

Mentioned above from Marshall’s. The upper part of a large leaf 
with the base destroyed, 8 cent. long, 5 cent. broad, ovate, tapering 
into an obtuse point, the two lateral veins of the same thickness as the 
medial one, ascending, in curving, to near the point of the leaves, where 
they connect with the medial nerve without distinct anastomosing. The 
form is that of C. Buchi, Heer, except that the broadest part is below 
the middle, not above as in the European species. 

CINNAMOMUM. MISSISSIPPIENSE, Lsqx. 

Mentioned already from Golden. A number of well-preserved speci- 
mens. 

‘ASIMINA EOCENICA, sp. nov. 

Leaves lanceolate, entire, thickish, equally tapering upward to a 
point and downward to a short petiole, penninerve, camptodrome. 
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A large number of these leaves, varying in length from 10 to 15 cent., 
24 to 4 ‘cent. wide, with a petiole about 25 cent. long; medial nerve 
thick, secondary veins. numerous, distinct, parallel, diverging about 60° 
to a distance from the borders, where they curve irregularly, anasto- 
mosing many times with the superior veins and undulating along the 
borders; fibrille thin, but distinct; some of them intermediate to 
secondary veins, being thicker and ascending as Tertiary veinlets to half 
the leaf, anastomosing, with branches of the true secondary veins. This 
species closely resembles: Asimina triloba, Dun, by the form and size of 
the leaves, and A. parviflora, Dun, by the nervation. A fruit of this 
genus, A. leiocarpa, Lsqx., has been published from the Mississippi 
Hocene. 

ACER TRILOBATUM, VAR. PRODUCTUM, Al. Br. in Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv., 
by Vol. Ill, p. 47, Pl. exv, Figs. 6 to 12. 

Among other fragments representing this. species, there is a large 
leaf preserved entire 15 cent. long, narrowed at base to a long petiole, 
enlarging in the middle into two tong, sharply taper-pointed, nearly 
entire lobes, with obtuse sinusses and a middle, elongated lobe, marked 
by large distant teeth, a form resembling that in Heers’ loc. cit., 
Figs. 8) 11,12. The narrow base and taper-pointed lobes are as in Fic, 
8, and the medial lobe with its base enlarged to the obtuse sinusses as 
in Figs. 11 and 12. Our leaf is at least twice as large as the European 
ones. Some pieces of shale of the same locality have fossil fruits of 
Acer with small oval nutlet and narrow erect wings, not larger than 
those represented in Heer, loc. cit., Pl. cxii, Fig. 21, which the author 
refers to Acer grosse-dentatum. Fig. 166, however, has too, in its upper 
part, a fruit like the one of Fig. 21, still smaller, referred to Acer trilo- 
batum. In ours, the support of the wing on the border is scarcely 
arched. 

PALIURUS COLOMBI, Heer, in Rept. 1871, p. 288. 

A large number of leaves all of the same character as those described 
from the Washakie group. 

ZIZYPHUS MEEKII, sp. nov. 

Leaves ovoid, obtusely acuminate or obtusely pointed, rounded to the 
petiole, cbtusely crenate, three-nerved from the base. 
Many leaves of this species were found at Carbon by Professor B. F. 

Meek and myself. They differ little in their characters, being only 
slightly more or less wide. They average 5 cent. in length, from 24 to 
54 cent. broad; the borders are crenate from near the base to the obtuse 
point, the three primary veins are simple, the lateral ones ascending to 
or quite near the point of the leaves. In the broader leaves there is 
from the base a second pair of lateral veins, which follow the borders to 
the middle of the leaf; the substance is somewhat thick, sub-coriaceous, 
the surface being generally covered by a thin coating of carbonaceous 
matter which obliterates the fibrille. These are in a right angle with 
the medial nerve. The species is allied to Zizyphus ovatus, Web., in 
Pal., Vol. VIII, p. 89, Pl. vi, Fig. 1, at least for its nervation. It has 
also. some analogy with Lizy zyphus. a yper boreus, Heer, from which it differs 
by shorter, broader leaves, &c. 

A ig 

4 
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RHAMNUS GOLDIANUS, var. LATIOR, Lsqx. 

Described with specimens from Golden. 

JUGLANS DENTICULATA, Heer, in Rept. 1871, p. 298. 

A large form, only found in fragments. It may be a new species. 

Carbon, above coal. 

TAXODIUM DUBIUM, Sternb. 

The same small form as the one published by Heer in Arct. Flor. I, 
p. 89, Pl. ii, Fig. 24 to 27. It is represented by a number of small but 
distinct specimens. 

POPULUS ATTENUATA, Al. Br. 

Found also below the coal of the same locality. 

QUERCUS ACRODON, Lsqx., Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 1868, p. 205. 

A good specimen of this fine species. The ovate pointed leaf, wedge- 
form to the petiole, has the borders deeply cut into large, sharp teeth, 
with straight, mostly simple, secondary veins, passing in an acute angle 
to the point of the teeth. In this new specimen, the upper secondary 
veins are slightly curved in ascending to the borders. 

CoRYLUS McQUARRYI, Heer, in Rept. 1871, p. 202. 

Represented by fragments and in various forms. I have not seen, as 
yet, an entire leaf of this species. 

FAGUS DEUCALIONIS, Ung. 

The same form represented in Arct. FI. I, Pl. xlvi, Fig. 4. Speci- 
men found by Professor B. F. Meek. 

PLATANUS ACEROIDES, Gopp. 

A number of specimens, all imperfect, referable to this species by the 
larger size, the thickness of the leaves and the coarseness of nervation. 

ZIZYPHUS MEEKII, Lsqx. 

Described above from specimens of the lower shale. 

ZIZYPHUS HYPERBOREUS (?) Heer, Fl. Arct. I, p. 123. 

Leaf large, broadly lanceolate, largest below the middle, rounded- 
attenuated to the short petiole, tapering into a long linear point, irregu- 
larly crenate; five-nerved from the base. 

This leaf is 10 cent. long with its short or broken petiole, 5 cent. 
wide; the first lateral veins are as deep and thick as the medial one, 
nearly acrodrome; the marginal ones, thinner, ascending to above the 
middle; the Tertiary veins, or fibrille, are obliterated. This leaf 
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resembles the fisure of this species as given in the Groenl. Flora, Pl. 1, 
Fig. 20. Itis, however , longer, and the lateral veins are stronger. The 
border Ss, mostly erased, appear obtusely crenate. 

JUGLANS RUGOSA, Lsqx. 

Broken specimens of a large form of this species. 
There are still a number of small fruits or seeds, which should is 

named from Carbon specimens. As their relation to living Species is as 
yet unknown, it is impossible to describe them clearly enough to give a | 
good idea of their forms, without figures. Among them is that Carpolithes 
cocculoides, Heer, in Rept. 1871, p. 290, which I have found also at Golden, 
Black Butte and Evanston. They are reserved for publication in a final 
report. 

The upper shales, where the leaves and most of the fruits were found, 
near the Carbon mines, are, though hard, easily disagreggated under 
atmospheric influence. They are formed of sandy grayish clay and con- 
tain small Tertiary species of mollusks mixed with the vegetable re- 
mains. These are very distinct, their surface being ‘coated by a-pellicle . 
of coaly matter. Could there be some fresh shale obtainable, one might 
have at Carbon rich and valuable specimens for the study of the botan- 
ical paleontology of the Upper Lignitic. 

Black Butte Station. 

The largest part of the specimens from this locality are from a bed of 
sandy yellow, somewhat hard shale overlying the main coal, in follow- 
ing the bed behind the hills, back of the opening into the vein. The 
shale splits horizontally, and the leaves may be, with some care, 
obtained in a good state of preservation. A number of specimens 
described separately were found at a higher level; at one place in con- 
nection with Saurian bones, at another with small Tertiary shells. 

SPHERIA MYRICZ, sp. nov. 

A small species upon leaves of Myrica Torreyi, Lsqx., forming rings 
1 mill. in diameter, with round black borders and very small, scarcely 
perceptible, scattered perithecia. Resembles Xylomites varius, Heer, 
Fl. Tert. Helv., Pl. i, Fig. 9. : 

OPEGRAPHA ANTIQUA, sp. nov. 

Nucleous linear, from 1 to 4 mill. long, larger in the middle, pointed 
at both ends, either single or united in two or three in opposite direc- 
tions, sometimes flexuous; perithecium thick, split in the middle, hard. 

The specimen shows the print or counterpart of this species molded 
“into clay, where the nuclei have been either left imbedded or have 
marked their forms very distinctly. They grew upon a large stem of 
Caulinites sparganioides, Lsqx. 

HALIMENITES MAJOR, Lsqx. 

Described above from the Raton Mountains. The finest specimens 
of this species are seen in the sandstone below the coal of this locality. 
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SEQquoIA LANGSDORFII, Heer, FI. Tert. Helv., p. 54, Pl. xxi, Figs. 3 
; and 4. 

By the obtusely-pointed leaves, their decurrent base, their size, &c., 
our specimens are evidently referable to this species. Fragments of 
conifers, though very abundant in the bottom clay of the lignite beds, 
are rarely found in the shale overlying them. 

PHRAGMITES OENINGENSIS, Al. Br. 

Numerous fragments of leaves. 

FLABELLARIA EOCENICA, sp. nov. 

Petiole long, flat, smooth, truncate at the point of union of the rays. 
The petiole is broken two inches below its top, which is exactly flat 

or truncate; the rays, about 30, are much diverging and expanding, 
from 1 mill. wide at the point of union with the petiole, to 3 cent. at a 
short distance above where they separate; primary veins eight, large, 
obtuse; space between them irregular, marked by 12 very thin obsolete 
secondary striz. By the truncate point of the rachis the species is like 
Fig. 4, Pl. i, of Flora Haringa., Ett., which the author considers as an 
intermediate form between F. Martti, Ung., and F. raphifolia, Sternb. 
Our species, however, has the top more straightly truncate, with a flat 
smooth petiole. 

SABAL CAMPBELLII, (?) Newb. 

Represented by fragments of leaves or rays with obsolete nervation, 
and fruits referable to Carpolithes palmarum, Lsqx. 

SMILAX OBTUSANGULA (?) Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv. I., p. 166, Pl. exlvii., 
Fig. 25. 

Leaf large, coriaceous, entire, hastate-cordate, seven-nerved from the 
base. 

The leaf is too imperfect for precise determination; the lower part 
only ispreserved. The lobes are still longer and less obtuse, or slightly 
more acute than in the quoted figures of this species. It is probably a 
new one. The division of the veins and their direction in the auricles 

_ cannot be seen. 

CAULINITES SPARGANIOIDES, sp. nov. 

Stem 12 mill. broad, flattened, horizontally wrinkled or warty, with 
distantiy articulations, and comparatively large rootlets; branches 
alternate, distant, bearing sessile small ears, or groups of flowers. 
Fragments of these stems are numerous. The branch-scars are deep, 

round, marked in the center by a mamilla, either smooth, or with rays 
diverging, star-like. Smaller scars of the same form mark the point of 
attachment of ovate-cylindrical bodies, 3 mill. in diameter, club-shaped or 
ovate-pointed, marked by protuberances like a receptacle with seeds. 
One of the branches bears three oval-pointed buds at a distance of 1 
inch; one of them is open and appears to contain small seeds compressed 
between ovate, striate, thin involucels. A specimen with fragments of 
Stems and branches of this species is covered with small seeds, placed 
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star-like upon a slightly inflated short pedicel; the seeds are obovate, 
apparently surrounded by a perigynium like seeds of Carew, or, rather 
similar by form and position to those published by Heer, Fl. Tert. 
Helv. IIL, p. 171, Pl. exlvii., Fig. 28, as Laharpia umbellata. The buds 
along the stems are sessile and may represent unopened receptacles. 
The relation of these remains is as yet unknown. ‘The stems, distantly 
articulate, bearing sometimes one large branch-scar, with smaller scars 
in rows, might be comparable to Phragmites. But they are entirely 
smooth, not striate in the length, and moreover differ by the mode of 
branching, and by the form of the scars. The relation to Sparganium 
seems at first admittable on account of the small sessile groups of 
flowers, or of fructification; but this analogy, too, is rendered doubtful 
by the mode of branching and the articulations of the stems. 

POPULUS ATTENUATA, Al. Br. 

A small leaf, with strongly crenate borders. The leaf is still smaller 
than the one in FI. Tert. Helv., Pl. lvii., Fig. 8, and could be referred to 
a variety of Populus mutabilis, repando crenata, but for the deeply 
crenate border and the thinner substance of the leaf. 

POPULUS LEUCOPHYLLA, Ung., in Rept. 1871, p. 256. 

A small leaf, with the borders less deeply undulate-lobed than in the 
form represented from European, and especially from Alaska specimens. 
They are merely deeply undulate. The nervation is distinctly that of 
the species. 

MyYRIcA TORREY], sp. nov. 

Leaves membranaceous, narrowly lanceolate, tapering to a long, linear, 
narrow point, gradually narrowed to a short, broad petiole, distantly 
toothed, penninerve. 

The medial nerve is broad, secondary veins numerous, variable in 
distance, emerging on a broad angle of divergence, 60°, ascending to a 
marginal vein which follows the borders, separated by intermediate 
veinlets, anastomosing with them in broad, irregular meshes. The 
leaves vary from 14 cent. to 3 cent. wide, the largest is 16 cent. long 
from the base of the petiole, which is 2 cent. ; most of the leaves are of 
the larger size; the borders are distantly but distinctly obtusely 
toothed, as in Myrica (Banksia) longifolia, Ett., to which this species is 
closely related. Itis, however, by its nervation, a true Lomatia, and by 
this character is referable to Lomatia borealis, Heer, Fl. Balt., p. 79, Pl. 
xxiv., Figs. 9 to 13, differing essentially from it as from Myrica longifolia, 
by the large size of the leaves, &c. The positive relation of these leaves 
to the genus Lomatia seems, however, controverted by the presence of 
small oval seeds, apparently seeds of Myrica, on the same shale as 
the leaves. These nutlets are 3 mill. long and nearly as wide, obtuse 
on one end, slightly pointed at the other, convex and narrowly obscurely 
striate, resembling the fruits of Myrica acuminata, Ung., as published in 

-Heer’s Arct. Fl, p. 102, Pl. iv., Figs. 15 and 16. One of my specimens 
has even a fragment ef a small catkin, like that represented-in Fig. 15a. 
Ane therefore advisable to consider this fine species as belonging to. 

yrica. } 
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FICUS PLANICOSTATA, sp. nov. 

Leaves large, thickish, entire, elliptical or broadly ovate, slightly 
pointed or obtuse, rounded—subcordate to a short petiole, three-nerved 
from the top of the petiole, penninerve above, nervation comptodrome. 

Species represented by a large number of fine specimens. The basi- 
lar secondary veins are branched outside, 5 to 6 times, the upper lateral 
veins at a distance from the basilar ones, are closer to each other, all on 
the same acute angle, 30°, to the broad, flat, medial nerve, ascending to 
the immediate borders where they curve, following them ‘as marginal 
and anastomosing in bows from one to the other. These secondary 
veins, too, are broad and flat; nervilles very distinct in right angle to the 
veins. The size of these leaves vary from 74 to 12 cent. long, and from 
5to 10 cent. wide. This fine species is distantly related to Ficus Schim- 
peri, Lsqx., of the Mississippi flora. 

FICUS PLANICOSTATA, Var. LATIFOLIA, Lsqx. 

This form differs so much from the primitive type that it should, per- 
haps, be considered as a distinct species, though the nervation is the 
same. The leaves are broadly round, broader than long, with a short, 
searcely-marked, obtuse point, cordate at base, with the borders curv- 
ing downward and slightly decurring on the short broad petiole. 
These leaves are 10 cent. broad and 7 to 8 cent. long, resembling Ficus 
tiliefolia, A. Br., but* of a thinner texture, of equilateral base, and of 
less coarse nervation. Though there is. no transitional form between 
this form and that described in the former species, I consider them as 
yet as varieties. 

The shales bearing these leaves have also some small fruits of Ficus, 
probably referable to the same species. They are nearly round, abruptly 
narrowed to a short, broad pedicel, irregularly wrinkled, of the same 
size and form as the fruits ef Ficus dimidiata, Gray, of Cuba. 

On the same specimens, too, there is a slender branch with oppo- 
site, small leaflets, which, though still unopened, are referable to this 
species by their nervation. ‘The branch is smooth, inflated at the point 
of attachment. It bears two pairs of these leaves at a distance of 24 
cent., with naked opposite branchlets between them. These leaves are 
scarcely 2 cent. long. 

FICUS TILLZFOLIA, (?) Al. Br. 

A mere fragment of a large leaf, referable to this species on account. 
of its cearse nervation and rugose surface. 

FICUS CLINTONI, sp. nov. 

Leaves of a thinner substance, comparatively small, entire, broadly 
ovate, oblong, obtuse, rounded at the base, three-nerved from the top 
of the petiole, with two upper pairs of secondary veins at a distance 
from the base, camptodrome. 

This species, represented by numerous specimens, has, too, some like- 
ness with the varieties of Ficus planicostata, Lsqx. It has, however, 
leaves of much thinner texture, with only two pairs of secondary veins. 
at a great distance from the basilar ones, all much smaller in size, va- 
rying from 3 to 6 cent. long, broadly oval, entire, and more or less un- 
dulate on the borders. The two basilar lateral veins ascend by an acute 
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angle of divergence to the borders, near the middle of the leaves, where, 
without curve, they enter the margin and follow it. The two upper 
pairs of lateral veins are nearly opposite, diverge from the medial nerve 
in a less acute angle, and enter and follow the borders like the other 
divisions, the fibrilles are thick, their divisions and the areolation dis- 
tinct. A beautiful small species, very distinct, though the differences are 
scarcely appreciable from description. 

FICUS (?) CORYLIFOLIUS, sp. nov. 

Leaves thick, coriaceous, oblong or ovate—lanceolate, entire, taper- 
ing downward to a petiole, penninerve; medial nerve thick; secondary 
veins alternate, mostly craspedodrome. 

These leaves, represented in many specimens, are deeply, coarsely 
veined, the lowest secondary veins much divided, their branches anas- 
tomosin g in bows along the borders, the upper ones passing to the bor- 
ders and entering them like their division or craspedodrome, therefore 
with a complex narration like the leaves of some species of Quercus. 
The leaves vary from: ovate-pointed to broadly lanceolate. I do not 
know of any relation to this species. 

Ficus HAYDENII, sp. nov. 

Leaves subcoriaceous, entire, ovate, tapering into a long twisted acu- 
minate point, round truncate, or attenuated wedge form, to a long peti- 
ole ; pinnately nerved. 

These leaves, with the form of leaves of Populus, are related to those 
of Ficus appendiculato or Ficus populina, Heer. They are, however, pin- 
nately nerved, with numerous open parallel secondary veins, curving in 
passing to the borders, and uniting in bows to the upper ones at a short 
distance from the borders. ‘These “secondary veins scarcely branch, but 
they are joined at intervals by strong fibrilla ; their angle of divergence 
is about 40°. The nearest relation “to this species, in fossil plants at 
least, is Ficus maravigna, Mass., Fl. Senig., Pl. xxxI, Fig. 7. 

PLATANUS GUILLELMZ, Gopp. 

Very rare in the shale of Black Butte; represented by one good speci- 
men only. 

BENZOIN ANTIQUUM (?) Heer. 

One leaf referable to this species is, by its form and nervation, like 
Fig. 1, Pl. xc, of Fl. Tert. Helv. It is, however, indistinct, and. its 
specification somewhat uncertain like that of the leaf from Golden. 

DIOSPIROS BRACHYSEPALA, Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv. III, p. 11, Pl. cii, 
Figs. 10 to 14. 

Leaves entire, lanceolate, obtusely pointed, narrowed to a petiole, 
pennately nerved, lateral veins oblique, prachiododrome. 
A number of specimens, all agreeing with the figures and description 

of this species. The petiole is 12 mill. long, the secondary veins, emerg- 
ing at an acute angle of divergence, are somewhat distant, curve in’ 
bows, and anastomose along the borders. 
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DIOSPIROS ANCEPS, Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv. III, p. 12, Pl. cii, Figs. 15 to 18. 

The leaves of this species, of which we have also many specimens 
from the same locality, are proportionally broader and shorter, with a 
shorter, thick petiole; the nervation is more simple, the secondary 
veins, and their divisions more irregularly branching and anastomosing, 
and the base of the leaves more rounded to the petiole. The secondary 
veins branch outside, and their bows along the borders are formed by 
anastomose with the upper branches; the Tertiary divisions are, how- 
ever, simple. The lower pair of secondary veins is generally opposite 
the other alternate, all more curved in ascending than in the former 
species. : 

VIBURNUM MARGINATUM, sp. nov. 

Leaves broadly ovate, or obovate, cuneiform to the petiole, round trun- 
cate upward, abruptly short-pointed, regularly toothed, strongly pin- 
nately veined, craspedodrome. 

This species is represented by a large number of specimens, indicating 
its numerous distant forms. So different, indeed, are some of these 
leaves that but for the permanent character of their nervation it would 
be impossible to consider them as representing the same species. The 
small leaves are about 5 cent. long, half as broad in the upper part, or 
above the middle, tapering downward to the petiole. The largest are 12 
to 14 cent. long, fully as broad below the middle, abruptly contracted to 
the petiole, rounded upwards, or often nearly truncate to a short point 
entered by the end of the medial nerve. The secondary veins are like 
the medial nerve—broad, straight, distinctly marked, 5 to 6 pairs, at an 
acute angle of divergence, 15 to 209, all more or less branching outside, 
according to their position, the branches straight, the largest ones sub- 
dividing, and all the divisions entering the point of sharp teeth turned 
outward, regular in form and distance. The petiole is halfan inch long, 
inflated at its base. The fruit is oblong, round, truncate at one end, 
round, short-pointed at the other, contracted in the middle. By its 
nervation this species is closely allied to our Viburnum pubescens, Pursh ; 
the dentation of the leaves is like thatof Viburnum dentatum, L., while 
the veins and their divisions are of the same type as in Viburnum lan- 
tanoides, Mich., and covered, as these, by a thick coating of villosity. 
It extends, too, around the borders, marking them in black, like the 
veins and their divisions, and forming a narrow, distinct border all 
around the leaves. The fossil leaves especially differ from those of the 
living species by their attenuated or wedge-form base. Some of the 
species of Viburnum and Tilia, described by Professor Newberry in his 
notes on the extinct floras, appear to be referable to this species; but 
from the descriptions it is not possible to make an exact compari- 
son. The ultimate nervation is distinct in many of our leaves. The 
thick fibrille in right angle to the secondary and tertiary divisions 
branch irregularly, forming an irregular loose netting of mostly pen- 
tagonal meshes. The leaves are dentate only from below the middle, 
us pa the point where the secondary veins or divisions reach the 
orders. ; 

VIBURNUM WYMPERI, Heer, Arct. Fl., II, p. 475, Pl. xlvi, Fig. 16: 

Leaf ovate, narrowed to an obtuse point, wedge-shaped, rounded to 
the base, penninerve, craspedodrome. 
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Our leaf is slightly smaller, but exactly of the same form and nerva- 
tion as that published by Heer from North Greenland. It evidently 
differs from V. marginatum by its more rounded and elongated form, by 
the nervation less deeply marked, the veins not blackened, and less 
divided, the upper secondary veins ‘simple, the tertiary areolation more 
deeply and equally marked, and the borders less deeply, acutely, and 
equally dentate. In the Spitzberg flora Professor Heer has described 
and figured Pl. XIII, Figs. 3 to 23, some fruits which he refers to this 
species. Their formis different from that of the fruit of Viburnum mar- 
ginatum, Which resembles that of Vig. 24, of the same plate, referred to 
Viburnum macrospermum, Heer, known only from seeds, ours being 
merely slightly smaller, with a small point in the middle of the round 
truncate top. ’ 

VIBURNUM CONTORTUM, sp. nov. 

Leaves small, obovate or nearly round, unequal at base, rounded on 
one side, attenuated at the other, curved; borders entire or obscurely 
serrate; nervation, pinnate, craspedodrome. 
Two leaflets of this species, which might be considered as varieties of 

Viburnum marginatum, but for the irregular and different form of the 
leaves, and their entire borders; one of the leaves, however, is slightly 
toothed. The nervation is of a same ty pe, but the secondar y velns more 
distant and less numerous. 

JISSUS LOBATO-CRENATUS, Sp. nov. 

Leaves thickish, coriaceous,smooth, nearly square in outline ; abruptly, 
short obtusely pointed, round truncate to a broad petiole, crenate short- 
lobed all around; nervation, tri-nerved from the base, alternately pin- 
nate upwards, craspedodrome. 
A number of leaves variable in size from 23 to 9 cent., nearly square, 

with generally two obtuse, short lobes on each side, crenate like the 
borders between them. The basilar veins branch outside, and pass into 
the obtuse point of alobe. The smallest of these leaves are somewhat 
like some varieties of Populus mutabilis var. repando-crenate, Heer ; far 
different, however, by the nervation. 

VITIS TRICUSPIDATA, Heer, FI. Balt., p. 91, Pl. xxviii, Figs. 18 and 19. 

Leaves small, enlarged on the sides, three-lobate, lobes pointed, spar- 
ingly dentate. 

Our specimens present a true counterpart of the figures given of this 
species. [tis related to the former. In the small leaves,the teeth are slight- 
ly obtuse, but in the large ones they become, with the lobes,more distinctly 
pointed. Per contra, the large leaves of Cissus lobato-crenatus are 
more and more obtusely and obscurely crenate and dentate. Both forms, 
hovever, may represent varieties of one species of Cissus. Wo transi- 
tion is remarked: from one form to the other in our specimens. 

MAGNOLIA INGLEFIELDI (?), Heer, Fl. Arct., p. 120, Pl. xviii, Fig. 1. 

Leaf elliptical, uteoninedin us, entire, medial nerve thick; secondary — 
veins distant, camptodrome. 

The leaf resembles by its form the figure quoted above; the nervation — 
appears about the same, differing only by the lowest secondary veins 
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being in our leaves on a broader angle of divergence than that of the 
upper veins. In Heer’s Fig. 1, loc. cit., the lowest veins are more in- 
clined. But in another, Fig. 3a, of the same plate, the secondary veins 
are still more open than in our leaves, though all parallel. Ail our 
specimens have the lower part of the leaf destroyed; the comparison, 
therefore, is not conclusive, though these leaves belong evidently to a 
Magnolia of a same type. 

SAPINDUS CAUDATUS, Lsqx. 

Described above with specimens from Golden. The leaves here are 
slightly shorter, narrowly taper-pointed or with a sborter point than 
those of Golden, indicating thus still more the relation of this species 
with Sapindus dubius, Heer. 

ALEURITES EOCENICA, sp. nov. 

Leaves membranaceous, thickish, oval, pointed, wedge-shaped to a 
jong petiole, minutely and distantly glandulosely denticulate, penni- 
nerve; secondary veins aiternate parallel; nervation complex. 
Many fragments with one leaf preserved in its whole. It is 64 cent. 

iong, 24 cent. broad in the middle, its widest part, with a petiole of the 
same length, 24 cent. long. The nervation is complex and mixed. The 
secondary veins, emerging under an angle of 40°, either curve at a dis- 
tance or near the borders in angular bows, their branches passing 
straight from the angles to the borders, where they enter a very small 
reund glandular point; or these secondary veins themselves pass up 
after anastomosing on both sides, and enter, too, a small gland of the 
borders. The same nérvation and same form, consistance, &e., of leaves 
are marked in Aleurites triloba, Gr., of Cuba. I consider these leaves 
referable to this genus. 

PALIURUS ZIZYPHOIDES, sp. n0v. » 8} 

Leaves subcoriaceous, entire, oval, or obovate obtuse, curving down 
ward to a thick, short petiole, five-nerved, the two lowest lateral veins 
from the borders of the petiole, the other from the medial vein a little 
higher; camptodrome. 

The leaves vary in size, the largest one, nearly round, being 5 eent. 
wide. They are properly three-nerved from the base, the lowest veins 
being rather marginal ones, much shorter than those of the first pair. 
These ascend in acute angie to the borders, which they follow, branching 
outside; the medial nerve is pinnately divided from the middle upward. 
The same species, represented by a smaller leaf, has been found at Hrie. 

RHAMNUS RECTINERVIS, Heer. 

represented by two good specimens. 

RHAMNUS DECHENII, Web., Pal., VIII, p. 90, Pl. vi, Fig. 2. 

A broken specimen only, representing, however, this species. It 
merely differs by the more deeply- marked nervilles. The secondary 
veins are not as strong and deeply marked as in the former species. A 
peoen specimen oo Golden by Professor B. F. Meek is also referable 
to this. : 
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RHAMNUS DISCOLOR, sp. nov. 

Leaves membranaceous, entire, round or ovate, narrowed into an 
obtuse point, rounded to the short, "thick petiole; secondary veinssimple, 
8 to 10 pairs. 
A fine species, with leaves varying in size from 2 to 6 cent., oval, or 

sometimes round, emarginate, or obtuse at the point; secondary veins 
diverging 40 to 50°, curving in ascending to and along the borders 
where they are united by strong nervilles; always discolor, an indi¢ca- 
tion that they were covered with a villosity, and either black on the 
yellow surface of the leaves, or yellow upon the black ones, often split 
in the length by maceration; nervilles distinct and distant. It has 
some affinity of nervation with Rhamnus brevifolius, Heer, Fl. Tert. 
Helv., p. 78, Pl. exxili, Fig. 27, for the curving of the veins along 
the borders. The lowest pair of veins join the medial nerve by a 
downward (decurring) curve. Closely allied by the form of the leaves 
and the nervation to Rhamnus Purshianus, D. C., now living in Oregon. 

JUGLANS BALTICA (?), Heer, Fl. Balt., p. 98, Pl. xxix, Figs. 9 and 10. 

A fragment only, with the point and base broken. The form of the 
leaf and its peculiar nervation refer it to this species. The leaf is of a 
thin texture. 

JUGLANS RUGOSA, Lsqx. 

Represented by uncomplete but identifiable specimens. 

CARPOLITHES PALMARUM, Lsqx. 

A few specimens of the same characters, form, and size as those 
obtained at Golden. 

CARPOLITHES FALCATUS, sp. nov. 

A small scythe-shaped fruit, attenuated at both ends, narrowly and 
distinctly striate in the length, 2 cent. long, 4 mill. wide in the middle, 
pointed at one end, blunt at the other. The relation of this species is 
as yet unknown. 

Biack Butte, saurian bed. 

The station of this bed is about 150 feet higher in the measures than 
the shale, with fossil-plants of the former section. The matter, embed- 
ding leaves, fragments of wood, of charcoal, ash, clay, fossil Cones and 
shells all kneaded and mixed together, has been hardened by fire and 
breaks with difficulty and inirregular fragments. It contains an abund- 
ance of vegetable remains, mostly broken, however, and in a bad state 
of preservation. 

SABAL CAMPBELL, Newb. 

‘In large specimens bearin g, as elsewhere, the character of very narrow, 
close, indistinct strie of the rays. 
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FICUS CORYLIFOLIUS, Lsqx. 

Described from the lower station, the shale above main coal. Professor 
B. F. Meek found in this saurian-bed a fine leaf preserved entire. 

LAURUS OBOVATA, Web. Pal., VIII, p. 66, Pl. iii, Fig. 4. 

Leaf coriaceous, entire, oblong-ovate, acuminate, narrowed to @ 
petiole, pinnately nerved, secondary veins very thin, the lowest ascend- 
ing parallel to the borders. 

The lowest veins of this leaf only are discernible in the two leaves 
found. These are slightly broader and shorter than the one figured as 
marked above, and could be referred to Laurus benzoidea, Web., Fig. 5 
of the same plate, but for the secondary veins on a more acute angle of 
divergence and the narrower medial nerve. I believe, however, that 
both these leaves of Weber represent the same species. 

PLATANUS RAYNOLDsII, Newb. 

A large fragment of this fine species. The borders are scarcely 
dentate or less acutely toothed than inthe normalform. The substance 
of the leaves is evidently coriaceous. 

VIBURNUM DICHOTOMUM, sp. nov. 

Leaf subcoriaceous, thickish ovate-oblong, obtusely pointed, round, 
slightly cordate to the petiole, sharply serrate from above the middle, 
pinnately nerved. 

The lowest secondary veins are opposite, at some distance from the 
upper ones, emerging on an angle of 30° to 35°, branching thrice; the 
upper secondary veins are alternate and dichotomous-like, in separating 
from the medial nerve, two on each side; the teeth of the borders are 
entered either by the point of secondary vein or of their branches, as. 
in Viburnum marginatum, Lsqx., to which this species is allied. It 
however differs by the greater thickness of the leaves, the smooth sur- 
face, the form of the teeth, whose points are turned upwards, and 
especially by the peculiar nervation. I have found a single well-pre- 
served entire specimen of this form. Professor B. F. Meek has another 
fragment of the same from the same locality. This species is, by its 
leaves at least, intimately related to Viburnum ellipticum, Hook, of 
Oregon. 

Black Butte, red baked shale. 

These shales form the top of small hills about at the same level as the 
saurian-beds, and at a short distance to the east. They are as hard as 
bricks, and of the same color. By disintegration they are parted in thin 
lamelle in the plane of stratification, but no good specimens can be 
obtained by the hammer. 

PHRAGMITES OENINGENSIS, Al. Br. 

Fragments of roots and rootlets. 

MYRICA TORREYI, Lsqx. 

Described already from the shale above the main coal of this locality. 
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QUERCUS WYOMINGIANA, sp. nov. 

Quercus Olafsent var., Heer, Arct. Fl., p. 471, Pl. xlix, Fig. Ae 

A large ovate lanceolate pointed leaf, with borders undulate, or marked 
by distant short teeth; nervation penninerve, craspedodrome. 

Heer, loc. cit., has considered this species as ‘probably a variety of 
Quercus Olafseni, which is described in the first vol. of the Arct. 
Flor., with numerous figures. All these show the borders doubly 
and obtusely dentate, with mostly simple secondary veins, on a broader 
angle of divergence and somewhat curving in ascending to the borders. 
In this leaf of Black Butte, as in that considered as a variety by Heer, 
the borders are merely undulgte, or distantly marked with short, pointed, 
simple teeth, while the secondary veins are on a more acute angle, 
straight and comparatively much branched. The permanence of these 
characters, remarked in our specimens from Black Butte, force us to 
consider them as specific. 

EUCALYPTUS HAERINGIANA (?), Htt., Har. Foss. Fl, p. 84, Pl. 
xxvii, Figs. 2 to 25. 

Leaves small, linear-lanceolate, pointed, tapering to the base, thickish, 
entire, medial nerve thick, nervation obsolete. 

The similarity of these two leaves of ours with those loc. cit. Fig. 4 
7, and 11 is perfect; but in the European species, as in ours, the nerva-. 
tion is obsolete, and the mere outlines of leaves of this kind, without 
comparison of specimens, are not sufficient for identification. 

MAcCLINTOCKIA LyYALLU, Heer, Arct. Fl., i, p. 115, Pl. xv, Fig. 2. 

A mere fragment, good enough, however, to:show the characters of 
this remarkable species. It is the lower half of a coriaceous, entire, 
lanceolate, or oblong leaf, marked by five primary veins, with alternate 
thinner secondary ones, all nearly parallel. The details of areolation 
are not discernible. 

RHAMNUS CLEBURNI, Lsqx. 

Species described from Golden specimens. Professor B. F. Meek 
found two fine leaves of the same species also in burnt red shale of 
another locality. The specimens are labeled: In the hills west of Black 
Butte. 

RHAMNUS SALICIFOLIUS, Lsqx., Am. Jour. Sci. & Arts, 1868, p. 206. 

Found, like the former, by Professor Meek, at the same locality. 

JUGLANS RHAMNOIDES, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 294. 

Represented by a large number of good specimens. However, the 
relation of these leaves is still uncertain; some of them, by strong 
fibrille and secondary veins less eurved, appear referable to Rhamnus 
Hridani, Heer, though different by the form of the leaves, while others 
have a nervation more analogous to species of Juglans, especially to 
Juglans rugosa, Lsax. 
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Hvanston. 

The materials taken out of a tunnel and heaped near its mouth, when 
former explorers visited this place, have furnished, especially, the speci- 
mens from which the descriptions of species were made in the former 
Report and its Supplement. When I passed Evanston, these shales, 
rich in remains of fossil plants, had been covered with slack, and the 
whole heap was burning. I could therefore obtain little materials in 
addition to those from which is derived our acquaintance with the flora 
of that locality. 

POPULUS ARCTICA, Heer. 

A species common in the Upper Lignitic formation, already remarked 
upon with specimens trom Carbon. 

POPULUS MUTABILIS REPANDO-CRENATA, Heer. 

A splendid leaf of this species, 15 cent. long, without the 8 cent. long 
petiole, and 8 cent. broad toward its round truncate base; of exactly 
the same:form as Fig. 4, Pl. Ixii, of Flor. Tert. Helv. This leaf is dis- 
tinctly preserved upon a block of sandstone used for construction at the 
mines of the Wyoming Company. 

ALNUS KEFERSTEINH, Heer, in Rept. 1871, p. 292. 

A species represented with numerous and well-preserved remains. 

BETULA STEVENSONI, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 293. 

Like the former, very common at Evanston. I found mixed with the 
leaves some bracts of Betula, referable to two different species. Oneof 
the forms is comparable to the bract figured by Heer in Flor. Arct., P1. 
xxv, Fig. 25, which he refers to Betula prisca, Ett. The other, with 
the three divisions short and pointed, is of the same type as that of 
Fig. 30 of the same plate named Betula Forshammeri, Heer. Perhaps 
both forms belong to the same species. I consider, however, the first 
and more common one as referable to Betula Stevensoni, Lsqx., most 
commonly represented by its leaves; and the second to Betula caudata, 
Gopp., a few leaves of which have been found at Evanston. With these 
bracts are mixed some ovate-pointed seeds, truncate at the lower 
part, without wings, and twice as large as the seeds of Betula. They 
may be referable to Alnus Kefersteinii, being, for the upper part at 
least, of the same form and size as those figured by Heer, same plate as 
above, Fig. 8. The lower part of the Arctic specimen is, however, 
destroyed. The shale at Evanston has, as at Carbon, many species ot 
fruits which can be described only with figures. 

DIOSPIROS LANCIFOLIA, Lsqx., in Rept. 1871, p. 293. 

The leaves referable to this species are very numerous and variable 
in size. I found, in connection with them, a round or slightly oval- 
tumid nutlet, 9 mill. in diameter, smooth, like that of some species of 
Prunus. These leay es might then be referable to a thick-leaved Er UNUS, 
like P. spherocarpa, Lois., of Cuba. 

2668 
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RHAMNUS RECTINERVIS, Heer. 

The same form as described in Rept. 1871, p. 295. 

RHAMNUS OBOVATUS, Lsqx. 

Zepresented in two badly preserved specimens. They are, however, 
easily ideniifiable. 

Ruus EvAnsil, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 293. 

The specimens are of the same size and form as those deseribed in the 
report. 

JUGLANS RHAMNOIDES, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 293. 

Already described from the same place. 

CARYA ANTIQUORUM, Newb., Rept. 1871, p. 294. 

I found a large number of well-preserved leaves referable to this 
species, some larger still than the one formerly described. The general 
form is of the same type as that of Juglans rugosa; the borders of the 
leaves, however, are crenulate and the secondary veins craspedodrome, 
their points and their divisions entering the crenules, the lowest ones 
after curving along the borders. There is a great variety in the nerva- 
tion of these leaves. Their substance is thickish, subcoriaceous. 

CASSIA CONCINNA, Heer, Flor. Tert. Helv., III, p. 122, Pl. xxxvili, Fig. 41. 

The figure given by Heer represents a branch of apparently unfolding 
leaves. We have one specimen with a single leaf so remarkable in form 
and so exactly similar to that figure enlarged, 41°, loc. cit., that it is 
impossible to doubt that it represents the same species. It is, however, 
uncertain if these leaves represent a species of Cassia. 'The young 
branches of Peltophorum adnatum, Gr., of Cuba, bear leaves of exactly 
the same form. The half opened buds of our Gleditschia triacanthos 
have also their leaves of the same kind. 

CALYCITES HEXAPHYLLA, sp. nov. 

An open calyx or involucre of a detached fruit, at the top of a slen- 
der pedicel. The point of attachment is round, 4 mill. wide, with a cen- 
tral small mamilla 1 mill. broad; the follicule divides at a short distance 
from the central point in six linear, entire, undulate, obtuse segments, 2 
cent. long from the central point, diverging star-like, coriaceous and 
narrowly striate in the length. The central point evidently marks this 
vegetable as representing a calyx, rather than a coriaceous corolla. It 
may be compared to what Dr. Newberry has named Calycites polysepala, 
though the form of the divisions is far different. It is apparently refer- 
able to an involucre or persistent calyx of some Lauracee, or perhaps of — 
ae Diospiros, though few species of this genus have hexamerous — 
IVISLODS. i 
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CARPOLITHES ARACHIOIDES, sp. nov. 

Fructification racemose; branches long, 3 mill. thick, bearing alter- 
nate, oblong-ovate pointed capsules, striated in the length, inflated at 
one side near the point like a one-celled pod. 

These capsules or pods are turned upward in the upper part of the 
branches, downward or pending in the lower part, 23 cent.long, 1 cent. 
wide in the middie, rounded to a short pointed acumen, narrowed to 
the point of attachment, where they are generally somewhat more 
inflated on one side than on the other, distinctly striate in the length 
except on the inflated part near the point, where they are obscurely and 
transversely wrinkled. These racemes of fructifications, of which I 
obtained good and distinct specimens, are indeed remarkable; but 
their relation is as yet unknown. Nothing of this kind has been pub- 
lished, and, except the pods of our pea-nut plant, Arachis hypogea, L., 
which they distantly resemble, I do not know any living species to 
which they may be compared. 

CARPOLITHES PALMARUM, Lsqx., Supt., p. 13. 

As yet no remains of leaves of Sabal have been found at Evanston ; 
the relation of fruits from this locality to species of palms is still 
doubtful. 

Professor Meek has, too, among his specimens, a few fragments of 
Platanus Guillelma, Gopp., already described from this locality, and 
one obscure fragment of Platanus, which appears to belong to P. 
nobilis, Newb. ; this last is, however, uncertain. 

Elk Creek, near Yellowstone River. 

Specimens in fragments of hard metamorphic calcareous shale, mostly 
representing pieces of leaves of Platanus nobilis, Newb., labeled A. C. 
Peale, Jos. Savage, and O. C. Sloane. 

CYPERITES ANGUSTIOR, Al. Br. 

The specimen is distinct, and agree exactly with the figure of this 
Species in Heer, Fl. Tert. Helv., p. 79, Pl. xxix, Fig. 7. The leaf is 24 
mill. broad, with a thick medial nerve 4 mill. or more, smooth surface, 
and secondary veins totally obsolete. This fragment of leaf is enlarged 
at its base (?) into what appears to be a vagina, embracing a cylindrical 
culm (?) preserved in its cylindrical form like a small branch of petrified 
wood. ‘The preservation of this grass stem is accountable by the nature 
of the embedding substance, which is evidently a kind of calcareous 
tufa. 

FAGUS ANTIPOFI, Heer, Fl. Foss. Alask., p. 30, Pl. VII, Figs. 4-8. 

Leaf elliptical, narrowed by a curve to its base, lanceolate-pointed, 
entire, membranaceous; secondary veins straight, oblique 36° to 35°, 
Simple, numerous. 

This form is referable to Heer’s species by its general outline and 
characters, especially to var. a: leaves ovate, lanceolate, very entire. 
One leaf is, however, shorter and broader and apparently more abruptly 
pointed, (the point is broken.) The nervilles, too, are at right angie 
to the medial nerve and more oblique to the secondary veins. The 
neryation is that of our living Fagus ferruginea, Ait. 
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PLATANUS NOBILIS, Newb. 

Represented by a large number of fragments. 

JUGLANS RUGOSA, Lsqx. 

Only an obscure specimen. 

CARPOLITHES OSSEUS, sp. nov. 

Fruit hard, covered with a thin, bony shell, compressed, oval, round, 
obtuse at one end, obtusely pointed (?) at the other. 

The point is half destroyed. This fruit is 6 cent. long, 3 cent. wide in 
the middle, irregularly narrowly striate in the length and rugose on the 
surface. It has the form of a large nut, like those of some species of 
Astrocaryum of the Palms. Itis slightly flattened, apparently by com- 
pression. 

Six miles above Spring Cation, near Fort Ellis. 

Tt have to place in a single division a number of specimens marked 
with three kinds of labels, for the reason that they represent some iden- 
tical species from the different localities, and appear, therefore, as from 
the same horizon. These labels are: ‘‘ Near Fort Ellis, above coal; A. 
C. Peale, Jos. Savage.” “Above Spring Canon, near Fort Ellis; Jos. 
Savage, W. H. Holmes.” ‘Six miles above Spring Cafion; A. C. Peale, 
Jos. Savage.” All the specimens are of a very hard, metamorphic 
shale, breaking across the plane of stratification, therefore, mere frag- 
ments, rarely representing an entire leaf. The localities are indicated 
for the new or interesting species of this section. 

GYMNOGRAMMA HAYDENT, Lsqx., Rept., (1871,) p. 295. 

Two specimens of this species, from above Spring Cafion. 

ABIETITES DUBIUS, Lsqx. 

Described formerly with specimens from the Raton Mountains. The 
specimens are from near Tort Ellis, above coal, and above Spring Cafion. 

ABIES SETIGERA, sp. nov. 

Leaves distant, simpie, very narrow, needle form, in right angle 
around and from the branches. 

These very narrow filiform leaves are 18 mill. long, less than one mill. 
wide, linear sharp pointed, abruptly enlarged at the base in the point 
of attachment to the branches, from which they diverge all around in 
right angle. The leaves are nerved, channeled on one side, keeled at 
the other. It has no relation to any fossil or living species known as. 
yet. ; 

SALISBURIA POLYMORPHA, Lsqx., Ment. Jour. Science and Arts, (1859,) 
p. 362. 

Leaf fan-like in outline, tapering or wedge form to the base, dividedy 
upward in lobes of various forms, either linear oblong obtuse or Janc - 
olate, short or deeply parted. 
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The medial vein is marked to above the middle, the veins very thin, 
close, straight, or nearly so, dichotomous in ascending. ‘ From six miles 
above Spring Canton.” 
A very fine and well-characterized species, mentioned from specimens 

in the collection of Dr. John Evans from Vancouver's Island. The 
plants from this locality were described and figured for a final report, 
which was delivered to Dr. Evans, but has never been published. A 
short mention only is made of this species im the Journal. The pres- 
ence of this leaf, easily identified, in strata evidently Eocene, with 
species which, like Platanus aceroides, Quercus Pealei, Cinrnamomum 
Rossmaessleri, &e., cannot be considered as Cretaceous, confirm my 
opinion on the Tertiary age of coal of Vancouver, loc. cit. 

CAULINITES SPARGANIOIDES, Lsqx. 

Described above with specimens from Black Butte. 

POPULUS LEUCOPHYLLA, Ung. 

A small leaf, representing the variety figured by Gaudin, 1st Mem., 
BE iv, Bis. 3: 

‘* Near Fort Ellis, above coal.” 

POPULUS MUTABILIS, VAR. REPANDO CRENATA, Heer. 

A fine leaf, the upper half of which is, however, destroyed. The pre- 
served part is 6 cent. long, 6 cent. wide in the middle, the petiole 5 
cent. long. The second pair of lateral veins is nearer to the basilar ones 
than in any of the leaves in Heer Flor. Tert. Helv., p. 62; but this dif 
ference is scarcely noticeable for leaves of so variable a species as this. 
Though very common in the Huropean Miocene, it has few representa- 
tives in our Eocene flora. 

SALIX ANGUSTA, (?) Al. Br. 

The specimen represents only the middle part of a linear leaf, 4 cent. 
long, 12 miil. wide, with numerous secondary, deeply-marked veins, curv- 
ing along the borders, and forming undulate margins by their depressions. 
This fragment is of the same type as that published by Ludwig in Pal. 
Wetter. Braunkohle, Pl. xxxi, Fig. 2d, which, too, has the borders undu- 
late by the depression of the veins. On account of the imperfect frag- 
ment, the identification is, however, uncertain. 

ALNUS KEFERSTEINII, GOpp. 

In broken specimens. ‘ From six miles above Spring Caton.” 

QUERCUS WYOMINGIANA, Lsqx. 

Like the former, in fragments. “ From near Fort Ellis, -above coal.” 

QUERCUS PLATANIA, Heer, var. ROTUNDIFOLIA. 

Leaf round in outline, obtuse or obtusely short-pointed, deeply cor- 
date at base, borders undulate. 

These leaves are three-nerved from the base, with two or three pairs 
of upper secondary veins, parallel, mostly opposite, craspedodrome, 
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branching outside, and connected by strong nervilles. This form ap- 
pears at first specifically different from Heer’s species and also from the 
leaf referred to it from Carbon. The leaves, 9 cent. broad and just as 
long, have entire undulate borders, and the base merely cordate. One 
of them, the best preserved, has only three pairs of secondary veins ; 
the lowest nearly as strong as the medial nerve, much divided outside, 
ascending to the borders in an angle of divergence 50°; the other, at a 
more acute angle, 40°, branching, too, and connected with strong ner- 
villes, the leaf, except for its form, appearing a leaf of Platanus. A 
number of specimens, however, present marked differences intermedi- 
ate between this leaf and those from Greenland, not only in the nerva- 
tion, butin the basilar, auriculate borders, which, too, in one specimen, 
are dentate. From this, as from the leaf described at Carbon, this 
species appears very variable and well represented in our northern Lig- 
nitic formation. I have not seen it as yet south of Carbon. The leaf 
of ours has evidently a long petiole. 

LAURUS PRIMIGENIA, Ung., Fl. v.Sotzka, p. 38, Pl. XIX, Figs. 1-4. 

Leaves thick, coriaceous, lanceolate, tapering to a long petiole; lower 
secondary veins at an acute angle of divergence. 

One of the specimens represents the lower half of a leaf with a still 
longer petiole, than marked by Unger, loc. cit.; another has only the upper 
part with the point broken. In both the character of nervation and the 
form of the leaves agree with those of this species. The lowest pair of 
secondary veins is at a more acute angle than the upper ones, and 
ascends higher along the borders. In one of the specimens some ner- 
villes go out from the mediai nerve as intermediate veinlets to the 
secondary veins. The ultimate divisions, however, pass into round, 
very small, areole, the whole of the same type as in Laurus princeps, 
Heer. 

QUERCUS PEALEI, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 297. 

Many specimens of this fine species indicate the form of the leaves as 
variable from broadly ovate pointed to oval lanceolate-pointed. The 
nervation and the form of the obtuse teeth is always as described in 
Rept., loc. cit. One of these leaves is 74 cent. long, only 24 cent. 
broad, while another is 44 cent. broad and only 5 cent. long. 

Represented, like the former, by specimens from all the localities of 
this section. 5 

PLATANUS ACEROIDES, GOpp. 

A good specimen, from six miles above Spring Canon. 

FICUS AURICULATA, Lsqx. 

Described with specimens of Golden. The collection has an identifiable 
fragment, representing the lower half of a leaf from the same locality 
as the former. 

CINNAMOMUM ROSSMASSLERI, Heer. 

Represented by three specimens from six miles above Spring Caiion, 
are 
vie 
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FRAXINUS DENTICULATA, Heer, Arct. Flor. I, p. 118, pl. xlvii, Fig. 2. 

This leaf is intermediate between the one figured loc. cit., and another 
much smaller, with more acute teeth, (Pl. XVI, Fig. 4.) It is nearly as 
large as the first, with large, obtuse, distant teeth, but with a distinet 
nervation like that of the second, the lowest secondary veins curving 
and anastomosing along the borders, with divisions or nervilles enter- 
ing the teeth; while the upper ones directly end intothem. There is no 
doubt about the identity of these leaves with those figured by Heer, 
but I am uncertain if they represent a species of Fraxinus. 

QUERCUS CHLOROPHYLLA, (?) Ung. 

Same species of leaves as those described under this name from Mar- 
shall. 

NYSSA LANCEOLATA, Sp. nov. 

Leaves subcoriaceous, entire, broadly lanceolate-pointed, rounded to 
the petiole, secondary veins aiternate, parallel camptodrome. 

The leaves are 7$ cent. long, 4 cent. broad in the broadest part, 
with 9 pairs of secondary alternate veins, diverging 40° from the med- 
ial nerve, curving in ascending to the borders, where they disappear ; 
areolation punctate. The nervation and areolation are as in our living 
Nyssa multiflora, Wang. The form of the leaves, however, is diferent, 
the fossil ones being broader below the middle, more rounded in descend- 
ing to the petiole. Except Nyssa punetata, Heer, in Balt. Flor., the 
European tertiary species are known only by the fruits. The Baltic 
species, like Nyssa (?) vetusta, Newb., are far diiferent from this one. 
Three species of Nyssa are known, by fructitications only, from the 
Brandon lignites of Vermont. 

Six miles above Spring Caiion. 

RHAMNUS ACUMINATIFOLIUS, O. Web. 

Leaves large, broadly oval, accuminate pointed, rounded to the base; 
secondary veins parallel, curving to and along the borders; nervilles 
indistinet. P 

These leaves, represented by two fragments only, differ from Juglans 
rugosa, Lsqx., by round base and a less distinct and more regular nerva- 
tion. They may, however, be mere varieties of this omnipresent and 
polymorphous species. The same form has been found at Golden. 

RHUS BELLA, (?) Heer, Flor. Arct. I], p. 483, Pl. lvi, Figs. 4 and 5. 

The lower half of a subcoriaceous entire leaflet, gradually tapering 
from the middle to a petiole, appearing part of a compound leaf. The 
specimen is not sufficient for a reliable identification. The nervation, 
like the form of the leaf, are, however, the same as in Heer’s species. 
Above Spring Caiicn, near Fort Ellis. 

JUGLANS RUGOSA, Lsqx. 

The specimens from all the localities of this station represent distant 
varieties of this species. The leaves are especially variable in size, 
some still larger than the largest forms of Juglans acuminata, published 
by Heer, some so smali that though the characters taken from nerva- 
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tion and outline are identical, they can scarcely be recognized as belong- 
ing to this species. Among them are two specimens from above the 
coal of Spring Cation, near Furt Ellis, representing the same leaf. It 
is‘6 cent. long, 3 cent. wide, elliptical, lanceolate-pointed, tapering to 
the petiole in a reund curve, with secondary veins numerous, variable 
in distance, some separated by shorter veinlets, the lower ones at a 
broader angle of divergence than the superior ones, and the lowest shorter 
pair nearly at a right angle to the medial nerve; nervilles perpendicular 
to the lateral veins. If these characters of nervation are those of Jug- 
lans rugosa, Lsgx., as also of Juglans acuminata, Heer, they are those 
also of Juglans vetusta, Heer, Flor. Tert. Helv., p. 90, Pl. exxvil, Figs. 
40-44; a species with smaller leaves, of a form similar to that of ours. 
We have, however, intermediate specinnens which, coming from the 
same stations, seem to disparage the separation of these forms into two 
species. 

JUGLANS DENTICULATA, Heer. 

The same small form as the one remarked upon in Rept., 1871, p. 
298. ‘The specimens are from the same place. 

CASSIA PHASEOLITES, Ung. FI. v. Sotzka, p. 58, Pl. xlv. 

Leaves, membranaceous ; petiole elliptical, taperiig downward by a 
curve to the petiole; lowest pair of secondary veins at a distanee from 
the base, opposite. 

This species is figured by Unger, with numerous Jeaves and one of its 
pods. Heer, too, has it in the same way in his Flor. Tert. Helv., Pl. 
exxxvil, Figs. 66 to 74. The numerous specimens obtained from the 
different localities of this station merely represent leaves. These in 
their different forms and variety of nervation agree so well with the 
European leaves that they may be referred to this species with little 
doubt. The angle of divergence of the secondary veins is variable, as 
also the more or less rounded base of the leaves. It is often unequilat- 
eral. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 
7 

The following table of comparison, indicating the distribution of 
‘Species at ditterent localities, completes, to this time, the one published 
in the former report. For researcheslike those which have been detailed 
in this paper, and for a science which, like vegetable paleontology, is still. 
with us at least, in an incipient state, a document of this kind cannot 
be dispensed with. Besides pointing out the march of the researches 
and the discoveries made in the flora of our Tertiary, the table is a most: 
convenient record tc show at a glance the points of relations or of dif- 
ferences which may be more reliably considered in the discussion on the 
geological age of certain groups. It has been essentially prepared to— 
that purpose, and, therefore, slightly modified or rather simplified, to 
render it more explicit. The characters of the Tertiary groups of Kurope 
are not satisfactorily fixed by vegetable paleontology ; therefore, the 
relation of some ourspecies with separate Miocene divisions is unimport- 
ant. On another side, the few fossil species known as yet in Hurope as 
truly Eocene, claim a more scrupulous comparison with ours on account. 
of the conclusion admitted in the first part of this report—that the — 
whole North American Lignitic formation is Eocene. The table, there- 
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fore, has a single division for the European Miocene, and another for the 
EHocene, both for indication of geological age ; and it has, too, one for the 
Arctie and another for the Alaska Tertiary, for indication of original 
derivation of species rather than for comparison of geological divisions. 
The American divisions are defined by stratigraphy as by paleontology. 
The Upper Tertiary or the Miocene (?) is represented in the Rocky 
Mountains by the Green River Group, and some identical strata of Elk 
Station and of South Park. Thesecond group in descending order, named 
as yet Upper Eocene, has for its essential members Carbon, Evanston, 
and Washakie deposits, which may be hereafter subdivided into two 
stages. The lower Hocene is considered in separate geographical divis- 
ions, of identical age, as far, at least, as itis known as yet, the Raton 
Mountains, Golden, Black Butte, and Six miles above Spring Caiion. 
Detached areas of the same group, which have as yet furnished to ex- 
amination a too small number of fossil plants, are united with the 
essential divisions. The Placer Mountains and the Cafion City go with 
the Raton; the Gehrung’s, Marshall’s, and Hrie coal deposits with 
Golden; the Point of Rock and Hallville, with the upper and lower 
divisions of Black Butte,; and the ditferent localities at and around 
Fort Ellis, with Six miles above Spring Cation. More precise details of 
the distribution of each species are given, with their descriptions. The 
Elk Creek division is as yet scarcely fixed by its remains of fossil plants. 
Jt could have been omitted or united, perhaps, with Spring Canon but for 
a few peculiar species which seem to indicate a distinct flora, and which 
may afford matter for consideration. The distribution of the table is, 
besides, clear and explains itself. 
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418 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES. 

This table enumerates three hundred and ten species; that of the 
former report, established from the species published formerly by myself 
from the Eocene of Mississippi and Tennessee, later, from the speci- 
mens which Dr. Leconte had obtained in exploring the Lignitic of 
Colorado and New Mexico, and also with the species described by Dr. 
Newberry from Fort Union, &c., had only one hundred and eighty 

- species. The addition to the flora of the North American Tertiary 
formations amounts, therefore, to more than one hundred species. Of 
these, sixty-one are new forms, and forty-two had not as yet been recog- 
nized in our Tertiary flora, though published from other countries. The 
large number of new species is explained in considering the age of 
the formation where most of them have been obtained; that is, in 
strata which pertain to the Lower Eocene at Golden and at Black 
Butte. The flora of this formation is as yet little known to European 
paleontologists. 

Considered merely in a botanical point of view, a number of these 
new species of ours are of marked interest. In the class of the Lichens 
one species, Opegrapha antiqua, is the first of this family which has been 
found as yet in the old Tertiary formation. Hight species of Lichens 
have been mentioned by Géppert as recognized in the amber, and three 
upon the bark of Lignitic wood of the Upper Tertiary of Germany, but 
none of them have been described, apparently on account of the in- 
sufficiency of specific characters. These are, however, recognizable in the 
Black Butte species. This discovery, together with that of two species 
of Spheria and one of Sclerotium in the same Kocene formation, proves 
that the searcity of fossil cryptogamous plants of a lower order does not 
indicate the absence of these vegetables at the former epochs, but is 
due to the maceration which soon destroys the soft cellular tissue of 
these plants. In the ferns, the list reports from South Park one species 
of Ophioglossum, a fine genus which was as yet known, in a fossil state, 
by a single species from the Upper Tertiary of Italy. In the Conifers 
we have a new Scquoia, whose relation to Sequoia gigantea, the Cali- 
fornia big tree, is, by its leaves at least, more intimate than that of any 
fossil species of this genus; a Ziuya which claims our T. occidentalis, 
not as a relative, but rather as a mere variety; then an Abies, which 
comes to our Abies Canadensis in about the same degree of affinity. 
These three species belong to the Green River or Upper Tertiary forma- 
tion. From the Lower Eocene we have two species of the same genus 
Abies, whose characters are at variance with those of any species of Coni- 
fers known as yet, either living or fossil. One species of Salisburia, 8S. 
polymorpha, already known from specimens of Vancouver Island, merits 
also to be remarked among the Tertiary Coniferous species as positively 
fixing the Eocene age of the Lignitic of that island. Im the Glumacece 
the Lower Eocene has a fine species of Carex, C. Berthoudi, found with 
its seeds; in the Palms, new species of Sabal and Flabellaria; in the 
Spadiciflore two stems, Caulinites, with their fruits, all from Golden and 
Black Butte. Higher still in the vegetable series we note a splendid 
Myrica, M. Torreyi, with its seeds; the bracts of Betula Stevensoni; a 
peculiar form of oak, Quercus platania, Heer, with a variety distinct 
enough to be considered as a species; a number of new species of Ficus, 
one represented with leaves, branches, and fruits; a Coccoloba, three 
new forms of Viburnum, one of them exposing by its numerous leaves 
and its fructifications the characters of three species of our present flora; 
leaves of Cissus and Vitis, of Asimina, Dombeyopsis, Sapindus, Rhamnus, 
Cassia, &c., all represented by numerous and weil-preserved specimens. — 
With the leaves some still more remarkable fruits, Carpolites, whose © 
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affinity is unkownas yet; especially that from Evanston—C. arachioides— 
represented by bunches of fructification resembling the common pea-nut. 

The exposition of the general characters of our Tertiary flora, as indi- 
cated by the nomenclature of a number of its species, is, however, far 
less interesting and important than the documents furnished by the 
table for definitively solving the question of the age of the formations 
which the vegetable remains represent. I shall now use these documents 
especially as a final summary of the arguments in favor of the assertion 
that the Lignitic of the Rocky Mountains is, in its whole, an Eocene 
formation. 

ist. No section is marked in the table for the comparative distribu- 
tion of the Cretaceous flora, for the good reason that it represents the 
same group of the Cretaceous, and that as yet not a single one of its 
species is recognized as identical or even positively allied to any of our 
Eocene. 

2d. The table has in the Hocene division a number of fucoids or ma- 
rine plants, eight species; and, too, a proportionally large number of 
palms, all vegetables, which are not only homologous or identical in 
forms to fossil species of the European EKocene, but which, taken alto- 
gether, constitute two groups characteristic of the Lower Tertiary, and 
of which not a single representative, as yet, has been found in connec- 
tion with a true Cretaceous formation. 

3d. The same may be said of some species marked in the same di- 
vision; one Fern, one Myrica, one Quercus, one Cassia, &c., identical 
with species admitted in Europe as positively Eocene. 

4th. Of the species enumerated from the Raton, Golden, Black Butte, 
and Spring Canon, a large number are allied to Hocene species, as, for 
example, Cinnamomum affine, C. mississipiense, species of Ficus, of Ceano- 
thus, Dombeyopsis, &c., and, considered in its essential groups, Ficus, Lau- 
rus, Cinnamomum, Viburnum, Cissus, Magnolia, Dombeyopsis, Sapindus, 
Rhamnus, Juglans, Cassia, &c., the whole flora bears a facies which, if 
not positively comparable to that of the European Eocene, on account 
of the scantiness of this flora, has, however, a marked analogy to that 
of the Lower Miocene. As the characters, either separately, for a 
number of species, or generally, in considering the facies of the groups, 
are identical in all the strata which we have considered as Eocene, it is 
evident that neither Black Butte nor any other locality can be separated 
as from a different epoch, and that, therefore, no member of the Amer- 
ican Lignitic, as far as this formation is known by its vegetable remains, 
can be referred to the Cretaceous. An exception to this conclusion 
is ¢laimed for two localities, Bear River and Coalville, wherefrom no 
fossil remains of land-plants have as yet been obtained. But I do not 
see how the separation could be made for strata which contain -an 
abundance of Eocene fucoidal remains, and whose thick deposits of lig- 
nite indicate evidently, for the time, a land formation of exactly the same 
nature as that of the other localities. The lignite matter, indeed, by 
its degree of decomposition, its chemical compounds, all its characters, 
bears evidence of its origin by the same kind of land vegetation, and, 
therefore, of its contemporaneity. On another side, the North Ameri- 
can Eocene is considered by European paleontologists, from the char- 
acter of its flora, as related to the Miocene formation. It is, therefore, 
convenient to look further into the documents offered by the table in 
regard to this last opinion. - 

The proportion of species, of what is considered our Miocene flora, as 
marked in the first three sections, is, with that of the Arctic, 113 per 
cent.; of the European Miocene, 39 per cent. Our Upper Eocene has 
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131 per cent. of its species in common with Alaska, 203 per cent. with 
the Arctic flora, 40 per cent. with the Miocene; and our ‘Lower Eocene 
has only 84 per cent. of its species in common with the Alaska, 102 per 
cent. with “the Arctic, and 25 per cent. with the Huropean Miocene. 
Or counting the species of Alaska, Arctic, and Miocene of Europe as 
Miocene, the relation of the American Tertiary flora with this forma- 
tion of Europe is, for the Miocene, 473; the Upper Hocene, 574, and 
for the Lower Kocene, 37 per cent. 

This comparison, somewhat unreliable on account of the greater or 
less degree of affinity of a few species, may be, however, admitted in 
full confidence for our purpose, and proves that the flora whigh we con- 
sider as representing our Miocene, that of Green River, Elko, and South 
Park, does not bear to that of Europe a marked analogy by its forms. 
These, indeed, appear of younger type, more intimately related even by 
identity to species of our time. The flora of the group marked as Upper 
Eocene has, per contra, the greatest analogy to that of the Huropean 
Miocene by the identity of its most common species of Populus, Quercus, 
Ulmus, Betula, Platanus, Fagus, &c. It may be that farther researches 
may force a separation of this group from the Hocene, though as yet 
‘there is no apparent line of division, either in the measures or in the 
distribution of the flora. I believe that the discrepancy is merely 
apparent, resulting from and indicating a precedence in time of our 
botanical types over those of Europe. This fact has already been re- 
marked upon in considering the flora of the Carboniferous formations, 
and it becomes the more evident as the history of the old vegetable 
world is better known. The relation of the Lower American Hocene to 
the Miocene of Europe, 37 per cent., does not indicate a difference more 
marked than could be expected between the flora of two members of 
the same formation; and the difference, too, is becoming more and 
more definite, and will continue in the same way as far as the acquaint- 
ance with our fossil flora is more intimate. The most common species 
ot fossil-plants are not only found over wide areas, and therefore: col- 
lected from all the explorers, and in numerous specimens ; but they pass 
through the different stages of the formations. The first researches 
bring them to view from everywhere; the selection, however, becomes 
more discerning and exclusive in proportion to the amount of materials 
supplied for comparison. 

On the question of the distribution of Tertiary fossil species in regard 
to climatic circumstances, the table does not show anything more than 
what has been observed from that of the former report. The relation 
ef our Upper Eocene flora with that of Alaska and Greenland is well 
defined, while the vegetable types of the Lower Eocene are rather trop- 
ical than Arctic. It is then possible that the characters which I have 
considered as resulting from climatic influences have a relation to differ- 
ence of age of the formations. If it is the case, we may expect to find 
the flora of the Lower Hocene with the same southern types from Van- 
couver Island to the Mississippi, while the Arctic facies may predomi- 
nate in the Upper Eocene from Greenland to the same southern latitude. 

This important question of the regulation of Tertiary groups of vege- 
tables according to their geological stations, or to climatic influences, 
cannot be settled without long researches. Some species of the Lower 
Hocene appear to have, with types of the present flora of Cuba, a 
relation which has not been recognized before. Such are forms a a 
Flabellaria and Calamopsis ; Myrica Torreyi, compared to a Lomatia ; 
group of Ficus, represented by Ficus planicostata, F. Clintoni, £. ae . 
tabilis, F. corylifolia ;— Cissus levigatus, Aleurites Hocenica, and the group 
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of Rhamni; R. obovatus, R. Cleburni, k. Goldianus, &e., with multinerve 
leaves comparable to those of some Bridelia. The points of analogy 
are not precise; they are merely recorded for directing further researches. 

Description of species of fossit-plants from the Cretaceous of Kansas. 

The specimens from which the following species are described were 
obtained by myself froin two localities: Ist. From nine miles above 
Salina, in the Salina Valley, where I was kindly directed by Professor 
B. F. Mudge, of Manhattan College. 2d. From six miles south of 
Fort Harker, where specimens of fossil-plants are found in abundance, 
but over a limited area. This locality was discovered and first explored 
by Mr. Charles Sternberg, who resides in the vicinity, and who a few 
years ago presented fine specimens from it to the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion. Some of these specimens have been previously used for descrip- 
tion, especially of Sassafras, there represented in a multitude of forms. 
The vegetable remains are found at both these places, as also east of 
Fort Harker, in a hard, more or less soft-grained, shaly, red, ferruginous 
sandstone, a member of the Dakota group of Messrs. Meek and Hayden. 
The number of specimens, generally fine, is large, proportionally to the 
number of species which they represent. 

ZONARITES DIGITATUS, Bret. 

Frond flat, dichotomous, branches of the same size or broader than 
the main axis, diverging in acute angles, linear, entire, obtuse, slightly 
enlarging upward. 

The divisions or branches of this species are somewhat broader than 
in the specimen figured and described by Brongniart, Veg. Foss., p. 61, 
Pl. ix, Fig. 1. The whole frond, as preserved, is 9 cent. long, its base 
slightly narrowed, the divisions 1 cent. broad, the angle of divergence 
about 30°. 

I have already remarked that the relation of this form to other finds 
of vegetables is not as yet ascertained, Schenk considering it as a fern. 
This supposition is inadmissible on account of the connection of these 
remains with animal, deep marine fossils. JI am even uncertain if it 
represents a vegetable form, and would rather consider it as a sponge. 
It has, indeed, a punctate or perforated-like surface, an appearanee 
which, however, may be caused by the porous compound of the stone. 
I found it about 100 feet above the red shale of the Dakota group in a 
shaly limestone especially formed of large shells of the Fort Benton 
group. 

HYMENOPHYLLUM CRETACEUM, sp. nov. 

Frond linear-lanceolate, bipinnately divided; pinne slender, from a 
narrow, smooth, convex rachis; wedge-form, erect, alternately lobed. 

The lobes are small, truncate at the top, cuneate to the base, the 
nervation dichotomous, one branch ascending to the point of each lobe. 
It resembles Sphenopteris furcata, Brgt., of the Carboniferous measures. 
Sphenopteris corrugate, Newb., is apparently described from a smail frag- 
ment of this species.—Fort Harker. 

GLEICHENIA KURRIANA (?) Heer, Mol. FI. p. 6, Pl. ii, Fig. 3 

Frond pinnate; pinne linear, long, pinnately lobed; pinnules connate 
at base, alternate, oblong, obtuse; nervation pinnate ; secondary veins 
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alternate, the lower ones forking above the middle, the upper ones 
simple. 
Though this form is very much like that published by Heer, (loc. 

cit.,) from the Cretaceous of Moletin, it differs in some points. 1. The 
pinnules are connate to one-fourth of their length; they are larger, 
more obtuse, and the secondary veins are forked. In the specimens 
from Moletin, the pinnules are separated to the base and have no trace 
of secondary veins. A small specimen published by the same author 
from Quedlinburg, Pl. i, Fig. 3, shows, however, the pinnules connate, 
as in the American form, with secondary veins figured simple. The frag- 
ment indicates a smaller form; not separable, however, from mere differ- 
ence of size. I consider it, therefore, as representing the same species. 
As Heer has figured a specimen with fructifications, a fructified speci- 
men of our plant may decide the question of identity.—Fort Harker. 

SEQUOIA REICHENBACHI, Heer, Mol. Fl., p. 8, Pl. i, Fig. 2-3. 

The specimen represents a cone cut vertically, and thus exposing a 
narrow axis on which are attached horizontally, linear or narrowly ovate 
receptacles, attenuated at both ends, containing a small oblong seed 
separated by foliaceous scales. The form of the cone is the same as that 
of both those which are represented by Heer’s figures, (loc. cit.) Itis 
only slightly longer and narrower, and the receptacles of the seeds more 
closely approached to each other. The specimen does not bear any 
remains of leaves of Conifer, but small round, smooth branches, appar- 
ently referable to the same species.—Fort Harker. 

CAULINITES SPINOSA, sp. nov. 

Stem or branch cylindrical, 14 cent. in diameter; its surface marked 
by small irregular points or depressions, resembling scars of scales; it 
bears apparently strong spines; one of them is marked, going out of 
the stem at right angles. Its scars are left in round holes through the 
stone. The spines and the stem, too, enlarge to the point of attach- 
ment.—Fort Harker. 

LIQUIDAMBAR INTEGRIFOLIUS, Lsqx., Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, July, 
1868, p. 93. 

I found at Salina three leaves of this species. They vary in size, and 
also in the more or less pointed form of the lobes, and in their direction, 
one specimen showing the lower divisions turned downward rather than 
horizontal. 

POPULITES FAGIFOLIA, Sp. NOV. 

Leaf elliptical, entire, subcoriaceous, tapering from the middle to a 
slightly obtuse point, narrowed toa thick petiole; pinnately veined ; 
secondary veins numerous, parallel, craspedodrome. 

The thick petiole is broken near the base of the leaf, which tapers to 
it. The general form is that of Populus mutabilis, the leaf being en- 
larged in the middle, and tapering upward and downward about in the 
same degree. It is 10 cent. long, 8 cent. broad, with eight pairs of 
secondary veins, the lower ones dividing outside, all the veins and 
divisions entering the borders. The leaf is thickish but not quite 
coriaceous.—Fort Harker. ee 
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; POPULITES SALINAS, sp. nov. 

Leaf large, thickish, membranaceous, smooth, broadest near the base, 
truncate or subcordate, narrowed into an obtuse point, five-nerved from 
its base; borders regularly undulately lobed. 
A splendid leaf, preserved entire except the petiole. It is 12 cent. 

wide, only 10 cent. long, triangular in outline, with the base subeordate 
and the borders regularly obtusely undulate-lobed. The nervation is 
in five primary veins from the base, all much divided, passing with the 
principal divisions to the point of an obtuse lobe, anastomosing with 
thick perpendicular nervilles. The medial nerve is pinnately divided 
from above the middle in three pairs of secondary veins. This form is 
remarkable, and unlike any leaf known to me; it has, however, a dis- 
tant relation to the leaf published as Acer obtusilobum, (?) Ung., in 
Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, July, 1868, p. 100. Another specimen refer- 
able to this species, but broken, indicates the leaf as coriaceous, and 
has the nervation more distinct, much like that of a Platanus.—Salina 
Valley. 

POPULITES AFFINIS, sp. 2. 

Leaf round-quadrangular, thickish, membranaceous, rounded to the 
petiole, abruptly narrowed to a short point, with undulate-dentate 
borders ; nervation pinnate, craspedodrome. 

This leaf is much like the one which I have described as Populites 
cyclophylla, (?) Heer, in Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, July, 1868, p. 93, dif- 
fering, however, by its square form, its undulately distantly dentate 
borders, its secondary veins less numerous and more divided. The 
fibrille are distinct and the areolation alike.—Salina Valley. 

FICUS STERNBERGII, sp. n. 

Leaf large, thick, coriaceous, entire, broadly oval, obtusely pointed, (?) 
(point broken,) tapering to the petiole; nervation pinnate,thick, coarse, 
camptodrome. 

The leaf, destroyed in part, measures about 16 cent. in length, 9 to 10 
cent. in width, has entire undulate borders and the nervation of a Ficus. 
The lowest secondary veins, from a distance above the base, are oppo- 
site, ascend in a more acute angle than the upper ones, (six pairs) which 
are alternate and more distant from the basilar pair, all much divided by 
tertiary veinlets, or thick fibrille, anastomosing in bows along the 
borders.—Fort Harker. 

SASSAFRAS CRETACEOUS, Newb. 

I have studied this form upon alarge number of specimens, especially 
at Fort Harker, where it is predominant. It varies, in the size of 
the leaves, from 4 to 14 cent. long, without counting the petiole, 
which is, according to the size of the leaves, from 3 to 5 cent. long. 
Two forms are especially recognizable as varieties, with intermediate 
characters : one with narrower, more pointed, less-diverging lobes; the 
other with broader, more obtuse, more diverging divisions. The nerva- 
tion isthe same, generally deep and coarse; the borders are more or less 
marked with a few short teeth, especially on the: lower sidesof the 
lateral lobes, The following-described forms may be considered as 
species, not only on account of their characters, but also from their 
local distribution : 
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SASSAFRAS Mupeur, Lsqx., Amer. Jour. Science and Arts, July, 1868, 
p. 99. 

_ The description is right. This species is found at Salina only. IT have 
not seen it represented by specimens from Fort Harker. , 

SASSAFRAS MIRABILIS, sp. nov. 

Leaves large, coriaceous, three-lobed, lobes diverging nearly in right 
angles to the medial nerve, proportionally short, obtuse ; nervation very 
thick. 

Beside the large size and broader lobes of the leaves, the species dif- 
fers by the lobes of the leaves being more or less deeply cut or undulate- 
dentate, with obtuse teeth. Ihave an entire leaf of this species,measur- 
ing 23 cent. broad, 16 cent. long, without the petiole, which is 6 to 7 cent. 
in length. Though the hervation is of the same type as in S. eretaceus, 
the primary veins are twice as large, the lateral curving outside and 
diverging from the medial one. It has somewhat the appearance of 
leaves of Platanus. It is apparently an incomplete specimen of this 
kind which has been named and described as Platanus latiloba by Dr. 
Newberry.—Fort Harker. 

SASSAFRAS OBTUSUS, Lx. 

Leaves small, obtusely and equally three-lobed to below the middle ; 
cuneate-narrowed to the long petiole ; lobes oblong, very obtuse ; nerva- 
tion trifid from above the base. 

The leaves of this species are proportionally small, of a thinner sub- 
stance, with secondary veins, narrow, straight, ascending to the border of 
the lobes, and secondary veins thin, mostly camptodrome, parallel. In 
one specimen the lateral lobes are cut in one short, obtusely-pointed 
lobe, entered by one of the secondary veins; but in all the other speci- 
mens the secondary veins are mostly camptodrome, simple, and the lobes 
entire. In report 1871, p. 303, I considered this species as the same as 
the leaf which I had named Populites Salisburiefolia in Amer. Journ. 
Science and Arts, July, 1868, p. 94. It, however, differs by the more 
marked and diverging entire obtuse lobes, and by the secondary camp- 
todrome nervation. In this new species of Sassafras the lateral second- 
ary veins are pinnately marked on both sides of the veins. In Populites 
Salisburiefolia the lateral veins divide on the outside only.—Salina 
Valley. 

SASSAFRAS RECURVATUS, sp. nov. 

Leaves of medium size, thick, coriaceous, enlarged upward, divided to 
below the middle in three lanceolate- pointed, long lobes, the external 
ones scythe-shaped outside, three-nerved from the point of the petiole. 
Somewhat like the small forms of S. mirabilis, differimg evidently, 

however, by narrower, longer, obtusely-pointed lobes, by the primary 
nervation from the top of the petiole, and by the lateral veins dividing 
near the base in twonearly equal strong branches, one ascending to the 
point of the lobes, the other following the border and anastomosing in a 
curve with the upper secondary veins. Sometimes this outer division 
of the lateral veins-seems to curve backwards and enter another inferior _ 
lobe. But this appeareme is remarked only upon one specimen broken © 
at the sides, and whose form can merely be surmised from the direction _ 
of the veins.—Fort Harker. a 
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SASSAFRAS HARKERIANA, sp. nov. 

Leayes proportionally small, thick, coriaceous, cuneiform, or narrowed 
to the petiole, round-truncate from above the middle, three-lobed, with 
obtusely-pointed, very short lobes, and undulate-dentate borders be- 
tween them. 

The leaves are thicker and larger than in S. obtusus, 9 cent. broad and 
as long, three-nerved from above the base, deeply veined ; the secondary 
veins camptodrome, except a few, which pass into short teeth between 
the lobes. 

LAUROPHYLLUM RETICULATUM, sp. nov. 

Leaves long, linear-lanceolate, thick, coriaceous, entire, tapering to a 
thick, short petiole ; medial vein broad, secondary veins open, numerous, 
anastomosing in an irregular reticulation from above the base; campto- 
drome. 

These leaves resemble those of some species of Zaurus by their form, 
their texture, and the thick medial nerve; the nervation, however, is 
of a different type. The secondary veins numerous, close to each other 
at unequal distance, often intermixed with shorter veins, curve and 
anastomose from near the base in irregularly polygonal small meshes, 
ascending with their ramifications to the borders, and curving along 
them. Professor Heer has in his Flora of Moletin a species Myrtophyl- 
lum Geinitzi, which has the same form of leaves, but adifferentnervation, 
the upper end of the veins following the borders and uniting as a kind 
of marginal veinlet. This character is not remarked in our leaves, of 
which I have many specimens with distinct nervation.’ 

It is remarkable, that this Cretaceous Flora of Moletin, which is 
known as yet by eighteen species, has one Aralia, one Credneria, one 
Gleichenia, and one Sequoia, or four species, which are, if not identical, 
at least intimately related to species of our Cretaceous. 

All the specimens of this species are from Fort Harker. 

PLATANUS HERII, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 303. 

Beside the form, whose characters have been described, there is from 
Salina a leaf preserved entire, which differs by more acute lobes and its 
apparently membranaceous consistence. 

PTEROSPERMITES QUADRATUS, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 301. 

A number of specimens from Fort Harker, varying in size, confirm 
the description of this fine species. The undulations of the leaves ap- 
pear more generally as short, distant teeth, entered by the point of the 
secondary veins and their divisions. 

PTEROSPERMITES STERNBERGIIL, sp. nov. 

Leaves large, thick, coriaceous, ovate, tapering into an obtuse point, 
round cordate at base; borders entire, or slightly undulate. 

A splendid leaf, 23 cent. long, 20 cent. broad, deeply pinnately nerved; 
secondary veins more open than in the former species, with two or three 
pairs of simple, smaller basilar veinlets, inclined downward, or at right 
angle from the medial nerve; the other 10 to 11 pairs above are parallel, 
the lowest branching twice, the upper ones simple, all craspedodrome. 
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This species, like the former, are referable to the genus Credneria, one 
species of which, Credneria Leconteana, Lsqx., is related to this. The 
description of Credneria Leconteana, as given in, Amer. Jour. Sci. 
and Arts, July, 1868, p. 98, answers exactly the description and 
figure of Credneria macrophylla, Heer, in Mol. Fl., p. 16, Pl. 4. Only 
one of the basilar veinlets is marked on my figure of this species, rep- 
resenting our best, though incomplete, specimen; but the deserip- 
tion remarks the position of two lower secondary pairs of nerves, as 
observed from other specimens, and which indicate the essential character 
of the leaves of the genus Credneria.—Fort Harker. 

PTEROSPERMITES HAYDENII, Lsqx., Rept. 1871, p. 302. 

A good specimen of this species has been found at Fort Harker. It 
answers in every point the description of this species, loc. cit. 

PTEROSPERMITES RUGOSUS, Sp. NOV. 

Leaves rather small, coriaceous, rough and wrinkled on the surface, 
triangular oblong in outline, truncate obtuse to the base, obtusely 
pointed, medial nerve very thick, overlapped at its base by the undulate 
borders. 

The leaves vary, at least in our specimens, from 9 to 12 cent. long 
and 6 to 9 cent. broad. The nervation is that of the genus, three pairs 
of thinner basilar veins passing horizontally, or in a downward direc- 
tion, to the borders. The secondary veins above are thick, emerging at 
an open angle of divergence from the medial nerve, branching outside 
and curving upward in ascending to the point of an obtuse lobe, or the 
enlarged middle of the leaves. The strong nervilles, deeply impressed 
into the stone, give to the leaves of this species a peculiar appearance.— 
Salina Valley. 

CONCLUSION. 

From this enumeration of Cretaceous fossil-plants, it appears that in 
the twenty-three mentioned species, fourteen are considered as new; 
three as identical with some ones already described from Europe, but 
not as yet discovered in our Cretaceous strata; and six have been for- 
merly described from the same Dakota group. It is thus an addition 
of seventeen species to the American Cretaceous flora, which now has 
about one hundred and twenty so-called species. 

The remarks made in the first part of this paper, in regard to the 
analogy of some vegetable forms of our Cretaceous with those of plants 
of our time, and also of the Miocene flora of Hurope, are rather con- 
firmed than eliminated by the descriptions of these species. They rep- 
resent especially forms of Sassafras, Pterospermites, Populites, with Seq- 
uoia Reichenbachi, two ferns, &c. Considering the relation of the Cre- 
taceous groups, enough has been said already in this and in the former 
report. I wish only to record once more the geological evidence afforded 
by the remarkable disconnection of the American Cretaceous flora from 
that of the Hocene. Both these formations are now represented by a num- 
ber of species large enough for a reliable comparison, which, made by any | 
palaeontologist, proves that there is not a single species, either identical 
or in intimate relation, in both the Cretaceous and the Hocene flora of our 
continent. Even that fucoidal plant described as Fucoides digitatus, is 

. not related whatever to any of the marine species described from the 
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Eocene sandstone, though the characters of marine vegetables appear 
to have been preserved somewhat longer in the series of geological divis- 
ions. Such a total discordance of types cannot be supposed for a flora 
of a same period, not even for members separated by a great thickness 
of strata. Most of the genera of animal fossils, and a large number of 
species, too, are represented in all the Cretaceous divisions, from the 
lowest member to the base of the Eocene. In the Tertiary formations 
the vegetable types represented by most of the genera, and by a large 
number of species, too, are recognized identical in the whole extent of 
the measures. The same remark can be applied to the vegetable and 
animal remains of all the formations. It is, then, judicious to admit as 
a conclusion, that such a marked disconnection of the typical character 
of a whole flora is a positive evidence of a new geological period, and 
that, theréfore, the whole Lignitic of the Rocky Mountains is, from the 
base of the fucoidal sandstone, a Tertiary-HKocene formation. 
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GENERAL REMARKS. 

SILURIAN AGE. 

East side Gallatin River, &c.—All of the Silurian fossils collected by 
the survey, during the explorations of 1872, evidently came from compara- 
tively near the base of the system. The specimens from the east side 
of Gallatin River, above Gallatin City, Montana, were collected from 
four subdivisions. Those from the lowest or fourth subdivision, (num- 
bering from above,) are few, and in a fragmentary condition. Among 
them we have one of those curious bodies formerly sometimes called 
bilobites, apparently under the erroneous supposition that they have some 
relations to the crustacea known as trilobites, though they are now gener- 
ally regarded as marine plants, and designated by the generic name Cruz- 
jana, VOrbigny, (Rusophycus, Hall.) Along with this fossil were found 
imperfect specimens of Lingula, or Lingulepis, Conocoryphe, Bathyurus, 
&c., which, when taken together, point to a rather low position in the 
series, especially in view of the forms that occur in the succeeding sub- 
divisions above. 
From the third and second subdivisions, occurring successively above, 

we have the genera Acrotreta, Hyolithes, Agnostus, Conocoryphe, Bathy- 
urus, &., a group of types which, in the present state of paleontological 
science, could hardly be expected to occur together, higher in the series 
than the Quebec group of the Canadian survey. And, when we take 
into consideration the entire absence among these collections of any 
type elsewhere peculiar to any higher horizon, and the fact that several 
of the species are closely allied to forms found in rocks of that age, we 
feel quite safe in referring these beds to the Potsdam, or Primordial 
zone. 

Big Horn Mountain.—The same may probably be said of the rocks 
from which a few fragments of Conocoryphe and Dikelocephalus were 
collected on the west face of Big Horn Mountain. 

The few specimens from the first or upper of the subdivisions at the 
locality referred to above Gallatin City, are in a fragmentary condition, 
but from the position of this subdivision above the others, as well as 
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from the character of the fossils, and the similiarity of the rock in texture 
and composition to beds to be mentioned below at another locality of 
the age of the Quebee group, it probably belongs to that horizon. 

Malade City.—The collections from Malade City, Northern Utah, 
include the genera Camerella, Orthis, Euomphalus, Agnostus, Conocoryphe, 
Bathyurellus, Bathyurus, Asaphus, and perhaps Dikelocephalus, most of 
which are common to the Potsdam and Quebec groups; but from the 
affinities of most of the species and the actual identity of others with 
Quebec forms, it appears quite clear that these beds belong to that 
horizon, as stated by Professor Bradley in the Am. Jour. of Science. 
Two of the species of Huomphalus, for instance, seem to be identical 
with forms described by me some time back among Mr. King’s collec- 
tions from Muddy Creek, Utah, and referred to the horizon of the New 
York Calciferous group; generally regarded as representing in part, at 
least, the Quebec; while a species of Camerelia and one of Orthis seem 
to be identical with Canadian species of that age. Bathyurus Saffordi, 
a Canadian Quebec species, is also represented among these collections 
by specimens agreeing exactly with authentic examples of the same, 
sent from that horizon in Canada. Several of the other genera are 
represented by species most nearly allied to Quebec forms. 

Flat-Head Pass.—A few specimens from Flat-Head Pass, Montana, 
consisting of fragments of Bathyurellus, and perhaps Dvikelocephalus, 
seem also to be of the same age as the above, judging from the oceur- 
rence among them of Dikelocephalus? truncatus, one of the. Malade 
species. 

CARBONIFEROUS AGE. 

Mystic Lake, &e.—The fossils from the outlet of Mystic Lake; Caiion, 
east side of Madison River; Bridger, Peak, near Fort Ellis; Black-Tail 
Deer Creek; north side Gros Ventres Butte; Flat-Head Pass; north 
side Henry’s Lake; and Canon west of Gallatin River, (all in Montana,) 
and Camp 19, Idaho, all evidently came from the same geological forma- 
tion, a considerable portion of the species being common to several of 
these localities. They belong, without exception, to genera that are 
common both to the Carboniferous and Devonian, while a smaller pro- 
portion of the genera are also represented even in the Silurian. That 
these fossils are not of Silurian age, however, is obvious at a glance; 
but as most of the species are either new, or, owing to the state of pre- 
servation of the specimens,* not in a condition to be certainly identified 
with known forms, almost the only guides we have in determining 
whether we should refer them to the Carboniferous or Devonian are the 
absence of certain genera and the general specific affinities of the entire 
group of forms. Some of the Producti, Chonetes, and Spirifer have 
rather a Devonian look, while a very finely striated Hemipronites is very 
Similar to some of the Devonian types of that genus. Even the form 
I have referred to, H. crenistria, is quite as nearly like some varieties of 
H. Chemungensis (Streptorhynchus Chemungensis, of the 4th vol. Paleont., 
N. Y.,) from the Chemung and Hamilton groups of the New York 
Devonian, as it is like the Carboniferous forms of H. crenistria. Ac- — 
cording to Mr. Davidson and others, however, H. crenistria occurs in 
both the Carboniferous and Devonian of Europe, while the New York 
form, H. Chemungensis, differs very little from some varieties of H. cren- 
istria from the Carboniferous. 

*These collections consist mainly of separate valves of brachiopoids, imbedded in ~ 
hard limestone. uit 
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Notwithstanding the resemblance of some of these fossiis to Devonian 
forms, and the fact that scarcely any of the species can be identified 
beyond doubt with forms peculiar to the Carboniferous, [ must regard 
the whole as belonging to the lower part of the lower Carboniferous. 
It is extremely improbable that in a collection containing so many 
brachiopods there would be no Atrypa, Strophodonta, Pentameroid, and 
other Devonian and older types, if the rock belonged to the Devonian. 
The entire absence of any strictly Devonian and older types of corais, 
erinoids, Lamellebranchs, &c., also favors the conclusion that this 
formation belongs to the Carboniferous, which conclusion is also sup- 
ported by the specific affinities, if not even by the specific identity, of 
some of the species of Spuifer, Productus, Chonetes, Retzia, &e. 

In looking over the collections from these localities, [ have been im- 
pressed with the similarity of their general facies (without being quite 
sure that any of the ‘species are identical) to the fauna of the Waverly 
group of Ohio, now known to belong to the Carboniferous. At the 
same time that I would refer the beds from which these fossils were 
obtained to the Carboniferous, it should be remarked that we have every 
reason to believe that they belong to a lower horizon in the series than 
those from which nearly all of the collections from “Old Baldy,” Mon- 
tana, were obtained ; also, than the fossiliferous beds on the divide be- 
tween Ross Fork and Lincoln Vailey, Montana. 

Tyon Hill.—The fossils from Lyon Hill, Ophir, Hast Cation, Utah, are 
of Carboniferous age, but it is not possible to determine, owing to the 
small number and imperfect condition of the specimens, the particular 
horizon in that system to which they belong. 

Swan Valley—A few specimens from Swan Valley, Idaho, have been 
placed provisionally in the Carboniferous list, but they are very frag- 
mentary and difficult to make out, and may belong to rocks of some 
other age. 

Between Ross Fork and Lincoln Valley.—The species from the divide 
between Ross Fork and Lincoln Valley, marked with an asterisk in the 
list, are nearly all very small fossils, and occur crowded together in 
such great numbers that all the specimens in the collection (ineluding 
many individuals of some species) were broken from a few fragments ot 
the matrix, perhaps altogether not more than one-tenth of a cubic foot 
in volume. Some seven or eight of the thirty-two or thirty-three species 
thus found, seem to be in all respects, so far as the specimens afford the 
means of comparison, identical with forms occurring at the celebrated 
Spergen Hill locality, near Bloomington, Indiana, while five or six others, 
if not more, may be only varieties of Spergen Hill species; and nearly all 
of the remainder belong to genera found at that locality, and so closely 
resemble in their small size and other characters, that they may be re- 
garded as representative forms. 

The occurrence of so many apparently identical and representative 
species of such a peculiar group of pigmy forms, all crowded together 
in the same way, at these two widely separated localities, is certainly a 
very remarkable and interesting fact; and one, too, so far as yet known, 
without a parallel in all of our American rocks. It is all the more 
curious because not a single species of these little fossils has hitherto 
been identified from any intermediate locality west of lowa and Mis 
souri, and even there the few species that have been found generally 
occur isolated among larger species. In comparing two collections of 
such peculiar fossils from localities so remotely separated, many inter- 
esting questions bearing on the geographical distribution of species 
naturally suggest themselves. Adopting the view that each species, in 

2868 
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all cases, originated at some single locality, and thence distributed itself 
over the world wherever we now find its remains, and admitting that a 
part of these little shells, at the two localities, are really exactly iden- 
tical, specifically, it may be asked, were these species created some- . 
where in the bottom of the old Carboniferous sea, at or near the Indiana 
locality, from which they migrated 1,200 to 1,500 miles to the northwest- 
ward; or, was the reverse the direction of their distribution? Such ques- 
tions are, of course, far more easily asked than answered; but if we do 
not admit that there were distinct centers of distribution for species, it 
would seem more probable that these forms originated at some interme- 
diate point, (where the strata, containing their remains, are now beneath 
thousands of feet of more modern rocks,) and migrated thence southeast- 
ward and northwestward to the two remotely separated localities. 

Professor Edward Forbes maintained that, to find the same group of 
fossils at two distantly separated localities, as in this case, so far from 
proving that the rocks are exactly contemporaneous, as often supposed, 
demonstrates exactly the reverse; or, in other words, that time enough 
must have intervened between the deposition of the strata at the two 
localities, for the migration of the species of fossils through all the 
intermediate distance. However this may be, there is little reason to 
doubt that in such cases the rocks occupy very nearly the same relative 
horizons in the series of their respective districts, whatever may be the 
differences between their actual ages. Hence, | regard the bed from 
which these little fossils were obtained in Montana as representing the 
Saint Louis limestone of the Lower Carboniferous series of the Missis- 
sippi Valley, to which horizon the Spergen Hill beds are known to 
-belong. It is also evident that the physical conditions affecting animal 
life must have been very similar at these localities during the deposi- 
‘tion of the strata in which these fossils occur, although, lithologically, 
the rocks are quite different, that in Montana being a bluish-gray, some- 
what crumbling semi-crystalline limestone; while that at Spergen Hill 
is @ light-colored oolite mass. 
“Old Baldy.”—The collections from “ Old Baldy,” near Virginia City, 

Montana, present a group of forms that could only, in our present state 
of knowledge, be referred to the Lower Carboniferous series. The 
presence among them, however, of such coal-measure types as Athyris 

. subtilita, Pleurotomaria spherulata, Astartella Newberryi, &e., with the 
affinities of other species, point to a high position in this lower series ; 
while the occurrence in the same association of Pentremites Godont and 

_P.. symmetricus, or very closely allied representative forms, together 
with the affinities of other types, show that their position is that of the 
~Chester beds (or possibly of the Saint Louis limestone) of the Mississippi 
“Valley. 

A single species, however, Strophomena analoga, Phillips, from the 
same locality, would indicate that lower members of the series probably 
also exist there, as this species, if I remember correctly, is not known 
to occur.above the horizon of the Burlington beds, in the Carboniferous 
series of the Mississippi Valley. There is thickness enough, however, 
of Carboniferous strata, at these distant northwestern localities, for this 
whole system of rocks to be developed there. 

The collections from this and some of the other localities in Montana 
contain the first specimens of the genus Pentremites 1 have ever seen 
from any. lecalities west of Missouri and Lowa. 

JURASSIC AGE. 

Lower Caton of Yellowstone.—The collections from the Lower Cation 
of the Yellowstone, the lower beds at Spring Caiion, and those from the 
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Devil's Slide, Montana, are evidently all of Jurassic age. They are 
nearly all bivalves, and belong to genera that also occur in the Creta- 
ceous, and in part in older formations than the Jurassic, as well as in 
more modern rocks than the Cretaceous... None of them are, beyond 
doubt, identical with foreign Jurassic species; but from. their specific 
affinities to European Jurassic forms, and their positive identity, in a 
few instances, with species found at other localities in the West, in well- 
determined Jurassic beds, as well as from the entire absence among 
them of any strictly Cretaceous types, we can safely refer the rocks in 
which they occur to the Jurassic. 

Spring Caron.—The few specimens from the upper beds at Spring 
Canon are probably also Jurassic types, but the number and condition 
of the specimens scarcely warrant the expression of a positive opinion 
on this point. \ 

Those from the lower beds near Fort Hall, Idaho, although all belong- 
ing to one species, evidently came from a Jurassic rock; while a few 
casts from the upper beds at the same locality, also, seem to belong to 
the same epoch; but the specimens being all casts, cannot be satisfac- 
torily studied. 

CRETACEOUS AGH. 

Coalville—The coal-bearing rocks at Coalville, Utah, are undoubtedly 
of Cretaceous age, as stated by Mr. King and Mr. Emmons, and as was 
from the first maintained by myself. During the past summer I had 
an opportunity to examine, personally, this interesting locality, and to 
note the thickness, order of succession, and composition of.the great 
group of beds exposed there, as well as to collect and study a large 
series of the organic remains found in the same. From these observa- 
tions it is now proposed to give, below, some remarks on this extensive 
series, in more detail than has hitherto been done. Before proceeding 

- to do so, however, it seems desirable that a few words should be said in 
regard to what has beenalready published respecting the geological age 
of this formation, as there would at least appear to be some misappre- 
hensions on this point. Perhaps the shortest way to place this prelimi- 
nary information before the reader will be to quote from Dr. Hayden’s © 
Report of 1870, page 299, the following paragraphs, written by myself, 
on this coal series, in a paper contributed to that report: 

Some of the specimens from near Bear River, and at Coalville, Utah, from a light 
colored sandstone, containing beds of a good quality of brown coal, appear to belong 
to a member of the Cretaceous series not corresponding to any of those named in the 
Upper Missouri country, though it is, as I believe, represented by a similar sandstone 
under the oldest Estuary Tertiary beds at the mouth of Judith River, on the Upper 
Missouri. In 1860, Colonel Simpson brought from this rock, on Sulphur Creek, a small 
tributary of Bear River, in Utah,~ several casts of Inoceramus and other fossils; and 
in some remarks on Colonel Simpson’s collection, published by the writer, in connection 
with Mr. Henry Engelmann, the geologist of Colonel] Simpson’s survey, we referred 
this formation to the Cretaceous.t The collections that have been brought in from 
Utah, by Mr. King’s and Dr. Hayden’s surveys, confirm the conclusion that it belongs 
to the Cretaceous, as they contain, among other things, species of Jnoceranus, Anchura, 
and Gyrodes—genera that seem not to have survived the close of the Cretaceous period. 
In addition to this, there is among Dr. Hayden’s collections from this rock, at Coal- 
ville, a Turritella that I cannot distinguish by the figure and description, even specifi- 
cally from 7. Martinezensis, described by Mr. Gabb, from one of the upper beds in Cali- 

*This locality on Bear River is really within the western border of Wyoming, 
though it was supposed by me at the time of writing this paragraph to be, like Coal- 
ville, in Utah. 

+ See Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1860. 
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fornia, referred to the Cretaceous. A Modiola from the same horizon, also, appears to 
be specifically identical with MW. Pedernalis, of Roemer, from the Cretaceous of Texas. 
Dr. Hayden also has, from a little above the coal-beds at Coalville, specimens of Ostrea, 
that seem much like O. Idriaensis and O. Breweri, of Gabb, from the upper beds of the 
California Cretaceous. As no other fossils were found directly associated with these 
oysters, however, nor any marine forms above them, it is possible that they may he- ° 
long to the Lower Tertiary. 

From the affinities of some of these fossils te forms found in the latest of the beds 
referred in California to the Cretaceous, and the intimate relations of these marine 
coal-bearing strata of Utah to the oldest Tertiary of the same region, and the apparent 
occurrence of equivalent beds bearing the seme relations to the “oldest brackish-water 
Tertiary beds at the mouth of Judith River on the Upper Mis souri, I am inclined to 
believe that these Coalville beds occupy a higher horizon in the Cretaceous than even 
the Fox Hiils beds of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous series ; or, in other words, that 
they belong to the closing or latest member of the Cretaceous. 

These remarks certainly ought to make it clear enough, one would 
think, that I regarded the coal-bearing strata at Coalville, Utah, and 
near the mouth of Sulphur Creek, on Bear River, Wyoming, as being 
of Cretaceous age.* <A few pages further on in the same report, I gave 
a list of all the fossils collected during the preceding summer by Dr. 
Hayden’s party, that I referred to the Cretaceous epoch. In this list, it 
will be seen, I placed all of the few. fossils in the collections then under 
consideration, from the coal series at Coalville, Utah, and Bear River. 

In making out the Cretaceous list mentioned above, I endeavored to 
express, by a number opposite the name of each species, the particular 
horizon in the Cretaceous series of the Upper Missouri, to which the 
bed that contained it belongs. This I fully explained on page 289 of 
the same report cited, as follows: ‘ The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, along 
the right-hand margin of the list,t opposite the localities, show to which 
member of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous each species belongs, the. 
subdivisions of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous having been severally 
named and numbered from below upward, as follows: No. 1, Dakota 
group; No. 2, Fort Benton group; No. 3, Niobrara division; No. 4 
Fort Pierre group; and No.5, Fox Hills beds; the names being derived 
from localities where the several formations are well developed.” 

In accordance with this plan, I assigned each species in the list to its 
proper, horizon in the Cretaceous series, by adding after the locality, 
“Cret. No. 1,” “Cret. No. 2,” &c., according to,its position, except- 
ing those from Coalville. These I could not refer to their precise 
horizon in the Cretaceous, because, although not doubting that they 
belong to the Cretaceous system, I was, as already explained, in doubt 
whether the beds in which they were found correspond exactly to any 
of the recognized subdivisions of the Upper Missouri series, being, as 
stated, rather inclined to think they form the closing member or divis- ° 
ion of the Cretaceous, holding a position above the horizon of No. 5 of 
the Upper Missouri section. Consequently, in order to give expression 
to this doubt, as well as to follow out the system of notation, I placed 
opposite each of the species from Coalville, and the coal-bearing sand- 
stones at Bear River, the words “Cret. No. ?” meaning thereby, 
of course, that I was in doubt whether these beds corresponded exactly 
with any particular one of the recognized subdivisions of the Upper 
Missouri series; which, it should be remembered, only represents a part 
of the whole Cretaceous system. 

* Another quite distinct formation at the Bear River locality, containing a peculiar 
group of fresh and brackish water types of fossils, all entirely different from forms 
found in the marine beds. containing the valuable beds of coal there, was referred by 
me provisionally tothe lower Eocene. 

t These numbers were placed on the right-hand margin of the list in the MS., but : 
are not exactly so in the list as printed. 
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In reading over the last proof of this list, it occurred to me that pos- 
sibly the query after the words “Cret. No.?” might be misunder- 
stood as intended to express a doubt in regard to the Cretaceous age of 
these species. Consequently, I struck out, with a pencil, the abbrevia- 
tion ‘ Cret.,” leaving it simply “ No. ?” ‘after each of these species. 
But afterward I thought there could certainly be no misunderstanding 
on this point, with the accompanying explanations, and made an effort 
to rub out the pencil-markings I had made in the‘proof. The printer, 
however, being misled by the soiling of the paper, did not understand 
what I wa vnted, and instead of leaving it “ Cret. No.?” in all these 
cases, only left it so after one species; while, after another, he struck 
out “* Cret.,” leaving it merely ‘‘No.?”; after two others he struck out 
the abbreviation “ No.?” leaving it ‘‘ Cret.,?” and after two others he 
struck it all out. 

In regard to the two Coalville species, by mistake of the printer, left 
with only “Cret. ?” after them, I admit that it might appear, to one 
glancing hastily over the list without reading the remarks and explana- 
tions on the preceding pages of the same report, that I had intended to 
express doubts respecting their Cretaceous age. It certainly seems to 
me, however, that any person reading, with even a moderate degree of 
attention, my remarks and explanations respecting this list, and the 
age of the Coalville and Bear River coal- bearing strata, in the same 
report, ought to understand that I did not question the fact of these 
beds belonging to the Cretaceous system. 
Again, in giving a list of the Cretaceous fossils collected by Dt. Hay- 

den’s party, at various localities during the summer of 1870,* in his re- 
port of 1871, pages 375 and 376, I placed in it a few additional forms 
from Coalville, nearly all of which are entirely distinct from any I had 
before seen from there,,or, indeed, from any other locality. These are 
mainly casts in hard arenaceous rock; and as I had little or no time 
then to work out and study them, I merely placed them in the Creta- 
ceous list, without specific names, and with a mark of doubt in regard 
to the genera to which five of them belong. I explained, however, in 
the accompanying remarks, that I regarded them as Cretaceous species, 
giving my reasons for so doing. 

I have been somewhat particular in giving the foregoing statement 
of formerly published opinions respecting the age of the rocks under 
consideration, because the question-marks used in the lists mentioned 
have been alluded to as if they had been used to express doubts in regard 
to the Cretaceous age of the coal-bearing rocks at Coalville and other 
localities in this region; and my opinion on this subject has been con- 
sequently treated as if so vague and undecided that it was not even 
necessary for any one, subsequently arriving at the same conclusion in 
regard to the Cretaceous age of any of the coals of this region, even so 
much as to allude to it.t 

Having thus briefly cleared away some misapprebensions in regard to 
what has been well known for some years past respecting the Cretaceous 
age of the coal-deposits of Coalville, Utah, and at Bear River, Wyoming, 

*Tt should be remembered that each of these lists only includes the collections 
breught in from the explorations of the preceding summer, and that they were not in- 
tended to include all of the known species that had previously been found in the same 
beds, at the same localities. 

+ See a paper on the existence of Dinosauria in the transition beds of Wyoming, by 
Prof. Edward D. Cope, read before the Am. Philosophical Society, 1872; also, Remarks 
on the Geology of Wyoming, by Prof. Edward D. Cope, Proceed. ‘Acad. Nat. Sci. Phijad., 
December, 1872, page 279. 
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I will proceed to describe in detail the various beds composing the creat 
thickness of strata exposed at and near Coalville; also to explain ‘their 
order of succession, the nature of the organic remains found in each, &e. 

In order that these remarks may be the more readily understood, the 
accompanying section has been prepared, from observations made at 
the locality during the past summer. It runs from the principal coal- 
bed near Coalv ille, in a northwesterly direction to Echo Cafion, a dis- 
tance, by a right line a little obliquely across the strike of the rocks, of 
perhaps three to three and a half miles. 

It may be proper to explain here that the beds were not always found 
well enough exposed to afford absolutely exact measurements of their 
thickness, while the elevations of the ridges crossed, as well as the 
breadth of intervening valleys, were merely estimated. Another sec- 
tion across the same outcrops on a different line, even at no great 
distance from that of the section here given, would probably not agree 
in minor details, because the beds are liable to vary in thickness and 
composition at different localities in this series of rocks. The heavy 
beds of harder sandstone are more persistent, and, as might be expected, 
generally more exposed than those of softer material. Those of soft, 
decomposing sandstones, shales, clays, &c., more frequently form slopes, 
and consequently are more apt to be covered and obscured by loose 
earth. In some cases we, therefore, had no other means of deter mining 
the nature of the strata occupying such spaces, than by examining the 
disintegrated surface materials, ‘and a few small projecting ledges. 
Hence some of these spaces that appeared to be occupied by clays or 
shales, with only a few intercalations of sandstone, may be mainly or 
entirely made up of soft sandstones, or alternations of the same with 
clays and shales. Again, it is an important point to be remembered, 
that there may be other beds and seams of coal, in addition to those 
represented in the section, because these coals generally occur in, or 
are connected with, clays and shales, or other soft beds such as are most 
frequently hidden from view. 
A mile or so in a southeasterly direction from Sprigg’s mine, situated 

directly in Coalville, coal has been found in one or two openings not 
more than about forty feet above the valley of Weber River; and the 
bed or beds have been by some supposed to hold a lower position in 
the series than the main coal (division 5) of our section. The locality 
of these openings, with relation to the known position and dip of the 
main bed, would certainly indicate for them a lower horizon in the se- 
ries, and they may possibly belong lower; but from all the appearance 
at these excavations, (which had partly fallen in at the time of our 
visit,) | have the impression that this coal is merely « portion of the 
same bed thrown out of its natural horizon with relation to the rocks 
represented in the section, by the same powerful forces that upheaved 
and tilted all of the strata of this region. We did not see more than 
five or six feet of this coal exposed, but it is overlaid by a sandstone 
similar to that forming the roof of the main bed at Sprigg’s mine in 
Coalville, and seemed to correspond in other respects, excepting in show- 
ing a (probably local) reversed dip. 

_ Between this locality and the lowest beds represented in the section, 
‘as they are seen nearly at Coalville, there is a space not well exposed at 
any points examined, and consequently we did not determine the thick- 
ness and nature of the beds occupying the same. 
Commencing, then, with the lowest strata represented in the section 

on the right, and describing the beds in ascending order, we have ete 
following series: 
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SECTION FROM ABOUT 14 MILES NORTHEAST OF COALVILLE, IN A 
NORTHWESTERLY DIRECTION, TO ECHO CANON. 

SSE. Ty = 
\ a Hb. In: 

» No. 1. Thin beds and seams of sandstone and 
Xs clays, reddish and gray below, with some 
3 pebbly beds near the middle, and whitish 
s and Jlight-gray soft sandstones and clays 
Z DOVER han SMaeEn MIME USE GAIN Oe S724 4 120 0 
No. 2. Yellowish and reddish sandy clays..... 43. 0 

“No. 3. Alternations of light-gray and yellowish 
sandy. more or less laminated, clays, and 
beds and thin layers of sandstone, with 
Inoceramus problematicus, Cardium subcur- 

z tum, Lucina, Macrodon, Modiola multilini- 
Kgs gera, Arcopagia Utahensis, Corbula, Martesia, 

and many other bivalves; with MNeritina 
pisum, Turritella Coalvillensis, Hulima funi- 

s culus, Fusus (Neptunea?) Gabbi, Melampus, 
5 CECE RUCGS ENE Oe Ne LI Out Ey Giaen Ma 150 0 

No. 4. Light- grayish and ash-colored clays, with 
occasional beds and seams of sandstones, 

10 

altogether from 60 to 80 feet ..... .....-. 80 0 
No. 5. Heavy bed of good coal, said to vary from 

HMecouloteetmum thickness. 0s. cere oc 13 0 
o. 6. Yellowish-gray sandstone forming roof 

of coal, and containing Ostrea soleniscus (?) 
ite Tnoceramus B hataa esau AE UR UE AA a ey 25 0 

- Dark-colored (nearly black) clay with In- 
oceramus problematicus ; varying from 60 to 
LOO Meeb amy thickmessits er Meu eyes ena 100 0 

. 8. Space mainly covered where examined, 
but apparently occupied by clays and soft 
sandstones, altogether perhaps 80 to 100 
LECCANGEMICKMESSY ee eee teen Seer ely ee 100 0 

. 9. a. Massive whitish and yellowish sand- 
stones, with casts and impressions of 
a peculiar Fucoid, Avicula, Cardiun, 
Trapezium, &ce., 45 feet. 

b. Yellowish sandstone with many bi- 
vlaves, 25 feet. 

c. Massive whitish sandstone, with Avi- 

Fig. 52, 

Coalville Section.—Elevation of base line above sea 5,540 feet, 

cula, Tellina, &c., &e., 30 feet .....-- 100 0 
, No. 10. Yellowish and light-gray clays, with: - 

some beds and layers sandstone.......---. 80 0 
No. 11. a. Reddish, sandy, and pebbly clays, 

not well exposed, 20 to 30 feet. 
b. Conglomerate, 10 to 15 feet. 
e. Bright yellow sandstone; Avicula gas- 

trodes, Cardium, Tellina, Areopa- 
gia, (?) Gyrodes, Cyprimera isonema, 
Gyrodes depressa, fusus (Neptunea ? ) 
Utahensis, &c., &c., 50 to 60 feet. 

d. Heavy, massive, whitish sandstone, 
with Ostrea soleniscus, Cardium, &c., 
UOFCORSUMICE bere tain ea re calane are nee te 190 6 surg cyast 

UMNCN E 
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\ Ft. 
No. 12. a. Clays and sandstones; the latter in thin layers, 55 

feet. 
b. Light-gray and yellowish clay, 20 feet.............. 75. 0 

No. 13. a. Gray conglomerate and sandstone, 42 feet. - 
b. Light-yellowish and grayish clays and pebbly sand- 

stones, 40 feet. 
ce, Conglomerate, 12 to 15 feet wae ie a ee ee 172 0 

No. 14. Valley ; no good exposures, but, probably, mainly shales 
ead clays aii. 0 ee Pe Seas Go) ee 600 0 

No. 15. Alternations of shale and sandstone............-..... 37 0 
INO PRG HO oasis eo Oo J NaI PR a oe ee SHO. OLE A aa 2 6 
No. 17. Alternations of dark-bluish fire-clay, shale, gray clay, 

and, more or less, soft sandstone. Numerous fresh brackish 
water and marine types of fossils mingled together, such as 
Anomia, Inoceramus, Unio, Cardium, Cyrena Carltoni, Neri- 
tina Bannisteri, Neritina (Dostia ?) bellatula, N. (D.?) car- 
ditiformis, Hulima chrysalis, E. inconspicua, Turritella spiro- 
nema, Melampus antiquus, Physa, Valvata, &e., &¢..--...-.- 48 0 

No. 18. a. Coal, (Carltons bed,) 3 feet to 3 feet 4 inches. 
b. Coal and black shale, 1 feet 2 inches. 
CAC oad | tOOG 2 atl Sh CNN Ue SP MO Ueh. wiege lt ren at fay) 5 6 

[There may be a space here of 50 to 60 or more nee occupied 
by unknown beds. | 

No. 19. Great, massive, light-grayish and yellowish sandstone, 
estimated at 220 feebes sign) ted le oe ear ts eee 220 0 

No. 20. Gray sandstone and sandy clays, with numerous Ostrea 
SOLENISCUS oS asec ise cele ele ei Sie, WAL Re CTE Se ae 14 0 

No; 2¥. Sandstones’and elayst i: vy lo.2hs.0 Se Vay See 85 0 
No. 22. Valley, showing at places sandstones and sandy clays, 

estimated thickmess’.. 2200 Sey yey eee ie SUE PLS Oe a 600 0 
No. 23. Light-colored sandstones and clays_..-..-.-..2...---. 90 0 
No. 24. Gray, soft sandstone, with many large Inoceramus, 

Ostreas Cardiwit, SoG. 2e 20 eine er Ae ad SA SEA 6221 OTRO 
No. 25. Gray pantccones and Clays oo Pe hie tee Oe Een eee 18 90 

No. 26. Whitish sandstones and sandy clays, with fragments of . 
Ostrea lying loose on surface of ‘slope 2122. 27.) Yo eee 150 0 

No. 27. Soft, light-gray, coarse sandstone, with some pebbles 23 0 
No. 28. Valley, no rocks exposed, 300 to 880...--.....-.-...-- 380 0 ¢ 
No. 29. Soft, decomposing, light-gray, coarse sandstone, and . 

conglomerate -...-. 22202. 22) 2 EDR 
No. 30. Reddish-brown conglomerate, with local streaks, and 

thin beds of soft, whitish sandstone, 500 to 600 feet thick- 
MOSSi2 isc ae dee eet crete es SME A ele Ta | a 600 0 

No. 31. Whitish, soft, coarse sandstone, with more or less peb 
IVES ene fe a Be Et a Ms 60 0 

No. 32. Great Echo Caton conglomerate, (brownish tinge,) com- 
posed of pebbles, bowlders, and sandstone, 700 feet or more 700 0 + 

By footing up this long list of subordinate beds, it will be seen that, 
if there are no faults or down-throws along the line of observation, there 
would be, including the great conglomerate near the mouth of Echo ye | 
Cation, and about 390 feet of beds below the main 11 to 13 foot coal, an — 
aggregate of some 4,680 feet of strata embraced in the section. As 
already explained, however, it is net pretended that the details of this 
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section have been worked out with the degree of precision attainable 
by instrumental observation, the main object in constructing it being 
merely to illustrate approximately the position and vertical range of 
fossils with relation to the coal-beds, and to give a general idea of the 
lithological characters of the series. It should be stated, however, that 
the dip and estimated distance across the strike of the strata would 
indicate even a greater thickness than the sum of the individual beds 
observed. 

The dip of the beds, including the main coal (5) toward the lower 
part of the section, seemed not to differ much from about 8° to 10° below 
the horizon, to the northwestward; but it increases gradually in that 
direction, so that at the fourth ridge it is about 25°. Between this 
ridge and the mouth of the cafton we observed no marked change of 
dip, though there appeared to be a slight unconformability between the 
conglomerate and the lighter.colored beds below at this place; and this 
unconformity is more obvious at other points near here; while farther 
up, near the head of the caion, it is very strongly marked, the discord- 
ance being, according to Mr. Emmons, as much as 25°. 

Unfortunately, we have no means of ascertaining the precise distance 
by an air-line traversed by the section, the linear survey of the Coal- 
ville township not yet being completed. If we estimate the distance at 
three miles, and the mean dip at 17°, however, it would give a thick- 
ness not materially greater than the aggregate of beds noted in the 
section. Ifthe distance should be as much as three and a half to four 
miles, however, the difference would be so great as to warrant the con- 
clusion that we have overestimated the dip, or, what is much mere 
probable, underestimated the breadth of some of the valleys between 
the ridges, and consequently the thickness of strata hidden beneath the 
same. As evidences of horizontal displacements of some of the ridges, 
however, were observed, it is possible that the discrepancy may be, in 
part at least, accounted for in that way.* 

Mr. Emmons gives in Mr. King’s report about 6,000 feet as the entire 
thickness of the Cretaceous series here, exclusive of the Echo Cafion 
conglomerate, which is apparently Tertiary. But infer that he includes 
in this estimate a considerable thickness of lower strata farther up _ 
Weber River than our examinations extended. 

All of the lower beds forming divisions 1 to 6, inclusive, of this section 
are seen in a low hill, or rising space, directly on the southeastern mar- 
gin of Coalville, flexed around so as not to conform to the general dip 
and strike of the strata between this vicinity and Echo Canon; their 
Strike being nearly north and south, and their dip nearly westward, 
some 14° below the horizon. About two miles to the northeastward, 
however, and at a higher elevation, coal-mines have been opened on the 
main bed forming No. 5 of the section, that show this bed and the over- 
lying sandstone and other strata, conforming there with the general dip 
and strike of the beds between there and Echo Cafion. Between these 
nines and Coalville, the highly fossiliferous strata forming the division 
No. 3, which we know preperly holds a position below the main coal- 
bed, occur some hundreds of feet north of a right line between these | 
Iaines and the coal-mine directly at Coalville, in the same bed; thus 

* Along Grass Creek we observed some curious indications of lateral displacements. 
This creck cuts very obliquely through some of the ridges, which do not correspond on 
opposite sides, That is, the ends of the ridges on opposite sides of the creek do not 
coincide exactly, those on one side ending epposite intervening valleys between those 
on the other, as if there had been a fracture along the course of the creek, and a lateral 
displacement of the strata on one or both sides of the same. ” 

\ 
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appearing as if they really hold a higher horizon in the series than the 
main coal (5) of the section. At this place these more fossiliterous beds 
are seen in a ridge, abutting directly against the lighter-colored, more 
massive sandstones of division 9, forming the first ridge. In following 
this ridge along in a southwesterly direction we come suddenly to a 
point where the more massive, lighter-colored sandstones of division 
9 end, and we pass, almost by a single step, upon the thinner, more fos- 
siliferous layers of division 3; the two divisions coming as abruptly 
together as if their strata had been sawed off and placed end to end 
against each other. Here the strike of the strata of these two divis- 
ions is nearly the same, and the dip also of both is northwestward, but 
those of division 3 dip at a somewhat higher angle than division 9. 
This lateral displacement of portions of these lower strata is very 
puzzling, and had led to the conclusion that they belong above the 
horizon of the main coal. We were so fortunate, however, as to find 
them cropping out at points within a mile to the southeastward of the 
coal-mine in the main bed, directly at Coalville, readily recognizable by 
their characteristic fossils and lithological characters, and yet clearly 
dipping under the division 4, which was, in the same way, traced along 
the outcrops to where it is distinctly seen to dip under the main coal, 
directly at Coalville. There can, therefore, be no question whatever in 
regard to these beds holding a position beneath the main coal-bed ; 
that is, the lowest coal represented in the section here given. 

The determination of the position of these beds beneath this coal is 
a matter of some little interest, because it shows that in viewing this 
‘series in the ascending order, we start with a succession of highly fos- 
siliferous beds, containing a group of forms, among which we recognize 
the Cretaceous and older genus Jnoceramus, represented by the well- 
known Cretaceous species J. problematicus. The other fossils found in 
these beds seem to be all new species, though several of them are un- 
distinguishable from forms found in the beds far above the main coal. 
The Turritellaand Modiola, from this locality, that I at one time thought 
probably identical with Cretaceous species from California and Texas, 
came from these beds; and although later comparisons have satisfied 

-me that they are new species, they are certainly very closely allied to 
the Cretaceous forms with which I had compared them. 

Although nearly all the fossils from these beds are certainly marine 
types, a few of them, such for instance as two or three species of Nere- 
tina and one of Melampus, indicate that streams of fresh water proba- — 
bly flowed into the sea, bay, or inlet in which the marine forms lived, 
from close-lying land, during the deposition of these rocks. 

The local displacement of portions of the lower beds of the section at 
Coalville, mentioned above, doubtless caused the impression at one time 
entertained, that the dark-colored clay (division 7 of the section) con- 
taining Inoceramus problematicus, and perhaps fragments of Ammonites, 
seen in some of the excavations there, probably held a position beneath. 
the main coal, (division 5.) An inclined shaft, however, in course of 
excavation directly at Coalville, during the past summer, demonstrates 
in the clearest and most satisfactory manner thatits position is above 
the horizon of the sandstone forming the roof of this coal, as the shaft 
passes first down through some 50 or more feet of this clay before it 
strikes the sandstone immediately over this coal. Large quantities of 
this clay were observed lying near the top of the shaft, when we were 
at the locality, and numerous specimens of Inoceramus problematicus 
were to be seen in it. 

Of course no attempt has been made to illustrate, in the accompany- 
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ing section, this fault and local displacement of the lower beds of the 
same, observed here at Coalville, because the fracture runs so hearly 
parallel to the section that it could not be done. 

At one place on the southeastern side of the first ridge, almost ex- 
actly at the point where the fault already mentioned crosses,.some coal 
was found in a drift excavated into the side of the hill, perhaps 80 to 90 
feet above the horizon of Weber Valley. As this coal, however, was 
soon found to end abruptly, on following it in, it is probably only a de- 
tached portion of the main bed, (5,) thrown that far out of its natural 
position with relation to the other strata, by the fault cutting through 
the whole. As suggested by Mr. Emmons, however, it could certainly 
be found again at a lower position on the same side of the ridge, pro- 
vided the search should be made, on the northeastern side of the line of 
fracture. Its position, however, on the other side of the fault, would 
be on the opposite or northwestern side of the ridge, since that end of 
the ridge is composed of beds really belonging below the horizon of this 
coal. It is probable, however, that if bodies of this coal exist on the 
northwest side of this ridge, near the line of fracture, they would be 
found so much broken up and distorted as to be of little practical 
value. ; 

Some facts observed at the locality gave origin to the suspicion that 
possibly the whole of that portion of the first ridge on the northeastern 
side of the fault may really be only a down-thrown part of the second 
ridge, or even that both this and the second ridges might be down- 
throws of the third; though the subordinate beds composing these 
ridges do not seem to correspond closely enough to warrant this conclu- 
sion. 

The fault, or lateral displacement, mentioned in the first ridge, is also 
strikingly manifest in the second; the lateral movement there being 
more than 100 feet, precisely as if the whole ridge had been cut across 
by a gigantic saw, and the strata on the southwest side. of this division 
slipped that far to the northwestward, or the portion on the northeast 
side as far southeastward. Evidences of this fracture are to be seen in 
the other ridges, and I have no doubt that it cuts through the whole 
to Echo Caiion, and possibly far beyond in a north or northwesterly 
direction, not exactly but more or less nearly at right angles to the trend 
of the ridges and strike of the strata.* 

Divisions 14, 15, 16,.and 17 were not seen well exposed on tle line of 
the section, or even on the east side of Weber River, though they are 
doubtless exposed at some localities on that side. On the west side of 
the river, however, at Mr. Carleton’s coal-mine, about two miles ina 
southwesterly direction from Coalville, and at a higher elevation, these 
beds were cut through by a drift excavated into the side of the hill 
horizontally, nearly in the direction of the dip, which is there to the 
northwestward about 20° below the horizon. Coal, however, has been 
found at, or very nearly at, this horizon on the east side of the river; 
while the great massive sandstone composing division 18 forms a _ pre- 
cipitous escarpment above Mr. Carleton’s mine, and thence extends con- 
tinuously, in a northeasterly direction, to Weber River, at a point nearly 
opposite the third ridge on the east side, thus leaving little room to 
doubt that Carleton’s coal and the associated beds occupy the position 
assigned them in the section there, as they do on the west side of the 
river. 

. . 

*Other similar faults, or later displacements, were also seen in the ridges at other 
points a mile or so farther eastward. 
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As the drift at Mr. Carleton’s mine penetrates almost horizontally, 
and nearly in the direction of the dip of the beds, of course it: cuts 
obliquely through them from below upward. Owing to the darkness in 
the mine, however, and the presenee of timbers at places, we could not 
examine the beds there very carefully; but Mr. Carleton kindly gave 
us the following detailed statement of their thickness, order of succes- 
sion, &e.: 

Ft. In. 
A. Sandstone, forming the roof of the coal and 

shale, containing Imoceramus....... .----. 
Be Oe oc gee en gs Dh 1 2) Division 17 of 
C. Impure slaty coal and shale..............-: 10} Coalville sec- 
De Coal of good quality .. 062 505). yao oee ee 3 4S tion. 
Pe MeCN 0 cee iy GENIE age cl ee ale) 
Ff. Soft gray sandstone, Inoceramus, Unio, Car- | 

CUR ADO CAN OMIE Ch Eon ee ret a alae 12 0! 
G. Dark-bluish, or nearly black, and lighter 

colored indurated clays, containing many 
fresh and some salt-water types of shells ie al 
such as Physa, Valvata, Cyrena, Neritina, r FEES 22 
Melampus, Hulima, Turritella, &e...-....-- 10 0 

eee cys NM ee a rN orca lah ey 40 
I. Soft rusty sandstone, with Car dium and frag- 

ments of other fossitse 201) 02 15 0 | 
SOE e Clay ea ea Bes aN nL eo See ase 6 0S 
EPO oal cbt oo Ns Deke ea LM at Aug gs Bios eked 26 Division 15. 
Silo wait a tie Moe Ue Mee Bea sae 10 0) 
De Darky sandy Shale (ays cies ice blo cleats 20 0 | 
N. Sandstone....-. ....: oe Hrs eo eae 70} Division 14. 
MOS MPORIORG Un iG. baer, SNe sect ae aye 4 | 
Ee Darkrsmale 2 hhc weer csc eye ele Sl 6 0 § 

Although we could not, as stated, examine all of the beds and seams 
of these divisions of the section in as much detail as desired, there being 
no surface outcrops of the same here, we nevertheless did see nearly all 
of them in place, with their characteristic fossils, in passing along the 
drift or gallery leading to the coal, and in part immediately over the 
same. At some places in the mine, the clays and thin seams of coal 
above the coal D had fallen in, so as to expose the overlying sandstone 
A, and in the under surface of this we saw many casts of Jnoceramus. 
In the bed F we likewise saw Inoceramus, Cardium, and imperfect ex- — 
amples of Unio, while from the dark clays G we picked a few shells, 
when examining this bed in the drift. Considerable quantities of the re- 
moved portions of all of these beds were also to be seen lying in heaps 
at the entrance of the drift, and that from each could there be readily 
identified by Mr. Carleton, so that we had no difficulty in referring all 
of the fossils found in this loose material, which had not been long ex- 
posed to the weather, to their proper beds. 

It was the opinion of the miners here that the sandstone A, in which 
we saw casts of Inoceramus, in the mine, isthe lower part of the massive 
division 18 of the section. Although this view was adopted in con- 
structing the section, it is possible that it may be a lower bed of sand- 
stone, separated from the base of the massive stratum 15 by 50 or 60 
feet of clay or other material, as there ‘seemed to be rather too long a 
slope between the base of the exposed part of the sandstone 18, seen 
above, and the entrance of the driit, to be filled by the beds obliquely 

as 
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The group of fossils found in the dark indurated clay G is, in several 
respects, a very interesting one, not only because every species is new 
to science, and all of them entirely different from any yet found at any 
other loeality, or even in any other beds at this locality, (with possibly 
one or two exceptions,) but on account of their modern affinities. Here 
we have, from beds certainly overlaid by more than 1,000 feet of strata 
containing Cretaceous types of fossils, a little group of forms, present- 
ing such modern affinities that, if placed before any paleontologist un- 
acquainted with the facts, they would be at once referred to the Tertiary. 
Such examples as this illustrate the difficulties with which the paleon- 
tologist sometimes has to contend, and show how very cautious we should 
be in deciding from the affinities of new species of fresh and brackish 
water types of shells (the vertical range of which is unknown) the 
geological age of rocks in which they are found; because species of this" 
kind, from rocks of various ages, often closely resemble each other, 
while they rarely present such well-marked distinctive features as we 
see in marine shells from different horizons. Some of the species of 
Physa, Cyrena, Neritina, &c., for instance, from the clays under consid- 
eration, closely resemble existing species ; while one or two of Melampus 
present but very slight differences from Paris Basin Tertiary species, 
figured by Deshayes under the name Auwricula. 

It would appear that the indurated clay containing these mixed types 
of shells must have been deposited in the form of fine mud, in an estu- 
ary, or possibly a larger body of salt water, into which the fresh-water 
Shells were swept by streams flowing in from adjacent land.* There 
were probably here, however, during the deposition of all this great 
group of coal-bearing strata, as during the formation of the far more 
ancient Carboniferous coals, various oscillations of the earth’s surface, 
because we have every reason to believe that every bed or seam of coal, 
even if only a few inches in thickness, was formed in marshes, by the 
growth and accumulation of vegetable matter, at or a little above the. 
sea-level, while we find marine types of fossils through most of the in- 
tervening strata; showing that after the accumulation of the material 
of each bed and seam of coal, there was a subsidence, and a return of 
the sea. 
Above the horizon of Mr. Carleton’s mine, we only saw marine types 

of fossils, though there may be other beds containing fresh-water shells 
higher in the series. As already explained, we saw in the sandstone 
supposed to be the lower partof division 18, in Mr. Carleton’s coal-mine, 
casts of one or more species of the marine genus Inoceramus. We also 
saw higher in that division, on the east side of Weber River, casts of 
the marine genus Cardium ; while in some thinner beds of sandstone 
and clays forming division 19, just above 18, there occur, on the east 
side of the river, numerous casts and shells of a peculiar oyster I have 
called O. soleniscus. 

This oyster, which, as already stated, occurs at several horizons far 
down in the series, is very peculiar, and easily recognized by its unusually 
narrow, clongated, and generally quite straight form. At the locality 
mentioned above, on the east side of the river, many examples of it 

*It is evident that these fresh-water shells could not, however, have been trans- 
ported very far, because, although quite thin, they are not water-worn, but Seem to 
have been deposited in an unbroken condition. Many of them, however, are found in 
@ crushed condition, evidently from pressure during the consolidation of the clay. 
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were seen, presenting a curious and puzzling appearance. They had 
grown crowded together by thousands, beak downward; while, in most 
eases, the shell itself was dissolved away, leaving only the internal casts, 
often 12 to 13 inches in length and only about 2 2 inches in breadth, 
standing side by side, with “their longer diameters at right angles to 
the plane of the bed in which they were enveloped. At first it was 
rather difficult to,;comprehend what they could be, but on drawing some 
of them that were loose from the cavities they were found to be the 
internal casis of this peculiar oyster, showing the muscular scars quite 
distinetly. In a few instances, however, some of these specimens also 
retain the shell itself entire. 

The highest horizon in this great series of beds at which fossils were 
seen in situ was in division 23 of the section, (fourth ridge.) Here we 
found in a light-grayish, soft sandstone numerous casts and broken 
shells of a large Ineceramus, with tragments of Ostrea and casts of a 
Cardium. The Inoceramus tound here is a suborbicular, rather com- 
pressed or moderately convex species, with a rather short hinge and 
regular concentric undulations. It agrees well with Upper Missouri 
specimens we have always referred to J. nebrascensis, Owen, from the 
Cretaceous, excepting that none of the specimens found are quite so 
large as Owen’s type; the size being about intermediate between J. 
Sagensis, and I. nebrascensis, Owen, which, however, may be only 
varieties of one species. The fragments of Ostrea and casts of Cardium 
found in the same association were too imperfect for satisfactory identi- 
fication, but seemed to be very like forms found far below this horizon 
in other beds. 

Along a slope formed by division 25 loose fragments of Ostrea were 
observed, that appeared to be the same form found associated with the 
Tnoceramus and Cardium, in division 23, but none were seen in place. 

Beyond this, toward Echo Canon, as we ascend in the series the same’ 
light- grayish colors prevail in the sandstones and intercalated beds of 
conglomerate, for perhaps five or six hundred feet or more before we 
come to the great brownish conglomerate of the cation. These lighter 
‘colored sandstones, however, are coarser and less coherent than most of 
those below the division 26. We looked carefully for fossils in these 
beds, but found no traces of organic remains of any kind; and, judging 
from the coarseness of the material, itis probable that it was rapidly 
deposited during the prevalence of physical conditions unfavorable to 
animal life. 

The same was also evidently the case, even in a far more marked de- 
gree, during the deposition of those huge, massive beds of brownish 
conglomerate, at Echo Cation, (divisions 29 to 31, inclusive, of the see- 
tion,) which are so coarse as to present the appearance of consolidated 
drift. These beds are mainly composed of water-worn rocks of every 
size, from that of small pebbles to bowlders from 6 to 10 inches in © 
diameter, the larger sizes more frequently predominating. The inter- 
stices are filled with arenaceous matter, and the whole firmly cemented 
together. So far as examined, near the mouth of the canon, a large ma- 
jority of these pebbles and bowlders were found to be very hard, light- 
grayish siliceous rock, apparently metamorphosed sandstone, though a 
few of igneous origin were occasionally seen. The whole formation is 
so massive that it would often be difficult to see in it any evidences of | 
stratification, if it were not for occasional seams and lenticular bodies 
of int@rcalated sandstone along certain horizons. These have a deep 
reddish-brown color, and, as they are liable to weather out, where ex- 
posed, they leave lines of cavities that impart to the surface of preeip- 

* 
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itous exposures a stratified appearance. The coloring matter by which 
the whole formation is tinged brownish-red evidently comes from these 
intercalated seams of sandstone, and the same material forming the 
paste of the conglomerate ; because the pebbles and bowlders them- 
selves forming the main body of the same, when washed, often retain. 
little of this ferruginous tinge. 

Of course we can scarcely | hope to find organic remains in such a for- 
mation as this, which must have been deposited by the action of powerful 
currents of water, in which mollusks or other organisms could not have 
lived; and if, by any chance, their shells or other solid parts should 
have been placed there, they would probably have been ground to pow- 
der by attrition among the rolling pebbles and bowlders and whirling 
sands. If any traces of fossils, howeyer, exist in any part of this forma: 
tion, it is among the seams and intercalated beds or lenticular masses 
of sandstone, or local bodies of finer material, that they most probably 
occur. 

This immense massive conglomerate not only composes the towering 
walls of Echo Caflon—at places forming perpendicular, or even over- 
hanging escarpments, 500 to 800 feet in height—but also rises into 
mountain masses on the west side of Weber River near the mouth of 
the cation. Opposite Coalville, on the same side, five miles farther up, 
it likewise forms the upper part of the mountains above the Cretaceous; 
while south of Coalville, on the east side of the river, it is developed in 
such great force as apparently to form much of the entire mass of the 
mountains seen there. Iam not sure that we saw its entire thickness 
exposed at any one place, but it probably attains a thickness of 2,000 
feet in places. 

That this great conglomerate formation is of Tertiary age, as suggested 
by Dr. Hayden, Mr. King, and Mr. Emmons, I know of no reason to ques- 
tion. This view not only aceords with the fact of its position above such 
an extensive series of Cretaceous rocks, but with its non-conformability 
with the same, as well as with its remarkably coarse material. The line 
of separation between the two formations is probably that separating 
divisions 29 and 30 of our section—that is, all below that line probably 
belongs to the Cretaceous—though we did not find any fossils in place 
above division 23, and those found there were certainly Cretaceons types. 
When referring the coal series at Coalville to the Cretaceous, in Mr. 

King’s and Dr, Hayden’s reports, I called attention to the very unusual 
entire absence, so far as known, of the genera Ammonites, Scaphites, 
Baculites, and all of those various other Cephalopoda, as well as of many 
other types, so generally at once distinguishing marine Cretaceous 
rocks from those of Tertiary age. At the same time, however, I noticed 
the presence of several species of Inoceramus, one of Anchura, and one 
ot Gyrodes, genera that do not occur in more modern rocks than those 
belonging to the Cretaceous period; and it was on this evidence, and 
the specific affinities of some of the other types, that I was led to refer 
this series to the Cretaceous. The genus Cyprimera, Conrad, (and 
probably several other genera yet only known in the condition of casts 4) 
mImay now be added to the list of Cretaceous types found in this series ; 
while the species of Cyprimera discovered here is so nearly like O. de- 
pressa, from the Cretaceous of North Carolina and Mississippi, as to 
leave ‘doubts whether it may not really be the same. We also now 
have the well-known Cretaceous species Inoceramus problematicus, trom 
both above and below the main coal-bed at Coalville; while another 
larger Inoceramus, from far above all the coal here, is apparently iden- 
tical, specifically, with an Upper Missouri Cretaceous species. 

* 
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As I have, however, mentioned faults and lateral displacements of ~ 
the strata here, it may be thought by some who are yet incredulous in 
regard to the Cretaceous age of these coals that these disturbances of 
the strata may have given origin to erroneous conclusions respecting 
the positions of the beds containing the Cretaceous types with relation 
to the coals. This, however, is simply impossible, because these fossils 
occur, as elsewhere stated, both above and below the coal-beds, even in 
lecal exposures, where all the strata, and included coal-beds, can be 
clearly seen conformable and in their natural positions with relation 
to each other. Consequently it would not, in the slightest degree, weaken 
the force of the evidence, even if we should admit any conceivable 
amount of disturbance of the beds, or even if we were to suppose the 
whole vast series of beds had been bodily tilted up and completely in- 
verted, (of which condition of things there is no evidence,) because, even 
in that case, we wouid still have unquestionable Cretaceous types both 
above and below the coal-beds. 

In the reports above cited, [ stated some reasons for supposing this 
whole group of Cretaceous rocks to belong to a more recent member of 
that system than any of the recognized subdivisions of the Upper Mis- 
souri Cretaceous. The facts observed at the locality last season, how- 
ever, seem to demonstrate that thisis not the case. For instance, we found 
toward the lower part of the section, both above and below the main 
coal-bed, Znoceramus problematicus, a widely distributed species that is 
very characteristic of the Niobrara and Benton groups of the Upper 

- Missouri, which there occupy positions below the middle of the series; 
and, so far as I know, this species never occurs in this country above 
this horizon.* Again we found, far above this, in division 23 of the see- 
tion, numerous specimens of a ‘larger TInoceramus, which, if not really 
identical with one of those forms, is scarcely distinguishable from I, 
Sagensis and I. Nebrascensis of Owen, which occur in the later members 
of the Upper Missouri series. From these facts, it is more probable 
that we have here, at and near Coalville, representatives of the whole 
Upper Missouri series, with possibly even lower members, farther up 
Weber River, than any of the known Upper Missouri subdivisions of the 
Cretaceous. If this is so—and there seems to be little reason to doubt it— 
the marked difference observed between almost the whole group of fossils 
found here, and those of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous, would seem to 
indicate that there was no direct communication between the Cretaceous 
seas or gulfs of that region and those in which these Utah beds were 
deposited. Differences of physical conditions, however, probably also 
played.an important part in the production of this diversity of life, 
since it is evident from the great predominance of clays and other fine 
materials in the Cretaceous beds of the Upper Missouri, that they were 
deposited in comparatively deeper and more quiet waters than those in 
Utah, in which coarse sandstones, with occasional pebbly beds, predom- 
inate. 
Although the Coalville coals, and indeed all .of those of this entire 

region of country, belong, (as might be expected from their compara- 
tively modern age,) chemically speaking, to the brown-coal series, they 
are of unusally good quality, being generally as hard, black, compact, 
and shining as the far older Carboniferous coals. They burn much like 
bituminous coal, being, in fact, semi-bituminous. As they contain more 

*For the information of European geologists, not familiar with the details of our 
geology, it should be stated that the entire Upper Missouri Cretaceous series belongs to 
the upper part of that system. 5h, 
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water, however, their heating properties are not equal to those of the 
older Carboniferous coals, while they are more liable to crumble from 
exposure and handling. Still, when we take into consideration the great 
searcity of wood throughout immense areas of this internal part of the 
continent, the thickness and extent of some of the beds, and their prox- 
imity to the Pacific Railroad, it will readily be understood that these 
mines must be of great value. 

The main bed (division 5 of the section) must contain practically in- 
exhaustible quantities of coal, and has a moderately firm roof of sand- 
stone. Some difficulties, however, will be met with at places, in mining” 
it, on account of faults and dislocations of the strata, but not greater 
than in coal-mining in other disturbed districts. 

It is also evident that in mining these coals, great care should be 
taken not to allow the refuse thrown from mines to accumulate at the 
entrance, in contact with the outcrop of the coal-bed in place ; because 
this refuse coal, as thus exposed to the weather, is liable to take fire 
spontaneously, and ignite the coal in the mine, causing great trouble 
and loss, not always so much from the amount of coal consumed as from 
filling portions of the mine with suffocating gases and smoke, as well 
as from causing the falling in of the overlying strata. 

At Spriggs’s mine, directly in Coalville, the strata, as already explained, 
do not conform to the general dip, and strike on the other side of Chalk 
Creek, a little north and east of here, the strike being nearly north and 
south, and the dip but little north of west, about 14° below the horizon. 
The rising up of the beds here is almost co ncident with the western 
slope from a little plateau of 30 to 40 feet elevation above the valley on 
the southeast margin of the town. Formerly the mine here was worked 
by drifts or galleries, following the coal directly from the surface under 
the inclined sandstone, (division 6,) which forms, at placgs, the surface 
‘of the siope from the little plateau. Fire, however, was communicated 
from the burning slack coal at the entrance of the mine, to the outcrop 
of the coal-bed, and burned under, causing the sandstone to fall in, and 
filing parts of the mine with smoke and gases, which were escaping 
from cracks in the fallen-in sandstone and overlying earth when we 
were there. 
Whether on account of inconvenience caused by the burning coal, or 

for other reasons we did not learn, they were, when we were at the lo- 
cality, sinking a highly inclined shaft, commencing a little above the 
base of the slope mentioned, and cutting down obliquely through the 
clay of division 7 and division 6, to strike coal-bed some distance below 
the bottom of the valley. 

The dip of the strata here must cause the coal to plunge beneath the 
valley, and, if there are no faults or fissures, to pass under Weber River, 
at a vertical depth of between 300 and 400 feet. It is therefore possible, 
as suggested by Mr. Emmons, that there may be much trouble with 
water in working this bed far beneath the surface here, unless the 
heavy bed of impervious clays (division 7) may prevent water from this 
source from percolating down to the coal-bed. 
The other mines, two to two and a half miles farther northeastward, 

on the same bed, and at considerable higher elevations, will probably 
be less troubled with water. Indeed, there is little reason for doubting 
that slightly inclined tunnels might be started, at much lower horizons 
on this bed, between the mines now worked there and Coalville, and 
extended in a northwesterly direction, so as to drain themselves and all 
the mines on this bed above. 

Of the mines over on Grass Creek, some four or five miles northeast- 
29 G8 
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ward of Coalville, we only visited one, owned, I believe, by Mr. Joseph 
Young, one of Brigham Young’ssons. This mine is situated in the bot- 
tom of Grass Creek valley, or cafion; and as it seems to be exactly on the 
line of strike of the other mines between it and Coalville, and does not 
differ very materially in strike, dip, and thickness, there can scarcely be 
any doubt that it isin the same bed of coal. This view is also supported 
by the fact that the coal is immediately overlaid by a sandstone like 
that seen over the mines between here and Coalville, and at Coalville; 
while we saw in this sandstone apparently the same oyster observed 
‘in that forming the roof of Spriggs’s mine at Coalville. 

The mines in the higher part of the series, although in thinner beds 
than the main one far below, must be of considerable value. That 
owned by Mr. Carleton, on the west side of Weber River, in division 17 
of the section, affords a good quality of coal. The thickness of the bed 
is about 3 feet 4 inches, with one foot of black shale and impure coal 
above it, and over this 1 foot and 2 inches of coal. Where the shale is 
firm enough not to require much timbering to hold it up, it can probably 
be left as a roof to the mine; but where the shale is thin and friable, 
the whole thickness, including the upper 1 foot seam of coal, up to the 
sandstone, will have to be taken out. Indeed it is possible that the shaly 
parting between the two may become, at places, sufficiently carbonaceous 
to serve for the supply of fuel for machinery at the mine, and in that case 
it would be the best economy to work the whole thickness. The ridge at 
this mine extends apparently without break for two miles or more, and 
it seems probable that the coal is equally accessible throughout the 
whole extent. 

Bear River.—On Sulphur Creek, near Bear River, in Western Wyoming, 
there are to be seen some very interesting exposures of Cretaceous rocks, 
including valyable beds of coal. These exposures are directly on the 
Union Pacific Railroad, and evidently belong to the same horizon as 
the coal series at Coalville, Utah. 

As long back as 1860 the strata, including the coal here, were referred 
to the Cretaceous by the writer and Mr. Henry Engelmann, in a paper on 
Colonel Simpson’s collections.* They were also referred to the same 
age by Mr. King, Mr. Emmons, Dr. Hayden, and myself in 1870.7 There 
is, however, also here, associated with the above-mentioned beds, another 
quite distinct formation, containing an entirely different group of fossils, 
consisting of a mingling of both fresh and brackish water types, which 
I have always considered most probably of lower Hocene age. 

While on an excursion to Wyoming and Utah during the past sum- 
mer, accompanied by Dr. Bannister, we availed ourselves of the oppor- 
tunity to stop at the Bear River locality to examine the rocks and collect 
fossils, and from our notes, observations, and collections, I have prepared 
the accompanying section of the strata exposed there. Most of these 
beds, it will be seen, are thrown up into a nearly vertical posture, with 
an approximate north and south strike; and the section, which is a little 
more than one mile in length, crosses the strike at right angles from 
east to west. Commencing at the right hand, or eastern end of this 
section, and going westward, we meet with the following strata: , . 

of Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., Apr., 1869, p. 130. 
+ Mr. King’s and Dr. Hayden’s Reports for 1870. 
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SECTION OF THE ROCKS EXPOSED ON SULPHUR CREEK, NEAR BEAR 
RIVER, WYOMING. 

Pl) 

ae Ft. In. 
al “No. 1.—Black shale, only seen in bottom of Sul- 

" _ phur Creek, thickness unknown. 
No. 2.—Slope apparently occupied by clays, 

~ thickness perhaps 100 feet or more ...--. 100 0 
|. No. 3.—Soft light grayish sandstone, nearly 

VieTb1 Gall Chih eee NP NUR eRe R Cr 90 0 
. 4,.—Covered space, probably occupied by 
clays, but showing some sandstone that 
may or may not be in place; perhaps room 
enough for 250 to 300 feet......-..-.-.-- 300 0 

. 5.—Two or three rather heavy beds of light 
yellowish gray sandstone, separated by 
clays, probably occupying some of the space 
included in division 4.°Near the lower part 
two layers 15 to 18 inches each, of sand- 
stone, containing Ostrea soleniscus, Trap- 
ezium micronema, &e. Altogether 90 to 100 
OEPIMOLS UHV NAIR ERNE SOR eg OCIS ROME ELMAR 100 0 

. 6.—Greenish and bluish gray sandy clays, 
with some dark shale at places ......-.... 100 90 

. 7.—Bed of good coal, said to be 74 feet in 
GHICKMESS/ HEE, NR) ee DEN Te ees 7 6 

. 8.—Heavy massive bed of: light colored 
sandstone, about 90 feet in thickness, stand- 
ing nearly vertical, with some 3 to 5 feet 
of sandy clay between it and the coal of 
GTVASTOUN (NE Oe aR EITOR YE SAN EIN RL eR | Ma 95 0 

. 9.—Gray sandy shales with alternations of 
sandstone) and) ‘clays! 23 ee ae 255 0 

.10.—Light gray sandstone .............- 20 0 

. 11.—Slope and unexposed space, perhaps 
200 yards or more across. 

. 12.—Light gray sandstones and clays, in- 
cluding a bed of good coal, said to be 74 
feet in thickness; all dipping south-south- 
east 55° below horizon; and the sandstone 
above the coal containing many casts, Inoc- 
eramus problematicus, with afew casts of 
Cardium and undetermined univalves; al- 
together showing, abouts3 290523250220! 150 0 

.13.—A valley or depression showing no 
rocks, perhaps 150 yards across. 

. 14.—Ferruginous sandstone in thin layers, 
dipping north-west about 86° below hori- 

Elevation of base line about 7,000 feet above tide. 

Section on Sulphur Greek near Bear River. 

Fig. 53. 

. 15.—Bluish laminated clays with, at top, 
(left or west side,) a two-foot layer of sand- 
stone, containing fragments of shells not 
seen in a condition to be determined..... 125 9 

. 16.—Clays and sandstone below, (20 feet;) 
gray and brown pebbly sandstone above, 
(ZO MCE) rarer tee a eps i leet oie oy 2 el » 45 0 
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Ft. In. 
No. 17.—Brownish and bluish clays, with some beds of white, 

greenish, and brownish sandstones....-.-..--.--.2.-c7-4ee pbs 
No. 18.—Hard gray conglomerate, standing nearly vertical, and 

forming crest of hill about 350 feet high......-........... 40 0 
No. 19.—Slope showing above some masses of conglomerate, like 

that of division 18, perhaps not in place, with, at places below 
this, some reddish clays; altogether space enough for 500 to 
GOOMeebamibhicknessis oh cools sips a ein a 600 0 

No. 20.—Greenish-white sandstone.........-.+2-.--.1-.-....02; 40 0 
No. 21.—Brownish clays and sandy layers...-....-.----..... 60 0 
No. 22.—Brownish clays and beds of sandstone, the latter light 

OMAN MIOCLOW: Koeints’ a jo alcyeii SU Sie eels 2s ek ae) erro eee 110 0 
No. 23.—Whitish sandstone—forms crest of hill about 220 to 240 
feet im Ihebehit.. 2 <)5 -). 42 424 N/a a) e le wise 3) ejafo) nuecahe a(n) 2) ole ia)) <a 

No. 24.—Conglomerate and some red clays .-....-.-..--.-.--- 20 0 
No. 25.—Brownish and reddish clays with a few distantly sepa- 

rated thin beds and layers of gray sandstone, altogether 750 
to; S00ifeet in thickmess ajo: 2 Gee aah oS io 800 0 

No. 26.—Gray sandstone in place, apparently connected with 
some masses (that may not be in place) so as to include space 
enough for 60 to 80 feet—forms crest of a hill........-.-.. 80 0 

No. 27. A long space of perhaps 260 yards or more, with only 
a few low exposures of light-gray sandstone, showing a 
slight westward dip. 

. 28. Numerous thin seams and layers of dark carbonaceous 
shales, with harder thin bands of various colored argillace- 
ous, arenaceous. and calcareous matter, including a few very 
thin streaks of coal; the whole being highly charged with 
vast numbers of fresh and brackish-water shells, such as - 
species of Unio, Corbicula, Corbula, Pyrgulifera, Viviparus, 
Melampus, &e. Dip nearly east, about 75° below the hori- 
zon; thickness 175 to 200 feet exposed.......--...-..---- 200 0 

A ° 

This section has been constructed rather with the view of giving a 
general idea of the upheaved and confused condition of the strata, and 
(so far as can be done) of the relations of the undoubted Cretaceous 
beds containing workable beds of coal here, to the fresh and brackish- 
water formation at its western end, than as an illustration of minute 
details. The elevations, as well as the horizontal distances between 
exposures, are only given from estimates carefully made at the locality ; 
while the thickness of the subordinate beds can scarcely be regarded 
as more than approximately correct, as they are not all sufficiently well 
exposed directly along the line of the section, to show their exact limits, 
and our examinations were not extended very far laterally. It is be- 
lieved, however, that the section will be found sufficiently accurate to 
serve the purpose for which it is given. 

That the strata in which the workable beds of coal occur here (divis- 
ions 1 to 12, inclusive) belong to the Cretaceous, has, as already ex- 
plained, been well known for some years past. It is also evident that 
this formation belongs to the same series as the Coalville coals. The _ 
evidence of this is not only the general correspondence of the litholog- 
ical characters of the rocks at these localities, but the presence here of 
some of the same species of fossils found associated with the coal beds — 
at Coalville. Three of these fossils, Ostrea soleniscus, Trapeziwm micro- — 
nema, and Inoceramus problematicus, are also peculiar forms that can be 
identified with the fullest confidence. of 
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All of that portion ofthe well-marked Cretaceous series here forming 
divisions 1 to 10, inclusive, along with an important bed of coal, it will 
be seen, stands in very nearly a vertical posture. On going a little far- 
ther westward, however, across a lower space, showing no rocks, we 
come to another Cretaceous exposure, (division 12 of the section,) con- 
sisting of thin layers of light colored sandstone, including a workable 
bed of coal, ail dipping at an angle 55° below the horizon, in a nearly 
south-southeast direction. In this sandstone, above the coal, numerous 
easts of Inoceramus prodblematicus, and a few other Cretaceous fossils 
occur. 

That the bed of coal found in this last mentioned outcrop, although 
said to agree with the bed 7 in thickness and other characters, is really 
not a part of the latter thrown over from above, or flexed and thrust up 
from beneath, is almost beyend doubt; because the rocks in which itis 
included do not agree lithologically with those immediately associated 
with the bed 7, while none of the fossils filling the sandstone of division 
12 were seen in any of the rocks directly associated with -the coal 7. 

It therefore appears to be quite evident that there are at least two 
distinct beds of coal in the Cretaceous rocks here. Exactly how the 
beds forming division 12, with their included coal, connect with the 
other Cretaceous strata, included. in the divisions 1 to 10, we cannot 
very clearlyexplain. The probability is, however, that they, and possibly 
other associated strata hidden under the soil, were originally tilted with 
the other Cretaceous beds, (1 to 10,) to a vertical posture at the time of 
the upheaval, and then fell over to the present inclined condition. We 
observed no evidence whatever that they corgespond to any part of the 
series included in the same section farther west. - 

If only the strata already mentioned (1 to 12 inclusive) at this 
locality are Cretaceous there would then be, exclusive of other beds 
that may be hidden in the spaces 11 and 13, about 1,218 feet of rocks 
seen here that are certainly of Cretaceous age. 
West of the ‘out-crop of division 12, we have first another lower 

space of probably about 450 feet, in which no exposures of rock in place 
were seen. Then we come suddenly to a great series of sandstones, 
clays, conglomerates, &c., more than 2,000 feet in thickness, (forming 
divisions 14 to 26, inclusive of the section,) all standing in a vertical 
posture, excepting the beds from 14 to about the 18th, all of which lean 
slightly to the eastward of an exact perpendicular. Whether or not all 
of this great series, from division 14 to 26, should also be included in 
the Cretaceous along with those forming the eastern portions of the 
section, we were unable to determine, because we saw no organic re- 
mains in any of these beds, excepting a few undeterminable fragments 
of shells in the upper layer of division 15. The fact, however, that 
these strata stand so very nearly conformabie to the well-marked Cre- 
taceous beds, from 1 to 10, would rather favor the conclusion that they 
belong to the same system of rocks, though it would not necessarily 
demonstrate that this is the case. 
West of division 26, we come to a space of about 260 yards or more, in 

which no rocks were observed in place, excepting a few low out-crops of 
light grayish sandstone, but little above the base line of the section. 
These are almost horizontal, or show only a slight inclination below the 
horizon toward the west; being thus strikingly unconformable to all of 
the other strata of the section. We saw no fossils in these beds, but 
they are almost certainly Tertiary. : 
_ Immediately on the west of the last-mentioned outcrops, and nearly 
in contact with one of them, there is exposed, in a cut made for the pass- 
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age of the railroad, one of the most interesting series of beds (division 
23) anywhere to be seen on the whole line of the Union Pacifie Rail- 
road.* This cut is about 150 to 200 yards in length, and passes through 
the strata nearly at right angles to their strike. The beds thus exposed 
consist of numerous thin seams of dark and light grayish colors alternat- 
ing, so as to present a banded or striped appearance, the darker bands 
being more or less Carbonaceous, or even in some cases containing thin 
streaks of coal; while the lighter layers are more arenaceous, calcareous, 
or argillaceous. All of these beds and seams are tilted up so as to dip 
nearly eastward at an angle of about 75° below the horizon, being thus 
not exactly conformable to any of the other divisions of ‘the section, 
though apparently upheaved at the same time. They contain immense 
numbers of fossil shells, belonging to a few species of fresh and brackish 
water types, some of which are closely allied to Huropean Lower Kocene 
species. 
Toward the western extremity of this cut the upper ends of the strata 

are suddenly flexed westward, as if they had been struck, after their up- 
heaval, by an iceberg, or some other tremendous force, coming from the 
east. There is no evidence, however, that this flexure was produced by 
any agency of this kind; on the contrary, it is almost certainly a mere 
fragment, as it were, of one of the folds of the strata, caused by the powerful _ 
forces to which they have been subjected, by the combined action of 
upheavals and lateral pressure. 

This division of the section, I have always referred provisionally te 
the Lower Eocene, though I have, at the same time, intimated that it 
may yet be found to belong more properly to the Upper Cretaceous. I 
will return to this subject again, however, in another place, further on, 
when speaking of Tertiary collections. 

In regard to the coal beds 7 and 12,‘in the Cretaceous formation here 
at Bear River, I should think that there can scarcely be any reasonable 
doubt that they will be of considerable value. The mines had, however, 
apparently been worked but little, and as nothing had been done in 
them for some time before our visit, the entrances were partly filled by 
the falling of the adjacent rocks and shale, so that we could not exam- 
ine them very carefully. We were informed by Mr. Thorpe, however, 
the owner of the property, that each of the beds seen there is 74 feet in 
thickness, and that the coal is of excellent quality. It is doubtless simi- 
lar to that mined in the same formation at Coalville. The mines are 
exceedingly convenient to the railroad, which passes along so close te 
that in the bed 7, that the miners’ carts can run out upon a platform at 
the entrance of the mine and tip directly into coal-cars on the railroad ; 
while the opening into the other bed, 12, is only about 100 to 150 yards 
from the road. 

Below Gallatin City.—The fossils from near the Missouri River, below 
Gallatin City, Montana, belong clearly and beyond doubt to the Cre- 
taceous, and about to the horizon of the Fort Benton group or subdi- 
vision of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous series. A few of the bivalves 
appear to belong to the fresh or brackish water type, Veloritina, 
but all of the others are marine forms. It is an interesting fact that a 
Trigonia, in this collection, is so near T. Hvansi from the Cretaceous 
beds of Vancouver’s Island, that no reliable differences can be seen - 
from the imperfect specimens found. So far as I have been able to de- 

* For a very minutely detailed section of this cut, prepared by H. R. Durkee, esq., 
one of the engineers of the Union Pacific Railroad, see Dr. Hayden’s report of 1870, p. 
153. It only i illustrates the beds seen in the cut, however, without showing their rela- 
tions to the other beds seen in our section. ! 
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termine, none of the species from this locality seem to be certainly 
identical with any of those from any of the recognized subdivisions 
of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous, but some of them oceur at other 
localities along with the characteristic forms of the Benton group. 

Cinnabar Mountain.—The species from Cinnabar Mountain, Yellow- 
stone Valiey, belong, almost certainly, to the same horizon as those from 
Missouri River below Gallatin, the species of Trigonia mentioned from 
that locality being the same found at this. There can be little doubtin 
regard to these fossils belonging to the Fort Benton group of the Cre- 
taceous, because I recognize among them Scaphites ventricosus, one of 
the most characteristic fossils of that horizon. 

Bridger Peak.—The few things from east foot of Bridger Peak, (four miles 
from Fort Ellis,) Montana, are s nearly all mere casts in a bad state of pre- 
servation, but, so far as I have been able to determine, none of the 
species appear to be identical with any of those known from the recog- 
nized subdivisions of the Upper MissouriCretaceous; though, from their 
general facies, there is still little room to doubt that they belong to the 

. Cretaceous system. They are certainly not Tertiary. 
Colorado Springs.—A small collection from Colorado Springs, Colorado, 

evidently belong to the horizon of the Fort Pierre group of the Upper 
_ Missouri Cretaceous series. 

Rock Creek.—The collections found by Professor Lesquereux on Rock 
Creek are all Cretaceous forms from the horizon of the Niobrara division ~ 
of the Upper Missouri. 

Fort Harker.—Those collected by him from near Fort Harker are also 
Cretaceous, and from the horizon of the Fort Benton group. 

Bitter Creek series—Along Bitter Creek, (a small tributary of Green 
River, in Wyoming,) from Black Butte northwestward to Salt Wells 
Station on the Union Pacific Railroad, and at Rock Spring and some 
other points west of Salt Wells, there is an extensive series of rocks, in 
regard to the age of which somewhat different opinions are entertained. 
For a detailed description and sections of this formation the reader is 
referred to Dr. Bannister’s report, forming a following section of this 
volume, my object here being merely to say a few words mainly respect- 
ing the age of this group. In general terms it may be briefly described 
aS a vast succession of rather soft, light-yellowish, lead-gray, and whit- 
ish sandstones, with seams and beds of various colored clays, shale, 
and good coal, the whole attaining an aggregate thickness of more than 
4,000 feet. 

The invertebrate fossils hitherto found at different horizons in this 
series present a mingling of fresh, brackish, and salt-water types, such 
as Goniobasis, Viviparus, Corbicula, Corbula, Ostrea, Anomia, and Modiola. 
All of these genera are found represented, either directly in the same bed, 
or very nearly so, near the very top of the series at Black Butte Station, in 
Division E of Dr. Bannister’s section. At Hallville, three miles farther 
west, and 1,600 to 1,800 feet lower in the series, in Division K of the 
same section, a Corbicula, and another form like a Corbula, both scarcely, 
if at all, distinguishable from species found in the higher beds at Black 
Butte, occur in a black slate over a bed of coal. Near the same hori- 
zon, at Point of Rocks, seven or eight miles farther down Bitter Creek, 

_ great numbers of a fine large oyster also occur, above the fourth (or 
still higher bed) of a series of beds of coal, seen in the face of a nearly 
perpendicular precipice, about 300 feet above the bottom of the valley 
on the north side. Three or four miles west of this, and ata horizon 
probably 500 feet lower, in Division M, of Dr. Bannister’s section, there 
is a bed 15 to 18 inches in thickness, ‘almost entirely composed of mil- 
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lions of shells of Anomia and Ostrea, together with a few of Corbula, Cor- 
bicula, Modiola, and Goniobasis, all apparently of different species from (but 
some of them very closely allied to) those found higher in the series. 
Again, at Rock Springs, perhaps twelve miles farther westward, and 
not far below the horizon of the last-mentioned localities, we found 
numerous specimens of Corbula, Ostrea, Corbicula, Modiola, and Gonioba- 
sis, all associated in the same bed, the species being again distinct, except- 
ing probably the Corbicula and Ostrea, from those found at any of the 

i 
ry 

other localities, though the Corbula and Goniobasis are of the same type‘ 
as those found at Black Butte. : 

At Black Butte Station, in the bed containing most of the shells al- 
ready mentioned as occurring there, we found, along with numerous 
specimens of beautiful impressions of leaves of dicotyledonous trees, 
some large bones of a huge reptilian.* We also observed nearly all 
through this formation impressions of the leaves of the higher types of 
dicotyledonous trees, in some instances belonging to the same genera 
as those composing our existing forests of the temperate zone; aiso 
fragments of fan-palm leaves, and the stems of marine plants.t 
From such a group of organic remains, it seems scarcely to admit of 

doubt that this formation was deposited in a body of water, which, 
although salt enough to permit the existence of some marine types, was 
still probably so tempered by the influx of the streams that brought in 
the land and fresh-water remains, as to be at least unfavorable to the 
extensive development of marine life. The presence of numerous beds 
and seams of coal also indicate that there were alternate elevations and 
depressions of this whole region during the deposition of this formation. 
That is, if we admit the most generally accepted theory that such de- 
posits of coal were formed by the growth, on the spot, of vegetation in 
marshes at, or a little above, the sea-level. Because we find some 
marine or brackish water types between nearly all the coal-beds, thus 
showing that after the accumulation of the material of each bed of coal, 
it was again covered by salt, or at least strongly brackish, water. 

It is not necessary, however, to suppose that each elevation was equal 
to the preceding subsidence, because the accumulation of sedimentary 
matter during the interval probably largely compensated for the sink- 
ing, so that the elevations may have been comparatively very slight to 
bring the bottom again slightly above the sea-level. At any rate, what- 
ever theory we may adopt in regard to the formation of such -coals, it 
appears exceedingly improbable that the coal beds of this region were 
formed by the drifting together of the trunks and fragments of trees 
and other vegetation; because, although we sometimes see small frag- 
ments of this coal showing woody structure, as we do in those of the old 
Carboniferous period, they are not in any proper sense lignite, so far as 
structure is concerned, but seem to have been mainly formed by the 
growth and accumulation of smaller kinds of vegetation, and are as 
persistent, compact, and homogeneous as any of the old bituminous 
varieties. 
From near Salt Wells southeastward to Black Butte Station, this, 

* On hearing of these discoveries from some friends from the East, to whom I had 
mentioned the same ati Salt Lake City, Professor Cope visited the locality on his return 
home, some time in August, 1872, and dug out more of the bones of the reptilian, which 
he soon after described in a paper sent on to the Philosophical Society, as the type of a 
new genus of Dinosaurians, under the name Agathaumas sylvestris, and expressed the 
opinion that it proves the rock to be Cretaceous. 

t All of the remains of plants collected from this and other formations by the Survey, 
have been ably reported on by Professor Lesquereux. sy . 
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formation shows a gentle eastward dip, which causes it to pass under 
another very similar series of strata, to which Dr.. Hayden has applied 
the name Washakie group. In the latter, so far as our present knowl- 
edge extends, only fresh water and land types of fossils have yet been 
found, and we have always regarded it as being of Tertiary age. Exactly 
where the one ends and the other begins we did not see; though the 
Bitter Creek series certainly come eastward to division K of Dr. Bannis- 
ter’s section, at Black Butte, as we found its characteristic molluscan 
remains there in the same bed containing the reptilian bones. 
Between Black Butte and Bitter Creek Stations (separated by a dis- 

tance of only about six miles by a right line east and west) we ob- 
served no marked change of lithological characters, from the Bitter 
Creek series to the Washakie group, while the two series seemed to be 
conformable in dip. Although our observations in this interval were 
too limited to warrant a positive opinion on that point, we left Black 
Butte Station under the impression that the brackish-water types of the 
Bitter Creek series probably extend little, if any, higher in the series, 
or farther eastward, than the tops of the hills near Black Butte. 

At Salt Wells station, which is situated in an anticlinal, owing to the 
rising of the strata, as we come westward, (see Dr. Bannister’s section,) 
a lower series of rocks comes up from beneath the Bitter Creek beds. 
This lower group consists of thin layers of grayish and drab slabby 
sandstones, and shales with, at places, some appearances of coal in the 
upper part. It seems to be conformable with the Bitter Creek series, 
and probably belongs to the Cretaceous, though we saw no fossils in it. 
From exposures seen near Salt Wells, there would appear to be 700 to 
possibly 1,000 feet of these lower rocks here, above the valley. 

In going westward from Salt Wells station we soon observe a reverse 
of dip, and the Bitter Creek beds again appear, dipping westward or 
northwestward. At, and near Rock Springs, extensive coal-beds occur 
in this formation, and here we found associated with or near one of these 
beds the fresh, brackish, and salt-water types of shells already men- 
tioned. The dip of the strata here is to the northwestward, at an angle 
of 10° to 12° below the horizon, so that a short. distance farther west 
the whole group passes under a great series of whitish, greenish, and 
at places reddish laminated clay of Tertiary age, forming Dr. Hayden’s 
Green River group, and rising into hills 700 to 800 feet in height above 
the valley. Thestrata of this latter group are distinctly unconformable 
to those of the Bitter Creek series, their dip being only 2° to 3° west- 
ward. 

But, returning to the question respecting the age of this Bitter Creek 
series, it may be stated, in the first place, that Mr. Emmons evidently 
regarded it as Cretaceous, as may be seen from his remarks in Mr. 
King’s report, published in 1870; while Dr. Hayden favored the conclu- 
sion that itis a marine Tertiary group, or a transition series between 
the Tertiary and Cretaceous, in his reports of that and the following 
years. 
, Lhe only fossils I had ever seen from this formation, previous to Vis- 
iting the region during the past summer, were two species of Ostrea 
and one of Anomia from Point of Rocks; and two shells, one, or possi- 
bly both, related to Corbicula, from Hallville. Those from Point of 
Rocks I referred to the Cretaceous, placing them in the Cretaceous list, 
in Dr. Hayden’s report of 1871. This I did, mainly because there were 
among them no fresh-water, or strictly brackish-water types; while up 
to this time we know of no Tertiary of exclusively marine origin in all 
this internal region of the continent. I was also, in part, influenced in 
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making this reference by the similarity of one of the oysters to a Cre- 
taceous species found in California, while the Anomia likewise closely 
resembled a Texas Cretaceous shell, described by Roemer under the 
name of Ostrea anomicformis, which certainly seems not to be a true 
oyster. The two shells from Hallville, however, L-referred to the Hocene, 
not only because they are very closely allied to Eocene brackish-water 
forms from the Paris Basin, (peculiar depressed and elongated forms of 
Corbicula, ?) but because I was not aware at the time th at the Hallville 
mines occur in the same formation as the Point of Rock beds, nor even 
within fifty to seventy-five miles of the same locality. Hallville is not 
laid down on any map I have even yet seen, and I was entirely ignorant 
of its position, both geolegically and geographically, with relation to 
Point of Rocks; and as the species were new, I had no other guide 
than their aflinities, which would certainly place them in the Tertiary. 

On visiting these localities, however, last summer, | was somewhat 
surprised to find that the Hallville mines are only some seven or eight 
miles from Point of Rocks, and belong to the same geological formation. 
A careful examination also soon rendered it evident that all of the rocks, 
for 1,600 to 1,800 feet or more above the Hallville coal-beds, up to and 
including the stratum in which we found the large reptilian remains at 
Black Butte, and for even a little greater thickness below the Hallville 
horizon, certainly belong to the same group or series of strata; and that 
fresh and brackish-water types of fossils occur along with salt-water 
forms, at all horizons, wherever we found any organic remains thrOR Es 
out this whole series. 
As we discovered in these rocks between three and four times as 

many species of fossils as had been previously known from the same, it 
becomes a matter of some interest to consider the whole with regard to 
their bearing on the question as to the age of the group. The reptilian 
remains found at Black Butte, near the top of the series, have, as else- 
where stated, been investigated by Professor Cope, and by him pro- 
nounced to be decidedly Dinosaurian and, therefore, indicative of Cre- 
taceous age; on the other hand, the fossil plants from the same beds 
have been studied by Professer Lesquereux, who informs me that they 
are unquestionable Tertiary types. My own investigations having been 
confined. to the invertebrates, it is of these chiefly that I will speak here. 
In the first place, it will be seen that all of these yet known belong to a 
few genera of mollusks, represented by some twelve or fourteen species. 
And just here it may be stated that, although partly committed in favor 
of the opinion that this formation belongs to the Cretaceous, and still 
provisionally viewing it as most probably such, I do not wish to dis- 
guise or conceal the fact that the evidence favoring this conclusion to 
be derived from the mollusks alone, as now known, is by no means strong 
or convincing. The genera are probably all common, both to the Cre- 
taceous and “Tertiary, as well as to the present epoch, unless Leptesthes 
and Veloritina, which have been separated subgenerically from Corbicula, 
may be distinct genera, the European representatives of these being 
mainly, if not entirely, Tertiary forms, while they do not appear to in- 
clude living species. Goniobasis is also not known in either Cretaceous 
or Tertiary rocks of the Old World; but then it is an American type, 
greatly developed among our existing mollusea, aS well as in the far 
western Tertiary rocks, and we can scarcely doubt that it will be found 
in unquestionable Cretaceous beds there, even if some of the imperfect 
specimens already known from the same are not such. Itshould be 
remembered, however, that even the specimens I have referred to this. 

€ 
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genus from the Bitter Creek beds are not in a condition to show the 
aperture, beyond doubt, to possess the characters of Goniobasis. 

The entire absence among the fossils yet known from this formation 
of Baculites, Scaphites, Ancyloceras, Piychoceras, Ammonites, Gyrodes, 
Anchura, Inoceramus, and all of the other long list of genera character- 
istic of the Cretaceous, or in part also extending into older rocks, cer- 
tainly leaves its molluscan fauna with a strong Tertiary facies. Nor . 
can we quite satisfactorily explain this away on the ground that the 
water in which this series of rocks was deposited partook too much 
of the character of that of an estuary, to have permitted the existence 
of any of these marine genera, because we do find in it the genus Ostrea, 
Anomia, and Modiola, which probably required water salt enough to 
‘have permitted the existence of Inoceramus, Anchura, and Gyrodes, if 
not of some or all of the genera mentioned above. Indeed, at Coalville, 
we find Inoceramus associated with some brackish-water types, and the 
additional Cretaceous genera, Cyprimera, Anchura, Gyrodes, &e., in 
closely-associated beds. 
When we come to consider the invertebrate fossils yet known from 

this formation, in their specific relations, we find all, with possibly two 
or three exceptions, new to science and different from those yet found 
either at Bear River, Coalville, or indeed elsewhere in any established 
horizon ; so that we can scarcely more than conjecture from their 
specific affinities to known forms as to the probable age of the rocks in 
which we find them. Considered in this respect their evidence, how- 
ever, is conflicting. Two of the species of Corbula, for instance, (C. 
tropidophora and C. undifera,) are most similar to species found in the 
brackish-water beds, at the mouth of Judith River on the Upper Missouri, 
that we have always considered Lower Tertiary ; though there are some 
reason for suspecting that they may be Upper Cretaceous. A Corbicula, 
both from the Black Butte and Point of Rocks localities, is even so very 
nearly like C. cytheriformis from the Judith River beds, that I have 
referred it doubtfully to that species. 

Again, the species Anomia gryphorhynchus, found so abundantly at — 
Point of Rocks, in the same bed with the above-mentioned Corbicula 
and Corbula tropidophora, so closely resembles a Texas Cretaceous shell 
described by Roemer under the name Ostrea anomicformis, that I am 
strongly inclined to suspect they may be the same; though whether 
identical or not, atleast our shell is certainly not an oyster, as it has its 
muscular and cartilage scars precisely as in Anomia, while its beak is 
never marginal, and it has no ligament area. In all of these, (and 
indeed in all other characters,) the Texas shell, as illustrated by Roemer, 
seems to agree precisely with ours, excepting that he represents it as 
having only one central muscular scar, instead of three. In many of 
our specimens, however, the two smaller of these scars are very obscure, 
and might be easily ,overlooked. It is true he figures a nearly flat 
valve without any byssal perforation, and a convex one, as opposite 
valves; and, if they are such, the shell would certainly not be an 
Anomia. Among a large collection of our shells, including thousands 
of specimens, however, I have not yet seen a single perforated valve, 
though they vary much in convexity, some of the valves being nearly 
as depressed as the one Roemer figures as the upper valve, supposing 
it to ve an oyster. If these depressed specimens in our collection are 
opposite valves to the convex ones, then the shell would neither be an 
Ostrea nor an Anomia, but would almost certainly fall into Morris and 
Lycett’s genus Placunopsis, which, so far as known in Europe, is a 
Jurassic group. Consequently, if our shell should fall into that genus, 
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it would, when viewed in connection with its associates, and all the 
-other known facts, furnish a strong argument in favor of the formation 
being at least as old as the Cretaceous. There are good reasons, how- 
ever, for believing these depressed specimens, as well as the convex 
ones, are all upper valves of the same shell, only modified in convexity 
by accidental circumstances of station, as their slight obliquity as seen, 
for instance, in a look at the interior of both, is found to be in the same 
direction, instead of the reverse, as would be the case if they were oppo- 
site valves of the same shell; while among thousands of specimens no 
example of a depressed and a convex valve united has been seen, nor 
have any been found that would come near fitting together. 

On the other hand, the Corbiculas are decidedly Tertiary in their 
specific affinities, as well as in their subgeneric; C. jracta, for instance, 
and (0. crassatelliformis, from the Hallville mines, being very closely 
allied to Paris Basin Tertiary forms, the first-mentioned species being 
the type of a sub-genus, so far as known, peculiar to the Tertiary else- 
where. The same may also be said of C. cytheriformis, which also seems 
to belong to a group ( Veloritina) peculiar to the Tertiary in Hurope. 

But the most surprising fact to me, supposing this to be a Cretaceous 
formation, is, that we found directly associated with the reptilian remains © 
at Black Butte, a shell I cannot distinguish from Viviparus trochiformis, 
originally described from the Lignitic formation at Fort Clark, on the 
Upper Missouri, a formation that has always been regarded as Tertiary 
by all who have studied its fossils, both animal and vegetable. The 
specimen mentioned does not show the aperture, nor all of the body 
volution ; but, as far as can be seen, it agrees so exactly with that very 
peculiar species in size, the form and proportions of its volutions, the 
slopes of its spires, its surface markings, the nature of its suture, and, 
in fact, in every respect so far as can be seen, that I have scarcely any 
doubt of its identity with the same. 

The occurrence of this last-mentioned species here, along with a Cre- 
taceous type of reptilian, and a Corbicula apparently identical with C. 
eythertformis of the Judith River brackish-water beds, together with the 
presence of Corbulas very closely allied to Judith River species, at lower 
horizons in this series, and the occurrence of some vertebrates of Cre- 
taceous afiinities at the Judith River localities, would certainly strongly 
favor the conclusion, not only that this Judith formation, the age of 
which has so long been in doubt, is also Cretaceous; but that even the 
higher fresh-water lignite formation at Fort Clark and other Upper 
Missouri localities may also be Upper Cretaceous instead of Lower Ter- 
tiary. 

That the Judith River beds may be Cretaceous, I am, in the light of 
all now known of the geology of this great internal region of the con- 
tinent, rather inclined to believe. But it would take very strong evi- 
dence to convince me that the higher fresh-water lignite series of the 
Upper Missouri is more ancient than the Lower Eocene. That they are 
not is certainly strongly indicated, not only by the modern affinities of 
their molluscan remains, but also by the state of the preservation of the 
latter. Indeed, these shells (Planorbis, Viviparus, Goniobasis, Physa, 
&c.) are found loose, as they fall from the incoherent sand in great 
numbers, so entirely free from adhering mairix, either internal or exter- 
nal, and so little changed, that any one not familiar with the existing 
species of the country would naturally think them merely dead shells — 
of the same, picked up along the shores of the streams. The entire © 
flora oe this Upper Misscuri lignite group has also always been Con i 
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ered, by the highest authorities on that department of paleontology, 
unquestionably Tertiary. 
From the foregoing remarks it will be seen that our present informa- 

tion in regard to the age of the Bitter Creek series may be summarily 
stated as follows: 

1. That it is conformabie to an extensive fresh-water Tertiary forma- 
tion above, from which it does not differ materially in lithological 
characters, excepting in containing numerous beds and seams of coal.* 

2. That it seems aiso to be conformable to a somewhat differently 
composed group of strata (1,000 feet, or possibly much more in thick- 
ness) below, apparently containing little if any coal, and believed to be 
of Cretaceous age. 

3. That it shows no essential difference of litholegical characters from 
the Cretaceous coal-bearing recks at Bear River and Coalville. 

4, That its entire group of vegetable remains (as determined by Pro- 
fessor Lesquereux) presents exclusively and decidedly Tertiary affinities, 
excepting one peculiar marine plant, (Halymeniies,) which also occurs 
thousands of feet beneath undoubted Cretaceous fossils, at Coalville, in 
Utah.t 

5. That all of its animal remains yet known are specifically different 
from any of those hitherto found in any of the other formations of this 
region, or, with perhaps two, or possibly three exceptions, elsewhere. 

6. That all of its known invertebrate remains are mollusks, consisting 
of about thirteen species and varieties of marine, brackish, and fresh- 
water types, none of which belong to genera peculiar to the Cretaceous 
or any older rocks, but all to such as are alike common to the Creta- 
ceous, Tertiary, and present epochs, with possibly the exception of 
Goniobasis, (which is not yet certainly known from the Cretaceous.) 

7. That, on the one hand, two or three of its species belong to sec- 
tions or subgenera (Leptesthes and Veloritina) apparently characteristic 
of the Eocene Tertiary of Europe, and are even very closely allied to 
species of that age found in the Paris Basin; while, on the other hand, 
one species seems to be conspecific with, and two congeneric with, (and 
closely related specifically to,) forms found in brackish-water beds on 
the Upper Missouri, containing vertebrate remains most nearly allied to 
types hitherto deemed characteristic of the Cretaceous. 

8. That one species of Anomia found in it is very similar to a Texas 
Cretaceous shell, and perhaps specifically identical with it; while a 
Viviparus, found in one of the upper beds, is almost certainly identical 
with the YV. trochiformis of the fresh-water Lignite formation of the 
Upper Missouri; a formation that has always, and by all authorities, 
been considered Tertiary. - 

9. That the only vertebrate remains yet found in it are those of a large 
reptilian, (occurring in direct association with the Viviparus mentioned 
above,) which, according to Professor Cope, is a decidedly Cretaceous 
type, being, as he states, a huge Dinosaurian. 

Jt thus becomes manifest that the paleontological evidence bearing 
on the question of the age of this formation, so far as yet known, is of a 
very conflicting nature ; though aside from the Dinosaurian, the organic 
remains favor the conclusion that it is Tertiary. The testimony of the 
plants, however, on this point, although they doubtless represent what 
would be in Europe considered clearly a Tertiary flora, is weakened by 

* See Mr. Bannister’s section, farther on. 
t This fossil, however, I am informed by Professor Lesquereux, likewise occurs at 

epiaeaaal localities in Colorado and elsewhere, in beds he regards as decidedly Ter- 
iary. ’ a 
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the fact that we already know that there is in Nebraska in clearly Cre- 
taceous rocks, a flora that was referred by the highest European author- 
ity to the Miocene. I do not know, however, how far Professor Les- 
quereux’s opinion that the Bitter Creek plants are Tertiary may rest 
upon specific identifications among them of forms known to oceur in 
well determined Tertiary rocks elsewhere. 

TERTIARY AGE. 

Brackish-water beds of Bear River.*—In redemption of the promise 
made, I now return to the consideration of the age of the brackish-water 
beds of Bear River, (division 28 of sec. —, on p.—.) These have al- 
ways been regarded by me provisionally as Lower Eocene, not only 
because their included fossil remains were closely related to forms. 
occurring in the Hocene lignite beds and deposits of the Paris Basin 
and the mouth of the Rhone, but also because none of them belonged 
to characteristic Cretaceous types. If, however, the beds of Bitter 
Creek and the Judith River should finally prove to be Cretaceous, 
the brackish-water beds in question must probably be relegated to the 
same epoch, though they are not known to hold any species in common 
with the Bitter Creek beds, and but one with those of Judith River. 
Their approximate conformability with Cretaceous beds, indicating dis- 
turbance and upheaval at the same time, favors this conclusion. i may 
add that I have not been wholly without the suspicion that they might. 
prove to be Cretaceous, and in a report to Mr. Clarence King, published 
in his report on the geological survey of the fortieth parallel, (vol. 3, p. 
466,) I summed up my conclusions in the following terms: 

While Iam therefore willing to admit that facts may yet be discovered that will warrant 
the conclusion that some of these estuary beds, so widely distributed here, should be in-- 
cluded rather in the Cretaceous than in the Tertiary, it seems to me that such evidence 
must either come from included vertebrate remains, or from further discoveries respect- 
ing the stratigraphical position of these beds with relation to other established hori- 
zons, since all the molluscan remains yet known frém them (my own opinions are en- 
tirely based on the latter) seem to point to a later origin. 

This paragraph has been misunderstood by Professor Cope,i who has. 
brought it into context with the statement respecting the age of the Bitter 
Creek coal strata, and asserted that the nearest approximation to the 
point of identification of the Bitter Creek strata with the Cretaceous 
were thus made by myself, and conveyed the impression that no positive: 
reference had been made of any of the Bear River beds to this period. 
This, however, as has been shown elsewhere, had been done in the most 
unequivocal manner with regard to the deposits of marine coal at Bear 
River City, Wyoming, as well as at Coalville, Utah. 

I had intended to make more extended remarks on the several Ter- 
tiary deposits referred to, and to have given lists of fossils from them, 
but sudden illness, and the necessity for sending copy without further 
delay to the Public Printex, have ice the relinquishment for: 
the present of such design. 

* Until some decidedly Cretaceous fossils have been somewhere found in or above: 
these beds, they may be left in the lower Eocene. Our discovery of a group of fresh- 
water shells as modern in appearance as these (though all different species) at Coal- 
ville, far down in the Cretaceous, shows how cautious we should be in deciding such 
questions. 

} Proceedings American Philosophical Society. Extras dated in MSS: February 7, pee 



LISTS OF FOSSILS COLLECTED. 

SILURIAN SPECIES. 

EAST SIDE OF GALLATIN RIVER, ABOVE GALLATIN CITY, MONTANA, 

First or upper division. 

Names. Remarks. 

MPP GULEDIS 8 crs sts SL aia)s SSL 
PO OTOCOFYDNC: cite 6 22 a0 Fsiast. sole = s Merely fragments. 
3. Bathyurus (?).-...-- Re og SO Merely fragments. 
EVASUPIVUSI(G) os wet Salsas raals cee 2 Merely fragments. 

Second division. 

5. Acrotreta. 
ad SCO) A a er ».--A very small shining species. 

Third division. 

7. Acrotreta subconica, Kutorga.t c=) 

8. Iphidea sculptilis, Meek.......- See description in this report. 
9. Hyolithes gregaria, (Theca gre- 

Garnier WwaT GEL) ers esate tel Mere cast, but agrees in size dnd 
form with this species. 

10. Agnostus bidens, Meeki.....--- 
11. Conocoryphe (Conocephalites) 

Gallatinensis, Meek. ........ See description in this report. 

*Two specimens only of this fossil are contained in the collection. These have ex- 
actly the outline, and agree well in most other respects with a form Professor Hall has 
referred, doubifually, to the shorter valve of L. pinneformis, Owen, from the horizon of 
the Potsdam, It also shows the same radiating striz seen on exfokiated specimens of 
that species, and has its beak truncated, asin Fig. 15, pl. 6, Regents’ Sixteenth Report 
on State Cab, N. H., New York; though casts of the internal markings, as seen through 
the translucent shell, seem not to present a flabelliform appearance, as in Professor 
Hall’s figure cited, but have the same elongated trilobate outline seen in the other 
valve of L. pinneformis. : 

+ This little shell seems to be very similar to Kutorga’s species, but it has the ventral 
valve more elevated than A. gemma, Billings, and the false area marked by a distinct 
mesial furrow, said not to be defined in latter. The larger specimens measure 0.15 
inch from the front to the apex of the ventral valve and 0.11 inch in breadth. The 
beak of this valve is pointed, and generally bent slightly forward. The surface is a 
deep brownish color, shining as in Lingula, and marked by minute lines of growth. It 
is quite probable that a direct comparison of specimens would show our species to be 
distinct from the Russian shell. If so, I would propose to call the species A. attenuata. 
tResembles A. pisiformis, Linn., (sp.,) but has a proportionally shorter pygidium, 

more truncated between the posterior points; while its mesial lobe is shorter, higher, 
and surmounted by a prominent node anteriorly, and more flattened and pointed be- 
hind, without any traces of a mesial transverse furrow. Its head is still more nearly 
hike that of 4. pisiformis, but wants the mesial furrow extending forward from the 
glabeilato the anterior margin. Its glabella is most prominent behind, where it shows 
a tendency to swellinto alittle node. Surface finely granular. 
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2 ICONOCOTYPRE <. 2) aan: '... Undetermined fragments. 
13. Bathyurus (?) Haydenti, Meek... Described in this report. 

_ 14. Bathyurus serratus, Meek... .-. Described in this report. 

Fourth or lowest division. 

MEO MUSTO ee. Ei, 6 2 Jae ae 3a 
16. Lingula, or Lingulepis .....--. Imperfect specimens. 
nC ONOCOnYpNe: cick Le Reese a Fragments. 
18. Bathyurus, or Asaphus.......-- Fragments. 

FLAT-HEAD PASS, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Bathyurellus (Dikelocephalus ?) 
truncatus, Meek ..... SOE nA Described in this report. 

2. Bathyurellus, (Asaphiscus?) .... Described in this report. 

NEAR MALADE CITY, NORTHERN UTAH. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Camerella Calcifera, Billings.t 
2. Orthis hippolite, Billings. (?)t 
Bi LOVERS A oie ci te EL GED Aa es Very finely striated and like O. 

electra, Billings. 
4 OEE IS SOON eas Be ele Rates tas Ele A larger and more compressed spe- 

cies. 
5. Huomphalus(?) trochiscus, Meeks . 
6. Huomphalus (?) —_ rotuliformis, 

Meek. 
7+ Huomphalus, or Ophileta. 
8. Agnostus Josepha, Hall (?).|| 
Oe Conocoryphe seee Git Oo NG MNe Les. Fragments of perhaps several spe- 

cies. 
10. Bathyurellus (Asaphiscus) Brad- 

(EDO WI ere Oe US Se ia Described in this report. 
11. Bathyurus Saffordi, Billings...Only the pygidium, but agrees ex- 

actly with Canadian specimens 
sent by Mr. Billings. 

*The name Cruziana, d’Orbigny, 1842, (Voy. dans ’Amer. Merid., t. 3, part 2d,p. 30,) 
having priority over Rusophycus, (Jtyssophycus,) Hall, 1852, will have to be retained for 
these curious fossils. 

t The specimens are all separate valves, more or less broken, or partly hidden in the 
matrix; but so far as can be seen they certainly agree well in size and all external 
characters with Mr. Billings’ species, with possibly the exception of having a some- 
what wider and deeper mesial sinus and more prominent mesial fold. 

t Agrees pretty nearly with the Canadian shell, though its mesial sinus is somewhat 
wider and deeper. It may be distinct, but the specimens are too imperfect for satisfac- 
tory comparison. 

§ These have been described in the Proceedings of the Academy Natural Sciences, 
Philadelphia, Ap., 1870, p. 61, and will be figured in Mr. King’s report. s 

|The specimens of this little trilobite seem to agree closely with Professor Hall’s 
species, excepting in some of the minute and apparently variable details of the mesial — 
lobe of the head and pygidium. So far as I have been able to see, however, it would 
also seem not to have the posterior lateral angles of the cheeks armed with little pro- 
jecting points, as in the Wisconsin species. If these little spines do not exist in our 
specimens, (none of which are in a condition to remove all doubts on this point,) they 
would almost certainly belong to a distinct species, in which case I would propose for — 
the name Agnostus Maladensis. 
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12. Bathyurus, or Dikelocephalus ...Fragments. 
13. Bathyurellus (Dikelocephalus (?) 

inuncatus. Meek 22 Ji s25 45. Described in this report. Occurs also 
at Flat-Head Pass.- 

14. Asaphus (Megalaspis (?) gonio- 
GEHL, WIGS Ce ere emEr Described in this report. Occurs at 

Flat-Head Pass. 

WEST FACE OF BIG HORN MOUNTAIN, HEAD BUFFALO FORK. 

Names. Remarks. 
1. Conocoryphe, and, perhaps, Dike- 

LOCCDRELUS® VG Sah eee ie .-- Mere fragments. 

CARBONIFEROUS SPECIES. 

OUTLET OF MYSTIC LAKE, MONTANA. 4 

Names. Remarks. 

1. PAUP UR AOS Se SEO R OC Cee CREE A small species. 
Ae APNG EMGod. Les a So se 3 .----Fragment of a large species appar- 

ently of this genus. 
3. Ptilodictya (Stictopora?) dicty- 

ota, Meekt 
4. Ptylodictya ..-.-.. Ae yee avqia eis A merely branching species. 
HCRESIEULG sone ics 2 Ula One or two species. 
6. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips.Rather more finely striated than 

usual. 
Cam CHONELESe No Sheree 5s een. ee An abundant medium sized species 

with very fine, dichotomous, radi- 
ated striz, crossed by very minute 
concentric strive; spines of cardi-: 
nal margin, five on each side of 
beak. 

8. Productus longispinus, Sowerby .A small form, apparently agreeing 
with Sowerby’s species. 

9. Productus scabriculus, Martin (?).Specimens fragmentary. 
10. Rhynchonella. 
NSS piKifer, (MArunid) a2. cia vas - - Of medium size. 
12. Spirifer (Martinia) lineata, Mar- 

tin. 
SAORI CMR hing iF ciao nh myer ieaneciatt dd Similar to some varities of S. inere- 

bescens, Hall, which Mr. Davidson 
thought not distinct from S. biswl- 
cata. 

*The only part in the collection certainly krown to belong to this species is the 
pygidium. This has much the general appearance of the corresponding part of a trilo- 
bite, figured by Mr. Billings, under the name of Asaphus quadraticaudatus, (Paleont., 
Canada, p. 271, Fig. 258,) but its lateral margins are straighter and its mesial lobe 
proportionally longer, with only three to five segments that pass straight across, in- 
stead of eight or nine arching forward. Its lateral lobes show three or four short seg- 
ments, instead of only one, while they and the lateral margins show no traces of the 
striz seen on Mr. Billings’s species. Its lateral and posterior flattened margins are 
more suddenly defined from the swell of the lateral lobes. 
{An anastomosing species, with divisions about 0.10 to 0.12 inch in breadth, by 0.04 

to 0.05 inch in thickness, and connecting so as to form a reticulated structure, with 
fenestrules of a more or less oval form, about 0.24 inch in length by 0.16 inch in breadth. 
Pores small, with slightly raised margins, having the usual quincuncial arrangement, 
aud forming six to eight longitudinal rows; non-poriferous margins rather sharp, and 
of moderate breadth. 

30 GS 
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ML, SPUN fern we cee wad fee i With hinge-line much extended. and 
smaller and more numerous cost - 
then the last, being much like 8S. 
biplicatus, Hall, from the horizon 
of the Waverley Group, Ohio. 

-15. Spirifer Mysticensis, Meek.* 
16. Retzia. 

CANON, EAST SIDE OF MADISON RIVER, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

VA LOU CTUIVILES o's 2 bie cia) aiae miei ciete ol Detached base. 
2. Poteriocrinites. 
3. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips.Some finely striated varities found 

at Mystic Lake. 
4. Strophomena analoga, Phillips. 
5. Productus semireticulatus, Martin. 
6. Productus longispinus, Sowerby (?)Same as No. 8 of list from Mystic 

Lake. 
7. Protluctus seabriculus, Martin (?).Same as No. 9. of list from Mystic 

Lake. 
SN CNONCLES (cases a yunleey ae Base Lida. Same as No. 7 of list from Mystic 

Lake. 
9. haynchonella ss 22 See: Same as. No. 10 of list from Mystic 

Lake. 
10. Retzia, (fragments) 
MOOS PUN UPON, io icia ordi a eieioke Rite eiatee ks oe Same as No. 13 of dist from ee 

Lake. 
12. Spirifer Mysticensis, Meek. 
13. Spirifer (Martinia). 
14.. Terebratula, (fragments) 
MONO bea tycenasiy. £2 why GIG WAS eigen ss An arcuate conical species. 
16. Huomphalus, (fragments of large 

species.) 
17. Pleurotomaria. (?) 

BRIDGER PEAK, NEAR FORT ELLIS, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

LA CHOSTNOULOIUN sitio ate tale Bee Be A compound species with small cor- 
allites. 

2. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips (?)Same variety as No. 6, Mystic Lake 
list. 

CP MELCNUED TORUS. |r. wae ath oye Stree tesiars A much more finely striated species. 
4, Productus longispinus, Sowerby (?).-Same as No. 8, Mystic Lake, and 6, 

Cation, east side Madison River. 

CAMP NO. 19, AUGUST 2, 1872, IDAHO TERRITORY. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Lophophyllam. 
2. Zaphrentis. 

*A medium sized, very transverse species, with mucronate lateral extremities, and 
12 to 15 simple, radiating cost on each lateral slope of each vale; mesial sinus mode, 
extended to the beak, with one rib in its bottom, and rarely faint ‘traces of another on 
one or both sides of this toward the front; cardinal area, of moderate height, well 
defined, and more or less arched with the beak. Resembles S. bimesialis, Hall, (Lowa 
Report, Vi in size and form, but eee the lamellose imbricating concentric strize seen. 
on that species. ( 
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2. ULSI CAS: Ra Oe Ee a Small irregular corallites. 
4, Syringopora. 
BE LONICLES eee in tenes a we = singe oi Same as No. 7, Mystic Lake. 
GeV OdUELUSH as eee = 2 ee es Like P. scabriculus, same as No. 9, 

Mystie Lake. 
7. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips. 
8. Spirifer, (Martinia)............ Same as No. 10, Mystic Lake, and 

-No. 15, East Madison River, 
9. Spirifer. 
0 . Huomphalus, (fragments.) 

BLACK-TAIL DEER CREEK, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips (?) Same as at Mystic Lake; Cafion, 
East Madison River, &e. 

BRO EOIECLES isco roar 8 fas Sim a/<\21= 5 (~~ 9) 3} =:3)= Same as No. 7, Mystic Lake; No. 8 
Cation, East Madison River, &e. 

a. Fohkynchonella......---. AE TIEN Rather small plicated, subtrigonal ; 
very abundant species. 

4, Spirifer lineatus, Martin.(?) 
5. SAG? Sa ae ee a Same as No. 12, Mystic Lake. 
5 SGP ee eee or ene: Same as No. 14, Mystic Lake. 

NORTH GROS-VENTRES BUTTE, WYOMING. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Zaphrentis. 
2. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips (?)Same as at Mystie Lake, east side 

Madison River, Bridger Peak, &c. 
PSP URISED el oa iat sme oie wie Saale’ Same as No. 12 at Mystic Lake, &c. 
4, Spirifer, (Martinia)..........-.. Same as No. 10 at Mystic Lake, &c. 

FLAT-HEAD PASS, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

Le ZUPIN CNS <= Bed CSSBE ALCS? A small arcuated turbinate form. 
2. Syringopora.~ 
3. Hemipronites crenistria, Phil- 

hm tO be 

1S (By pape AS MAS SE aL Same as at Mystic Lake, Gros-Ven- 
tres Butte, &c. 

4, Rhynchonella-.. 2-2-2. 2. .-.-. Fragment rather large, strongly pli- 
cated species. 

MN IEI Cry ia 2 cele OSS I &, Same as No. 12, Mystic Lake, &c. 

NORTH SIDE HENRY’S LAKE, IDAHO. 

Names. Remarks. 

. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips (?)Same variety as at Mystic Lake, &e. 

. Productus scabriculus, Martin (?)sp. Do. , do. 
AG 2 OSE EOE, 8 Same as No. 12, Mystic Lake, &e. 

» Lerebratula. 

CANON WEST OF GALLATIN RIVER, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

BNO EIES Shae os Oi Nm 0 ie ale Very slender ramose species. 
2. Zaphrentis, 
5. Syringopora. 
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A, Platyerinites . 21.2.4. oN ators ..-.- Merely the elliptic disk of the column 
5. Fenestella. 
6. Hemipronites crenistria, Phil- 

DNS (Biase eer Pverepey wig Ne Same as at Mystic Lake, &e. 
7. Strophomena analoga,’ Phillips..Same as from cafion, East Gallatin 

River. 
ek OUD LAI ee os. 4a ee een SP Same as at Mystic Lake, &e. 
9. Productus semireticulatus, Mar- 

ITD eye He i tote ete sepa ee Same as at east side Madison River. 
ROS VED OMUGEUS HE G2 oer). Aaa) SE Small hemispherical species. 
11. Productusl ongispinus, Sower- 
NOG a enero ne na I Same as from Mystic Lake Cation, 

Hast Madison River, &e. 
12. Rhynchonella...-. pies elem: reese Same as from Mystic Lake. 
13. Ketzia. 
14. Spirifer Mysticensis, Meek....-. Same as from Mystic Lake, &c. 
15. Athyris or Martinia. 
GNIS PENULCT 2 2 tn cone oie EIS oc Same as No. 12, Mystic Lake. 
17. Huomphalus. 

LYON HILL, OPHER, EAST CANON, UTAH. 

Names. Remarks. 

SCR ESCOUU oak ale eee Noid .--- Very like F. plebeja, McCoy, and like 
one at Old Baldy. 

DEC MOPLCLES)«. stch\ore eto aja ae aoeieeals ..-. Slender ramose. 
3. Crinoids...... Solano eeptaoeps cteytt My Joints of columns. 
4. Productus semireticulatus, Mar- 

tin (2) 
5. Rhynchonella. 
GaPhillipsiane 8 be Se ai wee gad Fragments of pygidium. 

SWAN VALLEY, IDAHO. 

Names. Remarks. 

SY I ROOPOT A: (2) <u. cine e pseis eich « Very imperfect, but looks like Syrin- 
gopora. 

2, AlvanculopectEn (2) ic rrsrnls' sims ey ef Very small smooth species, like this 
genus, but may be an Hnxtolium. — 

SMA VAIE Swe ra, aaiabyehale aye deg Ane! < Small, undetermined. 
*4, Fhynchonella. 
6. Spirifer. : 

“OLD BALDY,” NEAR VIRGINIA CITY, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

1, Marine plant, like Fucoides cau- 
dagallt. 

2. Zaphrentis excentrica, Meek.* 

Co 

sep 

A large, slightly curved, short turbinate species, with fossula on the dorsal side ; 
ta about seventy of principal series, which extend inward so as to leave a moder- 

ately broad, smooth space at the bottom of the calyx near the dorsal side, while as 
many more shorter and more slender ones alternate with the larger; tabule trans- 
verse, very closely arranged, and occupying a wide excentric space; surrounding 
vesicular zone sometimes. very wide on ventral side; epitheca unknown. (For full 
description and figures see Mr. King’s Report Survey Fortieth Parallel.) 

se 
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Sep Rr Cities Nees PEI ST. A small, slightly curved species, 
with fossula ventral. 

PIMZCRELING® 2 ees Like M. tenuisepta, Phillips’ (spe- 
cies. ) 

EE OECCLESES 2a Me. BAS Slender ramose species 
Go TUG GULCUAS ( (2) AR ee Arms and fragments of columns. 
7. Platycrinites Huydeni, Meek.* 
8. Pentremites symmetricus, Hall ..As far as can be determined from 

the specimens, it seems to agree 
well with P. symmetricus. 

9. Pentremites Godonti, Defrance (?) 
10. Poteriocrinites Montanaensis, 

Meek. t 
ibe -risoerinusi(?)y so unos Y BS SOUS, Body only, apparently of a species 

of this genus. 
12. Ptilodictya. 
Mere MERESICLUE ese Se PALS SS LU ek Very delicate; like F. plebeja, 

McCoy. 
14. Ptilopora. 
15. Strophomena analoga, Phillips. 
16. Orthis resupinata, Martin. 
17. Chonetes..... PAO ET. OMEN A medium-sized, very finely striated 

species. 
18, Productus semireticulatus, Mar- 

bits, (SPECIES) ist. F2i85 SIN. A small, suleated, strongly arcuate, 
and produced variety, apparently 
of this species. 

. Productus Altonensis, N. & P. 

. Productus scabriculus, Martin (?) 

. Productus Prattenanus, Nor- 
wood. 

. Productus cora, @Orbigny (?)...This agrees with European shells, 
referred to dOrbigny’s species; 
but is more finely striated, and 
much more produced, than d’Or- 
bigny’s type. 

eee EFORUCUUS S232 )23'. SoS IEE A narrower, strongly arched, much 
produced species, marked by 
small, very obscure concentric 
wrinkles, and very small, slightly 
elongated, raised points, that may ~ 
have supported minute spines. 

24. Hemipronites crenistria, Phillips, 
(species. ) 

Ze COMA OPNOVIG2. 62. 2 on 20s ese Very similar to C. globulina, Phillips. 
26. Athyris subtilita, Hall. 

* A small species, with a cup-shaped body, rounded below to a circular attachment 
for the column; body-plates smooth, or obscurely granular, and joined by slightly 
grooved sutures; arms twenty, slender, each dividing once on the second piece above 
their origin on the very small second radials, composed each of a single series of small 
pieces, (as in P. nodobrachiatus, Hall, lowa Report, p. 542,) bearing pinnules alternately 
on their inner lateral ends. 

+A small species with an elongate obconical body, composed of smooth plates, and 
supported on a round column ; arms long, slender, apparently simple above their origin 
on the last radials, and composed of small pieces, every third one of which bears, alter- 
nately on opposite sides, a long pinnule. J 
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26. Spirifer lineatus, Martin, (spe- 
cies.) 

27. Spirifer +. <0: ye Oy a) Poe Like some forms of S. imerebescens, 
Hall. 

28. Spirifer triradialis, Phillips (?)* 
29. Spiriferina octoplicata, Sow- 

(evi eyecare Mie es ne a May be the same as NS. Kentuckensis, 
Shum. 

30. Retzia vera, Hall (?) 
31. Terebratula arcuata, Swallow (?).Almost certainly the same as Z. 

bovidens, Morton. 
SZ Meneoratula...... \% Sani ees ot A small species possibly identical 

_with 7. turgida, Hall. 
33. Astartella Newberryi, Meek (2) ..I can see no difference in the single 

specimen examined, from the Ohio 
species. 

BA, AOYUPVOCOT ONG 2 saiejntnlsiale, « oye) Has the external appearance of the 
‘genus. 

35. Platyceras. 
36. Pleurotomaria spherulata, Con- 

rad. Siok by Ane Sibel say age The specimen agrees well with de- 
pressed varieties of Mr. Conrad’s 
species from the western coal- 
measures. 

ides LMOMPRGUISK.  SA\s ketene ieeer. fe Fragments of cast of a large species. 
OME ULLEDSUG tbe hes diwmnyelepateys dapete,=,< Fragments. 

DIVIDE BETWEEN ROSS FORK AND LINCOLN VALLEY, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Zaphrentis Stansbury, Hall (2) 
2. Cyathophyllum subceespitosum, 

Meek.t 
3. Lophophyllum or Cyathaxonia...Perhaps more than one small spe- 

cies. 
4. Syringopora. 
5. Platycrinus -.-.- <<) PR RNAS Body only, of a very small globose 

species. 
6. Pentremites Bradleyi, Meek.t 
7. Pentremites Godoni, Defrance (?) 
8. Pentremites conoideus, Hall. 

* A very abundant, gregarious little shell, closely resembling S. triradialis, var. sexra- 
dialis, as illustrated by Mr. Davidson, excepting that the largest of hundreds of speci- 
mens are less than one-fourth the size of well-developed individuals of that form. It 
also differs in being constantly wider than long, instead of the reverse, and in having 
the beak of its ventral valve always proportionally shorter; while it shows a faint 
sulcus along the mesial fold toward the front, and a corresponding very slight ridge in 
the bottom of the sinus of the other valve. I think it probably a new species. If so, 
it may be called S. agelaius. 

tI have figured and described this species in Mr. King’s unpublished report. Its 
corallites are long, cylindrical, more or less flexuous, and loosely branching instead of 
growing in compact, fasciculated, or asterform masses, as in C. cespitosum, Goldfuss. It 
has a more developed, more transversely wrinkled, and less striated epitheca (when 
not worn) than Goldfuss’s species. 
{A small species like P. Koninckiams, Hall, but shorter below, and having its pseud- 

ambulacra ros deeply excavated along the middle, with their pore pieces more 
transverse. 
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9. Pentremites subconoideus, Meek.* 
MU MElOnileS.. <\\1-l steam st Seine A single, very thick, hexagonal, 

interambulacral plate, with outer 
surface a little convex, and gran- 
lar. 

De PH emipronites se fh aise te hk. Very small or only about one-half 
inch in diameter, with a high 
triangular area. 

SUPE POCUCTUS Riya Seis ierl ees << About half an inch in diameter, very 
gibbous; beak narrow, strongly 
incurved; surface smooth, or 
apparently so... 

EE PTOGUCLUS: 2% — S21. RL ES =. Like P. biserialis, Hall. 
15. Productus semireticulatus, Mar- on 

tims ;(Speeies)az te tenes Ai. . Large and well developed. 
16. Producius longispinus, Sowerby -Of usual size. 
7. Rhynchonella macra, Hall (?) 

18. Rhynchonella, mutata, Hall (?) 
Nes AGRYRIS: <ctjeid SjoLi. sath alder et Small, and like Ath. hirsuta, Hall. 
20. Retzia Vernieuiliana, Hall 
PPS POI CIee HN Se, ease Tete ne PS Very small, like a miniature S. opt- 

mus, H. 
2 WSPUROPET TIGL. — 5 ik 5 lee cibiele SNe Like S. spinosa (Spirifera spinosa, 

H.,) but smaller, and apparently 
without spine-bases. 

23. Terebratula turgida, Hall. 
24, Nucula Shumardii, Hall. 
25. Macrodon (?) 
26. Cypricardina Indianensis, (Cypri- 

cardella Indianensis, Hall.) 
27. Cypricardella plicata, Hall (?) 
28. Cypricardella subelliptica, Hall (?) 
29. Nuculananasuta (Nuculanasuta, 

Hall?) 
30. Conocardium Meekianum, Hall (2) 
be ELOY CON OS) = 2.0) m5. 2 Visine ake eee One or more small species. 
32. Huomphalus Spurgenensis, Hall. 
BOrENIICOPSIS ao. 6,02 2 =a ae Hees * Like WNaticopsis Carleyt (Natica 

Carleyi, Hall.) 
Fk. DEUCTOPROW «2 cis'- as sea Sia Two small, smooth species. 
Be UGHOBED (08 a ete ee, Fragments of very small species. 
Bes ELCUVOVOMATUO 2 soso cs eee oss Very small. 
MIP NOMCNETG See e = id Assis eRe bake Very near C. carbonaria, Hall. 
38. Spirorbis annutata, Hall. 
PENINEP BUG, aie )2,> > -yeire ae et Fragments of small species. 

JURASSIC SPECIES. 

NEAR LOWER CANON OF YELLOWSTONE RIVER. 

Names. Remarks. 

EAADPHCHINOE:. wee vee Wee Es Mainly a cast of small species of an 
undetermined genus. 

* A very small, obconic species, much produced below the pseud-ambulacral areas, 
which are very short. or almost confined to the summit, as in Codaster, though it is a 
true Pentremite. 
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EN OSERCU ING SLE AS MMERONS Nas Oot Small specimens, of perhaps two or 
three species. 

3. (Graph <2 Ae eabiatia iere fed A small species of form of the qd. 
dilatata. 

A COMPLONECLES Lee SES LCi a Specimen imperfect; may be C. 
bellistriata, M. and H. 

SME COLOMURI RE ee the 2). C's 5 VON Part of a valve of a rather large, 
strongly costate species. Not a 
true typical Pecten. 

OiPRU aerate te oehere CONN. t Near P. opalina, Quenstedt. 
7. Gervillia Montanensis, Meek.* 
Si GeRUUIae a eR I A Somewhat larger than the last, but 

not costate. 
QR t HAS toe ue Bei e Has angular umbonal slopes, and 

only concentric markings. 
10. Modiola ( Vulsella) subimbricata, 

Meek.t 
11. Modiola ( Vulsetla) ..2..222...-- A shorter, wider, and less arcuate 

species than the last. 
12. Trigonia Americana, Meek. 
13. Trigonia Montanaensis, Meek.§ 
14,;Crassatella (2): 32.088 F.SGels It has the external appearance of 

this genus, but may belong to 
some other. 

1d: Crassatellan(?)'2 ie AO ae Internal casts apparently of species 
of this genus. 

Gar Cucullea hat) 01 Oe. eh bate Casts. 
Wie) PA STCIEE (2) Le ve Lisl INalaa eat - A small shell like some of the Juras- 

sic species sometimes referred to 
this genus. 

SOM LCANAUIM atte tra le lave tee taveS) ahaa 2 Casts apparently of a species of this 
genus. 

19. Myacites (Pleuromya) subcom- 
pressa, Meek.|| 

* A medium-sized, very oblique species, with posterior ear flattened and of moderate ' 
size, angular at the extremity, and equaling, on the hinge line, about half the length 
of the valves; body portion of the valvés rather slender, nearly straight, or a little 
arched, ranging at an angle of 28° to 30° below the hinge line, in the left valve con- 
vex, in the right flattened, or less convex than in the other. Surface of both valves 
marked by fine concentric strie, and a few stronger furrows of growth, crossed on the 
body part of the left valve, by a few slender radiating costx, separated by wider 
spaces. 

t This is very like Modiola imbricata, Sowerby, as illustrated by Morris and Lycett, in 
their Monogr. Moll. Gr. Oolite, Pl. IV, Fig. 2, excepting that its anterior ventral por- 
tion, in front of the umbonal ridges, is more prominént, and its posterior basal extrem- 
ity more produced and narrowed. It is much less like Sowerby’s original figure of 
that species. 
{A tine species of the type of T. costata of the Old World, but differing from that and 

the other allied forms, in having the radiating costie of the corselet, or posterior dorsal 
region, all of uniform size. 
8 Of the type of T. signata, Agassiz, but differing in its proportionally shorter form, 

with smaller nodiferous coste, ‘while it has a row of nodes down the anterior lateral 
region of each valve, nearly as in 7. navis, Lamarck. 
1 Resembles some varieties of Pleuromya ferr uginea and P.impressa, Agassiz, but has the 

anterior end shorter and more truncated, the concentric ridges of less regularity, and the 
slight concavity extending from the beaks to the anterior basal mar gins of the valves, 
either entirely wanting or very feebly marked. I have fully described and illustrated 
this shell in the unpublished paleontological part of Mr. King’ s report. 
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20. Pholadomya Kingti, Meek.* 
21. Goniomya Montanaensis, Meek. t i 
zr PAM MONIES, = Aoosasee ss Sek Mere fragments. 

SPRING CANON, MONTANA. 

Lower bed. 

Names. Remarks. 

BVPI ants esi SOR Lemuel Pe tte Fragments of the same forms seen at 
Devil’s Slide, Yellowstone River. 

PP ICHLULG Hoch). ted AS HS An imperfect valve-impression of 
one valve seen in the matrix. 

ee Cameptonectes sls Salieters 53 Same as No. 4, near Lower Cafion, 
Yellowstone. 

RPE UN neta oa SLi SS Siento in Same as No. 6, near Lower Cajon, 
Yellowstone, being very like P. 
opalina, Quenstedt. 

5. Mytilus ..... shite api seh seeie Same as No. 9, from Lower Cafion, 
Yellowstone. 

6. Modiola( Vulsella) subimbricata, 
WMeelammn i citiben iit ea. Same as No. 10, from Lower Cafion, 

Yellowstone. 
7. Trigonia Americana, Meek..-..Same as No. 11, from Lower Cation, 

Yellowstone. 
8. AMyacites (Pleuromya) subcom- 

PRESSE Cele 215.5 Sake Ne ee Same as No. 19, from Lower Caton, 
Yellowstone. 

Upper bed. 

OF OSIFEU Baiae « 2” CS ENR Lis ok pa A small undetermined species. 
10. Camptonectes. ; 
11. Rhynchonella. 

NEAR FORT HALL, IDAHO. 

Lower bed. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Pseudomonotis (Humicrotis) 
CUR EVAN, (SP.))oaieie Sepersnies- Very small and in great numbers. 

Upper bed. 
2. Terebratula. 
3. Mytilus. 

* An elongate-oblong species, quite convex in umbonal region, with beaks moderately 
prominent, incurved, and placed near the rounded anterior end. The posterior end is 
more narrowly rounded and moderately gaping. The narrow radiating cost are 
wanting on the ends: and posterior dorsal region; the anterior ones (which descend 
vertically from the beaks) are most widely separated, while those farther back are 
moore closely arranged and more oblique. 

+ Elongate-oblong, moderately convex, anterior margin regularly rounded, posterior 
truncated, dorsal and ventral margins nearly parallel, beaks depressed, and placed near 
the anterior end. Surface having wrinkles or coste starting from before the beaks 
and passing obliquely backward and near half way to the base, where they die out, or 
become very obscure, and curve horizontally backward to meet others passing down 
the posterior dorsal sloves. 
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AN MAOpROved -.. cus ees ayo = eases Mere casts, apparently of this genus. 
es MA CTOUMON: 04 oy Neues ieee Sete Mere casts, apparently of this genus. 
G. Myacites: 1258.8 Bas ant at Bera Mere casts, apparently of this genus. 

DEVIL’S SLIDE, CINNABAR MOUNTAIN, YELLOWSTONE RIVER. 

Names. ; Remarks. 

1. Gryphea calceola, Quenstedt, 
var. 

oO MCW apee) saimrord Sm eterno aren Internal cast, apparently of this 
genus. 

3. Camptonectes. 
4, Trigonia elegantissima, Meek.* 
5. Corimya Montanaensis, Meek.t 
6. Myacites (Pleuromya) subcom- 

pressa, Meek. 
7. Pholadomya. 
8. Ammonites. 

CRETACEOUS LIST. 

NEAR THE MISSOURI RIVER, BELOW GALLATIN, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Ostrea anomioides, Meek. 
Pray PET AOON UG crests ia soy cyte abs call Nearly allied to 7. Hvansi, Meek. 

Same as No. 3, from Cinnabar 
Mountain. 

3. Corbicula (Veloritina) inflexa, 
Meek. 

4. Corbicula ( Veloritina) ..-.....- Like the last, excepting that its 
beaks are more oblique, more 
nearly terminal, and more de- 
pressed. May be a variety of 
same. 

5. Corbicula ( Veloritina) ......--- eee and proportionally shorter 
orm. 

CHOCO ALUN ON ae eee eater e A rather small, nearly circular spe- 
cies, with fine radiating strie. 

Hoy EMOCERONUUS or eie oe ac eee ..-. Fragments. 
8. Pharella (?) Pealei, Meek. 
OMAR CULE So eh OF aye eet te .- -Small species. 

HEREC ECTEUL(#)), 0’ otayaraeitavapaieetayann oats wee Small; of the type of A. raricosta, 
Reuss. 

Me ALO MLOLE 65S Scie ees Wel bate Small, smooth species. 
Heme UDUUS (0065 2202 SR a ge Ra Casts. 
LD; LOUD RE eas es ela Casts. 
14. Corbula. 
NAIC ete = ofa te x ores Notayebousiogeye Rough mold in matrix. 

*A small species of the type of T. costata, but having the concentric or horizontal 
costze on the sides of the valves very delicate, closely arranged, and but slightly 
larger than the radiating ones on the posterior dorsal region, or corselet. The valves 
are rather compressed, about one-fourth longer than wide, and have the posterior — 
umbonal slopes acutely angular. 

t This is very similar to some varieties of C. glabra, Agassiz, but it is a smaller, pro- 
portionally shorter, and more convex shell, with the anterior margins just in front of — 
the beaks more excavated. 4 
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COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO. 

Cretaceous, No. 4. 

Names. Remarks. 

1 SPY CORA RTI OO ARE Oe ee eee Fragments of casts. 
ee CUILUSEEA (2) cy = own imacererstatA\ ohne is = Fragments. 
3. Anisomyon alveolus, Meek. 

LAST FOOT OF BRIDGER PEAK, FOUR MILES NORTH OF FORT ELLIS, 

MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Ophioderma (2)  Bridgerensis, 
Meek.* 

GAUDINO S08 x25 .« en's eie'nie Soo0R5 Obscure casts of a small species. 
PACU So a «te Sainte o ote cle tcihe Casts. ; 
APUG. 22 22 3 Fa EG SE ERR aR A rather large, narrow species, with 

longitudinal coste. 
eMLILOCENMIUUS ia scats See Ses Scio iS asciers Fragments of casts. 
GER ON OSSALCULG = ra) ale oi oe chan Casts. 
(het LEU IO WIE0 3) ns rar ee ree Fragments. 
BaP OLTMO MYO S 2 oe aioe siete ond so 272 Fragments. 
Dem S ee IRC sae Serer asic Casts. 

10. Gyrodes. 

CINNABAR MOUNTAIN, YELLOWSTONE VALLEY, MONTANA. 

Names. Remarks. 

PAROS CCU Sree hse eS oes Casts of a small species. 
2. Inoceramus ..-. ...-....-.-«.-Fragments of casts. 
oP ON Ua cretexol svc, Bes orexe ei eres Of Cretaceous type, nearly allied to 
AO CTUIUYO: Hise as eae Nahe eos T. Hvansi, Meek. 
4, Corimya, or Thracia .... .. _...-Casts of a small species. 
DPDUCULULES oa) 0o oo os eo 2 5c Ne ly te ays A small slender species, like B. asper, 

Morton. 
6. Scaphites ventricosus, Meek. 

ROCK CREEK. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Inoceramus. 
2. Ammonites percarinatus, H. 

and M. 
3. Ammonites, (undetermined sp.) 
4, Scaphites Warrenanus, M. and 

5. 
6. 

Scaphites larviformis, M. and H. 
“Scales and other fragments of 

fishes. 

*A small Ophiurian, with disk depressed, nearly circular, and only 0.17 inch in 
breadth, showing on the dorsal side ten ovate-sutrigonal radial plants, that are joined 
together over the inner ends of the arms, so as to form five pairs; armssmall, or only about 
0.75 inch in length, and at their inner ends 0.06 inch in breadth; middle row of arm-pieces 
on the dorsal slide, slightly wider thau long, and hexagonal in form; marginal pieces 
abont as large as the middle ones, seen somewhat edgewise from above, and bearing a 
row of very small, short spines. Ventral side unknown. The specimen is not well 
preserved. Perhaps I should call it Ophiolepis Bridgerensis. - 

s 
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FORT HARKER. 

Names. Remarks. 

1, Inoceramus problematicus, 
Schloth. 

2. Baculites...... Ac MI POM Va Small, slender species. 

LIST OF FOSSILS FROM THE CRETACEOUS COAL SERIES AT COAL- 

VILLE. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Ostrea soleniscus, Meek.* (a) 
2. Ostrea Wyomingensis,Meek.(?) (a) 
3. Anomia, (undetermined sp.) 
4, Avicula (Pseudoptera) rhyto- 

phora, Meek. (a) 
5. Avicula(Pseudoptera) propleura, 

Meek. (a) 
6. Avicula gastrodes, Meek. (a) 
7. Inoceramus problematicus, 

Schlotheim. 
8. Inoceramus, (undetermined sp.) 
9. Inoceramus, (undetermined sp.) 

10. Pinna, (undetermined sp.) 
11. Modiola (Brac, ydontes) multilt- 

nigera, Meek.* 
12. Cardium curtum, M. and H. 
13. Cardium subcurtum, Meek.t 
14. Lucina, (undetermined sp.) 
15. Macrodon, (undetermined sp.) 
16. Unio, (undetermined sp.) 

7. Trapezium micronema, Meek. (a) 
18. Cyrena Carltoni, Meek. (a) : 
19. Corbula, (two undetermined sp.) 
20. Cyprimera subalata, Meek.t 
21, Cun nera (?) tsonema,’ Meek. 
22. Tellina (? ) modesta, Meek. (b)|| 
23. Tellina (Arcopagia) Utahensis,* 

Meek. 
24. Martesia, (undetermined sp.) 
25. Gyrodes depressa, Meek. (b) 
26. Neritina (Neritella) Bannistert, 

Meek. (a) 
27. Neritina (Neritella) pisum, 

Meek. (a) 
28. Neritina (Neritella) pisiformis, 

Meek. (a) 

* Species marked with (a) are fully described in another part of this report. 
+This is very similar to C. curtum,M. and H., but smaller, with posterior um- 

bonal slopes, rounded instead of angular, and the posterior dorsal region behind the 
umbonal slopes not so flattened and more distinetly costated. 

+I have described this species in Mr. King’s unpublished report. It is very like C. 
depressa, Conrad, from the Cretaceous (Ripley Group) of North Carolina and Missis- 
sippi, excepting that its beaks are less flattened and a little farther forward, and its 
posterior dorsal outline, or slope, less straightened. Its anterior margin is also a little 
less narrowly rounded in outline. I have not seen its hinge, but cannot doubt, from 
its external characters, that it belongs to Mr. Conrad’s genus-Cyprimera. It may even 
prove to be only a variety of the North Carolina species. 

|| The species followed by (a) are fully described in another part of this report. 
Those folowed by (b) are described in Mr. King’s unpublished report. p 

i 
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29. Neritina (Dostia (2?) bellatula, 
Meek. (a) - 

30. Neritina (Dostia (?)  cardei- 
Formis, Meek. (a) 

31. Hulima (2) inconspicua, Meek. (a) 
32. Hulima chrysalis, Meek. (a) 
33. Hulima funicula, Meek. (a) 
34. Turritella Coalvillensis, Meek. (a) 
35. Turritella spironema, Meek. (a) 
36. Turritella (Aclis (2) micronema, 

Meek. (a) 
37. Admete (?) rhomdoidea, Meek. (a) 
38. Anchura fusiformis, Meek. (b) 
39. Fusus (Neptunea) Gabbi, Meek.(a) 

BEAR RIVER CITY, CRETACEOUS. ' 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Ostrea soleniscus, Meek ........-Two thin layers almost composed 
of it. 

2. Inoceramus problematicus, 
SSCMLOUIN (racers ae crys es Occurs in great numbers. 

. Inoceramus. 

. Trapezium micronema, Meek. 

. Corbicula securis, Meek. 

. Corbicula equilateralis, Meek. 

. Cardiun. 

He OO 

1S 1 

FOSSILS OF THE BITTER CREEK COAL SERIES, WYOMING. 

Names. Remarks. 

1. Ostrea Wyomingensis, Meek* ...Point of Rocks. 
2. Ostrea arcuatilis, Meekt.....--- About two miles north of Hallville, 

and at a considerably higher 
horizon; also at-Black Butte, still 
higher, and three or four miles 
farther eastward. 

MO SURCMM ola2 a a'a\ = aia valerate .---- Two miles below Point of Rocks, 
associated with Anomia (?) grypho- 
rhynchus. Smaller and smoother 
than the last. 

4. Anomia gryphorhynchus, Meek*.Same as last. 

* See descriptions in another part of this report. 
+This is constantly smaller, narrower, and usually thinner and deeper than 0. 

Wyomingensis, and never has its lateral margins, toward the beaks, dilated and hori- 
zoutally flattened, as in that species. It also differs in being sometimes curved up, or 
arcuate, along its entire length, almost like a Gryphea, though it is often straight 
without any curvature of the beaks. Its surface only shows rather obscure marks of 
growth. Itis a form J have long been familiar with from this region, and have some- 
times referred to as resembling O. glabra, M. & H., of the Upper Missouri. A compari- 
son of the better specimens found last summer, with U. glabra, shows it to be quite 
different, in being much more attenuate at the beaks, and in having a larger and 
longer ligament area. I am aware that the establishment of*species in the genus 
Ostrea is unsatisfactory, but it seems desirable to have a name by which this form can 
be designated. 
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SUM ORIOLE oo il Rae amined etal as :.Rock Spring and Black Butte, stri- 
ated species. 

. Corbicula Bannisteri, Meek* .... Black Butte Station. 
Corbicula ( Vloeens) cytherifor- 

(iO (org 1615 ((H))) So SRA Soe Point of Rocks and Black Butte. 
Corbicula (Leptesthes) fracta, 

WANES) Fe a al a Hallville, just over coal-bed. 
Corbicula (Lept.) Fracta, var. 

CEOSSUUSCULG™ 21.).2. ciacesacie Black Butte, saurian bed. 
Corbicula ( Leptesthes) crassatelli- 
POTTS, MISE Gh coe 5 be .--Hallville, with C. fracta, in shale 

over a bed of coal. 
Corbula crassatelliformis, Meekt . Black Butte Station, in saurian bed. 

12. Corbula tropidophora, Meek* ...Two miles below Point of Rocks. 
13. Corbula undifera, Meek* ......- Rock Spring. 
14, Goniobasis insculpta, Meek* ...Rock Spring and Point of Rocks. 
15. Melania (Goniobasis?) Wyomin- : 

OS PASTR wip 

GENSIS® 22'S FOL My MARTEL Des Black Butte saurian bed. 
. Vivipara trochiformis, M. & 

15 au Ge ei ranean age 3 Mh 4 Black Butte saurian bed. 

TERTIARY SPECIES. 

BEAR RIVER, ESTUARY BEDS. 

Names. Remarks. 

Unio priscus, M. & H. 
Unio belliplicatus, Meek. 
Corbicula (Veloritina) Durkee, 

Meek. 
Corbula pyriformis, Meek. 
Corbula Engelmanni, Meek. 
Goniobasis chrysalis, Meek. 
Viviparus Corradi, M. & H. 
Melantho (Campeloma) macros- 

pira, Meek. 
Rhytophorus priscus, Meek. 

* 

+ 

See descriptions in another part of this report. 
This shell seems to have exactly the form, and surface characters of Corbicula (?) 

crassatelleformis, found flattened between the lamin of the shale over one of the coal- 
beds at Hallville, much lower in the series. It is decidedly thicker, however, and cer- 
tainly has the hinge characters of Corbula. It is true, I have notseen clearly the hinge 
of the Hallville specimens, but so far as itcan be made out it seems to give indications 
of a different structure. Still, I suspect that good specimens from each locality would 
show that they are not only both Corbulas, but that they are specifically identical, 
though it will be better to keep them separate for the present. 



DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF FOSSILS. 

SILURIAN FORMS. 

Iphidea (2?) sculptilis, Meek. 

This fossil presents very much the general appearance of the ventral 
valve of an Acrotreta, being rounded on one side and truncated on the 
other, with the apex moderately prominent, and marginal on the trun- 
cated or posterior side, (viewing it as an Acrotreta,) and with the tran- 
cated side inclined backward. It measures 0.11 inch in breadth, and 
about the same in length, with a direct height to the apex of 0.05 inch. 
Its surface has a black shining appearance, indicating a phosphatic 
composition like Lingula, and is marked by slender, interrupted, rather 
distant, radiating raised lines, crossed by finer, much more crowded, 
and very regular, sharply-defined, concentric strie. So far as can be 
seen, there seems to be no perforation in the apex. 

On first looking at these little shells, which occur associated with a well- 
defined Acrotreta, I had not the slightest doubt that they belonged to a 
depressed species of that genus. By cutting away the hard rock, how- 
ever, from the flattened side, corresponding to the area of Acrotreta, I 
found that there seems to be there a wide, open, triangular foramen, 
so large that only a very narrow, slightly flattened margin, represent- 
ing a false area, is Seen inflected on each side. This I have seen in the 
only two specimens in the collection showing this side; and if there is 
nothing deceptive about it, the shell would certainly belong neither to 
Acrotreta nor to Iphidea. It can only be referred to Mr. Billings’s genus 
Iphidea, even provisionally, on the supposition that, in cutting away the 
hard rock from the truncated side representing the false area in that 
genas, I may have also cut away the prominent pseudo-deltidium, char- 
acteristic of that group. In that case, hewever, the pseudo- deltidium 
would be proportionally much wider than in Mr. Billings’s type, as the 
opening is decidedly wider, as we see it in our shells, than the false del- 
tidium in his species. This difference, however, might be only specific. 

It is quite probable that, when specimens showing clearly all the 
characters of this shell can be examined, it will be found to belong to 
an undefined genus, either of the Brachiopoda, or of some other group. 
In this case I would propose for this genus the name Micromitra. 

I coniess, however, that in closely examining these little fossils, I have 
not been entirely without the suspicion that they may be the terminal 
pieces of some extinct group of the Chitonide. The inflected character, 
however, of the margins, like a very contracted false area, on each side 
of the opening of the flat side of the shell, is against this conclusion; 
but even if they are the terminal pieces of some chitonoid type, the 
chances are still strongly in favor of its being a new genus, for which 
the name suggested would be equally as appropriate as for a Brachiopod. 

Locality and position —Hast side of Gallatin River, Montana; _pri- 
mordial zone. 
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ASAPHUS (MEGALASPIS ?) GONIOCERCUS,-Meek. 

Pygidium rather small for a species of this genus, moderately de- 
pressed, trigonal in outline, with breadth and length about as 7 to 9; 
posterior lateral margins slightly convex in outline, and converging 
rapidly to the posterior extremity, which terminates in an abruptly 
attenuated, slightly recurved, pointed projection, the under side of which 
is flat, and the upper convex; mesial lobe much depressed, or very 
slightly higher than the lateral, and quite obscurely defined by the 
nearly obsolete dorsal furrows, about three-fourths as wide anteriorly 
as the lateral, and tapering backward and becoming obsolete before 
reaching the posterior extremity, in internal casts showing sometimes 
faint traces of nine or ten very obscure segments; lateral lobes gently 
convex, and sloping off gradually to an obscure undefined furrow, or 
shallow impression, near the posterior lateral margins, which are thus 
made to appear as if provided with a slightly-depressed border, usually 
appearing quite smooth, or with faint traces anteriorly of one or two 
segments, but in some specimens, when examined carefully in an 
oblique light, traces of six or eight segments may be seen. Surface 
smooth. 

Length of pygidium, 0.74 inch; breadth, 0.94 inch ; convexity at the 
front, 0.16 inch. 

The only part in the collection known to belong to this species is the 
pygidium. ‘This is very remarkable for its trigonal form and pointed 
posterior extremity, much as we see in Dalmanites. It wants the 
usually well-defined dorsal furrows and segments, however, of that 
genus; which smoothness gives it the aspect of Asaphus. The specimens 
from which the description was drawn up are probably young indi- 
viduals, as there are fragments in the collection of an Asaphus of larger 
size that may belong to this species. If an Asaphus at all, the form of 
its pygidium would indicate relations to the group Megalaspis, one 
species of which (IM. heros, Dalmann, sp.) has a similarly-formed 
pygidium, but with more numerous and very much more strongly-defined 
segments. I am not aware, however, that any species of that group has 
hitherto been found in this country. 

Locality and position.—Near Malade City, Utah, from Lower Silurian 
beds of the age of the Quebec Group. Professor Bradley. 

BATHYURUS SERRATUS, Meek. 

Cephalic shield rather distinctly convex, semicircular, being nearly 
twice, as wide as long, regularly rounded in front, straight across behind, 
and having the posterior lateral angles terminating in small, short, back- 
ward-pointing spines ; lateral margins provided with a narrow, slightly- 
thickened border, (Sometimes becoming nearly obsolete just in front of 
the vlabella,) defined by a shallow narrow furrow. Glabella quite con- 
vex, with its highest part near the middle, strongly defined by the dorsal 
furrows, cylindrical in form, extending very nearly to the anterior mar- 
gin, and apparently without lateral furrows ; neck-segment well defined 
by a distinct furrow passing entirely across, distinctly arched upward 
and a little backward in the middle, where it bears a small tubercle, or 
possibly sometimes a short little spine, directed upward and backward; — 
continuation of neck-furrow along the posterior margin of cheeks rather 
wide and deep; fixed cheeks comparatively wide and convex, but lower 
than the glabella, rounding off rather abruptly laterally. Eyes of mod- 
erate size, but little arched, ranging nearly parallel with each other 
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placed remote from the glabella, and about their own length from the 
posterior margins of the cheeks; palpebral lobes very small, and lower 
than the fixed cheeks; movable cheeks sloping abruptly laterally; 
facial sutures not clearly seen anteriorly, but apparently cutting the 
margin nearly on a line with each eye; while behind they are directed 
at first obliquely outward and backward, after which they curve back- 
ward so as to cut the posterior margin of the head, just within the inner 
edge of the little posterior lateral spines. 

Thorax consisting of seven segments; mesial lobe narrow, rather 
prominent, and gradually tapering; lateral lobes depressed or flattened ; 
pleure with broad, rounded furrows.* 
Pygidium nearly semicircular, or about three-fifths as long as wide, 

regularly rounded behind, and rather straight across in front, except- 
ing laterally, where the anterior margin rounds backward somewhat; 
quite convex, but not so much so as thecephalicshield. Mesial lobe prom- 
inent, cylindrical, equaling five-sixths of the entire length of the pygi- 
dium, with an abrupt posteriort ermination, rather decidedly more prom- 
inent than the lateral Jobes, and showing about four obscurely-marked 
segments. Lateral lobes sloping off laterally and behind, where they 
are provided with a flattened, somewhat thickened margin, that is armed 
by six very short, small serrations on each side, directed obliquely 
backward; each showing four very obscurely-defined, broad, depressed 
segments that do not extend out upon the flattened and serrated margin. 

Surface of both cephalic shield and pygidium showing, under a mag- 
nifier, a shght granular appearance, as if covered by minute projecting 
unequal grains, with smaller pits scattered among them. Obscure traces 
of striz are also sometimes seen around the margin of the cheeks. 

Judging from the imperfect specimens seen, a2 medium-sized entire 
specimen of this species was probably a little over 1 inch in length, by a 
breadth of 0.70 inch, and a convexity of near 0.20 inch. 

The cephalic shield and pygidium here described are not positively 
known to belong to the same species; but judging from the fact that 
they occur associated together, and agree well in size, convexity, pro- 
positions, and particularly in the peculiar kind of surface-granulations, 
there is little room for doubting that they really belong to the same 
trilobite. This conclusion is also strengthened by the fact that no other 
cephalic shield and pygidium in the collection, not known to belong to 
other species, correspond with them in these respects. 

The pygidium resembles one figured by Mr. Billings in his Paleozoic 
Fossils of the Canadian Survey, page 405, Fig. 384, and doubtfally re- 
garded by him as belonging to a Dikelocephalus; but the serrations of 
the margin in our species are smaller and less prominent, the middle 
lobe less elongated, more obtuse behind, and has its segments much 
less distinctly defined; while the segments of its lateral lobes are also 
much more obscure. Its anterior lateral angles are also more rounded 
off. From the similarity of the two, however, there can be little doubt 
that they are allied species of the same genus, in which opinion Mr. 
Billings fully concurs on. examining casts of our species sent to him. 

Jt is almost beyond doubt that a pygidium figured by Angelin, under 
the name Corynexochus spinulosus, (see Paleontologia Scandinavien, 
Pl. xxxiii, Fig. 11,) belonging to the same genus as our trilobite; and 
this raises the question whether I ought not to refer our species to that 

*The specimen from which these characters of the thorax are taken consists of a 
mold of the interior of the mesial, and a part of one of the lateral lobes, the glabella, 
and one of the fixed cheeks, with a part of the pygidium. It does not show the free 
ends of the plenrez, 

3lGs 
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_genus; his species spinulosus, not only being his first one, but the only 
one that he refers to his new genus, without a mark of doubt. On the 
other hand, the question is complicated by the fact that his typical spe- 
cies 18 founded on a separate head, divested of the movable cheeks, and 
the detached pygidium alluded to ‘above, which may, or may not, belong 
to the same species or genus as the head ; while in the text, he places a 
mark of doubt after the reference to the figure 11 of the pygidium, thus 
showing, as one would think, that he only refers it doubtfully to the 
Species spinulosus. Yet, it is evident that the name spinulosus was 
suggested for his first species by this pygidiuni, which is armed with 
small spines, while no spines are known to be connected with the head. 
But another difficulty arises from the fact that his generic name Corynex- 
ochus seems to have been suggested by the. prominent clavate char- 
acter of the glabella of the head figured by him. 

- For this latter reason, and the fact that the pygidium is only con- 
nected by him doubtfully with the head, probably most authorities 
would view the species to which the head. belongs (in case the pygidium 
appertains to another form) as type of the genus. If we adopt this 
view, it would be somewhat doubtful whether our species could be prop- 
erly referred to Angelin’s genus, since its glabella is merely cylindrical, 
and not quite as long as the head, instead of widening out anteriorly to 
nearly twice its posterior breadth, and apparently slightly overhanging 
the anterior margin, as in the head figured by Angelin. 

Tf the difference in the form of the glabella mentioned above should 
not be of generic importance, and there should be no well-defined differ- 
ences in the abdominal parts of Angelin’s type, (the abdomen of which 
is unknown,) then our species would have to be referred to the same 
group, and take the name Corynexochus serratus. It is, however, also 
very closely allied to Bathyurus, Billings, in most of its known charac- 
ters. After examining casts of our species, Mr. Billings writes that he 
would not be willing to separate it generically from B. extans, the type 
of his genus ; though he admits that some differences in the abdominal 
parts, to which I had called his attention, are rather marked. These 
are the presence of only seven body-segments in our type, instead of 
nine, as in B. extans, and the other known species of Bathyurus ; while 
the plural furrows in our species are very broad and rounded, instead 
of narrow and sharply cut as in typical Bathyurus. The serrated, or 
spinuliferous character of the pygidium, in the form under considera- 
tion, is another difference, though probably of less importance. Mr. 
Billings, however, writes that he has several new species (all from the 
Lower Potsdam) showing this character; which fact would seem, to 
argue that there may be a group characterized in part by this pecu. 
liarity. 

From all the facts, I should certainly be disposed to separate our 
type at least sub- generically from Bathyurus, were it not for the doubts 
that still remain in regard to its relations to Corynexochus of Angelin, 
which, I should have remarked, would have to take precedence over 
Bathy yurus, if founded on a congeneric type, because it was published in 
1854, and Bathyurus in 1859. 

Locality y and position. eee side of Gallatin River, above Gallatin 
City, Montana Territory. Potsdam Group of the primordial zone. 

BATHYURUS ? HAYDENI, Meek. 

General form oval, rather depressed; outline of cephalic shield un- 
known. Glabella narrow subeylindrical, most convex near the middle, 
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rather well defined by the dorsal furrows, about twice as long as wide, 
with the anterior end sometimes apparently very slightly expanded; 
neck segment projecting somewhat backward, rounded in outline behind, 
and nearly as high in the middle as the glabella in front of it; neck 
furrow narrow, rather well defined, passing entirely across, and continued 
much wider and deeper across the posterior margin of each cheek ; lat- 
eral furrows consisting of four pairs, the posterior pair commencing a 
little behind the middle and extending very obliquely backward and 
inward toa point about the breadth of the neck furrow in advance of 
the same, where they either become obsolete, or apparently sometimes 
almost connect across by a shallow transverse furrow; succeeding 
pairs in front very short and transverse, the anterior ones being some- 
times rather obscure; fixed cheeks moderately wide, or equaling, at the 
posterior end of the eyes, half the breadth of the glabella opposite the 
same point, rather convex, but lower than the glabella; palpebral lobes 
very narrow, or merely appearing as little slightly raised rims at the 
margins of the fixed cheeks, from which they are separated by a linear 
furrow. Eyes, as determined from the palpebral lobes, about two-thirds 
as long as the breadth of the glabella, slightly arched, and somewhat con- 
verging forward, situated their own length in advance of the posterior 
margin of the head, and two-thirds this distance at their posterior ends 
from the glabella. Facial suture in front of the eyes unknown, but 
behind them, directed at first for a very short distance nearly backward, 
then curving abruptly outward, parallel to-the posterior margin of the 
cheeks, and extending nearly to the posterior lateral angles, where they 
curve obliquely backward and outward so as to cut the posterior mar- 
gin near these angles. 

Thorax consisting of nine segments; axial lobe very narrow, or only 
about two-thirds as wide as each of the lateral, tapering gradually back- 
ward, and moderately convex; lateral lobes flattened, and lower than 
the axial; pleure broadly and deeply furrowed, and having their free 
ends apparently falcate. 

Pygidium intermediate between semicircular and semielliptical, its 
length being about two-thirds its breadth, while its posterior margin is 
rounded in outline, and its anterior nearly straight across; mesial lobe 
as Narrow, proportionally, as that of. the thorax, convex, tapering very 
gradually backward, and nearly reaching the posterior border, showing 
five or six well-defined segments, with space enough for one or two 
more behind those; lateral lobes flat, with five or six broadly furrowed 
segments that extend to, but not upon, a very narrow, slightly thickened 
and flattened, smooth margin. 

Entire surface smooth, or only showing very fine granulations under 
a magnifier. 
Length of an entire specimen 1.15 inches, breadth about 0.70 inch. 
Although IJ refer this species, provisionally, for the present, to the 

genus Bathyurus, I really do not think that it properly belongs to that 
genus, as illustrated by the typical species B. extans. In the propor- 
tional size of its head, thorax, and pygidium, as well as in the number 
of its body segments, it agrees with that genus; and its glabella, though 
narrower and more strongly as well as somewhat differently lobed, is 
not otherwise very different; while, so far as known, its facial sutures 
seem to agree in most respects. ‘The general flatness of the whole ani- 
mal, however, as well as the narrowness of its axis, and particularly the 
different type of its large rounded pleural furrows, (those of B. extans 
being narrow and regular,) are strongly marked features, which, with 
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the differences mentioned in its glabella, seem to separate it from that 
genus. 

In the narrowness of its axis, and the nature of its pleure and pleu- 
ral furrows, it agrees exactly with Conocoryphe; and even in its cylin- 
drical glabella, and, indeed, in most of the characters of its head, so far 
as known, it agrees pretty well with some species of the section Ptycho- 
paria, (see Conocor. (Ptychoparia) striatus, Fig. 7, Pl. xiv, Barrande’s 
Trilobites of Bohemia.) The comparatively large size of its pygidium, 
however, and especially its much smaller number of body segments, (9 
instead of.14,) at once separates it from any section of that genus as now 
understood. In some of its characters it seems to show affinities to cer- 
tain types of Ogygia. That is, in the general flatness of its form, its 
narrow axis, and the form and furrows of its glabella; but it differs in 
having nine instead of only eight body segments; while its pleural 
furrows are of a different type, and its eyes are smaller, much less arcuate, 
and more remote from the glabella. Its facial sutures, although not 
clearly seen in any of the specimens, in front of the eyes, were probably, 
judging from some indications, not so diverging anteriorly. : 

if further comparisons should show it to be generically, or subgener- 
ically, distinct from all of the groups mentioned, as I believe it to be, it 
may be designated by the name Bathyuriscus. 

The specific name is given in honor of Dr. F. V. Hayden. 
Locality and position—LHast side of Gallatin River, above Gallatin 

City, Montana. Potsdam or Primordial group. . 

BATHYURELLUS (ASAPHISCUS) BRADLEYI, Meek. 

The best specimens of this species I have seen, consist of the central 
parts of the cephalic shield, separated from the movable cheeks. These 
parts may be described as follows: 

Glabella moderately and evenly convex, nearly oblong or truncato- 
subconical in outline, being a little narrower at the front than behind, 
and truncated anteriorly, with the anterior lateral angles rounded ; 
exclusive of the neck segment, one-sixth to one-seventh of its length 
longer than wide; sides slightly convex in outline or nearly straight, 
and converging gently forward from near the middle, well but not 
deeply defined by the dorsal furrows, which are narrow, and continue 
around the front; lateral furrows wanting, or apparently sometimes 
very obscurely indicated by two or three pairs of extremely faint 
indentations. Neck furrows narrow, but distinet, extending entirely 
across, and continued more strongly defined across the posterior mar- 
gins of the cheeks. Neck segment:rather wide in its antero-posterior 
diameter, and flattened in this direction, but transversely arched so as 
to be nearly as high at its middle as the glabella. Anterior extension 
or limb, moderately produced, or equaling one-third the length of the 
glabella, (exclusive of the neck segment,) sloping gently forward from 
the anterior end of the glabella for about half way to the front, where 
there is thus formed a transverse furrow from which it rises obliquely 
forward in the form of a nearly flat marginal rim. Palpebral lobes 
comparatively large, or constituting all there is of the fixed cheeks, 
lunate, or sub-semicircular in form, depressed below the horizon of the 
glabella, from which they are only separated by the dorsal furrows, 
each occupied by a lunate slightly convex central portion, (which might 
be viewed as minute fixed cheeks,) separated from the outer margin by 
a shallow furrow. Eyes, as determined by the palpebral lobes, about — 
four-sevenths as long as the glabella, exclusive of the neck segment, — 
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moderately arcuate, and ranging parallel to each other, and to the 
lenger axis of the glabella, their posterior ends extending back nearly 
as far as the position of the neck furrow. Facial suture starting from 
the anterior ends of the eyes, close in to the dorsal furrows and diverg- 
ing forward to the transverse furrow of the anterior extension or limb, 
where they are a little wider apart than the widest portion of the 
glabella, while beyond this they appear to curve a little inward as they 
approach the anterior margin. Posteriorly they curve parallel to the 
posterior margins of the cheeks, as far as they have been traced. Sur- 
face smooth. 

Length of cephalic shield, 0.90 inch; length of glabella, exclusive of 
neck segment, 0.53 inch; length including same, 0.65 inch; breadth of 
glabella at widest part, 0.45 inch ; length of palpebral lobes, 0.33 inch. 

I refer this species merely provisionally, for the present, to the group 
Asaphiscus,* because I am only acquainted with it in the condition of 
fragments. Its glabelJa is slightly more convex and rather decidedly 
less conical than in the type of that group; while its eyes are larger 
and closer in to the dorsal furrows defining each side of the glabella, 
and its neck furrow narrower and rather more sharply defined. There 
may be more important differences in other parts, if we had the means 
of comparison ; but as those mentioned seem to be all such as may be 
merely specific, it most probably belongs to the group. 

At a first glance this species reminds one of the figure of Bathyurus 
capax, Billings, which was also founded upon the corresponding parts 
of the head. It may be at once distinguished, however, by the greater 
extension of its anterior margin in front of the glabella, as well as by 
its larger palpebral lobes (and consequently the eyes also) being situated, 
farther back, and much closer inward to the sides of the glabella. 

Locality and position.—Near Malade City, Northern Utah. Quebec 
group of the Lower Silurian. 

CONOCORYPHE (PTYCHOPARIA) GALLATINENSIS, Meek. 

Cephalic shield approaching semicircular. Glabella conical-subovate, 
nearly three-fourths as long as the cephalic shield, widest just in 
front of the neck furrow, where its breadth about equals four-fifths of 

*This group is founded on Asaphiscus Wheeleri, a new species discovered by Lieu- 
tenant G. M. Wheeler, of United States Topographical Engineers, in the primordial 
rocks near Antelope Springs, Utah. It is nearly allied to Bathyurellus, Billings, and 
will, it is thought by that gentleman, include a part of the species referred by him 
provisionally, from imperfect specimens, to the same. It differs, however, from the 
typical forms of that genus, in having its conical glabella decidedly depressed, and the 
margin of the head in front of it, first convex and sloping forward into a deep trans- 
verse mesial furrow, then rising in the form of a convex margin to the front. The 
mesial lobe of its pygidium is also proportionally longer, and the free margins of the 
same much narrower and less flattened and alate. It probably only forms a subgenus 
under Bathyurellus. From Asaphus, with which it agrees in general form and propor- 
tions, it differs in its decidedly conical, well-defined glabella, without lateral furrows » 
or lobes, the exteuded and transversely furrowed character of the anterior margin of 
its head, its less arcuate eyes placed more remote from the glabella; and particularly 
in having nine body segments, instead of only eight. Asin dAsaphus, ts pleure are 
distinetly furrowed, but they are more pointed than is usual in tuat genus, though not 
faleate. Its surface is smooth. 

The generic and specific characters will be given in full, with illustrations, in 
Lientenant Wheeler’s Report. 

Several American species with a similar depressed, conical glabella, without traces 
of lateral furrows or lobes, have been described from more or less complete specimens 
of the head, under the name Conocephalites. It is evident, however, from its smaller 
number of body segments, large pygidium, and differently formed plural grooves, that 
Asaphiscus is entirely distinct trom that group, 
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its length, rounded anteriorly, rather distinctly convex, and well defined 
by rather deep dorsal furrows that are continued around its front ; 
lateral furrows, (as seen in casts of the interior,) consisting apparently 
ot three to four pairs, the posterior pair star ting at one-third to one-half 
the length of the glabella in advance of the posterior side of the neck 
segment, and ranging obliquely backward and inward, but not connect- 
ing across the middle ;* succeeding furrows very obscure, or in part 
(anterior ones) obsolete, short, and nearly transverse, or but slightly 
oblique; rostral margin equaling about one-half the length of the gla- 
bella, exclusive of the neck segment, sloping at first forward from near 
the furrow around the front of the glabella to a deep, nearly mesial, 
transverse furrow, from which it rises obliquely forward in the form of 
a slightly convex, or somewhat flattened border, that is, a little arched 
transversely ; neck segment arched so as to be nearly or quite as high 
in the middle as the glabeila; neck furrow well defined entirely across, 
but deepest on each side, and continued deeper, and sharply defined 
across the posterior margins of the cheeks; fixed cheeks comparatively 
wide, or more than half the breadth of the glabella near its middle, 
rather distinctly convex, but lower than the glabella, bearing well-defined 
ocular ridges that extend, with a slight curve, outward and a little. 
obliquely backward from near the anterior end of the glabella to the 
front of the eyes; free cheeks unknown; palpebral lobes very narrow, 
or only appearing as little raised rims on the margins of the fixed cheeks, 
trom which they are defined by small furrows. Eyes, as determined 
from the palpebral lobes, about half as long as the breadth of the gla- 
bella, from which they are rather remotely situated near their own length 
in advance of the posterior margin of the cheeks, mederately arched and- 
somewhat converging forward. Surface nearly smooth, or only finely 
granular. Other parts unknown. 

Entire length of cephalic shield, 0.43 inch ; breadth of cephalic shield, 
unknown; length of glabella, including neck segment, 0.31 inch; breadth 
of glabella, 0.22 inch; breadth across cheeks and glabella, between an- 
terior ends of eyes, 0.46 inch. 

This species is evidently closely allied to Conocoryphe (Conocephalites) 
teucre, Billings, and C. Billingst, Shumard, but differs from both rather 
decidedly in not having the lateral furrows of its glabella curved back- 
ward, the middle and anterior ones being nearly transverse, while none 
of the specimens show-any traces of the tubercle on the neck segments 
seen in those species. Such a difference would also almost certainly be 
found to be accompanied by others of equal or greater importance if 
we had the means of comparing other parts. 
Among the associated specimens there are several others, consisting 

of the elabella, fixed cheeks, and rostral margin, that agree well with 
the typical specimens of the species here proposed, excepting that they 
have the glabella somewhat more convex, and the rostral margin in front 
of its transverse furrow flattened and horizontal, or even slightly 
‘sloping forward, instead of alittle convex, and rising obliquely forward. 
The lateral furrows of the glabella in these are usually obscure, but 
nearly as im the typical form, excepting that I have not been able to 
make out clearly more than three pairs. The fourth, or anterior, pair, 
however, are exceedingly obscure, or nearly obsolete in the typical form. 

Another variety or species agrees with the last, excepting in showing 
a few very scattering, much coarser, projecting granules over the sur- 

* Often there appears to be a small, obscure tubercle at the outer end of each of the 
posterior lateral furrows of the elabella, just within the dorsal furrows. 
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face, four pairs of them forming two longitudinal rows along the gla- 
bella, while the entire surface between these is very minutely granular 
as in the last. 

There are also numerous other smaller specimens agreeing with the 
last two, excepting that they show generally but the most feeble traces 
of lateral furrows in the glabella. 

It is possible that some of these specimens may differ specifically 
from the type of the species here proposed, but I am at present inclined 
to regard them all as only different varieties and ages of the same. 
One of the specimens associated with the others. consists of portions 

of the cephalic shield crushed, and most of the thorax consisting of 
twelve of the body segments. This shows the axial lobe to be nar- 
rower than the lateral, quite convex, gradually tapering posteriorly, and 
rather strongly defined by the dorsal furrows. The lateral lobes are 
depressed, sloping outward from the middle, and composed of rather 
strongly furrowed pleure, the furrows extending straight outward at right 
angles to the axis. It does not show the form of the free ends of the 
pleure. Surface nearly smooth, or only very minutely granulated. 
This specimen may or may not belong to the species here named. 

If the name Conocephalites should be retained, with the limits usually 
allowed this group of trilobites, of course our species would have to be 
called Conocephalites Gallatinensis. As Conocephalus, first preposed by 
Dr. Barrande, had been previously used for a genus of insects, however, 
and Corda had proposed the name Conocor, yphe before Dr. Barrande 
changed his name to Conocephalites, it seems to me that Corda’s name 
will have to stand. It will also be observed that there are two strongly- 
marked types included in the genus by Dr. Barrande. That is, one 
without eyes, and having the facial sutures forming such very different 
curves as to give the free and fixed cheeks, as well as the frontal limb, 
entirely different outlines and proportions from those of the other type, 
which has well-developed eyes. The first of these groups is represented 
by C. Sulzeriand the latter by C. striatus. Corda, however, separated these 
ty ‘pes into two distinct genera, placing C. Sule ert in his genus Conoco- 
riphe and C. striatus in his genus Ptychoparia. I have not his work at 
hand for reference, but I infer from Dr. Barrande’s citations that the two 
species mentioned were so arranged by Corda that they may each be 
regarded as typical of one of these groups. If so, it certainly appears 
that both of-his names ought to be retained, at least in a subgeneric 
sense. In this case it will be observed that nearly all of the numerous 
species hitherto described in this country would fall into the group 
Ptychoparia, as they all, with perhaps the exception of C. Matthew, 
Hartt, and one or two others, seem to have been provided with well- 
developed eyes, and agree in other respects generically with C. striatus. 
Adopting this view, the name of my C. Kingit becomes C. (Ptychoparia) 
Kingvi, and so on through nearly the whole list ot American species yet 
known. 

Locality and position.—East side of Callan River, above Gallatin 
City, Montana, Potsdam or Primordial Zone. 

CRETACEOUS FORMS. 

OSTREA SOLENISCUS, Meek. 

Ostrea soleniscus, Meek, 1870; Hayden’s Geological Report, Wyoming, &c., page 296, 
List Cretaceous : species. 

Shell attaining a large size, becoming rather thick in adult examples, 
generally straight, greatly elongated, and comparatively very narrow, 
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with parallel lateral margins. Lower valve with moderate internal con- 
cavity, and having the appearance of a little gutter, or elongated trough ; 
beak usually nearly straight, rather obtusely pointed, and more 
or less distorted by the sear ‘of attachment ; ligament area of moderate 
size, Strongly striated transversely, and provided with a large, deep 
longitudinal furrow; surface apparently only with moderately distinct 
marks of growth. Upper almost nearly flat externally, but nearly as 
concave as the other within; beak usually a little truncated ; ligament 
area marked with strong transverse striz, and having its, mesial ridge 
very prominent, and occupying as much as one-third its breadth ; sur- 
face as in the other valve, or perhaps a little smoother. 

Length of adult examples about eighteen inches; breadth of same 
about 2 .50 to.3 inches. 
Although not a very uncommon species, I have seen no entire speci- 

mens of thisremarkable shell. It will be readily known by its unusually ~ 
narrow, elongated, and generally straight form. The shell is usually 
found broken into several pieces, but casts of the internal cavity are 
not unfrequently met with entire. Oneof these now before me is nearly 
one foot in length and only 2 inches in breadth. It often had a curious 
habit of growing in groups of three shells, attached to each other by 
the backs of their beaks. I have seen large numbers of them closely 
arranged, or nearly in contact with each other, at Coalville, all with 
their beaks downward, or at right angles to the planes of the sandstone 
strata. When found where it has grown isolated, the shell is sometimes 
arched to one side. 

Locality and position.—This species ranges through nearly the whole 
thickness of the Cretaceous sandstones near Coalville, Utah, and is also 
found in the Cretaceous coal-bearing sandstones at Bear River City, 
Wyoming, as well as in a sandstone ridge of same age on Union Pacific 
Railroad, a few miles east of the latter locality. 

OSTREA ANOMIOIDES, Meek. 

Shell rather small, very thin, depressed-plano-convex, and without — 
any visible scar of attachment, varying from ovate to circular; rounded ° 
or sometimes a little straightened on the hinge margin; beaks scarcely 
projecting beyond the outline of the cardinal margin. Lower valve 
very Shallow; cartilage pit unusually small, shallow, and short. Upper 
valve almost perfectly flat; cartilage attachment even shorter than that 
of the other valve, and slightly convex on its inner margin. Muscular 
scars unknown; surface of both valves with small regular concentric 
wrinkles most distinctly marked on the central region. 

Greatest diameter of one of the pee oval specimens, 1.70 inches; 
breadth, 1.40 inches ; convexity, 0.23 inch. 

This species is remarkable for the ane of the shell, the slight con- 
cavity of the under valve, and the flatness of the upper, as well as for 
its rounded or slightly straightened cardinal margin, and the absence 
of any scar of attachment, or of any traces of muscular impressions 
within. These external char acters, and the regular small concentric 
wrinkles, give the exterior of the lower valve of circular specimens some- 
what the appearance of a Lucina or Dosinia; while in other individuals 
it looks more like an Anomia or Placuna. 

Locality and position.—Missouri River, below Gallatin City, Montana. 
Cretaceous. 
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AVICULA (PSEUDOPTERA) PROPLEURA, Meek. 

Shell, as determined from a left valve, obliquely ovate-subtrigonal, 
moderately convex along the oblique umbonal slope in front of the mid- 
dle, and compressed cuneate behind; posterior margin with its general 
outline nearly vertical and slightly straightened along the middle, thence 
extending obliquely upward and a little forward, with a very faint sinu- 
osity above, to the hinge, which it meets at an obtuse angle, while it 
rounds rather abruptly into the more or less rounded base below ; an- 
terior margin rangmeg obliquely backward and downward nearly parallel 
to the umbonal slope, faintly retreating near the middle, and from this 
upward to its connection with the anterior end of the hinge, projecting 
slightly in the form of a small, short, flattened auricle, that is less than 
rectangular at its extremity above, and undefined by any marginal sinus 
below ; hinge-line of moderate length, but not extending quite as far 
back as the margin of the valve below it; posterior dorsal region flat- 
tened, though not forming a proper alation; beak rather pointed, 
scarcely rising above the hinge, rather oblique and placed very near the 
anterior end of the hinge, but not quite terminal. Surface ornamented 
by moderately distinct lines of growth which, on the anterior part of 
the valve, are crossed by seven or more slender raised radiating lines, 
and one stronger rib that extends along the umbonal slope so as to give 
it a slightly angular appearance, while very faint traces of fine radiat- 
ing strize are sometimes seen on other parts of the valve. Right valve 
and hinge, and interior of both valves, unknown. 

Height, measuring at right angles to the hinge, 0.90 inch; length of 
hinge, about 0.75 inch; greatest antero-posterior diameter parallel to 
hinge, about 0.85 inch; length, measuring from the beak obliquely to 
the most prominent part of the posterior basal margin, 1.20 inches; 
convexity, about 0.23 inch. 

This species appears to beiong to a group of American and European 
Cretaceous aviculoid shells that seem to me to be sufficiently distinct 
from the typical forms of Avicula (Pteria) and Meleagrina to stand to- 
gether, at least as a separate subgenus. They differ from the typical 
forms of Avicula in having no extended alations or defined byssal sinus 
in either valve, as well as in presenting a peculiar, more or Jess obliquely 
rhombic, or subtrapeziform outline. The hinge and interior of these 
shells are unknown to me, but the former seems not to be provided with 
a gaping cardinal area, the cardinal edges being thinner and compressed. 
Avicula anomala, of Sowerby, (1836,) as illustrated by d@Orbigny, in 
Palont. Francaise, Ter. Cret., Tome iii, Pl. 392, may be regarded as the 
type of this section, for which I would propose the name Pseudoptera. 
It includes in addition to Avicula (Pseudoptera) anomala, Sowerby, Avi- 
cula (Pseudoptera) raricosta, Reuss, and Avicula (Pseudoptera) fibrosa, 
Meek and Hayden. 

The two species here described are only referred to this group pro- 
visionally, as their right valves are not yet certainly known. There are 
some reasons, however, mentioned farther on, for suspecting that this 
valve may have a deep byssal sinus in one, if not both, of these species. 
If this should be found to be the case, they cannot be properly referred 
to the above-mentioned group, but would fall into a group for which 
Stoliczka has proposed the name Electroma, typified by the recent spe- 
cies Avicula smaragdina, Reeve, and thus have to take the name Avicula 
(Electroma) propleura, and A. (Llectroma) rhytophora. Should Seopoli’s 
name Pteria, however, replace Avicula, as I believe the rules of nomen- 
clature will require, and the section to which these shells belong, prop- 
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erly fall into that genus, either as a subgenus or otherwise, then the ~ 
name Pteria wiilhave to be substituted for Avicula im connection with 
these species. 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah; from white sandstone, 250 
feet above the lower heavy bed of coal, mined at that place. 

AVICULA (PSEUDOPTERA) RHYTOPHORA, Meek. 

Shell, as determined from a left valve, but slightly oblique, rhombic- 
suboblong, and nearly twice as high as wide in adult examples, but 
proportionally broader and subtrigonal in young specimens; moder- 
ately convex, the greatest convexity being toward the anterior side, 
along the umbonal slope, which appears to. be angular, thence cuneate 
posteriorly, and more or less deflected inward anteriorly; hinge line 
very nearly equaling the greatest antero-posterior diameter, and rang- 
ing at an angle of about 70° to the umbonal axis; posterior margin 
nearly straight, or a little convex in outline along the middle, where it 
ranges at an angle of about 100° to the hinge margin, but curving a 
jittle forward above, so as to connect with the latter at a somewhat 
more obtuse angle, while below it curves gracefully downward and for- 
ward into the narrowly rounded or somewhat angular base; anterior . 
margin a little sinuous in outline in the middle, with a general direction 
nearly parallel to that of the umbonal slope, but compressed nearly 
rectangular, and projecting a little beyond the beak above, the project- 
ing part not having the character of an ear or distinct lobe, though 
defined by a shallow depression extending from the beak obliquely 
downward and backward to the slightly sinuous central region; beak 
very nearly terminal, moderately oblique, and rather compressed. Sur- 
face with more or less distinct lines of growth, ‘and near the hinge mar- 
gin well-defined, regular, vertical ridges or wrinkles, that seem not to 
be exactly parallel to the lines of growth. Right valve not certainly 
known. 

Height of right valve, 3.20 inches; antero-posterior diameter along 
hinge Tine, 1.90 ‘inches ; height about half way down parallel to hinge, 
two. inches ; convexity, 0.70 inch. 

This species will be readily distinguished from the last, not only by 
its much larger size and less oblique and broader form, but also by the 
strong vertical wrinkles along its hinge margin. It likewise seems to 
be entirely without any traces of the radiating costz seen on the ante- | 
rior side of that species, and has its posterior margin much more nearly 
vertical above, and slightly convex in outline, instead of a little sinuous 
there. Its umbonal slope, in the only left valve seen, seems to be 
decidedly angular, though this may be partly, if not entirely, due to an 

- accidental fracture and bending of the valve along that line. It looks, 
however, like a natural angle, with some little nodes or projecting points 
along its crest. In general form it presents much the outline of some 
of the large Myalinas of the western coal-measures, such as 1. ampla 
and M. subquadvata, but it differs not only in its angular umbonal slope, 
less curved beaks and wrinkled dorsal margin, but in having its ante- 
rior margin flattened and a little extended beyond the beak in front, 
instead of being concave in outline there, thus not ANS the beak 
quite terminal, as we see in Myalina. 
Tam not quite sure that I have seen the right valve of this shell, 

though one of the same general outline, and of corresponding size, that 
was observed in a large mass of rock at the locality, was believed to 
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belong to this species.* It was nearly flat and smooth, excepting fine 
lines of growth, and, if I mistake not, had a tolerably deep, well-defined, 
byssal notch. If it really belonged to this shell, the species can hardly 
go properly, as already stated, into the group Pseudoptera, the type of 
which has no traces of a byssal sinus 1n either valve. 

Locality and position, same as last. 

AVICULA OXYTOMA (?) GASTRODES, Meek. 

Shell (as determined from a left valve) attaining a moderately large 
size, subtrigonal in general outline, rather distinctly convex, and having 
a very slight backward obliquity; basal outline very profoundly rounded, 
the deepest or most prominent-part being in advance of the middle; pos- 
terior margin moderately sinuous below the wing, from the extremity of 

- which it ranges obliquely forward and downward, rounding regularly 
into the base below; anterior margin strongly and subangularly sinuous 
under the wing, thence descending with a slight forward obliquity and - 
rounding rather abruptly into the base; hinge margin longer than the 
height of the valve, the antero-posterior diameter of which (at any point 
below) it also decidedly exceeds, ranging nearly at right angles to the 
vertical axis of the shell; beak distinctly convex, rising above the hinge 
margin, strongly incurved, without obliquity, and situated less than one- 
third the length of the hinge margin from the extremity of the anterior 
wing, which is subtrigonal in form, somewhat convex, a little rounded 
at the extremity, and very strongly separated from the abrupt shell of 
the umbo by a deep rounded concavity extending from the beak 
obliquely to the marginal sinus below; posterior wing longer and more 
compressed, narrower, and more angular than the other; both wings, 
particularly the posterior one, projecting decidedly beyond the margin 
of the valve below. Surface only showing more or less distinct lines of 
growth. (Right valve unknown.) 

Height of left valve, 1.50 inches; length of same below the wings, 
about 1.30 inches; length of hinge line, 1.90 inches; convexity, (of left 
valve alone,) 0.40 inch. > 

I have not yet seen the hinge of this shell, or its left valve, and there- 
fore have some doubts in regard to which of the sections of the old 
genus Avicula it would most properly fall into. If the right valve is 
(as I am inclined to think the case) nearly flat, with a deep, sharply-cut, 
byssal sinus, and its beak not distinct from the hinge margin, it will 
probably fall into a little group for which I some time back proposed the 
name Oxytoma, typified by Avicula Munsteri, Broun. It differs remark- : 
ably from typical species of Avicula in its erect form, its umbonal axis 
being inclined a little backward, instead of strongly forward. From 
Pseudomonotis, with which it agrees in its erect form and the elevated, 
strongly incurved beak of its right valve, it differs very strongly in 
having decided, well-developed ears, both in front and behind. Dr. Sto- 
liezka thinks the characters of the genus Pseudomonotis should be ex- 
tended so as to include Oxytoma. Should this view prevail, the name 
of our species would probably become Pseudomonotis (Oxytoma) gastrodes. 
Jt seems to me, however, that Oxytoma stands more nearly related to 
Avicula proper than to Pseudomonotis, as typified by the Permian species © 
P. speluncaria, so that if we unite Oxytoma to Pseudomonotis, I cannot 
see why we might not, on the same principle, take another step of the 

te specimen was broken to fragments in trying to detach it from the mass of 
rock, 
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kind and restore both to Avicula, which I am certainly not inclined to 
do, though I regard Oxytoma as a subgenus under Avicula. 

LT use the name Avicula here, as elsewhere, subject to the change that 
it is probable the rules of nomenclature will demand in the restoration 
ot the older name Péeria, which would require the name of our species 
to be written Ptcria gastrodes, if it falls into that group. 

Locality and position.—Cretaceous sandstones of Coalville, Utah. 

MopIoLa (BRACHYDONTES) MULTILINIGERA, Meek. 

Modeola Pedernalis, Meek, 1870; Hayden’s Geol. Report, Wyoming, &c., List Cretaceous 
fossils, page 297, (not Roemer.) 

Shell rather above medium size, obliquely arcuate-subovate; valves 
strongly convex along the umbonal slopes, thence cuneate posteriorly, 
and abruptly curved inward below the middle in front; posterior margin 
forming a broad, regular, convex curve, from the end of the hinge down- 
ward to the anterior basal extremity, which is very narrowly and ab- 
ruptly rounded ; anterior margin ranging obliquely backward and down. 
ward to the narrow basal extremity, and strongly sinuous along the 
middle, above which it projects more or less beyond the umbonal ridge, 
so as to form a modérately prominent, somewhat compressed protube- 
rance; hinge margin nearly or quite straight, ranging at an angle of 
50° to 60° above an imaginary line drawn from the beaks to the most 
prominent part of the basal outline, and equaling about half the greatest 
oblique length of the valves; beaks nearly terminal, rather compressed, 
very oblique, and searcely rising above the hinge margin; umbonal 
slopes prominent and more or less strongly arcuate. Surface ornamented 
by fine lines of growth, crossed by regular radiating lines that are very 
fine, and crowded on the anterior part of the valves, but become coarser 
above and behind the umbonal ridge, the largest being near the dorsal 
side, where they bifurcate so as to become very fine, aud curve more or 
less upward before reaching the cardinal margin. 

Greatest length, measuring from the beaks obliquely from the beaks 
to the most prominent part of the basal margin of a large specimen, 1.90 
inches; greatest breadth at right angles to the same, 1 inch; convexity, 
0.76 inch. 

On first examining some imperfect casts of this shell, brought by Dr. 
Hayden from near Coalville, Utah, I was led to think it probably the 
form described by Dr. Roemer from Texas, under the name Modiola 
Pedernalis, to which [ referred it provisionally, in making out the list of 
Cretaceous fossils for Dr. Hayden’s report of 1870. Further comparisons 
of better specimens collected during the past summer at the same locality, 
however, have satisfied me that it presents well-marked and constant 
differences from the Texas shell. In the first place, it is distinctly more 
arcuate, so much so, that when placed with its hinge line in a horizontal 
position, the outline of its posterior margin, instead of forming an 
oblique backward descending curve, ranges nearly vertically. Again, 
the most prominent part of its posterior basal margin is very narrowly 
rounded, instead of forming a regular curve. Its umbonal ridges are 
likewise more prominent, more arched, and extend down to the narrowly 
rounded posterior basal extremity. The lobe-like projection of the 
upper part of its anterior margin, under the beaks and in front of the 
umbonal ridge, also differs in being proportionally much smaller than 
in Dr. Roemer’s species, in which it forms about one-third of the entire 
valve, as seen in a side view; while in our shell it scarcely forms more 
than one-sixth. Of course the specimens are more or less variable in ; 
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these characters, but the two forms can always be readily distinguished 
when good examples can be had for comparison. 

In its more arcuate form, our sbell agrees more nearly with Modiola 
ornata, Gabb, from the Cretaceous rocks of California; but that shell 
differs very markedly in having its beaks decidedly less, nearly terminal, 
and a more decided and much more prominent lobe in front of them. 
Another important difference is to be observed in the radiating strie, 
which on the anterior side of our shell are very minute and closely 
crowded ; while on that part of Mr. Gabb’s species, they are as large and 
distant from each other as on any other part of the valves. 

If Scopoli’s name Volsella should be adopted for this genus, as there 
are some reasons for believing may be the case, this change would 
require the name of this species to be written Volsella multilinigera. 

Locality and position.—Cretaceous sandstones, near Coalville, Utah, 
first ridge, No. 14. 

TRAPEZIUM MICRONEMA, Meek. 

Shell attaining a rather large size, elongate trapeziform, the length 
being a little more than twice the height, which is about one-third 
greater than the convexity; anterior margin very short and round; pos- 
terior margin obliquely truncated above and narrowly rounded below ; 
base nearly straight, or faintly sinuous along the middle, rounding up 
rather abruptly at each end; dorsal margin long, straight, and parallel - 
to the base; beaks depressed nearly or quite to the horizon of the dorsal 
mInargin, and located one-sixth the entire length of the valves from the 
anterior margin; umbonal slopes prominently rounded from the beaks 
obliquely backward and downward nearly to the posterior basal extrem- 
ity, while below this convexity a shallow concavity extends from each 
beak obliquely. backward to near the middle of the basal margin. Surface 
ornamented with numerous very fine, regular, crowded, thread-like radi- 
ating lines. 

Length, 2.28 inches; height, 1.21 inches; convexity, 0.90 inch. 
I know nothing of the hinge of this shell, and merely place it in the 

genus Trapezium from external characters. Its form and surface-mark- 
ings, however, are such as to leave little room for doubts in regard to 
its relations to that genus or Coralliophaga. 

Notr.—Since describing, in Dr. Hayden’s Report of 1870, (page 301,) 
an elongated shell, from Utah, under the name Pachymya (2) truncata, I 
have been led, by further comparison, to think it far more probably be- 
longs to the genus Trapezium, and remove it provisionally to that genus 
under the name 7. truncata. In the same way I would remove another 
shell, described by me in that report as Tapes Wyomingensis, to Dr. Sto- 
liezka’s genus Baroda, under the name Baroda Wyomingensis. 

Locality and position—Cretaceous coal-bearing sandstones at Bear 
River City, om Sulphur Creek, Wyoming. 

CORBICULA (VELORITINA) INFLEXA, Meek. 

Shell longitudinally ovate, a little less than two-thirds as high as long, 
moderately convex; posterior extremity rather narrowly rounded, or 
apparently sometimes faintly subtruncated; anterior very short, subtrun- 
cated, or more or less sinuous in outline, just in advance of the beaks, 
on the abrupt forward slope above, and rather abruptly rounded below ; 
basal margin semi-oyate, or semi-elliptic; dorsal margins inflected and 
forming a long convex slope from the umbonal region posteriorly ; beaks 
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rather depressed, oblique, incurved, and placed near the anterior end; 
umbonal slopes not prominently rounded; surface merely showing fine, 
rather obscure marks of growth; anterior muscular impression rather — 
strongly defined and obliquely ovate; posterior muscular impression 
larger and obscure; pallial line showing a deep, angular, ascending sinus; 
posterior lateral teeth of hinge very long, linear, and nearly or quite 
smooth; anterior short; cardinal teeth very oblique. 

Length of a specimen, a little under medium size, 1.35 inches; height, 
0.39 inch; convexity, 0.68 inch. 

This species is more depressed and elongated than any of those hith- 
. erto described from the far-western localities, excepting one or two from 

the coal formations on Bitter Creek, Wyoming, from which it differs in 
having its beaks placed farther forward. It will also be readily distin- 
guished from those shells, as well as from all of the other species of the 
genus yet known, from any of our rocks, by having an angular, ascend- 
ing, and comparatively deep sinus in its-pallial line, almost like that seen 
in many types of the Veneride. This character is so strongly marked 
that it was not until I had succeeded in getting a tolerably clear idea of 
the nature of the hinge that I could believe the shell related to the group 
to which. I have referred it. As was pointed out by Mr. Tryon, some 
years back, the existing American species of Oyrena and Corbicula have 
the pallial line more or less sinuous; while in nearly all of those from 
foreign countries it is simple. I have also ascertained that nearly all 
the extinct North American species yet known have the pallial line sin- 
uous. The sinus, however, is usually shallow and rounded, or obtuse, 
in our fossil species; that of the shell here under consideration being 
unusually deep and angular. 

Locality and position.—Near Missouri River, below Gallatin City, Mon- 
tana, where it occurs, associated with Trigonia, Inoceramus, Cardium, 
Ostrea, and other marine Cretaceous fossils. 

CORBICULA CYRENA (?) SECURIS, Meek. 

Shell (as determined from internal casts) ovate-subtrigonal, moder- 
ately convex in the central and umbonal regions, and cuneate behind ; 
anterior end short, with its margin regularly rounded from below the 
beaks into the base; posterior margin apparently a little truncated, with 
a slight backward obliquity from the posterior dorsal slope to the pos- 
terior basal extremity, which rounds abruptly into the ventral margin ; 
dorsal outline declining rather distinctly backward from the beaks; basal 
margin forming a semi-elliptic or semi-ovate curve; beaks prominent, 
gibbous, located about one-third the length of the shell from the anterior 
margin, and rather strongly incurved; posterior umbonal slopes some- 
what prominently rounded; muscular impressions shallow. (Surface 
and hinge unknown.) 

Length, 1.67 inches; height, 1.47 inches ; convexity, about 1.15 inches. 
The only specimen of this species yet known being merely a cast, it 

is not possible to determine from it, with certainty, the generic charac- 
ters of the shell. It agrees, so nearly, however, in general appearance, 
with Corbicula Durkeei, from the estuary beds near the same locality, 
that I was at first inclined to believe it might be that species. A care- 
ful comparison, however, with that shell, both as represented by inter- 
nal casts, and by specimens showing the exterior, leaves no doubt that 
itis at least specifically distinct. A marked character seen in all the 
numerous specimens of C. Durkeei is the very strong inflection of the 
margins of the valves along the posterior dorsal slope, causing a pro- 
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found wide sulcus from the beaks nearly or quite to the posterior basal 
extremity, where the two are united. This character alone will distin- 
guish that shell from the form here under consideration, which shows 
nothing of the kind. Another well-marked difference is also observable 
in the muscular impressions; the anterior one in C. Durkeei being very 
deep, while in the species here described it is so shallowas only to leave 
rather faint marks of its outline on internal casts. 

Locality and position—Cretaceous sandstones, including the coal at 
Bear River City, (Sulphur Creek,) Wyoming Territory. 

CORBICULA AQUILATERALIS. 

Shell (as determined from an internal cast) subtrigonal, and nearly, © 
or quite, equilateral, rather convex; height about five-sixths the length; 
anterior and posterior extremities nearly equally, and rather narrowly, 
rounded; ventral margin forming a nearly semielliptic curve, the most 
prominent part being at the middle; beaks rather prominent, and very 
nearly, if not quite, central; unibonal slopes not prominently rounded; 
dorsal outline declining subequally from the beaks in front and rear, the 
posterior slope being convex in outline, and the anterior concave ; mus- 
cular impressions shallow. (Surface and hinge unknown.) 

Length, 1.72 inches; height, 1.45 inches; convexity, about 0.92 inch. 
- One specimen of this shell shows impressions in the matrix of elongated 

lateral teeth, like those of Corbicula in form; but the arenaceous ma- 
terial is too coarse to have defined the striations of these teeth, if any 
existed. Until the cardinal teeth can be seen, its relations to that genus 
cannot be positively determined, though I have little doubt that it 
belongs to that group. It will be readily distinguished from the last by 
its less elongated and equilateral form. These characters will also 
equally distinguish it from C. Durkeei, from the Bear River estuary 
beds. 

Locality and position.—Same as last. 

CYRENA CARLETONI, Meek. 

Shell small, thin, subcireular, or with length a little greater than the 
height; moderately convex; anterior 2nd posterior margins rounding 
from above regularly into the rounded basal outline, or with the posterior 
sometimes slightly straightened, both rounding more abruptly to the 
hinge above; beaks rather depressed, small,’abruptly pointed, incurved, 
nearly contiguous, and placed slightly in advance of the middle; hinge 
line sloping very gradually from the beaks. Surface. marked with mod- 
erately distinct concentric lines and furrows. 

Length of a medium-sized specimen, 0.55 inch; height of same, 0.49 
inch ; convexity, 0.32 inch. 

This shell is so very thin, and so nearly resembles a rather large 
Spherium in form and surface characters, that I should certainly have 
referred it to that genus, had not a lucky blow separated the hinge of 
a right valve from the matrix in such a manner as to expose the teeth 
quite satisfactorily. This shows its hinge to have the characters of a 
true Cyrena. For so thin a shell it has quite a stout hinge. Its ear- 

_ dinal teeth are rather diverging, the posterior two being well developed, 
and each a little furrowed along the middle, while the anterior one (in 
this right valve) is much smaller and conical in form. The lateral 
teeth are of moderate size, and certainly smooth, the posterior being 
remote from the cardinal teeth, and the linear anterior extending back 
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to the latter. Internal casts show the muscular and pallial impressions 
to be well defined, and the latter to be a little straightened, or showing 
a very faint tendency to form a small sinus under the posterior. 

This is a rather small and an unusually thin shell for the genus Oyrena, 
being, as already remarked, much more like a Spheriwm in these char- 
acters. It is quite abundant at the locality, but as itis only found in an 
indurated clay matrix, good specimens are with difficulty obtained, and 
from these the thin shell is very liable to break and scale off, leaving 
only the internal cast remaining. 
Among the specimens collected there are some of a more transversely 

oval form and somewhat larger size than those I have regarded as the 
types of the species here described. These may belong to a distinet 
Species, but they agree so nearly in all other known characters that 
I am at present inclined to regard them as merely a variety of the 
same. 

Locality and position.—Carleton’s coal-mine, Coalville, Utah. Creta- 
ceous. 

PHARELLA? PEALEI, Meek. 

Shell elongate-oblong, or subrhombic, the length being about twice 
and a half the height, rather compressed; anterior margin slightly 
sinuous just in advance of the beaks above, and somewhat narrowly 
rounded below this faint sinuosity ; posterior margin truncated, with a 
convex outline, very obliquely backward and downward, from the 
posterior extremity of the hinge to the prominent and very narrowly 
rounded or angular posterior basal extremity; hinge-line proper 
apparently, comparatively short, and not forming any angularity of out- 
line at its connection with the sloping posterior dorsal margin; beaks 
rising a little above the hinge-margin, but rather depressed and placed 
about one-fifth the entire length of the valves from the anterior margin; 
basal margin long, slightly sinuous along most of its length; posterior 
dorsal slopes rather prominently rounded from the beaks obliquely to 
the posterior basal extremity. Surface only showing obscure lines of 
growth. 

Length, 1.20 inches; height, 0.48 inch; convexity, 0.28 inch. 
Knowing nothing of the hinge of this shell, I only refer it provisionally 

to Pharella. It does not seem to have had the extremities gaping as in 
that genus; but the specimen has evidently been accidentally com- 
pressed, and this may have given the valves the appearance of being 
closed. In general appearance it resembles Solen Guerangeri, @Orbigny, 
which seems to belong to the genus Pharella. Our shell, however, 
evidently differs from @Orbigny’s specifically, at least in not having the 
posterior margins of its valves near so abruptly truncated, but rounding 
and sloping forward gradually into the dorsal outline above. Possibly 
I should call it Modiola Pealet. 

Locality and position.—Missouri River, below Gallatin City, Montana. 
Cretaceous. 

. 

CORBULA NEMATOPHORA, Meek. 

Shell of about medium size, ovate-subtrigonal, nearly equivalve and 
moderately convex, with height equaling two-thirds the length; anterior 
outline rounded; base semi-ovate; posterior extremity somewhat pro- 
duced and subangular or minutely truncated in outline below; dorsal 
outline sloping from the beaks, the anterior slope being more abrupt, 

- 
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and slightly concave in outline above, and the posterior longer and 
nearly straight, with a greater obliquity; posterior umbonal slopes 
more or less angular in each valve, from the beak to the posterior basal 
extremity; beaks rather prominent, and placed about one-third the 
length of the valves from the front. Surface ornamented by small, reg- 
ular, concentric ridges, or strong lines and furrows, both of which are 
more distinct on the right valve than on the left, where they are some- 
times obsolete. 

Length of largest specimen seen, 0.50 inch; height, 0.32 inch; con- 
vexity, 0.25 inch. 

This shell agrees so very nearly with a form I have described from 
Haliville, Wyoming, under the name Corbicula? crassatelliformis, as al- 
most to raise a doubt whether it may not be really the same species. I 
have not seen the hinge of the Hallville species very clearly, though 
some of the specimens seem to indicate that it can hardly be a Corbula ; 
while those of a larger, but otherwise scarcely distinguishable form, 
associated with it, are distinctly seen not to have the characters of Cor- 
bula, but to present nearly the essential features of Corbicula. Even 
should the smaller of the Hallviile species, however, prove to be a Cor- 
bula, I think the form under consideration, which certainly has the hinge 
of the latter genus, will be distinguished, specifically, by its smaller 
size, more convex valves, and more distinctly striated and furrowed 
surface; particularly that of its right valve. It is also not so extremely 
thin a shell as the Haliville species. 

I also have now before me another very closely allied form, from 
Black Butte Station, Wyoming, and still more nearly like the Hallville- 
shell referred to. So far as can be determined by comparisons with 
accidentally compressed, and separated valves of the Hallville shell,. 
showing none of the hinge characters, the specimens of the Black Butte 
form would seem only to differ in being much thicker, and more strongly 
and regularly marked by concentric lines and furrows. Its decidedly 
inequivalve character may also be another diiference, but it is not pos- 
sible to determine from the separated and compressed valves ef the- 
Hallville species, yet seen, whether it is inequivalve or not, though it 
seems not to be. Compared with the form here described, and which 
must occupy a much lower position in the series, the specimens.from 
Black Butte differ chiefly in being much larger, thicker shells, some- 
what more abrupt on the anterior slope, with more elevated. beaks... 
There may also be differences in the hinge and muscular and pallial im, 
pressions, which I have had no opportunity to compare. 

Should this Black Butte form prove to be distinct from both of the 
others mentioned, it may be calied Corbula propinqua. 

Locality and position—Near Cedar City, Southern Utah, from eoal- 
bearing Cretaceous beds, apparently belonging to the same horizon as 
the lower part of the coal-series at Coalville. It occurs in great num- 
bers, associated with Yurritella Coalvillensis, and ether forms appar- 
ently identical with Coalville species. 

NERITINA (DOSTIA?) BELLATULA, Meek.. 

Shell small, depressed ovate, or broad slipper-shaped; apex very. 
small, and depressed to the posterior margin, where it forms one or two 
minute, slightly oblique, compact turns, that do not project beyond the 
margin, but are sometimes even slightly overlapped by. it; inner lip 
very broad, or shelf-like, and occupying more than half of the under 
side, convex and more or less thickened, with the inner margin concave 

o2GS Me 
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in outline at the middle, and provided with a slight projection on each 
side, but not properly crenate or dentate; outer lip rather thick, obtuse, 
nearly or quite smooth, and continuous around the margins with the inner 
one; aperture small, and transversely semicircular. Surface polished 
and ornamented by fifteen to twenty light yellowish or cream-colored, 
sunple radiating coste, separated by shallow, bright brownish furrows 
of about the same breadth; lines of growth moderately distinet.* 

Length, 0.31 inch; breadth, 0.25 inch; convexity, 0.12 inch. 
I am in some doubt in regard to the proper disposition to make of 

this little shell. Ip most of its characters it seems to conform pretty 
nearly with Dostia of Gray, generally regarded as a subgenus under Neri- 
tina, Lamarck, (—WNeriteila, Humphrey.) Ithasa much smaller and less 
prominent spire, however, and a more convex and broader inner lip, 
than the type of that group, and also wants the crenulations of the 
inner lip seen in the same. In its limpet-like form, tumid, greatly-de- 
veloped inner lip, and minutely coiled apex, it approaches Velates, Mont- 
fort; and Iam not quite sure that I would not be nearer right to eall 
it Velates bellatula. Still it differs from the typical form of that genus 
in having its apex depressed to the posterior margin, instead of being 
elevated and nearly central; while the margin of its inner lip wants the 
distinet denticulations seen in that of that shell. 

Of course, if Humphrey’s catalogue genera are to be adopted, on 
account of their priority of date over those of Lamarck and others that 
were accompanied by diagnoses, the name of this shell, supposing the 
view here adopted in regard to its affinities to be correct, would become 
Neritella (Dostia) bellatula. 

Locality and position.—Carleton’s coal-mine, Coalville, Utah. 

NERITINA (DOSTIA?) PATELLIFORMIS, Meek. 

Shell small, thick, oval or subelliptic; nucleus nearly posterior and 
generally more or less elevated above the posterior margin, but always 
lower than the middle position of the dorsal region in front of it, 
directed obliquely backward, and, in well-preserved specimens, minutely 
subspiral at the immediate more or less oblique apex; inner lip very 
broad, or having the form of a thick, smooth, convex septum, that 
extends forward more than half the length of the shell; outer lip thick- 

. ened, obtuse, and smooth within; open part of the aperture small and 
transversely semicircular. Surface with moderately distinct lines of 
growth. 

Length of one of the largest specimens found, 0.62 inch; breadth, 
0.50 inch ; height or convexity, 0.33 inch. 

This form is ev idently very nearly related to the last, and may possi- 
bly be a more robust variety of the same. Itattainsa much larger size, 
however, than any of the specimens of that shell I have seen, and pre- 
sents a more elevated form, with a thicker and more tumid inner lip;- 
while its nucleus is often more elevated above the margin, though not 
always so. At first, I thought the absence of radiating cost on this 
shell would very decidedly distinguish it from the last, but on farther, 
examination I find the coste almost obsolete on one of the specimens 
of that species, though the bright brown color of the spaces between 
them makes the lighter interspaces quite apparent. Among the speci- 
mens of the larger form under consideration, (broken directly from the 

* Of course the colors mentioned are not known to present the same tints in the fossil 
shells that ornamented them when the animal wasalive. 
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same matrix,) I find a single small individual, showing very obscure 
traces of radiating brown stripes, like those occurring between the cost 
of the last, (the other specimens not being in a condition to preserve 
marks of color.) It is possible, however, that this smaller individual, 
showing traces of colored stripes, may be distinct from the others. It 
would be rather remarkable if this and the last described species should 
be the same, since an interval of about 600 feet of strata occurs between 
the beds in which they were found; while all of the other species, so 
far as known, from the two horizons, are distinct, and no shell resem- 
bling these forms is known to occur in any intermediate horizon. 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah, from the Cretaceous beneath 
the lower heavy bed of coal mined at that place. 

NERITINA (DOSTIA?) CARDITOIDES, Meek. 

Shell attaining a moderately large size, broad, oval, and depressed in 
form, apex posterior, and nearly or quite depressed to the margin, appar- 
ently obliquely subspiral; inner lip very broad, or forming more than 
half of the under side, rather thick, smooth, and nearly flat, or some- 
what convex, with its straight inner margin sharp and without teeth 
or crenulations; outer lip thick, very obscurely crenate within, and 
apparently continuous with the margins of the inner one around be- 
hind; aperture transversely semicircular, and less than half the size of 
the under side of theshell. Surface ornamented by about fifteen simple, 
narrow, sharp, and subcrenate radiating coste, separated by wider, 
rounded, intermediate furrows; lines of growth distinct. 

Length, about 0.87 inch; breadth, 0.70 inch; convexity, 0.55 inch. 
This is another curious form allied to the little species I have described 

under the name WN. bellatula. When viewed from the dorsal side, as 
seen lying with the aperture downward, its form and strong radiating 
coste give it much the appearance of the left valve of a Cardita or Oar- 
dium. ‘The only specimen of it in the collection has its apex and poste- 
rior and lateral margins broken away, and its broad, smooth, shelf-like 
inner lip broken by pressure inward. Still, however, it gives a tolera- 
bly correct idea of the characters of the ‘shell. In several respects it 
agrees with Velates, and possibly might, without impropriety, be called 
Velates carditoides. IL suspect, however, that when better specimens can 
be examined, it will be found typical of an undescribed section, including 
also the little species N. bellatula. If so I would propose for the group 
the name Velatella. I know of no nearly allied described type. 

Locality and position—Carleton’s coal-mine, Coalville, Utah. Creta- 
ceous. I am under obligations to Mrs. Carleton, the wite of the gentle- 
man who owns the coal-mine at which the specimen was found, for the 
only example of the species I have seen, which was discovered by her 
while we were at the locality. 

NERITINA (NERITELLA) BANNISTERI, Meek. 

Shell subglobose; spire much depressed, or with its apex scarcely 
rising above the bedy whorl; volutions three to four, rapidly increasing 
in size, so that the last one comprises nearly the entire shell, more or 
less flattened, and sometimes provided with an obscure linear revolving 
furrow above; aperture large, subovate, approaching semicircular, being 
a little straighter on the inner side; outer lip beveled to a thin edge; 
inner lip of moderate breadth, slightly concave, and flattened, with a 
steep inward slope, entirely smooth. Surface polished, and marked by 
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crowded zigzag vertical bands of brown and light yellowish colors; lines 
of growth moderately distinct. 

Height of a nearly medium-sized specimen, 0.40 inch; breadth, 0.43 
inch, “Some examples are as much as twice these dimensions. 
Although the specimens show the pattern, or style, of the original 

coloration of this shell quite distinctly, the colors themselves may, 
of course, have been different on the living shell. Usually the zigzag 
markings are quite distinct on the specimens as found, but on some ex- 
amples the bands are blended and become fainter, so that the surface 
merely presents a light brownish tinge. It is always polished, however, 
on all the specimens seen. 

This species seems to be more nearly allied to NV. Nebrascensis, M. & H., 
from Jurassic beds near the head of Wind River, than to any other form 
with which I am acquainted. It may be readily distinguished, however, 
by its more depressed spire and the slight flattening of its volutions 
above, as well as by its more flattened and more concave inner lip. It 
likewise attained a larger size than any of the specimens of that species 
i have seen. Itis one of the most abundant shells observed at the 
locality, and is usually found in a better state of preservation than any 
of its associates. 

The specific name is given in honor of Dr. Henry M. Bannister, of the 
Smithsonian Institution, to whom [ am under obligations for valuable 
assistance while visiting the Rocky Mountain region during the past 
summer. 

Locality and position.—Carleton’s coal-mine, Coalville, Utah. 

NERITINA (NERITELLA) PISUM, Meek. 

Shell globose; spire much depressed; volutions about three, rapidly 
increasing in size, so that the last or body turn (which is a little de- 
pressed above) composes nearly the entire shell; inner lip broad, flat- 
tened, and smooth; aperture small and semicircular; surface nearly or 
quite smooth. 

Height, 0.22 inch; breadth, 0.26 inch. 
This little shell has much the form of the last, and I was at first inclined 

to think it might be the same, notwithstanding its much lower position 
in'the series. A careful comparison, however, shows that it has a de- 
cidedly broader, flatter, and straighter inner lip, while its aperture is 
proportionally smaller, and quite different in form. 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah. Cretaceous, from below the 
lower bed of coal. 

NERITINA PISIFORMIS, Meek. 

Shell small, subglobose, or obliquely rhombic, the height being slightly 
less than the oblique breadth; spire rather prominent for a species of 
this genus; volutions three to three and a half; convex; last one large, 
and forming most of the bulk of the shell; aperture subov ate, consider- 
ably contracted by the flattened, moderately wide inner lip, which is 
nearly straight on its inner margin, and provided there with four small 
denticles, the upper one of which is largest. Surface smooth. 

Height, 0.30 inch; greatest oblique breadth, 0.32 inch. , 
This little shell agrees so nearly in size and form with the described 

species, (NV. pisum,) that they may be readily confounded, as they are 
found with the aperture filled with rock. A fortunate fracture of one 
of the specimens exposed the inner edge of its flattened columella, how- 
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ever, and thus enabled me to see that it. is denticulated, and in this 
respect differs from Neritina pisum, which seems to be entirely without 
teeth. Further comparisons also show the two shells to differ in form, 
that under consideration having a more prominent spire and a more 
globose outline, being less oblique. 

Tn size and general appearance it also closely resembles small exam- 
ples of Neritina compacta, Forbes, from the Cretaceous rocks of India; 
but it is less oblique, or more globose in form, and has four denticles 
instead of only three on its columella. It is possible 1 should eall it 
Nerita pisiformis, as the denticulations of its columella are rather 
strongly developed for a Neritina, in which genus the columella is usualiy 
smooth, or only finely erenate. Its general aspect, however, is more like 
species of the latter group. ; 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah, from the Cretaceous beds 
below the heavy lower bed of coal mined there. | 

ADMETE? RHOMBOIDES, Meek. 

Shell rather small, rhombic-suboval, or short subfusiform, the length 
being slightly more than twice the breadth at the widest part, which is 
near. the middle; spire rather depressed-conical, subturreted ; volutions 
five or six; convex; last one forming about three-fourths the entire bulk 
of the shell, and more than half of its length, widest near its upper part, 
and abruptly narrowed below so as to present an obliquely obovate 
form ; suture rather deep from the convexity of the volautions ; aperture 
narrow, subangular above and narrowed below to a small notch at the 
base of the truncated columella, which is provided with two small obscure 
plaits or folds, the lower of which is formed by the twisted margin of the 
truncated inner lip, while the other is placed a little farther up; outer lip 
sharp, with its margin slightly retreating above, and more prominent 
below, or near the middle. Surface ornamented by distinct vertical folds, 
that are usually well developed on the volutions of the spire, and around 
the upper part of the body whorl, but become obsolete below ; moderately 
distinct revolving lines also mark the lower part of the body volution, 
but these appear to become obsolete on its upper part, and on those of 
the spire, as specimens are usually found. 

Length, 0.37 inch; breadth, 0.21 inch; angle of spire about 58°. 
I am much perplexed in regard to the proper disposition to make of 

this and the first two of the following species. In some of their charac- 
ters, they would seem to be related to certain types of the Mitrine, such 
as Vulpeculo, Blainville, (= Vulpecula, Klein ;) while in others they appear 
to have affinities to the Cancellarjide, being much like the genus Ad- 
mete. Without being at all satisfied, however, that they belong prop- 
erly to the latter genus, I have concluded to refer them to it, provision-. 
ally, for the present, until better specimens can be obtained for study 
and comparison. My present impression is, that they will prove uot to 
belong properly to any of the established genera, when all their charac- 
ters can be clearly made out. If it should be found desirable, however, 
to establish a new group for their reception, I would propose for it the 
name Admetopsis, from the resemblance of the shell to the typical forms 
of the genus Admete. 

Locality and position —Coalville, Utah. From Cretaceous beds be- 
neath the lower heavy bed of coal at that place. 

ADMETE? GREGARIA, Meek. 

Shell small, oval, subfusiform ; spire moderately prominent, conical, 
aud apparently terminating in a pointed apex; volutions five or six, 
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convex, sometimes showing a slight tendency to become shouldered 
above, last one forming about half the entire length of the shell, gen- 
erally a little wider above, and narrowed and somewhat produced 
below; suture well defined, in consequence of the convexity of the volu- 
tions; aperture narrow, slightly louger than the spire, acute above, and ‘ 
narrowing to a small, well-defined sinus at the base of the truneated 
columella, which is provided with two small tolds, one of which is formed 
by the twisted lower edge of the truncated columella, while the other 
occupies a position a little above, and passes around more obliquely; 
surface ornamented by comparatively rather strong, regular, vertical 
ridges or folds that sometimes become nearly. or quite obsolete on the 
body volution, especially below its upper part. Crossing these folds and 
the depressions between them, much smaller revolving ridges and fur- 
rows may be seen on well-preserved specimens, though these are also 
sometimes obsolescent, excepting around the lower part of the body 
volution. 

Length of a medium-sized adult specimen, 0.50 inch; breadth, 0.25 
inch; angle of spire, about 42°. 

This species will be at once distinguished from the last by its propor- 
tionally more prominent spire and less expanded body volution. Itis a 
much more abundant shell than the last, being found often in consider- 
able numbers clustered together. 

Locality and position same as last. 
\ 

ADMETE? SUBFUSIFORMIS, Meek. 

Shell subfusiform, with the length nearly three times the breadth; 
spire elongated, conical, turreted; volutions seven or eight, convex; 
last turn more than half the entire length; suture well defined, in con- 
sequence of the convexity of the whorls; aperture narrow, equaling 
about two-fifths the entire length of the shell, angular behind, and nar- 
rowing below to a small, sharply-defined notch at the base of the trun- 
cated columella, which seems to bear two small folds near its lower part, 
one being formed by the twisted and truncated lower magin; inner iip 
a little thickened; surface ornamented by distinct, regular, vertical 
folds that are nearly or quite obsolete on the body volution below its 
upper part, and regular revolving lines quite well defined on the body 
turn, especially its lower part, and appear to be obsolete on those of the 
spire; lines of growth moderately distinct. 

Length, 0.50 inch; breadth, 0.20 inch; angle of spire, about 30°. 
This species differs even more strongly from the last than that form 

does from the species rhomboides, having a much more elevated spire and 
a proportionally smaller body volution and aperture. In ornamentation 

‘the three forms, however, are much alike. The species here under con- 
sideration shows a somewhat more thickened inner lip than I have yet 
seen in either of the others. 

For the reasons already explained, this and the last may have to take 
the names Turricula gregaria and T. subfusiformis, if all three do not, as 
suggested further back, require to be grouped together as a new section, 
under the names Admetopsis rhomboides, A. gregaria, and A. subfusijormuis. 

Locality and position same as last. 

TURRITELLA COALVILLENSIS, Meek. 

Shell attaining e large size, elongate-conical ; volutions apparently 
ten or more, distinctly convex, the most prominent part of those of the 
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spire being somewhat below the middle, where they are angular; sur- 
face below the angle flattened, or a little concave, and sloping rather 
abruptly inward and downward to the suture, while above, to near the 
upper margin, where there is a shallow revolving concavity a little below 
the suture, itis convex; last volution probably biangular around the 
middie; suture well defined; aperture unknown. Surface ornamented 
by rather obscure revolving ridges, aboat five of which may be counted 
on each volution of the spire, one being at the lower margin immediately 
above the suture; another, which is also the largest, occupying the most 
prominent angular part of the whorl; and above this three others 
occur, one being above the revolving concavity, and at the immediate 
upper margin; lines of growth obscure and making a strong backward 
curve in crossing the middle of the volutions. 

I have not seen specimens of this fine species sufficiently well pre- 
served to be able to give accurate measurements, though those I 
have had an opportunity to examine indicate a length of not less than 
two inches and a fraction, and a breadth of 0.93 inch. The angle of its 
spire, as taken from near the middle of a large specimen, imperfect aé 
both extremities, measures about 25°, while smaller individuals, com- 
posed of five or six of the upper volutions, show an angle of nearly 309. 
It is, therefore, evidently a large, robust species, that increases rather 
rapidly in size from the apex. 

Specimens of this species were brought in by Dr. Hayden a year or 
two since, and were supposed by me probably to belong to 7. Martine- 
zensis, Gabb, to which it is evidently related in size, form, and general 
appearance. Since seeing the California State collection, at Sam Fran- 
cisco, during the past summer, however, and some additional collections 
from Coalvilie, I have become satisfied that the Utah shell is distinet 
from Mr. Gabb’s species. In this opinion Mr. Gabb also concurs, after 
seeing our specimens. The most obvious difference is that our shell 
has the volutions constantly convex above the angle, and below the 
revolving concavity near the upper part, while in the California species 
the upper slope of the volutions is regularly concave from the upper 
margin to the angle. Better specimens would doubtless show other 
differences. 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah. From the Cretaceous, beneath 
the lower heavy bed of coal. 

TURRITELLA SPIRONEMA, Meek. 

Shell rather small, or scarcely attaining a medium size, elongate coni- 
eal; volutions about fifteen, increasing very gradually in size, mod- 
erately convex, last one rounded in the middle; aperture apparently 
ovate; columella rather regularly arcuate. Surface ornamented by 
squarish, rather regular revolving thread like lines, with nearly equal 
furrows between; about five to seven or eight of the lines and: furrows 
are seen on each of the turns of the spire, and nearly-twice as many ou 
the bedy whorl, where those below the middle become abruptly smaller 
and more crowded than those above; lines of growth obscure and gently 
arched in crossing the volution; suture moderately distinet. 

Length of the largest specimen found, 0.82 inch; breadth of body volu- 
tions, 0.23 inch; spire nearly regular; divergence of its slopes, about 17°. 

There is a slightly polished, appearance of the surface of this shell 
that is not often seen in the true Vurritella, and gives origin to some 
doubts whether it may not belong to some group allied to Aclis or Me- 
nestho. As in size and general appearance, however, it seems to cor- 
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respond more nearly to Turritella, 1 have concluded to refer it pro- 
visionally to that genus until better specimens can be obtained for study 
and comparison. None of those yet seen show satisfactorily the exact 
form of the aperture. 

Locality and Basin. oon coal-mine, Coalville, Utah. Creta- 
ceous. 

TURRITELLA (ACLIS?) MICRONEMA, Meek. 

Shell small terete or elongate conical; volutions about nine, nearly 
flat, sometimes moderately Gonvex, increasing gradually in size, last one 
rounded or obscurely subangular in the middle; suture linear to mod- 
erately distinct; aperture rhombic- subovate, angular above. Surface 
ornamented by fine, regular, rather crowded revolving lines, six to eight 
of which may be counted on each volution of the spire. 
Length of the largest specimen seen, 0.50 inch; breadth, 0.18 inch ; 

angle of spire about - 19°, with slightly convex slopes. 
This may not be a Turritella, the specimens not being in a condition 

to show the texture of the shell, or to give a very clear idea of its aper- 
ture and lip. It would be a rather small species for that genus, and if it 

-. possessed the delicacy of surface seen in those genera it might, perhaps, 
with more propriety be referred to Aclis or Menestho. The fractured 
lip in some of the specimens has somewhat the appearance of a shght 
angularity or a very small notch at the base of the aperture, but this 
may be due to the manner in which it is broken; if not, it-would seem 
to present affinities to the genus Mesalia. It will be readily distinguished 
from the species I described under the name 7. spironema, by its less 
attenuated form and finer and less distinct revolving lines. It is also 
not nearly soattenuated toward the upper part of the spire as that 
Species. 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah, from the Cretaceous below the 
lower heavy bed of coal mined at that place. 

Fusus (NEPTUNEA?) GABBI, Meek. 

Shell rather small, fusiform; spine moderately prominent, conical; 
volutions seven or eight, convex; last one somewhat. ventricose in the 
middte, and rather suddenly contracted below into the narrow, slightly 
twisted, more or less bent, and apparently moderately produced canal ; 
suture well defined; aperture rhombic-subovate, and rather suddenly 
parrowed into the eanal below. Surface ornamented with equal, dis- 
tinct, regularly disposed varices or vertical folds, about eight of which 
may be counted on the penultimate volution, and less on the body-whorl, 
where some of them become obsolete; crossing these are also seen fine 
revolving lines, and, a little below the suture, apparently a shallow 
revolving furrow, that gives it a slightly banded appearance. 

Length, including canal, about 0.87 inch; breadth, 0.40 inch ;. slopes 
of spire straight, and diverging at an angle of about 50°. 

The specimens of this species contained in thé collection are quite 
imperfect, being mainly casts, retaining more or less of the shell. From 
such material it is, of course, impossible to determine, with much confi- 
dence, the generic affinities of shells. I have, therefore, provisionally 
referred it to the genus Fusus, putting in parentheses the name Nep- 
tunea, With a mark of doubt, to indicate that I suspect it may belong to 
that group, with the limits assigned it by some conchologists. It seems, 
however, quite as probably to belong to Tritonidea, as underses by 
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some. The specific name is given in honor of my friend, William M. 
Gabb, the paleontologist. 

Localit, y and position.—Coalville, Utah; from Cretaceous beds below 
the lower heavy bed of coal mined at that place. 

Fusus (NEPTUNEA?) UTAHENSIS, Meek. 

Shell of moderate size, short fusiform ; spire rather depressed, conical; 
volutions about four; those of the spire a little convex; last one large 
and ventricose, rounded or very slightly flattened around the middle 
and contracted rather rapidly below into a narrow canal that is longer 
than the spire, and more or less bent to the left; aperture rhombie, 
angular above and narrowed and prolonged irto the canal below. Sur- 
face, (as determined from a cast in sandstone,) with obscure vertical 
ridges, about twelve of which may be counted on the penultimate volu- 
tion, while on the last, or body-whorl, they become nearly or quite obso- 
lete. (Revolving lines probably also marked the surface of the shell, 
though no traces of anything of the kind are seen on the cast, except- 
ing a shajlow furrow above the suture on the volutions of the spire.) 
Length, including canal, about 1.90 inches ; breadth, 0.91 inch ; Eine 

of spire, about G7ery” 
As in the last, we have not the means of determining the generic 

characters of this species with any degree of certainty, and merely place 
it provisionally in the genus Fusus with Neptunea in parentheses to in- 
dicate that it may be found to belong to that group. It is a rather 
decidedly larger shell than the last, with a distinctly less elevated spire, 
and more obscure vertical ri idge or varices. 

Locality and position. —Coalville, Utah ; from “ Chalk Hill,” considera- 
bly above the lower heavy bed of ‘coal mined there. Cretaceous. 

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA?) COALVILLENSIS, Meek. 

Shell elongate-conical; volutions ten or eleven, moderately convex; 
last one not much produced below, rounded or sometimes obscurely sub- 
angular around the middle; suture well defined; aperture /rhombic- 
suboval, being angular above and apparently a little so below; inner 
lip slightly thickened, rather deeply arched, a little reflected, and closely 
appressed below; outer lipthin. Surface ornamented by rather strong, 
simple, regular, nearly or quite straight vertical ridges, crossed by regu- 
jarly disposed revolving lines, (about ten or eleven of the ridges and 
five or six of the revolving lines being seen on each volution of the 
spire ;) while only the revolving lines are continued below the middle 
of the body volution. 

Length ‘of a large specimen, te inch; breadth, 0.40 inch; angle of 
spire, from 20° to 250, 
None of the specimens of this species yet seen are quite perfectly pre- 

served at the base of the aperture. Some of them look as if there had 
been a slight angularity there, while others, differing in no other respect, 
present appearances that leave room for doubt on this point. In some 
of its characters this shell reminds one of the fresh-water Goniobasis, to 
which I was at one time much inclined to refer it, and Iam _ bardly 
quite sure yet that it may not have to take the name Goniobasis Coal- 
villensis. Many authors refer very similar shells to Chemnitzia, but it has 
not so large and produced a body volution and aperture as the forms 
to which Mr. Conrad and Dr. Stoliczka propose to apply that name.* 

*The genns Chemnitzia, VOrbigny, as originally proposed, is generally régarded as syn- 
onyms with Turbonilla, Risso; but d’Orbigny himself, at a later date, seems to have 
designed to use it for another group. 
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If found in any of the Paleozoic rocks, most geologists would refer it 
to Loxonema of Phillips. Whether or not the nucleus or apex of its 
spire was covered as in the typical species of Turbonilla I have been 
unable to determine. It is a far larger shell, however, than the species 
upon which that genus was founded. 

Specifically, this shell seems to be related to Turbonilla Spillmani, 
Conrad, (Jour. Acad. N.S., vol. iv, new series, Pl. 46, Fig. 28,) but its 
vertical folds or coste are straighter, less crowded, and less numerous, 
while its revolving lines are smaller and more numerous. Its aperture 
also certainly differs in being decidedly more angular above, and proba- 
bly somewhat so below. It may likewise be compared with Scalaria 
Mathewsonii, Gabb, from Cretaceous rocks of Calitornia, from which it 
differs in having less convex volutions, or less rounded aperture, less 
crowded vertical ridges, and more distinct and coarse revolving lines. 

Locality and position.—Coalville, Utah; from below the lowest heavy 
bed of coal at that locality. Cretaceous. 

EULIMA FUNICULA, Meek. 

Shell subterete or elongate-conical; spire regularly tapering from 
the middle of the body volution to the apex, or with very slightly convex 
slopes; volutions about twelve, flattened ; last turn not much enlarged, 
subangular around the middle; suture merely linear; aperture ovate or 
rhombic-subovate; inner lip slightly thickened and reflected. Surface 
smooth. 

Length, 0.65 inch; breadth, 0.20 inch; divergence of slopes of spire, 
about 19°, 
This shell has ita the appearance of a slender Niso, but it certainly 

wants the umbilicus seen in that genus; its axis not being in the 
slightest degree perforated. It is even more like some recent species of 
Eulimetia, and may possibly have to take the name Hulimellu funicula 
when its generic characters can be more clearly determined from the ex- 
amin ation of good specimens. The best examples I have seen do not show 
the extreme apex of the spire, or very clearly the form of the aperture. 
So far as can be determined, however, its columella does not seem to 
present the straightness seen in Hulimella. I know of no closely allied 
Cretaceous species. 

Locality and position.—Cretaceous, at Coalville, Utah. 

EULIMA? CHRYSALLIS, Meek. 

Shell small, elongate-subeonoid, or subfusiform; spire conical ; vo- 
lutions about eight, flattened nearly to the slope of the spire; suture 
nearly linear; aperture subovate; inner lip a little reflected and mod- 
erately arched ; outer lip unknown; surface smooth. 

Length about 9.29 inch ; breadth, 0.12 inch. 
Tam by no means sure this is a true Hulima, not having seen any 

specimens showing very clearly the form of the apertnre, or the nature 
of the outer lip. It has the general aspect of that genus, however, and 
may be placed there provisionally for the present, until better speci- 
mens can be obtained for study. It will be at once distinguished 
from the last, by its less produced spire, less numerous volutions, and 
proportionally larger body-whorl. 

Locality and position. CHEN Es coal-mine, near Coalville, Utah. 
Cretaceous. 
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EULIMA ? INCONSPICUA, Meek. 

Shell small, conoid-subovate; spire conical; volutions, eight or nine, 
a little convex and compactly coiled ; suture distinct ; aperture appar- 
ently subovate; surface smooth. 

Length, 0.17 inch; breadth, 0.07 inch; spire with straight slope that 
diverges at an an angle of about 229, 

This is another form that I only refer with great doubt to Hulima, the 
specimen not being in a condition to show the exact form and nature of 
the aperture. It will be ready distinguished from the last by its more 
conver volutions, proportionally shorter spire, and more expanded body- 
whori. itis probably not a Hulima. 

Locality and position —Same as last. 

MELAMPUS ANTIQUUS, Meek. 

Shell subovate, thin; spire moderately prominent, conical,and abruptly 
pointed; volutions, about eight; those of the spire very short and nearly 
flat ; last one large; widest “above and tapering below; suture shallow, 
with a shghtly impressed line a little below it, around the upper margin 
of each volution ; aperture narrow ; columella and inner lip provided 
with four very prominent laminee or folds, with sometimes one or two 
smaller ones above these, near the top of. the aperture; outer lip thin 
and strengthened by a few tranverse ridges within. Surface showing 
only five obscure lines of growth and presenting a somewhat polished 
appearance. 

Height of a small specimen, 0.43 inch; breadth, about 0.27 inch. 
i have only seen very imperfect specimens of this shell, but, taken 

together, they give a correct idea of nearly all of its characters. Some 
of them are three or four times the linear dimensions of that from which 
the above measurements were taken. 
Among the specimens from the same locality and bed, there are some 

very large broken examples, too imperfect for detailed description, that 
seem to belong to a more elongated species, with a more produced spire 
than that described above. This form, however, as far as its characters 
can be made out, appears to agree with the foregoing in nearly all other 
respects. If distinct, it might be called J. elongatus. 

Locality and position.—Carleton’s coal-mine, near Coalville, Utah. Cre- 
taceous. 

VALVATA NANA, Meek. 

Shell small, depressed subglobose, or. subdiscoidal; spire depressed ; 
volutions three and a half, rounded; suture deep; umbilicus compara- 
tively small; aperture rounded subov al; surface nearly smooth or only 
showing g fine obscure lines of growth under a magnifier. 

Breadth of largest specimen, 0.12 inch; height about 0.08 inch. 
Compared with V. subumbilicata, M. and EL, “from the Tertiary ignites 

of the Upper Missouri country, this little shell will be readily dis- 
tinguished, by its smaller umbilicus, more prominent spire, and more 
oval aperture. It also has a smaller umbilicus and a less rounded 
aperture than the recent V. sincera. Its spire is more depresseil, its 
aperture more oval, and umbilicus rather smaller than the living species 
V. tricarinata, var. ’ simplex, Say. 

Locality y and position. —Carleton’s coal-mine, Coalville, Utah. COreta- 
ceous. 
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PHysA CARLETONI, Meek. 

Shell rhombic-subovate, attaining a medium size; very thin; spire 
short and small; volutions about three, last one very ‘large, or forming 
near nine-tenths the entire bulk of the shell; aperture unknown; sur- 
face showing rather obscure lines of growth. 
' Length, 0.56 inch; breadth, 0.35 inch. 

The ‘only specimen of this species I have seen is somewhat imperfect, 
cand so connected with a portion of the arenaceous matrix that its 
aperture and columella cannot be seen. It seems to have most nearly 
resembled such recent species as P. Lordi, Baird, in general form. I 
should not have attempted to name and characterize the species without 
seeing the columella and aperture, had it not seemed desirable to call 
attention to it as the first species of the genus hitherto found in the 
well-marked Cretaceous strata of this country. 

The specific name is given in honor of Mr. Benjamin Carleton, the 
gentleman who owns the coal-mine at which the specimen was found, 
and assisted us in coliecting the fossils found at the same. 

Locality and position.—Carleton’s coal-mine, near Coalville, Utah, in a 
Cretaceous bed, associated with Unio, Cardiwm, Inoceramus, Anomia, 
Neritina, and other marine and fresh-water shells. 

Species from the Bitter Oreek series. 

OSTREA WYOMINGENSIS, Meek. 

Ostrea Idriaensis? ? Meek, 1872. Hayden’s Geological Report, Montana, &c., p. 375, 
(not O. Idriaensis, Gabb. ) 

Ostrea Wyomingensis, Meek, 1872; ib. 

Shell attaining a moderately large size, rather compressed, subovate, 
or trigonal-subovate, being pointed at the beaks, and more or less 
rounded at the opposite extremity. Lower valve usually rather shallow; 
beak generally somewhat acutely pointed, undistorted, and nearly al- 
ways curved upward at the extremity ; ligament area comparatively 
small, trigonal, with the longitudinal furrow and transverse striz well 
defined; posterior lateral margins flattened, and rather broad, in conse- 
quence of the lateral expansion of the imbricating lamine of growth; 
muscular scar comparatively small; surface with only irregular imbri- 
cating but not strongly projecting laminz of growth. Upper valve 
smaller than the other, nearly flat on the upper side and slightly con- 
cave within; beak less pointed than in the other valve, being usually a 
little truncated at the extremity, which is straight or nearly so; liga- 
ment area of the same size and nearly the same form as in the other 
valve, excepting that it is not curved, but directed obliquely upward 
and backward, and has its anterior margin forming a transverse ridge, 
as usual most prominent in the middle at the end of the mesial longi- 
tudinal ridge, which is rounded, or somewhat flattened, and continued 
to the point of the beak; posterior lateral margins thickened in adult 
shells, and only rarely showing slight traces of crenulations; surface as 
in the other valve. 

Length of large examples from beak to anterior extremity, 6 inches ; 
breadth, 4 inches. Average-sized specimens are generally a little nar- 
rower in proportion to len oth. 

In Dr. Hayden’s report. of 1872, I referred this oyster with much 
doubt to O. Idriaensis, Gabb; but at the same time expressed the opin- 
ion that it would probably prove to be a distinct and undescribed species, — 

hg 
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and suggesting for it the name O. Wyomingensis, in case further com- 
parisons should confirm this suggestion. Since that time I have had 
an opportunity to see many other examples of it at the locality, as well 
as to examine specimens of the Californian shell in the collection at San 
Francisco, and no longer have any hesitation in regard to the form here 
under consideration being specifically distinct. Its lower valve has con 
stantly a much more pointed, produced, and upward-curved beak; 
while none of the large number of specimens have the hinge and beak 
distorted laterally, as is not uncommonly the case in that species. It 
has more nearly the characters of the common recent O. Virginiana, and 
O. borealis, but also differs from these in having the beak of its lower 
vatve constantly more pointed and produced, as well as curved upward 
instead of being merely straight, or irregularly distorted. Another 
marked and constant difference is, that it always has its muscular sears 
decidedly smaller, in individuals of corresponding sizes, than we see in 
the recent shells; while it never shows any traces of the longitudinal 
ridges or plications often met with in the latter. 

Locality and position.—Point of Rocks, Wyoming Territory, where it 
is very abundant in a thin bed just above the upper of the four beds of 
coal observed near the tops of the hills there. Bitter Creek series. 

ANOMIA (PLACUNOPIS ?) GRYPHORHYNCHUS, Meek. 

Anomia gryphorhynchus, Meek, 1871. Hayden’sAnnual Report, p. 375. 

Compare Ostrea anomieformis, Roemer, 1852. Kreid Yon Texas, p. 75, tab. ix, fig. 7 a.-e. 

Since describing this little shell in the report cited above, [have had 
an opportunity to examine a very large number of specimens at the lo- 
cality, and after returning home; and from these collections a fullez 
and more accurate description is given below. 

Shell (for an Anomia) of medium size, thin and pearlaceous, a little 
obliquely subovate, or more or less orbicular in outline, usually some- 
what narrowed toward the beak, and more broadly rounded at the op- 
posite margin, often rather convex, but variable in this respect; cardi- 
nal margin arcuate transversely, or very slightly truncated, scarcely 
thicker than other parts of the shell, and without any proper marginal 
cartilage-facet. Upper valve, (assuming the shell to be an Anomia,) in 
the more ventricose individuals, with the umbo somewhat attenuated 
and curved so as to present the appearance of the under valve of a 
Gryphea, excepting that the obtuse immediate apex is not quite mar- 
ginal. Surface usually appearing smooth, but in well-preserved speci- 
mens (especially those most depressed in form) sometimes very faint 
traces of fine radiating strive, and thin raised lamelle of growth, may. 
be seen. No scars of attachment observed on any of the specimens. 
Length and breadth of an orbicular specimen, 0.83 inch; convexity of 

same, 0.33 inch; breadth of an oval specimen of the same length, 0.65 
inch; while there are all gradations between these extremes ot form. 

In first describing this species, I was unable to see any traces of mus- 
cular scars, in any of the specimens then studied, but many of those 
since collected show them very clearly. They are precisely asin Anomia ; 
that is, there are four impressions, one small one by the side of a little 
Submarginal cartilage pit, close up under the beak, and three others 
near the middle of the valve, the largest one of. the latter being nearest 
the cardinal margin, and the two smaller ones just below the large one. 
These three central scars are more or less nearly circular or oval, and 
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usually distinct from each other, but sometimes in contact or a little 
blended together. 

As the specimens from which the foregoing description was drawn up 
agree so exactly with the upper valve of Anomia, both in all internal 
and external characters, it may be asked, why should there be any 
doubt in regard to the shell really belonging to that genus? The rea- 
son for doubt on this point is, that among thousands of perfect separate 
valves, not a single one with the usual perforation for the passage of 
a byssal plug, such as we always observe in the under valve of Anomia, 
is to be seen. While at the locality, diligent search was made, among 
vast numbers of well-preserved separate valves, for some traces of such 
a perforated valve, without suecess. It is true we found a few mtch 
depressed valves, some indeed quite flat, but all alike entirely without 
any perforation, or even emargination. These few flat valves found 
usually have the cardinal margin alittle more truncated than the others, 
but agree well with them in size, general outline, texture, surface-mark- 
ings, and their muscular impressions, as well as in never having their 
more depressed beak quite marginal. No two specimens, however, 
were found united in such a manner as to show that the flat and convex 
valves belong to the same individuals. Yet it is worthy of note that if 
these flat and slightly convex valves are not the opposite valves of the 
ventricose deeper ones, we must view all of the countless thousands of 
individuals, almost entirely composing a bed 18 inches to 2 feet in thick- 

“ness, aS upper valves only, (assuming the fossil to be an Anomia,) and 
believe that, by some unaccountable agency, these were deposited here 
together, without the admixture of any of ‘the opposite valves. A't one 
time I was inclined to think this shell might belong to Morris and Ly- 
cett’s genus Placunopsis, which, it will be remembered, agrees with 
Anomia, excepting in having no sinus or perforation in the lower valve ; 
and it is possible that this may be the case. There are, however, some 
objections to this view. In the first place, Placwnopsis has not, I be- 
lieve, been found above the Oolite, while the bed in which the fossil 
under consideration occurs, if even Cretaceous, must belong to the upper 
part of that system. Again, the flat or depressed specimens, that this 
view would require to correspond to the under valve of Placunopsis, are 
found, on critical examination, to have their slight obliquity in the same 
direction as that of the deeper valves, instead of the re verse, as would 
be the case if the two forms are the opposite valves of the same shell.* 

From these facts, and the exact agreement in the number and ar- 
rangement of the muscular impressions in all of these specimens, it 
seems more probable that they are all the same valve of the shell, va- 
rying in their convexity in different individuals. This, it is true, would 
leave unexplained the cause of the entire absence-of any of the oppo- 
site or lower valves, whether it be an Anomia or a Placunopsis. Still, 
it is well known that currents sometimes perform curious freaks, in the 
way of assorting from other material and depositing objects of like 
kinds together. 

In most respects, this shell agrees so nearly with Ostrea anomicformis, 
of Roemer, (Kreid. Von Texas, p. 75, pl. ix, fig. 7 a—-e,) from the Upper 
Cretaceous of Texas, that I have even suspected that it might be the 
same. His figures, however, represent a rather more attenuated beak 
of the convex valves, and less obliquity, both in the convex and flat 
valves. A much more important difference, supposing his figures to be 

*JT mean that the obliquity is in the same direction, viewing the two forms both m 
the same way either looking at the interior or exterior. 
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exact in all respects, is to be observed in the muscular impressions, 
there being only one central impression represented in his Fig. 7 e, 
instead of three; though above this, he shows the same kind of a little 
transverse cartilage ? pit, and small round impression by its side, seen 
in our shell; only both are placed farther in from the margin. Still, as 
the larger central scar of his figure shows some slight indications of 
division, and the three central scars in our shell are sometimes in con- 
tact, I should not be surprised if a critical comparison would show that 
there are no real differences between the muscular impressions of the 
Texas shell and that under consideration. That our shell is not an 
oyster, however, is clearly evident, from its muscular impressions, as 
well as from its want of a marginal cartilage-facet, aud never having its 
beaks quite marginal. From the same submarginal character of the 
beaks in the form figured by Roemer, and its want of a true marginal 
eartilage-facet, as well as from its general physiognomy, I do not hesi- 
tate to express the opinion that it is not a true oyster. While looking 
through the California State geological collection, at San Francisco, 
last summer, I saw specimens of a shell either identical with that here . 
described, or very closely allied to it, marked ‘‘San Diego, Cretaceous, 
Mr. Morse, collector.” 

Locality and position—TIwo miles below Point of Rocks, Wyoming. 
Bitter Creek series. 

CORBICULA (VELORITINA) CYTHERIFORMIS, M. and H.? 

Cyrena (Corbicula?) cytheriformis, M. and H., 1860. Proceed. Acad., May, p. 176. 

The shell I here refer with doubt to the above species is certainly a 
very closely allied form, if not the same. About the only external 
difference I have been able to see, on comparison with the types of the 
C. cytheriformis, is that specimens here under consideration usually have 
the beaks rather more elevated, a little more pointed, and slightly less 
oblique. Their posterior dorsal slope is also a little straighter in most 
specimens. On examininga considerable number of individuals, however, 
they are found to vary more or less in most of these characters, so that 
if there are no differences in the hinge and interior, the slight external 
differences may be only such as might be produced by local conditions. 

Of the form under consideration, we have specimens showing perfectly 
the hinge, and. muscular and pallial impressions, as well as all of the 
external characters. These show that the cardinal teeth have the back- 
ward obliquity of the type of the group Veloritina, and that the laterals 
are elongated nearly as in Corbicula, though not quite so long, nor so 
distinctly striated; and that the posterior lateral is separated, by nearly 
its own. length, from the posterior cardinal. The hinge characters are, 
therefore, almost exactly intermediate between Corbicula and Veloritina, 
the chief difference from the latter group being the slender elongated 
character of the anterior lateral tooth, asin Corbicula. Unfortunately 
we have no specimens of the typical C. cytheriformis showing the hinge 
clearly enough for minute comparisons. I suspect, however, that specific 
differences will be found between the hinge of that form and the speci- 
mens under consideration. Both have the pallial impression provided 
with a shallow rounded sinus. 

Locality and position.—Point of Rocks, on Bitter Creek, Wyoming, 
near the bottom of section seen there; as well as at a much higher hori- 
zou, at Black Butte Station, on the Union Pacific Railroad, Wyoming. 
Bitter Creek series. 
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CoORBICULA? FRACTA, var. CRASSIUSCULA, Meek. 

Corbicula? fracta, Meek, 1870. Hayden’s Annual Report for that year, page 314. 

This shell agrees. so very closely in form and size, as well as in its 
hinge and pallial and muscular impressions, surface, characters, &c., 
with the species I have described in the report above cited, from the 
shale over one of the Hallvilie beds, under the name Cor bicula fracta, 
that it hardly seems proper to separate it specifically. Yet, in the thick- 
ness of the substance of these shells from the two localities and horizons, 
there is a very marked difference; those from Hallville being extremely 
thin, even in the largest specimens, the thickness not measuring more 
than from 0.02 to 0.03 inch, while in examples of corresponding size of 
those here under consideration, it measures from 0.10 to 0.12 inch in 
thickness. The latter also seem to be more convex, but the Hallville 
specimens being generally more or less flattened between the laminz 
of the shale, itis difficult to know exactly how far this want of convexity 
may be due to accidental pressure. 

I am aware that shells found in argillaceous shales are usually thinner 
than examples of the same species from more calcareous deposits ; but I 
have never seen a difference of this kind so strongly marked in specimens 
certainly known to belong to the same species. This thicker shell is, 
therefore, placed here provisionally as a variety of C. fracta, under the 
name crassiuscula, Which it can retain if further comparisons should show 
it to be specifically distinct. 

In describing the species C. fracta, I noticed several points of differ- 
ence between it and the characteristic forms of Corbicula and Cyrena, 
and suggested for the group of which it may be regarded as the type 
the subgeneric name Leptesthes. The peculiarities mentioned were the 
extreme thinness of the shell, and its very elongated depressed forn. 
The specimens here under consideration show that the thinness of the 
shell is not a constant character, though they at the same time show that 
this type presents other more important differences, of which I had seen 
indications before, but which I did not mention especially, because the 
specimens then seen were not sufficiently well preserved to permit these 
characters to be clearly defined. They are differences in the hinge. 
For instance, although the primary teeth do not differ materially from 
those of Corbicula and Cyrena, the anterior lateral tooth differs from 
that of Cyrena in being linear and elongated parallel to the hinge-mar- 
gin, as well as slightly striated, thus agreeing with the corresponding 
tooth of Carbicula. Its posterior lateral tooth, however, on the other 
hand, is more nearly as in Cyrena, being shorter than in Corbicula, and 
placed very remote from the cardinal teeth, while the intervening cardi- 
nal margins are wide, flat, and, when the valves are united, close fitting. 
Yet this tooth is also striated as in Corbicula, though less distinctly. 
Again, the ligament is also decidedly longer than in Corbicula, or than is 
usual in Cyrena, and also less prominent, there being apparently no 
elevated fulcrum for its attachment. The pallial line shows a shallow 
subsemicireular sinus. 

It wili thus be seen that these shells combine some of the characters 
of both Cyrena and Corbicula, without agreeing exactly with either. It 
is well known to paleontologists, however, who have studied fossil- 
shells of these groups, that there are many species that show interme- 
diate characters between these genera, so that some eminent authorities — 
do not admit the genus Corbicula, but place the whole under Cyrena. 
Should this view prevail, the forms here under consideration might be so 

aaa 
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disposed of. Still, even in that case, it would seem desirable and con- 
venient to separate them subgenerically, by writing the name Cyrena 
(Leptesthes) fracta. If the two groups Cyrena and Corbicula, however, 
are to‘ be regarded as distinct genera, there would be nearly or quite 
as good reasons for so regarding Leptesthes as a genus. 

Locality and position—Black Butte Station, Wyoming, upper beds. 
Bitter Creek series. 

CORBICULA (VELORITINA) BANNISTERI, Meek. 

Shell of about medium size, subglobose, the valves being very con- 
vex and subcircular in outline; ventral margin forming a regular semi- 
circular curve; anterior and posterior margins nearly equally, and more 
narrowly, rounded; dorsal outline declining distinctly from the beaks, 
the anterior slope being more abrupt and concave in outline, and 
the posterior very convex, with the posterior dorsal margins of the valves 
inflected so as to form a deep, rather broad sulcus when the valves are 
united; beaks prominent, ventricose, incurved, contiguous, and placed 
about one-third the length of the shell from the auterior margin; lunu- 
lar region impressed ; surface ornamented with fine lines and small but 
rather distinct, somewhat regularly arranged, concentric ridges and fur- 
rows. (Hinges and interior unknown.) 

Length, 0.87 inch; height, 0.83 inch; convexity, 0.66 inch. 
This is a very neat, symmetrical shell, readily distinguished from the 

other species yet known from the rocks of this region, by its short, very 
convex form, and rather distinct, regular, concentric ridges and furrows. 
Tn one character it agrees with C. "Dur keet, from the brackish- water beds at - 
Bear River City, more nearly than any “other species I have yet seen. 
That is, in having the posterior dorsal region of its valves’ strongly 
inflected, so as to form a deep, broad sulcus or escutcheon along this 
slope when the valves are united. Its rounded, ventricose form and 
stronger concentric markings, however, readily separate it from’ that 
shell, “from which it also differs in being much smaller, while its gibbous 
form. shows it to be an adult shell. It is also related to C. occidentalis, 
M. & H., from the estuary beds near the mouth of Judith River, but it is 
more rounded in outline, more gibbous, and differs in the inflected char- 
acter of its posterior dorsal region, its stronger surface-markings, and 
more impressed lunule. I have not yet seen its hinge or interior, but ~ 
from its general external characters, I have little doubt that it belongs 
to the section Veloritina. 

The specific name is given in honor of Dr. Henry M. Bannister, whe 
discovered the only specimen of the species I have seen. 

Locality and position—Bitter Creek series, Black Butte Station, 
Wyoming at the same horizon as the large saurian found there. 

CORBULA UNDIFERA, Meek. 

Shell of moderate size, trigonal-subovate, rather convex, the inequal 
ity of the valves not being very strongly marked, though always obvi 
ous; beaks moderately prominent, (that of the right valve being only a 
little more elevated than the other ,) located in advance of the “middle, 
contiguous, and incurved, with a searcely perceptible forward inclination , 
posterior extremity subangular at the connection of its margin with the 
base; posterior dorsal slope more or less convex in outline; anterior 
margin rather short and rounded; base semi-ovate in outline, being 
most prominent anteriorly, and somewhat straightened behind; left 
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valve about one-fourth less convex than the other, with posterior umbo- 
nal slope distinctly angular from the beak to the posterior basal extrem- 
ity; right valve with posterior umbonal slope less strongly angulated ; 
surface of both valves ornamented with concentric ridges, gen erally small 
and regular on the umbonal region, but often swelling out into a few very 
prominent, angular folds with rounded depressions, marked by distinct 
lines of growth, and some small ridges between, on the lower half of the 
valves; all the ridges and folds generally becoming obsolete behind the 
angular, posterior, umbonal slopes, but continued forward to the front. 

Length of a well-developed specimen, 0.76 inch; height to top of 
umbo of lef t valve, 0.56; height to top of same of right valve, 0.58 inch; 
convexity of the two valves ‘united, 0.41 inch. 

The most. marked feature of this species is its very strongly elevated, 
Sharp, irregular, concentric ridges that rise into larger angular folds 
below the middle of the valves, thus giving an equally rugose appear- 
ance to both valves. C. perundata, of M. and H., has’ nearly as strong 
concentric ridges, but they are much more regular, and instead of being 
sharply angular, with rounded, broader spaces between, as in the species 
here described, they are broadly rounded, with narrow, angular furrows 
between, on that shell, which also wants the angular, posterior, umbona! 
slopes of this species. 

Locality and position.—Rock Spring Station, Central Pacific Railroad, 
Wyoming Territory. Upper part of Bitter Oreck series. 

CORBULA TROPIDOPHORA, Meek. 

Shell distinctly trigonal, with height a little more than three-fourths 
the length, moderately convex ; valves subequal, the right one being only 
a little more convex than the other, and having its beak not much more 
prominent; both with posterior umbonal slopes angular from the beaks 
to the posterior basal extremity, that of the left-valv® especially being 
very distinctly so, while the sides of the valves, (particularly that of the 
left valve,) in front of the angular umbonal slope, are flattened; anterior 
outline truncated with slight obliquity from the beaks to the anterior 
basal extremity, which is subangular or very abruptly rounded into the 
base; posterior dorsal margins abruptly inflected toward each other 
from "the umbonal ridge, and forming a nearly straight slope from the- 
beaks to the posterior basal extremity, which is distinctly angular; 
pallial margin gently convex in outline from the front to the posterior 
angle; beaks moderately prominent, oblique, incurved, contiguous, and 
located about half way between the middle and the ‘anterior margin. 
Surface ornamented by fine lines of growth, and more or less defined 
ridges and furrows that are usually most distinct on the lower half of 
the right valve. Cartilage process of the left valve spoon-shaped, rather 
prominent, and larger than the pit by its side for the reception of the 
tooth of the other valve. (Hinge of right valve unknown.) 

Length of a medium-sized specimen, 0.72 inch; height to top of beak 
of right valve, 0.52 inch; height to top of same in left valve, 0.49 inch ; 
convexity of the two valves united, 0.33 inch. 

This shell is very closely allied to C. subtrigonalis, M. and H., with — 
which I have even been inclined to think it might be identical. The 
typical specimen of that species is a left valve only, so that we have not 
the means of making a very thorough comparison. Compared with 
this left valve, however, the correspondin g valve of the form under con 
sideration, although agrecing closely in general outline, is seen to be 
decidedly more compressed, has its umbo less gibbous, and not 
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strongly incurved, while its posterior umbonal ridge is much more 
angular. Its cartilage-process is also larger and more prominent, and 
the pit by its side for the reception of the tooth of the other valve is 
proportionally smaller. As the specimen of C. subtrigonalis is evidently 
water-worn, however, the more rounded character of its posterior um- 
bonal ridge may be in part, at least, due to that cause, though the 
other difference mentioned could hardl ly have been so produced. 
Along with the typical specimens of the species here described there 

are separate right valves, apparently of this species,.a little larger than 
the corresponding valve of the perfect specimen from which the descrip- 
tion was drawn up. This valve shows a distinct furrow along the inner 
side of the lower margin for the reception of the edge of the other valve, 
which furrow doubtless also exists in the typical specimen, but cannot — 
be seen because the two valves are united. There is also another right 
valve, from the same locality and bed, that is proportionally much 
higher and shorter, and has its beaks almost exactly central, so as to 
present more nearly the outline of an equilateral triangle. This may 
belong to a distinct but allied species; if not, it would indicate a con- 
siderable variation in the outline of the species described. 

Locality and position —Point of Rocks, Wy oming. Bitter Creek series. 

GONIOBASIS? INSCULPTA, Meek. 

Shell terete, or elongate- subconical; volutions apparently about ten, 
convex, or sometimes flattened- convex, increasing gradually in size; last 
one not much enlarged, and without an angle around the middle, some- 
times slightly concave above in large specimens; suture well defined ; 
aperture unknown. Surface ornamented by distinct, regular, nearly 
straight, or slightly arched vertical cost, about sixteen of which may 
be counted on each volution, while crossing these are smaller regular, ' 
deep, revolving furrows that cut each rib into five or six little transverse 
nodes, which, from the obsolescence of the vertical coste on the lower 
part of the last turn, become more or less continuous revolving lines on 
that part of the shell. 

The specimens of this species yet obtained are too imperfect to afford 
the means of giving accurate measurements. Judging, however, from 
some of those in the collection, large adult individuals would seem to 
have attained a length of 1.40 inches, with a breadth of body-volution of 
near 0.50 inch. Some of these larger specimens, consisting of three or 
four of the lower volutions, show but a very gradual decrease in breadth 
upward; while some of those composed of the upper part of the shell 
indicate a divergence of about 18° for the nue of that portion of the 
spine. 

As none of the specimens show the Apertntes it is not possible to 
determine, from those yet seen, whether this shell really belongs to the 
fresh-water genus Goniobasis, or to some marine genus, although the 
species will be readily recognized by its sculpturing. Its only known 
associates are fragments of Ostrea and Modiola, with Oorbula undifera, 
an association that would certainly favor the conclusion that it should 
be referred to a marine genus, in which case it would most probably fall 
into Bittiwm, and have to be called B. insculpta. We have, however, 
several examples of unquestionable fresh-water shells associated with 
marine types, in some of the rocks of this region; while the general 
-aspect of this shell seems, as far as known, to associate it with Gonio- 
basis. The fact, too, that nearly all the specimens yet seen.are frag- 
mentary, seems ‘to indicate that the species did not live in the same 
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waters with the other forms found associated with it, but that the speci-. 
mens may have been washed into the sea from streams on the neighbor- 
ing shores. 

In several respects this species resembles Cerithium mexicanum, Gabb, 
figured and described in the California geological report, from the Cre- 
taceous rocks of Mexico. It differs, however, in showing, so far as yet 
known, no traces of the varices seen on that shell; while the little nodes 
formed by the crossing of its revolving lines and vertical cost are trans- 
versely elongated, instead of rounded, as on the Mexican species, which 
is probably a Cerithium. 

Locality and position.—Rock Spring, Wyoming, from a little above the 
main ten-foot bed of coal at that locality. Bitter Creek series. 

MELANIA GONIOBASIS (?) WYOMINGENSIS, Meek. 

Shell attaining a rather large size, subterete, or very elongate-conical ; 
volutions about nine or ten, the upper ones flattened-convex, and the 
lower two or three more prominent; suture well defined but not deep. 
Surface of upper volutions ornamented by small, regular, rather 
crowded, and slightly arched vertical coste, crossed by five or six 
regular revolving lines, that impart to them a granular or minutely 
nodular appearance ; farther.down, the vertical costs become less and 
less distinct, so as nearly or quite to disappear on the lower turns, 
while the revolving lines become propertionally stronger, especially one 
a little above the middle of each volution, which develops a revolving 
row of rather distinct nodes that are compressed from above and below, 
so as to become sharply prominent on the lower two volutions, thus 
giving them an angular appearance; though the last one is rounded be- 
low this angle. (Aperture unknown.) 

Length, about 2 inches; breadth, about 0.70.inch. 
It is not probable that this shell belongs properly either to the genus 

Melania or Goniobasis, as those genera are now restricted by the best 
authorities in conchology; though I have little doubt that it will fall 
into Melania, as defined and understood by those who give greater lati- 
tude to genera. It is probable that when its aperture can be seen, it 
will be found to present characters that would warrant its separation 
under a new generic name. I suspect, indeed, that some others of our 
fossil-shells of this kind, from the fresh and brackish water-beds of the 
Rocky Mountain region, will be found to belong to several undefined 
groups; but until better specimens can be obtained, we can only range 
them provisionally under the established genera to which they seem to 
be most nearly allied. Undoubtedly at some future time specimens 
will be found sufficiently well preserved to enable the paleontologist 
to classify them more correctly. It seems desirable, however, in the 
mean time, to define them, so that they can be used by geologists in 
identifying strata, as it may be ages before perfect specimens ean be 
found; while those we now have can be readily identified specifically by 
their ornamentation and other well-marked characters. 

Locality and position—Black Butte Station, Union Pacific Railroad, 
Wyoming Territory. Upper beds Bitter Creek series. 

THRTIARY FORMS. 

PHYSA BRIDGERENSIS, Meek. 

cal; volutions four and a halt to five, moderately convex, last one la 
wv 3 
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but not very ventricose; suture well defined; aperture narrow-subovate, 
arcuate, acutely angular above, and about twice as long as the spire; 
columella twisted into a rather prominent fold. Surface with fine sharp 
lines of growth. 

Length about 1.15 inches; breadth, 0.66 inch. 
This is a fine large species, with a more prominent spire than any of 

our recent species resembling it in other respects. None of the speci- 
mens found are perfectly preserved. 

Locality and position—Church Buttes, fourteen miles from Fort 
Bridger, Wyoming Territory. Tertiary. 

LoinA, LIMNOPHYSA (?) COMPACTILIS, Meek. 
e 

Shell rather small, slender, subfusiform; spire conical, a little longer 
than the aperture; volutions about six, very little convex, and (for a 
Limneza) compactly wound together; last one not ventricose, but rather 
produced below; suture distinct though shallow, and but little oblique; 
aperture narrow subovate, very narrowly rounded below, and acutely 
angular above; outer lip not dilated; columella a little twisted, and 
apparently so as to form a small oblique plication. Surface smooth. 
Length of a medium-size specimen, 0.50 inch, breadth 9.20 inch; length 

of aperture 0.22 inch; breadth of aperture 0.10 inch. 
I have not seen specimens of this little shell showing the columella 

clearly enough to be sure that it belongs to the genus Limnea. There 
is a compactress in the rolling together of the volutions of the spire, 
and a want of obliquity and deepness, observable in the suture, that 
are not often seen in that genus, and remind one of some forms referred 
to sections of the old genus Bulimus, such, for instance, as B. (Thau- 
mastus) californicus. 

Locality and position.—Upper beds of the series exposed at Separation, 
on the Union Pacific Railroad, apparently belonging to the Tertiary. 

PupPA? LEtpy1, Meek. 

Shell elavate-subeylindrical, being about three times as long as wide, 
a little wider above the middle than below, and very obtuse at the 
apex: volutions about fifteen, very compactly coiled together, and ex- 
tremely narrow in their vertical diameter; suture merely linear, and so 
slightly oblique as to appear to the eye almost at right angles to the 
longer axis of the shell; aperture unknown, but apparently small. Sur- 
face ornamented by small, comparatively distinct, regular, crowded, 
oblique striz of growth. 

Length about 0.55 inch; greatest breadth, 0.20 inch. 
The volutions of this shell are so compactly coiled, so very narrow, 

and show so little obliquity, as to give it the appearance of the abdo- 
men of some insects, the volutions looking like rings, and the obtuse 
apex of the spire like the postericr extremity of an insect abdomen. I 
have seen but two specimens, and neither of these shows the aperture; 
consequently it is not possible to determine whether or not it is a true 
Pupa. Indeed its subcylindrical form, and numerous volutions, give it 
much the appearance of Holospira of Albers, and it is quite probable 
that when specimens showing its aperture can be examined the name 
may have to be changed to Holospira Leidyi. Specifically it rather - 
closely resembles H. Remondi, an existing species found at Sonora, 
Mexico. It has a more obtuse apex, however, than that species, and 
aiso differs in having more narrow and compactly coiled volutions, and 
a less oblique suture. 
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Locality and position.—Tertiary rocks twelve niles south 
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REPORT OF A GEOLOGICAL RECONNOISSANCE ALONG THE 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, 

The following pages contain an account of a portion of the geological 
reconnaissance made by Mr. Meek and myself in the coal-bearing forma- 
tions along the line of the Union Pacific Railroad in the summer of 
1872, in connection with the United States geological survey of the 
Territories, Dr. F. V. Hayden in charge. The work comprised the col- 
lection of fossils from these beds, and taking sections and such other 
notes as wouid serve for the correct establishment of the various hori- 
zons in which the collections were made, with a view of obtaining fuller 
data for forming a correct-idea of the formations and for the determina- 
tion of their age.) I have, therefore, -given a consecutive account of all 
the localities visited by us, which are not elsewhere reported on by Mr. 
Meek, with our examinations at each; hot, however, entering into ques- 
tions of economic geology, or of eenerak structure, except in so far as it 
appeared necessary for the elucidation of the points in view. In 
In making this report, in addition to those taken by myself, Ihave been 
kindly allowed the use of the field-notes of Mr. Meek. 
CARBON.—The first locality where we made any examinations was 

Carbon Station, the easternmost point where the coal of this region has 
been opened and extensively worked. Here we stopped a day and ex- 
amined carefully for fossils in the natural and artificial exposures near 
tlie station. The structure here seemed a little complex, the beds con- 
siderably faulted and upturned, but we obtained an approximate section 

_ sufficiently accurate as to the relative location of the different beds 
from which we obtained specimens. The coal appears to lie in a local 
synclinal, the dip of the rocks immediately west of the station being 
from 20° to 30° in a general direction from east-southeast to southeast, 
while on the opposite side of the little basin or trough it was about 
15° to 20°, the direction varying from southwest to west or north of 
west. From the different exposures, and from the testimony of the 
miners as to the beds passed through in sinking shat, we made the 
following approximate section : 

Section of the strata at Carbon, Wyoming. 
Feet. In 

PLUM ACCOMSESN ALG 30/2 So ne ee a wier daa areal eC ae esc on 8 0 
A, GOR Re Pay ne on ah RENE eric GIR I eat 0 6 
pasanastone and sandy shale. 0). cies oe lobe eo 59 0 
PEP EEL OUNACCOUS, SALES So seer pk At Dye a ers Ses, we 2tod 0 
(Ch 3 Re tah Pe eo) aie ane I es an ae a oad 
6. Light-colored sandy and argillaceous shales, with im- 

PEC SMIOM SOU ACAVCS - cm tee iernres spectro oo SL aie a "ap a 18 to 20 0 
1. UGEL 2c. 6 ea ieee, eS ie aU aS ae 38to5 0 
5. Light-colored sandy Glo. RN eb oa ikea So 3) 8 Sa eae ed 
2 A os 0 eR SE a etd 4or5 0 

iv. Light sandy beds, sandstone, and, perhaps, some coal, 
(CSET), Jc RIE OG Sc Eb A eR ee PaL 40 to 50 OQ 
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Feet. In. 
11. Light-grayish sandstone, weathering yellowish or red- 

dish, and varying much in hardness in different por- 
. tions, irregularly bedded, (estimated).....- fie, cee ge 300 0 - 
12. Thin-bedded, hard, reddish sandstone... .... cS fe'ides eB e eae 50 (0 

The upper members of this section, from 1 to 5 inclusive, were givenas the 
beds, in their order, passed through in sinking an air-shaft, and were not 
seen in place by either of us. From an opening made near the railroad- 
track, which penetrated a portion of these beds, a quantity of fragments 
of a laminated, ashy-colored sandstone were thrown out, which were 
quite full of impressions of leaves. These, with similar remains from 
beds 6 and 8, were all the fossils we obtained, though it was reported 
to us that shells had been found in the beds underneath the main coal- 
seam, No. 5. Number 10 of the section is nowhere well exposed, and the 
thickness of these beds, as well as of those immediately below, could 
only be estimated in a very general way. Number 11 forms the high 
bluff of fantastically-weathered sandstone, which is to be seen on the 
side of the railroad, a little west of the station, and which forms the 
extremity of a ridge stretching away to the north and east. This ap- 
pears to be the eastern edge of an anticlinal valley, as in the opposite 
ridge, a mile or two distant, the beds seemed to have a reversed dip to 
the west or west-northwest. 

Fort STEELE.—Our next stopping-place west of Carbon was at Fort 
Steele, where we made some examinations of the strata in the exten- 
Sive exposures along the Platte River, on the southern side of the rail- 
road at this point. The cliffs on the northern side were not visited, as 
they were merely the equivalents of the beds examined, and could only 
present local variations. Owing to a lack of time we also did not visit 
the interesting localities on the railroad east of the station at the fort. 

Passing up the valley of the Platte from Fort Steele, the vicinity of 
the post for the first mile, or a little more, is occupied by rounded hil- 
locks of whitish clays, which probably form the lowest of the beds 
which are exposed by the rift of the anticlinal at this point. Beyond 
that distance, however, there appears a series of ridges of harder sand- 
stone rocks abutting immediately upon the left bank of the river for 
the distance of a mileor more. The hollows, or parallel valleys between 
the ridges, are caused by the erosion of the less resistant intermediate 
beds of shales or clays. The whole constitutes an immense series of 
heavy-bedded grayish-buff and drab sandstones of various degrees of 
hardness, alternating to some extent with ashy and dark colored shales, 

amounting altogether to several thousand feet. The sandstones pre- 
sented a very well marked jointed structure, perpendicular to the lami- 
nation, the sloping faces of some of the ridges, when viewed from a little 
distance, appearing like the edges of vertical strata. The dip of the 
ridges along the river was nearly due south-southeast, and the angle 
in the lowest. beds about 35°, then gradually increasing to over 40 or 45 
in the middle of the series, and again decreasing to/from 15 to 20 at the 
upper limit of our examinations. Beyond that point, the beds appear 
nearly or quite horizontal. A little below the middle of the series we 
found in a bed of light-colored shale a stratum of about 4 feet in 
thickness, almost entirely made up of imperfect specimens of an Ostrea, 
unidentifiable as to species; the only animal remains found in the whole 
thickness of sandstones and shales. In the upper part of the series we 
observed various seams of dark carbonaceous shale approaching lignite, 
and at least one small seam of coal, but without associated fossils, other 

. than indistinct vegetable remains. In the heavy sandstone- beds a WwW 
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observed in several places a curious branched fucoidal impression, (Haly- 
menites,) which was afterward noticed by us in sandstone-beds at vari- 
ous localities farther west. As far as is indicated by the fossil remains 
found by us, there are no grounds for rendering any positive opinion as 
to the age of this series; the lower clays, however, have been deter- 
mined, from fossils from that horizon, to belong to the Cretaceous, and 
it is not impossible that these overlying sandstones may either wholly 
or in part be properly referred to that period. . 

‘' RAWLINGS.—Between Fort Steele and Rawlings, the next station 
west, we made no notes or gollections, but stopped several days at the 
latter place to examine the lower formations there exposed. The mount- 
ain immediately north of the village is mainly composed of light-grayish 
or flesh-colored syenitic granite, above which the sedimentary beds lie 
tilted at various angles and in different directions on the several sides 
of the hill. Immediately above the granite is a distinctly stratified de- 
posit of siliceous conglomerate, passing in places into a coarse pebbly 
sandstone, but mainly made up of rounded pebbles of whitish quartz, 
rarely over one inch in diameter, in a siliceous matrix. This passes 
gradually into the beds above; it may be put down, however, as about 
75 or 80 feet at its greatest thickness. Above this we have between 
300 and 400 feet of hard grayish sandstone, approaching quartzite, regu- 
larly bedded, the layers seldom exceeding a foot in thickness. Its color 
on weathered surfaces varies from a light gray tog reddish brown, a 
tinge of the latter color predominating throughgmt the whole; on 
freshly fractured surfaces, however, it is gener light gray, or is 
nearly white. The lower and heavier beds are almost a true quartzite ; 
this character is less apparent toward the top, and some layers appear 
to be full of rough fucoidal casts, which, however, were too imperfect to 
be of value as specimens. No other fossils whatever were found, in 
spite of a very careful seareh ; but while there was nothing absolutely 
characteristic, Mr. Meek was inclined from their general resemblance 
to undoubted Silurian beds in the western country, as well as their posi- 
tion and the character of the contained fucoidal traces, to refer these 
beds to the Lower Silurian, and possibly to its lowest member. Above 
the sandstone is from 10 to 15 feet of dark colored ferruginous sand- 
stone, in places containing a few pebbles, and even approaching the 
character of a conglomerate. The bed of iron-ore worked on the north- 

- eastern side of the mountain represents, I think, a portien of this 
stratum. The sandstone with its ferruginous capping is well seen in 
the two hills between which the railroad passes about a half mile west 
of the station, and also in its upper portion at the base of the hill at ~ 
Cherokee Spring, three or four miles northwest of the village. On the 
southwestern corner of the mountain, the sandstone-beds which form 
the summit of an isolated spur extending in that direction are beauti- 
fully polished and finely striated from the action of sand carried by the 
wind, the angles of the rock still being preserved. 

Immediately above the ferruginous upper layer of the sandstone is a 
heavy limestone formation, the total thickness of which can hardly be 
less than 300 feet, and is probably much more. Itisa hard, splintering 
rock, in places cherty, generally of a whitish or light-grayish color, but 
with some layers dark bluish-gray. In it we found a specimen or two 
of an Aihyris closely resembling, if not identical with, A. subtilita of the 
coal measures ; indeed, there seems to be no doubt as to the carbonifer- 
ous age of this rock. This limestone appears on the northeastern slope 
of the mountain for about 100 feet of its lower portion, and can be seen 
in ridges on the plain at its base. It also caps the hills, between which 
the railroad-track passes just west of the station, and is also shown in 
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its full thickness in the hills near Cherokee Spring. Above the lime- 
stone is a light buff or yellowish sandstone weathering into thin laminze 
in the exposures which outcrop in several places in the hills south of 
the railroad near the station, but we did not measure its thickness nor 
see its point of junction with the beds below. The vertical distance 
between the highest outcrop of this rock visited by us and the base of 
the limestone we estimated at from 600 to 800 feet. 
* The rocks above the granite dip to all points of the compass, from, 
nearly north on the northeastern face of the mountain, around ky east 
and southeast, to southwest in the hills near Cherokee Spring. In the 
hills near the station it is about 10° southeast, and is continuous on 
both sides of the curious gap through which the railroad passes. It 
increases in angle in the higher sandstone-beds, above the limestone, 
which I have mentioned as outcropping in the hills south of the rail- 
road, being there not less than 20° or 30°, still preserving, however, the 
same direction. At Cherokee Spring the beds are also filted at a high 
angle, varying from 20° to 309°, apparently greatest in the lower sand- 
stones. In the northeastern exposures on the long slope of the mount- 
ain it was slight, not averaging over 10° or 12°; in direction, ranging 
from south of east to nearly’ north. 
SEPARATION.—We did not attempt to make thorough examinations 

at Rawlings, or to work out the connection between these lower forma- 
tions and the Cretaceous, as more time would have been required for 
this than we cou!@ghave well given. We therefore passed on to Separa- 
tion; the next stopping-place to the westward, where we spent one day. 
The station is situated in a level country with no very prominent expos- 
ures of rock in place nearer than a mile and a half or more. At that 
distance, however, in a direction a little south of east, we reached the 
first of a series of low ridges extending across the country in a general 
north and south direction, composed of thin-bedded sandstones dipping 
at an angle of from 10° to 15° to the west, or a little north of west. 
These ridges are caused by the harder sandstone-beds standing out 
prominently from the softer shales and clays which form the oreat 1 mass 
of the beds here. Walking directly across the dip we passed over 
eleven of these ridges in the estimated distance of somewhat less than 
two miles, the valleys between, as a general rule, affording no expos- 
ures.’ At that distance the series of low ridges ended in a high sloping 
bluff of heavy-bedded, grayish-buff sandstone, faced in part with a 
largely eroded bluish-white bed. We noticed ten different seams of 
Carbonaceous shale or coal in the ridges, some of which doubtless 
represent workable beds. In the upper part of the first ridge, in the 
highest beds of the series, we collected specimens of leaves of deciduous 
trees, which were very abundant in some of the thin layers of sand- 
stone. The only other fossils we obtained were found in a six-inch bed 
in the second ridge, from which we obtained specimens of fresh-water 
shells, Lymnea, Viviparus, Goniobasis, and Unio, nearly all fragmentary 
or in a poor state of preservation. The more eastern ridges, the beds 
of which are lower in geological position, afforded no remains whatever, 
either animal or vegetable, ‘to such search as we were able to give. j 

At one point on the plain between the first ridge and the station, sand- 
stone-beds appear at the surface, but with a very much reduced angle 
of dip, apparently scarcely over 3° or 4°, the direction still toward the 
west. The strata appear to assume a horizontal position very rapidly 
in that direction. ‘Taking the average of the angle of the dip at any, | 
point from 10° up to 15°, between which it probably ranges, perhaps" ’ 
even exceeding the latter ‘figure, it will readily be seen that an immense 
thickness is included in these ridges, not less than 1,800 or 2,000 feet. 
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Adding to this several hundred feet of beds not ‘well exposed, but which 
must intervene between the westernmost ridge and the point where the 
dip ceases and the strata become horizontal, we have, at a moderate 
calculation, from 2,100 to 2,500 feet. of these whitish clays and darker 
shales and sandstones above the heavy-bedded sandstone in the bluff 
which formed the lowest geological horizon in our hurried examination 
at this point. We have no positive evidence as to the character of the 

_ intermediate beds between the more widely separated ridges, as the 
wash from the elevations and surface-soil covered all the evidences of 
stratification. An artesian boring at the station gives a record of 
alternations of clays, shales, and soft arenaceous beds for some 540 feet, 
which is probably. the usual character of the softer beds gener ally. 
The greater part of this thickness is probably of Tertiary age; “the lower 
portion, however, may belong to the upper part of the Cretaceous. 
There are no positive evidences of any unconformability, notwithstand- 
ing the sudden lessening of the angle of the dip, and no recognizable 
horizon of separation of the two formations in the whole series above 
the heavy sandstone. 
BITTER CREEK.—From Separation we passed on by railroad to Bitter 

Creek, making no stoppage at intermediate stations. For. the whoie 
distance there appeared to be only exposures of higher Tertiary beds, 
mostly horizontal, or nearly so, which fill the trough between these sta- 
tions. At Bitter Creek we stopped over one day and examined these 
upper beds, as they are to be seen in the immediate Vicinity of the sta- 
tion and in the hill known under the name of Table Rock, some four 
miles or more distant. 

Table Rock is a spur of the range of Tertiary hills which appear for a 
long distance on the southern side of the railroad, and also to some extent 
in conical outlines to the northward. In its upper portion it is itself an 
outlier, the strata of which this part of the hill is composed having been 
washed away in its immediate vicinity. The section it afforded is as 
follows, the beds numbered from above downward : 

Section of the beds exposed m Table Rock. 

12. Shaly beds, with a few intercalated thin layers of 
harder sandstone, and a four-foot seam of dark | 
shale, about midway from top to bottom...-....-- 134 05$ 

From the summit of the rock we observed, five or six miles away to the 
eastward, benches composed of beds superior in position to any in the 
above section, the thickness of whieh I roughly estimated at 200 feet. 
The thicknesses of the different members of the section itself are in a 
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great measure only estimates, as the circumstances were not altogether 
favorable to the making of accurate measurements. The dip of the — 
strata is about. east-southeast, from 3° to 5°, apparent diminishing to 
the eastward. j 

The bed No. 9 of the section, in some of its thinner layers, appears 
to be almost entirely made up of fossil remains, mostly of a species of 
Melanian, but also a lesser proportion of a species of Viviparus. In 
places where the rock was decomposed the whole upper surface is coy- 
ered to the depth of an inch or more with the loose casts of these fossils, 
which ean here be gathered in any quantity, by simply scraping them 
off the ledges. Other layers below, No. 11, also contain numerous 
fossils, but in very much less abundance, and casts of Unio are found 
in large numbers, while they are very scarce in the upper strata. 
Scarcely any fossils were found in the beds other than those specified. 

In the vicinity of Bitter Creek Station, some four or five miles distant 
in a general westerly or southwesterly direction, Mr. Fi 
Meek examined outcrops of some 275 feet of alternat- . By Pai 
ing beds of soft grayish and buff sandstones and whit- aoe a 
ish shales and clays, the uppermost of which, judg- CS i 
ing from the dip and strike, must have been as SS P 
much as 200 feet below the lowest member of the =a 
Table Rock section given above. No fossils” = 
were found except fragments of fossil-wood ; = 
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artesian boring at the station penetrated £ 
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SECTION AT BLACK BUTTES. 

country, affording no prominent outcrops by which the character of 
the intermediate “beds could be ascertained. 
BLACK BUTTES.—Between the station of Bitter Creek and that of Black 

Buttes, the next to the westward, is a distance of about nine miles by rail- 
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road, but ina direct line it is much less, probably not over seven miles, if, 
indeed, itisthat. A straight line between the two points would run almost 

: directly across the dip, which will average, in the whole distance, not 
over 5° or 6°, thus giving a probable thickness of the tilted strata, be- 
tween the stations, of over 2,000 feet. We were unable to make a 
detailed examination for the whole distance; the 275 feet of sandstones, 
&e., examined by Mr. Meek, would be included in its upper portion, and 
at Black Buttes a detailed section of some hundreds of feet of the beds 
was made by Mr. Meek and myself. Above this section, looking away 
to the eastward, we could see near at hand, from a little eminence, sev- 
eral hundred feet of alternations of reddish, purple, and bluish-ashy 
Shales and sandstones, with a few streaks of black carbonaceous shales, 
and beyond them, in the distance, a great development of whitish beds, 
extending as far as anything could be satisfactorily distinguished by the 
eye. The whole landscape was aboutas desolate as could well beimagined, 
a series of steep rocky ridges, formed by the upturned edges of the 
harder sandstones, with irregular shallow valleys between. Some of the * 
reddish beds suggested, by their appearance, the supposition that their 
color was due to the combustion of lignite beds below, a hypothesis 
which was sufficently verified in numerous other instances in our exami- 
nation. The succession of the strata will be seen on page 526, Fig. 54. 

Section at Black Buttes Station. 
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3. Thin-bedded grayish and brownish sandstone ...... il 
Aa DY UE ES Wh Crete oo oo cs arsie aes eta et ME 1 
5. Bluish laminated CNG SiS hacen irk Ce ak sO UM ER Ee ee ses I 6 
6. Red laminated sandstone and shale...........-..-. 20 
7. Thin laminated sandstone (6 or 8 inches) and yellowish 

SWAG Sire ectereee tee carey rs ee epee ape Mine 10 
Sin IGE hrs eg OS cree ROE rea UI a eA 14 
9. Light-colored laminated sandstone, becoming darker 

USL Se BA Ane ey Atha aleaii 21 carga ea MISE OR ein tay 9 = 
10. Shale, dark colored below, and lighter and more - 

SAU We ADOVC) cee ere ena gee eee ace ere Ae se 7 
11. Light gray laminated, shale, capped with a thin sand- | 

OFT NN es ae NA Ul fea UR a a rae Sia E 
SD, Orig We Aer aeipe eI LT AN AOE ite een es abe 
13. Arenaceous shales, with a darker seam near middle. 12 
14, Coal 44 feet, with dark shale above and below.....- 6 
15. Shale, darker above, with thin laminated sandstone, 

QUES Ee yonceagees, Sie eta aap ese ante 5 
he. Coal and-carbonaceous Shale; 2.2000 ee 3 
17. Dark grayish buff sandstone, containing numerous 

leaves and bones of saurian ......... Cop saa cao 2 | 
8 

<i 
18. Shaly beds with thin sandstone lamine..........-.- 
19. Coal 2 feet, with carbonaceous shale above and be- 

20. Thin laminated dark gray and heght shales, contain- 
ing numerous fossil shells (br ackish water) in lower 
portion; some thin laminz of sandstone.......... 6 

Bhp SOR oo ee ee Ee EE a lal So en ga 14 to 2 
22, Shale’. .... EE SENET a Sie ee ea i De aeyoan aces 6 in. to 1 \ 
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23. Soft bluish white sandstone, mostly massive, but in 
places thimybedded)y-:,:2 tin Hote). 6 ereishe <r ae eee 15 ) 

24, Massive light gray or grayish buff sandstone, in | 
places almost dark brown, also becoming laminat- \F 
CCAM ATG Sie Were aia sis 25) apa bgeed ela heen mia a caer - 10 

25. Soft light grayish sandy shales and CLAS aie ieee ae 12 | 
26. Grayish. buff, massive sandstone ..-..--..-..--.--. 20.5 
27. Thin sandstones alternating with grayish shaly clays, i 

the sandstones almost entirely disappearing in the G 
lower por oon Skis is aa al gi A AWE a VL cae ye Ea 130 § 

370 to 371 feet. 

The above section was mostly made up from Mr. Meek’s notes, which 
were more minute than my own, though they agreed together in 
the main. It is serviceable in pointing out the exact horizon of the 
fossils procured here, which were mostly from the thin layers of Nos. 
15, 17, and 20, with some vegetable remains in some_of the higher sand- 
stone layers. Apart from the fossils, the beds in most instances failed 
to afford well-marked horizons, and sections taken on different lines 
over the exposures would show numerous differences in the alternations 
of sandstone, shale, &c., from the oneabove given. The broken charac- 
ter of the ridges caused by the superior hardness of certain strata or 
portions of strata over others, sufficiently indicated this variability. 
The coal-beds themselves, I have reason to believe, partake somewhat 
of this character; in the section they appeared to be of the thickness 
given, while in some of the openings it was stated that a very much 
greater thickness was found. One or two exceptions, however, may 
be mentioned to the generalrule: the reddish sandstone, No, 6, appeared, 
as far as our examinations extended, to be a pretty constant stratum, 
and the heavy sandstones, Nos. 23 to 26 inclusive, with their underlying 
thin laminated grayish sandstones and shales, No. 27, formed a very 
well marked horizon. It seems quite probable, indeed, that the 
series of buff and whitish massive sandstone here, Nos. 23 to 26, is the 
same as that which appears on the other side of the synclinal, at Sepa- 
ration, in the heavy face of grayish buff sandstone covered in places 
with a thin stratum of whitish rock, which formed the lowest member 
of the series observed there. The two agree very closely in lithological 
characters, and apparently also in being the first rocks of this character 
metewith in passing downwards from the soft fresh-water Tertiary beds 
which fill the synclinal fold. If this supposition is correct we have one 
pretty definite horizon which will materially aid in determining approx- 
imately the age of these beds. It is to be regretted that our examina- 
tions near Separation afforded no fossils from the strata nearest the 
heavy sandstone. 

The fossils found here, besides the vertebrate remains, were mostly 
from No.-20, and consisted of shells of the genera Ostrea, Anonvia, Cor- 
bicula, Corbula, Oyrena, Goniobasis ? and Viviparus, indicating a brack- 
ish water fauna, and one decidedly different from that of the sandstones 

_ farther east. The point where the fresh-water deposits begin, and the 
estuary or brackish-water life ceased, could not be determined, but I 
am inclined to think that it is not very far above these beds, perhaps a 
little beyond the scope of the section given above. Mr. Meek was dis- ~ 
posed to give the separation as very near this point, considering the — 
brackish-water deposits most probably Cretaceous, and those above them — 
Tertiary. It is possible that there is no very definite horizon of § meee 
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tion, but that the two shade into each other through perhaps several 
hundred feet of non-fossiliferous sandstones and shales, and without 
fossils it is not possible to decide the question. In the other beds only 
a few oyster-shells were obtained, but fossil leaves were abundant in 
some, and in No. 17 we obtained some huge reptilian bones. The 
remaining portions of the skeleton were exhumed by Professor Cope 
a little after our visit, and found to belong to a large Dinosaurian, 
for which he has proposed the name Agathaumus sylvestris, and which 
he considers as affording conclusive proof of the Cretaceous age of these 
Strata. 

The thin sandstones and clays, No. 27, forming the lowest member of 
the section last given, appear at the base of the bluffs on the northern 
edge of the bottom-lands of Bitter Creek for a distance of two or three 
miles northwest of Black Buttes Station, where there appears below 
them, and apparently dipping unconformably beneath them, a massive, 
bluish-white soft sandstone, with some intercalated clays and harder 
lamine of grayish sandstone. This apparent unconformability is best 
noticed by viewing it from a little distance to the westward, but is suf. 
ficiently prominent at the point where the two beds appear nearest to- 
gether, only a little valley intervening. At this point the dip of the 
underlying beds is nearly southeast about 18°, while that of the over- 
lying rocks is only from 5° to 79, and nearly due east. This unconfor- 
mability also makes the thickness of these lowest beds of the Black 
Buttes section less at this point than elsewhere; here it appears not 
over 130 feet, while a range of bluffs stretching away to the southward, 
and to all appearance capped with the heavy sandstone which is seen 
at the station, show a long slope of not less than two or three hundred 
feet of these beds. 

The following section was taken by Mr. Meek and myself in a wind- 
ing walk over the hills from a point some six miles northwest of the 
Station, to the place where the two apparently unconformable series 
come together, already mentioned as some two or three miles from the 
station at Black Buttes. It was made by walking across the dip, esti- 
mating or measuring the thickness of each bed. In this manner the 
lowest beds were first met with, but for the sake of uniformity with the 
other local sections given in this report, and for convenience of refer- 
ence, I number the different strata in the descending order, commen- 
cing with the uppermost member already described as underlying No. 
27 of the previous section: 

Section taken between Black Buttes and a point six miles east of Point of 
focks. 

Feet. 
1. Soft bluish-white sandstone, with intercalated clays D) 

alg harderorayish lamin. 2 2s .e)seee ose ea cis 
2. Whitish clays and shales with some laminated sand- | 

SEOME se pie (Se). VIL ee, ee Biss 3s ee aoe aig 48 
3. Coarse grayish and buff sandstone -.............-- 6 
4, Whitish sandy clays and dark carbonaceous shale H. 

wackithin seam: of Coml 7 Fess) 5845 eel Sadie Jed 20 
5. Massive light gray and whitish sandstone ...-....- 30 | 
6. Whitish sandy clays with some carbonaceous shale ; | 

VALE, CSAS NOIR eh ea) <5 ey lise) os po Pa ape ee ee 23 
7. Grayish buff sandstone, mostly heavy bedded...... Bile) 
8. Grayish and dark carbonacous shales with appear- ; 

ance of coal; fused and burnt redin parts........ 20 1. 
9. Soft grayish sandstone with Ostrea..........-..--- 5 

LES 
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10. Dark laminated clays, burnt reddish in places..-... 5 ae 
11. Light-colored sandy clays, passing into bluish-white 
ig sandstones e000, 055.) sO Mea, Gael 
12. Heavy bedded reddish and gray sandstone, Ostrea. . 30 i Bal 
13. Light grayish and sandy clays and shales with seams 

of brownish. sandstone, (estimated) ...........-- 
14. Valley, perhaps 30 to 50 feet; strata unseen. 
15, Light and dark-colored shales, with probally some ) 

tim seams of ‘coals ose 2 IHsele Stereo 80: 
16. Light drab-colored shales with some carbonaceous 

seams, and some thin-bedded, ripple-marked gray- 
ishUsandstone’: 2 e288 Meee. ae ee a 64. 

17. Bluish and grayish laminated clays with some car- 
bonaceous seams, and some thin-bedded sandstone 
layers.in uppermost part sss Oo ee ees 75 

18. Reddish brown and grayish sandstone. ..........-. 8 
19. Bluish and grayish laminated clays with some ear- 

bonaceous layers": it. 20 5e SE 26 
20. Grayish sandstone, weathering brownish. (220004848 4 
21. Ash-colored sandy clays and shales otis SNR Be 12 K. 
220 BLOW MISh, SANCUSO! EL sh eee) isis Bane 3 
Zoe ine ht. sand y7shalens sa. tise eee ee ON ieee ae 2 
24. Impure coal or dark carbonaceous shale ....1...--- 2 
25. Carbonaceous and grayish shales or clays....-...-. 24 
26. Bluish gray concretionary sandstone ...-.... eS ee 4 
27, Arenaceous' shales ‘or clays 2224 t)) 005 Secs pace 14 
28. Grayish and carbonaceous Shales; appearance of 

COME eis Ie PE OE ROR LBT SEA ea ICEMAN aL an 8 
29. Bluish arenaceous shales or clays ......-..-..----- 13 
30. Laminated -bluish white sandstone and sandy shale. 20 
ol. Gray Sandy Shales). Sen Sie) peu celts od see Peace 3} 
32. Heavy bedded coarse sandstone, whitish in upper 

portion, and brownish buff below................ 130 

No. 1 of this section shows signs of having been much disturbed 
locally. In one or two places I noticed a local dip to the south or south- 
west. This may, perhaps, be due to a slipping of the beds on each other. 
This disturbance, in connection with that observed at Hallville, here- 
after to be mentioned, suggested the possibility that the apparent uncon- 
formability between these beds and those of the previous section might 
in reality be due to a faulting of the strata, with lateral twisting, 
although the appearance as far as our examination extended, seemed to 
favor the contrary view. I am inclined to accept this as the true 
explanation of the appearance as nothing in the character of the rocks 
themselves, and in the contained fossils, shows any such decided change, 
as might be expected with such an evidence of difference of epoch. 
Apparently the same oyster and a peculiar vegetable impression 
(already noted ‘as seen in the rocks at Carbon and Fort Steele) were 
found in several of the sandstone layers above and below the disturb- 
ance. | 

The dip of the heavy sandstone No. 32, at the base, and also at the © 
western end of the series, was nearly due east, and not over 6°, while, 
owing to the local disturbance, that of the uppermost bed, at the east- — 
ern extremity, was southeast, and nearly 20°. In the intermediate bedsit — 
would scarcely average over 5° or 6°, with a direction a little south of — 
east. There appeared throughout to be numerous local changes as to — 
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degree in the dip, and the total average thickness, though greater, per- 
haps, than that we have given in our estimates in the detailed section, 
is hardly as much as would be indicated by the angle of the dip at 
numerous points where it was taken. 
HALLVILLE.—The horizon of the -Hallville coal is included in this 

section, though the mines themselves are at least one and a half miles 
distant from any part of the line, and are separated from it by the bot- 
tom-lands of Bitter Creek. The coal itself could not be recognized, and 
perhaps is only represented by some of the carbonaceous seams noticed 
between Nos. 8 and 20. The surface indications, however, are possibly 
deceptive, and excavations would, perhaps, discover the coal as fully 
developed as at that place. We visited Hallville, and made a rapid 
examination of the surroundings. The mines had not been worked for 
a considerable period, and the place was entirely abandoned at the time 
of our visit. The drifts had partially fallen in, and we were unable to 
procure any fossils from the roof-shales, &c., of the coal; for tie same 
reasons, we could not get a very good section of the mines. We no- 
ticed, however, a considerable local disturbance, including an apparent 
southwesterly dip, at one of the points visited. I have already men- 
tioned this disturbance in speaking of that noticed at the junction of 
sections 2 and 3; it seems to be altogether local, and certainly does not 
extend to the corresponding beds on the other side of Bitter Creek. 
That noticed in No. 1 of the foregoing section, although in a higher geo- 
logical position, may, as has been suggested, be due to the same cause, 
and simultaneous. In passing eastward from Hallville toward Black 
Buttes Station, we observed at a point considerably higher in the series 
a development of some 40 feet or more of whitish sandstone and sandy 
shale, which could be continued by the eye in the direction of the strike 
across the line of the section, in which it is represented mainly by No. 
5, and perhaps partially by the beds immediately below. This band of 
whitish sandstone and shale, though varying in width as it was traced 
by the eye, formed about the best and most continuous horizon in the 
section. In several cases one of the lignite seams had taken fire along 
its outcrop, and could be traced for a considerable distance by the baked 
and reddened clays immediately above it; but these were not generally 
So continuous over so long a distance, nor were they so valuable in 
determining the relative position of the Hallville beds in the series. 
For the most part, the remarks as to the variability of the characters of 
the rocks which were made in reference to the Black Buttes section 
will apply equally well here. The fossils found, with the exception of 
some leaves of dicotyledonous plants in some of the upper sandstones, 
and apparently the same as those noticed in the beds of the Black Buttes 
section, were all from beds Nos. 9 and 12, and consisted of only one or 
two species of oyster. The soft, sandy shale of No. 9 was in places al- 
most displaced by these shells, which made up, I should judge, nearly 
or quite one-half of the mass of the stratum. 

Passing west from Hallville, the heavy sandstone No. 32 forms high, 
nearly perpendicular bluffs on the right of the railroad, which here 
seems to run nearly along the strike of the great fold across which these 
sections are taken. The cliffs continue to border the railroad to Point 
of Rocks Station, where they open somewhat, and a higher series of 
beds come in view; beyond this place they again close in and continue 
near the track for the distance of a mile and a : half or more. The whole 
thickness of the beds is much greater than is given in the section, in 
which only their upper portion is included; I have roughly estimated 
it as much as 500 feet. For the most part the bluffs consist of a coarse, 
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heavy-bedded sandstone, generally light bluish-gray or whitish in color, 
but in places turning to yellowish or even reddish brown. It includes 
numerous local bands or seams of shale, grayish’ drab in color, and in 
parts dark carbonaceous with indications of coal. The rock itself in 
places passes into a coarse sandy shale, and this unequal hardness causes 
its exposures to assume a peculiarly rugged.and- rough appearance in 
many places, huge bastions standing out from the cliffs, and occasionally 
presenting rude resemblances to architectural forms. We found no 
traces of fossils anywhere in this sandstone, but from the appearances 
I should judge that a more extended examination might discover them 
in some of the intercalated carbonaceous shales. 

Point oF Rocks.—In the bluffs near Point of Rocks Station, and 
above the heavy sandstone, are four or five different seams of coal, the 
uppermost one of which must be at least 150 to 200 feet above it. Still 
above this, near the top of the hill, we found a bed containing a great 
abundance of a large species of oyster, different from those found in the 
beds Nos. 9 and 12 of the preceding section. We did not make a close 
examination of the beds here, as their horizon is included in ‘the section 
just described, though they do not correspond exactly in lithological 
characters. The better development of the coal here may be merely 
local; it did not appear so near the top of the sandstone on the line of 

- our examinations, and it seems almost too low in geological position to 
be referred to the horizon of the Hallville beds, although it may occupy 
the same. 
Commencing at the base of the great sandstone at a point about two 

and a half miles west of Point of Rocks, and proceeding westward near 
the railroad track, Mr. Meek and I observed the following succession of 
beds in the descending order: 

Section near the railroad between Point of Rocks and Salt Wells. 

Feet. 
1. Gray and drab sandy shales, with some harder bands of ) 

brownish sanG@st@me) | jn. k 8: ipa ces pee ela 20 | 
2. Massive drab sandstone.-22 2.22.5 ee ol. OS Ue 27 >M. 
3. Bluish and dark colored sandy shale -.......-...--..--- 3 
4, Gray sandstone with fossils ...............-. -.--..---- 14 
5. Yellowish and brownish-gray sandstone and shales ...... 55) 
6. Shaly and massive brownish and buff sandstone......-... 36 | 
7. Shale, partly dark colored ; appearance of coal.......--. 2) 
8. Soft bluish-white sandstone, mostly in heavy beds, some | 

of its upper portion laminated with a little dark shale, ls 
and appearance Of coal. 2... 24 6. Dna ee cee ee 30 

9. Grayish sandstone, weathering brown, shaly in places, | 
with some whitish beds above ............--..-5-.--. 45 

10. Heavy-bedded whitish sandstone ...................--. 14 
11. Brown or buff sandstone, with some sandy shale ......-. 22's 
12. Arenaceous shales and clays, yellowish or drab in color, O 

with thin laminz of harder brownish sandstone .-.... .. 155 ' ; 
13. Heavy-bedded buff and bluish-white sandstone and sandy ? 

SIDE WKS, Set Bs ea ne RE eae gt J OO EE oe CL 86 
14. Dark carbonaceous shale or coal ....-.........--.--+--. 24 
15. Soft grayish-buff and bluish-white sandstones, with yellow- 

ish-drab sandy clays and shales; some thin carbonaceous _ 
SBAMAG) 2 inne a Siete piace sheds eco Ge 2 Ly eh a eee Season 90 

16. Black earbonaceous shale or coal.........-.......-+..-. 24 
17. Brownish and dark-colored shales ......-......... ..--. 18 | 
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18. Grayish-drab massive sandstones. .....--...-..-..+...-. 20 | 
19. Ash-colored clays and sandy shales..........-.......... 13 
ZGs Wb Sh-=DuUte Sandstone. 20 aka ese Ln 3 } 
21. Light-colored sandy shales, with thin carbonaceous seams. 7 
22. Massive grayish-buif and whitish sandstone, with interca- 

lated light-colored sandy shales. ............-.. .... 132 | 
25, Oarponaceous Shale; trace of coals 2.2222. 2 elt... 2 
24, Grayish and bluish white sandstone and sandy shale .... 25 | 
Ze warbonaceous shale 2/2. 2.22: i See UN eG Rae 4 
26. Massive sandstone, bluish white above, grayish buff be- 

LOTTE iA es AN ace cE A ae ch A ae SR se a a 60 
27. Light-gray shale and shaly sandstone...... .- ARS ae 18 | 
woeeblrck Sale andacOale yt sk Ame 3s OE aed SAL AG 3-5 SJ 
29. Grayish-buff and bluish-white massive sandstones, some 

portions even weathering brown, with frequent interea- Q 
fations. o£ Soft) sandy, Shales’.5 92) 22 2) ee ek 200-300 

The thicknesses of the different beds given above are, as in the other 
sections, for the most part merely estimates, such as could be made by 
walking over the upturned edges of the strata. Iam of the opinion that, 
taken as a whole, the thickness is rather under than over estimated. 
The angle of the dip varied in different parts of the section: in the upper- 
most beds, which were at the eastern extremity of the line and farthest 
from the axis of the fold, the dip was from 5° to 8°, and from there it * 
decreased toward the westernmost and lowest exposures to from 2° or 
3° to 5°. The direction was throughout about the same, nearly north- 
east. The line followed commenced, as has been already stated, near 
the railroad-track, two and one-half miles from Point of Rocks, and ended 
at a point some distance to the right of the railroad, and nearly four 
mniles, in a nearly due northeast direction, from Salt Wells Station. 
A few leaves were found in one or two of the sandstone layers, but 

were not in any way characteristic, and the bed No. 4 was almost 
entirely made up of fossils and their casts, chiefly of a species of Axo- 
mia, together with oysters, Corbicula, Corbula, and a few specimens of 
Modiola and Goniobasis. 

With this last section is completed the whole series of variegated 
sandstones and shales on the eastern side of this great fold or anticlinal, 
which continues in the vicinity of the railroad from between Bitter 
Creek and Black Buttes Stations nearly to Salt Wells. The total thick- 
ness of this series, reckoning from a point east of Black Buttes to this 
place, cannot be much less than 4,000 feet, though in our estimates in 
the detailed sections we have rather fallen short of this total. This is 
mainly due to our caution against making an overestimate, and the 
nature of the exposures, which in many places only consisted of a very 
gradual slope or shallow valley, showing by its débris and on the sur- 
face the general character of the beds. The sections show the pecu- 
liarity of the series, its alternations of light gray, grayish buff, and 
whitish and brown sandstones, with drab and ash-colored shales and 
clays. As regards, however, the alternations themselves, these sections 
are for the most part correct only for the particular line on which they 
were taken, the great majority of the sandstone beds changing in respect 
to color, hardness, and stratification even within the distance of a few 
feet. I am of the opinion, moreover, that the coal-seams also share 
this general character of variability, but our examinations could not be 
sufficiently minute to determine to what extent this is the case. 

The accompanying wood-eut is intended as a general section of the 
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eries as observed by us. The general divisions correspond to those 
slleliy given, included in brackets, in the detailed sections, and 
a are indicated by the same letters. 

It is worthy of remark that, of the invertebrate fossils 
obtained by usas far down as to the baseof the series, not 
one is of a characteristic Cretaceous genus, but all have 
rather the aspect of a collection obtained from beds of 
Tertiary age. It is true that Mr. Meek, and I believe 
Mr. Emmons also, had considered that these beds might 
be most properly referred to the Cretaceous, but this 
was rather on account of the change in the general 
character of the fossil fauna from purely fresh-water, as 
in the characteristic Tertiary of this region, to brackish- 
water marine, and the specific affinities of a few of the 
fossils to California Cretaceous species, than from any 
very positive evidence. As far as I know, the only 
evidence of this kind is in the identification, by Profes- 
sor Cope, of the saurian remains found by us at Black 
Buttes. It seems to me highly probable, and indeed 
almost certain, that the workable coal-seams of Wyo- 
ming and Utah range from well-characterized Cretaceous 
strata, as at Coalville and Bear River City, through 
these beds, which may, perhaps, be best regarded as a 
gigantic transition series, into the purely fresh-water 
beds, usually consideed as of Tertiary age, as observed 
by us near Separation and elsewhere. 

SALT WELLS.—Near Salt Wells a very different series 
comes to the surface and occupies the axis of the anti- 
clinal at this place. The rocks are first seen along the ~ 
railroad, about four or five miles east of the station, 
and consist of grayish drab, thin-bedded sandstones and 
shales, with an entire absence of the heavy-bedded buff 
and whitish sandstones which form so prominent a fea- 
ture of the overlying rocks farther east. It forms the 
high bluffs some two or three miles south of Salt Wells 
Station, but is wanting in the immediate vicinity of the 
railroad at that point, and for some distance to the west- 
ward, as the station itself is situated in the valley along 
the anticlinal axis. Two or three miles to the eastward, 
one or two cuts show sections of the beds close to the 
track, in which it is pretty uniformly a thinly laminated, 
dark grayish drab sandstone or sandy shale, and, is as 
far as we could see, entirely destitute of fossil remains. 
Mr. Meek examined the bluffs about two or two anda 
half miles southeast of the station, and found them to 
consist of very much the same general character of beds, 
with some intercalated clays, the whole, however, show- 
ing no very abrupt variations such as are to be seen in 
the rocks of the overlying series. No fossils were found, 
except indistinct traces of fucoids (?) and tracks of anne- 
lids. The thickness of the beds exposed in the bluff was 
about 480 feet, the uppermost of which, by estimate, 
was 250 to 300 feet below the base of the preceding sec- 
tion, making a total from the base of the bluff to the 
lowest member of the variegated sandstone series, of 
over 700 feet. Add to this the probable thickness of ae 

Fig. 55 

SECTION ALONG BITTER CREEK FROM TABLE ROCK TQ SALT WELLS, 
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beds between the bluffs and the center of the anticlinal valley, hardly 
under 300 or 400 feet, and we have over 1,000 feet for the thickness ~ 
of this formation. It seems probable that in its upper portion it con- 
tains some coal-seams, aS at one point on the railroad, about four or 
five miles east of Salt Wells, I observed an isolated outcrop of coal 
in the bottom of a ditch alongside the track, which, from its posi- 
tion, I judged to be below the heavy sandstone series. No seams 
were seen in any of the other outcrops near the track or in the 
bluffs. ; 
Rock SPRINGS.—Passing westward from Salt Wells we find on the 

other side of the valley the great series of variegated sandstones and 
clays re-appearing, but with a reversed dip to the northwest of some 10° 
or 12°. Below it we have a considerable exposure of the thin sandstone, 
which here appears to stand in more perpendicular faces than on the 
opposite side of the valley, and has a more reddish cast. ‘The sandstones 
and clays immediately above, which on the eastern slope of the fold 
showed no very numerous or valuable seams of coal, here appear to be 
the great repository of that material; the lowest seam worked, that at 
the Vandyke mine, is apparently only a short distance, perhaps a few . 
hundred feet, above the base of the series, and other veins occur within 
short vertical distances of each other immediately above it. We made 
no detailed section on this side of the anticlinal, but from our examina- 
tions we judged that no very close parallelism existed between the beds 
of the two slopes, although the series preserved the same general char- 
acters on both. The principal coal-seam worked at Rock Springs, from 
9 to 11 feet in thickness, overlies a heavy bed of bluish-white sandstone 
very similar to many of those noticed farther east. The record of an 
artesian boring made at the mines gives, as it was reported to me, some 
sixteen seams of coal, varying from 18 inches to 8 feet in thickness,, 
passed through ina depth of not more than 730 feet. Some of these 
may, perhaps, be only beds of carbonaceous shale, but it seems to be 
beyond question that the coal-seams are better developed here than 
farther east. Still other veins occur in a higher horizon than was. met 
with in the boring, but they are of less importance. Opposite the sta- 
tion at Rock Springs, on the opposite side of Bitter Creek, a heavy 
bedded sandstone of perhaps several hundred feet in thickness appears 
in the rocky face of a bluff and occupies a considerably higher geological 
position. This may possibly be the equivalent of the heavy sandstone 
near Point of Rocks, to whichit bears a resemblance, but I am not inclined 
to positively identify disconnected beds in this formation. It seems, 
however, to be not far from the same relative position to the base of the 
series. 

Some distance below the principal coal-seam at Rock Springs, 50 to 
100 feet, or even more, we found a thin seam of hard sandstone, con- 
taining a great abundance of certain species of fossils, a strongly ribbed 
species of Corbula, a Modiola, and a Goniobasis, similar to those found near 
Point of Rocks, and a few imperfect specimens of Ostrea. There are 
other fossil-bearing beds in the vicinity, of which we heard accounts, but 
our specimens were all gathered in this stratum. 

West of Rock Springs the ledges of this formation may be seen on 
either side of the railroad for a distance of five or six miles, dipping to 
the northwest or west-northwest at very much the same angle as near 
the station. There is not, however, a good continuous exposure, but 
the upturned edges of the harder beds form slight ridges above the gen- 
eral level of the valley which intervenes between the station and the 
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range of hills to the westward. At the base of these hills we leave the 
series entirely, it passing underneath the Tertiary beds of which the range 
is composed. We did not examine the junction of the two series, but 
there seems, from a passing view, to be an unconformability here, the 
upper beds having a very slight dip to the west of not over 2° or 
3° altogether. These Tertiary beds, where they are cut through by the 
gorge of Bitter Creek, which the railroad follows, appear as thinly Jami- 
nated, whitish, or light-grayish arenaceous shales, showing in recent 
railroad-cuts a slightly bluish tinge. In places there appear bands of 
darker shale, and capping the hills as the road nears Green River is seen 
a heavier brownish or reddish sandstone bed, which forms the perpen- 
dicular mural escarpments and isolated castle-ike knobs which form so 
prominent a feature near Green River Station. In some layers the 
shales are dark-colored on freshly fractured surfaces and seem impreg- 
nated with petroleum, but they all appear to weather uniformly light 
yellow or whitish. 
GREEN RIVER.—A hill about two miles east of the station, at Green 

River crossing, on the southern side of Bitter Creek, gave the following 
section/from a rough measurement with a pocket-level: . 

Section near Green River Station. 

1. Heavy reddish-brown sandstone. ...- NRA 2 100 feet or more. 
2. Whitish arenaceous clays dr shales....-.....-.-. 500 feet. 
3. Reddish or brownish arenaceous shales.......-.-- 00 feet. 
4, Whitish arenaceous clays.......-..--.--.-+....-- 130 feet. 

The dip was very slight, but one or two degrees to the westward, and 
is indeed scarcely perceptible. It is best seen on the bluffs, on the im- 
mediate bank of the river, above the station, where the beds are seen to 
dip, with some slight local undulations, to the westward; and the well- 
known petrified-fish bed which, at its exposure on the railroad about two 
miles or a little more from the station, is only 40 or 50 feet above the 
river, at Green River City, is said to be found near the summit of the 
bluffs some hundreds of feet higher in acttial level. The reddish sand- 
stone which caps the hills at the station to the eastward does not appear 
very prominently to the westward, and perhaps passes into arenaceous 
shale in that direction. It appears probable that there are some local 
variations in this formation, but as a whole it presents in this respect a 
striking contrast to the series below. 
Bryan.—West of Green River City the beds seen at the river disap- 

pear, and still higher ones of the same group come in view. These we 
examined in the vicinity of Bryan, where we visited one or two conical 
buttes lying to the south of Black’s Fork and three or four miles from 
the station. We found these to consist of thinly laminated grayish 
sandstone or sandy shale, with, near the summit, some bluish, more 
argillaceous layers, and on the extreme summit a stratum of harder 
grayish sandstone filled with rough casts of Melanians, Unio, &e., and 
on one a great abundance of bivalve crustaccous remains, (Cypris,) all 
more or less silicified. The height of the buttes was not over 150 to 200 
feet, the strata perfectly horizontal. Beside these buttes the country in 
the vicinity afforded no good exposures, the surface being rather level 
and uniformly covered with a gravelly superficies completely hiding the 
underlying rocks. 
BRIDGER STATION.—West of Bryan we made no stop till we reached 

Bridger Station, where we examined to some extent the underlying — 
greenish-gray sandstones and reddish clays, &c., of the Wasatch group. 
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As far west as Carter the flat table-topped hills, composed of the whitish 
beds of the superior Bridger group, characterize the scenery, but be- 
tween that station and Bridger the underlying greenish and reddish gray 
sandstones appear, and near the latter station predominate. About a 
mile or more southwest of the station, in a hiil on the right bank of 
Muddy Creek, and near the railroad track, the following section was 
taken which I copy from Mr. Meek’s note-book. It shows the general 
character and variations of the lower formation, which is characterized 
by more massive sandstones and clayey beds, differing in color and 
other respects from the shales above: 

Section near Bridger Station. 
j Feet. 

1. Alternations of gray, rather coarse sandstones, and reddish and 
ash-colored arenaceous clays, some layers of the sandstone 
POSSUM CEOUS ete teas wie sa cyst terns ate Cone e rept cha ttaey Sista tes gees a 165 

2. Massive gray sandstone, stained reddish above .-.--.-.....-. 13 
3. Ash-colored and reddish sandy elays ..-.....-..-- NES a at 23 
AACR E ASV SBT VOM usa a pele cece ears apeteye egal ate’ ele cite aay alls aay 3 
5. Reddish and yellowish-gray sandy clays ..-...-..-----.-.-... 16 
6. Massive grayish sandstone, stained reddish above........-..- 23 
7. Reddish and ash-colored sandy clays....-.-..-. ....-.--. JE 20 
SRE AV SATUS LONE c22 01a 2.) 21 8) ) see) Me gehen ite, Soret Rees lean Ss fee 4 
Ge Wwihieishisandy clays (22 2. at ale ae asa as Ge calcd Ot ec 3 

Be Grayesandstone:. - 5 3 5 lasers etc tals Sod it Been a BEA RET y 
11. Reddish sandy clays with some , soft sandstone ..........0.0-. 15 
CLEAVE MASSIVE) SANCUSLONG se ee cheney e hee ol AILS 2 Ce HnINE as Mte 8 
is oreddishand yellowish clays <2 0. Pd ua ys ow ie 10 
PP GTAyISi SAanGsStone. Soo. SaaS. SOT eee 5 
15. Reddish and ash-colored arenaceous clays, with perhaps some 

FAVCES Of SATIOSCON OU Ls Per Ts en ALAIN AGC Sa 0e VNTR e 42 

The upper member of this section closely resembles, and is probably 
identical with, the beds forming a hill on the southeast side of the rail- 
road-track three-fourths of a mile or more northeast of the station. The 
same fossils (chiefly rough casts of a Velanian and a Unio) occur in a thin 
layer near the top of the hill. The dip in both cases was the same, 
nearly east, from 4° to 6°. From the summit we could see the reddish 
layers in ledges to the eastward, thus indicating that we were far, 
perhaps many hundred feet, below the top of the series. The beds 
seemed to dip unconformably below the more horizontal whitish strata 
of the Bridger group, and at one point, at least, I saw a patch of 
the upper for mation lying between the ridges of reddish sandstone. It 
would thus appear that there had been considerable denudation here, 
and that portions of the upper group had been washed away, leaving 
oniy these outlines to indicate their greater extension in former times. 
PIEDMONT.—Beyond Bridger the railroad, following the valley of 

Muddy Creek, turns to the south, and then bends slightly to the eastward, 
carrying the traveler again into the area of the higher group, but still 
showing at the base of the hills the heavy grayish sandstones and red- 
dish clays of the Wasatch formation. The junction was well observed 
in some high hills about a mile, or little more, east of Piedmont Station, 
in which the lower, 210 or 211 feet, was made up of the heavy-bedded, 
grayish sandstone, weathering reddish, with intercalated beds of softer 
sandy clays, the whole without, as far as we could detect, any trace of fos- 
sils, either animal or vegetable. Above this we rou ehly measured with a 
pocket-level some 229 feet of whitish beds, mostly argillaceous, but with 
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three or four ledges of white fossiliferous limestone. The Slope between 
each of the limestone-beds was thickly strewn with chips derived from 
the ledges, and the true character of the intermediate beds was largely 
concealed from this cause. They appeared, however, to be mainly 
whitish clays, with, in places, a slightly bluish tinge. The fossils were 
mostly fish- ‘remains, impressions of scales, spines, and bones, but in the 
upper ledge we found casts of a small Planorbis, and in the lowermost 
one a Helic, closely resembling H. Leidyi, from the Tertiary of the 
Upper Missouri. The upper beds here apparently dipped a little to the 
north of east, but scarcely more than two or three degrees altogether. 
The unconformability between them and the underlying rocks was not, 
as far as we could see, very noticeable at this point, though I thought 
that I saw in the lower beds a slightly increased dip to the eastward. 
These lower reddish beds are seen along the railroad to the west of this 
station in various places, and apparently lie unconformably upon the 
whitish Cretaceous strata which come into view in that direction. 
ASPEN.—The Cretaceous strata which appear near Aspen Station ap- 

parently belong to a lower member of the formation than any of the 
beds examined by us either to the east or west of this point. Immedi- 
ately at the station they form rounded hills, or ridges, rising to the 
height of 200 feet or more, and composed of hard, splintering, whitish 
and bluish slates, the former color predominating toward the summit, 
and the latter appearing near the base. These slates are full of fish- 
scales, with. occasional impressions of bones and teeth, and near the top 
of the hills we found a fragment of an Ammonite. The lower bluish 
beds are also well exposed in several cuts along the railroad for a short 
distance west of the station, and here also contain numerous fish re- 
mains; their color in places is nearly black. In one of these cuts, un- 
der the snow-shed just west of the station, we saw one or two thin 
layers of grayish limestone, full of unrecognizable fragments of fossils. 
The total thickness of these slates, from their lowest to their highest 
exposures, cannot be less than 300 or 400 feet; they pass beneath the 
level of the valley to the westward with an estimated dip of ten or 
fifteen degrees in a general west-southwest direction. To the westward, 
within a “distance of about two miles, there appear one or two parallel 
ridges, which, with the valleys between, must represent some 1,500 feet 
or more of overlying strata, consisting, as far as could be seen in the 
exposures of light gray and whitish sandstones, and light-colored clays, 
or shales. The railroad cuts through the westernmost one of these 
ridges at a point some three miles from Aspen, where we made the fol- 
lowing rough section: 

€ 

Section at Rock Cut. 

1. Light-colored shales and shaly sandstone........- 50 feet or more. 
2. Whitish sandstone containing Ostrea.......-...- 3 feet. 
Salaeht-colored shaly bed. 32.) )5) 520228 (eee 10 feet. 
4, Heavy-bedded whitish sandstone.-....-...-.... 40 to 50 feet. 
5. Alternating shales and thin sandstone-beds..... 40 feet or more. 

The heavy sandstone-bed No. 4 forms the crest of the ridge, the 
upper beds appearing on the slope in the artificial cut. The oyster in 
bed No. 2 was identified by Mr. Meek as Ostrea soleniscus, Meek, a species 
which we found farther west in Cretaceous beds at Coalville and else- 
where. The dip of the main sandstone was about 30° in a direction 
nearly southwest. 
A little west of this point is the interesting locality at old Bear River 
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City, where we stopped and made some examinations, the results of 
which are given elsewhere by Mr. Meek. 
EvANstTon.—After leaving Bear River City and Aspen, we spent a 

day or two at Evanston, and made-sections of the rocks about the coal- 
mines at Almy, on the north side of Bear River, some three miles to the 
northwest of the station. The section given below was taken in the 
hill back of the mines, and though not altogether a continuous one, it 
nevertheless represents pretty fairly the general character of the beds 
and their alternations. Nos. 1 to 24 inclusive were taken from near 
the summit of the hill down to the bottom in a ravine, which enters the 
bottom-lands of Bear River a mile and a half or more’east of Almy; of 
the rest, Nos. 25 to 39 inclusive were taken from exposures in a ravine 
immediately back of the village, and the remainder chiefly from artifi- 
cial exposures at the mines. The thicknesses as here given of the dif- 
ferent beds, except in the case of the last-named ones, are, as in most 
of our other sections, estimates made by the eye, more accurate meas- 
urements being impracticable with the attention we were able to give: 

Section of hill back of the Almy coal-mines. 
Feet. 

1. Coarse, pebbly, conglomerate with some intercalated sand- 
SEGHESHATIC CHL Gre eels UU OIA © LRN ENCE SL eA AM 50 

2. Yellowish and gray sandy clays, or soft, decomposing sand: 
BEOiMe arti sche s Pe FAR SLL oe BSc nce hl cues ACA Las Sie aU 70 

3. Massive gray. sandstone.-....-.- DUES ER ORR OS LAE LD EL He ie) Le 6 
4, Yellowish and gray sandy shales or soft sandstone......... 8 
5. Coarse grayish sandstone weathering brown...... ....-.... 25 
6. Reddish and yellowish sandy clays or shales........-.....-- 100 
7. Coarse grayish-brown sandstone and conglomerate.......... 15 
8. Reddish and ash-colored sandy clays or shales.....---....-- 100 
9:/Massive light-srayish~sandstone-2 20002225202... 00 12 

EUs Vetlowisly Sandy clays so) fe ok) Lelih Ns ON OU RAEI St 15 
11. Coarse, pebbly, reddish-gray sandstone......-./.....2-.--.- 15 
12. Soft grayish sandstone passing downward into decomposing 

FEATS s CONSTOMErALC YEA) BUNT N DIGI S Daler a ese es IN ade 52 
13. Yellowish sandy clays, some sandstone at base..........-.- 50 
rPandssone and conglomerates oes 32 Lee Le 25 
15. Gray and yellowish-gray sandstones and sandy shales. ...... 45 
16. Coarse sandstone and conglomerate........-.----..---.---. 8 
17. Sandy clays or shales, some parts reddish.................-- 50 
18. Conglomerate passing into coarse sandstone.......--..----. 16. 
19. Yellowish sandy clays or soft sandstone..........----.----- 32 
Pee OL SLOMETALE sia". Ls) As SERA, SSNS aI Te Ne 22 
21. Yellowish or reddish sandy shales OMClBY Se sane see sree. 50 
Pee ONS LOMICE ATCA 8 27 21> ae IE Sa DA NET PR LOD els 
23. Yellowish sandstone and aide CLAY SISGR RE PERM Tt 1a ». 50 
Pme OALSe:; CON MOMETAtG = Hela se yo eS LDP Eee EL 140 
25. Yellowish and whitish sandstone with some sandy clays.....- 170 
26. Dark-grayish sandstone and shales..........-...----.+----- 22 
27. Light-colored sandy clays or shales............- pene Lic 12 
PVA -SANASLONE ee an ee oo ae 10 
29. Grayish sandy shales with apparently some carbonaceous seams 

GST [LEIS 2 ae an AMIE aon ee I a Pe vive 150 
Mr MCOMistANOmOLAY, SANASEONE = -12)5.2 4,02. -joncn -o.cese ge ee = isle 12 
31. Grayish shales or sandy clays......- PRES SPM ce Mes ARR ASAE ALL 150 
32. Reddish and gray SAAS LONG Rais oie cre ahi res be is aa 4 
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Feet. 

33. Light-colored sandy shales, perhaps some sandstone......--. 45 
34. Light-gray or whitish sandstone.....................-.-..- 14 
35. Dark and light-colored sandy shales........-..-...-.... --- 60 
36. Dark grayish-brown sandstone....-.--...--..-..--.--.---- 20 
37. Dark-grayish shale with some carbonaceous layers and perhaps 

some thin seams of coal near base...........--------.---- 100 
38, Hard reddish sandstone =<... - 82 os). ac). es eee 5 
39. Soft argillaceous sandstone, some aries layers. 3.2. eee 20 
AD Coaleo ve were cfc ieee ace tao ae tien eee oe tisie cae s eee 44 
41. Dark clay....-.-..-.--.-.-+------ APE VE ER oo 4 
42. Hard, impure coal—“ rock coal”. .......-- RP eH) Uso 5 & 2 
aie}, IGANG SA ae Ry iN) el mehslbees Cale eal e sioseleie wala a leleye else tee 93 
44, Hard, impure coal—‘‘ rock coal”.......-....2...-2--20---6- Ad 
ZUG COE ees ae a einer I Ham ORME NE ob onc ¢ 10 
46. Shale.and clay2 222653 62202 22 oe ott ece ns Cee eee 10 
ANRC GLO) i ee ee ISI CEN aI i ERC Oa EAI HI 5 oo 5 ALN ae 
43. Shaly clay;:Quout. ooo ie oe aioe sis oe eo alee r solo eee 20 
49, Iron ore, (ferruginous sandstone) .......--.....-.-----+ 02-0. 3 
50. Clay..-.. She A habeas Sia estan Lee SAI SO. 6 o,  o 15 
TD LE KY. Need SIs ay le Ie OL ENE MIM MMMM RETA TA SS oo a 

Still above the highest member of this section we could see from 500 
to 700 feet of sandstones and sandy clays or shales, which we did not 
examine closely. In fact, the wlgole of the upper part of the section is 

' only valuable to give an idea of the alternations and the general char- 
acter of the whole series. The sandstones afforded in no instance any 
trace of animal or vegetable remains, and the exposures of the softer 
beds were such as to give no evidences of any fossil contents, being 
generally slopes more or less covered with débris. The dip was through- 
out nearly northeast, varying perhaps a little to the eastward; its angle 
averaged from 17° to 20°. 

The first fossils found in place were seen in No. 32, which contained 
impressions of large leaves of dicotyledonous trees. About this hor- 
izon also we picked up a fragment of sandstone containing the cast 
of a Helix, which however might, judging from its appearance, have 
come from bed No. 30. Farther down bed No. 34 also contained leaf- 
impressions, and in No. 35 we found imperfect casts of bivalve shells 
resembling Unio. In No. 37, below its middle, we found a two-foot band 
exposed in a prospecting trench, almost entirely made up of small fresh- 
water-shells, Cyclas, Physa, &c., all crushed together and almost unrecog- 
nizable, except as to genus. 

Nos. 42 to 45 inclusive comprise the 26-foot seam worked at this 
point. The beds below were not seen by us, that portion of the section 
having been furnished by Mr. Deuel, superintendent at the mines of 
the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Company at this point. 
We also visited the hills on the north side of Bear River, northeast 

of Evanston, which we found to be composed,of very similar strata to 
those in the upper part of the Almy section, viz, alternations of coarse 
sandstones, conglomerates, and sandy clays. There seems to have been 
a considerable disturbance here besides the mere tilting of the beds, 
and from the altered direction of the strike, which is here nearly north 
and south, we were led to suspect a considerable lateral displacement 
with faulting, which might very possibly cause the appearance of the 
same beds in both these ‘hills, and those about Almy, although at first 
sight these would appear mueh higher in geological position. We did 
not attempt, however, to work out the geolaealS structure to any great 
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extent, as it would have required more time and labor than we were 
well able to give for that purpose. 
We did not discover any evidences of unconformability in the Almy 

section ; the whole formation seemed one continuous series. The fresi- 
water beds containing shells are, I think, certainly conformable to the 
coal; indeed, we observed thin carbonaceous seams in its immediate 
proximity. In the main section I have given the larger divisions, as 
exposed, on a line terminating at the mines, but the prospecting trench 
already mentioned, which was opened by Mr. Deuel some two miles 
below Alny, afforded the following section, which in the larger one is 
included in the lower part of No. 37: 

Section taken two miles below Almy in trench. 
Ft. In. 

Pacoal or carbonaceous shale... 2c. - Selo se ee see ce ce © 3. (0 
2. CHEN GUESS E es ie es Se ae A Se a Ree 2 0 
SMP LEREOURECE COA ae erctse sas o.m «ole aire clateial Sey scel sence atayae le erctetays) thera. 3. 0 
4, Hard argillaceous sandstone, containing and almost entirely 

made up of minute crushed fresh-water shells............ 0 
Pacorlworcarponaceous Shales. see cia c sce cle ee a asic cise LO 
Ga SAN YES ACS Sot <A sie cles a ese ace seals era Cane, Se telisy 12 0 
7. Coal, or carbonaceous shale, with clay parting........--.-. 4 6 
Sic, SS LREDUE COLPACE) Epes aed or ERC FEO ass Se Se Ee 20. 0 

Under this, according to Mr. Deuel,,is the heavy stratum of argilla- 
ceous sandstone, No. 39 of the section, which is seen at the mines above 
the main coal, and which contains numerous leaf-impressions. 

The fossils "found, both in this two-foot band and in the sandstones 
above, would indicate that the age of these beds was Tertiary, rather 
than Cretaceous, and that they might possibly be even more recent than 
Eocene. I do not know the grounds of Professor Cope’s reference of the 
coal at this point to the Cretaceous, while he admits the Tertiary age 
of some, at least, of the overlying sandstones ;* but as we found no 
break or line of demarkation in the whole 2,000 feet or more which we 
examined, and found our fossils in coal-bearing beds immediately above 
and conformable to the main coal, the facts, so far as they are known to 
me, do not’seem sufficient for such identification. 
From Evanston we went west to Echo and Coalville, which are 

reported on by Mr. Meek. 

* Pr. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1872, p. 279 
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ON THE EXTINCT VERTEBRATA OF THE EOCENE OF WYOMING, 
OBSERVED BY THE EXPEDITION OF 1872, WITH NOTES ON 
THE GEOLOGY. 

PHILADELPHIA, April 29, 1873. 
I send herewith a detailed report of the results of the paleontological 

‘survey of the Green River Tertiary basin, undertaken last summer by 
myself, under your direction. The report is not complete, but includes 
the general determination of the vertebrata, with special monographs 
on some of the mammalia. 

The expedition left Fort Bridger July 19, 1872, and followed the road 
to Cottonwood Creek, southeast eighteen miles, whence we made our 
first excursions into the bad lands. After this, our ronte lay along 
Cottonwood Creek to Smith’s Fork of Green River, thence along Black’s 
Fork, and thence to Green River City. We then followed Bitter Creek 
to Black Buttes, and, leaving theeline of the Union Pacific Railroad, 
traveled south towards the headwaters of the Vermiilion. Before reach- 
ing this point we explored the Mammoth Buttes, which form the water- 
shed between South Bitter Creek and Vermillion, and examined the 
bad Jands carefully. In reaching this point we crossed a portion of the 
Cretaceous formation, and I took especial pains to determine the rela- 
tions of the strata at these points. 
We returned from this region, and struck Green River seventeen 

miles above Green River City. We proceeded northwards to the mouth 
of Labarge Creek, and, returning a short distance, ascended Fontanelle 
Creek to near its source in the outlying ranges of the Ham’s Fork 
Mountains. The relation between the lake-deposits and the older strata 
here claimed special attention. We then descended Ham’s Fork to the 
Union Pacific Railroad and returned to Fort Bridger. 

Special expeditions were made to the region round Evanston, and to 
Elko, Nevada, with gratifying success. 

I leave discussion of the general results until the close of the report. 
I may premise that we obtained in round numbers‘one hundred species 
of vertebrated animals of the Eocene period, of which about sixty were 
new to science. We added two orders of mammals to those previously 
represented in this fauna in the United States, viz, the Quadrumana, 
(monkeys,) and Proboscidia, the latter in several types of remarkable 
interest. 

The present synopsis includes only the species of vertebrata collected 
by the expedition, with one or two exceptions, which is respectfully 
submitted. 

EDWARD D. COPE, 
Paleontologist, United States Geological Survey. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
In charge of Geological Survey of the Territories. 

30 GS 
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MAMMALIA. 

QUADRUMANA. 

In the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 
554,* the writer described a species of Quadrumanous Mammal under 
the name of Anaptomorphus emulus, comparing its dental and other 
characters with those of Simia. In the American Journal of Science 
and Arts, for November,f 1872, Professor O. C. Marsh announced that 
he believed that three genera previously described by him, viz, Thino- 
lestes, Limnotherium, and Telmatolestes,t were referable to the Quadrum- 
ana, saying that they ‘‘have the principal parts of the skeleton much - 
as in some of the lemurs.” Prior to either of these determinations, the 
author described a new genus and species as allied to Notharctus, Leidy, 
under the name of Tomitheriwm,|| but made no suggestion as to its ordi- 
nal position. 

On a re-examination of the last-named genus, I am satisfied that it 
also should be referred to the Quadrumana, and describe it as follows: 

TOMITHERIUM, Cope. 
\ 

* 

Dental formula 5755, in an uninterrupted series. Last molars with 
five tubercles, others with four; all low and slightly alternating, the 
outer wearing into crescents. Canines quite small. Incisors very 
prominent, the median pair with transverse cutting-edges. Symphysis 
coossified, projecting in front. In the molars, the adjacent horns of the 
two outer crescents unite with the anterior outer turbercle; the poster- 
ior outer is insignificant. There is a projection but no tubercle in front 
of the outer anterior turbercle. The premolars present but a single 
compressed conic crown; the posterior, however, widened behind, and 
with a low turbercle. The first and second premolars are one-rooted, 
(not entirely a generic character.) 

I base the distinction between this genus and Notharctus on the small 
canine, and the sub-horizontal position of the incisors ; believing that 
when other portions of the skeleton are studied, other differences will 
appear. 

The portions of the skeleton of the type species preserved are: the 
entire dentition of the lower jaw minus the crowns of the outer incisor, 
canine, and first premolar; the left ramus nearly complete, the extreme 
angle being wanting; the right humerus complete, with right ulna and 
radius, the latter lacking the distal extremity; a large part of the left 
ilium; the right femur nearly entire; part of the left humerus, meta- 
tarsals, &e. 

The mandibular rami are quite stout, but not very deep; the sym- 
physeal portion long and oblique, and the coronoid and condylar por- 
tions elevated, with axis at right angles to that of the horizontal portion. 
The condyle is well elevated, and the coronoid process small; the dental 
foramen is half way between the margins of the ascending ramus, and 
opposite the bases of the crowns of the molars. The inferior margin of. 
the jaw shows no tendency to inflection at a point immediately below 
this foramen, where it is broken off. The mental foramen is divided, 
the exits being at points opposite those between the premolars 1-2 and 
2-3. 

* Published October 12, 1872. t Published August 7, 1872. 
t Published October 8, 1872. || Published August 7, 1872. 
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The humerus has a round head, directed backwards and a little out- 
wards. The tuberosities arerather small, of about equal size, and obtuse; 
they inclose a short bicipital groove. The bicipital crests are very 
largely developed, and extend to the middle of the shaft, inclosing an 
open groove between them. The external is narrow and most elevated, 
the internal more obtuse and directed inward. The shaft is thus sub- 
triangular in section. The distal extremity is nearly at right angles to 
the axis of the proximal, and is much expanded transversely. <A large 
part of this expansion is caused by the truncate internal tuberosity, and 
by the less prominent external one. The latter is continued ina thin 
ala, which only sinks into the shaft at its middle. The condyles are 
small, the external the most prominent. ‘There is a shallow olecranar 
fossa, and no coronoid, and hence no supracondylar foramen. There is 
an arterial foramen above the internal tuberosity. 

The ulna is compressed, and contracts rapidly to the extremity. The 
olecranon is broad and obtuse, and the humeral cotylus oblique to the 
leng axis. The coronoid process is low. The shaft is‘remarkably 
curved from right to left,inward. The radius has a discoidal head, with 
central depression, and it was evidently capable of complete rotation. 
It exhibits a tuberosity and slight Hexure below the head. The distal 
extremity has a horizontal triangular section, with the apex internal and 
truncate; the shaft near it is quite flat. 

The left lium is obspatulate and flat, widest at the convex crest, and 
Slightly concave on the outer side. Itis rather thin, and the impres- 
sion for the sacral diapophyses is elongated. The inferior border thick- 
ens gradually to the acetabulum; the superior is excised so as to form 
an open concavity. 

The right femur is remarkable for its length. Its shaft is flattened 
from before backward, and without flexure. The great trochanter is 
large, and embraces a deep inlooking fossa. There is a flat tuberosity 
looking outward just below, and the little trochanter is a little below 
opposite to it. The condyles are sub-similar in size, the trochlear sur- 
face wide, but not flat, and the inner border thickened and considerably 
elevated. The femur is 1.75 times as long as the humerus; it was 
searcely longer, though a small piece is wanting from the shaft of our 
specimen. 
Remarks.— Having described the more important parts of the skeleton 

preserved, I now proceed to consider its systematic position, and the 
order to which it should be referred. : 

The first impression derived from the appearance of the lower jaw and 
dentition, and from the humerus, is that of an ally of the coati, Nasua. 
The humerus, indeed, is almost a fac simile of that of Nasua, the only 
difference being a slight outward direction of the axis of the head. The 
seme bone resembles also that of many marsupials, but the flat ilium, 
elevated position of dental foramen, and absence of much inflection of 
the angle of tie lower jaw, &c., render affinity with that group highly 
improbable, The length of the femur indicates that the knee was en- 
tirely free from the body, as in the quadrumana, constituting a marked 

_ distinction from anything known in the Carnivora, including Nasua. 
The round head of the radius indicates a complete power of supination 
of the fore foot, and is different in form from that of Carnivora, includ- 
ing Nasua ; and, finally, the distal end of the radius is still more different 
from that of Vasua, and resembles closely that of Semnopithecus. 
We have, then, an animal with along thigh free from the body, a fore- 

foot capable of complete pronation and supination, and a form of lower 
jaw and teeth qaite similar to that of the lower monkeys. The form of 
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the humerus and its relative length to the femur, are quite as in some of 
the lemurs. The most marked difference is seen in the increased num- 
ber of teeth; but in this point it relates itself to the other Quadrumana, 
as the most ancient types of Carnivora and Ungulates do to the more 
modern; e. g.. Hyenodom to the former, and Paleosyops to the latter. 
In its special dental characters it shows a close resemblance to small’ 
types of the Kocene, which have been regarded as low Perissodactyles, 
as Hyopsodus, &e. 

TOMITHERIUM ROSTRATUM, Cope. 

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 470, (published by the 
author, August 7,) 1. c., 1873, (read April 18.) 

This species was about the size of the prehensile-tailed monkey, so 
frequently seen in shows. The first and second premolar have but one 
root, the base of the second being about the size of the base of the 
canine. The latter are cylindric at base.- The incisors form a parabolic 
outline, and have entire edges, the middle pair transverse ones. Hnamel 
generally smooth, premolars somewhat striate; an indistinct inner cin- 
gulum. 

Measurements. 
; 4 M. 
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The specimens on which this species was founded were found together 
by the writer near to Church Buttes, Wyoming. 

NOTHARCTUS, Leidy. 

Geological Survey, Montana, 1871, p. 364. 

This genus is but little known, but is probably one of those which as- 
sociates characters of lower quadrumana with Cercoleptes and other 
Fenon 
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NOTHARCTUS LONGICAUDUS, Cope. 

Pantolestes longicaudus, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 467, (August 3.) 

This form is one of those mixed types which are so abundant in the 
Bridger Group. Its dental formula is M. 3, P. M. 4, ¢. 1, ineisors un- 
known. The molars in the only specimen known are so worn as to pre- 
clude exact description. They evidently possessed anterior and posterior 
lobes, separated by a valley, which was most expanded on the inner side. 
The last molar exhibits a short heel posteriorly, which probably sup- 
ported a small tubercle. The three premolars are all two-rooted and 
compressed in form. The last presents a crown composed of one large 
anterior compressed cusp, and a much lower posterior one. There is a 
slight cingulum in front. The canine is lost, but its alveolus indicates 
that it was a stout tooth. 

So far as the known dental structure goes, this species resembles nearly 
the Notharctus of Leidy, but possesses a more carnassial fourth premolar. 

Themandibular ramus is quite slender, and there is a large foramen 
below the first true molar., The masseteric fossa is pronounced. 

I originally assigned but 3 P. M. to this species, but now find that it 
possesses four, thus resembling Notharctus. It differs from all the 
species described by Marsh, in having the second premolar two-rooted, 
and from Leidy’s two species in its slender proportions. ; 

The remains of this species were found together by the writer in the 
Bridger beds on Black’s Fork, Wyoming. : 

ANAPTOMORPHUS, Cope.’ 

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 554, published by the 
author October 12. 

This genus is represented by the left ramus mandibuli of a single 
species. The posterior portion is broken away, and the teeth remaining 
perfect are the P. M. 2, and M. land 2. The ramus, though small, is 
stout, and deeper at the symphysis than at the last molar. What ap- 
pears to be the dental foramen is nearly opposite the bases of the crowns 
of the molars. The mental foramen issues beneath the first premolar. 

Dentition of the ramus mandibuli, In. 2, C. 1, P. M. 2, M. 3, total, 16. 
It differs from monkeys in some respects; there is no interruption in the 
Series near the canine, and the symphysis, though massive, is not coos- 
sified. Further details are, the last molar is three-lobed and elongated 
behind. The composition of the crowns of the preceding molars consists 
of four opposed lobes, which are very stout, and connected transversely 
by a thin ridge behind, or in close contact in front. The premolar tooth 
which is best preserved, is a perfect second, which, while having two 
roots, possesses a crown which stands almost entirely on the anterior, 
presenting a curved sectorial crest forward and upward. 

The dentition is more typically quadrumanous in this genus than in 
the last, and it might be referred decidedly to Lemuride were it not for 
the unossified symphysis. It no doubt represents a distinct group or 
family from Tomitherium, and one more nearly related to the existing 
types of Madagascar and South Africa. 

ANAPTOMORPHUS ZMULUS, Cope, loc. cit. 

This species was about as large as a marmoset or a red squirrel. The 
enamel of the teeth is entirely smooth. 
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Measurements. 
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From the Bridger Beds of the upper valley of Green River. 

CARNIVORA. 

MESONY xe Cope. 

This genus was decried by the writer in the Proceedings of the 
American Philosophical Society for 1872, p. 460, and published in an 
advance edition of the same paper on July 29, 1872. It was there 
referred to the Carnivora, and stated to resemble Hycnodon in some 
respects. I propose on the present occasion to attempt a more exact 
determination of its structure and relationships. The only species yet 
certainly referable to itis Mesonyx obtusidens, Cope, |. c., which is repre- 
sented by a fragmentary skeleton. There are preserved portions of 
the skull with the teeth, chiefly mandibular; numerous vertebrae from 
all parts of the column; parts of scapula, ulna and fore feet; portions 
of pelvis, femora, tibiw, tarsals, metatarsals, and phalanges. 

The numerous unguiculate digits, the sectorial character of the molar 
teeth, and the characteristic form of the astragalus demonstrate this 
genus to belong to the Carnivora fissipedia. It becomes interesting, then, 
to deterniine the relations of an Hocene type of the order to the families 
now living. 

The cervical vertebre are damaged. The dorsals are strikingly smaller 
than the lumbars, being less than half their bulk. They are opistho- 
ceelian with shallow cups, and the centra are quite concave laterally 
and inferiorly. The centra of the lumbars are more truncate, with a 
trace of the opistheelian structure, and are quite depressed in form. 
The median part of the series is more elongate than in the correspond- 
ing vertebre of the genus Canis. They exhibit an obtuse median longi- 
tudinal angle, on each side of which, at a little distance, a nutritious ar- 
tery entered by aforamen. The zyg apophyses of the posterior lumbars 
have interlocking articulations, the posterior with a convex exterior ar- 
ticular face, the anterior with a concave anterior one. The sacrum is 
not completely preserved ; three co-ossified centra remain. These are 
more elongate and the diapophyses have less expansion than in Felis, 
Hyena, Canis, or Ursus. They are much flattened, and the middle one 
has two slight median longitudinal angles. The caudal vertebrae indicate 
a long tail, “with stout base, Its proximal vertebree are depressed, and 
with broad anteriorly-directed diapophyses. The more distal vertebrae 
have sub-eylindric centra; the terminal ones are very small. 

The glenoid cavity of the scapula is shallow ; the coracoid process is a 
short hook separated by a strong groove from the edge of the former. 
The spine is well developed. In the character of the coracoid, this 
genus resembles Felis more than Canis or Ursus. The ulna exhibits 
little trace of articular face for the radius, less than in Felis or Canis. 
Its humeral glenoid face is more convex transversely in its anterior or 
vertical por tion than in those genera, and a little more than in Ursus. 
In the hind limb the femur sesctclaies that of other Carnivora in all 
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essentials. The rotular groove is narrow and elevated, the inner margin 
a little higher. The condyles are rather narrow, the inner with less 
transverse and antero-posterior extent, and separated by a wide and 
deep fossa. The patella is narrow, thick, and truncate at one end. The 
proximal end of the tibia exhibits a very prominent and well elevated 
crest or spine, which bounds a deeply excavated fossa. The articu- 
lar faces are separated by a deep notch behind; the external is a 
little the larger and is produced into a point outwards and backwards; 
it lacks the notch of the antero-exterior margin so distinct in Canis, but 
possesses an emargination at the outer base of the crest homologous 
with it. The general form is, however, more like that of Canis than of 
Felis, and least like that of Ursus. The distal extremity of the tibia 
presents Carnivorous characters. The two trochlear fosse are deeply 
impressed, the outer wall of the external one being formed by the fibula 
only. The anterior marginal crest is more elevated than the posterior, 
and presents an overlapping articular face between the fossx for a cor- 
responding tuberosity of the neck of the astragalus. The inner malleolus 
is entirely without the groove for the tendon of the tibialis posticus 
muscle, and therefore different from many of the digitigrade Carnivora. 
It has an ovate truncate surface. On the anterior face opposite the 
inner trochlear groove is a rather small but deep fossa. 

The astragalus has an elongate oblique neck and a navicular extremity 
slightly expanded inwards. The trochlear ridges are well elevated, and 
not very oblique to the true vertical plane, being much as in the dog. 
The distal extremity is quite different from Felis, Hycena, Canis, and 
Ursus in having a rather narrow convex facet next the cuboid bone ex- 
tending from front to rear, and in having the navicular facet pulley-like 
or slightly concave in tranverse section, while it is strongly convex 
antero-posteriorly. This is part of the peculiarity presented by the 
hind foot in this genus. Behind the navicular facet, on the superior 
face, is a tuberosity which stops the flexure of the foot by contact with 
the tibia; a trace of it is seen in the dog. The calcaneum has the com- 

~ pressed form of the digitigrades, but the broader interval, and convex 
external astragaline facets resemble much more those in the bears. The 
cuboid facet is a frustum of a triangle with the apex directed inwards 
and downwards. ; 

The metapodial bones are rather elongate, and flattened so as to be 
transverse in position. A second metatarsal is more flattened than 
corresponding bones of Canis and Felis. Its cuneiform facet is some- 
what concave transversely. The phalangeal condyles are furnished with 
al anterior and inferior carina, which is wanting above; the articular 
face is wide above as in Canis, ard is bounded by a transverse fossa as 
in digitigrade genera. The phalanges of the first series are elongate 
and curved as in Felis, being reiatively longer than in Ursus. Phalanges 
of the others series are quite short. The unguesare short and flattened, 
their inferior surface is nearly plane, and the superior but little convex. 
A shallow groove divides the upper face longitudinally to the ex- 
tremity. The margin below is acute to a slightly contracted neck. 
There is no indication of collar for reception of the horny sheath, except 
perhaps a slight area of fracture on each side, and theré is no projecting 
tuberosity below for insertion of flexor tendon. The middle of the 
proximal part of the unguis is a raised plane, and on each side of it, 
at the neck, two arterial foramina enter. There isa small foramen in the 
groove, and several smaller ones near the margin. These ungues re- 
semble somewhat those of some tortoises. They were found with the 
other phalanges, with which they agree in size and articulation, and no ° 
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doubt belong to the same animal. It is evident that they differ in 
character from those of most existing Carnivora. The penultimate 
phalanges agree with them in the depressed form of their proximal ar- 
ticular faces, wanting entirely the triangular form so characteristic of 
Carnivora, especially of the cats and dogs. The short, flat shaft of the 
same is almost equally peculiar. 

The cranium is fragmentary. The malar bone of the right side is 
similar in position and form to that of the Canide, especially in the 
presence of a weak angle only, to mark the posterior border of the orbit. 
It has a much less expanded union with the maxillary than in these 
animals, and is proximally shallower, thicker, and more prominent. Its 
posterior portion is more plate-like. 

There are numerous teeth preserved, but separate from the skull, and 
mostly mandibular. The inferior canine is stout especially in the root, 
which is a flat oval in-section. The crown is but little curved, slightly 
compressed, and without edge or groove. The premolars graduate into 
the molars, so that the line of distinction is not easily “drawn. The 
first premolar has a single root; the crown is slightly conic, with a 
small tubercle at the base behind. This tubercle inereases in size on the 
premolars 2 and 3, and becomes on the true molars a longitudinal 
cutting edge extending along the axis of the crown, not much elevated 
above a wide base. It occupies half the length of the crown in the 
larger molars, and is preceded by an elevated conic cusp. In front of 
the base of this, a small conic tubercle projects forwards, which appeared 
as arudiment on the third premolar. The number of mandibular teeth 
would appear to be, P. M. 3, M. 4. No portions certainly referable to 
the superior molars were found. 

Conclusion. In summing up, it may be accepted as a result of the 
above analysis that the genus Mesonyx represents a family of Carnivora 
digitigrada, distinct from any now living on the globe. The form of the 
astragalus renders it probable that the inner toe is wanting or rudimen- 
tal, and that there were four digits on the hind foot. The foot was also 
short, and the claws flat, and altogether without prehensile use, but 
rather adapted for aquatic life. The number of molars exceeds that in 
any recent terrestrial family of Carnivora except the Protelide, and their 
sectorial form allies it at once to the extinct Hyenodontide. To this 
family the genus Mesonyx may possibly be at present referred. Amongre- 

_ cent families it approaches nearest the Canide,but has structures borrow- 
ed from others, while its numerous molars constitute a point of greater 
generalization than any. Although sectorials, this character is not 
nearly so marked as in the existing Carnivora, the cutting edge being 
obtuse and occupying half the crown only, while the elevated cone occu- 
pying the remainder distinguishes the genus from these and from Hye- 
nodon also. The lobe corresponding to this cone 1s preceded in Hycenodon 
by a cutting edge, in Mesonyx by a tubercle. 

MESONYX OBTUSIDENS. Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Soc., 1872, 460, (July 29.) 

This species was as large as our largest wolves. While the proportions 
of the limbs were not very different, the body was rather more slender 
behind. The orbit was smaller, and the cheek bone more prominent 
than in those animals. The long tail added to the general resemblance 
to the dogs. The measurements are as follows : 
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Measurements. 
} M. 
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There are no cingula on the teeth, and the enamel is perfectly smooth. 
The appearance of the crowns as well as the bones indicates an adult 
animal. 

The bones of this animal were found together on a bluff of Cotton- 
wood Creek, Wyoming, by myself, while attached to Hayden’s geologi- 
cal survey of the Territories for 1872. 
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SYNOPLOTHERIUM. Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, 483, (published August 20.) 

Represented as yet by a single species, which is known from frag- 
mentary remains of a single individual. The portions preserved are: 
a large part of the skull with nearly complete dentition, the superior 
molars loose; lumbar and caudal vertebre ; large portions of both fore 
limbs, including the bones of the feet; smaller portions of the hind 
limbs and feet. 

The bones of the fore limbs are stout in their proportions. The 
humerus has a well-marked rugose line for muscular insertion on its 
posterior face, but no prominent angle. Distally the inner and outer 
condylar tuberosities are almost wanting, and there is neither external 
aliform ridge, nor internal arterial foramen. The olecranar and coro- 
noid fosse are confluent, forming a very large supracondylar foramen. 
The condyles are moderately constricted medially, and there is a well- 
marked submedian rib separated from the outer condyle by a constrie- 
tion. The latter is continued as an acute ridge on the outer side of the 
olecranar fossa. The inner condyle is the more prominent, and its outer 
margin is a Sharp, elevated crest. The ulna has a very prominent su- 
perior process, continuing the cotylus upward. The coronoid process, on 
the other hand, is rather low. The radial cotylus is flat and broad. 
The distal end is not preserved. The radius has a more transverse head 
than Canis or Felis, and has three articular planes, the inner being a 
wide, oblique truncation of theedge. The shaft is angulate below, and 

_ becomes a litttle deeper than wide near the distal end. The extremity 
is lost. The carpal bones are probably all present. The fore foot was 
found in place so that the relations of the bones are known with cer- 
tainty. The scaphoid and lunar appear to be distinet. The former 
exhibits proximally the inner tuberosity, then a slight concavity, and 
then the convexity, where it is obliquely truncated so as to give a gen- 
eral rhomboid outline. Beneath there are but two facets, the inner the 
deepest, and divided lengthwise by the truncation of the bone. The 
larger facet fits correctly the 0. 0. trapezium and trapezoides. Thelunar 
was not found in its place, but two fragments taken from the matrix 
just behind it, adhering to the pisiforme probably belong to it. The 
upper face is concave. The cuneiform is large and concave lengthwise 
above for the narrow extremity of theulna. Below it has alarge concave 
facet for the unciform. The pisiforme is of unusual size, and is as stout 
as the largest metacarpus, and nearly half as long as the outer (5th) 
metacarpal. It articulates with a thick V-shaped facet of the cuneiform. 
Its extremity is obtuse and expanded. The trapezium is large and at- 
tached to its metacarpus laterally, sending a process downwards 
posteriorly. If supports a narrow articular surface for the metacarpus 
of a small pollex or inner digit, which is not preserved. The trapezoid 
is smaller and of a triangular outline, with the base forwards. The 
magnum is arather small bone articulating as usual with the metatar- 
sals 2and 3. Itis depressed in front. The unciform is a large bone 
with a considerable external anterior surface. Two-thirds of its upper 
surface are in contact with the cuneiform, the remaining part projecting 
upwards with convex face to unite with the lunare. Below it supports 
metatarsals 4 and 5. 

There were probably five digits of the fore foot, the inner small or 
rudimental. The proportions are stouter than in the dogs, but not so 
much so as in the bears. The phalanges have a length similar to that 

mi 
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seen in some bears, but the metatarsals are more elongate. The lengths 
of the latter are, 5th shortest, then 2d, 3d, and 4th. Their condyles 
are broad, with median keel behind, and shallow supracondylar fossa 
in front. The first phalanges are about one-third the length of the 
metacarpals ; the second of digit No. 2, broad and stout, and half as 
long as the phalange of the first row. An ungueal phalange has a 
singular form, so that the claw might be snpposed to have a subungu- 
late character. It is flat, considerably broader than high, and with ex- 
panded and obtuse extremity. The articular extremity is depressed and 
transverse, concave in vertical, convex in transverse section. The an- 
terior three-fifths of the superior middle line are occupied by a deep gap- 
ing fissure, which separates the extremity into two points. The inferior 
face is entirely flat, there being no tendinous tuberosity. The sides are 
grooved, and give entrance each to a large arterial foramen proximally. 
These claws resemble those of Mesonyx, and differ remarkably from 
those of existing terrestrial Carnivora.. 

Of hinder limb the only characteristic pieces remaining are the navic- 
ular, cuboid, and an external cuneiform bone. The cuboid is rather 
stout, with a slight concave facet at one extremity and two at the other, 
one of them smaller and sublateral. The navicular is wide and flat, and 
with a strongly concave astragaline facet. Below, it presents two deep 
oblique concave facets for the cuneiforms, with a small sublateral one on 
the outer side. The facets of the cuboid and astragalus indicate four 
well developed digits and another perbaps smaller one. Thus in this 
genus they were on both limbs probably 5-5, with the inner small. 

The cranium is fractured above. There remain the squamosal and 
periotic bones, occipital condyles, malar and part of maxillary, both pre- 
maxillaries and the greater part of both mandibular rami. The post- 
glenoid process of the squamosal is produced inferiorly far below the 
auditory meatus, even further than in the bears. Its proximal portion 
ineludes, on the lower face, a strong groove at right angles to the axis 
of the cranium, with its defining margins acute and prominent. This is 
the transverse glenoid cavity of the carnivorous type. ‘The zygoma has 
a wide curvature indicating a powerful temporal muscle. The posterior 
angle of the malar extends well posteriorly. Its anterior portion pro- 
jects, forming a longitudinal rib; there is no produced postorbital pro- 
cess. The tympanic bone is produced upwards and outwards and forms 
a tube with everted lips. The opisthotic (mastoid) separates it entirely 
from the exoccipital, and overlaps the posterior half of the tube by a 
laminar expansion. A pit in this bone near the meatus externus repre- 
sents the insertion of the stylohyal ligament. There is no bulla, the 
tympanic chamber being small and with thick walls. The character of 
this region forbids the idea of any tapiroid affinities on the part of this 
genus, and resembles that seen in the bears more than that of any other 
carnivorous type. ; 

The premazxillavies are vertico-oblique in position, presenting the nareal 
opening directly forwards as in cats, but with a still less prominent 
alveolar border. The horizontal part of this border is indeed very short, 
including but two small incisors. It then rises vertically, and turns 
obliquely backwards to the maxillary, inclosing a deep sinus with the 
canine tooth. From the anterior side of this sinus thé larger external 
incisor issues, with its root extensively exposed externally. A rib 
ascends from the front of its alveolus to the anterior or nareal margin 
of the bone. The triturating surfaces of the incisors are directed back- 
wards, and the alveolar edge is thickened in front of them with a tuber- 
osity. The teeth ave much worn so that the forms of the crowns cannot 
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be determined,’ but projecting .25 inch beyond the alveoli they are com- 
pressed, the large outer tooth with a longitudinal angle in front. 

The mandibular rami are quite elongate, and indicate a cranium near 
the size of that of the brown bear, (Ursus arctos.) 'Their form is slender, 
and they have a long, rather narrow, symphysis, which projects obliquely 
forwards. The angle is not preserved. The mental foramen is large and 
issues just behind the canine teeth- 

The dentition is I. 2; C. 1; M.*Z. The canine is of very large size, 
especially the part protruded beyond the alveolus. The crown is stout 
at the base, but is soon compressed and obliquely truncated by the 
attrition of the inferior canine on its inner face. Two superior molars 
preserved are three-rooted, and the section of the crown is more or less 
equally trilobate. The number in the maxillary bone is estimated at 
seven, the number found in the ramus of the mandible. There are six 
two-rooted molars below and probably one single-rooted premolar, 
though this is indicated by an alveolus only. The molars are rather 
narrow antero-posteriorly, and are not very different in size, except that 
the penultimate is a little longer, and the last a little shorter than the 
others. There was evidently a longitudinal cutting edge behind, and 
some other shorter process on the front of the crown; the edge is pre- 
served on the last tooth and resembles that of Mesonyx, so that I have 
little doubt that the remainder of the tooth was, as in that genus, a conic 
tubercle. The most remarkable feature of the genus is seen in the 
inferior canines. These are very large teeth, and are directed immedi- 
ately forwards, as in the case of the cutting teeth of rodents. They work 
with their extremities against the retrorse crowns of the two external 
incisors above, and laterally against the superior canine. They are 
separated by a space about equal to the diameter of one of them. In 
this space I find no alveoli nor roots of teeth; the outer alveolar wall 
extends far beyond the inner. The latter terminates opposite the middle 
of the superior canine. It may be that there are no inferior incisors. 

Some of the vertebree display stout triangular neural spines; on the 
lumbars the posterior zygapophyses are embraced laterally by the 
grooved correspondents of the succeeding vertebra. Some of the caudal 
vertebra are long, slender, and without neural arch, indicating that this 
genus, like Mesonyx, had a long, slender tail. 

Affinities. Having described the available parts of this form, it re- 
mains to consider its place in the zoological system. The structure of 
the dentition of the upper jaw, with the mode of articulation of the man- 
dible, removes it from such orders as Rodentia and Hdentata. The only 
remaining ones with which it is necessary to compare it are the Peris- 
sodactyla, Proboscidia, and Carnivora. As many of the diagnostic bones 
are wanting, it is necessary to rely on collateral and empirical indica- 
tions of relationship. From tapiroid types the development of the 
tympanic region distinguishes it. From Proboscidians the slender feet 
and reduced ulna, as well as the longitudinal crests of the teeth separate 
it. It thenremains to compare it with Perissodactyles of the types which 
possess strong canine teeth. In points of resemblance to these we have 
the flat claws and separate scaphoid and lunar bones; nevertheless the 
greater number indicate truer affinity to the Carnivora. Such are the 
external transverse glenoid cavity, the teeth with longitudinal crests, 
the slender digits, the well-developed tympanic bone; confirmatory are 
the large canine teeth, the incomplete orbit, and the projecting inner 
condyle of the humerus. The form of the claws is not absolutely in- 
ue with the same order, as it is approximated by some of the 
eals.. 
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Among Carnivora, the feet are like both dogs and bears. The very 
prominent postglenoid ridge, and the narrow tympanic chamber* are 
decided points of resemblance to the bears, but the cavum tympani is 
even less expanded than in those animals. The characters of dentition 
are more like those of the Hycnodontide and Mesonyx than any other 
group, and even the remarkable incisor-like inferior canines are approxi- 
mated by the anteriorly directed canines of Hyawnodon leptorhynchus, 
Laiz. et Par. 

As a summary, it may then be concluded that the genus Synoplothe- 
rium is a Carnivore, presenting a number of points of resemblance to 
the bears, and to the extinct Hywnodons ; but that its distinct scaphoid 
and lunar bones, and flat claws ally it to other forms of Mammalia, show- 
ing it to be amore generalized type of the order than either of the 
above. The peculiar approach of the lower canines is a special modifi- 
eation for peculiar habits, which I suspect to have been the devouring 
of the turtles which so abounded on land and in the waters of the same 
period. The slender symphysis could most readily be introduced into 
the shell, while the lateral pressure of the upper canines with the lower, 
would be well adapted for breaking the bony covering of those reptiles.t 
It is not unlikely that this genus, Mesonyx, and possibly Hycwnodon form 
port of the lost series which terminated in the Seals of the present. 

SYNOPLOTHERIUM LANIUS. Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 483. 

The cranium of this species is rather less than that of the grizzly 
bear, while the other bones do not indicate so large an animal. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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* See Professor Flower’s Osteology of Mammalia on this point. 
+See Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 484. 
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M. 
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The dental series is uninterrupted from the canine, if, as I believe, 
there is an alveolus for a simple premolar behind it. This I overlooked 
when first describing the species, and hence gave the molars as 6 instead 
of 7. The superior canine is smooth, but the inferior one of the left 
side has a longitudinal groove on its extero-inferior face. 

Restoration.—This carnivore had a large head, with a long, rather 
narrow, and truncate muzzle. The limbs were relatively smaller, not 
exceeding those of the black bear (Ursus americanus) in length and 
thickness. The tail was long and slender as in the cats, while the claws 
were broad and flat. 

History, locality, &c.—The teeth are very much worn, indicating. the 
hard food on which the animal had subsisted, as well as its mature age. 

I originally described this species as resembling the remarkable genus 
Anchippodus* of Leidy, and subsequently (on the Short-footed Ungu- 
lata of Wyoming, &c., p. 5,) have alluded to the large rodent incisor- 
like teeth as though they were homologous in the two genera. I there 
identified those teeth in Synoplotherium as canines, adding that they 
were probably the same in Anchippodus. Having determined the car- 
nivorous affinities of the former genus, the homology of these apparently 
similar teeth in the latter becomes problematical. With our present 
knowledge, the type of molar teeth in Anchippodus resembles that of 
many ungulates, and it is not therefore probably allied to Synoplothe- 
rium. Nevertheless, it is not yet certain that the teeth in question are © 
incisors, and that the genera are in nowise related, though a similar 
modification of a remarkable character in distinct but co-existent types 
is by no means an unprecedented circumstance. 

The remains on which the above identification is based, were found | 
by the writer on a terrace of the Mammoth Buttes, near South Bitter — 

*See in Hayden’s Geol. Surv. Montana, 1871, (as Trogosus.) 
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Creek, in Wyoming. The cranium and fore foot and leg were excavated 
irom the deposit. 

Formation, the Bridger Group of the Eocene of Hayden. 
Professor Mar sh has deseribed two genera of Carnivora from the same 

formation, embracing species approaching this one in size. They are 
both distinguished by the broader forms of the crowns of the inferior 
molar teeth, and other points. 

STYPOLOPHUS, Than 

Proceed. American Philos. Soe. 1872, p. 466; published August 3, 1872. 

This genus embraces small species of carnivorous animals found by 
the writer in the Eocene formation of the Bridger Group. It is repre- 
sented by portions of mandibular rami of three Species, with molar and 
premolar teeth. 

The generic characters are seen in the composition of these molars, 
which have but two roots, and a posterior table, as is seen in tubercular 
molars of some Viverride. The anterior two-thirds of the crown is com- 
posed of conic cusps. On the last molars these are in two series, two 
lower, of the inner, and one more elevated, of the outer, opposite the 
interval between the inner. Its outer face is regularly convex, but its 
posterior forms, with that of the outer series, a single flat vertical plane, 
which forms a sharp angle with the inner and outer faces of the cusps. 

The structure is, in general, somewhat like that of Mesonyx, Cope, but 
_ the lack of cutting edge on the posterior lobe, and the two rows of tuber- 
cles separate it widely. Dr. Leidy describes Sinopa as having a sec- 
torial tooth as in ordinary Carnivora, with an interior cusp; hence it is 
not probably the present form, although one species was about the size 
of the S. rapax. 

SPYPOLOPHUS INSECTIVORUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc. 1872, p. 469; published August 7, 1872. 

Represented by a posterior molar and a premolar of the right side of 
an animal Jess than half the size of the S. pungens, Cope. The molar 
presents three anterior trihedral acute tubercles, of which one is exte- 
rior and more elevated than the others. Its posterior plane forms one 
transverse face with that of the inner. posterior. The posterior tuber- 
cular heel is low, and supports an oblique ridge which bounds a deep 
groove behind the outer cusp, no doubt to receive that of the upper jaw. 
This arrangement is not seen in S. pungens. 'The premolar isa flat cone 
with faint traces of a tubercle behind and cingulum on inner side. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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Found in the Eocene Bad Lands of Black’s Fork, by the writer. 

STYPOLOPHUS PUNGENS, Cope. ‘ 

Loe. cit., 1872, p. 466; published August 3. 

This is the type of the genus, and is partially described in the 
generic paragraph. 

The enamel is smooth. 
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Measurements. 
M. 

Depth ramus at last molar? <2. o2:/82 00. bce c(ticss sete eee eee eee 0. 011 
MengthilastyMolar sss esse we crcce oe ee wine smieeile eile mine ci eee eee meme 
Width last molar, posteriorly ve eee se oes iniemielelas seins one neal vs ee 
eis lip Ammer tubercles ween e sc = Melee s/elsceieicle aleiniesnale nee erate aels Jacislonis cloths ates . 0062 
Height external tubercle, (antanon) Slieisieisfelelwieelalelceielelejaetat= aia clalmtaltel a eae eee . 0040 

This species was about the size of the gray fox. 
From the blufis of Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming. 

STYPOLOPHUS BREVICALCARATUS, Cope. 

Loe. cit., p. 469; published August 7, 1872. 

Established on a portion of the left mandibular ramus, containing the 
penultimate and ante-penultimate molars, of an animal of larger size 
than the type of the genus, S. pungens. The molars have the general 
characters of the corresponding ones of that species, but differ in their 
greater elevation in comparison with their length, and the greater con- 
vexity of the outer side. The shortness is occasioned by the abbrevia- 
tion of the heel, which, in the last molar present, is very small and flat, 
without keel or tubercle on its surface. That of the molar preceding it 
is larger, and presents in its elevated outer margin a trace of the keel 
seen in the smallest species. Hnamel smooth. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Gength of two; molars 2-2/6 \-lo.cics os/oe a> cnlocies Shinelvicinicineiociee.2 alesinciaoe erica een OO 
Lengpth.of penultimate crown «- -- <2. < ccne co nle ee ones soso ce wicice wowncis ssemics . 008 
Width of penultimate crown 2.22 -..-56 o. coe cs tte oe et es ce cees se caeess cose UUAM 
Mength ot penultimate heel esegoce. cccel sono w ee Asie cesinne es tates cee aise eter . 002 

There is some similarity between Stypolophus and Triacodon, Marsh. 
If the heel of the molars of the former were wanting, they would 
be those of the latter. The premolars might be suppesed to have this 
structure, but the form seen in S. insecttvorus disproves this view. 
In fact, I have seen both molars and premolars of Triacodon aculeatus, 
Cope, and the former lack the heel of the Stypolophi entirely. 

VIVERRAVUS, Marsh. 

Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1872, p. 127. 

VIVERRAVUS PARVIVORUS, Cope. 

Miacis parvivorus, Cope. Broceed, Amer. Philos. Soc. 1872, p. 470, August 7. 

Established on a portion of the right ramus mandibuli, containing 
portions of three molars, the penultimate being perfect. As in Canida, 
the molars diminish in size posteriorly, the last being single-rooted, the 
penultimate being two-rooted. The structure of that tooth is approxi- 
mately that of Sty ypolophus, 4. €., with three tribedral cusps in front and 
a heel behind; but the cusps ‘are of equal height, and their point of 
union not raised above the surface of the heel. Thisis a valley bounded 
by a Sharp margin which is incurved to the outer cusp, leaving a ver- 
tical groove on the outer side, as in Stypolophus sp. This genus further 
differs from that one in the single-rooted, small, tubercular posterior 
molar, Which is wanting in that one. The ante- penultimate molar is 
much larger than the penultimate. The crown of the latter is laterally 
expanded, and bears a cingulum at the base antero-externally. Enamel 
smooth. 
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Measurements. 
M. 

PapihieanMns ac penultimatemolar.- -- 2222 -- se. 7-=-2e=se sso c eee coe seen = 0) OURO 
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Found on Black’s Fork of Green River. An ally of Stypolophus and 
Triacodon. 

This species appears to belong to the genus Viverravus of Marsh, 
which bears date July 22, 1872, consequently sixteen days earlier than 
Miacis, which thus becomes a syhonym. The species is difierent from 
those described by that author. 

UNGULATA. 

In no group of Mammalia have the determinations of paleontology 
been more significant than in the Ungulata. Here, in anespecial manner, 
the anticipations of science have been realized, in the filling up of the 
numerous gaps in the series of living forms. Here especially is it evi- 
dent, that the existing fauna is but a fragment, and that the faune of 
the past, as we know them to-day, are but the precursors of what wemay 
bring to light to-morrow. 

The primary range of variation in ¢’.e structure of the Ungulata has 
been generally admitted by zodlogists to be found in the structure of the 
limbs and feet. Three most prominent types have been distinguished on 
this basis, viz: the Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, and the Proboscidia ; 
with some of lesser importance, those of the Toxodontia and Hyra- 
coidea.* If we direct our attention to the detailed structure of the feet, 
or of the teeth, each division offers its own range of variation; witness 
in the Artiodactyles the differences between the Ruminantia and Omni- 
vora, and in Perissodactyla, between Hquus and Rhinoceros. In either 
order canines and incisors may be present or absent, and molars assume 
a great variety of patterns of enamel plication. The toes in the latter 
order may vary from four to one. Nevertheless, the most diverse genera 
are bound together by intermediate forms, often extinct. Connecting 
Omnivora and Ruminantia come Oreodon, Merycopotamus, Tragulus, &e. 
In Perissodactyla, Anchithertum, Palwosyops, dc., connect the extremes. 

The Proboscidians have, on the other hand, remained until recently an 
isolated group with but few representatives, hence its definition as an 
order has been more or less obscured by characters of a special nature, 
drawn irom the dentition, trunk, &c., which it has been found necessary 
to omit in characterizing the two orders above mentioned. These char- 
acters are so striking in their appearance as to suggest greater systematic: 
importance than belongs tothem. Thus the trunk is not more important 
as a character of the Proboscidia, than it is of the Perissodactyla, where 
the tapir alone possesses it. Norare the complex molars and large tusks. 
to be regarded as a definition, for in the Phacocherus we have molars as 
compound asin some mastodons, huge canine teeth, and no incisors 
below; characters very different from many Artiodactyles. Nor can we 
regard the exclusive union of the astragalus with the navicular as a 
final test, for in Perissodactyles the facet for union with the cuboid may 
be considerable (hinocerus) to almost nothing, (Mquus.) 

The occasion for this discussion is presented by the discovery by the 
paleontologists of Hayden’s geological surveys of 1871~72, of the remark- 

*Vide Gill, Arrangement of the Families of Mammals, Smithson. Mise. Coll., 1872, 
No. 230; the best analysis of the Mammalia yet published. 

36 G8 
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able types Bathmodon, Uintatherium, and Hobastleus. These genera 
contradict in several particulars the characters usually assigned to the 
Probescidia, while they agree with them in others, and they thus pre- 
sent the problem of classification, which will ever recur so long as addi- 
tions to our knowledge of the life of the past continue to be made. This 
problem is simply the question as to what characters shall be retained 
as definitive of natural divisions, on the discovery of intermediate 
forms. As our system is an expression of the possession of structural 
characters, our higher groups or orders are naturally expressions of the 
existence of the more comprehensive characters, or those present through 
the most extended series of species. Hence we believe them to be also 
those assumed earliest in time. 

In the case of the Ungulata, the structure of the feet seems to define 
the greatest range of the species. Thus the Artiodactyla and Perisso- 
dactyla are digitigrade or ungnligrade, while the Proboscidia are 
plantigrade. The firstorder exhibits the equal development of the third 
and fourth toes; the second of the third toe, while in the Proboscidia 
the structure is like the last, with more numerous digits. But this 
order differs from both the preceding in the relations of the ulna and 
radius. In Artiodactyla and Perissedactyla the ulna diminishes greatly 
distally and presents but a small carpal articular surface obliquely be- 
hind that of the much largerradius. In Proboscidia theulna expanding 
presents the larger articulation with the carpus, and the radius crosses it 
obliquely, and presents its articular face alongside of the ulnar. 

The characters of the three orders may be thus stated: 

PROBOSCIDIA. * 

Feet plantigrade but elevated behind by a plantar pad. Toes numer- 
ous, short, the middle (3d) Jargest. Hind limb with knee free from the 
body; tibia without spine; astragalus flat, not produced anteriorly. 
Fore limb with well-developed ulna articulating extensively with the 
carpus alongside of the smaller radius, which crosses it obliquely. 

PERISSODACTYLA. 

Feet digitigrade, with a hock-joit. Toes reduced in number, the 
third largest. Hind limb with knee inclosed in integument of body; 
femur with third trochanter; tibia with spine. Astragalus with pulley- 
Shaped articular face for tibia and anterior prolongation. Fore limb 
with ulna reduced ; its carpal surface smaller than that of the radius, 
which supports the foot in front of the ulna. 

ARTIODACTYLA. 

Feet digitigrade or unguligrade. Toes reduced, the third and fourth 
principally and equally developed. Hind limb with knee applied to the 
side of the body, and elevated hock; femur without third trochanter; 
tibia with large spine. Astragalus with both inferior and anterior 
pulley-shaped surfaces. Ulna much reduced distally, behind the radius, 
which includes almost the whole of the carpal articulation. 

This arrangement violates previous views less than any other that 
would recognize the primary characters of the Eobasileus. The difficulty 
of determining the limits of the two first-named orders is partially 3 

* These characters have been mostly given by Prof. Gill, 1. ¢. 

—— 7. 
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caused by the fact that the Hyracoidea present the radius of the Probos- 
cidia with the hind foot of the Perissodactyla. These animals are, how- 
ever, well regarded as a distinct order. Whether all the animals to be 
included in the Proboscidia possessed a proboscis or not, is of secondary 
importance. It is nevertheless highly probable that Loxolophodon and 
Zobasileus possessed one, and not unlikely that such forms that ap- 
proach still nearer the tapirs were not without an organ such as they 
possess, and which Cuvier ascribed to the Palewotheria and other allies. 

PROBOSCIDIA. 

One incisor or canine on each side; molars compound, with postero- 
anterior replacement; nasal bones abbreviated; astragalus articulating 
with navicular only; no third trochanter [2.2 022) 02.70. 2 Hlephantide. 

Neither incisors nor canines ; molars simple, with vertical replacement; 
nasal bones shortened; (?) foot; no third trochanter...... Dinotheriide. 

No incisors; nasal bones elongate; astragalus articulating with both 
navicular and cuboid; no third trochanter..........-..... Hobasiliide. 

Dentition complete, 7.¢., incisors present; ?nasalbones. Astragalus 
articulating with both navicular and cuboid; a rudimental third tro- 
ELOISE Re CoAT Nien eS Tea eva eG ca Bathnodontide. 

These suborders present a series of approaches to the Perissodactyla. 
Thus the Hobasiliide agree with the typical Proboscidia in addition to 
the above points, in the posterior expansion of the scapula, and its 
apical acumination; in the very short cervical vertebre; in the flat 
carpal bones; in the absence of pit for round ligament of the femur; in 
the flattened great trochanter, contracted condyles, and fissure-like in- 
tercondylar fossa of the same bone. In the longitudinal crest of the 
tibia separating glenoid articular faces which are on a transverse line. 
In the short caleaneum, which is wider than long, and tubercular on 
the inferior face. In the five digits; the acetabulum not separated by a 
peduncle from the iliac plates, and the lack of angular production of 
the latter beyond the sacrum. Also in the three distinguished sacral 
vertebree, as contrasted with the five closely co-ossified ones of the 
Rhinocerotide. These characters are, some of them, of subordinate 
value only. 

The chief differences are seen in the cranium, though here also there 
are important resemblances. Thus, the palate is not excavated be- 
the molars posteriorly, as is Perissodactyla, nor are the palatine bones 
produced posteriorly and separated from the maxillaries, as in Artio- 
dactyla generally. They have a shallow excavation and accompany the 
maxillaries posteriorly without interruption, asin Hlephas. In Loxolopho- 
don the malar bone forms the middle element of the zygomatic arch, send- 
ing a narrow strip only forward to the neighborhood of the lachrymal. 
In Uintatherium, according to Marsh, its extention toward the side of the 
face is rather greater, much as in some Perissodactyla. The dentition is 
not far removed from that of Dinotherium, and the mode of succession of 
the teeth was in all probability similar. The premaxillariesand nasals are 
excavated and exostosed for the attachment of a trunk in Loxolophodon. 
The lateral and occipital crests of the cranium, though different from 
the enlarged sinuses of the diploe of Elephants, represent the external 
walls of this structure, and furnish a hint as to its mode of origin, and 
serve to ease the transition to Perissodactyles. 

The differences in the cranium are consequent upon its anterior elonga- 
tion, the nasal bones and premaxillaries becoming thus much extended. 
The lachrymal is perforated by a small lachrymal canal in Uintatheriwin, 
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according to Marsh, but excavated on the margin only in Lowolophodon. 
It is neither in Hiephas. There is a post-glenoid process much more 
largely developed than in Hlephantidw. Other differences of still less 
importance are to be seen in the anterior position of the exterior nares, 
and the presence of horns. 

The Bathmodontide are represented by Bathmodon. With a structure 
of the hinderlimb nearly resembling Hobasileus, we have more pronounced 
relationships to the- Perissodactyles. The scapula has the massive 
apical acumination of the Hlephantide, and there is no round ligament 
of the femur in some of them. The astragalus has the same flattened 
form seen in Uintatherium, and is even less like that of the Perissodac- 
tyla. The type of molars and the long compressed canines are similar to 
those of Loxolophodon. On the other hand, the cervical vertebre are 
rather longer, and*there is a rudimental third trochanter of the femur. 

History, de. I originally referred the Hobasileide to the Probosecidia, 
on account of the structure of the limbs, and subsequently stated a num- 
ber of reasons for this conclusion at a meeting of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia, held January 14th, 1873, (published January 
16th.) In the present paper, numerous confirmatory characters are 
added. The Bathmodontide I have heretofore referred to the Perisso- 
dactyla. 

ProfessorMarsh, in describing a species of this group, Titanotherium (?) 
anceps, (July, 1871,) compares it with perissodactyle species, and in de- 
seribing the tibia says that it, “‘ at its proximal end, has the femoral sur- 
faces contiguous, with no prominent elevation between them, resembling 
in this respect some of the Proboscidia.” A few days before the publi- 
cation of my conclusions, in a foot-note, (July 22d, 1872,) he altered the 
name Titanotherium to Mastodon, indicating that he had reached the 
Sane opinion. Shortly after, (American Journal of Science and Arts, 
September 27th,) he altered his view, constructing a supposed new- 
order ‘‘Dinocerata,” for their reception. 

As regards the name of the order here defined as including the four 
families above mentioned, I have preferred using one already employed 
to coining anewone. This is the better course also, if, as is not unlikely, 
the distinctions on which it, as well as the other two orders, repose, shall 

~ be broken down by new discoveries in paleontology. 

EOBASILEID A. 

The genera of this group known to the writer are four, which differ 
as follows: 

1. Nasal bones with flat horizontal horn-cores overhanging their apex. 
Cervical vetebre short; malar bone much reduced in 
TO) 01 Os ee a eRe eR A OPP ULAD EA OL rk A Loxolophodon. 

2. Nasal bones with small tuberosities. 
Vervicaliviertebree Short ioc. je oo ce cuca ee eee Eobasileus. 
Cervical vertebrie longer; the malar bone reaching maxil- 

UTES et EY CT SY ye ee NO PH OO eget) TAUPE HG 540 Uintatherium. - 
3d. Nasal bones without the anterior horn-cores. 
ELST ATCT LSC) Sy ne mS LT IN OO Megaceratops. 

The above is the closest approximation to nature which my present 
material allows. It is not at all unlikely that the difference in develop- 
ment of the anterior nasal tuberosities seen in Loxolophodon cornutus 
and Hobastieus pressicornis will turn out to be only specific. 

The dentition of this group requires special notice. Judging from the 
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relative sizes of the teeth, I have written the molar series of Loxolopho- 
don 4—2, but judging from the forms of the crowns, it should be 1—5. 
However this should be, I have no doubt that as in other Proboscidia the 
premolar and not the molar series is deficient, and that there are three 
or four true molars at least. Ina mandible found alone, which agrees in 
size with some species of Utintatherium, six molars are preserved. Of 
these the posterior two display three sub-transverse crests, of which the 
anterior two form a chevron with open apex directed to theinside. An- 
terior to the front crest is a cingular tubercle. The symphyseal part of 
the jaw is remarkable: it is co-ossified, exceedingly compressed, and 
eurved upwards so as to resemble slightly the narrow prow of a South 
Sea boat. There are two teeth on each side, which are separated from 
the molars by a diastema. They are much compressed and curved up- 
wards and forwards, and the anterior pair issue from the jaw in contact. 
The crowns are lost in the specimen. The determination of these teeth 
is facilitated by the presence of the mental foramen below the posterior 
one. This foramen issues, as is well known, posterior to the canines in 
all Mammalia, and either below premolars or the diastema. The two 
teeth in our fossil will then be premolar and canine respectively, and the 
incisors must be regarded as wanting. This is in conformity with the 
structure of the upper jaw, and isrendered probable by the great reduc- 
tion of the symphysis of the lower jaw in the species. It is also suggested 
by the almost universal tendency to reduction of the incisors seen in the 
mammals of the same extinct fauna. In Bathmodon and Palwosyops the | 
canines are thrown into the incisor series as in Ruminantia, and in Pale- 
osyops the outer incisors are much reduced. In several genera there are 
but two incisors. Finally, in Synoplotherium the large inferior teeth de- 
scribed by myself as incisors, and which resemble the cutters of Rodentia, 
are immediately in front of the mental foramen, and bear the same rela- 
tion to it and to the premolar teeth, as do the canines of Palwosyops and 
other Mammalia. Hence I believe these to be canines, and that the in- 
ferlor incisors are wanting in my specimen. The probability of the 
truth of this determination is increased by the presence of a small inter- 
val between them, and by the fact that they oppose the canines of the 
upper jaw. 

LOXOLOPHODON, Cope. 
Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 580, extra copies published 

August 19; and p. 488, (August 22.) Tinoceras, Marsh, American Journal of Sci- 
ence and Arts, 1372, (October.) Published (described) September 21. , 

The cranium in this genus is very elongated and compressed. The 
muzzle is posteriorly root-shaped, but is anteriorly concave, and flattened 
out into a bilobed shovel, which rises above the extremity of the bone. 
This extremity is subconic, aud short and decurved. <A second pair of 
horn-cores stands above the orbits; each one composed externally of the 
maxillary bone, and internally of an upward extension of the posterior 
part of the nasal. _ Behind this horn the superior margin of the temporal 
fossa sinks, but rises again at its posterior portion, probably above the 
level of the middle of the parietal bones. This portion of the skull is 
injured in my only specimen. The occipital rises in a wall upward from 
the foramen ma gnum, and supports, probably, a little in front of the junc- 
tion with the superior and inferior ridges bounding the temporal fossa, a 
third horn-core on each side. The base of this core is as stout as that 
above the orbit, and subcylindric in section. The temporal fossa has its 
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principal extent posterior to the zygomatic arch, and is in form like a 
trough, the inferior edge being recurved from the Ssquamosal process to 
the summit of the occipital crest. It is narrow within the zygomatic 
arch, which is short, inclosing a space whose length is less than one- 
fourth that of the cranium. 

The occipital bone extends but a short distance on each side of the 
condyles, and is separated from the mastoid by an irregular suture, 
which is pierced by a large mastoid foramen. On the inferior face, near 
to each condyle, and one- third the distance from its inner extremity, isa 
posterior condyloid foramen, isolated by a narrow bar from the extremity 
of the foramen lacerum posterius. The paramastoid process is repre- 
sented by a small tuberosity, and the mastoid by a rather larger one, 
some distance anterior to it. 

The meatus auditorius opens upwards just below the external ridge of 
the temporal fossa, and at a little distance behind the post-glenoid pro- 
cess. Its canal contracts rapidly, and extends upwards and backwards 
towards the labyrinth. It isseparated from the foramen lacerum by but 
a thin wall, and if there was an expansion of the cavum tympani, it must 
have been exceedingly small, owing to the close approximation of the 
mastoid to the basi-occipital and sphenoid at this point. Tbe labyrinth 
is lodged ina petrous mass opposite the occipito-mastoid suture, and the 
canals are small. / 

The basi-occipital contracts anteriorly, and with the sphenoid forms an 
uninterrupted boundary of the foramen lacerum. This terminates oppo- 
site to the posterior boundary of the external meatus, and gives rise to a 
wide, shallow groove, which extends anteriorly between the pterygoid 
ala and the post-glenoid process, and turning outwards round the latter, 
grooves it. Opposite to the post-g glenoid process, and just posterior to the 
end of the pterygoid, a small foramen enters, which is probably the fora- 
men ovale. Aimost continuous with it is a canal which pierces the base 
ot the pterygoid longitudinally, and issues in an excavation of its exter- 
nal face near the sphenoid. 

The pterygoids are remarkable for their great length, inclosing, as they 
do, with the palatine process, a deep, narrow, trenci-like fossa, which 
measures almost the entire length of the zygomatic fossa. Processes of 
the sphenoid contribute to these walls, (which are thus double.) and the 
sphenoid roof is strongly concave. The alisphenoid is elongate antero- 
posteriorly, and is principally in contact superiorly with the frontal; an- — 
teriorly it has a short suture with the lachrymal. Almost its entire length 
is traversed by a shallow groove which terminates in a small foramen 
opticum, opposite to a point marking the posterior third of the zygomatic 
fossa, The foramen rotundum issues as usual between the alisphenoid 
and the pterygoid, but is-considerably anterior as well as inferior to the 
f. opticum. I cannot determine whether the orbitosphenoid is distinct. 

The lachrymal is a large bone, of a triangular outline, the shorter 
side being inferior. It is entirely on the inuer face of the orbit, and, 
as in the elephant, separates the frontal and maxillary by its superior 
prolongation. Its inferior border is slightly notched in front by the 
large foramen infraorbitale poster dus, and the anterior is deeply emar- 
einate, passing behind the small /. lachrymale. 

The palate is remarkable for its length and narrowness. Its roof is . 
chiefly composed of the maxillaries, but a very Short portion is formed by 
the palatine plates of the o. o. palatina. These are produced into a 
median point behind, between the nares, and exteriorly form the inner 
wall of the postnareal trough for a considerable distance. The closely 
united mazillaries form the outer wall for a short distance, being pro- 
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duced in a contracted form behind the molar teeth. The two bones in- 
close a small foramen in this prolongation, and a larger one on the ante- 
rior suture of the palatine, the foramen palatinum. The posterior 
nares are not excavated anterior to the line of the posterior border of 
the last molars. The palate is deeply concave anteriorly. There is 
an elongate foramen close to the alveolus of the first premolar, ex- 
tending anterior to it. The premaxillaries are longitudinal and sep- 
arated anteriorly for two-fifths of their length, by a large foramen 
incisivum, Which they do not inclose. They extend on the side of the 
muzzle into an acute angle upwards and backwards, and are prolonged 
forwards above the exterior nares, which the suture reaches by an 
abrupt descent. The maxillary supports the malar on a posteriorly di- 
rected process which reaches to the end of the anterior third of the arch 
below, haif that distance on the side, and is bordered by a narrow strip 
of the malar on the inner side, as far as the anterior boundary of the 
orbit. The premaxillaries do not inclose the very large foramen incisiwum 
in front, and are therefore deeply furcate. 

The dentition is 1.0; C,1; P.M.4; M.2. The canine isa tusk of 
compressed form, with anterior and posterior cutting edges, and a 
strong posterior curvature. Its fang is embraced one-third by the pre- 
maxillary bone, and is inclosed in a rib-like swelling of the sides of the 
cranium, which extends upward and backward. The premolars are weil 
worn, and have transverse cordate surfaces of attrition. These have 
probably resulted from the wearing down of a chevron of two crests 
converging inwards, in some with an inner tubercle. On the molars this 
crescent is represented by a V, with the apex inwards; on the last, the 
inner tubercle is at one side (the posterior) of the apex. 
Name.—I first applied the name Loxolophodon to this genus in a short 

paper published August 19, 1872, as above cited, with a diagnostic de- 
scription; the L. cornutus was there cited as the first species, and is 
here retained as the type. I again described it more fully in a paper 
published August 22d, citing Hobasileus (August 20th) as a synonym, 
perhaps incorrectly, as indicated by the present paper. The same no- 
menclature was employed in a paper read before the American Associa- 
tion for the Advancement of Science, held at Dubuque, commencing 
August 23, 1872. 

In the paper of August 22d, I regarded this genus as identical with 
that to which I had previously (february 16, 1872) applied the name 
Loxolophodon, and included in it the species there called Bathmodon 
(Lozolophodon) semicinctus, Cope. With further material this appears 
not to be correct; the Bathmodon semicincius belougs truly to that 
genus, and is very near to the B. radians, so that the name Loxolopho- 
dow becomes a synonym in this connection, and may be used again for 
the present genus without interference. It was, moreover, not de- 
scribed at the former date, and had no proper claim to recognition. 

Professor Marsh, in the American Journal of Science and Arts, 1872, 
(September 21,)* applied the name Tinoceras to a speeies (T. grandis) 
of this genus, and gave a description, in which some of the generic 
characters may have been mentioned. He had previously applied 
it without description to the Titanotherium ? anceps, August 24th, 
(and 19th,7 in an erratum, where Jlastodon anceps is altered into Tino- 
ceras anceps.) As no characters whatever were assigned to it on either 
of these occasions, it had no value in zoological nomenclature. 

“I did not receive this, and most of the other papers of Professor Marsh on this 
fauna, till early in December, 1872. 

t These papers were not received by me till early in December, 1872. 
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_LOXOLOPHODON CORNUTUS, Cope. 

Loxolophodon cornutus, Cope, Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 580, 
(August 19;) loc. cit., 1872, p. 488, (August 22.) The short-footed Ungulata of the 
Eocene of Wyoming, p. 8, (April 14, 1873.) Lobasileus cornutus, Cope, American Nat- 
uralist, 1872, p. 774. Tinoceras grandis, Marsh, American Journal of Science and 
Arts, October, 1872, (published September 21,) fide Marsh. 

Established on the remains of a single individual, which consist of a 
nearly perfect cranium, the right scapula complete, several vertebra, 
including the sacral, the first or second rib, the pelvis complete, and the 
entire right femur; also probably the proximal end of a radius. 

The species is remarkable for the narrow form of the cranium, its 
width at the middle being one-fourth its length. <A little in front of the 
middle are situated the horn-cores. These diverge, the upper portion 
having an outward curvature. The base of each is triangular with 
obtuse angles, in section, and the inner angle is the section of a rib-like 
projection which extends across the front to its fellow and rises half 
way up the horn-core. Above its rather abrupt termination the core 
is transversely compressed, with oval obtuse apex. The core measures 
M. .240 (9.5 inches) from its base in front, M. .108 (4.25 inches) in width 
at the base behind, and .077 (3 inches) in diameter at the apex. <A slight 
swelling of the sides of the muzzle descends obliquely forward from the 
base of each horn, which enlarges below into a prominent rib, which 
incloses the alveolus of the canine tusk. In front of the horns the muz- 
zie is roof-like; anteriorly it flattens out, and swells a little above the 
posterior end of the nasal meatus. In front of this it expands again, 
and rises gently to the extremity of the bilobed nasal shovel, which. 
overhangs the premaxillaries, the nasal meatus, and the greater part of 
the apex of the nasal bones. The latter is short and with a wide base, 
and resembles two lateral cones flattened together, their extremities 
obliquely truncate outward and excavated. The composition of the 
upper surface of the cranium is somewhat difficult to determine, owing 
to the injured state of the posterior part. If we regard the bone which 
bounds the lachrymal behind and above, as frontal, as [ did in originally 
describing the species, it gives an extraordinary extent to the nasals, 
tor the common suture of these bones extends V-shaped backward, to a 
point opposite to the middle of the zygomatic arches. It gives to the 
nasals an extent equal to that of the frontals and parietals combined. 
They not only support the anterior lobes, but form the inner half of 
the median horn-cores, rising as high as the tuberosity above described. 
To regard these bones as frontals would involve the improbable pecu- 
larity of their extending beyond the nareal orifices, and the terminal 
cone of the nasals is not separated from them by suture, but by a groove 
only. The question is decided in favor of their being nasals, by those 
bones as preserved in Hobasileus pressicornis, Cope, where the lobe is 
represented by a tubercle only on the side of a continuous nasal. The 
immense length of the snout in Loxolophodon looks as though the nasal 
bones had extended themselves forward, so as to ossify the basal por- 
tions of an elephantine proboscis. 

The trontals descend behind the horns, with a very obtuse or rounded 
continuation, to the inner side of the fossa, aud without any superciliary 
margin. They form with the posterior part of the nasals a shallow me-- 
dian basin. The suture with the parietals is very indistinct, but if I 
have truly discovered it, it forms another posteriorly directed chevron, 
and leaves but a narrow superciliary portion of the frontals. Above the 
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postglenoid processes the parietals rise again to the transverse occipital 
crest, but to what height is uncertain. At the mastoid region, the cra- 
nium widens a little, and is excavated at the sides by the temporal fossee. 
Near where the lateral and posterior crests join the inferior ridge-like 
border of the temporal fossa, in front of a position occupied by a knob 
in #. pressicornis, is a strong horn-core with sub-cylindric base. It 
stands obliquely backwards towards the junction of the inferior squamo- 
sal and transverse crests, and is connected to these by an oblique ridge, 
one side of which is marked with irregular, short, longitudinal rugosities. 
At the base of these elevations are three sinuses... This portion was 
found close to the skull, but separated from it, and the precise mode of 
its attachment has not been discovered by actual fit. 

The occiput rises upwards for four inches above the condyles ; perhaps 
it displayed a posteriorly sloping transverse crest as in 7. pressicornis. 
The paramastoid and mastoid tuberosities are narrowed and extend ob- 
liquely downwards and forwards. The lower part of the exoccipital 
suture runs along a ridge, and there is a tuberosity in front of the mas- 
toid foramen. An irregular A-shaped crest extends apwards with the 
apex at the inferior temporal crest, and its anterior limb forming part of 
the posterior boundary of the meatus auditorius. The inferior temporal 
crest is directed outwards below, but forwards above. 

The narrowness of the cranium is readily seen on comparing the post- 
glenoid processes. These are not deep, but have considerable trans- 
verse extent, and are separated by a space only a little greater than the 
transverse diameter of each. The zygomatic arches are compressed 
posteriorly, with crest-like superior ridge, but rounded above anteriorly. 
There is not the least trace of posterior boundary of theorbit. The 
squamosal process overlaps the malar bone extensively, terminating in 
a point, the latter ending obtusely.. The malar is supported in front by 
a maxillary process, which is united with it by a zigzag suture on the 
outer face and a squamosal one within and below. The foramen infra- 
orbitale exterius is large, and issues a short distance in front of the orbit, 
not so near it as in the elephants. From this point to the ridge inclos- 
ing the canine alveolus the side of the maxillary bone is deeply concave, 
and the palatal surface correspondingly contracted. The bone is con- 
tinued upwards and outwards as the external part and apex of the mid- 
dle horn-cores. Anteriorly it is bounded by the premaxillary to a point 
as far anterior to the base of the horn as the width of the latter; behind 
that pointit isin contact with the nasals. The premaxillary is prolonged 
upwards and backwards into a narrow tongue. Its inferior portion is 
convex above on each side, concave below, with projecting alveolar bor- 
ders, which are flat and slightly concave fore and aft. The extremity 
of each is rugose below, supports ‘a prominent tubercle medially and a 
smaller one at the superior angle. 

The exterior nares are not separated by osseous septum. Their lateral 
borders are marked on the inferior surface of the uasal and premaxillary 
roof by a curved ridge or crest, which converge forwards and bound the 
interior concavity of the roof. This gave support to muscular or liga- 
meutous attachments. The posterior angle of the nares is abrupuly ex- 
cavated with thickened walls. The palate-is remarkably narrow, and 
is most deeply excavated between the alveoli of the tusks, or at the 
maxillo-premaxillary suture. From near this point to the palatine 
suture alow but sharp crest extends along the middle line. The width 
of the palate at the diastema is one-ninth of its length. The diastema 
is more than half the length of the molar series. The pterygoid process 
of the palatine bones has two convergent grooves on its inferior surface. - 
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The teeth are remarkable for the extent of the exposure of their slender 
roots, as well as their very small size as compared with the size of the 
animal. The tusk is slightly turned outwards at the tip and the inner 
face is worn by attrition with some opposing tooth for one-third its length 
on the posterior third. The superior margin of the enamel on this side 
is chevron-shaped, the apex being only one-third the length from the 
extremity. It extends further upwards in front and on the outer side, 
but is worn in an oval patch at the apex of the chevron of this side by 
contact with the inferior teeth, as above described. The enamel is smooth 
behind, rugose in front. The apex contracts regularly to a flattened 
obtuse point. The fang is hollow for about half its length. ‘The enamel 
of the molars is nearly smooth. Hach one has a strong cingulum fore 
and aft, which is discontinued on the inner and outer faces except in P. 
M.1,and M.2. inthe former, it is continued on the outer side at the base 
of the concavity of the exterior face; on the latter, it is continued 
round the inner side. The grinding surface of the P. M. 1 is tripodal, 
and probably composed of a worn crescent and inner tubercle. The 
others are transverse arrow-shaped ; the P. M. 4is much more worn than 
the others. M.2 is larger than M.1. Its oblique crests have evidently 
been worn from before. All the molars have three roots, but the poste- 
rior pair are united for part of their length in all. 

The vomer does not unite with the superior crest of the palatine bones. 
The sphenoid flattens out behind the postnareal trough and is co-ossified 
with the basioccipital. The latter is marked by two oval surfaces at the 
place of suture, with a slight prominence between. No lower jaw was 
found with this specimen, but from the contraction of the parts oppesed 
to it, it was evidently very small. 

Cranial measurements. 
M. 

Length from end nasals to end occipital condyle, (3 feet 1.5 inches) -..---.-.---. 0.930 
Width just’ behind end nasal’shovels.. 2.2.22. 222 242---2- seeeeees eee eee 192 
Wadth inttront of thorns: 2) Ss aeesce jae a eee ee tae ae bese ;) See «132 
Width at-base: of horns in frombss.: - 2255-25 5. \4sens sae ae eee eee ee 205 
Width behind horns at apex of frontal suture..........2-...----2 s-e0-. eee eee 1835 
Width above posterior edge meatys auditorius..---.-----.+----+---- Eee 310 
Width bétween apices Worn-cores = 22 2ee nee ares ones ese se cco eee e eee 310 
Width basis supracceipital horn-core 22.2222 225 2203222. Le eee 100 
Width including zygomatic arches, (greatest)....-..--.---. -2-2---sescees se esen 320 
Length of nasal bones to ridge between horn-cores -----..--- a6 S/o SS Ree 410 
Hens plyof nasal bones, to) tcontall suture) s-2- sone oc ee 2 ae eames eo eee eee 040 
ihenobh of zygomatic fossa above... 22. +e. . eo. oe ie een ee ee eee eee 230 
Length from angle nares to end shovel....-..-- 06 ORL Le ee 205 
iencsth from angle nares to end premaxillary: ...202). 212). 52262 .222ce5 os eee 155 
Length from end premaxillary to basis of canine ..-...-..---5-5--2-2es--++ «ses - 120 
Length from end premaxillary to basis of P.M. 1 -....--..-.-...--------- Recigee 276 
Benothvel molar series... o4 2. sce sesso ec eos eee cee ee ee 185 
Mencth of palate. cls. e etc aes oc eee re By ea ee 450 
Henouh Of piery go-palatiney crestsu: <2) sess Glee fees Sea eee - .200 
duenSthvofesphenoid axis ys. sof 322 cece eg iss Reel ae eee Oe eae ee 185 
Mensth of ibasioceipital, (wath condyles) 22 34-23-45 oe ee eee ee 128 
Width between tips premaxillavies’ {222.02 25 aac ecee coeceo sone eee eee 070 
Wadthtat canimesalvéeli U2 Lilo. S28 eh eee Se ee ee ae ea ei BR 185 
Width betweenrcanine ialveoliscie2ii2¢2ssso eke ee. ee 080 
Wadth, abtditastema ose ok sad ae) oclea een ibcsesthece Aenose ceases eee ane 050 
Wadth between last molars. 3... 2250252 22)s0c5, se engecce ee eee eee eee .070 
Width between pterygo=palatine crests £2... 222225 20-2 ete eee eee ee eee 065 
Width of post-glenoid protess........-...---2---208 BE iS tO ue 2d ES 095 
Width between post-clenoid processes ..-... 2-204. seucek odes o--2/ds-se fee 095 
Width basioceipitalat front-t- 5... 2be soe nop ek eee eee oped eps eee 073 
Width, basioecipital at condyles)... 2 once 2.- «aces aaa seen ape eee eee 200 - 
‘Width of space:for dympanic ehamber.-... 20222252 ee eee 054 

’ Length tusk on curve, (42.7 inches)..0223 (/.L0 AE Be a ee 320 
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M. 
Diameter at middle do. (antero-posterior) ..-......-.....--. .22222- +225 2220-2: 050 
Diameter at base do. (antero-posterior) ....-..----.-----.------. +2222 ++ ---- ++ 063 
MMe LOS 2 MIG dle CO.) (ULATIS WEES) eae see oe iacin sso oe) soe teen een enya a 030 
MELEE CLOW! O-Nian CraNS Verse) aes u sna ssc A te See 2 2's Sapna eee ne 022 
Diameter Crowll b-NMe aANGeLO=POStETIOL jaca sacha eo nia aa weie elnisteae cei) atte pare 024 
Diameter crown M. J antero-posterior ---. ~~ ~~~ 92-38 on a a nes oe 033 
MMe LOE CLOKuM Nts LL GrANSVCLSC\s so siie se sate cine eines ales coo Sateen ete eiae .034 
Deine Growin I Bnei Oosou.cS coco c4ocod cansor boop oso ucEUbBbicSscaolee 043 
Diamober Growl M. © allbero-pPOSterior ss. sess ce eeleee els sels o so Nena eae oeeeee 045 
Elevation of shovel above base of apex of nasal..._......-2....-.------------- .060 

The measurements may require some correction in respect to the 
supraorbital width, where the cranial walls have suffered from compres- 
sion. The frontal of one side has been pushed so as to overlap that of 
the other by about an inch. 

The scapula is of a sub-triangular form, the front being vertical, the 
apex directed backwards and an angle upwards. The posterior expan- 
sion is considerable, as in the elephants, while the superior angle is 
acuminate and much produced and massive. The spineis much elevated, 
bounding adeep supraspinous fossa. It is truncate in front, descending 
to near the border of the glenoid cavity. Its extremity is dilated in 
alate fashion, equally fore and aft, and not posteriorly only as in the 
elephants. The glenoid cavity is flattened so as to be longitudinal, and 
the coracoid is a rudimental tuberosity. 

Measurements of scapula. 
M. 

Noell Wemanin, (C323 iON) caesse cooooo bocce cooade ed ooo cess podeHo ndaeaD S6de 0.640 
Tiatigll WGN cco ccee ss sobc codes bdo dobbs BS 58Ed SOn5 Sous SeguHo coUE babs Seee hbo 420 
Densch apex MOM SPIN ey ee eee ae mane ain aoa iam niet nie vie) eal ain .140 
Bilewarionlof spine proximallliye \eeemeesice aos selsiersieeisafencelesciafaeeielae i ara 125 
asa Gi lel Gahan Gaeedeeseeno ceo scdcescocs cece cose Une debe Sabaramnen 185 
“NIG Gielen! Gavan 2225 BAe BSS eke Se aeee cebecs Kee oooe sua eeea rose shane .110 

The interior side of the scapula is strongly convex by the develop- 
ment of two longitudinal ribs, one corresponding to each fossa, but con- 
cave in longitudinal section. 

The proximal end of the radius exhibits two facets oblique to each 
other, the larger concave and transverse, the other oblique downwards. 
Transverse width M. 0.130; vertical .070. The extremity of a humerus 
not found with this individual, to which the radius applies pretty well, 
has a very oblique trochlear face, and measures seven inches across the 
condyles. It, however, belongs to a smaller species. 

The femur is entire. Like that of other species of the group it is 
much expanded proximally and deep distally, with the shaft contracted 
and somewhat flattened in the plane of the great trochanter. The lat- 
ter is in one plane, with its external margin turned a little backwards. 
The head is part of a globe, and is a little more elevated than the tro- 
chanter, and separated from its apex by a shallow concavity. There is 
no littie trochanter. The trochlear face is not elevated nor wide, and 
with lateral borders subequally developed. The antero-posterior axis 
of the condyles is somewhat oblique to a line at right angles to the 
proximal end. On this account the interior condyle is the longer; its 
articular face is continuous with the trochlear, with a marginal notch ; 
the outer condyle is continuous, with continuous outer margin. Strong 
ridges revolve from above the condyles to the posterior face of the shaft, 
the inner near the condyle. The outer runs parallel to the main axis as 
a low external ala, and backwards three inches above the condyle. The 
face between the ridges is concave. 
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Measurements of femur. 
M. 

Motaldength, (Slvs ieches)) \-ce o 252) se eel se neneeloiiseainw tele ve eel scier= eels 0. 747 
Motall jrosIMal; WAG. 6 sis slay sols Co ls ee Rak ps Sy pepe etka cea ae » 299 

e DiamMeberiOt alll eerie aarp s-a- eee ee See REM RASA A A oe . 136 
Transverse diameter at middle of shaft...-...-....-...---.---.--------------- .096 
Antero-posterior diameter at middle of shaft..--......--.---.-------.--------- . 074 
Antero-posterior diameter condyles posteriorly ......---..---..-----------..--- 15 
Transverse diameter condyles posteriorly .....----..--.-----.------ --------55- . 160 
Transverse diameter condyles distally...--.---.----------.----. 2-2. eee eee . 146 

' The pelvis has a large transverse expansion. The iliac plates are ovoid 
in outline, with the apex outwards and downwards. The margins are 
rather thin excepting the internal above the acetabulum. These are 
massive, and with a longitudinal excavation. They terminate in a deep 
oblique excavation for the diapophyses of the sacrum. The inferior 
margin rises compressed from just above the acetabulum. The latter is 
large for the size of the ilia, and its margins rise to a slight elevation 
beneath the exterior margins of the latter. The incisura acetabuli is ob- 
clavate, and nearly symmetrical. The os ischium is compressed and 
deeper than the pubis. It possesses a tuberosity on the posterior in- 
ferior margin. The obturator foramen is small, and is a vertical oval. 
The pubis israther slender and short. Its section at base is subtrian- 
gular; beyond, it becomes more compressed, and is spirally twisted on 
itself through a part of a circle. Its anterior margin near the sympbhy- 
sis, is strongly rugose for the origin of the pectineus muscle; the rugosity 
extends into a band on the outside of its proximal portion. 

Measurements of pelvis. 
M. 

Mone dianretenrtol imme sae ct as ea eed cence ice ena atere eae tee nein ee here Sareea 0. 605 
Transverse diameter at acetabulum’ 252525. 5522 sess se ee sees Soeeeee . 430 
Wenoth infermoriree mMangim Moss 22) see biel acciels sesieiaeela ceil see sate sta eee . 200 
Mone. diameter acetabulum 332 2-2 sates to joa see) ase nivale ane eeicae ce leseene ete . 150 
Shorteridiameter acetabulum ee cy. ee eens ce ege siete wos eters Seis oe Sin see aera . 130 
Shorter diameter obturator foramen..---. ...-...----.-----.--- ceiniialhe eve anger . 070 
Widthaschium! to tuberosity 222 2222 ee cece eae ae eee in -eise en la a eee eee . 140 
lenoth ischiumyatb taberosiiy cai sce me ote cle cine ene aap sere che a ae eee .110 
Diameter pubis at obturator foramen ..-....----..--.------ eee eee eee eee . 062 
Expanse of ilia laid on a flat surface and with sacrum in place, (4.2 feet) ....-- 1.280 

The general character of the pelvis is more like that of the elephant 
than that of any Perissodactyle. It agrees with the former and differs 
from that of the rhinocerus in the shortness of the pedestals of the ilias 
or rather in the sessile position of the latter on the acetabula; also in 
the absence of production of the iliac crests in advance of and above 
the sacrum. It is also elephantine in the shortness of the inferior ele- 
ments of the pelvis. 

Of vertebra, there are preserved a dorsal, two lumbar, and some: 
sacral. The first is very short and transverse. Itis so injured that I can 
only give measurements. The base of the transverse neurapophysis is 
a flat oval; both capitular articular surfaces are deep. The anterior 
lumbar is longer, but still short; its articular faces are slightly concave. 
The neural arch is wide, and supports the diapophyses. The sides of 
the centrum are concave and pierced by foramina, and there is a strong 
rugose hypapophyseal keel. The section at the middle is subtriangular. 
LT have three sacral vertebra which are separated by very distinct sutures. 
They diminish very rapidly in size, and the centra become flattened 
transverse. It is doubtful whether there was a fourth vertebra, and 
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the tail must have been short and slender. The articular face of the 
first is a transverse, rather broad ellipse, and twice the diameter of the 
third distally. The diapophysis of the second is much the stoutest. It 
unites with the subvertical plate-like diapophysis of the first as well as 
with that of the third. It is concave above, and terminates distally in 
a massive L-shaped surface of articulation with the ilium. The foram- 
ina inclosed by the diapophyses are quite large. The inferior face of 
the first sacral centrum is slightly concave with a hypapophysiai tuber- 
osity in front; it is strongly concave in the second. 

Measurements of vertebre. 
M. 

AMCELO-DOSLELION GiameteniOl COrsallss- 1. anisole wasacieee io se cleisiena Sonia tee 0. 044 
Mrameter atipooom neural archdos =.=). sste viele seed sonic eisisisis sc cieisyels se ae . 040 
Menapheh2seg Oh NeuLapopluysiSaasa clea aey see) cereninicislatsieilaeje ole aia actions OAL 
Diameter centrum lumbar; (vertieal!)\.--.2- 2.24. 22 se... Soe Ratna erecta es (teak . 090 
rameter cenbram lam bar,, (trans Verse) ae eats ele nee sete la cee intel eset eee , 110 
Diameter centrum lumbar, (antero-posterior) --...-..---------- ---.---.-- wis Dees . 080 
Wenephmuneeysacralsvierte Kaela = ey eis i elee ala ola leve tela elem oh aieieieielnini tal niaymiei Sista e285 
finan wetsoextenLok sacrum. (C5 1MCMes) eo soseuseceee casa secs eee ence Se) 
Diameter first vertebra at free end, (transverse) (4.6 inches) .----..........--- . 122 
Diameter rurst) vertebrarab ireevends (verticals 25.) see Boe SSE ed oe . 093 
Diameter last vertebrayat free end, (vertical) 32% 5 22 Jee eke ed . 021 
Diameter last vertebra at free end, (transverse) .-.. ---.----2.+2-. s-2+ cence ene . 065 
Motalgexpanseioh Meadsof TDs ao cectiem emis icisins sia secie cals reese ei erars pera . 106 
MrametencapliMlardtace. CVeLUICAL) sss anes sajsxs ce wie cece ee corer elev ae ana ielete . 048 
Hrameter babercular; (vertical) 22 22 se os es SGD OS AH ORCICoa Emotes Hebe S . O3t 
Width rib just below head........-- Soba eos oabblscood cons noGHoD Boob be Ss se Be.) oO) 

Restoration.—We may ascribe to the Loxolophodon cornutus, form and 
proportions of body similar to those of the elephant. The limbs, how- 
ever, were somewhat shorter, as the femur is stouter for its length than 
in the H#. indicus. It was similar in this respect to certain species of 
mastodon. The tail was quite small. The neck was a little longer 
than in the elephants, but much less than in the rhinoceroses; the 
occipital crest gave attachments to the ligamentum nuche and muscles 
of the neck, which must needs have been powerful to support the long 
muzzle with its osseous prominences, and to handle with effect the terri- 
ble Janiary tusks. The head must have been supported somewhat 
obliquely downwards, presenting the horns somewhat forwards as well 
as upwards. ‘The third or posterior pair of horns towered above the 
middle ones, extending vertically with a divergence, when the head was 
at rest. The posterior and middle pair of horns were no doubt covered 
by integument in some shape, but whether dermal or corneous is 
uncertain. Their penetrating foramina are smailer than in the Bovide. 
The cores have remotely the form of those of the Antilocapra americana, 
whence I suspect that the horns had an inner process, or were palmate 
as in the prong-horn at present inhabiting the same region. The nasal 
shovels may have supported a pair of flat divergent dermal horns, but 
this is uncertain; they are not very rugose. 

The elevation of the animal at the rump was about 6 feet, distributed 
as follows: 

Measurements. 
Inches 

EGS ee EE a ate as oats ne Lie eee Delete hie Selon sl cisiaie ebicis wente a yoltaleen ae 4.50 
LU Bote cen nate ote ae Ee ae Re pee SED TAs SOT AD an cape pa ae Sg END CFA 2085 
ESOT coe ore Oat SE Oe eR TT EEE 1h 2 Ms avn OL A A Re eA OD OS gEN ORR an 2 Re 31.75 
ekyisi Se ests 2 de BT SS Ses O15 Ca eR SPE Neen aS) tee ch enue dpatg LU BE ILC A Sig 16. CO 
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The anterior limb was stouter than the posterior, judging from the 
proportions in Hobasileus pressicornis, and was no doubt more elevated 
if of the Proboscidian character. This would give us the hypothetical 
elevation at the withers: 

Measurements, 
Inches 

Ne eee yy Seis a caate's (ain Sain) fa aioe ole oe al eee ges ee keesl sale les [alate 61. 00 
Scapula, (actual) ..-...--+--.-- +--+. 62+ --+ +2 eee eee eee Be Sia ae eteie oecet Stee 21.00 
Neural spines, (extremities) ils llo sSe so 508 SUE Lyte Ws eS ee ae 7.00 

Oxy diteet: ounches veesse2 ae je eed Wee ae eee ee) eee 89. 00 

These measurements are made from the plantar and palmar surfaces, 
allowance being made for the pads. 

The neck, estimating from the dorsal vertebree and from the cervicals 
of other species preserved, could not have very much exceeded 1 foot in 
length. This, added to the length of the cranium, gives a total of near four 
and a half feet. The obliquity of the antero-posterior axis of the cervical 
vertebre indicates that the head was posteriorly elevated above the 
axis of the dorsal vertebrae. Thus it is entirely clear that the muzzle 
of this animal could not have reached the ground by several feet, and 
that, as occurs in the similar cases of the tapirs and elephants, there 
was a proboscis to supply that necessity. The indications derived trom 
the bones of the muzzle confirm this conclusion, as has been already 
pointed out. 

Further than this, the symphysis madibuli is very short and narrow, 
and its teeth could have had no adaptation fur cutting off vegetation. 
The mental foramen is small, and the small nutrient artery thus indi- 
cated is entirely adverse to belief in a powerful or prehensile under lip 
to make up for the uselessness of the teeth. The long decurved canine 
teeth would, moreover, partially prevent the lips from touching the ground. 
The posterior position of the molar teeth indicates use for a proboscis as 
well as for a long, slendertongue. The fact that the foramen infraorbitale 
of the Loxolophodon is less than in the elephants, in no wise militates 
against the possession of a proboscis, for it is still smaller in the tapir, 
which has one, and larger in many rodents which are without it. There 
could have been no interference from horns near the ends of the 
nasal bones, for the bases of these project beyond the origin of a pro- 
boscis, and were directed outwards, while the latter hung downwards. 

This species was probabiy quite as large as the Indian elephant, for 
‘the individual described is not adult, as indicated by the freedom of the 
epiphyses of the lumbar vertebra, and fragments of others in my posses- 
sion indicate very considerably larger size. 

Habits.—The very weak dentition indicates soft food, no doubt of a 
vegetable character, of what particular kind it is not easy to divine. 
The long canines were no doubt for defense chiefly, and may have been 
useful in pulling and cutting vines and branches of the forest. The 
horns furnished formidable weapons of defense. That the anterior 
nasal pair were not used for rooting in the earth is evident from the ele- 
vation of the head, which would render this impossible. 

This huge animal must have been of defective vision, for the orbits 
have no distinctive outline, and the eyes were so overhung by the horns 
and cranial walls as to have been able to see but little upwards. The 
muzzle and cranial crests have obstructed the view both forward and 
backward, so that this beast probably resembled the rhinoceros in the 
ease with which it might have been avoided when in pursuit. 

Sunonymy.—According to Marsh, he described this species Septem- 
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ber 21, 1872, under the name of Tinoceras grandis, which thus becomes 
a synonym of Loxolophodon cornutus. As thename Tinoceras had never 
been deseribed prior to that date, although applied to the Titanothe- 
rium (?) anceps, Marsh, previously without description, this name becomes 
a synonym of Loxolophodon or Hobasileus, should the two latter ulti- 
mately prove to be identical. 
Locality—The remains of the Loxolophodon cornutus were found by 

the writer in August, 1872, jn a ravine of the bad lands of Wyoming. 
The greater part of the cranium, femur, Wc., were excavated from the 
base of a cliff of perhaps 250 feet in height, on the side of a ravine ele- 
vated about 1,000 feet, in the Mammoth Buttes, on South Bitter Creek. 
As the basin of Bitter Creek is 7,500 feet above the sea, the fossil was 
taken from ‘an elevation of 8,500 feet. The horizon is the Bridger 
Group of the Eocene of Hayden. 

EOBASILEUS, Cope. 

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1872 p. 485, (separata, August 20.) 

As pointed out above, this genus resembles Loxolophodon in the 
cervical vertebree, but agrees with Uintatherium in the rudimental.con- 
dition of the nasal horn-cores, which are mere tubercles. The poste- 
rior or third pair of horn-cores are also very different, and probably 
stand on the largely developed lateral crests of the superior surface of 
the cranium, as in Uintatherium. They are apparently preserved in Z. 
furcatum, (which is not the type of the genus,) and are compressed from 
base to summit; in Loxolophodon the base is nearly cylindric. 

The characters of this genus had not been indicated in any of the 
descriptions published by paleontologists prior to its establishment as 
above cited. 

The cervical vertebre in E. pressicornis are very short. The limbs are 
much as in Loxolophodon, as are the scapula and pelvis. The symphysis 
pubis of EH. pressicornis, or an ally, is short, and was separated from the 
ischiadic symphysis; but whether this belongs to the genus is not 
entirely certain. 

The unciform bone, of perhaps the same species as the above, displays, 
as in living proboscidians, three inferior facets. The external facet is 
deeply concave, and unites with the superior face by anacute angle. It 
supported the small outer toe by its metatarsus directly. The other two 
are more nearly on one plane, and are deeper than wide. The unciform 
is in form a little less than a quarter of a circle, and the external (auterior) 
depth is one half its transverse length. Its superior surface is slightly 
convex. 

EOBASILEUS PRESSICORNIS, Cope. 

_Loxolophodon pressicornis, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 580, (published 
August 19.) Loc. cit., p. 488, (August 22.) obasileus cornutus, Cope, 1. ¢., p. 485, 
(August 20.) not Loxolophodon cornutus, Cope, 1. ¢., August 19. 

Represented by numerous portions of the cranium, with fragments of 
limbs of one individual; of almost all portions of the skeleton, except 
the cranium, of a second. A humerus, with astragalus of a third, is of 
uncertain reference, while a single humerus of another specimen may 
belong here. Fragments of several other individuals of appropriate 
size may pertain to it. 

The craniwm is represented by nasal, maxillary, malar, occipital bones, 
&e. The first named has a halt-conic apex, and an oblique compressed 

¥ 
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tuberosity, which forms the lateral border behind it, and is directed 
obliquely upward. The apex of each nasal is vertically compressed 
acute, and is deeply pitted and rugose for muscular or ligamentous 
attachments. The inferior ee marginal ridge is contracted, and 
incloses a concave median space. The tuberosity sinks to the level of 
the median suture. The a Ei part of the nasal rises to the apex of 
the middie horn-core, forming its inner face. The postero-superior angle 
of the premaxillary reaches to near the base of the horn, and is not 
drawn out to a narrow apex as in L. cornutus. The horn is compressed 
antero-posteriorly at the base; at the apex obliquely inward and for- 
ward. ‘The outer face is concave on the lower half; the inner, convex. 
The posterior face is concave and tie anterior convex, when viewed 
from the side. 

Measurements of nasal bone. 
M. 

Width ofbothiat tuberosity. . 32 sony Eee eee oe ee ca Sone Os ee 
Widthtot both at base!of distal‘conet 2222.) J22) joo 25. bees oe oe eee oe ee ee OO) 
Depth of suture at frontiof tuberosity) ----226- s)-c\s-\22 22). oes oe ee eee 
Length of suture, from premaxillary to horn-core -- ...-...-.2----.-t-<se----+-4 4080 
enoth-of-horn-core,,(im front,) (G.inches) <= +. 1/5222= j2cep-ele sce | ee LOO 
Diameter, (externally) (2). sole eee Sen cd ee Sas e's cured eee cee ee OAD 
Miameter Of Apex.) Lessee laslon -vse ecees sm sces ve ee ice saciaal clase em 

The occipital region is furnished with an enormous transverse crest 
which extends upward and backward. Its margin is gently convex, 
and its supero-anterior face concave. The posterior is narrowed by the 
inferior crest-like margins of the temporal fosse, which extend from the 
squamosal part of the zygoma and gradually contract,: terminating 
abruptly in a low knob where it joins the transverse crest. The poste- 
rior face between the former is divided into two planes by a low vertical 
ridge, which terminates some distance below the summit. The trans- 
verse crest is continued in a curve forwards on each side as the superior 
margin of the temporal fossa. The specimen does not indicate whether 
these crests supported horns, but they are very stout. 

Measurements of occiput. 
M., 

Elevation from) foramen ma giuum =... - ise apoaii= wiells'alalnio = eisein ieee ee eee 0. 189 
Width] between inferior temporal crests .- =. 252. <-.5.2- 4. ise ee eee eee, 
Widtln of condyles withforamen 220 et a tse o ., oiselane cele arse 
Elevation above internal sinuses at angles. DUS 2 RO RS SV EE ee ET) 

The mastoid tuberosity is short and stout; the mastoid foramen is 
large and not piercing a crest. The ex-occipital suture is obliterated. 
The A-Shaped crest behind the meatus in Loxolophodon cornutus is little 
marked here. The surface of the bone has various muscular impres- 
sions. The basi-occipital exhibits a low median crest dividing lateral 
concavities ; transverse width at condyles .077 M. The fragments of 
teeth are too uncharacteristic for specific description. Numerous era- - 
nial fragments accompany the above, but have not yet been properly 
laced. , 

: The atlas is broken ; its cotyloid cavities are rather shallow, and the 
diapophyses small. Its antero-posterior diameter below at the middle 
line is .070; at base of diapophysis .070. The condyles of the femur 
present the ‘characters of the group. ‘There is a deep vertical groove on 
the inner side just above the condyle. The latter approach each other 
closely on each side of the intercondylar fossa and are flattened on the 
superior posterior margins. Width across extremities M. .150. ’ 

At a distance of 100 or 200 feet from the above specimen I found 
portions of the skeleton of a smaller animal, probably a different but 

——a 
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allied species. It is represented by portions of ribs and limbs, of which 
the ulna is described under Uintatherium. Two or three hundred yards 
from the typical specimen, I obtained remains of almost all parts of the 
skeleton of whatis probably the present species. The femur is identical 
in character. The specimen embraces cervical, dorsal, and lumbar verte- 
bree, ulna, both femora and tibiz, astragalus, navicular, &c., and large 
parts of the scapule and pelvis. 

The scapula, in its proximal portions, differs little from that of Loo- 
lophodon cornutus, beyond its inferior size. The coracoid is a compressed 
tubercle inclosing a groove with the glenoid cavity. 

4 

Measurements. 
M. 

Diameter glenoid cavity, (longitudinal) -.........2.22522)2---2- 2220 -22-0--2-- 0.168 
rameter slenodsCavaby,, (ULaANSVELSC)) 42 ioe ee ions se Season ac ee elses ec ai OOS 

The os pubis displays a strong pectineal rugosity, commencing near 
the acetabulum. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Perera NEO OMACCEADUINM 22.4 s2 cco cne ee cine asco eels een nel aa ea Sala ciene cin OGLAD 
PEM PMRCOTINONSPUDIC SULULO 5 Sese oases toe ho. cto se celcbee wettest ee LOS 
Prameter pubis, near acetabulum: (52252): <cis 26 -2)2 jas fesse yas ss eels b cee ee OD? 

The femur is nearly as long as that of Loxolophodon cornutus, but is 
more slender, and has a relatively smaller head. It is flattened fore 
and aft, and the great trochanter is much expanded and with a shallow 
concavity on the posterior face. There is a marked concavity on the 
posterior face of the shaft above the condyles. There is a rudiment of 
the little trochanter. The tibia is scarcely three-fourths the length of 
the femur, and has a rather contracted shaft, which is in section rounded 
triangular, one angle presenting forward. There is no spine except a 
rudiment in the swollen upper portion of the anterior ridge. The articu- 
lar surfaces are together rather narrowly transverse. “They are sepa- 
rated by a keel which is undivided posteriorly ; anteriorly, the contiguous 
margins of the cotyli separate. The long axis of the inner of these is 
directed antero-posteriorly outward in front; of the other, similar but 
much more transverse. It overhangs the shaft outward and backward, 
and supports beneath, the sub-round down-looking fibular articular sur- 
face. The distal articular surface is distinguished from allied species 
by the downward prominence of the malleolar process, the antero-poste- 
rior width, and the greater extent of the fibular articular face. The 
face is slightly concave antero-posteriorly, and openly sigmoidal trans- 
versely. 

Measurements of leg. 
M. 

Memon Mii AshlAc AUS IN, DLACE ye oa) ashe teins jm misatoreie vist a ciel eNoheln Sin a Seis aleiers 1. 200 
LOSGTTREE. LIST gees Ss Pee i Bie By eS SA SRS Ce ee Ne eae GOO ae aL ae . 750 
Femar, East rare TL oa DSS Nala Dsl 0 EN Rd BIR RI il 
Femur, width at great TEACH anter eal SONNE ma Ney Riu bili aa . 220 
Femur, width AMA A Sis tia Chistes ears See ee ee Sa Se SUN ee OO 
Femur, depth at middle shaft - oe eee Sa eae tad hs Ee ERE . 060 
Tibia, length... aan eS cE EROS AE eee Epc na areca, 9 ary A) 
Tibia, width proximal surfaces, (transverse) - Laie UE eA een a ation Reece IA) 
Tibia, width proximal surfaces, (antero-posterior)...-.-.-.--------------------  . 07 
ADL RIL ANS CUBCIOTAIRIE LOL Sati oy eee a ink Be Sellen a OGL 
Tibia, antero-posterior diameter shaft -...... ed eh a en A YO ALE nea LCA COLI) 
Tibia, antero-posterior diameter shaft, distal witionlation. 1220/22... oe es 2.1) 008 
Tibia, transverse diameter shaft, distal articulation --.-.-.-.-.---------------- .121 
LTT AGA ce he bid cee aU es NI a ne a ES a An EN Doe a1) 
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Measurements. 
M. 

Fibula, transverse width/at middle. .J 2222255222222 02 2) ee ee eae 
Fibula; width proximal articular face .:-) 2285202. 22 2 eee a 
Fibula, width malleolar articular face, (transverse)......-----------.--------- .052 

_ Fibula, width malleolar articular face, (longitudinal) ....-...--------.-.-.-.-. .044 

A section of the fibula, near the proximal end, is sub-triangular; a 
short distance below, sub-circular; on the distal two-thirds it is flat, 
with the thinner edge convex inward. 

The astragalus is a flat bone, with its entire superior face occupied by 
the tibial articular surface. This is as broad as long, and very little 
convex. It is broader in front than behind; the outer margin is con- 
cave, the inner slightly convex. The posterior margin projects most on 
the outer side, and it is divided by a pit-like cavity, which sends a 
groove to the inner margin. The outer malleolar surface is an antero- 
posterior oval; the inner, a concavity, beyond which the inferior por- 
tion of the bone projects. The inferior face is divided by a prominent 
transverse angle, between sub-anterior and sub-posterior faces. The 
latter receives the caleaneum on two oval surfaces, which are joined 
behind by a narrow strip. The navicular face is sub-rhomboid, the 
cuboid one-third as large, and triangular, with a round base outward. 
The margin of the former scarcely projects beyond the superior face. 

Measurements of astragalus. 
M. 

ANON USOC WN a Sa SRO ee ae ie Ocean SSSR so Se Mgrs ooc hemos scss> Ue We 
Moballvleneblay Ves yah See kia aeons a ee as re re eI EE es . 107 
Wadthytibialstacetindromthess ses eer a ey ie ela ae eal . 090 
Menovhitibial) face, externally ho. 28 Slee a seie) LA MeN IM aa NL i A . 068 
Length internal malleolar Face 1 UE INE OS. SMC SO ECE Ti Ce Ee Ons ace 
Length outer calcaneal, malleolar face, antero- “posteriorly; 42 4).0 2s OO 
Length navicular facet - SPE heey aan ae ne eer Surely Caves Be Ole) 
Width navicular facet, (antero-posterior); ésejsecec Jie ceeeh cece | . 060 
Length cuboid facet. .......---- wo aiaicyapele edie bre ble whesel aie nel oateiectes Peay Shee eae OO 
Width cuboid facet, (antero- posterior) 2002 i) oI WR A a nie . 035 

A cuneiform belonging to the individual mentioned first, has been 
already described. 

Measurements of cuneiform. 
M. 

Mepth) in fromthe: $443 ba es Pek eka ek ee EA SO epee 
Widths; (iransvierse) 6 ese Ses ee VS ee a he EE ee a) 
Width of internal tacets 2 ).25 22 e202 wel as EL aa A a OS) 
IWiaidthofjsecond 22/22 oes a es SR TR NEED 8 ee 
Width of third fo 022) 202 ere hee A Se I a te a ees 
Widthvotextermalys 205 fia ety) he Fes es oe ie ee a te 2 

A distal end of a humerus was found with two astragali about 100 
yards from the last individual. The articular face is very oblique to 
the transverse axis, but is about equally developed on opposite sides of 
the shaft. The condyles are unequal, have parallel axes, and are sepa- 
rated by but a shallow concavity. The fosse of opposite sides are not 
very large nor deep. 

Measurements of humerus. 

Transverse diameter, distally 222-0200. 02 lence be eoe see ea Se 
Transverse of inner condyle: oo. 6908 fe A Se ee 
‘Transverse of outer condyle) ie. 2s ea nse eee ee Sie ae eee 
Transverse diameter, olecranon 22.2... 52 252656 be See caine ine 2 ee eee ee eee 
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The portion of ulna just measured belongs to the individual of which 
so many tragments were found, or No. 2. 

The dorsal vertebre of the same are somewhat distorted by pressure; 
1 will therefore describe a cervical of natural form. The centrum is very 
short, and the articular face is a wide, transverse oval. Both are slightly 
concave, and the axis ‘being slightly oblique, the anterior is the more 
elevated. The surface of the latter is quite rugose, except on the mar- 
gins. The cervical canal is wide, and the neurapophyses and para- 
pophyses narrow. Interior surface regularly convex. 

Measurements of cervical vertebra. 
M. 

Length centrum.--.-.--. RRS SN OLE AS EO OSPR A OU) ce aNd a velo sda A 
Length basis neurapophysis. Bes PG OOOO Se anlar SUIS HE Cle eas i Seger ney eat AN . 040 
Length BNEOLOMANUCULATMACE. seere ct SONS eae ess esta vty ial uta a ae . 102 
Wepthrantenornalhiculartacess eases). Ses see ein ale Maney SOU CROLL aC esces: Saerc e eaNe ae (ESS 
Mirdthtnearalicanaliat bases. 2 S.a eM nace hematin se on Un eee ee tase G0) 

Relations.—Besides the difference in the development of the anterior 
nasal tuberosities, which might be sexual only, this species differs from 
I. cornutus in the simple naso-maxillary horn-cores, which want the 
interior tuberosity of that species, and in the fact that they are com- 
posed exclusively on their inner sides of the nasal bones to the apex, 
the maxillaries forming the outer face. H. pressicornis has also a much 
wider and less massive supraoccipital basin, with lighter horn-cores, 
if present. Minor differences have been already mentioned. 

The measurements given by Marsh for his Titanotherium (?) anceps 
(later Tinoceras anceps) are considerably smaller than those of corre- 
sponding parts of Hobasileus pressicornis, but represent more nearly a 
species of the size of Uintatherium robustum. When the species is suffi- 
ciently described, we shall be able to determine to which of the genera 
it should preperly be referred. 

Restoration.—The elevation of this animal was not much less than 
that of the Loxolophodon cornutus, but the proportions were more slender; 
as in all the species of Uintatherium in which the horns are known, 
these appendages stood in front of the orbits, and nearer the nareal open- 
ing than in the type of theformer genus. The muzzle, too, is materially 
shorter and more contracted, and the true apex of the muzzle was not 
overhung by the great cornices seen in Loxolophodon. The horn-sheaths 
were probably simple, while in LZ. cornutus they were probably palmate. 
The occipital and parietal crests are much more extended in this species 
than in the L. cornutus, so that in life the snout and muzzle had not such 
a preponderance of proportion as in that species. All the species of this 
genus were rather more rhinocerotic in the proportions of the head, 
although the horns and tusks produced a very different physiognomy. 
The extremities of the nasal bones, though not excavated as in that 
species, are strongly pitted and exostosed, and this, taken in connection 
with the elevation of the head, renders it probable that this species also 
possessed a proboscis. 

History.—This species was originally described by the writer in a short 
paper, which was published and distributed August 19, 1872, under the 
generic name Loxolophodon. I shortly afterward referred it to the new 
genus Hobasileus, under the name cornutus, under the impression that it 
was the same as the Loxolophodon cornutus; but finding this was not the 
ae J again used the specific name here adopted. 
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7 
KOBASILEUS FURCATUS, Cope. 

Loxolophodon bifurcatus, Cope, in extra copies on Proboscidians of the Hocene of Wyo- 
ming, August 19, 1872.*  Loxolophodon furcatus in the same, Proceedings American 
Philosophical Society, 1872, p..580, separata, Aug. 20. L. c. 488, August 22. 

This species was originally described from a large horn-core whose ex- 
tremital part resembles strongly the nasal shovel of Hobasileus cornutus, 
on which account I referred it to that position on the skull. Marsh has 
described somewhat similar horn-cores from the lateral crests of the 
skull behind in U. mirabile, whence it may be that my specimen is 
referabie to that position, although it differs much from those of that 
species. 

The basis is very narrow and lenticular; a short distance above it the 
outer side is convex. The anterior and posterior extensions of the base 
differ; the one is thinner, the other more massive and with a shallow 
groove above its commencement. The latter may be posterior. If so, 
the compressed apex of the horn-core sends down a rib outwardly to the 
anterior and one inwardly, which disappears on the convex base. The 
general form is spatulate with the apex expanded obliquely across the 
lateral crest, and regularly rounded in superior outlive. Its anterior 
fa:e is fiat, the posterior convex; its surface is grooved by very small 
blood-vessels. 

As compared with the posterior horn-core of Loxolophodon cornutus, 
there is every difference. That is continuous with one margin of the 
crest, this erect above it; that has a round base, this a lenticular one. 
It is more like that of U. mtrabile, which I only know from Marsh’s fig- 
ure, but abundantly distinct. Lt is much more elongate, especially above 
the (?) posterior part of the crest, and is flattened, and without the trian- 
gular section of that species. 

Measurements of horn-core. 
M. 

The total length above crest, (5. 5 inches)..---.-.----..--4-------- aah Ds 0. 135 
Phe total length above’ base, (7 inches) Hos. 22/2 Saale yee See este es See . 180 
Wildthyacross japex:. Gn) fromt)2o2.4. 4g) eee A i ee | . 095 
Wicknessjacross), apex, iGnrtromb) yee See ee ols ee eee ee ee . 028 
Phrckness)at; Dasel seo eso le a UE be Ne oe eee . 040 

It is not certain that this horn may not belong to the HL. pressicornis, 
if it be a posterior core, of which, however, I am not yet sure. In that 
ease the name /urcatus, under which it was first described, becomes a 
synonym of EL. pressicornis. 

UINTATHERIUM, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1872, p. 169, (published August 
ist.) Uintamastix, Leidy, loc. cit., Dinoceras, Marsh, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1872. Octo- 
ber, 1872, (published September 27.) 

This genus resembles the last in its general proportions, but differs in 
its more elongate cervical vertebrae. The centra of these are flat at both 
extremities, but have not such a marked elephantine abbreviation as ~ 
seen in the two genera above described. This enabled the head to ~ 
approach the ground more nearly, and as the limbs were shorter in — 
some of the species, they no doubt modified the length of the proboscis, 
if present. 

Several names have been applied to this genus. Professor Leidy’s 
name, here employed, bears date early in August. Under date of Sep- 
tember 27th, Professor Marsh proposed the name Dinoceras (American 
Journal Science Arts, 1872) for the U. mirabile, but did not give his” 

*See Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 515, where this name is 
recorded. je mary 
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reasons for separating it from his Tinoceras, (the names of the two bear 
an objectionable resemblance,) or those published by Dr. Leidy or my- 
self. As it is evidently synonymous with Uintatheriwm, I include it 
here, as is done by Dr. Leidy. 
Tam acquainted, by autopsy, with two species of this genus. None 

of them are so large as the Hobasileus pressicornis. U. robustwm, Leidy, 
is smaller, and the JU. lacustre, Marsh, smaller still. JU. mérabile, 
(Dinoceras,) Marsh, is about the size of the U. robustum, and nearly 
allied to it; but it may be distinct, as it wants a tubercle on the last 
molar. I therefore retain three species, as follows: Uintatherium robus- 
tum, Leidy; U. mirabile, Marsh; U. lacustre, Marsh. For convenience 
I compare these species with those of Hobasileus. 

The naso-maxillary horn-cores have been seen in LH. pressicornis and 
U. mirabile, and the nasal tubercles in the same. The posterior horn- 
cores are known in the U. mirabile. The posterior and lateral crests of 
the cranium inclose a basin-shaped concavity above in all these species; 
it has been observed in all but H. furcatus. The dentition is similar to 
that in Loxolophodon, i. ¢.,1.0; C.1; P.M. 4; M.2. The first premolar 
in U. lacustre has an internal cone and outer concave crest. The worn 
surfaces of the other teeth in that speeies, U. robustum and U. mirabile, 
are narrow ovate, with a deep exterior emargination. The true molars 
support two crests, which converge inwards and unite: there is a small 
tubercle behind the apex in U. lacustre and U. robustum. The tusk is 
long, compressed, and double-edged, as in Loxolophodon. The last in- 
ferior molar in U. robustum possesses three transverse crests, the pos- 
terior two parallel, and obliquely directed inwards toward:the axis of 
the anterior, which is the highest. 

In a specimen of one of the smaller species, the ulna widens consid- 
erably distally, being nearly as wide as the much expanded olecranon. 
The latter is large, flattened, and subtransverse, and presents a sharp 
ridge internally. On the inner side of the distal part of the articular 
face for the humerus is a tubercle, from which a short, wide groove runs 
out on the inner face of the bone. The head of the radius is a little 
exterior to the middle line, and the shaft crosses the ulna in an open, 
shallow groove, to the inner side. 

The cuboid is flat, and displays two proximal and two distal articu- 
lar facets in U. furcatum. The astragalus of the same species is sub- 
bifarcate posteriorly, and has internally an extensive oblique malleolar 
fossa. The calcaneum is short and massive, with two superior and one 
small anterior articular facet. 

The species may be thus distinguished: 

1. Large species, (occipital condyles extending over 
about 07.170 :) 

Naso-maxillary horns long; tibia with wide articular 
AR eee ort Scary a! hovsls ot An wie Aa Sites ON Ao EL. pressicornis. 

Pieeeores fat, elevated)! 22) (22s. eke lee eens LE. furcatus. 
2. Species of intermediate size : 

Molars smaller, with an-additional tubercle on the last. U. robustwm. 
Last molar without additional tubercle, (Marsh ;) max- 

illary horn-cores low, triangular; posterior horn-cores - 
Sie iauenlar il. SCCbION 430) sie ee fsa U. mirabile. 
3. Smallest species, (occipital condyles extending 

over about 07.095 :) 
Molar teeth larger, the last with a posterior expansion. U. lacustre. 

Previous to describing the species I notice a part of the skeleton of a 
large mammal, second only in bulk to Loxolophodon and Hobasileus above 
described. 
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These remains, which were not found in association with a cranium, 
consist of several vertebr, some carpal bones, and the entire hind limb 
of the left side except the toes and the cuneiform and navicular bones. 

’ The odontoid process is very stout, with a descending trihedral apex. - 
Length M. .078; diameter at base, .048. A dorsal vertebra, with a single 
(anterior) capitular articular face, is quite concave in front. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Diameteriantero-posteriorly --- 22222 ess Se ee see a eas eee wee Ll Ob 
Diametertivertically.s23 222. od dt eA aaa Sas Se ry . 094 

A cervical vertebra has the proportions of the dorsal as to its cent- 
rum, thus differing materially from species previously described. The 
articular surfaces are slightly concave. 

Measurements. 
‘ M. 

engthi(antero-posteriorly sles. 2822-22 oeles ee) acceler ne ee ee ee eee 0. 065 
Miameber; verticals es... 34h. es Si wee Se BN eae Be ee . 087 
Diameter, bransvierse- ise Geiss ae eee elope eee tl oie eek in ae . 100 

The femur resembles that of the other species already described, but 
is remarkable for the relatively small size of the head. While the 
lengths of the bone are not very different, and the expanse of the great 
trochanter about the same, the head of L. cornutus is large, the present 
one is very much smaller, and that of H. pressicornis intermediate. 
‘There is a rudimental third trochanter, and the condyles are as large 
as, and similar to, those of #. pressicornis. The external marginal con- 
dylar ridge is quite short. The shaft is broken and some small pieces 
lost; it is now 26 inches long, but was no doubt longer when complete. 

Measurements of femur. 
M. 

xpanse.or oreabatrochanter. 222522 isso cee 2 ee ee eee 0. 230 
Wigmeterofsheadiss.4t oo seis ees oes g ee eee . 109 
Diameter of shatt at) middle... sho.) 95 eats Sete een tee ee OOS 
MiaMeheL, ADOVE: -CONGYIES oii. oko, aeicie oye sinter ci teloh ciel ainy sere etaia icy ehaeie st Ee See . 152 
Diameter at extremity of condyles 22... 22.222 222) soe ene ee eee eee ee . 139 
Diameter) (vertical) (ofanner) condyles 5-6 255228) $2 fee Bo 4-2 ee ee . 125 

The tibia is perfectly preserved. It is short and stout, and with mass- 
ive extremities. The outer basal part of the spine remains and is 
prominent. The cotyliare not oblique; the inner is sub-round, the outer 
transverse, widening outwardly ; their long axes are at right angles to 
each other. The crest is alow ridge of contact of the cotyli. The 
superior fibular face is a transverse oval; the inferior much smaller than 
in HL. pressicornis. The shaft is contracted, and flattened behind and on 
the inner side. The distal extremity is transverse, less truncated for 
the fibula than in #£. pressicornis, less convex behind, and with a less 
prominent external malleolus. The point dividing the astragalus be- 
hind is more prominent. y 

_ Measurements of tibia. 

MotalJenoth... 25 seu See tooe Satine fen cee oo cee See ee Te eee ene ee 
Diameter head longitudinal... .-..-.-. 2¢ ajaeok tn ou eee sete cals oe eee ee 
Diameter head transyerseshe se sao. Se pele ioe eb ecm eee oleae oo ee 
Diameter shah, transverse a. -..2 2 sac +o |i oS ee eee eeee ease ice ae ee eee 
Diameter’ do. antero-posterior?) i... 52 1.5. eas SY, Sek) See ee 
Diameter distal articulation antero-posterior .......---..--.------s-+-2-- -----: 
Diameter distal articulation) transverse... 0-2 .-)5-)J-n< ome fo neo eee ooo eee bloat 
Diameter distal extremity, fore and aft..---....02.0 -.22-- - p= == 9 ances eee 
Diameter distal extremity, transverse.-_--.2--2-- 22202. 222 ene on 
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These measurements show that this bone is considerably shorter than 
in E. pressicornis, though of equal distal diameter. In both species the 
measurements considerably exceed those given by Marsh for his Titano- 
therium (2) anceps. The torm of the articular extremities in this animal 
differs f-om both in being more narrowed and transverse. 

The fibula is larger proximally and smaller distally than in H. pressi- 
cornis. Diameter proximal articular face .039; of the distal .045. 

The astragalus is similar in size and form to that of H. pressicornis, 
but differs in two points. The posterior margin is deeply incised for 
the ligamentous insertion, and the outer lobe is clearly cut to this fossa, 
on the inner side. There is a pit for a ligament on the convexity of the 
inner part of the middle of the tibial articular face. A third difference 
is seen on the inferior face. The inner calcaneal facet is longer and 
narrower, and is margined on the inner side by a large fossa parallel to 
its axis, which is wanting in the other species. The calcaneum is short 
and wide; its only anterior articulation is with the cuboid and is small. 
The heel is deeper than long, and is obliquely truncate downwards and 
inwards. 

Measurements of caleaneum. 
M. 

LGD SRE TS ers Sr Rs Sec BWR rae ord SPT eee in ga erry eer OL el ese Rae ee 0, 105 
VANIGOULD 23 Se eae ae ESS Co SEI ESERIES Benes cate fs Alan eo nt ain any EY SY fs . 092 
IDSA TN SARTO SA Gee Sere I TRS Cele OC CSE Ses ER Ee eau ar ata MY ue Neeru a . 050 
ern C Mer ae Sele jesin ate le alaic map sjotaevocjave cis ietarateiatap apo ever ae Moen elee een eens . 047 
PI GPURD, HGS Ae ae a Ae ae Ne Se oe FY Dea Sac Rp AL OL AU ee A . 055 
ene tune euboid aces) the esis, ses Babee bee he ache SNE he ee . 038 

The cuboid is a flat sub-triangular bone with two unequal articular 
faces below. 

Measurements. 
M. 

IE Ge See ete es tana mst oyarcinns aria wale Metia cae tes ceeteeyere cy iterere ta roielia esa Lee ale 0. 064 
AGI SES a ae eae ae ES SE Re Sue aR At NR eI Lyre Eien PREIS ey aS A . 076 
BAe pple eae eosin rate sionie Dac ahem eae e Maat ee Ns emie te cna aiciSe aera h ace Wa Magia ee . O31 
HenoLhyenneitorm, (aN LeLO-pOsbeLiOr))..s55-1-sa nesses ae eee ae paa ee eee . 040 
Pr eb GUMEMOLON =a oo) (22 aim coaian nla Saat HSS yt on in las AA IIE RARER EA OEE Ep Re . O17 

The humerus of a third specimen may or may not belong to this species. 
It was found in another locality. Its condyles are much less oblique 
than in that one described under EH. pressicornis. The olecranar fossa is 
shallower. It belonged to a larger animal. 

Measurements of humerus. 
M. 

Mransverse diameter distally, (7.75 inches) jy 53.) scl Woe ees eles 0. 195 
Mmiasverse diameter,inner condyles ts cies le Pe eae Uc cen sed tila aig ah . 125 

‘Remarks.—The remains were discovered by the writer in the Bridger 
Bad Lands, on South Fork of Bitter Creek, Wyoming. 

UINTATHERIUM ROBUSTUM, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1872, p.169, August. Uinta- 
mastix atrox, Leidy, 1. ¢. 

I have been able to examine, through the kindness of Professor Leidy, 
the type of his description, and find it to belong to a smaller species 
than any of those above described. The lateral parietal and supra- 
occipital crests are well developed, and the latter extends obliquely 
backwards. Several peculiarities are to be observed in the dentition. 
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Thus there is a great inequality in the height of the transverse crests of 
the posterior upper molar, the anterior, or the arched one, rising to a ~ 
high cusp at its outer extremity. A small tubercle exists on the side 
of the inner angle of the grinding surface in the penultimate molar. 
The same angle is much elevated in an anterior molar. The canine is 
wider distally than in LZ. cornutus, and less recurved. The mastoid 
process is quite prominent. The humerus has a prominent internal 
contyloid ridge and tuberosity, and the condyles are not very oblique. 
The inner posterior lobe of the tibial face of the astragalus is quite well 
defined; there is no median ligamentous pit on the trochlear face. 

Measurements, (from Leidy.) 

Inches. 

Wepthvlower jaw atilast molar 5.2.2 2.2 s2 eos sel soe 2 oe be pe Ree 3. 25 
Benethihomerus; abouts 22 (0428-2 sce tee ee ee one ee ee ea eee 21.00 
DMrameter at icondyles/ 22554. 1-2. See SE Ray Ve 7.50 

Found by Dr. J. V. Carter and Dr. Leidy, near Fort Bridger, Wyo- 
mime. 

Dr. Leidy has suggested with some reason that this species and the 
Dinoceras mirabilis of Marsh are identical. 

UINTATHERIUM MIRABILE, Marsh. 

Pinoceras mirabilis, Marsh, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1872, October, (published Sept. 27.) 
Loe. cit., Jan. 28, 1873. 

The cranium of this species has been partially described as above 
cited, and figures in the last-named paper largely supply the deficiency. 
From this it is evident that it differs from Loxolephedon cornutus in the 
generic characters already mentioned, and, further, in the anterior posi- 
tion of the naso-maxillary horns, the perforation of the lachrymal, the 
anterior development of the malar, the oblique occiput, &c. It differs 
from the LH. pressicornis, besides the inferior size, in the shorter nasal 
bones and greater posterior approach of the premaxillary bones to the 
base of the horns; in the much shorter horns and greatly smaller part 
taken in their composition by the nasals. 

These differences account for the great number of errors committed by 
Protessor Marsh in his allusions to other species, especially Loxolophodon 
cornutus described by me, (see his second article above quoted.) Ac- 
cording to Marsh this species differs from U. rebustum in the absence of 
a smali tubercle on the last molar, and presence of one on the penulti- 
mate molar. 

Measurements, (from Marsh.) 
M. 

Ikencthtoncranium, (28.5 inches) 2222. esse ee ee eee eee eee 0. 722 
Widahioven orbits .2c354 lb. 2 G28. se iS as Pe ea RN Se Se eer . 202 
Width between sunimits naso-maxillary cores ...:---.-. ---2 seece- 5206 -2-- es . 169 
Width between summits nasao-maxillary cores..-....----------..------------- . 038 
Height naso-maxillary cores, (3 inches)---. .--.-..----2.----- Ss SS ea . 075 
Length canime(925 inches) below yaw t2's22. . S255 ee ee . 232 
Dianieter fore and aftiat base: 22 so. .a26 chico. see Pee OO eee . 064 
Diameter transversejab base,.255 22 Sec ee Le ey a i . 025 
engin! of molarisernes.* 9-22) 222) 82545 Sin 2) ot aye ee ae . 150 
Past superion molar series | --2--8 225. 2.2 ee ee ee . 036 

UNITATHERIUM LACUSTRE, Marsh. 

Dinoceras lacustris, Marsh, 1. c. October, 1872, (Published September 27, 1872.) 3 

I have several of the teeth and the occipital, parietal, and other por- f 
tions of the cranium of this species. It is distinguished from its con- 
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geners, apartfrom its smaller size, by the large sizeof the teeth. These are 
nearly as large as those of Loxolophodon cornutus, and considerably 
larger than those of U. robustum and U. mirabile. The occipital con- 
dyles are not larger than those of the elk, Cervus canadensis. The 
mastoid protuberance is prominent, and the post-glenoid process more 
produced downwards and with less fore and aft diameter than in the 
other two species. The inferior temporal ridge is strongly marked, 
and the posterior condyloid foramen is large. 

The posterior molar has a wide floor extending from the posterior or 
straight transverse crest to the cingulum. This crest is low, and has a 
low tubercle near its apex behind. The other molars have strong fore 
and aft cingula, but none at ends. The worn surfaces are first V-shaped, 
ater arrow-shaped. The first premolar has a curved outer. crest and 
inner conic tubercle. } 

Measurements. 
M. 

Diameter of occipital foramen and condyles--.---.-.--2.--------2--- 0+ ---- oe 0. 092 
HEOMTESteLiOnend: condyle tomastoidy 25225 sae leeicelc sien Mais eeiiavaeres slelselsieree cis . 058 
From exterior end condyle to post-glenoid process ..---...---.-----.-----.---- . 080 
deransverse Giameter last upper molakeseoseese eset se calles acre see ere aeiesete . 045 
PRLAMSMErSe iain ELEM oHIKG pM LEMOLAL Manan) oases ele hae canis cies siaisions <\aje tees . 029 
Pench smOlariSOLles = = eevee aS See ee eter a a tila ee A A a ee . 163 

Found by the writer in the Bridger formation of South Bitter Creek, 
Wyoming. 

MEGACERATOPS, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural: Sciences, 1870, p. 1. Hayden’s Geological Survey, 
Wyoming, 1872, p. 352, (“‘ Megacerops.”) 

This genus is only known from the extremity of the nasal bones bear- 
ing the horn-cores. The latter are intermediate in position to the nasal 
and naso-maxillary horns of Hobasileus, &c., and may represent the 
median pair, in which case the diagnosis of the genus should be nasal 
horn-cores wanting. 

The genus was originally regarded by Dr. Leidy as allied to Sivathe- 
- rium, and therefore ruminant; he also supposed that it possessed a 
proboscis ‘‘as in the tapir.” The latter proposition has much in its 
favor, especially as the affinities of the genus are evidently with the 
Proboscidia. 

MEGACERATOPS COLORADOENSIS, Leidy. 

Megacerops coloradoensis, Leidy, 1. c. 

The part of this species preserved indicates an animal of the size of 
the largest Unitatheria. The nasal bones are co-ossified, and the horn- 
cores are sub-cylindric, obtuse, and about two inches in length. They 
are situated above a point a little behind the anterior nares. 

BATHMODONTID A. 

As already pointed out, the structure of the limbs and feet in this sub- 
order is as in the order generally, and the scapula has the same form in 
general. The symphysis mandibuli is furnished with teeth, and forms a 
long solid spout. The astragalus has a very peculiar form, being even 
more exceptional than in Uintatherium. The superior articular surface 
is flat or concaye in the middle. It is turned inward in front of the 
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articular face for the inner malleolus, terminating in a long point. The 
cuboid articular face is quite smali and sublateral, and sessile like the 
navicular. Ihe fibular facet is extensive, and the internal lateral well 
marked. 

On the other hand the coracoid process is produced into a curved 
hook, and is thus more largely developed than in other Proboscidians 
or Perissodactyles. The neck is longer than in the other Proboscidians, 
and the parietal bones appear to be narrowed by the approximation of 
the temporal fossa, as in the Rhinoceros. Almost nothing, however, is 
known of the structure of the skull. 

The genera are two, as follows: 

Penultimate molar unlike the last, with external cres- 
eentjand embracing ledge; onc choc e itt eb Se ae ye Bathmodon. 

Three molars alike, with two transverse crests not meet- 
THR? WOE TLE Ys a yA eer oR eave Sieg ire Gui ee I 4) ss Metatophodon. 

BATHMODON, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 417. 

This genus was originally Chica distinguished by the dentition; at 
present many other important peculiarities are added. First, as regar ds 
the molar teeth; the two transverse crests I find to be separated (not 
united) at their inner extremities, by a narrow fissure. The anterior is 
much the longer, and is cur ved; its anterior wall slopes steeply down 
to the narrow ‘cingulum. The posterior is short and straight, and bears 
a crest. The numbers are 1.3; C.1; P.M. 4; M.?3. 

The entire mandible presents the following dentition: I. 3; C.1; P. 
M.4; M.3. The incisors radiate around the narrow extremity of the 
trough like symphysis, and have transversely expanded crowns. The 
canine is inclined forward, and forms part of the same series. Its crown 
is triangular in section, the outer face convex. In the males it was 
enormously enlarged, as indicated by a symphysis in my possession. 
The anterior premolar approached the canine. The former teeth have 
an external chevron directed inward, whose extero-superior surface of 
enamel is acute cordate. Besides this is a little longitudinal ridge, | 
which represents another chevron of: the true molars. On the first of 
the latter, both chevrons are developed, the posterior the least, both 
with their anterior ridge boundaries lowered ; they sink entirely on the 
last two molars, which become thus two- crested, as in those of some 
Tapiroids and the premolars of Dinotherium. 

The sternal segments are cylindric; in one the articulations for the 
hempophyses project laterally, giving the piece a T-shaped form. The 
atlas has a flat diaparapophysis, presenting its edges fore and aft; the 
arterial canal traverses it obliquely. The coracoid is double, having a 
tuberosity on the edge of the glenoid cavity, and a prominent hook just 
outside of it. The lumbar vertebre are quite short. The cuneiform 
bone is narrow pyriform, with two triangular facets on one side, the 
smaller being sublateral; and one twisted over the other. The ungueal 
phalanges are very short, somewhat flattened, and with the terminal 
portion transverse and rugose as in some toes of Hlephas. 

In the remains pertaining to this genus obtained by Dr. Hayden, 
there are numerous individuals of apparently three species. Two of 

_ these are larger and one smaller, the latter in part indicated by an indi- 
vidual without epiphyses on the lumbar vertebrae. It presents marked 
difference in the form of the asiragalns atlas, scapula, &e. 
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a larger species: 
Astragalus everted in front; nearly as wide as long; 

lower premolars narrower, more elevated, and rugose..B. radians. 
Lower premolar broad, lower, and smooth.............- B. semicinctus. 

aa Smaller species: 
Astragalus much wider than long, decurved in front...... B. latipes. 

BATHMODON RADIANS, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, (February 16,) p. 418. Hayden’s 
Geological Survey of Montana, 1871, p. 350. 

In addition to the characters already assigned to these species as above 
cited, I add the following: 

The apex of the scapula is a massive flattened acumination with trun- 
eate extremity. The spine is elevated and truncate next the glenoid 
cavity, which is a wide oval, much produced at the coracoid margin. 
The transverse process of the atlas is rounded distally, and is about as 
long as wide; the surface for the axis is directed obliquely inward. The 
jibula has the inner sharp edge prolonged to the proximal end; the form 
of the latter is much asin Hobasileus. The astragalus is slightly concave 
in both directions on the trochlear face, most so antero-posteriorly. The 
anterior outline of the same is strongly and obliquely convex, and the 
surface is produced sideways into a latero-anterior apex. The inner 
malleolar border is thus very concave; the outer is gently convex with 
a long fibular facet. The posterior margin concave, the inner tuberosity 
prominent. The navicular facet is as broad as long, and nearly sessile, 
being probably separated by a groove from the tibial. The cuboid facet 
is subround, ‘small, and sublateral; the calcaneal situated diagonally 
opposite each other. The antero-internal is twice as large as the other, 
is transverse and truncate internally by a facet near the apex, at right 
angles. The other calcaneal facet is subround. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Length ramus mandibuli to anterior margin of coronoid process..---.--------. 0. 310 
Lena) (remo ech imNO bmi oS eos 656 ee S sete ss se keeo cuceaa eaoecde coadeoacer . 218 
iain Sih JBC TiO RR GKOn Atle Saab bce doe ovemeu cod pauees HoobuG danse obebeeeeakese . 040 
Width lastmolar crow eea se nese ees ae eetas 5 steeneiahe ebShe Giad och cess . 030 
vidéhilasiiapremolar.crowmn- Mek lee 6 «(shee eee easy re ore pee re ta . 018 
Length-last premolar...--..-..---- saps peo Si4 osce coe edo odes shecad Poseddeoues . 025 
Wiuiclo busy pity sisiat GamiH esa eres tino Sere ete mares pielalere islnie isin eye sino aise . 045 
WrAaMGter Canines: 6:- -2- Ss. asec ores eee ee See eee ane cite Le, RIEHL ie wa . 028 
WETNE Ere CANIIIVES) Os aly pres ee OOS TA EEL 2 ETA WLENP Mi 8 ASS 2 SY Sy nero . 023 
Wengiwexposed POLrbion INCISOL 2a Ma- le seeetoh sels apis ie el cote sole sale ale oisiciafalstaje _. 026 
Mbt Me rowAINGISOTy 225. agaist pos are 32758 Sipe Sis) syoe (jae ehsnininns seme te aelces cite . 0245 
Grain GKay apa te ys veh Beer SeeB U SUE oe eee BAR iE re Same n eae raE . 047 
Piidiidrapopliysis atlas cen eee ee esate se aise eee aman ote ene tata ear eta es . 056 
Sir phbtaceiior amish. 225) Fe cee See aos. Fee SERS Re) es en clayee oral 053 
Width glenoid cavity scapula, (straight).....-.--. ..-..-2------+----- 2-2 e+ . 086 
ede HMCocacoids from ANN CL |DASIS spr apel 2 yarejane sais wia paises ene aecins sieia sine etna ae . 045 
Pere me proxmiakarhicwiationm Mla wa cotta a maolninmesio tems se ccicie sansa ees . 027 
Memciindistal arbhiculavion tabular oes etme ee ee EME Me eS sei . 042 
ME MCLCE SSL TUL a.) 22 Stes LISI S eevee) Seta ee seee ion see . 042 
Total length astragalus, (fore and aft).--.....- blames dip ytievabrn Syede c soecey cose 6686 072 
pirate EAS DEANS 93. Pepe be ie lal alcialploin Saja sin cin’ el onisne oie ewn a2 cea . 065 
WSS PUMILRV NOU AEEACE L5 =e vine seo tee al aoe Oeree a ate nS peloate bleelo nae e eae . 045 
Mirciibouavicnlarmtaceta-— «2 jose gabe a My ONE LN be STL OO EEN a ened Oe . 034 
VTL URC HU OLORLACE soe anes Lc APP PAPE MIES Oo sci) adele io Jey es Rl ee eID 
Length cuboid facet..---....- Es 5 oc SO CIC CIES eae Se aed ESE geese . 023 
Meno Laeantenormcaleanesl accion acer acs Sas teise dele scs ooesiseniencieseoasees . 040 
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The teeth are slightly rugose, and the inferior canines show atendency 
to imitate the form of the incisors ina slight basal angular expansion of 
the crown. This forms an approximation to the tapirs. The middle 
pair of incisors is directed outward, is the smallest, and, like all the 
others, has the roots much exposed. 

This species was originally described from teeth of the upper jaw. I 
have since obtained the entire mandible (except the angles) taken out 
at the same place and near the same time. ‘The size, color, &c., would, 
indicate that they belong to the same individual. Accompanying the 
first specimens were many bones of individuals of different sizes, which I 
learn from the finder were all taken from within a short distance of each 
other. Many of them belong to the same species, as the jaws and teeth, 
and I have described as such those that relate properly to them as to 
size, mineral appearance, &c. 

The smaller specimens belong also to several individuals, and possibly 
to more than one species. I describe them together, but regard the 
astragalus as the primarily distinctive bone. 

BATHMODON SEMICINCTUS, Cope. 
ab 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 420. Loxolophodon semicinctus, 
Cope 1. ¢. 

The tooth on which this species was based shows a nearrelation to the 
corresponding one of B. radians. 

es 

BATHMODON LATIPES, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1873, March. 

Established on atlas axis, dorsal and lumbar vertebre, scapula, hume- 
rus, phalange, femur, astragali, &c., of a specimen found with the B. 
radians. 

The transverse process of the atlas is stouter and less flattened at the 
base than in B. radians. 'The axis is but little oblique, and has a low, 
obtuse hypapophysis below. Its form is much as in the larger species, 
being rather elongate, but shorter than in Rhinocerus and other Perisso- 
dactyles. The dorsals and lumbars are short and plane; the former are 
obtusely, the latter acutely, keeled below. The head of the femur has 
no ligamentous fossa. The astragalus is considerably broader than long, 
the apex turned outward in front of the inner malleolus, being especially 
produced. The tibial face is concave transversely, and convex antero- 
posteriorly at the front, plane behind. Thereisa posterior submarginal 
foramen, which is not bridged over in one specimen, producing a deep 
notch. The navicular facet has considerable transverse extent, and the 
anterior side of the bone is more transverse than in B. radians. The 
calcaneal facets are diagonally opposite to each other; the outer is sub- 
round, the inner anterior narrow and transverse. It differs in the two 
specimens, the perforating foramen not being bridged over in the one 
(the type) with the similar posterior interruption described above. This 
may be due to fracture. The only ungueal phalange has the articular 
face not quite sessile on the transverse rugouse free extremity. 

Measurements. 
ive 
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M. 
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Diameter glenoid cavity scapula) ‘roneverse oI Tago 
From the beds of the Green River epoch near Evanston, Utah, (now 

Wyoming.) 

METALOPHODON, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 542. (Published September 20.) 

In distinguishing this genus from Bathmedon, I stated that the differ- 
ences were in the dentition so far'as known; 7. ¢., that the crests of the 
true molars are not united internally and that the premolars are two (not 
three) crested. I would now add to the characters, that there are 
three molars on each side, with transverse crests, which do not unite at 
the apex, except in the case of the anterior, when they are slightly con- 
nected. In Bathmodon there is but one such tooth, the posterior. The 
inner or third crest of the posterior premolar of that genus is only a cin- 
gulum, and is not probably a generic character. 

METALOPHODON ARMATUS, Cope. Loc. cit. 

This species‘is represented by the greater part of the dental series of 
both jaws, which I took from a decayed cranium myself, and can thus 
be assured of their mutual relations. One of the true molars, at least, 
belonged to the milk series, as indicated by the unworn crowns of the 
successional teeth accompanying. Some of the premolars are but little 
worn. 

The incisors are well developed, those of the premaxillary subequal in 
size. The crown has a convex cutting edge and flat inner face. The 
outer face is convex. In some the inner face is more concave, and is 
bounded by a cingulum next the root. 

The premolars present a single external crescent of acuminate outline, 
and a smaller, more transverse one, within. A cingulum bounds the 
crown fore and aft, but is wanting at both base and apex of the triangu- 
lar base. In the more posterior the crescent is more open, and the 
crown less transverse. 

The molars present an increase in transverse extent of the external 
crescent, and the interior one is wanting. In the posterior two the an- 
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teriorridgecurvesround at the apex of the <, but is separated by a con- 
siderable interruption from the posterior. Thelatteris shortened, and ter- 
minates exterpally in a conic tubercle, which approaches the outer extrem- 
ity of the anterior ridge. In the last molar the posterior ridge is shorter, 
nearly straight, terminating at a cone at each extremity. 

The canine is damaged, but was of large size, amounting in one or the 
other of the jaws to a tusk. The probably superior is compressed, with 
acute edges. The inner face gently convex, the outer more strongly so, 
with an acute ridge on its anterior convexity, inclosing an open groove, 
with the interior cutting edge. This surface of the dentine, when ex- 
_posed, has a transversely wrinkled character, but no trace of “ engine- 
turning” i in the fractures. 

In the mandible, premolar and molar teeth are recognizable; the char- 
acter of the incisors remaining uncertain. As usual in the ungulates 
they possess a relatively smaller transverse diameter than do the cor- 
responding teeth of the maxillary. They change very materially in 
form from the front to the terminus of the series, and, in connection 
with the superior molars, are very instructive as to the generic connec- 
tion of different types of dentition. 

The peculiarity of the premolars consists in the fact that, besides the 
single external crescent exhibited by those of the upper jaw, they have 
a rudimental second one in the position it should occupy in correspond- 
ing teeth of Paleosyops. The inner border of the crown is convex, and 
extends from apex to apex of the crescents. There are no cingula to 
these teeth. The rudimental crescent diminishes anteriorly, its angle 
becoming first obtuse, and then disappearing. Posteriorly the reverse 
process takes place, and proportions increase. But in the last molars 
they do not assume the proportions seen in Palwotheriuwm and allied 
forms. They increase in the elevation of corresponding ridges of the 
crescents and decrease in the others, so that the resultant form is nearly 
like that of Dinotheriwm or perhaps Lophiodon. The outer ridge of one 
crescent appears as a cingulum, which sinks to the base of the crown 
from the apex. This is rudimental in the genera just mentioned. The 
corresponding bounding ridge of the other crescent is reduced to a ru- 
diment extending diagonally across the valley between the remaining 
crests, aS is seen in not a few genera of the Hocene. 

Measurements of the teeth. 
M. 

Motalileneth of superior incisor..52 92532 toh so ccane ence sicaeeee eee eee eee 057 
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In comparison with Bathmodon semicinctus, PoE, the crowns of the 
premolars are of similar size, but more elevated. 
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This large ungulate was found in a stratum below those of the Green 
River group of Hayden, or in the lower beds of that series, near Black 
Buttes, Wyoming. 

It is not certain that the last-named species of Bathmodon does not be- 
long to this genus. All three are distinct from the M. armatus, the latter, 
though young, being considerably larger than Bathmodon latipes. 

PERISSODACTYLA. 

PALASOSYOPS, Leidy. 

Hayden’s Geological Survey of Montana, 1871, page 358; (?) Proceedings Academy 
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1871, p. 118. JLimnohyus Marsh, American Journal 
Science and Arts, 1872, p. 124. 

This genus has been partially described by Professor Leidy, and much 
light is thrown on its structure by the materials obtained by the survey 
of 1872. As pointed out by Leidy, this genus differs from Paleotheriwm 
in the isolation of the internal cones of the superior molars from the ex- 
ternal longitudinal crescentoid crests, and in the presence of but one 
inner tubercle on the last three premolars instead of two. There is but 
one internal cone on the last superior molar. Number I. 3, C. 1, P.M. 
4, M. 3. Number of inferior molars similar; true molars, with four 
acute tubercles alternating in pairs and connected by oblique crests, 
which thus form two V’s, with their apices exterior. The last molar 
adds a fifth posterior tubercle. The last premolar iacks the posterior 
inner tubercle. The second and third have but one, the outer series 
of tubercles,—and the first is compressed. The canines aie separated 
by a slight interval from the premolars, and are in continuity with the 
incisors. 

The dental characters are generically identical with those of Titano- 
therium, Leidy, which must be referred to the Perissodactyla, and not to 
the Artiodactyla, as left by Leidy in the “ Extinct Mammalian Fauna of 
Dakota and Nebraska,” though originally referred by him to this order. 

The species originally named by Leidy Palcwosyops paludosus belongs 
to the succeeding genus, Limnohyus, Leidy. He afterward included 
species of the present genus in it, and in so doing first characterized the 
genus. Hence I agree with him in retaining the generic name for the 
latter, and not the former, as is done by Marsh. The original form was 
not characterized generically, a brief specific description only being 
given. 

PALZOSYOPS LZVIDENS, Cope. 

LTimnohyus levidens, Cope; Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1873; pub- 
lished January 51. Palewosyops paludosus, Leidy ; Hayden’s Survey of Montana, 1871, 
p. 359, not Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1870, p. 113. 

A species about the size of the Anoplotherium commune, Cuv., and inter- 
mediate between the Paleotherium magnum and P. mediwm. It is con- 
siderably larger than the existing tapirs, and was one of the most 
abundant of the quadrupeds of the Eocene of North America. 

it is chiefly represented by a nearly complete cranium with dentition, 
from Bitter Creek, and a cranium lacking the posterior part of one side 
and the lower jaw, from Cottonwood Creek. The molars have the gen- 
eral form of those of Z. robustus, but the second superior premolar has 
but one outer tubercle. The cingula are much less developed than in 
that species; those between the inner cones of the molars being entirely 
absent. These cones are low, and, with the rest of the crowns of all the 
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teeth, covered with smooth and shining enamel. The anterior median 
small tubercle of the first true molar is wanting. The last true molar 
has but one interior cone. 

The canine tooth is powerful and bear-like; the outer incisor is the 
largest. The premaxillary bones are short, and the side of the face 
elevated and plane to the convex nasal bones. The nasal bones are 
long, narrow, and convex. Zygomatic arch massive. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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PALAIOSYOPS MAJOR, Leidy. 

Survey of Waenung, 1871, p. 359. Pamnobs yus robustus, Marsh, Amer. Journ. Science 
and Arts, 1872, p. 124. 

ee specimens from Cottonwood Creek, Black’s Fork, Bitter 
Creek, &ec. 

PALZOSYOPS VALLIDENS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Society, 1872, p. 487, published August 22, 1872. 

Represented by the dentition of one maxillary bone with other bones 
of one individual; a portion of the same dentition of a second; with 
both rami of the mandible, with complete dentition, of athird. The spe- 
cies is distinguished by the details of the dental structure, and by the 
superior size. It exceeds, in this respect, the Paleosyops major, Leidy ; 
while the three posterior lower molars measure 4.25 inches in length, 
the same teeth of the present animal measure 5 inches. The last 
superior molar of another specimen measures 2 inches in iength ; in the 
third the first true molar is 1.5 inch in length, while the last inferior 
molar is 2.25 inches long. The peculiarity in the structure of the supe- 
rior molars consists in the existence of two strong transverse ridges, 
which connect the inner tubercle with the outer crescents, inclosing a 
pit between them. These are most marked on the premolars, where 
also is found the peculiarity of the almost entire fusion of the outer 
crescents into a single ridge. These united crescents are narrower than 
in P. major, and the summits of all the crescents are relatively more 
elevated. The number of inner tubercles is the same as in that species; 
all the teeth have very strong basal cingula, which rise up on the inner 
tubercle. The inferior molars are relatively narrower than in P. major, 
and the posterior tubercle .of the last is iarger and longer, and is an 
elevated cone. The inner tubercles in all the lower moiars have broader 
bases and less acumination. 

The bones containing the aetes and mandibular teeth were not 
found together in any instance, so that itis possible that the different 
pas may represent different species. No other species of the genus 

s, however, found in the localities to which the respective parts could _ 
be =e red. Should these prove not to pertain together, the lower jaws Pio 
may be regarded as typical of the species. 
Found in the Mammoth Buttes, on South Bitter Creek. 
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LIMNOHYUS, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1872, p. 242, Palwosyops, Marsh, 
Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1872, p. 122, not of Leidy, 1871. 

This genus only differs from the last in possessing two conic tubercles 
of the inner series on the last superior molar, instead of one, a charac- 
ter first pointed out by Marsh. 

LIMNOHYUS PALUDOSUS, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy of Natural Sciences, Phialdelphia, 1870, p. 113, not of later 
descriptions. 

My expedition did not obtain any specimens which I can as yet certain- 
ly refer to this species. The measurements given by Professor Marsh for 
his Paleosyops laticeps approach very nearly to this one. Thus the 
width of the crown of the last superior molar is M. .038; in P. laticeps 
040; in L. diaconus, Cope, it is .047. ; 

LIMNOHYUS DIACONUS, Cope. 

Paleosyops diaconus, Cope, on some Eocene Mammals obtained by Hayden’s Geological 
Survey of 1872, 1873, p. 4. ‘ 

The species is as large as the Paleosyops major of Leidy, but differs 
in the relative proportions of the teeth. Thus the last three molars have 
the same antero-posterior length, while the space occupied by four pre- 
molarsis shorter. The anterior and posterior cingula of the true molars 
are very strong, but it is not well marked on the inner side between the 
cones. The latter are acutely conic, and the median anterior tubercle 
is strongly developed. Although the wearing of the teeth indicates 
maturity, the enamel is coarsely and obtusely rugose. The fourth pre- 
molar differs from that of Z. major in its smaller size relatively and 
absolutely, and in the presence of a prominent vertical tubercle on the 
outer face, rising to the angle of the deep notch between thelobes. The 
third premolar is as wide as the fourth, and about as large as the cor- 
responding tooth in ZL. major, but different from it in the absence of 
tubercle and ridge that mark its external face. The first premolar has 
two roots, and the canine is large and stout. 

This large Palzotheroid is represented by parts of the two maxillary 
bones, which present the crowns of the third and fourth premolars, and 
of the second and third true molars, with the bases of the other molars 
and premolars. 

Measurements. 
. M. 
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The LZ. paludosus, Leidy, is similar to this species in the rugosity of the 
enamel of its teeth, but appears by the measurements to be distinctly 
smaller, so as to relate to it about as to P. major. 

38Gs 
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In comparison with Marsh’s description of his P. laticeps, the measure- 
ments are all larger,and the enamel isas rugose as in L. major, instead of 
smooth. The shortening of the premolar Series is greater in P. diaconus ; 
thus in P. laticeps the two sets of molars are related as 49 mm. to 61; 
in the present one, as 106: 65; were the proportions similar, the length 
of the premolar series should be 69 mm. 
From Henry’s Fork of Green River. 

LIMNOHYUS FONTINALIS, Cope. 

Paleosyops fontinalis, Cope; Proceedings of American Philosophical Society, 1873, 
January 31. 

The smallest of the tapiroids of this series, being about the size of a 
dog. It is represented especially by a considerable part of the cranium 
of an individual in which the last superior molar is not quite protruded, 
but with the other molars and last premolar of the permanent dentition 
in place. The enamel of these teeth is in accordance with the age, deli- 
cately rugose, and while the cingulum is present fore and aft, itis want- 
ing internally and externally. The anterior median tubercle is present 
on all the true molars, and the bases of the acute inner cones are in 
contact. The sagittal crest is truncate, and the squamosal portion of 
the zygoma very stout. The nasal bones are together very convex in 
transverse section. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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Found by the writer on a bluff on Green River, near the mouth of the - 
Big Sandy, Wyoming. 

HYRACHYUS, Leidy. 

Geological Survey of Montana, 1871, p. 360. 

This genus was originally described by Leidy from portions of skele- 
tons of individuals from the Eocene Tertiary of Wyoming. Herecognized 
it as related to the Lophiodon of Cuvier in dentition, and as sharing with 
characters of that Eocene genus peculiarities which belong to the exist- 
ing genus Tapirus. 

Having obtained a large series of remains of this genus, including 
more or less numerous portions of six species with nearly complete 
skeleton of H. eximius, Leidy, I propose to give such an account of its 
osteology as will place its relations on a certain basis. 

The characters which distinguish its dentition from those of the allied 
genera are as follows: : 

Tapirus, Briss. Lower jaw : Third molar two-crested ; three premolars, 
the third and fourth with two transverse crests. Upper jaw: Seven 
molars, first with an inner heel tubercle; other premolars with two 
transverse crests. 

Hyrachyus, Leidy. Lower jaw : Third molar with two crests; four pre- 
molars, third and fourth with one transverse and one longitudinal erest. 
Upper jaw : Seven molars, first without interior’ heel; premolars with 
two transverse crests. 
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Lophiodon, Cuvier. Lower jaw: Third molar with three cross-crests ; 
premolars three, Nos. 2 and 3 with longitudinal crests. Upper jaw: Pre- 
molars with longitudinal crest only, No. 4 with two transverse crests. 
Upper jaw: Premolars with only one transverse crest. 

In Hyrachyus the nasal bones are elongate, and unite with the maxil- 
laries anterior to the orbit ; in H. eximius above the foramen infra-orbitale 
exterius ; in Tapirus those bones are much shortened, and either do not 
unite with the manillaries or join them and the frontals above the orbit 
at different points from the anterior to the posterior borders. The tem- 
poral fosse are so extended as to produce an elevated sagittal crest, 
which is bifurcate behind, each projection continuing alone the outer 
margin of the occipital region as a lateral crest. The tympanic bone is 
unossified beneath the meatus auditorius externus, which is bounded in 
front by a strong postglenoid process. Posteriorlyit is bounded by along 
descending mastoid process of the squamosal bone, nearly closing it 
below. This is bounded posteriorly by a long and stout paramastoid 
process, which is compressed from before backward and curves back- 
ward and inward. The foramen magnum has prominent supero-lateral 
margins which are nearly SOS ane unite at a right angle above. 

The dentition is thus: I. 3; C.4+; P. M.4; M.3; a considerable dia- 
stema separates the premolars and the canine. 

In the Species studied, the vertebre are divided as follows: C. 7; D. 
Soy. 12S. 5; ©. (2). ‘Of the cervicals the seventh only is not pierced 
by ‘the arterial canal. The atlas has a broad flat “ tranverse” process. 

The digits are 4—3; the third with a symmetrical hoof, those of the 
exterior digits halved ; the former have two reverted proximal processes, 
the latter one. The astragalus exhibits a deeply grooved and extensive 
trochlear are, with rather long neck, which has a greater facet for the 
astragalus, a lesser for the cuboid bone. 
From the above it is evident that this genus is nearly allied to Tapi- 

rus and cannot be removed to another family. Professor Leidy states 
that the premolars differ from those of Tapirus in having “ but one in- 
ner lobe-connected with the exteral crest by two transverse crests.” The 
appearance of one lobe is produced by the posterior curvature of the 
anterior transverse crest round the inner extremity of the posterior 
crest. 

I now proceed to describe the skeleton more exactly. 

HYRACHYUS PRINCEPS, Marsh. 

Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 1872, p. 126. 

From South Bitter Creek. 

HYRACHYUS EXIMIUS, Leidy. 

Hayden’s Geol. Survey Montana, 1871, p. 361. 

Cranium.—tIn the specimen to be described, the anterior portion from 
the glenoid cavities is wanting. The sagittal crest i is quite elevated, and 
the lateral occipital quite prominent, and continuous below with the 
superior margin of the squamosal portion of the zygoma. Four nutri- 
tious foramina pierce the parietal bone near its middle and above the 
paramastoid process, and two enter the squamosal above the postglenoid 
process. The paramastoid process approaches near the occipital condyle 
by its posterior border. I cannot discover the sutural boundaries of the 
mastoid bone, but that separating the paramastoid process from the 
process in front of it is distinct. The condyle of the mandible is mas- 
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sive, and the posterior border of the latter extends backward with a 
slight obliquity. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Elevation of sagittal crest above foramen magnum....-..--.---.-.---2--20-2-- 0. 045 
Width of bifurcation of crest behinds: + 2 .-<-2- + -:-2u + eke yee eee . 033 
Width of occiput behind meatus auditorius -.-...... ..---.-----0 0p on = weer . 070 
Width between and inclusive of occipital condyles.....-...--..--.------------ . 046 
Width temporal fossa at meatus...-..-.-..----.---- oa ciate a Se NL a eee . 059 
Width meatus auditorius .--..---- EE EOE IRE ne Ser LIMA ol te cients el Oy ma . 012 
Wadth condyleiofimandible. 22-225 e sss solace eel ieee nein ern cael ees . 032 
Depihvoterammsgbe lind 52 oes ye oe rae ciaelafojeino din ainyeelieisie cll ala ae ato ee eee . 095 

In further illustration of the species I add measurements of teeth, 
&c., from another specimen : 

Measurements. 

Hength\of last two superionmolars:.. 020). 2. lo. eo ose een aiee na oe ee eee 0. 041 
Men obhvot lash ices Ree Sues Ce EN ee ee Pe ae AERP Ly EM 2 . 019 
Width) of Hasty. 32 Ge neo cee Sie See ee Se eae AN Sea ga eee . 022 
engtihiof imferion molar series jee iis\e- ge siee i seein ee ea eee . 095 
1 Lferovesnlay Gxt hes ea EAS as AS Bee AACE a eo ber GEOR A SOOO ABOSSO Ses S6hs conc . 040 
ene th ofllast molars ve ioe ce sie se Se oes ean ee TE eae ee . O21 
Wadth of lastymolari.to52 22386 ps2 Se ce oh ee eee RIL 
Depth ramus atsirst true molan. 2 262 les 225 ee aks Soe eee ~ 040 

Vertebre.—The atlas is deeply incised anteriorly above. It is rather 
short, and its traverse processes are flat, thin, about as long as broad, 
and with regular convex distal margin. The arterial foramen issues 
some distance above and within the notch which marks the anterior 
base of the transverse process. It enters at the notch at the posterior 
base. The neural arch is quite convex, and its anterior margin is ob- 
tusely rounded. The axis is near the same length, and bears a promi- 
nent and elongate laminate neural spine. Its diaparapophysis is narrow ° 
and overlaps the parapophysis behind it three-quarters of aninch; itis © 
pierced for the cervical artery. The centra of the third and fourth cer- 
vicals are about equal in length to that of the axis, but the remaining 
ones shorten successively to the seventh, which maintains a length 
somewhat greater than its width. The parapophyses of these, except 
the seventh, are flattened, and have considerable antero-posterior extent, 
their extremities overlapping. A short and rather narrow and stout 
diapophysis is present on the sixth cervical; on the seventh itis larger, 
especially expanded antero-posteriorly at the base and truneate. There 
is no parapophysis. The fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh have stron gly 
opisthocelian centra; that of the third is injured. 

Measurements. * 

Leneth‘of the cervical'series: iss y2so2 es Seg a ee eee ee 0.175 
Length of atlas, between articular faces...--..----. ---. 22 da @e bess tee nee . 046 
Mensth of) base transverse processy-nt 442 ce cee ee sete eee ate | eee ee . 035 
dnen oth: of bransverse) Process... 2455-42 264 eho 2 bee eee Soe ial ee . 020 
Diameter, neural eamal. im front... 222.2022.) 22-- pssao sce eee See ose O21 
Diameter of anterior’ expanse .- 222. ee eee eee See ole = eee en 
Diameteriof totallexpanses 2.7.2 Se CE Se ee Ee oe iS ets eNO99 
Uength axis along basis neural archt) 2222). s252h5 ee eae ca eee eee 021 
ulevation crest (rectangular) from posterior zygapophysis .----..----.--------- -. 036 
Length parapophysis of fifth cervical on margin.....---....-----.-.------.--- . 051 
Extent zygapophyses of fifth cervical on margin..---..-.-.------------------- . 048 
Expanse zygapophyses of fifth cervical on margin bebind..---.-..---.-------.- . 044 
Hlevation meural spine Of/@) 62. -.-2 2.2 /)2 2-5 22 ee ee nef i= ns ee . 056 
Pilevation neuralispine) Of CG. Wissen c= slosh oe se eee decide pic tid i eee . 075 
Length centrum. belowiolG.7 sce weeies see ent cic eee es . 028 
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The measurements indicate that the neural spines of the sixth and 
seventh are quite elevated, the latter nearly equal to that of the first 
dorsal. 

The spines of the dorsal vertebrae are elevated in the front of the 
series rising some distance above the scapule. They shorten and widen 
rapidly from the middle of the series backward. The extremities of all 
from the scapula posteriorly are turned forward. The metapophyses are 
conspicuously elevated above the diapophysis on the eleventh dorsal, 
and on the eighteenth, their elevation is about .4 that of the neural 
spine. The diapophysis is extended beyond the tubercular articulation, 
on the eighteenth dorsal; the extension and expansion increases rapidly 
on the lumbars. On the fourth they are as wide at the base as .66, the 
length of the centrum, and maintain their width, being directed an- 
teriorly. On the sixth and seventh they are still wider and longer, and 
very thin. They present a projecting transverse surface backward 
one-fourth the length from the base for articulation with the seventh 
lumbar and first sacral respectively. The centra of the lumbars are 
depressed and slightiy opisthocelian, except the last, which is flat. 
They are contracted and keeled below. 

The sacrum is long and narrow, and thoroughly co-ossified in the 
specimen. The diapophysis of the first and part of that of the second 
give attachment to the ihum. The intervertebral foramina are rather 
small. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Length of dorsal vertebre along middles of neural spines.........--.---.-=-- 0.420 
Ben SHNVOL MUM ATS LO Obes S26 ree lays ere arse eo renrtere i sees Pan IONS pee a A . 298 
Hens thioimsacreamy alone Cenmtra sa s-e eet elanse cece Selene oo seicicineeis serie erie 170 
Diameter centrum first dorsal, Ce Fe vclerah a mena atic nera stots Suen Solbaaes 2 . 019 
Diameter centrum first dorsal, GReRtICal Ee Ren Wass eee ee Eee ea ae . O19 
Diameter centrum fifth lumbar, GVEDOIC ALE Seis Nese Te ek ae Leia BN hae Us pea! . 020 
Diameter centrum fifth lumbar, (branisvierse) sues Ae AUN aes laa es . 0325 
MEN St COME iss ons Ss ck mate Sale ep sa heels Eee SSE y Baye . 039. 
Were paydrapopmysis si xbls CO; aoc. yess aioneys ley ale el sic ieinie Se teueiciae bole esie ale ate etalon . 065 
Greatest transverse width of diapophysis sixth lumbar.....---..----2--------- . 030 
Length centrum seventh lumbar... .- SIE AINE SPECS UCIME OCD fcc ie ene cast aiyes a . 054 
Transverse diameter centrum first sacral. .--...--...----- aa Se La en aU 036 
divansvyerse.expanse: diapopiysesidO-- 22) 22262 eee Dee oases eee e080 
ransverse diameter end Of last sacral 205.0 oe eee senses Sees oe nee ye tee . 020 
ranisverse diameter diapophysis) dOsess se ese re ees ee ade aes cea teeta even sees . 043 
Milevarion neuralspine second dorsal yee yt eed alee occ eavetes Dave ee aa Eee Oe . 095 
Elevation neural spine seventh dorsal above scapula...---. .----------------- . 035 
Elevation neural spine eighteenth dorsal, (from arch behind)......---.-..--.- 037 . 

The ribs are long and slender, the first but little expanded distally 
and united with the manubrium sterni a little behind its middle. They 
number eighteen, but as the last is quite long, there may have been 
another pair of shor ter ones not yet exposed in the matrix. 

Measurements. 
M. 

[LASS SAL AUTEURS he eae eee cals ee es pace a om FO ee SEO 0.118 
Width SETS CLS Dew Lays 2 eek ven a Sessa, ee LO DEE SLC i a seal CN Lee eas Siete O18 
ength eighteenth aes STEARIC eral ¢ a Ra LACE ae eC Ea Rd SAIN . 180 

Length sixteenth, (end broken) } from tubercle } Cs Seep EDN Ne i . 223 
‘ 

There are four sternal se gments preserved, with a fragment of another. 
They are distinct, and the first is the largest. Itis a longitudinal plate, 
placed on edge, with the anterior border strongly excavated. The in- 
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ferior margins of the sueceeding segments are thickened, but the com- 
pressed form remains, the section being triangular. 

The scapula is large for the size of the animal, It has an approxi- 
mately triangular form, the base being superior. The posterior angleis 
right, but the anterior regularly rounded. The apex supports the gle- 
noid cavity on a neck which is contracted by a shallow excavation of 
the anterior margin. The latter is bounded next the glenoid cavity by 
the short obtuse ‘coracoid, which stands ashort distance above the artic- 
ulation. Thespineis lon o, rather elevated, with a regular convex border 
eurved backward. 

Measurements. 
i M. 

Length of three sternal segments .--.-..-----. BeoE Sos DOdSSSOboEda dace. coos = 0. 147 
ienoth of frst sternal Seoments s2- 2) a2 seein cess ene eels nt ae ee . 084 
Depth of first sternal segments In front.) sos ee Oa se ee . 044 
Width of first sternal segments DELO Wee wee nee Sie eR a . 004 
Width of third sternal segments. . wii bin Si nik tes ye aes a AO LENO Ces RE Ey 
Length of scapula, (median) men a/c ele boc eres a nies bee sie Soe Ie A a .215 
Width above: i(areatest) 222 Soke 2a ck < sth y Sa SN es ye he ee eee . 130 
Width of neck Weve Sbiea ne be Be ees Dees OE Ba Ee Se eR) S10 
Width of glenoid cavity .. ES ee ee eres Aenean rr me Cec | 6 ORE) 

Humerus.—The head is directed a little inside of directly backward. 
The bicipital groove is very deep and the inner tuberosity large and ~ 
Girected forward. The external tuberosity is much larger, as usual in 
this group of ungulates, and rises in a hook-like apex above the level of 
the head. The external bicipital ridge is lateral, and not very promi- 
nent, extending on one-third the length of the shaft. The shaft is mod- 
erately compressed at the middle, but transversely flattened below. It 
is nearly straight. The condyles are narrow, and the inner and outer 
tuberosities almost wanting; their position marked by shallow concavi- 
ties. The external continues in a lateral erest which turns into the 
shaft below the lower third. The inner condyle is both the widest and 
most prominent; the external has its carina at its middle, and its ex- 
ternal trochlear face oblique and narrow ; narrowest behind. The ole-, 
cranar and coronoid fosse are deep and produce a small supra-condylar 
foramen. 

The ulna exhibits a large and obtuse olecranon, concave on the ex- 
ternal face. Its glenoid cavity is narrowed and elevated behind; in 
front it widens, and there the ulna receives the transverse proximal end 
of the radius, which overhangs it on both sides, leaving the little eleva- 
tions of the rig ht and left coronoid processes about equal. The vertical 
diameters of the shaft of the ulna are about equal throughout. Its 
section is triangular, the base being next the radius for the proximal 
third. ‘This is. followed by an edge next the ulna, and the base of the 
section is on the outer inferior aspect, on account of the direction @f an 
angle from a short distance beyond the outer coronoid process to the 
base of the ulnar epiphysis, where it disappears. Distally there are 
two other very obtuse ridges above this one. The extremity bears two 
facets—the larger for the cuneiform, the smaller for the pisiform bone. 
.The radius is throughout its length a stouter bone than the ulna and 

bears much the greater part of the carpal articulation, viz: with the - 
seaphoid, lunar, and part of the cuneiform bones. This articulation is 
transverse to that of the ulna, which is thus at one side of and behind 
it. The head is a transverse oval in section, the narrower end outward. 
The articular face consists of one and a half trochles, the latter wider 
aud internal. The shaft is a transverse oval in section, with an angular 

\ 
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ridge along the middle externally, and the distal part proximally. A 
broad groove marks the upper face of the epiphysis, where the shaft 
has a vertical inner face. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Wen ahhiu hn CLUS (As Al!) he SEEMS Sy DENS eet ROCs ns Ade Ve ee he 0. 270 
Premmevenhnead uombicipiutal orooves |.6 32 Oke esisa hee sis wietscie ac esac eee . 037 
Bensthtalone crest outer tuberosity, (abowt): <<. - 9-56. e ene ce sieee oe . 052 
rans versed ameter. distally): 5/8 So. cio cyaeieye cope ae msiaieie) miele Evel A Ma er a Pa ah . 046 
AMELO-POSLELLOL GIAMELeL, INMET CON AYO 625 caesar a rs wise cieielnajninince ane icles . 042 
Mark beolecranar 1Ossaysstiijs sa ceisisein os saint Seen rele ee ae a eloete esate cei aaiate . 020 
LGD Gd MG sass | Boe smededace esoteo eee se dood HESS Guo ESE SOA Ose EHa BeBe EEE aan . 260 
Pepsbeolecranon .distallycts ac joes ose Seat tsis Seeing Hujcelon ois ae . 027 
ID EPP Ae COROMNCIGN TEC Ine ao cobean CHOU bee eeo naobee LEO tases sEeeer Cone cer raE . 025 
Menineomdistalven dens aa see ote cereus em minciummmeiae papi oie cereale .019 
MennhratmiGdle Shath 222 <c:ncacucisteiere sioces as Oe tata ere mas a ahe ree eat rane meron ant .019 
TGC TRCN IS ES Bis Gk RT eS i ean emt ee re a Ni NE edt . 200 
MWrths ofheade sf ei ecs pe leeyekooet 4 diye ied mesa Seed Io RURON ae cet oy wis UA . 036 
TS et DNATL GLE Tae a Es Be eee IE Ug ec EU . 021 
Mirdichvshotiratmm ddley sso. hots aS cise teenie = nies Me attics erage reee aes anne wet C2 
Wreltheneardistaliend. (oreatest) ss = sicsmoc eset ee ee ceciecie we coer te tere . 037 
Werdlihidistalvarticulabio n)...s-c752 sie tieecse sate eee ai sim ra els Sena IL Ie AKO . 030 

The elements of the carpus are distinguished for length, and for re- 
duction of width. The anterior faces of all are considerably longer 
than broad, but the longest faces of the cuneiform, scaphoid, and trape- 
zoides are antero-posterior. The facets are as usual in the.carpus; sca- 
phoid 4; lunar4; cuneiform 2; trapezium+; trapezoides a magnum 3; 
unciform ?. The cuneiform has a rather L-shaped external face. The 
pisiform has two proximal facets and is enlarged and thickened distally ; 
pressed inward, it reaches the scaphoid. The trapezium is a small 
subdiscoid bone with convex outer face. The magnum is as broad as 
deep in front, where its surface is swollen ; it is produced behind into a 
spatulate deeurved hook. The unciform bas a narrow sub-acute hook 
behind, with wide base. 

Measurements. 
4 M. 

Width of carpals of first row together..-..-...---2-.52--..--- lalvlewiaw efeisicia eo eame 0. 044 
Wwidthtomlunareioutertacess: 22 taste) see os aie: re RMN EY SUS EY eae ha his a . 016 
PWepivoistunare® outer face ses Ws ees ee Saas Ray lapsl eek ea Nelo . 020 
MS MUMEO I CITC OLA OULCT TACO sts a rece aa sets se aeye wae toate st oid? Severe cea cite . 620 
WridinaucHneltorin, OULCE face sees es abo sto cie oak sede eo tyacine toate a cics wae . 020 
WHO g OR SLEOTI s OULCE 1ACCy aa tole as tarsi es ceca ial atatel niu ale areis 2 chalga An . 030 
WePibAIStAlly VOULEr fACOr een acm acces eee ROR tnd LSE DENOU Ep Sat cise . 014 
rely ihree-carpals of second row. 2-225. Cts. seb Ss Sie is joy see ees . 038 
SeriiinnactmmEn, Outer: facezs 2 a2be jet egee ot era Lees cee . 015 
Wepih macnum, outer face) =<... s<scs0 <r OE ae Eee Se ei aer see oar yells . 014 
WME MBO CITOLM sOULEL HACE. as tose pineal nee eee eel een eiote e as Seren aD . 017 
Oirirnicrorm-ouper facet tease te TOs To een Ogg 
Peucth unctorm, antero-posteriors2-)- 225-2222 cee Aoi 2 es 021 
WedeiN miac num, ;antero-posterionz = 6) 2). Loeb else ae Wee a eka . 029 
Mea mOMo nN Gi CALDAlS 2. 2 ose eae ates Seen! eee ol ogee sane amide . 040 

The metacarpals are quite slender. The first only is wanting; the 
third is rather stouter than the others, while the fourth is considerably 
the mostslender. Its distal extremity is oblique, with prominent median . 
keel, which is wanting on the superior aspect. The proximal facets of 
these bones are respectively (2d) 2, (3d) 2, (4th) 1, (5th) 1. Thereisa 
short, shallow groove near the proximal end of No. 3. The phalanges 
corresponding are lost in the specimen. 
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Measurements. 

iensth oftith metacarpals 25. (22-2. o- ejees ale erl= pelea sei 0. 070 
Bsrimabed lenothyol toobe sees. bic) Jno ee ae eee ee ec ~ ebek cc le . 187 
Distal diameter of fifth metacarpal: 5-2 S25. le ecee spe eas cec eee eee ee Eee . 012 
Proximal diameter of metacarpal ..--...-.--.-+--.---.--- ot ES oe eee . 007 
Proximal diameter of fourth metaearpal...--..-25.----.-----. 2222-5 ose e ote ee . 012 
Proximal diameter of third metaearpal-+.22:55 2:2 5-5.260 55-225 2202 ene = woe e eee . 017 
Proximal diameter of second metacarpal :-2. 22-22. 2-22 22552222 2-25 sateen eee . 012 

The above are taken on the articular faces transversely. 
The pelvis is perfectly preserved. The ischium is but little over half 

as long as the ilium, measuring from the middle of the acetabulum. The 
ilium is a triradiate bone. the superior or sacral platerather shorter and - 
wider than that forming the ‘ crest,” which is subsimilar to the pedun- 
cular portion. The crest expands very slightly distally forward and 
downward. The ischio-pubic suture is a long one, and the obturator 
foramen a long oval; the inferior pelvic elements do not form a trans- 
verse, but meet at an open angle. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Wen scbh, irom to'sactal borders 20 2h ee) Se ee oa ee 0. 130 
Miéneth: ilimmitoverest 2. eh. ae st nl es sea e eo acl eee wies sete = steaeee . 180 
Width crest: co. 2282 tases Bout ee ee ase os She eae eA se . 060 
Wadth peduncle.) 128 2 ee eh ee ac ee eh see bec lo ee eee . 030 
Length ischium from middle of acetabulum......-2......s2-..-----c- 5-25. l eee 110 
Wadthischium posteriorly 22-220. 5-.0+0 sso es ste eee eee oon. eee eee . 080 
eneth obturator foramen! 224220) 3252) )2 Skee Bes eee 
Width ‘obturator foramen: 252-27. --</sci\focel ee tls sees Ree eee eee Oe 
Expanse of ischiajabove atmiddlez: -..-2 <2. 2 2. 2s eeele tienes scent eee Se OO 

Femur.—The head projects inward on a well-marked neck. The great 
trochanter is strongly recurved and presents an anterior tuberosity as 
well. It rises to an incurved apex much elevated above thehead. The 
prominence of the front of the femur is continued into the front of the 
trochanter. The outer margin of the shaft is thin, and at a point two- 
fifths the length from the proximal end is produced into a low third 
trochanter, which is curved forward and thickened on the margin. The 
trochlea is well elevated, the inner margin a little the more so, and is 
narrow. It is continuous with the surface of the inner condyle, which is 
the shorter and more vertical; the external is longer and divergent; its 
terminal face is marked by two fossze, cne in front of the other just out- 
side the distal end of the ridge bordering the trochlea. Little trochanter 
moderate. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Total feet! Beis aaa Le ad ated bic cio De eee ee OSE 
Proximal “width of head and trochanter. PUES TW Sh a ae eh TIO. Lids 1S. ee 075 
Width from front to edge third trochanter... <.-. 5 -25..3.2252 22. 22-2 2 . 050 
Width just above condyles... : waqeis Sa alniain. Sin a'ayin apeicjales Aioahe ere orate A eee rel oka ee . 035 
Wadth of'condyles-¢ o20: 2. 5.4 S. tdi pal boa nse) ee eae ee ee . 058 © 
Chord ofoutericondyle and: trochlea-22 2524. Sse eee ee eee eee . 060 

The tibia has a broad prominent crest, which is remarkable in being | 
deeply fissured longitudinally at its superior portion. The tendinous 
notch separates the outer portion of the crest from the spreading margin 
of the outer cotyloid face. The crest disappears at the proximal third, 
and the shaft becomes flattened in front and on the innerside. The dis- 
tal articular extremity is impressed by 1.2 trochlez, the outer being 
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completed by the fibula. The posterior tuberosity is more nearly median 
than usual, hence the inner margin of the inner trochlea is low poste- 
riorly, and the inner malleolus has a considerable beveled inferior mar- 
gin. The fibula has aslender shaft, but little compressed. The head is 
expanded fore and aft, and the malleolus is quite stout. 

Measurements.’ 
M. 

LLenculh QE Uilie io do5ee6cece Seceon sede ipeeede sooRes eqo5 saanaa usc se seeeerd ee recc 0. 244 
Diameter from outer angle of head to inner angle of crest...--..--.------------ . 065 
Diemmeterdistalkent!)|(OTEALESt)) 2-5 nicer ols cry nimi“) ae siinin foil eisj=),< 5) = aE 2 . 035 
PeomelcranulCulattace Urans VELSO ceo sauce einieiee ciselel ales alaisicints = oye nae eran . 027 
Diameter articular face, fore and aft.--.-.-.-...-:. +22. ---- eee Ese ey is . 026 

Both hind feet are perfectly preserved. The astragalus is rather elon- 
gate and compressed, the lower face truncate with two longitudinal 
bounding ridges, the outer of which is discontinued before reaching the 
heel. The surface between them is striate grooved. The outer face is 
slightly concave. The astragaline facets are much expanded inward ; 
the outer is transverse and strongly convex, and separated by a groove 
from the inner, which is longitudinal and nearly plane. The posterior 
edge of this, and convexity of the outer facets are received into a trans- 
verse groove of the posterior part of the lower face of the astragalus, 
The cuboid facet is diagonal, and is bounded within by a third narrow 
facet for the astragalus. The.astragalus has a strongly convex deeply 
grooved trochlea; the convexity extends over 158°. The trochlea is 
nearly in the vertical, a little oblique to the longitudinal axis of the 
foot. ‘The exterior malleolar facet is well marked, and bounds a lateral 
fossaabove. Theneck of the astragalus is broad and not contracted, but 
not wider than the trochlea. Its navicular facet is wide and concave, - 
the cuboid narrow, with a long angle behind. The cuboid is quite elon- 
gate, and with a narrow anterior face; it has a large posterior tuberosity 
not projecting much posteriorly. The navicular is flat, with a sigmoid 
‘proximal face, convex on the inner side, concave on the outer. It 
has the three cuneiform facets. below the inner antero-posterior. The 
inner is a flat bone with antero-posterior plane and apex directed back- 
ward, and considerably oblique facet for the second metatarsal. The 
mesocuneiform is much the smaller, and brings the third metatarsus a 
short distance proximal to the fourth. The ectocuneiform is a little 
wider than deep. The metatarsals are three, and are rather slender. 
The two outer are equal in length, and the median.but little wider prox- 
imally, the increased width being more obvious distally. They have no 
proximal grooves, and the outer has a low outer tuberosity. The facets 
of the second row of tarsals are+14,. The phalanges, including un- 
gueal, are 3, 3,3. The proximal ones are longer than wide and con- 
tracted at the ends; the penultimate are still stouter in form. The 
ungues of middle line are symmetrical and broad, with the margin a 
segment of an ovoid, and slight contraction at the neck. The proximal 
articulation is bounded by a fossa on each side, which is in its turn 
isolated by the elongate process found in the tapir and in the horse. 
The margin is marked by radiating strive separated by grooves, of which 
the median is the most marked. The lateral ungues are contracted on 
the inner side, and only possess the proximal fossa and hook on the 
outer sidé. The median distal groove is well marked. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Length of hind foot from heel.....-- Be HEED AOE On CRaocmems ety Domo Ounoae boc 0. 286 
Lose fare TE fa apa canna eg ea IRN Se Od A tt a op . 083 
etapa Ou CHUOIanACeh OL CAlCANCUM. 24575 52cc-24 vous scrcconccsdesccoce sccces . 024 
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M. 
Wepth calcameum belting esa sees sees Ne eye ise nea a ayaa oleae ee . 025 
Widths callcame umn ai astra malls ye seg Sl) S 00) phe ye Ci eee Ma oe eee . 035 
Greatesbiaxial lenouh) of astragalus eo eco s eeelcee sie ele see e sie ee ae eee 045 
Width between trochlear crests astragalus.......--.---.------------2----- ee 022 
enethmeck betweenrtrochlear outer sideu yoo. - Jee fennel ele eee . 014 
Wadtinheadsbetweentrochilearyt (82) Jace janis eaeaaietete sie) feet . 030 
Width navicular........-,-. SHOE BHIBE ORES aca ero o HU oS iaHosoonet hE oHed badces asec . 031 
Wensthmavacwlarvat, middie sc). Pill. an reise ecuellalele Siete a)iae eae ae . 010 
Mem Ot ecniby OL Se yeiey sete eos oe acl nin) 5 apie etee aah neeie sete ee ame ates see eee . 022 
Depth CONDHSIG eee a Rass ee EM Ma ene NSN UMe eae AMMe em he e o may « Wi) 
Length ectocuneiform in frontl sO TET eee ee . 013 
Wadthectocuneitorm: infront joe sce see ae eos See eee eee . 019 
Wadthinresocunertormim:fromt 4285 seer cee ately ea ee 019 
iengthymesocunertorim vm trombs 222 So hee ee eee ee ee ave ee ea 008 
Length entocuneiform at side.....-..---. SuhniS eye apie hes Crates petals el SV eRe ee O21 
Depthyentocumeitformiat side Ss .1e 2 - Nee ke Sees EPS eee .015 
Menethvotametatarsus. bs cise sess Asi eG pach ey srs | geass ey eee aa aaa . 102 
Meng thvotumetatarsus VU she cas oly oe kl aye wel. a eel cena ety ge eo tee Bie iy a\(0)7/ 
Width of metatarsus I PLOxTM ally Mes MU eRe Ly NS ee oa ai yarn ae . 016 
Width of metatarsus Ii] proximally .-. .-. Bees Ses ees eo eae i ees A ES ic . 020 
Width of meétatarsus IVdistally /2225)0 within § 322202522) 2 =k . 016 
Width of metatarsus III distally -.....§ fossa ; SE PR ESP MeO etm cy sa5 ses oc . 025 
Wenestlmme diam qhal ames yy ye wie Se eye sy ee EY ik crater eitates 2 ee a . 025 
Widthimedianphalangesul distallyoee): 2242.42 G20. asso) eee see. ieee eee . 015 
Depthymedian\phalanvesMdistalllyses jee ise eet se is eye = eee eee . 009 
Henath median phalamioes Tiss 2h. se SLC SE ica i ML ee aie eee . 015 
Menethymediansphalamgeswnewissee 264 sel Ss ais a. See foe en sree eee . 029 
Miadthiotarticulartacetiungmis ese late nee ee ay eae eee . 014 
Madthvotmeck ot facet UNpUIS 4 p\25 eee ta hole pa Sear eee Bipnoo, ) a Uzil 
Wadth\of oreatest expansé face mmmuis 2 s24 ss se ts ee eee . 029 
Menosihiphalanges of metatarsal Mis ss ko Pa ek os so jeoe ee . 060 
Hensthy uno wis! of metatarsal: Ll e Nae uss eee he aes ebay POSa ae sas . 028 

o, Waite eis) \Gereatesth)s oasis tbe ia isn sel k GOR cei oi EE A es eee . 018 
enethimetarsus and phalanges, DVi222.06 S20 22 2)o Goce). ence oy ae eae . 158 

_ Kestoration.—The following dimensions may be relied on as a basis for 
a restoration of this Species: 

Measurements. 
M. 

(GIN Seiad Fes ak gh Ua Ee IN ELA bs HU OM SICK AR dS 0 aE Ry bat al 0.220 
Length. ; vertebralcolumm ess! tailpiece es oe eel oes aaa Se ieepae ee 063 

Wequall 42d cles). eons oe es ei re ay OLS ae page neceeeras ip at co Sa 1.283 

(fotimeuralspinesiexposed) (28 0.202 2 ee oes SO epee ene 035 
OL TSCA aye ee eo Bat ie a aes iS Du PRBS a Oi 2215 

Telit MOL Ore Leo vas esi iuye eeiseneays eesti et eats ciate Ppt hee ELAR Se a Ks 692 

total 31.05 inches inclusive ...-- Be ieee ells late yah 2 Ae che te eal BU a pag ae 947 

ee nindinle co eee eae BS Ur Sees AC LN Ms Os AAG 770 
Height - ofvelevationzofalimm S222 o- et ee omer aac eee te eee eee C ae 135 

lees QOVF TIM CHES Lele she Net Ey EE SES a seceeeeeceee fo) OS 

Depthior body at middle manubriaum\- 2 -=202 555. Sao ee ee es eee ster aae 200 
Denpthyoribody ato pri Layee eek eA a NST ee eee oto eee 200 

Allowance being made for the obliquity of the humerus, scapula, 
femur, and ilium, the elevation in life was— 

M. 

Abithenwithers\(26:6yinehes) o.oo 2 eS fe ere ee neem ieyeto ail ee 872 
Athehe-mumap eos Bee Se er TS) seek aN ae re ples Dee af ea £762 

The size of this species was, then, that of a large sheep. 
Comparison of the skeleton with that of Tapirus roulini. —For the oppor- 

tunity of making this comparison I am indebted to the Smithsonian 
Institution, which possesses a skeleton of the above species of tapir from 
Ecuador, presented by President Moreno. 

Cranium.—In addition to the generic characters mentioned at the 

f 
* 

Ye 
i 
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commencement of this description, the H. eximius and T. roulini differ 
as follows: in H. eximius there is (1) a high sagittal crest which is want- 
ing in T. roulint, T. malayanus, and approximated in 1. terrestris. (2) 
The crest of the squamosal part of the zygoma is continuous with the 
lateral occipital crest, which is not the case in existing tapirs. 

Vertebree.—(1) The arterial canal of the atlas is not isolated in front 
as in 7. rowlint, but notches the basis of transverse process. (2) The 
axis is longer than in 7. roulint. (3) The neural spines and especially 
the metapophyses of the posterior dorsal vertebra are more elevated. 
(4) The end of the centra of the lumbars are flatter, and more depressed. 
(5) The diapophyses of the same are wider and longer and thinner, and 
the penultimate articulates with the last by an angular process, which 
is not the case in ZT. roulini. 

Scapula.—(1) This bone is equal in size to that of a T. rowlini, of con- 
siderably greater general dimensions, and is hence relatively larger. (2) 
The spine is not angulate as in that species, has a larger base, and larger 
elevated margin. (3) The neck is more contracted, and (4) the coracoid 
is not recurved as in TZ. roulini. (5) The sinus bounded below by the 
latter is much shallower, and not bordered above by a recurved hook of 
the margin. 

Humerus.—(1) It is relatively smaller in H. eximius. (2) The internal 
bicipital ridge of T. roulint is wanting. (3) The external condyle is much 
shorter, whence its border is nearer its trochlear rib. The radius has a 
narrower head, (1,) the external articular plane being shortened. (2) The 
shaft is wider with a more acute longitudinal lateral ridge medially, and 
more rounded distal end. The ulna is (1) absolutely nearly as long as 
in T. roulini, being thus relatively longer. (2) It has three weak, longi- 
tudinal ridges on a convex outer face; in 7. roulint the external face is 
divided by a very prominent longitudinal angle from the radial cotylus, 
which spreads distally, sending one angie to the upper and another to. 
the lower base of the distal epiphysis. 
- Carpus.—This part is (1) absolutely and relatively smaller than in 7. 
roulani. (2) The pisiform is more cylindroid distally. (3) The scaphoid 
is more produced backward on the inner side; the excavation of the - 
inner side is more continued. as a concavity of the outer side of the front. 
(3) The unciform has an acute tuberosity behind; in 7. roulini it is short, 
vertical, andobtuse. (4) The trapezoides has ashorter, wider, and more 
swollen external face. (5) The pisiform is small and convex, instead of 
being larger and flat. 

The metacarpals (1) are absolutely and relatively smaller. (2) The 
inner (II) has a more oblique phalangeal articulation, which is short 
above and with the keel prolonged upward, instead of being, as in TZ. 
roulini, distal only. 

The pelvis is distinguished by the much longer plate of the ilium, 
whose extremity constitues the crest. (1) The crest is also shorter, and 
more anterior. In 7. roulini this plate does not so much exceed the 
sacral plate in length. (2) Tbe pubes and ilia are notso horizontal, but 
meet at nearly a right angle, and (3) the ischiopubic common suture is 
considerably longer. (4) The obturator foramen is a more elongate 
oval. 
The femur is very similar to that of 7. roulini, being no smaller in rel- 

ative size. (1) The great trochanter is wider fore and aft, and with 
margin more continued on the anterior aspect of the extremity of the 
Shaft. (2) The third trochanter is nearer the middle of the length. (8) 
The condyle surfaces are continuous with the rotular, not isolated as In ~ 
T. roulini. The latter also (4) lacks the two fosse on the outer margin 
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of the external seen in H. eximius. (5) The rotular groove is also nar- 
rower in the latter and not so deeply excavated as in 7. rowlini. ; 

The tibia is (1) reduced in size, and especially contracted distally ; the 
relative widths of the ends are 6 cm: 3.5; in T. roulini 7.5 em to 5. (2) 
The crest is more prominent, and is deeply fissured by a groove, which 
is represented by a shallow concavity in 7. roulint. The groove (3) ex- 
ternal to this is deeper. (4) The posterior inner tuberosity of the distal 
end is more median, hence the inner trochlear groove is further removed 
from the anterior inner malleolus, which has, therefore, a greater inner 
(not outer) extent. 

The tarsus (1) is generally longer and narrower, except in the case of 
the cuboid bone, (2,) which is shorter than in 7. roulint. (3) The astra- 
galus has a narrower neck, which, therefore, appears more on the inner 
side. (4) The facet for the cuboid is smaller. (5) The inner tuberosity 
of the head is more prominent. (6) The calcaneum is more slender, with 
larger cuboid facet, especially posteriorly. The metatarsus is absolutely 
nearly as long as in TZ. roulini, and, therefore, relatively longer and more 
slender. (2) The median (III) is nearly similar to the others in width ; _ 
in the 7. roulini, much larger than the lateral. 

The phalanges of the first cross series are more contracted distally. 
The more important differences between the skeleton of the two species 

in addition to those pointed out under the head of the genus, are those 
of the ulna, the scapula, the lumbar vertebre, the ilium, and the crest 
of the tibia. The scapula is more like that of Tapirus terrestr is, while 
the ilium is approximated by that of 7. malayanus among living species ; 
its form leans toward the Equine series, and not to the Palwotheroid. 

Conclusion. 

From the preceding it is evident that there lived in North America 
during the Eocene period a type of Tapiride only differing generically 
from that now existing in South America. Thus one form of the many 
peculiar and primitive ones of that time still persists in the tropics and 
southern hemisphere, which claims more ancient character than the 
rhinocerus, elephants, and other remains of Miocene time. 

The affinities of Cercoleptes and Nasua to the types of the same period 
have been already indicated,* and with the present case may be regarded 
as confirmatory of the proposition stating the early geological state of 
the existing Fauna Neotropica.t 

HYRACHYUS IMPLICATUS, Cope. 

On some Eocene Mammalia, &c., 1873, p. 5; published March 8. 

This tapir is smaller and more slender than the H. agrestis, Leidy, but 
exhibits an equal size of. posterior molar teeth, which are thus relatively 
larger than in that species. It is represented first by both maxillary 
bones, with most of the molars complete, from Cottonwood Creek, 
Wyoming; then by the side of the face, with molars of both jaws com- 
plete, with symphysis and portions of all the incisors, from South Bitter 
Creek, and by part of mandibular ramus, with teeth, from Green River, 
with probably other specimens. 

The molars differ from those of the other Hyrachyt, and resemble those 
called Helaletes, in the presence of a prominent ridge, which descends 
on the inner side of the principal (median) outer cusp, not quite reaching 

* See on the Primitive Types of the Mammalian Orders, 1873. 
t See Origin of Genera, p. 99 and preced. 

‘ 
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the valley below. Itwears into a prominentloop. The anterior cusp is 
much less elevated than the median, and is separated from the latter by 
a considerable ridge. The only cingulum on the molars is on the outer 
side of the first. Enamel smooth. 

Measurements No. 1. 

M. 

Menehh on ive molars.) 22-00 0s es oe BSOUUG ECO ROCUO Gono Habba onBoaS 0. 071 
Mere ahsoupilnree POSbeLION MOAT Se — aon laine ee tele mince ster ig a ajs elev oe ania . 0470 
LGR GL IES IRO ET a6 cab Secooco cade G50 Hobeeo GOO COU HEOE Se ME Be eeCEee Baacs . 0159 
\EGH? Gi IER Ing bres soe. cass nasedoSesaocad cbbbbooada DoUBbD DosSEH acess passer . 0200 
Wreihvof penultimate molars 2 soe nee ee eles SU ee oe ee . 0210 
Mena Olponulormate MoOlarN Oss steele. ese oa sea cee Eo vc toss . 0168 

In the more perfect specimen all of the molars have two transverse 
erests, except the P. M.1. The lower molars possess strong anterior 
prolongations of their posterior crests; the third and fourth premolars 
have one elevated transverse crest near their middle, and the second is 
much compressed. The first I cannot find. Symphysis rather short 
for the genus. 

Measurements No. 2. 
M, 

MSBETHIOr SEPCEION MOlaM SCTICSHs Osh |. cious (iocismice dole sgepessejsesiaes ns isocte 0. 085 
ens thvor true molars: s-piics scones aioe oa oa eins sale se maleaeninn scecae cae meee . 046 
MEH ho MMe NUM ALO ose hos mee ee er ciata score tec ai ie cletem cic asl er et elias eaters .015 
Mirsih Of Penni ale 22. ans ses se See col cana cere cea tnt e eee as SETA EN e . 019 
PENAL OP MICLOL MOlAL SCLICS Haste eee a etd Se elowcls te nse ne eiaai ee Oe eens . 078 
hensihiotanferior true, molars. x26 588s Sasesis Hovis set cabs we een es . 047 
WiCH ep MOMDORUMIAALG co a2 2 ae nic ta cloce tain e sn ialaja an aeine 22 yale te seimalsiaiaiewastaice 017 
Width of penultimate..-.-. ....-.---- ee es tetas ate rny Sale aeie ta Sree cian Rian UMM O11 
Wradibiotulast premolat sc o< seas we bec snl sate a eee slice e roa eign ee ee ee . 008 
LLODGiin Gis Jes pk n) Bie seo epee so eoocos oSec se Cece seacas SOCbES Cheon SSee moe . 012 
Depibvot ramus abvlash premolanjos seocnwsee Hee etc e sao eee see Ween clas . 0235 
enol Of iasveMt asm e assent Selo ole sete Sale etah elo so aenie false aia ecletaeyatayaiatefae aia . 019 
Henstnof bases Of thres incisors. 42. saseise De was sepa es Sloe Nuns eyo alt web . 018 

HYRACHYUS AGRARIUS, Leidy. 

Common everywhere. 

HYRACHYUS BoOPS, Marsh. 

Helaletes bodps, Marsh, American Journal, 1872, p. 218; Hyrachyus bodps, Cope, On 
some Eocene Mammals, &c., 1873, p. 6. 

Bitter Creek and Black’s Fork. 
~ 

HYRACHYUS NANUS, Marsh. 

Lophiodon nanus, Marsh, American Journal Sciences and Arts, 1871, July; Hyrachyus 
nanus, Leidy, Geological Survey of Montana, 1871, p. 361; Helaletes, Marsh, 1. ¢., 
1872, p. 218. 

Cottonwood Creek. 

ANCHIPPODUS, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1868, p. 232; Trogosus, Leidy, 
Proceedings Academy Natural Science, Philadelphia, 1871, and Geological Survey of 
Montana, 1871, p. 359. 

ANCHIPPODUS MINOR, Marsh. 

Paleosyops minor, Marsh, American Journal Science and Arts, 1871, July; Trogosus 
castoridens, Leidy, Geological Survey of Montana, 1871, p. 360. 

Cottonwood Creek. 
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OROHIPPUS, Marsh. 

American Journal Science and Arts, 1872, (published August 7.) 

Superior molars, with two external crescentoid crests, and two inter- 
nal cones, which are connected with the former by low oblique erests 
which are directed to the anterior bases of the outer tubercles. 

This genus constitutes an approximation of the Limnohyus type to 
Anchitherium, and probably connects effectively the equine and tapiroid 
divisions. 

OROHIPPUS -PROCYONINUS, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 466, August 3. (Helotherium.) 
Orohippus pumilus, Marsh, 1. c., August 7, 1872. 

This species is distinguished by its small size, as it did not much ex- 
ceed the raccoon in dimensions. The size of a right superior molar is as 
follows: 

Measurements. : 
- M. 

1 Wrenn De ae aS Sear eas Cars ear Ue eat ean at, eal LR REN Sa eae AS 3 0. 007 
WWACIED: POSTERIOR ee eee eee eee eee ee dag ateta loys ue tans ac eee ta ete a ae . 0085 
AV AGRE} INE OTRO hse UTA EAA Se RDP NEAREST SH CRUE fy | RU oe tla) es a . 006 

The crown presents four tubercles, of which the inner are flat on the 
anterior, the outer flat on the external side. The anterior cross-ridge 
has a trihedral tubercle, and a low tubercle intervenes between the two 
posterior in front of them. An anterior and a posterior cingulum. 
Enamel smooth. 

Genera Incerte Sedis. 

OROTHERIUM, Marsh. 

American Journal Science and Arts, 1872, p. 217. 

OROTHERIUM VASACCIENSE, Cope. 

On some Eocene Mammals, &c., p. 3. 

Lophiotherium vasacciense, Cope. Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, 
July 11, (extras.) Notharctus vasacciensis, Cope, 1. ¢., 1872, 474. 

This species is similar to the next in most respects, the corresponding 
molars differing in the more elevated yoke between the tubercles of op- 
posite sides, and the presence of a posterior median tubercle. 

Represented by a portion of the left ramus of the lower jaw, contain- 
ing one tooth in perfect preservation. The structure of this indicates it 
to be the second true molar, and presents certain features of distinction 
from the same tooth of the ZL. sylvaticum, described by Dr. Leidy. The 
crown presents four tubercles, which are arranged in pairs, the separa- 
tion between the right and left lobe of each being slight, thus giving the 
tooth the appearance of having two transverse crests as in Hydrachyus. 
The two anterior and outer posterior tubercles are fissured by wearing, 
but the inner posterior consists of two acute crests, which meet, pre- 
senting an acute angle toward the adjoining tubercle. The outer pos- 
terior tubercle sends a descending crest obliquely to the base of the inner 
anterior tubercle, as in ZL. sylvaticum. A small tubercle occupies the 
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space behind the interval between the posterior tubercles and gives 
origin to a cingulum which passes round the bases of the outer tubercles. 
Tt extends round the front of the tooth to the outer anterior tubercie. 
Wear would produce small angular crescents from the two posterior and 
the outer anterior tubercle. Greatest length of crown, M. 0.008; width, 
.006. The enamel of the tubercles is rugose. 

This ungulate was of about the size of the L. sylvaticum, or equal to 
the raccoon. It differs considerably from that species in the less isola- 
tion of the tubercles of the molar, and the crescentic form of the inner 
posterior. 
From Green River beds near Evanston, and the same near Black 

Buttes, Wyoming, on opposite sides of the Bridger Basin. 

OROTHERIUM SYLVATICUM, Leidy. 

Lophiotherium sylvaticum, Leidy. Proceedings Acedemy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, 
126; Orotherium, Marsh, American Journal Science and Arts, 1872, August 13. 

From Black’s Fork, Wyoming. 

OLIGOTOMUS, Cope. 

On some Eocene Mammals, &c., March 8, 1873, p. 2. 

Char. gen.—Molars constructed much as in Hyopsodus and Lophiothe- 
rium, viz, with two external subtrihedal cusps, which wear into cres- 
cents, the posterior connected by a low oblique ridge with the basis of 
the anterior cone of the inner side; the latter with two coniccusps. It 
differs from these genera and Orotherium in the possession of but two 
premolars; the inferior molars are probably six, leaving four true 
molars. 

OLIGOTOMUS CINCTUS, Cope. 

Loe. cit. 

Char. specif.—In this animal the cusps of the molars are elevated, the 
external most so, the anterior being somewhat bilobate. Premolars with 
twofangs. There is a rudimental posterior tubercle in M. 1 and 2, and 
a strong cingulum round the outer sile of the crown. In an adult with 
worn teeth the enamel is obscurely rugose. 

Measurements. 
; M. 

WerietieOr ty MOlTS. sma cee pe itee saya eels oe aera ean clooney ote ape) Sie esas eae ete 0. 0526 
ETA OS yO GU AS coer Concod Sec ceS poe oDMouE cap Rago bO Dee boos Heeessae . 0120 
GON GE Mi etecsepocecs oscdce saccae roeous eo peudr Cea o ub ook oan aeeEad dase . 0067 
Width oLeMs 2 tanteriorly2 sees) sete Nee Aca! cel a ae ERC ee SNe . 00850 
ie inet 2iposteriorly ner ase eave alas seis lo alent aoe eeyala= aie seiiae ors . 00380 
Weopuniramus alitrout, Of PM. Lae ayes ae rate ets alone an srapeloyate niatettce GE ee . 0126 

From Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming. 

ANTIACODON, Marsh. 

American Journal Science and Arts, 1872, p. 210. 

ANTIACODON PYGMZUS, Cope. 

Lophiotherium pygmeum, Cope. Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, 
extras, July 20; Antiacodon venustus, Marsh, American Journal Science and Arts, 1872, 
(published August 13.) Hyopsodus pygmcus, Cope, loc. cit., p. 461. 

From Cottonwood, Wyoming. 
Represented by a portion of the rigkt mandibular ramus, with the 

penultimate and antevenultimate molars in perfect preservation. These 

/ 
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teeth present four cusps, of which the outer are crescentoid in section, 
the inner conic. They are all elevated, and the inner anterior is in both 
teeth compressed and bifid. It receives an oblique ridge from the outer 
posterior crescent, which also sends a ridge to the posterior inner. 
Enamel smooth. 

Measurements. 
M, 

Length of penultimate molar..---...--....- Hep HEE eo Oe aoBeOAcioneicdoo Sit 0. 0045 
Width of penultimate molar behind ...--...---. 2-2-2. 2-2-2. 2 oe been eee . 0040 
Depth of ramus at posterior margin of penultimate molar......-..-...--.---- . 0070 

_ This is a small mammal, about equal in size to a weasel. 

ANTIACODON FURCATUS, Cope. 

On some Eocene Mammals, &c., p. 1, March 8, 1873. 

Established on a part of the right ramus mandibuli, with the three 
molars and last premolar in perfect preservation. The crowns.of the 
molars are composed of two external, chevron-shaped tubercles, the apices 
rising as acute cusps, and two internal cones, the interior of which is 
flattened and strongly bifid, both points being more elevated than any 
of the others. The cusps are nearly opposite to each other, and be- 
hind the interval between the two posterior rises another, not so ele- 
vated as the others, except on the posterior molar. Here it is elevated, 
and nearly equidistant from the two in front of it. The enamel is 
smooth, and there is no cingulum on either side. The premolar consists 
of a principal sectorial cusp, and has a smaller but stout acute anterior 
cusp, with a small rudiment of another behind; a stout cusp rises from 
the inner posterior margin of the principal one, giving it a subbifid 
appearance. . 

Measurements. 
as M. 
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This species differs from the last in the presence of the posterior 
tubercles on the M. 2-3, and the absence of external cingulum. The 
sizes are not very different. 
From the bluffs of the Upper Green River. 
The genus to which this species belongs differs from Hyopsodus in-the 

carnivorous form of the last premolar, which has a well-developed an- 
terior cusp. I refer it to the same genus as the last species, though its 
characters have never been pointed out by the author of the name, (Pro- 
fessor Marsh,) nor are the characters which distinguish it from Homa- 
codon of the same author discoverable. He states that the cusps in A- 
nagans are ‘4 isolated,” a character which does not apply to A. furcutus, 
in which they are related much as in Hyopsodus. 
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MICROSYOPS, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, 1872, p. 20. 

MICROSYOPS VICARIUS, Cope. 

On some Eocene Mammals, &ce., 1873, p. 1. 

Founded on portions of the mandibular rami of two individuals from 
the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming. These represent an 
animal considerably smaller than the Hyopsodus paulus, and with proba- 
bly only three premolars. This is believed to be the fact from the smail 
size of thelast premolar, and the anterior contraction of the first molar. 
The molars have no external cingulum nor antero-external tuberosity 
described to exist in the H. gracilis, by Marsh. The cones have simple 
apices, and the oblique connecting ridges of both genera. 

Measurements. 
HA. pulus. M. vicarius. 

M. 
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HYOPSODUS, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Natural Science, Philadelphia, 1871; Geological Survey Mon- 
tana, 1871, p. 362. 

HYOPSODUS PAULUS, Leidy. 

Hayden’s Survey Montana, &c., 1871, p. 363. 

From Cottenwood and South Bitter Creeks. 

RODENTIA. 

PARAMYS, Leidy. 

Geol. Survey, Montana, 1871, p. 357. 

PARAMYS LEPTODUS, Cope. 

On some Eocene Mammalia, &c., 1873, p.3. (Published March 8.) 

Established on a right mandibular ramus with all the teeth preserved. 
Tt indicates an animal of about the size of the P. delicatus, Leidy, and 
P. robustus, Marsh, but with smaller incisors, which have little more 
than half the diameter of the same tooth in those species. The molars 
have two anterior separate, and three posterior contiguous, cones, the 
inedian smallest. The anterior and posterior of both sides separated by 
a deep excavation. The anterior tooth is peculiar in its greater compres- 
sion. The posterior tubercles are not separated, and the anterior inner 
situate behind the outer, and connected with the posterior inner by a 
concave ridge. 

39 GS 
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Measurements. 

M. 
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From the South Bitter Creek, Wyoming. 

PARAMYS UNDANS, Marsh. 

Sciuravus undans, Marsh. Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1871, (June 21.) 

A smaller species than the P. delicatissimus, Leidy. The dental char- 
acters of the mandibular series are generically identical with those of 
the species of Paramys. ° 
From Upper Green River. 

PARAMYS DELICATISSIMUS, Leidy. 

Black’s Fork. 

PARAMYS DELICATIOR, Leidy. 

Cottonwood Creek and Black’s Fork. 

| PARAMYS DELICATUS, Leidy. 

Black’s Fork. 

PSEUDOTOMUS, Cope. 

Proceedings Amer. Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 467, (August 3.) 

This genus is represented by the nearly complete cranium, with cast 
of the brain-case of the typical species. The cranium is of depressed 
form and with considerably expanded zygomata. The muzzle is broad 
and but little elevated, so that the nasal meatus is between the alveolz 
of the superior incisors. The frontal bone is very short, and the super- 
ciliary margin and orbits small, and without postfrontal process. The 
temporal fossz are large, and contract the brain-case behind the orbits 
to a striking degree. Their anterior margins rise from the postfrontal 
angles and converge backward, meeting in a sagittal ridge opposite 
the anterior part of the squamosal bone. The parietal bones increase 
rapidly in width to the squamosals, which also extend horizontally to 
their zygomatic portion. They do not extend very far on the superior 
aspect of the skull, nor backward beyond the auditory meatus. The 
occipital region is concave and surrounded by a prominent crest. 

The foramen infraorbitale exterius has an inferior position, being a 
little above the alveolar border; it is rather small and round. There 
is a prominent tuberosity on the under side of the basal part of the 
molar bone, just exterior to the position of the second molar of A7e- 
tomys ; its inferior face is truncate. The dentition is I. +; C. $; M. 2. 
The incisors are rather small for the size of the skull, and much as in 
Arctomys. The inner face is trancate, the outer continuous with the 
anterior by the lack of separating angle. The thin enamel is extended 
part way on the outer face. At a point twice as far in front of the pre- 
maxillo-maxillary suture as the latter is from the line of the zygoma, 
the incisors are widely separated from each other, whence they are not 
probably in contact when they issue from the premaxillary bones. The 
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mandibular cutters are less widely separated by a narrow prolongation 
of the symphysis. The exposure of the tooth is lateral, its direction 
nearly anterior. It projects anteriorly very little beyond the symphysis, 
and has a horizontal triturating surface below the level of the latter. 
There are alveole for but three molar teeth, each with three roots. 
The teeth themselves are not contained in them, but were apparently 
lost before the cranium was entombed in the Eocene mud. The posi- 
tion of the first molar is occupied by spongy bone in both mavxillaries, 
and appears as though such teeth might have existed earlier in life and 
been shed. The pterygoid lamine are prolonged, inclosing a trough. 
The foramen ovale is well developed and simple, and bounded behind 
and before by aridge. There are no additional foramina in this region. 
The space for the otic bulla is moderately large; the basicranial axis is 
grooved at the junction of the basi-occipital and sphenoid bones. The » 
zygomatic arch is deep and thin. The glenoid cavity is wide but lon- 
gitudinal. The cast of the brain indicates smooth oval hemispheres 
which leave the cerebellum and olfactory lobes: entirely exposed. The 
latter are ovoid and expanded laterally. This genus is allied to, if not 
actually a member of, the Sciuride. The breadth and depression of its 
form reminds one of ‘Arctomys ys, but the contraction behind the orbits is 
very different, resembling rather the form of Fiber. The lateral separa- 
tion of the incisors, superior and inferior, is a marked peculiarity. 

PSEUDOTOMUS HIANS, Cope. 

Loe. cit. 

The enamel of the superior incisors is not grooved, but has a delicate 
striate sculpture. The inferior incisor does not project as far as the 
alveolar border of the jaw ; its surface worn by the upper incisor is hor- 
izontal and anterior. The inferior diastema is a thin edge, and the 
ramus is deep there. The temporal surface of the parietal bones is 
rugose. The cranium is depressed, and has a trace of interparietal crest. 
The anterior margin of the temporal fossa is marked by a curved angle 
on each side of the frontal bene. ‘The supra-orbital arch is very short. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek. 

MARSUPIALIA. 

TRIACODON, Marsh. 

Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, 1871, July. 

This genus is placed here on the authority of Marsh. 

TRIACODON ACULEATUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 460, (July 29.) 

Established on two teeth of the molar and premolar series. The mo- 
lar is subtriangular at the base of the crown, one side being convex; 
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the opposite angle nearly right and the two remaining sides flat. The 
crown is divided into three elevated trihedral cones, one at each angle. 
Their adjacent angles are acute, and the angle of union is fissured like 
the same point in the sectidnal tooth of carnivora. The smaller lobes 

-are of equal elevation, but the crown of one is expanded so as to be 
slightly spade-shaped. The enamel is smooth. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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The premolar is smaller, with shorter cusps, and one of the laterals 
reduced to a rudiment. This species is near 7. fallax of Marsh, but the 
tooth he describes is narrower in proportion to its length, and has the 
anterior lobe little over half ashigh. The measurements of this species 
are somewhat larger than those given by Marsh for his Tf. grandis, 
(Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, August 13, 1872.) 

REPTILIA., 

CROCODIL. 
CROCODILUS. 

CROCODILUS CLAVIS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 485, (Aug. 20.) 

This is a large species, with a muzzle of narrowed proportions, and 
sufficient depth to give it a broad oval section. The nasal bones appear 
to have reached the nasal orifice. The anterior superior teeth are very 
large, especially the canine. The inferior tooth corresponding is large, 
and occupies an emargination which approaches near to the nasal 
suture. The pitting of the muzzle is fine, and the swollen interspaces 
much the wider. The teeth have stout conic crowns, with well-devel- 
oped cutting edges, and coarse striate sculpture. The mandible is 
acuminate to the narrow extremity, and has a long symphysis, which 
extends to opposite the third tooth behind the notch. The cervical 
vertebre preserved have round cups; they have a simple elongate 
hypopophysis, with a pit behind it; shoulder very prominent. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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This species has a more slender muzzle than those described by Marsh 
and Leidy, and is of larger size. 

CROCODILUS ELLIOTTII, Leidy. 

Geological Survey Montana, 1871, p. 366. 

Abundant in the Bad Lands. 

CROCODILUS SULCIFERUS, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 555, (October 12.) 

A medium-sized species with eranium deeply and roughly pitted. 
The chief character is at present visible in the teeth. The larger of 
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these are of subcylindric and short conic crown, which is superficially 
grooved from basis to near apex; sulci coarse, open. 

Upper Green River. 

CROCODILUS GRENNELLU, Marsh. 

: American Journal Sci. Arts, 1871, June. 

Cranium from South Bitter Creek. 

CROCODILUS LIODON, Marsh. 

Loc. cit. 

From various localities. 

DIPLOCYNODUS, Pomel. 

DIPLOCYNODUS SUBULATUS, Cope. 

Crocodilus (Ichthyosuchus) subulatus, Cope. Proceedings American Philosophical So- 
ciety, 1872, p. 554, (October 12.) 

Some of the cervical vertebre without hypopophyses. Their cups 
round, with smooth bordering surface of the sides of the centrum. 
The jaws only are preserved from the cranium; the premaxillary is 
strongly pitted, but the dentary has remote shallow pits on the outer 
jace and shallow grooves below. Dentition something lke that of 
Diplocynodus ratellii from France. There are two very long canine-like 
teeth in the premaxillary bone near its posterior margin, directed some- 
what backward; these are preceded after a space by a medium-sized 
tooth, which after a similar space is preceded by another large tooth. 
Anterior to this the alveoli are lest. Two very smooth compressed 
straight teeth in the front of the ramus mandibuli. These are followed 
abruptly by a distantly set series of subequal teeth of not one-fourth 
the size, varying little to the back of the jaw; all the long teeth have 
subcompressed crowns with opposed cutting edges, and are smooth 
except at their bases. These are distantly suleate, the separating 
ridges being acute. The smaller teeth are cones with cutting edges. 
There are fourteen alveoliand one pit in the dentary bone from the pos- 
terior end to the beginning of the short symphysis. 

Measurements. 

M. 
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Found on the bluffs of Upper Green River. 
This species agrees in some respects with the very brief description 

given by Marsh for his Crocodilus iodon. He does not mention the 
flating of the base of the crown so remarkable in this species; and 
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states the vertebre to be “strongly rugose” near the extremity, a 
character not seen in the present animal. 

The Diplocynodus subulatus was about as large as the Mississippi 
alligator. 

DIPLOCYNODUS POLYODON, Cope. 

Species nova. 

Represented by portions of cranium and teeth, with probably some 
vertebre found close to them. ‘This crocodile is similar in size to the 
D. subulatus, or our alligator. It differs much from the last in the ar- 
rangement of the teeth. There is one pre-eminently large canine oppo- 
site the symphysis, (in D. subulatus this tooth is opposite the posterior 
end of the same,) which is followed by nine very small teeth, whose 
round alveoli are only separated by very thin walls. Following the last 
of these immediately is another very large tooth, with nearly round 
alveolus, which is closely succeeded by other smaller teeth of larger 
size than those in front of it, and not differing in this respect among 
themselves. The crowns of the teeth are cylindric at base, and have 
a double ridge on the anterior outer aspect. The enamel is obsoletely 
rugose, striate at the base. The external surface of the dentary bone is 
deeply and coarsely pitted; at its anterior part the pits are close, deep, 
and smali; on the inferior face they are deep, short grooves. There is 
a Series of close, small foramina along the inner side of the alveole. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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This species differs in many respects from the one last described. The 
teeth, anteriorly, are much more closely placed, and the anterior and 
middle canines are less separated, and more numerous small teeth occupy 
the interval. The splenial bone has a larger share in the symphysis, and 
the sculpture is much more prefound. The teeth are not fluted. 

The type specimen was found on the bluffs of Upper Green River by 
the writer. 

ALLIGATOR, Cuv. 

The species described below belongs to this genus, so far as determin- 
able from characters of the cranium and dermal scuta. - 

The.axial portion of the basi-occipital bone is a transverse vertical 
plate with vertical carina on the distal half. The frontal bone exhibits 
no crests, and the crotaphite foramina are open. The quadratojugal 
arch is stout. The dermal seuta are not co- ossified, and with the cranium 
are deeply pitted. 

ALLIGATOR HETERODON, Cope. 

Proceedings American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 544. 

The anterior and posterior teeth of this species differ exceedingly in 
shape; the former are flattened, sharp-edged, and slightly incurved; 
the edges not serrate. Those of the premaxillary bone are subequal in 
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size, while one behind the middle of the maxillary is larger than the rest. 
The posterior teeth have short, very obtuse crowns, with elliptic fore and 
aft outline. They resemble some forms seen in Pycnodont fishes, and 
are closely striate to a line on the apex. The upper surface of the cra- 
nium is pitted, the frontal and parietal bones with large, deep, and 
closely placed concavities. The former is perfectly plane, and the latter 
is wide. The squamosal arch is also wide, and the crotophite foramina 
are large and open. 

The dermal scuta are very large for the size of the animal, and were 
not united by suture. They are keelless and deeply pitted, with smooth 
margins. 

The vertebral centra found with other specimens are round. The 
co-ossified neural arches indicate the adult age of the animal. ; 

Measurements. 
M. 
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The variation in the form of the teeth is a slight exaggeration of that 
seen in the dentition of various species of croeodilians. 

This species was about three feet in length, found by the writer in 
one of the lowest beds of the Green River Tertiary epoch, near Black - 
Buttes, Wyoming. 

The dermal scuta of this’ species are very abundant in some of the 
beds of the Green River epoch. Some of them exhibit a faint trace of 
keel. Vertebre associated with them have subround articular ex- 
tremities. 

TESTUDINATA. 

AXESTUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Society, 1872, p. 462. (Published July 29.) 

This is a genus of Trionychide, which is represented by a species not 
fally known. The type specimen is represented by bones of the limbs 
aud various vertebre, with the postabdominal bone of the left side. 

The general characters are those of Trionyx. The scapula is elongate, 
the procoracoid long and narrow, and the coracoid of medium width. 
The humerus is sigmoid, with widely spreading bicipital ridges and flat- 
tened extremity with marginal groove. The femur is also curved, but 
less strongly than the humerus, and has a median anterior low angular 
ridge. The claws are Jarge, some curved and some entirely straight. 
The cervical vertebre are relatively large and elongate. The two sacrals 
are free from the carapace above, have broad articular surfaces for 
diapophyses, and flattened centra. The caudals are proceelian, and have 
short diapophyses. The postabdominal bone has somewhat the form 
seen in existing Trionyx. It presents two dentate processes forward 
for the hyosternal, and two inward to its mate in front. It is pro- 
longed backward and inward into a flat process. It is especially dis- 
tinguished by its tenuity, and the entire absence of the superficial 
sculpture of Trionyx. The usual dense layer 1s present, but is quite 
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thin, and exhibits the peculiar decussating pattern of lines of deposition 
characteristic of the same layer of the dermal scuta of Crocodilians. 
No portions were obtained which can with certainty be referred to the 
carapace. The ilium is short, stout, and recurved, and the pubis is 
largely expanded. 

AXESTUS BYSSINUS, Cope. 

Loe. cit. 

The procoracoid and scapula are of equal lengths, and the coracoid is 
much dilated distally. 

The portions of the plastron preserved are thin for the size of the 
animal, and all the bones are dense and smooth. The postabdominal has 
the free margins acute and senulate. There is an external gently con- 
vex edge, with a long process extending backward, and one long, nar- 
row one inward. The enamel is white, and is marked with decussating 
lines of osseous deposit, as in woven linen. This is not the result of 
weaving. The cervical vertebra is without spine; it is not pressed in 
the middle, and is without any pneumatic foramen. 

Measurements. 
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Locality of the last. . 

TRIONYX, Geoffr. 

TRIONYX HETEROGLYPTUS, Cope, sp. nov. 

Carapace broad, flat, concavely truncate behind. Free portion of 
costal bones short. The last pair of costal bones are in contact by a com- 
mon suture by about two-thirds their width, the anterior portion being 
separated by the last vertebral bone. There is a great difference be- — 
tween the sculpture of the middle of the carapace and its lateral por- 
tions. The former region is coarsely ribbed longitudinally, the inter- 
vening grooves being mostly uninterrupted. On the middle portions 
of the costals the ridges are more or less broken up, and distally they 
are very delicate, forming an inosculating pattern, inclosing small pits. 
On the last costal they retain their ridge-like character. The posterior 
vertebrals are marked by a single groove down their middle. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Width of carapace at antepenultimate costal bone......-...-.-.---.---------- 0.235 
Length from front of carapace backward .-.-22 22.2202 22-2 --- 2-2 eee ee ee 2 09D 
Width of carapace, costal \distalby ive 2452s 2 ee ee ee . 048 
Length of last twolwentebrals...2 29.000. 220M eSNG C 1" Ga ape 

Excavated from the Bridger bed, on the summit of Church Butte, by 
the writer. 
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TRIONYX CONCENTRICUS, Cope. 

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 1872, p. 469; published July 29. 

This species reposes on various fragments, in one case representing 
numerous portions of a carapace. The sculpture is intermediate between 
those of 7. heteroglyptus and T. guttatus. The costals have subequal 
and subround pits throughout the entire length of the costal bones, but 
their interspaces are raised into longitudinal ribs at intervals of from 
one to three rows of pits. These ribs are equally developed at both 
ends of the costals. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Midian aecosual bone near the middle. cee e secon cet ogee os lbieie sisiets ore ae Saree ice 0. 020 
®inckness of costal bone near the middle. 2. 225. ss Sse ee ace. tee . 003 

The type specimen is smaller than that of the last. 
From Cottonwood Creek. 

TRIONYX GUTTATUS, Leidy. 

Geological Survey of Montana, 1871, p. 370. 

Not uncommon. 

TRIONYX SCUTUMANTIQUUM, Cope, spec. nov. 

Established on a nearly perfect carapace and part of the plastrum 
from the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek. These indicate the largest 
species of the genus yet found in North America. 

The carapace is a longitudinal oval, broadly rounded in front. The 
median line forms a marked depression, and the costal bones rise and 
descend again, forming an arch on each side. The free portion of the 
ribs isnot very long. The sculpture consists of numerous honeycomb- 
like pits separated by rather narrow ridges. On the middle parts of the 
carapace these are subequal, but on the middle of the length all the 
ridges run together longitudinally, and on their distal parts these are 
broken up so as to produce innumerable irregular tubercles and pits. 
The bones of the intercostal sutures are smooth. Hight costal bones, 
the anterior co-osified with the second by its entire width, and sending 
out a broad costal extremity which curves backward; its anterior mar- 
gin is smooth. Hight vertebrals, the last separating the anterior por- 
tions of the last costals. 

Measurements. 
M. 

ee aEREDEADACH 4-1 oh da deeciemon ae eloe els oo aa tolyn selsaee seve Nase datas Ye 0. 425 
Greatest width earapace, axial os cat seer ales ede st tee apes airy fea ~ 410 
PMSA CSS Olestitiolin COS ball os Ls Apia aps auc als Seis ie isle ates at yk waa . 0075 
ELL TCLEST RS CANE Aa yee oan yea ere) 0) or ener eR PN BI EN TS 034 
PhieltessiofCentrum: OL LOUELD VeELbeDEa ele ee eens ccieee cides wee coe eectlete 010 

PLASTOMENUS, Cope. 

Allied to Trionyx. No (?) marginal bones of the carapace except a 
nuchal; extremities of ribs little, or not projecting beyond costal bones. 
Plastron united with carapace by one or two tooth-like processes of the 
hyosternal and hyposternal bones. An anterior production of the hyos- 
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ternal inclosing a median fontanelle and uniting by broad suture with 
a clavicle, (episternal.) 

This genus is highly interesting as connecting more or less nearly the 
genus Trionyx with the Chelydrine form Anostira. It is represented by 
several species in the Bridger Hocene, all of which have the sculpture of 
both of the genera named. The plastron is ossified nearly as in Anos- 
tira, but in the numerous specimens obtained there was not one mar- 
ginal bone. Nevertheless the strong emargination of the proximal end 
of the second costals proves the presence of a nuchal marginal, which 
does not existin Trionyx ; if there were other marginals they must have 
been small and inclosed in a cartilaginous margin. The first costals 
were much shorter than the second and much as in Trionyx. A costal 
process of the first dorsal extended backward and was attached by ~ 
suture to the second costal bone just in front of its capitulum as in 
Trionyx, Chelydra, &c. «A singular sternal bone accompanies the speci- 
mens of P. thomasti and P. trionychoides, but partially fractured in 
both eases so as to leave its position uncertain. It can be nothing else 
than the median portion of a hyosternal with the outer extremity 
wanting. It bounds a fontanelle interiorly, which nearly reaches the 
hyposternal; anteriorly it has sutures for both mososternum and clavi- 
cle. Itis entirely unlike anything in Trionyx ; it is thickened toward 
the median line, and strongly seulptured externally. The hyosternal or 
hyposternal of the ** bridge” indicates that portion to have been long, and 
about as wide as is usual in Trionyx. Its free edge is thin; the sutural 
union with the other component bone complete. — 

‘The type of the genus is P. thomasii, (Trionyx thomasii, Cope.) Other 
species have been referred by me to Anostira. The largest species 
(P. multifoveatus) was about as large as the snapper; the smallest (P. 
molopinus) as large as Chrysemys picta. 

PLASTOMENUS THOMASH, Cope. 

Trionyx thomasti, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Phil. Soc. 1872; 462. (Published July 29.) 

Represented by various parts of three individuals, a sufficient num- 
ber of identical pieces being present in all to insure their specific unity. 

The bones of both carapace and plastron have a honeycomb pattern 
of reticulation, with shallow pits, which on weathering become puncte. 
The intervening ribs tend to connect into ridges running diagonally 
across the costal bones. The pits tend to form linear series parallel to 
the borders on some of the bones of the plastron. The latter are flat 
at the transverse suture. The last costal is very wide and in contact 
with its fellow on the median line, as in other’species of the genus, 
except a sutural emargination behind, apparently for a pygal bone. 
The outer border is straight, truncating the last rib extremity. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Thickness tofsarcostal: ss ce523 SSit Sen eee ace Se SP ee 
Wadth lasticostalidistallyi 252-25 2 Se ae a eeetcey tapers Pres io 2 048 
Wadthubyostermall gens meyas foe a ones tals opel ee rl Be Ie Bi Beach Aull! 
Mbickness hyostermal ess. 2)sjernt 2a eect ee eis A) Os Aa Ei 8) 5 Si -005 
eng thot a vertebral 205. 2+ 2.2. < / SS ee eS eee oa. oe rem) 
Width of a wertebrals: 235-0. Se jc. cis 2 tte Pe eS oe OL 

Two of the specimens from the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek, Wy- 
oming. Named for Dr. Jos. Thomas, of Philadelphia, my former tutor. 
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PLASLPOMENUS TRIONYCHOIDES, Cope. 

Anostira trionychoides, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Philos. Society, 1872, p. 461. (Published 
July 29.) 

The original specimen of the species was found mingled with one of 
Anostira ornata, and being of about the same size the two were supposed 
to pertain to a single species. I now distinguish the fragments clearly, 
and find portions of three other individuals ‘from other localities to per- 
tain to the same. One of these presents the two sternal elements de- 
scribed in the preceding account of P. Thomasii. 
. The sculpture of the costal bones consists of reticulated ridges which 
inclose coarser pits than in the last species, and show no tendency to 
run into ribs extending obliquely across the bones. The second costal 
exhibits a greatly leveled suture for the first, and its alar portion behind 
its costal rib is twice as wide as the latter. ‘The last costal differs from 
that of P. Thomasii in being angulate instead of truncate at the rib ex- 
tremity, and the latter projects strongly beyond the angle. In the seeond 
specimen the sternal bones are much more convex than in P. Thomasii 
and more thickened inwardly. Those of the specimens from the Bad 
Lauds of Cottonwood Creek. 

PLASTOMENUS MULTIFOVEATUS, Cope, spec. nov. , 

Represented by the costal bone of a specimen of much larger size than 
the preceding and followiugspecies. Its sculptureisa shallow but Sharply 
impressed honeycomb pitting, smaller than in the preceding species. 
Thus there are seventeen or eighteen pits across the middle to seven or 
eight in P. drpomychotdes: No ribs whatever. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Maxciivecostalia tani d deus! aces 2 eae ia se tapi at uC ee gh Stony lan . 0240 
Widchicostavatvendt ss os exe asa. eee eRe er Tae a Rare RE ere Eads EN eo 0350 
EIGEMESS rao COLO es 22 Nis eae co erat era earn ee an) a cna Ae) a a ven . 0035 

PLASTOMENUS GiDEMIUS, Cope. 

Anostira edemia, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 461, (July 29.) 

Represented by most of the important parts of three specimens. These 
all display the last and middle costals, and two of them the second cos- 
tals. Sternal bones are wanting, except, perhaps, in one. 
From these it appears that the anterior costals have a distantly pune- 

tate sculpture, with rib-like swellings running diagonally across them. 
On the middle costals the puncte disappear and the ribs grow thicker ; 
on the last costals the ribs are broken into a number of smooth tuber. 
cular swellings whose axes are nearly at right angles to that of the 
earapace. The second costal has its posterior alar portion twice as 
wide as the rib portion; its suture with the first costal is very oblique 
and bounded behind by a rabbet edge. The last costals are peculiar in 
their union throughout their entire length without emargination for 
pygal, and jn the ‘gently convex posterior outline, with projecting rib 
end, differing in these respects markedly from P. Thomasii and P. tri- 
onychoides. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Mere beurpl isineostal, COMMON SULULG./ 2-5 v5. cocci ooo os eee SL 0.045 
Len eth last costal, ADOT LOL Prog epee eg ca hvetiy te ONG) due Spl ds . 063 
Length last costal, EXterlor DOM eT ees lotta. = spall eperare ae el ee amin . 052 
Width middle costal 2) ge epee pe Pe PSs Fc ae eS pe et i ens pA aes tech . 020 
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M. 

No.2. Width dirst) costal, proximally 222 Soe c ee. fe oe fe ce . 026 
Width first costal behind rib, distally.......--.--..------ .------------- .014 

Nos 3. Width middle costa oe ee eee eee ee iene ee . 021 

Two of the specimens from Cottonwood Oreek. 

PLASTOMENUS MOLOPINUS, Cope. ~ 

Proeeed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 461, (July 29,) Anostira. 

. First costal bone with wide rib, the aliform border behind it not more 
than half its width. Suture for first costal distal, obliquely truncating 
end of rib, vertical and not oblique. External surface of the same 
coarsely pitted, and with obseure oblique ribs. Median costals with 
approximated thick cross-ribs, with obsolete punetations between. 

This species is near the P. oedemius, but differs considerably in the 
ferm of the first costal bone. The type is smaller than those of the 
latter. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Width first costal at extremity ili i7. 2222S l les 22 ack Se ee . 0120 
Width first costal; .75inch from.end).2 322. 2.25 22.) oee a a eee OO) 
Width of a middle costal . snes SOT Ue ELIOT Dork) 07 ae 
Thickness of a middle: costalws\ sos ce oho ee eo Se a ns enero) (Vey 

From the Bridger group, Wyoming. 

ANOSTIRA, Leidy. 
Proceedings Academy Nat. Sci., 1871, p. 10% 

In this genus the epidermis was thin and adherent to the bones, and 
not divided into scuta. The carapace is composed as in Hmydide of 
costal vertebral and marginal bones, the last united to the first by suture 
and gomphosis. The series of vertebrals does not continue to the cau- 
dal, except by the intervention of a pygal. The sternum is cruciform, 
with narrow, longitudinal prolongations, or lobes, and narrow bridges. 
It appears not to have possessed any fontanelles, but the presence of 
mesosternum is not yet fully made out. The cranium and limbs are 
unknown. This genus must be regarded as an interesting intermediate 
type, connecting ”Plastomenus and Chel, ydra, or Der matey ys. In skin 
and sculpture it is identical with the first; in carapace and plastron, 
most like Chelydra. 

Two species, a large and a small, are known. 

@ 

ANOSTIRA RADULINA, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Society, 1872, p. 555, (published October 12.) 

Based on two marginal bones, one from the front, the other from the 
rear, of the carapace “of an animal of twice the bulk of the largest Anos- 
tere yet found. Apart from size, the sculpture is peeuliar. It consists 
in the anterior of closely packed vermicular ridges which run out flat 
on the posterior and upper edge. In the posterior it consists of only 
closely placed minute tubercles over the whole surface. 

: Measurements. 
i M. . 

Length front on free edge ..--..------------ +--+ ---- ++ 22 ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 0. 025 
Width front.on freeedge. 2. bic .: 0.0228... SOUS Be, oo Te ee 
Length posterior on freejed gees cuit: ceiesueieas ta be ieiwe: toy ae 025 
Width posterior on free edge. Bee Ee AES e Se Ao AoC Heras ce Gdemcertios Gascon oc 025 

Bad Lands of Ham’s Fork, Wyoming. 
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ANOSTIRA ORNATA, Leidy. 

Loe. cit. 

From Bad Lands of Upper Green River and Cottonwood Creek. 

BANA, Leidy. 

Geological Survey, Wyoming, 1870, p. 367; Survey, Montana, 1871, p. 368. Chisternum, 
Leidy. Proceed. Academy Nat. Sciences, 1872, p. 162. 

Family Baenide agreeing with the Adocidce* in the presence of inter- 
eular scuta, and the absence of codssification of the ischium and pubis 
with the plastron, but differing in the presence of an intersternal bone 
on each side, as in the Pleurodira. As generic characters, it possesses 
two marginal intergular plates, which resemble the gulars of Hmydide ; 
it has a series of intermarginal scuta, and the free lobes of the sternum 
are narrowed and shortened; the bridge is very wide. The dermal 
seuta are everywhere distinct. The mesosternal bone is in form between 
T-shaped and sagittate. The last pair of marginals, instead of being in 
contact, are separated by a wide emargination. 

The affinities of this genus are complex and interesting. It would 
be a pleurodire, but for the fact that the pelvis is not codssified with the 
plastron; nevertheless there are rudiments of this union in the form of 
a Shallow pit on each. The posterior or ? ischiadic is near the posterior 
end, and on the lateral margin of the postabdominal bone; it is of a 
narrow oval form. The anterior is shallow, and sublaterally impressed 
into the side of the upright septum, which supports the carapace. 
Whether it received the pubis or not is uncertain. 

The double intergular scuta is not found in any existing genus of 
Pleurodira. 

The posterior margin of the carapace is excavated, as in Chelydra, 
but the margin is more arched in this position in Chisternum. The 
form suggests the presence of a large tail, and the serrate margin of 
the carapace posteriorly reminds one again of Chelydra. There are in 
B. arenosa fourteen marginal scuta, without the nuchal; in Chelydru 
serpentina, as in Hmydide, but thirteen. 

There are prominent axillary and inguinal septa, as in some Hmydide. 
They are composed of the produced edges of two codssified costal 
bones. 

The affinities appear to be to Adocus on the one side, and Hydraspidide 
on the other, perhaps as descendant of the former and ancestor of the 
latter. It also possesses traces of other relationships of Adocus, 7. e., to 
Dermatemys, and more remotely to Chelydra. 

BAENA HEBRAICA, Cope. 

Baéna hebraica. Proceed. Ainer. Philos. Society, 1872, p. 463, (published July 29.) 

General form depressed and discoid, as wide as long. Bridge wider 
than long, but the length equal to the width of the bases of the sternal 
lobes. Anterior lobe longer than wide at the base, and narrowed at the 
extremity. The inguinal and axillary septa are very prominent. The 
edge of the carapace from the front to the inguinal region is without 
emargination. All the osseous elements are coossified. 

The scuta are well distinguished. The unchal is very small and wider 
than long; the first marginal is shorter but more prominent. The second 
and third are larger but narrow ; the fourth and fifth are wider, but the 

*Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1870, p. 547. 
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sixth widens by an inward projection of its border so as to meet the in- 
tercostal suture between the second and third costal scuta. From this 
one to the ninth (as far as preserved) the inner margins are produced so 
far as to make the scuta nearly twice as wide as long, when viewed 
from above. The first costal is small, its posterior border is curved. 
The first vertebral is pyriform, truncate in front. It is (perhaps abnor- 
mally) divided by a transverse suture into a quadrate anterior and 
cordate transverse posterior portion. The other vertebrals are somewhat 
longer than broad and are separated by sutures convex anteriorly. 

The intermarginal scuta are all wider than long; their number is nor- 
mally four, but a narrow one is intercalated behind the inguinal on one 
side. The longitudinal suture of the acutes of the plastron is exceed- 
ingly tortuous, winding between points more than an inch apart. The 
gculars and intergulars are transverse and bounded by transverse sutures. 
They cross the median suture (which is straight on the anterior lobe) 
some distance apart. The humerals are long and the humeropectoral 
scutal suture is eonvex backward, its extremities reaching the margin 
in front of the axilla. The anterior extremity of the anterior sternal 
lobe has a quadrilobate outline. 

The surface is smooth except along the lines of intercostal sutures, 
where short grooves parallel to the general axis alternate with protu- 
berances having the same direction, the whole having somewhat the ap- 

- pearance of sculptured characters. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Meneth carapace: (axial) (19 imches) G25: J. Sa8 5 sere sae ee soe Se tee ay ae eee es 0. 500 
Width- carapace: (axial) G9 inches) 52. sy a Nee Le Ne eee . 900 
Mens thot plastron romero cece er ice aetna ee ae eee eco see eee 295 
Width’ of base anteriorlobet 2: i. At SS Re eae ER eed Lae .155 
Width extremity anterior lobe (at gulars)..-..---..--2.22-2-------- VERY Aesop . 080 
Lenoth, of anterior lobe, (at;eulams). 4-02 — a3 ot ayes sinters ee leicisenpe re eee eee One 
Width jofunchaliseute ssh otc ceca sic cients te belere cece he et lee ete Ee eee . O11 
mencthounchaliscuberc: as = ast sete cine = sciys ee olen caine Seite aoe Eee 024 
enioth third marginal). 220 92552 SSE Seen ko SE EES See! sot ae Sh Ba eee 03 
Width third marginale: $200. 9522 23 i2 ee La Bas eae Ea eS ene 015 
Widthieighth marginal 222! < sees ae sive Phe ee se eee ee ae eee ee ee . 020 
Mengthieiohthymarg imac. oe oye ec seis alae ie ci ota rete ee clever eri sto eae . 063 

This species, when compared with its nearest ally, C. undatum, differs 
in the greatly wider marginal scuta; in the latter the corresponding ones 
(6-7-8-9) are much longer than wide, as in most other tortoises. The 
intermarginal scuta are of more elongate forms, and the normal number 
is five in B. undata, instead of four. The sculpture in the longer-known 
species is entirely distinct, consisting of pits and tubercles scattered 
generally over the surface, while the peculiar sculpture of the suture 
lines is wanting. CU. hebraicum is relatively wider. 

Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek. 

BAENA UNDATA, Leidy. 

Geological Survey, Montana, 1871, p. 369. 

A partially complete specimen of this species presents the following 
characters. The anterior lobe of,the plastron is as wide as that of B. 
hebraica, but little more than half as long. The posterior lobe is trun- 
cate at the extremity. The nuchal scute projects beyond the first mar- - 
ginal; the reverse is the case in the type of B. hebraica. The posterior 
sutures of the intergular and gular scuta have a common center, and 
that of the gular has a rectangular curvature, the nearly transverse 
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middle portion slightly convex forward. The suture separating the 
femoral and anal scuta is similar, but reversed in direction, presenting 
two obtuse right angles, two portions being transverse and one longi- 
tudinal on each side. 
From Black’s Fork and other localities. 

‘ BAENA ARENOSA, Leidy. 

Loc. cit. Baéna affinis, Leidy, ibid. 

A perfect specimen of smaller size than those of the preceding species, 
and one about equal to the Plychemys rugosa, is not dissimilar in form. 

The carapace is strongly convex, and all its component parts, as well 
as those of the plastron, are co-ossified. The sutures of the intersternal 
bones are visible. The posterior end of the carapace is arched upward, 
and smoothly excavated; the postero-lateral borders are thin, and 
deeply netched as the ends of the scutal sutures. Similar but shal- 
lower emarginations mark the borders of the marginal scuta. The 
anterior margin is slightly concave. The lobes of the plastron are 
narrow, the posterior wider and slightly emarginate. The bridge is 
wide, and not more than half as long as the width of the base of the 
posterior lobe. 

The general surface is minutely rugose or shagreened, on the plastron 
strongly so, and without other sculpture. The carapace is marked by 
strong grooves disposed in a regular manner. A double groove extends 
along the median line of the second, third, and fourth vertebral scuta. 
Other grooves are nearly parallel to this one, whose extremities di- 
verge to the angles of the vertebral scuta. At the anterior angles of 
the costal scuta oblique grooves converge toward the vertebrals, and 
are continued backward as parallel to the median line. They are sepa- 
rated by parallel tuberosities. On the first and last vertebral scuta 
there are transverse grooves next the adjacent vertebrals, and longi- 
tudinal ones toward the margins of the carapace. 

The scuta are well marked. The marginals are all longer than wide, 
except the four preceding the last, which are all wider than long. The 
last is suboval, and is very small, while the anal is altogether wanting. 
The nuchal is divided, (it is single in B. hebraica ;) the first marginal is 
very small and projecting; the third is longer, while the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth are rather short. The vertebral scuta are all longer than 
wide, and the fourth is deeply emarginate to receive the last scute. 
The first is a broad triangle with anterior angle truncate, and the two 
basal ones cut off to-a less degree. 

The sental sutures of the plastron are but little sinuous. The intergu- 
lars have precisely the form of gulars of Emydes. The posterior gular 
suture crosses the median line a short distance posterior to those of 
the intergulars, and each half consists of an obtuse V directed backward. 
The posterior humeral suture originates in front of the axilla. There 
are four intermarginal scuta on the one side and three on the other, 
the additional one being a small one behind the left axillary. The 
femoro-anal suture is nearly straight. 

Measurements. 
7 7 M. 

Bengt ot carapace, (axial ),--— 052-24: scores <b eee ele oe Cr Mola aereiete Siemans 0. 450 
Width of CANAL (CURVED erat = ha ee ete aman at te ASAE A pA DS . 240 
Length of plastron Pepa ya tet, | SS EME OSE FEE ee Uh oye nes TE ef . 290 
Len ath UL ASIN CSA GIe |e) ee ae ena ea eg es Ba ss ee Cr ee a No . 082 
Length Cle OSE LIC Leen emir EC eh ey ies aa 1a 1) ke i PIN wae Ut . 085 
Dy kill Ot ORPECIMAB YT AIECKIOLIOUG o 222 ose 2 ies ork ad va cole ele ate eet ee ta cows . 038 
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M. 

Width of extremity posterior lobe... -...-..----.---- -------- «<== ----- rps oe ~ a ODF 
Mensthiof nuchalseuta ss. o- 825. ees — cee Seen) eae aot Se ee ae ee 03 
Qeneth of third marginale. 2 22 222k 3 Sa ee eee eae HOUR 
Wadthvor third marcimalcese =o. -)ccsic ave ein cise) oaie selon elastase aes . O20 
Width of fourth marginal ......-.-....-..------ SERPs oe) Gene 82) C4 024 
enol) of fourth pmarcinalt(s. 7. 52-22 een ee Sae eee. ae eee eee eee . 028 
eneth of eighthimarcinal < .. ses jee. te ace ae cae eee . 050 
Wadthtof eto bthym arom alle Wo i ee Rea) oye ca ieee tay ats va ye ys date ee 035 

This species differs in many details from the preceding species, nota- 
bly in the form of the marginals. The anterior are wider than in either 
species, while the median are narrow as in C. undatum. The sculpture 
is very distinct from that of either. 
From the Bad Lands of Ham’s Fork, Wyoming. 

BAENA PONDEROSA, Cope, sp. nov. 

Established on numerous fragments of a specimen of a species which 
I cannot refer to this genus with certainty, but which agrees with 
the species already known in some particulars of structure. Thus the 
last marginal plates were separated by an excavation of the posterior 
border; at Jeast this is the only position to which I can refer a portion 
ot the margin of the carapace where the marginal scutes suddenly cease ; 
the lateral ribs of the bridge are received into a deep pit between two 
costals. 

The maarginal and other bones are very massive, much more so than 
in any other known water-tortoise of this formation. The margins of 
the former are thickened, especially at the last marginal seute, which 
iS Oh @ massive protuberance. The sutures are entirely regular. The 
lateral marginal scuta are about as long as broad. The surface of the 
shell is marked with irregular impressions, which are sometimes like 
rain-drop pits. A posterior vertebral bone possesses a median rib simi- 
lar to that in Dermatemys vyomingensis. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Length of an anterior marginal scute. -2¢ --/)-232 2) 20 cise -/o eka eeiee ee eee ee . 045 
Width ofan anterior marcimalscuter 3 25 iso eet nien ye See eee ie ae cere ee eee as 
Thickness of bone at anterior marginal scute...--....-.....----. ara cA Ere tet Fey eee 023 
lenath ottarree marginal omee ys esr ps eee eee eset eet eee . 050 
Width of a, free\marginal. bone... 22 2s) 2 one ec dole caste eee Seta eam 
ength-of first maroinal off bridges {2.222 joebar pe ere eee 
Thickness, at “simple; endtssy eee ORS Sk ee ee yn a eee oda e te rary ote aeRO 

From the Bad Lands of Ham’s Fork, Wyoming. 

DERMATEMYS, Gray. 

Baptemys, Leidy, loc. cit. 

This genus is similar to Emys in the structure of the carapace and 
plastron, except that the lobes of the latter are narrower and shorter. 
The scuta are similar, excepting that there is a series of intermarginals 
on the bridge on each side. There are thirteen marginals on each side, 
those of the last pair in contact throughout. In a specimen of the only 
species known, I find a trace of an intergular scute as is sometimes seen 
in D. berardii, now living in Mexico. 

DERMATEMYS WYOMINGENSIS, Leidy. 

Loe. cit. 

From various localities. 
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EMYS, Brong. 

Section Palcotheca, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Society, 1872, p. 463; Notomorpha, 1. ¢., 1872, p. 474. 

This genus is composed of Hmydide in which the marginal and costal 
bones are united by suture with the weak gomphosis of many of the 
recent forms of the family. The plastron is united by sutural attach- 
ment of the prolonged borders of the bridge to one or two adjacent 
costal bones, in an elongate pit of greater or less elevation. This eleva- 
tion may be so produced as to constitute axillary and inguinal septa as 
in the recent genus Batagur. In many of the species the anterior or 
axillary suture is on a single costal, the posterior on the produced mar- 
gins of two. Several of the species are of small size and with strongly 
convex carapace. Some of these might be suspected to be young of 
others already known, but for the fact that their component pieces are 
generally more massive and their sculpture more pronounced. They 
resemble in several superficial respects our Cistudines. 

I formerly (Extinct Batrachiaand Reptilia N. A., &c.) described a genus 
Agomphus of the Cretaceous period as having the character of articula- 
tion of the marginal bones without gomphosis; in this some Hocene 
forms agree with it. Additional specimens of A. petrosus, Cope, the type, 
show that it possesses a series of intermarginal scuta as in Adocus and 
Dermatemys. 
Some of the species (H. testudinea, &c.) I originally placed in a sepa- 

rate genus, Notomorpha, on the supposition that they were pleurodire. 
The costal articulations of the bridge are identical in form with those - 
of the pubis in many pleurodire genera, (Taphrosphys, e. g.,) and are so ob- 
lique as to be similar to these in position also in relation to the lateral 
sutures when the flat costal is not complete. The species appear to be- 
long to the present genus. 

Most of the smaller species were found in strata of the Green River 
epoch, near Black Butte and Evanston; the larger species occur in the 
Bridger beds proper. The following is a synopsis of the species: 

I. The bridge sutures not or moderately elevated on a single costal at 
one extremity of the carapace only. 

a. Dorsal line with a projecting keel. 
Ei. polycyphus ; H. terrestris; H. megaulax ; H. pachylomus. 

aa. Dorsal line not keeled. 
@. Mesosternal not reached by gular scuta. 

, HE. testudineus; H. euthnetus. 
6%. Mesosternal entire, bearing part of gular scuta. 

HE. gravis; EH. wyomingensis ; H. latilabiatus. 
Il. The bridge sutures on prominent septa, which are composed of ad- 
jacent parts of adjacent costal bones. 

EH. septarius. 

EMYS SEPTARIUS, Cope. 

Established on a nearly complete specimen of the size of Ptychemys 
rugosa. The carapace is rather thin and the sutures not obliterated. 
The vertebre are sessile on the vertebral bones. The form is quite 
convex. The plastron is flat and rather stout. The mesosternum is . 
rhombic, the longer angle anterior on the outer side, but posterior on 
the inner side. Its anterior angle is embraced by the gular scuta. 
The anterior lobe of the plastron is contracted near the axilla, and flared 
with a thin edge in front of it; then contracted to the rather narrow lip 

40 GS 
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of the middle front. The posterior lobe is somewhat flared and has a 
wide beveled margin, and is deeply notched behind, the notch being 
close and the lobes projecting. 

The surface is delicately sculptured with obsolete ridged lines across © 
the axis of the costal bones. The vertebral region is somewhat swollen 
between the cross-sutures, which present an obtuse angle in the same 
direction, both before and behind. The scuta are longer than wide, and 
have bracket-shaped outlines. The surface has the obsolete ridges, 
which diverge in every direction from the median inlooking angle of 
one end, but are mostly longitudinal. 

In old specimens this delicate sculpture might become obsolete. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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Found in the Bad Lands of South Bitter Creek by the writer. 

EMMYS LATILABIATUS, Cope. 

Proceedings Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 471. 

Represented by a perfect specimen of a tortoise of a broadly oval 
form, and somewhat terrestrial habit. Its prominent characters are to 
be seen in the plastron, of which the posterior lobe is deeply bifurecate. 
The anterior lobe is peculiar in the unusual width of the lip-like pro- 
jection of the clavicular (‘‘episternal”) bone, which is twice as wide as 

- in HB. vyomingensis, and not prominent. Bones all smooth; margins of 
lobes of plastron thickened. 

There are three scars, perhaps of muscular insertions near the poste- 
rior margin of the plastron, one oval one opposite to each lobe, and one 
round one opposite to the notch. 

As compared with LH. septarius this species has no such septa nor 
sculpture; the emargination of the plastron is more open, and the lip 
much shorter and wider. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From near Black’s Fork of Green River. 

EMYS WYOMINGENSIS, Leidy. 

Geological Survey Montana, 1871, p. 367. 

Abundant in the Bridger formation. — 

EMYS GRAVIS, Cope. 

Notomorpha gravis and N. garmanii, Cope, Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 476, 477. 

The preceding names were used to designate what were supposed to 
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represent different species, which were stated to differ in the form of 
the episternal bone. This difference appears with further observation 
to be less important than was supposed. 

This species is known by portions of several specimens. The type is 
larger than any of the last described, and equaled some of the Chloni- 
ide of the ocean in dimensions. The right hyosternai bone indicates 
both resemblance and difference from the N. testudinea. The former is 
seen in the internal thickening parallel to the margin, bounded behind 
by a deep groove extending to the axilla. A peculiarity, in which it 
differs from the N. testudinea, is seen in the posterior position of the 
humero-pectoral dermal suture, which originates at the axilla. The 
epihyosternal suture is concave. The thickened portion of the epister- 
nal margin is shorter and wider than in the. species just named, the 
width being to the length as 2.5 to 2; in WN. testudinea, as 1.5 to 2 

Measurements. . 
M. 
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Surfaces not sculptured. 
From Green River strata, near Evanston, Wyoming. 

EMYS TESTUDINEUS, Cope. 

Notomorpha testudinea, Cope, loc. cit., p. 475. 

Represented by portions of four or more individuals. In one of these 
the anterior lobe of the plastron isin part preserved. The mesosternum 
is a transverse oval, the posterior margin regularly convex, the anterior 
with three equal borders. The median of these is concave. The sutures 
are radiating, and the groove separating the humeral scuta appears to 
traverse the entire length of the bone. The outer surface is gently con- 
yex. The free margin of the episternal and hyposternal bones is acute, 
and with an internal thickening, as in Cistudo, Testudo, &c., forming a 
ridge, with abrupt inner face. This face extends backward as a groove 
to the axillary process of the hyosternal, forming a characteristic mark. 
Although the extremity of the episternal bone is lost, and the meso- 
sternal exhibits no trace of the intergular scute, the outer sutures of the 
gular scuta are soe far posterior as to render it highly probable that the 
intergular plate existed. At the point where this suture reaches the 
margin the latter is openly emarginate. The posterior suture of the 
humeral scute crosses the margin half way between the axilla and the 
episternal suture, and is not marked by anotch. The last-named suture 
is transverse. On the xiphisternal bones the groove of the anterior 
suture of the anals is plainly visible. It is regularly convex forward, 
and in one specimen is double. 

In a second specimen of about the same size parts of two costal bones 
are preserved. They are thick, and display the usual costal and verte- 
bral scute-sutures, the latter one in a groove, for the middle of the 
vertebrals is elevated, and the costals project shoulder-like just outside 
the groove. 

In a third specimen, a little larger, xiphisternals with several margi- 
nals are preserved. A free posterior marginal is regularly recurv ed, 
aud the scute-sutures are deeply impressed. The marginal scuta have 
evidently been marked with concentric grooves within their margins. 
The first marginal bone of the bridge has a very obtuse edge. 

In none of the specimens are the surfaces sculptured. 
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Measurements. 
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The mesosternal, though found with No. 1, does not fit it exactly and 
does not belong to it. 
From Green River formation near Evanston, Wyoming. 

HMYS EUTHNETUS, Cope, sp. nov. 

Represented by numerous portions of several specimens. These per- 
tained to a species of about the size of the salt-water terrapin, Mala- 
coclemmys palustris. There is no dorsal keel, and the scutal sutures, 
though distinct, are not very much impressed, nor the interspaces swol- 
len. The lip of the plastron is narrow, thick, and not notched; the 
sutures of the gular scales do not extend on to the mesosternum. The 
margins of the lobes of the plastron area little thickened and the su- 
tures of the bones coarse, and at the hypoxiphisternal junction, &e., 
with gomphosis. (It is fine and close at this point in H. testudineus.) 

The costal sutures for the bridge are projecting and curved in one 
position ; in the other straighter, and very near the margin of the cos- 
tal bone. Surfaces smooth. 
Abundant in the red beds which lie between those of the Green River 

and Bridger epochs at Black Buttes, Wyoming. 

EMYS MEGAULAX, Cope, sp. nov. 

Represented by remains of two specimens. They pertained to @ spe- 
cies of about the size of that last described. The marked peculiarity 
consists in the broad and abruptly sunken sutures which separate the 
dermal scuta of the carapace. This is visible on vertebral, costal, and 
marginal bones, where the arez between the sutures are abruptly sep- 
arated. The sutures partially interrupt the dorsal carina. This is 
wide and low. The sculpture is otherwise smooth. The scutal sutures 
are not so impressed on the plastron, and those of the gular scutes ex- 
tend on the mesosternal bone. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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The vertebrals are subquadrate in form. Neither carapace nor plas- 
tron is thick. The mesosternal is transverse, diamond-shaped, and an- 
gular in front. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From the Green River beds at Black Buttes. A third but uncharae- 
teristic series of fragments, from the first lignite-bed above the Creta- 
ceous, probably belong to this species. 

EMYS PACHYLOMUS, Cope, sp. nov. 

Established on fragmentary specimens of a species similar in size to 
the last. The principal difference is to be seen in the scutal sutures, 
which, though strongly marked, are not so widely and deeply impressed. 
Though they are fine, they interrupt the dorsal carina, which swells up 
from it, and divides the flat proximal portion from the much swollen 

_ marginal part of the marginal bones. The mesosternal bone is similar 
in form to that of the last species ; the only specimen is obtusely rounded 
in front, and bears part of the gular scuta. 
From Green River beds, near Black Buttes. 

EMYS TERRESTRIS, Cope. 

Paleotheca terrestris, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 464. 

In this species, and the following, the lip only is inclosed by the gular 
seuta, which only reach the apex of the mesosternal. - In neither are the 

_ articulations of the bridge with the costals known. Represented by 
three individuals, one of which may be regarded as the type. They are 
all thinner than the EL. polycyphus, and larger, being about equal to the 
Aromochelys odoratus of our ponds. 

In the type specimen the carina of the vertebral bones is interrupted 
by a deep sutural groove, which is less pit-like than the LH. polycyphus. 
The bone itself is broader than long, being, perhaps, from the hinder part 
of the carapace. The clavicular (episternal) bone is preserved. It is 
characterized by the considerable and abrupt projection of that part 
inclosed by the gular scutum, which resembles what is sometimes seen 
in Testudo. The edge of this part is entire and acute. The posterior 
part of the projection forms a step-like prominence behind, on the supe- 
rior or inner face. The bone is almost as wide as long, and the meso- 
sternal causes a very slight medium truncation, but overlapped much 
ou the inner side. The gular dermal suture does not reach it. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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In the second specimen, a strong groove is seen to bound the lip of 
the front lobe of the plastron, as in the species of Notomorpha. In it the 
marginal is seen to be stout, a little recurved, and sharp-edged. A ver- 
tebral differs from those described in being longer than wide. Ina third 
individual, the gular lip is not so prominent as in the type, and the me- 
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sosternal bone truncates the clavicular extensively, giving it thus a more 
elongate form. The gular scuta expands to its front margin. The mar- 
ginal bone is stout and sharp-edged, and is not so deeply impressed by 
the dermal suture as in P. polycypha. j 

EMYS POLYCYPHUS, Cope. 

Palcotheca polycypha, Cope. Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 463. 

This species of tortoise is indicated by vertebral, costal, and margina! 
bones of very small individuals. These bones are, however, not. only 
thoroughly ossified, but are very stout, indicating the adult age of the 
animal. The deeply- impressed scutal ‘sutures, and heavy proportions, 
as well as the elevated carina of the carapace, indicate affinity with 
Cistudo, or, perhaps, Testudo. As another generic character, it may be 
noted that ‘the vertebral bones are subquadrate and support "the neural 
canal without intervening lamina. 

The carina of the carapace is abruptly interrupted occasionally ; some- 
times with, sometimes without, a pair of pits, one on each side. The 
marginal bones are well recurved, and the scutal sutures are deeply im- 
pressed on them. 

Measurements. 
: M. 
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This is the least of ce, Dees of the deer formation. 

HADRIANUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 468. 

This genus resembles Yestudo in form, but has two anal scuta, as in 
most Hmydide. The claws are short and stout; an ungual phalange isa 
long oval viewed from above, and is oval in section, with obtuse edges. 
The articular surface is subinferior. A cervical vertebra is of moderate 
length, and has a very prominent anterior zygapophysis. The centrum 
presents two distinct convex articular surfaces anteriorly, and one trans- 
verse one behind. A sacral is free from the carapace above; it presents 
two subround articular cups posteriorly and outwardly ; the anterior 
are broken off. These characters are observed in a large specimen of 
H. Corsonii. 

HADRIANUS ALLABIATUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 471. 

This large land-tortoise is nearer in general form to the H. corsonii 
than to the H. octonarius, but differs from both in the absence of the pro- 
jecting lip of the anterior lobe of the plastron, which is thus simply 
truncate. The mesosternum is not cordate, but has much the shape of 
that of H. corsonii, that is, rhombic. The scutal sutures are deeply | 
impressed. The plastron is strongly concave. Carapace without irreg- 
ularities of the surface. Length 18 inches. 
From the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming. 

HADRIANUS OCTONARIUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soe., 1872, p. 468. 

The H. octonarius is distinguished from its congener in many ways. 
It is of elongate form, strongly contracted at the bridges, but expanded 
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and arched above the limbs. The carapace in quite convex. The plas- 
tron has the posterior lobe emarginate rather than bifurcate, as seen in 
H. Corsonti. Each projection represents a right-angled triangle rather 
than a wedge. The anterior lobe presents an elongate lip, which is ex- 
panded, and slightly emarginate at the end. The mesosternal bone is 
heart-shaped, the posterior emargination being wide and deep. 

The anterior margin of the carapace is somewhat flared above the 
limbs. The nuchal scutum is very narrow transversely, but elongate. 
The carapace. descends and is incurved in the middle of the posterior 
margin. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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This species differs from the H. Corsonti in many important points. It 
is, perhaps, the largest of our extinct land-tortoises, and is founded on a 
beautifully perfect specimen from the bluffs of Cottonwood Creek. 

HADRIANUS Corsonil, Leidy. 

Geological Survey, Montana, 1871, p. 366; Zestudo hadrianus, Cope. Proceed. Am. 
Philos. Soc., 1872, 463; Hadrianus quadratus, loc. cit., 468. 

Indicated by many individuals, two nearly perfect, another chiefly 
represented by a complete plastron. This proves the existence of a 
very massive species of the terrestrial genus Testudo. The plastron 
presents a short wide lip in front, which is turned outward, forming a 
strong angle with the plane of the upturned front of the lobe. This 
lobe is bordered by a thickening of the upper surface, which cuts off the 
basin from the lip, as a bigher ridge. The posterior lobe is deeply 
bifurcate, each postabdominal projecting as a triangle. There is a 
notch at the outer angle of the femoral scute. The hyposternal bone is 
greatly thickened within the margin above, and an elevated ridge bounds 
the basin of the plastron behind, as before. The middle.of the plastron 
is thin. 
The carapace is without marked keel or serrations. It is remarkable 

for its expanded and truncate anterior outline, which is nearly straight 
between two lateral obtuse angles. 

Length carapace, M. .750=29 inches; width, .630. The marginal scuta 
are narrow, and there is a large nuchal plate. 
Abundant in the Bridger beds. 

LACERTILIA. 

NAOCEPHALUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 465, (July 29.) 

Established on an incomplete cranium, with vertebra found associated. 
No teeth are preserved, nor any part of the mandible. The remaining 
portions of the crantum are, however, highly characteristic. 

. The occipital descends posteriorly, and bears a pair of lateral ridges, 
which converge rapidly posteriorly. This bone is united with the parie- 
tal by suture, which is transverse; its outline is rectangular, so as al- 
most to reach the frontals, which are prolonged backward on each side 
the parietal, leaving but a narrow exposure of the posterior processes of 
the parietal. These extend backward, and are broken off in the speci- 
men, but they probably formed parts of arches. ‘The parietal is single, 
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and there is no parietal fontanelle. The bone is triangular in outline, 
with the apex anterior, dividing the frontals. These are contracted at 
the orbits, and have a projecting supercilliary head; anteriorly they are 
thickened. The postfrontals are of remarkable form. They are mas- 
sive, and, compressed from before backward, they rise considerably 
above the level of the front, and bear on their summits a cotyloid cavity, 
whieh is transverse to the axis of the cranium; the use of this projec- 
tion is obscure. There is an exoccipital foramen, and a large one in the 
posterior part of the frontal opposite the postfrontal elevation. 

The sphenoid is a compressed keel-shaped bone, rounded below, and 
with broad alz along much of its length. The occipital condyle is sub- 
condate, depressed in outline, with a vertical obtuse angle inthe middle, - 
and the sides somewhat plane. 
A dorsal vertebra preserved has a single vertical capitular process, 

and a short hypopophysis. The neural canal is large, and the neura- 
pophyses are attached by sutures. The cup is nearly round, very 
slightly transverse, and vertical. 

This genus differs from Glyptosaurus, Marsh, in the total lack of eranial 
shields, and from Saniva, Leidy, in the nearly round vertebral centra. 

NAOCEPHALUS PORRECTUS, Cope. 

Loe. cit., p. 465. 

The cranium is smooth above, except the anterior part of the frontals, 
which are finely rugose. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek. 

-SANIVA, Leidy. 

Geolog. Survey, Wyoming, 1870, p. 368. 

SANIVA ENSIDENS, Leidy. 

Loe. cit. 

Vertebra, &c., from Black’s Fork. The characters agree with those of 
Igquanavus, Marsh, except in the greater depression of the vertebral 
centra. 

THINOSAURUS, Marsh. 

American Journ. Sci. and Arts, October, 1872. 

THINOSAURUS LEPTODUS, Marsh. 

A considerabie number of remains from Mammoth Buttes (Bitter 
Creek) agree nearly with Marsh’s deseription, 1. ¢. 

e OPHIDIA. 

PROTAGRAS LACUSTRIS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 471, August 7. 

A serpent of about the size of the existing pine snake, (Pityophis 
melanolencus,) and allied to the water-snakes of Tropidonotus and allied 
genera. 
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A vertebra before me has the longitudinal hypopophysial keel of that 
group, which terminates 1n a very obtuse point. The ball looks exten- 
sively upward. The upper articular extremity of the parapophysis is 
short and obtuse, and the inferior equally so, and directed shortly down- 
ward, their articular faces being continuous with each other. It sends 
an obtuse latero-inferior keel backward, which terminates in front of 
the ball. The angle connecting the diapophysis and zygapophyses is 
strong, while the former was narrow ; ; In the specimens it is broken. 

Measurements. 
M. 

; Hensubotcenyrum with ball; (below) ee): «5-82 iss. sea sess eis- cee Scie elo2 2 . 0090 
Bilevanongbenin dy (total) ssc seseeteeey ae eee ae ne te elec ae) etn oie ar ice . 0135 
Bilewauonebe1ores (LO bal!) oon seo sae Seleseys sini siay ee ciel oie cielevale casio = Beene . 0110 
Width becween parapophyses*below ilies 2k PLoS Sees see eles . 0055 
Widthioharticular/cupy.! . 55 fs ees ar ER A TSE eee eee shore . 0054 
Me pibvoharinicnlamenpee sions ess eae ease nied emo tce eine betyecit Dela). late . 0043 
Weprmominierior keeles 2s cairn sae ele ein None pe eigen se am olsas ciate aintats . 0020 

From the Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek. 
This species is allied to the Boavus of Marsh. 

BATRACHIA. 

The vertebral column and part of the cranium of a probably incom- 
pletely developed tailless Batrachian were procured by Dr. F. V. 
Hayden, from the fish-shales of the Green River epoch, frctn near Green 
River City, Wyoming. They are not sufficiently characteristic to enable 
me to determine the relation of the species to known forms, and it is 
the oldest of the order yet discovered, the fossil remains of the known 
extinct species having been derived from the Miocene and later forma- 
tions. 

PISCES. 

CLASTES, Cope. — 

Order Ginglymodi: Mandibular ramus without or with reduced fissure 
of the dental foramen, and without the groove continuous with it in 
Lepidosteus. One series of large teeth, with small ones exterior to 
them in the dentary bone, the inner superior aspect of that bone with- 
out prominent dentiferous or rugose rib. 

The species of this genus resemble in many ways the Lepidostei of the 
present day.. Their scales are rhombic and pierced by a duct on the 
lateral line. The cranial bones are ornamented by tubercles of ganoine, 
distributed variously according to the species. Some of these fishes 
reached a large size, exceeding any now living; others resembled the 
true Lepidostei in this respect. 

The characters assigned to this genus are derived from the under 
jaw, and I have observed it in two species, one which I suppose to be 
the Lepidosteus glaber, Marsh, and the other C. cycliferus, Cope. 

CLASTES ANAX, Cope, spec. nov. 

Represented by some cranial bones, and especially by a posttemporal, 
which indicate a very large species of gar, two or three times as large 
as the alligator-gar of the Mississippi, (Atractosteus ferox.) The bone 
has a free ovate posterior outline, and its superior surface is covered 
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with a thick layer of dense bone, which has not the brilliant surface 
of ganoine. This substance is thrown into elevated corrugated ridges, 
which are generally transverse to the long axis of the bone, and inoscu- 
late and are interrupted frequently. The spaces between are as wide as 
the bases of the ridges. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Width ofvbones 2 eee 22 bk Bare corse bin win Biohele Siepeie digs + los tee ek eae eee eee 042 
BHT CKMESS HOT PDOME co: 8. ols os eSports sae wie pare a Sle GNSS tee eee ee ene .012 

Found in the Bad Lands of Ham’s Fork. 

CLASTES ATROX, Leidy. 

Lepidosteus-atrox, Leidy. Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philada., 1873. 

Abundant, and represented by both rough and smooth scales, the 
former from the anterior part of the body. 

CLASTES CYCLIFERUS, Cope. 

Established on numerous remains of a small species, in which the 
scales are rather wide, and generally with obtuse extremital angles, and 
frequently in certain regions of the body entirely rounded at the pos- 
terior border. Fragments of the cranial bones are ornamented with 
scattered tubercles of ganoine of rounded form, and not distributed in 
lines, as in some species. In a fragment from the posterior part of the 
mandible there is a single row of large teeth, with a series of minute 
ones between them, on the outer edge of the bone. The external face 
presents a smooth: superior surface, and a rugose inferior portion which 
is marked by irregular lines of points of ganoine. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Depthof dentarysboner [IAs SiGe. 4h SERS SSS, SE Sc es . 0070 
Width of dentary above: l2qsetijass netgear eee ee Pee cece eee . 0055 
Wenechyotma scales (Exposed ace) sa sisi = = se mje ware eters esae ile eee eee . 0060 
Wadthsof ja; scale, (exposed,face)ii. 2 22. o 2c eee wets bas Seis Sin oye cine eee . 0060 
Thiekiessiof cranial bones: 2s. 2 a4 See ER Ns Se Se ee 

From Mammoth Buttes. 

CLASTES GLABER, Marsh. 

Lepidosteus glaber, Marsh. Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., 187. 

Abundant. 

PAPPICHTHYS, Cope. 

Gen. nov. Halecomorphorum. 
Family Amiidae: Vertebre short, the dorsal with prominent dia- 

pophysis; the sides of the centrum striate-grooved. Maxillary bone with 
a supplementary bone on its distal upper border, and supporting a single 
series of teeth. Dentary bone with but one series of teeth; surface of 
cranial bones sculptured. . 

This genus differs from the existing Amia, in the presence of only one 
series of teeth, instead of several, on the bones about the mouth. The 
posterior part of the dentary bone, or perhaps another element, is cov- 
ered with fine graniform teeth, as in Amia calva. , 

Species of the genus are numerously represented in the beds of the 
Bridger Eocene. Some of them have been referred to Amia by Marsh. 
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PAPPICHTHYS PLICATUS, Cope, spec. nov. 

Established on aseries of bones of the skulland vertebrae. The cranial 
bones are deeply grooved, and with parallel ridges between. The outer 
tace of the dentary is roughly grooved on the inferior half of its posterior 
two-thirds. The inner face is marked by a strong groove near its middle 
to the symphysis, above which it is very convex; below it extends to a 
thin edge. The dental alveoli are shallow and in close contact; there 
are six in .025™" at its middle, where it is also .019 deep. The teeth be- 
come smaller at the symphysis. The maxillary bone is rod-like proxi- 
mally, but flattens out much distally, and is there slightly rugose on the 
outer face. The teeth are smaller than the mandibulars, there being 
at the middle fourteen in .025™. The alveoli are Jarger proximally. The 
depth of the bone at the beginning of the suture for the supplementary 
maxillary is .020™. The superior extremity of the hyomandibular is 
broad and flat. The inferior quadrate is thickened behind, and has a 
sublongitudinal condyle distally. The squamosal suture of the ptery- 
goid adjoins it. 
Number cranial ridges in .010™, 10. The vertebre preserved are 

quite short, and have sessile diapophyses; they are broader than deep. 
Width, .026™; depth, .019; thickness, .005. The articular surfaces for 
the neural arches are confluent, so as to have a subquadrate outline. 

Another specimen is represented by numerous tragments. One of 
these is the proximal half of the os mawillare. This extremity rises in a 
curve, is somewhat depressed, and is excavated below. The inner face 
is very convex, the outer flatter and with squamosal suture for premax- 
illary external to the extremity a halfinch. A fragment of the palatine 
exhibits a series of large marginal teeth and a plate of smaller ones 
within them, thus resembling Amia ; the superior face exhibits a deep 
longitudinal groove, which opens out posteriorly. The prodtic bone is a 
half disk, thickened on the straight edge, and with concave sides, with a 
flat tuberosity on one of them. On some of the cranial bones the ridges 
are interrupted. The dorsal vertebree of this specimen have the centra 
broader than deep, and with projecting diapophyses. The neural ar- 
ticular faces are for its own arch and that of the next vertebra, and there 
are two narrow grooves on the inferior face. They are nearly or quite 
distinct. As this is observed on vertebra with elongate diapophyses, 
and they are confluent, or one is wanting on those with sessile diapophy- 
ses, it is probable that the position of the neural arches is shifted on 
the dorsals, an arch being confined to a single centrum on the posterior 
ones, as occurs on the caudals only in Amia calva. 

The specimens came from distinct localities on Cottonwood Creek. 

PAPPICHTHYS SCLEROPS, Cope, sp. nov. 

Established on a ramus of the mandible of one, and other similar 
Specimens of other individuals. These indicate a large fish, equal 
in size to the alligator-gar of the Mississippi. The dentary bone is 
more compressed and deeper than in P. plicatus. The longitudinal 
groove runs above the middle line, and the portion of the bone below 
it thins to an edge. The upper portion is thickened, and the alveolar 
border is wide and bounded by an angle on the inner side. The alveoli 
are large and shallow; in .025™ scarcely three find place. Near 
the symphysis is a smaller one, which is separated by a considerable 
diastema from the succeeding one, (perhaps abnormally.) The external 
face of the boue is rough and somewiat tubercular. 
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Measurements. 
M. 
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PAPPICHTHYS LAVIS, Cope, spec. nov. 

Represented by various fragments including dentary and vertebral 
bones. The former differs from that of the species just described in the ~ 
smaller size of its teeth, there being six in a space occupied by but four 
in it, at a point where ‘the dentaries of equal depth. In other words, 
there are four in .0250™. The alveolar faces are also much more 
oblique, being in fact continuous with the inner face of the bone. The 
external face of the dentary is smooth, and thus different from that of 
P. sclerops. A dorsal vertebra is but little wider than deep, and is trun- 
cate below, presenting a prominent infero-lateral angle. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From the bluffs of Cottonwood Creek. 

PAPPICHTHYS SYMPHYSIS, Cope, species nova. 

Established on a number of vertebree of an individual of much smaller 
size than any of the preceding, and which was about the size of the 
largest growth of A. calva. The form of the dorsal centra is a little 
wider than deep; the caudal deeper than wide. What distinguishes 
these from the vertebrae of the species above described is the lack of 
aistinetion between the articular facets of the adjacent neurapophyses. 
These are almost confluent, instead of nearly or quite isolated as in the 
P. levis and P. plicatus. 

Measurements. i 

M. 
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The dorsals of the above specimen have short diapophyses and might 
be regarded as posterior, and the anterior might be anticipated to pre- 
sent a different type of articulation with the neurapophyses as in P. pli- 
catus. But a vertebra of the same size and form, but with long diapo- 
physes, from another locality, (Upper Green River,) presents the same 
subquadrate articular faces slightly constricted in the middle. Hence 
I suspect this character to be characteristic of the species. 

PAPPICHTHYS CORSONH,* Cope, spec. nov. / 

This species is, perhaps, rather smaller than the last. A dorsal ver- 
tebra with inferior diapophyses is but little wider than deep. The 

* Dedicated to Dr. Joseph Corson, formerly stationed at Fort Bridger, to whom I am 
under many obligations, professional and otherwise. 
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articular surfaces for the neurapophyses are 8-shaped, the area confluent. 
A marked peculiarity is seen in the dentary bone. It is much curved in 
the vertical plane as well as in the horizontal, and must have inclosed 
a wide mouth. The groove is median, and the inferior and superior 
surfaces reach it by a nearly equal slope. The former leaves the alveoli 
without horizontal border, though the latter themselves open on a hori- 
zontal plane. There are four and a fraction in .010™, 

Measurements. 
: M. 
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From Upper Green River. 

PHAREODON, Leidy. 

Proceedings Academy Nat. Sciences Phila., 1873. 

This genus belongs to the order of Nematognathi, as [ discovered by 
Various specimens in my possession. 

The usual modification of the anterior vertebre exists in this genus. 
The mass is carinate below, and bears two longitudinal cavities sepa- 
rated by a low partition above. The palatine bones support a mass of 
teeth, there being one external series of large ones rather abruptly 
pointed, and several series of small ones of little elevation, whose size 
diminishes inward. The dentary bone is narrow and deep and sup- 
ports a single series of closely placed slender teeth, which together form 
acomb. The bases of these teeth are rugose-striate, and the apices 
abruptly acuminate. 

The vertebre are short, and with reticulate ridges on the sides. 
There is a pit on each side, and there are two pits on each of the sides 
above and below. The vertebra appears to be a caudal, and the connate 
hemapophysis issues from between the lateral and inferior pits and 
has a round pit at its base. 

The remains of spines are of rather anil size, and are strongly stri- 
ate and weakly serrate. The pectoral had the hinge arrangement of 
Amiurus and Rhineastes. 

The single series of long conic teeth in the dentary bone is a peculiar 
feature, shared by few if any recent genera. 

PHAREODON AcuTUS, Leidy. 

Represented by numerous remains. The teeth as preserved are black, 
with white, translucent, slightly incurved apices. The dentary bones are 
deep, incurved, and with an erect elevated point at the symphysis; their 
outer surface is rugose, with deep longitudinal grooves and pits of i irreg- 
ular sizes. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From Upper Green River. 
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PHAREODON SERICEUS, Cope, spec. nov. 

Established on three teeth which differ from those of the P. acutus in 
their large size and stout conic form; also in having the basal striation 
finer, parallel, and extending over half the length of the crown. The 
basal portions as preserved are black, the apex white, and with a 
slightly abrupt contraction. 

Measurements. 

No.1. | No.2. | No.3. 
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From Upper Green River. 

RHINEASTES, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 486. (Published August 20, 1872.) 

A genus of Nematognathi which differs from Phareodon in possessing 
the usual band of bristle-like teeth on the dentary bone, the series 
being numerous, (in 2. calvus.) The basi-occipital bone exhibits a pit 
on the middle line below, and a surface for attachment for the inferior 
branch of the posttemporal on each side, (R. calvus, R. smithii.) The 
modified anterior vertebral mass is deeply grooved below, (R. smithii.) 
The cranium is covered with a rugose exostosis, (i. peltatus, I. calwus, 
R. smithii,) and has a strong closed groove in the position of the usual 
tronto-parietal fontanelle. The vertebra (f. smithii) are short, and the 
sides of the centra only striate with the circumference. There are no 
lateral pits, but a pair above and a pair below, with a co-ossified apophy- 
sis at the base of one of them. 

The spines preserved belong chiefly to the pectoral fin. They are 
strongly striate and weakly dentate, and have the usual hinge with 
superior recurved flange above, and two embracing processes below, 
at the base. The dorsal spine is weaker in FR. calvus, but strong in R. 
peltatus. 

This genus is allied to the recent Ichthelurus, but differs (2. smithit) 
in the vertebra, and in the rough exostoses of the cranial bones. In 
FR. peltatus the supra-occipital shield has a great mass and extent, but 
in &. calvus it is not much more extended than in Ichthelurus. 

The expedition obtained remains of four or five species of this genus, 
the first of the order found extinct in this country. 
1. Rhineastes ; a large, massive nuchal shield. 

Cephalic ossification pappilliform....-.-.-.......-.. R. peltatus. 
Ossification im rugose limes. 282 | ) ae iii ere ere el R. radulus. 

Il. Astephus ; nuchal shield narrow and short. 
Cepbalic ossification in smooth lines; one basi-occipital 

pit; pectoral spines serrate on both edges ........- Re. smithti. 
Three basi-occipital pits; pectoral spines serrate on 

both edges ........----.-.----- 2-22-22 ee eee R. calvus. 
Pectoral spines serrate behind only ; CULVEd atin dee R arcuatus. 

The cephalic bones of the last named are unkuown, as well as the 
spines of R. radulus. 

ee 
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RHINEASTES PELTATUS, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soe. 1872, 486. 

Established on cranial and other bones, with spines of a siluriform 
fish of the size of the largest species of Amiurus. The form in the ex- 
cessive rugosity of the external long surfaces reminds one of some of the 
Brazilian Dorades. The frontal fontanelle is closed, though very dis- 
tinctly marked by a groove of the surface not rugose. The rugosity 
consists of innumerable, packed osseous papilla. The cranial ossifica- 
tion is continued posteriorly as a shield, which is strongly convex from 
side to side. The spine is symmetrical, and probably dorsal. It is com- 
pressed and curved antero-posteriorly, and is deeply grooved behind. 
Laterally it is closely striate-grooved; the anterior face is narrowed, 
obtuse, and minutely serrate with cross ridges ; each side of it is rugose, 
with several irregular series of pronounced tubercles arranged trans- 
versely. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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From South Bitter Creek. 

RHINEASTES RADULUS, Cope, spec. nov. 

Represented by numerous broken cranial bones, which present a pat- 
tern of exostosis quite distinct from that observed in other species. This 
consists of closely placed crenate ridges, which radiate from various 
points and are sometimes broken up, but always rough or serrate on the 
edges. The bones are not so thick as in the last species; 7. e., .0025™. 
From Bad Lands of Cottonwood Creek. 

RHINEASTES SMITHII, Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 486, (August 20.) 

Represented by remains of several individuals, including one with 
vertebra, basi-occipital, opercular, and other cranial bones with spines. 
They indicate a fish of the size of the large cat-fishes of the Ohio River. 
The pectoral spines are quite compressed and distinctly striate-grooved 
on the sides. The posterior groove is occupied by short, spaced, recurved 

‘teeth; the anterior by an acute edge bounded by a groove on each side, 
which has a fine, close serration. The surface of the modified vertebral 
mass is striate-ridged ; that of the basi-occipital still more strongly ridged. 
There is a median pit behind, and the points of attachment of the in- 
ferior limb of the posttemporal is in front of it, smooth, and without 
reverted edges. The operculum has a large, compressed, sessile cup, and 
its external surface is strongly ridged and grooved, radiating from above 
in front. 

Measurements. 
M. 
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Another pectoral spine is larger; diameter at base, .010. 
From the Mammoth Buttes and Laclede, on South Bitter Creek.* . 

RHINEASTES CALVUS, Cope, sp. nov. 

Represented by numerous specimens, including most parts of the ecra- 
nium, spines, &e. 

One of these shows the supra-occipital production to have the form 
of an equilateral triangle, with a sinus of the posterior border on each 
side of it which advances in front of the epiotic bone belew. Shortly in 
front of this point the deep groove representing the fontanelle com- 

_mences. The cranial ruge are lines parallel: to the fontanelle, which 
diverge to the margins of the occipital prolongation, and are trequently 
connected by cross- ridges. The irontal portion of the skull is much 
expanded laterally, and the part beneath inclosed by the prefrontals 
particularly wide. The fontanelle in this region does not appear te 
have been entirely closed. The surface is here also strongly rugose. 
The vomer has a T-shaped anterior extremity, which is immediately 
followed by two transverse parallelogrammie patches of premaxillary 
brush-teeth in several rows. They are about twice as long as wide and 
in contact medially. The anterior margin of the premaxilla projects 
their length beyond them, and is perfectly smooth and has a smooth 
rounded border. The basi-occipital has a subeordate cotylus. In front 
of the median inferior pit are three groove-pits; the articular face for 
the posttemporal is opposite the former, and is rugose and has strongly 
reverted edges. 

Measurements. 
M. 

Diameter oceipitalvarticulatiom: 4-)22 2 ae eee ape he ee 
Diameter base supra-occipital shield .. 2122.22.22 222. 525252222025) ee eee ee) OLBO 
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The pectoral spine is serrate on both edges. The base of the dorsal 
is symmetrical and articulates with its interneural bone by two lateral 
flat and one convex median anterior condyles, whose surfaces are 
curiously rugose. The interneural has a rugose median superior keel, 
which terminates in a point which is received into a pit of the base of 
the spine; there is a similar production on the posterior side for a simi- 
lar purpose. The basis of the spine proper is smaller than that of the* 
pectoral, and is about as wide as deep. 

In a number of fragments of another individual, found together, the 
basi-oecipital has the characters already described. The dentary bone 
is curved inward, and is acute below, widening regularly to the alveolar 
border. There is no groove on the inner face, while the outer is striate- 
grooved and has a series of pits along its lower middle. 

Measurements. 
: M. 

Diameter occipital-articulation ol o.:32/52 222 so es ee 
Width: alveolar face 2222 noo eh hs a 0. 
Depthof ramus-at middle .. 22s ee ee ee 

- * Named for my respected friend Daniel B. Smith, of Germantown, many years prin- 
cipal of Haverford College, and a student and lover of natural sciences. 

I ae On 
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A part of the operculum of a third individual (with similar spines) 
displays great rugosity and elevated radiating ridges; length of articu- 
lar eup, M. .0060. 

The specinfens are chiefly from the Bad Lands of the Upper Green 
River. 

RHINEASTES ARCUATUS. Cope, spec. nov. 

There are numerous spines about the size of those of the last species, 
which differ in the want of the fine serrated anterior edge. I select one 
as the type, which belonged to the pectoral fin of the right side. It is 
unbroken, and is curved from base to apex. The latter is acute by 
an oblique posterior truncation. The surface is strongly striate, and 
the teeth of the posterior edge are closely set; the proximal point dis- 
tally, the distal proximally. In this specimen there is a trace of 
anterior serration; in many specimens none whatever. The external 
‘surfaces of the epiclavicular and coracoid bones are strongly rugose- 
striate, aS'is the case in ali the species of this genus, and the most 
characteristic fragment is that portion of the scapular arch at the base 
of the pectoral spine. : 

M. 
Diese erred Od OTOL OL CUEVC te cane et Nore user tera tr lott Barat in cye icicle aioe of ey ce cE OOD 
Peemiemetga MN ASe ONO homens coset ee a Se Cte oA Ean ears at OUG 
DANE DEL A Uy DASONSHOLRO Sar seas ater oh pat a cay Riser ak Salsa Ay ak RS ae as Leh LA Lge A! 

The recurved plate of the base is rugose, as in other cat-fishes. 
Specimens generally from Upper Green River. 

The spines are less compressed than in R. calwus. 

TRICHOPHANES. Cope. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 479. 

Allied to Hrismatopterus, Cope, and to the family of Cyprinodoniide. 
Dorsal and anal fins short, each with a long and short spinous ray on the 
anterior margin. Ventrals beneath the dorsal. Operculum with a longi- 
tudinal keel above. Mouth with a wide gape, extending beyond orbit. 
Scales wanting, represented by rigid fringes or hair-like bodies. Several 
important characters of this genus are not very distinctly displayed by 
the specimen described. ‘This is especially the case with the maxillary 
region. The premaxillary bone evidently forms a large part of the 
arcade of the mouth, but whether the whole, is not certain., The pres- 
ence of teeth and number of branchiostegal radii cannot be stated. 
Other points, more definitely exhibited, are a preoperculum without 
serrations, directed a little cbliquely backward; a coracoid of little 
width; an inferior. postclavicie with a superior (proximal) conchoidal ex- 
pansion, and long, slender shaft, extending to the anterior extremity of 
the femora. ‘The latter are quite slender and acumivate anteriorly, 
and grooved to the apex, but apparently not furcate. They do not 
present any marked posterior union. Vertebre not elongate. 

Caudal fin fureate. Interneural spines wanting in front of dorsal 
fin; those of the anterior rays very strong. Interhemals of the ante- 
rior anal rays similarly strong. Caudal fin embracing one vertebra, 
aud supported by separated hemal spines. The characters which 
Separate Fricophanes from Hrismatopterus are seeh in the large mouth 
and short muzzle and in the peculiar covering of the body. In the 
former character it resembles some of the Scapeli, while the latter 

41 Gs 
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is not seen in any genus. The bristle-like bodies are scattered over 
the whole extent of the fish, excepting the head and the fins, and are 
arranged in little aggregations, which are irregularly disposed. The 
processes themselves lie irregularly together, as though free from each 
other, and are evidently not the impressions of keels of the scales. 
Traces of other scales are not visible, and the bodies described would 
suggest the existence of an ossified ctenoid fringe on a less fully calsi- 
fied scale, or possibly without such basis. 

TRICHOPHANES HIANS. Cope. 

Loe. cit., 480. 

Vertebree, D., 9; C., 155 six between interneural spine of dorsal and 
interhewmal of anal fin. Radu, D. II, (?) 6, (soft rays somewhat injured ;) 
A. Ii, 7; V. and P. not all preserved ; caudal rays numerous, forming a 
deeply bifurcate fin.- The ventrals reach a little over half way to the 
anal, and the latter about half way from its basis to that of the caudal 
fin. The dorsal fin, laid backward, reaches the line of the base of the 
first anal ray. The first dorsal ray is a little nearer the end of the muz- 
zie than the origin of the caudal fin. The muzzle is very obtuse, and, if 
the specimen be not distorted, not longer than the diameter of the orbit. 
The gape extends at least to the posterior line of the orbit. The subor- 
bital region is deep posteriorly. In its present somewhat distorted con- 
dition, the specimen measures in— 

M. 

Motall Vemotle i los 2) Sy Ss ae BS OY Ek Ee UE A OC Sie pe ae aici ee eet et eee 0. 039 
laleRyal) SS Bes Bese Wace eee eA aD Ai SULA TN yn Ra MAEM PME Sy RS AA tc . 016 
Web O DTS oh epeh ky Sette aS SU ate Ok VO) ST a ae . 029 
(CET CGTEeH Lis ae ney eteeneeepay ae N l oe e UOgE WRT TANT A RAIL By AEA I ot oe . 0142 
Meno th: dorsalispine 3h. 2 seisccc see eller ein see se mia ver aicle conareie) Gan ane Rn . 008 
Meneth anal spine. [L526 So aS Se I Sa ee NER ea . 008 
Length hair-like bodies-..----. SSA De A Sie UN SHB OSS Sl SAL Ra . 0005 — 

From the paper-coal of Osino, Nevada. 

AMYZON. Cope, Gen. Nov. Catostomidarum. 

Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., 1872, p. 480. 

Allied to Bubalichthys. Dorsal fin elongate, with a few fulcral spines 
in front, and the anterior jointed rays osseous for a considerable part of 
the length; a few short osseous rays at front of anal fin; scales cycloid; 
caudal fin emarginate; mouth rather large, terminal. 
/ The characters of this genus appear to be those of the Catostomide. 
There are three broad branchiostegals. The vertebre are short, and 
the hema spines of the caudal fin are distinct and rather narrow. In 
one specimen a pharyngeal bone is completely preserved. Not having 
it before me at the moment, I merely observe that it is slender, and 
with elongate inferior limb. The teeth are arranged comb-like, are 
truncate, and number about thirty to forty. This and other portions of 
the structure will be more fully described when the whole series of spe- 
cimens is investigated. The bones bordering the mouth above area 
little displaced, and the lower jaw projects beyond them, and is directed 
obliquely upward. The dentary bone is slender and toothless, and the 
angular is distinct. The premaxillary appears to extend beneath the 
whole length of the maxillary. Should this feature be substantiated, it 
will indicate a resemblance to Cyprinide. The maxillary has a high - 
expansion of its superior margin, and then contracts toward its extrem- 
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ity. Above it two bones descend steeply from above, which may be out 
of position. The preoperculum is not serrate. The superior ribs are 
well developed. This form approaches, in its anterior mouth, the true 
Cyprinide through Bubalichthys. - It is the first extinct form of Catos- a 

tomidee found in this country. 

AMYZON MENTALE. Cope. 

Loe. cit., p. 481. 

This fish occurs in considerable numbers in the Osino Shales, and 
numerous specimens have been procured. Two only of these are before 
me at present; they are of nearly similar length, viz, M. O. .12 and 
.105. The most elevated portion of the dorsal outline is immediately 
in front of the dorsal fin. From this point the body contracts regularly 
te the caudal fin. The dorsal fin is long, and is elevated in front and 
coneave in outline, the last rays being quite short. They terminate 
one-half the length of the fin in front of the caudal fin. The interneural 
spines are stout in front and weak behind. MRadii, III. 26, and (?) IL. 
23. There are about twenty-three vertebree between the first interneural 
spine and the end of the series in the former specimen, in which, also, 
there are no distinct remains of scales. In the second, scales are pre- 
served, but no trace of lateral. There are six or seven longitudinal 
rows above the yertebral column. The anal fin is preserved, somewhat 
damaged; the rays are not very long, and number Il. 7. The anterior 
interhemal is expanded into a keel anteriorly; ventral fins injured. 
The ribs and supplementaries are well developed. The inferior quad-. 
rate is a broad bone, with deep emargination for the symplectic. Depth 
No. 2 in front of dorsal fin, M. .025; length basis of dorsal, .026. 

From the paper-coal of Osino, Nevada. 

REVIEW OF THE VERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE EOCENE 
OF WYOMING. 

The number of species above recorded, as obtained by the expedition, 
is as follows: 

MAMMALIA, (45.) 
Species. 

eg SLIT ITO TE Ae Rag ees oe Ay Lela ta en oa a MM MAR RII EE ECAR EN 3 
CaenivOrdes 245. 22. Pe epee te Wicce Sey net a aa hae seo GEL Mee 6 
RIMS RCTOR Sten iy tt ey EN ny Mem ues LID GA oN Smt YOY MAR (OUP eS) ER RAY ML CN 8 
2 SUG Gd aaa ce ed pi LLL ena Svcs Ae Ieee 14. 
CHEAT PRE oti 2? 70 Srna NTR Many CAE Ni RADE Lin nenya ie yeh cba 6 
Ll TESTE | Tae a ion ee ce a alae dt ct ay ES Ueme cs ee eee 0 eeneayevacs IL 
Mee Lba SCCIS! Wits eh eb Nea pean RUN aE 5s ZO RAE SYR a 

AVES, (3.) 

[5 GENES, S/T I I a he ak 9 Seiad Digs eae RIL AVY Gale B 

REPTILIA, (44.) 

UU CITB a J EO NEST OTE On PAIR ER hee CASE IALLSY: Mths 
Pestudinvata . /.. 2.1... - Hef AUB ATMA fs 2 AR Ne Rian eam Oe Mav ales sy RA oy: oe 
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BATBRACHIA, (1.) 

Species. 

ancertce SEGISts se SS ee OP ee er iL 

PISCES, (26.) en 

Gamicdy mode oe Rk soo chen ge sept cis Ste ey et ee 4 
ialecomonphits cc oye do OE ee) ye oe 5 
Nemabosmaiin 2M. ta Se ele Se Bee Occ i 

Mlectospondy ls 273.5 6)2)2 4 = PIE MENGM EYE IIA ENA) MMR TUES Ah. = = 2 
MSOS POMC Ne eee feel os ao.e hee ei oct Heb eRe Boa 3 
PACT CSO CES ors oe bo) a's. = suckin oe aise Secu eh ees UE 3 
FCT COMONP MGs. oi. o's aysiclys aie al ofa ele Sacer rr 2 

Total number, vertebrata 27. 22). 2002 oe 120 

Character of the types of Vertebrates.—Professor Leidy, in his report 
on this subject in 1871, (Geological Survey of Montana, p. 353,) an- 
nounced the presence of Carnivora, Insectivora, Rodentia, Perissodaciyla, 
and Artiodactyla Omnivora, concluding that uadrumana, Chiroptera, 
Proboscidia, Artiodactyla, Ruminantia, Edentata, and Marsupialia were 
wanting. He also observed the entire absence of horses. The results 
of the survey of the present year confirm these statements as to the 
presence of the orders first mentioned by Professor Leidy, excepting 
that of the Artiodactyla, the existence of which in any form at the period 
in question remains uncertain. The entire absence of the Ruminantia 
and of the single-hoofed equines is fully confirmed. On the other hand, 
I have been able to add QGuadrumana and Proboscidia, while Marsh, who 
discovered the former nearly coincidentally with myself, has obtained, 
in addition, Chiroptera and Marsupialia. Thus the fauna embraced an 
extensive series of types of Mammalia, whose characters it will be well 
to glance at in review. 

Of the quadrumana none are typical forms, and all are much more gen- 
eralized than the existing families. Of the six carnivora, two, at least, 
are far from recent forms, and combine important features now found 
in distinct families. The proboscidia are all remote from Miocene and 
recent forms, combining features of perissodactyles. Of the perisso- 
dactyles, six species (Hyrackyus) pertain to a persistent type, which still 
exists, while eight species (Paleosyops, Limnohyus, and Orohippus) com- 
bine the characters of the tapirs with the bunodont type with power- 
ful canine teeth, from which also the artiodactyla omnivora sprung. 
The genera marked ‘ Incertz sedis” are all or nearly all generalized 
forms, having affinities to the group in question. The rodentia, so far 
as known, appear to be more or less similar to living types. Of. the 
forty-five species of Mammalia enumerated, at least twenty-eight may be 
regarded as generalized in a high degree, while not a few others will 
probably be found to present the same peculiarity within a lesser range 
of variation. - . 

The ordinal characters of the Reptilia are well defined, and there is 
nothing known among Crecodilia remarkably distinct from those exist- 
ing at the present time. The same may probably be said of the Lacer- 
tilia and Ophidia, though their genera are not so well known. It is in 
the tortoises that we have evidence of generalized forms again, which 
only relate, it is to be noted, to the subdivisions of the order, and not, 
as in the Mammalia, to other orders. Of the thirty-two species, ten be- 
long to typical forms now existing, and nine (Trionyx, Dermatemys, and 
Hadrianus) to forms which exist or closely resemble existing genera, 
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but which are somewhat mixedin character. Thirteen represent genera 
(Baéna, Anostira, Plastomenus, Axestus) which are extinct and general- 
ized in character, the first three in an especial manner, as has been 
pointed out. 

The orders of the fishes are equally well distinguished, and so far as 
known, the types differ only in minor respects from those at present in- 
habiting North American waters. Generalized types are unknown, ex- 
cepting, perhaps, in the very highest division. (Hrjsmatopterus, Asine- 
ops. 
: a aresult of this and other paleontological investigations conducted 
largely in North America, and substantiated by those in other countries, 
the periods of establishment of the existing order of things in the his- 

. tory of the vertebrata, may be stated as follows: 
The recent orders of fishes were in existence in the Cretaceous period, 

and probably earlier. Their period of evolution was in the Devonian, 
and perhaps in the Carboniferous periods. The existing orders of rep- 
tiles were all established in the Hocene; the period of evolution was 
the three Mesozoic ages, especially the Trias. The orders of birds were 
inchoate in the Cretaceous, but when they were fully ditferentiated is 
unknown. The existing orders of Mammalia were established in the . 
Miocene period; during the Eocene they were in process of differentia- 
tion and were less or scarcely distinctly defined. 

On the Phylogeny of the Mammalian Orders.—So much light is thrown 
on this subject by the researches into the structure of the fossil Mam- 
malia of the Hocene formation, that it seems opportune to call attention’ 
to the subject. I deem it demonstrated to a certainty, that the case 
with the mammals of this formation is the same as with the reptiles of 
the Trias, 7. e., that the family types are all more generalized, and the 
orders not nearly so widely distinguished as in later periods of the 
world’s history. 

The succession of later forms which has terminated in the horse, has 
been clearly pointed out by Professor Huxley, as well as the line which 
has given the world the beantitul order of the Artiodactyla ; but the 
approximate lineal predecessors of the Proboscidia, of the Ungulate 
animals as a whole, of the Quadrumana, (including man,) and of the 
Carnivora, have not been clearly pointed out. 
The genus Hobasileus has been shown* to be a Proboscidian which 

combines some important features of the Perissodactyla with those of its 
own order, thus standing in antecedentrelation to the elephants, &e., of 
the present day. The number of such characters was shown to be some- 
what increased in Bathmodon, which therefore stands still nearer to the 
common point of departure of the two orders. This point is to be found 
in types nearer the clawed orders, (Unguiculata,) in the number of their 
digits, (4-5,) and in which the transverse and longitudinal crests of the 
molar teeth are broken up into tubercles more or less connected, either 
type of dentition being derived according as such tubereles are ex- 
panded transversely or longitudinally. We have several genera which 
answer this des¢ription so far as the teeth are concerned, but unfor- 
‘tunately the digits are unknown; such are Oligotomus, Orotherium, &e. 

‘The type of Tomitherium, already described, evidently stands between 
Lemurine monkeys and suck small allies of Paleotheriide, with conic- 
tubercular teeth, and which abound in the Kocenes of Wyoming and 
France. The dentition of the two types is indeed but little different in 
the Quadrumanous and Ungulate types respectively, being a continn- 

* On the short-footed Ungulata of Wyoming, page 3. 
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ous series of I. 2 or 3; C. 1, P. M. 3-4; M. 3; the canines Bi moderately 
developed. ° 
A comparison with Nasua reveals no distant affinity. As above re- 

marked, the fore-limb presented a great similarity in this genus and 
Vomitherium. The teeth, though less numerous, in the molar series have 
the cutting type anterior and tubercular posterior, in both genera. 
Notharctus, Leidy, resembles Nasua still more than does Tomitherium, 
and occurs in the, same Eocene strata. Professor Leidy originally re- 
garded it as a Carnivore, and subsequently (Hayden’s Survey Montana, 
i871) placed it among Ungulates. He was probably nearly correct on 
both occasions, and ‘that only a technica] line will ultimately decide 
whether it be not a monkey. 

But the genus which associates more definitely the orders Carnivora 
and Quadrumana is the Cercoleptes, which F. Cuvier* placed between 
the two. Its two cutting premolars and three true molars, with the co- 
ossified rami of the mandible, are truly Quadrumanous features, although 
it should on other grounds be regarded as a plantigrade Carnivore. 
Several of the extinct genera of the Wyoming Hocene will prove to be 
allied to this form. 

Cercoleptes does not, however, present us with the ultimate original 
type of the Carnivora. Such atype must also generalize the seals, with 
their longitudinal, cone-bearing molars, and flat, fissured claws. Some 
of the seals also unite the se aphoid and lunar bones later in life than 
other Carnivora ; hence we would reasonably look for the division of 
‘these bones in their predecessors. The flat-clawed genera of Wyoming t 
answer these demands. The genera Mesonyx and Synoplotheriwm pre- 
sent us with a series of molar teeth which repeat each other in form, 
are compressed below, and bear conical cusps. The jaws in the latter 
genus are slender, and the canines tend to the great development seen 
in many seals; but principally, the scaphoid and lunar bones are dis- 
tinet, and the claws flat and widely fissured. The tympanic bone is 
more like that of the bear and some Seals, than that of the digitigrade 
Carnivora. These genera, though probably good swimmers, were well 
removed from the seals in the structure of the long bones of the limbs, 
and were probably remote in their ancestry. 

In Oligotomus, Orotherium, Hyopsodus, and similar forms, the conie 
tubercles have a slight alternation, and the posterior, which has a eres- 
centoid section in wearing, inclines to connection with both the inner- 
conic tubercles by low ridges. ‘These ridges are fully developed in 
Paleosyops, so that we have a dental crest of two V’s in the inferior 
molars. This,in wearing, produces the two crescents of Palectherium. 
The addition of two tubercles on the inner side takes place in the higher 
forms, which terminates in the four crescent-bearing molars of the 
Ruminants. How this is done is best proven by examples from the 
maxillary teeth. 2 

In Orotherium vasacciense, there is a tendency for the conic tubercles 
to be connected in pairs by low cross-ridges. These ridges, fully de- 
veloped, produce the two cross-crests of Hyrachyus and Tapirus. In 
Rhinocerus, the outer portion retains a crescentoid form, giving rise to an 
L-shaped crest. In Bathmodon diagonal ridges appear, which would 
result in two V’s, as in Paleosyops, were it not that both transverse and 
oblique elements of the posterior V disappear, leaving but one such in 

* Dentes des mammnifers, p. 51. . 
t See the Flat-clawed Carnivora of Wyoming, by E. D. Cope, April, 1873. 
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the middle and posterior part of the mandibular series. In Uintatheriwin 
the diagonal from the posterior crest never appears, leaving a trans- 
verse crest and a V on the true molars. 

In the superior molar series, the exterior flattening of the exterior 
tubercles may proceed so far as to give crescentoid sections on wearing, 
and their longitudinal extent may be such as to cause them to unite at 
their bases. A similar succession of form may be seen in the inferior 
molars, ¢. g.,5in Ovotherium sylvaticum. In both Palwosyops and Hyra- 
chyus, these tubereles (of the upper molars) are confluent into two Vs 
(more or less open) when unworn. In the former, and in Limtohyus, the 
inner tubercles retain their primitive conic tubercular form; but in 
Paleotherium, Rhinocerus Lophiodon, Hyrachyus, and Tapirus they elon- 
gate transversely so as to meet the corresponding outer tubercles, (ROW 
erests,) forming the familiar cross-crests of those genera. If the tuber- 
eles are alternate, they produce the oblique crest of Palwotherium; if 
opposite, the cross-crest of Tapirus. An interesting annectant form is 
seen in Urohippus procyoninus, where the two intermediate tubercles, 
which separate the inner cones from the outer V’s in Limnohyus, are so 
developed as to constitute parts of an incomplete pair of transverse 
ridges, which disappear in front of the bases of the oufter V’s. These 
represent the oblique crests of Paleotherium and Anchitherium, and thus 
the genus Crohippus furnishes a station on the line from Paleosyops to 
the. horses. 

If, on the other hand, the inner tubercles fatten like the outer on 
wearing, we have the quadricrescentoid type of Anoplotherium and the 
Ruminants. 
But it is important to. observe that the lower types of Quadrumana 

and Carnivora present the quadrituberculate crown with tendeney to 
flattening of the outer tubercles, as seen in these lowest Ungulata. In 
the Carnivora the sectorial tooth is produced by the greater flattening 
and partial confluence of the outer tubercles, and the entire loss of the 
inner, the “ heel” being in the dogs and eats, e. g., their only represent- 
ative. In the Quadrumanous families, including man, the primitive 
quadrituberculate type of molars is preserved, ‘the flattening of ume 
outer tubercles being finally lost. 
Tt is to be observed that the lines of Ungulata, Quadrumana, and We 

nivora originate in plantigrade types, a state of things quite predomi- 
nant among the lower series, or Lissencephala. It is universal in Hden- 
tatw and very usual in Rodentia and Insectivora. 'The lower forms of 
Marsupialia and all of the Monotremes present it. In the Marsupials, 
Rodeuts, Ungulates, and Carnivores, we have series whose highest ex- 
pression is ip the most highly digitigrade genera. 

The accompanying diagram is designed to express to the eye more 
ciearly the propositions made above. By comparing it with a similar 
table published by Professor Gill, (Proceedings of the American Asso- 
ciation for the Advancement of Science, for 1871, p. 295,) a close resem- 
biance between the two may be observed, as well as certain differences. 

I wish to be understood that the genera named in it as ancestors are 
to be regarded in the light of types of groups. There is no other mode 
of explaining the facts than that in accordance with the law of ‘‘homo- 
logous groups,” i. e., that several genera of one group have undergone 
similar modification into corresponding ones of a second group.* 

* See Origin of Genera, page 79, Prop. V. 
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Homo. RUMINANTIA. Equus. 
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| NotTe.—Recent genera in SMALL CAPITALS ; Miocene in ifalics; and Eocene in roman. 

On the phylogeny of the genera of Testudinata.—The extinct tortoises 
of the Cretaceous and HKocene throw considerable light on the probable 
origin of various existing genera,* and while much remains obscure, 
the following observatious may be derived from the study of the forms 
in question: 

The order makes its appearance in the Triassic period, for I am as- 
sured by Dr. F. Endlich, of Reading, Pennsylvania, that the species 
obtained by Professor Quenstedt in Wiirtemburg belong undoubtedly 
to the Testudinata. With their special structure we are not yet fully 
acquainted. A number of genera appear in the Jurassic, and there is 
a successive increase in the number of species in the Cretaceous and 
Tertiary formations. Three structural features of importance mark the 
earlier forms. First, the incomplete union and ossification of the ele- 
ments of the plastron and carapace; second, the reduction in size of 
the lobes of the plastron; third, the natatory character of the pha- 
langes, by their. truncation and-union in a single plane. Genera, re- 
taining some or all of the peculiarities, persist to the present day; but 
the ossified types, with distinct digits, are far more abundant, and are 
vel: rare in the period of the Jura. Sphargis, which is with- 
out carapace and has a greatly reduced plastron, may be regarded as 
nearest the primitive types of the order, though it still exists. Protos- 
tega, of the Kansas Cretaceous, is its nearest extinct ally known. Pro- 
tostega is superior in the well- developed marginal bones, and prepares 
the way for consideration of the various genera, with incomplete shields 
of the present period (Chelone) or of the Jurassie; the former possess- 
ing the natator y extremities, some of the latter assuming a terrestrial 
modification of limbs. Those with ambulatory limbs lead us at onee 
to the existing Chelydra, the closing of the sternal fontanelles being ae- 
companied by a contraction of its extent, in respecé to the bridges. and 
lobes. In Propleura of the Cretaceous we have a state of thin gs inter- 
mediate between some of the Jurassic genera, as Idiochelys and Chelone. 

*See on the Extinct Tortoises of the Cretaceous of New Jersey ; . Proceedings 
Amer. Assoc. Ady. Science, 1871, p. 344. 
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These genera had a common origin near the Jurassic predecessor of 
Pr otosteg Gils 

Trionyx appears to represent another point of departure. Its plastron 
presents a grade of development near to that of Propleura, and its nine 
costal bones have a similar significance. Its half-ossified carapace, 
wanting the marginals, is inferior. Its peculiar sculpture is seen in the 
Hocene Anostira, (which is much like Chelydra in form,) and in Adocus 
of the Cretaceous, which adds Chelydrine and Pleurodire characters in 
aremarkable manner. It is closely joined by Plastomenus, which is in 
turn near to Anostira, : 

The Jurassic genus Aplax Myr., is nearly as deficient in ossification 
of carapace and.plastron as Protostega, and is allied to the Chelydrid 
series, which existed cotemporaneously and during the Cretaceous. 
Idiochelys represents a rather more advanced form, with distinct mar- 
ginal bones, and with affinities to Chelydra of a decided character. It 
was probably its ancestor. Allied to it we have such forms as Adocus 
and Bena, which, while furnished with fully ossified shell, still present 
the contracted form of plastron seen in Idiochelys and Chelydra, and 
several points of affinity to the Pleurodire series. Krom.some common 
ancestor of these sprang also the true Pleuroderes of the Cretaceous, 
as: Taphrosphys ; while, by the omission of most of the tendencies to- 
ward that series, we have the genus: of Hmydide near’ to Adocus, 
Dermatemys. From thi8 point we pass to true Hin nydide, and thence, by 
the loss of a series of phalanges, to Testudo. From Zaprosphys we pur- 
sue the Pleurodire series to the similarly modified type, Pelomedusa. 

The accompanying table expresses the relations indicated, supposed 
to be genetic, and in accordance with the theory of evolution: 

TESTUDINIDE. PELOMEDUSID#. 

' Hinydide. HYDRASPIDIDS. 

Dermatemys. Benide. Podocnemidicae. 

seed | oS 
ie peel ON 

Anostira. CHELYDRIDH. Chelonides(?) Propleuridae. 

Cheloniide. Plastomenus. Idiochelys. 

| 
Srnarciipz. Protoste gidae. Trionyckidae. Aplacide. 

x 

TA 

Note—Jurassic types in roman; Cretaceous to recent, spaced; Eocene to recent, italics ; Miocene 
to recent, SMALL CAPITALS. , 
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Plate 7, 

Wrought flake of gray and black striped jasper, one-half the natural 
size. One of many similar specimens found by Professor Hayden’s 
party. on Henry’s Fork of Green River, Wyoming, during the 
geological exploration of 1870. 

© A 
Implement of pinkish quartzite, made from a bowlder of the drift from the 

Uintahs. Two views; one-half size. From the plain near Dry Creek, 
about eight miles from Fort Bridger. < 





Plate 8. 

From the buttes west of Dry Creek Canon, forty 
k striped jasper, much weathered ; white and yellow on the sur- 

pws; one-half size. 
miles from Fort Bridger. 

Two vie 
Flake of gray and blac 

face. 

From the head of Dry Creek. , Datural size. yellow jasper Wronght flake of brownish 



ON REMAINS OF PRIMITIVE ART IN THE BRIDGER BASIN OF 
SOUTHERN WYOMING. 

By Professor JosrPH LEIDY. 

Fort Bridger occupies a position in the midst of a wide plain at the 
base of the Uintah Mountains, and at an elevation of upward of 6,000 
feet above the sea-level. The neighboring country, at a remote geolog- 
ical period, appears evidently to have been occupied by an immense 
fresh-water lake, and the ancient lake-deposits now form the basis of . 
the region. These deposits have been subjected to a .vast amount of 
erosion, resulting in the production:of deep valleys and wide basins, 
which are traversed by Green River and its tributaries. From the 
valley of Green River, the ancient lake-deposits rise in succession as a 
series of broad table-lands, or terraces, and narrower fiat-topped hills, 
which extend to the flanks of the surrounding mountains. 

The snows of the Uintah, Wahsatch, and other mountain-ranges are 
a never-failing source of supply to the principal streams; but most of 
the lesser branches, dependent for their supply on the winter snows of 
the lower hills and plains, completely dry up on the advance of summer. 

The country for the most part is treeless, and destitute even of large 
shrubs, except along some of the water-courses and in some of the 
narrower valleys. Ata greater elevation the higher foot-hills and 
flanks of the Uintah Mountains are covered with a dense forest growth, 
from which the rocky summits of the latter project, as bare of vegeta- 
tion as the plains below. - 

The elevation of the Bridger Basin and the very little rain-fall of the 
region are conditions unfavorable to a luxuriant vegetation. The prin- 
cipal growth of the plains consists of sage-bushes, (Artemisia tridentata,) 
intermingled, however, with many other less abundant, and, in proper 
season, bright-flowered plants. Wide, bare, path-like intervals sepa- 
rate the bushes, or the interspaces are occupied by scanty grasses. _ 

The flat-topped hills or table-lands arising from the valleys and 
extended plains, independent of the higher mountain-ranges, form the 
most characteristic feature of the landscapes in Southern Wyoming. 

The flat-topped hills or terraces, worn into all sorts of shapes, some- 
times appearing in the distance as extensive fortifications, at others as ~ 
great walled cities, huge castles, pyramids, mounds, &c., are familiarly 
known under the name of buttes. This word is of French origin, and 
signifies a bank of earth or rising ground. Similar features under simi- 
lar conditions are frequent in many parts of the continent west of the 
Mississippi. 

The buttes in the neighborhood of Fort Bridger are composed of 
nearly horizontal strata of various colored indurated clays and sand- 
stones. In most localities visited by the writer the clays predominate, 
and are usually greenish, grayish, ash-colored, and brownish. When , 
unexposed they are compact, homogeneous, and of stony hardness. . In 
composition they vary from nearly pure clay to such as are highly 
arenaceous, and gradate into those in which sand largely predominates. 
Exposed to atmospheric agencies they readily disintegrate, and the | 
declivities of the buttes, generally destitute of vegetation, are usually 
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invested with crumbling material from a few inches to a foot or more in 
depth. 

The sandstones are more frequently of various shades of green, but are 
also yellowish, and pass into shades of brown. They are compact and 
hard when unexposed to the weather, and are usually fine-grained, but 
also occur of a gravelly character. Disintegrating less rapidly than the 
contiguous clays, masses are often seen resting upon narrow cones of 
the latter, contributing greatly to the picturesque and ofttimes fantastic 
appearance of the buttes. 

The buttes in some localities contain beds of impure limestones, 
highly calcareous clays, and harder siliceous clays. In others they con- 
tain thin seams of fibrous arragonite, brown and striped jaspers, flint, 
and not unfrequently nodules of agate and chalcedony. Many of:the 

- table-lands and lesser buttes in the: vicinity of the Uintah Mountains 
are thickly covered with drift from the latter, consisting ot gravel and 
bowlders of red and gray compact sandstones or quartzites. The 
bowlders are generally small, but assume larger proportions approach- 
ing the Uintahs. In many cases the drift completely covers the buttes, 
descending upon the declivities so as entirely to conceal their structure. 
Usually, however, it is accumulated in the ravines of-the declivities, | 
leaving bare the intervening ridges of light- eolonsu clays and sand- 
stones. 
Many buttes in other localities are nes arly or quite free from drift 

materials. (Others, again, are strewn with more or less angular frag- 
ments of rock, consisting of the harder materials from the terraces 
themselves, and these likewise occur with the mingled drift from the 
mountains. In some localities the stones strewn over the lower buttes 
and plains are broken and flaked in such a manner as in many cases to 
assume the appearance of rude works of art. With them there are 
mingled implements of art of the rudest construction, together with a 
few of the finest finish. In some places the stone implements are so 
numerous, and at the same time are so rudely constructed that one is 
constantly in doubt when to consider them as natural or accidental and 
when to view them as artificial. Some of the plains are so thickly 
strewn with the natural and artificial splintered stones that they look 
as if they had been the battle-fields of great armies during the stone 
age. 

Representations of a few of the flaked stones are given in Figs. 1 
to 12. These with little doubt may be viewed as rude implements of 
art. The vast numbers of similar stones to be found on the buttes and 
plains near Fort Bridger, and their gradation to undoubted accidental 
fragments with which they are mingled, alone renders it improbable 
that they should be considered as such. 

The splintered stones, including the implements of art, appear greatly 
to differ in age. Some of the specimens of black and brown and striped 
jaspers, and of black fiint, resembling the chalk-flint of Europe, are as , 
sharp and fresh in appearance as if they had been but recently broken 
from the parent block. Others are worn, and have their sharp edges 
removed, and are so deeply altered in color as to look exceedingly 
ancient. Thus some of the specimens composed of brown or black 
jasper have the surface of a dull, chalky aspect extending to the depth 
of the fourth of an inch. 

The question arises who made the stone implements and when, and 
why should they occur in such great numbers in the particular localities — 
indicated. 
My friend, Dr. J. Van A. Carter, residing at Fort Bridger, and well 

¥ 





Plate g. 

Implement of yellowish flint; apparently an ax of exceed- 
ingly rude character. Two views; one-half size. Found in 
the same locality as the preceding specimen. 

Flake of brownish-black flint, natural size. Found with the preceding. 





Plate ro. 

Chipped stone, of chocolate-brown quartzite, natural size. Found in 
the same locality as the preceding. 
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acquainted with the language, history, manners, and customs of the 
neighboring tribes of Indians, informs me that they know nothing 
about them. He reports that the Shoshones look upon them as the gift 
of God to their ancestors. They were no doubt made long ago, some 
probably at a comparatively late date, that is to say, just prior to com- 
munication of the Indians with the whites, but others probably date 
centuries back. Their great numbers in particular localities may per- 
haps be accounted for from the circumstances that the neighboring 
buttes may have been especially the places resorted to for the materials 
of which the implements are made, and the ruder ones were perhaps 
cast aside. The decomposition of the surface of some of the jasper 
and flint specimens may be looked upon as indicative of considerable 
age, though this change may have taken place more rapidly than ordi- 
narily, from the action of alkaline matters with which the soil of the 
country is often much imbued. 

in an excursion to Grizzly Buttes, about ten miles from Fort Bridger, 
I observed what appeared to be the remains of the basin of a large 
pond or lake. The surrounding buttes were low mounds, the remains 
of the once more elevated boundaries to the supposed lake. Upon the 
edges of this I noticed numerous spawls of stone, and among them a 
number of well-finished stone arrow-heads. They appeared to me to be 
the traces of a people who once camped on the shores of the lake, which, 
perhaps, has been drained for some centuries. 

The Indians, in seeking a site for their temporary or more permanent 
abodes, would naturally select places where there was a supply of water 
and fuel, as well as of game. In repeated instances, after traversing a 
desert waste, I have been led to look upon some sheltered valley, or a- 
hollow in the hills, green with vegetation and furnished with a spring 
of water, as having been formerly cecupied by Indian lodges, and in all 
cases the view was confirmed by the discovery of a number of. charac- 
teristic stone implements.. 

In this relation I may take the opportunity of speaking of a stone 
implement of the Shoshone Indians, one of so simple a character that 
had.I not observed it in actual use and had noticed it among the mate- 
rials of the buttes, [ would have viewed it as an accidental spawl. It 
consists of a thin segment of a quartzite bowlder, made by striking the 
stone with a smart blow. The implement is represented in Fig. 13, 
and is circular or oval,with a sharp edge, convex on one side and flat on 
the other. It is called a “teshoa,” and is employed as a scraper in 
dressing buffalo-skins. By accident I learned that the implement is not 
only modern, as I obtained one of the same character, together with 
some perforated tusks of the elk, from an old Indian grave, which had 
been made on the upper part of a butte,and had become exposed by 
the gradual wearing away of the latter. ‘ 

The perforated tusks of the elk are also a subject of some interest in 
connection with the history of primitive man. The tusks are worn in 
the form of a necklace, as ornamental trophies, by the Shoshone and 
other Indians of the West. In arecent number of the American Jour- 
nai of Science and Art for 1872, in a notice “On fossil man of the cav- 
ern of Broussé-roussé, in Italy,” it is stated that besides a human skull 
associated with the bones of many extinct animals, there were also 
found several flint knives and a number of perforated canines of the 
stag. It would thus appear that primitive man in Europe as well as in 
this country used the same kind of ornaments, as he did the same kind 
of stone implements. 

fig. 14 represents one of the perforated canines or tusks of the 
elk, found in the Indian grave as above indicated. 







Plate 11. 
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Chipped stone, of gray flint or jasper, natural size. Found with 
the preceding. 
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Plate 12° 

Fig. 11. 

Flake of black flint, 
natural size. Found. 
with the preceding, 

Flake of brownish-black flint, natu- 
ral size. Found with the preced- 
ing. 

A modern stone implement of gray quartz 
zs : ite; a simple flake from a drift-pebble of 

Flake of gray jasper, much the Uintahs. Called by the Shoshone Indi- 
weathered ; black and yel- ans a ‘“teshoa,” and used by them as a scra- 
low on the surface. Two es in dressing skins. Two views; one- 
views; one-half size. alf size. One of half a dozen similar spec- 
Found with the preceding. imens obtained from the Shoshones. 



ANCIENT MOUNDS OF DAKOTA. 

By C. THomas, Ph. D. 

While at the Northern Pacific crossing of James River, in Dakota 
Territory, during the past summer, I was informed by the officers of the 
military post at that place that there were some mounds in the vicinity 
which were supposed to be artificial. 

Colonel Burke, who was in charge of the post, very kindly consented 
to allow several soldiers and some Sioux scouts, who were willing to 
accompany us to assist in opening one of these to test the correctness 
of this opinion ; and General H. W. Thomas, who took great interest in 
the subject, agreed to conduct the operations. 

These mounds are situated on a high prairie east of Pipestone Creek, 
about two miles southeast of Jamestown, near the bluff which over- 
hangs the narrow valley of the creek. The position is a commanding 
one overlooking a large extent of country toward the north and west, 
but to the south and east the prairie rises a little higher than at this 
point, but between this point and the higher ground in the latter direc- 
tion there is a broad slight depression. : 
The three mounds in this group are situated in relation to each other 

as represented in the annexed wood-cut, and are connected with each 
other by low ridges, evidently the remains of walls of some kind. 

A, the central mound, is the largest, being about 210 feet in circum- 
Fig. 56. ference at the base, as I judged 

by carefully pacing it; it is 
about 8 feet high in the cen- 
ter, the top having evidently 
been worn down considerably 
by the wind, rain, &e., and 
the material deposited around 
the base perhaps slightly en- 
larging its original circumfer- 
ence. <A badger-hole entered 
near the apex, penetrating it 
obliquely some 4 or 5 feet. 

ae 5, situated to the southwest 
. of A,about 144 feet distant, 
is nearly as large as the lat- 
ter, and apparently similar in 
every respect except that it 

appears to be more worn and not quite so regular in its outlines. 
_ G, the third, is situated about 36 feet almost directly east of A, and 
is about half the size of that mound. 
D and H are the low ridges connecting these mounds; they are about 

15 to 18 feet broad, and from 2 to 3 feet high. Another broad and 
somewhat indistinct ridge, marked F in the cut, runs southeast from 
A, fading out at the distance of about 400 feet. 
Commencing on the north side of A at G,we made an opening about 

3 feet wide and extending a little beyond the center. About 2 feet from 
the surface, near the center, we began to find human bones and the bones 
or an animal, apparently those of the buffalo; the remains of only one 
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or two individuals were found here. Below these a few rocks, but by no 
means regularly placed, were found; next we came upon the remains 
(human) of a number of individuals, at which point we ceased operations. 
Some six or seven individuals were disinterred. There did not appear 
to be any great regularity as to the position of the skeletons; in one 
case the face was upward, two on the side, and one perpendicular, 
(though in this instance the body did not conform to the position of the 
skull.) Im most eases the heads appear to be toward the south. Over 
the bodies there was a layer of some hard mixture, much like mortar, 
containing a white or ashy substance resembling the alkaline deposits of 
this section.. Mingled with the bones near the top, as before stated, 
‘were those we supposed to be of the buffalo; a beaver-tooth was also 
found, but no implements of any kind were cbtained; yet, as we did not 
go to the bottom, we could not say there were none there. Some bones 
of small animals were found near the surface, but these had evidently 
been carried into the badger-hole. 

The Sioux scouts, who were full-blood and unable to speak Hnglish, 
showed no disgust or hesitancy at the work, handling the bones with- 
out objection, and when asked if they knew anything about these mounds 
shook their heads in reply. 

The layer of hard ash-colored earth is somewhat difficult to account 
for unless we suppose fires were kindled here after the bodies were 
buried and covered, for funeral rites or some other purpose. 
We dug into and for some distance along the middle of the ridge or 

embankment D, but could discover nothing to indicate that it had ever 
been more than a simple dirt embankment or wall, possibly of sod, as 
we often see thesettlers of the present day make in these western prairies. 

As | have not studied these ancient remains of the former inhabitants 
of this country, and do not desire to speculate in regard to them, I take 
pleasure in adding the following notes furnished by General Thomas 
respecting these and some other mounds he opened in this section pre- 
vious to my arrival: 

“Lewis and Clarke reported seeing Indian mounds 1,000 miles above the confluence 
of the Mississippi and Missouri, but this report is not verified.” So says Mr. John D. 
Baldwin, A. M., in his work entitled “Ancient America.” 

TL now and here propose to contribute my mite toward the verification of the state- 
ment of Lewis and Clarke. 

The few men whom duty or wild inclination have from time to time brought into 
this, for the most part, uninhabited region of treeless prairie, have all known of the exist- 
ence of thousands of artificial mounds. What was in them they knew not, and but two or 
three, to my knowledge, have ever been opened. On August 16, 1872, i opened one on | 
the high table-lands that spread out on both sides of alittle stream ealled the James. 
The point is about 47° north latitude, and 98° 38’ longitude west from Greenwich. It is 
within three miles of the line of the North Pacific Railzoad. The mound is circular in form, 
0,5, feet in its shorter, and 35; feet in its longer diameter, and five feet high. I 

opened four trenches, three fect wide, from the outer edge, meeting in the center, form- 
ing a cross when fit tished. I then excavated the entire mound “from the center out- 
ward, until there was nothing more to find. For results I had several two-bushel bags 
full of bones, eight skulls, many pieces of skulls too small to be of value, (there must 
have been at least twenty-five bodies buried there,) a rough-hewn stone 10 inches high 
and 54 inchesin diameter, in shape resembling gm closely a conical shell,a cutting 
half an inch deep around the center, thus, (This was evidently tied with 
thongs to a stout handle, and used in pulveriz ng their maize.) A portion of a 
shell necklace, two flints, two heads of beaver, and some bones of animals un- 
known, and a large quantity of bivalves, much like the clam (Mya oblongata). of our 
Atlantic coast, but thicker, and the interior surface much more pearly. ~ 

Is this mound, and its thousands of duplicates all over this country, the work of the 
present race of Indians, or is it not? 

1. The Indians here and their habits have been known for some eighty years. They 
always have buried their dead in trees and on slight and insecure scaffoldings, and they 
never meddle with them afterward. 

2. I had two Sioux Indians (mounted scouts) with me. I made them help dig. 
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They had not the slightest objection, were full of curiosity, and said they knew nothing 

of who was buried there. Had these been their ancestors, tradition would have pre- 
served the fact. They take any meddling with their dead in high dudgeon, as was 
instanced lately. A surgeon ata neighboring post took the body ofa little papoose ofa 
seaffold where it lay. The tyibe pursued him, represented themselves as outraged, 
and the post commander wisely ordered it given up. I, then, mounds had been the 
burial-places of the ancestors of the present Indians, they would have known it and cer- 
tainly objected to the desecration. Two half-breeds also rode up, watched me some 
time with the greatest curiosity, said they knew nothing of these mounds, and finally 
rode away on their little Indian ponies, their long lariats of untanned buffalo-hide 
trailing behind them on the ground, and examined with unieigned curiosity other 
neighboring mounds. They had evidently received a new revelation as to them. 

Again, the Dakotas or Sioux are supposed, on goed authority, to be a branch of the 
Iroquois. This tribe and their habits have been known ever since the eastern coast of 
North America was discovered and setiled, and we hear of no such custom among 
them. . 

3. The mounds and their contents are apparently of great antiquity. They are, in 
every case, on the very highest point in their immediate neighborhood, and perfectly 
drained. The climate is excessively dry; so dry that the James River is entirely dry 
at a point about 500 feet abovethe contemplated railroad-bridge across the river. Not- 
withstanding this, many of the bones crumbled into white dust on being brought to 
the air, like these found in Herculaneum and Pompeii, and it was absolutely impossi- 
ble to get out a single one in anything like perfection. Around and over these bodies 
stones and sticks were placed, doubtless to preserve the remains from the coyote and 
the fox. The wood could be rubbed into fine yellow-brown dust between the thumb 
and forefinger. Any trace of excavation around the mound for dirt to heap it with 
had been entirely obliterated. The-upright position of the skulls also indicated that 
the bodies were buried in a sitting posture. The leg-bones, however, lay lower and 
horizontal. ® 

4. The number of mounds indicates a denser population than ever has been known 
here, or than the natural resources of this region can now support by the chase. At 
_the same time the,number of dry lakes scattered all over would indicate that at some 
remote period the country may have been a better one than now, and supported a 
larger population. ; 

5. The crowning argument, however, comes with the skull. It is unlike that of any 
human being to-day alive on this continent; the frontal bone being low, receding, 
growing narrow and pinched from the brows up; the top of the head depressed in the 
center. The cavity of the cranium is full seven inches long, and ascant four and a 
half inches wide. The orbital ridges or eyebrows are excessively developed, like 
those of the great Gibbon monkey. In fact the whole skull resembles that of the great 
Gibbon monkey. The malar or cheek bones run down very low and deep toward the 
lower jaw, are set very far to the front, and are not wide at top, but widen.very much 
toward the bottom. The nose, and here is the anomaly, is much more aquiline than 
that of the Indian. The superior maxillary is one-third deeper and much more promi- 
nent than the Indian’s. The inferior maxillary is of uncommon prominence, depth, and 
power far exceeding that of the Indian. The mouth is narrow and long, more dog- 
shaped than the Indian’s. The foramen magnum or aperture at base of skull, where the 
spinal cord enters the head, is peculiarly small. The condyloid processes are full, eblong, 
flat on the working surfaces, and at such an angle as to set the head upward and back 
more than any race we know to-day on this continent. Set one of these skulls, with- | 
out the lower jaw, on the table, and a line drawn from the upper jaw perpendiculariy 
upward would be a good inch and a half in front of the forehead. Set on the lower 
jaw and it would be two inches. Mr. R. D. Guttgisal, formerly an engineer on the 
Mexican Central Railroad, in connection with some friends, opened a mound at Chi- 
huahua, on the line of that railroad. The skulls resembled those I have described (so 
he informs me) in every particular. He especially remembers the somewhat bird- 
shaped head, and the excessively small foramen magnum. The bodies were not interred 
horizontally there, but leaning backward as if in a rocking-chair. Professor H. H. 
Smith, University of Pennsylvania, has one of the skulis. 

On the east bank of the James, three miles from the mound described, is one four 
or five times as large. A heavy embankment, some 12 or 15 feet wide by 3 high, 
runs nearly southwest 150 feet, connecting it with another mound. There is also 
another embankment at right angles, running southeast about 400 feet, growing flatter . 
until lost in the prairie. 
Accompanied by Professor Cyrus Thomas, of the United States geological survey, 

uuder Dr. F. V. Hayden, I opened one of these mounds, at thé end of August, 1872, 
and found the same kind of skulls, similarly disposed in all respects. The whitish 
color of the superincumbent earth astonished the professor, who is inclined to the 
opinion that funeral rites were celebrated here. He was unable to account for the 
peculiar character of this rich earth and the ash-colored layer on any other hypothesis. 

4268 
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We cut through one of the embankments, and, turning a right angle, followed it up 
along its center sufficiently to satisfy us that it contained no human remains. 
Who, then, were these northern mound-builders? This question must be answered 

by those abler than I. I cannot refrain hazarding the opinion, however, that they 
were an offshoot of the mound-builders whose larger works are seen as fur north as 
Northern Ohio at least ; that they deteriorated century after century in this barren 
northern section, until they became the people their skulls show them to have finally 
been; and so poor that a flint-headed weapon, a shell necklace, and a stone for grind- 
ing their food, were all their starving, surviving relatives could afford them on their 
sorrowful journey to the spirit land. 

H. G. THOMAS, 
Captain Twentieth Infantry, Brev. Brig. Gen. U. 8. A. 
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_ REPORT ON THE MAMMALS AND BIRDS OF THE EXPEDITION, 

By C. H. MERRIAM. 

Str: I take pleasure in presenting my report on the mammals and 
birds collected during the past season tor publication in your report. 

I desire to tender my thanks to Mr. 8. W. Jaycox for his assistance 
in the collections. I collected, from the 5th to the 21st of June, one 
hundred and twenty bird-skins, and fifty-two, nests with eggs. 

I wish to express my indebtedness to Mr. Platt, whose collections in 
my department would have been larger had he not also had charge of 
the alcoholic and botanical collections made by that branch of the expe- 
dition under your immediate control. I wish also to state that Iam 
under great obligations to Professor S. F.. Baird and Mr. Robert Ridg- 
way, of the Smithsonian Institution, for aiding me in various ways. 

The total number of bird-skins collected is three hundred and thirteen ; 
of nests, with eggs, sixty-seven. I found no birds at Téton or Fire- 
Hole Basins specifically different from those collected at other places on 
our route. 

I remain, yours, very respectfully, 
C. HART MERRIAM. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist. 

MAMMALS. 

G@rder —._-BAPACEA. 

(Sub-order CARNIVORA.) 

Family 6.—MUSTELID &. 

(Sub-family Martine.) 

Putorius pusillus, Aud. and Bach., (least weasie :) 

Smithsonian cata- 
logue-number. ~ 

No. 

7 | 12416 11102 | Juv.| July 22, 1872 | Téton Basin, Idaho. 

| 
fiab.— Minnesota to Puget’s Sound; New York, (De Kay.) 
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Gulo luscus, Sabine, (Wolverine :) 

Catalogue-number. 

No. | Sex Date. Locality. 

| Skull. Skin. 
| 
| | ; 

5A 11094 11094 | $2 | Aug. 10,1872 | Yellowstone River, Wyo. 

Hiab.—Salt Lake and Black Hills, Nebraska, to Arctic America ; (North- 
ern New York, Aud. and Bach.) 

(Sub-family Meline.) . 

Mephitis mephitica, var. occidentalis, Bd., (California skunk :) 

Smithsonian cata- 
logue-number. 

No. Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. Skin. 

28; 12409 11095 a Aug. 13, 1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
45 12410 11096 io Sept. 8, 1872 | Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 
BS) |ssedou Suse Nsratentcjepenytet ce — | June 5,1872 | Ogden, Utah. 

Hab.—High central plains to the Pacitic. 

Mephitis bicolor, Gray, (little striped skunk :) 

Catalogue-number. 

No. Sex Date. Locality. 

Skull. Skin. 

StU Sareea eee 11136 — | June 23,1872 | Marsh Valley, Idaho. 

Hab.—Southern Texas and California; northward to Idaho on western 
slope of Rocky Mountains. 

Family 7.—URSID A. 

Ursus horribilis, Ord., (grizzly bear :) 

Catalogue-number. 
No. Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. Skin. 

12 TES Alan ee ee eas @ | July 24,1872) Téton Canon, He: | 

Hab.—Plains of the Upper Missouri to the Rocky Mountains and 
along their base;. thence to the coast of California. Ne 
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Ursus Americanus, Pallas, (black bear :) 

Catalogue-number. 
No. Sex. Date. Locality. 

| Skull. | Skin. 

, | | 
25 | 12398 | BG Ab od 2 g | Aug. 10,1872) Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

Hab.—United States generally. 

Order (11._-RODENTIA. 

Family 9.—ScruRiD. 

Sub-family, Sciwrinw, the true squirrels. 

Sciurus hudsonius, Pallas., (red squirrel :) 

| Smithsonian cata- é 
it - ber. 

No. | Te eet | Sex. Date. Loeality. 

Skull. | Skin. | 
| 

23 12421 11107 | 9 | Aug. 8,1872 | Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 
3 12422 | 11108 | 9 | Aug. 17,1872 | Upper Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
OL 12423 | 11109 Q | Aug. 20,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
37 TAZA Nw BSE Doe — | Aug. 30,1872) Fort Ellis, Mont. 
See betel We Te Ie. g | Aug. 31,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
5f | 12429 11113 — | Sept. 17,1872 | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—Uabrador (latitude 56°) to Mississippi,-and in the United States 
from the Atlantic to the western slope of the Rocky Mountains. 

Tamias quadrivitattus, Rich, (Missouri striped squirrel :) 

Smithsonian cata- | 
lies sa: -number. 

No. | Bone es | Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. | Skin. 
——— | ————d 

a 

1] 12444 | 11130 | — | June 14,1872] Ogden, Utah. 
29 12426 11110 g |Aug. 17,1872} Upper Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
39 12427 111ti gf | Sept: 2, 1872 | Deo. ; 
ADE 12428 11112 & | sept: 2, 1872 Do. 
AE ee oS 5 11117 | Juv. | Sept. 15, 1872 | Head-waters of the Madison, Wvo. 
BEE ele neal = = PIS 2S Sept. 16, 1¢72 | Snake River, Wyo. 
BO) epee eee 11119) | == ‘Sept 16)1872))) Do. 

Hab.—Upper Missouri to ‘Rocky Mountains, and west to the Cascade 
Range; along the Rocky Mountains as far south as Fort Stanton, New 
Mexico. 

Spermophilus grammurus, Bach., (line-tailed squirrel :) 

| Smithsonian cata- 
logue- ber. 

No | eave | Sex. | Date. Locality. 

| Skull Skin. 
| | ss & if ce 

2| 12445 11131 | — | June 15,1872) Ogden, Utah. 
3 | 12446 11132 Q | June 15, 1872 | Do. 
A) 12447 11133 — | June 17, 1872 | Do. 

56 |} 12449 11135 $7 | Jane 81872 | Do. 
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Hab.—Head of Arkansas River; along the Rocky Mountains to So- 
nora; northward to Idaho Territory. 

Spermophilus lateralis, Rich, (Say’s striped squirrel :). 

Smithsonian cata- 
logue-number. 

No. | Saag Sex. Date. | Locality. 

Skull. | Skin. | 

25 12417 | 11103 — | Aug. 10,1872 | Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

Hab. eee ae Ue to Cascades, and between about latitude 38° 
26/ to latitude 4 

Spermophilus mollis, Kennicott: 

Smithsonian cata- | 
logue-number. . 

No. im Sex. | Date. Locality. 

Skull. | Sian: 

6| 12448 11134 | g | July. 3,1872/| Ross Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountain region. 

Spermophilus townsendti, Bach., ( Townsend’s spermophile :) 

Smithsonian cata- | 
logue-number. | | 4 

No. =! | Sex. | Date. Locality. 

Skuil. Skin. 

16 12418 11104 — | July 29,1872 | Téton Caiion, Idaho. 
18 12431 LITMS — | Aug. 1, 1872 Do. 
19 | 12432 11116 é Aug. L, 1872 Do. 
24 12419 11105 a | Aug. 9,1872| Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains, to the north. 

Aretomys flaviventer, Bachman, ( yellow-footed marmot :) 

| aa R j | 
| Smithsonian cata- | 

logue-number. | ¢ | : 
No. = | Sex. | Date. Locality. 

_ Skull. Skin. 

20 TEU. Noase posses — |Aug. 4,1872| Téton Basin, Idaho. 
22 PRADO TO We seer eee — | Aug. 7,1872| North Fork, Idaho. 
58 1275 11197 g | July 27,1872 | Near Fort Ellis, Mont. 

2 a9 12754 11198 July 27, 1872 Do. 

Hab.—Black Hills, Nebraska. 
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(Sub-family Castorine. ) 

Castor canadensis, Kuhl, (American beaver :) 

Catalogue- 
NGS): number. Sar 

Skull. 

8 12404 — 
Oo Re eae sc — 

11 12403 Q 

Date. Locality. 

July 22,1872) Téton ae Idaho. 
July 22, 1872 
July 24,1872] Téton Ganon: Tdaho. 

Hab.—Throughout the entire area of North America. 

Family 10.—SACCOMYID &. 

(Sub-family Geomyine.) 

Thomomys fulvus, (mountain pocket rat :) 

| Smithsonian cata- 

No. | Loge suber: Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. | Skin. 

| L 
17 12420 11108 Q@ | July 30,1872 | Téton Cation, Idaho. 
34) 12433 11126 — |July 8,1872| Fort Ellis, Mont. 
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Hab.—San Francisco Mountains, New Mexico, to Fort Yuma and San 
Diego, northward in Rocky Mountains to Montana. 

Family 11.—MvurRID &. 

(Sub-family Dipodine.) 

Jaculus hudsonius, (jumping mouse :) 

Sex. Date. Locality. 

Smithsonian cata- 
aioe logue-number. 

Skin. 

| 

35 | 11120 
56 11125 

| 

Q | July 14,1872) Fort Ellis, Mont. 
é | Aug. 31,1872 | Upper Madison Caiion, Wyo. 

Hab.—Nova Scotia, (Labrador, Pennant,) to Southern Pennsylvania, 
and west to the Pacific Ocean. 

(Sub-family Murine.) 
Mus musculus, Linn., (common mouse :) 

No. | Catalogue- 
number. Sex. 

66 | 11199 _ 

Date. Locality. 

Seep tems He eG Mont. 

Hab.—North America generally. 
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Hesperomys leucopus, var. sonoriensis, Lee. : 
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No,| Catalogue- 
number. 

42 11121 
49 11122 
61 11200 
62 11201 

Sex. Date. Locality. 

— |Sept. 3,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
3g | Sept. 16,1872 | Snake River, Wyo. 
3g — —,1872]| Mont. A 
a —, 1872 Do. | 

Hab.—Upper Missouri and Rocky Mountains to El Paso and Sonora. 

(Sub-family Arvicolinw.) 

Arvicola riparia, Ord., (bank mouse :) 

No. moualog ue: Sex. Date. | Locality. 

33 11123 g | Aug. 30,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
36 11124 — |July 10,1872 | Fort Ellis, Mont. 

Hab.—United States to Rocky Mountains. 

Family 12 .—HYSstTRiIcID z. 

Hrethizon epixanthus, Brandt, (yellow-haired porcupine:) 

Catalogue- 
ber. : 

Nowe: etane eX. Date. Locality. 

Skull. 

26 12405 @ | Aug. 10,1872] Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

Hab.—Upper Missouri; whole Pacific coast. 

Family 13.—LEPoRID Zz. 

Lepus callotis, (?) Wagler, (jackass or mule rabbit:, 

Catalogue- 

No. ane Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull 

5 12436 — | June 21,1872) Ogden, Utah. 

Hab.—Northern Mexico, through Southern Texas, and west through 
New Mexico to the Rocky Mountains, north to the Yellowstone; Fort 
Boise, Oregon, (?) Southern Sonora. (?) 
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Lepus bairdii, Hayden, (Baird’s rabbit :) 

Smithsonian cata- | ; 
] = P 

No. | page nuns Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. |. Skin. 

32 12411 11097 & | Aug. 29,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
44 | 12412 11098 g |Sept. 7,1872| Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 
46; 12413 11099 g | Sept. 11,1872) Lewis Lake, Wyo. 
47} 12414 11100 3 | Sept. 15,1872 | Snake River, Wyo. 
50 12415 1110f | Juv. | Sept. 17,1872 | Hart Lake, Wyo. 

Hab.—Pine regions about the head-waters of the Wind and Yellow- 
stone Rivers. 

I was fortunate enough to secure five specimens of this rare and re- 
markabie rabbit. Heretofore but one specimen of this species has been 

] i De , , qi He ‘ 

eA ET ae 

LEPUS BAIRDU, HAYDEN, 

brought before the scientific world, and it (No. 4263) is now on eghibi- 
tion in the Smithsonian Institution. It was collected in the Wind River 
Mountains by Dr. Hayden in the month of June, 1860, and was described 
by him in the American Naturalist, (vol. iii, No. 3, May, 1869.) Un- 
fortunately the sex of this specinen was not determined. 

One very curious fact relating to Lepus bairdii is that all the males 
have teats and take part in suckling the young. I say ali the males, 
because four out of the five specimens procured were adult maies, and 
all had large teats full of milk, and the hair around the nipple was wet 
and stuck to it, showing that they were then nursing their young. 
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As we found no females, we thought this might be an hermaphroditie © 
form; so Dr. Josiah Curtis and myself dissected a large male—No. 44, 
(12414, 11098)—which we found to contain the usual genital organs of 
the male, but no uterus, ovaries, or other female organs. I dissected 
another old male—No. 46, (12413, 11099)—with the same result. I re- 
gret exceedingiy that I was unable to procure a female specimen; but, 
from the limited number of specimens examined, I should infer that 
both sexes take part in suckling their young. 

I publish the following letter from Dr. Cartis, wetting the above 
. statements: 

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 20, 1873. 

Dear Sir: When upon that part of our explorations last summer which inignaceel 
the region about the head-waters of the Snake River, I saw several specimens of the 
rabbit (Lepus bairdii, Hayden) which you had secured, and the adults gave external 
signs of having been suckled, but gave every other evidenee of being true males. 
"Lo satisfy you, as well as myself, beyond a doubt upon this point, I very carefully ~ 

dissected one unmistakably-marked specimen, and found conclusive evidence of its 
having been recently and for some time suckled. Milk was abundant in its udders. 
Tt, how wever, possessed no other organs characteristic of the female sex, but it did have 
all the male organs complete and well developed. 

Yours, respectfully, 
JOSIAH CURTIS, 

Naturalist United States Geological Survey. 
Mr. C. Hart Merriam. 

Lagomys princeps, Rich, (little chief hare :) 

| Smithsonian cata- 
|  logue- ber. i 

No. | Cee arate Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. | Skin. 

10 12430 11114 — July 24,1872 | Téton Carion, Idaho. 

Hab.—South Pass of Recky Mountains, northward. 

Grdéer Vi.--RUMINAN TEA, 

Family 16.—CERVID 24. 

(Sub-family Cervine.) 

Alce americanus, Jardine, (American moose:) 

Catalogue- 

No. Sees (pax Date. Loeality. 

Skull. 

13 12399 |9 ad.| July 26,1872 | Teton Caiion, Idaho. 
14 12400 |Qjuv.| July 26, 1872 Do. 
TESS Ne ered go juv.| July 26, 1872 Do. 

Hab.—Northern portions of the Eastern United States to Tabreeden 
whence it extends west to the Pacific Ocean. 
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Family 17.—CAVICORNIA. 

(Sub-family Antilopine.) - 

Antilocapra americana, Ord, (prong-horn antelope :) 

| Catalogue- . : 

No. Sena Sex. Date. Locality. 

Skull. 

21 12402 | Juv. | Aug. 5,1872} Middle Fork, Idaho. 
55 12401 g | Oct. 4,1872| Caton Creek, Idaho. 

Hab.—Plains west of Missouri, from the Lower Rio Grande to the 
Saskatchewan, and west to the Cascade and Coast Ranges of the Pacific 
slope. 

. Order IX.--CHEIROPTERA, THE BATS. 

Family.— VESPERTILIONID 2. 

Nycticejus erepuscularis, Allen. 

- | Catalogue- a J 3 
No. BEL eR Sex. Date. Locality. 

1 11127 — | Aug. 31,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 

Hab.—United States, from Atlantic to Pacific. 

Vespertilio lucifugus, Leconte, (the blnnt-nosed bat :) 

- | Catalogne- . 
1 GR | ener tsa Sex. Date. | Locality. 

2 11128 go | Aug. 31,1872 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 

Hab.—North America generally. 

Vespertilio yumanensis, Allen, (the Gila bat :) 

No. patslagne: Sex. Date. Locality. 

3 11129 g |July 25,1872} Hot Springs, Montana. 

Hab.—Eastern slope of Rocky Mountains to Pacific coast. 
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Bil RDS: 

Sub-class 1.--INSESSORES, PERCHING BIRDS. 

Order 1—PASSERES, PASSERINE BIRDS. 

(Section OSCINES, SINGERS.) 

Family 1.—TURDIDA, THE THRUSHES. 

Turdus (Planesticus) migratorius, Linn., (common robin :) 

| 
Catalogue- | « i Measure- ; 

No Pee | Sex. | Date. ee Locality. 

102 61650 g | June 18,1872| 10x15 | Ogden, Utah. 
200 62275 9 | July 30,1872 92164 | Téton Canon, Idaho. 
255 62276 Q Sept. 6, 1872 93152 | Source of the Madison. 
Q74 62277 $ | Sept. 16,1872) 108x162 | Snake River, Wyo. 

= 

Hab.—Continent of North America to Mexico. 
We found a flock of about thirty robins near the head-waters of the 

Madison River, Wyoming Territory, on the 6th of September. The snow 
was about an inch in depth, and the flock—one of which I shot (No. 
255)—seemed to be moving southward. They were quite abundant on 
Snake River during the latter part of September. At all other places 
on our route robins were seldom met with. 

Galeoscoptes carolinensis, Linn., (cat-bird :) 

+ | Catalogue-| «, | Measure- Ae 
. number. Behe | Date. ments. Locality. 

| | 

99 61653 | gf | June 18, 1872 Bix 11 Ogden, Utah. 

Hab.—Hastern United States to Salt Lake Valley and Washington 
Territory. I was surprised to find cat-birds as common in the Salt 
Lake Valley as they are in ail our Hastern States. At Ogden I found 
one of their nests—No. 52, (16310); it was on a bush in a marsh, about 
four feet above the ground, and contained five fresh eggs. 

Oreoscoptes montanus, Baird, (mountain mocking-bird :) 

Locality. 
number. ments. 

N Catalogue- | aes Date. Measure- 

| 
41 61651 | g | June 11,1872] 93,122 | Salt Lake, Utah. 
42 Do. 61652 | g | June 11,1872) 9 124 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains; south to Mexico, and along valley of Gila 
and Colorado, and to San Diego, California. 

This plain-colored songster is quite numerous about Salt Lake, where 
we found them breeding; we also found them northward to Snake River 
and in the Téton Basin. I found its nest—No. 26 (16296)—near the shore 

cane 
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of Salt Lake; it was placed at the foot of a sage-brush; was built of 
sticks, lined with fibrous roots; it was unusually large for the size of 
the bird, (measuring over eight inches in diameter,) and contained four 
fresh eggs. - : : 

Family 2.—CINcLID 4, THE DIPPERS. 

Cinclus mexicanus, Swains., (water-ouzel :) 

| Measure- | 

, | 
Es | Catalocue- | | 2 “ 
No. | Taher. | Sex. | Date. | epee. Locality. 

| | SEs 

| | | = 

307 | 62341 | g | uly 14,1872 | 7% X12} | Mystic Lake, Mont. 
308) GHZ | 9 July 14,1872 | 715x108 Do. 

{ | 
t | i 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains from British America to Mexico. 
The American dipper, or water-ouzel, is a rare bird in the district 

through which, we passed, being met with only at Ogden Cation, Mystic 
Lake, and in a little canon east of the Téton Range, near Jackson’s Lake. 
it is truly a wonderful bird, being abie not only to walk, but also to fly, 
into the water. During the latter part of September, when the snow was 
about an inch deep and was still falling, I took my gun and entered one | 
of the canons a few miles north of Jackson’s Lake, in the hope of meet- 
ing some rare birds. I had not gone far, when, to my great delight, I 
saw a pair of water-ouzels on a rock in the middle of a rapid stream 
which flowed out of the caflon. To my great surprise one of these birds 
dove directly into the rapids, and in a few moments returned with a 
worm in its mouth. I shot one of the birds, which, to my great chagrin, 
fell into the water and was carried under by the current, and I was un- 
able to secure it. 

[The nest of the water-ouzel (Cinclus mexicanus) was discovered by 
our artist, Mr. W. H. Holmes, about half a mile from Mystie Lake, 
Montana Territory, while he was sketching a beautiful little fail made 
by one of the mountain streams. The bird was observed to fly directly 
through the falling water, disappearing from view. Suspecting that a 
nest must be there, we returned the following day, when, with the assist- 
ance cf Mr. Holmes, I secured the nest, containing three young, and 
shortly after shot both the old birds. The nest was made of moss, 
measuring nearly a foot in diameter and six inches in depth. It was 
buiit upon the edge of a narrow shelf of rock, and so near the fall that 
the outside was constantly wet with spray, while the interior was dry 
and warm. The birds entered it by a small lateral opening in the lower 
half of the nest, the top being built up against a projecting rock.—W. 
B. PLATT.| ( 

Family 3.—SAXICOLID A, THE SAXICOLAS. 

Sialia arctica, Sw., (Rocky Mountain blue-bird:) 

+,  Catalogue- | Sex and | 3 | Measure- ; 
~ number. | age. | Wate: ments. Locality. 

214 | 62330 g | Aug. 4,1872) 75% 134 | Middle Fork, Idaho. 
| 
{ 

246 62331 0 | Aug. 25,1872) €% 118 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
248 | 62332 OQ | Aug. 28,1872 | 62 «124 Do. 

Hiab.—igh dry central plains; Upper Missouri to Rocky Mountain 
Range and south to Mexico. Rare on the coast of California. 
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The Rocky Mountain blue-bird seems to prefer a country which has 
been burnt over, and is covered with stumps and fallen timber. I¢ is 
not a common species in the district through which we passed. 

Family 4.—SYLVID&, THE WARBLERS. 

Regulus calendula, Licht., (ruby-crowned kinglet:) 

= Catalogue- |Sexand ! Measure- ‘ 
No Tanto. age, Date. MoU Re Locality. 

aol 62333. 0 Aug. 20, 1872 4tX74 Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
267 62334 & Sept.14, 1872 48x73; | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—North America from Atlantic to Pacifie. - 
This pretty little bird is probably abundant in early spring and in 

October, although I saw but two of them during the summer. It is 
evident that they breed in the Yellowstone country, from the fact that I 
obtained a young one—No. 231, (62333)—there on the 20th of August. 

Family 5.—PARID&. 

(Sub-family Parine, the Titmice.) 

Parus montanus, Gambel., (mountain titmouse:) 

NG Catalogue- | Are Measure- 
hue 

number. | 8° ments. Locality. 

211 62349 
212 62350 
256 62351 
279 62552 

July 31,1872 | 52 x82 Téton Cafion, Idaho. 
July 31,1872 | 5x88 0. 
Sept. 7,1872 | 58 xe} Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 
Sept.18, 1872 | 52 x9 Snake River, Wyo. Oy Oy Oy Oy 

Hab.—Pacifie coast of United States to Rocky Mountains. 
Téton Cafion was the first place where we observed this species, 

probably because it was the first place on our route where we found 
coniferous trees. 

The mountain chickadee is an abundant species in the Fire-Hole Ba- 
sin, and also from the source of Snake River to where it leaves the 
wooded mountain sides_and flows through an open plain. This bird, 
like our * chickadee,” (P. atricapillus,) is very tame, and evidently likes 
the company of man, as they flit about from limb to limb in seareh of 
their food within a few feet of you, without even looking up, or showing 
any Signs of fear or even surprise at your presence. This species may 
easily be distinguished from our eastern P. atricapiilus by the white 
front and the white line over the eye, cutting off a black one through it. 

(Sub-family Stttine, the Nuthatches.) 

Sitta aculeata, Cassin, (slender-bilied nuthatch.) 

Catalogue- Measure- : 
No a anier Sex. Date. ES aa Locality. 

240 62297 | 3 | Aug. 27, 1872 | 6x11 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 

Hab.—Pacific coast of United States to Rocky Mountains. 
wi B 
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This may be considered as a rare bird in the tract of country through 
which we passed, as I saw but one specimen, which I shot—No. 240, 
(62297.) 

Family 7.—TROGLODYTID&, THE WRENS. 

(Sub-family Campylorhynchine.) 

Salpinctes obsoletus, Cab., (rock-wren.) 

- | Catalogue- | | ; Measure- F 
ney fe bon | Sex. | Date. a eritet Locality. 

64 | 616654 | ¢ | June 14,1872 | 6x9 | Ogden, Utah. 
| | | 

Hab.—High central plains through the Rocky Mountains to the Coast 
and Cascade Ranges, (but not on the Pacific coast ?) 

This bird is very properly called the ‘ reck-wren,” for high up the 
mountain sides and among the rocks it lives, lays its eggs, and teaches 
its young the use of their tiny wings. They are noisy creatures, and seem 
to take great pleasure in darting from rock to rock, keeping generally 
out of sight. 

I shot the first of this species that I saw on one of the rocky spurs of 
the Wahsaich Range, near Ogden—No. 64, (61654.) They were quite 
abundant on the rocky hills near the Hot Sulphur Springs, ten miles 
north of Ogden. 

(Sub-family Troglodytine.) 

Cistothorus palustris, Cab., (long-billed marsh-wren.) 

+. | Catalogue- | Measure- 3 
1S) See een lage Date. Beil | Locality. 

| 
302 | 62327 tla | Oct. 14,1872 | 54 X 7 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 

Hab.—North America from Atlantic to Pacific, north to Greenland. 
Fort Hall is the only place where I found the long-billed marsh-wren. 

I saw several of them there, but succeeded only in obtaining one speci- 
men—No. 302, (62327.) This bird, though not gay in colors, is a sweet 
songster. 

Troglodytes parkmanmi, Aud., (Parkman’s wren :) 

Catalogne- | = ‘ Measure- E 
No. doe | Sex. Date. FAents. Locality. 

Peet, Shee ie 

172 62328 fe) | July 18,1872) 44 x 62 | North Fork, Idaho. 
306 62329 g | July 9,1872| 42 x 64 | Fort Ellis, Mont. 

Hab.—Western America, from the high central plains and Upper Mis- 
souri to the Pacific. 

This little bird, very similar to our house-wren, (7. wdon,) was quite 
common dt North or Henry’s Fork of Suake River, Middle Fork, Téton 
Cation, and Fort Ellis. I found its nest, on the 20th of July, at Middle 

43 Gs 
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Fork; it was in the hollow of a small tree that had broken off about 
ten feet high and still rested against its stump. The nest contained five 
young birds, and was composed of small sticks laid loosely together. 
The parent-birds were greatly incensed at my approach, and darted about 
my head in an angry manner. 

Family 8.—MOTACILLID@, THE WAGTAILS. 

Anthus ludovicinus, Licht., (tit-lark :) 

No, | Catalogue- | go. maker Measure- 
number. ments. Locality. 

281 62298 go | Sept. 21,1872) 6% xX 103 Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—North America generally; Greenland, (Reinhardt.) Accidental 
in Kurope. 

- We met with this bird only on Snake River and in the vicinity of 
Jackson’s Lake; there we found a few flocks of from ten to fifty. 

- Family 9.—SYLVICOLIDH, THE Woop-WARBLERS. 

Geothlypis trichas, Cab., (Maryland yellow-throat :) 

Catalogue- | Measure- | No.ofnest 6 
No. | “number. IES | Dene ments. and eggs. Eee Noy 

83 61661 fe) June 17,1872 52 Xx 7 “Ad Ogden, Utah. 
309 62343 a July 9,1872 BE OG inlloga end aia Fort Ellis, Mont. 
310 62344 & July 11,1872 es Sa (ise (es vara Do. 

Hab.—North America, from Atlantic to Pacific. 
This little warbler is quite abundant at Ogden, Utah, and also on the 

Madison River, and at Fort Ellis, Montana Territory; I saw none else- 
where. I obtained the nest of this bird at Ogden—No. 44, (16308) 9 
No. 83, (61661,) shot. It was found in a clump of bushes in a marsh, 
about six inches above the ground, and was composed of dried grass 
and rushes; it contained four fresh eggs. 

Icteria longicauda, Lawr., (long-tailed chat :) 

No. Fates 1 Sex. Date. stay Locality. 

20 61658 OMe unen ipl Sin eae eee Ogden, Utah. 
37 61656 3% |June 9,1872| 8 x 1038; 
44 61655 g |June 11, 1872 | 72 x 10 De 

113 61659 @ | June 20, 1872 | 5x 9% Do. 
129 61794 g | June 28,1872} 72 x 104 Devil’s Creek, Idaho. 
30 61657 g$ |June 8,1872| 74 x 10$ | Ogden, Utah. : 

Hab.—High central plains of the United States to the Pacific; south 
into Mexico. 

The long-tailed chat is a common bird in the serub-oak bushes at the 
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foot of the Wahsatch Range, near Ogden. It is a peculiar bird, and like 
our eastern species, (Icteria virens,) is always heard, but seldom seen. 
They are shy, suspicious creatures, and although, when disturbed, they 
flit about in a scolding, angry manuer, they generally manage to keep 
out of sight. You hear them in the bushes, imitating the mewing of a 
eat, the shrill notes of the jay, sometimes singing like a cat-bird, and 
yet, again, they sing sweetly in their own peculiar manner. They have 
a strange habit of elevating themselves in the air to the height of thirty 
or forty feet, then, poising themselves for a moment, they descend again 
to the bushes; during their descent they jerk themselves about in the 
air, at the same time uttering clear, ejaculated notes, which can be heard 
for quite a distance, and are not altogether unpleasant to theear. I 
found the nest of this bird on the 15th of June; it was on a scrub-oak 
near a Small stream; was about four feet above the ground, and -con- 
tained three young birds and one egg. The egg resembled, in size and 
color, that of our eastern species, (J. virens.) 

Dendroica audubonit, Baird, (Audubon’s warbler :) 

= | Catalogue- f Measure- : of 
NG a eae Sex. Date. at Locality. 

258 62345 — | Sept. 7,1872 52 X 92 | Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 
268 62346 g heee te 15, 1872| 529 | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab. MDa coast of United States to central Rocky Mountains, 
south to Mexico. 
Audubon’s warbler, though similar in most respects to our eastern yel- 

low-rump warbler, (D. coronata,) is easily distinguished from it by hav- 
ing the chin and throat yellow instead of white. During the latter part 
of September I saw several flocks of these birds on Snake River; they 
appeared to be on their way south. 

Dendroica ee Baird, (yellow warbler :) 

- | Catalogue-| « | ie Measure- | No. of nest < 
No. | number. | Pee Date. ments. and eges. Locality. 

a | 

36 | 61660 | g | June 8, 1872 | ot X 72 24 Ogden, Utah. 

| 

Hab.—United States from Atlantic to Pacific; south to Guatemala 
and West Indies. 

Yellow warblers were common at Ogden, as they were at all places 
where there was a stream of water whose banks were lined with bushes. 
I found the nest of this bird at Ogden—No. 24, (16294;) it was on a wil- 
low, about three feet above the ground, and contained four fresh eggs. 

Myiodioctes pusillus, Bonap., (green black-cap warbler :) 
| 
| 

N Catalogue- | pee | Date | Measure 
number. | | | “ments. Locality. 

| | 

227 62347 
286 |. 62348 | a 

Aug. 13,1872| 42 
4 

74 | Lower Geyser Basin. 
Sept. 26, 1872 74 Second Téton Lake. 

Hab.— United States from Atlantic to Pacific; south to Guatemala. 
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We met with this beautiful warbler but twice during the summer. 
On the first occasion we were just entering the Lower Geyser Basin, 
when I observed a pair of these little birds in a grove of small pine 
trees ; they were hopping about on the ground, and upon my approach 
flew up into a tree, out of which I shot the male—No. 227, (62347.) 

The second and last time that I saw this species was at the Second 
Téton Lake, where I saw a male high up in a pine tree. I secured him 
also. 

Family 10.—HIRUNDINIDA, THE SWALLOWS. 

Hirundo horreorum, Barton, (barn-swallow:) 

Catalogue- Measure- ; 
Oy aan miter: Sex. Date. weate. Locality. 

244 62295 g | Aug. 28,1872; 7 x 123 | Lower Geyser Basin. 
247, 62296 O | Aug. 28, 1872| 52 x 112 Do. 

Hab.—North America, from Atlantic to Pacific. 
Barn-swallows are common at most places between Fort Hall, Idaho, 

and Ogden, Utah. ‘They are also numerous at Fire-Hole Basin, Wyo- 
ming Territory, where I obtained two specimens—No. 244, (62295,) and 
No. 247, (62296.) 

Petrochelidon lunifrons, Say, (cliff-swallow :) 

cate 
No. Catalogue- Sane Wate: Measure- 

number. ments. Locality. 

Tc 61774. | @ | duly 3, 1872] 6x 12§ | Ross Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—North America, from Atlantic to Pacific. 
This is another common species of swallow. We found them very 

plentiful in the vicinity of Gfeat Salt Lake; thence north to Fort Hall, 
where they were also abundant. I obtained the nest of this species— 
No. 58, (16312,)—?, No. 147, shot at Ross Fork, Idaho Territory, on the 
3d of July. It was composed of mud, and was fastened to the bank of 
the creek, and about eight feet above the water. The nest contained 
two fresh eggs. 

Tachycineta thalassina, Sw., (violef-green swallow :) 

Measure- 
| 5 

No. | aan Sex. Date. Sons Locality. 

96 | 61665 gS | June 18, 1872 | 54 x 123; | Ogden, Utah. 
| 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to Pacific; south to Mexico; east to Saltillo, 
Mexico. ; 4 
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This bird, the most beautiful of all the swallows, is quite common at 
Ogden Canton, where we obtained the only specimen collected—No. 96, 
(61665.) The only other place on our route at which we found this 
species was the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone. There I saw a few 
of them, but did not succeed in obtaining afy specimens. 

Cotyle riparia, Boil., (bank-swallow :) 

Measure- | 
Date. ments. 

| Catalogue- | : 
No. an bor. Loeality. Sex. 

40 61664 O | dune Wi S72 iS eee toe Salt Lake, Utah. 

Hab.—United States, from Atlantic to Pacific; common at Salt Lake, 
and from there to Snake River. 

I obtained the nest of the bank-swallow in a hole in a sand-bank by 
the side of Salt Lake. It contained seven fresh eggs—No. 25, (16295,) 
2, No. 40, shot. 

Family 13.—LANIID A, THE SHRIKES. 

Collurio borealis, Baird, (great northern shrike:) 

+. | Catalogue- | « Measure- : No. | ee 8] SEX. Date. Sees. Locality. 

297 | 62870 | 9 | Oct. 12, 1872 | 103 x 14% | Fort Hall, Idaho. 

Hab.—Northern regions, from Atlantic to Pacifie; in winter south, 
through oak of the United States. 

As the shrike or butcher-bird is confined to the cooler portions of 
America, 1t was met with by our party but once, and that was in Octo- 
ber, at Fort Hall, Idaho Territory. There I secured one specimen, No. 
297, (62270.) 

Collurio excubitoroides, Baird, (white-rumped shrike :) 

_ | Catalogue- | « Measure- No.| No.) “pum ogue- | sex.| Date. ean Locality. 

Renae | 
43 61752 | g June 11, 1872) 82x 122 | Salt Lake, Utah. 

31 | | 62271 By? Oct. 13, 1872} 81x 122 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 

Hab.—Missouri plains and fur countries to Pacific coast; eastward 
into Wisconsin, illinois, and Michigan. (?) 

Salt Lake and Fort Hall are the only localities at which I found the 
white-rumped shrike. At the former place, on the 11th of June, I saw 
a pair of them, and succeeded in shooting the female—No. 43, (61752.) 
It is evident, from the lateness of the season, that they breed here. 
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Family 15.—TANAGRID&, THE TANAGERS. 

Pyranga ludoviciana, Bonap., (Louisiana tanager :) 

No panaieue Sex. Date. seen Locality. 

1 61662 eA Maaco 872) | iaenisieeee: Cheyenne, Wyo. 
12 61663 a June 6,1872 | 73 X 114 | Ogden, Utah. 

197 62278 a July 29,1872 | 7 x 12); | Téton Cation, Idaho. 
199 62279 e July 30,1872 | 74 x 112 Do. 
203 62280 & July 31,1872 | 72 x 118 Do. 
904 | 62281 # July 31,1872 | 74 x 114 Do. 
207° | 62282 fe) July 31, 1872 | 74x 114 Do. 
208 | 62283 # July ail, 1872 | 74x 114 Do. 
209 | 62284 A July 31,1872 | 74x 112 Do. 
210: 62285 Q July 31,1872 | 74x 114 Do. 
215 | 62286 a Aug. 4,1872 | 74x11 | Middle Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—From the Black Hills to the Pacific; south into Mexico. 
I found a few of these beautiful birds in the bushes that border Crow 

Creek, near Cheyenne, and succeeded in obtaining one good specimen, 
Nora, ’(61662.) [also saw several in the scrub-oak bushes at the foot 
and on the sides of the Wahsatch Range, near Ogden. 

At Téton Cation, however, these birds are quite “abundant, and here I 
obtained eight specimens. They were generally seen on the tops of the 
pine trees, ‘where the bright colors of their plumage contrasted beauti- 
fully with the dark green foliage of the pines. They are secluded in 
their habits, prefering their own society to that of other birds, and 
seldom approaching the habitations of man. 

Near Ogden they were shy and suspicious, and it was difficult to get 
within gunshot of them, while, on the contrary, at Téton Canon, they 
eyed us with curiosity only, not suspicion, tor they would often follow 
us for some distance, lighting near by, and never trying to keep out of 
sight. 

Family 16.—FRINGILLID®, THE SPARROWS. 

(Sub-family Coccothraustina.) 

Carpodacus cassinii, Baird, (Cassin’s purple finch :) 
a 

Measure- = lens ue 
No Sex, ments. number. Date. 

Locality. 

233 62325 Q Aug. 21,1872 | 64x 102 | Yellowstone River, Wyo. 
282 62326 O | Sept.23,1872 | 64x 104 | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains and valley of the Colorado. 
These birds, the largest of the American purple finches, are quite 

rare. We met with them but twice, once on the Yellowstone, and once 
near Snake River,-Wyoming Territory. 
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Chrysomitris tristis, Bonap., (yellow bird :) 

7 Catalogue-| ‘ : Measure- ; 
On anlar. | Sex. Date. a Locality. 

2S eee | g | Junel5, 1872} 54 x 97% | Ogden, Utah. 
80 | 61667 | @ | Junel5,1872| 54 x8f |. Do. 
84 61666 | ¢ Junel7,1872 | 543 x7 Do. 

295 G2ISoe Oct. 11,1872 | 58 x9 Fort Hall, Idaho. 
296 62336 | 9 Oct. 11,1872 |. 54 x 94 Do. 
303 | 623387, | — | Oct. 14,1872 | 54 x 8} Do. 
305 62338 S | Oct. 14,1872 | 55 X Bis Do. 

Hab.—North America generally. 
The yellow bird, American goldfinch, or thistle-bird, is common at 

Ogden and Fort Hall, as it is in most localities in the United States. It 
seems to prefer the civilized portion of America to the densely-wooded 
districts, as we found none in the mountains and deep pine forests. 

Chrysomitris pinus, Bonap., (pine-finch :) 

+r \Catalogue-| : | Measure- ‘ 
No. | Se bor | Sex. Date. Be SEAN Locality. 

J \ |. 

| Ne 
179 | 6233 $ | July 22,1872 | 5 X9} | Téton Basin, Idaho. 
181 62340 @ | July 22, 1872 ot X SF Do. 
7354 EE 2 oan g | Aug. 9,1872 | 42x 8 | Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

t { 

Hab.—North America, from Atlantic to Pacific. 
Pine-finches were quite numerous ;about the First Cottonwood 

Creek, Téton Basin, where I shot two specimens, Nos. 179 (62339) and 
181, (62340.) We also found them in the vicinity of Henry’s Lake, 
where I obtained one specimen, No. 223, (——.) They were occasionally 
met with by our party in Téton Canon, but I did not succeed in pro- 
curing any specimens there. 

(Sub-family Spizelline.) 

Passerculus alaudinus, Bonap., (lark-sparrow :) 

| 
~ Catalogue-| q Measure- : 
No. | HanbGr: Sex. | Date. ieee Locality. 

| jst of canatoia ia cern 
294 | 62310 | g | Oct. 8,1872| 5% x94 | Snake River, Idaho. 

Hab.—Coast of California and Lower Rio Grande of Texas and 
Mexico. 

On the 8th of October I observed the only flock of these birds seen 
during our journey. They settled down on a small gravelly island in 
Snake River, and I succeeded in securing a fine specimen. 
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Poocaetes gramineus, var. conjinis, Baird, (grass-finch :) 

| Catalogue- Measure- | No. of nest pe 
ae number. meEs Dare: ments. and eggs. Tee 

4 61674 — |June 5,1872| 64 X 104 10 Ogden, Utah. 
6 61675 Oi aera Mey lene Aes iss 7 Do. 

35 61676 OPT romme: GF S725 (02 Sel Rae eens Do. 
91 61677 june 7 1S72il) Ore lOl ie ese eens Salt Lake, Utah. 

151 61778 OF uly 7 NOT WO. Soul Ose all see een Fort Hall, Idaho. 
152 61777 oe duly; “ele72)) Os SOE) ie ee ee Do. 
242 62208 ii 1| Aug, (285-1872 | VOL El | See eee Lower Geyser Basin, 

Wyo. 
257 62309 & iSept. W872i OF <a O Ls tise eee Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 

Hab.—High central plains to the Pacific. 
-'This bird—a mere western variety of our common grass-finch or bay- 
winged bunting, (P. gramineus)—is a very common species at Salt Lake, 
and in fact it was common all along our route, except in the densely- 
wooded regions. 

I found several nests of these birds. They were placed on the 
ground—generally under a sage-brush—and were composed of grass, 
laid rudely together. They lay four or five light-colored, spotted eggs 
in the early part of June. 

Chondestes grammaca, Bonap., (lark-finch :) 

No. paver Sex. Date. Wee No. of nest. Locality, 

ANA ieee eal sc cet: Oo) Al June, “71872 ee sae eee 22 Ogden, Utah. 
66 61668 g Jumma 1872 se we Sc SL ee ere ee Do. 
68 61669 | 9 | June14, 1872 | 642 x 103 |._......_ 52. Do. 
75 61670 Gf Acdumeds; 172 78) Ken eee eee Do. 
98 61671 i) dibnaveykch tltoy) Wivicewep lS eet wa ss Do. 

124 GL776. 4°. — | June 2/1872 |. cs eee Bear River, Utah. 
241 62307 fy WwAng 2d, Lee 005 x TOPE eae. Lower Geyser Basin, 

Wyo. 

Hab.—From Wisconsin and the prairies of Iinois (also in Michigan.) 
to the Pacific coast ; south to Texas and Mexico. 

This plain but rich-colored sparrow is quite abundant at Ogden, and 
from there to Snake River. It is also common at Fire-Hole Basin, 
Wyoming Territory, where I obtained one specimen, No. 241, (62307.) I 
collectedthe nest of the lark-finch on the 7th of June at Ogden. It was 
similar in material and situation to that of the grass-finch (P. conjinis) 
just described, and contained five fresh eggs. 

As the plumage of this bird is richer and deeper than that of the 
grass-finch, so are its eggs much more beautiful 
ings being darker and more distinct. 

, their spots and mark-— 
Se, 
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Zonotrichia leucophrys, Sw., (white-crowned sparrow :) 

~ Catalogue- | Measure- : 
No. number. Sex. ‘ Dee ments. Locality. 

—— SI meres 

225 62300 é | Aug. 12,1872 6% x 10 | Madison River, Mont. 
262 62308 Te seas Sept. 12, 1872 74 x 10 | Lewis’s Lake, Wyo. 
283 62302 gS | Sept. 23, 1872 7 xX 9% | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.— United States from Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains, where 
they become mixed up with Z. gambelli Greenland, Reinhardt. 

Madison River was the first place on our route where we met with 
this finch. There they were quite abundant. as they were at Lewis’s 
Lake, where I obtained a fine specimen in winter plumage. Here they 
were very shy, and it was with great difficulty that I secured a single 
specimen. We also found them in considerable numbers along Snake 
River. 

Zonotrichia gambelii, Gambel, (Gambel’s finch :) 

. | Catalogue- : Measure- iL oa 
N soe pos UL CX: Date. ae Locality. 

300 62299 0 | Oct. 13,1872 | 6% * 8 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Pacific coast. 
We met with a few flocks of these birds at Yellowstone Lake, and at 

Fort Hall, where I obtained one specimen, No. 300, (62299.) This spe- 
cies is almost exactly like the preceding, Z. leucophrys, the only notice- 
able difference being in the black stripe on the side of the crown, which, 
in leucophrys, passes down over the upper half of the lores and in front 
of the eye, sending back a short branch to it, which cuts off the white 
superciliary stripe. In Z. gambeli the superciliary stripe passes continu- 
ously forward to the lores, cutting off the black fromthe eye. In habits 
it resembles the white-crowned finch just described. 

Junco oregonus, Sclater., (pink-sided snow-bird :) 

x Catalogue-| a. Measure- . 
No. amber: Sex. Date. mente Locality. 

126 62316 Q July 24,1872 | 62x 9% | Téton Cafion, Idaho. 
245 62317 g | Aug. 28,1672 | 64 x 92 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
265 62318 Q Sept.14, 1872 i+ X 104 | Snake River, Wyo. 
272 62319 g Sept.16, 1872 | 62 «x 104 Do. 
273 62320 g | Sept.16,1872 | 6% > 104 Do. 
276 62321 «| gf | Sept.17,1872 | Gi x 938 Do. 
247 62322 go Sept.17,1872 | 64x 94 Do. 
291 62323 3g | Sept.29,1872 | 62 x 10 Do. 

Hab.—Pacifie coast of the United States to the eastern side of the 
Rocky Mountains; stragglers as far east as Fort Leavenworth in winter 
and Great Bend of Missouri. 
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We first met with the pink-sided snow-bird at Téton Cafion, where I 
secured one specimen, No. 186, (62316.) After this they were very plenti- 
ful all along our route, until we emerged from the pine forests and once 
more entered the sage-brush plains. We generally found them in flocks 
of from fifteen to twenty, moving about from tree to tree in search of 
their food. 

One day, while out shooting in the Lower Geyser Basin, I saw a snow- 
bird in a pine tree. I fired and it fell, and supposing it to be dead, I 
searched about on the ground, under the limb on which it had been sit- 
ting, but found no traces of it. I at last discovered a small feather on the 
edge of a mouse-hole, and thinking that the wounded bird might have 
taken refuge in this subterranean abode, I commenced digging after him 
with my fingers; [ had not gone far before I thought I felt feathers ahead; 
grasping them with my thumb and finger, I commenced pulling; the bir d 
came a little way, then, making a violent effort, escaped farther into the 
-hole, leaving in my hand two tail-feathers. 

Having no implements to dig with, except those with which nature 
had provided me, I was compelled to give up the chase. 

Spizella socialis, Bonap., (chipping sparrow:) 

No. Weel Sex. Date. poet Locality. 

153 61779 0 | July 7,1872 |) 58 xX 744 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 
178 62311 fe) July 20,1872 | 53 x8 | Conant Creek, Idaho. 
243 62312 a Aug. 27,1872 | 53 x 8% | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
266 62313 é Sept.14, 1872 | 5 x 98 ; Snake River, Wyo. 
232 62315 Q Aug. 22,1872 | 53 x9 Yellowstone River, Wyo. 
270 62314 3 | Sept.15,1872 | 545x9 Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—North America, from Atlantic to Pacific. 
Our common chipping sparrow is too well known to need description. 

Melospiza fallax, Baird, (mountain song-sparrow :) 

No. Patera Sex. Date. pees Locality. 

63 61673 Q@ | June14,1872 | 6% x 8; | Ogden, Utah. 
175 62303 —— Ve ly Ss S 72 ieee selene North Fork, Idaho. 
298 62304 Q Oct. 12,1872 |} 64 x 84 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 
299 62305 iS Oct. 18,1872 | 63 x 8 Do. 
304 62306 a Oct. 14,1872 | 62 xX 8 Do. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountain region from Fort Thorn to the Colorado. 
The mountain song-sparrow was common at Ogden, as it was at Fort 

Hall and on the North Fork of Snake River. I found several nests of 
this bird at Ogden, about the Ist of June. They were built in a clump 
of bushes in a “marsh, about six feet above the ground, were composed of 
dry grass and rushes, and contained four to six eggs. 
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(Sub-family Spizine.) 

Guiraca melanocephala, Sw., (black-headed grosbeak :) 

erie'| Catalogue- Measure- | Number , 
= number. Bex: Date: ments. of nest. Locality. 

5 61685 # June. 5, 1872 | 84 x 1244 )--...----. Ogden, Utah. 
16 61686 —— Ne |G) TEV Ohi ae eae lee lle ee Do. 
21 61687 & JUN Od fh O72 | POR or Se er ee Do. 
29 61688 & A reunnes EF Ss 1) <P acco easeus Do. 
3 61689 Gude, SN SRS a Sere xc ea eee ae Do. 
52 61690 & Su els Sil eer Se eee ais Do. 

180 62274 Q July 22,1872 | 84 x 12d 63 Téton Basin, Idaho. 

Hab.—High central plain from the Yellowstone to the Pacific. Table- 
lands of Mexico. 

Black-headed grosbeaks are quite numerous among the scrub-oaks at 
the foot of the Wahsatch Mountains. Here I obtained six good speci- 
mens. I obtained one of their nests at the First Cottonwood Creek, 
Téton Basin, Idaho Territory, on the 22d of July. It was on a cotton 
wood sapling, about five feet above the ground, and was composed of 
pieces of grass and vines laid carelessly together, with their ends stick- 
ing out four or five inches; it contained two fresh eggs—No. 63, (16317,) 
@ No. 180 shot. They are peculiar in their habits: sometimes you may 
hunt half a day without getting more than a glimpse at them, as they 
flit about from bush to bush, yet their song, which at times is scarcely 
distinguishable from that of our common c¢at-bird, (Galeoscoptes Caro- 
linensis,) seldom escapes your ears; at other times you cannot walk 
about for ten minutes without seeing several of them perched up on 
the top of the highest bushes near by, entertaining you with their 
song, without evincing the slightest symptoms of fear. 

Cyanospiza amena, Baird, (lazuli finch :) 

- | Catalogue- | Measure- | Number : 
— number. 2 Dens. ments. of nest. Ihrer. 

| | — 

19 | 61691 2 Jie eS Goat set ste asi sree eco syaee Ogden, Utah. 
22 61692 go JMS ISR e ee see sees ose apes eens Do. 
33 61693 go JUMSWS MSZ Oe XIE estes ek Do. 
Be 61694 o Aun 4) NST Ww Ge SO Ne esese obec Do. 
35 61695 6 Arowaves 8), ME | BEY Oe lecscse cous Do. 
45 61696 Ay) dame Is Wea Be Ore eo oce Gace Do. 
45 61698 ae Nediunaye ial key) ae See aS en oece Do. 
47 61697 é AfuTars INL TSO Gy See eS oae coee Do. 
48 61639 A Ne dune dle rue asa Ose | eres oe Do. 
49 61700 & Aumays JEL MS WG OEE ERA ea Do. 
50 61701 A || dita, Wey@)" Bob 3 eres ook ses cane Do. 
61 61702 Bd doin Al Sy |). Stee OD snccconaes Do. 
65 61703 Q June 14,1872 | 53; x 8 65 Do. 
71 61704 a JUTE CABIS TOE ia Shae hen eee eaten Do. 
72 61105 g | June 14,1872) 544 x 8h) |--L 222 2k. Do. 
73 61706 Go) | dune loge? We rawes< OF 5 eee ae eee Do. 
7 61707 Q JUNET OS TOTO SE GST es ee ee Do. 
86 61708 Ae ed abavesI7/. Weren't ak See tees Ni ieee s eae Do. 

114 61709 | gf | June20,1872| 54 x88 |......-... Do. 
116 61710 dune LOST OZ eos lee eects Do. 
117 61711 g | June 20; 1872) (se x One |v. 2222.2. Do. 
118 61712 @ -| June20,1872 | 54 x82 |..---.---. Do. 
183 62324 g Arallyy, Ay, alter |" Be S< OMe Weekes saoe Téton Basin, Idaho. 

Hab.—High ventral plains from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacitic. 
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The lazuli finch; or blue linnet, is very common near Ogden, and 
in the bushes that border some of the streams in Téton Basin. There 
are but few of our western birds that rival or even equal this handsome 
little bird, either in beauty of plumage or sweetness of voice. They are 
greenish blue above, the head and neck being of the same color; the 
upper part of the breast is chestnut, separated from the throat by a faint 
white crescent, and the belly is white. They seem to take great delight 
in perching themselves up among the branches of some scrub-oaks, not 
far apart, trying to see who shall excel the other in pouring forth their 
sweet melodies. 

I obtained three nests of this species at Ogden; one, No. 8, (16283,) 
was on a scrub-oak about three feet high, and the other two, Nos. 
9 (16284,) and 35 (16285,) were on sage- bushes, (artemisia,) about two 
feet above the ground. The eggs, generally four in number, are laid 
about the first or middle of June, in a beautiful downy nest, composed 
of fibrous grasses and wool, lined with hair. 

Pipilo megalonyx, Baird, (spurred towhee.) 

Catalogue- Measure- | No. of : 
ASO, number. Ss Bue. ments. nest. Hoeallity. 

29 61678 Gy |Pelauavss zig US ee sses Gees sao S Ogden, Utah 
32 61679 é |June 8, 1872) 83 x 114 |....-- Do. 
56 61680 gf | June 13,1872) 84 x 118) 31 Do 
57 61681 @ | June 13,1872) 84 x 103;) 32 Do. 
Oy AB eesises Seulietainbaimbaxsy TAR eye i oven PGS ee ee Do. 
69 61682 g& |June 14,1872) 8k x 114] 36 Do. 
77 61683 gé |June 15,1872} 8 x 11 tee Do. 

119 61684 df | June 21,1872) 88 x 114 |.-.- Do. 

Hab.—Southern coast of California and across through valleys of Gila 
and Rio Grande, west to Rocky Mountains. 

Spurred towhees are very plentiful in the scrub-oaks near Ogden; 
we saw none elsewhere. In habits they greatly resemble the black- 
headed grosbeak, (Gutraca melanocephala.) About the middle of June 
they build a rude nest of dry grass and leaves; this is placed on the 
ground, generally at the foot of a small bush, and contains four or five 
light-colored eggs, spotted with reddish brown. 

Pipilo chlorura, Baird, (green-tailed finch.) 

| Catalogue: ||.” Measure- . 
No eG ra Sex. Date. a ede Locality. 

177 62292 Q | July 20,1872) 7% x 104} Conant Creek, Idaho. 
182 62293 Q | July 22,1872) 74 x 92) Téton Basin, Idaho. 
213 62294 g |Aug. 3,1872) 73 x 102 Do. 

Hab.—Valley of Rio Grande and Gila; Rocky Mountains north to 
Yellowstone Lake; south to Mexico. 
We did not meet with this species in abundance at any locality on 

our route. 
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Family 17.—ALAUDID&, THE LARKS. 

Eremophila cornuta, Boie., (horned sky-lark.) 

=  Catalogue- Measure- : 
No.| “on mber. | 5° Date. a aes. Locality. 

39 61753 $ | June 11, 1872} 7; x 13 | Salt Lake. Utah. 

Hab.—Everywhere on the prairies and desert plains of North America 
Atlantic States in winter. 

The horned lark is met with in greater abundance than any other bird 
on our great western plains. They are very tame, often letting you pass 
within six or eight feet of them without appearing disturbed, and then 
they generally run a little to one side instead of taking flight. 

Family 18.—IcTERID&, THE ORIOLES. 

(Sub-family Zeterine, the Orioles proper.) 

Icterus (Hyphantes) bullockit, Cassin, (Bullock’s oriole :) 

Reem eee can SexsMn Dates) py ees jus OF Locality. 

7 | Gis) | Gel dune! SylS704 |e ea 2 (16261) | Ogden, Utah. 
8 | GLZIA |, On| June) HytS72e Biase 3 (16262) Do. 

10 | 61715. | fo |June, 6:18726\ i. 2235-2 12 (16263) Do. 
11 | 61796 || fa June) u.6;.0872) i) eS 13 (16264) Do. 
17 | 61717 | # | June 6, 1872 |.83; x 124 | 17 (16266) Do. 
23 | GEIS) NF Suebe 2872) eee ode 19 (16267) Do. 
51 | 61719 | g | June 12,1872 | 72 x 121% | 29 (16268) Do. 
53 | 61720 | g | June 12,1872 | 81 x 1212 | 30 (16269) Do. 
58 | 61721 | 9 | June 14,1872 | 7,9; x 112 | 33 (16270) Do. 
93 61722 | g¢ | June 18,1872 |8 > 124 | 48 (16278) Da. 
94 | 61723 Ap \rdfinueres lsh They) | ere Sq es Ulooeors Ah ie Do. 
95 | 61724 & Sunes Vee ae sigan a as Do. 

127 61722 ae | aieuake) Dep ite | eres SCIPER Gp oRoas in hae Devil’s Creek, Idaho. 
128 | Gijes | So unores, 1S7On Se aloe acme 0. 
130 | 61784 | fg | June 28,1872 | 8k x 122 |------ LLL. Do. 
131 | 61785 | $?| June 28, 1872 | 84; x 124 |---77+ eee. Do. 

Hab.—High central plains to the Pacific; rare on Upper Missouri; 
south into Mexico. 

The western oriole, in my opinion at least, is the most beautiful of all 
our western birds. They are very abundant in a large marsh between 
Ogden and Weber Caiion; there I collected sixteen of their nests, con- 
taining over sixty eggs. They build a beautiful hanging nest, often ten 
and a half inches deep, and composed of fibers of grass, flax, and the 
inner bark of vines, and are generally lined with wool. The first lot 
were deep and solid, were composed chiefly of the fibers of flax and dry 
grass, and had a grayish appearance, while the second lot—which were 
built by the same birds after their first had been taken—were not very 
deep, had evidently been made in haste, and were principally composed 
of the inner bark of small bushes and vines, giving them a brownish 
look. They generally conceal their nests among the leaves on the top 
of a willow, from eight to ten feet above the ground, in such a position 
that it rocks to and fro whenever there is a little wind. 
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(Subfamily Agelaine, the Starlings.) 

Dolichonyx. oryzivorus, | (bobolink; reed-bird :) 

Catalogue- Measure- j 
No. I Sex. Date. aay P Locality. 

85 61728 $ | June 17,1872 | 74 x 124; | Ogden, Utah. 
97 61730 @ | June 18, 1872) 7 114 Do. 

101 61729 g | June 18, 1872 | 775 x 114 Do. 

Hab.—Kastern North America to Rocky Mountains; westward to Salt 
Lake and East Humboldt Mountains. 

The only place on our route where we met with these birds was in the 
Great Salt Lake Valley ; here they were quite abundant. 

Agelaius pheniceus, Vieill., (red-winged blackbird :) 

Catalogue- Measure- é 
NOS eae hoe. Sex. Date. | TnGHitR: Locality. 

15 61725 g | June 6, 1872 | 9-3; x 1544 | Ogden, Utah. 
87 61726 4 | June 17, 1872 94 x 154 Do. 

Hab.—United States, from Atlantic to Pacific. 
Red-winged blackbirds were very common near Ogden, where they 

were breeding. This, as well as the preceding species, is too common - 
to need description. 

Xanthocephalus icterocephalus, Baird, (yellow-headed blackbird :) 

. ; 

Catalogue- |q, : Measure- : 
NO. eaubor, mses Date. snSbtee Locality. 

135 61786 g | June 29,1872] 103 x 18 | Marsh Valley, Idaho. 
137 61787 gf | June 29, 1872 103 x 143 oO. 
136 | 61783 g | June 29, 1872 108 x 18h Do. 
138 61784 9 | June 29, 1872 gh x 144 Do. 

Hab.—Western America, from Texas, Illinois, Wisconsin, and North 
Red River to California, south into Mexico. Greenland, Reinhardt. 

I saw a few yellow-headed blackbirds in a marsh near Salt Lake. The 
only other place where we found them was At Marsh Creek, near Car- 
penter’s Ranch, Idaho Territory. Here I obtained four good specimens 
and one nest. The nest was fastened to a clump of rushes in a marsh, 
about five feet above the water, and was composed of dry swamp-grass. 
Tt had no lining, and presented the same appearance inside as out. It 
was very solid, and contained four nearly fresh eggs of a light greenish 
color, covered ‘with darker spots. 
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Sturnella neglecta, Aud., (western lark :) 

BG Catalogue- Measure- Moe 
IN er chore Sex. Date. ments, | N0- of nest. Locality. 

3 - 61733 | a {| diame’ | Bp Mee oe kee 6 (16277) | Ogden, Utah. 
Do. 13 61732 | OmmllsTanvopiGa1 G72) scab ne ul Mees 

Hab.—Western America, from high-central plains to the Pacific; east 
to Pembina, Dakota. 

The western lark, a mere variety of our common eastern meadow 
lark, (S. magna,) from which it is scarcely distinguishabie by the casual 
observer, is aS common west of the Rocky Mountains as the latter 
species is in our Hastern States. The song of the two birds is, however, 
entirely different. I procured three nests of this species at Ogden; 
they differ essentially from those of our eastern species in being rudely 
constructed of dry grass placed loosely in a little hole in the ground, with 
no aim at conceaiment, while our meadow-lark builds a neat covered 
nest perfectly concealed in a bunch of grass. The eggs closely resemble 
those of S. magna. 

(Sub-family Quiscaline, the Crow Blackbirds.) 

Scolecophagus cyanocephalus, Cab., (Brewer’s blackbird :) 

No. | pel Wg Sex. Date. ey Locality. | : S. 

Ort 

70 | 61731 @ | June 14,1872) 94 x 15 | Ogden, Utah. 
121 | 61780 Gol numern 2a 872i esses ean Bear River, Utah. 
123 61710 Oy) diamines By MSU |eoeoom seeees Do. 
153 | 62272 | g | July 14,1872) 9% x 152 | Snake River, Idaho. 
280 | 52273 @ | Sept. 20,1872} 912 x 144 | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—High central plains to the Pacific, south to Mexico; Pembina, 
Dakota. 

Brewer’s blackbird, west of the Rocky Mountains, takes the place of 
our common rusty blackbird, (S. ferrugimeus,) which it closely resembles. 
We met with them in abundance at nearly all points on our route, al- 
though they were not socommon in the densely-wooded regions on the 
mountains as they were among the bushes and cottonwoods bordering 
the streams and rivers that run through the dry, arid plains. They 
breed about the middle of June, laying dark-colored eggs, blotched all 
over with dark brown and chocolate. 

Family 19.—CoRVID&, THE CROWS. : 

(Sub-family Garruline, the Jays.) 

Pica hudsonica, Bonap., (common magpie :) 

ae Catalogue- | | Measure- 2 Be?) quiver: | Sex. | Date. | See ot | Locality; 

146} 61780 | Aa. (July 2, 1872 | 144 x 224 | Pocotello, Idaho. 
| | 

Hab.—Axctic regions of North America; United States, from the high . 
central plains to the Pacific, north of California. 
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At Ogden I found an old nest of this bird, showing that they had re- 
cently lived here. They are still quite abundant in Ogden Caiion, and 
at many other places in the Wahsatch Range near Ogden, Port Neuf 
Canon is the first place where we found magpies. Here they were very 
common, as they were at Pocotello, where I obtained a good specimen, 
No. 146 (61780.) I also saw a few at Fort Hall and on Snake River, 
about forty miles above the fort. We saw none after this until on our 
return, when we met them on Snake River, east of the Tétons. After 
this they were common all the way down till we arrived within about 
fifty miles of Ogden. 

Cyanura macrolopha, Baird, (long-crested jay:) 

Measure- a Catalogue- 5 
NO ae hor, Sex. Date. 2 aia Locality. 

189 62241 3S |July 26.1872 138 x 184 | Téton Cafion, Idaho. 
206 62242 Q@ | July 22,1872] 122 x — Do. 
209 62243 3 |Sept. 7,1872] 13: x 192 | Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 

Hab.—Central line of Rocky Mountains to table-lands of Mexico. 
This splendid bird is the Rocky Mountain representative of Steller’s 

jay, (C. Stelleri,) which it differs from, principally, in having a white 
spot over the eye, the crest being longer and fuller, the streaks on the 
forehead being white instead of greenish blue, and the whole head being 
darker. 

The long-crested jay is not an uncommon bird in the Wahsatch Mount- 
ains. They are quite numerous, however, in the Téton Range, where I 
obtained two specimens. 

At Shoshone Lake, on the 7th of September, I saw a flock of about 
twenty gray jays, (Perisoreus canadensis.) Among them was a beautiful 
long-crested jay, which I succeeded in shooting. It—No. 256 (62243)— 
was in full plumage, and is one of the finest specimens I ever saw. When 
first disturbed they fly about in an angry, scolding manner, offering you 
a fine shot; but you must not delay long, for they soon lose their euri- 
osity and retire into the forest, keeping themselves hid among the pines. ° 
I have often seen them early in the morning imitating the voice of the 
hawk-owl (Surnia ulula) as they flew about from tree to tree. 

Cyanocitta woodhousii, Baird, (Woodhouse’s jay :) 

-. | Catalogue- eq | Measure- ; 
NO ee aber | eee Date. mea) Locality. 

54 61754 | g?| June 12,1872 Ogden, Utah. 
120 61755 Q June 21, 1872 Do. 

| 

Hab.—Central line of Rocky Mountains. 
Woodhouse’s jay is quite common at the foot of the Wahsatch Range, 

where I obtained two specimens, the only ones that were seen by any of 
our party during the summer. They are the Rocky Mountain represent- 
ative of the California jay, (C. californica,) which they greatly resemble, 
the principal difference being in the under parts, which are much darker, 
and in the bill, which is longer and moreslender. They are both western 
representatives of the Florida jay, (C. floridana,) which they closely 
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resemble, the chief points of difference being in the undertail coverts, 
which are white in the former and blue in the latter, and in the entire 
under parts, which are much darker in jfloridana than in californica. 
These slight differences are no greater than those caused in many other 
species by the great difference in climate and longitude. 

Perisoreus canadensis, Bonap., (gray jay :) 

+ | Catalogue- : Measure- aaa 
N Sa Gay Sex. Date. ea Locality. 

194 62244 fe) July 29,1872} 118 x 172 | Téton Cation, Idaho. 
196 62245 — | July 29,1872) 114 x 173 Do. 
195 62246 & | July 30,1872) 128 x 18 Do. 
234 62247 g | Aug. 22,1872) 12 x 17 | Yellowstone River, Wyo. 
263 62248 g Sept. 13, 1872 | 124 x 18. | Lewis’s Lake, Wyo. 
Bod) |peee eases! Oe jsepto 1s 1672) ial alt ‘ Do. 
275 62250 eS Sept. 16, 1872 | 114 x 184 | Snake River, Wyo. 
278 62251 — | Sept. 18,1872) 114 x 162 Do. 
287 62252 Q Sept. 27,1872 | 112 x 1728 | Second Téton Lake, Wyo. 
289 62253 & | Sept. 27, 1872) 12) « 18t Do. 

Hab.—Northern America into the northern parts of United States, 
from Atlantic to Pacific; more south in Rocky Mountains. 
We first met gray jays at the Téton Caton, where they were quite 

numerous, as they were northward to the Grand Canon of the Yellow- 
stone, and down Snake River on the east side of the Téton Range. They 
were generally very tame, often alighting on a limb within ten feet of 
me, then, after eyeing me for a few moments, would disappear in the 
forest. J remember one occasion, near Yellowstone Lake, when these 
birds came about our camp, evidently in search of eatables, I cut off a 
few small pieces of elk meat and scattered them about. on the ground 
within a few feet of me; then one of the jays, which had been watching 
me closely from a neighboring limb, darting down, seized a piece of the 
meat and fiew with it into a tree near by, and, after devouring it, 
returned for more. I have often heard hunters and others state that 
they had known these jays to be so bold as to light on their shoulders! 

(Section CLAMATORES, CRYING-BIRDS.) 

Family 23.—TYRANNIDA, THE TYRANT FLY-CATCHERS. 

Tyrannus carolinensis, Baird, (king-bird:) 

No. | rina as | Sex. | Date. He aa Locality. . 

149 61771 Ay July 5,1872 | 84 x 143; | Fort Hall, Idaho. 
150 61770 gf | July 5,1872 |) 8 x 157% Do. 
157 622387 Q July 14,1872 | 84 & 148 Snake River, Idaho. 
166 | 62289 — | July 16,1872 | 8% x 14g | North Fork, Idaho. 

i | 

Hab.—fntire continent of North America. 
We found king-birds quite common at Ogden, thence northward to 

Snake River, where I found one of their nests, No. 60, (16314;) it was 
on a rose-bush, about four feet from the ground, and contained three 
fresh eggs. These birds must have raised one brood before this, as, two 
days before, I found a nest at Blackfoot River (twenty-five miles from 
here) that contained young birds that were nearly full-grown. 

4468 
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Tyrannus verticalis, Say, (Arkansas fly-catcher :) 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES. 

Catalogue- Measure- | Number of . 
No. sieaee hae Sex. Date. Genes meets Locality. 

9 61751 OP Awioey Oy Ue soos nooos6 11 (16286) | Ogden, Utah. 
14 61748 A taoiney By MeV ssqsa6 csoosc 15 (16287) Do. 
59 61749 @ | June 14,1872) 82. 1be |.-25-. ------ Do. 
60 61750 gf | June 14,1872} 94 x 167; |.--.-...-... Do. 

132 61781 Q | June 28,1872] 8f x 154 | 53 (16288) | Devil’s Creek, Idaho. 
134 61772 6 | June 28,1872) 8 x 15% |.----....-.- Do. 

Hab.—Western North America, from the high central plains to the 
Pacific. 
Arkansas fly-catchers are numerous in the Great Salt Lake Basin, as 

they are among the cottonwoods and bushes that border most of the 
streams between Salt Lake and Fort Hall. From the 5th to the 28th 
of June I collected four of their nests; they were placed on willows or 
cottonwoods, from eight to fifteen feet above the ground; were com- 
posed of fibrous roots, pieces of dead sage-brush, (artemisia,) dry grass, 
&c., lined with wool and other soft substances. The first nest that I 
found is really very beautiful, as well as curious; it is composed of 
fibrous roots, stalks of dry grass, wool, pieces of sage-brush, with here 
and there a few leaves, and is lined with wool, fibrous bark, and thread, 
with a feather occasionally showing itself; there is much wool on the 
outside and all through the nest, giving it a soft, downy appearance. 
This beautiful structure contained four cream-colored eggs, spotted 
with reddish and dark brown, the spots being most numerous near the 
large end. 

Tyrannus vociferans, Sw., (Cassin’s fly-catcher:) 

Nes eta "| Sex. Date. Locality. 

Q 61747 a May 29, 1872 | Cheyenne, Wyo. 

Hab.—Pecos River, Texas, and into Mexico table-lands; north to 
Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory. 
Cheyenne is the only place where I observed this species; there I 

secured one specimen. 
Cassin’s fly-catcher closely resembles the preceding species, (7. vertt- 

calis,) but is easily distinguished from it on comparison; the yellow of 
the breast is brighter, and the shoulders are more olivaceous ; the bill 
and feet are larger. The most appreciable character, however, is seen 
in the tail. In verticalis the whole outer web of the external feather, 
ineluding the shaft, is purely and abruptly yellowish white. In the 
species now under consideration, the shaft of the outer tail-feather is dark 
brown, its outer webs and the tips of the other feathers being light brown, 
with the extreme edges only being of a tolerably pure yellowish white. 

* 

Sayornis sayus, Baird, (Say’s fly-catcher :) 

Catalogne- Measure- : 
No. a calor: Sex. Date. weit! Locality. 

122 ge | June 25,1872} 8 x 13} | Bear River, Utah T. 
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Hab.—Missouri and central high plains westward to the Pacific and 
south to Mexico. 

Bear River is the only locality where this species was observed. 

Contopus borealis, Baird, (olive-sided fly-catcher :) 

No. | 

or 

190 
191 

Catalogue- 
number. 

61739 
62289 
62290 

Sex. 

g 
2 
3 

Date. 

June 8, 1872 
July 27, 1872 
July 27, 1872 

Hab.—Rare on either coast. 

Measure- 
ments. 

Locality. 

Ogden, Utah.. 
Téton Cation, Idaho. 

Do. 

Not observed in the interior of the 
United States, except to the north. Feund in Greenland, (Reinhardt.) 

But three specimens of this rare species were observed: one at Ogden, 
and the other two at Téton Cafion. 

Contopus richardsonii, Baird, (short-legged pewee:) 

No. | 

28 
193 

Catalogue- 
Date. 

number. Sex. 

61740 Q 
62291 Q 

Jane 8, 1872 
July 27, 1872 

Measure- 
ments. 

64 X 108 
6} X 102 

Hab.—High central dry plains to the 
southward to Mexico. Labrador, (Audubon.) 

The present species is a western race of our common wood pewee, (C. 

Locality. 

Ogden, Utah. 
Téton Canon, Idaho. 

Pacific; Rio Grande Valley, 

virens,) Which it is scarcely distinguishable from except on comparison. 
The most appreciable difference is seen in the breast, which in Richard- 
sonii is nearly of a uniform olive brown, while in virens the middle line 
of the breast is paler than the sides. 

Empidonaz. pusillus, Cab., (little fly-catcher :) 

No. ee Sex Date. peau No. of nest. Locality. 

62 61741 ee auine tA tore Gee Core tee ee cee Peden Utah. 
76 61742 Bs Nolin I ee) | GS Oe ead eae aa: 
81 61743 2 JuMme LOSS) Stes aes 39 (16305) ee 
82 61744 Ay) Sune LOPS Tle On, Xie ile yee cite eee Do. 
88 61745 == laine ils | a S< Oy esoeee eb etee Do. 

100 | 61746 gf | June 18,1872 | 5% x 94 | 50 (16306) Do. 
Po eLGta7s. || a" | June 28, 1872) \'6) KOR Nee eke Devil’s Creek, Idaho. 

} | 

Hab.—High central plains to the Pacific ; fur countries ; southward 
‘into Mexico. 

This western race of H. traillii was very common in the Salt Lake 
Valley, where I collected seven specimens and three nests. They build 
a neat, compact little nest, which they place in the fork of a rose or 
other small bush, about five feet above the ground. It is composed of 
fibrous grasses, flax, wool, and other soft substances, interwoven with a 
few leaves of swamp- orass, It is a curious fact that this bird places all 
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the wool and other soft, downy substances on the outside of its nest, 
lining it with the rough stalks of dry grass. 
About the middle of June it lays four light cream-colored eggs, spar- 

ingly spotted with dark reddish brown near the large end. 

Order 2.—STRISORES, SHRIEKING BIRDS. 

Family 28.—ALCEDINIDZ, THE KINGFISHERS. 

Ceryle alcyon, Boie., (belted kingfisher :) 

Catalogue- | Measure- ake 
NO cpp | SOX: Date. EEE Locality. 

202 62267 g | Aug. 30, 1872 | 132 x 222 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 

Hab.—The entire continent of North America. 
Kingfishers were rare birds along our route, as this was the only 

specimen seen. 

Family 32.—CAPRIMULGIDA, THE GOATSUCKERS. 

Antrostomus nuttalli, Cassin, (peor-will:) 

Locality. 
Catalogue-} a Measure- 

No. number. Sex. Date. ments. 

26 61734 Q | June 8,1872] 83x 17% 
55 61735 a Junel2,1872 | 8x 15 

Ogden, Utah. 
Do. 

Hab.—High central plains to the Pacific coast. 
This rare bird was only found on the rocky slopes at the foot of the 

Wahsatch Mountains; here, on the 12th of June, I obtained their eggs; 
they were pure white without spots, and were laid in a slight cavity in 
the bare ground, without any nest. 
and would doubtless have hatched in a few hours. 

They contained full-grown embryos, 
The male bird, No. 

55 (61735,) was shot as he left the nest, and as the feathers were worn 
off his belly by sitting, 
in the incubation. 

it is evident that both male and female take part 

Chordeiles henryi, Cassin, (western night-hawk :) 

Catalogue- Measure- 
No. number. Sex. Date. ments. 

139 LO 7RAD= lesetse = DUNE 2 OSC Ol eee eee 
169 62254 A July 17,1872 | 92 x 232 
205 62255 re July 31,1872 | 94 x 232 
230 6225-  |Juv.g| Aug. 20,1872 | 63 x 164 

Locality. 

Marsh Creek, Idaho. 
North Fork, Idaho. 
Téton Cafion, Idaho. 
Upper Geyser Basin, Wye. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains, from Saskatchewan to Mexico. 
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This Rocky Mountain race of our common night-hawk (P. popetwe) 
was quite common in the Salt Lake Basin, thence north to Yellowstone 
Lake, where they were very numerous. 

Family 34.—TROCHILIDZ, THE HUMMING-BIRDS. 

Trochilus alexandri, Boure. and Muls., (black-chinned humming-bird:) 

+. | Catalogue- Measure- : 
No.| ~) saber. Sex. Date. inGntee Locality. 

111 GLSG%F pase June20, 1872 | 44 x 48 | Ogden, Utah. 
112 61738 fe) June20, 1872 | 312 x 42 Do. 
115 61737 Q June20,1872 | 32 x 43 Do. 

Hab.—California, Utah, Arizona, and southward. 
Black-chinned humming-birds were not uncommon near Ogden, where 

I obtained three specimens; they were breeding there, but I was unable 
to discover any of their nests. 

Stellula calliope, Gould, (calliope humming-bird :) 

| 

, | Catalogue- Measure- é 
No. nu saber Sex. Date. Gat Locality. 

ae hnetice = 1 a hoe aa [=p PPR ad La | ne VRID | 

311 | 62371 Q July 3, 1872 34 X 4¢ Fort Ellis, Mont. 

Hab.—Mountains of Montana, Washington, Oregon, and California, 
to Mexico. 

This species was only observed at. Fort Ellis, Montana Territory. 

Order 3—ZYGODACTYLI, CLIMBING BIRDS. 

Family 38.—PIcIDA, THE WOODPECKERS. 

Picus harrisii, Aud., (Harris’s woodpecker :) 

+ | Catalogue- | q Measure- ; 
No.| aitibes. Sex. Date. ee Locality. 

187 62260 Q July 24,1372 | 9% 15% | Téton Canon, Idaho. 

Hab.—From the Pacific coast to the eastern slope of the Rocky 
Mountains. 

This western race of P. villosus was quite abundant in the Téton Caiion, 
thence northward, following the pine forests, to Yellowstone Lake, and 
the head-waters of Snake River. 
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Picoides arcticus, Gray, (three-toed woodpecker :) 

+, | Catalogue- : Measnre- a : 
No. a See Sex. Date. aerte Locality. 

236 62261 a Aug. 26,1872 | 8% x 144 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
| 

Hab.—Northern portions of the United States to the Arctic regions, 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. 

But one specimen of this species was observed on our route. 

Picoides dorsalis, Baird, (striped three-toed woodpecker :) 

Catalogue- r Measure- : 
No. eae Sex. Date. ee. Locality. 

237 62262 0 | Aug. 26,1872 | 743 x 148 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountain region. 
One morning, while at breakfast, in the Lower Geyser Basin, I saw 

this and the preceding species busily engaged searching for grubs in a 
dead tree near camp. I took my gun and succeeded in shooting both 
birds. This also is the only specimen of its species seen during the 
summer. 

Sphyropicus wiliamsonii, Baird, (Williamson’s woodpecker :) 

Catalogue Measure- : 
No. mii ber: Sex. Date. euiel Locality. 

204 62263 3 | Sept. 6, 1872 | 82 x 164 Head-waters of the Madison 
River, Wyo. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to the Cascade Mountains. 
As we were crossing the main divide of the Rocky Mountains, on the 

6th of September, when the ground was covered with snow, I succeeded 
in shooting the only specimen seen of this rare and beautiful wood- 
pecker. 

Sphyropicus thyroideus, Baird, (brown-headed woodpecker :) 

Catalogue- Measure- : 
N Seb ae, Sex. Date. rea Locality. 

226 - 62259 | Juv. | Aug. 13, 1872 9 x 155 Madison River, Mont. 

Hab.—Wooded Rocky Mountain regions to Pacific slope. 
This is another rare species, but two specimens of which were seen. 
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Melanerpes torquatus, Bohap., (Lewis’s woodpecker :) 

= Catalogue- Measure- : 
New] umber. |e Date. sear ee Locality. 

167 | 62274 Q | July 17,1872 | 11 x 214 | North Fork, Idaho. 
170 62275 Guy ouly LESS 72) ill Oe Do. 
174 62276 @ | July18,1872 | 103 x 20% Do. 

Hab.—Western America, from Black Hills to Pacitfie. 
North, or Henry’s Fork of Snake River, is the only locality on our 

route where this species was met with; here, on the 17th of July, they 
were quite common, and very shy, and [ pursued them for several hours 
before obtaining a specimen. On the 18th, however, they were still 
more numerous, and I secured two specimens without much difficulty. 

Colaptes mexicanus, Sw., (red-shatted flicker :) 

Catalogue- | =, Measure- ‘ 
NO ra re her. Sex. | Date ae a, Locality. 

ee | | 

160 62257 | g | July 16,1872 | 114 x 192 | North Fork, Idaho. 
271 62258 | © | Sept.16,1872 | 13 x 214 | Snake River, Wyo. 

Hab.—Western North America, from Black Hills to Pacifie. 
This western representative of C. auratus was met with at North 

Fork, Téton Canon, and Snake River, but was not abundant at either 
of these places. At Lewis’s Lake, however, they were quite numerous ; 
there, on the 13th of September, I counted twenty-seven in one flock. 

Order 4—RAPTORES, BIRDS OF PREY. 

Family 40.—STRIGIDA, THE OWLS. 

Otus wilsonianus, Lesson, (long-eared owl :) 

z, | Catalogue- lee ss a Measure- awe 
1G eae | Sex. Date. en digi Locality. 

mee 
126 | 61760 | Q@ | June28,1872 | 143 x 374 | Devil’s Creek, Idaho. 

| 

Hab.—The whole of temperate North America. 
I shot this specimen of the long-eared ow] asit was sitting in a willow, 

directly under its nest, which was made of sticks about three-eighths of 
an inch in diameter; it was about one foot deep and two feet in diame- 
ter; the nest was empty, the young having probably flown away. 
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Athene hypugea, Bonap., (prairie-owl :) 

Catalogue- L f Measure- - 
NOP peers tai oex Date aR Locality. 

18 61637 @ | June 9, 1872 | 942 x 25,3; | Ogden, Utah. 
125 61761 & | June 26,1872 |...-........| Malad Valley, Idaho. 
143 61763 g | July 1,1872 |............| Port Neuf River, Idaho. 
148 61762 Q | July 5,1872 | 93 x 244 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 
156 61764 | Juv.| July 9,1872 | 5% x 1655 Do. 

Hab.—Prairies and other open portions of the United States, from the 
Mississippi to the Pacific. 

These little owls were very plentiful on the great plains and prairies, 
between Omaha and the Black Hills. There they live and breed in the de- 
serted holes of the prairie-dogs, (Cynomys ludovicianus.) They were 
also quite numerous in the Salt Lake Valley and northward to Snake 
River; here they take up their abodes in the old holes of the badger. 
(Taxidea americana, Waterh.) and coyote, ACen latrans, Say.) They 
breed in May, laying pure-white eggs. 

Surnia ulula, Bonap., (hawk-owl:) 

No, | Catalogue- Measure- 
number. Date 

uJ 

Sex. ments. 
Loeality. 

224 62240 g | Aug. 11, 1872 | 15 x 313 | Madison River, Mont. 

Hab.—Northern regions of both continents. 
This specimen of the hawk-owl is the only one seen. I shot it in 

broad daylight as it flew past me and lit on a dead pine tree. 

Family 41.—FaLconip&, DiuRNAL Birds oF PREY. 

(Sub-family Falconine, the Falcons.) 

Tinnunculus sparverius, Vieill., (Sparrow-hawk :) 

Catalogue- i Measure- : 

Ae numer: | Date. ments. Hocality, By 

161 62236 fo) July 16, 1872} 108 x 244 | North Fork, Idaho. 
168 62237 2 July 17,1872) 112 x 244 Do. 
171 62238 | Juv. | July 18,1872} 10 x 212 Do. 
184 62239 fe) July 22,1872] 114 x 244 | Téton Basin, Idaho. 

Hab.—The entire continent of America. 
Sparrow hawks were quite numerous at the North Fork, Téton Basin, 

and on Snake River, east of the Téton Range. 

\ 
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(Sub-family Accipitrine, the Hawks.) 

Accipiter fuscus, Bonap., (Sharp-shinned hawk :) 

+. | Catalogue- Measure- : 
No. er Sex. Date- a Locality. 

| — 

228 62234 @ | Aug. 20,1872]; 12 x 224 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
229 62235 —_ Aug. 20, 1872 | 132 x 26 5» ADO: 

Hab.—Throughout North America and Mexico. 
This species was only met with in the Lower Geyser Basin, where it 

was quite common. 

(Sub-family Buteonina, the Buzzard-hawks. ) 

Buteo swainsoni, Bonap., (Swainson’s hawk :) 

No. | Gatalogne: Sex. Date. ee Locality. 

154 61765 @ | July 9,1872 |} 20% X 504 | Fort Hall, Idaho. 
155 61766 |Pullus| July 9,1872| 11 x21 Do. 
238 62226 @ | Aug. 27,1872 | 214 x52 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
239 62227 | Juv. | Aug. 27, 1872 | 204 x 494 Do. 
251 62228 Q | Aug. 30, 1872 | 202 x 534 Do. 
269 62229 $ |Sept.15, 1872 | 204 x 492 | Snake River, Wyo. 
313 62230 — |July 3,1872| 19 x49 | Fort Ellis, Mont. 

Hab.—Western North America; accidental in New England. 
This species, though not at all numerous, was the most abundant 

species of hawk along our route. On the 9th of July I obtained one of 
their nests at Lincoln Valley, near Fort Hall, Idabo Territory. It was 
found on a scrub-cedar on a side hill, about nine feet above the ground, 
and was composed of sticks, lined with fine strips of inner bark; it was 
nearly flat, and measured twenty-seven inches in external diameter by 
ten in thickness; it contained one young bird and one egg; the egg— 
which contained a full-grown embryo, which was dead and partly de- 
composed—was white, and measured 2% inches in length by 12 in 
breadth. 

Buteo montanus, Nuttall, (western red-tail :) 

xx, | Catalogue- Measure- p No. miibee. Sex. Date. ments, Locality. 

195 62231 Q | July 29,1872 | 232 x54 | Téton Caiion, Idaho. 

Hab.— Western North America. 
This western representative of B. borealis was only met with in Téton 

Cation, where I saw but one pair, the female of which I secured. 
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(Sub-family Milvine, the Kites.) 

Circus hudsonius, Vieillot, (marsh-hawk :) 

Measure- Catalogue- 
No. e ments. 

ex. 
number. 8 

Date. Locality. 

222 62235 | Juv. | Aug. 9, 1872 | 214 50 | Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

Hab.—All of North America and Cuba. 
Marsh-hawks were quite abundant in the Salt Lake Basin, thence 

northward to Henry’s Lake, and down Snake River. 

(Sub-family Aquilinw, the Eagles.) 

Pandion carolinensis, Bon., (fish-hawk :) 

Catalogue- Measure- F 
No. THAR. Sex. Date. Ee eee Locality. 

220 62232 | Juv. | Aug. 7, 1872 | 23 x 624 | North Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—Throughout temperate North America. 
Fish-hawks were only met with on the North Fork cf Snake River; 

here I shot one specimen as it was soaring around its nest. 

Sub-class 2.-CURSORES, SCRATCHING BIRDS. 

Family 49.—TETRAONIDA, THE GROUSE. 

Tetrao obscurus, var. richardsonti, Douglas, (Richardson’s grouse :) 

+. | Catalogue- Measure- 4 
No.| “number. | 5° Date. ne Locality. 

185 62216 @ | July 23,1872 | 182 x 284 | Téton Cation, Idaho. 
192 62217 gf | July 27,1872 | 205 x 294 0. 
201 62218 @ 7) dinky sy Te ao 3ebs saecae De 
202 62219° | Juv. | July 30; 1872) 222222522 2 
216 62220 Q Aug 50 8723/22 ses ae ee North v Fork, Idaho. 
217 C2221 RU Ve AIO Ome) lemme eee Do. 
218 62222 Q@ | Aug. 6, 1872 | 183 x 29 Do. 

Hab.—Central Rocky Mountains and northward. 
This bird is easily distinguished from the T. obscurus by the tail, which 

in the latter is broadly tipped with light slate, while in 7. richardsonii 
the terminal band is much narrower and more indistinct, or wanting en- 
tirely. The species was not abundant, being met with chiefly in the 
Téton Mountains. I obtained one of their eggs in Téton Camion; it 
was light colored, sparingly spotted with brown. 
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Centrocercus urophasianus, Sw., (sage-cock :) 

- | Catalogue- Measure- : 
No. | ae Sex. Date. ments. Locality. 

i 

162 | 62223 | Juv.| July 16,1872} 154 x — | North Fork, Idaho. 
175 | 62225 gf | July 20,1872). 22 x 394 Do. 
221 | 62224 @ |Aug. 8,1872|) 21x 354 Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

| 

Hab.—Sage plains of the northwest. 
We found sage-hens quite numerous in the Salt Lake Basin, thence 

northward to Henry’s Lake, also in the Téton Basin and on Snake 
River, east of the Téton Range. 

Pedioecetes phasianellus, Baird, (sharp-tailed grouse :) 

- | Catalogue- | Measure- k 
No. | aor: Sex. Date. sae Locality. 

144| 61793 | Juv.| July 2,1872) 64 x 121 | Port Neuf River, Idaho. 
145 | 61792 | Juv.| July 2,1872| 64 x 124 Do. 

| 

Hab.—Northern prairies and plains, from Wisconsin to Cascades of 
Oregon and Washington. 
We met with this species at Soy Neuf River, thence north to Fort 

Hall and Snake River. 

Bonasa umbellus, var. umbelloides, Baird, (gray mountain grouse :) 

-. | Catalogue- Measure- : 
No. | a amber: Sex. Date. ents. Locality. 

188 | 62353 Q |July 24,1872) 16 x 22 | Téton Caiion, Idaho. 
288 62354 | Juv. | Sept. 27,1872) 124 x 20 | First Téton Lake, Wyo. 
290 | 62355 & |e Die Bias Me | esces coacad Do. 
292 | 62356 | Juv. | Sept. 30,1872) 142 «x 214 | Snake River, Wyo. 
er | 62357 | Juv. | Sept. 30,1872) 142 x 222 Do. 

Hab.—Rocky Mountain region. 
This western race of our eastern ruffled grouse (B. wmbellus) was not 

an abundant species, though it was found throughout the pine forests 
from Téton Canon to the Yellowstone. 

Order 8—GRALLA, WADING BIRDS. 

Family 53.—CHARADRUDZ, THE PLOVERS. 

Aiygialitis vociferus, Cassin, (killdeer :) 

=| Catalogue- in Measure- 47; N eerie Sex. Date. ear | Locality. 

| | 89 | 61645 g | June 17,1872) 92 x 202 | Sait Lake, Utah. 
250| 62362 | 0 | Ang. 28,1872| 104 x 194 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 

1 | 

Hab.—North America to the Arctic regions ; Mexico, South America. 
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The killdeer was one of the few birds that were common all along 
our route. They were very numerous about Salt Lake and in the Gey- 
ser Basin. At the latter place they were in perpetual fear of the marsh- 
hawks, (Circus hudsonius,) which made great havoc among them. 

Family 55.—ScoLOPACID A, THE SNIPES. 

. Gallinago wilsontt, Bonap., (English snipe:) 

Measure- 
No. eee Sex. Date. ey Locality. 

ae 62370 gé | July 9, 1872 9 x 16 | Fort Ellis, Mont. 

Hab.—Entire temperate regions of North America. 

Actodromus bairdii, Cones., (Baird’s pander) 

wo,| Catalogue- | sox | Date, | ‘Measure Loan 

249 62361 Q Aug. 28, 1872 7 X 153 | Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo. 
) 

Hab.—Western North America; accidental on Atlantic coast. 
The Lower Geyser Basin is the only locality where. these birds were 

seen. There I saw a flock of about thirty specimens. I fired into their 
midst, wounding several, only one of which, No. 249, (62361,) I secured. 

Symphemia semipalmata, Harlt., (willet :) 

No. Vila Sex. Date. Tienes Locality. 

92 61639 Q June17,1872 | 16 x 30 | Salt Lake, Utah. 
110 61638 — | June19,1872 | 154 x 27% Do. 
163 62358 — | July 16,1872 | 15% x 292 | North Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—Entire temperate regions of North America; South America. 
While riding about the marshes and sloughs near Salt Lake, we were 

generally escorted by a troupe of twenty or thirty willets, who kept 
continually flying about over our heads, uttering loud, clattering notes. 
They would often dart down in a bee-line for our heads, and when 
within eight or ten feet of it, turning. suddenly and gracefully to one 
side, they would rise again to repeat the performance. 

Gambetta melanoleuca, Bonap., (tell-tale :) 

Measure- 
Sex. 

Catalogue- 3 
No. number. ments. Locality. 

239 62360 — | Aug. 23,1872 | 142 x 25 | Yellowstone Lake, Wyo. 

Hab.—Entire temperate regions of North America ; Mexico. 
The tell-tale, or stone-snipe, was very abundant on the shores of 

Yellowstone Lake. 
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Tringoides macularius, Gray, (spotted sand-piper :) 

Measure- | Catalogue- 
ments. 

el 
No. | number: 

| 

| 

Sex. Date. Locality. 

173 62359 & | July 18, 1872 84134 | North Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—Entire temperate North America; Hurope. 

Numenius longirostris, Wilson, (long-billed curlew :) 

-. | Catalogue- | Measure- : 
NOs ne f| SEX. Date. mente: Locality. 

| | 
107 | 61640 | — | June 19,1872 | 22%x40 | Salt Lake, Utah. 

Hab.—The entire temperate regions of North America. 
On the 24th of June I saw a flock of fifty curlews near Bear River. 

It was a rainy day, and they were running about among the sage-brush, 
(artemisia.) Upon my near approach they took to wing, and after cir- 
cling about for a few minutes settled down again. They were quite 
common at Salt Lake, and north to the North Fork of Snake River. 

Family 56.—PHALAROPODID A, THE PHALAROPES. 

Phalaropus wilsontt, Sab., (Wilson’s phalarope :) 

~ | Catalogue- Measure- 9 
N se Coa Sex. Date. eee ah Locality. 

105; 61647 | 92 | June 19,1872) 92x 174 | Salt Lake, Utah. 
140 | 61795 fg | June 30,1872 | 9 154 | Marsh Creek, Idaho. 

Hab.—Entire temperate regions of North America; New Mexico, (Dr. 
Henry.) 

‘Family 57.—RECURVIROSTRIDA, THE AVOSETS AND STILTS. 

Recurvirostra americana, Gm, (American avoset :) 

-. | Catalogue- Measure- ie 
No. aan Sex. Date. ments: Locality. 

| 

pcre? 
104 | 61641 Q | June 19,1872 | 174 « 294 | Salt Lake, Utah. 
103 | 61642 | —— | June 19, 1872 | 183, «x 302 Do. 

Hab.—All of temperate North America; Florida, (Mr. Wiirdemann.) 
Avosets were quite numerous about Salt Lake, thence northward to 

the North Fork, opposite the Crater Buttes. In habits they resemble 
the willet, (Symphemia semipalmata.) 
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Himantopus nigricollis, Vieill, (black-necked stilt :) 

Catalogue- “s Measure- ; 

Now qiamber. | °° Date. oni Locality. 

103 61644 fe) June 19,1872 | 144 x 26% | Salt Lake, Utah. 
106 61643 fe) June 19, 1872 148 < 27 Do. 

Hab.—United States generally. 
We procured the eggs of this species on the 17th of June at Salt 

Lake. They were four in number, and were laid on a pile of drift-wood, 
in the edge of .a little bay of the lake. The eggs measure 12 inches in 
length by 1,%, in breadth, and are of a light yellowish brown color, 
spotted and ‘blotched with dark brown and black, the spots being most 
numerous near the large end. 

Family 58.—GRUID&, THE CRANES. 

Grus canadensis, Temm, (sand-hill crane :) 

Catalogue- Measure- . 
No Wea bers Sex. Date. BR ants: Locality. 

219 62369 Q@ | Aug. 6, 1872 47 xX 88 | North Fork, Idaho. 

Hab.—Whole of western regions of United States; Florida. 
Sand-hill cranes were first met vith on North or Henry’s Fork, thence 

north to Yellowstone Lake, and south to Snake River, below Jackson’s 
Lake. They were quite numerous in all this region, but as they were 
very shy it was difficult to obtain a shot at them. 

Family 67.—RALLIDZ&, THE RAILS. 

Porzana carolina, Vieill, (common rail:) 

Catalogue- Measure- ; 
No.| “number. | S& Date. a arite. Locality. 

79 61646 é | June 15, 1872 9x 134 | Ogden, Utah. 

Hab.—Entire temperate regions of North America. 
Rails were quite common in a marsh at the foot of the Wahsatch . 

Range. Here I secured one specimen, No. 79, (61646,) and two nests, 
Nos. 37 (16303) and 38, (16304.) The nests are large and bulky, and 
were placed in a clump of flags in a swamp. They are composed of 
marsh-grass, and contain twelve drab-colored eggs, spotted with choco- 
late and reddish brown. 
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Sub-class 3._NATATORES, THE SWIMMERS. 

Order 9.—LAMELLIROSTRES, ANSERINE BIRDS. 

Family 69.—ANATID2. 

(Sub-family Cygnine, the Swans.) 

Cygnus buccinator, Rich., (trumpeter-swan :) 

+ Catalogue- Measure- 5: 
No Benen Sex. Date. rade Locality. 

284 62367 AS ASG yes 2B CS eaceaa nase Snake River, Wyo. 
285 62368 AS. | Seitig Bh We || coe ase ssaaae Do. 

Hab.—Western America, from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific. 
These large and beautiful birds were only met with on Snake River, 

in the vicinity of Jackson’s Lake. 

(Sub-family Anatine, the River-ducks.) 

Anas boschas, Linn., (mallard :) 

= | Catalogue- 
Es | number. s 

| 

Measure- 
Date. ae aX 

e ments. 
Locality. 

62364 | Juv. | July 16,1872) 114 x 64 | North Fork, Idaho. 
62365 | Juv. | July 16,1872 | 162 x 112 Do. 

Hab.—Entire continent of North America and greater part of Old 
World. 

Dafila acuta, Fenyns, (sprig-tail; pin-tail:) 

= Catalogue- Measure- ‘ 
NO Gennibor: | So Date. ae Locality. 

260 62366 2 Sept. 7,1872 | 234 x 27 | Shoshone Lake, Wyo. 

Hab.—Whole of North America and Europe. 

Querquedula cyanopterus, Cassin, (red-breasted teal:) 

+, | Catalogue- Measure- . No TINGE: Sex. Date. eaeaivcs Locality. 

109 GIGAS ape = June 19,1872} 162 x 252 | Salt Lake, Utah. 
ates GUG4D: |... ler oe mee eoeeee 

Hab.—Rocky Mountains to Pacific; accidental in Louisiana. 
I found the nest—No. 55, (16321)—of this species on the 29th of June, 
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_ at Marsh Creek, Idaho Territory. It was in the swamp-grass, was lined 
with down, and contained nine eggs. 

Chaulelasmus streperus, Gray, (gadwall:) 

~ | Catalogue- Measure- : 
NOs Dee eee Sex. Date. soe Locality. 

159 62363 | 9 July 15,1872) 192 x 334 | Market Lake, Idaho. 

Hab.—North America generally, and Europe. 
On the 29th of June I found the nest of this bird at Marsh Creek. 

It was lined with down, and contained three fresh eggs. 

Order 11—LONGIPENNES, LONG-WINGED SWIM- 
MERS. 

Family 76.—LARID&, THE GULLS. 

(Sub-family Sternine, the Terns.) 

Sterna fosteri, Nuttall, (Foster’s tern:) 

a Catalogue- | Measure- : 
No. | “number. | °°* Date. ments. Locality. 

| 

141 61767 Oy Ahonney Sls) || os see sscac5 Marsh Creek, Idaho. 
142 61768 | we aime Spicy |eassou4 sseses Do. 

Hab.—North America generally. 

OOM OE 

Sub-class I._INSESSORES, THE PERCHERS. 

Order I—PASSERES. 

(Section OSCINES, SINGERS.) 

Family 1.—TURDID&, THE THRUSHES. 

Turdus swainsonit, Cab., (olive-backed thrush :) 

No, | Catalogne-| ato, |Eggsin| Lr oatity, Eeers 

62 | 16316 | July 21,1872 2 | Téton Basin, Idaho-..-. Eggs fresh. 

This nest was found on a dead cotton-wood sapling, among the 
branches of a pine-tree, on the side of a caiion; it was about five feet 
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above the ground, and was composed of dry grass, lined with finer stalks 
of the same. Its measurements were as follows: Depth, outside, 5.50 
inches; inside, 2 inches: diameter, outside, 3.75 inches; inside, 3 inches. 

Turdus audubonit, Baird, (Audubon’s thrush :) 

Catalogue- Eggs in : 
No. erate iy Date. BS ee fe Locality. Remarks. 

67 16320 | July 16,1872 3 | Fort Ellis, Mont ..-----. Eggs fresh. 

This nest was situated in a small pine-tree about eight feet from the 
ground, in the pine regions of the mountains. Nest bulky, deeply saucer- 
shaped, measuring 6 inches in external diameter by 3 in depth; cavity, 
3 inches broad by about 1.75 deep. Composed of green moss and lined 
with fine grass-leaves. Hegs, three in number, broadly ovate, obtuse ; 
measurement, .85 inch in length by .72 in breadth; their color is a rather 
deep greenish blue, exactly like those of T. migratorius. ° 

Galeoscoptes carolinensis, Gray, (cat-bird :) 

- | Catalogue- | Hits Eggsin sole 
ne number. Date. nest. Locality. Remarks. 

52 16310 | June 18, 1872 Se POaden wUitalias ses Eggs nearly fresh. 
| . 

See page —. 

Oreoscoptes montanus, Baird, (mountain mocking-bird :) 

| | 
-. | Cataloone- | Eggs in cree 
No. | Aa ie | Date. ai Locality. Remarks. 

| | ~ | 

26 | 16296 | June 10, 1872 4 | Salt Lake, Utah--....-- Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Family 9.—SYLVICOLID A, THE W0OOD-WARBLERS. 

Feothlypis trichis, Cab., (Maryland yellow-throat :) 

ig Catalogue- 
pumber. 

16308 

Date. Higgs in | Locality. Remarks. 
| 

| 

| JInne 17, 1872 4 | Ogden, Utahi: 5:2-).22--- Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Dendroica estiva, Baird, (yellow warbler :) 

| -. | Catalogue- A Eges in | te No. | number. Date. Bact. Locality. Remarks. 

24 | 16294 | June 8, 1872 4 Ogden, Utah«..-.-2i=-=- Eggs fresh., 
| 

See page —. 

45 ES 
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Family 10.—HIRUNDINID &, THE SWALLOWS. 

Hirundo lunifrons, Say., (clitf swallow :) 

No. ree Ae Date. Hees ie Locality. Remarks. 

58 16312 | July 3, 1872 2 | Ross Ferk, Idaho-.... Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Cotyle riparia, Boil., (bank swallow :) 

: | Eggs in| | 
10 pee Date. eee Locality. Remarks. 

29 16295 | June 10, 1872 7 | Salt Lake, Utah.---.-. Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Family 16.—FRINGILLID&, THE SPARROWS. 

Pooecetes gramineus, var. conjfinis, Baird, (grass finch :) 

+, | Catalogue- Eggs in : : 
No.| “number. Date. nest. Locality. Remarks. 

10 16281 | June 5, 1872 4 | Ogden, Utah ......--- Eggs contained large 
embryos. 

23 16282 | June 8, 1872 Ah a one CO ei. cae Beam Do. 

See page —. 

Coturniculus passerinus, Bonap., (yellow-winged sparrow :) 

| 
| Catalogue- Eggs in eh 

No. ere Date. ng ee Locality. Remarks. 

7 16280 | June 5, 1872 A) Oedens Witah | seere ny Eggs fresh. 

Sout ge eee 

I found this nest on the gronnd, by the side of a sage-bush. It was 
very light, being carelessly constructed of fibrous roots and grasses, 
lined with finer pieces of the same. It measured 4.35 inches in external 
diameter, and contained four white eggs, spotted with reddish brown. 

Chondestes grammaca, Bonap., (lark-finch :) 

No. Pe a Date. eee Locality. Remarks. 

22 16292 | June 7, 1872 5 | Ogden, Utah ........- Eggs fresh. 
65 |. TGZOSi a tae PRON C72 Serene Sena doses eee 

See page —. 
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Spizella breweri, Cass, (Brewer’s sparrow :) 

No. Galalogee’ Date. Hees Loeality. Remarks. 

SY 

61 | 16315 | July 21, 1871 3 | Conant Creek, Idaho-| Nearly fresh. 
} 

I found but one nest of Brewer’s chipping sparrow. It was placed 
on a sage-brush about one foot above the ground, and was composed 
entirely of the stalks of dry grass, lined with finer pieces of the same. 
lts external diameter measures 2.80 inches by 2.30 in depth; inside, 
2 inches broad by 1.60 deep. The eggs are greenish blue, spotted with 
chocolate brown, the spots being most numerous at and forming a ring 
around the large end. 

Melospiza fallax, Baird, (mountain song sparrow :) 

No] Somber | Date [Reg | «Locality. Remarks, 

34 16301 | June 13, 1872 4 | Ogden, Utah _.....-- ..| Eggs contained large 
embryos. 

See page —. 

‘Passerella schistacea, Baird, (slate-colored sparrow :) 

No Catalogue- Wate EKegs in 
number. 

16 16290 | June 6, 1872 6 | Ogden, Utah.-...-.... | Eggs fresh. 

Locality. Remarks. 

This nest was found on a bush in a marsh, about six feet above the 
ground. It was composed of dry swamp-grass, covered on the outside 
with dead leaves, with here and there a little green moss. It was cup- 
shaped, very compact, and was lined with fine stalks of dry grass and 
hair. It measured about 4.25 inches in external diameter by 2.75 deep. 
It was 1.90 inches deep inside by 2.30 broad. ‘The eggs were light 
greenish blue, spotted and blotched all over with dark brown. 

Guiraca melanocephala, Sw., (black-headed grosbeak :) 

No. Catalogue- Water Eggs in 
a aN comes eae Locality. Remarks. 

63 16317 | July 22, 1872 2 | Téton Basin, Idaho...| Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Cyanospiza amena, Baird, (lazuli finch :) 

No Catalogue: Date. Hees Un Locality. Remarks. 

8 16283 | June 5, 1872 3 | Ogden, Utah...---.-- Eggs fresh. 
9 16284 | June 5, 1872 Apa s Bee LO) ey Do. 

35 _ 16285 | June 14, 1872 Api eters dove Cee aes Eggs contained small 
embryos. 

See page —. 
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Pipilo megalonyx, Baird, (spurred towkee ) 

tal - Eggs i : 
No. Catalogu . Date. Seale Locality. Remarks. 

ol 16299 | June 13, 1872. 4 eaten, Utah. 5.2 Eggs nearly fresh. 
32 16300 | June 13, 1872 Di ge SS s0Oneo shee Saad Saas Eggs fresh. 
36 16302 | June 14, 1872 Ay A Cees a 2 Tet Aiea ae Do. 

See page —. i 

Family 18.—ICTERID H, THE ORIOLES. 

(Sub-family Agelaune, the Starlings.) 

Xanthrocephalus icterocephalus, Baird, (yellow-headed black-bird.) 

No. Pee ene: Date. pee Locality. Remarks. 

57 16311 | June 30, 1872 3 | Marsh Valley, Idaho --- 

See page —. 

Sturnella neglacta, Aud., (western lark :) 

No. aoe Date. pee Locality. Remarks. 

6 16277 | June 5,1872 3 | Ogden, Utah...........| Eggs contained 
large embryos. 

PAT 16278 | June 7, 1872 Goo ek dO. ste UR oy Do. 
43 16379 | June 15, 1872 Be ee. Le [a alesse aa pk Do. 

See page —. 

(Sub-family Icterine.) 

Leterus bullockit, Bonap., _ (western oriole :) 

No. Catalogue Date. | Eggs in Locality. ‘Remarks. 

2 16261 | June 5, 1872 6 | Ogden, Utah ..........- Eggs nearly fresh. 
3 16262 |June 5,1872 6 sete doy sie eee Do. 

12 16263 | June 6,1872 A cae 0) |. sae eee ee OOS fresh. 
13 16264 | June 6, 1872 Die dO} eee ees Egos nearly fresh: 
14 16265 | June 6, 1872 Ari iter ever GO! hee ee Eges fresh. 
17 16266 | June 6, 1872 A ataeseeceteye 5 oy Ss ea ess Do. 
19 16267 | June 7, 1872 Lope | aps eI 0 Co aig aa Eggs nearly fresh. 
29 16268 | June 12, 1872 Bie eases Oe sea uae Eggs fresh. 
30 16269 | June 12, 1872 GR ee dol SLU is hese Eggs contained 

large embryos. 
33 16270 | June 13, 1872 Bet ey besn 0) /28)2 ds Sao Eges fresh. 
40 16271 | June 15,1872 Bide er ec CO eee ens Do. 
Al 16272 | June 15, 1872 Sail pee GO! Leena epee Do. 
45 16273 | June 17, 1872 BWilaet es ge GO) J Soe | Do. 
46 16274 | June 17, 1872 LS aes Oo ee Do. 
47 16275 | June 17, 1872 Pa (emt aee GO pee Do. 
48} . 16276 | June 17, 1872 pak a ees ado) Saas Suen es Eggs contained 

small embryos. 

See page —. 
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(Sub-family Quiscaline, the Crow black-birds.) 

Scolecophagus cyanocephalus, Cab., (Brewer’s black-bird :) 

N paeceue Date. Bees Locality. Remarks. 

66 16319 | June 15,1872 |......-- Osden;Wtahee2 sco. Eggs nearly fresh. 

See page —. 

(Section Clamatores, erying birds.) 

Family 23.—TYRANNIDA, THE TYRANT FLY-CATCHERS. 

Tyrannis carolinensis, Baird, (king-bird:) } 

No, Ce te Date. vere Locality. ° Remarks. 

60 16314 | July 14, 1872 3 | Snake River, Idaho ....| Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Tyrannus verticalis, Say, (Arkansas fly-catcher :) 

Noe Catalogue- Wate Eggs in 
poses ae Locality. Remarks. 

il 16286 | June 5, 1872 4 | Ogden, Utah...-....... Eggs fresh. 
15 16287 | June 6, 1872 are eee Oval ssi ee Do. 
53 16288 | June 28, 1872 2 | Devil’s Creek, Idaho --- Do. 
54 16289) June 2S AST GU wee. e Goss sos ae Eggs nearly ready 

4 to hatch. 

See page —. 

Empidonaz pusillus, Cab., (little fly-catcher :) 

No. aS es Date. = Sas Locality. Remarks. 

39 16305 | June 15, 1872 3) |, Ogden, Utahs 2 .52.-- Eggs fresh. 
50 16306 | June 17,1872 ea lial oes dO ee eee ee Do. 
41 16307 | June 17, 1872 Gl Oy erate ee uae Do. 

See page —. 

Order IL.—STRISORES. 

Family 32.—CAPRIMULGID&, THE GOAT-SUCKERS. 

Antrostomus nuttalli, Cassin, (poor will :) 

No patateane, Date. pee Locality. Remarks. 

28 16298 | June 12,1872 2 | Ogden, Utah 2:.5:--22. Eggs contained 
full-grown eim- 
bryos. 

See page —. ° 
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Order IV—RAPTORES, THE BIRDS OF PREY. 

Family 40.—STRiGID&, THE OWLS. 

Athene hypugcea, Bonap., ( prairie-owl :) 

None ec (oi Date. ||) | eee ie Locality. Remarks. 

27 16297 | June 10,1872 |........ Salt Lake, Utah.......- 

See page —. 

Family 41.—FALCONID&. 

(Sub-family Buteonine, the Buzzard-hawks.) 

Buteo swainsonti, Bonap., (Swainson’s hawk:) 

gros oealeeuea! Dates | PBER Ie Locality. Remarks, 

59 16313 | July 9, 1872 1 | Fort Hall, Idaho .......| Egg decayed. 
| 

See page —. 

Order V.—PULLASTR. 

Family 43.—CoLUMBID@, THE PIGEONS AND DOVES.. 

Zenaidura carolinensis, Bonap., (common dove :) 

No. | cauategterl: Date.) eat Locality. Remarks. 

1 16256 | June 5, 1872 2 | Ogden, Utah ........:.| Eggs fresh. 
4 16257 | June 5, 1872 Biche eit: QO ie ae Do. 
5 16258 | June 5, 1872 Pai ed (ese ea ie 8 Vo Meee tape aga eh Do. 

18 16291 | June 7, 1872 2 |..-.--do .............--| Eggs contained 
large embryos. 

20 12259 | June 7, 1872 22 do Cees. 242 ees ei oes fresh 
42 12260 | June 15, 1872 Ql GO ek ON 2 aie see Do. 

= 

Mourning or ground doves were very numerousin the Salt Lake Val- 
ley, where I collected twelve of their eggs. They lay two white eggs, 
either in a slight excavation in the ground lined with a few pieces of 
straw or dry grass laid loosely together, or in a neat nest of fibrous 
roots, which is placed on a bush from two to five feet above the ground. 
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Sub-class Ii._CURSORES. 

Order VI.—GALLIN 2. 

Family 49.—TETRAONIDA, THE GROUSE. 

Tetrao richardsonii, Baird, ( Richardson’s grouse :) 

4 | 
| : 

- | Catalogue- Eggs in : 
No. | “number. Date. ete Locality. Remarks. 

64 16318 | July —, 1872 1 | Téton Cation, Idaho....| Egg stale. 

See page —. 

Order VIII—GRALL. 

Family 57.—RECURVIROSTRIDA, THE AVOSETS AND STILTS. 

Himantopus nigricollis, Vieill, ( black-necked stilt :) 

| 
| 

No. ag Date. Eggs Ae Locality. Remarks. 

49 16309 | June 17, 1872 | 4 | Salt Lake, Utah -.---.-- Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

Family 67.—RALLIDZ, THE RAILS. 

Porzana carolina, Vieill, (common rail :) 

No. | Cate oeUCs Date. | pee Locality. Remarks. 

| 

37 16303 | June 15,1872; 12 | Ogden, Utah.......-...| Eggs contained 
| | i large embryos. 

38 16304 | June 15, 1872 | Sh idode ceki) Son ebeebecose as ope jeans bird in 

t 

See page —. 

Sub-class T1i._NATATORES, THE SWIMMERS. 

Order [X.—LAMELLIROSTRES. 

, Family 69.—ANATID &. 

(Sub-family Anatine, the River-ducks.) 

Querquedula cyanopterus, Cassin, (red-breasted teal :) 

Remarks. 
| Catalogue- Eggs in 
FS a: Date. | Fantt - Locality. 

9 | Marsh Creek, Idaho.... Eggs contained 
large embryos. 

5 16321 | June 29, 1872 

See page —. 
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Chaulelasmeus streperus, Gray, (gadwall :) 

Catalogue- EKgegsi < e 
No. eee tee Date. Fea te Locality. Remarks. 

36 16322 | June 29, 1872 3 | Marsh Creek, Idaho-.-...| Eggs fresh. 

See page —. 

List of birds found in Téton Basin and Canon, Idaho Territory, July, 1872. 

[This list is, of course, very imperfect, owing to the short time we 
spent in the basin; yet it will serve to give some idéa of the birds found 
in that region. | 

Oreoscoptes montanus, Baird. Mountain mocking-bird. 
Turdus migratorius, Linn. Common robin. 
Sialia arctica, Swainson. Rocky Mountain blue-bird. 
Regulus calendula, Licht. Ruby-crowned wren. 
Parus monianus, Gambel. Mountain titmouse. 
Vireo gilvus var. swainsont, Baird. Western warbling greenlet. 
Pyranga ludoviciana, Bouap. Louisiana tanager. 
Carpodacus cassinii, Baird. Cassin’s purple fineh. 
Chrysomitris pinus, Bonap. Pine-finch. 
Pooecetes gramimeus, var. conjinis, Bd. Grass-finch. 
Junco oregonus, Sclat. Pink-sided snow-bird. 
Pipilo chlorura, Baird. Green-tailed finch. 
Hremophila cornuta, Boie. Horned sky-lark. 
Sturnella neglecta, Aud. Western meadow-lark. 
Cyanura macrolopha, Baird. Long-crested jay. 
Perisoreus canadensis, Bonap. Gray jay. 
Corvus carnivorous, Bartram. American raven. 
Tyrannus carolinensis, Baird. King-bird. 
Contopus borealis, Baird. Olive-sided fly-catcher. 
Contopus richardsonti, Baird. Short-legged pewee. 
Empidonax pusillus, Cab. Little fly-catcher. 
Ceryle alcyon, Boie. Belted king-fisher. 
Chordeiles henryti, Cassin. Western night-hawk. 
Picus harrisii, Aud. Harris’s woodpecker. 
Buteo montanus, Nuttall. Western red-tail. 
Tetrao obscurus, var. richarsoni. Richardson’s grouse. 
Centrocercus urophasianus, Sw. Sage-cock. 
Bonasa umbellus, var. umbelloides, Baird. Gray mountain grouse. 

List of birds found in Fire-Hole Basin, Wyoming Territory, August, 1872. 

{This list, like the preceding, and for the same reason, is very imper- 
feet, and will admit of many additions. | 

Turdus migratorius, Linn. Common robin. 
Sialia arctica, Sw. Rocky Mountain blue-bird. 
Regulus calendula, Licht. Ruby-crowned wren. 



Parus montanus, Gambel. 
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Mountain titmouse. 
Myiodioctes pusillus, Bonap. Green black-cap warbler. 

_ Hirundo horreorum, Barton. Barn swallow. 

Pooecetes gramineus, var. conjinis, Baird. Grass-finch. 
Chondestes grammaca, Bonap. 
Junco oregonus, Sclat. 

Lark-finch. 

Pink-sided snow-bird. 
Carpodacus cassinti, Baird. Cassin’s purple finch. 
Chrysomitris pinus, (2) Bonap. Pine-finch. 
Scolecophagus cyanocephalus. Brewer’s blackbird. 
Cyanura macrolopha, Baird. Long-crested jay. 
Perisoreus canadensis, Bonap. Gray jay. 
Picicorvus columbianus, Bonap. Clark’s crow. 
Corvus carnivorus, Bartram. American raven. 
Tyrannus carolinensis, Baird. King-bird. 
Empidonax pusillus, Cab. Little fly-catcher. * 
Ceryle alcyon, Boie. 
Chordeiles henryit, Cassin. 
Picus harristi, Audubon. 

Belted king-fisher. 
Western night-hawk. 

Harris’s woodpecker. 
Picoides arcticus, Gray. Three-toed woodpecker. 
Picoides dorsalis, Baird. 
Accipiter fuscus, Bonap. 

Striped three-toed woodpecker. 
Sharp-shinned hawk. 

Buteo swainsonti, Bonap. Swainson’s hawk. 
Circus hudsonius, Vieillot. Marsh harrier. 2 
Spizella socialis, Bonap. Chipping sparrow. 
Sitta aculeata, Cassin. Slender-biiled nuthatch. 
Grus canadensis, Temm. Sand-hill crane. 
Aigialitis vociferus, Cassin. 
Attodromus bairdir, Coues. 
Bernicla canadensis, Boie. 

Killdeer. 
Baird’s sand-piper. 

Canada goose. 
Pelecanus erythrorhynchus, Gm. American pelican. 

List of the birds found in Utah Territory. 

(NotE.—The following list embraces all the species known to have 
peen taken within the limits of the Territory of Utah. For some of 
them I am indebted to Mr. Allen, Mr. Henshaw, and Mr. Ridgway.) 

10. 
. Parus septentrionalis. 
. Campylorhynchus brunneica- 

CO 00 AIS SUB CO LO 

Turdus pallasi. 
. Turdus swainsonii. 
. Turdus audubonii. 
. Planesticus migratorius. 
Galeoscoptes carolinensis. 

. Oreoscoptes montanus. 
Cinclus mexicanus. 

. Sialia arctica. 
Regulus calendula. 
Parus montanus. 

pillus. 
. Catherpes mexicanus. 
. Salpinetes obsoletus. 
. Cistothorus palustris. 
. Troglodytes parkmanni. 

. Anthus ludovicianus. 

. Geothlypis trichas. 

. Geothlypis macgillivrayi. 

. Icteria longicauda. 

. Helminthophaga ruficapilla. 

. Helminthophaga celata. 

. Dendroica audubonii. 

. Dendroica blackburniz. 

. Dendroica estiva. 

. Myiodioctes pusillus. 

. Setophaga ruticilla. 

. Hirundo horreorum. 

. Petrochelidon lunifrons. 

. Tachycineta bicolor. 

. Tachycineta thalassina. 

. Cotyle riparia. . 

. Stelgidopteryx serripennis. 
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34, Vireo swainsonii. 87. Contopus virens, var. richard- 
30. Vireo olivaceus. SOniL. 
36. Vireo plumbeus. ‘| 88. Empidonax pusillus. 
of. Ampelis cedrorum. | $89. Empidonax difficilis. 
38. Collurio excubitoroides. 90. Empidonax hammondii. 
39. Pyranga ludoviciana. 91. Empidonax obseurus. 
40. Carpodacus cassinil. 92. Ceryle aleyon. 
41. Carpodacus frontalis. 93. Antrostomus nuttalli. 
42, Chrysomitris tristis. 94. Chordeiles henryi. 
43. Chrysomitris psaltria. | 95. Trochilus alexandri. 
44, Chrysomitris pinus. 96. Selasphorus platycercus. 
5. Leueosticée tephreotes. 97. Picus harrisii. 

46. Passerculus alaudinus. 98. Sphyropicus nuchalis. 
47. Pooecetes gramincus, var.con- | 99. Sphyropicus williamsonii. 

finis. 100. Sphyropicus thyroideus. 
48. Coturniculus passerinus. 101. Melanerpes torquatus. 
49. Chondestes grammaca. 102. Colaptes mexicanus. 
50. Zonotrichia leucophrys. 103. Otus wilsonianus. 
51. Zonotrichia gambeli. 104. Athene hypugea. 
o2. Junco oregonus. 105. Falco peregrinus. 
53. Junco caniceps. 106. Hypotriorchis columbarius. 
D4. Poospiza bilineata. 107. Tinnuneulus sparverius. 
59. Poospize belli. 108. Accipiter fuscus. 
06. Spizella socialis. 109. Buteo swainsoni. 
57. Spizella breweri. 110. Buteo montanus. 
58. Melospiza fallax. 1i1. Archibuteo sancti-johannis. 
59. Melospiza lincolnii. 112. Cireus hudsonius. © 
60. Passerella schistacea. 113. Aquila canadensis. 
61. Calamospiza bicolor. 114. Haliztus leucocepbalus. 
62. Calamospiza melanocephala. | 115. Cathartes aura. 
63. Cyanospiza amcena. 116. Zenaidura carolinensis. 
64. Pipilo megalonyx. 117. Tetrao obscurus. 
65. Pipilo chlorura. 118. Centrocercus urophasianus. 
66. Passer domesticus, (intro- | 119. Pedicecetes phasianellus. 

duced.) 120. Bonasa umbellus, var. umbel- 
67. Eremophila cornuta. loides. 
68. Dolichonyx oryzivorus. 121. Ortyx virginianus.  (Intro- 
69. Molothrus pecoris. duced.) 
70. Agelaius pheeniceus. 122. Lophortyx californicus. (In- 
71. Xanthrocephalus icterocepha- troduced.) 

lus. 123. Lophortyx gambelii. 
72. Sturnella neglecta. 124. Aigialitis veciterus. 
73. Ieteras bullockii. 125. Adgialitis nivosus. 

| 74. Scolecophagus cyanocephalus. | 126. Gallinago Wilsonii. 
75. Corvus carnivorus. 127. Macrorhampbhus griseus. 
76. Corvus americanus. 128. Pelidna alpina, var ameri- 
77. Picicorvus columbianus. cana. 
78. Gymnokitta cyanocephala. 129. Actodromus minutilla. 
79. Pica hudsonica. 130. Gambetta melanoleuca. 
80. Cyanura macrolopha. 131. Gambetta flavipes. 
81. Cyanocitta woodhousii. 132. Tringoides macularius. 
82. Perisoreus canadensis. 133. Actiturus bartramius. 
83. Tyrannus carolinensis. 134. Numenius longirostris. 
84. Tyrannus verticalis. 135. Symphemia semipalmata. 
85. Sayornis sayus. 136. Phalaropus wilsonii. 
86. Contopus borealis. 137. Recurvirostra americana. 
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. Himantopus nigricollis. 

. Grus canadensis. 

. Lbis ordii. 

. Ibis alba. 

. Ardea herodias. 
. Botaurus lentiginosus. 

4. Nyctiardea grisea, var. neevia. 
. Rallus crepitans. 
. Porzana carolina. 
. Porzana jamaicensis. 
. Fulica americana. 
. Cygnus americanus. 
. Anser hyperboreus. 
. Anser gambelii. 
. Bernicia canadensis. 
. Anas boschas. 
. Dafila acuta. 
. Nettion carolinensis. 
. Querquedula cyanoptera. 
Spatula clypeata. 

| 158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 
(ak 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 

T15 

Chaulelasmus streperus. 
Mareca americana. 
Aix sponsa. 
Fulix marila. 
Fulix affinis. 
Aythya americana. 
Bucephala albeola. 
Krismatura rubida. 
Mergus americanus. 
Pelecanus erythrorhynch us. 
Graculus dilophus. 
Larus ealifornicus. 
Larus delawarensis. 
Chroicocephalus philadelphia. 
Xema sabinii. 
Sterna fosteri. 
Colymbus torquatus. 
Podiceps cornutus. 
Podilymbus podiceps. 
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COLEOPTERA. 
By Gro. H. Horn, M. D., PHILADELPHIA. 

The species collected during the expedition of 1872 are very few in 
number, and add scarcely anything to our knowledge of distribution, 
and an unusually small number of new forms. They are distributed as 
follows: 

YELLOWSTONE LAKE. Amara polita, Lee. 
gibba, Lee. 

Harpalus oblitus, Lee. 
Diplotaxis tristes, Kby. 
Silis, 0. sp. 
Hleodes humeralis, Lee. 
Cantharis sphericollis, Say. 

Cincindela 12-guttata, Dej. 
Carabus tedatus, Fab. 
Agabus, 0. sp. 
Colymbetes binotatus, Harr. 
Gyrinus picipes, Aubé. 

affinis, Aubé. 
Silpha lapponica, Hbst. 
Canthon simplex, Lec. 
Diplotaxis brevicoilis, Lec. 
Melanophila longipes, Say. 
Aneclastes druryi, Kby. 
Adelocera profusa, Cand. 

SNAKE RIVER. 

Platynus deplanatus, Mén. 
Nothopus zabroides, Lec. 
Harpalus oblitus, Lee. 
Amphizoa lecontei, Matth. 

Celocnemis dilaticollis, Maun. 
Iphthimus serratus, Mann. 
Tragosoma harrisii, Lee. 
Argaleus nitens, Lec. 
Criocephalus protractus, Lee. 

agrestis, Kby. 
Haltica bimarginata, Say. 

TETON BASIN. 

Colymbetes seminiger, Lec. 
. Sp. 

Dytiscus confiuens, Say. 
Acmeodera nuata, Lec. 
Hleodes tricostata, Say. 
Cantharis nutiali, Say. 

cyanipennis, Lec. 
Epicauta puncticollis, Mann. 

, maculata, Say. 
Chrysomela philadelphica, Linn. 

Cicindela montana, Lec. 

The most interesting of all the species collected is Amphizoa leconte? 
Matthews, described in July, 1872, by Rev. A. Matthews, in a pamphlet 
issued by H. Janson, of London, entitled “ Cistula Hntomologica,” p. 
121. it differs from our well-known A. insolens, Lec., by the dorsum of 
the elytra being depressed along the middle from near the base to the 
apex, so that each elytron along its middle appears subcostate. Another 
species has been described by the same author, (p. 119,) but I cannot 
see any character by which it can be separated from the long series of 
A. insolens before me. It has been named Amphizoa Josephit. The two 
sexes of Amphizoa do not differ greatly; the antenne of the male are 
very obsoletely subserrate, and the female has a somewhat broader forin 
of body. 

Of the three new species little need ‘be said here. Two are water- 
beeties, and the family is now in process of revision. The Telephoride, 
Silis, will be described, with many other new forms, in a forthcoming 
review of the entire group. 

It is rather remarkable that no representatives of the families 
Histeride, Coccinellidw, and Curculionide appear, and very few Zene- 
brionide, although the region has on other occasions yielded many 
representatives of all these families. 





NOTES ON ORTHOPTERA. 

By Cyrus Tuomas, Pu. D. 

Although the collection of Orthoptera made last season was not so large 
as some former collections made by the survey, yet it was one of consid- 
erable interest, as it contained a few new species, and assisted in determin- 
ing the range of other species already known. The collection was chiefly 
made by Messrs. Carrington and Brown; a few were collected by Dr. 
Curtis. One very important bottle of specimens was collected by Dr. 
Hayden personally, while temporarily separated from the main party 
in Southern Montana; in this I found a new species of Platyphama, the 
first of this genus found in the United States, though a few species have 
been obtained from Mexico. It also contained a new species of: Chryso- 
chraon, somewhat peculiar in having the sides of the pronotum irregu- 
larly waved and slightly converging in front. 

As the descriptions of the new species are given in my “Synopsis of 
the Acrididz of North America,” which is now in course of publication, 
I will not repeat them here, but will only add such notes in regard to 
colors, habits, localities, &c., as are not fully given in that work; and 
in doing this I shall not attempt to arrange them systematically. 

I have not as yet made a thorough examination of the collection, yet 
I have gone over it sufficiently to satisfy myself that there are no new 
species except those already mentioned. Although this is the case, the 
collection is not without interest, as it brings to view forms which wére 
not seen in the broad intervening space between Southern Wyoming 
and the borders of Montana. It also reveals the interesting fact that 
dipoda atrox, Secudd., hitherto found only in California, re-appears in 
the Yellowstone Basin. In the same basin we again meet with Decticus 
trilineatus, Thos., which has not been seen west of the dividing range 
of the Rocky Mountains. The ubiquitous Caloptenus spretus is seen in 
nearly every bottle of the collection from Ogden northward. 

The following species were found in the Yellowstone Basin, probably 
all from the limits of the National Park: Caloptenus spretus, Platyphama 
montana, Pezotettix obesa, Stenobothrus curtipennis, Gidipoda atrox, Gi. 
undulata, Decticus trilineatus. 

It is somewhat singular that but two or three crickets are found in 
the entire collection. 

The collection which I made during my excursion to the northwest was 
comparatively small, as 1 did not attempt to collect any except those 
species or varieties which appeared to be new, or where there existed 
some doubt in my mind as to the coloring, in which case notes were 
made at the time while the specimens were fresh. As before stated, I 
give these notes without any attempt to arrange the species systemat- 
ically. 

In addition to the collections mentioned, I also received, specimens 
from Jefferson County, Alabama, collected by Dr. G. T. Deason ; from 
East Tennessee, through Theophilus Rogan, esq.; and from Mississippi, 
I suppose through Mr. D. L. Phares; also from the Agricultural Depart- 
ment a very valuable collection made by Professor Glover, in Florida, 
some years ago. 

In the collection from Mississippi I find a very large, fine specimen of 
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(dipoda discoidea, Serv. In that from East Tennessee I had the plea- 
sure of finding the first specimen of Pyrgomorpha I have seen; the 
species 1s described i in my Synopsis. In Professor Glover’s collection I 
found a new species of Tryxalis, the first, so far as I am aware, that has 
been found in the United States ; also Stenacris chlorizans, Walk. I at 
first overlooked Walker’s description, and placed it among the eylindri- 
cal Opomala as a new species. If this genus as established by Walker 
be retained, it will be necessary to remove other species from Opomala 
and place them here; and the position of the eyes will then be the only 
distinguishing feature of Mesops. 

Hdipoda phenicoptera, Germ. 
I met with this species (June 21) in Southern Dakota, between Yank- 

ton and Springtield, (Bon Homme County.) The wings, though usually 
of the bright red common to this species, are frequently yellowish, with 
but a faint reddish tinge. These specimens vary slightly from the usual 
type in the form and size of the spots of the elytra, the variation being 
toward CH. corallipes, Hald. 

(H, discoidea, Serv.; Gi. rugosa, Scudd.; Ci. corallipes, Hald.; di. Halde- 
mannii, Seudd.; di. ‘paradoxa, Thos. 

My investigations the past an have increased my doubt in respect 
to the distinction of these species. Ihave now in my collection speci- 
mens from Mississippi, Washington City, Illinois, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Dakota, Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah, and although there are slight 
variations in the markings of the elytra, the rugosity of the thorax, and 
the color of the disk of the wings, yet these variations fade so insensibly 
from one into the other that there is no possibility of fixing the line of 
distinction. Locality appears to have something to do with t these varia- 
tions, but does not govern them entirely. For example, a specimen before 
me, from Mississippi, has the disk or basal portion of the wing an orange- 
red, while another by the side of it, from Nebraska, has it lemon- yellow 
with splotches of. orange-red. The former is evidently the discoidea of 
Serville, and the latter stands about midway between rugosa and coral- 
lipes.. When we examine them closely, the following differences are 
seen: taking the first as the standard, (both femaies,) the latter has the 
pronotum slightly shortened, and more wrinkled and rugose, being 
slightly tuberculate, the posterior femora a little less dilated, and 
the contour as a general thing more full and rounded ; the spots on the 
elytra are a little larger, though very similar in form and position. When 
we remember that the former is from a locality of rank vegetation and 
moist atmosphere, while the latter is from a locality just the opposite, 
will not this account for the differences in the pronotum? If these 
stood alone, [ might suppose they were different species; but pinned 
close beside is a specimen (a femaie) from Southern Dlinois, with the base 
of the wings a clear bright lemon-yellow; the pronotum, though a little 
more shortened, yet in ‘other respects 1S much like the specimen from 
Mississippi, the spots on the elytra enlarged, the small ones apparently 
absorbed into the larger, the spaces algo comparatively large, yet the 
specimen is smaller than either of the others. The specimens from 
Washin gton correspond very closely with the last, (from Ilinois,) but are 
rather smaller, and-the pronotum is slightly more rugose on the disk. 
Now, if we pass to the western plains, we find the Haldemannii of Seudder 
and ‘corallipes, Hald., which are absolutely so closely allied that they — 
scarcely constitute different varieties, it being an impossibility to dis- 
tinguish alcoholic specimens except in extreme cases. These are of 
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larger size than the rugosa, the wings yellow at base, and the inside of 
_. the posterior femora generally a bright coral-red, the pronotum some- 

what more wrinkled and rugose than the Nebraska specimen, (which has, 
as I should have stated, the posterior femora crange-yellow inside and 
the tibiz yellowish, tinged with red;) the spots on the elytra are more 
broken up. In Utah, we meet with another variety which resembles 
very closely the corallipes except that the wings are pale-red at base and 
the inside of the posterior femora yellow. 

In consideration of all these facts, we are certainly justified in think- 
ing it highly probable that these are but varieties of the same species, | 
the differences being attributable to the differences of climate and food, 
those in the moister climate, where the vegetation is ranker and where 
they are less exposed to the sun, being darker and “ piumper” than those 
found ou the more arid plains of the West. 

@. kiowa, Thos. 
Female.—The central foveola of the vertex is not exactly quadrilateral, 

but somewhat hexagonal. Parts of the mouth, pectus, and venter yel- 
lowish- white. Face, dirty brown; lateral carinie distinct, reaching the 
corners of the face; cheeks, dusky or dark brown; from the upper 
margin of each eye a pale stripe runs back to the pronotum; the pos- 
terior part of the occiput fades, backward, from dusky to yellow; pro- 
notum dusky with paler spots. The angles (or longitudinal corners 
when folded) of the elytra are marked with a narrow yellow stripe; 
the upper (posterior) narrow field dusky; rest as described in re- 
port of 1871. Posterior tibie bright blue, with an indistinct, pale 
ring below the knee; apex black. Tarsi pale yellow. Wings pellucid 
with afew fuscous dots near the apex; nerves and nervules of the apical 
portion dusky; rest pale or white. 

Dimensions.—Length, .87 inch; elytra, .86 inch; posterior femora, .52 
inch; posterior tibie, .46 inch; pronotum, .20 inch. 

Taken at Lincoln, Nebraska, August 3. 

@. tenebrosa, Seudd, 
Var. With disk of the pronotum pale, cinereous, Tomonotus pseudo- 

nietanus, Thos. 
Antenne fuscous, and considerably flattened toward the extremity. 

The pale portions of the mouth and face are slightly tinged with pale 
rufous. The disk or basal portion of the wings a very bright brick-red. 
Posterior femora with three distinct white bands; posterior tibie black, 
with a white ring below the knee. \ 

Taken at Lincoln, Nebraska, August 3. 

. verruculata, Kirb. 
' In the southwestern part of Minnesota, (August 19,) I noticed quite a 
number of individuals of this species sticking to the weeds along the road- 
side. Supposing them to be alive, I stopped to collect some, when, to 
my surprise, I found they were all dead; again and again I repeated the 
experiment, but with the same result. All these appeared to be females; 
their colors as bright as though living. 

Stenobothrus 3 maculipennts ? ? Seudd. 
Female.—F ace dull, rusty yellow; cheeks and sides of the head brown, 

darkest immediately ‘back of the upper part of the eye, where it forms 
an ill-defined stripe which runs back to the pronotum. Occiput and 

' disk of the pronotum pale brown. 
The black or dark-brown stripe running back from the eye continues 

46GS 
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along the upper portion of the side of the pronotum, passing over the 
lateral carine upon the disk of the posterior lobe; the lateral carinz 
yellowish. The elytra have a pale stripe along the lower (or anterior) 
field, near the margin; a narrow Stripe along the middle field is marked 
with black or dark fuscous spots, four or five in number; the portion. 
above this and the apical third semi-transparent, distinctly tinged with 
reddish purple. Wings transparent but tinged, especially the front and 
apical portions, with reddish purple; the nerves and nervules of the front 
portion dusky. Posterior femora pale yellow; a narrow dusky stripe 
along the upper carina (or rib) of the disk; two pale dusky spots on the 
inside of the upper carina. The posterior tibia has the lower two-thirds 
of the under surface dusky, the rest pale yellow; spines white at the 
immediate base, rest black. Antenne pale rufous. 

The pronotum expands but moderately on the posterior lobe, the 
lateral carine curving regularly inward, (though moderately,) the closest 
approximation being in advance of the middle; posterior margin ob- 
tusely rounded; no entering angle on the posterior lateral margin, 
though it slightly (very slightly) curves inward from the humerus to 
the lower angle. 

The sub-anal plate of the male is slightly elongate, fleshy, entire, and 
rounded at the tip. 
Dimensions.— ? Length, .75 inch; elytra, .60 inch; posterior femora, .46 

inch; posterior tibiz, .38 inch; pronotum, .13inch. ¢ Length, .64 inch; 
elytra, .52 inch; posterior femora, .40 inch; posterior tibie, 36 inch. 
Abundant in the vicinity of Omaha, Nebraska, August 1. This inde- 

pendent description, taken from living specimens, is given here, that it 
may be used as a means of comparison with specimens from other locali- 
ties, as there is so much difficulty in distinguishing some of Mr. Scudder’s 
closely allied species, if in fact they are distinct, which is a matter of 
some doubt. 

Caloptenus occidentalis ? Thos. 

In the Minnesota portion of Red River Valley, at Glyndon, on the 
Northern Pacific road, and near Morris, on the Saint Paul and Pacifie 
road, I found a smail variety of this genus quite abundant, which, though 
differing slightly from occidentalis, appears to belong to that species. 

Foveola of the vertex elongate. rounded in front; frontal costa solid 
above the ocellus and slightly suleate below it, with a row of punctures 
each side. The pronotum has the lateral carinz tolerably weil defined 
and almost right-angled, especially in the male. Elytra and wings about 
as long as the abdomen in the female. Posterior femora. reach the tip 
of the abdomen. Antenne extend to the posterior extremity of the 
pronotum. Prosternal spine broadly transverse at the base. The cerci 
of the male are short and tapering, turning up very Slightly; the tip of 
the sub-anal plate is entire, not notched. 

Color of the living insect.—The face is sometimes.almost milk-white, with 
a few luteous or purplish dots sprinkled over it; the cheeks are pale, but 
a black stripe, quite narrow, runs down the sulcus below the eye; the 
usual black stripe behind the eye, extending upon the pronotum, is pres- 
ent, but is very variable. ‘The lateral and posterior margins of the pro- 
notum are bordered by a broad pale, purplish band; a very narrow 
white stripe extends down the side of the thorax from the base of the — 
elytra to the insertion of the posterior legs. The elytra are almost uni- 
form in color; sometimes a few dim dots can be seen along the middle 
field, yet many specimens appear to have them unspotted; the general — 
color is a dark ashy brown, wings transparent, tinged with blue; this 
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bluish cast is very evanescent, almost wholly disappearing from a speci- 
men kept for ten hours, though not immersed in any liquid. The exter- 
nal face of the posterior femora is crossed by three oblique dark and 
two intermediate white bands; the dark bands cross over to the upper 
margin of the inner face; inner face and under side yellow. The pos- 
terior tibiz pale greenish blue, generally with a dark ring near the base ; 
spines black. Tarsi dark above, white beneath. Abdomen dark, mot- 
tled above; the posterior margins of the segments bluish white; venter 
yellowish white. 

Length about .8 or .9 of aninch. July 5-11. 

C. bivittatus, Say. 
This species is very variable, both in color and size, yet it is easily re- 

cognized in almost any of its numerous variations, and it is only the 
more particular investigation that causes the entomologist to doubt the 
identity. I herewith give some notes in regard to the varieties met 
with the past summer in the Northwest. 

Omaha, August 1.—Female, living specimen. Stripes on the pronotum 
very distinct, rather broad, reddish yellow, the intermediate space a 
velvety black, (or dark fuscous.) The general color of the sides of the 
insect, a purplish red; the face, and the external face of the posterior 
femora, the same color; the upper, external carina of the posterior fem- 
ora, shining black; posterior tibize deep blue, fading at the apex to pale 
rufous; tarsirufous. Hlytra slaty brown, with a few dusky spots near 
the base on the disk. Wings transparent, but tinged with red; nerves 
and nervules along the front margin dusky; rest colorless. The pos- 
terior femora have two black spots on the upper margin of the internal 
face; the spines of the posterior tibiz, black. These specimens were 
found abundant on a tall weed much like hemp, incompany with C. dif- 
JSerentialis and Acridium emarginatum. In some specimens the dark 
stripe along the posterior femora occupies the upper half of the disk; 
then there is above this a yellow line, between the upper lateral and 
dorsal carine, and then a dark stripe along the upper margin of the in- 
ner face. The general color is sometimes a dark ashy green, which 
prevails on the head, sides, and beneath. The cerci of the males are 
broad, extending back a short distance, then bend suddenly upward, 
leaving a rounded protrusion on the lower edge. Sub-anal plate obtuse 
and entire at the tip. 

In Platte bottoms I noticed quite a number of individuals of this spe- 
cies in the long rank grass, with the general color a bright yellow, 
while others were ashy green, yet the two varieties were frequently 
seen pairing. This yellow variety was also seen at Sioux Falls, Da- 
kota, August 25. 

C. differentialis, Thos. 
The individuals of this species found at Omaha, August 1, in com- 

pany with the previous species, had the antennz red; general color of 
the head and thorax, pale olive; abdomen and pectus, bright yellow. 

Dimensions.—% Length, 1.2 inches; elytra,1 inch; posterior fermora, 
.63 inch; posterior tibiz, .58 inch; pronotum, .24 to .26 inch. 

At North Platte I noticed quite a number of the dark variety of this 
species, with bright yellow stripes. This variety has the posterior fem- 
ora marked with black bands, and the general color is quite dark, al- 
most a black. These were found congregated on a large weed growing 
profusely in the Platte bottoms, and were often seen pairing with other 
varieties. 
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Aeridium emarginatum, Uhl. 

Male.—Taken at Omaha, August 1. Face greenish yellow; a row of 
distinet black punctures down each margin of the frontal costa, and a 
rew across the upper part of the clypeus. Palpi and antenne bright 
yellow. The dorsal stripe on the head and pronotum bright yellow, ex- 
tending forward over the vertex and down the front nearly to the cen- 
tral ocellus ; its extension on the suture of the elytra yellowish white ; 
it is bordered each side by a broad, dark greenish brown stripe, which 
fades on the sides into reddish brown on the elytra, and paler greenish 
brown on the pronotum, these latter colors occupying the entire sides. 
The pronotum has scattered over it golden dotes. Wings transparent, 
pale greenish yellow at base, the front margin and apical half tinged 
with pale reddish brown; nerves and nervules corresponding in color 
with the parts. Abdomen with a dark stripe along the dorsal carina, 
sides purplish green, each segment having a ring of black dots on the 
posterior margin. The eerci very broad, somew hat notched at the apex, 
pale purplish ; sub-anal plate with a broad, square notch at the apex. 
The elytra have no spots whatever on them. Anterior and middle legs 
greenish externally, striped internally with black. Posterior femora 
pale dull green or olive externally, with a row of black dots along each 
margin of the disk; internal face fuliginous or purplish; a row of black 
dots along the upper margin. Posterior tibiz, with the posterior and 
inner face black, exterior face greenish purple, becoming black above; 
Spines white at base, black at tips. Pulvilli remarkably large, oblong- 
ovaie. 

Dimensions.—Length, 1.36 inches; elytra, 1.22 inches; pronotum, .32 
inch; posterior femora, .75 inch; posterior tibise, .73 inch. 

This and the two preceding species appear to reside chiefly on high, 
rank weeds, not being properly ground-locusts; though in this respect 
C. bivittatus varies more than the other two, as it appears to adapt 
itself to almost any situation. 

Opomala bivittata, Serv. 
I met with fits species Be Lincoln, Nebraska, also at Manhattan, in 

Kansas. 
Female.—Head and dante rufous, except the stripes, which are red- 

dish brown. Elytra semi-transparent, light brown or brownish, slightly 
tinged with rufous on the upper haif, near the base; a short, narrow, 
white stripe near the base, along the lower (front) margin. Wings pel- 
lucid, with a faint greenish-yellow tinge; nerves and nervules mostly 
dark. Four anterior legs rufous; posterior femora rufous above and on 
the disk, yellow beneath ; posterior tibie yellow. Venter and pectus 
yellowish. 

Dimensions.—Length, 1.5 inches; elytra, 1.13 inches; pronotum, 25 
inch; posterior femora, .90 inch ; posterior tibie, 1.1 inches. August 3. 

Ommatolampis viridis, Thos. 
Syn. Caloptenus viridis, Thos. 

Lincoln, Nebraska, August 5.—Among the orthoptera met with at this 
place, I noticed this species quite abundant in the luxuriant green grass. 
I am now tolerably well satisfied that it belongs to Ommatolampis of 
Burmeister, and have, therefore, placed it in that genus, and herewith 
give a full description from living specimens, the males and females 
exhibiting scarcely any differences in size or color. 

The vertex, on close examination, appears to be somewhat hexagonal, 
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as in Acridium, with a slight central depression; frontal costa suleate ; 
sides nearly parallel and punctured ; lateral carine nearly or quite par- 
allel; eyes as heretofore described. Posterior lobe of the pronotum 
punctured. Pectus covered with minute hairs. Elytra same length as 
abdomen. Posterior femora reach the tip of the abdomen. 

Color.—Bright pea-green throughout, except the following mark- 
ings: Antenne rufous except the basal joint, which is green. A 
small, dusky spot between the eyes, a dark. spot beneath the eyes, 
which is bordered in front by a white stripe. A narrow white 
stripe runs along the upper margin of each eye, and extends back- 
ward along the lateral carina of the pronotum. A median dusky 
stripe runs along the disk of the pronotum, the central portion pale 
and sometimes almost white; a black stripe extends along the sides 
of the anterior lobes of the pronotum, which is bordered by white; the 
lateral margins have a minute white line along them, sometimes inter- 
rupted by black punctures. There is an oblique white line on the side 
of the mesothorax, running to the base of the middle leg; a similar but 
larger one on the metathorax, running to the base of the posterior legs. 
These lines are generally shaded in front with black. Hlytra semi-trans- 
parent, almost uniform green, there being sometimes a pale ashy-brown 
shade on the upper (posterior) portion. Wings pellucid ; when living, 
the front margin is slightly tinged with bluish green, and the posterior 
half with very pale rufous; but these shades are often very dim and 
evanescent. The posterior femora are green, except a rufous band 
above the knee; the upper and lower carine (or ribs) of the disk have 
generally a thread-like line of white along them, and the upper is some- 
times bordered above with a pale rufous line. Posterior tibiz green ; 
spines tipped with black; tarsi green; the pulvilli rufous. 

The cross incisions of the pronotum were not dark in these specimens, 
as mentioned in my original description, which was taken chiefly from 
alcoholic specimens. 

Dimensions.—Length, 1 to 1.10 inches; elytra, .76 inch; posterior 
femora, .63 inch; posterior tibie, .58 inch; pronotum, .25 inch. 
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ODONATA FROM THE YELLOWSTONE. 

By Dr. H. HAGEN. 

LESTES. 

LL. disjuncta, Selys. 
Known before from Brit. America. (A few specimens.) 

L. congener, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 67, 5. (A male.) 

AGRION. 

Two species, but not well enough preserved for description; probably 
described species. 

GOMPHUS. 

G. (Herpetogomphus) vipirinus ? Selys. 
The species is described by Baron De Selys Longchamps, from Mexico. 

The specimen is not so preserved as to be sure of the identity ; at least 
it belongs to no other known species. (One fragment.) 

G. colubrinus ? Selys. Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 101, 7. 
Known from Hudson Bay, Brit. America. One male, in poor condi- 

tion, if not belonging to this species is new but nearly related. | 

AESCHNA. 

A. constricta, Say. Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 123, 8. 
Common, at least represented by many specimens; a species common 

everywhere east of the Mississippi from Canada to Maryland, and 
hitherto west to Wisconsin. 

A. eremita, Scudd. Proc. Bost. Nat. Hist. Soe., x, 213. 
Taken in abundance at Hermit Lake, White Mountains, N. H., by 

Mr. Scudder, and also common in Saskatchewan and Fort Resolution, 
Great Slave Lake; taken by Mr. Kennicott and Mr. Scudder. (One 
female.) 

A. multicolor, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 121, 4. 
Known before only from the Pecos River, W. Texas; Cordova, Mex- 

ico, and the Upper Missouri; a decidedly western species. (Few speci- 
meDS.) 

A. propinqua, Scudd. Proce. Brit. Nat. Hist. Soc., x, 214. 
Fragments of one male and female, not sufficient to identify pegwldlyy, ; 

probably this species. Known before from N. England. 

LIBELLULA. 

L. nodisticta, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 151, 3. 
Formerly only | Sawn by a young male collected in Mexico by Mr, 

Saussure. (Male and female.) 
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LL. forensis, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 154, 9. 
Formerly only known by a male from California, i in the Berlin Museum. 

(Male and female.) 

LL. saturata, Uhler. Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 152, 4. 
Known before from California, Cape San Lucas, and San Diego, and 

from Mexico, Cordova, Tampico; a decidedly western species. (One 
fragment.) 

L. flavida, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 156, 15. 
Known before from Pecos River, W. Texas. (One fragment.) 

MESOTHEMIS. 

M. simplicicollis, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 170, 1. . 
Common throughout from Massachusetts and Illinois to Mexico, 

Fiorida, and Cuba. (One female.) 

M. longipennis, Burm. Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 173, 7. 
Common everywhere as the foregoing species. (Male and female.) 

M. corrupta, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 171, 3. 
Known from Tilinois, W. Texas, Mexico. (One female.) 

M. composita, nov. sp. 
Milk-white, with a yellowish tinge on the head, front, mouth parts ; 

three transverse shining black lines behind the eyes: lobe of the pro- 
thorax small, rounded, yellowish white; thorax yellowish white, a lit- 
tle bluish ; two large not well-defined brown bands on the mesothorax ; 
two oblique black Tines on each side, and a third one between them not. 
depassing the stigma; abdomen thickest at the base, black, each segment 
with an elongated milk-white spot on each side, and another Similar one 
on the second and third segments; venter covered with a whitish pow- 
der, the second and third segments with a large elongated milk-white 
spot; appendices black, short, cylindrical; the tubercle between them 
white; valvar opening with a rounded excision; feet black, femora 
white behind; wings hyaline, a small yellow spot at the base; neuration 
black; the costa milk. -white; the pterostigma large, oblong, black ; 
fourteen antecubitales ; two postcubitales; three series of areoles after 
the triangle; membranula white. 7 

Long. corp., 47 mill.; exp. alar, 76 mill. 
The species is related to MW. corrupta. (One female.) 

DIPLAX. 

D. assimilata, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 174, 1. 
Known from the northern and middle parts of the United States. 

(One fragment.) 

D. scotica, Donov. Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 179, 9. 
Common in Europe, N. Asia, and collected at N. Red River by Mr. 

Kennicott. (A few specimens.) 

D. vicina, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 175, 4. 
Common in the north of the United States. (Several specimens.) 

D., spec. nov. 
Nearly related to D. rubicundula Say, but different by the ee 

parts. (Only two males, imperfect.) 
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Species not belonging to Odonata. 

HETARINA. 

H. Californica, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 59, 2 
The fragments of three males are not to be separated from the type 

in my collection. (Some fragments.) 

POLYSTGICHOTES. 

P. punctatus, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 206, 1. 
Very common everywhere in the whole United States. (Numerous 

specimens.) 

: STATHMOPHORUS. 

Spec.—Only a male related to St. Argus, Harr., perhaps distinct. The 
male of St. Argus is still unknown. 

fi PTERONARCYS. 

Pi. Californica, Hag. Syn. N. Amer. Neurop., 16, 5. 
A female; a decidedly western species. 

MYRMELEON. 

M. diversus, nov. sp. 
Brown, covered with grayish powder; head pale yellowish near the 

mouth and the eyes; two black spots on the clypeus; front largely 
shining black, brown mat behind the antenne; on each side of the occiput 
a yellow spot, and near the middle a yellow band, attenuated and inter- 
rupted in the middle ; antenne short, black, annulated finely with yellow, 
the tips enlarged brownish; palpi yellow, the last joint black; last joint 
of the labial palpi longer, ovoid, black, cylindrical at the truncated tip; 
prothorax quadrangular, a little narrower and rounded before, dull yel- 
lowish, with two interrupted brown lines in the middle, and one on each 
side, not reaching the anterior part; thorax and abdomen brown, a final 
yellowish triangular spot on the segments; legs yellowish; femora be- 
hindin the middle, tibiz inside, and basal joint on tip black; spurs as long 
as the first joint; wings hyaline, veins yellow, spotted with black on the 
radius, and most of the small furcations; stigma small, whitish. The 
species belongs to the genus Myrmeleon, and is related to the M. formi- 
carium. I believe a specimen in-very bad condition, from the Pecos 
River, W. Texas, belongs here. (Two specimens.) 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF MALLOPHAGA COLLECTED 
BY C. H. MERRIAM WHILE IN THE GOVERNMENT GEOLOGICAL 
SURVEY OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, PROFESSOR F. V. HAY- 
DEN, UNITED STATES GEOLOGIST. 

By A. S. Packarp, JR., M. D. 

Menopon picicola, n. sp. (Fig. 58.) 
. Body slightly more than twice as long as broad. Head lunate, being 
much shorter than wide, well rounded in front, with a lobe on each side. 
Antenne short and slender, terminal ee 58. 
joint nearly twice as long as penulti- 
mate. Head with three long hairs 
from posterior division, and two 
oblique dark spots in the middle. 
Prothorax with a median square 
area half as wide as head, with two 
rings on each side, making the en- 
tire segment three-fourths as wide 
as head. Abdomen regularly oval, 
two-thirds as wide as long, terminal 
segment large and broad. Segments 
convex, with a slight ridge crossing 
behind the middle of each segment. 
Two or three long hairs project from \. 
hind edge of each segment, and nu-¢ /) ‘ 
merous finer hairs. Legs moderately PIRES A 
long, tibiz long, a third longer than ae 
femora; tarsi with second joint long 
and slender, ending in two large & Ee eet || a 
claws. Pale horn color. pics ad lag rg 

Length, .08 inch. Ten specimens. eee 
From Picoides arcticus and P. dor- Nee eet \ 

salis, (Nos. 236 and 237.) August 26, \ | 
1872, at Lower Geyser Basin, Wyom- h NYA i) | 
ing Territory. This is more closely Se Se 
allied to M. citrinelle, Denny,* than MENOPON PICICOLA. 
any other. species | am acquainted with, but differs in the shorter, 
broader head. The form of the prothorax is very different, being 
transversely oval instead of squarish, as in M. citrinelle. 

Goniodes Merriamanus, n. sp. (Fig 59; a, male antenne.) 
Head about as broad as long, full, convex, broad, and regularly 

rounded in front of insertion of antennee. Deeply excavated i in middle, 
receiving basal two-thirds of basal joint of antenne; on posterior edge 
of the notch a prominence, and still posteriorly a large prominence, 
giving a square appearance to head posteriorly, which at hinder edge 
suddenly contracts where it is articulated to prothorax. Head about 
two-thirds as wide as abdomen. Prothorax about half as wide as head. 
Abdomen ovate or pear-shaped, being broadest just before the end. It 

*Monographia Anoplurorum Britanniw. London, 1842. 
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is whitish, corneous on the edges. Antenne recurved, four-jointed, 
‘basal very large, second as long as first is thick, third and fourth slender, 
subequal ; fourth as long as second is thick. ’ Legs stout, second pair 
with stout spines on inner side of tibiz; tarsal joints very indistinct, 
short, with a long curved claw. 

Length, .10 inch. One specimen. 
From TYetrao Richardsoni, (No. 219.) Collected August 5, 1872, at 

North Fork of Snake River, Idaho. 
It is very different from G. tetraonis Denny, and closely allied to G. 

Colchict Denny, especially in the pyriform shape of the abdomen. The 
head in one species is rather longer and more produced in front of the 
antenne, the prothorax is rather longer and broader, and the mesothorax 
wider and shorter in proportion. 

Goniodes mephitidis, n. sp. (Fig. 60.) 
Head short, about as long as broad, well rounded in front, with a nar- 

tow curved sinus in the middle; widest behind the middle, with well- 
Fig. 60. 

Fig. 59. 

GONIODES MERRIAMANUS. GONIODES MEPHITIDIS. 

marked lateral projections. Two dark spots on each side of the sinus; 
side of head in front of the projections lined with black. A transverse 
black line across hind edge of head, ending on each side in two black 
points, and sending obscure prolongations anteriorly. Antenne four- 
jointed; basal joint very large, three outer ones filiform, third consider- 
ably longer than second, fourth minute, short. Prothorax corneous, 
slightly narrower but distinct from mesothoracic segments, the sides of 
which are produced hook-like beyond it. Abdomen large, orbicular, but 
little longer than broad, white. Legs white, hind tibiz dilated distally, 
with several long spines on the inner side, one especially large ; several 
long hairs on the outer side. The tarsal joint ends in a curved slender 
claw as long as itself, seen with the naked eye; head and thorax appear 
pale testaceous ; ; abdomen white. 

Length, .06 inch. Seven specimens. 
Froma skank (Mephitis) collected August 13, 1872, at Fire-Hole Basin, 

Wyoming Territory. 
it differs from any species figured by Denny in the notch in 1 front of 
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head, and short, broad lunate mesothoracic segment, and long oval form 
of abdomen. 
Nirmus buteonivorus, a. sp. (Fig. 61.) 
A very large species, long and slender ; head long, oblong, subtrape- 

zoidal, half as wide in front as at base; front truncate, with prominent 
rounded Jateral wings on each side of head, behind inser- Fig. 61. 
tion of antennz, more prominent than usual. Antenne 
just reach as far as the front edge of head; four-jointed; 
two basal joints of much the same size and length, two 
outer much smaller, fourth slenderer, and a third longer 
than third. A large, round inflated swelling on under 3 
side, just behind the mouth, and behind the single-jointed (a 
minute labial palpi, apparently forming a sucker to drawé 
mouth near to skin of host. Mental region behind flat- 
tened, rather narrow. Prothorax small, rounded square, 
incised on each side; a transverse impressed line crossing * 
the anterior third, and, with the longitudinal line, dividing 
the surface into four square spaces, the two anterior half - 
as long as two posterior. Abdomen, including meso and 
metathorax, regularly ovallanceolate, two and a half times yrrmus sureont- 
as long as wide, with fine long hairs along edge. Legs VORUS: 
rather large and long, with tarsi on three hinder pair of legs, basal 
joints much swollen and enlarged, with a white swollen disk-like under- 
surface for holding on to skin of host; second jointremarkably long and 
slender. Edge of head white, and whole body black, front edge of head 
white, hind edge black, a dark scutellate spot just behind the middle 
of the head; two round black spots under base of head; two black 
spots projecting inward at front edge of mesothorax; a brown stripe 
across hind edge of each abdominal segment, interrupted on anterior 
four rings by median line of the body. Joints of legs edged with black 
brown. 

Specimens vary mueh in extent and intensity of dark lines and spots, 
as usual. auf 

Length .40 inch. Twelve specimens. 
From Luteo Swainsonii, (No. 239.) Collected August 27, 1872, at Lower 

Geyser Basin, Wyoming Territory. 
Differs remarkably in form and size from any figured by Denny. 
I have in describing this species used, for comparison, a specimen 

of this genus from Goose Lake, Siskiyou 
County, Cal., (J. Holleman,) in which the head 
is triangular, and the tarsal joints not dilated, 
and second joint is much shorter and thicker. , 
Its host not indicated. 
Docophorus syrnii, a. sp. (Fig. 625 a, an- 

tenna; b, hind leg. 
Head a little longer than broad, being a 

little longer than usual; two-thirds as wide 
asabdomen. Mouth cavity deeply excavated. 
Trabecule small, acutely pointed, projecting. 
slightly beyond the head. Two oblique 
chitinous bands diverge from base of head 
to upper side of base of trabecule; antennz 
slender, of the usual form; five-jointed ; 
fourth joint much shorter than fifth. Pro- 
thorax trapezoidal, half as wide as head; me- 
sothorax wide, projecting considerably beyond 
the succeeding segment; edge more bulging TF SIGE OSITE| ESE 
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than others. Abdomen regularly oval, but little broader than long, 
with the usual triangular pale horny pieces on each side of segments, 
with a few long hairs, especially toward end of body. 

Length, .09 inch. Four specimens. 

Lives on Syrnium nebulosum, (3 No. 55, private collection.) Collected 
November 24, 1872, at Locust Grove, New York, by C. H. Merriam. 

Of the species figured by Denny, it approaches nearest in the form 
and shape of the head to D. testudinarius, (Children,) Back’s Narrative, 
&e. It is allied in form to D. ostralegi Denny, but the prothorax is 
shorter; and to D. icterodes Nitzsch but the head is much broader. From 
D. communis Nitzsch, it differs considerably, the head beimg shorter and 

’ broader, and the trabecule much smaller, judging from Denny’s figures. 



DESCRIPTION OF NEW PARASITIC WORMS FOUND IN THE 
BRAIN AND OTHER PARTS OF BIRDS. 

By A.S. PACKARD, JR., M. D. 

Among the zoological specimens collected by Mr. C. H. Merriam, in 
explorations under Professor Haydenin the summer of 1872, were speci- 
mens of an apparently undescribed worm found ‘“ under the eyes” of a 
hawk. In describing this worm, we had occasion to compare it with an 
undescribed species of the same genus of worm in the museum of the 
ied Academy of Science, and found by Mr. Walker in the brain of 
he night- hawk, 
hindoca, one of the most obscure subjects in zoology is he history and 
development of animal parasites, and especially those which take up 
their abode in the brain of different animals. Professor Wyman has 
described, in the ‘‘ Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History” 
for October 7, 1868,* a species of round worm in the brain of seventeen 
out of nineteen specimens of the Anhinga, or snake-bird, shot in Florida, 
thus proving that “ their presence in the cranial cavity might be called 
the normal condition of this bird.” He remarks that ‘‘ parasites have 
occasionally been found infesting the brain or its membranes in man 
and animals, but far less frequently than in the other regions of the 
body. The number of species thus far observed is quite small, and are 
chiefly referable to the genera Tenia, Filaria, Trichina, and Diplosto- 
mum, and confined almost wholly to man and domesticated animals, 
such as the sheep, reindeer, dromedary, horse, and ox; and, among wild 
animals, to the chamois, roebuck, and a few others. That they have 
not been more frequently seen in the wild species is, without doubt, due 
to the fact that the brains of these have been so seldom examined for 
the purpose of detecting them.” ‘These worms, ‘ which correspond 
very nearly, if not identical, with the Hustrongylus papillosus, Diesing,” 
were found in every instance coiled up on the back of the cerebellum, 
their number varying from two to eight. The male is only half as thick 
as the female, and the end of its body is always more closely coiled than 
in the female. 

This worm is viviparous, the young hatching in the oviduet. Their 
earlier stages are unknown, but the analogy of the Gordiaceous and 
other worms leads to the supposition that the parasite of the brain of 
the Anhinga is one of the migratory kinds, and that a part of its life, at 
least, is passed in a locality quite different from that in which it was 
detected. The manner in which the transfer of the embryo is effected, 
outwardly to some other animal, or the water, and then back to another 
Anhinga, is wholly unknown. 

Hustrongylus buteonis, n. sp. 
This thread-worm seems to agree generically with the species of Hus- 

tronyglus, said by Professor Wyman to ‘correspond very nearly, if not 
identical, with the Hustronyglus papillosus Diesing, found in the brain 
of the Anhinga bird of Florida. Our species is, however, much shorter 
and thicker. 

* An abstract, with figures, of this interesting paper may also be found in the 
* American Naturalist,” vol. 2. p. 41, 1869. 
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Male.—(Fig. 63,.a, magnified ten times.) Body cylindrical, rather 
short and thick ; head cylindrical, pointed, conical, much slenderer than 

Fig. 63a. Fig. 63b. Fig. 64. 

\ 
EUSTRORGYLUS BUTEONIS, EUSTRONGYLUS BUTEONIS. EUSTRONGYLUS CHORDEILIS. 

the other end. I can perceive no papille around the end of the head. 
End of the body rather more incurved than in the female, bluntly 
conical; penis forming a single spiculum, a little curved, and inclosed in 
a bivalved sheath, one valve being truncate and the other pointed, and 
reaching nearer the end of the penis than the truncate valve. 

Length .40 inch. Two individuals. 
Female.—(Fig. 63, b, magnified ten times.) Over twice as large as 

the male; the body short and thick; the head subacutely conical, with no 
papillae that I can see; end of the body obtuse; extreme tip slightly 
mucronate. 

Length one inch. Two individuals. 
Four specimens, taken from ‘under the eyes of Buteo Swainsoni, Ne 

269,) collected September 15, 1872, at Snake River, Wyoming Territory,” 
by O. H. Merriam. 

Eustrongylus chordeilis, n. sp. (Fig. 64, magnified ten times.) 
An outline figure of a worm, generically identical with H. buteonis, is 

introduced in order to bring out more clearly the specific characters of 
the latter species. Two females were taken by Mr. C. A. Walker “from 
the brain of the night-hawk, (Chordeilis Virginianus,) shot in June, at: 
Campton, New Hampshire, and presented to the museum of the Peabody 
Academy of Science, at Salem, Massachusetts. It is a much slenderer 
form than Z. buteonts, but much shorter and thicker than the species 
described and figured by Professor Wyman. Both ends of the body are 
much alike, the ‘anal end being much more pointed than in #. buteonis, 
and the anterior end of the body less tapering. 
Length .70 inch. 
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Nore.—We would invite the special attention of the members of the 
urvey and other traveling and collecting parties to the preservation in 

alcohol of the parasites of birds, mammals, snakes, lizards, and frogs. 
Search for them in the brain, under the skin, and in the intestines, lungs, 
and liver of all these animals. Also look for various bot-fly larvee under 
the skin of the buffalo, deer, elk, squirrels, and all sorts of mammals. 

The beaver in Europe is tenanted by a singular flattened parasite, 
somewhat flea-like, the discovery of which is to be looked for in this 
country. Moreover, hair-worms (Gordius), and the intestinal worms of 
the Indians are much desired. 

47 GS 
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DESCRIPTION OF NEW INSECTS. 

By A. 8. PackarD, JR., M.D. 

DIPTEROUS LARVA FOUND IN THE GIZZARD OF PICOIDES ARCTICUS. 

Fig. 65, a, dorsal, b, ventral view of larva; c, end of body; d, side 
view of end of body; e, dorsal view of end of body; 7, head, oreatly 
magnified. 

Body white, cylindrical, a little flattened, with twelve segments exclu- 
sive of head, the segments moderately convex. Head very minute, 
sunken in the small pro- 
thoracic segment, (which 
is much smaller than the 
second or mesothoracic 
segment;) subtriangular 
in. form, a little longer 
than broad; a transverse 
suture just in front of in- 
sertion of antenne indi- 
cates the posterior edge d 
of theclypeus. Antenne 
cylindrical, two-jointed, 
the second joint longer 
than basal, and rather 
slenderer, its tip reaching 
as far as the end of the 
head. 

Terminal segment of the 
body much smaller and aise eats 
narrower than the penultimate, bearing two large, stout, upcurved 
corneous hooks, with adjoining bases; nine stigmata, one on prothorax 
and one on first eight abdominal segments, round minute, corneous, the 
ninth round, with around area on one side. 

Length .35 inch; 135 specimens taken “from the gizzard of Picotdes 
arcticus, (No. 236,) Lower Geyser Basin, August 26, 1872, by C. H. 
Merriam.” Some of these larve were half grown. Most of them were 
perfectly preserved; a few had been partially digested. With them 
were associated a part of the body of a Cerambycid larva, and a portion 
of the elytra of a Scolytus-like beetle, so that they must have come from 
under the bark of some tree. 

This larva, remarkable for its large size, its minute head, and terminal 
upeurved hooks, like those of many coleopterous larve living under 
bark, seems to be related: to the young of the Cecidomyiade, or perhaps a 
closely allied group, from the two-jointed antenne, the general form of 
the minute head, and the presence of nine stigmata. Several Cecidomyia 
larve have a pair of anal appendages, though not so marked as in the 
present form. 

Fig. 65. 
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° ARACHNIDA. 

Ixodes bovis Riley. (Packard, in First Report Peabody Academy of 
Science, 1869, Fig. 66, fully gorged individual, natural size, and an- 
other empty, enlarged; Fig. 67, mouth-parts much enlarged.) 
A reddish. coriaceous flattened species, with the body oblong oval, 

contracted just behind the middle; head short and broad, not spined 

Fig. 66. Fig. 67. behind, with two deep, round 
pits; palpiand beak together 
unusually short; palpi long 
and slender; labium short 

iy and broad, densely spined 
» beneath; above, the mandi- 
7 bles are smooth, with ter- 

we minal hooks; thoracic shield 
® distinct, one-third longer 
#] than wide, smooth and pol- 

jeg ished, eonvex, with the ly- 
rate mesial convexity very 
w distinet. The whole body 

is sparsely covered with mi- 
nute hairs. Legs long and 
slender, pale testaceous red ; 

7 ies coxze not spined. 
IXODES BOVIS. IXODES, MOUTH-PARTS. Length ot body, 15 of an 

inch; width, .09 of an inch. 
This species, which occurs in great abundance at times on cattle in 

the West, and Texas and Central America, was also detected by Mr. 
Merriam on a porcupine, (Hrethizon epixanthus,) August 10, 1872, at 
Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory; and on Lepus Bairdii, (No. 47,) ‘col- 
lected September 15, 1872, at Snake River, Wyoming Territory. 

Argas Americana, n. sp. (Fig. 68.) 

Though our specimens are from Texas, (Belfrage,) yet this interesting 
Fig. 68. genus, which has not been known before to 

inhabit America, is associated with Ixodes 
bovis, having been received in a lot of 
Ixodes taken from cattle. 
Body very flat and thin, oval, with the 

head and mouth-parts concealed by the 
overreaching dorsal portion of the body, 
which is bent upward around the margin, 
though the edge is not revolute. Body 
above covered “with very numerous little 
round pits, large in the middle and becom- 
ing smaller on the edge. There are two 
large, conspicuous oval pits on middle of 

; the anterior third of body; just in front of 
the middle a transverse curved row of six 

™ smaller pits, three on each side. Behind 
are six prominent pits, three on each side. 

Sere - On posterior third of the body are rows of 
ARGAS AMERICANA, these punctures radiating outward. The 

edge of the body is roughly granulated. Margin of body beneath pitted 
as above. Smooth between the legs and on the head. Palpi long and 
slender when stretched out, not reaching the edge of. body. Legs large 
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and stout, hind pair justreaching edge of body. Claws long and curved, 
as usual. 

Length, .26 inch; breadth, .15 inch. 
It is nearly allied in form to Argas Persicus, (see Plate 33, Fig. 6, D., 

Insectes Aptéres, Walkenaer et Gervais,) but differs in the edge of body 
being more finely granulated, and in the pits posteriorly being arranged 
in radiating lines. The Persian Argas is extremely troublesome to 
travelers in the East, and the American species is noticed here as it 
was found among a number of Ixodes bovis taken by Mr. G. W. Belfrage 
from catile in Texas. 
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INSECTS INHABITING GREAT SALT LAKE AND OTHER SALINE 
OR ALKALINE LAKES IN THE WEST, 

By A. 8S. PackarD, JR., M. D. 

The subject of brine-inhabiting insects is one of very considerable 
interest, both in a physiological and z00-geographical, point of view, as 
well as from its bearings on questions relating to the earlier geological 
history of the American continent. 

Professor A. E. Verrill has found the larvae of Chironomus oceanicus, 
Pack., living at the enormous depth of 120 feet in the sea at Eastport, 
Maine. We have also found the same insect between tide-marks, in 
Maine and Massachusetts, and have, in company with Professors Moebius 
and Kupfier, dredged a very similar species at the depth of three or four 

. fathoms, in the bay of Kiel, on the shores of the Baltic Sea. Thus an 
air-breathing insect, whose congeners live in fresh-water pools, is capa- 
ble of living at considerable depth in the sea 
Now, exceedingly few insects which pass their life in fresh water are 

found living in the sea; on the other hand, we know of many more 
marine genera of shrimps, &c., (crustacea,) which live in fresh water ; 
such are species of Paleemon and allies, and Gammarus; several Species 
of the former genus are found living in bodies of fresh water, both in 
the Southern States and in Italy. All the fresh-water forms of life have 
probably come from salt-water ancestors, as, in the early geological ages 
there were no large bodies of fresh-water; and as in the present day, 
both in the great lakes of America (Lakes Superior and Michigan) and 
the deep lakes of Sweden, which were formerly arms of the sea, we find 
marine crustacea in the water, at the botuom, while the surface-water 
contains fresh-water forms. 
As extremely interesting in this connection, I will translate, from an 

able memoir of Professor I’. Plateau,* some conclusions from his éx- 
tended studies of the action of the sea on fresh-water insects and crus- 
tacea, and of fresh water on marine crustacea. 

ARTICULATES LIVING IN FRESH WATER. 

1. Sea-water has but a very feeble influence, or none, on aquatic Col” 
eoptera (beetles) or Hemiptera, (bugs,) in the perfect state; this influ- 
ence is perhaps a little greater for the larve. 

2. Sea-water injures such fresh-water articulates as have a thin skin, 
or branchiz, and these effects are, in general, the more marked as the 
extent of the thin skin is greater. 

3. The fresh-water articulates which can live with impunity in sea- 
water, are those in which there is no absorption of salt water by the 
skin; those -which die in a comparatively short time, have absorbed 
chloride of sodium and magnesium. 

4. The injurious salts contained in sea: water, are the chlorides of so- 
dium and of magnesium; the influence of sulphates may be regarded as 
nothing. 

5. The difference in density which exists between fresh and salt water 
does not explain the death of fresh-water articulates in salt water. 

* Recherghes Physico-Chemiques sur les Articulés Aquatiques. Bruxelles, 1870. 
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6. When fresh-water articulates pass by a very slow transition from 
fresh into salt water, and when, during this transition, reproduction has 
taken place, the new generation resists much longer the action of salt- 
water than the ordinary individuals of the species. 

MARINE CRUSTACEA. 

7. The most common crustacea of our shores die in fresh water, after 
a time, varying with each species, but not passing beyond nine hours. 

8. Marine crustacea plunged in fresh water lose the salts (especially 
the chloride of sodium) with which their tissues are impregnated. 

9. In the greater number of cases the presence of chloride of sodium 
is a part of the indispensable conditions of the existence of marine crus- 
tacea. This salt seems to be the sole necessity. 

10. Small individuals, and those which, having just moulted, have the 
teguments thin, resist less than the others the influence of liquids of 
exceptionable composition. 

11. The difference between the densities of sea and fresh water can- 
not be considered as the cause of the death of marine crustacea in fresh 
water. 

12. (Applicable 0 the two groups.) The principle of endosmose ex- 
plains the absorption of salt by the thin tegument or branchial surfaces 
of fresh-water articulates placed in sea-water; the diffusion of gases 
and dialysis, operating with more energy for the chlorides of sodium 
and magnesium than for the sulphate of magnesium, showing in virtue of 
which cause that the chlorides alone of sea-water are absorbed. Finally, 
dialysis explains how marine crustacea, when placed in fresh water, 
lose in this liquid the salts with which they were impregnated. 

So much has been said about the absence of life in the Great Salt 
Lake, that an erroneous impression may prevail as to the life of that, 
and similar though smaller lakes. With a view of imparting what 
knowledge we now have as to this subject, in order to earnestly call the 
attention of those,who live near the shores of Great Salt Lake, and 
travelers and collectors to this subject, I will give a brief account of 
‘what is known regarding articulate life in these saline waters. 

In 1852 Mr. T. R. Peale prepared for Stansbury’s ‘‘ Report on the 
Valley of the Great Salt Lake of Utah,” p. 379, an account of the insect- 
life of the lake. He states that ina mass of exuvic of insects brought 
from the shores of the Great Salt Lake, there was an abundance of the 
larvee and exuvie of the pupe of Chironomus, and fragments of other 
tipulide. 

Afterward Mr. 8. A. Briggs, of Chicago, noticed and figured in 
“Science Gossip,” (London,) a creature whose zoological position he 
did not know. It was the larva of a species of Ephydra. 

This pupz-case was afterward described by me under the name Hphydra 
gracilis.* The specimens were collected by Mr. Sereno Watson. Other 
specimens of the larva, as well as pupx and adult flies, were collected 
by Mr. S. A. Garman, and also by Mr. J. A. Allen, and are in the Museum 
of Comparative Zoolog gy at Cambridge, and will be described hereafter, 
The Ephydra sometimes occurs in large quantities. 

I have also received from Mr. Garman two specimens of Corixa taken 
by him from the lake. 
Undoubtedly other insects will be found in Salt Lake, and we trust 

some one of the readers of this article will make a careful examination 

* American Journal of Science and Arts, Febuary, 1871. 
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of the shores of the lake, and carefully preserve and forward to the 
office of the survey every trace of life he may find. 

In proof of this supposition, I may state that the late lamented Pro- - 
fessor Torrey, in 1870, made an exceedingly interesting collection of 
insects in the brine of Clear Lake, California. This collection comprised 
two aquatic beetles, (Laccophilus decipiens, Lec.,and Berosus punctatissi- 
mus,) and the early stages of three flies, 7. ¢, a species of Tanypus, 
Stratiomys, and Ephydra Californica Pack. 

This last species lives in the “excessively salt, but also strongly alka- 
line” Lake Mono, in California. The late Mr. Horace Mann, jr., remarked 
that the Indians about Mono Lake eat the pupex-cases of Ephydra in 
large quantities. 
Two hemipterous insects also inhabit Clear Lake, 7.e.,a Gerris-like 

form, Hydrotrechus robustus Uhler, and Corixa decolor Uhler. 
The genus Ephydra is also an inhabitant of salt-vats and of the shores 

of the ocean. The larve live on decaying organic matter. 
We now come to that strange crustacean or shrimp-like creature, the 

Artemia, an animal found in different parts of the world in salt-vats, 
saline pools and lakes. The family to which it belongs is, par excellence, 
a fresh-water group, and though the respiratory surface of the false 
gills presents an enormous extent, and one judging by the principles 
advanced by Plateau, as quoted above, (section 2,) would think this to 
be the last animal to be readily adapted to a saline life, yet it flourishes 
in immense numbers in the densest and strongest brine. ; 

The brine crustacean of Salt Lake was first described by Professor 
A. E. Verrill, in the American Journal of Science and Arts, November, 
1869, under the name of Artemia fertilis. It was collected at Salt Lake 
by Messrs. Sereno Watson, D. C. Eaton,and 8. A. Briggs. The former 
alludes to its occurrence in vast numbers. 

Mr. 8. W. Garman, who has specially observed this creature while alive 
in the lake, writes the following notice of its habits to the American 
Naturalist for December, 1872. “A peculiarity of the little crustacean 
(Artemia fertiliso, Verrill) living in the waters of Salt. Lake, which ought 
te be noticed, is that of its congregating in masses of strange appear-. 
ance in the water. When the masses are small they sometimes stretch 
out so as to have the form of a serpent. All other times they represent 
Tings, globes, and various irregular figures. A gentle breeze does not 
affect the water filled by Artemiz, so that while the water on all sides 
of these dense congregations is slightly ruffled, that which they occupy 
remains asif covered by oil, thus indicating the figure of the mass. My 
attention was called to them by seeing on the surface the figure ofa great 
serpent in one place and in another what appeared to be a smal] stream 
of comparatively still water flowing out through the lake. Though I 
waded out to and through these immense bodies, I could not positively 
ascertain that the individuals were traveling in a common direction ; 
the time was too short to determine this, yet I think it is the fact.” 

It is apparent that a study of the habits of this animal is much to be 
desired, and collections of the eggs, young, and both sexes in large 
quantities and preserved in strong alcohol, are greatly needed for the fur- 
ther elucidation of its mode of life and structure. 
We have shown that the animal life of the great Salt Lake is, we had 

almost said, abundant, and the idea of Professor Baird, if earried out, 
of stocking this lake with fish, is not an impracticable one so far as na- 
tural food for such fish is concerned. 

. 
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OTHER FRESH-WATER CRUSTACEA ALLIED TO ARTEMIA, 

There are certain other remarkable crustacea found living in pools 
which are apt to dry up late in the summer, which are allied to the 
Artemia, and are locally abundant in the far West. This notice is 
inserted to call the attention of travellers and collectors, as well as 
members of the survey, to them. 

First, the shelled crustacea, or Limnadia and Hstheria. These are 
singular crustacea, which are protected by a valve-like expansion of the 
back, so that the body is inclosed by two shells, and the creature bears 
a most remarkable likeness to the bivalves of pools and streams, (Cyclas.) 
In Texas a species of Limnadi (L. Texana Pack.) is quite common, ac- 
cording to Mr. Belfrage,in Western Texas in the early spring. It oceurs 
in muddy pools made after rains, and wholly disappears with the first 
drying of the pools. ‘As far as I have seen, they are only found in the 
woody bottom-lands and always near creeks.” It may also be looked 
for in Colorado, Kansas, and Montana, and probably Arizona. 
With these bivalved crustacea occur usually in great numbers, when 

found at all, Artemia-like animals, the Branchipus, specimens of which 
are most desirable to compare with the brine crustacean. But the 
most interesting of all these phyllopod crustaceans is the Apus, an animal 
found abundantly at times in pools in Kansas, and Texas, and Mexico, 
and the plains of the Rocky Mountains. In collecting the Apus, large 
numbers of the young and old are desired, preserved in strong alcohol, 
and the exact date and locality should be inserted in the bottle, written 
on a piece of firm paper, in pencil or ink. 

These animals are about an inch long; a round shield, bearing gle 
and compound eves, protects the front part of the body, while the hinder 
portion is long and narrow, consisting of many segments, bearing beneath 
leat-like gills. The body ends in two long feelers, much like those arising 
from the head. They have been found by Von Siebold to be partheno- 
genous, 7. e., the females produce young from eggs without union with 
the other sex. 

’ North America is richer than any other quarter of the globe in species, 
though it is a remarkable fact that none are known to exist east of the 
Mississippi River. 



BOTANY. 

By JoHN M. COULTER. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 15, 1873. 

Sm: I have the honor of presenting to you my report upon the bota- 
nical specimens collected this last summer. 

I have separated the botany of the region I traversed into three 
divisions, sufficiently distinct, in my opinion, to form as many separate 
floras, and have given their different conditions of soil and climate. 

I have included in my notes upon the mountain-flora a short table of 
timber-lines, showing the variation in the height of the timber-line, 
depending on the latitude and the presence of elevated plateaus or large 
bodies of water. The latitude is given with each peak, but the other 
conditions are so well known it was thought unnecessary to include 
them. 

I have also added three tables comparing the flora of the western 
slope of the Rocky Mountains, between latitudes 45° and 46°, with that 
of the eastern slope. The tables were compiled from the collections of 
1871 and of this last season, and are necessarily imperfect, though they 
will serve to give some idea of the distribution of phenogamous vegeta- 
tion on both slopes of the dividing-ridge. 

Of grasses, about sixty species were obtained; of mosses, fifty-three 
species ; of lichens, sixty-six species, including varieties, of which one 
is probably new te science, and two new to the continent. Among the 
few Fungi collected, two new species have been described by Charles 
H. Peck, esq. There probably will be in the whole collection nearly 
1,200 species of plants. 

I wish here to express my thanks for the many favors I have received 
from botanists. To Professor Thomas C. Porter were intrusted all the 
doubtful specimens and new species of Phenogamia, and I am under 
the greatest obligation to him for his prompt attention and ready 
response, as well as for the great interest he has always shown in my 
work. He very kindly consented to make a re-examination of my whole 
collection of Phenogamia, except the Coniferc, and to correct the mis- 
takes of inexperience. 
Through the kindness of Dr. George Vasey, I have had access to all 

the collections at the Agricultural Department, which proved of infinite 
service. JI would thank him also for the interest he took in my work, 
and for the valuable assistance he repeatedly rendered me. 
Thanks are due also to Henry Willey, esq., Charles H. Peck, Leo 

Lesquereux, 8. T. Olney, George Thurber, and others for the determina- 
tion of those species to which they have devoted special attention. 

The study of western flora is an immense field open now to all lovers 
of botany, and many rich harvests are waiting to be reaped by the in- 
dustrious collector. Hoping that under your auspices in the future, 
as in the past, much information may be added to our comparatively 
meager knowledge of western botany, 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN M. COULTER. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist. 
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The plants catalogued in the present volume were all collected during 
the season of 1872. I was attached to the party under command of 
Captain Stevenson, and remained with it through the whole summer, 
Up to the Fire Hole Basin, Philo. J. Beveridge acted as my assistant. 
and proved himself an active, earnest worker. Most of the collection 
was pressed by him, and the care he always took has made handsome 
specimens. 

In the party under the immediate direction of Dr. Hayden, Mr. Wal- 
ter Platt took charge of the botanical collections, and rendered good 
service in the region he traversed. Although the plants common to 
the mountain ranges and valleys along the "Yellowstone are not essen- 
tially different from those found along Snake River, yet itis interesting 
to note the fact of their existence on both the eastern and western 
water-sheds. A slight difference can be traced, but by no means sufii- 
ciently great to justify making two distinct floras, one of the eastern, 
the other of the western slope. 

Collections were commenced in the last of May at Ogden, Utah, 
where our permanent camp was located until the last of June. During 
this time a fine opportunity was afforded for studying the local flora of 
the plain bordering on Great Salt Lake, as well as that part of the 
Wahsatch range of mountains, near which Ogden is situated. The flora 
of this great basin has been so thoroughly examined and described by 
Sereno Watson in his final report that very little can be said in addi- 
tion. Several trips were made to the shores of Great Salt Lake, and 
collections were obtained of the flora of that peculiar region. During: 
our stay of a month over three hundred species were collected, repre- 
senting fully the June vegetation of that locality. Representatives 
were obtained from four different conditions of soil and temperature, 
viz, the borders of Salt Lake and its neighboring alkaline marshes; 
the common sandy sage-brush plain, somewhat enriched here by the 
irrigation universally practiced in Utah; the alluvial deposits along 
Ogden and Weber Rivers; and the mountains of the Wahsatch Range. 
On the latter very few alpine plants were discovered, for a sub-alpine 
flora clothes almost entirely the highest peaks, 
From Ogden collections were made in the latter part of June along 

the stage-route to Fort Hall; in July from Fort Hall to the Téton Basin 
and western slopes of the Téton Range; in August, up Henry’s Fork to 
Henry’s Lake, across the “‘Tyghee” Pass and into the Fire-Hole Ba- 
sins. After this date the flowering season had about passed, and only a 
few species not before collected were noticed. Collections were made 
in September and the first of October down the South Fork of Snake 
River, principally of plants in an advanced state of fruitage. On Oc- 
tober 11 we closed our collections at Fort Hall, having been about five: 
months in the field. 

I would divide the plants collected into three separate and distinct 
floras, Viz: 

I. The flora of the plains from Ogden, Utah, to the Téton Basin. 
Ii. The flora of the Téton Range and Mountains along the Yellow- 

Stone. 
iif. The flora of the Geyser Basins. 
Although a few flowers are common to all these divisions, as can be 

seen in the following catalogue, yet the main features are very distinet. 
I. The Flora of the plains is exactly what has been so often seen and 

described on all the vast ‘“‘sage-brush” deserts of the West. It is pecu- 
liar to this dry, sandy region, yet much more luxuriant than one would 
imagine from the nature of the soil. At the same time it becomes ex- 
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tremely monotonous, as a few species exhaust the number, and you can 
observe but an endless display of individuals. As justly remarked by 
C. C. Parry, in his ‘ Botany of the Mexican Boundary,” “ the peculiari- 
ties of the scenery of a country depend upon its vegetable productions.” 
Thus one who has ever traveled across these sand deserts will not fail 
to picture them in his memory, connected with the universally prevalent 
gray or dull olive color of the herbage. Hence, owing to the immense 
number of individuals represented by only a few species, the scenery of 
the country has an unpleasant sameness. The extensive plains exhibit 
a monotonous succession of the same forms, and the botanist, knowing 
exactly what to expect, loses the zeal he would possess in a more varied 
region. Occasionally, where a stream has made a richer soil, there is a 
change from desert to valley flora, and the more brilliant hues of the 
vegetation, from the delicately tinted petals to the rich green leaves, is 
a wonderful rest to the eyes and awakens new zeal. 

On all these plains an entire absence of trees is noted, except a few of 
stunted growth along the larger streams; while the mountain-ranges © 
are sparingly timbered with Conifere from base to summit, intermixed 
along some of the foot-hills with “ bitter cottonwood.” Upon the plains 
around Ogden a variation in the flora is noted as we near Great Salt 
Lake. The higher types seem unable to exist in the strongly alkaline 
soil, and give place to the Chenopodiacee. This family is well represented 
here, aS is common along all bodies of salt water, not so much by 
the number of species as by the immense display of individuals. Small 
Polygonums and EHuphorbias also mat the ground in places, but are by 
no means so abundant as the Chenopods, chiefly represented by the 
genus Obione. Wherever the soil is largely charged with alkali the 
‘“‘erease-wood” (Sarcobatus vermiculatus) is very abundant. In almost 
the same situations were always found the Halostachys occidentalis, Sali- 
cornia herbacea, and Eurotia lanata, as well as numerous other cheno- 
podiaceous plants. . 

Farther back, toward the mountains, the higher types appear again, 
and with a oreater richness of color than seems possible in such “soil. ; 
Of course the Artemesias are common everywhere, and especially A. 
tridentata, completely covering the plains and far up the mountain 
slopes. Among the shrubby Artemisias can be seen the beautiful Calo- 
chortus Nuttall, the “Sego” of the Mormons, numerous Phloves and 
Gilias, brilliant-flowered Cacti, several species of Hriogonwm, chiefly EH. 
ovalifolium, LH. heracleoides, and EL. umbellatum, several species of Gno- 
thera, Astragalus, Phacelia, and many others equally important that 
might be mentioned. Along the water-courses may be seen two bright 
Mimuli, M. Lewisti and M. luteus, several labiate plants, two species 
of rose, Rk. fraxinifolia and Rk. blanda, many Ranunculacee, the two 
brilliant Capparidacee, Cleome aurea and Cleome integrifolia, several 
Onagracec, &e. 

All of these orders are far surpassed by the Composite, both in the 
great variety of species and the immense display of individuals. Se- 
reno Watson estimates that they comprise one-seventh of western col- 
lections, and he by no means overestimates them. 

Ji. The flora of the mountain-ranges. The plants collected from the 
Wahsatch Mountains, near Ogden, are, for the most part, sub-alpine, and 
almost identical with those collected at equal altitudes on the Téton 
Range, and seem to be identical with those common to every range in 
the Northwest. But the Tétons rise so much higher, and are exposed — 
constantly to such severe cold from snow and winds, that, above 10,009 
feet, I gathered a flora such as I saw nowhere else on the trip. Appar- 
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ently delicate plants were seen blooming through the snow, and vegeta- 
tion, though limited in species, seems abundant until within three hun- 
dred feet of the summit of Mount Hayden, where all plant-life ceases, 
except a few lichens clinging to a bare rock, which is swept continually 
by fierce winds. A fine field was presented here for the collection of 
truly alpine plants, and no opportunity was lost for obtaining anything 
peculiar to this great elevation, unusually exposed, as it is, to tempests. 
All the alpine plants are noted in the catalogue, and the elevations 
given at which they were collected. The Téton Range is heavily tim- 
bered with Conifere, chiefly Pinus ponderosa, to an altitude of 11,000 
feet, this being the average timber-line of the whole range. The maxi- 
mum growth is at an altitude between 8,000 and 10,000 feet. A marked 
difference is observed, however, between the western and eastern slopes, 
the latter being much more densely timbered than the former, and the 
trees much larger and less twisted and gnarled. This seems to result 
from the fact that on the eastern side the Tétons rise almost sheer out 
of the plains, presenting an enormous perpendicular wall, behind which 
the trees of the eastern slope are completely sheltered; while, on the 
west, the peaks are rounded down into the plains by the foot-hills, and 
this whole, broad, sloping side i is exposed to every blast from the north 
and west. 

One noticeable feature in the tree-life on the mountains is the abrupt- 
ness with which it terminates at the average height of 11,000 feet. Tall, 
straight Conifere are seen growing to the very edge of this line, and 
one step takes us from a forest to a bleak, open waste, where not a tree 
can live, except a few stunted and twisted forms that have been bent 
out of all shape by the superincumbent mass of snow that rests upon 
them during the winter. These stunted forms, sometimes even with 
their tops matted close to the ground, are always found growing behind 
some wall of rock or steep bank, where the winter snows accumulate in 
immense drifts and completely cover and protect them during the blight- 
ing winters of that high altitude. According to Parry “the so-called 
timber-line marks the extreme point of minimum winter temperature, 
below which no exposed pheenogamous vegetation can exist.” All life 
above this limit is buried by the deep winter snows, and thus protected ; 
hence in this truly alpine region many plants are found that are com- 
mon at much lower altitudes. The flowering season is necessarily short, 
and we were fortunate in being upon the Tétons in the very midst of it, 
during the last part of July. 

Thave said that all phenogamous life ceases within 300 feet of the sum- 
mit of Mount Hayden, which is about 13,800 feet above the level of the sea. 
This is owing to the great sharpness of the peak not allowing the 
snow to rest upon it, but to accumulate in great banks upon its lower 
slopes. Hence there is no protection for plants during the long winters 
above this bank, and we pass suddenly from a bright, varied alpine 
vegetation to bleak, lichen-covered rocks, just as, 2,000 feet below, we 
passed suddenly from forest growth to a low, matted vegetation. It is 
noticeable that the timber-line becomes lower as we advance farther 
north in almost a fixed proportion to the latitude. The altitude of this 
line was accurately measured by Mr. Henry Gannett upon every mount- 
ain he ascended, and I insert below a table containing the altitude of 
this line upon several peaks, together with their approximate latitudes. 
We were unfortunate in obtaining no accurate measurement upon the 
Tétons, and hence the altitude of the timber-line upon this isolated 
range is but approximate. 

The timber-lines in Colorado are mostly from Parry’s measurements. 
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T inelude also a few peaks on other continents, for the sake of comparison, 
the latitudes of which are approximate, as their positions are well 
known. The table is arranged according to the latitudes, commencing 
at the northernmost point and running south. 

: Ele- Name. j | ! Latitude. | J ition. 

(e) / 

Timber-line on Bridger’s Peak, Montana........-.-.--.----. 45 47 9, 002 
Timber-line on Mount Delano, Montana ...-...-.--...---.-- 45 32 - 8,784 
Timber-line on Ward’s Peak, Montana...-....-.-..--------- 45 30 9, 156 
Timber-line on Mount Blackmore, Montana..-..._.----..--- A5 26 9, 550 

-Timber-line on second canon of Madison River, Montana...| 45 00 9,754 
Timber-line on Electric Peak, Wyoming...-.......-...----- 44 58 9, 442 
Timber-line on mount near Henry’s Lake, Idaho .-....---.-- 44 55 , 368 
Timber-line on Mount Washburn, Wyoming -.----....--.---| 44 48 9, 900 

Timber-line on Mount Washington, New Hampshire....-..... 44 00 +6 2 se 

Timber-line on Cascade Range, Oregon...--..--..---..----- 44 av. 7, 000 
Timber-line on Mount Hayden, Téton Range.......--...---- 43 44 11, 000 
Timber-line on Wind River Mountains ..-.........---..-..-- 43 00 10, 160 
Timber-line on Mount Shasta, California .......-.-....---.. 44 15 8, 000 
Timber-line on Gilbert’s Peak, in the Uintas...-........--.- 40 50 11, 100 
Timber-line on Long’s Peak, Colorado........-.....---..-.- 40 20 10, 808 
Timber-line on Audubon’s Peak, Colorado .........-...----- 40 00 11, 325 
Timberz-line on Mount Engelmann, Colorado .........--.----|,----.------ 11,518 
Timber-line on Berthoud’s Pass, Colorado........-.-...----- 39) 5.50 11, 816 
Timber-line on Gray’s Peak, Colorado..-..-..----..--------. SOAS 11, 643 
Timber-line on Pike’s Peak, Colorado..........--....-..---- 33° 53 12, 040 

; Hates ot ate 11, 600 
Timber-line in Colorado in general...-...----..-.-.-.-- od See ; to 12, 000 

Timber-line on San Francisco Mount, Arizona .....-....---- 35. 30 11, 547 

FOREIGN PEAKS. 

fasaber-line) ON Alps seas sera s = eae see as ae elssciioe = elas e 47 to 44 00 6, 500 
‘iiirniyereliis) On ZO) eae ecsemeae Cosbeg Scieo CORSE RECS aaobor 3748 6, 600 
Pimber-line on eimalavasme = sacs ss ssa) smn aici ane 2s 28 to 30 00 11, 800 
MeE-line OM NONerilCssre xara goes tans s seiaieat= saeins ces. | eee Ao, 7, 300 

Timber-line on Andes; in South America: .-2- 0.25222 552 5252). c6 ceca dee: ; 4s 15 ue 

Tamberline on Andes, in! Mexico. lo. 2285952 Js Soaks coe. 12, 800 

It will be seen that there is a very regular increase in the elevation 
of the timber-line as the latitude decreases, subject of course to varia- 
tions when in the neighborhood of high tablelands or seas. As we 
approach the sea the timber-line rapidly sinks, until it is rarely over ~ 
7,000 feet in elevation, while, upon the mountain-peaks that rise above 
elevated plateaus, it reaches an elevation of nearly 13,000 feet. 

This immense extent of high land of course raises the temperature, 
and, by allowing the height of the timber-line to depend upon the 
mean annual temperature ot the place, the difference between the height 
of the line near table-lands and seas is accounted. for. 

The Wahsatch Range, near Ogden, is almost entirely destitute of 
trees, their place being supplied by tangled shrubs. Occasionally a 
small, stunted pine is met with, and the common juniper, (J. occidentalis.) 
The most common shrub is the Ceanothus velutinus, forming patches so 
tangled as to be almost impassable to the climber. The Cercocarpus 
ledifolius, or “mountain mahogany,” was also noted in considerable 
abundance to the height of 7,500 feet. 
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III. The fiora of. the Fire-Hole Basin is distinct, from the fact thatit is 
a region so covered with hot springs and geysers, giving in the geyser- 
ite, scattered everywhere, an unnatural soil, and creating an artificial 
warmth. The geyserite is a*bleak, barren waste, supporting only plants 
peculiar to itself, and seeming to kill everything of a different nature. 
A great number of the hot springs have made deposits until they have 
almost closed themselves up. On top of this a soil has collected, the 
spring underneath keeps it warm, and the luxuriant growth of a regular 
hot-bed is the result. The plants that grow in such situations are not 
all of them different in species from those that grow in the valleys near 
by, but they spring up much ranker and attain two or three times their 
usual size. To some plants of common species the soil gives such a dis- 
colored appearance as to make them at first scarcely recognizable. For 
instance, take the Gentians that are represented here so profusely. G. 
detonsa, G. affinis, and G. Amarella were repeatedly met with disguised 
by perfectly black stems and veins, leaves unusually dark, and petals 
with the black appearance common to dried specimens. This was the 
case only in the immediate neighborhood of the hot springs. Elsewhere 
they retained their original coloring, though growing much ranker than 
I ever saw them. 

The plants growing on the geyserite are chiefly of the composite 
family, represented by the genera Solidago, Senecio, Chenactis, Linosy- 
ris, Antennaria, and Achillea. In some of the hot springs in both Upper 
and Lower Geyser Basins an Alga was discovered growing, but it came 
East in such a condition that its species could not be determined. Also 
in the Lower Basin were found some orange-colored confervoid specimens, 
concerning which Charles H. Peck, esq., to whom they were sent, re- 
marks, “I believe they have been described under the name Conferva 
aurantiaca, but it is now generally regarded as the primary state of some 
plant of higher order, moss or fern.” 

In all this western region the botanist notices the absence of one great 
group of plants. The Ferns are almost unrepresgnted here, owing to ~ 
the great dryness of the climate. Being fond of dark, damp places, 
they are seldom found in this elevated region, where the air is dry and 
pure. Occasionally, in some dark and unusually damp caiion, a few 
stunted forms were found, and then in no great abundance. Two locali- 
ties only were noted where Ferns were found in any size and abundance: 
once in the new Geyser Basin, discovered on Shoshone Lake, being 
there the hot-bed growth before mentioned; and next under the shadow 
of the Tétons, on the eastern slope, where a mountain-stream had made 
a rich deposit, and:no sunlight could come on account of the immense 
growth of Conifere. But seven genera were found, including ten spe- 
cies, viz, one Pteris, two Pelleas, one Cryptogramme, two Aspidiums, 
one Cystopteris, one Botrychium, and two Woodsias. Of these the Cys- 
topteris fragilis was by far the most abundant. Botrychium lunarioides, 
var. obliquum, was found only in the Geyser Basin. 

Mosses were very abundant, both along the cold streams of dark 
canons and also upon the bare rocks of the mountain tops. A consider- 
able collection was made, numbering fifty-two species. Some were easily 
determined by comparing with dried and labeled specimens, but the 
doubtful ones were sent to Leo Lesquereux, esq., Columbus, Ohio, who 
has done them full justice. It will be noticed that some were unable 
to be determined on account of having no fruit, especially specimens of 
the genus Brywm. The order used in cataloguing them is that of the 
“ Musei Boreali-Americani” of Sullivant and Lesquereux. 

Lichens were common on the volcanic rock of the Téton Range. Some 
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of the peaks seemed perfectly covered with them, hardly a square inch 
being seen that did not bear some brilliantiy-colored specimen. They 
seemed to grow in greater abundance and more brilliancy of color on 
basaltic rock than on granite. Specimens were obtained mostly late in 
the season, and rather a large collection was secured. They were sent 

_ to Henry Willey, esq., New Bedford, Massachusetts, and he deserves 
great credit for the prompt and accur ate manner in which he worked them 
up. The number of species collected, including their several varieties, 
is sixty-seven, all of which are mounted and labeled. 

Fungi occurred in considerable abundance, but as no conveniences 
for preserving them were provided, but a small collection could be made. 
They were sent to Charles H. Peck, Albany, New York, who has done 
more than could be expected with the very indifferent material sent to 
him. The fleshy fungi are hard subjects to deal with in the field, and 
several expedients were resorted to for preserving them. An attempt 
was made to preserve them by pressing sections, but it was found im- 
possible to keep them from gluing themselves to the paper suitable for 
pressing flowers, and thus ruining specimens. The very few that I 
did succeed in bringing home in this manner could not be determined. 
The list of fungi therefore is rather small, although containing two new 
species. This is a group that has never been thoroughly examined in . 
the West, and I have no doubt that a close scientific investigation 
would disclose hundreds of species new to science. A wide and an in- 
teresting field is here laid open to the mycologist. 

For the convenience of those interested in comparing the flora of the 
eastern and western slopes, [ add here three tables compiled from the 
collections made in 187land 1872. Having but the work of two seasons 
as material, the tables are, to a certain extent, necessarily imperfect, and 
future collections will make many corrections, but they will ‘serve to 
show the general distinctions. None of the plants peculiar to the Great 
Salt Lake Basin are included. No attempt was made to include the 
Cryptogamia, as they are not sufficiently known. It will be remembered 
that collections were made on the Rocky Mountain slopes between lati- 
tude 43° and 469. 

PH NOGAMIA FOUND ON BOTH SLOPES. 

Clematis verticillaris. 
Dougiasii. 
ligusticifolia. 

Anemone multifida. 
Thalictrum Fendleri. 
Ranunculus aquatilis, 

var. trichophyllus. 
var. stagnalis. 

Cymbalaria. 
repens. 
nivalis, 

var. Eschscholtzii. 
Flammula, 

var. reptans. 
Caltha leptosepala. 
Trollius laxus. 
Aquilegia cerulea. 

flavescens. 
Delphinium Menziesii. 

elatum, 
var. (?) occidentale. 

Aconitum nasutum, 
Actxa spicata. 
Berberis Aquifolium. 

48 GS 

Nuphar advena. 
Arabis Drummondii, 

var. alpina. 
Cardamine paucisecta. 
Hrysimum asperum. . 

cheiranthoides. 
Sisymbrium canescens. 

junceum. 
Smelowskia calycina. 
Stanleya viridiflora. 
Physaria didymocarpa. 
Draba alpina. 

nemorosa, 
var. lutea. 

Viola Nuttallii. 
Silene acaulis. 

Menziesii. 
Lychnis Drummondii. 
Stellaria longipes. 
Arenaria lateriflora. 

congesta. 
arctica. 

Claytonia Caroliniana, 
var. lanceolata. 
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Claytonia Chamissonis. 
Talinum pygmeum. 
Spheralcea acerifolia. 
Linum perenne. 
Geranium Richardsonii. . 

Fremontii. 
Lupinus polyphyllus. 

csespitosus. 
leucophyllas. 
laxifiorus. 
ornatus. 

Trifolium longipes. 
Haydeni. 

Glycyrrhiza lepidota. 
Hedysarum boreale. 
Astragalus hypoglottis. 

campestris. 
Oxytropis Lamberti. 
Thermopsis fabacea. 
Spireea betulefolia. 
Geum trifloruam. 

strictum. 
Ivesia Gordoni. 
Potentilla feuticosa. 

millegrana. 
Anserina. 
diversifolia. 
glandulosa. 
Norvegica, 

Rubus Nutkanus. 
strigosus. 

Amelanchier Canadensis, 
var. alnifolia. 

Ribes bracteosum. 
viscosissimum. 
lacustre. 

Saxifraga nivalis. 
bronchialis. 
oppositifolia. 
hieracifolia, 
punctata. 

Jamesii. 
Tellima parviflora. 
Mitella pentandra. 
Heuchera parvifolia. 
Parnassia fimbriata. 
EKpilobium paniculatum. 

tetragonum. 
Gayophytum diffusum. 

; Tracemosum. } 
CEnothera triloba. ~ 

heterantha. 
biennis. 

Mentzelia levicaulis. 
Bupleurum ranunculoides, 
Carum Gairdner. 
Osmorrhiza nuda. 
Sium augustifolium. 
Myrrhis occidentalis. 
Cymopterus feeniculaceus. 
Heracleum lanatus. 
Cornus pubescens. 
Symphoricarpus montanus. 

occidentalis. 
Lonicera involucrata, 
Galium boreale. 

Aparine. 
trifidum. 

Valeriana edulis. 
Macheranthera canescens. 
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Aster integrifolius. 
glacialis. 
adscendens. 
salsuginosus. 
multiflorus. 
elegdns. 
Haydeni. 

Erigeron Bellidiastrum. 
glabellum. 
corymbosum. 
macranthum. 

Townsendia scapigera. 
Solidago gigantea. 

Virga-aurea, 
var. multiradiata. 

Linosyris viscidiflora. 
Aplopappus acaulis. 
Grindelia squarrosa. 
Chrysopsis villosa. 
Iva axillaris. 
Helianthus lenticularis. 
Helianthella unifiora. 
Heliomeris multiflora. 
Cheenactis Douglasii. 
Bahia leucophyHa. 
Actinella grandiflora. 
Amida hirsuta. 
Achillea Millefolium. 
Artemisia Ludoviciana. 

discolor. 
tridentata. 
dracunculoides. 

Gnaphalium luteo-album, 
var. Sprengelii. 

Antennaria alpina. 
marearitacea. 
Carpathica, 

var. pulcherrima. 
dioica. 
racemosa. 

Senecio Andinus. 
lugens. 
aureus. 
triangularis. 
hydrophilus. 

Arnica cordifolia. 
Chamissonis. 

Arnica augustifolia. 
Tetradymia canescens. 
Cirsium foliolosum. 

Drummondii. 
Stephanomeria exigna. 
Hieracium Scouleri. 
Crepis occidentalis. 

acuminata. 
Macrorrhyncus troximoides. 

glaucus. 
Mulgedium pulcheilum. 
Porterella carnulosa. 
Campanula rotundifolia, 

var. linifolia. 
Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi. 
Ledum glandulosum. 
Bryanthus empetriformis. 
Pyrola chlorantha. 

rotundifolia, 
var. incarnata. 

secunda. 
Moneses uniflora. 
Chimaphila umbellata. 
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terospera Andromedea. 
Monotropa Hypopitys. 
Dedecatheon Meadia. 
Androsace septentrionalis. 
Lysimachia ciliata. 
Aphyllon fasciculatum. 
Collinsia parviflora. 
Penétstemon confertus, 

var. ceeruleo-purpureus. 
deustus. 

Mimulus Lewisii. 
luteus. 

Veronica alpina. 
serpy liifolia. 
Americana. 

Castilleia pallida. 
Pedicularis Greenlandica. 

racemosa. 
bracteosa. 

Orthocarpus luteus. 
Eunanus Fremontii. 
Verbena bracteosa. 
Mentha Canadensis, 

var. glabrata. 
Dracocephalum parviflorum. 
Brunella vulgaris. 
Stachys palustris. 
Mertensia Sibirica. 

alpina. 
Echinospermum defiexum, 

yar. floribundum. 
Eritrichium villosum, 

var. aretioides. 
leiocarpum. 
erassisepalum. 

Phacelia circinata. 
sericea. 

Phlox longifolia. 
Collomia linearis. 
Gilia congesta, 

var. crebrifolia. 
pungens, 

var. squarrosa. 
Polemonium confertum. 

ceeruleum. 
Frasera speciosa. 
Gentiana affinis. 

detonsa. 
_ Apocynum cannabinum. 
Chenopodium album. 

hybridum. 
Blitum capitatum. 
Monolepis chenopodiodes. 

SURVEY OF THE Cr TERRITORIES. 15 

Obione canescens. 
Amarantus albus. 
Hriogonum ovalifolium. 

umbellatum. 
heracleoides. 
microthecum. 

Oxyria digyna. 
Rumex salicifolius. 
Polygonum amphibium, 

var. terrestre. 
tenue. 
Bistorta, 

var. oblongifolium. 
Shepherdia Canadensis. 
Comandra pallida. 
Arceuthobium Americanum. 
Euphorbia serpyllifolia. 
Betula occidentalis. 

glandulosa. 
Alnus incana. 
Salix arctica. 

longifolia. 
cordata. 

Populus tremuloides. 
balsamifera, 

var. augustifolia. 
Pinus flexilis. 

contorta, 
var. latifolia. 

Abies Douglasii. 
Engelmanni. 

Juniperus occidentalis. 
Lemna trisulea. 
Sparganium simplex. 
Potamogeton perfoliatus, 

var. Janceolatus. 
Habenaria hyperborea. 

dilatata. 
Spiranthes Romanzoffiana. 
Iris tenax. 
Sisyrinchium Bermudiana. 
Zygadenus Nuttallii. 

glaucus. _ 
Streptopus amplexifolius. 
Smilacina racemosa. 

stellata. 
Calochortus Nuttallii. 

eurycarpus. 
Lloydia serotina. 
Milla grandiflora. 
Allium brevistylum. 

stellatum. 

PHAZNOGAMIA FOUND ONLY ON THE EASTERN SLOPE. 

Ranunculus Nelsonii. 
Nasturtium obtusum. 
Cardamine hirsuta. 
Arabis hirsuta. 

Drummoniii. 
perfoliata. 

Thelypodium integrifolium. 
Vesicaria alpina. 
Draba gladialis. 

nemorosa. 
Lepidium intermedium. 
Viola Canadensis. 

canina, 
var. sylvestris. 

Cleome integrifolia. 

Silene Douglasii. 
antirrhina. 

Arenatia Fendleri. 
Stellaria crassifolia. 

. borealis. 
Cerastium arvense. 

vulgatum, 
var. Behringianum. 

nutans. 
Sagina Linnei. 
Paronychia sessiliflora. 
Spragnea umbellata. 
Claytonia linearis. 
Lewisia rediviva. 
Malvastrum Munroanum. 
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Malvastrum coccineum. 
Geranium Carolinianum. 
Rhus aromatica, 

var. trilobata. 
Acer glabrum. 
Astragalus diphysus. 

Canadensis, 
var. Mortoni. 

Kentrophyta. 
alpinus. 
tegetarius. 
caryocarpus. 
oroboides, 

var. Americanus. 
frigidus. 
bisulcatus. 
pauciflorus. 

Oxytropis multiceps. 
Lathyrus palustris. 
Spireea cezespitosa. 
Cercocarpus ledifolius. 
Sibbaldia procumbens. 
Chamerhodos erecta. 
Potentilla pulcherrima. 

Pennsylvanica, 
var. strigosa. 

fissa. 
Nuttallii. 

Cratzegus sanguinea, 
Ribes hirtellum. 

oxycanthoides. 
prostratum. 
cereum. 

Saxifraga cespitosa. 
Heuchera cylindrica. 
Parnassia parviflora, 

palustris, 
Sedum stenopetalum. 

rhodanthum. 
Epilebium augustifolium. 

suffruticosum. 
alpinum. 

(Enothera albicaulis. 
marginata, 

var. purpurea. 
Gaura coccinea. 
Mentzelia ornatus. 
Gymopterus alpinus, 
Thaspium trifoliatum. 
Cornus Canadensis. 
Linnea Dorealis. 
Galium triflorum. 
Liatris punctata. 
Aster Engelmanni. 

falecatus. 
Townsendia grandiflora. 

spathulata. 
RKrigeron acre. 

compositum. 
czespitosum. 
canescens. 

Diplopappus alpinus. 
Solidago nemoralis. 
Linosyris Howardii. 
Aplopappus lanceolatus. 

inuloides. 
czespitosus. 

Rudbeckia laciniata. 
Helianthus Nuttallii. 

Helianthus petiolaris. 
Hymenopappus tenuifolius. 
Helenium autumnale. 
Artemisia trifida. 

cana. 
vulgaris. 
biennis. 
frigida. 
Richardsoniana. 

Arnica longifolia. 
Senecio canus. 

Fremontii. 
Cirsium undulatum. 

discolor. 
Echinais carlinoides, 

var. nutans. 
Calais nutans. 
Hieracium albiflorum. 
Lygodesmia spinosa. 

juncea. 
Crepis runcinata. 

Andersonii. 
Taraxacum Dens-leonis. 
Gaillardia aristata. 
Mulgeduim leucopheum. 
Vaccinium Myrtillus. 
Kalmia glauca, 

var. microphylla. ° 
Plantago eriopoda. 
Primula farinosa. 
Androsace filiformis. 
Phelipzea Ludoviciana. 
Pentstemon glaucus, 

var. stenosepalus. 
Menziesil. 
eristatus. 
attenuatus. 

Limosella aquatica. 
Synthyris pinnatitida. 
Castilleia affinis, 

var. minor. 
Veronica scutellata. 
Verbena hastata. 
Lycopus Virginicus. 
Monarda fistulosa. 
Lophanthus urticefolius. 
Eritrichium glomeratum. 
Echinospermum Redowski, 

var. occidentale. 
Myosotis sylvatica, 

var. alpestris. 
Hydrophyllum capitatum. 
Phacelia Menziesii. 

Franklinii. 
Nemophila parviflora. 
Phlox Douglasii, 

var. diffusa. 
Gilia pusilla. 

liniflora. 
Polemonium cceruleum, 

var. foliosissimum. 
Gentiana Amarella, 

var. stricta. 
Apocynum androsemifolium.. 
Acerates decumbens. 
Oxybaphus augustifolius. 
Abronia fragrans. 
Blitum polymorphum. 
Suzeda depressa. 
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Salicornia herbacea. 
Eriogonum ovalitolium, 

var. tenuis. 
Polygonum viviparum. 
Euphorbia glyptosperma. 

dictyosperma. 
Euphorbia montana. 
Uriica gracilis. 
Alnus viridis. 
Pinus monophylla. 
Abies Menziesii. 
Juniperus communis. 

PHANOGAMIA FOUND ONLY 

Clematis ligusticifolia, 
var. breviilora. 

alpina, 
var. Ochotensis. 

Ranunculus affinis. 
adoneus. 

Delphinium scopulorum. 
Peonia Brownii. 
Dicentra uniflora. 
Nasturtium curvisiliqua. 

palustre, 
var. hispidum. 

Cardamine oligosperma. 
Arabis retrofracta. 
Vesicaria arctica. 
Draba stellata. 

aurea. 
Lepidium montanum. 
Barbarea vulgaris. 
Viola cucullata. 
Cleome aurea. 
Arenaria verna. 

pungens. 
Hypericum Scouleri. 
Lupinus pusillus. 

parviflorus. 
Trifolium Kingii. 
Hedysarum -Mackenzii. 
Astragalus pictus. 

Geyeri. 
Oxytropis nana. 
Spirea dumosa. 

betulefolia, 
var. rosea. 

Millefolinum. 
Geum macrophyllum. 
Potentilla arguta. 

diversifolia, 
var. multisecta. 

Fragaria vesca. 
Virginiana. 

Rosa blanda. 
fraxinifolia. 

Paurshia tridentata. 
Dryas octopctala. 
Tellima tenella. 
Mitella trifida. 
Sedum Rhodiola. 
(nothera marginata. 

scapoidea. 
Anding. 

Gaura parviflora. 
Lythrum alatum. 
Angelica Breweri. 
Sium lineare. 

Lemna minor. 
Potamogeton rufescens. 

pectinatus. 
Triglochin maritimum. 
Xerophyllum tenax. 
Prosartes trachycarpa. 
Fritillaria pudica. 

atropurpurea. 
Lrythronium grandiflorum. 
Allium Schcenoprasum. 

bisceptrum. 

ON THE WESTERN SLOPE. 

Cicuta maculata. 
Conioselinum Canadense. 
Lonicera Utahensis. 
Valeriana dioica, 

var. sylvatica. 
Eupatorium purpureum. 
Aster pulchellus. 

Sayl. 
Townsendia strigosa. 
Erigeron filifolium. 

grandiflorum. 
Solidago Guiradonis, 

var. spectabilis. 
elongata. 

Linosyris Howardii, 
var. Nevadensis. 

Aplopappus suffruticosus. 
unifiorus. 

Balsamorrhiza Hookeri. 
sagittata. 

Rudbeckia occidentalis. 
Helianthella multicaulis. 
Layia glandulosa. 
Gnaphalium microcephalum. 
Antennaria Carpathiea. 
Arniea latifolia. 
Senecio Fendleri. 

subnudus. 
Stephanomeria paniculata. 
Malacothrix sonchoides. 
Crepis nana. 
Vaccinium ovalifolium. 

Myrtilloides. 
uliginosum. | 

Pyrola aphylia. 
picta. 

Kalmia glauca. 
Plantago Patagonica, 

var. gnaphalioides. 
Glaux maritima. 
Aphyllon uniflorum. 
Phelipea erianthera. 
Utricularia vulgaris. 
Pentstemon acuminatus. 

glaucus. 
glaber. 
confertus. 
cyananthus. 
Menziesii, 

var. Lewisii. 
Mimuilus moschatus. 

floribundus. 
luteus, 

var. alpinus. ~ 
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Veronica Anagallis. 
peregrina. 

Synthyris alpina. 
Castilleia flava. 

parviflora. 
. Pedicularis Sudetica. 
Orthocarpus Tolmiei. 
Cordylanthus ramosus. 
Scutellaria galericulata. 
Physostegia parviflora: 
Mertensia brevistyla. 
Lithospermum pilosum. 
Eritrichium augustitolium. 

Californicum. 
Coldenia Nuttallii. 
Piptocalyx circumscissus. 
Hydrophyllum capitatum, 

var. alpinum. 
Phacelia Ivesiana. 
Nama demissa. 
Phlox canescens. 

ceespitosa. 
Collomia linearis, 

var. subulata. 
Gilia aggregata. 

intertexta. 
leptomeria. 
floccosa. 
pusilla, 

var. Californica. 
Nicotiana attenuata. 
Gentiana simplex. 

Amarella. 
calycosa.: 

Asclepias speciosa. 

SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES. 

Obione argentea. 
Eurotia lanata. 
Grayia polygaloides. 
Eriogonum Kingii. 

cernuum, 
var. tenue. 

flavum. 
ceespitosum. 

Rumex maritimus. 
paucifolius. 
venosus. 

Polygonum Bistorta, 
var. linearifolium. 

Ceratophyllum demersum. 
Urtica dioica, 

var. occidentalis, 
Parietaria Pennsylvanica. 
Salix reticulata. 

arctica, 
var. Brownii. 

glauca. 
Salix cordata, 

var. angustata. 
amyg daloides. 

Pinus ponderosa. 
Abies grandis. 

amabilis. f 
Juniperus Virginiana. 
Typha latifolia. 
Sagittaria variabilis. 
Habenaria fcetida. 
Goodyera Menziesii. 
Corallorhiza multiflora. 
Veratrum album. 
Camassia esculenta. 

Chenopodium album, Alluim acuminatum. 
var. leptophyllum. cernuum. 

whine, RANUNCULACEZ. 

Clematis ligusticifolia, Nutt.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho Territory, 
July. 

Clematis ligusticifolia, Nutt., var. breviflora, T. & G.— Blackfoot 
River, Idaho Territory, July; near Brigham City, Utah Territory, June. 

Clematis verticillaris, D. C., (C. Columbiana, T. & G., Atragene Ameri- 
cana, Sims.)—Téton Mountains, elevation 11,000 feet, July. 

Clematis Douglasii, Hook., (C. Wyethii, Nutt.)— Téton Mountains, 
elevation 10,000 feet, Sul ; Snake River Valley; Fort Hilis, Montana 
Territory. 

Clematis alpina, Mill., var. Ochotensis, Gray.—Téton Mountains, eleva- 
tion 10,000 feet, July. 
Anemone multifida, D. C.—Mountains near Clark’s Fork, Wyoming 

Territory, elevation 9,000 feet, August; Snake River Valley, July; 
Fort Ellis, Montana Territory. At this last locality both red and white 
flowers were collected. 

_ Anemone multifida, D. C., var.? ‘“ Dwarf, 6-8’; divisions of the leaves 
lance-ovate, becoming glabrous; petals 5 to 6, deep red; heads of car- 
pels globose; carpels woolly below, smooth above; style recurved.” 
Professor Porter.—Téton Range at 10,000 feet altitude, July 24. 

Thalictrum Fendleri, Engelm.—Red Mountain, elevation 9,600 feet, 
September; Téton Range, elevation 10,000 feet, July ; een Ellis, Mon- 
tana Territory ; Heury’s Fork of Snake River. 

Myosurus aristatus, Bentht) (Lond. Jour. a 6, 458. pace Buttes, 
June. 
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Ranunculus aquatilis, L. var. trichophyllus, Chaix.i—Near Ogden, 
Utah Territory, June; Heart Lake, September; Snake River Valley, 
August. 

Ranunculus aquatilis, L., var. stagnalis, D. C.—Divide between Marsh 
and Malade Valleys, June. 

Ranunculus Flammula, L., var. reptans, Gray.—Henry’s Fork of Snake 
River, August; Téton Basin, July; Trail Creek Mountains, September. 

Ranunculus Cymbalaria, Pursh.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, May; 
Fort Ellis, Montana Territory, July; Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory, 
August. 

Ranunculus afinis, R. Br.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, 
July 

Ranunculus nivalis, R. Br., var. EHschscholizii, S. Watson.—Upper 
Téton Caiion, July. 

Ranunculus repens, L.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June; Henry’s 
Fork of Snake River, August ; Téton River, July. 

Ranunculus macranthus, Scheele, (hk. repens, var. macranthus, Gray.)— 
Ogden Caiion, Utah Territory, June. 
Ranunculus adoneus, Gray, (Hn. Hall and Harbour’s Plants, p. 56.)— 

Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory, August. 
Ranunculus Nelsonii, Gray, (Proc. Am. Acad., May, 1872, p. 351.)— 

Yellowstone Lake, 1871. 
Caltha leptosepala, D. C.—Téton Mountains, elevation 11,500 feet, 

July. 
Trollius laxus, Salisb.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July ; 

Trail River Mountains, September. 
Aquilegia cerulea, James.—Téton Mountains, elevation 8 to 10,000 feet. 

Flowers were noted of four distinct colors with all their intermediate 
shades, viz, white, blue, pink, and buff; July. 
Aquilegia flavescens, S. Watson, (Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 10.)— 

Ogden Caton, Utah Territory, June; Yellowstone Lake, August; Trail 
River Mountains, September; mountains near Henry’s Lake. 

Delphinium elatum, L., var. (?) occidentale, S. Watson.—Téton Foot-hills, 
July. 

Delphinium Menziesii, D. C.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, May; 
Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 

Delphinium scopulorum, Gray, (Plante Wrightiane, 2, p. 9.)—Téton 
Foot-hills, August 3. 

Aconitum nasutum, Fisch.—Yellowstone Lake, August; Upper Gey- 
ser Basin, September; Téton Cation, July. 

Actea spicata, L., var. arguta, Torr.—Upper Téton Caiion, July.. 
Peonia Brown, Dougl.—Snake River Valley, July. Every specimen 

found had but two carpels instead of 3-5. ‘The seeds are eaten. by the 
Boisé Indians as beans. 

BERBERIDACE 4s. 

Berberis Aquifolium, Pursh.—Plains and foot-hills near Ogden, Utah 
Territory, June; Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August, in fruit. 

NYMPHACE A. 

Nuphar advena, Ait.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July; Lower 
Falls of the Yellowstone, August 4. 

| PAPAVERACE ZA. 

Argemone Mexicana, L., var. hispida, Torr.—Near Brigham City, Utah 
Territory, June 25, 
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FUMARIACE&. 

Dicentra uniflora, Kellogg ined., (by Professor Thomas C. Porter.) Dwarf, 
3-5'; scape 1-flowered, furnished with one or two linear bracts; flowers 
6-7" long, apparently purple; sepals oblong, obtuse, 3-4” long, deep 
purple; outer petals contracted in the middle, the lower half with short - 
rounded spurs, the upper hooded part oblong and, widely recurved, 
spreading; inner petals abraptly expanded above the claw into sharp 
triangular wings, not crested. Summit of a mountain near Ogden, 
Utah Territory, and in the Téton Range at 10,000 feet altitude. Mr. 
Coulter says, “It grows on the mountain tops where the snow 
has just melted, or even rarely in the snow itself. . No leaves or any 
trace of them were found, although the plant was collected both in June 
and August. I had described this plant as a new species, and named 
it D. nivalis, when I learned from Dr. Gray that it had been discovered 
in the Sierra Nevada, as early as 1870, by Mr. Kellogg, who was about 
publishing it as D. uniflora. 

& 

CRUCIFER 4. 

Nasturtium officinale, Br—Weber River, Utah Territory, June. 
Doubtless introduced. 

Nasturtium curvisiliqua, Nutt. MSS.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory, 
August. 
Nasturtium obtusum, Nutt.—Growing in the spray of the lower falls 

of the Yellowstone, August. 
Nasturtium palustre, D. C., var. hispidum, Gray.—Great Salt Lake, 

June. 
Barbarea vulgaris, R. Br.—Snake River Valley, August. 
Arabis Drummondii, Gray.— Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 
Arabis Drummondii, Gray, var. alpina, 8S. Watson.—Mountains near 

Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory, August. 
Arabis retrofracta, Graham.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June; Té- 

ton Basin, July 21; Shoshone Lake, September; Red Mountain, eleva- 
tion 10,000 feet; a very dwarf form. 

Streptanthus cordatus, Nutt.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 
Cardamine hirsuta, L.—Yeltlowstone Lake, August. 
Cardamine paucisecta, Benth.—Téton Canon, July. 
Cardamine oligosperma, Nutt.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, 

July. 
Vesicaria arctica, Richards.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, 

July. 
Physaria didymocarpa, Gray.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, 

July. 
Dyraba aurea, Vahl.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July. 
Draba alpina, L.— Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho Territory, 

August. 
Draba alpina, L., var., 8. Watson, (near D. glacialis, var. 7, Hook.)— 

Téton Mountains. elevation 12,000 feet, July. 
Draba glaciatis, Adams, (D. alpina, var. (2) S. Watson.) —Mountains 

near Ogden, Utah Territory, elevation 9,500 feet, June. : 
Draba stellata, Jacq., (Watson in Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 21.)— 

Téton Mountains, elevation 11,000 feet, July. 
Sisymbrium junceum, Bieb.—A form (?)—Snake River Valley, July. 
Sisymbrium canescens, Nutt.—Weber River, Utah Territory, June; 

very variable. ‘“Ah-tsah of the Pah-Utes.” Watson. 
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Smelowskia calycina, E. Meyer.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 
feet, July; mountains along Clark’s Fork, Wyoming Territor y, elevation 
9,000 feet. 

” Brysim um cheiranthoides, L.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Brysimum asperum, D. C.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, May; Téton 

Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Stanleya viridifiora, Nutt.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho Territory, July; 

Snake River Valley. 
Thelypodium Nuttallii, S. Watson, (Streptanthus sagittatus, Nutt.)— 

Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June; divide between Marsh and Malade 
Valleys; Yellowstone Lake, August. 

Brassica Sinapistrum, Boissier.—Fort Hall, Idaho, July. Doubtless 
introduced. 

Lepidium sativum, U.—F lowers rose-colored. Weber River, Utah Ter- 
ritory, June. Probably introduced. 

Lepidium montanum, Nutt.—Malade Valley, Utah Territory, June; 
Snake River Valley, July. Very abundant. A dwarf form was found 
near Fort Hall, Idaho. 

Thlaspr cochlear iforme, D. C., (T. alpestre, L., Watson in Clarence 
King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 31. )—Mountains near Ogden, Utah Territory, ele- 
vation 9; 000 feet, June. 
Raphanus sativus, L.—Plains near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 

Just beginning to run wild. 

VIOLACE A. 

Viola canina, L., var. sylvestris, Regel—Upper Geyser Basin, Sep- 
tember. 

Viola Canadensis, lu.—Union Pass, Gallatin River, September. 
Viola Nuttallii, Pursh.—Little Cottonwood Canton, Utah Territory, 

June; Clark’s Fork, Wyoming Territory, elevation 9,000 feet; Trail 
Creek Mountains, September; Téton Range, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 

Viola Nuttall, Pursh. var. venosa, S. Watson. (Clarence King’s Rep., 
vo]. v, p. 30.)—Mountains near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 

CAPPARIDACE Z&. 

Cleome integrifolia, T. & G.—Great Salt Lake, June. 
Cleome aurea, Nuti.—Ogden Cafion, Utah Territory, June; SUES 

River Valley, July. Very abundant. 

CARYOPHYLLACE A. 

Saponaria vaccaria, L., (Vaccaria vulgaris, Host.)\—Near Ogden, Utah 
Territory, June; Fort Ellis, Montana, July. 

Silene acaulis, L.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July 29. 
Silene Douglasii, Hook.—Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Silene Douglasii, Hook, var. (?) (S. Watson, in Clarence King’s Rep., 

vol. v, p. 36.)—Fort Ellis, Montana Territory. 
Silene Menziesii, Hook.—Wooded cation of Téton River, July. 
Lychiis Drummondi, S. Watson, (Silene Drummondii, Hook.) —Upper 

Cafion of the Madison, August; Yellowstone Lake; Heart Taleo, Sep- 
tember; Snake River Valley, J uly. 

Cerastium nutans, Kaf.—Gallatin Cafion, Montana™ Territory, Sep- 
tember. 

Cerastium vulgatum, L. var. Behringianum, Gray.—Mountains near 
Clark’s Fork, Wyoming Territory; elevation 9,000 feet, August. 
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Cerastium arvense, L.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Cerastium arvense, L. var.—Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Stellaria longipes, Goldie-——Ogden Canon, Utah Territory, June; 

Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Arenaria congesta, Nutt. —Shoshone Lake, September ; Téton Basin, 

July; Snake River Valley, August. 
Arenaria pungens, Natt. _'Téton Mountains; elevation 11,000 feet, 

July. 
Arenaria verna, L.—Trail Creek Mountains, September; Téton Mount- 

ains, elevation 12,000 feet. 
Arenaria arctica, Stev.—Red Mountain; elevation 10,000 feet, Sep- 

tember. 
Arenaria lateriflora, L.—Trail River Mountains, September; Téton 

Mountains, elevation 11,500 feet, July; Snake River Valley, August. 
_ Sagina Linnei, Prest. “Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 

PORTULACACH A. 

Talinum pygmeum, Gray.—Tower Falls, August; Red Mountain; ele- 
vation 10,000 feet, September. 

Claytonia Caroliniana, Michx., var. lanceolata, S. Watson. (C. lanceo- 
lata, Pursh.)—Mountains near Ogden, Utah Territory, June; Upper 
Téton Cafion, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 

Claytonia linearis, Hook.—Mountains along Clark’s: Fork, elevation 
9,000 feet, August. 

Claa ytonia per rfoliata, Don.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah Territory, 
elevation 10,000 feet, June. A quantity of ood Specimens were col- 
lected, but were anaccountably lost. 

Clay ylonia Chamissonis, Esch. and Ledeb.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho Terri- 
tory, August; Yellowstone Lake; Spray flower of the lower falls of the 
Yellowstone, August; Snake River Valley, July; Little Cottonwood 
Canon, Utah Territory, June 21. 

Spraguea umbellata, Torr.—Tower Falls, August 2; Upper Geyser 
Basin near hot springs. 

Lewisia rediviva, Ph.—Fort Ellis, Montana. 

HYPERICACEH Ai. 

Hypericum Scoulert, Hook.—Swamp near Ogden, Utah Territory, June 
18; Snake River Valley, July. 

MALVACE Ai. 

Sidalcea malveeflora, Gray. (Sidia, D. C.)—Ogden Cation, Utah Terri- 
tory, June 15; Malade Valley, Utah. 

Malvastrum coccineum, Gray.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, May 31. 
Malvastrum Munroanum, Gray.—Divide between Marsh and Malade 

Valleys, June 29. 
Spheralcea acerifolia, Nutt.—Ogden Caton, Utah Territory, June; 

Téton Basin, July; Jackson’s Lake, September. 
Malva rotundifolia, L.mNear Ogden, Utah Territory, June; doubtless 

introduced. 

LINACE A. 

Linum perenne, L.—Ogden Caiion, Utah Territory, I une; Téton Mount- 
ains, elevation 10,000 feet, July; Trail Creek Mountains, September ; 
near Jackson’s Lake, in fruit. ; t 
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Linum Kingii, Watson, var. sedoides, Porter.—Uintah Mountains, 
Wyoming Territory, August; Dr. Joseph Leidy. 

GERANIACE Ai. 

Geranium Richardsonii, Fisch. & Mey.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, 
May; North Fork of Snake River, July. 

Geranium Carolinianum, L.—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 
Geranium Fremontit, Torr. var.—Two forms, probably varieties of G. 

Fremontii, were found near Henry’s Lake, Idaho. 

CHELASTRINE A. 

Pachystima myrsinites, Raf. (Oreophila myrtifolia, Nutt.)—Near Ogden, 
Utah Territory, June. a 

RHAMNACEH A. 

Ceanothus velutinus, Doug}. ae aveins near Ogden, Utah Territory, 
June. 

SAPINDACE At. 

Acer glabrum, Torr. (A. tripartitwm, Nutt.)\—Near Ogden, Utah Terri- 
tory, June; mountains along Clark’s Fork, Wyoming Territory, CIEE 
tion 8,000 feet. 

ANACARDIACEH AL. 

The fellowing two species were noted, but as specimens have been 
brought in befor’, and they are unpleasant subjects to handle, they were 
not collected. 

Rhus toxicodendron, .—Near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 
Rhus glabra, u—mNear Ogden, Utah Territory, June ;. Fort Hall, Idaho 

Territory, July. 

LEGUMINOS 4. 

TIupinus pusillus, Pursh.—Blackfoot River, Idaho, July 13. 
Lupinus parviflorus, Nutt.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Valleys, 

June; Téton Basin, q uly. 
Lupinus sericeus, Pursh. —Ogden Canon, Utah Territory, Jane. 
Inpinus cespitosus, Nutt.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Lupinus ornatus, Dougl.—Téton Basin, July; Henry’s Fork of Snake 

River, August. 
Lupinus polyphyllus, Lindl.— Upper Téton Caton, July 28; near 

Brigham City, Utah, June. 
Lupinus leucophyllus, Lindl.—Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July; Téton 

Basin, August. 
Lupinus laxiflorus, Doug).—Trail Creek Mountains, September. 
Medicago sativa, L.i-Near Ogden, Utah, June; Fort Hall, Idaho. 

Doubtless escaped. ; 
Trifolium longipes, Nutt.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June; Téton 

Basin, July. 
Trifolium Parryi, Gray.—Brigham Caton, Utah, June. “Ripe legume 

stiped, stipe elongated, equaling in length the erect teeth of the calyx.” 
Professor Porter. 
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Trifolium variegatum, Nutt—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Little Cotton- 
wood Canon, Utah, June. 

Trifolium Haydeni, Porter. (Hayden’s report for 1871.)—Mountains 
near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 

Psoralea lanceolata, Pursh.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Astragalus Canadensis, L.—Port Neuf Cafion, Idaho, July. 
Astragalus Canadensis, L. var. Mortoni, S. Watson.—Port Neuf Cafion, » 

Idaho, July. 
Astragalus hypoglottis, L.—Snake River Valley, July ; near Fort Ellis, 

Montana, July. 
Astragalus Utahensis, T. and G. (Gray’s Rev. 1. ¢., 213.)—Ogden, Utah 

July. 
Astragalus Geyeri, Gray.—Blackfoot River, Idaho, July. 
Astragalus tegetarius, S. Watson.—Near Fort Ellis, Montana, July; 

Snake River Valley, August. 
Astragalus campestris, Gray.—Near Fort Ellis, Montana, July; Téton 

Basin; mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August; Grand Canon of 
the Yellowstone; Clark’s Fork, Wyoming. Very variable in the breadth 
of the leaves. 

Astragalus junceus, Gray, (A. diversifolius, Gray.)—Near Ogden, Utah, 
June; Snake River Valley, July. 

Astragalus alpinus, .—Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Astragalus pictus, Gray.—Snake River Plains, July. Occurs in great 

abundance. 
Oxytropis nana, Nutt.—In fruit. Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Oxytropis Lamberti, Pursh.—In fruit. Snake River Valley, July. 
Glycyrrhiza lepidota, Nutt.—Sand Creek, Idaho, October. 
Hedysarum Mackenzii, Rich.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Hedysarum boreale, Nutt.—Bear River, Utah, June; Trail Creek 

Mountains, September; Téton Mountains, elevation, 10,000 feet, July ; 
Yellowstone Lake, August; remarkably glabrous. 

Vicia Americana, Muhl—Swamp near Ogden, Utah, June; Divide 
between Marsh and Malade Valleys, near Brigham City, Utah. 

Lathyrus polyphyllus, Nutt.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Lathyrus palustris, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, May. 
Lathyrus palustris, L., Form.—Near Blackfoot River, Idaho, July. 
Lathyrus palustris, L., var. myrtifolius, Gray.—Near Ogden, Utah, 

June. The specimen was collected, but unfortunately lost. 
Pisum arvense, L. Accidental.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho. 
Thermopsis fabacea, D. C.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Val- 

leys, June. 

ROSACEA. 

Prunus demissa, Walp.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Valleys, 
June. 

Spirea dumosa, Nutt.— (S. aricfolia, var. discolor, T. and G.)\—Twin 
Buttes, on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. - 

Spireea epulifolia, L.—-Ogden Cation, Utah, June. 
. Spirea opulifolia, L. var. pauciflora, Hook.—Mountains near Ogden, 
Utah, June. . 
Spirea betulefolia, Pallas.—Téton Mountains, elevation 11,000 feet, 

July. 
Spirea betulefolia, Pallas, var. rosea, Gray.—Shoshone Lake, Septem- 

ber; mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 
Spirea Millefolium, Torr. (P. RB. R. Rep., vol. iv, p. 83, t. 5.) Snake 
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River Valley, Idaho, John M. Coulter; Ophir, Southern Utah, £. S. 
Blackwell. 

Rubus Nutkanus, Mog.—Ogden Canon, Utah, June ; Téton Mountains, 
elevation 10,000 feet, July. 

Rudus strigosus, Michx.—Madison River, August; Yellowstone Lake; 
Téton Basin, July. 

Purshia tr identata, D. C.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Valleys, 
June. 

Cercocarpus ledifolius, Nutt. “ Mountain mahogany.”—Mountains near 
Ogden, Utah, June. : 

Dyrydas octopetala, L.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July. 
Geum strictum, Ait.—Near Fort Ellis, Montana, July. 
Geum macrophyllum, Willd.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Val- 

leys, June; Téton River, July. 
Geum triflorum, Pursh.— Mountains near Henry’s Lake, August; 

mountains along the Yellowstone, elevation 8-10,000 feet; Tétom Basin, 
July. 

Fragaria Virginiana, Ehrh.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, 
-August; Téton Basin, July. 

Fragaria vesca, L.—Ogden Canon, Utah, June; Téton Basin, July. 
Potentilla Norvegica, L., a form approaching P. rivularis—Erom Ross 

Fork to Fort Hall, Idaho, July. 
Potentilla Norvegica, .—Malade Valley, Utah, June 27. 
Potentilia millegrana, Engelm.—Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July; foot- 

hilis of the Téton Range, August. 
Potentiila diversifolia, Lehm.—Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Potentilla diversifolia, Lehm., var. multisecta, 8S. Watson. (Clarence 

King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 86.)—Téton Mountains, elevation 11,500 feet, 
July. 

Potentilla pulcherrima, Lehm.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Potentilla gracilis, Dougl.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Val- 

leys, June; Fort Ellis, Montana. 
Potentilla gracilis, Dougl., var. flabelliformis, Nutt.—Henry’s Fork of 

Snake River, July. 
Potentilla Anserina, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, May. 
Potentilla fruticosa, L.—Malade Valley, Utah, June; Henry’s Lake, 
ee August; Yellowstone River, elevation 6, 400 feet; Téton Basin, 
e uly 

Potentilla ¢ glandulosa, .—Upper Téton Canon, July; Henry’s Fork of 
Snake River, August. 

Potentilla ar guta, Pursh.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Valleys, 
une. 
Ivesia Gordoni, T. and G.—Red Mountain, elevation 10,000 feet, Sep- 

tember; Téton Range, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Rosa blanda, Ait.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Valleys, June ; 

Fall River, Idaho, July. 
Rosa fraxinifolia, Bork.—Téton River, July 23. Collected in fruit but 

not in flower. 
Crategus rivularis, Nutt. (2?) (Watson, in Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, 

p. 92.)—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Crataegus sanguinea, Pallas, var. Douglasii, T. and G.—Fort Ellis, Mon- 

tana, July. 
Amelanchier Canadensis, T. and G., var. alnifolia, T. and G.—Divide 

between Marsh and Malade Valleys, June ; Téton Mountains, elevation 
10,000 feet, July. 
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SAXTFRAGACEH A. 

Saxifraga oppositifolia, L.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, 
July. j 

Saxifraga bronchialis, L.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, Au- 
gust. 

Saxifraga punctata, L.—Yellowstone River, July ; Upper Téton Cafton. 
Saxifraga nivalis, L.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August ; 

Upper Téton Canton, July; Clark’s Fork, Wyoming. 
Saxifraga hieracifolia, Waldst. and Kit.—Téton Basin, July. 
Saxifraga Jamesii, Dougl.—Téton Mountains, elevation 11,000 feet, 

July. 
Telima parviflora, Hook.—Téton Canon, July. 
Telima tenella, Benth. and Hook. —Near Ogden, Utah, June; Téton 

Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Mitella pentandra, Hook.—Upper Téton Cafion, July. 
Mitella trifida, Graham.—Upper Téton Canon, July. 
Heuchera rubescens, Torr.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Heuchera cylindrica, Dougl.—Hot springs along the Yellowstone, ele- 

vation 6,200 feet; September; Grand Cation of the Yellowstone, August ; 
Lower Fire-Hole Basin. 
Heuchera parvifolia, Nutt—Ogden Cafion, Utah, June; divide be- 

tween Marsh and Malade Valleys; Téton Basin, July. A very dwarf 
form was found at Fort Ellis, Montana. 

Parnassia parviflora, D. C.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Parnassia fimbriata, Banks.—Téton Canon, July; spray flower of the 

Great Falls of the Yellowstone, August; headwaters of Snake River, 
September. . 

Ribes lacustre, Poir.—Upper Téton Cafion, July. 
Ribes lacustre, Poir., var., an Alpine form, (Watson, in Clarence 

King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 99.) (dv. setosum, Dougl.) Téton Mountains, ele- 
vation 11,500 feet, July. 

Ribes viscosissinvum, Pursh.—Upper Téton Cafion, July; mountains 
near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 

hibes bracteosum, Dougl.—Téton Canon, August. 

CRASSULACEZ. 

Sedum Rhodiola, D. C.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August ; 
Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July. 

Sedum rhodanthum, Gray.—Tower Falls, August; Upper Falls of the 
Yellowstone. 

Sedum stenopetalum, Pursh.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June; 
Fire-Hole River, August. 

Sedum debile, 8 S. Watson.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June. 

HALORAGEZ. 

Myriophytlum verticillatum, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 
Hippuris vulgaris, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; common on Henry’s 

Fork of Snake River, July. 

ONAGRACE_A, 

Epilobium augustifolium, L.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Val- 
leys, June. ; 
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Epilobium suffruticosum, Nutt.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Epilobium tetragonum, L.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June; Téton 

Canton, July; Snake River Valley, August. 
Epilobium paniculatum, Nutt.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June; Téton 

foot-hills, August; Snake River Valley, July; mountains near Henry’s 
Lake, Idaho. 

Zauschneria Californiea, Pres|—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Clarkia rhomboidea, Dougl.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Gayophytum ramosissinum, T. and G.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Gayophytum racemosum, T. and G.—Teéton foot-hills, August. 
Gayophytum diffusum, T. and G.—Téton foot-hills, August. 
nothera biennis, L.—Snake River Valley, July. 
nothera albicaulis, Nutt.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
nothera albicaulis, Nutt., var. Nuttall, Kngelm.—Divide between 

Marsh. and Malade Valleys, June 29; Yellowstone River, August. 
(nothera triloba, Nutt—Ogden Canon, Utah, June 15; Port Neuf 

Canton, Idaho, July 2; Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 18; Yellow- 
stone Lake, August 23. 
nothera marginata, Nutt.—Port Neuf Valley, Idaho, July 1. 
Gnothera marginata, Nutt., var. purpurea, 8S. Watson.—Hot springs 

along the Yellowstone, elevation 6,700 feet, September 29. 
(nothera scapoidea, Nutt.—Snake River Valley, July 16. 
nothera heterantha, Nutt.—Téton Basin, July 11. 
nothera Andina, Nutt.—Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork of Snake 

River, Idaho, July 16. 
Gaura biennis, L.—Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July 1. 
Gaura parviflora, Dougl.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho, July 2; Snake- 

River Valley, July 19. 
Gaura coccinea, Nutt.—Between Boteler’s Ranch and Fort Ellis, Mon- 

tana, July 21. 

LYTHRACEA. 

Iythrum alatum, Pursh.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, Au- 
gust 9. ; 

LOASACE A. 

Menizelia albicaulis, Dougl., var. integrifolia, S. Watson.—Port Neuf 
Canon, Idaho, July 2. 

Mentzelia levicaulis, T. and G.—Mountains along the Yellowstone ; 
Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 25. 

UMBELLIFER A. 

Bupleurum ranunculoides, l.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 9; a 
taller form from Union Pass, Gallatin River, September 12. (See cata- 
logue in Hayden’s Rep. for 1871.) 
2 Vicuta maculata, L.—Port Neuf Cafion, Idaho, July 2; Snake River 

alley. 
Carum Gairdneri, Benth. and Hook.—Téton River, July; Snake River 

Plains, August; Fail River, Idaho, July 19. A common article of food 
among the Indians of Idaho and Wyoming, who call it “‘yamp.” It is 
very palatable and nutritious, having somewhat the flavor of carrot. 

Sium augustifoltium, L.—Malade Valley, Utah, June. 
Sium lineare, Michx.—Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July. 
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Osmorrhiza nuda, Torr.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Upper Téton 
Caiion, July. 

Myrrhis occidentalis, Benth. and Hook.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Cymopterus foniculaceus, Nutt.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, eleva- 

tion 10,000 feet, June. 
Cymopterus longipes, S. Watson.—Near Ogden, Utah, May to June, 

1871. 
Thaspium trifoliatum, Gray.—Union Pass, Gallatin River, September. 
Angelica Brewert, Gray.—Swamps in Snake. River Valley, July. 
Contoselinum Canadense, T. and G.—Upper Téton Canon, July. 
Peucedanum simplex, Nutt.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, elevation 

9,000 feet, June. 
’ Ferula multifida, Gray, (Leptotenia, Nutt.)—Ogden Canon, Utah, June. 
Heracleum lanatum, Michx.—Upper Téton Canon, July. 

CORNACE A. 

Cornus Canadensis, L.—Madison River Cation, August. 
Cornus pubescens, Nutt.—Swamps on Téton River, July. 

CAPRIFOLIACE A. 

Linnea borealis, Gronov.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August; Yellow- 
stone River; Gibbon’s Fork of Madison River. 

Symphoricarpus montanus, H. B. K.—Ogden Canon, Utah, June; Yel- 
lowstone River, August; Snake River Valley, July; Téton Caftion. 

Symphoricarpus occidentalis, R. Br.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Lonicera involucrata, Banks.—Ogden Caiion, Utah, June; Tower 

Falls; Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Lonicera Utahensis, S. Watson.—Upper Téton Canon, July. 
Sambucus racemosa, L., var. pubens, S. Watson, (S. pubens, Michx.)— 

Little Cottonwood Cafion, Utah, June; Upper Téton Caiion, July. 
Sambucus glauca, Nutt.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 

RUBIACE A. 

Galium Aparine, L.—Ogden Canton, Utah Territory, June; along the 
Yellowstone, elevation 6,400 feet. 

Galium multiflorum, Kellogg, (G. hypotrichium, Gray.)—Near Ogden, 
Utah, June. 

Galium trifidum, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 
Galium boreale, L.—Divide between Marsh aud Malade Valleys, June; 

Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 

VALERIANACEH A. 

Valeriana dioica, L., var. sylvatica, S. Watson.—Near Ogden, Utah, 
June; Red Mountain, "elevation 9 ,000 feet, September. 

Valeriana edulis, Nutt.—Téton Mountains, elevation, 11,500 feet; 
July; near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 

Plectritis congesta, D. C.—Plains near Ogden, Utah Territory, June. 

COMPOSIT A. 

Fupatorium purpureum, L.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Asier integrifolius, Nutt.—Téton Basin, August; Houry’s Fork of 

Snake River; Upper Canon of the Madison. 
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Aster adscendens, Lindl.—Upper Geyser Basin, August. 
Aster adscendens, Lindl., var. Parryi, S. Watson.—Téton Basin, July; 

Trail Creek Mountains, September. 
Aster multiflorus, Ait—Shoshone Lake, September. 
Aster glacialis, Nutt—Trail Creek Mountains, September; Téton 

Mountains, elevation 11,000 feet, July. 
Aster pulchellus, D. C. Haton.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 

feet, July. 
Aster salsuginosus, Rich.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, 

July. 
Aster salsuginosus, Rich., var. B., T. and G. —Upper Téton Cafion, 

duly 
ine: Haydeni, Porter, (Hayden’s Report for 1871,)—Shoshone Lake, 

September. 
Aster Sayi, Nutt, (Gray in Proce. Am. Acad., May, 1872, p. 389; Hall’s 

Oregon Coll., 246. )\—Téton Range, elevation 10, 000 "feet, July. 
Aster eles gans, 'T. and G.—Fall River, Idaho, 4) uly ; Téton Mountains, 

elevation 10,000 feet. 
Aster Engelmanni, Gray, (A. elegans, var. Engelmanni, D. C. Katon.)— 

Madison River Canton, August; Téton Range, elevation 10,000 feet, 
July. 

Townsendia scapigera, D. C. Katon.—Union Pass, Gallatin River, 
July; Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet. 

Townsendia strigosa, Nutt.—Snake River Valley, Idaho, July. 
Townsendia grandiflora, Nutt.—From Boteler’s Ranch to the Yellow- 

stone, July. 
Macheranthera canescens, Nutt.—Madison Canon, August; Téton 

Basin, July. Several forms were found. 
Hrigeron grandifiorum, Hook.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, 

July. A very dwarf form was found at Shoshone Lake, September. 
Hrigeron acre, u.—Mountains along Clark’s Fork, Wyoming, elevation 

9.000 feet, August. 
Brigeron Bellidiastrum, Nutt.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Ross Fork 

to Fort Hall, Idaho, July; Snake River Valley. 
Lrigeron macranthum, Nutt.—Wooded Canon of Téton River, July. 

Very variable in size. 
Hrigeron glabellum, Nutt. —Near Ogden, Utah, June; Téton Basin, 

July ; Upper Téton Cafion. 
Erigeron corymbosum, Nutt.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Val- 

leys, June; Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Erigeron filifolium, Nutt.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August; from Ross 

Fork to Fort Hall, Idaho, July. 
Solidago Virga-aurea, L.—Téton foot-hills, August. 
Solidago Virga-aurea, L., var. multiradiata, 'T. and G.—Mountains near 

Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August; Yellowstone "Lake. 
Solidago Virg ga-aurea, Li., var. Alpine form, 554 of Watson’s collection. 

(Clarence King’s Rep., vol. V, Dp. 154.)—Red Mountain, elevation 10,000 
feet, September. 

Solidago Guiradonis, Gray, var. spectabilis, S. Watson. (Clarence 
King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 154.)—Téton Basin, August. 

Solidago nemoralis, T. and G.—Headwaters of Madison River, Sep- 
tember. 

Solidago elongata, Nutt.—Téton foot- hills, August. 
STE gigantea, Ait.—Téton foot-hills, August ; Yellowstone Lake; 

Henry’s Fork of Snake River. 

49GS 
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Solidago gigantea, Ait.—A form, 562 of Watson’s collection. (Clarence 
King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 156.)—Port Neuf Caiion, Idaho, July. ; 

Tnnosyris graveolens, T. and G.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Linosyris viscidiflora, T. and G.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June. 
Linosyris viscidifiora, T. and G., var. serrulata, Torr. (Stansb. Rep., 

Had. 2, p. 389.)—Near Bringham City, Utah, June. 
Linos) yris viscidiflora, T. and G., var. latifolia, D. C. Haton.—Leaves 

from 2-3/ long. Mountains along Malade Valley, Idaho. 
LTinosyris viscidiflora, T. and G., var. puberula, D. C. Katon.—Fal\ 

River, Idaho, July. 
Linosyris viscidiflora, T. and G. “A form 8 flowered,” Professor Por- 

ter.—Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Aplopappus suffruticosus, ‘Gray. (Macronema suffruticosa, Nutt.) 

(Proc. Am. Acad., 6, 542.)—Snake River Valley, July. 
Aplopappus lanceolatus, T. and G.—Around the hot springs in both’ 

geyser basins, August: 
Aplopappus acaulis, Gray.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho Ter- 

ritory, August. 
Aplopappus Nuttallii, T. and G.—Near Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August, 

Dr. Joseph Leidy. 
Aplopappus uniflorus, T. and G. A form with the radical leaves en- 

tire or nearly so. Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 8. 
Grindelia squarrosa, Don.—Port Neuf Valley, Idaho, July 1. 
Chrysopsis villosa, Nutt.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 18; 

around the hot springs of Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August 13. Very 
variable. 

Chrysopsis villosa, Nutt., var. hispida, Gray.—Madison Lake, Septem- 
ber 4. 

Iva axillaris, Pursh.—Malade Valley, June; abundant in Snake River 
Valley, July 26; near hot springs along the Yellowstone, August. 

Wyethia amplexicaulis, Nutt.—Malade ’ Valley, Utah, June 27. 
Balsamorrhiza sagittata, Nutt.—From Ross Fork to Fort Hall, Idaho, 

July 3. 
Rudbeckia occidentalis, Nutt.—Ogden Cafion, Utah, June 15; Téton 

Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, J uly 24; Snake River Plains, August. 
| Helianthus lenticularis, Dougl. _Malade Valley, Utah, June 27; Snake 
River Valley, July. 

Helianthus Nuttallii, T. and G.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August 29. 
Helianthus petiolaris, Nutt.—Weber River, Utah, June 19. 
Helianthella multicaulis, D. C. Katon.—Fall River, Idaho, July 19. 
Helianthella uniflora, T. and G.—Upper Téton Cation, July 26. 
Heliomeris multiflora, Nutt.—Téton River, Idaho, J uly 23. 
Chenactis Douglasii, Hook. and Arn.—Ogden Cation, Utah, June 15; 

Fire-Hole River, August; Gardiner’s River, Montana; Snake a 
Idaho. 

Chenactis Douglasii, Hook. and Arn.—Alpine form, mountains near 
Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 9; Lower Fire-Hole Basin. 

Bahia leueophylla, D. C. —Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 18; 
Téton Basin, July 21. ; 

Actinella grandiflora, T. and G.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 
feet, July 30. 

Layia glandulosa, Hook. and Arn.—Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork of 
Snake River, July 16. 

Layia heterotricha, Hook. and Arn.—Near Ogden, Utah, June 5. 
Nadia racemosa, T. and G.—Ogden Cation, Utah, June 15. 
Amida hirsuta, Nutt—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July 24. 
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Achillea Millefolium, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, May 30; very abundant 
everywhere on the route. 

Matricaria discoidea, D. C._—Great Salt Lake, June 17. 
Artemisia dracunculoides, Pursh.—Snake River Valley, October; Yel- 

lowstone River, August 23. 
Artemisia tr identata, Nutt.—Yellowstone Lake, August 25; Snake 

River Valley, July. The common form all over the West. 
Artemisia discolor, Dougl—Snake River Valley, October; Lower 

Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Artemisia Ludoviciana, Nutt.—Weber River, Utah, June. 
Artemisia Ludoviciana, Nutt., var. Douglasiana, D. C. Eaton. (A. 

Douglasiana, T. and G.)—Yellowstone Lake, August; Market Lake, 
Idaho, July. 

Artemisia Ludoviciana, Nutt., var. latifolia, T. and G.—Yellowstone 
Lake, August 5; Port Neuf Cafton, Idaho, July. 

Artemisia cana, Pursh.—Yellowstone Lake, August. 
_ Artemisia frigida, Nutt.—Near Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August, Dr. 
Joseph Leidy. 

Gnaphalium luteo-album, L., var. Sprengelii, D. C. Eaton.—White 
Mountain Hot Springs, Montana, elevation 6,400 feet, July; Geyser 
Basin on Shoshone Lake, September. 

Gnaphalium palustre, Nutt.—Great Salt Lake, June. 
Gnaphalium microcephalum, Nutt.—Shoshone Lake, September. 
Antennaria margaritacea, R. Br.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 8. 
Antennaria Carpathica, RK. Br.—Shoshone Lake, September 6. 
Antennaria Carpathica, kk. Br., var. pulcherrima, Hook.—Henry’s Lake, 

Idaho, August 8; Lower Fire-Hole Basin, September; Téton Basin, 
July 21. 

Antennaria alpina, Gertn.—Ogden Caiion, Utah, June 15; Fort Hall, 
Idaho, July ; Upper Geyser Basin, August. 

Antennaria dioica, Geertn.—Yellowstone River, August 22; Snake 
River Valley, July 30. 

Antennaria dioica, Gertn., var. rosea, D. C. Katon.—Téton Basin, July 

Antennaria racemosa, Hook.—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, 
August 9. 

Arnica longifolia, D. C. Eaton.—Grand Canon of the Yellowstone, 
August 22. 

Arnica augustifolia, Vahl. weeds between Marsh and Malade Valleys, 
June 29. 
Arnica Chamissonis, Less. “Divide between Marsh and Malade Val- 

leys, June 29; swamps along Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 
“Arnica latifolia, Bongard. —Téton Mountains, elevation 10 000 feet, 

July. 
Arnica cordifolia, Hook.—Ogden Cafion, Utah, June; Téton Basin, 

July; Trail River Mountains, September. 
Senecio lugens, Richards.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, 

July; Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Senecio lugens, Richards, var. Hookeri, D. C. Katon.—Mountains near 

Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 
Senecio lugens, Richards, var. exaltatus, D. C. Eaton.—Lower Fire- 

Hole Basin, August; Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Senecio hydrophilus, Nutt.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 
Senecio triangularis, Hook.—Henry’s Fork of Snake river, August; 

. Yellowstone Lake; Red Mountain, elevation 10,000 feet, September; 
Téton River. 
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Senecio Serra, Hook., (Watson, in Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 189, 
under S. Andinus. )—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 

Senecio Andinus, Nutt.—Divide between Marsh and Malade Valleys, 
June; Shoshone a September. 

Senecio aureus, L.—Ogden Canon, Utah, June; Teton Basin, July. 
Senecio aureus, L., var. obovatus, T. and G.—Divide between Marsh and 

Malade Valleys, J une. 
Senecio aureus, L., var. eroceus, Gray.— Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Senecio canus, Hook.—Around hot springs in Lower Fire-Hole Basin, 

August. The form with entire leaves. 
Senecio Fendleri, Gray. (Pl. Fendl., p. 108.)—Malade Valley, Taino, 

June. With ae long petioles. 
Senecio multilobatus, T. and G. —Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Senecio subnudus, D. C.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, near hot springs, 

August. 
Tetradymia canescens, D. C.—Snake River Plains, July. 
Several species of Cirsiwm were collected, probably C. foliosum, C. 

Drummondii, and some others, but the material was too meager for a 
satisfactory determination of these mixed species. 

Stephanomeria minor, Nutt.,(including S.runcinata, Nutt.)—Near Brig- 
ham City, Utah, June; Fort Hall, Idaho, July ; a slender, unbranched 
form. 

' Stephanomeria exigua, Nutt.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Mieracium Scoulert, Hook.—Snake River Valley, Idaho, July; Malade 

Valley, June. 
Hieracium albiflorum, Hook.—Upper Cafion of the Madison, August. 

A small, single- flowered, alpine form was found on the hills around the 
Upper Geyser Basin. 

LIygodesmia juneea, Don., var. dianthopsis, D. C. Eaton, (Clarence 
King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 200. \—Ogden Canon, Utah, June; near Great Salt 
Lake. 

Malacothrix sonchoides, T. and G.—Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork of 
Snake River, July; Port Neuf Canon, Idaho. 

Crepis Andersonii, Gray.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Crepis occidentalis, Nutt.—Marsh Valley, June; Fire. Hole Rie 

August. 
Crepis occidentalis, Nutt., var. gracilis, D:; C. Haton.—Mountains near 

Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 
Crepis acuminata, Nutt. — Plains near Ogden, Utah, June; Téton Basin, 

July; Bear River Valley. 
Crepis nana, Richards. (Fl. N. Am. 2, p. 488.)—Téton Mountains, | 

elevation 12,000 feet, July. 
Macrorrhyneus glaucus, D. C. Eaton, var. laciniatus, D. C. Haton.— 

Snake River Plains, July. 
Macrorrhyncus troximoides, T. and G.—Swamp near Ogden, Utah, 

June; Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July; Red Mountain, elevation 
10,000 feet, September. 

Taraxacum Dens-leonis, Desf.—Ogden Cafion, Utah, June. Collected 
in abundance, but lost. 

Mulgedium pulchetlum, Nutt.—Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July. 
Mulgedium leucopheum, D. C.—Gallatin Cation, September. 
Sonchus asper, Vill—Ogden Canton, Utah, June. Collected with sev- 

eral other specimens and lost. 
Gaillardia aristata, Pursh.—Union Pass, Gallatin River, Montana, 

September. 
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LOBELIACE A. 

Porterella carnulosa, Torr. (See Cat. Hayden’s Rep. for 1871.)— 
Swamp on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 

CAMPANULACE A. 

Campanula rotundifolia, L.—Elevated plateau, Montana; Snake River 
Valley, July. f 

Campanula rotundifolia, L. var. linifolia, Gray.—Mountains along the 
Yellowstone, elevation 6,000 feet; Téton Basin, July. 

Specularia perfoliata, A. D. C.—Hot springs ten miles from Ogden, 
Utah, June. 

ERICACE A. 

Vaccinium uliginosum, L.—Uenry’s Fork of Snake River, August; 
Shoshone Lake, September. 

Vaccinium myrtilloides, Hook.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 
Vaccinium myrtiiloides, Hook., var. macrophyllum, Gray.—Upper Téton 

Cafion, July. 
Vaccinium Myrtillus, L.—Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Vaccinium ovalifolium, Smith.—Upper Téton Cation, July. 
Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi, Spreng.—Yellowstone River, August; Lower 

Fire-Hole Basin, July. The “ Kinnikinnick” of the Indians. 
Kalmia glauca, Ait.—Shoshone Lake, September, growing on gey- 

serite. 
Kalmia glauca, Ait., var. microphylla, Hook.—Mountains along Clark’s 

Fork, Wyoming; elevation 9,000 feet; August. A small alpine form 
was found upon the Rocky Mountain divide, near Shoshone Lake, Sep- 
tember. 

Bryanthus empetriformis, Gray. (Proc. Am. Acad., vol. vii, p. 367.)— 
Téton Mountains; elevation 12,000 feet, July; Rocky Mountain divide, 
near Shoshone Lake, September. 
Ledum glandulosum, Nutt.—Tower Falls, August; Shoshone Lake, 

September. 
Pyrola rotundifolia, L., var. mcarnata, Gray.—Téton Cation, July. 
Pyrola chlorantha, Swartz.—Upper Téton Caiion, July; Fall River, 

Idaho, August. 
Pyrola secunda, L.—Fire-Hole River, August; Upper Téton Cajfion, 

July. 
Pyrola aphylla, Smith. (Pacific Railroad Rep., vol. vi, p. 80 of the 

Bot.)—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August. 
Pyrola picta, Hook.—Fall River, Idaho, August. 
Moneses uniflora, Gray.—Upper Téton Canon, July. 
Chimaphila umbellata, Nutt.—Hastern cations of the Téton Range, 

September. 
Monotropa Hypopitys, L.—Red Mountain; elevation 10,000 feet, Sep- 

tember; Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Pterospora Andromedea, Nutt.—Jackson’s Lake, September. Speci- 

mens were found at this locality four feet high; along the Yellowstone. 

PLANTAGINACE A. 

Plantago major, u.—Weber River, Utah, June. Doubtless introduced. 
Plantago Patagonica, Jacq., var. gnaphalioides, Gray.—Near Ogden, 

Utah, June; Snake River Valley, very abundant. 
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Plantago Patagonica, Jacq., var. aristata, Gray. —Henry’s Fork of 
Snake River, July. 

PRIMULACE A. 

Androsace septentrionalis, L. Alpine form, 753 of Watson.—Trail 
River Mountains, September ; Téton Mountains; elevation 10,000 feet, 
July. 

Dodecatheon Meadia, L.—Ogden Caiion, Utah, June. 
Dodecatheon Meadia, L. Alpine form of 8S. Watson, 756, 2-8! high.— 

Upper Téton Cafjion; elevation 10,000 feet, July; mountains along 
Clark’s Fork, Wyoming ; elevation 9,000 feet. 

Lysimachia ciliata, L._Swamp near Ogden, Utah, June; Twin Buttes, 
on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 

Glaux maritima, L.—Malade Valley, Utah, June. 

LENTIBULACEA. 

Utricularia vulgaris, L., var. Americana, Gray.—Henry’s Fork of Snake 
River, August 5. 

OROBANCHACH A. 

Phelipwa erianthera, Engelm. (Orobanche multiflora, Nutt.)—Snake 
River Valley, Idaho, July; ‘ The ‘Too-whoo’ of the Pah-Utes, by whom 
it is eaten.”.—Watson. - 

Aphyllon uniflorum, T. and G.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June 
15; Téton Caiion, July 16. 

Aphyllon fasciculatum, T. and G.—Snake River Valley, Idaho, July 
17; from Boteler’s Ranch to the Yellowstone, July 23. 

SCROPHULARIACE A. 

Scrophularia nodosa, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June 5. Abundant every- 
where near settlements. 

Collinsia parviflora, Dougl.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June 5; Téton 
Cation, July 24; Yellowstone Lake, August 25. 

Pentstemon Menziesii, Hook., var. Doug glasii, Gray. (P. Douglasii, 
Hook.)—Trail Creek Mountains, September; Clark’s Fork, Wyoming. 

Pentstemon Menziesii, Hook., var. Lewisii, Gr.cHenry’s Lake, Idaho, 
and Téton Mountains. 

Pentstemon glaber, Pursh.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Fall River, 
Idaho, July. 
Pentstemon cyananthus, Hook. —Mountains near Ogden, Utah, elevation 

9,000 feet, June. 
Pentstemon acuminatus, Dougl.—From Ross Fork to Fort Hall, Idaho, 

July. 
Pentstemon cristatus, Nutt.—Mystic Lake, near HON Hillis, Montana, 

July. 
Pentstemon humilis, Nutt.—Mountains near eden, Utah, June. 
Pentstemon glaucus, Grah.—Upper Téton Canon, July. 
Pentstemon glaueus, Grah., var. stenosepalus, Gray.—Along the Yellow- 

stone, elevation 6,700 feet, July. 
Pentstemon confertus, Dougl.—Téton Basin, July. 
Pentstemon confertus, Dougl., var. ceruleo-purpurens, Gray.—Mountains 

along the Yellowstone, elevation 7,000 feet, September; Yellowstone 
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Lake; Snake River Valley, July; Fall River, Idaho. <A very dwarf 
form was found on the mountains near Ogden, Utah. ; 

Pentstemon deustus, Dougl.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Pentstemon heterophyllus, Lindl., var. latifolius, S. Watson. (Clarence 

King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 222. )—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Mimulus "Lewisii, Pursh.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Upper Téton 

Canon, July; Yellowstone Lake, August; Trail Creek Mountains, Sep- 
tember. 

Mimulus luteus, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. This species is found 
everywhere in the West in the greatest abundance and variety of form 
and size. 
-Mimulus luteus, L. Depauperate form, 790 of Watson.—Near Salt 

Lake City, Utah, June. 
Mimulus floribundus, Doug].—Foot-hills of the Téton Range, August. 
Mimulus moschatus, Dougl.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August; 

Téton foot-hills, July. 
Mimulus rubellus, Gray, (Mex. Bound. Rep., p. 116.) (Watson, in 

Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 225.)—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Eunanus Fremonttii, D. C.—Crater Hills, Wyoming, August; Twin 

Buttes on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, Idaho, July. 
Synthyris alpina, Gray.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Veronica Anagallis, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Heart Lake, Sep- 

tember; Téton River, July. 
Veronica Ameri icana, Schwein.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June. 
Veronica alpina, L.—Trail Creek Mountains, September. 
Veronica serpyllifolia, L.—Téton River, July. 
Veronica peregrina, L.—Téton River, July. 
Castilleia linariefotia, Benth.—Divide between Marsh and Malade 

Valieys, June. 
Castilleia affinis, Hook. and Arn.—Malade Valley, Idaho, June. 
Castilleia afinis, Hook. and Arn., var. minor, Gray.—Mountains arene 

the Yellowstone, elevation 6,400 feet, July. 
Castilleia parviflor al, Bong. —Divide between March and Malade Val- 

leys, June. 
Castilleia pallida, Kunth.—Ogden Cafion, Utah, June; Téton Moun- 

tains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. The red variety was also found. 
Castilleia flava, ’S. Watson.—Ross Fork to Fort Hall, Idaho, July; 

Téton Basin. 
Orthocarpus Tolmiet, Hook. and Arn.—Snake River Valley, July; near 

Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August. Dr. Joseph Leidy. 
Orthocarpus luteus, Nutt.—Twin Buttes, on Henry’s Fork of Snake 

River, July. 
Cordylanthus ramosus, Nutt.—Téton foot-hills, August; Snake River 

Valley, July. | 
Pedicularis Greenlandica, Retz.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August, 

in flower; Shoshone Lake, September. 
Pedicularis bracteosa, Benth.—Lower Falls of the Yellowstone, August; 

Trail River Mountains, September; Téton Mountains, elevation 10, 000 
feet, July. , 

Pedicularis racemosa, Doug|.—Yellowstone Lake, Aonrarete Téton Moun- 
tains, elevation 10,000 feet, July; Shoshone Lake, September. 

Pedicularis Sudetica, Willd.(?)—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, 
July. 

Pedicularis Parryi, Gray.— Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August. Dr. 
Joseph Leidy. 
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VERBENACEA. 

Verbena hastata, L.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June. 
Verbena bracteosa, Michx.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June; Blackfoot 

River, Idaho, July. 

LABIAT A. 

Mentha Canadensis, L.—From Ross Fork to Fort Hall, Idaho, July; 
Henry’s Fork of Snake River; Yellowstone Lake, August. 

Mentha Canadensis, L., var. glabrata, Benth.—Henry’s Fork of Snake 
River, August. 

Lycopus Virginicus, L., var.—Lower Vire-Hole Basin, August. 
Lophanthus urticofolius, Benth.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Dracocephalum parviflorum, D. C.—Weber River, Utah, June; Snake 

River Valley, July. 
Physostegia parviflora, Nutt. (Gray, in Proc. Am. Acad., May, 1872, 

p. 371.) (Dracocephalum variegatum, Ventenat.)—Snake River Valley, 
Tdaho. July. 

Brunella vulgaris, L.mSwamp near Ogden, Utah, June; Henr y’s Fork 
of Snake River, August; Téton Basin, July. 

Scutellaria resinosd, Torr.—Near Ogden: Utah, June. 
Scutellaria galericulata, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 
Marrubium vulgare, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June 18. 
Stachys palustris, L.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June 25; Suake 

River Valley, July; Fort Ellis, Montana, August. 
Stachys palustris, L., var. aspera, Gray.—Weber River, Utah, June 19. 
Monarda jistulosa, L.—From Fort Ellis to Boteler’s Ranch, Montana, 

July. 

BORRAGINACE A. 

Lithospermum longiflorum, Spreng.—Omaha, Nebraska, May 18; foot- 
hills near Ogden, Utah, June. ; 

Lithospermum pilosum, Nutt., (L. ruderale, Dougl.)—Port Neuf Canon, 
Idaho, July 2. 

Mertensia Sibirica, Don.—Red Mountain, elevation 10,000 feet, Sep- 
tember 11; Téton range, elevation 10,000 feet, July 24. 

Mertensia paniculata, Don.—Near Ugden, Utah, June. 
Mertensia brevistyla, S. Watson. (Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 

239.)—Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August ; Trail Creek 
Mountains, September. 

Piptocalyx circumscissus, Torr.—Market Lake, Idaho, July. 
Hritrichium villosum, D. C., var. aretioides, Hook.—Téton Mountains, 

elevation 12,000 feet, July. 
Hritrichium augustifolium, Torr.—Near Ogden, Utah, May; Snake 

River Valley, July. 
Hritrichium Californicum, D. C.—Near Ogden, Utah, May; Snake 

River Valley, July. 
Hritrichium glomeratum, D. C.—Mystic Lake, near Fort Ellis, Mon- 

tana, July. 
Eritrichium leiocarpum, S. Watson. (Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p 

244.) (Krynitekia leiocarpum, Fisch. and Meyer.)—Snake River Valley, 
July. A form was found at Ogden, Utah, that answers to H. muricula- 
tum, Torr., referred by Watson to EB. leiocarpum. The nutlets are 
plainly granulated. 
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Eritrichium crassisepalum, T. and G.—Mystic Lake, near Fort Ellis, 
Montana, July. 

Eechinospermum Redowskii, Lehm., var. occidentale, 8S. Watson. (H. 
Redowskii, Gray.)—Great Salt Lake, June 15. 
Echinospermum deflecum, Lehm., var. floribundum, S. Watson. (2H. 

floribundum, Lehm.)—Little Cottonwood Canton, Utah, June 21; Téton 
Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July 24. 

Coldenia Nuttallii, Hook. (Tiquilia brevifolia, Nutt. Bot. Mex. 
Bound., 136.)—Market Lake, Idaho, July 15. On volcanic sand. 

Myosotis sylvatica, Hoffm., var. alpestris, Koch.—Along the Yellow- 
stone, July. 

HYDROPHYLLACE A. 

Hydrophyllum capitatum, Dougl., var. alpinum, S. Watson.—Téton 
Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July 24. 

Nemophila parviflora, Dougl.—Along the Yellowstone, July. 
Phacelia circinata, Jacq.—Ogden Caton, Utah, June 6; Divide be- 

tween Marsh and Malade Valleys, June 29; along the Yellowstone, ele- 
vation 6,400 feet, July; Trail Creek Mountains, Wyoming, September 14. 

Phacelia Menziesti, Torr.—Near Ogden, Utah, May 28; Mystic Lake, 
near Fort Ellis, Montana, July. 

Phacelia sericea, Gray.—Upper Téton Cation, July 28; Red Moun- 
tain, elevation 9,600 feet, September 11. 

Phacelia sericea, Gray —A dwarf alpine form was found on the 
mountains around Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 9. 

Phacelia Ivesiana, Torr. (Ives’s Col. Exped., Bot. Rep., 21.)—Twin 
Buttes on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 16; Market Lake, Idaho, 
ou volcanic sand. : 

POLEMONIACE. 

Phloz canescens, T. and G.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, 
July. 

Phlox cespitosa, Nutt., var. rigida, Gray. (Near P. Douglasii, Hook.) 
—Malade Valley, Utah, June; Trail-Creek Mountains, Wyoming, Sep- 
tember. 

Phlox cespitosa, Nutt., var. condensata, Gray. (Proc. Am. Acad., vol. 
Vili, p. 254.)—Trail Creek Mountains, September. 

Phlow longifolia, Nutt.— Yellowstone River, July; Fall River, Idaho; 
Market Lake; Fort Hall; several forms were found. Fort Ellis, Mon- 
tana. 

Phloz longifolia, Nutt., var. brevijolia, Gray.—Trail River Mountains, 
September. 

Collomia grandiflora, Dougl.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Collomia linearis, Nutt.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; foot-hills of the 

Téton Range, July. 
Collomia linearis, Nutt., var. subulata, Gray.—Foot-hills of the Téton 

Mountains, August. 
Collomia tenella, Gray.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Gilia liniflora, Benth., Var., pharnaceoides, Gray. (Proc. Am. Acad., 

vol. viii, p. 263.)—Fort Ellis, Montana, July. 
Gilia pusilla, Benth.—Fort Ellis, Montana, July. 
Gilia pungens, Benth.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Gilia pungens, Benth., var. squarrosa, Gray.—Along the Yellowstone, 

elevation 6,200 feet, September; Snake River Valley, July. 
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Gilia intertexta, Stend.—Foot-bills of the Téton Mountains, August. 
Gilia floecosa, Gr ay.—Snake River Valley, July; Market Lake, Idaho. 
Gilia congesta, Hook., var. crebrifolia, Gr ay.—Snake River Valley, 

July ; Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork of Snake River. 
 Gilia aggregata, Spreng.— Near Ogden, Utah, May; Bear Riv er, June. 

In the Téton Basin the form with white flowers was found. 
Gilia leptomeria, Gray.—Snake River Valley, July. an 
Polemonium confertum, Gray.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, 

July; mountains on Clark’s Fork, Wyoming, elevation 9,600 feet. 
Polemonium ceruleum, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August; 

Lower Fire-Hole Basin. 
Polemonium ceruleum, L., var. foliosissimum, Gray -—Yellowstone Lake, 

August. 

CONVOLVULACE, 

Calystegia sepium, L.—Malade Valley, Idaho, June. 
Cuscuta (2) —The specimen found was too young to determine 

anything as to its species. It was growing on Oxytropis Lamberti, 
Henry’s Fork of Snake River. 

a 

SOLANACH &. 

Solanum triflorum, Nutt.—Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August. Dr. 
Joseph Leidy. 

Nicotiana attenwata, Torr.—Market Lake, Idaho, July. 

GHENTIANACE A. 

Gentiana Amarella, L.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August; Heart Lake, 
Wyoming, September. 

Gentiana detonsa, Fries.—Heury’s Fork of Snake River, August. This 
species occurred in the Fire-Hole Basins in great abundance, but with 
leaves and stems so black as to be scarcely recognizable. ‘The pedun- 
cles are shorter, and the lobes of the corolla’ more strongly lacerate 
fringed than usual. It approaches G. crinita, with which it is probably 
identical.” Professor Porter. 

Gentiana afinis, Smith.—Téton Basin, August; along the Yellowstone, 
elevation 6,400 feet; Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 

Gentiana simplex, Gray. (Pacif. R. RK. Rep., vol. vi, p. 87, pl. 16.)— 
‘‘ Tt accords well with the description and figure, except that the leaves 
are shorter and the lobes of the corolla rounded, very obtuse, and occa- 
sionally furnished at the base with a few small teeth.” Professor Porter. 
Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August. 

Gentiana calycosa, Griesb., (in D. C., Prod. 9, p. 115, and Hooker's Fl. 
Bor. Am. 2, p. 48, t. 146. \—Téton Cation, 10,000 feet altitude. “Tt varies 
from the ty pidal form in its shorter calyx and calyx-lobes, and the smooth 
edges of its thinnish leaves.” Professor Porter. 

Frasera speciosa, Dougl.—Téton Cafion, July; Snake River Valley. 
Swertia perennis, L.—Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August. Dr. 

Joseph Leidy. 
Hesperochiron pumilus, Porter. (Villarsia pumila, Griesbach.)—Near 

Ogden, Utah, June. 

APOCYNACE A. 

Apocynum androsemifolium, L.Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Apocynum cannrabinum, L.—Divide between Marsh ue Malade Valleys, 

June. 
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ASCLEPIADACE &., 

Aselepias speciosa, Torr.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho, July; Snake River 
Valley. ° 

Acerates decumbens, Decaisne.—Hot springs ten miles from Ogden, 
Utah, June. 

NYCTAGINACE Ai. 

Abronia fragrans, Nutt.—Foot-hills near Ogden, Utah, June. Two or 
three species of Abronia were collected but unfortunately lost. 

CHENOPODIACEH A. 

Chenopodium album, L.—Port Neuf Canton, Idaho, July; Twin Buttes 
on Henury’s Fork of Snake River. Common everywhere on the route. 

Chenopodium album, L., var. leptoph glia, Mog.—Snake River Valley, 
July. 

Chenopodium album, 1, var. “ Near the var. tntegrifolium, Ledeb.” 
Professor Porter.—Y ellowstone Lake, August. 

Chenopodium hybridum, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July; Yel- 
lowstone Lake, August. 

Blitum capitatum, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August; Téton 
Basin, July. 
Blitum polymorphum, ©. E. Meyer, var.  humile, Mog.—Near Great Salt 

Lake, Utah, June. 
Monolepis chenopodioides, Mog. (Blitum Nuttalianum, BR. and 8.)—Téton 

Basin, July. 
Obione canescens , Moq.—Great Salt Lake, Utah, June; Blackfoot River, 

Idaho, July ; Port Neuf Caton; Marsh Valley. 
Obione confer tifolia, Torr. —Great Salt Lake, Utah, June. 
Obione argentea, Moq.—Great Salt Lake, Utah, June; Snake River 

Valley, July. 
Grayia polygaloides, Hook. and Arn.—Snake River Plains, July. 
Eurotia lanata, Mog.—Near Great Salt Lake, Utah, June; Snake 

River Plains, July. “ Known as ‘white sage’ and ‘winter fat.’ Is 
valuable for fattening stock.” Watson. 

Kochia prostrata, Shrad.—Near Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August. Dr. 
Joseph Leidy. 

Salicornia herbacea, L.—Great Salt Lake, Utah, June; Lower Fire-Hole 
Basin, August. 

Halostachys occidentalis, 8. Watson, (Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 
293.)—Near Great Salt. Lake, June. ; 

Sarcobatus vermiculatus, Torr. (Fremontia vermicularis, Torr. Frem. 
Rep.)—Black Buttes, Utah, June. Known as “‘ grease-wood.” 

AMARANTACE A. 

Amaranius albus, L.—Snake River Valley, July. ‘ Remarkably red 
for the species.” Professor Porter. 

POLYGONACE. 

Eriogonum heracleoides, Nutt.—Near’ Ogden, Utah, June; along the 
Yellowstone, elevation 6,200 feet, August ; Snake River Valley, Jt uly. 
Lriogonum umbellatum, Torr.—Near Ogden, ee June. 
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Eriogonum (Heterosepala) ovalifolium, Nutt.—N ear Ogden, Utah, May; 
Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August; Snake River Valley, July. 

EHriogonum ovalifolium, Nutt., var. tenuis, Benth. Near Bozeman, 
Montana, elevation 6,400 feet, July. . 

EHriogonum (Capitata) Kingii, T. and G.—Mountains near Henry’s 
Lake, Idaho, August. 

Erio gonum m ierothecum, Nutt.—Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July; Snake 
River Valley. 

Eriogonum brevicaule, Nutt. yes Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August. 
Dr. Joseph Leidy. 
; seeders cernuum, Nutt., var. ee T. and G.—Snake River Valley, 
uly 
Eriogonum flavum, Nutt.—Snake River Plains, August; Lower Fire- 

Hole Basin. 
Eriogonum salsuginosum, Hook.—Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August, 

Dr. Joseph Leidy. 
Oxytheca dendroidea, Nutt.—Grows in great abundance in Snake River 

Valley, July. 
Oxyria digyna, Campd. _Near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August; Téton 

Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July; Trail Creek Mountains, Wyo- 
ming, September; common on all the mountain- tops in the Snake River 
region. 
Rumex venosus, Pursh.—Snake River Valley, July 14; Biack Buttes, 

Utah, June 16, 
Rumex longifolius, D. C.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June 25. 

3 Rumex salicifolius, Weinm.—Near Ogden, Utah, June 7; Téton Basin, 
uly 21. 
Rumer maritimus, L.—-Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 8. 
Rumex (Acetosa) paucifolius, Nutt.—Snake River Valley, August. 
Polygonum aviculare, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Henry’s Lake, 

Idaho, August 8. 
Polygonum aviculare, L., var. latifolium, 8S. Watson, (Cl. King’s Rep., 

vol. v, p. 315.)—Snake River Valley, July. 
Polygonum aviculare, L., var. erectum, Roth.—Weber River, Utah, 

June 19. 
Polygonum tenue, Michx.—Téton Basin, August 2; Snake River Val- 

ley, July. 
Polygonum terue, Michx., var. latifolium, Engelm.—Snake River Val- 

ley, August. 
Polygonum amphibium, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August 5. 
Polygonum amphibium, L., var. aquaticum, Willd.—Divide between 

Marsh and Malade Valleys, June 29. 
Polygonum amphibium, L., var. terrestre, Willd.—Madison Cafon, 

August 10; near Red Mountain, Wyoming, September 12. 
Polygonum Persicaria, L.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June 25. Very 

probably introduced. 
Polygonum viviparum, L.—Fire-Hole River, August 10. 
Polygonum Bistorta, L., var. oblongifoliwm, Meisn. ~_Upper Téton Caiion, 

July 28; Henry’s Fork ‘of Snake River, "August; Trail Creek Moun- 
tains, Wyoming, September 13. 
Polygonum Bistorta, L., var. lineartfolium, S. Watson, (Cl. King’s Rep. 9 

vol. v, p. 317.) Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August 9; Red 
Mountain, Wyoming, elevation 10,000 feet, September 11. 
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ELEAGNACEHE AL. 

Shepherdia Canadensis, Nutt.—Téton Basin, July 21. 
Shepherdia argentea, Pursh.—Near Fort Bridger, Wyoming, August. 

Dr. Joseph Leidy. 

SANTALACE A. 

Commandra pallida, D. C., (Prodr. 14, 636.)—Téton Basin, July 21. 

LORANTHACEZ. 

Arceuthobium Americanum, Nutt., in Herb. Durand. Found growing 
on Pinus contorta.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August 5; along the 
Yellowstone. (See Cat., Hayden’s Rep. for 1871.) 

CERATOPHYLLACH A. 

Ceratophyllum demersum, L. (2)—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, Au- 
gust 6. 

¢ 

CALLITRICHACEA. 

Callitriche verna, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August 6. 

EUPHORBIACE &. 

Huphorbia dictyosperma, Fisch. and Meyer.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, 
June. 

Huphorbia serpyllifolia, Pers—Near Ogden, Utah, June 16; Lower 
Fire-Hole Basin, August; Snake River Valley, July. 

URTICACE A. 

Urtica gracilis, Ait.—Weber River, Utah, June. 
Urtica dioica, L., var. occidentalis, S. Watson. (Clarence King’s Rep., 

vol. v, p. 321.)—Foot-hills of the Téton Mountains, August. 
Parietaria Pennsylvanica, Muhl.—Blackfoot River, Idaho, July. 

BETULACH A. 

Betula occidentalis, Hook.—Port Neuf Caiion, Idaho, July. 
Betula glandulosa, Michx.—Upper Caiion of the Madison, August. 
Alnus incana, Willd.—Téton foot-hills, July. 

SALICACE Ai. 

Salix longifolia, Muhl.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July; divide 
between Marsh and Malade Valleys, June; foot-hills of Téton Moun- 
tains, August. ; 

Salix nigra, Marsh, var. amygdaloides, Anders.—Plains near Ogden, 
Utah, June; Port Neuf Cation, Idaho, July; Téton Basin. 

Salix cordata, Mubl.—Near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Salix cordata, Muhl., var. augustata, Anders.—Snake River Valley, 

August. 
Saliz Barrattiana, Hook.— With ovaries nearly smooth!” Professor 

Porter. Along streams in Téton Basin, July. 
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Salia glauca, L.Swamp on Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August ; 
Upper Cation of the Madison. 

Salix glauca, L., var. pullata, Anders.—Upper Téton OCafion, July; 
Red Mountain, Wyoming, September. 

Salix arctica, R. Br.—Snake River Valley, August; Téton Mountains, 
elevation 12,000 feet, July. 

Salia arctica, R. Br., var. Brownti, Anders.—Téton Mountains, eleva-_ 
tion 12,000 feet, July. 

Salia reticulata, L.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July ; 
mountains near Ogden, Utah, elevation 10,000 feet, J une. 

Populus tremuloides, "Michx. —Téton foot-hills. Common everywhere 
in the West on foot-hills and following the courses of streams. It is 
known as ‘‘quaking asp.” 

Populus balsamifera, L., var. angustifolia, S. Watson, (P. angustifolia,) 
James.—Along the streams of the Téton Basin, July 22; common every- 
where in the Northwest, in the lower altitudes; known as “ bitter cot- 
tonwood.” 

CONIFER A. 

Pinus contorta, Dougl.—Henry’s Lake, Idaho, on mountains, Au- 
gust 0. 

Pinus contorta, Dougl., var. latifolia, Engelm. (Red Pine.) —Mount- 
ains along Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August 5; Lower Fire-Hole 
Basin, August. 

Pinus ponder Otis 2bonet (Yellow Pine.)—Téton Range, elevation 
6-8,000 feet, July 2 

Pinus flexilis, sane —Mountains near Henry's Lake, August 9; 
Téton Mountains, elevation 7-11,000 feet, July 2 

Abies Engelmanni, Parry. (White Bo ee Mountains, elevation 
7-9,000 feet, July 24. 

Abies Menziesti, Lindl. (Balsam.)—Grand Cation of the Yellowstone, 
elevation 7-8 000 feet, August 22. 
aoe amabilis, Forbes.(? )—Téton Range, elevation 8-10,000 feet, 

July 2 
ene grandis, Lindl. (White Spruce.)—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, 

elevation 7-9,000, June 13; Trail River Mountains, Wyoming, ele- 
vation 6-9 1,000 feet, September 13. 

Abies Doug glasv, Lindl. (Swamp Pine.)\—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, 
elevation 7-9,000 feet, June 8; Téton Mountains, elevation 7-10, 000 
feet, July 24. 

Juniper us communis, L., var. alpina, L.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, 
June 11, elevation 9-10, 000 feet; Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
J uniper us Virg giniana, JU (Red Cedar.)—Mountains along Henry’s 

Fork of Snake River, 6-7,000 feet altitude. 
Juniperus occidentali is, Hook.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, elevation 

5-7,000 feet, June 8; Téten Mountains, elevation 7-10,000 feet, July 24. 

LEMNACEH A. 

Lemna trisulca, L.—Common in the waters of Henry’s Fork of Snake 
River, August ; it also occurs in great abundance upon the small 
streams in the two Geyser Basins. 
Lemna polyrrhiza, L.—In the waters of Henry’s Fork of Snake River, 

August; Jackson’s Lake, September. 
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TYPHACE A. 

Fypha latifolia, L.—Snake River Valley, July; in swamps near Fort 
Hall, Idaho, in great abundance. 

Spar ganium simplec, Huds., var. androcladum, Engelm.— Weber River, 
Utah, June. 

. 

NATADACEHA, 

Zamnichellia palustris, l.—Yellowstone Lake, 1871. 
Potamogeton perfoliatus, L., var. lanceolatus, Robbins.—Henry’s Fork 

of Snake River, August 6. ; 
Potamogeton pectinatus, L.—Upper Geyser Basin, August. 

ALISMACE A. 

Triglochin palustre, L.—Hot Springs, ten miles from Ogden, Utah, 
June 24. . 

Triglochin maritimum, L.—Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June 18; Upper 
Cafion of the Madison, August 10; Yellowstone Lake, August 23. 

Sagittaria variabilis, Engelm.—Near Ogden, Utah, June 16; Henry’s 
Fork of Snake River, August. 

Sagittaria variabilis, Engelm., var. hastata, Gray.—Divide between 
Marsh and Malade Valleys, June 29. 

Sagittaria variabilis, Engelm., var. diversifolia, Gray.— Weber River, 
Utah, June 19. 

ORCHIDACE Ai. 

Habenaria hyperborea, R. Br.—Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June 7; 
Upper Téton Cafion, July 2 
Habenaria dilatata, Gray.—Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June; Henry’s 

Fork of Snake River, August; Téton River, July. Common along 
almost all the streams in the West. 

Habenaria fetida, S. Watson, (Platanthera, Gey.)—Wooded Caiion of 
Téton River, July. 

Spiranthes Romanzofiana, Cham.—Snake River Valley, July; Téton 
foot-hills, August; Fire-Hole Basin; Shoshone Lake, September; Jack- 
son’s Lake. Common almost anywhere along the route. 

Goodyera Menziesii, Lind!.—East cations of Téton Range, September. 
Epipactis gigantea, Doug!.—Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Corallorkiza multifiora, Nutt.—Shoshone Lake, Wyoming, September. 

IRIDACE&. 

Tris tenax, Doug|.—Téton Basin, July. 
Sisyrinctium Bermudiana, L.—Malade Valley, Idaho, June; Henry’s 

Fork of Snake River, August. 

LILIACE 4. 

Zygadenus glaucus, Nutt.—Upper Cafion of the Madison, August; Té- 
ton Caiion, July; Trail Creek Mountains, Wyoming, elevation 10,000 ‘feet, 
September. 
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Zygadenus Nutiallii, Gray.—Ogden Cafion, Utah, June; Trail Creek 
Mountains, Wyoming, September. 

Xerophyllum tenax, Dougl.—Fort Ellis, Montana, to the Yellowstone, 
July. 

Veratrum album, L.—Foot-hills of the Téton Mountains, August; swamp 
near Ogden, Utah, June. 

Prosartes trachycarpa, S. Watson.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, 
June; Gallatin Cation, September. 

Sireptopus amplexifolius, D. C.—Upper Téton Cation, July 26. 
Smilacina racemosa, Desf., var. amplexicaulis, S. Watson.— Waterfall 

Cation near Ogden, Utah, June 4; Téton Basin, July 21. 
'  Smilacina stellata, Desf. —Near Ogden, Utah, May 31; Téton Mount- 

ains, elevation 10-11,000 feet, July 24. 
Fritillaria atropurpurea, Nutt.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, eleva- 

tion 9,000 feet, June 4. In fruit. 
Fritillaria pudica, Spreng.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, elevation 

9,000 feet, June 4; Mountains along Clark’s Fork, Wyoming, elevation 
9,000 feet. 

Calochortus Nuttall, T. and G.—Near Ogden, Utah, May 31; Snake 
River Plains, July; Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 17. “The 
‘Sego’ of the Utes and Mormons.” Watson. 

Calochortus eurycarpus, 8. Watson. (Cl. King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 348.)— 
Henry’s Fork of Snake River, August 5; differs very slightly from 
C. Nuttallvi, and the two are indistinguishable except in mature ovaries. 

Lloydia serotina, Reich.—Téton Mountains, elevation 11,500 feet, July ; 
Mountains along Clark’s Fork, Wyoming, elevation 9,000 feet. 

Hrythronium grandiflorum, Pursh.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, 
elevation 9,000 feet, June. 

Camassia esculenta, Lindl.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. The 
‘‘Cammas” of the Bannock Indians. This species, as well as Milla 
grandiflora, are both known to the Indians as “Cammas,” the former 
“Green Cammas,” the latter “Blue Cammas,” from the color of the 
blossoms. The former is the one used for food, while the latter is care- 
fully avoided as being poisonous, although a large quantity must be 
eaten before any serious effect can be noticed. 

Milla grandiflora, Baker. (Triteleia grandiflora, Lind!.)—Ogden Canon, 
Utah, June; Téton Cation, July. 

Allium brevistylum, 8. Watson. (Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 
350.) —Upper Téton Canon, July. 

Allium bisceptrum, 8. Watson, (loc. cit., p. 351, pl. xxxvil.)—Ogden 
Canon, Utah, June. 

Allium stellatum, Fraser.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Allium acuminatum, Hook.—Téton Basin, July. 
Allium Schenoprasum, L.—Near Ogden, Utah, June; Henry’s Lake, 

Idaho, August. 

JUNCACE A. 

Juncus Balticus, Deth., var. montanus, Engelm.—Téton Cation, July. 
Juncus tenuis, Willd. —Fire-Hole Basin, August. 
Juncus bufonius, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Juncus longistylis, Torr—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Juncus Mertensianus, Bong.—Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August. 

Dr. Joseph Leidy. 
Juncus xiphioides, HK. Meyer.—Yellowstone River, August. 
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CYPERACE A. 

Determined by 8S. T. Olney, Esq. 

Cyperus inflecus, Muhl.—Near Ogden, Utah, June 16. 
Scirpus validus, V ahl. evga Canon, Utah, June 8. 
Scirpus microcarpus, Presl—Swamp near Oeden, Utah, June 15. 
Scirpus atrovirens, Muhl.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 16. 
Carex scirpoided, Michx. —Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June 18. 
Carex disticha, Hudson.—Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June 16. 
Carex Doug glasii, Boott.—Male. Divide between Marsh and Malade 

Valleys, June 29. 
Carex leporina, L.—Red Mountain, elevation 10,000 feet, September 

11; Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 feet, July 29. 
Carex Festiva, Dewey. ains near Ogden, Utah, elevation 9,000 

feet, June; Twin Buttes, on Henry’s Fork of Snake. fiver, July 16: 
Fall River, ’ Idaho, July 20; Wooded Catton, Téton River, July 23; Téton 
Basin, August 2 oye Mountains near Henry’s Lake, Idaho, August’ oe 

Carex vuls garis, Fries., var. cies weet in the spray of the Lower 
Falls of the Yellowstone, August 2 

Carex Jamesti, Torr _—Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Carex Jamesti, Torr., var. Nebr askensis, Olney, (C. Nebraskensis, Dewey,) 

(Clarence King’s Rep., vol. v, p. 368.)—Malade Valley, Utah, June. 
Carex laciniata, Boott.—Intermediate between the type and O. Jamesii. 

California specimens have rougher, longer, and more hispid awns to the 
scales. Swamps near Ogden, Utah, June. 

Carex rigida, Good.—Terminal spikes—male. Red Mountain, Wyo- 
ming, elevation 10,000 feet, September. 

Carex aur Cll, Nutt.—Henr y’s Fork of Snake River, July; Téton Basin, 
Fire-Hole River, August; Mountains along the Yellowstone. 

Carex atrata, L.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Carex alpina, Swartz.— Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August. Dr. 

Joseph Leidy. 
Carex nigra, All., (C. atrata, var. nigra, Boott.)—Téton Mountains, ele- 

vation 11,000 feet, ‘July. 
Carex Raynoldsii, Dewey, (C. Lyalliz, Boott.)—Téton Mountains, ele- 

vation 10,000 feet, July. 
Carex capillaris, L.—Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August. Dr. Joseph 

LTeidy. 
Calex utriculata, Boott., var. globosa, Olney.—From the Lower Falls of 

the Yellowstone to Yellowstone Lake, August. 
Carex vesicaria, .—Wooded Cation of Téton River, July. 
Carex stellulata, L.cSwamps near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Carex , (?)—Too young for determination. Téton Basin, July. 
Carex , (2)—Too young for determination. Henry’s Fork of 

Snake River, July. 

GRAMINACE A, 

Determined by Dr. Geo. Vasey. 

Alopecurus glaucus, L. (?)—Wéton foot-hills, August; Snake River 
Valley, July. 

Phleum alpinum, L.—Weber River, Utah, June; Upper Téton Cation, 
July; Grand Caiion of the Yellowstone, August. 

Vilfa cryptandra, Torr.—Snake River Valley, July. 

50 GS 
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Vilfa airoides, Trin.—Great Salt Lake, June; hot springs, ten miles 
from Ogden, Utah; Marsh Valley, Idaho. 

Vilfa asperifolia, Nees. and Meyer.—Port Neuf Valley, Idaho, July; 
common in both Geyser Basins, August; Twin Buttes on Henry’s Fork 
of Snake River. : 

Vilfa depauperata, Torr.—Blackfoot River, Idaho, July; Henry’s Fork 
of Snake River; Upper Geyser Basin, August. 

Agrostis perennans, Gr.—Lower Geyser Basin, August. 
Agrostis scabra, Willd.—Snake River Valley, July; Lower Geyser 

Basin, August; Jackson’s Lake, September. 
Ag qrostis “eucrata, Trin.—Téton Mountains, elevation 10, 000 feet, July. 
Agrostis canina, aun var. alpina, Oakes.—Growing in the spray of the 

Grand Falls of the Yellowstone, August. 
Cinna arundinacea, L.—Union ESS Gallatin River, September. 
Vaseya comata, Pharber .—Upper Geyser Basin, August. 
Calamagrostis Canadensis, Beauv.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, 

July; Téton foot-hills, August. 
Calamagrostis Langsdor fii, Trin.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Calamagrostis stricta, 'Trin.—Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August, 

1872, Dr. Joseph Leidy ; Téton Basin, August; Henry’s Fork of Snake 
River, July. 

Calamagrostis sylvatica, D. C.—Téton Basin, July; Henry’s Lake, 
Idaho; August; Téton Range. 

Kriocoma cuspidata, Nutt.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June; Snake 
River Valley, July; Upper Caiion of the Madison, August. A valua- 
ple “ bunch-grass. ” 

Stipa sparted, Trin.—Near Brigham City, Utah, June; Fort Hall, 
Idaho, July. 

Stipa comata, Trin.—Snake River Plains, July. 
Stipa viridula, Trin.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Bouteloua oligostachya, Torr.—Union Pass, Gallatin River, September. 
Spartina gracilis, Trin.—Snake River Valley, July; found in both 

Geyser Basins, August. 
Keleria cristata, Pers.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June; Marsh 

Valley, Idaho; Téton foot-hills, July; Upper Cation of the Madison, 
August. 

EHatonia obtusata, Gray.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho, July. 
Melica bulbosa, Geyer. (Gray, in Proc. Am. Acad., May, 1872.) The 

M. powoides of Whipple’s Rep. and Bolander, but not of Nuttail._—Near 
Ogden, Utah, June; Snake River Valley, July; Upper Téton Cation. 

Melica stricta, Boland.—Red Mountain, elevation 10,000 feet, Septem- 
ber. 

Glyceria nervata, Trim. —Port Neuf Valley, Idaho, July; Shoshone 
Lake, September. 

Glyceria paucifiora, Presl.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Glyceria distans, Wahl.—Upper Geyser Basin, August. . 
Brizopyrum spicatum, Hook.—Great Salt Lake, June ; hot springs, 

ten miles from Ogden, Utah; Snake River Valley, July. 
Poa alpina, L.—Téton Range, elevation 10,000 feet, July. 
Poa Eatoni, S. Watson.—Near Great Salt Lake, Utah, June. 
Poa King git, S. Watson.—Near Great Salt Lake, Utah, June; Téton 

Range. 
Poa tenuifolia, Nutt.—Uintah Mountains, Wyoming, August, 1872. 

Dr Joseph Leidy. P 
Atropis Californica, Munro.—Malade Valley, Utah, June. 
Festuca tenella, Willd.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
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Festuca microstachys, Nutt.—Plains near Ogden, Utah, June. 
Bromus breviaristatus, Thurber, (2?) (Cer atochloa, Hook. )—Marsh Val- 

ley, Idaho, June; Téton Basin, J uly. 
Bromus ciliatus, L.—Upper Cation of the Madison, August. 
Phragmites communis, L.—Port Neut Vailey, Idaho, July. 
Triticum repers, L.—Port Neuf Canon, Idaho, July; Snake River 

Valley. It is known as “blue-joint,” and is valuable for hay and graz- 
ing. Found also in the Upper Geyser Basin, August. 

Triticum caninum, L.—Upper Geyser Basin, August. 
Triticum strigosum, Steud., (Bromus, Bieb., TZ. cegilopoides, Turez.)— 

Téton Basin, July. 
Triticum glaucum, Desf. (?)—Port Neuf Valley, Idaho, July; Snake 

River Valley. 
Hordeum pusillun, Nutt.—Marsh Valley, Idaho, July; Snake River 

Valley; Téton foot-hills, August. 
* Hordeum jubatum, L.—Ogden Cation, Utah, June; Snake River Val- 
ley, July. 
Hordeum jubatum, Li. var.—Peculiar to the Upper Geyser Basin. 
Elymus mollis, Trin.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Hiymus condensatus, Prest—Fort Hall, idaho, July; Téton Basin; 

Snake River Valley; Blackfoot River. 
Hlymus Sitanion, Schult., (Sitanion elymoides, Raf., and Polyantheria 

Hystrix, Nees.)—Great Salt Lake, Utah, June; Henry’s Lake, viele, 
August; Lower Geyser Basin, September. 
Elymus Sibiricus, L. —Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July; Upper 

Geyser Basin, August. 
Danthonia Californica, Boland.—Heury’s Fork of Snake River, July; 

Téton foot-hills, August. 
Trisetum subspicatum, Beaud.—Trail River Mountains, elevation 

10,000 feet, September. 
Prisetum subspicatum, Beaud., var. muticum.—Téton Caiion, July. 
Trisetum subspremtum, Beaud., "var. mole, Uintal Mountains, ‘Wyoming, 

August, 1872 “Dr. Joseph Leidy. 
Aira ae L..—Hoi springs ten miles from Ggden, Utah, June. 
Aira cespitosa, L.—Fire- Hole River, August. 
Phalaris arundinacea, L.—Marsh Valley, idaho, June; Snake River 

Valley, July; Upper Cation of the Madison, August. ‘ Known as 
‘erazy grass, from its reputed injurious effect upon horses.” Watson. 
Panicum capillare, L.—Yellowstone Lake, August; very common in 

both Geyser Basins. 

EQUISETACH A. 

Equisetum arvense, L.—Ogden Canon, Utah, June. 
Hquisetum hyemale, Li. Henry’s ao of Snake River, July. 
Equisetum pratense, Khy.—Heury’s Fork of Snake River, July. 
Hquisetum variegatum, Schieicher.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, August.’ 
Hquisetum scirpoides, Michx.—Snake River Valley, July. 

FILICES. 

Pteris aquilina, L.—Shoshone Lake, September; Upper Geyser 
Basin, August. 

Pellea Breweri, D. C. Eaton.—Mountains near “Ogden, Utah, June; 
Téton Range, July. 

Pellea densa, Hook.—Jackson’s Lake, September 23. 
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Crypiogramme acrostichoides, R. Br.—New Geyser Basin on Shoshone 
Lake, September 6. ' 

Aspidium Lonchitis, Swartz.—Upper Téton Caiion, July 28. 
Aspidium spinulosum, Swartz.—Hastern canons of the Teton Range, 

September. 
Cystopteris fragilis, Benth.—Téton Range; along Snake River. 
Botrychium lunarioides, Swartz., var. obliquum, Gray.—Common in both 

Geyser Basins, August. 
Woodsia scopulina, D. C. Katon.—Lower Falls of the Yellowstone, 

August; Hastern canons of the Téton Range, September. 
Woodsia Oregana, D. C. Katon.—Mountains near Ogden, Utah, June. 

LYCOPODIACE Zi. ’ 

Selaginella rupestris, Spreng.—Common everywhere on the route. 

HYDROPTERIDES. 

Marsilia vestita, Hook. and Grey.—In the water of Henry’s Fork of 
Snake River, July 18. 

CHARACEA. 

Chara fragilis? Desv., no fruit. Yellowstone Lake, August 23. 
Nitella , (2} Species undeterminable. 

MUSCI. 

Determined by Leo Lesquereux, Esq. 

Sphagnum acutifolium, Ehrh.—Shoshone Lake, September. 
Dicranun interruptum, Bryol. Eur.—Upper Téton Canion, July 24. 
Dicranum scoparium, Hedw., (Bryol. EKur.)—Upper Téton Caiion, 

July 24. 
Ceratodon purpureus, Brid.—Téton Cation, July; Snake River, Sep- 

tember; Fort Hall, Idaho, October. 
Hncalypta vulgaris, Hedw.—Near Fort Hall, Idaho, July. 
Grimmia (Schistidium) conferta, Funk.—Near Fort Hall, Idaho; Yel- 

lowstone Valley, August. 
Grimmia Scouleri, Miill.—Yellowstone Valley, August. 
Grimmia calyptrata, Hook.—Fort Hall, Idaho, Juiy. 
Racomitrium fasciculare, Brid.—Hot springs near Ogden, Utah, June; 

Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July ; Jackson’s Lake, September. 
Racomitrium fasciculare, Brid., var.—Téton Canon, July 26. 
Racomitrium lanuginosum, Brid.—Upper Téton Canon, July 26. 
Headwigia ciliata, Ehrh.—Shoshone Lake, September. 
Bartramia fontana, Brid.—Hot springs near Ogden, Utah, June; 

Fort Hall, Idaho; Téton Canon, July; Fire-Hole Basin; Yellowstone 
Valley, August; Jackson’s Lake, September; Snake River Caton, 
October. 

Bartramia fontana, Brid., var.—Téton Canon, July 24. 
Bryum pyriforme, Hedw.—Yellowstone Lake, August 23. 
Bryum intermedium, Brid.—Téton Cation, July 24; First Cation of 

the Gallatin; Jackson’s Lake, September. 
Bryum bimum, Schreb.—Yirst Cafion of the Gallatin, sterile; Fort 

Hall, Idaho, July. 

ae eer 
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Bryum pseudo-triquetrum, Bryol. Eur—Shoshone Lake, September. 
Bryun turbinatum, Hedw.—Upper Téton Caiion, July 26. 
Bryum inclinatum, Hedw.—Upper Téton Cation, July 26. 
Bryum ——, (?) undeterminable, no fruit.—Téton Cation, July. 
Bryum ——, (?) undeterminable, no fruit.—Téton Basin, August. 
Bryum , (?) undeterminable-—Téton Range; elevation 10,000 feet, 

July 24, 
Brywn ——, (?) undeterminable, no fruit.—Téton Cafion, July 26. 
Bryum , (?) no fruit.— Yellowstone Valley, August 23. 
Bryum ——, (?) undeterminable, no fruit.—Jackson’s Lake, Septem- 

ber. 
Bryum , (7) undeterminable, no fruit.—Lower Fire-Hole Basin, Au- 

gust. 
Mnium punctatum, Hedw.—Near Fort Hall, Idaho, July. 
Mnium cuspidatum, Hedw.—Shoshone Lake, September. 
Unium affine, Bland.—Upper Téton Cation, July 26. 
Mnium ——, (?) undeterminable.—Téton Caton, July 24. 
Aulacomnion palustre, Schwegr.—Téton Caton, July 24; Shoshone 

Lake, September. 
Pimmia megapolitana, Hedw.—Fort Hall, Idaho, July; Téton Caiion, 

July 24. 
Polytrichium juniperinum, Hedw.—Fort Hall, Idaho, July 5. 
Fontinalis antipyretica, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July 16. 
Dichelyma faleatum, Myrin.—Snake River Valley, July 15. 
Camptothecium Nevadense, Lesqx.—First Cation of the Gallatin, Sep- 

tember 18. 
Climacium dendroides, Web. and Mohr.—Upper Catton of the Madison, 

August. 
Hypnum triquetrun, L. (Hylocomium triquetrum, Bryol. Hur.)\—Téton 

Canon, July 24; First Canon of the Gallatin, September 18. 
Hypnum splendens, Hedw. (Hylocomium splendens, Bryol. Kur.) —First 

Cation of the Gallatin, September 18. 
Aypnum giganteum, Schimp.—Upper Téton Cation, July 26. 
Hypnim uncinatum, Hedw.—Téton Canon, July 24; Yellowstone Val- 

ley, August 23; First Canon of the Gallatin, September 18. 
Hypnum fluitans, L.—Jackson’s Lake, September. 
Hypnum aduncum, Hedw.—Yellowstone Lake, August 23. 
Hypnum salebrosum, Hofim., (Brachythectum salebrosum, Bryol.’ Eur.)— 

Upper Téton Cafion, July 26. 
Hypnum letum, Brid.—Yellowstone Valley, August 23. 
Hypnum rivulare, Brach., (Brachythecium rivulare, Bryol. Kur.) —Upper 

Téton Canon, July 26. 
Hypnum Nuttall, Wils., (Leskeg Californica, Hampe in Linea, 1859, 

p. 460.)—Téton Caton, July 24; First Cation of the Gallatin, Septem- 
ber, 18. 
Hypnum riparium, L., (Amblystegium ripariwm, Bryol. Eur.)—Yellow- 

stone Valley, August 23; Fire-Hole Basin, September. 
fiypnum ripariumn, L., var.—Snake River Valley, July. 
Hypnum filicinum, L.—First Canon of the Gallatin, September 18. 
Aypnum irriguum, Wils., var. fallax, Brid.—Near Fort Hall, Idaho, 

July 5. 

HEPATIC AS. 

hiccia erystallina, L.—Téton Canon, July 26. 
Marchantia polymorpha, L.—Henry’s Fork of Snake River, July: 

Shoshone Lake, September 6. 
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Fegatelia conica, Corda.—Upper Téton Cation, July 28; Lower Fire- 
~ Hole Basin, August. 

LICHENS. 

Determined by Henry Willey, Esq. 

[The order is that of Tuckerman’s Genera Lichenum. | 
Lvernia vulpina, Wulf—On trees at the Grand Falls of the Yellow- 

stone. Iertile. (1.) 
Usnea trichodea, Ach.—In some of the specimens the fibrils are tipped 

with minute .black points resembling spermogones, but no spermatia 
could be detected. (2.) 

Alectoria jubata, ¥r.—Shoshone Lake, September. Infertile. (3.) 
Alectoria jubata, Fr., var. implexa, Fr.—On branches of Conifere. 

infertile. (da.) 
Theloschisies parietinus, (Li. Desf.) Nyl., var. lychneus, Schar.—On dead 

wood, Jackson’s Lake, September. (4.) 
Parmelia saxatilis, Ach.—Fragments. Infertile. (5.) 
Parmelia conspersa, Ach.—Infertile fragments. (6.) 
Parmelia physodes, Ach.—On branches. (7.) 
Parmelia olivacea, Ach., var. exasperata, (D.N.)\—Very small and scanty 

specimens on dead wood. (8.) 
Umbilicaria polyphylla, Hotfm.—Shoshone Lake, September. Infertile. 

9.) 
i Umbilicaria cylindrica, Ach. (?)—Infertile. (10.} 

Umbilicaria hirsuta, Ach.—Infertile. (11.) 
Umbilicaria rugifera, Nyi.—Téton Mountains, elevation 12,000 teet, 

July 29. (12.) 
Peltigera aphthosa, Hoftm.—Mystie Lake, near Fort Ellis, Montana, 

July. (13.) 
Peltigera canina, Hoffm.—Téton Cation; hot springs, and elsewhere. 

(14.) 
Peltigera canina, Hoftm., var. spuria, Ach.—Téton Canon. (14 a.) 
Solorina saccata, Ach., var. spongiosa, Nyl.—On the earth among Al- 

ge; Canton Creek, Idaho, September. (14b.) 
Placodium cladodes, Tuckerm.—Téton Mountains. Infertile. (45.) 
Placodium coralloides, Tuckerm.—Téton Cafion, (16.) 
Placodium murorum, (Hofim.,) D. C.—The specimens are numerous. 

17.) 
Placodium murorum D. C., var. eitrinum, (Ach.) Nyl.—With the 

above, but less abundant. (17a.) 
Placodium callopismum, Ach.—The specimens are numerous. (18.) 
Placodium peliophylliom, Tackerm., (Genera, p. 108.)—Thallus crustace- 

ous and white at the center, at the circumference laciniate linear mul- 
tifid, glaucous fuscescent. Apothecia central crowded, the margin en- 
tire, disk-plane white, pruinose, cracked. Paraphyses articulate. Hy- 
menial gelatine blue with iodine. Spores polar-bilocular, .016-21 min. 
long, .008-10 min. wide. On rocks, Fort Hillis, Montana. (19.) 

The specimens are scanty, but L venture to refer it as above, though 
I have only seen the brief description cited. : 

Placodium variabile, (Pers.,) Nyl.(?)—Thalius tartarious, rimose areo- 
late, whitish. Apothecia sessile, the disk black. Spores polar-bilocular, 
.015-15 min. long, .007-9 min. wide. (29.) 

The single fragment is very small, and hardly sufficient for satisfac- 
tory determination. 
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Placodium vitellinum, (Khrh.,) Ach.—On dead wood. (21.) 
Placodium luteo-minium, Tuckerm. Lich. Calif., p. 18.—A small Placo- 

dium growing among mosses, which seems referable here. (22.) 
Placodium ———, (?)—A few scattered apothecia with a plane ferru- 

gineous disk, in rocks among other lichens, not sufficient for determina- 
tion. (23.) 

Lecanora rubina, Ach., var. peltata, D. C. (24.) 
Lecansra rubina, Ach., var. opaca, Ach.—The specimens of both these 

varieties abundant. (24a.) 
Lecanora muralis, (Schreb.) Scher. (25.) 
Lecanora ———, (?) (26.) 
Lecanora ———, (?) (27.) 
These two lichens belong to the section Squamaria, but I am unable 

to identify them from the scanty fragments. The thallus resembles 
that of DL. cartilaginea, as described, but the apothecia are like those of 
LL. subfusca; in the one with a convex, rufous fuscous disk and entire 
margin; in the other with a plane, black disk and fiexuous margin. 
Spores simple, .012-15 min. long, one-half as wide. Both are perhaps 
forms of the same plant. 

Lecanora subfusca, Ach.—On stones and dead wood. (28.) 
Lecanora varia, Fr.—On dead wood. (29.) 
Lecanora Hageni, Ach.—On stones. (39.) 
Lecanora cinerea, ., var. Hoffmann, Ach.—Some of the specimens 

have a plicate crust, but seem not separable. (31.) 
Lecanora rhagadiosa, Ach. (Acaraspora scabra,tTh. Fr. Seand., p. 208.)— 

Red Mountain, elevation 9,000 feet. New to this continent, and, with 
Lecidia mamillaris mentioned below, an interesting addition to the few 
lichens common to only the westera slope of North America and Europe. 
32.) 
Lecanora xanthophana, Nyl.—On rocks. (33.) 
Lecanora chlorophana, (Wahl.) Ach.—On rocks. 
Lecanora Schleicheri, (Ach.,) Nyl.—On the earth, the specimens scanty. 

30.) 
: Lecanora cervina, (Pers.,) Somf., var. glaucocarpa, Somf. (35.) 

Lecanora cervina, (Pers.,) Somf., var. squamulosa, Fr—Some of the 
specimens have prominent brownish black spermogones with minute 
spermatia, .002 min. long. (36a.) 

Lecanora cervina, (Pers.,) Somf., var. glebora, (Kbv.)—The specimens 
are numerous, some of them approaching the var. disacia, Fr. (36D.) 

Lecanora ———, (?) Thallus areolate verrucose, csesius pruinose. 
Apothecia immersed, 1 to 3 in the areoles, the disk plane, black or 
white pruinose. Thekes myriosphorous. Spores elliptical, .005-.006 
min. long, one-haif as wide. On rocks with the preceding, from which 
it is perhaps distinct. (37.) 

Rinodina sophodes, (Ach.,) var. exigua, Nyl—On dead-wood. (38.3 
Rinodina Bischofii, (Hepp.,) Kbv.-—On rocks. (39.) 
Cladonia pyxidata, Vr. (49.) 
Ciadonia gracilis, Fr., var. verticillata, ¥r., Charles H. Peck, esq, (400.) 
Cladonia fumbriata, Fr. (40a.) 
Cladonia rangiferina, Hottm. (41.) 
Cladoma squamosa, var. delicata, Fr. Charles H. Peck, esq., (410.) 
Liatora decipiens, Fr. (42.) 
Biatora luridella, Tuckerm. (43.) 
Lecidea contigua, Fr.—A single specimen. (44.) 
Lecidea — (?)—A small lichen on dead wood, with the habit of L. 

meélancheuria, but with larger spores. Perhaps to be referred to L. sabu- 
letorum, Fr. (45.) 
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Lecidea spilota, Er.—A single specimen. (46.) 
Lecidea polycarpa, Flk.—A single specimen. (47.) 
Lecidea atro-brunnea, (D. C.,) Scheer. (48.) 
Lecidea fusco-atra, (Ach.,) Fr. (?)—A single .specimen, about which I 

«im not certain. (49.) 
Lecidea mamillaris, (Gonan Scher.)—On the earth. New to this con- 

tinent. (50.) 
Lecidea caulescens, Auz.—A single fragment. (51.) 
Buellia myriocarpa, D. C.—On dead wood. (52.) 
Buellia petrea, (F1.,) var. geminata, (Nyl.)—A single specimen. (53.) 
Buellia petrea, (FI.,) var. Montagne, (D. C.)—A single specimen. (53a.) 
Acolium —/(?)—Thallus verrucose, the verruce turgid, glaucescent. 

Apothecia innate-sessile, on the apex of the verruce, the disk-plane 
surrounded by a cupula, black proper exciple, with no traces of a thal- 
lium margin. Hypothecium white. Spores bilocular, .004-23 min. 
long, .009-11 min. wide. A few specimens occurred on dead wood. 
Perhaps a new species. (54.) 
Hndocarpon miniatum, (.) Scheer.,.var. complicatum, Scheer. (55.) 
Endocarpon pusillum, Hedw.—Two or three squamules, on the earth. 

56.) 
There are five or six other lichens in the collection, but infertile and 

insufficient for determination. 

FUNGI. 

Determined by Charles H. Peck, Esq. 

Agaricus geophyllus, Sow.—Téton Cation, July 24. 
Thelephora terrestris, Fr.—Along the Yellowstone. 
Lycoperdon pyriforme, Schefi.i—Near Yellowstone Lake, August 23. 
Melamsora salicina, Lev.mHead-waters of Snake River, September 11. 
AMeidium pyratum, Schw.—Head-waters of Snake River, September 11. 
Peziza (Macropodes) vulcanalis, n. sp—Cup fleshy, funnel-torm, stipi- 

tate, crenate on the margin, smooth when fresh, ragulose and more or 
less brown when dry; hymenium pale orange; stem slender, solid, 
smooth, brown; asci cylindrical; paraphyses slightly thickened at the 
tips; spores elliptical, smooth, 0.0004—0.0006 inch long, 0.0003 inch broad. 
Plant, 6-10 lines high; cup 4-6 lines broad. Ground. | Extinct vol- 
cano, Snake River, July 16; Twin Buttes. 

Hysterium Pinastri, Fr.—Near Yellowsgone Lake, August 23. On pine 
leaves with the following: 

Spheria (Byssisede) Coulteri, n. sp.—Subiculum effused, indeterminate, 
brown; perithecia small, gregarious, subglobose, fragile, involved in the 
subiculum, the ostiole prominent, naked, irregular, rough, black; asci 
fugacious; spores uniseriate, uniseptate, constricted in the middle, 
colored, 0.0008-0.001 inch long, 0.0003—0.00035 inch broad. Leaves and 
branchletsof pines. Near Yellowstone Lake, August. The soft, almost 
cottony subiculum creeps extensively over the leaves, binding them to- 
gether in masses, and sometimes presenting upon the surface a shining 
membranous appearance. The perithecia are closely invested by it, the 
rather large ostiola alone protruding above it. Dedicated to its dis- 
coverer, J. M. Coulter. 

Clavaria formosa, Pers.—Jackson’s Lake, September. 
Geaster hygrometricus, Pers.—No locality. 

ALG A. 

Zygnema Fontana, (?)—Common in Henry’s Fork of Snake River. 
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REPORT ON ASTRONOMY AND HYPSOMETRY. 

By Henry GANNETT, M. E. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 11, 1873. 

Siz: I have the honor to submit to you the followin report on the 
astronomical, hypsometrical, and meteorological work ‘of the United 
States Geological Survey of the Territories during the season of 1872. 
‘The field- work of the Yellowstone division was conducted by myself, 

assisted by Professor E. B. Wakefield, of Hiram College; Mr. A. EH. 
Brown, and Mr. T. O’C. Sloane. 

The field-work of the Snake River division was conducted by Mr. 
’ Rudolph Hering, assisted by Messrs. Thomas W. Jaycox and W. A. 
West. Mr. W illiam Nicholson was stationed at Fort Hall through the 
summer taking barometric observations. During the winter he has as- 
sisted me in the office-work. 

Mr. Hering left the survey early in the spring, shortly before his re- 
port was completed. I have finished it, and present it in as complete a 
form as possible. 

The meteorological observations at Fort Hall, and at the eam ps of the 
two divisions, I have thought best to print in a volume separate from 
the report, putting in the report only a few deductions from them. 

J would express my thanks for assistance received from the United 
States Coast Survey, the Navy Department, the Signal Service of the 
United States Army, Captain J. H. Putnam, at that time in command 
at Fort Hall, and to General J. K. Blaine, surveyor-general of Montana. 

Tam, sir, very respectfully, yours, 
HENRY GANNETT. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist. 

The astronomical instruments placed at my disposal were: an astro- 
nomical transit, belonging to the United States Coast Survey, of one 
and a half inches aperture and sixteen inches focal length; a zenith 
telescope belonging to the United States Coast Survey; two sextants 
and artificial horizons; a box-chronometer rated on sidereal time; two 
pocket-chronometers, the property of the United States Navy, rated on 
mean time. 

Of these, a sextant and horizon and one of the pocket-chronometers 
were put in charge of Mr. Hering for use in the Snake River division. 
The chronometer ran very badly, stopping on several occasions, of 
course making longitude determinations by it worthless. I append the 
list of latitudes. 

The pocket-chronometer taken by me got out of order while at Fort 
Ellis, and was of no use on the trip. 

The latitude of Fort Hail was determined with the zenith telescope 
by observations on five pairs of stars on three nights. The result, with 
a probable error of 0.80, is given below. 
Having been disappointed in my plans for determining longitude by 

telegraph, where the telegraph was available, I was compelled to resort 
to moon culminations, whenever the time permitted. 
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At Fort Hall I observed through one lunation, obtaining seven cul- 
minations, which gave the result submitted below, with a possible error 
of 7.4 seconds. 

The latitude of Fort Ellis, and of all other stations besides Fort Hall, 
was determined with the sextant, by observations on Polaris and a south 
star, whenever possible, and on the sun whenever the movements of the 
party permitted. 

For the determination of the longitude of Fort Ellis, I succeeded in 
obtaining only two moon culminations. I have adopted the longitude 
given by chronometer in preference. 

The longitudes of the other stations in the list of astronomical posi- 
tions appended depend on observations with the sextant on the east 
and west stars, or on the sun, and the rate of the chronometer. 'Phis 
has been exceptionally good, having lost from observations made at 
Salt Lake City at the beginning and end of the trip, by 2 minutes, 13.65 
seconds, between May 28 and October 29. Its rate was checked during 
the season by returning to Fort Ellis, the Three Forks of the Missouri, 
and Fort Hall, and, in “all cases, was found to be very uniform. 

YELLOWSTONE DIVISION. 

List of astronomical positions. 

to) @ 

O / 4 {e) / W 

Orb weal Aald aio jh hays ee ae aes Wee eas ete ri te iera ls 3). 8), 54.98 ous 
Virginia City, Mont., (United States signal-service office); 45 19 1.5 | 111 56 30 
Fort Ellis, Mont., (camp 1) See desea es aA ek 45 40 40 Db La OSS 155 
Helena, Mont., (surveyor -general’s office) Sebape ase eee 46 35 36.8 | 111 52 45 
(Citi Oe eee SASH BeBe Ne AMeA SB anE Bee Srce come pe nas cae 45 26 20.6 | 110 46 58 
Campa Bepvlers tances same. er ance is ane = 45 19 58 110 50 15 
Gamip} 5) Beet cee = SPUR EEE SaaS oe Nena cest erence terete ae 45 12 27.1 | 110 56 3 
CRM DT Seas See enon Heeb ocomenuesases es caaceHs Sac 45 4 52.9 | 110 50 26 
Mouth of Gardinev’s River, northern boundary of Yellow- 

ShomeyNabional Parkes ey ces eteigepsis lee ei ar ee os AD ohio pea 110 43 15 
White Mountain Hot Springs, (camp 7) ---..----...---- 44 58 31.2 | 110 43 25 
(Chitty) {8 eS oncbsesd G2 ssa eoss eee eedenos uabacos Sooo dsss 44°59 27.8 | 110° 36.30 
Gamip ose nike es -cee sae sete Bava e ES arya pees 44 56 82 | 110 30 10 
Yellowstone Halls, (camp) ee ee ees cee ee 44 44 17.1 | 110 33 48 
Gam lees vss on ae seep nee ae opie se says oti tne eet 44 36 26.3 | 110 32: 27 
Head-of Yellowstone River, at lake \.---.-.--- .-2. 2-2. 44 32. 47.3 | 110 32 J4 
Gampwl3ic sss. 8 eS eeSee BUD a CO ee a ares 44 35 35.4 | 110 50 35 
Lower Geyser, Basin, (camp 14) .----2 -s22-. 2322-2222. 44 34 30.6 | 110 55 15 
Chyna) Bees SARS Sh Se SS sane encgesssaaAsepsewasaca> 44 38 32.2 | 110 58 54 
Canny Glee tema ese ep micsiae ey ege eee ete ce ee eae 44--Al 30.2 | 111 V8) a2 
Campol pets PAS k SOMMERS ie Se 2 Seen oe sae leans 44 48 15.7 ; 111 23 45 
GamipidS, cede 26. SLE Oe ee SA ae 44 52 47.4 | 111 26 236 
Chi iaig) UGS Saas Se Se See se Sea acesadcepemesasaes56 Baca oeo- 44 50 43.3 | 111 33 27 
CENTOS SERS Seca Seeme eee cre mein sa ame Bae 8 45 7 35.3 | 111 44 O 
CERIO a) ep ll pe a a See AONE TS AE 45 13) 4.0 |) dat 502 
Campy 25 eyes aaa Se SD oe eee eee A539) 1954 || 1 40, Ap 
Three Forks of the Missouri, (camp 27).----.-.----...-- 45 55 51 1S 3456 
Cri) Mey Ws 2SES6 B55 855 edi cesese ssaress ssa eee Aw Sss 6 45 47 51.8 | 111 16 31 
Clin shy Ssaes55 dbs saeSsseesssas nees onan oe tesceoscsce 45 14 o1.1 | 111 21 46 
CRG BO soos Saoetesss Sosa sed she socsos 8558 s7osedinne she 45 10 58.6 | 111 12 45 
CVS O PE ASe i UNE AE Be SIN Tete eS Selene AS) 34) 8. TOOL) 
@amp, Adee sis G4bt fetes Ss Ree atl Sh tS eS 45 44 14.4 | 110 58 25 
@amip Ae ye oo 55 cree n wah ap eile ers aird ion Bek ee a op 45 51 56 110 58 42 
GMP ase hoses oe aot eee et tiie ei oe eee Nee ee 45 58 19 lit 10-15 
@amp ad esos Soe seco ye asin clade tie clomie'e S 2) seeee 46 1 17 111 29 40 
Western boundary of Yellowstone National Park. ....-.|.----- Cio cap aa 111 14 33 
Southern boundary of Yellowstone Nati Park, (approx)-| 44 9 30  |......-.--- SZ 
Eastern boundary of Yellowstone Nat’] Park, (approx)..|.--..----------- 110, Seo 
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The magnetic variation was determined by observing the azimuth of 
Polaris with the gradienter, an instrument reading to minutes; the re- 
sults are to be depended on to that degree of precision. I append the 
hist: 

sf d aaa Mag. var., 
Date. Place of observation. sae. 

oO / 

Salis 12, UWS72: || [omin Joiiss Coes coo see sesso uaua dc cbladSeocd see caened vensae 19 Al 
July 27, 1872 | White Mountain Hot Springs.----. Ai aN as ee eM a A 1s aly 
Aucseaeetod> |» ellowstome Pallls eee stat 2826 setts ccm oes eee ee se 1) @ 
Aug. 15, 1872 | Lower Geyser Basin.... .-- AO Cale eens Hae Eieips Ae SEA 18 29 
mureeeton sal wMouth om timdians@xreels a. 2) wa scenes pate) ae pe \cin| aie) =i- 19; (22 

Wires wana Ching? \essece tebdes sedeocdoas vee Se ae Ss Sc ae male koe 19) 5 
Sept. 9, 1872 | Gallatin City ....------ JSacce Sugose peodob code50 Gbe55e baoe 19 31 
Sept. 23, 1872 | Head of Gallatin, (latitude 45° 15’)... 2.2.2. 1@) i) 
Oe 2 see etelees She Sseqeceses sesconsedescc Jibepeelecost relosec ego soe IS) 53) 

* Given me by Mr. Corbett, of Virginia City, United States Dep. Min. Sur. 

The instruments placed at my disposal for hypsometric and meteoro- 
logical work were six of Green’s cistern barometers, two of these being 
single and four of them double, vernier barometers, with a sufficient 
supply of wet and dry bulb and maximum and minimum thermometers, 
and a good supply of aneroids. 

I decided upon Fort Hall, Idaho. and Virginia City, Montana, as 
suitable and available base-stations. The altitude of the former place 
was determined by coincident observations at this point, and Ogden, 
Utah, (the elevation of which was taken from railroad levels,) for three 
weeks during the month of June; that of Virginia City, by coincident 
observations between that point and Fort Hall, during the months of 
June, July, August, and September. 

The base observations at Fort Hall were made by Mr. Wm. Nichol- 
son, of the survey. They were made hourly from 7 a.m. to 9 p. m., 
during the whole time that the parties were in the field. 

The United States signal-service, through its sergeant observer at 
Virginia City, Mr. A. B. Knight, kindly allowed me the use of the obser- 
vations taken there, for hypsometric purposes, modifying slightly, to 
suit my wishes, their method of observation. One of the single vernier 
barometers, with dry and wet bulb and maximum and minimum ther- 
mometers, was left at Fort Hall, for Mr. Nicholson’s use. I gave to 
Mr. Hering, who took charge of this work in the Snake River division, 
two of them, with the other necessary instruments, and reserved the 
others for use in the Yellowstone division. 

Aneroids have been used considerably, especially where closely accu- 
rate results were not required, and ‘have been found, if compared daily 
with the mercurial ‘barometers, and carefully used, to be sufficiently 
accurate for the purposes for which they were employed. 

I have paid some attention to elevations of the water-level of streams, 
not only tor getting the rate of fall, which may be of use for purposes 
of irrigation, &c., but as indicating what may be called the water-con- 
tour of the country, which.certainly expresses the general elevation of 
the country better than any other class of observations. 

As the question of the location of a railroad from some point on the 
Central Pacific Railroad to the settled portions of Montana is now of 
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much interest, I paid considerable attention to that portion of the route 
up Henry’s Fork of the Snake River, over Raynold’s Pass and down the 
Madison, a route which has recently begun to attract attention, over 
which we traveled; 7. ¢., from the valley of Henry’s Lake over Ray- 
nold’s Pass, and thence down the Madison River to the Three Forks of 
the Missouri. The route pursued by our train down the Madison, from 
the foot of the Middle Canon, is by no means the easiest route. A rail- 
road can follow closely the bank of the river with little expense from 
this point to the head of the Lower Caiion at Meadow Creek. 

The valley of Henry’s Lake is broad and perfectly level, but very 
swampy hear the lake. A road coming up Henry’s Fork of the Snake, 
would make a sweep around the lake, keeping at a distance of about a 
mile from it on the east side. The summit of Raynold’s Pass can be 
reached by easy grades of not more than 60 feet per mile, without any 
cutting. The pass is very broad, with perfectly smooth approaches on 
both sides. The Madison Valley here is terraced. From the head of 
the pass the level of the river can be reached in twelve miles, at which 
point the valley contracts by a grade not exceeding 75 feet per mile. 
The valley is narrow for three to four miles, with several spurs crossing 
it and extending to the river, but which can be avoided by keeping 
close to the river, which involves some embankment. Below this the 
valley opens again, with a perfectly level bottom, which extends-to the 
head of the Lower Canon, at Meadow Creek, and here the only difficul- 
ties on this route willbe met. The fall of the Madison from the foot of 
the Middle Canon to this point averages 23 feet per mile. The Lower 
Cation is, from information which I have gathered from reliable sources, 
impassible for a railroad, nearly so, even, for men on foot. To pass 
around it, the road must cross the divides between Meadow and. Hot 
Spring Creeks, aud between Hot Spring and Cold Spring Creeks, neith- 
er of them high, but, so far as I know them, involving grades too steep 
for a railroad to surmount, except at heavy expense in cutting, as is in- 
dicated in the elevations and distances on this route given below. The 
stage-road crosses the divide between Meadow and Hot Spring Creeks, 
farther up from the mouth, by a better route, but I have no data con- 
cerning it. Still farther from the river the divide rises higher and more 
abruptly. 

The elevation of Yellowstone Lake, as well as that of several other 
points, as determined by my observations this year, will be seen to differ 
materially from that given in the report of the survey for 1871. This 
difference arises from the want of a barometrie base for the work of 
1871, the observations being referred directly to the sea-level. In the 
case of Yellowstone Lake, synchronous observations were taken at But- 
ler’s Ranch, but they were not used as base observations. Making use 
of these, they give the same result that I obtain. 

For the computation of elevations, Guyot’s tables have been used. 
The elevations are given in feet above the level of the sea unless 

otherwise indicated. 
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Camps of Yellowstone division. 

799 

Date. Location. 

1 | June 30 to July 20 | On East Gallatin, one-quarter mile north of Fort i spe esse 

2 | July 20 to July 21 Rock Creek, on road to Butler’s Ranch......-...--------0+---. 
3} duly 2k to July 22 | Eight-Mile Creek, on road to Butler’s Ranch ------.-.--.------ 
4 | Jaly 22 to July SauleDitlarisaRane wae NO eee tT NNN INC 
5 | July 24 to July 25 | Mouth of Canton Creek.....---.-----------+------------------- 
6 July 2 25 to July S| ARC D alba a2 ee Sate eee ae APSE BR poe eenooeone 
7 | July 26 fo July 29 | Near White Mountain Hot Springs sri Na ae eI ae Ae a AR 
§ | July 29 to July 20 OneBlacktailMeenr One Cle ae mee cee settee ase are ite 
9 | July 39 to Aug. On;Meadow:Creek; mean bridges. 3224.2. os ocs5 ons. 5-2 seine 

10 | Aus. 4to Aug. 5 Onjplatean above Grand: Canony es eeeeee se eee ena ele rleiaeise 
ii | Aug. 5to Aus. 9 | On Cascade Creek, near the falls .....--....-..--------- 2 
12 | Aug. 9to Aug.13 | At Winial Siang) 52555 Sooo been sds se decode sdacseasec ae 
3 Ang. 13 to Aus. 14 | On East Fork VOEREMPE ETO] Gee in Neer nee eae UN Aree CLR is | 

14 | Aug. 14 to Aug. 19 | Lower Geyser Basin....-..--..----- Senet RRS UA RE eR SNE 
15 | Aug. 19 to Aus. O16 SNOutM Ol Gap DONS! Gree ke ees see eee ete tees eer satatettatatcees iain 
16 Aug. 21 to Aug. SON ROnavin disonvhiviekers see acee eee acee sacs eee acerca ce 
17 | Aug. 22 to Aug. 25 + mouth of East Fork of Madison.-...-.....-...--.--.------- 
ig | Aus. 25to Aug. 27 | In middle of Second Cation of Madison ..-.....--------.-----: 
19 | Aug.27to Aug. 29 | At foot of Second Canon..--.----....----..------------------- 
Zi) | Are ike Ne ee ail) |) WES O nie e ss oe on woes os ede ne oo e cea espe os eeoe besepesaeeaeos 
91 | Aug. 30toSept. 1 | Mouth cf Indian Creek .--..--..--.---------.-----+----------- 
92 | Sept. 1toSept. 2 Madison URAV ESE Sas tesa ees oes ass? Be Jee 
23, | Se BuoSeoe B leone een dec sc soueoae ec dsne sea oocuseesscoresecneseoeereme 
24 | Sept. 6toSept. 7 Meade CRE anise OEM RT Fraulein new te sean aes atieea nie 
95 | Sept. 7toSept. 8 | Cold Spring Creek..---.------.----- 2-21 --2---- 2-2 522b--2- +--+ 
OGal Sepia Sito soph 29) |) Madisonl hiv er. ene tel ae en os = alee elias aerate 
27 | Sept. 9to Sept.10 | Near Three Forks of Missouri lil SOE SO 
28 | Sept. 10 to Sept. 11 | On West Gallatin, at Cockrel’s Bridge.-.-.....-.--..--------- 
24) || Sortie Til woe 16) |) Wiese Cen) Ueetee ke Soca ses Habe soos soe ca secteSasSaebeseaeaccaed 
30 | Sept. 14to Sept. 15 | On Bozeman Creek, near its exit from hills --...--.----.------ 
Pa Sepiat sto sepia oR OnAWiesb) Galllatine 92> Ses ene saa teri ieee ian yg cree cieie sar 
$2 | Sept. 16 to Sept. 18 | On West Gallatin, at foot of cafon.......--.-...----.----- Gee 
33 | Sept. 18to Sept. 19 | On West Gallatin, IN-MICGLeLOL: Canons. ees eves) eT 
34.| Sept. 19 to Sept. 20 | On West Gallatin, at head of cafion --...--..---.---.---.------ 
a5 | Septe 200 sept. 20 | On Wesb Gallatine 222. Soe) Scene oem einen nel mnie sce 
36 | Sept. 25 to Sept. 26 | Near top of divide between Yellowstone and Gallatin Rivers. 
37 | Sept. 26 to Sept. 27 | On-Rock Creek, near Yellowstone. .---.-..---..-...-.---...--- 
SeiliSepte Quito Seut-c0 |) Near Butler’sRanch): Stee) eee eee eee cece rouse 
39. | Sept-39:to Oct. 2.) On Trail Creek, at Pease’s Ranch .....---.-..-.----22----2.--- 
Aetna 10) OChe on POLED ive OKC Key meas sierra yen las erosion ee eee eens 
A WOcts2i3:to Octal) |kOniaibranch of Bridger Creek: hee jose o-- cki eee esc. 
42 | Oct. 4to Oct. 5 | At head of Southwest Branch of Shield’s River ....-.....-.-- 
AS VOck, 5b to Oct. 7 "On Passi Creeks near PlatheadPass 3-22). 2 2228 oe yee 
Aw Ock | 740 Oct. 79: |} On Missourivab) Horseshoe}Bend) 1222242228) sek 2 ee 
AmuuOct.1 9 to Oct. 11a|sOn Gallatin River near Gallatin= 2s seeneeseaeseec see ees soe 
46 | Oct. 11 to Oct. 12 | Near mouth of Dry @reeka Fes tene ements cose cost ece neue 
Amn@Ocr 412 101 Oet.; 13), Oni Bast Gallatin = -- 2222 3.0/5 | Hak: Se oa aane Po ces 
AR EOletarro toOct, .ton EN Cari bOZeM ane mart tay cet verse ata craisiayafetel “(ate vorraislaisicteins aisle see a tats 

Heights of peaks and divides. 
. 

. 

Mount Bechler, near Ogden, Utah.-.---....-...---- esate ara Mine tes ue Es a 
Mouniseuinam: near Fort! Hall idahos 2.820 2 ote. te Sues lu ne 
pamidlcr spe kei s~ -\15 soap = 4 Sao es eee bi ese 'af st a ee BAL St ukeagley: : 
AVEO Teg ET Spee as ae ohleree pie emmy cee ice ere ee SPE a Le ele 
Electric Peak wees tee mee eee ee em ne we ee eee ee ee ee eee ee ee en eee eee eee 

Mount Washburn 
Mount Blackmore 
Liberty Peak 
Mount Delano 
Old Baldy, near Virginia City 
Ward’s Begs aes. 2... ap erin mE ran PS END Ra ECP DE Vac 2 RRL OLAS eae 

wee cee mn ee a eee ee ee tee eee oe 

Se ee ee i 

at 
s =) 

22 
3S a2 
S cs > 

@ | Be 
ia) Bist 

Miles 
ANOS | aeeein 
5,639 | 8 
5,282 | 18 
5,086 | 9 
5,101 | 10 
5,348 | 10 
6,529 | 12 
6,570 | 10 
6,236 | 10 
8,162 | 15 
rern a) 
7,712 | 10 
7,297 | 19 
7,252 | 5 
6,811} 8 
6,605 | 13 
6,568 | 13 
6,570 | 13 
6,309 | 6 
5.753 | 16 
5524 | 12 
5,214 | 10 
5,027 | 2 
4,932 | 14 
4,739 | 16 
4, 362 12 
4,132 13 
4,512 | 18 
4,947 | 17 
5,243 | 6 
5,317 | 13 
5 edd} 5 
5,589 | 8 
5,926 | 9 
6,153 | 6 
8,828 | IL 
5,894 | 12 
4,996 | 9 
4659 | 19 
4,767 | 12 
5,572 | 13 
5,946 | 1¢ 
5,715 | 185 
3, 969 20:5 
4049| 7.6 
4,378 | 16.7 
4503 | 12 
4,342 | 7.2 

Elevation. 

*9. 716 
8, 854 
9, 002 
8, 419 

10, 992 
10, 388 
10, 134 
9, 162 

10, 200 
9,711 

10, 871 
Lao Omten 

10, 329° 

#9, 466 
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Heights of peaks and divides—Coutinued. 
Elevation. 

Peak in second canon of the Yellowstone ..-----2-----.--22..2--------s-5- 9, 478 
Divide between the Yellowstone and Gallatin, on Bannock trail..---..----. 9, 317 
ISANVIMOIGUS TEAS Soo3c6 Fosse bobeds G6a505 cso son osodeo oSodSd edo oooses esses 6, 911 
TREGEROCK PASS oI OL ASN Nola meena aynes at at 7,26) 
Iy@liw® TERISS) 545505 6555 oSado5 Gde5e0 cou ase osbons SsoFeS4sb0a9 Suan eSoo ceases 7, 063 
Hlstieadsbass ss. fc See ee aa ee) ate aya eects aye tas eta ea eae 6, 769 
Divide between Jefferson and Madison, on road from Virginia City to the 
Madigonjat English) George's) Ranch 252252 )22 2s nee ee ae eee 7, 164 

Union Pass, Bridger ING IVER SECO Seen eens Seen Socece *7, 283 
Divide between Yellowstone and Gallatin Rivers, on road from Fort Ellis 

ho ublers shvame aes eee ss) see a slene ats ocerelicra) sane tetsto a= ai ae ee *6, 037 
Divide between the Yellowstone and Gallatin, on the road from Bozeman to 

(He Oho 7 HRKENO: SESS Soo5 2555 soooee sasame SaSaes Googe esse ocus Seon sess *5, 721 
Divide on Mount Washburn, where the trail crosses...-...-..-------..---- *9° 155 
Divide between Clark’s Fork and the Rosebud......---.---.-------.------ *8, 736 
Divide between the Yellowstone and Madison, on the trail from the Mud 

Geysers to the Lower Geyser Basin --2222225 2) - 2222252 -)jn2sseh ee eee eee *8, 164 
Divide between the head of Bridger Creek and that of the west fork of 
SLOVO SI RN CIE BAe SMBUS Roe ee ee Rehan domoass 225) ci SE *6, 046 

Yellowstone Wale Cooke cy. 2 oe os SO eects 7,788 
leony Si iake vets ei Sass Ne ce ae opel he aN re eens 6, 443 
Miyistie Wuallse 522" helo cataacc ieee sent ee wie p eek ep Sicha s/omeimnnweetn (nore er 6, 468 

* Measured by aneroid. 

Timber-line. 

Latitude. |Elevation. 

OnwbleetrichPea ker. cick se ety 7 a rar webs cay a eva tee ele, 44 58 *9, 442 
Ors Mio wm G AW ais Taibo tare ae amet aN ete aa AN OE 44 48 *9, 900 
On mountains in Middle Cation of Madison.---..---.-..---.---- 45 0 *9. 368 
Om Wiad sR eerie ee Ae Re Au seats yt ete ts ate, 2 ey cr mer er VL 45 30 *9 156 
OniMount mB lacliumore josie e sate wales ars ember shasta ony tO *9 550 
On MommbMMelanm oye eyes ee aes r al totes yet Srah se ere etna tear Me eae tg *8 784 
ONSB rid Ger/SiP eae ee ENCE ul rs a era ec aeie mt epee ear rele *9, 002 

* Measured by aneroid. 

Elevation of White Mountain Hot 8 Springs, from 6,278 to 7,035 feet; 
boiling-point, 200°.9 to 199°.5. 

Elevation of ‘Mud Geysers, 7,756 to 7,800 feet; boiling-point, 198°.5. 
Elevation of springs at Crater Hills, 7,828 to 7,979 feet ; boiling-point, 

198°.2. 
The Geyser Basins are very flat; the range of elevation in the area 

occupied by the springs and gey sers not exceeding 100 feet.in each 
basin. 

Elevation of the Lower Geyser Basin, 7,250 to 7,309 feet ; boiling- 
point, 199°.3 

Elevation ‘of the Upper Geyser Basin, 7,500 to 7, 400 feet; boiling- 
point, 199°. 

Sulphur springs on the divide between the Yellowstone and Gallatin, 
an the trail from the Mud Geysers to the Lower Geyser Basin, elevation, 
,246 feet. Boiling-point at Yellowstone Lake, 1989.1. 
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List of elevations on Yellowstone River. 

801 

AteVellowsvoney Wakes. 22. -scosceice esses ecccie= 
Jor Will Geyeeiss5 = 658 Boa keb sda Shh po6e6u db58 sbcc 
AGtop of upper falls 2... —..... 2225. 

Height of upper falls, 140 feet. 
Top of lower falls 

Height of lower falls, 397 feet. 
Mouth of Tower Creek 
At bridge, mouth of East Fork....-...-.-- aves 
Meuth of Gardiner’s River.--..---...-2-22 +-+--: 
AT MevaaiSlide? jp sees See ale te eltasa se nee iad 
Moeuph of Canon, Creek ...2.52,. 2252 53scs5sekse52 
AumbnblersyRanch.--- <2 scsewsscate aooavesiaicss 
Avshead) of: Lower Canons) 55-5 5-05 deesiee 

Se 

eee eee eee eve see eee osecce 

Miles from 
mouth of 
Shield’s 
River. 

Elevation. 

Elevations-on the East Fork of the Yellowstone. 

WManumot Slouch Oreck csssse sess snascn ese ade- 
MOLKSIOn Wast POLK soo sss csnccce cescceceen a..|. 

Head of Middle Branch of East Fork ........ a sepa Eee Wea ae 

Miles from 
forks. 

(a) Measured by aneroid. 

Elevation. 

5, 986 
6, 286 
6, 436 
6, 536 
6, 586 
6, 746 
6, 886 
7, 586 

List of elevations on the Madison River. 

Extreme sovrce, Madison Lake, (Mr. Hering’s 
report.) 

- In Upper Geyser Basin 
Month of East Fork of Fire-Hole.-....-.....---. 
Mouth of Gibbon’s Fork 
Aidt CASI ID. oo oo poe ebeoes 62 en Dean eo eee debe 
At mouth of East Fork of Madison...--.---.---- 
In middle of second cafion...-....---.. PI ep OLE 
Three miles above camp 20 -.---..---.---.------ 
Apanouth of indian Creek iis jcc tease esse 
At camp 23, near English George’s Ranch ..-.. --- 
Apis ranol Lowerne anony. = 202.5 sass e clea 
Aji OW onc, cebote sobtan band EooT sObeed cada EnaS 
At camp 26 

weet ee eee wae em ee ee eee ene 

PR IMOUL Mea ae eee eee nie alo ieee ee aeidiau wise cilesmoas'eacbcs 
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List of elevations on the West Gallatin River. 

Miles from : Fall per 
eaeht Elevation. oil, 

. 
é Feet. 

At forks of West Gallatin, near head, latitude 45°... -- 93 618230 pa 
Aticamip dos in latitude sso) 1). ee ees sees 67 6, 149 42.1 
LNT GEN D 83 IES Ss oe Sh Ns Bla ese tiene 52: p86 37.5 
ANG GANA BH so Gb5G5 Sobbos Gd adbeedeeSucobskaosdsneacac 44 5, 215 46. 4 
At bridge... UEP RIaNS a AMS Lee Ey RZ arise ale ish 20 4, 493 21.8 
TM UCU Hark ahs oa ot Gene alan Sas PO Og eur aaraliey Snes SUM age NER 4,098 19.8 

Miscellaneous elevations on streams. 

Elevation 
Bash Gallatimy at PorbiB its eee eee ee eee eta hs a eee eee 4, 934 
Bridger Creek, near head, (camp: 4) ess [oe ee eres 5, 566 
Bridger Creek, in Bridger Canons ioc base mek oit.c ee leGatan eee. See ee *5, 080 
Pass “Creek, at foot of Flathead Pass, (camp 43) 5a Nes ws ai ha ah ee 5, 713 

; Cottonwood Creek, where it issues from the Mognhaine Mm natey ileal ris SL ek 5, 433 
Bozeman Creek, where it issues from the mountains -...-.--.---..---..---- 5, 247 

(| Middle @reelcynear ead e213 ye es aed SNe eed ee Ye et ge ae ee 6, 831 
Wiest branchijof Shields Rivervat head 25525 454-64) 44-2 ae eee eee eee 5, 946 
leadoff Clarks Morks ofthe Yellowstonee see sec ces sone se eee eee eee *8, 236 
Headotslough(Creelke evi eie ence sil aie eee aeins iat eencle ee eee Ee *7, 936 
Slough Creek, fifteen miles below mouth of Buffalo Creek ...-.....-.-.--.- *6, 386 
SlowehyCreek, four miles more: ees) 2 -pset sca tenes e eee Eee *6, 336 
Slousihi@reeksimowbhia ee sae eee eeepc ratScieray Sars ars ep tencyateen ee cee eee ae a *5, 986 
Cascade Creek, abiGam pds os. ees eS atleast Ore ue aa ee *7, 909 
Height of Lower Falls, (feet) -.----- TINE SOL Ela eae 132 
Height ot Crystal Falls, on Cascade oe (feet) .. SERED At SRE ERO wir ena , 129 

* Measured by aneroid. 

On routes for roads from the settlements to points of interest in the Yellow- . 
stone National Park. 

The only routes in use at present are the Yellowstone and Madison 
routes, neither of which is at present practicable for wagons. The for- 
miner, starting from Bozeman, crosses the Yellowstone near Butler’s 
Ranch, thence follows the river as closely as may be. By this route a 
wagon-road already extends to the mouth of Cation Creek, which in the 
latter part of July was 18 inghes deep and 60 feet wide. 

In the second canon, the mountains which form the west wall come 
down to the water’s edge, very steep and rugged, and the passage of it 
with a wagon-road will involve considerable outlay in blasting and em- 
bankment. The east side is comparatively easy of passage, but this 

* would involve throwing two bridges across the river, which is here, at 
the lowest stage of the water, 500 feet in width. This cation is about 
eight miles in length, three-fourths of which, however, present no great 
obstacle to a road. Above this cation the valley is level and open, with 
no timber as far as the foot of the third canon, at the mouth of Gardi- 
ner’s River. From this point to the Hot Springs, on Gardiner’s River, a | 
distance of about seven miles, a road can easily be made, .though it 
must cross two high spurs from Sepulchre Mountain. 
The trail up the Yellowstone crosses Gardiner’s River by a bridge, then 

ascends the plateau above the third canon. This ascent is very steep, 
and a wagon-road will require much grading. On the top the plateau is- 
quite level, without timber. The trail keeps the top of the plateau as 
far as Caché Valley, near the mouth of East Fork, to which it descends 
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by easy grades. Thence it follows the river quite closely to Tower 
Creek, which it crosses just above the falls. The descent to the creek 
is extremely steep, and some better point of crossing must be dis- 
covered. The creek is in a canon most of its length, and in the begin- 
ning of August was about 18 inches deep and 50 feet in width. 
From the mouth of Tower Creek, southward for 15 miles, the Yellow- 

stone is in the Grand Canon, the numerous impassible cross-caiions of 
which require that the trail keep back at a considerable distance from 
the river, passing round to the west of the summit of Mount Wash- 
burn, which is the culminating point of the plateau of the Grand 
Caton. The grade is easy and smooth up a spur from the mountain, 
reaching at its highest point nearly to the timber-line on the north side. 
Passing round to the west side of the spur, the trail becomes very diffi- 
cult from fallen timber, rock-slides, and steep side-hills. 
From the top of the divide to the falis on the plateau no difficulties 

are met, except steep grades at first, and some timber. 
The crossing of Cascade Creek, near the falls, involves, by the: trail 

which we followed, crossing a deep, narrow eaiion, difficult even for 
pack-animals. I have no doubt that a better crossing can be found two 
or three miles farther up the creek. Between this point and Crater 
Hills are two sloughs, which extend several miles back from the ‘river. 
At the time when we were there they were about two feet deep, but 
this was at the lowest stage of the water. From there to Yellowstone 
Lake there is no difficulty whatever, except from live timber. 
We crossed to the geyser basins from the mud. geysers. For nine 

miles the trail led through an open country, nearly level. Thence to 
the top of the divide we met with a tolerabiy heavy growth of timber. 
On the west side of the divide the live timber is very dense, while the 
ground is thickly covered with fallen timber, making our passage with 
the train very difficult. This condition of things extends for four or 
five miles, when the trail enters the open valley of the east fork of the 
Fire-Hole River. This valley, as far as the mouth of the east fork, is 
quite marshy in some places, but little difficulty will be found in locat- 
ing a hard road. 

The route up the Madison is, through the greater part of the distance, 
much easier. Wagon-roads, on both sides of the Madison, already exist 
from Virginia City to the foot of the Middle Canon, within fifty-five 
miles of the Lower Geyser Basin. These roads then leave the Madison, 
and cross, by Reynold’s Pass, to Sawtelle’s Ranch, at Henry’s Lake. 
The trail through the Middle Canon, and’ thence to the geyser basins, 
follows the east side of the river. Wagons have been through this 
cation, and a slight outlay would suffice to build a good road through 
it. At the head of this caton it will be necessary to bridge the east 
fork of the Madison, which, in the latter part of August, was a slug- 
gish, winding stream about 200 feet wide and 24 feet deep. 
From the Middle to the Upper Canon the valley is broad, flat, and 

sparsely timbered. 
The Upper Canon, in about fifteen miles, presents the only difficulties 

which are found on this route. The cafon-walls are extremely steep, 
in some places precipitous, and, much of the way, come close to the 
water’s edge, not unfrequently requiring wading in the river. Gibbon’s 
Fork, which enters the Madison in the middle of the canon, must be 
bridged. This stream is 100 feet wide and 24 feet deep. From this 
creek up to the mouth of the East Fork of the Fire Hole River the trail 
is obliged to keep back from the river. It is very rough, and badly 
obstructed by live and dead timber. 
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To build a road through this caiion, on this side of the river, will be 
expensive. The other side, here the south side, of the river appears 
much easier, and, if the Middle Cation can be passed on that side of the 
river, a route on that side, throughout the whole distance, is to be re- 
commended. The road should then cross the Madison to the north 
side, in the Upper Caition, two or three miles below the mouth of Gib- 
bon’s Fork. There remains on this route the upper part of the cafion 
to be passed, which, as stated above, presents some difficulties. 

LISTS OF ELEVATIONS AND DISTANCES ON ROUTES TO THE YELLOW- 

STONE NATIONAL PARK. 

fioute from Bozeman to Yellowstone Lake, by way of Yellowstone River. 

Miles. |EKlevation. 

PESO ZS TUN AIR ere pe Pie NN EU 0 aa Ss a eee 4, 900 
Nearly level, with smooth grades to— 

Tey oe DUVETS a Ml LARS UE CRNA Mees Vee eet AA ge en 3.3 4, 935 
Divide crossing to Spring Creek, (steep hill on each side) - i 6.7 5, 675 
fh OBB DY ea Og 2Ye) Soe ge AES eg ea Ma Ay ego SS IS oe A ea a 7.3 5, 500 

8.0 5, 820 
Steep descent, then uniform slope up to— 

Camp 2, on Spring Creek, near head ...--.-.-.-..---------- 12.3 5, 639 
Divide between Spring and Trail Creeks, between Gallatin 

and Vellowstonete. Soong een GS ia ae a 15.7 6, 037 
Uniform slope to— 

Rraili@reek, ab CrOssinp psa ctoc alee sense elise eine cleioetn aetise 22.5 5, 300 
Long rolling hills to— 

Divide between Trail and Eight-Mile Creeks. -..-.-.-..----. 28.5 5, 900 
Smooth to— 

Camp 3, on Eight-Mile Creek, near Yellowstone .---...----. 30. 2 5, 282 
Camp 4, at Butler’s Ranch, on Yellowstone.......-..-...---- 39. 2 5, 086 

In level river bottom to— 44,8 5, 040 
45. 1 5, 220 
45.3 5, 050 

: Camp 5, at mouth of Cafion Creek .. 2.2.3.2. -.c0- sae oes 49.8 5, 201 
Second Cation of the Yellowstone River: 

Smooth to— 
51.8 5, 160 
52. 1 5, 340 
52.7 5, 140 
54.7 5, 200 
55.3 5, 450 

Uniform slope to— 
Headot/ Second Candi 2c 3052444 cincce sews eta moaseee 57.9 5, 200 

59. 2 5, 350 
59.3 5, 280 

Camp.6} near Devil’s: Slide .)is jedi See ae ee 59.9 5, 348 
Grade nearly uniform in river bottom to......-.....----------- 64.6 5, 600 
Bridge over Gardner’s River, near its mouth...--.-..----..----- 67.9 5, 360 
TEEN VOL a) Ges Ne Mn Len AMMEN eR Re aN ie. 68. 7 5, 360 
Wery beavyscrades to). 2.05 2.2) ecko. ieee oe ae eee : 70.4 6, 500 
NH ewvie Lee eee eee RDS Co RO 20 a UI a a pn ce 71.0 6, 500 

lay 6, 900 
71.9 6, 880 

Grade nearly uniform to— 
Camp ‘8, on Black-Tail Deer Creek .--.....---222022 2200-228 74, 2 6,570 

76.2 6, 870 
Grade very irregular, on rolling plateau, to....-. -....-----.--- 81.7 7, 600 
Grade somewhat irregular to— 

Camp 9, in Cache Valley, near mouth of East Fork .....---.- 84.0 6, 236 
Nearly uniform grade toys 2oce fen wee kacie soos Leas 86. 6 6, 400 

87.5 6, 740 
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Route from Bozeman to Yellowstone Lake, &c.—Continued. 

Miles. |Elevation. 

Crossing of Tower Creek --.--....---- -. 2.2. 222-2 -- + -- == oe 87.6 6, 500 
ILS asesos conc soo obs CoscogeEds booed Gono geea pUBbEE saeuedeeu- SWa9 6, 520 
Smooth slope to ---.---. ---- ---«---- --2--- 22-5 -- 02 0+ 2 - -- 89. 2 7, 280 

90. 2 7, 200 
Grade nearly uniform to— 

Divide on spur from Mount Washburn...........--...----- 94.3 8, 800 
. 95,2 8, 600 

95.3 8, 760 
Cnn) NO. 2-356 sodces Goc0 oasbou caboon bo5500 se50 senons onosoeicods 101.2 8, 162 
Grade tolerably uniform to— 

Camp 11, on Cascade Creek, near the falls...-.....-....---- 106.7 7,979 
; 107.6 7, 920 

Crossing of Cascade Creek.-....... Ye wielatbie tee aul elibata ley sialeu erat au 107.8 7, 600 
Grademicarlysuniform to ssssooe pee torino een ie satel ae arena lon 7, 700 

109.7 7, 940 
110.3 7, 920 
110.9 7, 580 
112.9 7, 620 
113.4 7, 900 

Grodemearly WuWItOLMn tO) os Saaslcee Ss ela sins Soe ssa ceitsicaleesicdeiclere sie 113.7 7,750 
Carapel2 gai Muddy Geysers = aeeemer meer cee cme soir elesies cain ieeae 116.7 Uo Ci = 
Grade tolerably uniform to— 

Yellowstone Lake, at head of river -...--..-.---------.---. 123.9 7, 800 

Route from Gallatin City to the Geyser Basins, thence across to the Mud 
Geysers, on the Yellowstone. 

tion 

Gallatin City, (Three Forks\of the Missouri): 22002-2242. sol 5 esc |oe e228 4,132 
Grade perfectly uniform in Madison River bottom to— 

Camp2oron Madison 52025 soso nese sae Na eg Bee LS 16.5 4, 360 
Grade perfectly uniform in river bottom to ---...-.--..----.------ 20.4] 4,800 
Grade somewhat irregular to— 

Wamp ,200nLColdas princi ree kismet ela elerei nets oe elete aieleeeite Les Cl 4,739 
Grade tolerably uniform to— 

Divide between Cold Spring and Hot Spring Creeks.-...-.-.--..- 29.8 5, 400 

EVA CAS ER O OL: GOlserise ie eye ete aye rete ee oie rea a i ere ee ee 36. 1 5, 050 
Grade tolerably smooth to— 

Divide between Hot Spring and Meadow Creeks.-.--..--.------ 37.8 5, 640 
38. 6 5, 520 
39. 3 4, 980 

@ampseseony Mead ow, Creeks sa ieceit sale aisclerclewienete sew oe sic cies la tion 42.5 4, 932 
Grade perfectly smooth to— 

Camp 22, opposite Virginia City, on Madison RUNNER ALANA ER! UNL 61.3 5, 214 
Grade uniform to— 

Camp 21, at mouth of Indian Creek-....: 0.2205 .2cse+----502--- 71.3 5, 524 
Grade uniform DO de See ee ei iba tai ead TUS es LUE Baas 80.5 5, 700 

z 80. 6 5, 900 
Grade tolerably uniform to— 

Care pec OF Ona ISON ee ec ptecet raion tie Sea SEN ake oe 82.9 5, 753 
CEA CO OOM LO capers aici mile Serena et yale eat Eke Wee ape ya Calne ke PENG ER 88. 0 6, 300 

88.5 6, 200 
88.9! 6,500 

Woleraply umitormcrade tO ose tee mee ea eee ee nose ee aie eee 93.9 6, 100 
Grade perfectly uniform to— 

Camp 19, at foot of Middle Cation, near Madison Pass.-..-..----- 98. 2 6, 309 
Grade rather irregular to— 

CAMIPRES, AIMBITILOLE Of: CATION Mae sete cise Wee alee betl ckt Oak AN 104.9 6, 570 
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Route from Gallatin City to the Geyser Basins, &c.—Continued. 

Miles, | Bev: 
ion 

Grade irre mullar 00 ieee yee tele = a tle cleraiel <i pea eee ee eee 109, 4 6, 520 
Grade perfectly uniform to— p 

Campii7,at head of Middle Canon2-- 42222552" 2-4-2 see) eee 119.6 |} 6,568 
Grade perfectly uniform to— 

@ampaliGon Madison ee a. pers ween ones ene eee yon 132.4 6, 605 
Grade nearly uniform to— 

FoobormUpper’ Canons es Less eaters oclrcaeele neem alate etal 136. 4 6, 790 
Grade perfectly uniform to— 

Camp 15,at mouth of Gibbon’s Fork .........-...--..--------- 145.1 6, 811 
146. 0 7, 200 

Very irregular grade to— 
Heador Upper, Canon) eee ce see eee isola ara EA SA ee 148.7 7, 240 

Grade perfectly uniform to— 
Camip14, in Lower. Geyser, Basin \;-)-j6-4 ss22.254-) poe + oe ee eee 152.8 7, 252 

Grade perfectly uniform to— ; 
Camp 13, 0n East Fork of Fire-Hole River -.-..-.--............- 157.7 7, 297 

161.0 7, 400 
163.1 8, 240 

Divide between Madison and Yellowstone...-...----..-.-.. Sanco!  IGisS 8, 240 
166. 2 7, 950 

Gradeurregm lat tO emernnsa =. cone scree ce claiere tone © 2 ae (one See 170.0 7, 910 

Grade irregular to— 
Camp ‘12, at Mud Geysers, on Yellowstone ae NS a UR ata 175.3 7, 712 

The ordinary meteorological observations were made hourly in camp. 
They will be found printed in full in the bulletin of meteorological obser- 
vations. I will make a short résumé of them. They were made at 
various altitudes above the sea-level, from 4,000 to 8,000 feet. 

At Fort Ellis, elevation 4,935 feet, the mean temperature during the 
first three weeks of July was 679.61, maximum, 99°.7; minimum, 33°.0; 
lowest relative humidity .21. 

On the Ist of July, there occurred a heavy snowstorm, in which about 
four inches of snow fell, which melted on the following day. 

On the 17th, there was a smartshower of hail. The minimum temper- 
ature, at night, at an altitude above 5,000 feet, was rarely above 32°. 
The lowest temperature experienced during the trip was in the camp at 
the mouth of Gibbon’s Fork, elevation 6,811 feet, 12°, in the latter 
part of August. At the head of the’ West Gallatin River, elevation 
6,149 feet, the minimum thermometer indicated 14°., 17°., 17°., on 
three several nights in the latter part of September. Maximum temper- 
atures, during the day, ranged from 65° to 93°, indicating a great range 
of temperature during the day. 

The range of relative humidity is also very great, reaching, near the 
middle of the day, as low as .30, and on several occasions even lower., 
The lowest relative humidity recorded during the trip was .22. Most of 
the rain which we experienced during the season was in the form of 
showers, which were of tolerably frequent occurrence, but very few long 
storms occurring during the season. 
A storm of rain and hail of two days’ duration was experienced at 

Yellowstone Falls, near the end of July. A heavy snow storm, in which 
four inches of snow fell, occurred at the head of the West Gallatin, near 
the end of September. 
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In common with two other members of the party, I had rather a sin- 
gular experience. We were ascending a mountain near the Gardiner’s 
River Springs, called on the map Electric Peak. I quote from my notes 
written on the following day: A thunder-shower was approaching as 
we neared the summit of the mountain. I was above the others of the 
party, and when about 50 feet below the summit the electric current 
began to pass through my body. At first I felt nothing, but heard a 
crackling noise, similar to a rapid discharge of sparks from a friction 
machine. Immediately after, I began to feel a tingling or pricking 
sensation in my head and the ends of my fingers, which, as well as the 
noise, increased rapidly, until, when I reached the top, the noise, which 
had not changed its character, was deafening, and my hair stood com- 
pletely on end, while the tingling, pricking sensation was absolutely 
painful. Taking off my hat partially relieved it. I started down again, 
and met the others 25 or 50 feet below the summit. They were affected 
similarly, but in a less degree. One of them attempted to go to the top, 
but had proceeded but a few feet when he received quitea severeshock, 
which felled: him as if he had stumbled. We then returned down the 
mountain about 300 feet, and to this point we still heard and felt the 
electricity. 

J have received returns of meteorological records kept at Bozeman, 
Montana, by Mr. Peter Koch, a thoroughly reliable observer. These 
records are published in full in our annual bulletin of meteorological 
observations for 1872. From these I deduce the following results : 

7 fle 
a : sass ee 
as A g oe 5 ® a 

Date. 23 Ee = a ge | oe 
ak “a EI e356 | gs 
Sole elbe LISELI 2" 
=| | aS | 4 vA 

1872. ° ° ° ° 
IVOVEIn DEL cass see se a asses Sacco ee eee cinmajce titer teetaas de ee tat. 24.00 | 49.8 | —18.8 0.11 3 
Wecember se te= 4s sss 54s Sate ee ae Ra iss add neGse tans ASS 19.61 | 48.3 | —30.0 1. 43 6 

1873 
ANU ALY eee ae eee eee eee aes enone ee aeene Tee aie eie 23. 49 | 48.1 | —26.0 0. 38 7 
Webruany = 2 --225-6 5-25-22 Gis: Bese si ee setewlecassaesatsecebe 19. 30 | 45.1 | —19.0 ib Oy 5 

Mr. Koch records, on the 10th of December, ‘two distinct shocks of 
earthquake, at 4.30 p. m., and on the 11th one shock, at 6.30 a.m. Ail 
the shocks were from west to east. They were more violent at Helena 
and Deer Lodge than here.” 





NOTES ON THE CLIMATE OF MONTANA. 

By Mr. GRANVILLE Stuart, of Deer Lodge, Montana Territory. 
e 

The winter of 1857~58 was very mild. Snow did not lie longer than 
a few days in any of the principal valleys. The cold was not intense, 
except for a few days in December and January. Cattle and horses in 
the open air, and without any food or shelter except such as they got 
on the prairie, gained steadily in flesh all the winter, and came out fat 
in the spring. 

The winters of 185859 and 1859~60 were very similar, averaging, 
probably, a little colder, and with a little more snow, but quite pleas- 
ant in the main. 

The winter of 186061 showed a gradual increase of cold and snow 
over former years, but still stock did well; and the winter would not 
have been called a bad one in Iowa or Illinois. 

The winter of 1861~62 was one of great and unusual severity, Snow 
falling to a depth of from six inches’ to two feet, varying in different 
valleys and in different parts of the same valley. i have observed that 
the fall of snow is very capricious and irregular; for instance, the de- 
posit of snow in a given locality may be quite small during a bad winter, 
while in the following one, even though much milder, the snow-fall at 
thdt point will be double or treble as much, while other points, which 
had deep snow during the first, will be comparatively free from it dur- 
ing the second winter. This is especially noticeable in the higher val- 
leys and in the passes leading from one to another. 
‘The winter of 186263 was quite as mild as that of 1857— 758, and 

throughout the country, as far as Salt Lake, it was even milder, for 
wagons drawn by both horses and oxen made two trips, in mid- winter, 
from Bannock City to Salt Lake City and back, with heavy loads, and 
without being incommoded by snow or severe cold. They crossed the 
main range of the Rocky Mountains (by the Medicine Lodge Pass) and 
the Porte Neuf Mountains twice on each trip, and without any other 
food for their animals than bunch-grass. This is, however, a feat that 
has not been accomplished since, many parties having lost large num- 
bers of cattle and mules in trying to make one trip in each of the three 
succeeding winters. The lowest temperature in Deer Lodge during this 
winter was 12°, which was during a snow-storm, on the 23d or 24th of 
October. 

The winter of 1865~64 was but little inferior to the preceding one, 
snow lying but a few days at a time in the valleys, although it was 
quite deep on: the mountains, and the weather averaged somewhat 
colder. A severe storm of wind and driving snow occurred on January 
7, in which the temperature fell to —33°, but the cold snap lasted only 
about a week. 

The winter of 1864-65 showed an increased degree of cold and snow 
again. The temperature fell to —34° on one occasion, while during De- 
cember and January the cold was severe; but the snow was not deep 
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until March, during which month more fell than in all the rest of the 
winter, and the minimum temperature was —27°. Stock did well enough 
without any feed during this winter. 

The latter half of the winter of 1865~66 was quite severe, snow lying 
in the valleys, while the lowest temperature was —34°. No stock died, 
however, although none were fed. 

The winter of 186667 was very mild until the 24th of December, 
with no snow, but from this time until April it was the worst winter 
ever known in the Territory. Snow fell to a considerable depth in all 
the valleys, and was accompanied by a very long spell of continued 
cold, varying —10° to —32°. The month of March, in’ particular, was 
absolutely terrific, on twenty-eight out of thirty-one mornings the tem- 
perature being below zero, being, I believe, without precedent in any 
other country. Yet, strange and almost incredible as it may appear, 
searcely any cattle died, although few of them had any feed or any 
Sheiter other than the willows along the streams. No horses died, 
although they, too, had to subsist on the range all winter. 
The winter of 1867-68 was comparatively mild, with butlittle snow; 

coldest day, —30°; no suffering among stock; grass abundant and not 
covered by snow; no sleighing in Deer Lodge at any time during the 
winter; valley dry and dusty; the same being the case in nearly all 
parts of the Territory. 

The winter of 186869, as those of 185758 and 1862~63, was very 
mild, being almost no winter at all, when the latitude and altitude are 
taken into consideration. No snow of any consequence. 

The winter of 1869~70 was quite mild, with little snow in the valleys, 
and little hay was used. 

The winter of 1870-71 was also open and pleasant. Stock kept in 
g od condition on the range. ; 

The winter of 1871-72 was a very Severe one, commencing with a 
terrific storm of wind and snow on the 23d of November. The greatest 
depth of snow in Deer Lodge at any time was 12 inches. The depth, 
however, on the mountains was very great. The loss in cattle could not, 
however, have exceeded 2 per cent. of the number in the Territory, for 
a large part of the hay-crops of the three previous years was on hand. 
Hence there was but little suffering among stock, except in a few local- 
ities and among herds of Texas cattle driven in during the fall, which, 
being thin in flesh and not accustomed to snow and cold weather, suf- 
fered severely. 
By using a little care and foresight in preserving the hay and straw 

that can be accumulated with but little labor and expense during the 
mild winters, all danger of loss of stock during severe seasons will be 
avoided. 

It seems that our hard winters come exactly five years apart; for 
instance, those of 1861-62, 186768, and 1871—’72 were all severe, while 
the intermediate ones were all very mild. 

The snow-fall at Deer Lodge (latitude about 46° 27’; altitude above 
sea, 4,768 feet) for the last five years has been as follows: 

In the winter of 1867-’68, 204 inches, in seventeen storms, not including 
what melted as it fell. Greatest depth at any one time, 24 inches. In 
the winter of 1868-’69, 163 inches, in fourteen storms. Greatest depth, 
2inehes. In the winter of 1869~70, 29,35, inches, in twenty-six storms. 
Greatest depth at any time, 4 inches, and that for a few days only. In 
the winter of 1870~71, 4573, inches, in forty-seven storms. Greatest 100 

depth at any time, 3 inches. In the winter of 187172, 86,5 inches, in — 
forty-eight storms. Greatest depth at any time, 12 inches. 
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The mean temperature at Helena, Montana, for 1866, was....... 44.5 
The mean temperature at Deer Lodge, Montana, for 1868 ....... 40.5 
The mean temperature at Deer Lodge, Montana, for 1869 .....-. 43.9 
The mean temperature at Deer Lodge, Montana, for 1870 ....... 42.1 
The mean temperature at Deer Lodge, Montana, for 1871 ....-.-. 42.5 
The mean temperature at Helena, Montana, for January, 1867... 17.9 
The mean temperature at Helena, Montana, for February, 1867.. 18.0 
The mean temperature at Helena, Montana, for March, i867...-. 5.9 
The mean temperature at Helena, Montana, for April, 1867..... ,- 448 
The mean temperature at Deer Lodge, Montana, for November, 1867 30.5 
The mean température at Helena, Montana, for December, 1867.. 25.2 
The fall of rain and melted snow at Helena, in 1866, inches...... 22.96 
The fall of rain and melted snow at Deer Lodge, in 1870, inches.. 16.50 
The fall of rain and melted snow at Deer Lodge, in 1871, inches.. 15.74 

The average fall of rain and melted ‘snow at Deer Lodge for four 
years, 19.11 inches. 
A series of observations shows that Missoula County, Montana, (alti- 

tude 5,300 feet,) enjoys an average temperature of 5°.5 higher than Deer 
Lodge, and, judging by farm products, this is about the annual mean of 
the large valleys of Sun River, Missouri, Gallatin, Jefferson, Madison, 
Stinking Water, and Beaverhead. It thus appears that by far the greatér 
part of the Territory has an annual mean temperature of about 48°. 

RESUME OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT 
FORT ELLIS, MONTANA, BY THE UNITED STATES MEDI- 
CAL DEPARTMENT. 

Mean daily and minimum temperatures during the winter of 187172. 

5 5) 3 3 
a ; a : a 4 ry "1 
Ho A As =| AS g Bo q 

Date. a = Date. £4 = Date. £32) E Date. 24 = 
ag A Aaa z ag a ag # 
Sipe vais! 5 iS $ A 5 A 
= = = a a a = a 

1871, e) 2) 1871. ©) ©) 1872. G ©) 1872. ° ° 
Noy. 1 WP eS SSScl i BYeey ia} 9 —19 || Jan. 3 23 0 || Feb. 4 —38 —d3 

2 40 x 4 31 15 4 18 6 5 —27 —dl 
a 40 5 46 32 5 10 —12 6 12 —30 
4 37 6 33 25 6 i) —l1 | 7 25 10 
5 OLD Weber a 36 10 7 31 0 8 23 0 
6 30s eck ee 8 24 10 8 28 9 i) 19 10 
rf AG ree ee 9 24 10 9 34 21 10 15 9 
8 Baia eeeoe 10 24 5) 10 30 12 11 23 5 
9 Sie beac 11 21 7 11 25 15 12 5D —i1 

10 Safe eee 12 23 15 12 18 ih 13 14 —25 
11 SAeuice wou 13 27 18 13 33 12 14 19 10 
12 Day ysl eee 14 31 10 14 22 0 15 27 15 
13 Bh) Vee eee 15 26 5 15 13 —10 16 22 12 
14 Abs) eee 16 25 —15 16 19 0 17 33 10 
15 Aya tee Bee 17 —14 —23 ily 19 — 6 18 38} QL 
16 Dit is ol eee doe! 18 —22 —26 18 15 1 19 23 6 
17 ie) Vase 19 —2 —16 19 13 —13 20 26 3 
18 DIM poe oss 20 8 —5 20 9 —12 Q1 35 6 
19 By] eaters 21 3 —26 Q1 6 —31 22) 32 4 
20 33) Se See 22 —9 —21 Q2 4 —l17 Ps} 12 0 
21 Ales | eee 23 —24 —30 Q3 15 —42 24 Q2 0 
22 32 —26 24 —3 —45 24 | —41, 66) —53 25 32 10 
23 50 —21 25 —18 —4) Py | ee ais —17 26 Q1 10 
24 17 —23 26 —32 —42 26 By —10 27 18 
25 —9 —33 Q7 —16 —33 Q7 —12 —42 28 17 —13 
26 —16 —30 28 33 0] 28 —4 —20 Q' 23 —8 
27 —li —24 29 36 6 29 8 —32 || March 1 20 8 
23 7 —5 30 33 —10 30 3 —14 2 26 4 
29 11 —4 31 29 —15 3L 10 —10 83 29 6 
30 13 —2 1872. Feb. 1 9 —10. 4 Q7 15 

Dec 1 Qi 6 || Jan 1 29 10 2 19 —11 | 5 31 15 
2 19 —26 Q1 2 3 4 —21 6 25 14 
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Mean daily and minimum temperatures, §-c.—Continued. 

A 5 3 
5 3 g A é g | 3 4 F 3 | Oo 

Date. 2a 5 Date. $3 5 Date. £5 5 Date. £38 5 
as | # as | & aa | # Arles 
§ & $ A= $ & 3 a 
= P| | =| = =| a | 

1872. ©) ° 1872. ° ° 1872. ° ° 1872. ° ° 
Mar. 7 27 10 || Mar. 14 11 —4 || Mar. 21 21 3 || Mar. 28 20 8 

8 25 0 15 5 —6 22 16 0 29 28 15 
9 16 0 16 8 —6. 23 15 —10 30 34 12 

10 18 3 17 13 —3 24 2 | —20 31 32 14 
11 19° 0 18 Q1 0 25 16 0 
12 15 2 19 19 4 26 Q1 8 
13 PRT kee 20 15 0 Q7 Q7 4 

EI Pn CN ae ER el NR Pl EL LI Ss pe OR 

oS ‘ rBiiacyi |b irl Set 

2 B | 83 | 8g - A 
2 a sn |ae 2S 

Suluisig alee Hs | 28/28 ae 
Months. = ra aS) Months. BH ee is 2 6) 

5 2 ae a’ |$o|8e SE 
bs sores § as | ES a 
i=l io} tee) on Ca 

Gh EE al ipa a |He/ as ai 

© | Inches. 1871. ¢ © 9 
F 2106) had al Samuany eee oe. ce s- 29.85 | 55.0 | —13] 8 snow. 

8. 26. 0 525) /eHebruary jss6-2- sea. 23.96 | 48.0 | —22] 5 snow. 
i 28. 45 PEON he eae a 33. 51 | 67 14 | 10 snow. 
A aes GP  eh l eGn etl se ese aeons 36.55 | 70 15 | 15 snow, 2 rain. 
rE 48. 04 Gell) IMA eookbeosadseauor 42.27 | 85 30 2 rain. 
Re bya |) 2, GBI Pita sosdesacessesaes 59. 30 | 95 37] 6 rain. 

2. 59. 70 OsS5) | ily; oe Shee ee ee eee 64.66 | 95 49 3 rain. 
PANTO TISU Esse eee: 68. 82 | 56.07 | 0 PATIO UISUY tae -istnitomne te 63. 04 | 83 37 | 3 rain. 
September ...... .... 56. 48 | 48. 25 . 54 || September _---...--- 57.0 | 82 35 
October sss esas 43.53 | 38.91 5405 (Octobenaaiienceece. 45.58 | 68 8 | 3 snow. 
November) ceeneess= 36. 83 | 33.91 .13 || November ........-- 25.76 | 55 |*—33 | 12 snow. 
December ...--....-- 27.27 | 24.78 3 || December 2-22-72. 10.77 | 45 —45 | 7Tsnow. 

1870. 1872. 
VanUaly seer ee eeeaee 23. 59 | 21. 69 ~06 || Jamuary: ----.------- 14°33 | 45 —53 | Tsnow. 
HebruaLye teases see 31. 64 | 29.47 Sal Me bro alnygererecice ase 20.21 | 54 —53 | 5 snow, 1 rain. 
Mar hale erie hp ee bel . 27.01 | -24. 69 S200||Miarchi esses. eee 29.21 | 50 —20 | 12 snow. 
CAROTID SU age Ma he 45. 84 | 41.70 304) |) Aipril eos eee 35. 12 | 64 — 1] 15 snow. 

Laver eetelemnteinm Sete 56. 83 | 50. 59 SLBA MAE mee oe aes Ser 51. 81 | 75 25 6 rain. 
eoUNO! Hesse s eee 66. 62 | 59. 35 ee Ou | POUM OA seescre epee eisehyase een ae 80 30 | 2rain, 1 snow. 
CO fin spine Si peers tones een 69. 44 | 60. 56 0 
PACTS = aesisee a sen HSNO DS.98. |eeneae 
September .---....-- DOs Ld | PACA onl eee 
October Ae eee ee 42.68 | 38.74 |....... 
November..........- 36.99 | 34.34 |....... 
December ........... QONB ny 20229) eae eae 

Month. 

a4 1871 
OULY .-..----------- 2-2-2 ----- 

August 
MOpLOM DEL = euaenas ce scse es eeee 
Wotober-eo. 2 ees sso 
November 
BVACEMPENes wea Se Seeks sae o eee 

* Minimum. 

Summary of wind from July, 1871, to June, 1872. 
[Observations on the wind are taken at 7a. m.,2 and 9 p.m.; the force is estimated on a scale of 43 

the force for the month is the sum of the forces at time of observation.] 

N. 

CoOnROCOCWrH 

ooococo 

N. E. E. S. EH. Ss. Ss. W. W. N. W. 

Oo oO ro) ro) () oO Oo 

| Bed Ble | SUMe i eeebeaee: edhe 
° io) (=) °o iS) 

aZaleia4lelalelelelalelaleiale 

ut 1) ee P20) Sh? wieds: J D010) i 2) AL a7 7 8 
1 2 6 | 10 3 5 1 1|10) 15 | 40 | 47 7 9 
1 Pete ie Wd 7 7 3 3112] 13 | 34 | 54 6 8 
1 1} 19 | 20 5 6/11) 13 5 5 | 41 | 48 ai 8 
Q 5 | 12 | 14 4 { 2) 2 6 9 | 53 | 55 6 15 
0 0 | 27] 46) 8 8 2 : 2 8 | 10 | 38 |} 43 2 2 

0 0 9 9 1 i 1 1 | 24 | 24 | 49 } 49 6 7 
0 0} 25 | 29 2 9 0 0 2 6 | 58 | 87 0 0 
0 0 | 24 | 24} 12} 12 2 Q 5 5 | 39 | 39 | 10 10 
0 O00) £25) 12 9 9 3 6 | 30 | 30 | 33 | 35 0 07 
0 0} 18 | 21 3 3 0 0.) 13: | 13) ot be 6 7 
0 0 | 38 | 53 1 1 0 0 6 6 |, 38 | 43 ui 8 
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SNAKE RIVER DIVISION. “ 

List of latitudes determined astronomically. 

Oy ith 

Cea OD eee eee ASM OWA On eC AIM ys dene wre) soles ee ee ce tere repr 
Okan diy 4s eee a ae 14 17 Pa YPM Paap Aa va cay 
Hales ee ene Sevens oo FCs 23 30 Bay GND halal Glee coed a 
TU ES 8 A ee eer 35 25 Te aa UPD A AEG aE Notes ce ee 
TUS) se Ret Nt 46 31 Oe oe NE) AR Ae MR IE cate 
Ae eee ee Ch See 49 9 EAS RS ee oA ie gu i Ra 
TIS Sp pcan Leg Ee eae ee eT ATi en ZN De os eae Net See Ne he 
TB ace ene oe a 44 0 54 AWB Sbe setae NASM eR eee 08 
TE SER Aes UN ee aa ate 43 59 57 A PINES NN ee Ld ML oe 
TS rae 2 La a ee SP ee SOE ASE anys ek LR yA ds 
OR e rs Serr Sa oes 48 10 PV eet esa ggeegry be rn ae nea Fars 

Nos aE ee ee ee es 45 32 dN Bik he Garena ee a 
OED ee Nes Sra Spt ra tee eh 44° 4 28 A Geese alee etary cars Olc ya 
FS AU GE eee ane A Petes et 10 34 A Ar MUSE MSR en MN IOS P83 SU 
Os Sa et Se Ap a as 19 20 AS Bee Ge Neneh easy Wi 
CES SE ETE ERA 92 14 Cah) HOGS IRD a 
ay ee RAR Uae oe 37 42 ES (ay ie EE LER 2 
DS ee eS eae es Ener eee 43 28 Sly teats sec WE ON BS 
DB cose enakcclosacraseteaeses 41 28 ESO eee a Oe ph LF 
Be a ae as See ie? es 38 3 Ep ea ena ENR Angi Mgr LE 
Sy ee oe PENA LE MN es i 34 ob uleBpeulaclialke us samen wate ate 
BS Ae Ae cape Lie ae ee Zn (4a Mounb Sheridanyseeese as aes 

MAGNETIC VARIATION. 

813 

(} 

The magnetic variation was determined by observing the azimuth of 
Polaris with a Wurdeman’s gradienter, the verniers of which read to 
single minutes. 

p Variation Place of observation. Date. ve sat 

{e) / 

Camp 16; near mouth of Pall River sj sc\..--se sone. July 19, 1872 18 12 
20, Téton Cation, twelve miles west of Mount Hayden | July 24, 1872 17 55 
Po ppechlens OTmOt Ma ME IVerse else aeae leis Aug. 4, 1872 18 15 
24, Henry’s Fork, (latitude 44° 19’ 20”) .-..-..--.---- Aug. 5,1872 18 25 

Bee wie ee ee eee OHS Sie a Ra nO eT oh bear at, Anca Where 19 13 
e Henry’s Lake Valley . BS BRN) Petes RO RUS Ena ster ane Pte Aug. 8, 1872 18 44 
32, Tawer Geyser, Basin eos sossee eect sene lees. Aug. 14, 1872 18 29 
a3) Upper Geyser Basin 225 [5-15 ss5a5s, tele saesseises Aug. 18, 1872 18 29 
SOE OTOSHOM EC ak@ wpe tae area relate ei MRI a earl Sept. 7, 1872 18 15 
39; Lewis Fork, near Lewis Lake 5.2 ./23...-..2c2--- Sept. 13, 1872 18 13 
A0Mvouth of WewisHorle 2: sees eee tose eee Sept. 15, 1872 18 8 

jects: Ti -15 Sea eo a oe Sept. 17, 1872 18 55 
Camp 42, foot of Jackson’ Sao ae un ek an me Sept. 24, 1872 17 56 

43, Bastitoot of Létons escent esse e en ee kcpaece ane Sept. 27, 1872 17 42 
AAs.) 5 i viediears lien lita bod Saori aaee Sept. 28, 1872 17 38 
45, Snake River, near mouth of Gros Ventres Creek --| Sept. 30, 1872 17 40 
51, Snake River, eight miles below cafion ..---...---- Oct. 6,1872 17 59 
PN vse OM RRO TO aE OR AON a a ea Oct. 7, 1872 18 00 
Do WMO ws CLEC Kisai 5 steer te tericie eo clonic ote aifersicialarsat Oct. 9, 1872 WeDo 
54, Highane’s Ranch, seven miles from Fort Hall..... Oct. 10, 1872 17 50 
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Camps of Snake River division. 

a 
= 

& Date. Location. 2 
a oS 

S iS 

1|June 3 to June 24 | Ogden, Utah, 2 miles Cast Of ielby. ss. ls feck 2 cation cise ice eioe eee 4, 527 
2 | June 24 to June 25 | Water- tank, near Saline Springs --.--.------------------------+----- 4, 255 
3 | June 25 to June 26 | On Bear River, near Brigham Ciby esas censae sees aa ie eee eee 4, 249 
4 | June 26 to June 27} Near Mound Spring ga stage- Stablong. i. Cae Mee eee © eae 20 
Or lsune, 27 to dune 29) Keeney 'S'stage-statlomio ese sen. ense sn eee ee ee ese ae ee eee 4, 933 
6 | June 29toJuly 1 Carpenter's stage station Allen susn ttt Samii mame nine BE Aaasbe 5 4.666 
7|\ July itoJuly 2] Port Neuf River, at heafl of cafion..................------- fish ee 4, 626 
8) duly. 2 to July 3:|Pocatillo stage-station..- 22252262 se oe eee =e eee ee eee eee 4, 512 
9|July 3toJuly 12} Fort Hall, Tao, 2220 GE Ns SUP LGN DI NCE A na eg 4, 754 

10 | July 12 to July 13} Higham’s "Ranch, on Blackfoot River-..-2- 2200. escse usc eisueenole 4, 601 
11 | July 13 to July 14 Sand Creek, south of Taylor's: brid oe: .27 f..32 cee eee eee eee 4,716 
12 | July 14to July 15} Snake River, 5 miles above Taylor's S bridget. 222 hale eae wi ala 4, 830 
13 | July 15 te July 16) Market Lake, Stage-stationswesesccece cee sees shee eee eee eee 4, 846 
14 | July 16 to July 17| Crater Buttes, near mouth of Henr ViS MOT ke Siok cee eee eee 4, 843 
15 | July 17 to July 19} Eagle Nest Ford, ACross, Henry SyRork.\ 50-2 see ee See eee 4,951 
16 | July 19 to July 20 Wall River, 4 miles above mouth. \..\.//..1./. sl 00 geen ae 5, 126 
17 | July 20 to July 21 | Conant’s Creek han ee ROR EN Tee a 5, 560 
18 | July 21 to July 22| Small creek, near Téton River... 022 105.08 se sa ee 6, 016 
19) July? 22 to Imly,23'|" Cottonwood’ Creelestzs4 asec 2 sess see eae eee 6, 126 
20 | July 23 to Aug. 2} Téton Cafion, 12 miles west of Mount Hayden..-...-...-.----------- 6, 646 
Dis ipAnos  2itovAqo.) 3ilssmallicreek neariéton Riviere sess sees ee acs ee eee en aeeE Eee 6, 016 
99) "Aue. 3\to, Aug. | 4)|| Wall Rivers 16 milesjabove mouth»: 12-522 \s: Sas oe eee re | 9, 668 
23 | Aug. 4to Aug. 5/ Bechler’s Worle of Wall Rivere i. ee Li cca aleh TACT Aa a Reema 5, 762 
24 | Aug. 5to Aug. 6| Small swampy lake, 4 miles east offMenry/ stork! ies ase eee 6, 256 
25) | PAta oN /6itov Arig. 277) stenny SHOT ete. ar sesh leas tae eee se ee er ee ees PSgacmesoo25: 6, 247 
26 | Aug. 7to Aug. 8} Henry’s Fork, — miles above camp 5p jE) ia hte fe pa a A 6, 454 
97 | Aug. 8 to Aug. 10] East of Henry’s Lake, near Tyghee Pass..............-...-.-------- 6, 649 
28 | Aug. 11 to Aug. 12} Madison River, opposite Tyehee' Pass. sok a ee ae 6, 584 
29 | Aug. 12 to Aug. 13] Madison River, 5 miles Above. Vag ge. hii Se Mee el 6, 603 
30 | Aug. 13 to Aug. 14| Junction of Gibbon’s Fork and Fire-Hole River ...........---------. 6, 771 
31 | Aug. 14 to Aug. 15] First camp, Lower Geyser Basin see yell ONE Sty yaa Oe 7, 250 
32))| Aug15 to Sept. 1))|)Second camp; Lower Geyser Basin 2350) 25.05.0220 oe a eee 7, 261 
33) |isept-. L to sept:,/3:|) Upper Geyser Basin: 26 aa ce ee tee eee ee eres eee ee See eee 7, 394 
34 | Sept. 3to Sept. 4] Fire-Hole River, 6 miles above camp 33.-...--......---.2-2222200--0- 7, 579 
35) Sept) 4 to Sept.y 6) Headiof Mine-HoleyRivier- 2 ajc. = sere aie eleanor eee 8, 320 
36 | Sept. 6 to Sept. 9| West end of Shoshone Lake, (Geyser Basin)...-.--..--.-------------- 7, 881 
37) ||Sept.| 9\to Sept. 10) Hastiend of Shoshone Waker 2 esses 2 ys. oe ere aso eee 7, 87 
38) sept: 10 to Sept: 13) ewis Galkee 2 ree ee ee eral ete trate oa eg rete et 7, 157 
39 | Sept. 13 to Sept. 14") Lewis Fork, 3 miles below lake. -.-= 2. 2.225222 \e1n\se eens nee dees eee 7, 750 
40 | Sept. 14 to Sept. 17| Junction of Lewis Fork and Snake River.._-...-----.--------------- 6, 892 
A0a| sept. 17 to sept: 18) || Lakes|at headiof Mall River. 5.52). 2225-48)) 522 S32 oe a ee es eee 7, 530° 
43) Sept. 19) to sept.20 |) Inlet to Jackson's Makes so-- - 2-1-2 seems cae snes oa eee ye eee 6, 817 
Ala) Sept 21; to sept. 22) || Jackson's Wakes 5255 85 Span sae meena ce tena apenas See eee 6, 811 
42 Sept. 22 to Sept. 25 |) Ontler to Jackson’s Lake... 2252-2 seb ssi EL seer 6, 808 
43 | Sept. 25 to Sent. 28 | Eastern foot of Mount Hayden, between glacier lakes ............-.- 6, 955 
44 | Sept. 28 to Sept. 30 | Snake River, at junction with creek from glacier lakes....-----..--. 6, 446 
45 | Sept. 30 to Oct. 1) Snake River, below mouth of Gros Veutres Creek ae eS SS IA 6, 234 
4G | Oct: 1to Oct, 2| Hastern’ end of Téton Pass 2.2... ).2./..52..) 6, 317 
AG\iOcb« <2 to Oct: 3) | Western end\of Péton Pass. vss 2s Sees aede Ae ee ie ee eee eee 6, 312 
48)(Oct.,  -3:to\Oct. »4 | Worse Creek, TétoniBasin 3953 ses eS a eee eee ee eee 6, 408 
AD Octn.4 toOck: 15)|[xCanom Creeks. ses So tor Sk a MEO eh Le * 5, 804 
HO eOck. .o:bo'Océ: 6) NoodywiCreelkeys 2) jee ce ices oe we eae Ce eee eee Eee eee ee Ere 5, 266 
51 | Oct. 6to Oct. 7| Snake River, 8 miles below cation, north side.-----2--2-222 22-2282 22. 5. 030 
52 | Oct. to Oct. 9/ Snake River, 8 miles bolow caiion, south sigle...........-....--.----. 5, 040 
5a) Oct. 9toOct., 10), Willow orsBiao Sandy, Creeks 3) -2ee e452 se eee ee eee ere eee Enis 4, 877 
54 | Oct. 10 to Oct. 11 |} Bigham’s SE ite) GNM MAM i Min Maa Incl 4, 601 
56 | Oct. 11 Fort; Hall, Tdalow 252 3.00 eye Ee ee eee eee 4,754 

Profile of Henry’s Fork. 
Elevation 

Feet. 

Fenty Situalkey ass ane senses ss Saeerc es PLD ILE SUSIE ROL 8 Sea as a 6, 442 
Atiicamp: 26) 222228. 22ee vs on Soe bese ea 2s CS ee ee 6, 448 
Atcamp Qoieisesse tastela hice css aise see tit Ee Rs Apa ee ea ae ee He 6, 242 
At camp 15; Hagle’s Nést: Bord... +. 22.22 ss056.2402) UochEL SE et ee 4, 944 

Profile of Snake River, from headwaters of Lewis Fork to Stoner’s Stage 
Station. 

1G eveKG NTH Seer AB ee aL OS veel SACS Ryd aL RS ARLE SaedlGs Sods eee. 2 bea 7, 986 
Shoshoneplbake yee Scefeese eee ok el eae Re ce an soe eee on iG we nde CHO 
UG WTS LP ee Es eae Cee ne ot na poe ace Zetia oes ie oS 7, 828 
Pallss top, — 3-2-2 -.coe2 sob isc sses sakes Sena eke eee Ook eaten Meee he ore tae ee eID 
Walls," PObtom \=)20 22). sotea aces Sees Be akanl een Eee eee eee eee Eee 7,765 
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LN? QTD OOS AUB. BeBe b Spesbo SEE Gea fat cose De SoDOr GSB eo IS A Se ELE Beran Up ee 
PAIS. TOD = seeb cece socese cb50 Sade vedbes sdecebeads Gousce sasca0 S5e0 055505 sabase i, 523 
FE alls, O@UNOWN. so oeco cose sacd Geed s0ed os6G 3 S5dda0 ces cons csDG ESOS DoON eaLonN SHes 7, 468 
Pplig, Qs mnIes| NSOW oso cab ododer sang ebbods onsecddcuamESeds s4U4 suadooSadbad 7, 110 
Two miles above camp 40-.-....-- Si aE Ree hs eS rR Meade ya ate LL 6, 910 
NOMI OF Ibgiwals OWE 6 Shebscucodebehes beecadibsceds Gebeus coon tebe cous coco ues 6, 870 
acksomseWake see eeeinas aaraeia espinal SOO DUH OO SEE CaS p BSUS MoCO Seb cmEe ooaua ane 6, 806 
Seran nnlles Above Gann HUE Ree eS eee ab cedcaupeae Gabo eeeo Bead Spe soo uced Bada 6, 685 
Axth @anny AE Ss cseecs toca copsue Gas ese Steedo cdbcse cnueas Bab aou cosa ode Sonn oacaeS 6, 429 
Mb GQMND 45) 6 6o00 coed coan condos bade so0Sds badd babs descoedbodea Ebon Gone Gaed cece 6, 227 
AND COINS), BB o ccccecos sana uecdes sepseo Hones SoOGbS Esesau GENS Goda soeabu Gas cous 5, 03 
At camp 12 ..-.-.. DeSGS0 Sadedg 64 Gc Sona cood sages GouaaO ead ponoeU GocdeD Bobo BeeC 4, 825 
At Taylor’s Bridge-.--- SoD AS dcbe sobeso Dane HS dauSldsde Goon seousuuEe csHoseueeoue 4, 814 
A OLONECHS: Sage SLALON rome sa cesses ieeeienS snaitinceie tees Meas se ee 4, 621 

Profile of Falls River. 

IE@MGl sco doe Seedeo SuSsoe Gaeees se bene00 oxen sd edd beoSSU HNEESE oo5K5 pha eS RMeA Loess 7, 580 
1Sieullley IURIKER SBE Ab es Sees eee cal cosded Jose Ge Gee Bae EES Ger SAAR Mca a emmettet al 7, 525 
iapids) below, lalces 222 o.oo seme arated eto isda lalmfeine in lat= mnie ima slots Oaoecud saekaueebe 7, 455 
Balichswnles bellows lalxes sam sa-tcseeelieee eee cele ee Re Pan MU yes eo 7, 300 
Mein Ili. tidy Se shea naeeos kddéecodouco See geben SenS obo oau Meno neoMeananoe Gese 7, 047 
Jenin GAR, NOON Sooke oo Boece cooled oaeess GU obSs GaOEbE Cena taHobebate sunotcEs 6, 902 
ANTS GRIT D PD Soe sa Gon m BEE SOO GR REE d.6 Bas Seed CoCr HOC COARSER ime e eeeeE ieee 5, 668 
JNib GBMTD, 1D Sesh eo Seco eaocue seaeoe peuSndioSsooen sedcud Sobor BaeoK6 GnEs uEoeeS 5, 116 
Shoshone Lake, Geyser Basin, average elevation ...-....-.--.-5--.--+--..-2--- 7, 900 
Solitary Geyser, (on Fire-Hole River,) above the Upper Geyser Basin...--..... Up U2 
The above is the average elevation of the hot springs in that neighborhood. 

Hot Sulphur and Mud epiies between the Upper Geyser Basin and Henry’s 
Work 2 ~~ -- = 2 =.= ne nn no ae een ene en ne ie eee 8, 544 

SUGEINOINS IURIRG) Ua ssaboeo Bae sb Coes oe oh en BoC HSH BBE Godan SeeeSO eo oUeemeaerce 7, 870 
MC WHIS WME QIKO. << (Jato sre sroisiecjersie ere lbioe Wislintist e eisiotans She ree Melt Laas seats ak ih oe 7, 750 
Wpper Glacier lake, east of Mount’ Hayden: : 2522552 is. se ee ase Seo 6, 950 
ower Glacier Hake east of Mount Hayden sn. eons seosine sce een ee aes 6, 945 
Tacksoni sya kes esau sia scirs 2. ase sisi empesiye pctolaeis alpiainye a sive ata iarn eae ayes a GUC G 
Mppenkake, at head of Malis) River slice fee sate? oh dart wag acer aio nes ease 7, 541 
Mower Wale: atyheadof Halls River Sirs co stapes seas cea aes aL La LR RR ari 7,525 
MakeronenolleavOveiCamlprol sac nsae twee clece te sate a at ee tite clalaran dhaapg area Ie RS Up eee) 
snialiMakesiat JkwinGubbess sos c1s cia ses eiretiot ce sitters cphactin) a siesta mis aR 7,608 
Smalllake back ob camup ras se eee ees BS USS Vs OR RR ae AN ee 7, 258 
Large hot spring or lake, one and a half miles pe Camproilee se Ni eyes testes 7, 335 
"EGRET DE emcee cel oi an CAI A SEL baal aT a eC 8, 301 
SwaliMlake attootoighed:Mountaines = 3s saenyeseets ieee Manin eeu earns ales 8, 236 
Smal] lake between Lewis and Yellowstone Lakes-......-..- Se ease ear Don a 8, OOL 
lippermWake, northveticamip, 42 Gs se. cas Seas Lay I a ne a dn 6, 969 
MowermWake, NOrbh’ ObCAMpYAD teasers sae aire ae SINE ei a a a Slee erste 6, 951 

Hlevations of mountain peaks. 

MGM? SUCRE yo sees eee os AES etek eeeo sooncd opcasd sa dean te hoje amie ahoetele ers 0, 343 
eau MOnMbalM = —- =~ sei eer) oe == Saline Ma ok ais Suse bee aap ae aren Reser 9, 806 
Rocky Buttes, Falls River basse nu meae my EAN a MIM EG 7, 356 
Top of bluffs, MOELN Of Salm ements onl Na eae ete oes hore Bll Mec te etre at Madae, 
modkoutoill north of Shoshone Makes esses seme esi ooen os oo wele ice aacinies cess 8, 257 
North Twin Buttes, Lower Geyser Basin, (on'main range) -2..-----. 2----6-.-- 7, 962 
South Twin Buttes, LowerGeyserbasinincs We tesa SN yah ae ea 7,979 
Past Orapcmbutte: mouthvbleniyss MOcke eo ete sean ala sees Le ON u BS Giei 5, 368 
Wiesm@rarcmbutce, MoOmbbsevempys ih ork eal sve cys ue ee Regen 5, 425 
TESGpH Osea CONE CSS ie) eava WON YYREISS ful BBUF ey ehns A RNS Ue a Oe a eo 5, 217 

Mount Hayden, or the Great Téton, was measured by triangulation 
with the gradienter. Three different triangulations were made to it 
from different points, the elevations of the bases above the sea being 
determined by barometric observations. The several results of the tri- 
angulations are as follows: 13,858 feet, 13,705 feet, 13,889 feet. 
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The first triangulation was made under more favorable circumstances 
than the others, and I give it a double weight; and adopt, therefore, as 
the elevation of Mount Hayden above the sea, 15,833 feet. 

The result from an aneroid reading was 13,784 feet. 
Mount Moran, (elevation determined by triangulation,) 12,809 feet; 
Sawtelle’s Peak, (measured in same way,) 9,070 feet. 

Passes and divides. 
» Feet. 

PRE LOTR AGS ei ie Ne ae Tot at aol i acre eye eiaiey ca 8, 464 
MyioWee: Passes ete rice Seen al aca ee Se a ctl anata =. 4,063 
Water-shed between Fire-Hole, Snake, and Henry’s Fork -..-...........-.---- 8, 761 
Continental water-shed, between Yellowstone and Lewis Lakes....-...--..-... 8, 024 
Highest point on the divide between the East Fork of the Fire-Hole and Yellow- 

StONG:RAVErS 2820 Nels Fe eee Se Sees oe oS eee ey eee ee 8, 893 
Continental divide, between the Fire-Hole River and Shoshone Lake.-.--..---.. 8,717 
Eastern divide, from head of Falls River to Snake River...--...---..----.---- 7, 594 
Southern divide, from head of Falls River to Snake River ..-... ..---.-----.-- 7, 933 
Continental divide, between the Fire-Hole, west of the Lower Geyser Basin 

and Henry s-Fork) tec toee lisse eee a Ol ek oe apenas 8, 267 
Divide between Malade River and Marsh Creek.----.....-.---- 2-22 -2-0--2- 5, 651 

From the hourly barometric observations at Fort Hall I have con- 
structed the following mean monthly curves of horary oscillations from 
7 a.m. to 9 p. m., for the months of June, July, August, and September : 

June 

July 

Sept. 

The horizontal divisions represent hundredths of an inch of the barometric column. 
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The mean temperature from June 4 to 25 -..-.. 2.2.2 eae 64°.62 
The mean temperature from July 13 to 31..................-.. 70°.44 
ihe mean temperature for AuSust!! oe st eS et 70°.90 
The mean temperature for September .--......... 5.-..--..5-- 57°.79 
The mean temperature from October 1 to 18 ................. 57°.28 

5268 
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